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PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON has devoted

* the best years of his life to the preparation of his

great work, “A History of the American People,” from

the earliest times to the accession of President Theo-

dore Roosevelt. The work, which is just completed, is

monumental in character and scope, represents the

genius of the greatest historical thinker of modem
times, and is written in that delightfully flowing style

which makes it read like a romance. It is printed

from new type specially cast in 1902. In the matter

of illustration, even' field of human activity has been

searched, and hundreds upon hundreds of new por-

traits, prints, maps, plans, and pictures make the pic-

torial features alone tell their wonderful story of the

finding of the continent and the birth and growth of

what is the United States of America. There is a

photogravure frontispiece to each volume, and por-

traits in India tint and black. It is a curious fact

that there is not a single complete narrative history

of the United States in existence to-day. Dr. Wood-

row Wilson’s is the first. It is bound in dark-blue

vellum cloth, leather-stamped, lettered with gold, un-

trimmed edges, gilt tops, etc. The edition is in five

volumes, anil the price is $25.00.

OUR OFFER " e will send you the entire set of five volumes, charges prepaid, on receipt of Si. 00.

If you do not like the books when tiny reach you. send them back at our expense, and

we will return the Si .00. If you do like them, send us S2.00 every month for twelve months, On receipt of this dollar,

we will send you, without cost, beginning at once, a year's subscription to either Harper’s Magazine, Harper's

Weekly. Harper s Bazar, or the Xorth American Review. In writing, state which periodical yon leant. Address

HARPER & BROTHERS, FRANKI.IN SQUARE, NEW YORK CITY

SZ' “ K *

( Stanford, Jr.II

\ *

A HISTORY OF THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE

In Five Volumes

By WOODROW WILSON, Ph D., Litt.D., LL.D.
President 0/ Princeton Unii'ersity
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Magh-nl. Magical Tea: The Hotnln. HUK.
Magnetic Train. The Allwrison, M<M|e|s of. 7fc8.
" Maine." The New Battle Ship, .'.'il

Mam buria . Main Street of Mutlkden - Build
Ing the Town of Harbin with American
Material*. 78(1.

Manhattan, 888. 8-xft.

Man. The, Who Corrupted Kddyvllte I Comic 1.

l.i

Map* and Plans New T«irk Road*. 1 .1 1

:

The
Modern City Beautiful. 2.'ll». 2il : The
Shortewt Route Round the World. 222:
The Balkan*. 37 4 : The World 1 Nations 1

a Hundred Years Hence. 42£ : The Naval
Station" In Cuba. 4.1.1 • The Alaskan
Coast. .'.Hi

:

Map Illustrating the Trans
nilsslon 4»f Power from Mt. Ranter to
Tarotun and Seattle. 626: A Living Map
of the I'tilted States at the St I stills

Fair. B«« : Illustrating the Export of
Irish Fund- Product*. 7<Ml; Result* to Date
of Arctic Exploration. 746; Hlbrallnr.
Showing |tefen*lve Weakness, 832: Tlie
Acre DlatrM and the Rome of the Bo-
livian Syndicate Expedition, 02* • . Tlie
Black Sea Problem. l»2ii : The I'eralan
Hn If Problem. n:«u

Marconi. Signor < Comic),' HU
Marcoalgraphlc Possibility. A (Comic), 21 K).

Ma rill liras Festival. The. In New Orleans. 2M.
Marlowe. Julia. Miss. In "The Cavalier," 42.
Mar*. A New Theory of the Canals on An As-

pect of Man* origin of Spurious ('anal*.
2LS.

“ Martha Washington " Hotel, The, New Tork.
1UL

McCarter, llenry : Mr, Hid hern'0 PrewentaUon
of “ llamlet '* at the Harden Theatre.

National Academy Exhibition, The. 41LNavy:—The Outlook for Navy Legislation—
Reuatur K. Hale. Admiral U_ C. Taylor,
RK-rotarr L. Moody, Representative
li K. how*, hj: Tlie Future of Hermany's
Navy, 2 LI . Dramatic Coast Hci-ue, 2 1 1

.

The New " Maine," ^tl ; The Uun. h
Ing or the Chilian IUttleatllp " Const I

tadun." Reading the Article* of
Mar. il^: " t iear Ship for Action!"
1^2; The Naval Ktatlona In Cuba. 4.1.1 :

|27: T
. EltxalMdlinn Players. .-i».>

:

A Hong of Speed. 560: "Little Lord
Fannrleroy," 7<t«

: “Her Buildings March
O'er (Stid’s ('lean Arch," SKR.

Meara. W. F, ,—A Perilous Moment (Tlie MIs-
'
Dpi Floods). B““
.1 : -The Trai
Pa I nee. 'iHO.

Menagerie <*f March, The (Comic), mi
“ Mire ami Men " «t the Harrlck Theatre, 4.11),

MM Isuil Diversion In Society, A, 4 1 2.

Military Heads. The, of the New York Polbe
Force, Ij.

TournaiL..
trilen, 6117.

Missing (Vdlnis. The (Comlr). 674.
" Moccasin." Official Trial of the.JL
Modern Amerlran city Beautiful. The. 236. 237.
M<ihamui"dau Festival. A. 711.
Mnn«y, Making the New Filipino, IN)",

Monroe Doctoring. The (Comic). ILL
Moors, Tlie, Charge of. on Fex. hlL
Morocco : A Phase i.f the Situation—A Cara-

van of Tuaregs A Tuareg Warrior A
Family Knbyles A Family of the
Sahara A Nomad of the Desert. 174.

Mosquitoes. Exterminating. 002.
Mound Builder*. iH-vcndnnls of the. I_L
Movlng SMewalk*. CndergroaiMl. KILL
•• Sir BtiiP Beard " at the Knlrkertmrker The

atre. XVt,
" Mr Plckwh-k," Heene from. 277
MunlcliMilIHe*. Twentieth Century. Problem of,

•1,^ LL.
Must Be Hot Uhl of Before the Performance Be

gin* (Cartoon), 1042.
My Lady IVggv Hoes to Town." at Daly's

Theatre, 835.

.Varfare. 1010; Yachts
and Battleships. 1014.

Nevada:—The state. Its rltlea. resources, etc.,
pages 1018 to 1034.

Newell. Peter:—Wllllnm the Teuton. Hi; Ed-
ward Makes a Vow. ALS . Signor Mareonl,
iltl : Andrew Carnegie. 587,

New Experience. A ‘ Cartoon 1. MR
New Onearis : -The Mardl Ora* Festival. 255.
New Passenger Station in Chicago, The. 278
New Plan for Cataloguing the Heavens. 336.
News. Tlie, in Midocean. 2 1 :i

New York -lhibllc library Building*. "2: The
Military Head* of the Police Force. 4i:
The National Academy Exhibition 4R
Transportation In the Twentieth Cen
tury, .13 : The First I nder river Tun-
nel. 1H: Roads, present and Future, ir.4 :

The Subway and Its Station*. ITU An
Incident In the Tran»iH>rlaHon Problem.
Ill: Tlie Motlern City Beautiful. 2Illi

:

2IIi.: Charity Ball. The. 22£1; l'r*der
around Moving Sidewalks lu. 333 . The
New Slock Exchauge. 413 : The "Martha
Washington Hotel, ili.: View* of, In
HUM and 1 605. 1117. 0

1

Niugnra Falla:—The Future of. 11: Run Dry
543.

Nicholson. W. :—Portrait of Queen Alexandra.
HILL

"Night and the Resurrection." 457.
Night. A. at the Metropolitan Club. Washington.

*• Nistlna/' .14.1,

Not a Hoo<l Time to Quarrel (Cartoon). BOB.
Nothing Doing (Cartoon), 006.

Occult Door, The (Comic). 794.
ocean. News on the. 21 3.

One of the Winter's leading Social Function*
lh New York, aL

Our New American CBlieas. 832.
outlaw. The. 072, lt)36.

Painting*:—See Art.-
' Beach. A Typk_. — ....

Royal PnlinTaiia at The Regular Way
of netting About—The Avenue of Palm*—On the Steps of the Hotel, 1 til

Pnrkhurst. H. I,. V. ;—The New York charity
Ball. 23A.

Pennsylvanla Railroad. The New Ptuns of the.
768.

Persian Half Problem. The. i>3<».

Peter*. H- w. : The New Slock Exchange lu
New York. ±La ;

Our New American CBI-
xens. 832.

Pettit. H M. The Future of Ntagnrn, li : The
New York Public library. Astor. Tllden.
and Ix-nox Foundation*. 21i: A Twen-
tleth-Centurv Creation, liii: Tlie Subway
and It* Stations. Ufl; The New I'asseti-

ger Station In Chicago, 213: Round the
World. 21*2 Cataloguing tlie Heavens.
330 : The World a Hundred Years Hence.
-ELI : The Naval Stations In Cuba, 4,1.1 :

The " Martha Washington " Hotel. New
York, A2A: A living Map of the Cnlted
Htatea at the St. Ixiul* Fair. *16*): Ihit
tlug Traffir I’nderground In Chicago. 67*1 i

Belmont Park. 7R« : The Black Sea Prob-
lem. 029 ; The Pvrslan Half Problem. 930.

Philippines. The: A lillplno Market—A lVipu
lar Religious Festival. 251: Exploration
Scene*. ,02. 71)3: Making the New Money
for. 0t)2.

Phoiographlng by the Light of the Human Body.

• k "—Faralmtle of a Rml
Facsimile of Original

• over In-sign. 43LA.
Pittsburgh :— Prominent building* and scenes

In. pages 841 to 851.
Police Force. The Military Head* of the New

York, AD,
l*i>lo Ponies on the Cars. “IM-
I’orter. General Fltx-Jobn. Statue of. 10 .

Post, C. J, : The Venexuel* Conference at
Washington. 172 : John S Sargent, 211:
A Cliff Dwelling, 2111:

•' Night and the
Resurrection." I, .7 : The Boxer*. 41)7 :

The Faith of ill* Father*. R«2.
Post-Office Scandal, The tCartoom. 1*182.

Prehistoric Animals. Excavating In North Amor-
l<a: Method of Work In Hairing and
Boxing Frail Bone* Section of a Pino
*nur Professor Osborn's Parly Fnrarth-
Ing Bones, Wyoming, -V).

Presentation. The, of the New Chinese Minis-
ter. IfKIN.

President. The:—Dinner to the Diplomatic
Corpa. 175 : Morning ReceirtioRS. 335

:

The I ’resident and hi* Cabinet. 41ir. : The
President's Western Trip : Tbi* President
Speaking at Northwestern (’Diversity,
Fvnnston -On the Step* of Northwestern
I'ltlverslly. at Madison. Wisconsin The
Reply to the Mayor's Address at Evans-
ton Tlie President Htu-aklng at the |jiy.

Ing nf the Foundation of the Ctdcago
(jiw Hchonl. «24. 625 : Addressing thp
Cnwlmvs at Gardiner. Yellowstone l*ark
Colonel I'lteher and Secretary Loeh— In
the Town llnll at Meiinra. North Dakota -

Meeting with Colonel Pitcher a* Ydln.v.
stone Park John Burroughs. <Pii • In the
National Park. 7«7: The children of the
Wc«t Greet the President, »t Rcdlnml*.
806. 807 ; In the Grand Canyon. Art
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xxxi-M— At Redlands. California —Starting
«m an Engine Kid* from Kama Fc, 00ft;
At the Foot of the "Grlxxlr Uladt " Tree
In California. 031.

President * Ttirrr Secretaries, The, 7t4.
•• Prince of Pifcaen. The." at the Broadway The-

atre, <134.

Princes*. The, and the l*auper (Comic). 72.
Prlxllege of n Senator. The (Cartoon*, 4K0,
Provident I .a winnower, The i Comic). 830.
Provont. Charles II. :—The Lutos . Eaters. .'WO.

381.
R

Race-Cow rap. The Relmont. "SO.
Railroad* : Rwltrlies and Signal*. "oil, 731 ;

Model* of the Alliertaon Magnetic Hys-
tem, "MS : Apparatus Hi Prevent Acci-
dents, 1060.

Ransom. Fletcher 0. :—The Military Head* of
Now York'* Police Force. 43 ; The Last
Honrs of Cadet Pay*. 076. »7t.

Reformation of Itiillllnch. The, 028. 62ft.
" Resurrection " at Hie Victoria T7ieatre, 41R.
Revamping of the Koran. The. MM.
Road*. New York. Present and Future — An

Automobile Road. Broadway near King*
bridge— Map— A Hold uu In the City
Limits - A '* Good Road ” Breakdown, 154.

Ilm-k - Carvlnic* made hy American Aborigine*.
708-

Rogens. W. A.—Klrat Call. January 1. 38;
Something Cooling for Overheated War
lord*. 78: A New F.xperlenco. US: The
lioronior :

" I Wouldn't Mind Coin* to
Wnublnctnu Myself. Sometime.'* 158:
** How are We going to Pay our raxes
now, with only our Salaries to live on’”
206: J. It :*• i’ll Never go Gunning with
William Attain.” 2411 ; An Kxrien*lrc Val-
ent Inc. 2811 : Found the Right Place at
l.a*L .'MW: Trap Always the Same- -only
Victim* New. 406 ;

Farmer Bryan :

"Those Park Hornes are Petting Mighty
Restless." 44<1 : The Privilege of a Sen-
ator. 4Mt: The Beginning of tile Millen-
nium. 510; The Silcceosful One*. 558;
Not a <!ood Time to Quarrel. OHM;
Bn-nro Rusting In the West, 642: The
1'ndeigronnd Mall Route. 882: "Who**
Running till* Show. Anyhow V*' 722: Thr
poor I* Open. 762: "They Won’t Come
Off," 802: Proven “Now Srop Invoking
At Me Like Thai.” MW! : Nothing Doing.
JUKI: •• shall it Ite Closed Against Uncle
Mark?” n 111 : Just Showing How Srrong
They Are. 9N0 ; Must Ite Pot Rid of He
fore the IVrformanee Regina. 1642: The
Post-Office Scandal. 1082.

Rogpatvenaky. Mr. I*. H.. Marriage of. at Waah-
Ington. 23ft.

Romeo ” Oh. then, ilear Saint, let Lip* do
what Hand* do.” vfifl.

IIBntgen Rav* : I 're of Fleclrlrltv from Auto-
mobile* In Connection with Operation*.

Roosevelt. Mis*. Pance In Honor of, at TVaah-
Ingron, 47.

Roosevelt. Theodor*1
. Exercising at Single-

Stick*. 2tiS.

Rowing : See Itoat Racing.

' Sa. red llecatomh, The” <A. R. Sewrlll. 46.
Halonlca. The Blowing Cp of the Porernment

Hank In. Hs7.
Sargent. John 8. :— Portrait of Ml*« Klhyl M.

Smyth. 370.
Scared Rock to Nature. K16.
Schell. F. Crwwon : -The Twentieth - Century

Problem of Munh Ipalltle*. 68. 6ft: l‘r-i«

re** In American Sblplmlldlug, 152:
America'* Newest Navy. 588. 680.

Schneider. Arthur:—A charge of the Moors on
Fez, 85.

Scotson Clark :—Portrait of lh*en. 451: Por-
trait of the Rl. lion. J. ChamlH-rlaln,
<163 : Portrait of Sir Thomas Upton.
1064.

Sea, The : -Progress Under. 6 : Exploring the
Itottom of. 546,

Secret Thonght* of their Heart*. The. 126.
Securing for Sea”—First Trip of the New

•* Maine,” 257.
Renee*. Piecing out the. 4ft4.

Series of Moving Picture*. A (Corolcl. 530
Serrla : -The Assassination of the King and

Queen. 1013.
Sewell. Amanda It.:

—
“ The Sacred llecatomb."

16.

“Shall It Re Cloaed Against I'nele MarkY”
< Cartoon i . ft46.

Shipbuilding. Progrea* In American - launch
Ing a Ship from the Slips A View of the
Yard* In San Francisco, 152

Show Resort, A. In the South, 14ft.

"Sinful Peck," -117.

Small, Frank o :—The Artist*' Featlval. 130.
Smttb. Pranvllb- : Mr*. Aator'a Ilall. sT : The

New * in Midocean. 213: A Mid-Lent PI
version In Society. 412: l*ortrnlt of Mr.
and Mr*, Reginald Vanderbilt. 632, 633.

Smyth. Ml** I'thyl. Sker.-h of. hy John H. Sar-
gent, 371*.

Social Function for Working-Men. A. 386,
Solar Motor. The New, 236.
Something fooling for Overheated War Lord*

< fartnon 1.78.
Song of Speed. A. 56ft.

Song Without Word*. The. 848. 84ft.

Spencer. Mr,, linil hi* Flying Machine. Rfi.

Siwrt : See Automobile*. Peer Hunting. Itoar-
Huntliv- ’• -• "

—

1**'— —
Stanfoid Met

473.
Statue of General FI iz John Porter. 16.
Steven* Institute. Inauguration of President

llu mull rev* at. 207.
Stiffening lie Lllierals. 284.
St. I-niil* Fair --la-tall* of one of the Hand-

ings, 130: A Living Map of the Fnltod
Slate*. 666: Tin* Dedication. 785: Mr.
Itorghim at Work on a Statuary rtroiip.
7110 : Meat*ro. Cleveland. Roosevelt, nnd
Pranel* at the I tedleaf Ion. 7!»1 : Isidore
Konti'* Statuary Work. 11*10: “The Cas-
cade City," ln*et In No. 2405.

Slo<-k Kxchange Scene*. 765.
Stock Kxchange. The New. In New York, 413.
Stone, Seymour : An Incident Id New York's

Transportation Problem. 177.
St. Petersburg. The New United States Ambas-

sador at, Presenting Credential*. 173.
Street Dweller*. The, In Our Rig Cltle*. 627.
Strenuous Life. The, In the White House. 21*3.

Submarine lloats. New Method of lowering
from Rattle-Ship, 6.

Suburban Hardener. The : The Chickens aud
the Obion* (Comic), 446.

Subway. Tlve. and Its Station*. 176.
Succeasful Ones, The (Cartoon), 558.
“ Sultan of Hulu, The." A Scene from, 80.
Sunlight. IViwer from—The New Solar Motor.

256.

“ Tap-Pay " at Yale. 838.
Tapestry, Progress In. 676.
Telegraphy. Wlrelca*. In the Next War:—Wire-

leas Mnii.rimvM In Germany, The Herman
Air Shin Rat ta I Ion Sending Message*. 454.

Telephoning Without Wire* : Apparatus for
Telephoning on a Itay of Light Herr
K ii tamer taking a Message through his
Light-Phonograph. 178.

“The Cardinal." Scene from Mr. Willard's
Presentation of. ft.

"The Cavalier," Mis* Julia Marlowe In. 41).

“They're Off." 1024. 1023.
"They Won't Come off” (Cartoon). 802.
Thulatrup, T de The Reception of the Plp-

lomatle Corps at the White House. 125:
Our New Amha**ad»r at Kt. Petersburg,
17.3: The Army and Navy Reception at
the White lions*-. 253 ; A Night at the
Metropolitan Club. Washington. 316. 317 :

The “ Little Senate,” 335.
"Torch" Shell, The, in Warfare. 1010.
Tornado. The. In Halnsrllle. Georgia. 088.
Transformation of a Pleasure Palace, The. 500.
Transportation Problem. The; —An Incident In

New York. 177: Underground Moving
Sidewalk*. 333.

Trap Always the Same, Only Victims New
(Cartoon I, 466.

Trombone Choir, The, 800.
Tunnel. New York's Under-River: Piagrnm of

New York nnd New Jersey Trolley Tun-
nel-Working on the Tunnel— Kntrarii-e
to Air Lock, 01,

Turkey-—The Power of the Umpire—Scenes In
the Province*. 492.

Turkish Victory In Macedonia. A. 403.
Turk*. The :—Committing Atrocltle*, 631; In

Macedonia. 710. 711.
Twentieth - Century Problem of Municipalities,

The. 66, 60.

IT

Uganda, American Itrldge- Building In, 834.
Underground Mall Route, The (('artootn. 682.
Underground Moving Sldewnlks In New York,

333.
Undent ran ml Trnllle In Chicago, 6*0.
Underwood. Clarence -Lonesome., 548. 34ft

:

The Fishing Season ha* Begun, 672,
673: Lucky Hog. 752. 753; The Rung
Without Word*. 848. M4P.

CniiRual Social Event. An. In Washington. 250.
“Up Ag'ln' It” (Comic), 74ft.

Yachting: The Launching of the " Retlnnoe,"
664: The Cup Yachts. 8JW*

; p|*cUH*lng
the Yacht Kai-e*. 028 ; Views of th«
” Reliance " In Dock. 988 : Yachts and
Battleship#, 1014.

Yale. “Tao-Day* at. 838.
Veto Uenjlro. Sketches from "The Darling of

the GoAk" 2tK>.

Valley Forge. The Saving <4. «35.
” Vampire. The,” Sir Phillip Hurne-Jonea'a

Painting. 107.
Vanderhilt-Ne1b*m Wedding. The. 031
Venezuela ;— Mra. Bowen (Jiving Food to the

Poor at Caracas, 8 Raising (lie Block-
ade. Sketches, 301 ; la (luayra. 452.

Venezuelan Conference. The. at Wtahington,
172.

Venire In New York, 596.
Voii-e, The llnuian, Snap Shota of, 080.

W
Adai

"At the Party. ....

Ward. P. : The Bud. 100.
Washington, I>. c. :—The Klrat Stale Dinner

of the Season In the New White House.
5: The Future Office* of Our Congress-
men, 110: The Reception of the Diplo-
matic Corps at the While House. 125;
The New British Ambassador's Klrat En-
tertainment. 12ft : The Veneauelan Con-
ference. 172: The President's Dinner to
the Diplomatic Corps. 175: The Army and
Navy Itrerpt Ion. 253: Marriage of Ml**
lla.v lo Mr Hogeotvcnsky. 25ft: A Night
at the Metropolitan Clulx, 316. 317: The
Morning Receptions of the President,
335 ; The Marine Band at the White
House. 356. 35"

; Keene* at the Clievy
Chase Ilon«- Show. 7“7 : Scene* In the
Weather Bureau. 836, 837 : The Presenta-
tion of the New Chinese Minister, lists.

Weather Bureau. The. At Washington. Scenes
In. 836. 837.

“Wee Macgreegor," 615.
We*| Point. The Annual Ball at. 076. D77
What She Didn't Declare, »3fl. 637
Where Minute* Count. 973.
White House. The :—First State Dinner of the

Season. 5: Reception of the Diplomatic
Corn*. 125; The Army and Navy Recep-
tion nt the. 253: The Marine Rand, 356,
357 : Tile Restored White House.
Sketches. 611.

"Who's Running this Show. Anyhow!" (Car-
toon 1 . 722.

Wicked Willie aud the Wall (Comic). 280.

William l he Teuton (Cartoon), 371.
Wlrelms Telegraphy In the Next War lace

Telegraphy i, 4,54.
" Wizard of t ix. The." 378.
World. The. A Hundred Year* Hence. 438.
Wright, George They’re Off,” 1624. 1025.

PORTRAITS

Ade. George. 411.
A Ihertwin. Professor A. <*., 788.
Alderman. Edwin A.. 172.
Aldrich. Senator Nelson W„ 44.
Alexiradrr. King, of Serrla, 1613.
Allison. William It.. 124.
Azrvedo. de, Molinpvr, 332.
liarnes. Benjamin i\. 714.
Rate*. Blanche. Mis*. 506.
Beatty. Henry IL. K57.
Relaaro. David. 290.
Bell. General J Franklin, 254.
Hell. J J.. 654.
Beveridge. Albert J.. 83.
Bingham. Amelin, Mis*. 216.
Blaletl, Mon signor Gaetano. 332.
lilaurelt. Lillian, Madame, 678.
Bowen. Herbert W.. 8.
Billow. Count von. 4
Burne-Jones, Sir Phillip, In his New York Studio.

180.
Cannon. Hon. Joseph G„ "0,
ehnmbrrlaln. The Rt. lion, J„ 663.
Cleniiuin. I lav id M„ 856
Cleveland. Ks-Prcaldent. Pmldent Roosevelt.

and Mr Francis. 791.
Cleveland. Grover. 375.
Coif-linn. Tom. 1023.
Corey, William K., 856.
Cortrlyoo, George B_ 3.
cuiiom. Senator Shelby M„ 44.
Darrow. Clarem-e S., 372.
Davla, Fay. Miss. 36.
Day. Judge W. R.. 212.
De Wolf. Elsie. 585.
Diaz, President Porflrlo. 377.
Draga. tjui-en. of Serrla, 1018.
Doer, Caroline. Ml**. 833.
Dunne. Flulry Peter, 331.
Duae. Kb-oiicira. and U-nliarh's Child, 51.
Edison. Thomiis. 630.
Elliott. Maxine. Ml**. 266.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 784.
Fessenden, Profaaaor K. A„ 298.
Finley. John IL. 744.
Forvat, <le. Dr. I... 208.
Forster. Rudolph. 714.
Foaa, G, K., 84.
Fowirr. Charles N., 124.
FMlrto. FtnMnl <of llie World* Fain with

Kx-I’rvaldrnt Cleveland and President
Roosevelt, 791.

Gallagher. Jimmie. 372.
Gnllntidel, Mr*. IMson F.. 318.
GrlscoiD. L . 53ft.

Hadley. Arthur T.. 43.
Hale. Senator Kug»ne. 84.
Hall, Rlcbard. In til* Studio. 92.
Ilarben. Will N.. 368.
Harrlman. Mrs. Oliver. Jr. Mr. R. Hall’s Por-

trait of. 160,

Hay. Mary Garrett. ft33.

Hay. The lloo. J-. 4. 252.
Ileiigenmiiller. Huron. 7.

Hengrnmtillrr, HarOBeas and Child. 7.
Herron. Wllllnm A ,

K58,
Hewitt. Peter <’.. 251.
ILilme*. Judge Oliver W„ 212.
Howells. W. D.. 371*.

Humphreys. Alexander C„ 297.
Ibsen, Henrik, 451.
James, Henry. 532.
Jnne*. John II.. 857.
Jones, Mary C., 1671.
Karageorgevltcli. IVter. 1013
Keppler, Rudolph, 7t*4.

Ijuisdowne. Lord. 4.
I juicier. Sir Wilfrid. 375.
IjmuIs. William IL. 124.
T.lman (our. Jos* L. 377.
Lindsay. II. J.. 858.
Upton. Sir Thomas. 1064.
Ifodco, Senator Henry <’., 44.
Ijieh. William. Jr.. 714.
Lyon, I*o re. Mrs. 801.
Merry del Yal. Monslguor, 382.
Millet. Frank I*.. 338.
Millikan. So mini, MI*h. 1!*h

M itchell, John. 372.
Moody. W. I,.. Secretary of the Navy. 84.
MotixJiffler. Pa*hn, 462.
Naoum Pasha. 462.
New land*. The Hon. F. «.. 1628.
Noerlla, Monslguor. 332.
Panlef. Monslguor Diomede. 332.
Parson*. Alfred. 33“.
Qneen Alexandra, bv W. Nlcbolaun. 337.
Queaada. Gonzalo de. <’ul*an Minister, 70.
Reyes, General Bernardo, 377.
Rlnaldiiil. Monalgnor, 332.
Bobbins. F. I*1 Baron. 855.
Itnheon, Eleanor. Mis*. 895.
Rm-w-velt. nieodore. 375, 714, 701.
Rn**el, william W„ s.

Ru*.*ell. Annie. Mis*. 975.
Sagasta. Praxedea M.. 112.
Sargent. John S.. 211.
Semple. J. IL. 1016.
Sliaw, I„ M.. Secretary of the Treasury. 124
slon re. Edward T. ( .. 854.
Smvlh. Ethyl M.. 371*
Spark*, The lion. J., 1617.
Stoddard. Henry T,.. 024.
Stoddard. K If.. 901
Taylor. Admiral 11. C . St.
Trevllle. Yvonne de. 335*.

Tyree. Ellxaheth. Mia*. 132.
Vanderbilt. Mr. and Mr*. Reginald. 632. 033-
Vandergrlft. Captain J. J.. 856.
Verner. Murray A.. 857.
Wmlswnrth-Bnher. Theodora. 1615,
Waahlngton, George, Pnlntlng of, by Dr. C. K.

Dick. 291.
Wotla. J. F.. 706.
Yerkes. Charles T.. 00.
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Aspects of the Monroe
Doctrine in Venezuela

EXACTLY a century ago Tame* Monroe watt with Living*tone

in l*arU ncgot luting with the representative* of Napoleon
for thi* *ra n

t
privilejifi of dc|M>*iting merchandise ut the

month nt tin- Mississippi for rathipuwnt. or. at best, for tlm

purchase of u mrrr atrip along the river, which w«* then practically

cloned t*> our miiimorcv. The negotiations ended unexpectedly, In-

fore ml of the year IHIKI. bv the proposal of the Mile of the

entire lauiisinmi Territory to the I'niteil State*. This wax the first

pieniinr of the Monroe doctrine, which it is not so generally re-

membered Monroe had himself a part in establishing. Livingstone
wrote: “ From this day the I'nitcd States lake their place among
the | tower* ol lira! rank: the Fnglisli lose all exclusive influence

in the affair* of America." The second premise was established to

air own satii faction in the administrat ion of Monroe a* Presi-

dent; ami the conclusion si-emu now to la* i>eneriilly accepted by
F'lirnpcnn powers. V century la-gun with the purchase of lamisiaua

has ended with F.ngland. Ceminiiy, und Italy praying the arbitra-

tion of the I'nitcd State* in tin* peaceful settlement of their quar-
rel with n small Smith-American state. A few years ago urbitra- /

•ion was a*k»-d liv one of llo-xe under a certain eonitnilaion ; now I

it is voluntarily solicited by all. It is an enviable tribute toj

American diplomacy.
Hy what motives the power* were actuated in this request it

were ungracious to ask. If self-interest were alone the motive, it

would still he as encouraging a*- it the step were taken for purely

altruistic teasons (something not. to lie imagined). What is of
iin|MJrtance is that Kuropmn nations, from whatever domestic
motive, have been constraint d. Isilh by the position of the I'nitcd
States in this hemisphere and by the integrity ami sanity of her
diplomacy, to entrust to her Chief Magistrate the adjudication of
their claim*. This is not in itself .1 formal recognition of the I

Monroe doctrine, hut it would seem to give added color to a policy I

of acquiescence in our position. Perhaps it hi* only forestalled
1

an immediate and linn I settlement of Hie question: bill It is more
MHxoiialdc to ludievr that there is lio actions di»|Nisiliun on the |mrt I

of the Kuropcan nations to begin the forcible [Mr tit ion of another I

eon tine at.
It in true that Germany and Italy have had little extra-Kuropcan

territory to satisfy their earth hunger. They have had lo In- con-
tent with the crumbs which have fallen from the feasting of Kng-
land. France, and litissia upon Africa. Asia, and tin- is'aud* of the
sea*. Their eyes have naturally la*en following the streams of
emigration to South America, and have no doubt looked enviously
11

1

m in the unoccupied or undeveloped parts of that continent. It

is easy to ladii-ve that tinder the direct and re*|mnsibh> giiidiinre of
these and other Kurupenn peoples South America would more
rapidly develop; it is a question, however, if. under such protection
as this doctrine affords, the Imrkward. turbulent people which now
control the continent, are not ultimatelv to work nut a better
destiny. not only for themselves, Inti fur the world ut large.

Lord Lansdowne Colonel John Hay Count von Bulow
British Miuincr of Fixdcn Affairs United Sisks Secretary of Suit Chancellor of the German Empire

The Three Ministers having the Venezuela Episode in Charge
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On

December

18

President

and

Mrs.

Roosevelt

entertained

seventy

people

at

dinner

in

the

newly

renovated

state

dining-room

in

the

White

House.

All

the

lower

floor

of

the

mansion,

with

the

exception

of

the

Blue

Room,

is

now

completed,

and

after

the

dinner

the

distinguished

guests

went

through

the

rooms,

admiring

the

beautiful

renovations

in

the

old

house
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Official Trial of “ Moccasin ”

Di•charging torpedo at target ISO feet long representing the vital* of a battle-skip

Progress Under the Sea.

THE recent official trials of the Adder and IforctMtn, the two
submarine torpedo-boat* which have just been added to our
navy list, pronounce the doom of the surface torpedo-boat.

In the history of warfare there has always lieen some method or
weapon designed to weaken the enemy’s |mwer of resistance by
making hint morally afraid. This factor has of late years lieen

supplied by the surface torpedo-boat, whirh has performed the same
office for the modem navies ns. for example, the painted dragons
and the beating of tom-toms for the Chinese: and they have proved
rquully valuable. When the passing of each naval engagement
found the remits from the torpedo lawt to lie nil, its much-
vaunted moral effert naturally decreased, and there remained only
some such incidents as the repent performances of the new sub-

marines to give it its coup de grace. The fuel that these l*>ut»

have not only met the severe spec! Heat ions of the Navy Depart-
ment, with a handsome margin to spare, but that they have re-

vealed a reliability hitherto unsuspected, has won over the doubt-

ing naval experts' who know that a weapon, to be permanently
useful, must produce some result more tangible than mere moral
effect.

The one feature of the recent trials which impressed itself most
strongly upon those present was the ability of the boat to main-
tain an accurate course when completely submergi-d.

A comparison of the official trial of the l/omiain with the re-

quirements of the contract will demonstrate how well it was ful-

filled. The programme for the *|ieed and torpedo trials provided
for a run of two miles under water, with a turn, the boat to
rise at the conclusion of the run. und discharge her torpedo ut u
submerged target 1JM) feet long, representing that portion of a
battle-ship containing her vitals and protected by the heaviest
armor, the ends of the target being indicated by Hag*. During the

run. required to In* made at an averuge speed of sevrn knots,

the faint was allowitl to rise, to take observations, three times, hut
the interval of visibility could not exceed one minute. The Hoard
of Inspection and Survey reported to the Secretary of the Navy
that, after llie .Uttertutin made her first dive, -die steered u straight

roursr midway between the flag* marking the course, ami al the

end of the mile made a complete circle about the third pair of
flags, and then hendi-d toward the range flags denoting the target,

instead of Iteing visible for one minute each time she rose, as al-

lowed by contract, she was visible the lirst time thirty-five seconds;
the second time, thirty second*; and the third time, when she
emerged to aim her torpedo, only thirty-five second*. The Board
states that during the run the vessel maintained a course at right
angles to the target and midway lielween the range Hugs, and that
her torpedo was discharged “ approximately loicard Ike middle of
lltr rpner behreen the til tort fit i./*, the krading of tke veaael being
approximately normal In the target, no that an accurately regu-
lated torpedo should have nlrurl: the middle of the target. The
torpedo, however, sheered sharply to the left, the trajectory be-

ing a well-defined curve, and |Mi**ed about fifty feet to the left

of the left flag indicating the target." It was, therefore, not the
•IfocraaiM'* fault that she did not make a bull's-eye.

These results plate the I’nited States far in the lead of other
nations in the development of submarine warfare. Although sev-

eral other nations have from time to time conducted desultory
experiments, our only serious rival in this field has been France,
who now has either in service or under construction forty-four
Isial*. But despite the great public interest display*! in the *nl>-

ject throughout France, and the inducements offered in the shape
of prUM by the government, the inferiority of the French boats,

as compared with the American, is marked.
England is not considered our rival in the contest for the most

successful design, for the reuson that she has accepted the Amer-
ican theories governing the construction, and has adopted the
Holland type invented by Mr. .1. I\ Holland. Six boats have re-

cently been finishes! for the English government, and five more,

are under construction at the wnrks of Vickers' Sons & Maxim,
thr company owning the English patents.

The distinct advantage possessed by this design over the French
consists of the ability to rnarnetivrc more quickly. As these ves-

sel* cannot always hope to approach their prey wholly undetected,

and ns they must frequently rise for observation, a short interval

of visibility is essential to* safety from gun fire.

New Method of lowering the new Submarine Boats from Battle-ship in actual Warfare
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H ERBERT WOLCOTT HOWES'. the United Stale* minuter
to Venezuela, who is receiving M»eh high praise it* Kng-

ImikI. CJenminv, \ rnn'irln. ami the United States /nr Ills

diplomatic course during tin- |iu»l

few weeks, has been continuously
in the service of the State De-

partment for twelve year*. Begin-

ning as consul, hr has risen!

through every grade in the service'

up to his present rank of envoy
ex tranrdinary ami minister plrnl-

'

potmtiary: ami every President 1

except Hnoncvelt ha* promoted
him. He has served as consul and
conau I - general at Hai .vl.ina.

Spain; minister resident and con-

sul-general and envoy extraordi- '

nary and minister plenipotentiary
to Persia: and now ns minister to

Venezuela. In 1800. when the

agitation in Spain against the
United States began to assume un-

pleasant proport ion*. Mr. Ilowen
was considered hr the Barcelona
police authorities to be in con-

stant danger of nssas»i nation,

Mich was the feeling against this

country and all her representatives.

During this period nineteen nmhs
appeared before the consulate, and
on several occasions Mr. llouren

fnwxl them at the risk nf his life,

tin the day after the declaration
of war he was escorted over the
frontier on a train guarded hv
soldiers. Wing the lust American
oitieial, if not the last American
citizen, to leave Spain. At Vene-
zuela. Mr. Bowen has had a pc

culiarly trying time. During most
nf his term the revolution of Dm
en»l Matos against President .

Clast rn has been in progress, hut \

he has ke^it on such good terms I

with the Venezuelan President that now the latter seems to seek
his advice on all mallets of staid, ns though lie were the very
Venezuelan Minister of Foreign Affairs, h speak* well for Mr.
Bowen's Illness for n diplomatic oilirc. that Kngland. Oermany,

Holland. Italy, the United State*, and Venezuela are all gratified
with the services he has rendered to each. Mr. Ilowen is now in
the prime ol his powers. The mm of the lute Henry (\ Bowen.

editor ami proprietor of The In-
dt prudent, he was ls»rn forty-six
years ago in Brooklyn. New York.
He received his education in the
Brooklvn polytechnic Institute
nnd at Vale University, where
William II. Taft, now Governor of
the Philippines, ami William H.
Hunt, now Qovernor of Porto
Itien. were among his classmates.
He was also graduated later

ut the Columbia Law School
with the degree of I.L.B. cum
loud.. Although Mr. Ilowen
nractised law only a few years tie-

lore entering upon his diplomatic
career, he has always kept up his

interest in legul matters, and
while he was at Barcelona wrote
a short manual on “ International
l*nw." which has received consid-

erable praise both her and abroad,
lie is also an accomplished lin-

guist. speaking and reading. be-

sides his native tongue. Spanish.
French. German. Italian, and Per-

sian. In the present connection

Mr. Russel, the able secretary of

the American legation at Ca-
racas. should not be forgotten.

To no small degree has lie con-

tributed to Mr. Bowen's recent

successes. He is now in charge
of the British Legation, which
Mr. Bowen has reopened under
the Stars and Stripes, in order
that all the foreign suhjeets who
have sought refuge with him
may Is' comfortably and safely

housed. During the past sum-
mer. when the revolution had

brought so many Venezuelans to the verge of starvation. Mr. Rus-
sel and Mr. Bowen rendered timely aid In the poor of Caracas
with f

i

mmI ami oilier necessities. In many case* this aid was dis-

tributed to the poor.who came In emwds to the door of the Legation.

Herbert Wolcott Bowen
United Sisks Minister to Venezuela

William W. Russet

Tbt Secretary ol the American Ltcation, formerly Charge d'Allsirti at Caracas

Mrs. Bowen giving Food to the Poor at the Door of

the American Legation at Caracas
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MR. E. S. WILLARD’S PRESENTATION OF THE PLAY “THE. CARDINAL”
Aci III.—The "Cardinal Giovanni dc Medici” (Mr. Willard) refuses to let “ Filberts

M (Miss Fealy) sacrifice herself to

"Strozzi” (Mr. Roe). “ Filberts,” who is the fiancee of the Cardinal's brother, agrees to marry ** Strozzi ” to

save her lover’s life; but at the last moment the Cardinal saves her, and thus condemns his own brother

0
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Mr. kelly

Blocking out the Horse in Clay
Mr. Jsmet E. Kelly work on bli heroic equeuriiB statue of General Fia-Joha Porter, 10 be placed in Haymarket Square, Pon-mouih. New Hampablre

The New Statue of Genera.! Fitz-JoKn Porter

T IIK designing umi making of the new heroic statue of Gen-
eral Fit*- Fohn Pttrtrr, which, when romplrtrd, will be
plared in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. the old home of

General Porter, have been ei»l runted to Mr. ,lumc* K. Kelly, tin*

well-known sculptor, of New York. The pro|Minal to erect a statue
to Gem-mi Porter was made hy one of the general'* admirrr*
and fnend*. Thirty thousand dollars wrre given for the pur
|kmt. The choice of Mr. Kelly to carry out the work, in view
not only of his prominent |Kwition in the art world today, Imt
on account of his wide experience in this particular field, cannot
be too highly approved. Beginning with the well-known statuette
of " Sheridan's Hide." most of Mr. Kelly's work has l«*en done
through the inspiration of military subjects. Apart from the
groups representing military si-ciic*. like his '‘Call to Arms." and
so on. Mr. Kelly has modelled busts or statuettes of many of the
most famous civil-war commanders, as well as those of a great
number of our modern military men of prominence. The field is

in a sense one that ho has made his own. and his success makes

him most eminently <|uulified to carry out the present commission.
In all his work where it has Im-cii a question of modelling an
equestrian statue Mr. Kelly has accomplished the rare result of

showing thr alliance between the figures without sulrordinatiiig

the principal motive of character. In this case the sketch of the
statue was made and approved by Grncral Porter himself. Short-
ly before his last illness the general expressed the desire that

Mr. Kelh. who hud already modelled a bust of him. make
the sketch of him in war time. This was dime, and the sketch

us drawn was enthusiastically praised by the general. This
sketch is the one that bus Is-en used in developing the finished de-

sign of the present statue. It is particularly fitting that the old

home of the gcncrul should Is- chosen. It is the one place of all

others where the statue should stand. Those who recall the

bitterness in the army career of General Porter, especially bis

friends, will undoubtedly accept the placing of the statue in this

place us the most thorough vindication possible in a material way
of the career of one of our great national heroes.
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M\NY scientists have persisted in « 1»«* belief. iit» to this lime
that th«’ mound • builders, like thr rliff • dweller*, wen-
wiped out in remote times, either by luiturul ciiiim-* or

l»y superior tribes. The late Professor David Swing advanced the
theory that their mounds were constructed in the Ohio and Missis-

sippi valleys ns refuges in times of Hood. Others held ilmt the

higher mounds were wateh-towers, because they often emitnined no
remains. Il remained for Mr Marian I. Smith, of the Amerirnn
Musriini of Natural History. N'eur York, to announce that the
Ojibway, or Chippewa, Indians liv-

ing in the Kuginaw Valiev of

Michigan to-day, are manufactur-
ing many of the same objects and
have much of the same culture as
he exeavuted from the mounds
near which they are living, and
are. therefore, the descendants cf
the mound-builders. Kurther, tr*

ditions of the Chippewa*. he

atlirms, state that in early time*
another people. Sac* and rox, had
a grent village at thr junetion of

the Sldawasse and Tiltuliawasse
rivers, that the neighboring tribes

united in a war of extermination
and destroyed many of the vil-

lagers. burying them in two large

known conical mound*. The re-

maindrr i-scaped to Iowa, where
their descendant* still reside.

The exact location of the*e
strangers leaves the Chippewua
with a clear and ancient title, ex-

tending back through the re-

motest historic times. It is readily conceivable that, a* time*
changed and the aborigines came in enntact with tin 1 whites, their

culture ehungr-d to meet the new condition* and to prueiire the

necessaries of life. They nlundonrd many of llieir manufacture*
as such product* ls-cntm- useless. The chert arrow-points, and the
mde factories where they were forget! as weapons, ga\c way to

more modern arms secured by ext-hange. Pottery- making became
extinct in the presence of cheap modern utensils of tin or iron,

readily ohlaim-d. So, loti, disappeared the spear of the savige.

stone hammers, knives, hoes, drills, pipes, ornament*, and so on.

before the advent
of better ma-
tt-rials of the
whites. Today
these people
gather wild rice

ill almost the
same manlier as
their forefathers.

To invntlp tlu*

which the women now make after modern jiatlcrns. Women’s clothes

of cheap prints have replaced the skin* of the chase: and the men

Tbe Smith Expedition excavating a Mound

marshe*. ami convey the product inland, canoes are used, which
are different in form ami construction from those used by their

slors. P.ip|KH»scs are «1 ill earrietl on the back, but in Iwskets

r intalern pa
a- skill* of t

have dolled the coon-skin to rise to the dignity of the “ plug” hat

of the white trash, flay idja-s have replaced the ornamented
stone. Among ethnological discoveries, few have lieen more im-
|M»rtant than these of Harlan I. Smith. They Hear away one of

the great mysteries a* to who the

mount! -builders were and what were
they like. Their mounds, ns is

clear, from the human skeletons
found, were graveyards, where war-
riors were laid with their arms
ready for the happy hunting-
ground*. anil where the women were
buried with their pottery and wares,

ready to keep house in the better

world. No doubt, when the mystery
of the mounds of the Ohio ami
Mississippi valley* is cleared up.
they will Is- found to have had a

similar origin. The mound building
|M’oplt's found, with proplu-tic ex-

actness. the Ilest anil most-favored
spots in the regions where their

mule civilization developed. The
road* they built were of little im-
portnnee. They made no great thor-

oughfares. because they did not re-

quire them, ami because the great
pioneers in road-building— the vast

herds of hiitTulo. which were not
known It* them as they were to the Indian*, their descendant* —
had not yet shown the way toward p<M»ilile expansion ami devel-

opment. The hroad paths broken through the forests, across t In-

continent, and over the summit* of the water - shed* by the buf-

falo herds, made possible the migration of the mound - building
tribes, and the Chippewa* of lln- Saginaw Valley in Michigan
are the direct descendants of these migratory peoples. A* has been
conclusively shown by the discoveries of the American Museum,
their civilization, apart from the natural changes of environment
and of contact with new people-, and new condition*, is the same.

The discovery
throws new light

upon a lift l«—

known race, and
point* tin- way to

still more im-
portant research-

es into the his-

tory of early
Aniri'ican peoples.

An old Industry Revived Remains in a Mound Exhumed Indian carrying Pappooscs
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COMMENT
Congress will be in session apa in on Monday next, after

the holiday recess. With the exception of a few days devoted

to eulogies on the late Senator McMillan and on some Repre-

sentatives, the business of legislation can be carried on un-

interruptedly for the space of two months. Last year at

this time Congress had the year before it, and it actually

worked for three months, accomplishing, however, nothing

more than the passage of the general appropriation bills and

some crude legislation for the Philippines,—for which there

ia now crying need of radical amendment, a» its principal

author, Mr. Lodge, admits. If the spirit of the last session

prevail in this, we shall have the same fruitless outcome.

At the same time, a new spirit certainly prevails, and it is

clear, as we pointed out at the opening of the session, that

Congress is evidently at the command of the President, ex-

cept on the great issues, and there is no doubt he can have

much from the House, the Republican Representatives feel-

ing grateful to him for re-election, and he is stronger than

he was in the Senate. The work of the session, therefore,

begins briskly. The House of Representatives passed the

Philippine tariff bill before the holiday recess. This bill

reduces duties from 75 per cent, to 25 per cent, of the Dingley

rates. The larger rate waa established at the last session in

obedience to the decision of the Supreme Court’s decision

in the insular cases. It is interesting to note that this year

the Democratic minority has acted more rationally than

did the Democratic Senatora last winter. Then, the objection

to the Foraker amendment, which granted a reduction of

50 instead of one of 25 per cent., was opposed by the Demo-

crats, because they would have nothing but froo trade for the

islands.

In the Senate, the Committee on the Philippines has

agreed to report a bill establishing the gold standard in

the archipelago. Congress was urged to make this provision

at the last session, but it found the subject difficult, and

was therefore content to leave had enough alone. The con-

sequence is that the insular government lost $1,000,000 dur-

ing the year on the depreciation of the Mexican dollar, and

it is to be hoped that the action of the Senate committee

foreshadows the result in the two Houses. The Cuban reci-i

procity treaty gives so many advantages to the American/
producer and manufacturer that the Senate promises a speedy(

ratification. It is indicative of the President's power over

the House that it aeems inclined not to insist upon its right

to pass upon the treaty. As a matter of fact, the Houso ia

unanimously of the opinion that changes in taxation cannot

be effected by a treaty to which the House has not assented.

In order to save its face, and to gratify the President, who dis-

putes its constitutional law, and is probably wrong in doing
ao. a suggestion is made that the House pass a bill provid-

ing for the same reductions of tariff duties on Cuban goods

as are provided for in the treaty. The House has also

passed a bill appropriating $500,000 to enforce the Sherman
act. This wsb pure demagogy'. At first Representative Bart-

lett, a Democrat, suggested $250,000, and Mr. Hepburn re-

plied with an amendment making the sum $500,000. It was
simply a bipartisan race to catch the popular favor which

it is thought that the President won by his anti-trust

speeches. On the whole, the President’s leadership seems to

hold on the subjects that are coming before Congress in wbich
its members are not deeply interested, but the overshadowing
question, that of trust regulation, remains. Senator Hoar
has presented the title of a bill, and has vaguely outlined its

provisions. As we have thought, the Senator is yet very far

from going as far as the President desires to go, and it is

clear, so far, that, amiable and even subservient as Congress
is in its new relations with the President, the majority is

not inclined to give him his head on the trust question, nor

on the tariff, nor on the currency.

The protest of the small body of Gloucester fishermen \

has killed the Hay-Bond reciprocity treaty which promised I

a profitable commerce with Newfoundland—a notable proof /

that Congress is not to follow the President against the op-

position of certain interests. Still more selfish ia the action

of the owners of coasting-vessels, who were aroused by Con-
gressman McCall’B suggestion that the navigation laws might
be suspended for thirty days for the relief of the coal con-

sumers of the Eastern States. The coastwise trade has cer-

tainly taken advantage of an opportunity for oppression.

Freight charges on cool from New York to Boston have been

made higher than the charges from Glasgow and Liverpool

to New York. So harsh have been the conditions imposed by
the New F.ngland vessel-owners that one-coal-dealer in Salem,
Massachusetts, found that his cargo from a coal port had cost

him $3 50 a ton. In consequence, the people who are asking
for coal, but who cannot afford to enrich the water carriers

in a single season, are behind Mr. McCall's request for a

short suspension of the navigation laws which exclude for-

eign vessels from our coasting trade. The idea is to increase

he competition in the carrying trade for the purpose not

only of bringing down freight, but of increasing the supply

of coal in the New England porta. To thiB benevolent move-

ment the vessel-owners object. They want to keep the victim

for their own particular plucking. They see an opportu-

nity for coining the distress of others into money, and
they insist that Congress shall leave them their pound of

flesh. The worst of it is that Congress aeems inclined to

accede. The fundamental morality of the doctrine of pro-

tection and commercialism ia that profit is the moat Bacred

thing in the world, and that no business interest must bo

touched for the saving of life or for the betterment of the bouI.

The case submitted for the United Mine Workers to the

Anthracite Coal Strike Arbitration sitting in Scranton was

not completed quite so quickly as waa expected at the time
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when our last number went to press. Before the commission

took a recew, however, and adjourned to Tuesday, January 0,

it had time to hear considerable evidence from the non-union
workers. For three days the arbitrators were deluged with

proofs that men who ventured during the recent strike to ex-

ercise the inalienable constitutional right to sell one's labor

wheu, where, and how one pleases were subjected not only

to boycotting and terrorizing, but to actual maiming and
killing. It was shown that after the wife and little children

of a non-union worker hud been chased from their home, the

bouse and its contents were destroyed by fire. All the testi-

mony relating to such outrages will, of course, be set forth by
the arbitrators in their report, and is likely to have an effect

upon public opinion for which the strikers are unprepared.

Those who have watched the proceedings carefully from day

to day express the belief that Mr. Mitchell and his coadjutors

have failed to convince the arbitrators that the United Mine
Workers need either a higher rate of wages or shorter hours

of labor. More than one company has shown that its average

payments to miners exceed by a tenth or more the six hundred
dollars which Mr. Mitchell described as an adequate annual

wage for a miner, while there was an abundance of evidence

that, ns things are now, the contract miner works only from
two to six hours a day, and that even the- laborers employed
by a miner seldom, if ever, stay in the mines seven hours.

On the whole, it looks ns if publicity and the rigorous im-

partial investigation which Mr. Mitchell professed to want arc

unlikely ever again to figure among the demands of American
lubor-unionists. It was tho labor leader who insisted, it will

he remembered, upon arbitration, and he will thus have no
reason to complain if he is hoist with his own petard.

We hope that Congress, which has been so swift to provide

second salaries for officeholders employed in functions for

which there is no constitutional warrant, will show itself

equally expeditious in passing the Army and Navy bills, which

recent events have proved to be simply indispensable if ade-

quate preparations arc to be made for the national defence

and for the maintenance of our national policy. Wc refer,

of course, to the measure which, by creating a general staff,

would place our army on a level with the most vigorous mili-

tary organizations of the European continent, instead of

leaving it in the disconnected, not to say chaotic condition

the deplorable results of which were exposed in our lato war
with Spain. Everybody acquainted with the improvements
in military mechanism made by von Boon, von Moltke. and
others during the last forty years, knows that a general staff

represents not only the brains of an urmy, but also the nerve

system by which intelligence and volition are telegraphed to

all parts of the machine. Should we drift into another war
before a drastic reform has been made in this direction, the

present Congress will be held to a stem account, for it will

bave sinned not only against light, but in the face of a

startling warning.

In view of what has just taken place in the Caribbean, and
of the contingencies which it is now plain may confront us

<

when we have built the Panama Canal, we take for granted
j

that Congress will agree to an appropriation for at least two
more battle-ships and two more armored cruisers. That is

‘

not all by any means, however, that the American people

will expect Congress to do for the navy. Of what use will

additional war-ships be if there are no officers and men to

handle them? A comparative table compiled by Mr. Long,

late Secretary of the Navy, showed that at the present time

a first-class American battle-ahip has only seventeen officers,

as against twenty in Germany, twenty-six in France, and
thirty-three in England. The total strength of officers and
men of all ranks and ratings in 1900 was in the United States

only 23.453. against 25,904 in Italy, 26.108 in Japan. 30,386

in Germany, 30,546 in Russia, 40,775 in France, and 114,880

in Great Britain. It is true that the English figures include

marine infantry, whereas marines are not comprehended in

the figure* for France or the United States. It is certain that

on the 1st of July, 1904, onr navy will require upwards of

600 officers more than are on the register to-day; and they

will not be forthcoming, simply because Congress has hith-

erto failed to adopt the urgent proposals of the Navy Depart-

ment for remedying a grave and growing source of weakness.

Should a war break out ami some of our best ironclads have
|

' to lie in harbor uncommissioned for lack of oilicers and tneu

.to handle them, our people will know how to place the blame
exactly where it belongs,—namely, on the shoulders of the

present Congress.

Thoroughly to be commended is the resolution introduced

by Mr. Hepburn in the House of Representatives just before

the recess, a resolution inviting the Secretary of State to sub-

mit a detailed report of the expend!tures of the Panama Canal
Commission. The Wulker Commission,—so called because

headed by Admiral Walker,—has expended, it seems, over one
million dollani in the prosecution of its inquiries, and, ac-

cording to the official information thus far available, nearly

$700,000 lias been disbursed for the pay of officers and em-
ployees, including the pay of laborers hired in Central Amer-
ica. In view of the disclosures made by Senator Morgan, it

is fitting that every item of this expenditure should be scruti-

nized by the people's representatives. Mr. Morgan asserted

in the Senate that members of the commission had received,

by way of compensation, one thousand dollars per mouth for

a period of two and one-half years, besides all their expenses,

which were liberally estimated. During that long period they

had spent, he soys, less than eight weeks on tho isthmus.

Under the circumstances, reasonable persons will concur with

Senator Morgan in thinking that disbursements to be made
hereafter in connection with the proposed interoceanic water-

way should not be left to the discretion of the Executive, but

should la* fixed beforehand by Congress. He HUggwta that

five thousand dollars a year, the salary of a United States

Senator, should suffice for a canal commissioner, and that

the latter should be obliged by law to spend a definite fraction

of each year on the isthmus, where his supervisory functions

are ostensibly performed. We must acknowledge that effectual

precautions of the kind cannot be too promptly taken when wo
call to mind the monstrous wastefulness, to say nothing of

flagrant embezzlement and bribery, by which the Lcsscps Canal
Company was disabled. If the detailed report which Mr. Hep-

j

burn has rightfully demanded shall show that our government
has evinced a tendency to larishnera in the compensation
given for even preliminary inquiries, the necessity of provid-

ing safeguards against future extravagance will be generally

recognized.

It is a pity that the reciprocity treaty with Cuba could not I

have been ratified by the Senate before thp recess, but we pre- \

sume that the ratification will speedily take place after the re-
|

assembling of Congress. The treaty, as signed by President '

Palma, is not so favorable to the United States as Cuba would
willingly have made it a year ago, nor is it as favorable as tho

draft which General Bliss laid before the Havana authori-

ties. lie proposed that, in return for reducing the Dingley

dues on Cuban products twenty per cent., Cuba should grant

tariff reductions ranging from fifty to seventy per cent, on
a long list of articles produced in the United States. The
largest reduction conceded to any American commodity in the

treaty, as finally agreed upon, is forty per cent., but, with

the conceded reductions in our favor, we certainly should be

able to compete with foreign purveyors for Cuba’s import

trade, especially when we keep in view our far greater prox-

imity to the island. An immediate ratification of the treaty

is most desirable, not only in order to discharge a moral obli -

1

Ration and to stimulate Cuban industries, but also because

it is regarded on both sides as a condition precedent to the
^

concession of coaling-stationB by the insular government. A
naval and coaling station on the south coast of Cuba is

urgently needed for the control of that part of the Caribbean

which adjoins the projected Panama Canal. For the same
purpose the Venezuelan island of Margarita is almost equal-

ly essential, and we could not, therefore, suffer Germany or

any other European power to take possession of it.

We have formerly referred to the recklessness with which

both parties in the House of Representatives, vying with

each other in the effort to eonciliate the labor-union rote,

combined to para the Eight Hour bill, without any regard to

its effect on the efficiency of the national defence at a crit-

ical conjuncture. We suggested that the leaders of the House,

while shirking their own responsibility, looked forward, prob-

ably, to an exhibition of more common-sense and forethought

on the part of the Senate. If such was their expectation, they
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have not been altogether disappointed. The tiouse bill, it

tnay lie remembered, prohib'ted any man engaged on govern-

ment contract work from laboring more than eight hours a

day, no matter how he might be willing or eager to spend bis

leisure time. When the bill came up for consideration be-

fore the Labor Committee of the Senate, representative* of

the firms engaged in bnilding war • vessels and furnishing

armor-plate to the United States appeared, and testified that

they would be unable to do any further work for the govern-

ment if the conditions prescribed by the House of Representa-

tive# should be embodied in law.

I Fortunately, the Senate Committee has since received an

I object - lesson in the high - handed demonstrations of British

{
and German squadron* against Venezuela, the scope of which

I has been, no doubt, materially affected by the prcsenco of the

large American fleet under Admiral Dewey in the Caribbean.

(

In other words, the fact has been driven home to the dullest

perception that the Monroe doctrine is not worth the paper

on which it was penned unlew we possess a navy strong

enough to enforce it. There is now not a single patriotic man
in Congress who has not awakened to the possible significance

of the huge additions being made to the German navy, and

who ia not keenly olive to the necessity of increasing our own
war fleet as quickly as possible. To choose such a time for

depriving ourselves of the services of our native ship-builders

and armor-plate manufacturers by prescribing intolerable

conditions would be one of those inexpiable blunders that are

worse than crimes. The Labor Committee of the Senate has

shown itself less blind to its duty than was the House. So

largely has the bill been amended that its scope ia limited to

a very few industries, and an effort has been made to protect

the manufacturers who are engaged in supplying materials

to the government. The infringement of a workman’s con-

stitutional right to spend hia leisure time as he pleases has

also been limited to a provision that only eight hoars a day

shall be given to government work. Even in its amended
form, however, the bill is objectionable, on the ground that

it imposes restrictions which might paralyze our means of

making prompt preparations for national defence in a sudden

and grave emergency. Luckily the measure, as reported, ia

certain to receive searching discussion in the Senate, and its

possible bearing on the welfare and safety of the republic will

not be overlooked.

A correspondent of the Philadelphia Ledger moots a ques-

tion which, beyond a doubt, ia ripe for general discussion. Ia

it reasonable or becoming that this great republic, which, aa

the late Mr. Mulhall, the well-known British statistician,

pointed out, is now considerably richer than the United

Kingdom, or. in other words, richer than any other nation on
the globe, should require its President to discharge the mani-

fold, ardnotm, and responsible functions of his high office for

the relatively meagre stipend of $90,000 a year! We call the

Btipend relatively meagre, because the President of the

French Republic, who is elected for seven years, receives

$260,000 per annum, and because even the thinly peopled and
comparatively poverty-stricken Dominion of Canada allots

$50,000 a year to its Governor-General. Nor should it be

for a moment overlooked that, by comparison with the Ameri-

can Chief Magistrate, the President of the French Republic

and the Governor-General of Canada are mere figure-heads,

restricted, for the most part, to the stage-business of execu-

tive headship, the real power* and duties of administration

being entrusted to a Prime Minister. From one point of

view, indeed, an American President may be said to have no
minister at all, for tl>c members of his cabinet, being ac-

countable, not to the House of Repreeentativea, but to him-
self alone, and dismiesible at his option, might be described as

private secretaries, unprotected by a civil service law. Presi-

dent Loubet might go to sleep in the midst of a national

crisis, for he ia not personally responsible for any of the acta

of the French ministers. Hia chief function is to entertain.

The same thing may be said of the Governor-General of

Canada. Outside of his decorative function, all he haa to do
is to sign the hills that are put before him by hie cabinet:

the hard work of administration is performed by Sir Wilfrid
Laurier and hia colleague*. Yet, although, under our Con-
stitution, we bold our Chief Magistrate to a rigorous and ex-

clusive responsibility, and although we exact from him more
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than all the work discharged by M. Loubet and Premier
Combes combined, we pay him only a fifth of the sum deemed
commensurate with the dignity and services of a President of

the French Republic. That is to say, having begun by dele-

gating to our Chief Magistrate powers and duties far ampler
than belong to any European sovereign, with the exception of

the Czar of Russia, we proceed by implication to assert that

the task of guiding the destinies of the Unitod States is lees

onerous, less momentous, and less deserving of reward than ia

the management of American banks and corporations, not a
few of which pay their presiding officer a salary equal or

superior to that of the President of the United States.

The King has prorogued Parliament for the holidays, which
arc to be protracted until February 17. Hia speech, which
was read in the House of Lords, is an attempt at a history of

the past year, rather than a forecast of the future. One might
almost call it a budget of regrets and hopes. The most seri-

ous regret ia over the Venezuelan difficulty, and we cannot
doubt his Majesty’s sincerity wherf Iso expresses his sorrow that

Venezuela’s many sina should have made thiH action inevi-

table. He alleges "unjustifiable and arbitrary acts against

British subjects and property ” as the cause of the war, and
very innocently relates that, finding that Germany had also \

complaints to make, he decided to make common cause with /
Nephew Willy in an attempt to sit upon the South-Americani

republic. If the regrets are chiefly about Venezuela, the hopes!

mainly hover over Africa, from the Nile to the Cape. Wc arc

still left in doubt as to the fate of the so-called " Mad ”

Mullah, who will probably demonstrate that he is very much
alive, or, if he decides to stay dead, will doubtless drop his

mantle on the shoulders of an equally “ mad ” successor, so

that the rumors of war will still re-echo among the sands and
jungles of Somaliland. Roseate hope* for the future of South
Africa arc added, and a string of very pretty compliments
paid to the angel of peace in the form of Mr. Secretary Cham-
berlain, whose departure and difficulties we have already en-

larged upon. There are more hopes about the Anglo-CThineee

treaty, which is to secure valuable facilities and advantages

not only for England, but for the world, and the Delhi Durbar
is made the centre of a new rainbow of promise for India,

where, by-the-way, an occasional renewal of the Deluge would
be something of a boon. The King ia even optimistic about

the alliance with Japan, and speaks of Italy as co-operating

with him in Abyssinia, so that, instead of the splendid iso-

lation of the past, hia Majesty may now boast that he has

allies to burn.

Very significant as a symptom of the real motive force in

the Venezuelan quarrel is the attitude of the German press,

which has recently been filled with jubilations over the fact

that the Monroe doctrine has been “ blown sky-high w by the

events at La Guayra and Porto Cabello. This expression ia

echoed by the press of Italy, which is rubbing its hands over

Uncle Sam’s discomfiture. It ia not enough to say that the

course of events will show that these good people have been
somewhat forehanded with their self-congratulations

;
the point

is that we are thus openly let into the secret of Germany’s true

feeling; and it is evident that the whole nation is solidly

ranged beside Kaiser Wilhelm in his determination to blow
our foreign policy into the air. Kaiser Wilhelm’s distrust of

the United States, or, rather, hin apprehension of danger from
our commercial and political expansion, is notorious, and has

been expressed in many speeches and conversations. And there

cannot be the smallest doubt that Austria and Italy agree

in this with Germany, and regard onr claim to exclude them
politically from the New World, at the vory time when wc are

pushing our way into the affaire of the Old,—gaining terri-

tory in Asia, and even interfering in the domestic concerns of

Europe, aa in Turkey and Roumania,—as a piece of intol-

erable arrogance, which must be snubbed at the first oppor-

tunity. A significant piece of news coming from Germany
sheds additional light on this attitude of mind. It is well

known that nearly all the production of Germany is now con-

trolled by trusts, or. as they are called there. Kartells,—there

being nearly three hundred in existence. About three-quarters

of these have now established a “trust of trusts,” with the

avowed intention of contesting and driving back the " Amer-
ican invasion n

in the Gorman markets. This is, of course,

not a mere speculative proposal, hut the result of years of bit-
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ter experience ami loss, and the German government, in the

person of Count Poaadowsky, fully sympathizes with the plans

of the manufacturers. It is easy to see how this persistent

pressure in Germany itself might inspire a longing to “ blow

the Monroe doctrine sky-high.”

A son of the Marquis de Rudini is on his way to South

America to search for El Dorado, or, perhaps be himself would

say, to open up the El Dorado he- has already found. He
assures the world at large, and tho Brazilian government in

particular, that the Acre syndicate has no political purpose

whatever, but is merely a company which has great faith

in the wealth of that country, and is anxious to develop it

commercially, not only on Bolivian, but also on Brazilian ter-

ritory. He suggests that the best way to prove there arc no

ulterior designs upon Brazil in the Acre venture would be

for the Bolivian syndicate to absorb some large and valuable

concessions adjoining the Acre region, but which lie in what

in indisputably Brazilian jurisdiction. Wo confess that we

fail to see how this could Reassure Brazil. She fears an at-

tack on the sovereignty of the 8outh-American republics,

through the concession made by Bolivia, and to put certain

territories of her own into the same position of menaced sov-

ereignty hardly seemB to us to be the most likely way to re-

move the fears of Brazil. However, the Marquis Carlo do

Rudini is hopeful that he will be able to put the whole ques-

tion before Brazil in a light so roseate that all her objections

will vanish away, and he incidentally reveals the fact that he

himself is the concessionary of certain valuable territories

near Acre, but within the limits of Brazil. He is trying to

bring about a merger with Sir Martin Conway, Mr. Whitridgo,

and the Acre syndicate. He even hopes to build roads and

railways from the hidden treasure-house of Acre to the Ma-
deira River, whence steamboats can carry its boundless ran-

soms down the Amazon to the ocean. The young marquis has

a vision of immense fortunes to be gained in Bolivian cattle,

rubber, gold, diamond mines, and so forth, with which his El

Dorado is liberally stuffed. In this context, it is interesting

to recall the present attitude of Italy towards Venezuela, and
the exultation of the Italian press that the Monroe doctrine

is an exploded fiction, a ghost that has been laid.

Recent advices from Spain are more reassuring. After

a series of cabinet crises, a ministry has just been formed

which, it is agreed on all hands, bids fair to be stable and

enduring. Spain needs a Waldeck-Rousseau to combine the

strong and able men of all parties in a ministry of talent; bat

in the moan time a condition of relative tranquillity seems

fairly assured. We are also informed that the young King
is toning down, or, to quote the words of our new ambassador

to Austria, Mr. Bellamy Storer, has " acquired a repose of

manner,” which he apparently was much in need of during

the first months of his reign. Mr. Storer also vouches for

the fact that Alfonso has not M gone back on his mother,” as

Scotty Briggs said of Buck Fanshawe, or, if we remember
rightly, “ has not shaken his mother,” was the exact phrase

used. A warm tribute to the character and qualities of the

Queen Mother is paid by the same high authority, who calls

her “ one of the best sovereigns Spain has had for centuries,”

Meanwhile the King's cousin has been arrested in a gam-
bling-hall, and has retorted by challenging the prefect who
caused his arrest. This opens up a picture of alarming pos-

sibilities for a distinguished official within our own city

limits: Suppose that Mr. Doc, should that elusive gentle-

man be captured, were to reply by sending his seconds to Mr.

Jerome, or that the big chief were to favor our Mayor with a

like attention! But then the good sense of the Anglo-Saxon
opposes martial challenges between individuals, though still

tolerating much the same kind of thing between nations. Mr.

Storer is responsible for the statement that a very amicable
feeling for the United States is not a remote possibility in

Spain, and that already there is far less ill-will towards ns

in the peninsula than might be reasonably expected. We wish

tho new ministry good luck, and hope tho young King will

continue to cultivate that repose of manner which befits the

figure-head of a state, however gay and wicked he may feci

inside.

A very high authority on international law, and especially

on the significance ami the reach of the Monroe doctrine, has

given us his opinion on the request of the allies that the Presi-

dent act as arbitrator between them and Venezuela. His
nome, if wc might mention it, would carry conviction to most
minds. lie takes the ground that the President ought never

to act as arbitrator in any dispute in which that doctrine is

involved. The reason is that this country must always be a

party in interest in any such controversy, and it is a

fundamental rule of legal ethics that one must not be a

judge in one's own case. When a South-American coun-

try, like Venezuela, is embroiled with a European power,

there is always danger, until the controversy is settled,

that the United States will be brought into the

quarrel. Even after judgment is rendered, this danger

must continue. If, for example, in such a case as the attack

of tho allies upon Venezuela, the President, acting as arbitra-

tor, should decide in favor of the South-American country,

lie could not escape the suspicion that he was moved by mo-
tives different from those which should govern a judge. The
defeated parties would almost inevitably feel that he had been

moved by his sympathy for the American party to the con-

troversy, and that his judgment had been warped by the con-

sciousness of his assumed duty to protect the American power

from the slightest injustice.

The consciousness that such a suspicion existed would
make the President qnick to scent injustice. Such a sus-

picion of his motives, although it is not incompatible with

perfect honesty, is harmful to a judge, and is properly dreaded

by him. It is a suspicion which the President ought not to

invite, and which the country, if it saw that it was inevita-

ble, would not like to have him invite. Again, if tho judgment
should be in favor of the claimants, and they were thereby

authorized to procoed to the collection of their claims, we
might soon be placed in a false position. It is one thing for

us to stand by and say to a European power: “ You may fight

out your quarrel with this American nation, but you must
not take from it its territory”; and it is quite another thing

to say, aB judge: “ Your debt is juBt, but you shall not employ
the uttermost power of war and conquest for its collection.”

Would not the creditor power then be justified in responding:

"You say, as judge, that our claim ia just, but you threaten

to become an ally of the judgment debtor, and prevent our
collection of the debt if, in order to do so, wc find it necessary

to go beyond the limit of compulsion which you have Bet; in

that case, the only just course for you to pursue is to guar-

antee the collection ?” The coarse of wisdom, then, is to avoid

the imputation upon our honor, or the pecuniary responsi-

bility, by keeping clear of the quarrel until our own interests

compel our intervention. The proposed intervention is ex-

cusable on no other ground than that onr interests are affected.

Therefore, in every controversy between a European and a

"South-American power, we are liable to become a party, and
one who may become a party in an action is necessarily

barred from being a judge.

folly of England's alliance with Germany has been

striking. There is no doubt in well-informed circles that

Germany has sought to test the disposition of this country,

and to discover the extent to which wo can be led away from
our insistence upon the Monroe doctrineJ>It ia true that the

German Emperor has recognized the validity of our rule

that no European power shall permanently occupy new Amer-
ican territory; but he is eager to know if that is our real limit,

and if we will always defend even that assertion. Hej^hrewd-
ly obtained the aid of England in this enterprise. \On the

other hand, the statesmen of Great Britain are convinced
that it is for their interest, and especially for the interest of
the Dominion of Canada, that the Monroe doctrine shall

be upheld against Continental Europe, and that it shall mean
much more than we have declared it to mean. / For example

:

England would have us assert that no European power shall

be permitted to take, or to occupy, a South-American state

on invitation of the people of that state. To that extent our
own official utterances have not yet gone. When, therefore,

we consider England’s enormous interest in maintaining the

integrity of the Monroe doctrine, and the comparatively

paltry nature of the claims of its citizens against Vene-

zuela, and even of the slights suffered by British marines.
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the alliance with Germany is seen to be u folly which demands
explanation.

Not only does this alliance of Germany and England

endanger English interests on this continent, but it is

incongruous; it is opposed to the policy of the government,

and it threatens to overturn what British administrations

have been working for during more than a score of years.

It is not probable, of course, that great harm will result from

the affair to endanger the growing friendship between the

two nations, but trained statesmen would have avoided the

possibility of arousing popular distrust in this country, or

of joining England with Germany in American imaginations.

That the alliance is radically opposed to British policy, and
to English sentiment, which is thoroughly loyal to this coun-

try, is shown by the outbreaks of criticism in Parliament

and in the press. The whole affair is so strange, as well as

foolish, that it is necessary to find the explanation for it be-

low the surface. The truth is, as we have good reason to be-

lieve, that the primary responsibility rests upon the King.

ITe was persuaded by his nephew, the Emperor, that the alli-

ance could not involve him with this country; he was made
to feel “like doing something bo committed the nation;

und Mr. Balfour’s government has attempted to help him out.

This was folly on Mr. Balfour’s part, a folly that cut two

ways, for. not only does it endanger friendly relations with

the United States, it comes dangerously near being an un-

constitutional recognition of the King's right to govern. The
German Emperor’s influence with his uncle is great, and in the

direction of inducing him to assert himself, and Mr. Balfour

was caught napping when he permitted the Emperor to pre-

vail in this Venezuelan affair. For the sake of the King and
of the Conservative party, Mr. Balfour ought to see to it that

this does not happen again.

We are accustomed to look upon the Chinese as a race of

very inferior mental and moral endowment : indeed, the popu-

lar opinion of them among the white races is that they are not

very far removed, in the scale of being, from the higher ani-

mals. Now and again something happens to disturb our fixed

ideas on this subject. Wo read some wise aphorism from Con-

fucius, or come upon a Chinese poem instinct with delicate

emotion, or are set wondering by some Chinese speech or

essay in our periodical literature. Wu Ting-Fang, the emi-

nent ambassador of the Celestial Empire to this country, has

done much to give us a truer conception of the mental and
moral quality of his countrymen, and in his own person lie

is a striking witness to the error of our general notions. In

the January number of Harper's Magazine ho writes a pol-

ished and dignified article, full of quiet, deep wisdom. He
claims that in intellectual endowment tho Chinese are not in-

ferior to any other people in the world. Only, their way of

looking at life is different from that of Western peoples. As
Aristotle said, man’s natural and universal aim is happiness:

it is in the meanB that we are generally mistaken, not in the

end. The Chinese aim at happiness, just as the Americans do.

The two peoples try to attain to it by utterly divergent roads,

and Wu Ting-Fang clearly points out the divergence. The
Americans believe it is to be reached by way of a feverish ac-

tivity, in work and in play; the Chinese, by content and repose.

Which is the happier nation? asks the writer. We are almost

persuaded by his argument that China is, and a doubt rises

up in the mind as to whether we in our Western world have
not, after all, taken the wrong road. But we are quickly reas-

sured. We know that, in a general way, our course is surely

marked out for us by original temperament and natural en-

vironment—a combination which some call destiny—and that

we conld follow no other. Tho same iB true for the Chinese.

But the point we wish to make here is that a nation which
knows how to be happy—that ifl, n nation which, by the proper
use of such free will as it has in the matter, adequately fulfils

its destiny—is worthy of respect and consideration.

How far is a man justified in turning the imperative neces-

sities of his neighbors into his own exceptional pecuniary
profit? Sometimes this is an academic question. Bo-called;

to-day it is a practical one. If there is anything that folks

need this winter more than anything else it is fuel. But be-

cause they need it so much, prices creep up, and up, and up.

The mine-owners say it coats them but little more than in the

past; the transportation companies declare they arc getting

no more out of it; the dealers, as a rule, asseverate that their

own profits are but pitiful. Still, somewhere iu the transit

from mine to bin there arc mysterious accretions of coat, un-

til the beat mathematics the luckless buyer cAn muster will

figure nothing but that in the windings of the journey a spe-

cial and extraordinary profit is made to trickle into some-
body’s pocket. Buyers mildly protest, with no worse word than
“ robber”; but they are told that this is the natural working
of the law of supply trade. Scarcity of supply, excess of de-

mand, rising prices— these go together as water flowing over

the cliffs of Niagara clouds the river below in spray. Does
a lucky or foresighted man succeed in winning a few extra

thousands of dollars out of his countrymen who must keep
warm in their houses—or their shops? He is part of the order
of the universe, and his gains are decreed by the laws which
govern the movement of all human affairs—possibly the move-
ment of the planets. He would display idiocy and defy des-

tiny were he to give up or refuse these exceptional gains
and content himself with modest profits. This is the tide,

taken at the flood, which may lead him to fortune. And
yet,—there was a plain man in a New England town who said

No. He had a different idea. Coal was scarce, to be sure;

prices might be made high, and the profits were tempting.
But he did not seo his way clear to take them. He would do
the best he could with his townspeople. They should have
their coal, as far as he could supply them, at a moderate ad-

vance, no greater than the usual profit. He couldn’t make
up his mind to excessive gain forced out of the dire need of
the community. Possibly he was an idiot, blind to his own
opportunity. Even so, it is more cheery to believe that he
may have been ahead of his time, and that he was trying to

realize in present practice a principle that will yet govern the

world of trade more certainly than the law of supply and
demand—tho principle that business will lie better off when
human beings are treated as human beings, and not as so many
opportunities for making more money when they get into a
tight place.

President Wilson of Princeton is afraid neither of trusts,

nor of labor unions, nor of too much concentration of govern-

ment. “I believe,” he says, “in the utmost freedom of com-
bination in a free country. There is no people so able to

form combinations as the American people. We are born
lawyers. There is no race that produces a people who are so

capable of self-government, because there is an inborn sense
of the power of combination.” Dr. Wilson has the advantage
of some observers in that he not only reads the newspapers,

but has stndied and written American history'. To forecast

the future, it is necessary to know the past. Dr. Wilson is

pretty good authority on the past of the American people,

and ought to be reasonably well qualified to guess what is

going to be good for them.

Mr. Kipling and the I<ondon Timet between them can
give effective expression to any opinion on which they agree.

They havo agreed in thinking ill of the British-German part-

nership to coerce Venezuela, and Mr. Kipling has put their

common sentiment in verse, which the Times has published. It

is good verse, worth reading—and probably worth cabling

—

for its own sake as verse. As politico, it is at least candid.
Mr. Kipling seems not to care who knows that he is out of
humor with the Germans. lie makes his rowers of the Brit-

ish war-galley say:

Look Mouth, the gale is scarce o’erpaat
That stripped and laid us down

When we stood forth, hut they stood fast
And prayed to sec us drown.

The dead they mocked are scarcely cold;
Our wounds are bleeding yet;

And ye tell us now that our strength is sold

To help them press for a debt!

This is rough speech, and rougher follows. When we remem-
ber that English is a mother-tongue of tho German Emperor,
it is conceivable that feelings have been hurt in Berlin.

It is n solemn truth—a truth universally recognized and
long since beyond pulliation or denial, that the facilities for

hauling the working-people of New York back and forth be-

tween their residences and the places of their employment
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an* inadequate. Everybody thinks so who tries to get down
town hefore nine o’clock in the morning, or up town after five

in the afternoon, or tries to get from Brooklyn and home
again, or reads the newspapers, or sees the public vehicles go

by in the “ rush hours.” Things are bad enough in good

weather when all our means of transportation are at their

best; aud in times of snow and ice, when there is bad going,

they are so bad as to make newa faster than the papers can

print it. The community is fully alive to its hardships, and

earnest in procuring any abatement that is possible. The
Mayor and most of the branches of the city government, the

Merchants’ Association, the Citizens’ Union, members of other

organizations, the newspapers and the people who write let-

ters to them, are all bent on the amelioration of existing

hardships. All propositions take one of two forma. They
either suggest that the elevated and surface railroads shall

put on more cars, or that travel shall be a little better dis-

tributed through the day. The roads think they are running
all the oars they can possibly manage. It loolu as though

they were doing their best, but appearances sometimes mis-

lead, and it is possible that vigorous stimulation may result

in getting better service out of them than their officers believe

them capable of rendering. They are asked to perform the

impossible. Perhaps they can’t, but certainly they won't unless

it is urgently expected of them. As for the other remedy—the

better distribution of travel—that is being applied by such

individuals as can apply it. Workers who can go up town at

four, go at four, and go comfortably. Nobody waits until five

or six unless he must. One correspondent suggests that

whereas now a great number of stores and offices open at

nine and close at five, it would help matters if half of them
opened at 8.45 and closed at 4.45. It might help a little. So
it would help if more of the city's work was done at night
and less in the daytime. But nothing is going to help very

much until the tnnnel is opened. Those of us who survive

the next five months will see a better state of things, for the

summer exodus comes with June, and the tunnel may be
working by October.

Dr. Lorenz, unless he changes his plans, will sail this week
for England on his way home. He has had a wonderful visit

in this country, which he has traversed from ocean to ocean,

making himself everywhere welcome by works of skill and
mercy, by kind acts and kind words, by ready appreciation of

hospitality, and indefatigable willingness not only to do what
he could to relieve suffering, but to teach his methods, as far

as possible, to our surgeons. He seems to have pleased every

one with whom be has come in contact, and especially to have
quite won the members of his own profession, who have noth-

ing but admiration and good words for him. His visit will

undoubtedly have an effect here on the treatment of the dis-

locations to which he has chiefly devoted himself, but the im-

pression the layman gets from reading about his operations

is that it is one thing to know how he does his wonders, and
quite another thing to imitate him. His method is simple,

but the strength and the skill with which he applies it are

both prodigious, and have been acquired by years of prac-

tice. Still, to show that a thing can de done is two-thirds

of the battle. What a surgeon from Vienna can do, surgeons

in America will do: it is only a matter of time. If Dr.

Lorenz comes back next year, as he suggests, that will be so

much gain. His inexhaustible good • will is his most sig-

nificant characteristic. He seems to have the real missionary

spirit: to be desirous to go where he can do the most good,

ne is the more likely to come back here because the field

is so great and the laborers so hospitable to new ideas.

The American Methodists undertook to raise a Twentieth
Century Thankoffering Fund of twenty million dollara, and
have succeeded. I)r. Edmund M. Mills, who was detailed to

take charge of the work, gave out a week ago that the money
would all be subscribed by tho last day of the year. Nearly
eight millions iB to be used for educational purposes. An-
other eight millions will go to pay church debts, and is ex-

pected to pay them all. A million and a half is to be set

aside as a fund for aged and infirm ministers, and, appar-

ently, another large sum is to be devoted to hospitals. Among
the contributors, Dr. Wells says, are “ many wealthy sons of

Methodist ministers, one giving $400,000, an amount which it

would have taken his father a thousand years to earn in the

service of tho Church.” The statistics of the wealth of the

sons of Methodist ministers would probably make interesting

reading. They don’t all get rich, but most of them get a good

education, sound moral training, and a better than average

chance to inherit the earth. Doubtless they acquire their full

share of it.

Mr. Charles Francis Adams, who does not mind speaking
unexpected thoughts when he has them to speak, has been

telling his friends in Charleston that the fathers built tho

civil war into the Constitution when they framed it. They
could not reconcile State sovereignty and national sover-

eignty, so they put them both in, and started them on their

long journey. Some of them foresaw the result; some didn’t.

They did the best they could do. With consummate skill,

says Mr. Adams, they proposed a contradiction in terms

—a divided sovereignty. But sovereignty had to be some-
where. “From the moment the fathers sought to divide tho

indivisible the result was written on the wall. ... As T read
the record and understand the real facts, in case of direct

aud insoluble issue between sovereign State and sovereign na-

tion between 1788 and 1861, every man was not only free to

decide for himself, but had to decide for himself ; and which-
ever way he decided he was right. The Constitution gave
him two masters. Both he could not nerve, and the average

man decided which to serve in tho light of sentiment, tradi-

tion, and environment.” It was an irrepressible conflict, as

Mr. Seward said. This generation easily takes that view of

it. It was settled, Mr. Adams thinks, by steam and electri-

city, and not until 1861 had these instruments become so ser-

viceable to man as to make him equal to the unprecedented
task then undertaken and accomplished. Before that time,

the Southern Confederacy, if it had attempted to secede, must
have succeeded. This last is an interesting Adams opinion

which is open to amiable academic discussion, but the former
conclusion—that there was little to choose between the legal

argument of the North and the legal argument of the South
will excite few denials from persons lees than fifty years old.

In scanning the list of the dead for the year 1902 there

are not many names that stand out distinct and monumental.
Of such, in the light of the present, are these: Cecil Rhodes,
Rudolf Virchow, Zola. Thomas B. Reed, and Samuel Raw-
son Gardiner. Rhodes, whatever hia methods may have been,

ethically appraised, was a statesman with an imagination and
an empire-builder; Virchow waB a benefactor of his race, vast-

ly prolonging man’s life and happiness by his scientific dis-

coveries; Zola, both as a Btory-teller and as a citizen of France,

revealed a passion for truth which was great compared with

that of most of his French contemporaries; Reed had an in-

tellectual and ethical equipment comparable to his physical

superiority over most men of his time, and he lived long

enough to know that his place was secure in the list of great

parliamentarians; and Gardiner was, in the opinion of some,

the greatest of historians next to Gibbon and Thucydides. If

the boys of tin? English- reading world were to vote as to the

death of the year causing the most irreparable loss, it is not

certain whether their verdict would not fall ou G. A. Heuty’s

name. Of men who had lived so long as to be forgotte-n, and
yet who once were famous bs poets, we gave one to the list

—

Thomas Dunn English—and Orest Britain the other—Phillip

James Bailey. Of men of letters prematurely taken off we
mourn Frank Norris; the Scotch, George Douglass Brown

—

the former’s The Oclopu* and the latter’s The House with the

Green Shutters marking them as men potentially great. Of
editors, the brilliant and mordant Godkin of The Nation
and the sane and conservative Scudder of The Atlantic have

read their last proof and penned their last exhortation. Two
of Great Britain’s most loyal and serviceable diplomats

—

the Marquis of Dufferin and Lord Paunoefote— have been

promoted to heavenly courtB. Our naval list in much less

rich in valor, intellectuality, and a lofty sense of duty by the

premature death of Admiral Sampson. The world of art

misses the living presence of B. Constant, J. G. Vibert, Tissot,

and Meadag, and the Christian Church mourns prelates and

preachers as notable as Cardinal Ledochowski, Archbishops Cor-

rigan, Feehan, and Crolce, Bishop William Taylor, and Doctors

Talmage, Newman Hall, aud Joseph Parker, and Rev. Hugh
Price Hughes, while American Jewry mourns Chief - Rabbi

Joseph Jacob, a leader among its people.
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Germany and South America

The Berlin Foreign Office him given our

government assurances that Germany has

no intention of acquiring territory in South
America at the expense of Venezuela. No-

body disputes the present sincerity of Utoee

assurances. To-day Germany, single-handed,

is not strong enough at sea to carry out,

against the wishes of the United States, any
project of territorial aggrandisement in the

quarter named. Neither would England
countenance such a project; a disclosure of

it would cause her promptly to withdraw
her squadron from the Caribbean, just as

in 1861 she recalled her war - ships from
Vera Cruz when she learned that Na-

poleon III., with whom ahe had previously

co - operated, had in view the conquest of

Mexico.

For the moment, therefore. neither the Latin-

Americaa republics nor the upholders of the

Monroe doctrine have anything to fear, ex-

cept the establishment or confirmation of a

precedent that may have dangerous conse-

quences hereafter. What position the Ger-

man government may take a dozen or fifteen

years hence, when, by means of the vast

sums already appropriated, her navy shall

have been enormously increased, is an en-

tirely different question. No one can doubt

that th« attitude of the German gov-

ernment toward South America will

then be shaped by what it believe* to be

the interests and wishes of the German
people.

It is. therefore, a matter of deep interest

and grave importance to forecast what those

interest* and wishes are likely to be, and
to this end it will be obviously useful to

mark what they are even now. As it hap-

pens, a good deal of light has been thrown
quite recently on both these points by two
publications, namely, a letter addressed to

President Roosevelt by Mr. Emory O. White,

an acknowledged authority on Routh-Amer-
ican affairs, and an article contributed to

Die Hvkunft, the most influential weekly

published in the German tongue, by Maxi-
milian Harden, who. as the readers of

Busch’s book are well aware, was one of

Bismarck's most devoted henchmen, and
who, since his patron’s death, has been a
zealous advocate of Bismarcklan ideas. Be-

ing at the head of a business house which
has extensive connections throughout South
America, and having personally resided

for severs 1 years in Spanish - Ameri-

can republics. Mr. White is qualified to

testify as to the extraordinary influence

acquired by Germans in those countries, an
influence hy no means limited to commercial

and financial affairs. He points out that in

Chile, for example, where, ten years ago,

most of the foreign trsde was in the hands
of the English, and where English hanks
predominated, it U now recognized by the

English themselves that they must retreat

and surrender most of Chile's commerce to

Germany. To-day, moreover, the German
banks are far the strongest in that republic,

and, practically, control the financial sit-

uation and the mines.

Nor is this all. The German General
Kocmer was placed at the head of the

Chilian army, after the civil war which
brought about the downfall of President Bal-

maceda, and the result is that not only the

army, but the navy ha* been, to a large ex-

tent, reorganized on German principles. In

Argentina also the Germans are gradually

ousting the English from the position of

ascendency which the latter formerly oc-

cupied, while in Brazil the province of Rio
Grande do Sul is virtually a German colony,

so far as the dominant clement of the popu-

lation is concerned. Mr, White computes
that already in South America the German-
speaking inhabitants number nearly a mill-

ion. and they are rapidly increasing. He
further testifies that the political and finan-

cial influence acquired by Germans is per-

sistently used to discriminate against

representatives of the United States. The
Germans in South America, he says, laugh

at the Monroe doctrine, and make no secret

of their belief that Emperor William will go
on elsewhere, aa he haa done in Venezuela,

under the pretext of collecting a debt, and,

if he refrains from annexing territory, will

virtually bold Latin-American republics in

his grasp by means of mortgages which they

are unable to discharge. According to Mr.
White, the demonstration against Venezuela
was artfully contrived to discover how fAr

the United States would permit foreign

powers to go in the coercion of minor
American commonwealths; and, through
the personal influence exercised by Em-
peror William over his uncle. King Ed-
ward VTI., the British Foreign Office was
persuaded to serve as a cat’s - paw in the

business.

Such is the evidence given by a trust-

worthy American citizen who thoroughly

knows the countries about which he testifies.

From his exposition of the magnitude which
German interest* have already attained in

South America, we can infer what they are

likely to become a dozen or fifteen years

hence.

Now let us turn to Mr. Maximilian
Harden, and note bow those interests and
their relation to the Monroe doctrine are re-

garded by intelligent and patriotic men In

Germany. After quoting Captain Mahan to

the effect that the Monroe doctrine is anti-

quated. Mr. Harden asserts that it was
practically renounced when our government
undertook to interfere with European
spheres of influence. He thinks that he find* i

examples of interference in oor violent seiz- /

ure of the Spanish West Indies, and of the

Philippines, In our participation in the expe-
[

ditlon against China, and in Secretary Huy’* I

note with reference to the Roumanian Jews. ‘

He accuses President Roosevrlt of reserving

to himself the right to poach on the Old
World, while refusing to Europe the priv-

ilege of doing a little poaching in the

New.
Under the circumstances, he contends that

Germany, instead of bowing and scraping

before Uncle Ram, should say right out that

she looks upon the Monroe doctrine, not aw
binding, but as exploded. The doctrine

should be buried, he says, and, if the United
States are unwilling to acquiesce in thp in-

terment, they may expect to have a war
upon their hand* sooner or later. That Mr.
Harden is not the only German who looks

forward to such a contingency may be in-

ferred from the fact that in 1896. when Mr.
White went to Venezuela, he found that a

German army engineer, Baron von Steuben,

had undertaken to travel all over South
America on a map-making tour. Mr. White
adds that Germany now has in her posses-

sion maps on which are noted all the

points of strategic value on the South-

American Continent. It is well known
also that, as lately as last summer. Em-
peror William sent his gunboat Pallet np
the Amazon River for reconnoitering pur-

poses.

We have thought it worth while to set

forth this concurrent and cumulating testi-

mony from very different sources in order

to indicate how large German Interests in

South America already are, and what po-

litical deductions are likely to be drawn from
them when the German government shall be

able, ot think itself able, to draw them with
impunity. Only blind men would disregard
such warnlnga. The first duty to the nation

is to build and maintain a navy equal at
least in size and strength of that of the Ger-
man Empire.

The President as Arbitrator

At the hour when we write it is uncer-

tain whether President Roosevelt will ac-

cept the proposal made by Great Britain

and Germany that he shall act as arbi-

trator in the controversy pending between

them and Venezuela, or whether the two
European powers will ultimately acquiesce

in his suggestion that the amount and valid-

ity of the claims against the South-Amcr*
iean republic shall be referred to the inter-

national tribunal at The Hague. The fact

that Venezuela was not represented at the

Peace Conference, and did not sign the re-

sultant Convention, does not, of course, pre-

clude the adoption of the plan of settlement

favored by our State Department, for the

Convention itself provides that the juris-

diction of the permanent court created by
it may be extended to controversies between

signatory and non-eignatory powers, if both
parties agree. It Is understood that the

real objection of the Berlin and London
Foreign Offices to such a disposition of the

case is the apprehension that President

Castro might pay but scant deference to the

decision of The Hague tribunal, and that,

consequently, the unpleasant business of

coercion would have to be resumed. Both
Great Britain and Germany, on the other

hand, profess to be convinced that the

Venezuela Executive would feel himself

morally constrained to comply with a de-

cision rendered by the President of the

United States.

There are obvious reasons for Mr. Roose-

velt’* reluctance to discharge the funetion

of arbitrator. In the first place, American
citizens have claims sgainBt the Caracas
government, and our Chief Magistrate
would naturally prefer that some third

party should undertake the task of pro-

pounding principle* in th* application of

which American claimants would be inter-

ested.

To the extent to which such interest*

exist our own government is virtually in-

vited to play the part of judge in its own
case. There is, indeed, no doubt that this

objection would be gladly waived by Vene-
zuela, and that President Castro, who has

I already clothed the United States minister

! Ql Caracas with full power* to act as arbi-
i trntnr, would exhibit at least as much confi-

dence in that minister’s superior, the Presi-

dent of the American Commonwealth. It

ia, then, perfectly evident that Mr. Roose-

velt'* assumption of the rOle of arbitrator

would be satisfactory to all the parties to

the controversy, and we suppose that, sooner

than witness a prolonged war between the
European claimants and Venezuela, and face

the awkward complications that may grow
out of such a contest, his fellow-countrymen
would prefer to see their Chief Magistrate
take upon himself the unwelcome duties of

an arbitrator.

It should be borne in mind, however, that

even if the proposal to make Mr. Roosevelt
arbitrator is accepted, delicate and per-

haps protracted negotiations would have to

take place before all the details of the case

to be submitted are agreed upon by the
parties to the controversy. Mr. Balfour

said in the House of Commons, just before

the adjournment of Parliament, that Eng-
land had not entered upon a mere debt-

collecting expedition, but desired to secure

reparation for wrongs suffered by British

subjects in tbeir persons as well aa prop-

erty at the hands of Venezuelan govern-

ments, and to obtain reasonable safeguards,

if possible, against the repetition of such
offences.

The German Foreign Office has made
a similar declaration, and demands an
apology for the indignities to which tin-

family of its diplomatic representative was
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subjected when the news that Venezuelan

war-vessels had been seized and mink at I-a

Gunyra reached Caracas, and provoked a

riot in that capital. On his part, President

Roosevelt will, no doultt. require as a con-

dition precedent to hi« performance of the

part of arbitrator, an agreement that, us

aoon aa the case to be submitted to him
baa Iteen made up. if not earlier, the bo-

cnllrd war blockade of Venezuelan aeaporta

shall cease, and European war-ship* shall be

withdrawn from Venezuelan waters. We
take for granted that all these things will

be done in good faith, and with all possible

celerity, though a certain amount of time

may be needed for the arrangement of the

form of procedure. This preliminary busi-

ness will be complicated, and to a certain

extent delayed, by the fact that France,

Italy, and Holland have a right to ask that

the claims of their subjects, as well as those

of British and German subjects, shall fall

within the scope of one and the same arbi-

tration.

Assuming that all preliminary and inci-

dental arrangements are promptly made,

that detailed inquiries into the validity and
amount of all claims submitted have been

conducted by qualified persons appointed by
Mr. Roosevelt, and tlmt the President, en-

lightened by their researches, has rendered

his decision, we must still regard this solu-

tion of the Venezuelan imbroglio as only

tentative and provisional. For, suppose

that Venezuela should fail U> conform to the

term* of the awnrd on the plea of her ina-

bility to do so. It should be borne in mind
that the pecuniary resources of the Caracas
government are very scanty. If to-day she

were called upon to pay interest on the

cost of the railways built with German and
British capital, she could with perfect

honesty reply sum poasumua. But, it may
be asked, why should not a receiver of her

custom* duties be appointed in the interests

of those foreign creditors whose claims are

adjudged valid by the arbitrator? The an-

swer is that, in the first place, the Caracas
government depends upon those customs
duties to defray the cost of internal admin-
istration; nnd, in the second place, as things

sre now, even the whole of those duties

would represent but a meagre revenue. In

1889 the value of the republic’s imports
wa* but $61,000,000, and the imports ars
now said to be less than half what they
were in the year named. To provide inter-

est and a sinking-fund for the purpose of

restoring ail the money invested by British

and German subjects in Venezuela would
require the surrender of all the customs
dues to a* receiver for an almost indefinite

period.

If that receiver were a foreigner, U Is ob-

vious that Venezuela would be practically re-

duced to the ignominious position of Egypt.
If, on the other hand, the receiver were an
American citizen appointed by Mr. Roose-
velt, Venezuela would find herself in a posi-

tion analogous !o that occupied by Cuba
during our military occupation of that
island. There would be this difference, how-
ever, that the task of the receiver would
stretch over a far longer term.

Nobody can blame Mr. Roosevelt for

shrinking, as he doubtless docs, from the

assumption of the rOle of arbitrator, fore-

seeing, as he must, that he may be called

upon to assure the execution of the judg-

ment that he renders. It U possible, how-
ever, and certainly desirable, that some
firm of American hankers, if assured of the

continued good offices of our State Depart-
ment, might undertake the payment of

Venezuela’s debts, when these have been

judicially defined, on condition that an
agent of their own shall he installed a* re-

ceiver of a considerable proportion of the

Venezuelan customs.

Good Resolutions

It was about this time of year that peo-

ple. who were young fifty year* ago, used

to buy blank books, of different sorts and
sizes, or sometimes merely quirea of ruled

paper, which they sewed together, and be-

gan, by the advice of their elder*, to keep

diaries. The habit so initiated was sup-

posed to make for character through the

daily introspection required; for the diarists

had to take stock, day by day, of their

opinions and principles, and their conform-

ity to certain rules of conduct, as well as

to set down the events of the last twenty-

four hour*. Their ideal was liy no means
realized in the young diarist whose contin-

uous record ran through the week that end-

ed it, “ Got up ; washed
;

fooled round the

re*t of the day." They were expected to

commune with themselves, and to give them-
selves the advantage of their reflections on
their behavior. Above all. they were ex-

pected, in opening their diaries, to form
g»x*d resolutions for the ensuing year, and
to ask themselves pretty constantly after-

wards whether they had kept them.

They may or may not have kept the reso-

lutions longer than they kept the diaries.

The habit of keeping a diary, with the self-

consciousness that it promoted, may or may
not have been very wholesome. But we
incline to think that the habit of forming
good resolutions with the beginning of the

year wa* not such u had one, rven when the

resolutions were broken, as they usually

were. It is very well to be brought to

shame for moral failure, and this la what
broken resolutions were always doing for

the victim. To be sure, they could over-

work his conscience, and deprave him in his

despair of ever being able to do right. But
they were supposed to be a secret between

him and his Maker, and a transgressor can
somehow nearly always arrange matters

with hi* Maker. It is hi* fellow-creature,

hi* fellow-sinner whom he finds difficult: but
his fellow-creature, his fellow-sinner, was not
in his confidence. To keep him out of it for

the time being was, perhaps, the reason why
the early diarista wrote their diaries in ci-

pher. Mr. Pepys conspicuously did so, with
the consequence that when some centuries

later, his confessions were deciphered, no-

body wished to punish him for his short-

comings; which were indeed greatly enjoyed

for their quaintness. They may have always
seemed quaint to his Maker, who knew a*

well how to account for Samuel Pepys then
as we do now, and since he had invented him,
was amused as well as pained by him. But
wc cannot be sure of this, while we can be

sure that we can only be better by trying to

be so; and though we cannot urge our
readers to keep diaries, even in cipher, we
think we can fitly urge them to form good
resolutions, at this season, when the good
resolutions of the past year have mostly gone

to pieces. There is nothing morbid, or con-

scious, or unwholesome anywise in resolving

to do nothing that is not perfectly right, and
true and noble during the year before us.

We shall ourselves, editorially speaking, not

form any such purpose, for we do not feel

the need of it; but we fear that there is

hardly a reader of ours whom something of

the kind would not advantage. We may do

our readers injustice; and we will not push
the quest too far; but we should really like

to know whether there is one of them can

truthfully say that he has derived all the

benefit he might from the exemplary tone

and temper of this publication during the

paBt year. Heb he read every line of it as

he ought? Every paragraph of the "Com-
ment?" Every one of the “ headed edito-

rials?" All the fiction? All the poetry? All

the advertisements? Having done all this,

has he had a care to speak of us to his neigh-

bor, to the stranger within his gates, to the

fellow at the club whom he ha* suspected

of not reading us?
It can be answered us (not very candidly,

vre own) that this is a very narrow and self-

ish view of the matter, and we could grant
that it was if we had meant to offer it as the
sole view. But we had not and we do not.

We offer it in illustration, merely, of the sort

of sin of omission which forms the guilt of

the resolution-breaker. He does not so much
resolve that he will do such and such good
thing* during the new year. If he did, the

affair would be much simpler, and he could

more easily keep himself up to the work.
But he resolves that he will not do so and so,

and unless we very much mistake him he
keeps on doing the things be promised not

to do. That is where he falls down, and that

is where he finds it most difficult to pick him-
self up.

ft should he understood that good resolu-

tions are usually, if not invariably, against

bad habita, none of which we will specify,

lest our readers accuse us of living personal,

nnd having one or other of them in mind. It

is in the nature of good resolutions to re-

quire the penitent to be constantly on his

guard; and while one may readily remember
to do a fine thing or a noble thing, when the

chance offers, or the duty thrusts itself upon
one (in that offensive way of duties), one is

always forgetting not to do the shabby, or

low, or disgusting or wicked thing, that one
vowed one's self to forbear; and it is

there that one hits gravel, as the old moral-

ists say. We note the facts not with the ex-

pectation that the reader will be instantly

and fully able to profit by them, but partly

for the psychological pleasure that their rec-

ognition gives, and partly in the hope of

suggesting, dimly, remotely, a way out of

the vicious circle in which the reason “ eddies

round and round." It U apparent at this

glad hour of the infant year, that we ought
to form good resolutions and not put it off

till the Fourth of July, or next Christmas.

Yet it ia just aa apparent that if we resolve

not to do this or that, we shall pretty

surely do it, because we forget not to. On
the other hand, it is again just a* apparent

that If we resolve to do this or that good

thing, we shall now and then do it, because

the opportunity offers or insists. The good

resolution ought therefore to lie positive, and

not ntgative. in its terms. This seems to us

the solution, and we commend it to our

readers. For ourselves, as we have already

hinted, we do not feel the need of so sharp a

spur.

The Secretary to the People,

George B. Cortelyou

Sec page a

The constitutional provision for the suc-

cession in case of the incapacity or death of

the President of the United States, every

school -boy knows. But there is an official

not named in the Constitution who in the

evolution of the organs of government, hua

come into a place and a function of such

prominence that he virtually succeeds in tem-

porary emergencies, lie might very properly

be cailed the “ Acting President,” for when

the Chief Executive is for any reason kept

from hit duties, this official, who is both

afferent and efferent nerves to the adminis-

trative head, goes on receiving and directing

as if the nervous centre were itself con-

sciously active.

By title thla person, who stands nearest to

the President, in his daily official life

(though he is not known to the Constitu-

tion l, la the “Secretary to the President."

but the term " Secretary " must lie given, in

its present association at any rate, very ex-

SO
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tensive and dignified significance. All the

members of the cabinet are “ Secretaries to

the President ” ; they have simply taken over

certain administrative duties which by the

Constitution are lodged with the Chief

Executive. He is still responsible for their

acts ; they are responsible to him. Rut even

with this division of labor and multiplying

of advice, the President has not eyes. ears,

tongues, or hands enough to attend to his

growing duties; so a general secretaryship

has been added. Ita occupant is without a

portfolio, but by virtue of his office he enters

all departments, knows all secrets (or so I

suppose), and is accessory to all Executive

arts. He is seldom far distant physically

from his Chief, eitheT at home or in his

travels, and he must often be the President’s

sole companion in his expeditions for in*

formation and in the roade of thinking by
which he comes at conclusions.

I am. of course, generalizing the office

from the personality and the imagined re-

lationship of the present secretary to the

Presidents with whom he has been associa-

ted; and, naturally, the office is what the

temperament and capacity of both President

and secretary make it In the early days of

the republic, when the obligations of the
Executive were less imperious of his time
and energy, there was no official secretary;

and when in the course of the country's

growth sssistance became necessary, it was
provided at the President’s ovm expense.

When the public first assumed this expense,

the secretary's service was clerical, or mili-

tary, and later in some considerable degree

social ; but in President Cleveland’s first ad-

ministration it wa9 enlarged to a more di-

rect participation in the serious political

affairs of the Chief Executive. The office

magnified by the executive abilities and the

political sagacity of Colonel Daniel Lamont,
which President Cleveland recognized by ap-

pointing him later to a cabinet position, has
kept its larger import; and under Mr. Cor-

trlyou, who has had training in both the

clerical and social duties, has come to an
even greater scope. This Is due partly to

the increasing business which falls to the

Executive office and partly to the qualifi-

cations of the man who holds the secretary-

ship.

It is an intereating coincidence that the

office which received increased dignity and
influence under President Cleveland is now
filled by a man whom he called to the White
House. Mr. Cleveland has himself referred

to Mr. Cortelyou as a good example of the

results of the merit system. From a very

subordinate position in the civil service

he has been promoted, merely upon the

recommendation of his own efficiency, to

places of higher and greater responsibility.

There has been no political influence. Mr.
Cleveland summoned him from the service

of a department reluctant to part with him,

and two Presidents of the other party have
kept him and further advanced him. Now
he holds the highest and most important

elerieal position in the country. The cor-

respondence of a nation passes across his

desk to and from its Chief.

But, as has been already suggested, his

duties are not merely and passively cleri-

cal. He partakes, in his personality and
office, of all the active functions of the Ex-

ecutive. In President McKinley’s adminis-

tration he seemed as one lobe of his brain,

so devoted was he to all the objects of the

President’s devotion, so accurately did he

know and express the President's feeling

and purpose. When the President was
stricken, he seemed to occupy in his own per-

son the place which his Chief had shared

with him. It was unquestionably his own
brave, unselfish, thoughtful spirit that,

above all others, directed affairs in the duys
between the wounding and the death of the

l*residcnL Constitutionally, there was no
inter-regnum, but if the actual conditions

could have record Mr. Cortelyou 's name
might well appear between those of Presi-

dent McKinley and President Roosevelt.

At any rate, it was through his person-

ality that the power paxsed and through
ilia service the two administrations hare
had a very vital bond. That he has re-

mained at the same post under President
Roosevelt is the best tribute to his efficiency.

One, not knowing, might infer that his ready
adaptation to the thought and ways of a
President of such widely differing tempera-

ment indicated a weakness, but those who
have seen much of this man who is so quick

to hear and so alow to speak are obliged

to find some other explanation, and one that
la creditable to him.

His devotion to the President and his in-

terests is a part of his subconsciousness-

I was told by a member of the party at

Pittsfield, on the day of the accident, that

the secretary, in dazed condition, would
not have himself cared for, but asked only

concerning the President. And yet with all

this devotion and with all his untiring offi-

cial labors, he ia developing himself in other

ways. When he entered the government ser-

vice he was not only an expert stenographer

:

he had studied music thoroughly; he had

been a principal of secondary schools: he
was somewhat acquainted with medicine,

and had written for newspapers and maga-
zines. fiinrv then he has made time to take

a course in law. and is qualified for ita prac-

tice. He ia thus a man of accomplishments

and attainments quite apart from his im-

mediate field of occupation, and fitted for

independent service.

It is ramorrd that if the new Department
of Commerce is established he will be ap-

pointed its first Secretary. No one can ques-

tion his qualifications for organizing and
directing the work of such an administrative

department; but It would seem almost a

misfortune to specialize the labors of one

who is of such great value to the country

in all its interests, through his generalized

devoted, personal service. His title might
very well now be “ Secretary to the People,”

and those who know with what full desert

he holds it, cannot wish him a better.

Woman’s Privileges

Whocvks says un unexpected thing at a
public dinner, and says it well, is entitled

to the gratitude of the company. No mat-
ter if the unexpected thing runs counter to

some of the convictions of those present;

the license that is issued to an after-dinner

speaker carries the right to relieve the

mind, otherwise no one worth hearing would
take such a license out.

The remarks of Miss Josephine Dodge
Daskstn st the “ Pilgrim Mothers’ Dinner "

last week, in New York, had this surpass-

ing merit of being unexpected. The dinner

was given on the unniversary of the land-

ing of the Pilgrim mothers, by members of

the New York Legislative League. Most
of them are pronounced woman-suffragists,

solicitous for all the rights that women can
obtain by legislation or constitutional

amendment. Miss Daskam's theme was
11 The American Girl of the Future," She
was not very strenuous about rights. Re-

minding her listeners that the recent multi-

plication of women’s rights had not per-

ceptibly loosened the hold of *' our brother ”

on the advantages he had always possessed,

nor increased the strength of women, she

suggested that the girl of the futnre may
have to choose between her present privi-

leges and her rights. In which case, said

she, “ I should advise a young girl who
aaked me what to choooe, to hang on to her

privileges and let her rights go.” When
we read that in the paper the next day we
all smiled, and said it was a joke on the
“ Mothers.” Miss Daskam went on: “If you
cannot in this generation get your vote

you can always get your voter. I don’t

think the young girl has changed very much.
She has no more mind than she used to have,
though the may use her mind a little dif-

ferently. There are two things which wo-
man must always have had to be, since the

creation of the world, to be successful: she
must be good, and she must be charming. If

she is not good, the world cannot progress;

if she is good, and nothing else, she will be
as dull ns anything the world ever made;
but if she can be good and charming her
heritage and posterity can ask absolutely

nothing better."

Miss Dnsknm spoke for the majority.

Most of the rights—the legal rights—that
have been won for American women in the
last fifty years were due ami overdue, were
well worth winning, and are well worth
keeping, but they have not put her In a
position where she can afford not to be

charming. A large share of success in this

world goes by favor. There are women who
make their way and win their dues by aheer
ability and persistence, but the commoner ex-

perience is that the women who get what
they want win it more hv grace than by
main strength. A lot of valuable qualities

go to the making of a charming woman

—

intelligence, the quick sympathy which is at
the bottom of what we call “ tact,” kind-
ness, unselfishness, sweetness. Charm has
not much to do with physical beauty, ex-

cept as that itself is a reflection of the inner

spirit, for charm is mainly spiritual. No-
body should, scarcely any one does, disdain

it as an attribute of weakness, for, rightly
understood, it stands out as a form of
strength.

After all that has been done for Amer-
ican women by legislators and educators,

and college builders and reformers, it still

remains true that the most valuable pos-

session a normal woman can acquire ib a
suitable and satisfactory man. Nothing
else is quite so serviceable in promoting the
fulfilment of her destiny and her content
while it is in the process of fulfilment.

Nothing else if she is normal—and there are
very few women who are not considerably

normal—quite takes a man's place with her.

One of her most valuable privileges is that
of selecting her man, of picking and choosing
and taking her time about it, and possibly

even of changing her mind after she had
begun to think she knew it. It ia observed
that women who are good, and have the luck
to be charming also, have great advantages
in carrying this important process of selec-

tion to a successful issue. More men are

available for such girls to choose from, and
once the choice ia made the resulting con-

tentment is more apt to endure and to wax,
instead of diminishing. The most that legis-

lature* can do for married women is to pro-

tect them from bad husbands. Choosing
good ones is a matter of personal enter-

prise which laws con do little to promote.
But of course a woman who has few rights

and is in complete possession of a satis-

factory and competent husband ia better

off than if she had more rights and no satis-

factory means of realizing her destiny. If

the American girl ever has to choose be-

tween her rights and her privileges—in-

cluding the privilege of being charming, and
this invaluable privilege of selecting a man
that suits her—she will undoubtedly do
wrll, ms Miss Dasknni advise*, to hold on to

her privileges and let her rights go. But
she will hardly have to make such a choice.

She will retain her privileges, anyway, and
all the rights she can make up her mind
to want, besides.
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A Great English Sport

By Sydney Brooks

London, D*<*mb*r 13, 1903.

What, at this time of the year, ia the

great social pre - occupation of England ?

I would suggest the question as a test

of all Americana' knowledge of this coun-

try. Is it politics? Chamberlain's visit

to South Africa? the Education bill? the

trouble in Somaliland T the little brush with

the Waxiria? the approaching Durbar at

Delhi? No; none of these things. These
are but the aecidental happenings of the

moment. The staple interest of England

from the first day of November to the laat

of Mareh is fox-hunting. One gets some
idea of how big an interest it is from the

mere fact that in this little country, which

is only a shade larger than the State of

New York, there are one hnndred and sixty-

five packs of hounds hunting regularly two

or three times a week for nearly five months
on end. That means practically that

wherever you pitch your tent in England,

you are within easy hacking distance of a

meet, often of several meets. At Melton
Mowbray, for instance, a little village that

is the hunting centre of “ the Shires," you
will find the chance of a run with the five

moat famous packs in England, brought lit-

erally every week-day to your very door.

Geographically, " the Shires " are under-

stood to mean Leicestershire. Rutlandshire,

and Northamptonshire, but in practice

“ hunting In the Shires " implies that von

have been following one or the other of five

packs—the Belvoir. Cottesmore, Qnom, Mr.
Fernle'a hounds, or the Pytehley. These sre

the oldest, the most fashionable, the best

appointed, the most lavishly maintained

hunts in the kingdom, and the country they

hunt over Is supposed by all Englishmen, by
a few Americans, and a good many Conti-

nentals to show some of the finest sport

in the world. Nowhere else do you get such

a combination of stout straight - running

foxes, high scent, difficult variegated jumps,

such thrilling forty-minute oursta, so many
expert hrnitsmen. The late Empress of Aus-

tria, herself a dashing and experienced hunta-

woman, gave the palm to a day with the

Quorn or Belvoir over all other forms of sport

to be met with in Europe, adding thereto

the remark that she did not know how good

or how bad riding could be until she had
visited the Shires. I imagine Mr. Foxhall

Keene, who knows more of hunting in Eng-

land than any other American, wnuld con-

firm this judgment in both particulars. One
needs a stout nerve, a superb mount, and a

long purse to live with these hounds. If

Englishmen spent ns much in proportion on
education as they do on sport, this coun-

try would stand a good chance of becoming
the most intelligent in the world. An av-

erage price for a hunter trained in the

Shires is anywhere from 11000 to $1500.

The Earl of Lonsdale is rarely without a

$10,000 mount in his stud, and when one
remembers that the ordinary life of a horse

in the hunting-field is five years, that an
accident may kill him any day—a Welsh
nobleman has already this season “ staked

'*

a couple of horses, worth $1250 and $1500,
within a week of their purchase—and that

a man who means to do the Rhire* prop-

erly needs two or three cast • iron nags
and at least eight or ten hnnters in

his stud, one may form some notion of the

lengths to which English extravagance will

run.

I have no exact statistics of the number
of people who habitually follow the hounds
right through the season, but a rough guess
may be hazarded. Taking the country all

in all, the small packs of twenty couples.

a« well as those of fifty and seventy, and

porting the average attendance at eaeh meet
at 100 and the number of meets at 400 a
week, one get* the respectable total of 40,000
men and women in the saddle ever)- week.

The hunting season laats twenty weeks. A
complete return of all who follow the hounds
from November 1 to March 31 would there-

fore show a total of 800,000—not. of course,

800,000 different individuals, because the

same person will hunt four or five days a
week from start to finish. And this takes

no account of the multitudes who follow

in traps, on foot, or on bicycles or motors.

A meet ia always regarded in the neigh-

borhood as an informal holiday. 1 remem-
ber as a boy that whenever hounds were to

throw off within striking distance of the

school I was at, the headmaster would sol-

emnly announce the fact after morning
prayers, books would be thrown aside, foot-

ball jerseys and knickers donned, and we
would run our five or six miles to the meet
and join in the hnnt, to our own intense

delight, but to the maledictory dismay of the

M. F. H. and his whippem-in. For every

man and woman actually riding to hounds
there are usually five or six doing what they

can to keep up with the fun on foot or

wheels. One must also remember the num-
bers of those immediately dependent on the

sport for their living—the grooms, stable

and kennel hoys, earth stoppers, and so on.

Altogether, if one said that from first to

last fox-hunting actively Interested two mill-

ion people each season, it would be very dif-

ficult to prove the statement an exaggera-

tion.

Wherever you go. evidence of the popu-
larity of the sport is palpable. The daily

papers give their column a day to hunting
news. The railroad companies Issue special

tickets and run special trains for bunting-
men. so that it is possible to breakfast in

Ixindon and be at a Leicestershire covert-

side in time for the first draw. There are

villages and whole districts in the Rhire*

thst live on the sport, as Stratford-on-Avon

lives on Shakespeare. At the hunting cen-

tres, places like Melton Mowbray. Market
Harboro*. and Grantham, nothing Is said

or done or thought that has not some im-

mediate reference to the great pastime.

Young and old. men and women, are alike

engrossed in It The first ambition of a

nobleman’s or county magnate's son is to

follow the hounds on a pony; his next, to

be in at the death; his last, to be M. F.

H., as his father was before him. A meet
on the grounds of an old country mansion
is perhaps the pleasantest of the many
pleasant sights that England has to show.

The aristocracy and the great territorial

families still largely control the sport,

spending in some cases tens of thousands

of dollars a year to keep it going. All are

on sn equality by the covert-side, landlord

and tenant, the small fanner and the peer.

And this season sport has been and prom-
ises to continue exceptionally good. The
end of the war has restored thousand* of

officers to their beloved Shires; foxes are

plentiful, fields large and more of the right

sort than they have been for some year*, oats

and horse-flesh are both np in price, and the

farmer, without whose good-will and co-

operation hunting would have to cease, is

low than usually discontented.

Nevertheless. In spite of all the wealth

snd enthusiasm behind it. in spite, too. of

its essential manliness, the future In the

long-run would seem to be against fox-hunt-

ing. Hie sport. In the opinion of many
good judges, has already, and without know-

ing it, passed its meridian. Free trade,

railways, and the pheasant are slowly but

surely squeezing it out of existence. Even

within the last fifty years its conditions

hare been revolutionized. Half a century

ago a hunt was an affair of friends. It had

a territorial basis; ita members all came
pretty much from the same neighborhood,

and, either as landlords or tenants, were in-

timately connected with the soil. Every
one knew every one else. The farmer* were
prosperous, ami hunted themselves

; the fields

wrre manageable and mainly of the country
gentleman type; barbed-wire was rarer even

than a railroad track, and the game pre-

server had not yet arisen to prefer the
pheasant to the fox. Moreover, the old semi-
fcudal respect for the squirearchy still held

its own, and was judiciously fomented by
the almost universal custom of the M. F.

H.’a of buying their forage, their hacks,

and at times even their hunters in the lo-

cality. But to-day you find, first of all, that

the large well-to-do farmer has practically

disappeared, and that his place is taken by
the small two - hundred - acre man, whose
finances will not allow him to hunt. That
means that the farmers aa a class no longer

have the same personal interest and par

ticipation in the sport. Secondly, you find

the railroad everywhere; and the railroad

has had an immense effect on hunting, first,

by largely adding to the number of those

who follow the hounds, and. again, by re-

ducing the area in which hunting is prac-

ticable. A cultivated, but not overgrown,

country ia the ideal one for fox-hunting.

The railroads, however, not only head off

the fox, but bring the suburban builder and
speculator with them. New districts are

opened up, houses are built, aud the fox-

hunter finds another stretch of country
spoilt for his pastime.

Moreover, the railroads bring an entirely

new class of men into the hunting-field,

townsmen for the most part who know lit-

tle of hunting and leas of agriculture, who
do not reside in the district they hunt,

and are simply out for a day's sport. These
are the men who are setting the farmers’

backs up and who are doubly irritating to

the M. F. H. Ninety per cent, of them are

free-lances; (hey pay no subscriptions, and
make no donations to the funds of the hunt
they patronize, yet there is no way in

which they can be prevented from joining

In the run. And being ignorant of agri-

culture mid having themselves no stake in

the land and no fear of social ostracism

—

for the neighborhood only sees them on
hunting days— they are careless of what
damage they inflict. One hears in con-

sequence of s growing antagonism tow-

ards the sport, of foxes poisoned and
trapped, of fields needlessly fenced with
barbed-wire, at times even of prosecutions

for trespass. At the same time, the numher
of those who turn out for a run grows year-

ly greater—in the Shires a meet of seven

hundred is no uncommon thing—and the

damage they cause increases in proportion,

while true sport diminishes in the name
ratio. To maintain a pack, becomes, in

consequence, a most expensive business. The

fanner*, even when they are willing to have

their land ridden over or their coverts

drawn, make the M. F. H. pay handsomely

If indirectly for the privilege. They system-

atically exaggerate the damage to their

crops and fences, and in the matter of the

poultry which they allege to have been

killed by foxes, they practice what i* al-

most a form of blackmail. The hunt trea-

surer, ns a result, is continually putting

his hands into his pockets, not grudgingly,

but still with the feeling that he is being
** done.” The “ compensation fund " of any

one of the packs in the Shires would aver-

age. I suppose, about $6000 a season, $4000

of which would go to the poultry account.

The “ wire fund," to meet the expense of

taking down the barbed-wire fences at the

beginning of each season, and of putting

them up at the end, is another considerable

item.
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The Booh oF Months

By E. F. Benson

JANUARY

TrncK yellow fog, and in consequence

electric light to dress by and breakfast by,

was the opening day of the year. Never,

to any one who looks at this fact in the

right spirit, did a year dawn more charac-

teristically. The denseness, the utter in-

scrutability of the face of that which should

be, was never better typified. We blindly

groped on the threshold of the future; feel-

ing here for a bell-handle, her* for a knock-

er. while the door still stood shut. Then,
about midday, sudden commotions shook

the vapors; dim silhouettes of house roofs,

promised lands, perhaps, or profiled wrecks,

stood suddenly out against swirling orange
whirlpools of mist, and from my window,
which commanded a double view up and
down Oxford Street, I looked out over the

crawling traffic, with an interest as if in

the unfolding of some dramatic plot, on the

battle of the skies. From sick dead yellow

the color changed to gTay, and for a few

moments the street seemed lit by a dawn
of April; then across the pearly tints came
a sunbeam, lighting them with sudden opal-

escence. Then the smokebeam from the

bouse opposite, which had been ascending

slowly. like a tired man climbing stairs, was
plucked away by a breeze, and in two min-
utes the whole street was a street of prim-
rose-adored sunshine.

All that week I was work-bound in Lon-
don, a place where, as every one knows,
there are forty-eight hours in every twenty-

four. The reason for this is obvious—-it is

impossible to sit idle In a chair in London;
It is impossible ( almost I to read a book,

and it is (happily) quite impossible to write

one. Thus, then, the hours are multiplied.

The sound and spectacle of life induce a

sort of intoxication of the mind: ten yards
of Piccadilly is a volume, and the Circus an
improper epic. Hence the impossibility of

reading—the books are In the flowing tides

that jostle from house wall to house wall,

and they are vastly more entertaining than
anything that publishers have ever had the

good fortune to bring out. Now people who
are incapable of reading print, of which the

enormous mass is very sorry stuff, are held

to be uneducated, but it seems to me that
people who cannot read, or, at any rate,

conjecture at, this splendid human print,

are much more ignorant. For it is here in

these places, alive with the original words
and phrases out of which all books are made,
that there lies the key to all books that

are worth reading at all. At any rate, here

liea the material ; it is here, and nowhere
else, that the ckrf does his marketing. There
are, however, several rules to be observed

if you would read the original. The flrat

is that you must attend with all your
might; the book, so to speak, shuts auto-

matically if you cease to attend. The second

is that you must at a moment’s notice be

ready to pity and to praise. The third,

and perhaps the most important of all. Is

'tliat you must never be shocked. For the

whole attitude of the observer is covered

by pity or praise. The great author does

not want his moral condemnation, and in

addition to thia there is nothing so blind-

ing to oneself as being shocked. It is like

looking through a telescope at one point

only, and that probably wrongly focussed,

for It is focussed by one’s own individual

code, which is almost certainly not correct.

It is Human Life you are looking at- If

that ia not good enough for you, go and
look at something else. There are plenty

of dull things in the world, but remember
always that if you find other people dull, it

is only a sign that a dull person is present.

But if you are to read the book Living, come
humble and alert. Try to catch the point
of every phrase, for of this you may be sure,

that there is a point. You will find there,

thank God, many pages that will make you
laugh—laugh, that is. properly, with sheer

childish, unreflecting amusement; you will

find there things that will make you think,

and you will certainly find the things that

will make you want to weep, And if we
knew a little, instead of knowing nothing,

we should probably—no. certainly—fall on
our knees and thank God for those also.

One of each of these occurred to roe to-

day. The first was when 1 .was coming out

of the club with a friend on our way to din-

ner. An obsequious porter held the dub
door open, an obsequious page-boy stood by
our glittering hansom, with a hand on the

wheel. My friend had an opulrnt appear-

ance, and wore a fur coat. On the pave-

ment were standing two exceedingly small

and ragged toys, and one of them, whose
hair drooped over his eyes like a Skye ter-

rier. seeing thia resplendent exit, put his

thumbs in the place where the armholes
of his waistcoat would have been had the

merry little devil had one, and with his nose

in the air, said very loud to the other,
“ Whar are we doining to-night, Bill T”

The second made one laugh at first, but

think afterwards, and it was thus: At the

corner of Dover 8tr*rt there lay s heap

of mud and street sweepings, and as we drew
up just opposite, blocked by an opposing

tide of carriages in Piccadilly, a small, very

dapper little gentleman in dress - clothes

stepped into this muck-heap, with the result

that one of his dress - pumps was drawn
off his unfortunate foot with a “ doop,” and
stuck there. On to it thrre swooped a vul-

ture of the highway, a lad of about twenty,

who picked it out and made off down Dover
Street with it. Now what good was one shoe

to himT Would he not have done better to

have wiped it carefully on his coat, which

really could not have deteriorated farther,

ami chanced a tip from the dapper little

gentleman; or was the instinct of steal-

ing so strong that he never stopped to think 1

One would have supposed that a tip was a
practical certainty.

The third was merely a matter for tears:

I walked hack from dinner, and my way
lay np Piccadilly again. At a populous

corner stood a very stout elderly woman
dreaeed in violent and ridiculous colors.

Her hair was golden, her eyebrows broad,

thick, and vilely drawn, her cheeks so

burned with rouge that one blushed. She
addressed every passer-by in endearing

terms. None regarded her. That was quite

right: but the pity of her standing there

on this equally night, with her horrid mis-

sion. and heT total ill-success! Yes, it is

difficult to thank God for that.

After five days I got deliverance from this

entrancing slavery, and, like s cork from a

bottle, flew to Grindclwald. The journey

I remember as a dreadful dream, for I had

a cold so had that all sense of taste, smell,

and most of hearing and feeling had passed

ffom me, and I seemed to myself to be a

rough deal-board being sent by train, and
turned out into a drizzling night at what ap-

peared to be mere cow-sheda, simply for the

purpose of declaring that I had no spirit

or laee about me. Spirit! The Queen of

Sheba when she had seen Solomon in all hia

glory had more. As to lace, that diaphanous
material seriously occupied my waiting

dreams as we mounted the Jnra. Was
there anything in my face that suggested

lace, I wondered, or did laee frilling peep

out from my trousers! Anyhow, why lace!

I waa willing, almost anxious, to declare

five hundred cigarettes, but nobody sug-

gested such a thing. Then

—

S3

The new heaven and the new earth—an
earth covered with powdery snow, thatched
here and there by pines and reaching be-

yond all power of thought, by glacier and
snow- field, and rocks too stepp for the set-

tling of the snow into the pinnacles of the

Eiger and the Wettcrhorn. From ridge to

ridge the eye followed, lost in au amazement
of the wonder of the earth and the great-

ness of its design. Austere and aiient toho

the virgin snows, and more aiient, growing
from words to exclamation, and from ex-

clamation to silence itself, one’s wonder.
There, out of the void and formless pulp
which was once the world, they were set.

barren, fruitless, useless, and that is the won-
der of them and their glory. Centuries
have been as but seconds In the life of an
idle man in the forming of them, for cen-

turies that have been to them but the wink-
ing of an eye they have raised their imme-
morial crests, and the centuries shall be

as the sea sand before they crumble. O ye
mountains and hills, praise ye the Lord!
Every day you praise Him.
Now this Book of Months is almost cer-

tainly worth nothing, anyhow, and I take

this opportunity to inform critics so. in

case (as is not likely) they have the slight-

est doubt about it. But if they and I un-
wrong. it will bo been use we have both over-

looked the possihlc value of a true docu-

ment,—tnie. that is, as far as I personally

am able to make it true. Therefore I will

state at onoe that for the next four weeks
the childish pursuit of making correct turns

and edge* on the iee occupied me much more,

except on a few occasions, than all the moun-
tains. all the heavenly blue of the sky. or

the divine radiance of the marching aun.

Instead of attending to these big things. I

got up. day after day. full of anxious
thoughts, and had I been assured that these

anxieties would never trouble me again on
condition that I never again looked at the

Eiger, or the scarlet finger of the Finster-

Aarhorn that caught the sunset long after the

sun had set to us. I would quite certainly

have closed with the bargain. Those who do

not know what a clean outaide-back-counter
means can have no voice in this affair, since

they are not acquainted with the subject

matter of it But those who do will, I he-

lieve, extend to me their pitying sympathy.
For no known reason. I desired to make
these and other turns, which, when made,
are of no conceivable use to anybody; and
full of anxious thoughts, which violent col-

lisions with the elusive material on which
I performed fully justified, I proceeded to

devote the hours of light to these utterly

indefensible pursuits. I wished to execute

a movement in which the skate left a cer-

tain mark on the ice. and no othrr (1 am
alluding, of course, to involuntary change

of edge), and to make thia and other marks
on the ice (continuous loops, bracket eight,

and a few more, for the sake of the curi-

ous) I signed a bond, so to speak, for three

weeks of my abort mortal life. All morn-

ing, that is to aay, I struggled with these

evanescent scratching*, ate a hurried lunch,

and struggled again till it was dark. Real-

ly, it ia very odd: and I hope to do the

same next winter. 1 am perfectly aware

that I could have apent my time much bet-

ter, or. at any rate, tried to; I knew that at

the time. But I did not care then. And I

do not care now.

There were sane intervals, however. For

instance, one Saturday evening it began to

snow. Now I see nothing conceivably wrong

in skating on Sunday, and am unable to

comprehend the position of those who do.

But it is certainly wrong to skate on Sun-

day when it will spoil the ice on Monday,

and on thia particular Sunday I went to

church in the morning, and afterwards took

a sandwich lunch from the hotel, and tying
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it securely to a toboggan, sat myself inse-

curely on the toboggan, and went alone

(that was an essential part of the plan)

down past the church and through the Til-

lage, through flelds of white snow that

spouted as the toboggan met them, even as

the spray spouts round the bows of a liner.

In nothing does a man < unless be be M.
Santos-Dumont) come nearer to the ecstaay

of flight,—some low skimming flight that

follows the contours of the ground as swal-

lows when storm is imminent So went I

down sn ever-steepening mile, finishing at

the end just by the side of the bridge that

crosses the stream from the glacier. The
frost had been severe for the last week,

and this was nearly covered over with lids

of ice that grew out from backwaters and
extended almost from bank to bank. Wher-
ever a stone stood in mid-current, there be-

low it had the ice first gathered, lengthening

itself speurwise down stream till the cold

feeler reached another stone. Then, al-

ready half established, it had broadened and
hroadened till a third anchorage met it.

But in certain swift places the water still

ran unchecked, its flow, of course, greatly

diminished with the lesser melting of the

glacier in winter, but still busy, busy, seek-

ing the sea with steadfast purpose. Round
the bank and in the bed itself of the stream
grew an immense company of alders cov-

ered completely with the inimitable confec-

tionery of frost, a forest of spiked branches.

Then mounting again, I passed up a long

gentle slope by a few outlying chalets, and
having come out of the shadow of the EigeT,

sat down to lunch. The air waa utterly

windless, the frost so keen that not a flake

of snow dung to my dothes, yet through the

glory of that pellucid air the sun struck

so hot that a coat was altogether a super-

fluity. Eastwards the Wetterhorn rose in

glacier and snow-field, and its superb and
patient beauty, seeming like a noble woman
waiting for the man she loves, struck me
with a pang of delight. Thereafter, still

climbing, I entered the pine woods below
the Scheldegg, where the sun drew out a
thousand resinous smells, as if odorous sum-
mer instead of midwinter held Bway.

Alone) I had intended to be alone, but
never waa a man In more delectable com-
pany. Trees, glimpses of the gorgeous dome
abovr them, drifts of driven snow, were my
companions, while, if one grew overbold,

there waa the Eiger to hazard a respectable

remark to, and the sun itself to be wor-
shipped. On no other day, indeed, that I

can remember have I felt so strong a sym-
pathy with Parsecs. High it swung, be-

nignant, and all for the fir-trees and me.
Then rising higher, I came to the edge of

the wood and the beginning of the anow-
flclda again, and resting for a moment, did

an exceedingly childish thing. Undrrneath
a piece of spreading root of the last tree

of that heavenly wood 1 hid a stick of choco-

late, a Bryant A May’s match-box contain-

ing an English sixpence, two nickel coins of

ten centimes, a short piece of pencil, and
four matches. These 1 dedicate to the way-
farer, should he need a tight. Also I should

ask him to write his name with the pencil

and put it in the match-box, and, if he
feels as foolish as I, add some small object

of no value. Next year I will go there

again and make some further striking ad-

dition to the cache. The tree is s large

one on the left of the path, and quite
notably the last in the wood. My initials

are rudely carved in the piece of root di-

rectly above the cache.

Now where shall we look for the source
of this instructive piece of foolishness? This
is not s merely egotistic query, for I am per-

fectly certain that many sober and mature
citizens like myself will feel sympathy with,

though they may not practise, such cachet as

I made on the slope of the Scheidegg. Is

it that we still preserve, even in this well-

civilized snd rrtUiuranted century, some cell

in our brain which even now obeys the pru-

dent instincts of some remote cave-dwelling

ancestor, and do -we now in play imitate

his serious precautions? Or—and I like to

think this better—have we still, in spite

of our sober maturity, some remnants of

a heritage more priceless than rave-dwell-

ing ancestors, namely, the lingering joys of

our own childhood?

Here I feel that I may be treading on alien

ground—the cache habit I know is not rare,

but I have not at present met any one who
“ talks French,” of which the manner is as

follows-. Every one. I suppose, has moments
of sheer physical enjoyment- I need mention

two only: the one getting into bed with legs

curled up. ere yet the freezing sheets can

be encountered; the other, when very cold,

getting into a hot bath—a bath, that is to

say, so hot that it is on the border between

bliss and anguish, when, in fact, to move is

to scream. On those occasions—for loneli-

ness is essential—I “ talk French." That is

to say, streams of gibberish flow in n hushed
voice from my lips, in the form of dialogue,

and any one present would hear remark-
able things of this nature:

( With deep anxiety.) “ Leati ieibon?”

f Reateuringly.) “ Mimi molat isto pacher.”

(Reattturtd.) " Kaparando quilli. Ama-
tinat sholat.”

I blush to reproduce more. But I long

to know if anybody else " talks French.” I

want to talk it with somebody and compare
vocabularies.

A long colloquy wss held that afternoon

sitting in the sun, after the coche was made,
and then towards sunset I started to go back

through the darkling wood, with dim but
welcome thoughts of bears and brigands lying

in wait on each side the path. One corner,

I remember, I particularly feared, for low-

growing bushes bordering the path might
conceal almost anything. That I had good
reason to fear it I soon found out, though
I had feared it for wrong reasons, for my
toboggan threw roe with reckless gayety into

the middle of them. In fact, for the first

half-mile the track was abominable; bare

stones and tree roots alternated with pas-

sages of breathless rapidity; never have I

experienced a quicker succession of violences.

But as the wood grew less dense the texture

of the going became more uniform, and for

the last mile I hiaaed downward with ever-

increasing speed sod smoothness, through the

pallor of the snow-bright dusk. Large stars

beamed luminous overhead, and from scat-

tered cottage* sprang the twinkling lights,

showing that all wrre home from the frozen

fields and safe within walls. Then, wonder
of wonders, the full moon rose over the top

of the Wetterhorn with a light as clear as

running water and as soft as sleep, making
complete with its perfection this perfect day.

The other interlude from this rage of

tracing useless marks on the ice was a

funeral. The funeral was that of Slam’s kit-

ten, though the kitten was not really Siam's

at all. But to go back to the beginning of

things, it is necessary that you should kn»w
who Slam was. Her real name was Evelyn
Helen Anastasia, and goodness knows what;
but what matters more is that she was a

child six years and one month old, freckle-

faced. snub-noBcd, devoted to animals and
the outside edge, and by far the most pop-

ular person in the hotel. It was the out-

side edge originally that had brought us to-

gether, for she had told me that I didn’t do

it properly, and very kindly showing me
how. she had fallen heavily on the ice. As
I picked her up. she said

:

“You see what I mean, don't you? Let
me show you again!”

Under her tuition I improved, and, what

was more important, our friendship ripened.

I am proud to think that I was the only

person who ever knew about the kitten,

which had followed Slam—I am sure I don’t

wonder—with pitiful mewings down from
the Happy Valley, an ownerless beast that

would have touched hearts more hard than
Slam’s. She kept it in a cupboard in her

room and fed it with cake. This I learned

on the second day of the kitten's imprison-

ment. That evening it died. I will pass

over Slam’s lamentations, and the wealth of

falsehood by which I convinced her that a
diet of cake in an airless cupboard was the

only thing that could have saved it. Then,
as it was dead, it bad to be buried, still

without the cognizance of Slam's nurse,

whom I feared.
“ I don’t want a lot of people,” said Slam.

" It would be much nicer if we buried her

quietly. So when nurse is at dinner I will

bring hrr down in my hat.”

Meantime 1 had procured a card - board

box, and from Slam’s hat the kjtten passed

into the coffin. The coffin was put on our
toboggan, for Slam and I were going to lunch

out, and the catafalque left the hotel.

Slam put her hand into mine—a compli-

ment that only children can pay—arid wc de-

bated about the cemetery. I personally in-

clined to the river-bed at the bottom of the

valley, but Slam would have mine of It.

“ Up above.” she said, “ it is cleaner,”

and though it was all pretty clean, I as-

sented. “ Then we can eat our lunch, and
toboggan down," she added. This was com-

mon-sense; to walk up after the funeral

would be depressing; we might recover our
brightness of spirit if we kept the tobog-

ganing till afterward*. On the way up

—

through the village, that is, and towards the

glacier—the talk turned on serious subjects.

Did I believe that animals would have a

resurrection? Why did God make them if

they were just to die and be finished? Again,

if they were to have a resurrection, was

it not proper to bury them properly? Tlius

we arrived at the cemetery. Four pine-

trees stood there, with snow drifted high

between them: the benediction of the sun

hallowed the place; never had any one a

more virgin tomb. We scooped out the snow
down to soil level, and dropped the box into

the excavation. Then with pious hands we
covered it up. and on the top of the cairn

planted sprigB taken from the pines.

“ And now I will say my prayers.”

She knelt down in the snow, and even with

the fear of her nurse before my eyes, I could

say nothing to dissuade her, but knelt by
her and uncovered my head. And then

Slam said the Lord’s Prayer, and asked that

she might be a good girl always, and prayed

that God might bless her father and mother

and nurse and me.

Do you know what it is to be remembered

in the prayer of a child? “ And the kitten,”

she added. And I said, “ Amen.”
So there the kitten lies, between the sky

and the beautiful snow-clad eurth. Pines

whisper about it, and the Wetterhorn and

Eiger look on it* resting-place. And Slam
said her prayers there.

What follows ? As far as I am concerned,

this: I believe that the "whole creation

groancth and travalleth in pain together.”

and that there will be, one day, a great heal-

ing and comforting. And when, on that day,

mysteriously, unintelligibly, that little body,

which meantime has fed the grasses and the

Alpine flowers of the place, comes to itself

and is alive again, a happy little kitten

will stand between those four pine-tree*, lost

no longer. And Slam and I will recognize

it. And the kitten—who knows?—will rec-

ognize us, and Slam will say again, in the

phrase that is so often on her lips,

“Oh, it is nice!”

To be Continued.
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Correspondence
GERMANY AND THE UNITED STATES

Dtctmher IS, ISOS.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly:
Sn»,—Some time ago there came under my

observation an article—said to be from the

pen of a well-known military authority-
in which the poMibility of a war between

Germany and the United State* waa dem-
onstrated.

In the editorial section of HAKnca’s
Weekly of September 27, 1002, reference is

made to the unexpected progress toward* the

completion of the German naval programme
formulated in 1808 and amended two years

later. According to Lieutenant Louis M.
Moulton, who waa deputed by the Navy De-

partment to study the subject, the German
naval programme may be completed in 1008,

if not a year or more earlier.

The editorial aaya that within six years

Germany will have at her disposal, in home
water* for a sudden nggrcioiivc operation,

about ninety modern war-ships—a larger

naval force than could be quickly gathered

by France or Great Britain, whoae navies,

in consequence of their extensive colonies,

are scattered over all the parts of the globe.

The opinion was expressed that, a fortiori.

the German Empire could direct against

any point on the Atlantic coast of North or

South America a fleet much superior to that

of the United States, with our existing re-

sources, And the portentous query follow-

ed, “ What would become of our Monroe
doctrine?”

Mr. de Bloch, in bis work on modern war-
fare, to which a reference is made, statea

that in the war of 1870-1. between France
and Germany, the command of the sea was
useless to France. I perfectly agree with
him. The coast of the North Rea is not
an inviting place for an attacking navy; and
the Germany of those days had hardly any
navy worth mentioning. But let ua pre-

sume that the Germany of 1870 had been

in possession of her navy of to-day. What
would have been the result for France?

I knew the first ships of Germany in the

days of the war of Schleswig-Holstein. I

recollect the sale at auction by Fischer of

the so-called German fleet- I knew the gun-
boats ATin* and Salamander of those day*.

What was Germany then?

A conglomerate of principalities, with
Prussia as the leading star and Austria aa

a dead - weight upon the German Bund.
British, French, and Austrian influence and
corruption did their best to keep the differ-

ent parts from uniting. A German flag

was hardly known on the seaa in those

days.

The flag* of the Hansa State* floated from
the top* of many fine sailing- vessel*— but
they were the flags of the Hanna States

alone. I remember the unkind remarks we
made upon the " three houses " in the flag

of Hamburg. To-day the ships belonging to

Hamburg are the finest in the world; every
seaman stares with wonder and deep respect

at those ocean greyhounds.

Everything in Germany has changed since

the year of 1871—since Napoleon III. played
the rOle of the delivering prince in the fairy-

tale of ** DomrOschen ” in the enchanted

castle. But there waa the difference that it

was not the Princess Dornrfochen be de-

livered.

Hia emprise won bnt a thorny rose for

him. hi* dynasty, and France. It brought
buck to Germany Alsatia and Lorraine; it

cemented the union of the German rare;

and it resulted in the German Empire. With
the Empire came progress. And with
all the reins of government in the handa

of a powerful, self-rdying, intelligent ruler,

the fine qualities, the very genius, of the

German nation, that had been lying dormant
for so many years, broke forth and made
more rapid strides than would have been

taken by a race in any other country.

Like a matured plant which awaited only
the beneficial rays of sunshine to open its

splendid, gorgeous flowers. Germany has de-

veloped its immense capacity of intelligence,

its knowledge of science, its industry, and its

self-reliance.

That is what makes the foreign observer

uneasy, meditative, and often auspicious.

The progress was, and Is, too sudden.

We Americans are surely a progressive
people; but we mature and develop little by
little. Only during the last decade have we
marched at a rapid pace. No doubt, with
our natural reaource* and exceptional facil-

ities, we will always be abreast of the moat
progressive nations in war and peace. I re-

member well, in 1854, when I, who had seen

the finest capitals of Europe, was first at
Washington with my captain, what an as-

tonishing, bewildering, incomprehensible con-

cern it waa. To-day I consider Washington
the best-appointed and handsomest capital of

the world. Such is American progress.

In Germany it was existent for centuries,

hut dormant. It is. therefore, natural that

Germany, now awake and progressive in in-

dustry snd commerce and well prepared for

any controrrray on land, must he heedful

that she have a strong and efficient navy.

In many respects she has advantages over

France, England, and other sea powers. All

the costly experimenting done in the naval

departments of other nations at auch enor-

mous expense has been saved to her. She
can use the costly experiments of others for

her own benefit.

Mr. de Bloch holds to the opinion that a

strong navy would be superfluous to Ger-

many in the event of a war between the

Triple Alliance and the French • Russian
League.

In my opinion, there is very little dan-

ger from that aide. France would not
dare venture on attack single-handed; and
there la no reason to believe that Russia
would join in such undertaking. History has
proved that Russia has been Germany’s best,

her only true, friend in the terrible strug-

gles that endured from the last century into

the beginning of this; and Russia haa proved
friendly up to this very day. Russia has

nothing to gain, and can rest satisfied to

have in Germany a trusty, peaceful neigh-

bor on her extensive boundary, while all her

energies are concentrated in the endeavor

to gain a strong footing on the Pacific and
to extend her influence to Asia. Russia
knows well that the march to those regions

is over Constantinople. The France of to-

day is not the France of 1870. On friendly

terms again with Italy, she want* more ex-

tensive possession* in Africa. She must havs
and will have them, as Italy should have
Tripoli* in the spread of her domain. It

is hut natural that the coast of Africa bor-

dering the Mediterranean Sea should belong

to those two countries. Since the time of

the first Napoleon, Great Britain has domi-

nated the Mediterranean with her powerful

fleet; she has there her strongholds Malta
and Gibraltar: and she has taken, without

asking leave, Egypt.

Thcre is no reason to suppose that the

Triple Alliance and the Franco - Russian
League will claah.

No German fleet will ever come to the

shores of the great republic of North Amer-
ica with intent other than friendly, and to

cement the feelings of mutual respect and
amity between two nations that are bound
together by many ties.

I am, sir,

E. H. P.
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THE CANTEEN QUESTION
Hastwic* Seminary, Ornnn Co., N. Y,

Dntmbtr 19, 1902.

To the Editor of Harper'» Weekly:
Sin,— (1) I have read your paper tor a

number of years, and am at a loss to un-
derstand how you can advocate the return of

the rantern. (2) Considered from a busi-

ness stand point, almost without exception
the large firms not only do not provide a
place for their employees to get intoxicating
drinks, but, on the contrary, other thinga
being equal, they drop the drinking man
from the pay - roll. Why abould we, the
people, do what good business policy op-

poses? Considered from a practical stand-

point, the average individual will buy more
candy, if he sees it every day. than if he
docs not bo ; if a soldier has it under his

nose constantly, he will use more liquor

than if there is no liquor at the canteen;
or if the reverse ia true, his commander is

incompetent, and ought to be removed. It

is manifest that the man who does not like

or use either candy or whiskey will not be
injured by the failure to have liquor in the

barracka. (2t> Considered from a moral
stand-point, we as a nation cannot be par-

ticepe eriminis in such a business and ex-

pect to escape the consequences. The prod-

ucts of the traffic in liquor are visible at
every drinking-place of our country. Beer-
bloated. dull-faced, broken-down men. old be-

fore their day, arc the regular return of
every drinking-place. Of two evila, take
neither. The taking of grog is an evil,

whether taken in a canteen or a low-down
saloon. (4) We cannot trust our safety in

war or peace to drinking men. There is no
certainty as to what idea may get into the

head of a drinking man.
Very truly youra,

J. G. Traver.

f(l) The Weekly advocates the reinstate-

ment of the canteen solely on the ground
that there is less drunkenness with the can-

teen than without. (2) There is little like-

neas between the relation of the government
to the soldiers and that of an ordinary em-
ployer to his employees; yet such a concern

as the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
employing miners and other workmen in

isolated places, has found it expedient in

somr cases as a temperance measure to start

clubs, where its men can buy drinks. (3)

The government now derives a very large

revenue from the liquor business. (4) If

we cannot trust our safety to drinking men
we are in a bad way. There are few tee-

totallers among the men who rule the coun-

try. We doubt if there is one in the Presi-

dent’s cabinet or on the bench of the Su-
preme Court.

—

Editor. ]

“THE QUALITY”
To the Editor of Harper’s Weekly:

Sib,—

T

he ground for the personal attack

upon me by the Saturday Review, mentioned

by your correspondent last week, appears to

lie in a difference of opinion between certain

masters of English literature and that pa-

per, concerning the proper employment of

the word, “ quality.” Personally I prefer to

accept the verdict of the masters.

If it were true that a flagrant misuse of

the English language stamps my work as
** Kitchen " literature, how could any discus-

sion or review of any book of mine have a
place in a gentleman’s periodical?

For the doubtful honoT of a review in their

paper I am proportionally their debtor; the

attack upon myself I can only deplore in

the name of that common decency which a
gentleman instinctively attributes even to

those with whom he differs in opinion.

I am, sir, yours,

Robert W. Chambers.
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Woodrow Wilson’s History

of the American People

I’KEKiotHT WlLBOif has written a literary

masterpiece, an artistic ami enchanting story

of the American people. It is marked by the

qualities which have made the author one
of the moot attractive, aa well aB one of the

most satisfying of our writers on American
history and on government. It ia, indeed,

not too much to any, now that Mr. John
Fiske la no more, that President Wilson
stands easily first aa a broad and picturesque

painter of our historical, political, and social

life.

In the ftve sumptuous and richly illu»-

trated volumes published by Harper 4 Bro-

thers, and entitled, A History of the Amer-
ican People, President Wilson has made for

popular resiling a complete account of the

beginnings of civiliiation on this continent,

the rise and progress of our liberty and our
self-government, following the history from
the earliest day to the election of 1900.

It ia the only complete account contained

in a single work. Its scholarship is ac-

curate. The judgment which has selected

the large personalities, and the large events

for illustration of the theme is sound and
unerring. The literary style is charming,
lire wnrk is for the pleasure of all. scholar

as well as general reader. It holds one with
its intense interest and ita literary seduc-

tiveness. Moreover, it is a marvel of com-
pression. It is, of course, impossible to

describe epochs in epigrams, but Doctor Wil-

son comes very near doing ao when in sum-
ming up the characteristics of the early

seventeenth century when the English began
to swarm hither, he writes:

“It was to be an age of profound constitu-

tional change, deeply significant for all the

English world ; and the colonies in America,
notwithstanding their separate life and the
breadth of the sen, were to feel all the deep
stir of the fateful business. The revolution

wrought at home might in crossing to them
suffer a certain Bea-change, but it would
not lose its use or its strong flavor of prin-

ciple.”

" Its strong flavor of principle ” is a

phrase noteworthy of the men who brought
the petition of rights, and the habeas corpus

act out of the Stuart tyranny, and worthy
to describe the heart and soul of the revolu-

tion for individual liberty, which ended only
with the granting of our independence and
the establishment of a responsible govern-

ment in England.

In another ehapler, that on “The War
for Independence.” Doctor Wilson gives in

a few strong, illuminating, and brilliant

touches the philosophy of the growth of the

reverence of Washington's countrymen for

the leader whom Congress had placed at

the head of the army, and of the develop-

ment of Washington’s respect for the char-

acter of his countrymen.
“They had chosen better than they knew,”

he writes, speaking of the selection of Wash-
ington for the command, and his assumption
of it at Cambridge. Then he continues:

“ It was no small matter to have so

noticeable a man of honor and breeding at

the head of an array whose enemies deemed
it a mere peasant mob and rowdy assemblage

of rebels- Washington himself, with his

notions of authority, his pride of breeding,

his schooling in conduct and privilege, was
far from pleased till he began to see below

the surface, with the disorderly army he
found of uncouth, intractable plough-boys

and farmers, one esteeming himself as good

as another, with free and easy manners, and
a singular, half-indifferent insolence against

authority or discipline.”

In half a page he seta before the reader

the contemptuous expectation of Europe that

our confederation would fall to pieces; in

a quarter of a page he deftly shows the timid-

ity with which the Constitutional Conven-

tion began ita task.

One of the features of the work which
makes it of especial value to the general

reader who is desirous of knowing the his-

tory of his country without the labor of

reading a Bcore or more of volumes is the

clearness with which ia described the pop-

ular movements against George III., both

here and in England, and that the same
immemorial principles of civil liberty were
stirring men on both aides of the ocean.

Those who desire both to read a com-
prehensive view of the history of the Amer-
ican people, and who wish to experience the

delight which admirable literary form can

lend to such reading, will find all they are

looking for in President Wilson's History

of (he American People. The spirit of the

author is that of joy in hia aubject and
in the achievementa of the country. There
can be no better illustration of these than
in the dosing words of the fifth volume,

the history ending with the second election

of Mr. McKinley.
“ Her voice,’’ Doctor Wilaon writes, speak-

ing of the part played by the nation in

the war in China—“ her voice told for

peace, conciliation, justice, and yet for a

firm indication of sovereign rights, at every

turn of the difficult business; her troops

were among the first to withdraw to the

Philippines when their presence became un-

necessary; the world noted a calm poise

of judgment, a steady confidence as if of

conscious power in the utterances of the

American .Secretary of 8tate; the new func-

tions of America in the East were plain

enough for all to see. . . Sections began to

draw together with a new understanding of

one another. Parties were turning to the

new days to come and -

to the common efforts

of peace.”

An Unrecognized Genius

We have lately heard, by way of the

Boston Symphony Orchestra and the Kneiael

Quartet, musical evidence of a sort to con-

firm us in our belief that that most mis-

understood and maligned of geniuses, Franr,

Uszt, is the true parent and fountain-head

of modem music—we mean, of course, the

music of to-day: of contemporary Russia

and France and Germany. For our part,

we cannot listen to so nobly revealing a

performance of Liszt's “ Tasso ” as the Bos-

ton Symphony Orchestra gave us at its

last concert., or to the “ Mazeppa.” or the
“ Dante,” or the “ Faust Symphony," with-

out being strengthened in an unalterable

conviction that had Liszt not lived and pro-

duced his tremendous tone-poems, Wagner,
and Tachaikowaky, und Borodine, and
Osar Franck, and Richard Strauss would
have been other than they were and are.

Where does modem music get ita peculiar

chromatic poignancy, its feeling for dra-

matic characterization, its subtle fluidity

of form—where but from Liszt, the Liszt

of the symphonic poems, whom Wagner
could acclaim, in a hurst of pardonable
hyperbole, as '* the greatest musician of all

times”? Such a composer as Brahms is,

we concede at once, beyond the reach of such

a relation; but then Brahms was not in

the least involved in the on-sweeping cur-

rent of musical modernity—he was merely
a belated classicist,—withal a full-blooded

one. It has been observed how rich In quo-

tations “ Hamlet " is. In the same sense

it may be noted how full of Wagneritma

—

of “Tristan”—Liszt’s “Tasso" is: “Tris-

tan ” having been completed in 1859,

“Tasso" in 1854. And as Wagner drew in-

spiration from the welling fountain of

Liszt's genius, so also did tone • poet* of

lesser stature, from Tschaikoasky to Rich-

ard Strauss. How remarkably Uszt-

likc ia—for an immediate example—that

violin sonata of Richard Strauss performed
here recently by Mr. Kneisel and Mr. La-

mond! And let it be noted as a curious

fact that this sonata is an early one, com-
posed before Strauss had come so com-
pletely under the sway of Liazt’s magnetic
influence as he now is; yet it ia incontro-

vertible that Strauss would have conceived

the music very differently had Franz Liszt

never lived. In its idiom, in its thought,

in its emotion, it is only half .Strauss; and
the other half is largely Liszt.

The Law of Mustachios

“ Wiim the Emperor sneeze*, the people

require handkerchiefs.”

This axiom may seem irrelevant to the

Venezuelan situation: it requires earnest

reflection to connect the Imperial mailed

fist with the subjective handkerchief.

Another interesting law has recently been

discovered ; that no nation which curls up
its mustachios can become a world power.

That the tonsorial curling-tongs should

play so material a rAle in the destiny of

peoples is nothing new; a female barber

curled up Samson.
Moreover, that this law concerning crimp-

ed mustachio* exist*, is proven by history:

frizzled Franc* fell bi-fore shnmpooless

Mexico: curled and pomaded Austria tum-
bled before the rough - bearded Teuton;
the waxed and needle-pointed whiskers of

the Third Empire drooped and fell out at
Sedan; and gallant Don Whiskerandos gave

one final flourish to the twisted adornments
of his upper lip ere the furnace-blast of

Santiago do Cuba shrivelled the last hair

to the follicle.

“ When the Sultan itches, all Asia
scratches. When the Emperor of—” But
why. trhy continue? Alas! that to-day

the Fatherland should be but a bristling

thicket of up-curled, fan-spread muatachios!
,4uf acieaore out nullus!

Startled patriot* like the Htaats-Zrituny

may argue that it. is not yet too late; that

the damage is not yet irreparable; that any
style of whiskers may be changed at the

nearest barber* for the modest considera-

tion of twenty pfennigs: that, in the awful
and lurid light which the discovery of the

law of Mustachios has shed upon the down-
fall of nations, the frizzled Fatherland may
yet be saved through the humble office of a
pair of scissors.

Net
Danger lie* not in the coup dc for; Do-

minion abhors not the whisker, per sc;

Destiny hovers rot in the pomatum pot

But remorseless Truth, with inflexible flxid-

ity, brands forever the nation capable of

tonaorial toadyism: and Justice snaps the

padlock on it* padded cell.

Shade of Barbarossa! Weirds of the

shaggy hordes that hurled hack Rome!
Ghosts of the un-shorn, quaffing forever in

Valhalla! Only a Bclasco can record the

tragedy of your despair; only a Frohman
stage it; only a Grau can contribute con-

traltos for the lament; only a Sousa con-

duct the obsequies!

Finance
With apprehension over serious money

stringency before the end of the year allayed

by the formation of the $50,000,000 money
poo], and the clearing up of the ominous
Venezuela clouds by the consent of the pow-

ers to submit the matters at issue to arbitra-

tion, there was a reliound in the securities-
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markets which wag altogether natural.

Sentiment improved decidedly. Pessimism
gave place to hopefulness. The recoveries in

prices were rapid and in many onae* sub-

stantial. Money became easier, and it seem-

ed to be assumed by nearly everybody in

Wall Street that the liquidation of highly

speculative accounts had been so thorough
that, with the return of currency from the

interior to this centre and the probable in-

crease in the exports of agricultural prod-

uct*. a January rise was certain to come.

This led to a very fair volume of buying
orders. On the rise that followed, those

who had bought at the low priees reached

during the slump promptly converted their

“ paper profits ” into hard cash, and the rally

was checked. At no time was there any fool-

hardy attempt to ** discount ” the “ reinvest-

ment demand " that, according to tradition.

Wall Street looks for. after the New-Year,
or the much-heralded January bull move-
ment. It was as well, for the condition of

the money-market, even if it did not have
the menace of the semi-panicky dayB of a

fortnight ago, by no meanB justified rash

operation* for the riae. They are wise pool*

that have profited by the lesaon of the De-

cember slump in price*. Whatever they may
do later, their disastrous experience* are too

recent to have been forgotten. After the

rally, and the profit-taking, the market be-

came dull and. in the Street phrase, in-

clined to sag.

Hut price* recently fell in some instances

below the level of actual value, may be ad-

mitted. though it cannot be denied, on the

other hand, that there are atoek* which
even at the present figures may be regarded

as unduly high. Tim market, on the whole,

is in a far strongrr position than in many
months. Considering the fact that the

retrograde movement in trade and business

generally does not seem to have set in, at

any rate, not in real earnest, it is alto-

gether reasonable to believe that the general

prosperity will continue for at least an-

other year. It is not easy to see how rail-

road earnings are going to decrease, certain-

ly. not the gross earnings. The net earnings

present adverse possibilities owing to the

increased cost of operation, by reason of

advances in wage#, materials, etc., but rail-

road managers are counting on offsetting

such items by means of advances in freight

rates, which should enable net profits to

keep up proportionately. Our foreign trade

should presently improve, by increasing our
agricultural exports at the same time that,

according to current indications, imports
should fall off. Our bankers have been pay-

ing off our indebtedness to Europe, and the

reduction in the volume of such obligations

has been conatdcrahlc during the past two
months. With the return of currency to

New York there should be easier money, but
it is not certain whether there will be

enough of it to permit of active speculation

in stocks if Europe demands to be paid. It

simply means that we have yet to see

whether the foreigners are to he paid In gold

or in corn. With the collapse of the il-

logical and disturbing bull speculation in

com. which immediately lowered the price

of the cereal, increasing exports must be

expected. Cotton exports are already in-

creasing.

It will be seen that, taking it all in all,

the prospect is hopeful rather than the re-

verse. There are still syndicates with huge
blocks of securities yet unsold, and very
little demand for their goods. But there

is also a very rich public, not speculating
to-day, but always a great potential stock

gambler. At the moment, it would seem as

if after a period of hesitancy and the usual
“backing and filling ” of a market governed
largely by the operations of professional

traders, the movement of priees would be

upward rather than down. The speculative

community believes that conservatism is the

beat policy until after the turn of the year.
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Important Announcement

XX/1TH the current January Number the NORTH
VV AMERICAN REVIEW, for the first time in its

history, begins the serial publication of a great work
of fiction,

THE AMBASSADORS
By Henry James

This work will run through the year, and the

REVIEW will be enlarged to provide for its publica-

tion without encroaching upon the pages now filled by

its authoritative articles upon public affairs and current

literature. It is printed rather as literature han as a

story, although it is a work of absorbing interest.

The second of a series of three articles by Mark
Twain on Christian Science - also appears in this

Number.

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW
FRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK

TWO BOOKS EVERY ONE IS READING

The Adventures of M. d'Haricot
By J. STORER CLOUSTON

A book of rollicking fun—a kind of new “ Innocents Abroad,” with a Frenchman trying to

be an Englishman as its gentle hero. M. d'Haricot's readiness for adventure and

bis susceptibility to feminine charms involve him in many entertaining

situations. His wit is nimble and his self-possession never fails

him in the most embarrassing crisis. It is the funniest

book published in years. A new departure

in humor. Funny cuts by Levering.

Ornamented Cloth, $1.50

The IVooing of fVistaria

By ONOTO WATANNA
Author of ‘V? Japanese IPCigbtingaie

"

A love story of Japan, told with all the poetic charm and feeling that

made “ A Japanese Nightingale ” one of the most popular

novels of recent fiction. It is most artistically

made, with frontispiece portrait of author

in tint, etc.

$150

HARPER & BROTHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, N. Y.
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financial

The

Com Exchange Bank
New York

WILLIAM A. NAS//, President

THOMAS T. BAPR, > Vie. Prni4tnt.WALTER E. EREW, f
Vut rresidents

E. V MARTIN, Cashier

WM. E. WILLIAMS, Assistant Cashier

CONDENSED STATEMENT
DECEMBER t, 1902

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts . . . $22,821,102.49

Due from Banks ..... 1.809,123.52

Banking Houses and Lots 1,524,792.96

Bonds, Stocks, etc .... 1,024,125.34

Cash and c'ks on other Banks 9,386,664.23

136,565,818.54

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undivid-

ed Profits $5,216,107.78

Deposits subject to Check 31.349.710.76

$36,565,818.54

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
(Kot'XDlD 1810)

33 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W GARTH. PnenIdpnT.
AI.F.X ANT1KR K. OKU, VlCK-I'MItSIDIiST
ANDREW A. KNOWLES. CaemIkw.
ROBERT U. GRAFF. • - Assistant Cashier.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
{CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th, 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts - - $12,745,106.56

Bonds 770,029.74

Banking House - 545,796.92

Due from Banks - 835,829.80

Cash and Checks on other Banks 8,297,120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCOUNTS INVITED

DIRECTORS
At.KXANDKK E. ORR, .... David Dow* A Co.
Lowill Lincoln, ....... Catlin A Co,
Horace e. Garth, Ei-Pfe*,d««ii.

Henry HKKTZ, ....... Hwrr llentz A Co
CM MILKS M. Pratt, Standard Chi Co.
HUNKY TAIJuaDGK, ... Hunt Talmud** A Co.

i
OHN SINCLAIR. ...... John Sinclair A Co
fU.UAM H. Boulton. • . Boulton, Hliaa A DnUett.

Eiruu L. Marston, Blair A Ca,

Granville W. Garth, ......

financial

Letters
of

Credit.

Bill* ofexchange bought and
•old. Cable Trajitfur* to Eu-
rope and South Africa, Com-
mercial and Traveller*' Letter*

of Credit. Collection!) made.
IotcrtmLional Cheque*. Cer-
tificate* of Deposit.

Brown Brothers & Co.,
IlANsaaa, No, S8 Wall St* ait.

financial

HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT*
NO. 20 BROAD STREET

.
NEW YORK

CARLS ADDItU. - MASKABLLS “

*04 OBARaoaN rr.. WtLLiAMiOM ai.no. jn COLIMA* IT.
CMICAOO, ILL CtIVIUIB, O. LOKPOR. B. C.

LINCOLN TRUST BUM*. *T. LOt'U. HQ.

MORTON TRUST COMPANY
38 NASSAU STREET

Capital ----- $2,000,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits - - $5,373,061

OFFICERS
LEVI P. MORTON, President CHARLES A. CON A NT, Treasurer
THOMAS F. RYAN, Vice-President H. B. BERRY, Trust Officer

JAMES K. CORB1ERE. 2d Vice-Pres. EUGENE E. VARET, AasL Secretary
H. M. FRANCIS, Secretary G. L. WII.MERD1NU, Asst. Secretary

i
oHR Jacob Abtor.
BORGS F. Oakkh,

ivUTAHI) J. Brn WIN'D,
Frederic Cromwell.
James h Dukk.
Henry II. Flagler.

DIRECTORS
G. g. Hayrm,
Joseph C. Hendrix,
Abram S. Hewitt.
JaMKR N. JAMVIK.
Walter S JOHNSTON,
A. D. Jl’ILLIard,

Joseph Larocqub, Samuel Rea,
I) O. Mills, Klikc Root,
Levi p, Morton, Thomas F- Rtan.
Richard A. McCurdy, Jacob H. Schipp.
W. G. Oakman. John Kloakk.
George Foster Peabody, william C. Whitney.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Levi P. Morton, G- G. Haven, George Foster Peabody,

Thomas F. Ryan, Joseph C. Hendrix. Jacob H. Schipp.
Edward J. Berwind, James N. Jarvie, William C. Whitney.

HIC0BP0RATEP 1885

The Real Estate

Trust Company

of Philadelphia
8. C. COSHER CHESTNUT AND BROAD STREETS

CAPITAL iPxill Paid I
... $1,300,000

SVRPLVS AND PROFITS - - $1,200,000

Solicits Current Deposrt Accounts,

Allowing Interest.

Collects Rents, Negotiates Mortgages.

and Places Ground Rents.

Receires and Executes Trusts of every

description.

FRANK K. HIPPIE. Pr*|ld*M.

The Reflections of Ambrosine

By ELINOR GLYN
Author of " The Visits of EliuMh ”

A new love story, embodying all the wit, humor, and go of “ The

Visits of Elizabeth” and something more besides. It is a

brilliant social satire, and a genuinely good love

story, with a heroine who at once comes to

the front of the story and remains

there until the last page

is reached.

$1.50

HARPER & BROTHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK

A BOOK OF THE MOMENT
J

The Elements of

International Law
By GEORGE B. DAVIS

Pref*M»r of Law «t W*»t Point

A work sufficiently elementary in char-

acter to be within the reach of students

and others who may desire to gain some

knowledge of the general principles of the

law governing the relations of nations

—

duties of diplomatic representatives, rights

of citixens, alliances, arbitration, etc.

$2.50

HARPER & BROTHERS. PUBLISHERS
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MISS FAY DAVIS
The young American actress who, after marked success in England, plays now for the first time in America with

Mr. Faveraham in *• Imprudence.'* Miss Davis made a great bit in London in the title role of ‘•Iris”

80
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The New Niagara
See pace II

TlIB development of electric power at

Niagara Full* i* already an old *t«ry, quite
familiar to every intelligent American. Itut

it is hardly realized hmv quickly the earlier

vrork of the last decade is being carried to

a magnitude that begin* to promise rich

realization of the hope that in the great
cataract might be found an illimitable sup-

ply of cheap power for every industry that
ehoosrs to locate within ear-shot of the boom-
ing gorge. The splendid enterprise devel-

op'd by «ueh well-known leaders as K. D.
Adams. I). O. Mills. .1. I*. Morgan. W. It.

Kankine. John Jacob Astor. K. A. Wickes,
and L. Ft. Stillwell, on liberal lines, is grow-
ing at this moment faster than ever under
the sovereign compulsion of a demund for

the current derived from the energy of the
waterfall, whose beauty as a spectacle may
sometime lie of leas importance to us than
it* ability to drive our machinery, light our
lamp*, nnd keep us warm. As far hack u*
the tirst half of |no| the puwer-plunt of the
Niagara Falls Power Company. a!»ve the
upper rapids, was delivering current equul
to a consumption of RiNl tons of coni a day,
and all the plants in the vicinity now arc
trying hard to double that output. Yet
Niagara is still far from developing steadily
lou.oou horse power electrically, and all the

fContinued on jsrjc .HJ

child, follrus the guilts. ullaya sll pain, carta wind colic,
ta live beat remedy lirr illsrrlMra— [a4eTr.|

tllinertlaiili:'" 1 nl MCniHm Boa
IImakii C OKOCNSCI) Milk is the ,N-rfn-ti,in <>4

lor Infanta. Kirtv live yrin' experience has
I tailing infant (undo! the wield.—

Tn.irnowSwdn' a>« time. Time Is the stuff of llte.

Ilase trlrplbine service at your ranine ns well B» at your office
and save time it hoth ends of live line. Kates in Minlinltin
I urn « year. N. V. I elepU.u* Co.-[ddr.l

Halves away care, lends buoyancy to the spirits and
strength to the body—

A

mmjtt's Angia-tnru IBltvra.—I Jdr.J

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The CLUB
are the original bottled Cocktails.

Years of experience have made them
THE PERFECT COCKTAILS that they
are. Do not be lured into buying some
imitation. The ORIGINAL of anything
is good enough. When others are of*

fered it Is for the purpose of larger

profits. Insist upon having the CLUB
COCKTAILS, and take no other.

O. V. IIRUHt.KIN A IIIIO.. .We /VyrlrAvi
211 IIkoaiiwa v. Niw Von a, N. V.

HiarronD. Conn. LONDON

Piquant

THE RARE, PIQUANT FLAVOR OP

Chartreuse
—GREEN AND YELLOW —

MAXES IT THE DAINTIEST
AND MOST DELICIOUS OP
ALL CORDIALS

At Snl-elua Wine Merchants. Onnit Hotel!, CaAl
Ulljer ft Co., 45 Broadway, New York, N.Y.,

Sole Agents for United -Staten.

*T*1IE BALI. CHECK. 11 simple little device
1 which van Im lltnl to any go* -burner,
makes the light more brilliant, yet lessens Ihc
COIIMIIliptiilll «.f go*. '* Jllrl u’ twiat of th«
wrist ” lines it all.

THE BALL CHECK
_ il ns nrw, and

liglils up In full • Mlrlmcy iiiuntUs of any length
Irnrn 'J to fl Indie*, iinMlui liur ns high us 'JUf

MiMlic-powcr iVntii a single mantle.

A Bull Check burner, complete with munllc,
75 cent*, or the (kill Check and short Bunsen
t'jtie that flu your pnwiit hunter, ‘25 cenU. At
any xoimI atom, or of as tilreel, |>osUi!re prepaid.

t RF. K. tall ,mt •rmall&a ahum! Ikt Ball Ckrrt auJ
our tptrial llgklt ma.lt am /At Ball ( Atft tyUtm

BALL CHECK LIGHT COMPANY

'The KAISKKIN (So. Gar. Moyd).
r
Chartered to Ulte our partim ON I. A", Him

r
a y iic lit. to MEU1TEICKANKAN and the

’ ORIENT, Kehruary 7th. *tOO up. Will u»e
r only nkiln IHnln* Saloon.

' WENT INUIK8, January 14th, *123 up.
r NOIIWAV, July M, *275 up. A new era in World's

(

Travel. Pur particulars apply to

FRANK C. CLARK, 111 Broadway, NEW YORK

CooksFlaked Rice
AnsoLi/rELr JVo Cooking

25 “"“, GOLF *2 .22 ,5,

HARPER & BROTHERS. PUBLISHERS

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

THE “ KOHMEIC *• HEADS THE LIST
OF THE HIGHEST OKADE

PIANOS.

SOHMER
PIANOS

Sohmer Building:, Only Salesroom in

3th Aw., cor. aa«i jtt. Greater New York.

BOKER’S BITTERS
Anti 'dyspeptic. A tonic, an appetizer, nnd a delicacy In mixed drinks.

VIOLETTES du CZAR THE EVES FASHIONABLE PERFUME OF

0B1ZA-L. LEGRAND (Grand Prix Paris 1900
)
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CAST OF CARICATURES'
KAISER WILLIAM, u IT.
KING EDWARD, uT>« FENCE.
PRESIDENT CASTRO. <1 NIT
PRESIDENT ROOSt Vt LT.

M/NOM KINGS. A/PUBLICS,
,
MtAAYmrivts , «<c, etc;

on BLE EDI N G" VENEZUEI
N EXTRAVAGANZA IN 3 aCTS BT ALBERT

‘WILLIAM:- KINO, DON O FOBHOT YOUR*
ANCHtSTOSS , DEY ALVAYS GRASSED
.EVERY DING IN SIGHT. NO? YfcSl

.

OPENING SCENE, m act: the GREAT H
I2S - REVOLUTION OF THE STURDY Rf Public

C eeies o* homy w/TW castko »«,) J

‘WILL.- sot UNCLE,DEM IS OUR SHIPS

I

I T VI LI BE A PIECE FULL BLOCKADE
(ASiJm) / Y/NN VON OAK MY MYtS.

PRESIDENT CASTRO FRIENDS' PATRIOTS
THOM WHO KNOW NOT UDERTV ? LO

( jrj a c/*c*.)(CAje* •» > NO' No

PRESIDENT CASTRO
. CARAAW6A! HI l P 1 (AJ/W AKfOVtS

)

THIN FOR THE LOVE ANO DESIRE I HAVE FOR MY COUNTS
I WILL CONSENT TO ARBITRATE?VIVA

KING KV/ARD -[ftfAL IJ Tfcs! IY) I 5AY, Ml{ T P PR IS lOE NT kfcoieVifV ' CASTRoTl" WIlllAM » E DWARD Wt NAVE THE AFotAYT

ROOSEVIIT -NO HARM INTENDl D , FAULT
|

5>OSf YOU PAY UP,— AND rLLTEND I (CK'Bi «V MCKGAOOMO DOWN WITH
.OF MY VOLATILE NEPHEW -PON HONOR. J L TO THE LIBERTY BUSINESS. J l CASTRO? VIVA THE 126* REVOLUTION!.

: >i)
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(Continued from patir St.)

present plan* in contemplation keep within
range of .100.000 horse -power; but the

mighty torrent, even at its great leap, is

good for fur more than ten times that: and
mi it* way down the cation of the Niagara
River it could re|M-at the performance with-
out the tired feeling that distresses the

average Yankee every time he exerts him-
self ftliphtlv.

The utilization of Niagara la-low the

Full* is in reality something to la- discour-

aged. from the n-sthetie st.ind |aiint. as It

lends to the placing of Imilding* and plant

lit some of the most picturesque spots in

the gorge The utilization above the Falls,

a mile or two haek, offends no one's

eye. and cannot he detected save by the

white foaming tide that shoots out from
the portal of the long tunnel just un-

der the first bridge. On both side* of

the chasm this seii-ntktir development is go-

ing on. and unless the report* of the gaugers

are astray, it will Is- very long before any
one will note any lessening of the green
sheet of water that curves over the lip of

the Horseshoe. Iiecausp of the diversion of

a portion of the falling tidal wave. Upon
the American side, the first power house con-

tains 50.000 horse-power of waterwheels and
electrical generators thst they drive, all

busy now and overloaded. Arm** the Intake

canal, upon which that hand*o:ue power-

house stands, a ria-ri-rta Has lately gone up,

and six new electrical generating units will

Is- in operation there soon after the New-
Year. The second plant is also good for

.10.000 horse power, and the tunnel to carry
off the waste water of the |tair was success-

fully tested lately as to its ability to get rid

of the volume thus represented by a stream
from which a hundred thousand horse

power had been extracted hy the thumb-
screw method* of modern electro-meehanieal
ingenuity. All this current Is in brisk de-

mand It is heing availed of freely In

Huffaln. anil places thirty and forty miles

away are glad to secure some of it. for the

I'ower Company is wiling current at Niagara
at twenty dollars a year for twenty-four-hour
power. supplied every day in the year, which
is not half what the best-known economy by
steam can do. In New York city there is

many a man whose steam-power is costing

him from sixty to a hundred dollars a year
per horse-power, even for ten-hour nwwer.
*n that it would not he surprising if some
folks moved to the Fulls, as others have done
from Pittsburg, the very home of cheap
fuel. The alternative is ’to bring Niagara
to the door of the manufacturer* needing
(tower: and that process is also working its

way.
Over on the Canadian shore, in the vicin-

ity of Victoria Park and the Dtifferin Isl-

ands. n kindred development has begun, and
there the same general principles and meth-
ods have again been adopted — an intake
canal, power-houses on each side of It. a

wheel-pit with water-wheels at the laittoin

attached to the generating dynamos at the
top. and a waste-water canal emptying some-
where near the level of the river in the
gorge. The machinery to be placed in the
sub-cellar of the wheel-pit and on the floor

at the surface will give the equivalent of

50.000 horse-power : but there is room for a
total outmit capacity of HNI.000 liorse-

Imwor. which Canada will try to grow up to

in the way of consumption. A very Inter-

esting feature of the plant in the Dominion
i* that the flrst three dynamos to go into

it will lie the biggest and best that the
world knows. Those on the American side

are equal to five or six thousand liorse-

pnwer each. Those on the ('amulinn side

will each lie able to deliver 10,4100 horse-
power. The earlier machine*, moreover, are
ixdyphase of low voltuge—needing step-up
" transformers ” to raise their 2200 volts to

the 11.000 or 22,000 required in the trans-
mission to Ituffalo. The big latest types nre
to generate current at a potential right off
of 1 2.000 volts, so that the transformers
will virtually be unnecessurv, except for ex-
treme long-distance work. It is some satis-
faction to know, however, that these colossi
are to la- built in New York State, and that
while we still look quite naturally to Swit-
zerland for pointers on water wheel work.
American engineers are responsible for de-
sign, plan, and construction of the whole

(Continued on ftatfr SS.J

IIII-; tUf I TAIII.I-. Ul-I. Assi’KANCK
HIU*.M>WAY. SKW YOKK.

IMeii*c *eoil ine lnli.riniil>in recur,II ns ai

equitable §>
ucndv u uvne IHENRY H. HYDE

FOUNDER

J.W ALEXANDER
PRKSI0CNT

J. H .HYDE
VICK PRtSIOCNT

A GOOD
RESOLUTION

for 1903 would be to save some- I

thing from your income.

An Equitable Endowment policy will

not only help you to save something’ during;

1903, but will help you to save during every '

year for 15 or20years— and will assure
your life in addition.

A resolution of this kind will not

benefit you- or your family — unless it is

carried out. If it /Lv acted upon, the money
g

you might waste will be saved. 1

If you would like to accustom yourself tol

saving something each year, fill out coupon beloJ
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Type of Modern Gasoline Motor-Truck

THE siilmtitution of mechanical traction for Imrsc-drawn vehi-

cles is being made gradually by runny of the most prominent
Anna in New York. Electricity has been found to fulfil the

requirements more completely than ot her forms of motive power on
account of its noiselcssnesa and simplicity of application. In sev-

eral cases, however, the gasoline motor has been found useful to

department stores which make large out-of-town deliveries. For

these conditions, the need of a Quick and easily procurable means
of recharging forbids the use of the electric liuttcry, for the present,

at leust. tty rough calculation, one of these motor-trucks will do
the work of four homes and two wagons in the same period of time.

During the heavy snowstorms of the winter the motors have been

able to plough through deep drifts without lilhculty. the only dis-

advantage being a slight tendency to side-slip.

Type of Electric Motor -Truck

Digitized by Google
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•Always Leading-

ALL CRDCEHS

•

iKitchen Utensils
1 ftAVIno THIS
1 TRADEMARK

NO POISON
Has Evtt Been Fuund in

the Enamel of

Agate Nickel-
Steel Ware.

isi

The BLUE LABEL,
t. r |ir. ,iw,„r

l.'nitml -Valr, i „0rt. lOMei

PRovksiV.
tf SUMltOlrs *le Otfrrml.

wrllaua. *>«w iluokUt Frv*,

*<»U Rlca.lM W.r, I. (olS
br ta. UsSIn* Hrp.TInrljl
s*4 Kaat.fWulakftax suiu
tal.rr. ft Qii,)ui W|. Oa.ARE SAFE. *•» Tort, Bsssss. CSua<*.

One taste convinces

KOKN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

fContinued from poqr 3.1.)

plant. Wlien they griiluoli- from Niagara
tlit-y move down to New \ork city, to deal
with gigantic lighting and transportation
problem* that playing with its cvaaclesa
“ rush hour* " ha* rendered comparatively
easy of solution.

Meanwhile, on the Canadian shore, above
the Falls, other plans and projects are afoot
aueh as that of the Ontario Power Company,
which, unhappily, proposes to duplicate Un-

American work in the gorge by setting its

plant down at the river’s brink, so as to

secure tin 1 full drop of the water from the
edge of thp cliff. Still another scheme, well
backed and likely to be pushed, is that whielt

aims to develop part of Niagara’* power
with the object of carrying it to Toronto,
some seventy-odd mile* away, far beyond
the Queenstown Height*, and hugging the
eastern horizon across the Ontario I-ukr. Itut

seventy mile* are nothing nowadays to the
ambitious electrical engineer, who, a* tlie-e

page* have told, i* already dealing with three

time* that span out in California, sending
the thrilling energy of the Sierra Hoods
ncrn«* hill and dale to the Holden Cute
it*elf. And what ha* l**cn done on the I'i

rifle slope is just a* easy of accomplisli-

ment and far surer of reward with Xiaguui
a* a source, here in Ihe Rant, whether for

the pushing eitv of Toronto or for all the

wire* nnd wheel* of the Empire State.

Kitchen Culture
[“Only sine resiles we'e received to in sdvertltsenest

for eook.vhlle simultaneous rtqitrst for • tnu.lc-

tetcher produced irpllcanti.”— Moraine Piptf.l

Rki.ikiia. it was fine of von

To stoop lo culinary toil.

Rut lettuces, I think, can do
With lea* of vinegar than oil:

And yet, although you spoil a salad.

How sweetly you can aing a ballad!

Not e'en a lunatic would *ing

A ptean o’er your buttered toast

:

Your “ hand for pastry ” i» a thing

Of which you have no right to lmnst;

But my artiatic soul with glee notes

Your splendid touch ii|Min the key-notea.

You have a somewhat ghastly knack

Of overdoing ribs of beef:

The way you serve up bacon black

I*, mildly speaking, paat belief.

But while I wonder still I do know
How ra|Mhly you render (ioiinnd.

Potatoes are a form of fond

That you ran never rightly cook,

K’en wlrrti in contemplative mood
You've studied Mrs. Ileetnn's Usd;

:

They look and taste like tallow candle.

Yet how you cun interpret Handel!

You do not grasp the jus and outs

Of serving the most simple sweet;

Your sausages and Brussels sprouts

Are quite impossible to eat;

You can’t conk even a tomato—
But how sublime is your vibrato!

You must have answered, it appears

To me. the wrong advertisement.

And nut of two distinct career*

Twas for the wrong one that you went

Your rookery is far from sano;

Ho in for teaching the piano.

Monty* T. Pioon

'Delicious Drinks
and Dainty Dishes

BAKER'S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
(’.icquated for b.nootlu]ess.Delicacy, Flavor

l.m.i .e (lie package yisi tKtltt aud make tore

that It bears our tradc-nuik.

Underfo deci«iona nt ilia U. S. Court* no other

Cocos l» entitled to be labeled ov sold ae

"BAKER'S COCOA."
Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established t;Bo DOKCHLSTUK, MASS.

orn
risp

La rge. clean, crisp

flakes. Malted and
thoroughly cooked

Made from the finest

Southern White Com.

BROWN'S®?
*‘tbs tn**t nrvnsrmliou for rolde, roairhe,

•nd I'lksii."
Nils, V t. MATSON, Temperance Lrrtnrcr.

“ I’re-emlsmtl? Ike beef "
REV. fltlMtt M tUI) IIEMIIHR.

m w af

< ~ < You
-- X^ u.

must
know

IV) <5 C/lCl vIj is your favorite perfume, always nice lasting, L tr,

EAU DE COLOGNE HEGEMONIENNE To. let waici
LADIES IN ALL CLIMATES Pace powder
CREME HUVE DE LA PROVIDENCE Crssm for Hie face.

SAPOCETI French fashionable soap Vtolottm, Erangtpano. Heliotrope.
FLANELLE red Heltotrono. 6Ju* trim root

Vsrvsfn., O'Tsnmm.
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•t leaat 3>’L Dtlllklly. t»«*lil*» Irtllk* I

alaoLar* tli« pleaaura and preallye of

amu-Tid wtilM par lav f.»r It. am] wti*n
r# the 7ii »t rmiualita foaniMxilir I

aliicb can b«exeharijri>ii for (all cub
CrtllltMi country. Y<iur local Juwitlor. I

In ilinni inil rnSnca, will tell ynu (lint a
during tha noxt r car la a certainty,

IAfifiteUIjiM
[Z0%\ YOUR CREDIT:
k I account «.ih iuw li u with a

Begin 1903
By Saving

A Diamond
We (Hirer any Platoond, W»lrl) nr oilier article In

on i nuiliiKi dollar stock upon a ainal! farmed I and
l let r.ni imyUie haUnro In am all amounU tnnntWy

C4 as jmu a iujcljiut a llule ••( jmir cumin** in
rings Hank. Wa nre assured by Uic Ll.-t.usi Earn.m

*--rtlJTnc

—

TrTL

gear latssllen. s
Ibsaarl te4a mgr.. la Id casn

rasourcas ora aalintortanl, tionoMl Is all that si

How IT IS DONE: SuaV^iS
tralaii ontaloana which shows tliouasud* of lMasnid
nass, hrvoclios. looker., Sturts. «arrie|l«, coif toil I nos,
W uche., etc.. Luioiher with tfco irlce and (all d*
srri|,ciiiB of eneh. Raise* an? aittcle that joa woald
I ts la see sort ws will sac.it It to you for lour au ...ra-
il >n. Ifioa Ilka it. sort ara caasioead ibsl It Is lha

. I).«r ralaa >oa sisims for Ilia aimer, pay oneflfib of
f His price and keep It—wading ue the linl.nce ka B

fkl/VTir TI4iQ".
1,

« Oglraa Ouarantea Oartlft-

\

IXL* 1 Co 1 rllO. ciilu of quality and talus with
I saary Diamond iinska llhsral nscliangsa at any time,

allowing fall nrl rsi pnld fortheDlsinur.il In sirlisngs
fur n tiergoods or a Lugar atone. W • |-ay all E*nr«ss

k t'hsiraa.and if you aaml tha drat raiment <oae-flftlil

I wllh yoarr*|iiss<. wa cliaarfully rwruml your moasy In
I esa ins darida not to liny. Vnar Inlsnsta arw safe.

Ksnlsdal aaary Mint In daallag wllbaa Wear* llir
ue*' lusnsa la the aotld In oar line of buslnna and

\ ownof Uuml-lmt leUIrlul.sil In 1B3S. Warwfartoany
I bank la AwwrlCA, for lartaacw: A.k yowrlix-al hanker
boss.ildi l In (La ha.lnass world. Iln a I rwM M
liisDun or HmlaiM I. of cir.m »rn al ralinga.and
tell you that wa stand al the top la rrartit.

Bdra-fsnaitiillty.aadtkatoa* raprasact
luwvriej WlthniltOaOMi—
OUR PRICES: ,,,

count of 8 |*i
l atartllug rwfai.^— ~2_, jar heard of iwa also show, how

joa e.a^aear a fl ft

|

d.ijUr Diunowd for ten oonu a

|
Wrlie i.nlar for’ourW&Ulpm*. which shows

nioie tl-.M -mins m**rt»ii,nn an I aatolorua pulill.hsd
-worth its waight la gold to any latending purrliaaar.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.,
Diamond Importers and
Manufacturing Jewelers,

' Dept. *4il. 92
,
94 . 96 and 9A State St,

Chicago, III., U. S. A.
Opposite Marshall W laid A 0»

1 Oo|.nlgbt IRQ. Lofltj Bros, a Co.

LEADING HOTELS
Chicago, III.

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jackson Boulevard and Clark Str««t. Chicago.

EUROPEAN PLAN
Special Facilities for Banquets, Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.
(icsitlssnea'. Cafe «in main floor. loidlea' and Cwntlrnsoii'a
lti-*Lvinnt nnd 1‘ri'alc I >111111* - Korun, on second floor.

T'v.i h-.in.lml gne»t risiins. threw - fourths of which have
prlv.-il* hath in i-i>nn«>r1iiie«.

Rates, from $2 Upwards.

Boston, Mass.

BERKELEY HOTEL
Berkeley end Boyltlon Streets. Boston, Mete.

EUROPEAN nnd AMERICAN PLANS
Modem in every detail.

Convenient to Urge Stores, Theatres, and all

places of interest.

Naan Rack Bav Station*.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.

A Second Yosemite

From time to time during the past dozen

years, more frequently within the pm»t year
or two, there have appeared in print enthu-
siastic assertions that the Kings Kiver
Faflon. in California, is more wonderful,
more beautiful, nnd more various other
things t Inin the Yowmitf Valley. We eon-
fens that, with the tenneity with which
most of tin cling to our belief in the excel-

lence of the thingB whereof wo know, rather
than of those things whereof some other fel-

low knows, we have largely discounted the
rating of Kings River Cation. It M-enu-d
to us that the enthusiasm ->f the few who
have penetrated its wilds wx* tired some-
what by the pritleful consciousness that they
were few, that they had done n big thing
to get, into the eniion. and that there was
no harm in Imasting that, they had been re-

warded with more titan th«lt trouble for

their pains. Hut just now we are assailed
by a doubt of Yosemite's superiority in all

those charms and wonders which have given
it its great fame. The late Professor Jo-
seph Is- Conte, for many years of the faculty
of the University of Cnlifnrni.i. explored the
Kings River Cation when he made the Inst

of his beloved mountain camping tours, nnd
in his article, “My trip to Kings River
Clifton.'’ which we find in a recent publics
t ion of the Sierra Club, he made precisely
the comparisons between the enfton and the
valley we hove long Imped to find.

The cafion is in Fresno County, in what
for many year* lias Iwen only vaguely known
as the “ KingB River Country.” and i« reach-
ed by a ten hours’ railroad journey from San
Francisco to Sanger, n little town in the
San Joaquin Valiev; a day’s stage-ride to
Millwood, well up in the foot-hills; then a
two to four days’ saddle-ride—as one wishes
to hurry or loiter over the rapidlv ascend
ing trail: then a foot scramble down :»500

feet to the floor of the caftan.

Professor Le Conte, who for thirtv years
was familiar with the Yosemite. quite nut
nrully made a comparison in describing hi*
first view of the cafton. “ After the storm.”
he writes, “we walked to the verge of the
cuftnn and took our first view—a sunset
view—hoth of the canon itself and of the
surrounding peak*, the goal ef our desire*.

Hairing the wonderful fall*, the view will

compare well with that of Vo*emite from
Inspiration Point.” Ills permanent camp
was in a thick grove of pine*, on the very
tsuik* of the river, at the foot of tirand Sen-
tinel Peak, an almost vertical precipice ris-

ing H.iOO feet above the river. ” There is

nothing in Yosemite finer,” lie writes. ** The
river, swift everywhere. Iweame. just lie-

low our ramp, a roaring, foaming cascade,
whirh by day charmed us with it* ever-

changing form and by night lulled us into

deeper and sweeter Bleep.”

Later lie pushed on up the main enfton

to the fnrks. then up Rubba Creek, and
Mill onward and upward to the ereat at

Kea range Pas*. 12.000 feet, above sea-level.

It was in visiting this portion of the caftan

that the veteran mountain-climber felt and
expressed the enthusiasm which, we obtwrve.

marks all who write on the subject. “On
the whole way up Bubbs Creek to Kearsage
Pass the trull lus-ome* steeper nnd rougher,

cascade* and fall* more frequent and more
lieautiful. and the scenery' grander and more
impressive, until finally, a* we npproarhed

the summit. I could not refrain from scream-

ing with delight. The mountain splendor

reached its climax ut Bullfrog Lake. . . .

At this beautiful place—the most henuti-

ful I have seen in the Sierra—we ramp-

ed nearly a week. The lake. 11,000 feet

above sen-level, stand* in an amphitheatre

completely surrounded by the highest peak*

of this the most Alpine portion of the Sierra.

On the east, the sharp, jagged, castellated,

pinnacled, splintered
|
4-nks of Kenrsnge;

thrn. going round southward, the symmetric,
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Honest
Liquor

[SPENSINC. as we do, honest liquors at

honest prices, we solicit an opportunity to

pul bclorc you our proposition, feeling

convinced that an HONEST sample once

in your hands will secure for us your permanent

patronage. Send postal for free hook

and introductory sample ofer. 3 ^ *
* A square, straightforward proposal

by a house of the highest reputation

which costs nothing to investigate: write

now while it’s on your mind. ^ ^ ^

THE I. W. EVENDEN CO.
BUFFAI.O. N. Y.

Her Marvelous
Crowth of Hair.
FREE TO ALL

a trial package of a new and wonderful remedy
mailed free to convince people it actually grows

hair, stops hair falling out. removes dandrulT.

and quickly restores luxuriant growth to

shining scalps, eyebrows, and eyelashes. Send
your name and address to the Altenheim Medi-
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conical, towering form of University I’rak,

14,000 feet high; then Stanford Peak. equal-

ly lofty, and Mount Keith, still loftier. 14,-

300 fert ; then the tine outline* of the Vi-

dettes; then, southwest ward, the grand,

massive form of Mount Brewer. with its grrat

cirque tilled with mow. from which emerges

a finr glurirr. On the northwest. Charlotte

Peak, with Charlotte Lake at its fool, and

all the fine peaks of the Sierra in panoramic
view from its summit.''

We must pause, in considering this ex-

pert’* description of these mountain won-

ders and beauties, to record a protest against

some of the nomenclature of the region. The
climax of mountain splendor reached at

—Bullfrog lake! Horror! Beautiful,

grand, impressive scenery on the way up

—

Buhl** Creek! Horror upon horror! A
State with a wealth of musical geographical

names: with its San .Tuan River, its fats

Alamos Creek. San lietnardino Mountain*.

San Rafael Village, its Sun Ituenventuni. Del

N'orte, Sonoma — to I*' shamed by Buhls*

Creek and Bullfrog take! We eall upon
the Sierra Club to take the law into it* own
hands. Rename that o*eek “ la* Conte," the

lake “ Muir.” Not Buhl**. Not Bullfrog.

Oh

!

It is interesting and instructive that Pro-

fessor la* Conte, after many specific descrip-

tion* of the rafton's features, makes a gen-

eral comparison between them and those of

Yoscmite. “ Doubtless,” he write*. ” for ag-

gregation of striking features within a lirn

ited area, and especially for the splendor of

its many waterfalls, Yosemite stand* un-

rivalled, not only in California, but in the

world. But there is a |N*ciiliar, though gen-

tle. charm, also, in the foaming rapids so

characteristic of Kings River ami its

branches. If Yosemite is far superinr in

Its falls, und also in its extensive meadows
and the variety of its foliage. Kings River

is far superior in its surrounding mountain
scenery. Kings River CaAon branches and
rc-lironrhes. In-coming deeper and widrr and

grander until it deploys and loses itself

among the highest peak* ami grandest scen-

ery of the Sierra.”

A characteristic difference, whieh also ex-

plains why the caQon’-; “ wildness ” is fre-

quently dwelt upon, i* noted by the writer:

the fall of the Merced River in the Yosemite

is only about eight feet in ns many miles,

while in the same distance the Kings River

ful's about live hundred feet.

The s|wirtsnian. as well a* the lover of

nature in it* beautiful and majestlr aspect,

is rewarded by the climb into the t-afion.

" Although we spent little time fishing." says

the writer of this tir*t comprehensive story

of the cafion. “ we had all the trout we
wanted. Nor was big game wanting. With-

out turning at all out of our way we *aw
Imth deer and hear."

Professor ta Conte was a wide and oh-

servant traveller, an experienced mountain
student, a geologist of note: hi* report is to

hr accepted without discount. California i*

to be congratulated on the possession of a

second Yosemite.

If the poor and humble toil that we have
f«ssl. must not the high and glorious toil

for him in return, tlmt he may have light,

have guidance, freedom, immortality?

—i'nrlylr.

It's wiser being good than bad:
It’s safer being meek than tierce;

It’* fitter being sane than mad.
My own hope is a sun will pierce

The thickest cloud earth ever stretched;

That, after Last, returns the First,

Though a wide compass round be fetched:

That what began bent. can't end worst.

Nor what God blesaed once, prove accurst.
—Browning.
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For 1903

I
N this page are outlined some reasons for believing that HARPER'S
MAGAZINE (which attracted a larger number of readers in 1902
than ever before in its fifty years of progress) will appeal to an even

wider audience in 1903.

The promise for increased excellence is a certain one, though only a
part of the good may be definitely foretold. In the matter of serial stories

and continued series of articles, HARPER’S MAGAZINE will be different.

It will not print more than one serial story at a time.

It will not print articles of a “news" nature.

It will nut print consecutive series of short stories.

It will not print connected series of articles on any except possibly his-

torical subjects. Thus every number will come as a surprise. This tfas

true of last year, when the most important, the most readable, the most
authoritative articles were those which appeared without preliminary
announcement. A few of the things which can now be announced are:

THE PICTURES OF

EDWIN A. ABBEY. R. A.
Mr. Abbey has for. ten years been engaged upon the colossal work of

,
illustrating Shakespeare's Tragedies for HARPER’S MAGAZINE. Many
of his pictures will be paintings in color, others in jien and ink, handled
with that delicacy and finesse which characterize all of Mr. Abbey's work.
All of Mr. Abbey’s illustrative work will appear in HARPER'S MAGAZINE.
The text accompanying Mr. Abbey's pictures will be by the most notable
living scholars and critics.

ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE
No living writer on literary subjects commands the attention of the

world more completely than Air. Swinburne. During the coming year
he will contribute to HARPER'S MAGAZINE a number of brilliant literary

articles. Other notable writers who will write on literary subjects are
Theodore Watts-Dunton, Arthur Symons, Joseph Knight, W. J. Rolfe, etc.

A NEW ROMANCE BY

MARY JOHNSTON
AUTHOR OF “TO HAVE AND TO HOLD”

Miss Johnston’s new story is entitled “Sir Mortimer." It is a psycho-

logical study deeper than her previous work, and is of a more delicate literary

texture; it maintains a higher artistic level and displays a new and maturer
genius. Miss Johnston ranks anew from this work. “Sir Mortimer"
is a romantic love story of the Elizabethan |>criod. The romance will be
illustrated by F. C. Yonn, and will run through the summer months.

MARK TWAIN
The famous author of “Huckleberry Finn” and “Tom Sawyer" will

write only for HARPER'S during 1903. Mr. Clemens will contribute fre-

quent short stories— possibly a novelette.

WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS
Mr. Howells also will write only for HARPER'S during 1903. He will

continue to conduct the “Easy Chair," and will contribute short stories,

assays, and poems.
The MAGAZINE for 1903 will have articles bv the greatast authoritias

on science, exploration and travel.

SHORT STORIES
HARPER'S MAGAZINE will print in each number more short stories

than any other illustrated magazine. In this branch of fiction the MAGAZINE
has always been famous. It has published the best work of noted and new
writers alike, and has been perhaps the strongest factor in developing short-

story writing to its present perfection. Not less than seven short stories of

varied types and wide range of interest will appear in each number of the MAGA-
ZINE for 1903. The list of authors who will contribute stories includes the

names of every notable story writer in this country and England.
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The Outlook for Tariff Legislation

THE anomalous state in which proposed tariff legislation IIimU

itself in the closing <l*y» of the Fifty-seventh t'ongn** is

that hut one «f the tariff hills under consideration (that pro-

viding for the reduction of the Philippine tariff) has originated

in the House, where all revenue measure* have their constitutional

initiation, and that not even
one of these is in thp hands
of the Senate Committee to

which revenue hills in that

body are normally referred.

Such legislation has come in
“ by some other door." cloaked
in the language of treaties, ami
asking the consideration nr
corded to " foreign relations.”

The result is that Senator (’ill-

loin's committee has the
Cuban. Newfoundland. French,

and all other reciprocal tariff

treaties in ita hands, while
Senator laslgc's committee on
the Philippines has in ita

keeping the remaining hill.

The Finance Committee is nut

of tariff work. This is the
present situation. No other

tariff legislation has put its

head above the horizon.

As to the outlook, it is pos-

sible to speak, with almost
great definiteness. First, the
proposed reciprocity with New-
foundland will not be approved.
Tlie interests of twenty or

thirty thousand fishermen off

the coast of Maine and Massa-
chusetts protest against it,

though some of the great pack-
ers of the I'nited States are
for it. Also. .Senators Frye and
l/odgc are members of this

committer. Second, the French
treaty and the whole tribe of
" K«*»on treaties ” have no
chance of continuation. Sena-
tor Aldrich, chairman of the
Finance Committee, is not dis-

posal to let reeipna-ity rob Ilia

committee of its revenue con-
trol and legislative preroga-
tive. and there are, moreover.

devious interests opposed to the measure* themselve*. With these
treaties out of the way, there arc hut two proposition* left: the
one etulMMlied in the ('ulian reciprocity treaty: tlie other providing
for the reduction of the duties on iui|iorts from the Philippines to
twenty-five per cent, of the Dingley rale* if he present rate* twing

seventy-five per cent.).

The t 'a ism -treaty which was
submitted to the Senate just
la-fore its recess has now good
promise of confirmation, if it

cun fa- brought to a vote. This
gissl prospect has perhaps some
relation to the hope on the
part of its enemies of heing
able to hold it up in the
House: for it is anticipated
that the President, in event
of the Senate's confirmation,
will ask for legislation by the
House in harmony with tlie

treaty'* provisions la-fore giv-

ing it effect. Meanwhile, the
iH-et-sugar interests, wain to

hold a convention, are to de-

liberate as to whether they can
allow the proposed reduction,
and meanwhile- also, the people

of the country grou iui|»aticnt

of the Senates tardiness in

meeting the obligations under
which Culm's rightful expecta-
tions have put it.

Philippine hill has. it

precarious jour-

ney ahead of it, with fairly

good prospects of reurliillg its

destination. Here again the

sugar interests threaten to pre-

vent in the Senate ns great a

decrease as the House has
voted. The fifty tier cent, re-

seenis to lie conceded.

The struggle will la- over the

remaining twenty- live per cent.,

and the issue cannot now la-

predicted.

This i» the meagre result that

may la- exported in turiff legis-

lation this si-ssion. Even the
President's slight recommenda-
tions appear to he unheeded.

Senator Slielby M. Cullom, of Illinois

Chairman o) Committee on Foiclsn Relation*. The Cubaa Reciprocity hill

h<i been referred to thla committee

The
would >
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THE MILITARY HEADS OF NEW YORK’S POLICE FORCE
The Police Commission of New York on January I, for ihe first time in the history of the city, became a military organization.

General Francis V. Grccnc. appointed by Mayor Low. is an experienced military officer. His assistants. Major Ebstein
and Captain Piper, have both seen long military service, and the attempt to put the police force on a strict

military basis will be watched with great interest throughout the country
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The Academy Exhibition

“The Sacred Hecatomb."— By Amanda Brewster Sewell

T horns j B. Clark Prize

TIIK exhibition of the National Academy, now (wing held in

the galleries of the Fine Arte building in Fifty seventh

Street, has one interest that attache# in equal degree to no
other of New York's annual picture shows. It sums up the

achievements of the younger painters better than any other, for

the Academy is true tn its tradition of teaching and encouraging.

To thin end most of it* prir.c* arc awarded. The three Hallgarten

prizes offered to painters under thirty-five years of age are given

this year, in order of merit, to II. M. Walcott, William Fair Kline,

and Miss Belle Haven. Of these. Mr. Kline is a member of the

Academy. The Inness gold medal for the best landscape, never

nwarded twice to the same painter, goes to Leonard Ochtinan.
A.N.A., the previous winners being, in lflOn. Bruce Crane, and, in

ISKU, Walter Clark. To Amanda Brewster Sewell is awarded the
Thomas B. Clark prize for the best figure composition. It is

gratifying news that Mr. Clark has assured this prize for all time

by the gift of six thousand dollars to the Academy. Mrs. Sewell's

picture. "The Sacred Hecatomb." shows a procession of Creek
youths and maidens leading cattle to the sacrifice with music and
the dunce. These joyous figures, moving in a leafy glade into
which the sunlight filters, are charming in color and rhythmic
movement, ami a* a piece of admirably conceived and executed
decorative {Minting it stands alone in the collection. The only
painting worthy of comparison with it i* lamis Lwb's •• The .toy*

ous Life," a group of classic female figures dancing ncros* a
sloping field in the glow of late afternoon while Fan pipes be-

ncath a tree.

Mr. Walcott’s “ At the Party," which received the first Hail-
garten prize, shows groups of happy children seated on a lawn,
and is brilliant with color and animation. In showing the advanco
in the production* of the younger painters the exhibition is one
of the most successful ever held.
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THE FIRST DEBUTANTE’S DANCE OF THE SEASON IN WASHINGTON
The Italian Ambassador and Signora dcs Planches gave the first reception and dance of the season at the Italian

Embassy in honor of Miss Roosevelt. Most of the debutantes of the diplomatic corps were present
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E
VER since the extraordinary discovery by Professor Rdntgen.
seven year* ago, the idrntitv of the remarkable iuy* tliat

Iwur hia nun iv he- been .1 matter of scientific ilelmte, <>f per
sintent experiment. and unabated wonder. Their character, pciie-

t rating unchanged the in<»t opaque substance* and lirtnifln^t the
invisible to ready view was certainly sensational fixuiph to pro
yoke unlimited dis-

cussion. but until

recently it h»«
borne little fruit.

When rays ran
pa** -qua rely

through the I111-

inan Iindy mid
record the shad
own of it# inner

structure upon n

|i h o t o g r 11 |< h i v

plate. it i* evi-

dent enough that
in some way or

other energy linn

been transmitted
through that body
in amount *ufli-

eient to produce
the photographic
image. ami the
liuulamentnl ques-

tion lui* 1a*en the
iniH'hHiii«ni of the

transmission. Now.
energy can lie car-

ried in two well-

known way* —
by the passage of

material particle*

from one |w>iiil to

I he other, a* in

the stream from
the noftxlr of 11

Mind • blast, or by
the • (tuple Iran*-

mission of im-
pulses In the Mic-

diutii between the
two point*, of
which the most
familiar Instance
is in the rudinlion
of limt and liglit

l*y wave* ill the
ether. And it is

often rather difli-

eult to tell which
process i« in ac-

tion. mi that when
the ltdntgen rays
came up for inves-

tigation their na-
ture was a ptiazlr.

They did not t*'-

have like ordinary
light or any other
known form of
rudiant energy,
for not only did
they freely pene-

trate substance*
which l»y good
right* should have
Iss n o|mqiie, hut
they utterly rv-

fii“«s| to reflect-

ed by a mirror.
Iwiit in (Missing

through u prism or len*. "r twisted around a corner by diffraction.
On the other hand, their properties were equally irreconcilable

with thn-e of liny known form of streaming particles. *•• fh.it

hyiNithisis Im.I a fair field for uncontrolled liberty.

Within a few months, however. M. liloudlot has jhw

-

formed some
iM-iiut if »il • v|i«rim«ni. tfi.it may In- regarded as ruciul in di«-

criinin-iting is-twren the two main sup|io*itions ju*t noted. Its

a very ingenious mid refined method In- has shown that the

ftbntgni ray* are pro|iagutcd with the *alne velocity a* light For
good dynniolral rraarn this lead* to the conclusion that they are
not stream* of matter, Imt ether impulse* akin to light. This
iM'ing definitely shown, their difference* from light admit of n
fairly simple explanation following 11 suggestion made hy Sir lleorgc
Stokes. According to this view, thr Itoiitgen riiy* me volleys of

Independent im-
pulses ill the ether,
--mere fragmen-
tary hit* of light

waves, never set-

tling down into
steady wave mo-
tion. W hen a ray
of any kind strikes

a Iwsly it tends to
stir t lie molecules
Into vibration, and
tin* tcliy to slow
doWII the entering
wave. Hut this

take* time, nlla-it

a very short time,
so (lint while an
ordinary light ruy
almost immediate-
ly settles into
steadiness. the
enormously sharp
mill brief impulse*
of the Ibiiitgen

ray. ton short to
Ht the » ibiuti<.n

time of the Mole-
cule*. have come
mu! gone, without
losing tiuirh en-

ergy. Hence all

IkmHc* are trans-

parent to such
rays, at least to

such decree that
the Impulse* either
get through or
gel far enough
within the surface
to escape reflection

from It. Anil the
same almost mil
nlte suddenness of
the impulse for Idd*

the existence of

diffraction, unless
in very insignifi-

cant degree. The
wonder is that
even the sensitive
molecule* of the
photographic plate
or the fluorescent
screen are stirred
into action, and
they probably
would not la* save

for 1 lie* relatively

large energy of

such terrifically

sharp impulse*.

Wave length, in

tin ordinary sense

of the word, they

have not. any more
than a pistol shot

lia* a musical
pitch, but if they
roillil lie examined

In detail, there i* reason to cx|M'rt that one would find the impulses
of very varied lenglli. but all *0 brief a* to eorroqnuid in time of

action with wave* -hotter than am known to 11* in the form of

light. J'rofc—or d. . 1 . Thomson ha* shown mathematically that

just such swift disjointed impulses must lie generated under the

condition* which are found to determine the generation of Itoiitgen

ray*. *0 that theory and c\|ieriinent seem at la-t to unite on a rea-

-oiialde explanation that account* for the very singular fact*.

The Automobile in Surgery
New York surgeon*. htmccrcd Is Ihe use of ihe X-ra»* in crime house*, where there Is no eleetrie power,

lure reeesilv devised the scheme of obtaining ibelr power from the storage heuerirs of their automobile*.

The wires sre carried direct from ihe automobile in the street to the patient's room
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Excavating Prehistoric Animals of North America

T HK explorations of the

Department of Vwtf-
brute Paleontology of

the American .Muscu.n under
Professor llrnry Fairfield Os-

born, for the season of 1902,

were among the moat suc-

cessful known,
One expedition went iuto

the region north of Miles

City, Montana. seeking for

the remains of honied
dinosaurs 1 terrible lizards)

.

under the direction chiefly

of liarnum Brown, associated

with Professor H. 8. Lull, of

Amherst College, ami Mr.
Itrookn, a recent graduate of

Amherst. They discovered «

skull which lacked the up|ier

portion* of the horns only,

and which had an r*|n-cially

eiunplete frill. Other discov-

eries were portions of the

skeleton of the same species

and of other horned dinosaurs,

the remains of a carnivorous

dinosaur of gigantic size,

three crocodile skeletons, and
|iortion* of the skeletons of

several lienkcd lizards | fthi/n-

rAonfdiifi<tna.

)

Another expedition in Mon-
tana, under the leadership

of Dr. W. I>. Matthew, was
in quest of muminals chiefly

of the Miocene period. Dis-

coveries were made of the

beds containing the remains
of some of the smaller ani-

mals of the period when the

Titnnotberes flourished, espe-

cially small carnivores and
rodents ami some primitive

species of horse, among them
JfcsriAi/jpus wratnni. The
small fauna of the Lower
Oligoeenc had already been
made known (tartly through
the researches of Karl Doug-
ins, but these collections

greatly add to his results.

The party found the lower
jaws and extensive portion*

of the legs and skeleton of

n large rhinoceros, prnhahly
belonging to the specie* K.
malnrorhinuM Cope, a long-

limited animal which lias

been known hitherto from its

skull and from a single foot-

bone only. This find enables

Professor Osborn to give al-

most the complete characters
of this long-limbed and long-

skulled type, which stands in

marked contrast to the more
abundant short - limited and
short - skulled rhinoceros of

the same period, named
Tr/roccra*.

An expedition, under the
leadership of Walter tSningcr,
associated with Peter Kaison.
returned to the vicinity of

the famous Bone Cabin
dinosaur quarry of central
Wyoming for the fourth year
of excavation. The early
part of the season was de-
moted to n new dinosaur
quarry discovered by W. II.

Reed, and systematically ex-
plored by the museum for thp
first time in IflOl. This
quarry proved tit lie very rich,

es|teciully In remains of the

Method of Work in Raising and Boxing frail Bones and
Skeletons

Section of a gigantic extinct Dinosaur encased in Plaster,

and ready for Shipment to New York

Professor Osborn’s Party unearthing Bones at Bone
Cabin Quarry, Wyoming

giant herbivorous dino&aur
named Camarauauruii mupre-
mu* by l ’ope and Hiontoniu-
nu by Marsh. After work
wa* finished at this point,
the Bone Cabin quarry was
systematically explored, and
yielded a rich harvest of
fifty-two boxes, mostly fine

specimen*. and several of
them new to the inuseum col-

lection.

The search for frmsil horse*
was continued under the di-

rection of J. W. (Jidley, es-

pecially in the southern por-

tion of South Dakota. A
brilliant discovery was made
of the remains of a small herd
of fossil three-toed horses lie-

longing apparently to the
genus //ipprirtoN, and parts
of numerous fore and hind
limits in a perfect state of

preservation, and one skull
and an associated skeleton
so complete that it may lie

mounted. This discovery
more than added another
mueh-desiml stage to the col-

lection presented to the uiu-

seiitn through the generosity
of William C. Whitney, who
donated $15,000 to aequirr a
collection of fossil horses.

After months of most dif-

ficult and skilful work, chief-

ly under the dircetiou of

Adam Hermann, three speci-

men* of rare interest have
been made ready for exhibi-
tion at the museum. One of

these is the complete skeleton
of a small new dinoaaur
which i* to lie named “ The
Bird Catcher." owing to its

apparent capacity for great
speed and the long and
slender grasping structure of
the hands. A second speci-

men is the great bear-headed
fish Porthrtin nio/ossns , se-

cured by Charles II. Stern-
berg in Kansas. This mag-
nificent specimen, sixteen fret

in length, has liecn mounted
on a very large panel, and it

may Is* fairly claimed that
it is the most striking speci-

men of a fossil fish in any
museum in the world. The
other exhibit is the superb
pair of tusks and skull of

the mammoth, the great
Etcphaa imprmtor, secured

from Texas. The tusks are
thirteen feet six inches in

length and twenty-two inches

in circumference. The entire
upper portion of the skull

Inis Iwen restored in white

C
luster. The specimen luis

ren mounted with a view to

showing the actual height of

the skull in an animal of this

size.

The fossil horses, so called,

comprise the skeletons of the

ancestors of the modern
horse, which, when com-
pleted. will form a unique
collection at the American
Museum. The work of the

American Museum under the
direction of Professor Osborn
and his associates is of the

highest scientific importune)*.

Results of the recently returned Expedition sent out by ihc American Museum of Natural History

under Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn
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THE TWENTIETH -CENTURY
New York, as the largest of American, and soon to be the largest of world cities, is at this moment in the throes

enough streets to carry them all. The first step was to carry people overhead, and the

be opened in two years. This drawing shows what the th

Tunnels. Tunnels proposed. Tunnel Stations. ^ Penna. Railroad Terminals. N. Y. C. and H. R. Railrt

^ Elevated Railroad Stations. D. L. and W. Railroad Terminals. H Erie Railroad Terminals.

I—Brooklyn Bridge. 2—Manhattan Bridge. 3—Williamsburg Bridge (buildi

GoogleDigitized
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OBLEM OF MUNICIPALITIES
rcat problem. More (ban a million and a half people want to get up and down town each day, and there are not

:d road was built. That is now insufficient, and next comes the underground, which will

rs of transporting machinery will be able to do in the future

N. Y., N. H., and H. Terminals. ^5^ N. Y. and N. J. Tunnel Terminal. ••••Surface Steam Roads. —•••—Elevated Railroad!).

*l Shore and N. Y., O. and W. Terminals. N. J. Central, Phila. and Read., and B. and O. Terminals.

Blackwells Island Bridge (building). 5—Penna. Railroad Connecting Bridge
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The Next Speaker of the House of Representatives

T IIK lion. ilownh G. Cannon, who
will in all human probability

be elected Speaker of the

House of the Fifty-eighth Congress,
lias the distinction <*f having served

longer in the lower legislative chuin-

1st than any of his thirty-four prede-

(YMorr. The Kiglitr-cnth Congressional
District of Illinois llrst sent him to

represent it at the national capital

in the year that General Grant de-

feated Horace Grcclev for the Preal-

denry. anti hr has done mi continu-

ously ever since, with the one excep-

tion of the Fifty-second session. *tHl

to '1)2. when he was made to stay at
home by a Democrat nutiied Itiiscy.

Ilis election to the next highest
office under the government will 1m*

the realization of a long - cherished
amhitioii with Mr. Cannon, and an
honor wlm-h has hern won through
exceptional services. He was bom at

Xewgarden. near Guilford Court-
house, in IS.'tii. He went to Indiana
early with hi* parents, where In- re-

ceived only n eonirimn school cduca
tion. At fourteen he hired mil «*

clerk in a country store, and live

year* later hegan the *tudy of law.

Deciding that there wa* not much
honor for u prophet in hi* own coun-

try. he concluded to go to Dougin*
County. Illinois, to begin his prac-

tice. Thai first year in his profes-

sion. iM.'ig. was pretty hard pulling
for the future Speaker of the House,
and there is no denying that lie

would have come to actual want if

a friend had not stood for his Ixuird

bill. It wa* not in the young law-

yer* make up, however, to allow dif-

ficultica to daunt him. Hy hard work
The Hon. Joseph G. Cannon

Who sill In all protahilliy he the Speaker ol the Fifty cl(hih Concrci*

and untiring perseverance each suc-
ceeding year »aw his inttnenee broad-
en and his practice enlarge. With
hi* inltorn aggressiveness he was soon
identified with hi* party's politics,

and in ISfil he was elected (State's

Attorney, a position he held until
1HHH. His experience as counsel in

cases of every conceivable kind, dur-
ing thorn 1 fourteen years before he lie-

came a mernlier of Congress in 1872.
undoubtedly fitted him for the use-

ful place he has filled there.

Mr. Cannon would not have Ix-cn.

tierhap*, the President '* first choice
for S|M-aker of the House. As was
shown in a recent iiuuiImt of the
Weekly, their polieie* do not entire-

ly harmonize, yet Mr. Cannon can
safely lie trusted with the best In-

terests of his party. He is one of
the oldest and ablest veterans in pub-
lic life—indeed, he will la* the old-

est man who ha* ever occupied the
SjMMikpr'* chair. Through all of hi*
long career hi* bitterest enemies have
never been able to connect hi* name
in the remotest way with any scan-

dal. lie is a rough-and-tumble fight

er: in debate lie is Hot choice ill the
use of hi* adjectives. Imt he has a
keen intellect, unimpeachable hon-
esty. and a character of sterling

worth, lie i* well known a* one of

the ni««t conservative member* of the
House. As chairman of the Appro-
priation* Commit Ice lie ha* hud con-

trol of the supply bills, and with so
jealous care has he watched the pro-

mised expenditures that he has fallen

heir to the late Mr. Holman’* sobri-

quet. "The watch - dog of the Trea-
sury.”

The New Cvibarv Minister at Washington

The Cubans are the latest Members of the Family of Nations. Their Legation is the latent established at

Washington, with Senor Gonzalo dc Qucsada as Minister
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COMMENT

to represent and guard their national interests in Venezuela,

and this extremely friendly attitude has been preserved

throughout. Not less friendly in form, while far more ef-

fectively so in substance, have been our relations towards

Venezuela and President Castro. It cannot be doubted that

to our good offices and vigorous intervention was largely due
the acceptance of the principle of arbitration by all the inter-

ested parties; nor can it be doubted that this acceptance has

shielded President Castro and his country from grave dangers
and almost certain invasion. Having in view the renewed
activity of the insurgents under Ocneral Matos, it is easy to

see to what straits President Castro would have been brought
by the occupation of Caracas by the allies; it would have meant
for him almost certain political annihilation. It may be noted,

in passing, that there is considerable reason for believing that

the renewed activity of the Matos party, and indeed the whole
course of the revolutionary movement of which he is the head,

is not wholly unconnected with the movements of the allies,

nor wholly independent of foreign inspiration and support.

The expedient of setting up a pretender favorable to our claims

and designs is a very old one in the history of nations. While
President Castro has acted with vigor and dignity through the

present crisis, we cannot bo blind to the faet that his position

is in the last degree precarious, while General Matos and the

revolutionists hold a large part of the country. A really de-

cisive and complete victory for either party would be the best

thing that could happen for the welfare of Venezuela.

At the hour when we write, it is taken to be granted that

the conclusion of an agreement preliminary to the submission

of the Venezuela controversy to The Hague tribunal will en-

counter no serious obstacle nor prolonged delay. There seems 1

to be no doubt that President Castro is willing to assent to

any demand which it is within his power to grant. There is

a limit to his preseut pecuniary resources, however. This

limit ought to be considered by Great Britain and Germany
|

when fixing the sums of money which they will require to bej

paid as conditions precedent to the reference of the principal

matters in dispute to arbitrators. We hope that there is foun-

dation for the report that Great Britain has offered to re-

duce her immediate claim from $340,000 to $40,000, and that

Germany, while lowering her own exaction from $340,000 to

$300,000, has signified a disposition to accept a guarantee,

instead of insisting upon instantaneous payment in cash.

Environed as Castro is by rebels, it is scarcely reasonable to I

ask that he shall strip himself of the sinews of war. Another,

question of international interest which will have to be set-

tled in the preliminary agreement relates to the continuance

of the blockade pending arbitration. It is obvious that a ces-

sation of the blockade would remove sources of provocation

and friction, and for that reason it will be earnestly recom-

mended by our government. It is not easy to see why Germany
should show itself recalcitrant to «uch a judicious suggestion,

especially as the British nation is making no secret of its

eagerness to wash its hands of the Venezuela business.

«CUp to the present, the only country which has distinctly!

gamed in international credit and honor from the Venezuelan

imbroglio is the United States. Through a very fortunate

chain of circumstances we have been able to stand as the

friend of each of the three parties to the quarrel, while greatly

strengthening our own position on the Monroe doctrine, and

at the same time almost miraculously avoiding, so far as can

be foreseen, the dangers of future complications and financial

responsibilities, which both Germany and England were ex-

tremely willing to sec saddled on our shoulders. At the first

outbreak of the trouble. Minister Bowen came forward ns the

trusted friend of both Germany and England, chosen by them

While we have profited at every turn of the Venexuelan
difficulty, gaining but lustre and power from the troubles of
others, it cannot be denied that Germany has suffered severely

in international credit and esteem. Many nations were con-

scious of a feeling of irritation at the behavior of Germany
in China, from the first “ mailed fist ” oration to the days of

the advance on Peking and the slaughter of hundreds of help-

less Chinamen. There was a bumptiousness, a surly unmanner-
liness, about the whole proeeediug which was as displeasing

to the world at large as it was discordant from the better

traditions of German urbanity ami culture. It was distressing

to see the land of Kant and Goethe descend to mere bullying.

But when the same truculent methods were introduced into

the political disputes of the New World, into the territory of

the Monroe doctrine and republican government, then the.

revelation of Germany’s temper was painful and repellent.

The serious element in the matter is that the present, rebuff

to the Teutonic genius is likely to cause very serious irrita-

tion, and even a mood of exasperation, in the dominant section

of German political life—a mood of exasperation which is

likely to work itself out in ways that may justly inspire ap-

prehension. Our present success in Venezuela may merely

open the door for a much more serious effort in the not distant

future. The happiest outcome to the whole matter would he

for Germany to realize that international bullying does not

pay, cither in cash or credit, and, recognizing this, to revert

to methods more in harmony with the nobler side of the Teu-

tonic genius. If Germany emerges from the fray with ruffled

plumes, England has certainly lost very heavily in prestige

and reputation for statesmanship and wisdom. Strictly re-

garded, the reported protests of her naval officers against

further co-operation with Germany are a grave breach of dis-

cipline, a very had sign, an indication of serious disharmony

between the brains and the hands of the British nation. But
this disharmony and the indecision and vacillation of the Bal-

four government are only too evident.

We think that the Secretary* of the Navy should be satis-

fied with the outcome of the naval mameuvres in the Carib-

bean and adjoining waters. It is true that the so-called White
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Squadron, representing the enemy, succeeded in evading the

war-ships which were acting on the defensive under Rear-

Admiral Higginson, and in capturing the harbor of Maya-

guez, Porto Rico. There was nothing remarkable in Rear-

Admiral Iligginsou's failure to keep in touch with the White

Squadron, and thus to foil the assailant's plans. Xu the last

search problem proposed to divisions of the British fleet the

opposed squadrons passed within five miles of each other,

yet neither knew of the opponent's proximity. In that case,

as in the Mayaguez affair, the lack of timely information

was due to a deficiency of scouts. Not only scouts, but battle-

ships, were wanting on the port of Rear-Admiral Higginaon.

Of the latter he had but four, which he felt constrained to

keep together, whereas, if he could have had five, his force

might have been divided, one division being stationed at each

end of Porto Rico. In that event he would have had a fair

chance of capturing the White Squadron. Then again, Rear-

Admiral Iiiggiuson would have been in a better condition for

defence if his vessels had been equipped with a wireless-

telegraphy apparatus, such as many European war-ships arc

now provided with. It is a considerable gain to have learned

what we need. Aside from its* usefulness from this point of

view, the search problem which engaged the attention of the

fleet under Admiral Dewey gave our naval officers an in-

creased knowledge of the waters of the West Indies, and

accustomed them to navigate at night without lights and to

keep their vessels at proper distances from one another while

cruising in the darkness, We add that the presence of Ad-

miral Dewey’s great fleet in the Caribbean had probably some
moral effect on the commanders of the Anglo-German squad-

rons engaged in the demonstration against Venezuela. It

kept them on their good behavior, and strictly within the

limits prescribed by a shrewd and cautious diplomacy. It is,

for instance, probable enough that but for the proximity of

Dewey’s fleet one of the German war-ships would have seized

the coveted island of Margarita, which would make an ad-

mirable naval station, and would give a precious strategic

advantage to a power desirous of controlling the northern ter-

minus of the Panama Canal. The fad that Admiral Dewey’s

fleet was known to be superior to all the foreign war-ships in

the Caribbean rendered any exhibition of force on our part

at T4» Guayra or Puerto Cabello superfluous. It is the strong-

est of the arguments advanced by Mr. Roosevelt for a big

navy that if we had Huch a weapon in reserve, we probably

should never be called upon to use it in a defensive war, for

proximity to nnr naval stations would give us a superiority

to any assailant except Great Britain.

looks as if the desired result would he attained by the

note concerning the treatment of Jews in Roumania which
was addressed, less than five months ago, by Secretary Tlay,

not only to the Bucharest government, but also to all of the

great powers that signed the Treaty of Berlin. The note, it

will he remembered, provoked a good deal of captious com-
ment in Vienna and some other Continental capitals, and it

was asserted that the United States were bound by the nega-

tive nr self-denying side of the Monroe doctrine not to inter-

fere in the internal affairs of European stales. A* a matter

of fact, our government has never deemed itself disqualified

by the Monroe doctrine for protesting in the name of human-
ity against iniquitous and cruel deeds, and it has never abdi-

eated the right to demand redress for damage suffered by
itself or its citizens at the hands of a European power. Tt

was pointed out by Secretary Hay, in the despatch to which
we have referred, that the relief of the Roumanian Jews from
grievous disabilities and shameless oppression—a relief prom-
ised by an article in the Berlin Treaty—was required not only

by the dictates of humanity, but in order to relieve the United
States from an inflow of indigent and undesirable immigrants.

That, under the circumstance*, our government, though not

a signatory of that compact, had a right to request the fulfil-

ment of it was ultimately recognized by Great Britain and
Germany, which power*, accordingly, endorsed our note.

Thu* supported, our remonstrance could not he unheeded at

Bucharest, ami we observe with satisfaction that on Decem-
ber 27 the Roumanian Senate, nt the request of the Minister

of Public Instruction, agreed that Jews residing in Roumania
might bo naturalized, and thu* acquire the rights of citizens,

which hitherto have been withheld from them.

American diplomacy of the next hundred years has in the

achievements of the last a good foundation upon which to

build. England’s foreign policy would seem to have ita lines

predetermined by the necessity of assimilating what it has

already appropriated of the earth’s peoples with their varied

civilizations. France is likely to find sufficient room for all

colonial ambitions it may cherish in northeast Africa and
southeastern Asia. Russia’s outside interests will he absorbed

by the necessities of its Asiatic possessions. The predilections

of the policies of Germany and Italy alone look toward South
America. With this estimate of interests, wo may know with

what anxieties Lansdowne, von Bulow, Delcass£, and Prinetti

take thought for the morrow. yThe Venezuelan incident is

informing not only in recording the attitude of Europe tow-

ard the United States to-day, but also in revealing the lines

along which foreign policies are likely to travel.
*sS

A writer in the Nineteenth Century thinks that he has de-

tected a weak spot in the American republic, because the

native American and British elements in our population are

increasing much less rapidly than is the non-nutive or non-

British element. For the sake of argument, we will accept
the definition that the native American i* a citizen all of
whose grandparents were born either in the United States

or in the United Kingdom. Now it is probably true that the

native American thus defined is increasing very slowly, if

at all. There seems to be no doubt that his birtli-ratc. is tend-

ing to decline. Am long ago u* 1851 Dr. Jesse Pickering, in

a report made to the city government of Boston, pointed out

that there was no natural increase in the strictly American
population. Dr. Allen, another municipal official of the same
period, demonstrated that fully one-half of the natives of

Massachusetts were already foreign. According to tlie census

of 1900 the population of Massachusetts was 2,805,340, of

which no fewer than 1,743,710 were either foreign-born or of
foreign parentage. So far as New England is concerned, the

foreign birth-rate from 1850 onward has gained on the Amer-
ican birth-rate, until now it is four to one. It may be said

that the smallness of the native element in the population of

New England is due to the fact that this element has opened
up the West. This was true during the first half of the nine-

teenth century, but it has not been true since. If the West
had been settled by New England, the statistics of the West
would be more favorable to the native Aitierican element.

This is scarcely the case, however. The population of Illinois

is 4,821,550; of the*c, 900.747 aro foreign-born, and 1,498,473

of foreign parentage. Undoubtedly the native element is

stronger in the Southern States, but this seems to be due to

the productiveness not of the American, but of the negro.

From the facts here set forth and others by which they are

corroborated, the writer in the Nineteenth Century draws the

deduction that the native American is doomed to extinction,

and that the time is not distant when his ideas will cease to

dominate the United States. His ideas are embodied, how-
ever, in the American dialect of the English language and
in American institutions. There is no reason to doubt that

these great assimilating influences will prove as irresistible

in the future as they have in the past. The fact that, our

Federal and State laws are printed in English, instead of be-

ing presented in a bilingual medium like those of the Do-
minion of Canada, would of itself suffice to assure a quick
approach to homogeucity and to the domination of the po-

litical, intellectual, and moral type contributed by the native

American element. The preponderance of New England ideas

is not to be measured by the numerical proportions of the

New England stock. The love of the Union which inspired

Webster’s reply to Hnyne was much more widely and deeply

felt in the Northern States in 18(H) than it had been thirty

years before when that speech was delivered; yet during those

three decades the numerical importance of the native Ameri-
can element in that section had relatively fallen off. To-day,

when comparatively few Americans can trace back their lin-

eage to colonial times, there is far more interest taken in the

pre-Rovolutionary history of the British colonies than there

was fifty years ago.

Very grave and menacing news comes t-o us from Chinn.

Waring on its face ati imprint of truth by no mean* universal

in the cables from Shanghai. It is reported from Shensi that
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General Tun* Fu-Siang is mobilizing ten thousand well-armed

and well-drilled troops in Kan-su, with the purpose of seizing

the walled city of Sian-fu, and using it as a base in a new
war of extermination against the foreign devils. It is said,

with great probability, that Prince Tuan is aiding and abetting

this new movement, and we are told, though without much
evidence being offered in confirmation, that the Dowager
Emprcas and Yung Lu are aiding the new movement with

funds and moral support. The gravity of this news arises

from the character and nbility of General Tung Fu-Siang,

whose reputation and record arc pretty well known, and whose

execution was ineffectually demanded by the powerB after the

Peking outbreak two years ago. Tung Fu-Siang is by no

means one of the ordinary type of Chinese generals; he is

not a listless Orieutal, full of forms and ceremonies, and still

holding in his heart of hearts that the bow ib more excellent

than the rifle, the gong more effective than the Gatling-gun.

He is, on the contrary, a warlike and stubborn Mussulman, one

of the type of cut-throat saint* that the religion of the Prophet

haH produced in such abundance; a man in many qualities of

character and fortune very like Abdur Rhaman Khan, the

late Afghan Amir. Tung Fu-Siang is a mountaineer, one of

the tribesmen of the western hills; and he certainly has energy

and ambition enough to organize a formidable campaign, and
military skill ami daring enough to give fair hopes of success.

His reappearance in Chinese politics might have been fore-

seen. Now that it is announced, we cannot escape the fore-

boding that the misfortunes and sorrows of China are likely

to enter a new and acute phase, under the pressure of this

violent and gifted warrior, who is so bent on closing the door

of his country to the genius of the West.

Secretary Chamberlain has very adroitly escaped from the

Venezuelan muddle by his South-African expedition, and he

may congratulate himself that Premier Balfour is left to face

this crisis, as well as the oppoaition to the Education bill,

alone. Yet, while public opinion will thus unconsciously dis-

sociate Mr. Chamberlain from the Venezuelan imbroglio, and
lay the whole blame of failure and national discomflture and
discredit on Mr. Balfour's and Lord Lansdnwne’s shoulders,

there cannot be the smallest doubt that Mr. Chamberlain is

equally responsible with them for the attack on Venezuela,

and. indeed, the whole conduct of the affair bears the hall-

mark of the Colonial Secretary’s mind and method. It is no
i secret that the man of Birmingham is a warm admirer of
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Kaiser Wilhelm’s genius, as witness his triumphant but blun-
i dering assertion of an understanding or even an alliance with

Germany, so caustically disavowed by Count von Btilow, at

the outbreak of the South-African war. We all remember
Mr. Chamberlain's singularly infelicitous remark, directed at

Russia’s policy in the Far East, that when you sup with the

Devil you should use a long spoon. This luminous remark
crystallized into the much-lauded but wholly ineffectual Anglo-

German alliance in the East, whose sole purpose was to check-

mate the designs of Russia—a purpose that altogether failed.

The Kaiser and Mr. Chamberlain are singularly alike in their

methods, their entire absence of scruple, their frequent changes

of base, their willingness to resort to bullying, and their deep,

inherent materialism, combinejl with frequent allusions to

their personal influence with the God of Battles. So that we
may be quite certain that in England’s Venezuelan policy,

with its blundering indecision and opportunism. Mr. Cham-
berlain fully shares the responsibility of the English Premier
and Foreign Secretary. Let us hope Mr. Chumbcrlnin's visit

to South Africa, and the wise and beautiful policy he marked
out for himself and hia country in the great Natal oration,

may be marked by more wisdom, more sound sense of the

rights of others, more humanity,—and more real honesty

—

qualities that his past acts have not always porwessed.

Speaking of trust*. President Wilson of Princeton said the

other day, “ I believe in the utmost freedom of combination in

a free country.” Speaking of football. Dr. Wilson tukes a

different view. Sauce for the goose is not sauce for the

gosling. He criticises mass plays, and in football would have

freedom of combination somewhat restricted. “ I think.” he
writes to a Western correspondent, “ that just at the present

time the game is clearly in the way to be discredited because

the rule* have been slowly altered in the direction of making
all the success of the game depend upon mere weight and
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mass and strength.” Fighters of the trusts will say it is jnrt

so in business, but in football at least the cure is neither im-
practicable nor hazardous. I>r. Wilson goes on to say that

these changes have made the game not only less interesting

to the spectators, but more dangerous to the players, and in

proportion as sheer strength has been made the basis of the

play the players have been tempted to do very brutal things.
44
Indeed,” he adds, and it is a serious comment, “ I am

afraid that in some instances they wore instructed to do brutal

things so as to put their opponents out of the game. I look
upon all this as merely a phase, though a very demoralizing
phase, in the development of the game.” We will all agree
with him. To encourage brutality in football is to encourage
cheating. I>r. Wilson said the other day that character was
a by-product, and came as an indirect result of work done,

with some other purpose. The character developed as a .by-

product of football will not be what it should be if the rules

make it expedient to instruct players to play unfairly. Be-
sides, if success at football is all to depend on mere strength

and mass and weight, it would be cheaper to have the gume
played by 6team—a method that would also avoid all vexa-
tious eligibility questions. Rather than do that, amend the

rule*. It can be done, an expert says, by a rule suggested three

years ago: ‘'There shall be seven men in the line when the

ball is put in play.” That look* simple, and might work until

the ingenuity of the players and eoaehes devised new schemes
to frustrate it.

Few things are of greater practical importance to this coun-
try at present than the character and reliability of the Co-
lombian government, and, therefore, of Colombia’s Chief Ex-
ecutive. We are about to enter into a treaty with that country,
or at least we are making very strenuous endeavors to con-
clude a treaty, which will have immense influence on our fu-

ture well-being, on the balance of power in the Caribbean Rea,

the prosperity of the Central and South American republics,

and, finally, the control of the Pacific Ocean,—the oeean of

the future, as the Atlantic is the ocean of the past. It is,

therefore, of the utmost moment to us that Colombia should
have a President with real and large authority and power, a
man who can bind his country to an engagement in such fash-

ion that the engagement will be inviolably kept. Without
wishing to be censorious, we may say that the present official

head of Colombia does not altogether fill the high ideal we
have indicated; his authority, only just recognized by a large

element in his country, and that chiefly owing to the armed
intervention of the United States and the pervasive diplo-

macy of that great Celt, Rear-Admiral Casey, is still by no
means firmly riveted and assured; and he has hitherto done
practically nothing towards building up his country on the
solid basis of material production and development. We are,

therefore, interested to learn of the candidature for the Presi-
dency of General Aristides Fernandez, the present Minister i

of War, who has shown vigor and ability in pushing the ram- 1

paign against the insurgent generals, TTribe-Uribe and Herrera,
and whose boast a year ago that he would restore peace within
twelve months has been justified by the event. Even more
reassuring was his practical wisdom in healing the wounds
of the rebellion, holding open the doors of reconciliation,

declaring a general amnesty, and using the resource* of the

state to re-establish the former rebels as useful citizens. He
ha* also restored mail and telegraphic communications
throughout the country, and, in general, has shown signs of
postering that mingling of warlike and peaceful qualities that

make the greatness of Poriirio Diaz. It would be easy to make
a canal treaty with such a President.

By opening its pages to a serial story, the North American
Review, in the first number of the new year, makes an inter-

esting departure from its traditions and custom. The number
of pages in the Review have been increased for this purpose,

so that the general character and policy of the periodical may
not be interfered with. The story selected for the experiment
is a work by Mr. Henry James, entitled “The Ambassadors.”
There is no doubt that lovers of fine fiction will be delighted

to make the acquaintance in this way of n new book by one
of the greatest, if not the greatest, of American novelists.

As an introduction to the serial, Mr. W. D. Howells has writ-

ten a hearty and subtile appreciation of Henry James. “The
enmity to Mr. James’s fiction among his reader* is mostly

NS
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feminine,” says Mr. Howells, u because the men who do not

like him arc not his reader*. The men who do like him and
are hi* readers are of a more feminine fineness, probably, in

their perceptions and intuitions, than those other men who
do not read him, though of quite o* unquestionable a manli-

ness, I hope.”

An attempt has been made by Colonel George Earl Church,
in the journal of the Royal Geographical Society in London,
to show that the Panama Canal will not pay. He begins by
asserting that the projected waterway could not hope to gain
any of the commerce now passing between Europe, on tbo one
hand, and Asia and Africa on tho other. The figures seem
conclusive on this point. The distance from the English sea-

port Plymouth to Yokohama in Japan is 1725 miles less by
Suez than by Panama. Even by the way of the Cape of Good
Hope, Plymouth is nearer to Shanghai by 745 miles than it

would be by a Panama canal. As regards the trade between
Europe and Australia, there is a slight difference in favor

of Panama on some of the routes, but this, according to Col-
onel Church, would be more than counterbalanced by the canal

tolls. With reference to the west const of South America,
wo are reminded that the most valuable part of its freight

traffic comes from the nitrate deposits of Chile. It is, in the

first place, unccrtnin how long the nitrate traffic will lu*t.

owing to the doubt concerning the depth of the deposits;

and. even a* things are now, it is questionable whether the

nitrate trade, more than three - fourths of which goes on
sailing-vessels, would take the Panama route, owing to the

fact that an extensive region of calms adjoins the western
terminus. The value of the trade of our own Pacific slope

is not disputed by Colonel Church, but be believes that the

greater part of it will continue to be conveyed across the con-
tinent by rail. There is no doubt that our transcontinental

railways have superseded the Cape Horn route, which used

to employ a huge fleet of clipper-ships, and they have practical-

ly absorbed the trade which used to cross the isthmus by the

Panama Railroad. In 1869 the traffic between New York and
San Francisco via the Panama Railway was valued at $70,-

000,000. but ten years later it had shrunk to less than $5,000,-

000. The Mississippi River cannot compete with the rail-

ways running from north to south, but seems destiued to

degenerate into a draining-ditch. Wo concur with Colonel

Church in thinking that the Panama Canal is unlikely to meet,

in the matter of receipts from tolls, the over-sanguine estimates

put forward by the Lesaeps Canal Commission when the water-

way was begun. It may lie tlmt even the more cautious

computations of our own Canal Commission are also ton

optimistic. Even if it could lie proved, however, that the

commercial value of the canal will be inconsiderable, and that

only a very small dividend, if any, can be paid upon its cost,

it would still be the duty of our government to undertake the

work for political and strategic reasons. The matter was
settled once for all when the Oregon, which was in the Pacific,

but which was needed in the Caribbean at a grave conjuncture,

had to go round the Horn. The fate of our greatest Atlantic
1

seaport may be one day determined by the ability of our)

Pacific squadron to traverse an isthmian canal.

The proofs of the extent to which American manufacturers
are invading the globe continue to accumulate. It is not, in-

deed, particularly surprising that we should now be sending
locomotives to Guatemala and Brazil, agricultural imple-
ments to Argentina and harvesting-machines to France, elec-

trical apparatus to Japan, a shoe-manufacturing plant to

Mexico, and mining-machinery to Johannesburg. We may
well open our eyes, however, when we learn that engineers
from Central Asia are oxpectrd soon to reach this country
for the purpose of placing contracts with American firms for

cotton-seed-oil mills. Strange to any, too, the German gov-

ernment is purchasing from the Philadelphia Pneumatic Tube
Company pneumatic tubes for the Imperial Navy-yard at

Kiel; American capitalists have started a factory in Glas-
gow, Scotland, for the manufacture of golf -balls; large

engines for British blast-furnace* are about to be shipped
by a foundry and machine company in Philadelphia; and
King Edward VII. has requested a Pittsburg firm to provide

the charging station for his automobiles at Sandringham with

the electrical portion of the apparatus. It is well known that

the finer qualities of women’s shoes, which used to be made

exclusively in France, are now manufactured so much more
skilfully in the United States that they have driven the

French products out of the fashionable shops in Paris itself.

For cheap watches we used to have to go to Switzerland, but
now watches can be made nowhere so cheaply as in the United
States. There is scarcely any product of human industry,

from a battle-ship to a gimlet-screw, as to which the American
inventor does not outstrip his competitors. It is true that

our war-ships cost more to build and more to run, owing to

the higher wages claimed by American labor. On the other

hand, there is reason to believe that the ships arc better.

It is scarcely credible that a majority of the Senate will

consent to admit New Mexico and Arizona to Statehood when
the facts relating to the actual and comparative population

of those Territories shall have been recognized and discuued.
It is the duty of Senators not only to mark the disproportion-

ate political power which a Bmall body of voters would acquire

through the entrance of either of those Territories into tbo

Union, but also to consider the inexpediency of adding to

the unreasonable weight already possessed in the Senate by
the five Far Western States which may be described ag rotten

boroughs. Senator Quay and his Democratic coadjutors pro-

pose to give two United States Senators to New Mexico, al-

though the population of that Territory is only 195,000, or

vpry much less than that of tho city of Buffalo; and also

two United Statps Senators to Arizona, which has but 122.000

inhabitants, or very much fewer than the city of Rochester.

That is to say, the small bodies of electors in these two mining
communities of the Far West would be able, through their

representatives in the Senate, to neutralize the voice of New
York and Pennsylvania, which, taken together, constitute, in

respect of wealth and population, one of the great powers of

the earth. Such injustice to those massive commonwealths
would be empliasized by the fact that they have already been
subjected to grievous injuries of the kind.

The five States Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Utah, and
Wyoming have between them, according to the last census,

only 814,000 inhabitants, yet they counterbalance in the Sen-
ate New York. Pennsylvania, Illinois. Ohio, and Missouri.

The addition of Arizona and New Mexico would raise the

aggregate population of the seven small Far Western States

to 1,131,000, or bus than the number of inhabitants in the

Borough of Brooklyn. Yet in the United States Senate the

power of those seven insignificant communities would coun-
terbalance that of New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio,
Missouri, Massachusetts, and Texas, which, in respect of com-
bined wealth and population, may be compared with France
or with Austria-Hungary. How long do the advocates of the

admission of rotten boroughs into tho Union imagine that

the seven great States that we have named will submit to

u preposterous subordination of their influence in the more
important branch of the Federal legislature, the brunch
which unites executive with legislative functions? It is no
argument for the admission of Arizona Htid New Mexico to

Statehood that the framers of our Federal Constitution

recognized that Delaware and Rhode Island would counter-

balance New York and Pennsylvania in the Senate. There
were in 1787 political reasons of a momentous and vital kind
for persuading the smaller States to accept the Union framed
at Philadelphia. Their acceptance was conditioned on the

concession of complete equality in at least one branch of the*

Federal Legislature. There are no political reasons for mak-
ing such a concession to New Mexico and Arizona; on the

contrary, there is a strong political reason against it, to wit,

the well-grounded apprehension that the mighty common-
wealths that we have named would become profoundly dis-

satisfied with their representation in the Senate, It is true

that the platform constructed by the last Republican national

convention contained a plank favoring the admission of the

two Territories named to the Union. The promise should

never have been made, and the Republican party will deserve

better of the country by breaking it than by keeping it.

Justice Gaynor, of the Supreme Court of New York, writes

in the current number of the North American Review an
article on the lawlessness of the police of New York which
will make many good people, both officials and private cit-

izens, open their eyes and stare,—an article which every lawyer
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in the country will want to have in a convenient place among
his statutes and reports. It appears that police officers “have
no right or power to arrest without a warrant which every

citizen has not; that an officer is given no more right by luw
to arrest without a warrant than that given by law to every

citizen, excepting in one uot very substantial particular in

the case of felonies.” But the contrary practice has so long

been the rule, says the writer, that the residents of the city

of New York “ have forgotten their rightH as freemen under

Anglo-Saxon law.” 80 for, indeed, has this practice gone
that the New York police “ may without a warrant raid, ar-

rest, and lock up overnight several hundred people, from all

parts of the United States, found in a public room or hall,

against whom there is no pretence of any criminal charge

whatever,” or drag voters away from the polls, or suppress

free speech by breaking up meetings and driving the speakers

out with clubs. The eminent justice indignantly protests

against this violation of private rights—a state of things, he

says, which would not be tolerated in England. “ Crimes und
vices are evils to the community, but it behooves a free people

never to forget that they have more to fear from the growth
of the one vice of arbitrary power in government than from
all other vices and crimes combined.” The article is sure to

provoke the liveliest discussion, out of which, let us hope,

some substantial improvement will come in a situation which

is, to put it mildly, highly unsatisfactory and uncomfortable.

The latest reports from our naval authorities in Samoa
do not contain optimistic views of the immediate and per-

manent acceptance by the natives of conditions imposed by
“civilization.” When the first American governor, who was

also commandant of the naval station, landed at Tutuila lie

found a social problem of tenacious and vexatious dimensions.

He was a man of spirit, originality, and vigor, and he went
to work in a campaign of reform which is outlined in his

historic, and now posthumous, documents in the form of so-

called “ general ordprs ” and “ circulars.” He took a sturdy

drive at everything in the shape of economic and social ab-

normality, and carried his remedial measures perilously near

to the domain of autocracy. lie never quite went over the

line in what he required of the inhabitants, but it was feared

even then that he might not succeed in bringing the nutives

to an amiable compliance with the traditions of our superior

order. There was some prospect of success vouchsafed in

the excitement of the reformatory moment, hut now it ap-

pears the Samoans have not relinquished all that they were

asked to abandon of their old—and, to us, irreconcilable

—

customs. For instance, it seems they cling to the ceremonial

of the “ malaga,” which finds its expression in the habit of

one community, to the extent sometimes of an entire village,

descending upon a neighboring community and being enter-

tained for weeks or even months at a time. It is a sort of

warfare without the intent of antagonism, no less devastating

to individual possessions and village resources because it has

a friendly aspect. There can be, and generally is, a return of
the overwhelming compliment, and this custom was impover-

ishing the involuntary hosts. The reluctance shown in giving

up the practice is discouraging to the American officials, who
find also similar indisposition on the part of the Samoans
to abolish the marriage “ Fua-Samoa,” a type of alliance

which allows the wedded to separate after a union of any
period, without disgrace to either, and without recourse to

law. Still another custom which was “ abolished ” by us and
which is again in vogue is the practice of a husband who is

childless taking a second wife, without rejection of, and with-

out protest from, the original. These circumstances are re-

lated in somewhat discouraging vein in the annual report

of the naval commandant, who says, with a note of hope

in it:

It would be useless for the commandant to arbitrarily order
such practices to cease. He could not enforce the order. The
climate makes it an easy matter to bring up children aa they rear
them; food is abundant. Time, and I am afraid a very long
time, will be required to get the natives to see that they are
wrong in such matters. In the mean time efforts are being made
to help them, and an improvement in some ways is evident.

A Berlin despatch, dated December 29, recorded that the

Lutheran clergy of Saxony had issued an order striking the

name of the Crown-Princess from public prayers. It may be

ns well, for the public prayers seem not to have been especial-

ly profitable to the Princess; but such of the Lutheran clergy

of Saxony as have either piety or humor must feel in their

hearts that if ever the Crown-Princess needed praying for,

it is now. She has quit the court and capital of Saxony,
abandoning her royal parents-in-law, her equity in her hus-

band, and, sad to say, her children, and run away to Geneva
with a man to whom she is not yet married. That is a had
predicament for any woman to be in. and the Princess does

not pretend that her case is enviable, but she seems to think

it is better than it was. The immediate cause of her elope-

ment was that she fell in love with M. Giron, a professor.

The remoter cause was that life at Dresden was very uu-

palatable to her. She disliked her husband, apparently with

umple reason, aud royalty under the conditions she expe-

rienced seemed to her altogether unprofitable. The fact that

one of her brothers, the Archduke Leopold Ferdinand, ac-

companied her to Geneva, and has since applied to be relieved

of Ilia title and the obligations of his rank, makes her course

seem less crazy, and favors the presumption that the life she

left was pretty bad, whatever may be said of the life she has

in prospect. Court life in Europe in these days does not seem
attractive as compared with private life under advantageous

circumstances. It abounds in hazards, futilities, and restric-

tions. Its privileges are not very satisfying; its drawbacks are

substantial, and except in a few cases its opportunities ure

very limited. It suits people who like it, but to be born royal

and not to like the job is to be in a pretty desperate position.

The decision in the Taff Vale ease, in England, is of great

importance, not only to trades-un ions.but to employers of labor,

and to communities affected, or likely to be affected, by strikes

and lockouts. The union in this case undertook to intimi-

date the non-union employees of the Taff Vale Railway Com-
pany who worked for the road contrary to strike orders. The
union sent circulars to the men in which they were informed
that such action made them “ blacklegs,” a word equivalent to

the word u scabs ” applied to non-union workers in this coun-

try. It was held that the use of this word in a union circular

was terrorizing. The judge who presided at the trial gave

the jury his own opinion of the evidence, announcing that

it must not be taken as authoritative, but the jury agreed with

him. They found that the three defendants, officers of the

union, conspired together to molest and injure the plaintiffs;

that they unlawfully persuaded men to break their contract*;

and that they authorized and assisted in carrying out the

strike by unlawful means. The must interesting feature of

this decision is that tire officers of a voluntary society were
held responsible for the consequences of the illegal acts com-
mitted under the society’s orders. A like interpretation of

the law by the State of Pennsylvania would make Mr. John
Mitchell Bnd the other officers of the United Mine Workers
responsible for the acts of violence committed by the strikers

against non-union men. The English union was not incor-

porated, and it is because unions both in this country and iu

England have desired to avoid responsibility to the law that

they have objected to incorporation. But now an English

court hnB held an unincorporated union liable for interfering

with the rights of non-union men, and has declared that the

injured employers, as well as the persecuted non-union men.
may recover damages. Perhaps, in view of this, the unions

will seek the advantages of incorporation, aud secure the right

to sue collectively now that their officers may be mulcted in

damages. At any rate, tl»e law which holds to their responsi-

bility the officers of combinations having the welfare and com-

forts of the community at their mercy will be justified in the

eyes of reasonable men.

So much of the story of William Smith as came from Potts-

town, Pennsylvania, on December 29, and was published iu

the newspapers, is disquieting. It represented him us dying
at the Pottstown Hospital. He had been a deputy-sheriff dur-

ing the coal strike. “ Ostracized, and unable to find work,

though he had travelled the length of the coal region,” he

had been assaulted and beaten by four men in a saloon at

Cumbola. and left with a fractured skull. In his ante-mortem

statement ho named his assailants, and warrants were issued

for them. He had applied, he said, to scores of places for

employment, and got work, but was always discharged when it

was found out that he had been a deputy. It is a bad story if

true, ami we shall want to read the next chapter of it. Will
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the assailants be caught and tried and punished? To serve

an deputy -sheriff is to assume an honorable public duty. If

the mere fact of such service blacklists a man in the coal

region, matter* are atill in a had way there. If union labor

condemns deputy-sheriffs as it condemn* members of the

Nationnl Guard, it becomes a perplexing question what means

of enforcing law and preserving order in times of tumult union

labor will countenance.

It is an important public duty to remember the men who
worked in the coal region during the coal strike. That we

are getting hard coal now is partly due to the engineers and

others who kept the mines from being flooded. McClure.

'*

Magazine prints in its January number a report of the ex*

perienee and present condition of some of these men and other

non-union miners. It prints only a few stories out of a great

number collected,—stories of assault, murder, the persecution

of women, and the destruction of dwellings. It also publishes

in the same issue some chapters in the history of the Standard

Oil Company, and a narrative of the recent extraordinary ex-

perience* of Minneapolis, whose city government was admin-
istered for a time by criminals. The editor, as an after-

thought. suggests that these three piece* which happened to

push themselves into the same number may he profitably

studied for the light they throw on American disregard for

law. They are all impressive stories, and treat of matters of

a sort that it behooves the thoughtful voter to know about. The
talc of what happened to Minneapolis because her decent men
were too busy making money to look after tl»e city government
is almost incredible. We have read in the papers that there

was an 0pact in Minneapolis, and that her Mayor ran away,
but the full measure of her appalling disgrace has not been
generally appreciated. There is almost as bad a story to tell

of St. Louis, and of course the city of Philadelphia and the

Statp of Pennsylvania will yield instructive talcs of political

infamy at all times and in any desired quantity.

Ilnnd in hand with the menace some day— in the near
future—of having no engineers for the navy is the companion
calamity of having no ordnance officers for the army. In
testimony given this session before the House Military Com-
mittee, General William Croxier, the army chief of ordnance,
reported a serious state of affairs in his corps. Then* were
fifteen vacancies in the corps since February 1, 1901, and only

three have been filled. Few first lieutenants of the line, who
are alone eligible, want to become ordnance officers for a
period of four years, on the expiration of which they must
go back to their regiments. Their temporary transfer means
no increase in pay, and, besides, they must pass a rigid ex-

amination in technical subjects. The result is that line

lieutenants find it worth while to stay with their troops, or
try for a place in other stuff corps where they act and are

paid us captains during the four-year detail. It is General
Croxicr’s idea that the examination be continued as n condi-

tion to detail; that second lieutenants bo made eligible to

transfer; and that thp junior ordnance officers have but one
in each four years of service with the troops. This would open
the field to officers who would be benefited financially by
the detail, who would come in by competitive examination,
and who would be able to acquire a useful knowledge of their

profession in the comparatively uninterrupted form of duty
in the corps. General Crozier is anxious to retain the alter-

native line and stuff principle in his department, as tending
to enlarge the officer’s scope of information and opportunity
of observation, and he plainly indicates his opposition to

anything which would admit to the eorpa men who cannot
meet the professional requirements. lie doe* not believe in
a remedy which is worse than the malady, and he admits, with
candor and concern, the necessity of therapeutic measures of

relief.

Charges of cruelty against United States army officers

serving in the Philippines have recently been revived. Not
only is Major Glynn a second time the victim, but new names
are introduced. These revivals and new investigations are

really of no use. The country knows the muin facts, for it

has been admitted and defended. The administration nat-

urally endeavored at first to prevent the country from know-
ing of the horrors that have been found to be necessary for

the subjugation of the Filipinos; but the secret would out,

and now the country knows practically all that there is to

know,—at. least that part of the country which cares to be in-

formed, whether it have any feeling about the matter or not.

It cannot be said that the army bus confessed
; it is nearer the

truth to suy that it admits and justifies. It is nearly, if not

quite, the unanimous opinion of the army that the water-

cure, at least, has been necessary in order to carry out the

orders to compel peace in the islands. It is well that the

country know* this; it was a mistake on the part of those in

authority to endeavor to suppress it. Tlte country is entitle*]

to know the whole cost of the wur with Spain, the whole cost

of our new possessions, pecuniary and moral. Tf this know-
ledge is only to bo useful us u guide in the future, it is well

worth tin* having; but what is to be known has been revealed,

and the effort to keep the game of investigation going is mere
teasing, calculated to annoy the investigated, but also to do
mueh harm to the investigators aud their cause.

Some of the neighbors begin to tulk about the approach of

the three-hundredth anniversary of the discovery of the Hud-
son River, and to wonder by what sort of high jinks it will be

celebrated. It is six years off yet. Hendrik Hudson came
in 1600, and rather late in the season. A world's fair is

spoken of as a suitable effort to mark a date so notable, but

another American world’* fair is hardly likely to he planned
until St. Louis has finished with hers. Ten years is not too

long a time to come between fair* of tho first magnitude in

this country. Moreover, the Hudson celebration would doubt-

less come to New York, and New York i* ill-off for fair-

grounds. and will probably prefer something less laborious

and protracted, and, if possible, more amusing. Six year* will

do n good deal to make New York commodious and comfort-

able, provided its population docs not outrun its struggle* to

take care of it. The Holland Society has undertaken to make
suggestion* about the Hudson celebration, and its plans will

doubtless be influenced by it* forecast of the state of develop-

ment that tho town will have reached in the year in which
the plans arc to be carried out. Possibly the Erie Canal will

be reconstructed and enlarged before 1909. and the Hudson
joined by an adequate waterway to the Great Lake*. That
would best mark the anniversary. Give us the enlarged (-anal

as the chief monument, and we will take out the rest of the

celebration in fireworks and river pageant*.

To he President of Yale University is to occupy a great

place. To fill such a place i* a very considerable feat. When
President Dwight announced in 1898 that he intended to

resign and notified the Yale authorities to select his suc-

cessor, there was no distinguished Yale graduate of suitable

age whom they did not consider. All previous presidents of

Yale had been ministers; all had been men of notublc scholar-

ship. There was a feeling that in this generation Yale needed

a man of affair*—of busittes*—rather than either a theologian

or a scholar. The electors broke with the ministerial tradi-

tion. They chose Arthur Twining Hadley. He i* not a clergy-

man, though he has come to bo a preacher, but he is a scholar,

and the son of a scholar, and a son of Yale, born in the blue,

reared in the same, a native of New' Haven, and long a Yule

instructor. From hi* father, the famous Professor Hadley,

he got bruins first, and all the language* and learning a clever

lad could imbibe in an atmosphere of erudition. He grad-

uated at Yale in 1876, studied for a time in Berlin, and came
back to Yale in 1879 to teach. In 188.1 he was appointed

Commissioner of Statistics in Connecticut. In 1886 he be-

came Professor of Political Economy at Yale. In 1809 he

was promoted to the presidency of the university. He can

talk Latin off-hand, a* he demonstrated at Yale’s decennial

celebration; but his mind, trained by classical methods, ha*

turned to the practical concern* of the present. He is an

authority on economics, the author of a book on railroad

transportation, and is, or was. president of the American
Economic Association. He is equipped with tho learning of

the ancients, but he is a modern, and constantly concerned

with the newest modern questions. No college knows what

kind of a president she has got until she ha« tried him.

Yale has had u chance to try Dr. Hadley, and is sure that she

hu* found just the man she wanted. The country thinks so

too. Dr. Hadley wu* bom April 23, 18.16, and i* forty-six

years old.
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The Solution of the Venezuela

Problem

Tiik precise terms upon which the con-

troversy between Venezuela and various

European nations is to be submitted for

arbitration to The Hague tribunal are not

yet settled, but. no doubt, they will be

speedily arranged at a conference of diplo-

matists representing the parties interested.

• Meanwhile we have before us a fact of far-

reaching influence on our international re-

lations. the fact, namely, that an agree-

ment to substitute arbitration for war has

Iteen reached at the instance of the United

States. Let us murk some of the conse-

quences of the precedent thus established.

Xifco of these, at least, are obvious, via.,

that the Monroe doctrine has received ma-
terial extension and general recognition,

and, secondly , that an immense stimulus
has been given to the beneficent movement
for the pacific adjustment of disputes by the

International court of arbitration founded
nt The Hague.

Why do we say that the Monroe doctrine

has received material extension! Because,

as lately as the first week in last Decem-
ber. uliqK^j r. Roosevelt's second annual mes-

sage was submitted to Congress, our Fed-

eral Executive, interpreting the Monroe doc-

trine, conceded to European powers the right

to enforce by violence their claims against

Latin - American republics, provided the

claimant refrained from a permanent occu-

pation of American territory.^ Waiving
questions in which a nation's honor is in-

volved. and confining ourselves to pecuniary
debts, we must regard it as at least dis-

putable whether the maxim carcat emptor
should not be deemed applicable to European
creditors of Latin-American republics, in-

asmuch as those creditors are well aware
of the risks attending their speculation

when they invest money in those countries,

and are careful to insure themselves against
such risk by exacting exorbitant rates of

intrrest. That a good deal may be said

for this view of the matter from an ethical

point of view seems to have been conceded
by Premier Balfour and Chancellor von
Billow, for hoth have publicly asserted that
the Anglo • Herman demonstration against
Venezuela was not intended solely or mainly
to collect ordinary debts, but primarily to

obtain redress for high-banded injuries in-

flicted upon the persons and property of

British and German subjects. While pro-

fessing. however, to have heen actuated

primarily by a resolve to uphold their na-

tional honor, there is no doubt that the au-
thors of the Anglo • German demonstration
would, but for the interposition of the

United States, have Ranctioned a continu-

ance of hostile operations, until they should
have extorted a provision acceptable to

them for the payment of all ordinary debts

alleged to be due in Venezuela to subjects

of Great Britain and the German Empire.
That is to say. under the construction of the
Monroe doctrine which prevailed up to yes-

terday. these European powers would hare
arrogated the right to determine for them-
selves the validity and amounts of their re-

spective claims, or, in other word*, to act
as plaintiffs, judges, and sheriffs in their

own case. The unreasonableness of such an
attitude would Ik- patent if only private
persons were concerned. This is not the only
objection to the exposition of the Munnar
doctrine put forth in Decemla-r lusN^rWlmt.
was meant by the word " permanent!** and
who was to Ijc clothed with the right of de-

fining It! Would not an occupation of

strategic points on the Venezuelan mainland,
or merely of Venezuelan custom-houses for

a term of twenty-five years, constitute a
dangerous approach to permanence! The

military occupation of Egypt by England
haa not yet lasted twenty years, yet it is

universally looked upon as permanent. If

Great Britain and Germany bad insisted

upon retaining La Guayra ami Puerto Ca-
brllo until the receipts from customs at

those points had provided interest and a

sinking-fund for all the debts alleged to be

due British and German subjects, and also

for the cost of the naval demonstration and
for subsequent collection expenses, it is im-

probable that Venezuela would have recov-

ered those seaports within the present gen-

eration, if at all. For all practical pur-

poses Great Britain and Germany would
have owned those two ports, ami would thus

have acquired invaluable coigns of vantage

with reference to the Panama Canal. What,
moreover, they were permitted by us to do

this year in Venezuela they would have been

authorized by precedent to do next year on

the Atlantic or Pacific coast of Colombia
and Central^tmerica, or in Brazil, or in

Argentina. a word, our Executive, by
acquiescing in the collection of debts by

war. and by functioning any occupation of

American territory, although ostensibly

transient, would have opened the door wide

to .the gradual subordination of Latin-Amer-

ican republics to European powers^
Our government has still to deuKwith the

question bow the judgment of The Hague
tribunal, when rendered, is to be enforced,

<3pi± meanwhile it is manifest that the Mon-

roe doctrine receive3“T!rTmihe(u> develop-

ment from the moment _that Great Britain

and Germany
z

instead, ofpersisting in the

enforcement at their claims by war, con-

sented, at Mr. RooseVelt's request, to submit

them to arbitration^ No longer will our

Executive consider itself bound by the un-

fortunate Corinto precedent. O'a longer is

a President of the United States, when de-

fining the scope of the Monroe doctrine,

likely to announce that European nations are

at liberty to treat a weak American power as

they would never dare to treat a strong

one, to assume the validity of debts un-

recognized as valid by any international

tribunal, and to subject a debtor • state to

any amount «f devastation and spoliation,

so long as they shall refrain from perma-

nent” occupation of Its territory.^ All that

is now obsolete, and, in the light of pres-

ent events, seems as discreditable as it ia

antiquated. fHl'bat those events mean is

thin, that, hereafter, when a European na-

tion assert* that pecuniary debts, or even

debts of honor, are due to U, or to its sub-

jects, on the part of a Latin-American re-

public. the validity and extent of those debts

must be, determined by an international

tribunal.^The establishment of such a prin-

ciple is of inestimable moment, nut only to

South America, but to the world at large,

for the minds of statesmen will be thus
habituated to the substitution of peaceful

instrumentalities for war, ami to the ac-

ceptance of the supremacy of law in interna-

tional oa well as munieipal affairs. The
Hague tribunal, which, but for the agree-

ment of the United State* and Mexico to

invoke its service*, had remained entirely

neglected and inert, now enters upon a
splendid career of activity and usefulness,
thanks to the self-denying and far-sighted

course pursued by nur Federal government
with reference to the Venezuela imbroglio,

Unquestionably the offer to accept Mr.
Roosevelt as arbitrator conveyed a flatter-

ing compliment, and a self-reliant mart who
wishes to fix the attention of mankind may
well have been tempted to assume the func-

tion. but, aside from the practical objections
to Mr. Roosevelt’s performance of the rOle,

objections which we need not now repeat,

he would have missed a precious opportu-
nity of investing The Hague tribunal with
a jurisdiction and an authority which it has

hitherto lucked, and of thus setting In mo-
tion machinery of incomparable value for

the furtherance of universal peace.

We add that, by their original proposal to \

make Mr. Roosevelt arbitrator, and by their

subsequent acquiescence in the preference
expressed by him for The Hague tribunal,

the allied European powers have recognized

the moral obligation of respecting the Mod* i

roe doctrine, and have acknowledged the I

hegemony of the United Suites in the New
World.

The President and Public

Sentiment

No matter who may be the President, he
wonderfully influences the public emotions.
On a subject which affords any opportunity
for the display of passion or sentiment, the
President is usually able to carry the coun-

try with him. It was said at the time that
the country swept Mr. McKinley into the

war with Kpain: it is now known that Mr.
McKinley led the way, and held the country
back until he hud bought enough powder.
Mr. Harrison stirred up an intense senti-

ment against Chile in 1891, and Mr. Cleve-

land set the country wild with his Vene-
zuelan message in 1HUA. In fact, the Ainer-

can people like their l*resident to appeal

to them, like to think that whpn he calls

upon them to be up and doing he is about
to add to the glory of the country, or to

put his foot upon evil inert or evil institu-

tions, or in some way to vindicate his olfice

and their power. So it is pleasant, at least

for the moment, to be a dramatic Presi-

dent. but eventually the dramatic President
is not likely to be so well thought of as the
useful plodder.

In view of the potency of the President’s

words, a cautious man will be especially

cautious in his speech. Mr. Roosevelt makes
many speeches, and hi* conversation*. or

their purport, are often quoted. Thus far

be has been somewhat exuberant in bis

utterances, and, in more instances than one,

reflection has followed speech. Moreover, he
is inclined to think aloud. Perfectly honest

and frank, and possessed of a marvellously
quick mind, he often announces a conclusion

which he subsequently changes. He has thus

obtained with some a reputation for vacilla-

tion. He is also apt in making general

statements which, read with the context of

speeches made by other* with whom he
seems to be in agreement, excite alarm.

Mr. Roosevelt evidently has not learned the

country, and, on the other hand, it is quite

clear that the country has not learned him.

He does not realize that he ia stirring up
the people to unwholesome excitement, while

the people have not yet learned that, when
it comes to action, Mr. Roosevelt rarely

offend* the conservative men who control

his party.

The allied enemies of Venezuela had no
sooner launched their thunderbolt* at their

small debtor than thi* country began to

wonder when Dewey and his fleet were to

be ordered to La Guayra. In the face of

the actual conditions, however, the Presi-

dent became steady. He bad said so much,
however, about the iron in hi* blood, and
had cried so loud in praise of war; it was
known that he entertained such keen sus-

picion* of Germany’s intentions in the West
Indies and in South America; it was so

universally admitted that he insisted that

the country should posse** a fleet a* large

and powerful as that of the German Em-
peror.—that the feeling of war was in the
air. The blood of youth begun to run hot,

and solier business interests began to trem-
ble. But the President did not want war.
Because of the reputation which he haa
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won by hi* warrior speeches, he if* sensi-

tively anxious to disappoint the carpers

who predicted a bloody administration. If

the country had understood the strong de-

sire for peace which animates him, it might

not have become excited, the newspapers

would not have stimulated the excitement.

Congressmen would not have endeavored to

meet him half-way on the road which they

falsely assumed that he was travelling. If

his speech about war had been more tem-

perate. if he had permitted the iron in his

blood to rust a trifle, we should have felt

that he had been working all the time to

steer the dispute into The Hague tribunal, or

some equally peaceful haven. Moreover, the

country would have been in a man* observant

mood, which would have enabled it to watch
the very able steering process with pride and
pleasure.

In other matters, of far more intimate

interest to the welfare of the country, Mr.

Kooserelt'a words have far exceeded all the

possibilities of performance. It may not

Is* that his speeches concerning trusts and
their regulation huve been really intemper-

ate: but they are so regarded by sensitive

business interests. He is easily excited by

his own speech, but the listening country
does not take account of this excitement.

What the President says is to be believed.

When he talked about trust evil*, there-

fore, and, following Mr. Bryan, recommended
a constitutional amendment, it was firmly

believed that he meant the same kind of

war that has been threatened by the usual

trust-killer. Hr meant nothing of the kind,

he afterwards explained, but financial cen-

tres are easily alarmed and slow to recov-

er; and the President is still dreaded be-

cause he has excited fear by his words.

It is just to the President, however, to

judge him by his actions, rather than by
his speeches and conversations. In reality,

he is a conservative man, and in the pres-

ence of the leaders of his party lie is often

yielding. Many year* ago he said that he
would “ die for free trade," but when he

became a figure in politico hia name dis-

appeared from the lists of member* of free-

trade organizations, here and in Knglund.

At the beginning of last year’s session of

Congress he announced more than once that

he was ready to fight his own party in be-

half of reciprocity for Cuba, because the

question was a moral one and the honor
of the nation was involved. He used this

expression in his message, but we know that

in conversation he also expressed the de-

termination more than once to fight hi*

party, if necessary. But when the time for

fighting came Mr. Roosevelt was governed

by the advice of the Republican leaders, and
yielded his view to theirs. In the White
House, as in the Senate, the question is no
longer moral; it i» purely commercial. It

bus also been naturally supposed that he
would push at once for tariff revision, at

least for a law authorizing a tariff commis-
sion; but he ha* been dissuaded from tliut.

As to the war on trusts, the business

world should guide itself by facts, and not
by the language of oratory. It is unfortu-

nate that tlie President should have made
such war as he has, for it bus caused much
disturbance. At the slightest sign of po-

litical hostility husiness is terrorized, and
at thi* time it is peculiarly sensitive. At
the beginning of January the banks of New
York began to pay out money for dividends

and interest which will call eventually for

a disbursement of $140,000,000. Just at
this time the House of Representatives,

hurrying once more to prove that it shares

the excitement which the President has
raised throughout the land, proposes to put
$500,000 extra money into the hands of the

Attorney General, with which to fight trust*.

There is no doubt that the President ia a

little more like his words on this subject

than he is on others, but, with time, he

will yield to the advice of the older head*,

of the leadera who manage the party, and
who control conventions. He iB under con-

servative influenees, and he often seems even

timid in their presence. It is greatly to be

regretted, however, that his speech some-

times runs beyond his final intent, for his

words have a wonderful influence. They
arouse passions that should be kept in check,

and create alarms which are disastrous

to prosperity. There is no doubt that hia

anti-trust speeches have awakened hostility

which he will not share when the time for

action arrives. It is terrible to let loose a

spirit which cannot again be bottled, and

this sort of magic Mr. Roosevelt is in the

habit of practising. In vipw of it* effect

on the public sentiments and passions, it ia

probably his moat dangerous fault.

The Monstrous Tax on Art

TinutR Is hardly any law in the statute-

book so inherently vulgar and so inspired

by the evil spirit of sordidness as that, which

imposes a tariff tax on art. The other day
the new entrance hall to the Metropolitan

Museum of Art was opened. It is the last

word of the great architect. Richard M.
Hunt, who did so much to decorate the city

in which he passed his active life. The idea

was his, and after his death it was carried

out reverently by hia son and by Mr. Post.

If ever there was a living evidence of the

worth of cosmopolitanism in art, it was
Mr. Hunt, who added to the freshness and
vigor of his stalwart Americanism the in-

spiration caught from the glorious days of

the sixteenth century, when l/ouis XII. and
Francis I. filled Touraine with the noble

cliAteaux to which those who love great

architecture still make pilgrimages. New
York owe* to Mr. Hunt its finest sjiecimcns

of domestic architecture. He had no rival

here in his day, for the great Richardson

did not work here, but in Boston, in Chi-

cago. in Pittsburg, and in Washington.

What all these cities possess of the art of

the two masters is, in turn, due to their

training at the Beaux Arts in Paris. Mr.

Richardson built hia own ideas upon the

Norman cathedral* and castles, und Mr.
Hunt brought back with him a rrcol-

tinn of the beautiful homes of kings that,

built as eastlrs for defence, were disap-

pearing before palaces constructed for do-

mesticity,—those charming palaces whose
eyebrow* have been so picturesquely de-

scribed by Henry James in .4 Little Tour
through France. Later, another Beaux Arts

man, Mr. Charles McKim. gave to Bos-

ton a modernized and democratized St.

Genevieve: still unother, Mr. Flagg, built

the new Corcoran Art Gallery in Washing-
ton; another still, Mr. Hastings, is em-

bellishing New York with the Public Li-

brary. We might go on, .for Beaux Arts

architects are almost swarming in our coun-

try. and to-day the domestic architecture of

no other country in the world equals that

of our own.
The twin arts of architecture and sculp-

ture, the former especially, are flourishing

here because they find patrons. Some day
the patrons will recognize the excellence of

our painter*. On some other day, the offi-

cial* who order public stRtuary will be-

come intelligent enough to leave to expert*

the task of selecting the sculptor and of

passing on the finished work. Perhap* by
that time the national law-maker* will have
learned that art doc* not flourish in hidden
place*, nor under restraint, nor in ignorance

of what talent and genius are accomplish-

ing throughout the world.

To the architects we have mentioned we
might add the name of one American who
is the greatest sculptor of hia time, and of

at least two painters whose commanding
position* are recognized wherever the lan-

guage of art is spoken. All whom we have

named, or might name, who hive achieved

great distinction, who have reflected honor
on their country, and whose work has beau-

tified some of the waste places of our popu-
lous cities, have made the treasures of the

world their own. There i* not one whose
achievement* have been nntahlr, who has not
sought hi* inspiration at the fountain of

the ancient master*, and who has not often

refreshed his spirit by communion with his

fellow-worker* throughout the world. Art
is not confined by national boundaries, and
those who endeavor to breed it in narrow
confine* bring forth, at the best, an abortion.

To the American artist, the cultivation of

the past is as essential as the free spirit,

the democratic reverence for humanity, and
the eagrr quest for new forms of expres-

sion, which are part of hia native heri-

tage.

The genesis of our tax on art is not diffi-

cult to trace. It i* the direct result of the

failure to differentiate l«*tween the achieve-

ments of the artist and the output of the

manufacturer. In the rage for protecting

home industries the artist ha* been brought
within the patrrnal oversight of the gov-

ernment. In order that the United States

might make up its own cotton into it* own
calicoes, it was deemed nrerssary to shut
out the calicoes of Manchester by a pro-

tective tariff ; therefore, in the reasoning of

the political mind, it was also thought to

be a reasonable proposition that if art was
to become a paving trade in the United
States, the practice of buying foreign works
should be discouraged by a tariff tax. Most
artists in this country have always been

opposed to this tax: some, however, have
favored it, but when these have been pressed

for a reason, they have answered that the

tax prevented many ignorant Americans
from buying foreign forgeries of the old

masters. The excuse which set* Congress up
as a schoolmaster in the arts is almost as

!non«tr»u* a* the tax. The tax denies to

all American artist* who are not able to

go abroad for study the full knowledge
which is their right and which would be
their inspiration. It prevents the forma-
tion of grrat private collections which
would eventually go to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. It therefore limits the op-

portunities for the education of the pub-

lic taste. Such a barbarian law can hardly
be found in any other country of the civ-

ilized world. Americans with great for-

tune*. a keen appreciation of the beauties

of the treasures of the world, and a worthy
desire to benefit their country, and to pro-

vide it with what it lack* by very reason

of its youth, hare purchased and stored

in foreign countries valuable paintings,

statuary, and other forms of art, and there

they remain, priceless hut uncles*, because

Congress insists upon it* tax on art. its

hurden on enlightenment, its Chinese wall

against civilization. If its tax benefit* any
one, it is to the advantage of the pocket*

of the poor in spirit, who, abroad or at

home, would never contribute in the slight-

est degree to the glory of their country.

The men who, as architect*, sculptors, and
painter*, havr established an American art

have succeeded because they have violated

tbe spirit of our narrow law, because they

have gone abroad after what was denied

them at home, and have thus demonstrat'd

how great a deprivation to the country is

the law which denies to it free access to the

treasure* without the knowledge of which

a national art would be absolutely impos-

sible.

(Ml
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The Latest Royal Scandal

Tue escapade of the Crown- Princes* of

Saxony is, so far as it U personal to her, of

the moral measure of the flight of any
other lady who fancies life with her hus-

band impossible, and takes refuge from it

with her paramour. Her behavior ia no
worse, a* it certainly is no better, than an-

other such woman’s, but it has a peculiar

interest for the whole world just now be-

cause of the falae position in which she was
placed. By superstition and tradition she

was set over a people whose sovereignty her

husband waa to inherit as if it were a piece

of real estate or personal property. By the

makr bclievr of pretty well all Europe, and
quite all Asia, Africa, and Oceanica, she wjis

superhuman, and sacredly immune from cen-

sure. She had liecome so, as any woman
might have become, by marrying the Crown-
Prince; but she had contributory claima to

the worship of the Saxon people, because she
was the daughter of a long line of worthleaa

princes, and the niece of an Emperor who
was endeared to his subjects by descending

from a family divinely appointed to rule

over them so far back in the past that the

memory of man ran not to the contrary.

She was confirmed in her right to bp above

and apart from other human beings by
virtue of the principle prevalent in Europe,
Asia, Africa., and Oceanica, that the head
of a nation ought to be born, and not chosen,

and when he haa once taken that trouble

he hallows everything belonging to him. It

is only the first step that costs, in his case,

as in others, and having come into the world
the rest is simple for him. He finds a na-

tion ready and eager to bow down to him,
to own him lord, to make him God. If it is

a frre nation, that is a parliamented nation,

it reserves certain rightB politically, but
socially its allegiance is as idolatrous as any
non-free nation’s, and the position of the

monarch and the monarch’s family is as

entirely false as if he held the power of

life and death over every one of his subjects,

as he does in several countries of Europe,

and in all the countries of Asia and Africa,

and such countries of Oceanica aB hare not

failed of the original inspiration. Compared
with the lie of bring a Crown-Princess the

lie of living in secret adultery with the tutor

of her children, was not half so monstrous
in the case of the wretched woman who has

fled from it to the shame, such as it ia, of

living in open adultery with him. As a

woman, faithless to her husband, she was
incalculably less corrupting than she was as

a princess faithful to the tradition of roy-

alty. Whatever mischief will come of her

evil as an adultrese will have its worst
poison from her evil as a princess, and her

sin will have power upon the common im-

agination through the glamour of her roy-

alty.

These are some of the little facta that our
simple republic will do well to keep in mind
while standing before royalty as a world

power. Let it not forget that something
of their regal splendor is the shimmer of

their personal putresence, and that what-
ever airs of majesty they put on, every

king and every kaiser of them is in a false

position, a position far falser than that of

the poor creature who has wrenched herself

sway from it, and taken her shame upon
heraelf. It is of course hot the shame of

the common sinner. The spell of her origin

and station follows her to Geneva from
l>resden, and surrounds her with the halo

of royalty still. But what she could do to

undo that spell she has done, poor soul, and
if royalty were not invulnerable, humanity
might be grateful to her for having dealt it

a deadly wound.
But royalty, if it could be hurt, would

have perished of itself long ago. and that it

has survived as an institution all that

princes* and princesses could do against it

is one of the proofs of its divinity that

really strike one dumb. That u thing so

essentially bad can rontinue to be, and that

its victims should vaunt it as finer and
better than the thing which it is not, con-

founds the reason, so that it ia no wonder
some Americans are beginning to be shaken

in their sense of the self-evident truths pro-

claimed in the Declaration. Rome Ameri-
cana scarcely appear to know that the only

two powers now provided with magistracies

of unimpeachable respectability are their

own Republic and Swiss and French Repub-
lics. These stand amidst the environing ab-

surdity and iniquity and depravity of the

royalties as lights of hope for the peoples

still stumbling in the dark ever since kings

were given them for their sins. Even those

poor Lstin-Ameriran republics are, with all

their shortcomings, logically so much in ad-

vance of the monarchies, that, we may not

see them molested in their little insolvencies

without a pang of compassion. They may
have despots, but they have not princes, and
they change their tyrant* with a swift

vicissitude which promise* something for

their future. While we deplore their short-

comings. we must not forget that here

and there one of them picks itself up.
like Mexico, and Chile, and Argentina, ami
goes steadily forward on the road that at

least leads somewhere. At the worst, their

morality ia in no danger of being lowered

by the misbehavior of any lady of their

presidential families. They are not so-

cially misgoverned, as monarchies must al-

ways be, with the court forming the top-

most round of society, and filtering corrup-

tion down.

In the meantime,the escapade of the Crown-
Princess of Saxony, scandalous as it is, is

useful in dishonoring the superstition of

royalty, which, of course, it cannot destroy.

In spite of the example of theae States, and
of the Swiss Cantons, and the indivlsihle

French Republic, the mnnarrhieal countries

of Europe. Asia. Africa, and Oceanica will

continue monarchical. But they will not

continue monarchical with quite the former
effulgence. They are all rendered a little

ridiculous by that elopement from the

palace at l>resden to a hotel at Geneva : they
are brought into contempt, and their tra-

dition is mocked by a woman in whom it

was theoretically consecrated. She is no
worse than the man she abandoned, and her

infamy impart* itself not so much to her

sex. which in good or laid quite independent-

ly of her conduct, but to her royalty, and to

all the royalties, inextricably involved in her

shame by the confession of human frailty

in regions so far above humanity. This is

to the gain of humanity, and it will help

people to hold up their heads like men, not
perhaps immediately in the monarchies, but

in the republics, where there is always dan-

ger of their fancying that royalty is what it

honestly believes itself, and not the con-

spiracy against reason which It really is.

It makes me mad to see what men shall do
And we in our graves! This world’s no

blot for us.

Nor blank: it means intensely, and means
good:

To find its meaning ia my meat and drink.—Browning.

The moving Finger writes; and. having
writ,

Movrs on: nor all vour Piety nor Wit
Shall lure it hack to cancel half n Line,

Nor all your Tear* wash out a Word of it.

Fitzgerald's Kubdiffdt of Omar Khaygdm.

Correspondence
REVISING THE CONSTITUTION.

To Me Editor of Harper's Weekly;
Sir,—

W

ould it not have Itcen a good idea

if the Framers of 1787 had inserted a pro-

vision that during the first year of every
new century a Constitutional Committee
should sit and determine whether or not the
Constitution should be revised in accordance
with present needs? We are a vastly differ-

ent race from our four million revolutionary
ancestor*, and we have a new set of prob-
lems every twenty-five years. The greatest
men cannot he prophets unless they go into

the wilderness and fast, and for that the
great men of 1787 had no time. Hut could
not we remedy the defect? Is it too late

to agree upon such a Hoard, composed, it

may be, of chosen members of the Supreme
Court, the Senate, the House, a citizen,

otherwise distinguished, of each State, and
perhaps the President himself? Its de-

cisions of course would have to be final,

for the legislatures would bicker until the
dawn of another century. That our
eighty millions in population—who will not
be long reaching a more formidable figure

till—with their millions of foreigners and
negroes, their increasingly complex national

character, their genius for unexpected de-

velopments, their country’s enlarging bulge
on the map—to mention but the first on
the list of differences from the condition*

of the nation’s birth—will, in the course of

a very few years, compel an overhauled
Constitution, is as sure as that the old
order of Presidents came to an end with
McKinley. Why then should not the matter
be taken into consideration Indore the strain

is beyond endurance? If any one will have
the patience to sit down and read the Con-
stitution, and then reflect upon the infinite

number of new forces and factors which are

making history at present, he will not find

Mr. Roosevelt'* recent suggestion—on the

Trust*—cither ns impulsive or radical aB

our trembling patriots have imagined.

As for the States—those intolerable nui-

sances in the history of the United State*

—

cannot any one sec that they are doomed?

—

that the forces at work have already under-

mined and rotted their barriers? The whole
tide of the country is toward centralization,

and its gathering volume is as independent

of the railroad*, the reformers, ambitious
statesmen, as it is beyond the damming up
of all the alarmists in the country.

And is there any one left so benighted as

to be more proud of being a New-Yorker, a
Californian, n Virginian, than of being an
American? I am, sir, etc.,

Gebtblde Atuebto.n.

LIKE A FARM WITHOUT FENCES.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly i

Sib,—“ We shall continue to urge upon
Congress, with all insistence the necessity

of building and maintaining a navy equal

at least in size nnd strength to that of the

German Empire.”
This paragraph from Harper’h Weekly

of December 20, should be copied by every

newspaper in the country, for i! voices the

desire of every true American. The attitude

of Senators Hale and Platt should la*

severely condemned. Let editors keep the

subject before their readers, and public

opinion will be so in favor of a navy ade-

quate to onr needs, that Congress will be

compelled to provide for such. A country

without a navy Is like a farm without

fences, or a house without walls, inviting

depredation by outsider*. I nm. sir,

K. Y. P.

0
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Lord Curzon : The Man and

bis Work

In spite of Mr. ltndyard Kipling, India

remains for most Englishmen little more
than a brilliant abstraction. Few of them
take the trouble to form any clear idea of the

work that is being done in their name be-

tween the Himalayas and Cape Comorin.

Fewer, still, inquire Into the principles and
actonl workings of the British Kaj, or are

acquainted with even the alphabet of the

thousand and one fascinating problems that

confront the rulers of that most fascinating

country. The subject is altogether too vast

for the average busy citizen. who contents

himself with s vague pride of ownership,
and doe* not aspire to any intimate know-
ledge of the daily routine. The House of

Commons is never so empty and lethargic as

when Indian subjects are on the carpet, and
its indifference is but the reflection of the

popular attitude. Perhaps, on the whole, It

is just ss well that this should b« so, and
that India should not be a matter on which
every Englishman fell bound to have an
opinion, or take rank as a standing political

dish alongside of Ireland and the London
water-supply. At the same time it robs

England of a good deal of justifiable pride.

Six months ago, for instance, the English-

men were few and far between who could

give a clear account, or, for the matter of

that, any account at all of the work Lord
Curzon has accomplished in India. And hut
for an aecidmt that Ignorance would have
remained undisturbed until the end of Lord
(hirzon’s Viceroyalty. The accident, of course,

was the Grand Durbar that was held at

Delhi on January I. The crowning of King
Edward as Emperor of India has touched

the English imagination. Neither the King
nor the Prince of Wales was there, hut
the Duke of Connaught was commissioned
to represent his Majesty; hundreds of Eng-
lish noblemen, statesmen, retired Anglo-

Indian officials, and journalists assisted

at the ceremony; members of every royal

house in India were present; Lord Kitch-

ener held his first review as Commander-
in • Chief ; and a whole fortnight was
given up to fitea and pageants, balls and
receptions, polo tournaments, and an im-

mense exhibition of native Indian art. This
great event has thrown a search-light of

inquiring eagerness on Lord Curzon’s Vice-

royalty. Publishers and magazine editors

have seized on it to bring out books and to

print articles such as no Viceroy has ever

yet had the fortune to inspire; and England
smldrnly realizes that Lord Milner and Lord
Croincr are not her only proconsuls of the

first rank, but that in Lord Curzon, too, she
possesses a statesman of brilliant and dis-

tinctive achievement.

Five years ago Englishmen rather laughed

at Curzon. He knew too much, was too elo-

quent, too cocksure, and altogether too

young. Oxford and the Oxford manner hung
heavy upon him. An old Balliol tag had
dubbed him “ a very superior person.” and
the name stuck. The hero or the victim of

it was at no paina to live down hi* reputa-

tion. Mr. Curzon at all times, and on all

occasions, was decidedly " superior.'* The
House of Commons takes aa little to this

foible as to genins, and the sport of “ taking
Curzon down a peg ** became the chief de-

light of more than one member,—of Mr.
Ijihouchere in particular. But the Hon.
George Nathaniel Curzon. son of Lord
Scursdale, ex-Etonian. Fellow of All Souls,

Oxford, and winner of the Arnold prize with

a portentous volume on Diocletian, ex-Presi-

dent of the Oxford Union, the indefatigable -

traveller; the man who knew Central Asia,

Persia, Afghanistan, the Pamirs, Siam. In-

do-China, and Japan as intimately as mint

men know their bedroom ; the man who had
discovered Corea, and soared in a basket

up to and into the monastery of Mount
Athos; who numbered among his treasures

personal gifts from the Amir of Afghanis-
tan, the Abbot of Meteors, Li Hung-Chang,
the Mikado, and statesmen and diplomatists
beyond number; who wrote of all he saw and
recollected and imagined and suspected with
inexhaustible dogmatism; who read Blue-
Books while other men read novels, and bur-
rowed in statistics while his frivolous con-

temporaries shot pheasants; who could over-

whelm you on any matter of foreign poli-

ties with pailfuls of local color aud atlases

of outlandish names, among which he moved
with almost insolent familiarity; and who,
finally, had learned the business of states-

manship at Lord Salisbury’s knee— it took,
as you may conceive, and aa Mr. Curzon
quickly let it h* known, a good deal to
“ down ” such a paragon. Even while it

laughed, the House could not help admiring;
for not even Mr. Curzon’s kindly contempt
for his fellow-mortals, and particularly his

fellow-members, could hide the fact that he
was a man of unusual parts and an in-

dustrious acquisitiveness Umt never wearied.

The matter was ull right; it was only the

manner that jarred at times. He was
twelve years in the House, and roac to be

Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs, which,
as his chief sat in the Iamlt, meant that on
Mr. Curzon fell the task of answering all

questions and representing the government
in all debates on matters of foreign policy in

the popular assembly. People were just be-

ginning to pierce through his little conse-

quential airs to the man behind them,—in a
word, to understand him,—when, in the fall

of lfiflfi, just la-fore bis fortieth birthday, he
was appointed Viceroy of India.

The appointment was almost as great a

surprise ss was Disraeli’s choice of Lord
Lylton, twenty-two years earlier, for the same
post. Nor was surprise the only emotion of

the moment. There was doubt and even

alarm mixed up with iL However brilliant

and painstaking, Lord Curzon up till then
had held no administrative office. Moreover,

he was young,—not only actually young, but
young in his dealings with men. Further-

more, he had come out strongly against Hus-
»lu in his hooks, had visited India often

enough to get a tourist's misleading know-
ledge of it, had a patronizing way about him
that the Indian bureaucracy was expected

to kick at, and was a zealous supporter of
the aggressive and ruinous “ Forward
Policy.” On all counts people were appre-

hensive, but on only one have their fears

been justified. A cautious, progressive,

imaginative, altogether admirable Viceroy

in all other ways. Lord Curzon has not

proved an easy man to work with or under.

Officialdom frankly and undisguised!)* dis-

likes him. Neither with the army nor with

the civil Bervice nor in Simla society is he
popular. But then what sort of a Viceroy
is it that society and officialdom prefer ?

They like, for one thing, a “ manageable **

Viceroy, without personality or initiative,

one who will contentedly remain a gold-gilt

dummy’ and figure-head, hide himself in

Simla eight month* out of the twelve, and
hibernate in Calcutta the remaining four,

and not attempt to learn anything of the

people except at third or fourth hand. If to

this gift for self-effacement he add* the at-

traction of a long lineage, charming man-
ners. and a good figure on horsebark, then

he conic* pretty near the social and bureau-

cratic ideal of what a Viceroy should lie.

And this, more or less, is the standard to

which the average Viceroy, like Lord Duf-

ferin or Lord Lanadowne or Lord Elgin,

conform*.

L>rd Curzon hsd no intention of becoming

a Viceroy of this stamp. He landed in Bom-

bay, said an unfriendly critic. “ with the eye
of a bishop and the side whiskers of an
under-gardener.” He landrd with a good
deul more than that—with a knowledge of
India and its problems, laboriously ac-
quired and unsuspectedly accurate; with
an enthusiasm for his work, and an intense
earnestness in doing it; above all, with the
resolve to he Viceroy in fact as well as in
name. The bureaucratic bones were soon
set a-rattling. The young Viceroy, instead
of subscribing to a policy, came to formulate
one: instead of meekly following, made it

dear from the start that he meant to be
master. The astonishment of officialdom
found vent in nicknames. “ Young Man in

a Hurry ” was the first ;
" Imperial George ”

followed soon after; “George the Fifth”
stuck the longest. No doubt Mrs. Hawk -lee
and her official friends have had a good deal
to complain of. Curzon carries the Parlia-

mentary rapier in his hand a little too
often, and wields it more aptly than a
starched and stiff-necked bureaucracy has
any liking for. Also the social duties of

his post bore him. iiis manners are brusque
and haughty, and he has none of the small
graces or the social instinct that belonged
to Lord Dufferin. Nor has be the softening,

lubricating quality of humor. He takes him-
self and his work with a seriousness that
would kill a lesser man, and leaves the
social side of his position to lady Curzon,
who carries it through with an American
grace and brilliancy. All this, with his
merciless insistence on efficiency, has tnndo
him as salutary and unpopular a nuisance
in the Indian bureaucracy us Lord Kitchener
is in the army.
Not all of Lord Curzon’s reforms are

original to himself, nor does he pretend
that they are. The great and character-

istic merit of his Viceroyalty is thst whst
his predecessors for thirty years merely
talked of doing he has actually done. On
all the matters he has taken in hand he has
stamped the impress of his energy and
common-sense, leaving for whoever may suc-

cced him some definite foundation to build

on, with a detailed plan of the superstruc-

ture to be erected, and not merely volumi-
nous reports and sketchy outlines. He does
not diweuss projects; he puts them through.

The projects may not be wholly novel ; the

fact remains that it was he who rescued

them from the oceans of ink in which they
were sinking, and finally set them on their

feet. A mere list of what he has accom-
plished would perhaps mean little to those

who are not students of Indian subjects,

but the list may as well tie given if only

to show the variety of hi* interests. Lord
Curzon, then, has created and organized

a new frontier province for dealing with the

tribes of the northweat; be has shaved
down the “ Forward Policy " to an inexpen-

sive and efficient system of border police;

he lias effected a stable rate of exchange in

the currency system; he hha appointed s

commission to i.j down a cohesive scheme
of irrigation that will decide for the next

fifty years the operations of government;
he has zealously furthered meanwhile the

building of canals and railroads: he has
rescued the civil service from the tyranny
of the pen by abolishing n large number of

report*, and encouraging each member of it

to govern in the old patriarchal style; he
has confirmed the Punjab peasant in the

possession of his land by forbidding him to

offer it ns security to the money-lender; he
has almost halved the cost of telegraphic

communication between India and England;

he ha* fostered native industries and native

arts, and shown the passion of a scholar

and archaeologist for the preservation of

historical remains; before his five years are

out he will have revolutionized the educa-

tional system of the country.
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England and American

Imperialism

By Sydney Brooks

Loxuon, Dtcrmitr in, IgOI.

A 8E.Yrr.VLE in President Roosevelt's

latest message has started a curious dis-

cussion in London. That is the sentence in

which Mr. Roosevelt spoke of American
policy in the Philippines. “ Not only.” he
said. ” does each Filipino enjoy such rights

to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness as lie has never before known during

the recorded history of the islands, but the

fx-ople. taken as a whole, now enjoy a

measure of self-government greater than
that granted to any other Orientals by any
foreign power, and greater titan that en-

joyed by any other Orientals under their

own governments, save the .Japanese alone.”

The gist of this sentence was cabled over

when the message was read to Congress, but
for the full text we have had to await the

arrival of the American papers. They came
a week ago. and at once fanned into fresh

life the discussion to which \lr. Roosevelt's

bold pronouncement had given rise. The
discussion threatens to cover not only
American policy in the Philippines, but the

whole business of American Imperialism,

and the general aptitude of Americans for

the government of subject aliens. That is

a mutter on which the English, as old bands
at the game, feel entitled to give their

opinions freely. From the first moment
of America's venture in Weltpolitik it has
keenly interested them, and what I here offer

as a privia of English views on the subject

has been gathered from many sources—from
newspaper debates like the one now raging,

from magazine articles, from interviews

with the very few prominent Englishmen
who really know America, and especially

from talks with men like Sir Hugh Low and
Afr. Hugh Clifford, who have met and solved

problems such as now confront Americans in

the Philippines, and are able to bring Ameri-
can policy to the touchstone of a practical

experience.

Let me say at once that Englishmen have
no sort of doubt- hut that in the long-run

American rule in the Philippines will be all

that Americans desire. Their confidence in

the final capacity of any section of the race

for that sort of work is not tn be shaken.

At the same time, to be quite candid, there

is a shade of anxiety mingling with their

faith. After reading and studying the re-

ports of the various Philippine commissions,
Englishmen are not yet wholly convinced

that Americans are altogether on the right

tack, or that their prevision of what lies

ahead of them in the archipelago is in all

respects complete. It will perhaps sur-

prise Americans to hear that the gravest

doubts of all have been those caused by Mr.
Roosevelt’s own speeches. To that I will

return presently. The more general aspects

of the matter must first be touched on.

It is safe to say, and it can be said of no
other country, that in England American
Imperialism is watched with the utmost
sympathy. No political danger whatever
to British interests is apprehended from it.

The average Englishman, who is pro-Ameri-

can to the core, believes. Indeed, in his

vague way. that at some time or other Eng-
land and the United States will be found
working side by aide and co-operating in the

prosecution of a common foreign policy.

He has a strong, firm belief that as Ameri-
cans advance along the road of Imperialism,

and liegin to appreciate the nature of the

bowlders In their path, they will come to a
better understanding of just what it is that

England has done for the world, and of the

obstacles ahe has overcome in doing it.

Englishmen, in short, regard American Im-

perialism as the happiest, step yet taken

toward mutual comprehension and aynipathy
between the two countries.

As to its effect on the United States, Eng-
lishmen, of count*, utterly reject Mr. Bry-
an's fantastic notion that it will work any
change in the spirit of American institu-

tions. or that Americans will br one whit
less democratic in the future than they were
when not one American in ten thousand
knew within an ocean or two precisely where
the Philippines lay. On the other lumd,
they were greatly amused a few years ago
by the buoyant claims of the American Im-
perialists that the jiOMseasiou of the Philip-

pines and Porto Rico and the rest would
in some way react favorably on the tone

of domestic politics, and thrill New York
and Philadelphia with a sudden zeal for

purity and efficiency. The idea of Air.

Crokar turned reformer by studying the

happiness of the Tagals under honest Ameri-
can rule struck them us delightful, but un-

likely of fulfilment. They prophesied that
when the novelty had worn off, the arerage
American would trouble himself as much
or as little about the Tagals as Englishmen
do about the Hindus; that all things would
go on pretty much as usual, and that the

notion of reforming Tammany Hall vid

Luzon would be quickly dropped. Whether
that prophecy lias yet been verified only
those on the spot cam say; but if English ex-

perience goes for anything, it will lie veri-

fied sooner or later. The time, that is. will

come when the average New-Yorker will be

content with a hazy idea that the Porto-

Ricans are’ happy or unhappy, satisfied or
the reverse, prosperous or not prosperous;

but of the system on which they are being

ruled, of the local problems that are being
fared, of the local questions that interest

them, he will be a whole encyclopaedia of

ignorance or of cloudy misinformation.

Such, at any rate, is the condition of Eng-
lishmen in regard to their Empire.
Englishmen, as every one knowa, find not

a little difficulty in distinguishing between
British practices and the universal laws
of nature. When, therefore, they criticise

American methods, it ia always on the im-

plied assumption that the right model in this

business of empire-building is the British

model. That point of view ia with them in-

stinctive and fundamental, and must al-

ways be allowed for. When this is grasped,

some of their forebodings in regard to the

American experiment in the Philippines will

be easily understood. It ia, for instance, al-

most an uxiom over here that to rule suc-

cessfully, a laxly of civil servants, chosen

partly by competition and partly by appoint-

ment. divorced from politics, irremovable

except for proven offences, well paid and
well pensioned, is a prime essential. To
Englishmen, therefore, it is a matter of sur-

prise. almost of consternation, that though

the American Empire is now four years old,

no such service has been organized or ap-

parently even thought of. They insist that

the appointment of men like Governor Taft

and Governor-General Wood is nothing like

so important a matter as the character and
capacity of their subordinates,—that, in

short, it is the rank and file, and not Hip

chiefs, of a service that make or mar its

efficiency. Long liefore now they expected

to see the best men from Harvard. Yale,

and other universities crossing the Pacific

in sueeeaaive batches to learn the business

of government at the feet of their superiors.

No such sight has yet greeted them, and the

absence of it puzzles and dismays them. A
man who has made a brilliant name for

himself as a ruler of Malayan people*—Mr.
Hugh Clifford, C.M.O., cxGovernor of Bor-

neo. and at present the British Resident in

charge of one of the Federated Malay Slates,

—•aid to me: “The fact is, America is so

fill

rich, so under-populated, so full of bound-
less opportunities, that I cannot see how
a young Amrricnn can be expected to accept

lifelong banishment in an uncongenial di
mate, much hardship, low pay. frequent

separation from his wife and children, ant

but slender chance of fame or distinction,

for the simple honor of serving his country
and ordering the destinies of a rude people.

Yet without men of the best type, men of re-

finement, address, extreme sympathy, tact,

and firmness—in a word, men who are gen-
tlemen in both the right and the conven-
tional sense—you cannot hope to govern
Aialays as they should be governed.”

Hut above everything else Englishmen sus-

pect American sentimentality and American
" hustle.” A rising English politician, who
has rrcrntlv been admitted into Mr. Bal-

four's cabinet, and whose name, were I per-

mitted to give it, would be recognised aa
that of a sound authority on foreign and
imperial polities, held forth at length on
this topic. “Americans,” he said, "are
incorrigible sentimentalists. They have
even more than their fair share of that
abominably def*ctire altruism which ia the
badge of all our tribe; and you will find that

the spirit w'hich gave votes to the darkies

after the civil war will prove their greatest

handicap in dealing sensihly with the
Filipinos. Americans have a great theory

that everything can be cured by legislation.

Ixxik at their 1 Prohibition ’ States, their

curfew laws, and anti-cigarett* bills. The
passion (or making laws is bred in their

very hones, and all their remedies are

heroic. Moreover, they are tremendous be-

lievers in the 1 American idea,* am! think
that every one—white, black, brown, or

yellow — can be civilized by having it

brought home to him, that it suits all

people alike, and ran be prescribed india-

rritninately. They have grown up and
thrived on certain notion* and certain in-

stitutions, and nothing will ever persuade

them that other nations would not prosper

equally well on the same regimen. 'Hie

consequence is they will repent in the Philip-

pine* the very mistakes we have made in

India. They will go and dump upon the

islanders all the laws and institutiona they

have at home—elective assemblies, a free

press, trial by jury, the right of public

meeting and debate, and Heaven only know*
what else: not in the least because these

things are wanted in the Philippines, but be-

cause American* are used to them in the

United States. To maintain a firm but

kindly despotism, which is what the Fili-

pino* need, is just as impossible fur them «*

for us; and at bottom you will find they will

try to govern the archipelago as though it

were a larger Wisconsin.”

This, or something like it. Is a view one
constantly hears expressed in England.

People here seem to think that Americans
are in far too great » hurry to explode

''democracy" and 44 Jeffersonian doctrines”

upon the tropies. “ There are two things,”

says a writer who is entitled to be heard
on the subject. “ that you cannot do. You
cannot ‘ hustle ’ the East, and you cannot

Westernize It. Have American* realized

this!” Borne of Mr. Roosevelt's speeches in-

cline Englishmen to believe that Americans

have not realized It. For instance, last May
he said: *' We believe that we can rapidly

teach the people of the Philippine Islands

not only how to enjoy, but how to make
good use of. their freedom; with their grow-

ing knowledge their growth in adf-govem-

ment shall keep steady paee. When they

have thus shown their capacity for rral

freedom by their power of self-government,

then, and not till then, will it be possible

to decide whether they are to exist inde-

pendently of us or to he knit to us by ties

of common friendship and intereat.
M
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benson

FEBRUARY

It is a very false estimate we should get

of the world if we only look at other peo-

ple from our own stand point. It is use-

less, for instance, to imagine oneself in the

position of a nrwsboy from whom I usual-

ly buy an evening paper at the corner just

outside. He is frightfully ragged: why his

coat, for instance, holds together at all ia

beyond my comprehension, und his boots

are in a sore similar state of disintegration.

Certainly if it was my lot to stand at that

corner earning a penny only out of every

twelve papers I sold, and for the sake of

earning my bread at all being compelled

to stand there for hours in frost, rain, or

fog, I should quite certainly be most un-

happy. Yet nothing is falser titan to im-

agine that he is unhappy. He has, on the

contrary, a “ frolic welcome ” for every-

body that comes along, and evidently circum-

stances which would depress what we may
call the comfortable classes haw no effect

whatever on his spirits. On the other hand,

there are tilings which happen to you and
me every day, which we bear without undue
complaints, that would be almost insuffer-

able to him. He would certainly revolt at

a bath in the morning; and though he
would very likely be pleased at the break-

fast that followed it, I feel by no means
certain that he would not sooner sit on.

a

coal-sack and chaff the nearest policeman,

as he does, with his mouth bulging with
large crusts. Again, I doubt whether “ the

bloke,” which is the name by which he ia

known in the neighborhood of his stand,

could live through the sort of things we live

through. He would consider It so unbear-

ably dull to have to ait in a room for hour
after hour, while London and the atreeta

roared outside, and read a book—or—worse,

write one. For supposing we endow him for

a moment with that snrt of veneer of the

mind which we call culture, literary taste,

artistic taste, or what not. a thing which he
does not probably possess at present, even
then should we set him down at “ Romeo
and Juliet " let ua say, what, will be his ver-

dict? Why, that he can see the thing it-

self every evening, and perhaps has acted

it too, poor little devil, and why should he
spend his time in reading a pale moonlight
translation when the original jostles him?
At thi* point, of course, the lilrrati will

hold up hands of horror. Do I mean to

soy, they will ask. that the immortal tra-

gedy I have referred to is to be brought into

comparison, even for a je*t, with the idylls

of the street corner, with the walking out
of a man with a maid, a marriage in the

registry office,—or perhaps the omission of

that Ceremony ? Yes, if they will but think,

I mean all that. For why. if we consider

this question more closely, doe* the tragedy

of “ Romeo ami Juliet ” strike us, and right-

ly, aw a masterpiece, and why does the sor-

did account of “ murder and Biiicide ” in

the daily press strike ua as a page to be
turned over with a “ poor thing ” shudder
if we are people of discernment, but if we
are only rclim-d. to he passed over in utter

unconsciousness ? It is because Shakespeare
showed us the terror and the tragedy of
one, and we have not the genius to see the
terror and the tragedy of the other. Had
not Shakespeare been a man of human in-

sight he could never have written his work,
but if we were, we should find in life what
he found. That he gave it in the form of
drama to the world is another matter; that
was because Nature—or I prefer to say
God—gave a man of this humanity the pow-
er of speech, thin sense of drama. Hun-

dreds, I soberly believe, feel as keenly as

Khakespeare felt, but are, so to speak, born

dumb. Hundreds could write as Shake-

speare wrote, could they but feel. It is the

conjunction of the two, rare as the transit of

Venus, tliat makes the supreme artist.

To return to
“ the bloke.” All morning

we have given him' a translation instead of

the original, and, the morning over, we give

him lunch. He will eat largely, because

for all the years he has known it has been
his custom to eat all there was to eat, for

fear that there would noon be nothing to eat

when he wanted to eat. He will drink in

Immoderation for the same reason, and grow
somnolent. But he is plucked front his alum-

her to call on some one who bores him, to

be polite when he doesn't want to be polite,

and he will return to “ dress ” in a collar

that hurts him, and eat a dinner which he

dot's not want. That evening he will be sick,

and three days later have a bilious attack.

But look from this gloomy picture to the

reality. ” The bloke” as I saw him this

evening had a huge crust stuffed into one
cheek, in the corner of his mouth was
a cigarette. There was new* about a test-

match in Australia, and papers were going

like hot cakes. His pockets were not to be

trusted, and that mouth of his had eight

coppers on one side, and the crust not

yet masticated on the other. But did “ the

bloke ” think about verdigris-poisoning and
other inanities? Not a bit. If there was
a moment to spare, the pennies were ejected

and stowed in a pocket somewhere at the

back of his trousers. If there was no mo-

ment to spare, he merely cursed, and prayed
for a sixpence which got rid of five wet pen-

nies. All the time he was shouting “ Re-

markable collapse,” chaffing the policeman at
the corner, shouting hoarse profanities to

the drivers of passing ’buses, and ogling

miles of girlB of his acquaintance. Now
consider, oh, niv cultured friend, where would
you or I have been in such a crisis, which
you must remember was a feast and a high

day to “ the bloke.” We should have re-

tired behind a boarding to eat our cruat,

and Hat still—God help us—for several min-
utes in order to digest it. Then we should

have lost the cream of the aale. Then coyly

re-entering Oxford Street, we should have
murmured, quaveringly, “ A bad score on the

Colonial Bide”; we should have put our pen-

nies in the untrustworthy pocket, whence
they would have slithered coldly down our
legs onto the pavement. Grasping the in-

adequacy of this, we should have held them
in our other hand, and impeded the swift

passage of the papers. We should have cast

apprehensive glances at the policeman for

fear he should tell us to move on—lie tells

“ the bloke ” to move on, and “ the bloke ’*

says “Garn”; we should have frowned at

'bus drivers who nearly ran over us, and
made a feint of taking their numbers. We
should have had a quantity of depressing

reflections about the young women in Lon-
don, so bold and bad-mannered, and ss an
upshot we should have sold with infinite de-

preHsion one-fifth of what “the bloke” sells

with a gusto indescribable. And what is

perhaps worst of all, we should have prayed
that evening, if we were not too sleepy, for

all the starving homeless creatures of the

street. *' The bloke ” does not pray—he told

me bo, I. God forgive me. nutting appre-

hensive glance* at the policeman—but if he
did. he would say with Browning,
“God’s in the heaven; all's right with the

world.

Exit “ the bloke.”

P. 8.—No, not exit just then. Yesterday
only, I was coming round the corner from Da-
vies Street, and caught night of “ the bloke ”

dancing excitedly in midstreet with his sheaf
of papers, shouting the verdict of the Tun-

lid

bridge murder. Next moment he had been

knocked down by an omnibus, and the wheels

had gone over him. With many otlirrs 1

ran out into the roadway, and it bo happened
I was there first, and I picked “ the bloke

"

up and carried him to the pavrmrnt. llis head
bent inwards from my elbow to my chest,

and two wet pennies fell into the crack of

my arm from his mouth. His sheaf of pa-

pers had fallen from him. and still lay in

the road. Before we reached the pavement
he looked up and saw me.
“ I’m damned dirty, sir,” he said ;

“ take
care of your noo coat. That bloody ’bus

—

Oaw'd—I’ll talk to Jim—running over me
like that.”

There was an ambulance near at hand, and
I delivered op “ the bloke.” Some one had
picked up his papers from the roadway and
put them by the side of the thin little hody,

and the pennirs which he had dropped out of
his mouth I put there too.

Next day I went to the hospital where
he had been taken. But “ the bloke ” will

not stand at his corner any more.

Sad? Heaven help ub all if we are go-

ing to be Bad, because we are (quite as-

suredly) going to die; the sooner we die

and get It over, the better. Anticipating sad-

nrws is an absolute drug in the market, and
is it not better to be glad because at the

present moment we happen to be alive, and
not sad because at some future moment we
are going to die? How long would the

world go on if we all sat and sighed because

we were going to die?

Yes. decidedly Hpring has come, and it

amazes me to look back on what I wrote
only a week ago and find myself so ol**e**ed

by that moment of languor which an-

nounced it, and forgetting, as indeed I did,

what should so shortly follow'. Yet if that

obseaaion of languor had not been so com-
plete, I suppose this obsession of spring

would not thus riot in me as it does, and
it is with infinite misgivings that I attempt

to put into words any of that bubbling

thrill, that ecstasy in the sensation of mere
living, which ia felt, I believe, in every grow-

ing thing down to the humblest blade of

grass which is trodden under foot even ns

the varnish of spring - time is on it, at

that divinest of all moments in the year,

when in man and brute and as yet leafless

tree, the sap once more stirs.

This year it came upon me in spate:

that great flood of renewed vitality which
follows round the earth from continent to

continent as the spring returns, suddenly

lifted me off my feet, dictating what I did

as imperatively aa an electric current dic-

tate* the involuntary twitching of the mus-
cles it passes through. And on this wise:

I had been out of town for two days last

week, staying in Sussex at a house on the

high downs near Ashdown Forest, As I

drove from the station I was aware that

some huge and subtle change was In the air,

but put it down only to the contrast of coun-

try breezes with the density of London. The
briskness of winter was altogether gone, but

in it* place was the smell of earth and

growing things, very fragrant and curious-

ly strong, for rain, which brings out all

scent, in the nir. be it good or bad. had fall-

en heavily that afternoon, bringing out. as

I have said, the smell of growth, and leaving

behind it. just as n water-eart does in streets,

the smell of dust laid, or, rather, the smell

which the air has when there is no longer

any dust in it. Also the vividness of color

surprised me. and in the yet leafless trees

there was a certain vigorous look which I

had missed all winter, a crispneas of out-

line. a look of tension as in nn instantaneous

photograph of a man about to leap. A
thrush bubbled suddenly in a bush by the

road-side, and, fool that I was. I did not

know what was happening. I thought it
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was only a thrush singing. But had I

known, it was spring.

That night after dinner, instead of sit-

ting down to bridge or some gray pursuit

classified l»y the title of game, eight sober

and mature people did the silliest things.

We’played blindman's-bluff ; we cock-fouglit

on the hearth rug; we fell heavily to the

ground in attempting to take out pins with

our teeth, pins placed in inaccessible posi-

tions as the legs of chairs; nobody cared

what anybody else was doing. Every one

talked simultaneously and laughed cause-

lessly.

Eventually we dispersed to our rooms

flushed and hot.

My window had hern shut, and a blind

drawn down : here were the first things to

be remedied, Up went the screaming blind,

up went the window, and the huge exultant

night poured In. That was better, but still

bad. and I tore off my clothes, leaving them
on the floor, and, as my mother bore me,

and as I shall go back to the great mother

of all. leaned out into the night, full of

the excitement which at last I understood.

It was night, night, the time when even a

stockbroker (who had made f290 on the

Stock Exchange) reverts in aorne degree to

the beast from which he lias been evolved,

when, unless one is fuddlrd with wine, or

stupefied with food, or addled and rotten

with sensual thought, one occasionally wins

hack to the old primeval, prowling, excited

joy of being alive, to the bliss which child-

hood knows at nightfall, robbed of its ter-

rors,

There it was. waiting for me, and I, as

far as might lie. ready for it, unburdened

with an overloaded stomach, free from all

desire, carnal, mental, or spiritual, but

caught and burning in the flame of mere life.

Huge and soft the night beckoned; great

gray shapes of bushes row on the lawn
outside; above them rose the still gaunt
shapes of tree*, but bumming, like a gas-jet,

with the pressure from within. Rain clouds

obscured the sky, the cold infinite stars

were shut out, and only by the fact that it

was not very dark did I knnw that Ihr moon
was somewhere risen, though invisible. That
was as I would have it; for the time I was
just a Live Thing, conscious of life.

1 wanted mi distant stars to remind me how
small I was, or how immense was heaven;

for the time l desired only the kind warm
earth, no moon to evoke, as she always docs,

the need of companionship. I was alone

cm the earth, which, like me. was bursting

with the promise of spring. Mating-time

was not yet. not yet was the time of fresh

leaves or any outward fruit of vitality. The
vitality was within; everything had drawn a
long hreath. and the long breath hung sus-

pended for the moment. Soon in a shower

of starlike blossoms, in a mist of green hung
round the trees, in the complete song of

birds, in achievement or effort on my part,

the tension would break. It was the physical

moment when completion is assured, and

the pause comes, delicious because all, all

has been leading up to this, and one is con-

tent. if it is pnssiblr to he content, because

fruition is buto. Exquisite pangs have gone,

before, the pangs of anticipation. Exquisite

pangs of completion will follow, but noth-

ing can ever approach the completeness of

the assured moment.
Night, and its veiled darkness, a soft

rain falling and hissing among the shrubs,

the sleeping house, unless, indeed, there

might be other watchers like myself un-

clothed beside an open window, utter lone-

liness and the thrill of life. But it was not

enough to stand there; I had to mix with

the night. I had to do my utmost to take

it, the hissing shrubs, the falling rain, the

whole growing quickening earth, nearer to

me. It was not enough to look at it. So

for convention's sake I pulled on trousers

again, buttoned a coat over me, and, hatless

and barefooted, opened my window further

—a ground-floor window—and stepped out
into the night
What I wanted I did not know; it

waa certain, at any rate. I did not want
anybody else to be there. Yea, I know,
I wanted only to be part of the grow-

ing sap-stirred world. No thought of either

spiritual or carnal passion did I feel; no
gratitude to Clod, who made thin ecstatic

machine called me, entered Into my mind, nor

thought of love or lust or desire. The gray
curtain of cloud was the blanket under

which, like a child, I buried my head. I

was too far gone, you will understand, to
“ talk French." Simply I wan possessed by
the joy of life, that life which moved my
muscles, and now and then, tense ami alack

in turn as I walked, that held a long breath

in my lungs and blew it out again, that

made the soft rain drip from the clouds, that

made the earth drink it in instinctively,

that made the shruba whisper to it falling,

and give out the odor of dampiteo* and
growth. Step by step, aa I went over the

lawn, with my feet- already dripping and
my hair growing matted with the benedic-

tion of the falling rain, this passion grew
and grew. Before I knew it, from walking I

had passed to running; before I knew it

ray coat was lying somewhere on the grass,

and the rain fell thick and cool on ray back

and shoulders.

Dim Bhapes of ahrubs flew by me,

then in front, then sprang out of the

dark the line* of a wooden fence, bound-

ing the lawn. This was taken in the stride

almost, and the longer, coarser fibre of the

meadow-graas wrapped itself round my feet.

Then a sandpan— a bunker guarding the

eighteenth green of the golf-links, showed
yellow in front—and next moment a flag

waved to my right. Thereafter coarser grass

again, and a hundred yards beyond the

stream-bed where I have delved patiently

with a niblick. Beyond, another fence, and

in the Held— out of bounds— large dark
shapes of cows lying down. One under-

neath the shadow of a tree I stumbled

against, leaving a snort and a stir la-hind,

and I remember laughing at that- Then
in due time a certain failure of wind, and

a halt undrrneath a young beech- tree with

smooth rounded stem. Next moment the

trunk was between ray knees, the trunk also

between my arms strongly wound round it,

my cheek against the bark, and panting. I

clung to it. It too was alive, and strong

and hard, and with that, turning my head.

I remember biting the hark, till strips of

it came off and my lips bled. Then a bed

of old brown bracken, and with my fingers

I dug in the earth till I felt the buds

of springing stems an inch below the

ground.

There I lay, a minute it mny have l«een,

or ten years, and the climax 1 must suppose

was reached. There was no more possible

to me. The riddle was unsolved, and for

the moment I knew it to lie insoluble, not

heenusc it was a silly riddle, but because

it was no riddle at all, but the mystery of

all mysteries—Life. As far as I personal-

ly could. I had done my best to answer it,

not by thought, which is futile, but by be-

ing of the earth, by making myself one with

growing things at the moment of spring-

time. and this not, I do assure you, conseious-

ly, but because I had to. The current that

ran through everything else ran through

me also. I was a savage, an animal, what
you will.

The greatest moment was over. Again
I was conscious of one slack arm hanging
by mv side, the other hraced at my elbow

to support my weight as I sat up. I knew
that my feet were wet, that my hair had

to be brushed from my eyes, that raindrops
fell from my eyebrows onto my face, that
a torn, distracted, mud-covered blackness

represented dress- trousers, that my coat was
lying somewhere on the lawn, and that my
bed-room window was an invitation to rob-

bers. So I rose and walked buck, slowly, and
designedly slowly, in order to enjoy what I

had not known I had enjoyed before, but had
simply taken. The cool rain was exquisite

to the skin, so too the cool grass to the feet.

The night above and around waa huge ami
silent and ennobling. Then the moral con-

sciousness. I must suppose, awoke. I was
filled with edifying thoughts. They would
lie dull if recorded ; they were dull even then,

for the memory of the savage moments was
still hot as a dream.

Well—what then? There is no “ what
then." That wild running through the dark
is flesh and blood of me. I’erhaps you have
no taste for cannibulism. That is a very
comfortable defect.

The next twenty-four hourR were, it ia

true, full of spring, but to me, licking the

chops of my dinner, they were jejune. My
coat I picked up on the lawn; 1 entered

through my window—no robber could have
come in that sacred hour—gazed on the

wreck of dress-trousers, and went to bed—
to sleep instantly and drcamlcssly, awaking
to a great hold sunlight that streamed in

through the window when my valet drew up
the blindB. With him I held a shamefaced
colloquy as he gathered together my dress-

clothes.

“ I’m afraid they’re rather muddy,” said

I, stifling my face beneath the sheet.
** Yesair.”
" Do they happen to be tornt”
A short pause.

“Yesair; tom in five places.”
“ Well, sec what can be done. Have I any

more?”
“ No. sir. Cold or hot bath, air!”

Bath I That was a sitting in a tin pan
and lifting teaspoonfuls of water onto one’s

spine. Acrobatic performances to get wet
altogether. Towel. Muddling on of clothes.

“ Oh, cold. Bring it in half an hour.”

In half an hour I half dozed, half thought
of the performance of the night. I careful-

ly considered the question as to whether I

had gone mad, and decided—rightly, I be-

lieve—that I had not, though other people

would say so. Then after breakfast we went
to play golf. Yea, I was right, the anticipa-

tion. unfulfilled, certainly was over; already

small buds were red on the lime and yel-

low on the elm. Spring had come, and we
all talked about its delights. But none knew
of mine.

Eventually the eighteenth hole was reach-

ed, after a game that I should normally
consider exciting, since my adversary and I

were all square at the seventeenth hole. But
this morning it struck me as colorless. Here,

however, his second shot—full with the deck
—was short, and he went Into the sand-

pan guarding the green, across which I hud
jumped in my outward journey and walked
through on my return. I stopped on the

edge of the harrier, for 1 hod warned him
he could not be up. having myself taken a
full shot, landing just over it. Upon which
the accursed man took his niblick, and, amid
a shower of sand, lay nearly dead.
“ Curious,” says he.

Meantime. I hnd hcen examining the bun-

ker. and saw there the trace of a bare foot.

‘‘There’s something much more curious

than any shot of yours, close by you,” said

I. “ Look, do you see the trace of a naked
foot close by you on the sand?”
He looked.
“ By (Jodi” he aaid. “ Let me putt first.”

He missed it. So I had two for the hole

and won.
To be Continued.
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Correspondence
CHANGES IN T11E MAP OK NORTH

AMERICA.
IXtrmtir S3, 1903.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly:

Si*,—Just as surely as we will have, in a
time not too far removed, a new political-

geographical map in Europe, so the political

map of North America is apt to be altered

—

not by force of arms, bat through commer-
cial considerations, the need of self-preserva-

tion, and common interests.

Looking at the map of North America
and following the mainland, we find, south

of the United States, bounded by the Kio

Grande del Norte, the republic of Mexico;

then the so-called republics of Central Amer-
ica; and then the republic of Venezuela,

bounded by the Orinoco River. Still farther

south in North America, before we come to

the equator, the line dividing North and
South America, we find the Guianaa, sub-

divided into three different political parts

—

British, Dutch, and French Guimnu. Going
south from Florida, we find, stretching into

the southern part of the North Atlantic

Ocean, a chain of islands which spread near-

ly to the mouth of the Orinoco. Nearest

to our Florida coast we have a cluster of

islands known as the Bahamas; then come
Cuba, the pearl of the Antilles, and Jamaica;
further southeast are Porto Rico and Haiti,

known as the Greater Antilles; and, be-

yond, a long necklace of islunds encircling

the so-called Caribbean Sea, and known un-

der the name of Lesser Antilles, or Wind-
ward Islands, ending with Trinidad Island,

which lies before the mouth of the great

Orinoco River.

All these islands, with the exception of

Porto Rico and Cuba, belong to European
powers. England. France, Denmark, and
Holland still hoist their flags over colonies

there.

In the last century, those island posses-

sions were rich pearls in the crowns of Euro-
pean jiowers. Their coffees, sugar, cocoa, in-

digo, tobacco, spices, dyewoods. and mm
were of great value, and were much sought

after. Fleets of sailing- vessels caine to and
went from the possession*, loaded down with
products. Rich plantation-owners could af-

ford to live in Europe in luxury, while their

alavr-driwra used the lash to keep filled the

coffers of their seigneurs.

With the abolition of slavery much has
changed. It is no longer profitable- to hold

estates in the islands without taking per-

sonal eare of thrm. Since Brazil. Venezuela,

and other countries of the Spanish Main
produce an abundance of coffee and other
products, and arc very well supplied with
steamship communication, few of the islands

can compete with foreign markets. Since

beet sugar has come into the market, the

island sugars may be dispensed with; and
since chemistry has demonstrated that sugar
can be produced without cane or beet- root,

the island conditions are worse. From coal

tar the finest dyestuffs ure distilled; and so

indigo and dyewoods, in their turn, hare a
hard struggle for existence.

To England. France, Denmark, and Hol-
land the Caribbean possessions for which so

much blood was drawn in the last centuries

—these crown pearls which in former times
enriched so many governors and officials

—

are to-day, if they speak the truth, an un-
wholesome drug; costly yet valueless en-

cumbrances to national exchequers. None of
them is self - supporting, and all need the
financial help of their home governments.
The national debts of the European powers

holding territorial possessions in the North
Atlantic Ocean do not decrease. They aug-
ment. A general Kurojiean war will add
enormoiihlv to national obligations. Most of

the islands are now beyond the beaten track
of commerce, and they will be more pitifully

lost as soon as the isthmian canal shall

have been built- It is but natural that Euro-
pean powers, in their own financial inter-

est, as well as in the interests of subjects

living in the islands, should find it, for tbe

promotion of a general welfare, to ask the
United States to buy them, and to give those

islander* a chance to better their financial

and commercial conditions. It will be. too,

an act of love and humanity for Urn Euro-
pean powers to do so. Nobody will come
forward with strategical objection*, which
held good in the days of the old three-deck-

ers, but have no weight in the era of steam-
ships.

The day of including the Islands of the

North Atlantic in the political-geographical

map of the United States may not be far

off. I should not lie surprised if, in a short

time, Denmark should take the decisive step

in this direction. Go where you will,

through the island*, and hear the public
opinion. It is the wish and hope of the peo-

ple; it is thsir only final commercial salva-

tion; it is their only road to tolerable pros-

perity.

Let us return to the mainland of North
America. South from Kio Grandr del Norte
extends the republic of Mexico, celled by one
of our shiest statesmen, the Hon. John
W. Foster, the “ New Mexico/' in his high-

ly instructive and fascinating article pub-

lished in the Xational Orographic Magazine,
January. 1902. where hr gave to the world
a description of what Mexico was in former
day* and what it is to-day under the gov-

ernment of President Porflrio Diaz. Mr.
Foster was formerly Secretary of State. He
is no mean authority. He has known Mexico
since 1873. and nobody is better qualified

to speak upon that neighboring republic.

He is full ol praise, and admirr* the great

progress which that country has made and
is daily making. Should Mexico continue

to advance in her civilization and commercial
development, I think the day will come when
mutual interest will bring her into a closer

political-geographical union with her great
Northern neighbor.

Farther south from Mexico we have the

small Central -American republics. The iron

horse dominates at last in Mexico, and with
its steel rails there have come civilization,

freedom of thought, enlightenment, ami com-
mercial progress. Tbe railway will pene-

trate into these small countries ns well, and
it will bring to them what it has brought
to Mexico.

The Quixotic dream of a Central America
Republic, with Colombia and Venezuela un-

der one flag, is an impossibility. How is it

possible to clasp throe people together if

they cannot keep peace in their own states?

The Central republics will learn that it is

cheaper, better, and safer to live under a

strnng and respected government which

stands for all the word means.
Farther south, we come to the republic

of Colombia. There is no doubt, when the

railway passes through the Cordilleras on its

way to the equator, bringing new blood, that

new ideas and civilization and commercial
intercourse will be felt and will tench the

people their own Interest. The building of

the canal will also have a wonderful civiliz-

ing influence upon Colombia, as well bb upon
the adjoining republic of Venezuela. Thou-
sands of foreigners will come nnd spread
over these Immensely rich countries, nnd
will bring industry nnd progress to sadly

neglected lands.

The wail that, with the advent of the

Anglo-Saxon race, hated foreigner* will de-

stroy the Catholic religion, is hut the cant
of selfish politician*. Where American
progress and civilization take root there is

freedom of thought and freedom of religion.

The millions of Catholics in the United
Plate* are the best proof of it. To-day the
poor Catholic priest in the republics lying
south of Mexico is not In an enviable posi-

tion. There is hardly enough left to enable
him to keep soul and body together. Sure-

ly the Catholic Church could breathe afresh

if a strong government should take hold of

these countries. The only nation which can
do U. and should do it, is the United States.

Colombia and Venezuela are to-day hut

large slaughter - houses where fratricidal

bloodshed reeks to heaven. They have be-

come a sad spectacle to the civilized world.

But their day will dawn. Common-sens* and
the instinct of self-preservation will teach

them what la their be»t. their true, interest

In the century of trusts and commercial
combinations they cannot escape the coils

of the great anaconda of trade. These coun-

tries need not lie taken by force; they will,

of necessity, submit to a peaceful combi-

nation, which I will not explain in this

article.

When the Panama cunul is constructed,

the commercial interests of the European
powers will lie more and more thrown to

the immense field upon the Pacific coast.

British, French, and Dutch Guianas, which
are not even yet paying colonies, will bo

even farther removed from the commercial
sphere* of their mother • countries. The
connection between thrm and the mother-
countries has not taken deep root. Nor are

they the copcstoncs of national pride*.

When that general war for which the Ger-

man* prepare their powerful navy—when the
remolding of the political map of Europe
commences—England and France, as well as

Holland, will need money—a great deal of

it. France, as in the days of Napoleon T.,

may sell to u* her out-of-the-way colony

for money. Holland and Great Britain also

might need cash, or some diplomatic favors

might make them think it worth while to

give ns their part of Guiana.

That it will come is sure; time will prove

It. Then we can begin our civilizing work
from the *outh as well as the north.

1 a*.n, sir.

E. H. PrLMAcrttR.
United States Consul at Maracaibo.

“THE YOUNG MARRIED ( FFICER."

N»w Vukk, Dnrmktr It, IMS.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly:
SlB,—In your editorial of December 13,

page 1 39»i. about the "young married officer

who had been ordered to the Philippines.”

you rrinnrk, " In days past an officer who
was a major at forty-five was lucky.” He
certainly was. and it is doubtful if the rec-

cords will show a ease in which any officer

who entered the servirc as a second lieu-

tenant I the lowest gTsdei had been advanrrd

by regular promotion to a majority at the

age you give. The man who “ in days past

. . . wa* a major nt forty-five” became *o

by what is called “
selection.” The inen-as*

in the army consequent upon the Spanish

war brought promotion to lots of old cap-

tains. many of whom had nerved a* company
officers for more than thirty year*; and
these gentlemen regarded themselves a* ex-

tremely lucky in getting the advancement,

as, but for this increase, they would have
gone on the retired list at sixty-four year*

of ape without any promotion.

It is difficult to imagine why any officer,

young or old. married or single, should seek

to avoid going wherever he may In* ordered

to go. Such u person must have a strange

notion of the obligation imposed by the oath

he took when he accepted hi* commission.

Can such a man lie of the “ eon* of men who
had iron in their blood ”1 L.

00
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Finance
The year closed with premier activity and

strength in the securities-markets than the

moat optimistic observer* of the financial

situation would have believed possible early

in December. The recovery from the low

level reached daring the late ** slump ” wae
very rapid indeed, in view of the fact that

many of the uncertain Lit-* which helped to

cause the decline remained uncleared. To
be sure, even at the higher figures of the
“ rally ” which ia under way at this writing

stock prices are atill considerably lower

than they wrre during the ill-advised bull

campaign of last fall. But it was not the

latter fact which was responsible for the

present upward movement; it was rather

the realization on the part of the pro-

fessional speculators that the technical con-

dition of the stock-market rendered a rise

in quoted values an easier task than a fall.

Their efforts were therefore lient in the up-

ward direction, the pools and speculative

cliques helping.

During the week of the Christmas holi-

days the market, though not very active,

was much less dull than on the previous

week, and the undeniable improvement in

sentiment was reflected in advancing prices.

There came a brief period of hesitancy, and
the upward tendency was checked. The
rank and file of the minor professionals

deemed the rally over-rapid and, as was
natural in a market of so markedly pro-

fessional a character, believed a moderate

reaction not only logical, but “ healthy.'’

Their attempts to bring about a lower range
of values succeeded in disclosing a remarka-
ble scarcity of offerings. Call money at 15

per cent,, disquieting reports of a general

Btrike on the Union Pacific and Southern
Pacific systems, higher sterling rates, all

were powerless to keep prior* down, and
under the lead of some rather obviously

manipulated specialties, the entire market
resumed ita upward course. Sentiment, de-

pressed when prices were low, was cheerful «

when prices had risen. But it must ho ad-

mitted that the public at large did not

evince more disposition to buy stocks than

it did in August or September when the bull

fever raged in the Chicago camp. At the

same time, if there was no " real ” buying,

neither was there real selling, and it was evi-

dent that when stocks passed from weak
hands Into strong, they were not likely

to " come out ” on the market on a six or

eight point rise.

There was really no especial development

to which the rise could lie attributed, other

than the belief on the part of certain large

operators for the rise that bull manipula-

tion was justified. To be sure, while there

are many uncertainties to be removed be-

fore the public can see its way clear to buy.

there is nothing to show that it U wise

or prudent to sell. The high rates for

money were regarded as transient, as no
doubt they were. In December. 1901. money
touched a still higher level. This week,

moreover, the speculative community re-

membered that the famous So0
,
00D.0n0

money pool was still in existence, ready to

help should a crisis be reached. At the

same time it wsb and is not altogether clear

that the return of currency to this centre
will take place a* soon after January 1

as the more optimistic appeared to believe.

And granted more and easier money, there

remains the obvious opportunity' for Europe
lo send in her bill to American borrowers
of foreign capital, so that the question of
increasing exports of agricultural products
comes to the front ns offering the solution
of a vexatious problem. This problem is

neither more nor less than. I* there to lie

enough money with which to carry on active

speculation in stocks?

Much has been said of the absence of the <

usual New-Year's ” reinvestment " demand.
The January 1 disbursements are probably

the largest in the history of this coun-

try, and sine* It is undeniable that the

country at large i« highly prosperous, it is

strange that there should be so very little

investment-buying. It ia a matter of much
significance that several of the latest bund
underwritings have proven failures, so far

as conncrucd the profits of the underwrit-
ers. in years gone by. prominent bank-

ing-houses '* brought out ” bond issues for

various railroads, and found their wares
quickly absorbed by the public, which appar-

ently was satisfied, from the identity and
good repute of thr bankers, that the bonds
were safe or desirable investments. To-
day, this does not happen. Either the pub-

lic scrutinizes more closely the securities

offered, reads more carefully the terms of

the mortgage, studies more intelligently the
eurnings of the issuing company.—in short,

takes more pains to inform itself regarding

the Talue of the security offered for sale;

or clue the public is overloaded and sur-

feited with new securities, owing to the

enormous flotations of the past three or

four years. In either case, it is clear that

the future attitude of the public is not al-

together easy to determine l>y the syndi-

cate* and pool*, who, in engineering ad-

vance* in stock prices, have no other object

than to shift the load from their shoulders

to the public’s. The question of actual

values is also to tie studied—that la, the

present and the probable future course of

earnings and the extent to which nrt profits

will be affected by increased cost of opera-

tion.

While all these considerations may de-

ter the ultra - conservative from plunging
into stock speculation at the moment, there

is hopefulness in the air. Strong interests

appear confident that before the tide turns

a bull campaign can be successfully carried

on. The ability of the American people to

outgnnible any other nation cannot la: ques-

tioned. And the great powers of the world

of finance are familiar with the psychology

of their countrymen no 1p*s than with com-

mercial. industrial, and financial conditions

in the United States.

NEXT WEEK’S

Harper’s Weekly
WILL CONTAIN DISCUSSIONS

On WASHINGTON

The Outlook for Navy Legislation

in the Senate

On NEW YORK

The New Tunnel Under the Hudson River

On EUROPE

Yerkes, the American Invader of London

On SCIENCE

Flying Machines Achieved

On ART, On INDUSTRIAL MATTERS,
On all CONTEMPORARY,

NEW, PROGRESSIVE SUBJECTS

40 Pa ry/>c Including i 6 Pages of Editorial

O J Comment on Current Affairs
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financial

The

Com Exchange Bank
New York

WILLIAM A. MASH, Pnridemt

THOMAS T. BARR, )

WALTER E. ERE W, f
V,cl Prtiidlnts

F. T. MARTIN, Cashier

WM. E. WILLIAMS, Assistant Cashier

CONDENSED STATEMENT
DECEMBER t, I90Q

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts . . . $23,8211102.49

Due from Banks 1,809,133.52

Banking; Houses and Lots . 1,524,792.96

Bonds, Stocks, etc. .... 1,024,125.34

Cash and c"ks on other Banks 9,386,664.23

$36,565,818.54

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undivid-

ed Profits $5,216,107.78

Deposits subject to Check . 31,349,710.76

*36,565,818.5,

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
<t-»l nukii 1810)

33 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W. GARTH, PRESIDENT.
ALEXANDER B. OKK. VlCK-PRKSIl>KNT.
ANDREW A. KNOWLES. Cashier.
ROBERT U. GRAFF, - - - Assistant Cashier.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
{CONDENSEIT)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th. 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts - - $13,745,106.56
Bonds ..... 770,029.74
Banking; House ... 545,796.92
Due from Banks ... 835,829.80
Cash and Clucks on other Banks 8,297,120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCOf.VTS INVITED

DIRECTORS
Alexander E Orr, .... Danit Dow* A Co.
Lowell Lincoln, CMIbi A Co,
Horace E. Garth. Kx lTc*idcnt.
HUNKY HeNTZ, ....... Ilrnrv HcnCx 4 Co
Cmarlks M. Pratt, ------ Staadard Oil Co.
HicNity TaluAdue, • - Henry Talnaadc* A Co.
JOHN StNCLAtR. John Sinclair A Co
WILLIAM B. DOULTON. • Boulton. Dlu* A Dallett.
KrxiAR L. Marstov. ------- BUir A Co.
Granville W. Garth. ....... President.

financial

Letters
of

Credit.

,

Bill* ofexchange bought and
sold. Cubic Transfer* to Eu-
rope and South Africa. Com-
tnurciul and Travellers’ Letters
of Credit. Collections made.
International Cheque*. Cer-
tificate* of Deposit.

Brown Brothers A Co.,
Bankass. No. 09 Wall Stkzzt.

financial

HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NO. 30 BROAD STREET. NKW VORR
CASK AllllRBfcL. •• M AAK**LL*

“

Ki uaAsanaH ir- williams©* blog- jo colimax st_
CMICMM, ILL CLBVKLAND. O. LONDON. B. C.

LINCOLN T*P»T SLIMi . ST. LOUIS. MO.

A NEW EDITION OF

John Fiske's American

Political Ideas
Containing “The Town - Meeting,” “The Federal Union,”
and “ Manifest Destiny.” Full of significance for thoughtful

readers. A most important contribution to the political history

of America.

Post 8vo, bound in Red or Blue Chib, Uncut Edges, Gill Top, $1.50

A BOOK OF THE MOMENT

ElementsofInternational

Law
By GEORGE B. DAVIS

Professor of Law at West Point

A work sufficiently elementary in character to be

within the reach of students and others who may
desire to gain some knowledge of the general prin-

ciples of the law governing the relations of nations

— duties of diplomatic representatives, rights of

citizens, alliances, arbitration, etc.

$2AO

On an Irishjaunting-Car

Through DonegalandConnemara
By SAMUEL G. BAYNE

The good-humored peasants driving their pigs, the old women and

children on the sturdy Irish donkeys going to the bog for turt,

the men at their coble - fishing, humorous incidents by the

way, combine to make a thoroughly delightful and entertaining

volume of travel. Richly illustrated from photographs.

Post 8vo, doth. $1.25 net (postage extra)

HARPER 6c BROTHERS, Franklin Square, New York
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New York’s Great Transporta- ,

tion Problem

See double-pace Illustration

Tlir. hartlcwt trunftportutinn problem to

•olve in I hr world undoubtedly exbitft on
.Mnnlmtlan Maud. Xrw York City. I’laiui

arc unilrr way in K|>ctid ulmut $200,0«MMMW
within thr next five* ywtr*. ho that those

who ilo boaintM in Manhattan may gel to

thrir work in thr morning uml to thrir

linmm at night in comfort uml with mu«on-
n hi r Hprcd. Tltia morntou* mii in in to be

i‘\ pi'iidi'd upon tunnel**, bridge*, and U|M>n

improvrnirnlM in tmrfnre and elevated rail-

Vn>I m« are thr undertaking* to anlvc thin

problrni. thr outlook 1* that thr e.\|ienditure

of nil thin nmnry i* to be only a la-ginning,

anil at thr end of a few year* the rongcation

in travel will Im- us acute a* it it* now. ami
that more million* b.v the hundred will

have to lie sia-iit. No one can predict when
thr time will come that the xtrcrli* of Man-
hattan will not la- “ all torn np " to aolve

ilM prohlrnt of thr trunM|H)rlntion of human
freight.

The fuel ia. that no one could even guc»»
that the greatest “ l**>m town ” in the
world, nucli a* New York i» to day, would

/Conlinurti on page 7,1.)

Aimer to M*ira»u* — Mr* R'lwifln'i SontiONO KvM'r
should always tir uni for childrra Urlhtntt It ausitlica the
Child, ultra the kuhu. *IUv* a”
is the best remedy for diorrh-ra "E."

ALL SEAMEN
! having

Karas llssMti CoM(i*M«nr> S .

ably for cnokinc. in enifre. Ow. amt

-pfr
for all kinb of rajmlilrms Avias) unknown linnlL

Ttumon Service ia thr mmlrrn ifrnru* thr lamp With
a t/lrjihiw in rout home the tnrams of the winAr citv are
at your clUiw Kate* ia Manhattan Iruin li« a year. N V,
Telephone Co., it Dry St. i u W. t»th St.—MJr I

Tl«*r> brain ami nervous U
at thr Ontmui! An butt'
tells the Urwiasl Anmi

ADVERTISEMENTS

Pears’
To keep the skin dean is

to wash the excretions from

it off
; the skin takes care of

itself inside, if not blocked out-

side.

To wash it often and clean,

without doing any sort of vio-

lence to it, requires a most

gentle soap, a soap with no

free alkali in it.

Pears’, the soap that clears

but not excoriates.

Sold all over the world.

The “Invincible"
h a most unique osetettu. The feature id thla cnat is the

practically invisible vent* in the sales directly under the

armlirw* thrsiuith which the wearer can reach the p-sketB

of his coat .*r immers in the caaieet pm*ilue manner
Vou <an Id tlx •

• IN VINCIHl.H ** Overcml readr-to-

•car at any clothier • that sclb

Michaels-Stern Fine Clothing
Krvlv lo-ernr superbly tailored Snila and < brerrsutt,

$10. $12, $19. $|H $20. $22.90, $29 and upward
Tile re • scarcely a reliable Mote that aim. to |tive its cus-

tomers the fullest measure id *alue hit their money—
but Bella

"Michaels-Stern Fine Glothing'
r Iwrther Infnrmati

1 rmr colteel-oii ",
” Style* Irotn Life

*

name of dealer in
" of fine hallaone m-
t-'KBK.

Michaels, Stern 4 Go., Rochester, N.Y.

y^. i

Facsimile of linen label

sewn inside pockets of

Spwlnl round-trip oxmrtdi in tick-

eu <>ti aalc dally. Liberal return
' limit*, boot ttoconuuodjttl.io*.

J THE OVERLAND LIMITEDl

1 MOST LUXURIOUS

TRAIN IN THE WORLD
'

Pruirfrig-Koom, IHnlug, Unfit-
IMn ttru Corn • u ith linitxrand
Unfit . EUttrtc lUjhUd.

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN
UNION PACIFIC and

SOUTHERN PACinC RYS.
lickeu from ui Hailwar AaaaL

3TRAINXDA1LY

on srlilntuwl Bs«n, sn.l > •>« hnq tow ir-amliet,
Tliry »rr knthey llwrd sit ISsuwch 1IW I nr list, |.*u> nt> eesursuy
muslin tinoil. sra in ihc (nior t>y hisd. and lbs Untnya ' Orlies

HENRY LIKI.Y & CO.

MAKERS
Rochester, New York

||
Tit* PMAtRII STATUS

Itlf AT TMt Hkl

|

Morn nuxto-ysar*
acre prises eon than

I ALL OTHERS ccablned.

I’llAHUE -TATS 1KSVMT0H Co

HOUR Cirf . Pa.. O.8.A.

BREAD MACHINE
h'na l|iii h»Hoi.ii Us*

Mil* thr flour anil mixes 10 lb».
ul In-st hfe-ad III it minute*. Sold
siildect trial nrwl approval. Vif
far HtHiilft, Aicrnt* wanted.

Scientific Bread Mach. Co.
(t i nt * CiiAMeutu, S H.)

52nd and Media Ms.. Philailetphla

-MADE At KEY WEST/
These Cigars arc manufactured under

the most favorable climatic conditions and

from the mildest blends of Havana to-

bacco. If we had to pay the imported

cigar tax our brands would cost double Ihc

money. Send for booklet and particulars.

CORTEZ Clean CO., KEY west.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
best of all modem foods

TUB “SOI! .AIKH ” HI-]A IDS Till] LIST
OF THE HIGHEST (illAIDE

PIANOS.

SOHMEXt
PIANOS

Solimer Build III?, Only Snteronni In

otit Are., cor. •<*«! m. Grittier New York.

ROYAL L. LEGRAND THE LATEST SUCCESS OF THE

ORIZA-PERFUMERY (Grand Prix Paris 1900)
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[S1HE PRINCESS AND THE PAUPER
|

I A MODERN-EVIL TALE : Showing1 that the gentle
Art of* Royal Romance is not confined to Fiction

AMI i perceive! ‘t7s“by romance that fortune the MUTONIERE -THE RAZOR -A BIT OF BOOKS,-AMO
IS WON - NOT BY WORK.- I NAVE YOUTH - RAIMENT - A SAD-SAO EYE; COORAOEIOIROM ! THAT EVEN A
PIPE —POOF t I SEE IT ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED PRINCESS 3WOULD REFUSE YOU? IMPOSSIBLE^

• UNKArrr PRINCESS,- FOR Of course rou ARE unhappy.
BEHOLD. I AM POOR - BUT I LOVE YOU; IS IT HOT VERY
ROMANTIC ? (SWEET MARIE? THOSE JEWELS.)

AM, THE CROWN PRINCE. I I

CASIOE) I FIND HE HAS NO f

HIM AT ONCE THE ROBBER

AND NOW FOR THE THRILLING RESCUE AND ESCAPE* T H E PRINCESS WE ARE SO HAPPY. AR ffT WE DEAR?
I LAUGH TO SCORN THE IMPOTENT RAGE OF THE

,
th£ frAUPllT SURE -WHY NOT ? (.

AND THUS, FOR
CROWN PRINCE AND HIS SAVAGE VILLAINS -ADIEU! ALL OF UR, HAPPILY . THE STORY ENOS

Digitized by Google
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‘Delicious Drinks
and Dainty- Dishes

ARK MADE FROM -

BAKER’S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Cm<IuM for 8oiootko*««.IXtlc*C]r.uUFUror

t kaih Ii a tlie ? -mi rcc*>*a sod Ci»k« un
tlut U bt»r« our MmuiI.
Under lliu ikeluiua* of the U. S. Co«tn» nu o«Ur

Cocoa U entitled tu be Labeled or eold at

"BAKER’S COCOA."
Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
ImMAM irk DORCHESTER. MASS.

choice antioues.-> »-;,j“ i^™l;::..v
1

;.'::;'

let*, ac. itautus lumulinL 1. L.LT1.SO. SuuRntlo, N. Y.

(Continuvtl /row lt)r 71.)

rrquirr «urli n tremendous t*x |m*iiiI 1 1 u r«‘ of

money to simplv tmrrv tin* people who have
to travel u|» Mini tlown amt across its narrow
street*. So one was prepared for till*

wonderful increase in travel. Transportu-
tion otnciaU. city authorities, and the |m-o-

ple generally liuve just liegtin to realize

what the growth of Sew York mean*. and
a clamor for immediate relief in travelling
facilities has ari*en that will not lie stilled.

The railroad official* ure just as anxious
as the city authorities ami the masses to

improve the transportation piohlrm. for it

means more money in dividends.

There never was a better illustration of
the truth that an increase in traffic facili-

ties in a growing country or city makes in-

creased traffic. than Is displayed in New
York City. I<mk at these Qgum: In 1SIU)

the number of persons transported on street

ears ami elevated railroads in Manhattan
was WI.H3I.71V7. Ten years later it had
crown to luo.n-24.JMn. ’ In 1901 this sum
had grown to 5S0.tllll.IM. The figures for

1902 are not in yet. hut will probably ap-
proximate 700.000.000. Was there ever
Mich a stupendous growth of travel seen be-

fore in nil the world?
Here are some more facts that illustrate

this increase in travel in New York's
streets : On Dewey Day in 1899 the elevated
railroads carried 830.000 iMis*cngcr«. Such
traffic was unheard of. No one thought It

would lie reached again, perhaps in a dec-
ade. Yet on Monday before Christmas,
1002. these same railroads carried 03 1 .(MM)

passenger*. At one junction on the lines

of this company no less than eighty-one
trains nn hour |w*s in the busiest times. It

is impossible to stop more than fortv trains
an hour at stations whrti locomotives are
Used. When electricity Is Used, the limit of
stops at stations is sixty trains nn hour.
The electrical trains tan carry one more

car than the steam trains. fly April 1

next all the trains will lie electrical, but
that this will afford only |iartial relief is

shown by the fact that about 790.000 pas-

sengers of the I.NiHUMNi carried every day
nn the various lines in Manhattan use the
elevated railroad, and the ears are crowded
to a capacity of 1 40 persona, when there
are seats in each for only 48. The elevated
railroad uses atsml 3500 cars, ami the six-

car trains mean an addition of 500 nr

more cars, but that will only “ loosen up ”

the iiuntlier of passenger* slightly. On the
surface lines the uutnagers assert that it is

n physical impossibility to run many more
cars than at present. They hope to he able
In divert some of the traffic to side streets,

but the crowded conditions will continue.
All this simply indicates the extent of

the great problem involved. New-Yorkers,
however, are impatient people. They not
only want relief, but they want it rlght-
tiway. to-morrow morning. If you please.

Most of them cannot understand*, or do not
take the trouble to understand, that to
nuike permanent railroad licttcrtmmt* lakes
« long time. You can no more improve
transit facilities on a large scale in it week
or two than you ran build a battle-ship In

the same time. Tell this to those who
have to scramble, jostle, push, ami almost
light day after day to get a mere foothold
on the way to business and back, and they
will tell you that the railroad managers
might have foreseen all tills great rush in

travel, and that it was parsimony and the
feeling that "n greal hip D” should al-

ways la- applied to the public, that inspired
their attitude of seeming indifference to
the ms*D of the |M-ople. That might he
true, if the manager* and owners of the
railroad pio|H-rtic* were mi larking in ordi-
nary perception a* not to see that if their
travelling facilities were adr«|uate to tlie

demand they would la* making more money
than they are now.

Tills tniiv*|mrlation problem ha* always
confronted New York. Time and again it

has seemed to have been solved, but the last

stage is always worse than the tirst. It

is the topography of the plan- that has
caused the difficulty. Manhattan is long
and narrow. It cannot grow east or west.
It* increasing population must And homes
to tlie north or apros* the river in Brook-
lyn, New Jersey, or Staten Island. Thirty
years ago tlie town got along fairly well

(Continued oh page 75.)
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O F all countries which have entered competitor* in the inter-

national race for the Gordon- lien nett trophy, France liu*

the odd* decidedly in her favor. Her machine-* are the re-

unit of ii long experience in tumuful motor-cnr building, and the

attention which i» paid to the

smullesl detail* ha* developed
cur* which stand the test of

the most arduous condition* of

race* and rough-country tour-

ing. while a* to tires, it is ex-

tremely doubtful whether those

of other than French make can
stand the tremendous strain of

a lung distance race. Beside**

all this, the French drivers are

incontestably equal, if not

auperior. to those of other na-

tions. chiefly on accouut of

their great experience in racing.

Still another point in their fa-

vor may be the course, the se-

lection of which has to be made
before the 1st of February: and
as. on account of the atrict

police regulationH. it cannot be
nelil in Knglund. and as the
Irish road* seem unsuitable, the
choice will doubtless- favor

France, and the Paris-Bor-

deaux road will lie used. The
French drivers will probably
be Fournier, Kent* de KnyfT,
and t'harron. the lirat on a
Mor* motor, the other two on
I’anhanl*. Fournier mine in

first in the Baris - Berlin, aa
wrll ii* the Paris - Bordeaux
nice. *o the course will be very
familiar to him: dr KnvlT and
t'hnrron have also hud much
racing experience.

It seems unfortunate that a
Serpollct machine is not to Is-

entered in the race, as the
latest model is said to Is- ea|*i

hie nt developing a speed of more thiin ninety miles an hour
model is in the form of an inverted canoe, and, like all the racers
of (his make, has the fine lines which nre associated with types of

racing-yacht*.
The French method of securing drivers fur the race is the oppo-

site of the Knglish: the Automobile Club of France choose* the
ears which are to compete, then consult* with the manufurtuicrs
of these ear* a* to the preferable men to manage them. In Kng
land, S. F. Kdg*\ as the present holder of the Bennett cup, and

M. Serpollct In his famous Racer ” The' Whale
''

Thin

M. Fournier in bis 70-horse-power Mors Racing-motor

Charles .larrott were selected; both these men will drive Napiers.
The third driver and car are to he found by means of the contest
hebl at Welbeck, lit which eight or ten machines are expected to start.

The Amerieun entries are in a more indefinite *tatc. Alexander
Winton i* at present the only driver actually selected, and lin-

ear which hr is building for the
contest i* carefully *hrouded in

a veil of ini|ienrtrahlc mystery

:

it should prove to lie an im-
portant antagonist even against

Midi well-tried veterans as the
Panhard und Mora racers. At
all events, it will Is- an interest-

ing experiment, for it is re-

markable tliiit. after several
year* of popularity for the au-
tomobile, no American machine
has yet licvn made which at all

approaches the perfection of

mechanism exhibited by the

French and German cars; yet if

such a car is to be built iu this

country, it will undoubtedly lie

Alexander Winton who will be
responsible for it.

Germany, nr rather Prussia,

will be well represented by
three of the well-known Mer-
cedes machines, and without
much hesitation it may Is- said

that one of them will “lift”
the cup, provided only that the
driver Is- of sutlicienl skill and
experience. It will doubtless
Is- a hard struggle, as France
ha* been quite disgruntled at
having hud an Knglishmun
win lust time, and will make
every effort to keep an Amer-
ican or German from victory
on this occasion. It is not
probable that the Knglish
“ Napier " will win this race,

as it did lust year.
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with street cars and a mrrr suggestion of
an elevated railroad. Then- wan talk of a
funnel under Ilroadway and under the
rivers, but with the except ion of partly
building tlie Hudson River tunnel nothing
was done about it. It is only now that en-
gineering has made tunnelling for city
transportation feasible.

Soon the elevated railroads were im-
proved and consolidated, and it seemed as
if New York ought to get along in a satis-

fied condition for some time. The horsp-
ears grew larger and Utter rails came, and
then it looked as if there might he peace
for a time. After a while the stages were
eliminated from Mroadway, and street ears
appeared there. All went smoothly for a
little time after that. Then came the era
of cable railroads and still bigger ears
and better rails. These lasted only a few
years.

The underground -trolley roused the cubic*
to lie thrust uside long before they hail

become antiquated, and at a heavy to** to
the companies. Cars liegan to follow one
another on the streets so closely that there
was scarcely room for wagon traffic, to say
nothing of pedestrians, to cross the high-
ways. New streets for wugon traffic were
opened. but that made little difference. The
trolleys from Brooklyn were allowed to
cross the Bridge, ami the railroad facilities
for the Bridge ears were more than doubled.
All this simply brought more Irallie.

One of the sights of New York is to wit-
ness the seething inoh on a stormy night
at the Manhattan end of the Brooklyn
Bridge trying to get home. The same ren-
dition obtains on all the elevati-d and sur-
faee lines. Wrath and denuneialion are in
the air. The newspapers of the town fill

their columns, setting forth not only the
misery and lack of decency of the situation,
but the so-called incompetence of the rail-
road managers, until it becomes an old
story. A certain grade of preachers thunder
aliout it in their pulpits, and a din is raised
about the ears of the railroad men until
they throw up their hand* and. although
they know the futility of it all. they cry
out: "Come and tell us how to run our
railroads and well try to do it."

lately the women, in organized effort,
have taken up the cry against the crowded
condition of the ears, und the State Bail
road Commissioners have come down to in-
vestigate. I.ittle improvements, some of
then: highly desirable, have followed, but
there can U* no permanent help until ears,
built to eurry fifty persons, cease to carry
HO on the average. That condition can
only come when there are more ears and
more trains. But the railroad men sav the
limit in the number of trains on the ele-
vated is nearly reached, and on the surface
line* has already berm reached. The intro-
duction of the third-rail system on the ele-
vated will make it |K»**ihte to run *ix-ror
trains on all lines by April I next, and to
run under shorter headway, but that will
help only a little.

Meantime. New York will fume und freL
Hie Subway will o|»-n for traffic in a few
months. A new hridgr to Brooklyn will |H -

ready fur traffic, but the indications are
that the relief will he only trmponirv. The
Subway Company bus made this piain bv
its purchase of the elevated railroad line's
and the guarantee of seven- per-cent, divi-
dends to its stockholder* as against four
per cent. now. Kvery time there has tws-n an
improvement in transit facilities in New
,’"rk by any company, rival companies have
ln-cn benefited instead of tieing hurt, and
that will probably continue to lie the rose.
Instead of one or two tunnels, running the
length of Manhattan Island, in twentv-five
years there will probably have to Is- half a
dozen, for New \ork. by that time, will hr
the largest eitv in the world, and when it
reaches that distinction there’ll he no catch-
ing it for decades to come.
What has roused all this marvellous in-

crease m travel in the eity? It isn’t hard
to discover. The gr-at prosperity of the
l "ited States has centred largely in New
‘ or*

t

r,,
-
v - Thp nwnt direct reason, how-

ever. has been the erection of the so-rolled
sky-scraper buildings. Manhattan Island
can grow only in one direction, and that is
up in the air. These enormous buildings
have gone up by the hand rids. Some of
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them house thousands engaged in vast
business transaction*. The real effect of
thin ha* been to narrow the street* u|M»n

which the buildings are situated. In n
mad swirl the people sweep through these
highways night and niorniug. The build-

ings are getting taller and the streets

mure crowded, and there seema to lie no
limit in sight. The steel-skeleton-framed
building* have crowded New York's cars be-

yond endurance.
Again New York i» taking on its perma-

nent aspect. From the Battery to Canal
Street i* the financial district. That region
must always be crowded. Where the money
Is the crowd always will Is* thickest. From
(‘anal Street to Twenty-third is the dry-
goods district and always will lx*. There
is a great amount of room for it to expand
east and west, hut not north. From
Twenty-third Street to Fifty-ninth is the
retail, hotel, great railroad terminal and
theatre district. It is hound to remain so

From Fifty-ninth Street up to the end of

Manhattan Island there is the extensive
apartment-house district. And all these
districts arc hound to grow in one direction

—up in the air. The cars are hound to he
crowded in carrying the people to these
district*, and the end will come when there
is no more room for sky-sera jx-rs. and the
streets have no more room for transit
facilities.

But what i* being done at present to
improve the condition*? In thp first place,

there is the great Subway involving the ex-
penditure of fl3.VNMi.onri. It is to he a
great tunnel running to the upper end of
the island, where it will send out two
branches, one to the ea*t and one to the
far north. From the llatterv end of the
Subway a tunnel is to run to the heart of
Brooklyn. This, with tl«p lowering of the
tracks on Atlantic Avenue in Brooklyn,
mean* an expenditure of fl20.fMNl.iNN) more.
Then, the Pennsylvania Railroad is to tun-
nel aero** the 11 ml -on nml Hast rivers, and
ia to bridge llell (Sate, giving direct con-

nection with New England from the South.
All this i* to coat RSO.tHHUKMt, Then the
New York Central i* to spend fl30.iNNi.tMKi

in improving its terminal facilities from
Forty second Street north.

In addition, the old tunnel, two-thirds
finished, under tlie Hudson Hirer is being
finished so as to bring trolley-cars from
New Jersey and the terminals of the Erie
nnd Lickawamia railroads direct to Man-
hattan. This will cost at lea*1 fllO.nOO.iNM).

Three enormous new bridge* from Brook-
lyn lo New York are being constructed.

The Williamshutgh bridge will prolinhly !*•

operns! within u >mr. One between the

present Brooklyn Bridge and the Williams-

burgh Bridge ha* 1ms-ii started, ami the

stonework on the one acme* Blackwell*

Island i* far advanced. These bridges will

cost from A4a.OtlO.INM) to AafMNNMMNI. All

this fixit* up to nearly fl2O0.IMN».o00.

Then there is the constant improvement
of the trolley system*, involving many mill-

ion* more. It will proluihly Is* five year*
before all the improvements now under way
will lie finished. No .me who understand*
the trallic problem of New York doubt* that

all this increased facility for traffic will

bring more Iruffie in return, and that *onn

again the crowded condition problem will

have to tie worked out over again. It will

simplv mean more tunnels until Manhattan
Island get* so crowded thill it cannot grow
up any higher.

Meantime, it will he some comfort to

know that partial relief will come within
.a year, and that in five years it may he

possible for the majority of the tired work-
ers going home at night to get a chance to

sit down. Itiit in a few years after that

who can tell wlutt the conditions will lie?

I say: Fear not! Life still

leaves human effort scone.

But. since life teem* with ill,

Nur*e no extravagant hope:

Because thnu must noi dream, thou nrcd'at

not t hen despair.

—Mtitthrtr Arnold.

In science, you must not talk before you
know. In art! you must not talk Iwfore you
do. In literature, you must not talk In>-

forr you—think .—Husk in.
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Presence of Mind
The wrilrrs ami jqwaker* who " Im-

proved ” the accident which befell the Presi-

dent in the autumn did not generally '*•*

serve that it allowed very plainly the differ

cnee hotween the intellectual and the codal

virtues. Thia suggestion was auldly con-

veyed by the Westminster dasrllr, in the

following instructive, if tardy, comment:
“ Hut what should command the most un-

qualified admiration was surely the con-

duct of the inotnrnian. who. having run

down the Presidential carriage, injured the

President, and killed two of his companions,

proceeded to round on the IVesident for ole

strutting the line with his roach. Here, if

you like, was presence of mind."

If any one is tempted to dismiss this as

a mere specimen of journalistic sarcasm,

let him grope towards the truth ns he re-

flects upon the story of a certain Oxford don
who, early in the last century, was known
ns Presence-of-Mind Smith. Doing down to

Nuneham with a friend in his undergradu-

ate days, he returned alone. “ Where is

T f* he was asked. " Well, we had nn ac-

cident." was the reply: ** the host leaked, and
while we were haling it T fell over into

the river. He caught hold of the skiff and
pulled it down to the water’s edge. Neither

of us could swim; and if I hud not. with

great presence of mind, hit him on the head

with the boat-hook both would have la-cn

drowned." Never, perhaps, was an honor

able prefix so easily earned. In civil life, at

least, it is seldom possible to gain a lasting

reputation by one thoughtful and courageous

net.

The duty of presence of mind has so oftrn

l**en emphasized that it haa come to he re-

garded ns part of the ethical code. It will,

therefore, lie with a certain shock that some
r f our renders will recognise this quality to

l>c compatible, as at Pittsfield, with absence

of manners and. as at Oxford, with absence

of morals. Rut there is no acceptable

definition of the term which will exclude

its attribution to both the motorman and
the undergraduate. Bach of them came up
to the dictionary standard of “ coolness,

alertness, and readiness of resource in a

situation of sudden danger, embarrassment,
nr difficulty.” The motorman. it is true,

would have exhibited thia virtue in a more
desirable form If he bad checked his car he

fore it ran down the Presidential parly; but.

the mischief once done, there was no pos-

sible escape from personal cmharrasameiit

equal to an outspoken claim of right of

way.
A weaker man would have allowed his think-

ing to lie marred hy intrusive considerations

r.f regret nnd sympathy. The motorman
had his wits about him. and was satisfied

with their company. So, too. Presenee-of-

Mind Smith, instead of suffering himself

to In* distrarted by various emotions, anal-

yzed the situation with as unbiassed a reason

as if he had been solving n problem in Kii-

clid, attained his Q. K. F. without mental
disturbance, nnd reached calmly for the boat-

hook.

But while it has thus hem shown that

the gift of presence of mind does not exalt

the character, far be it from ua to suggest

that it exerts a debasing influence. In

situations where no roneentration of mental
resources was necesaary. the motorman would
prohably have shown himself as rude, and
the undergraduate aa selfish. The fact ia

that, like any sort of smartness, it neither
promotes nor hinders the spiritual grace*,

but is simply distinct from them and inde-

jwmlent of them. We need none of us, there-

fore. lie deterred hy these two discouraging
examples from aspiring to perfection in the
Duality which they illustrate hut do not
r.dorn. Once in n century it may knock n
drowning man on the head, hut those who
profit by it are manifold more numerous
than its victims.
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The Vultures
By HENRY SETON MERR1MAN

Author of" Thf Stravrs "

Another of Mr. Merriman’s novels of Rus-

sian intrigue and diplomacy. From the

very beginning an excellent story

full of dramatic situations and

never flagging interest.

Illustrated, ft.50
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INTERESTING
FICTION

The Intrusions

of Peggy

By ANTHONY HOPE
Author of “ Tht Prisoner of Zend*,"

" The Doily Dialogues," etc.

A charmingly entertaining story of London
life of the present day, full of wit and clever-

ness. A rich and attractive young widow.

Trix Trcvalla, goes to London to make her

social way in the world. Into all her advent-

ures, matrimonial or financial. Trix's friend,

Feggy Kyle— a breezy and ingenuous young

woman— intrudes, much to the reader's amuse-

ment. It is. indeed, a highly clever comedy,

brilliantly written and of unflagging interest.

Illustrated by William Hard Lawrence

$J. 50

The Reflections

of Ambrosine
By ELINOR GLYN
Author of " The Visits of Elisabeth "

If Elinor Glyn charmed novel readers by her

first work. she has certainly added toiler popu-

larity with this newly published story. The
keenness of observation, the audacity, of •• The
Visits of Elizabeth ” are here. but. in addition

to this, she has given us a strong love story and

a novel of real dramatic power,

The

Maid-at-Arms
By ROBERT W.
CHAMBERS
Author of ” Cardigan "

Mr. Chambers has long since won a most
enviable position among contemporary novel- .

ists. The great popular success of ** Cardigan
"

makes this present novel of unusual interest

to all readers of fiction. A stirring novel of

American life in days just after the Revolution.

It is a story with a fascinating love interest.!and
is alive with exciting incident and adventure.

Some of the characters of ** Cardigan " reappear
in this new novel.

Illustrated by Howard Chandler Christy
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The Outlook for Na.vy Legislation

THK wwwlly of a navy as large as that of the navy projected

Ity the Herman Emperor i« settled. It docs not follow. Iiow*

i-M-r. that the determination of such a necessity signifies

immediate art ion by Congress for the purpose of meeting it. Con-
gress has enormous rotifldcm-c in the safety of delay. At the same
time, it is easier to secure legisla-

tion for the inerease of the navy
than for any other general purpose.
Imhwiixc it may he provided for in

the general * appropriation hill,

wliieh is bound to have a hearing.

ready to follow the administration, and the House will follow the
committee, and will »up|Miri any generous aid which may he pro-
jrtwd. in the way of preparing lor the defence of the doctrine
to which we are fully and inescapably i-ommitled. We hu\c nine
lirst-elau battle-hip-, completed and five authorized, or fourteen

in all. We have one second -el a»*

hut tic-shin. We have two armored
crullers built and six authorized.
These may Ik* classed as our first

line of fighting shins. All the oth-

er* arc auxiliary, for scouting duty

The army cannot lie Increased in

size in the army appropriation bill.

iM-eause, under existing conditions,

enlargement of the army is not a
simple proceeding; it involves

ehangrs in the chuntelcr of or-

ganization, and the settlement of differences between the different

amis of the nervier, la-sides other things. With the navy it is

merely a question of appropriating for the construction of more
ships.' making provision for obtaining more officers, and author-

izing the enlistment of more men. No dis-

pute has to Ik* settled except as to the policy

of more ships and men, something about
which there ought to he no dispute what-
ever.

'Die tiermnn Ktnpcror has rendered the
coiiutrv excellent service in giving us un
object-lesson us to what may happen to us

and to our Monroe doctrine if we do not
provide for the defence of our position. The
le«*nn seems to have sunk into the mind
of the country and to have awukened the
|M>pular branch of Congress to a (oinprelicii-

»ion of what will la* expected of It. There
is every reason why we should make the
effort to prove that when we warn Europe
away from that part of America which it

doc* not already posse**, we are sincerely in

earnest. There is only one way to do this,

and that is by laying plans for the con-
struction of as great a fleet as the Herman
Emperor rxpeots will make his empire the
second largest naval power in the world.

Tile present outlook at Washington is that
the necessity will Ik* met by Congress, and
that a milch larger appropriation will

-
Is*

made for new ships than was anticipated
when Secretary Moody wrote his strong re-

|sirt. Events have worked for the Presi-
dent Pnd the Secretary, and have proved that
their recommendations were based on a
thorough knowledge of the situation and on
a win* appreciation of their own duties, and
of the dlltv which the country owes to itself

It !• expected, with reason, that the House committee will
authorize two new Iwttle -hips ami two new large cruiser*. The
Naval Committee of the House of Representatives appears to I**

Admiral H. C. Taylor

Representative G. E. Foss

or Miaou

or for coast defence. In the end.
therefore, when all the ships now
in process of constructing arc com-
pleted, wc shall have twenty-three

first -class war-shins, three of which
at least are rapidly growing obso-

lete. Against our fourteen hat lie-ships, nine only in commission,
the Herman Emperor has ten in commission ami seven building.
Reside* hi* seventeen first • class tail tie • ships, hr Ims four sec-

ond class hut tie- ships, reconstructed in IHII.>, and will warn have
three armored cruisers.

Against our twenty - three, therefore,

he will |khmu*s* twenty -four; but by lull

he will have thirty • eight battle - ship*

mid fourteen large cruisers. In order to

meet him. at the end of twelve years, this

country will Is* obliged to buihl at the rate

of two battle - ships each year. As for

cruiser*, we need only three more thnn those
already authorized to bring our force up to

the standard. We have also to bear in mind
that the < Hainan Emperor contemplate* the

remodelling, or modernizing, of seventeen

old battle-ships, and these, when the design

i* carried out. will give him fifty-five battle-

ships.

The true policy of the country demands
that the work ’ of increasing our navy
should Ik* done, ami the House seems ready
to respond, moved thereto by recent proof

of the neresalty of a larger numlH'r of ship*,

and, consequently, of a greatly increased

complement of men.
Senator Hale, the Senate’s authority on

naval affairs, alone apparently stands in the

way. He holds that a large navy is a

temptation to war. Without disputing the

contention that this may be true of a need-

less..? large navy, it may Ik* said that it ha*
Ih-cii proved that our own navy i* inauffi

cleat, and no matter what temptation to

aggression may Ik* invoked in a siillieieiit

navy, a sufficient navy is absolutely neces-

sary.

It is pniUtldc lli.it Senator little's objection may la* overcome,

but mrMiiwhile he i« the only formidable obstacle in the way of the

increase of iair sea (tower.

Senator Eugene Hale
Of Malae

V. L. Moody
Secretary of the N»*y
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Progress Through the Sky

Types of Present-day Flying-machines
Stowing ike model* perfected br Santos-Dunsoat, Spencer, end others

HE intermit in so-called " flying-machines.’' which became gen-
eral when Snntoa-Dumont nearly two years ago sailed around
the Eiffel Tower from St. - Cloud,

live mi lea away, was increased a few
Java ago when it was announced that

Alexander Crahuni Hell, known as the

inventor of the telephone, had hit upon
what he considered to la- the correct

theory, or what approaches the correct

theory, upon which to build them. The
Imsi* of Professor Ihll’s experiments, he
announced, was the tethered kite. It

was the extension of what is known as

the aeroplane system.
The Santos - Dumont air -ships have

not been regarded h.v scientific men us

strictly flying-machine*. Tlir reusoii is

that they use ga* to make them liglitcr

thun the air. They are really dirigible

ImIIooii*. and they represent no new
principle, hut rather a perfection of de-

tails in the management of I ml loon nav-

igation in the air. The Hying- machine
scents to have |M*-cii that stage. As
long ago a« iss.t two Freneli army olli-

cer>- on a perfectly still day made a

journey of ncnrlv ten mile* at Mentone.
Santos • Dumont s machine sails in a

moderate brcc/c. The gas raises it, ami
a small propeller pushes it oil The uti

or down direction is obtained through
a sliding adjustment of weights.

What is needed is a machine that is

heavier than air. and that will fly by
mean* of an engine which it carries.

Any machine raised by gas. it is de-

clared. never can be satisfactory. The
man regarded generally as foremost in

trying to solve aerial navigation is

Professor Samuel I*, l.-ingb-v, secretary
nf the Smithsonian Institution. In I Hint

he luiilt an aeroplane that flew half

.1 mile upward nv»r the I'otoinnc Itiver.

He had no means of condensing the

steam in his little engine, and when the power gave out it slowly
settled to the ground, showing its practical safety. It was 1000

times heavier than the atmosphere.
It bad a speed of twenty mile* nn
hour.

Professor Hell at that time pro-

nounced it the most satisfactory of all

the attempts to fly in the air. Pro-
fessor laingley took the common turkey-
lui/Mird as u model for his experiments.
That bird is much heavier than the air.

and it soars and sails and turns with
scarcely a mot ion of its wings when
once it gets going.

Professor Hell's new experiments,
which he mude for several mouths last

year at his summer home on Cape
Krcton Island, were tmsed on the kite
theory, lie held that a kite is simplv
a living-machine tethered to the ground.

His theory was that “a properly con-

structed flying-machine should la- capa-
ble of being ilown us a kite, if anchored
fo the ground: ami that, conversely, a

properly constructed kite should be
capable of use as n flying-machine if

provided with suitable means of pro-

pulsion.”
Professor Bell has as yet built no

such machine. His theory means that

whm his rnarhinc appear*, if it doc*
appear, it will fa- a lcite with a ma-
chine on it that will la- able to raise

it ami to keep it |>oiscd in the air. The
problem of making it go forward or

hack or to turn has already been solved
by Professor laingley and by the large
number* of those who have propelled
linllonn* successfully through the air.

All this would seem to signify that the
ImIIooii stage of flying - machine* ha«
l***-n. or soon will Is*, passed, ami that

it- place will he tilled by aeroplane mu-
cliinra.

Mr. Spcnccr at Work on his new Flying-machine

Mr. Spcacer recently made the ioar ol London in

hla car. tuning from the Crystal Palace

Types of the new Aeroplane Machines designed by Langley and Maxim
According to the beat scientific opinion. Ike future progress in much loe fly tog will be made along these line*

SO
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ONE OF THE WINTER’S LEADING SOCIAL FUNCTIONS IN NEW YORK
Mrs. Astor, the recognised social leader of New York, gives a ball each year which is one of the most brilliant

social events of the season in America. It is aitended by New York’s most exclusive social set

H7
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THE REVAMPING OF THE KORAN

O Muiey Hassan, that our Sultan in truly thy brother,

nmi' / rfonbt >i '// Observe him now in the

checkered pants of the unbeliever!

And even see, O son of the true prophet, he snapsh*x>teth

all things—against the commandment

of graven images

O Ageebf Hen Alii In the mosque of our fore-

fathers f Ping-Hong !

Do my lowly mbs see aright t Are those the accursed

wheels of progress t
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Cukacl hU O. S. V.

GEORGE ADE’S “THE SULTAN OK SULU,” AT WALLACK’S
Act II.

—" Ki-Ram & Co., L’t’d, Matrimonial Agents. Husbands and Wives supplied while You Wait"
Th« Sultan (Frank Moulin), imprisoned tor noa-paiment of alimony, trie* to marry Inn favorite wile. Chlqulta

iMi»« Quinlan), to Colonel Jcffcraon HudJ. U- S. V. (Mr. Mandcvillei
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An American Invader of London

UP to two years and a half ago the so-called American in-

vasion of London was largely social In character. English
lion-hunters hud made much of our eminent men and our

attractive women. There was nothin# too good, to use a force-

ful expression, for our statesmen, our men of finance, our painters,

our authois; and as for the American girl—well, she seemed tn

sweep everythin# before her. Americans were so bright, the English
said. fJrent llritain had discovered us anew.
Then eaine the business invasion. We sold millions of dollars'

worth of steel in the English markets in competition with their

own manufacturers. We worked a mighty change in the money-
market of Ijondnn, buying back our own securities, and even going
so far as to iloal an English loan in the New York market. Then

slstenc} usually displayed in carrying on largr railroad opera-
tions ut home, hut has stirred up a strife cliuructrristic of similar
enterprises in this country. Mr. Ycrkcs and his associates have
not only had to overcome English conservatism in the matter of

improvements, but have had to fight another American company
striving for the same ends. The contest iB not yet ended, but will

he fought nut this winter in Parliament. The Yerkes company
is known as the I ndcrgroiiml Electric Railways Company. It has
this advantage in the controversy in the development of under-
ground railways of laimlon. that it is already engaged in the
work. The rival company is fighting for its existence before Par-
liament.

Mr. Yerkes first got control, for about $500,000, of an English

Charles T. Yerkes
Who his orfmnlied < company to control an important part of London's transportation

another important factor appeared in laoulon's husinrss life. We
undertook to improve tlie transit facilities ot the town, which for

years haul Im-cii in a most crude and inadequate condition, by
building underground electric railroads fur them.

Tire leader -ind pioneer in this great enterprise was Charles
Tyson Yerkf. formerly of Ptiilndelphin nnd Chicago, but later of

New York, a typical American in those business qualities which
the English had coinc to admire, lie is now engaged in building
four underground railroads for laindon. with « combined truckage
of fifty miles, and is also rquipping with electricity the well-

known Metropolitan District Railway, known popularly ns tlie

lamdon Underground, with a truckage of forty-eight iniics. This
involves a capital of more than $I25,CMKMKIW,

All this Inis not only required the elements of courage nnd per-

frunrhisc for the Charing Cross. Euston. and Hampstead Under-
ground Railway, a franchise that had gone begging, because the
English scarcely knew what to do with it. Then he bud to convince
the English shareholder* that his electric system was better than
the Hungarian system toward which they were predisposed. A
lsmrd of arbitration settled it. ami the English sense of fair play

yielded to Mr. Ycrkc*. After that lie got franchises for three other

svsiems—franchises that cost nothing, because the English thought
it would la* a benefit to laimlon, and were glad to give it to bun.
These franchises were for the Baker Street ami Waterloo. Brompton
ami Piccadilly, and tlie Crent Northern and Strand railways. Then
he end liis friends got control of the lawdon Underground sys-

tem. They formed them into one company, and arranged to make
them parts of one great system.

1H>
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Entrance to One of the Air-locks.

NEW YORK’S FIRST UNDER-RIVER TUNNEL
These pictures show the actual progress that is being made in the new tunnel. For an interesting article on the

subject the reader is referred to page 1 1

1

91

Diagram of New York and New Jersey Trolley Tunnel

Working on the Tunnel in the Compressed-air Shalt
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c A Pointer of Famous People

MR. RICHARD HALL. exhibition of twenty |x>rtrait*

ail llii- Knoedlrr Galleries is ju»t mm the most interesting

*n»ll-|ilcturr uliow in Now York, him liifii uptlv terilifd

a |iuiiili'r nf fu imms men ami women. Mr. Hull in a good ilrnii|ilil»

man. Ilia range is wide.

Of thi* women'* |**rt rails there is none without distinction. An
air of good breeding surround* them all. from tlir full length |mr

against her mother’s breast: the study in texture of the lace

lire**; the background of tapestry in dull green* are all satis-

fying and all contributory to ihe eharni of the well-poised head
ami gentle intellectual fare.

Mr. Hall is nothin); if not cosmopolitan. Horn at Hjorneliorg, in

h’inlund, of a Russian mother ami an Knglish father, he »|tcnt his

lirst years in lamdon and Ilia youth in Storklndni. where, as a

Duchettc dc la ttoctictoueastd Mr.. Gu(|*nh«iai sail I cr Daufhtrr

Mr. Richard Hall in his Studio

trait of the lliirliiw d’l’xrs. in coronet *aHIc« */nl eloth-of-guhl

brocade. to the head* nf young women known in New York so-

eioty. The [sirtrnit of Mr*. Oliver llarriman. .?r., reproduced in

this issue of the Wkkki.Y. i» typienl of the collect ion.

A full length |si»truit of Mr*. It. S. Guggenheim is among the
latest of the paint ini:* shown, and is one of the most sucressful.

The graceful po*c. with one hand extended along the Imek of a

cluiir on the arm of whtrh a little girl i» seated with Iter head

•Indent in the Heaux Arts, he won the I’rix dr Paris, which gave
him Hirer years of study under the best auspices. An early salon
picture. " La <'!«***• Manuel le.

‘ showing an interior with a group
of Itreton peasant girls knitting, was purchased by the govern-
ment for the museum of Rhcinm. and was the (spinning of the
popularity which he has won to an unusual degree. In 1901 he
filled a Paris gallery with (Mirtraits that have given him great
vogue aiming person* able to command his work.
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COMMENT
At tbc hour when we write, the arrangements for the sub-

mission of the Venezuela dispute to The Hague tribunal have

not been completed, although there seems to be no doubt that

the controversy will be ultimately disposed of in this way.

Some delay has been caused by President Castro’s reply to

our proposal that the international court at The Hague shall

be substituted for the President of the United States in the

role of arbitrator, a proposal to which the European powers

concerned have assented. It turns out that, in his reply.

President Castro suggested that, if Mr. Roosevelt should be

unwilling to act, Venezuela would prefer to entrust some

South-American state with the arbitrating function. As all

the Latin-American states are indebted more or less heavily

to the subjects of European powers, and may find themselves

at any time in the position now occupied by Venezuela, they

are obviously disqualified for rendering a disinterested judg-

ment in the case. Moreover, in almost nil of the Latin-Amor-

ican states—Mexico is an exception—the so-called Calvo

doctrine is generally accepted. We need not say that the

Calvo doctrine goes much farther than the Monroe doctrine

has ever yet been carried by any of its expounders. Senor

Calvo pointed out that the alleged right of European powers

to enforce by arms the payment of debts claimed to be due to

their subjects was exercised against weak states, but not

against strong ones. He recalled the fact that when Penn-
sylvania, and subsequently Mississippi, repudiated bonds

which had become the property of British subjects. Great

Britain never dreamed of compelling the payment of those

bonds by military and naval measures aimed at the United-

States. Their subjects were relegated to such remedies as

should he attainable through the United States courts.

Now why, asks Scflor Calvo, should not the same rule of

conduct be applied to the Latin-American republics! Foreign

creditors have invested money in those commonwealths with

their eyes wide open to the risks incurred, and they have in-

sured themselves against such risks by high rates of interest.

Why should they not be bound by the maxim caveat emplor.

and, for the recovery of alleged debts, be limited to such

remedies as they can obtain from the courts of the country in

which their debtors reside! There is manifestly something
to be said in the forum of ethics for the Calvo doctrine, which

[

simply asserts that European powers have no more moral right

to coerce a weak South-American commonwealth than they

have to attempt a coercion of the United States. A European :

publicist would answer that England did have a moral right

to attempt the coercion of the United States when Pennsyl-
vania and Mississippi defaulted on their bonds, but that she

deemed the exercise of the right inexpedient. Russia has a

moral right to compel Turkey to pay the arrears of the in-

demnity imposed upon the latter power by the Berlin Treaty;

Russia, however, deems it inexpedient to exercise the right.

The situation, then, is this, that while the principle embodied
in the Calvo doctrine is regarded as just by almost all South-

American states, it has never been recognized by any Euro-

pean power. It was therefore not to be expected that either

Great Britain. Germany, or Italy would consent to refer their

claims against Venezuela to the arbitration of a South-Amer-
icau republic which is itself indebted to European creditors,

and which, by its adoption of the Calvo doctrine, would be

disposed to hold that the three powers named should have
sought remedies in the Venezuelan courts. Under the circum-
stances, wo opine that President Castro’s proposal was put

forward not with any hope that it would be accepted, but in

order to “ save his face ” in the eyes of his fellow-countrymen.

We have, no doubt that, having made this purely perfunctory

move, he will acquiesce in our suggestion that the claims of

the allied powers shall be referred to The Hague tribunal.

We believe, also, that an agreement concerning certain pre-

liminary points will be promptly readied. Germany has with-

drawn her demand for an apology, which would simply have
humiliated Castro, and it looks as if American bankers would
furnish the relatively small sums of money an immediate pay-
ment of which in cash is required.

General Matos and the revolutionary leaders arc profiting

immensely by the Venezuela blockade; indeed, a situation is

rapidly developing there which the allies do not seem in the

smallest dgrrec to have foreseen, and which is likely to upset

all their plans and calculations. What will it profit England
and Germany to have incurred the expenses and evils of war
with Venezuela, to have aroused hostility at home and abroad,

to have awakened grave apprehensions in the United States

—

in a word, to have disturbed the whole balance of interna-

tional life—if at last they arc to find the Venezuelan govern-

ment. in the person of President Castro, slipping like water

through their fingers! What will it profit to have brought
Venezuela to bay, and driven a hard bargain with the van-

quished, if the vanquished is likely to go out of existence

before the bargain can be carried out ? Germany’s move bad a

certain superficial smartness about it, but, viewed in the

cold light of fact, it seems rather futile. What is the use
of a mortgage on Venezuela’s resources if Venezuela has no
resources? What is the use of binding a government when
that government is certain to melt out of existence? Presi-

dent Castro’s position, between the rebels and the deep sea,

is rapidly becoming impossible. The armistice between the

government and revolutionist armies has been well and wise-

ly used by the latter, and they have already gained three im-

portant victories over President Castro’s forces. The defeat

of General Modesta by the insurgent commander General
Antonio Fernandes, at Guatire, was a particularly crushing
blow; and the position of General Acosta, whose small band
of troops represents the government’s lust card, is more than
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hazardous. Further, to add to the misfortune of these definite

defeats, we must remember that President Castro’s troops have

for a long time been without pay, and are now even without

rations; and, finally, we are assured that they are almost with-

out ammunition,—a state of things which the blockade ren-

der* hopeless and irremediable. All this might and should

have been foreseen by the allies; they should have foreseen

that their victory over Castro would certainly defeat itself.

Are we, then, left to the conclusion that if they had any

luminous and reasoned purpose at all, that purpose was to

bring General Matos into power, hoping to make favorable

terms with him, or, perhaps, having made a bargain with him
beforehand i

The moment seems opportune for writing a kind of obituary

notice for Cipriano Castro; hi* extinction as a political force,

and perhaps as a personality, seems only a question of days.

Looked at in the large, there is a* much or as little tragedy

in his rise and fall as in the soaring ambition and ruin of

Macbeth. Castro is, indeed, tied to the stake, and must stand

the course. For him, Birnam wood has come to Dunsinane,

and life may well look to him an idiot's tale, full of sonud

and fury, signifying nothing. It is exactly the same story of

great personal courage, a certain gift for large affairs, and a

wholly unscrupulous and essentially immoral nature—a na-

ture, that is, which quite fail* to realize the rights and lives of

othors, and, therefore, incessantly violates those rights and

sacrifices those lives. From a purely military point of view

there was something to admire in the way ho conducted his

great attack on General Andrade three years ago. In this

he shone far more brightly than Macbeth, though Macbeth
was as good a soldier and ns full of personal valor. At the

head of nearly fifteen thousand troope, Castro swept down oil

Andrade at Caracas, having previously captured the city of

Valencia, a strategic success of the first importance. Castro

had a scouting party of three hundred Colombian cowboys in

his army, playing much the same part that the Cossack ir-

regulars play for the Russian forces. He had also, it is said,

three hundred Amazons—in the Grecian, not the South-

American, sense of the word—and he met Andrade in person,

at the head of his army. Andrade’s defeat was final and
overwhelming, and no alternative was left to instant flight.

Sailing away to Barbados, Andrade left a stinging message

behind him, like a Parthian arrow: “I return you the navy;

you may need i^ yourself before long.’’ That was the navy
so ignominiously sunk by Germany, just as she had previously

sunk Haiti’s Crete-a~Pierrot. In spite of this fine and martial

beginning, Castro inode no worthy use of his three years of

[xiwer. lie built nothing, constructed nothing, created noth-

ing but international quarrels, enriched no one but himself

and hi* ballet-dancers. And now the wheel has turned, tind

ruin stare* him in tho face.

Has Venezuela anything better to hope, should the revolu-

tion, moving quicker than the allies, put • sudden pnd to

Castro, and lift General Mato* to power f This i* something
which. *o far. we cannot tell. The gift* of the successful

soldier, especially those needed in the half-guerrilla warfare
that makes up so much of Latin America’s fighting, are so

widely different from those of the sound and successful ad-

ministrator. and so rarely united with them in the same
person. President Porfirio Diaz of Mexico is the one conspicu-

ous example in Spanish America, and the type is so rare that

wo have to go to Napoleon and Julius Cesar for conspicuous
instances. The successful soldier must dominate others, sub-

ordinating their genius to his own; the successful builder
of states must, on the contrary, renounce the desire to domi-
nate. and devote himself to drawing out the powers and
divining the genius of others, who must, each in his own de-

partment. be trusted with individual and independent build-

ing. All we know of General Matos promises well : and wo
may at least hope that ho ha* something of the two-sidod
genius that the nascent Latin- American states so eryingly
need. He at least is a man of great individual power and
influence; one whose own fortune, tho largest in Venezuela,
was, before the war, estimated at six million dollars. Of thi*

he has spent a third, perhaps a half, in organizing tho cam-
paign against Caatro, who is, in his eyes, a mere adventurer
stud usurper, using power to the country’s unmeasured detri-

ment. and for sordid and corrupt personal ends. Though Gen-

eral Matos ia now prominent as a soldier, he really gained

renown and power in the victories of civil life, not only as a

cabinet minister, but even more as a great merchant prince

and roan of affair*. He ia said, like St. George of Cappa-
docia. England’s patron saint, to hare grown wealthy hy army
contracts; he was the head of a largo commission-house in

Caracas, with branches in the United States and Europe, and
ha* thus gained the sense of international credit and interna-

tional responsibility. He had also large interests in the two
chief Venezuelan banks, and owned great coffee and cocoa

plantations. All these great interests he has endangered in

his campaign against Castro, in which his avowed motives

were pure, honorable, and patriotic. General Matos at least

deserves success.

To obtain an adequate idea of the impelling motives of

Germany in the Venezuelan affair, it is profitable to study the

official German diplomatic reports. It is, for instance, found
that on August 17, 1900, the then German minister resident at

Caracas. Dr. Sehmidt-Leda, expressed himself to the For-

eign Office in Berlin as follows:

Force is the only thing that will bring Venezuela to term*. . . .

To seize and hold for a sufficient time to obtain desired results one
or more of the principal harbors, and to make, under our admin-
istration, custom receipt* pay delinquencies, would be eminently
fes&iblc (in hoheiu tirade aurchfflhrbart.

This report was endorsed and fully supported by the German
consuls in Ciudad Bolivar (L. Brockmann), in La Guayra
(Albert Lentz), in Maracaibo (F. E. von Jos*), in San Cris-

tohal (Paul Oprstacker), and in Valencia (Theodor Gostc-

wisch). As late as October 2 hu*t, Herr von Pilgrim-Baltazzi,

the German charge d’affaires at Caracas, reported to hi* gov-

ernment :

President Caatro will not be open to conviction except by forci-

ble measure*. ... A joint action with Great Britain would, of
course, in * certain sense and to a certain extent, tie preferable to

isolated action. . . . But equivalents nnd compensations would have
to he ludutcd upon most rigidly, despite the probable protrst* of

United States Minister Bowen nnd bis government at Washington.
. . . The blockade, to insure effect, must be of sufficient duration.
Whatever port* or inland towns the German government, or the

allied British, or both jointly, would have to hold, must be held

long enough to make n deep nnd lasting impression on the Vene-
zuelan government and public opinion alike.

Evidently tho prugramme as outlined by the Gorman repre-

sentative in Caracas at that time was somewhat modi-

fied later on, owing to British influence*. It would he a task

repaying the trouble to search the official German diplomatic

record* coming from tho other South nnd Central American
countries. There might very likely be similar surprises in

store, showing the real animus of the Berlin government in

its dealings with these countries.

By official promulgation the German new tariff ha* now be-

come law, although the date of taking effect is not yet fixed.

Its inception was chiefly due to peculiar internal condi-

tions. The bill as framed hy the imperial government an-

swered in a measure the enormous demands for higher pro-

tection made hy the Agrarian party in Germany, and in a

smaller degree similar demands put forth by German indus-

try, stampeded by the panic which seized upon them on the

dangerous invasion of American manufactures in their home
market. The bill has been greatly altered in the Reirhstog.

the Agrarian majority increasing duties, especially those on

American products, until on many American articles they

may fairly he termed prohibitive. The duty on maize, for

example, has been raised from sixteen to fifty marks (four to

twelvp dollars) per ton, meaning an extra impost of about

$13,000,000 per annum on this one item of American import.

And other article* in proportion; American bicycles, shoes,

tools, sewing-machines, etc., would be virtually barred here-

nfter. American cereals, meats, lard, bacon, petroleum,

though the German consumer and German industry can-

not get along without them, will now he much higher in the

empire, due to excessive duties. All this is a suicidal policy,

to which Count von Billow, if he were a real statesman, ought

never to have acceded, for, with the necessaries of life height-

ened in price, and with the rawstuff* for German industry

rendered dearer, competition with this country will sim-

ply become harder. But tlw* Agrarian* in Germany have their

hour of triumph, and the Kaiser, his chancellor, and the al-
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lied sovereigns as represented in tbe Bundesrath have sub-

mitted to Agrarian domination for reasons of internal politi-

cal expediency. There is, however, a new general election

approaching, and five months hence tbe electors may de-

clare their disapproval of imperial methods which sacrifice

prime needs of the masse# for the sake of retaining the po-

litical allegiance of the influential land-holding aristocracy.

The manner in which this amended tariff bill was passed

proved the temporary or permanent collapse of German parlia-

mentarism. Tl»e constitutional rights of the Liberal mi-

nority were overridden roughshod, and a bill comprising 94d

paragraphs was passed as a whole and without any debate

whatever—an unprecedented thing in the parliamentary his-

tory of any nation. The new tariff law, however, while large-

ly due to exceptional internal conditions, cannot fail to pro-

duce far-reaching alterations in the foreign relations of the

young empire. Tbe signs in that respect are portentous.

Our commercial relations with Germany have been grow-

iugly important and profitable. All the more reason why we
cannot afford to remain idle and indifferent spectators in the

case of a tariff law whose effects will gravely disturb these

conditions. In 18845 this country sent but $25,500,000 worth

of goods to Germany. In 1900 wc MBt ati even $250,000,000

worth to the empire, or seventeen per cent, of our total ex-

ports, while we bought but nine per cent, of Germany’s ex-

ports. Within fourteen years the volume of our exports to

Germany had increased tenfold — a far larger ratio of in-

crease than was scored by us with any other important coun-

try. And in the column of these American commodities sent

to Germany industrial products of every kind have taken a

more and more conspicuous place. Under the old tariff condi-

tions we could confidently count on holding and even increas-

ing this supremacy in exports. The new law was avowedly

framed with especial reference to trade conditions with the

United States. It hits us far harder than any other single

customer of Germany. Now the German government, in

reply to remonstrances from this side, makes answer that a

new commercial treaty between flic two countries would re-

move these objections, wholly or in part. At present the old

commercial treaty of 1828, concluded between the United
•States and Prussia, is still in force. Negotiations for a new
treaty, more in accord with actual conditions, have been go-

ing on. at both Washington and Berlin, for about five years,

but in a desultory and rather feeble way. Germany was
the party moat anxious to conclude a new treaty, and this

for obvious reasons. For the old treaty is, under prevailing

conditions, more favorable to American than to German
trade. The new German tariff, virtually—though not formal -

;

ly—discriminating seriously against this country, furnishes

the German government with an apparently formidable wea-

pon wherewith to force our hand and urge us into a new com-
mercial treaty. But the weapon is only in appearance formi-

dable. For Germany cannot do without those American
products which form tin; staples of our exports to her shores,

viz., cotton, meat, preserves, cereals, petroleum, copper, which

altogether form about seventy per cent, of what Germany buys

of us. At least she cannot exclude them without inflicting

serious injury to herself. But the German exports to this

country, of which the principal ones are beet sugar, textiles,

chemicals, chinaware, toys, could he spared without great

harm. Certainly, none of her exports are indispensables in the

sense in which American exports to Germany are. Hence,
too, the chief weakness in Germany's tariff attitude toward us.

And a tariff war would have to bo fought out by Germany
on precisely the same footing of inequality. It would be
fraught with immeasurably greater injury to her than to us.

Nevertheless, it remains true that the new German tariff will

greatly disturb our commercial relations with Germany.

Events seem likely to offer President Roosevelt a second

opportunity of promoting the peace of the world. With the ex-

ception of the United States, all of the powers interested in

the indemnity to be paid by China for the Boxer outrages have

refused to accept the payment of the second instalment of the

indemnity in silver, and have notified the Peking government
that a failure to pay in gold will have grave consequences.

Now the indemnity imposed was notoriously exorbitant, and,

since the feigning of the protocol by which it was fixed, it

would if oayablc in gold be swollen by nearly twenty per cent,.

owing to the continued fall in the value of silver. Our State J

Department did what it could to curtail the indemnity in the /

first instance, and has now consented to accept the second in-/

stalment in silver, being unwilling to play the part of a harsh,

and inexorable creditor toward a weak and impoverished counf
try. It ftccmB to be a suitable question for submission to the

Hague tribunal, whether, at the time when the protocol wus
signed, it was not understood by all tbe parties that, while the

indemnity should be nominally payable in gold, yet, as China
has no gold, the Haikwan tael should be accepted as of the

value which it possessed at that date. The value of tho Haik-
wan tael, as we have said, is now lower by nearly a fifth than

it was then. It seems unreasonable to iusist that China shall

bear the whole burden of the recent and unexpected deprecia-

tion in the value of the white metal. We incline to think

that, if Mr. Roosevelt should propose a reference of the mat-
ter to the Hague tribunal, the proposal would be accepted by
those signatory powers which really desired to avprt a further

dismemberment of China’s territory, to wit, Great Britain

and Jupan. If the assent of the two powers named could be
procured, the other signatories would have to follow suit, for

they would perceive that China could no longer be treated

in a high-handed way. An invitation to arbitrate presented

under such circumstances would be equivalent to a command.
Unmistakable would be the presence of an iron hand behind
tbe velvet glove, for the combined naval forces of Russia,

France, and Germany would Vie powerless to cope in the Far
East with those of Great Britain, Japan, and the United
States. If the present Anglo-Japanese alliance had existed

eight years ago, Japan could never have been coerced by Rus-
sia, France, and Germany into a retrocession of the Liau-tung
peninsula.

The second instalment ($496,002) of the Chinese indemnity
fund lias been paid to our government. Tbe first instalment,

paid July 1, 1002. was nearly all used in settlement of misaion-

ary claims for damages done by the Boxers. The State De-
partment paid twenty-five per cent, of each large claim. A
Washington correspondent of the New York Timas is au-

thority for the report that the State Department’s commis-
sion which deals with these claims considers that many of
them are excessive, and has cut them down. In one cate a

claim of $250,000 for mission property destroyed was cut

down to $100,000, on the strength of reliable affidavits that
that was a liberal estimate of the property’s value. Claims of
missionaries for personal losses seem to Imve been liberally

allowed, but the Department ia said to consider that the com-
mission's estimate of the value of lives taken by the Boxers is

too low. The commission rifeems to have assumed that a mur-
dered missionary, fifty years old, would be capable of tpn years’

work at $400 a year, and should he valued at $44K)0, which is

very much less than an American railroad would have to pay
for killing him. The report of the proceedings of the com-
mission. which has the settlement of all these claims in hand,
ia likely to make interesting reading.

An article in the December Atlantic, by Mr. Francis H.
Nichols, dealt with what seems to be unusual intelligence

with certain defects in the methods used by American and
British missionaries to Christianize the Chinese. Mr. Nichols
holds that the rigidity of the great system of ethics which
Confucius devised for China is the chief cause of Chinese un-
progressiveness. Confucius tried to provide for everything.

Mr. Nichols finds his chart more nearly perfect than any that

modern altruist has ever devised, but it has limited the very
civilization which it has preserved. Chinceo civilization, in
Mr. Nichols’s opinion, “cannot and will not go forward until

it recognizes a soul, until it has ideals that ore not earth
made, until it seeks a country that is not. like Shensi, eternal

on earth, but “eternal in the heavens.” Accordingly, Mr.
Nichols considers that Chinn needs Christianity far more than
she needs anything else. She is not getting it nearly fast

enough to suit him, and he puts the blame for this defret

upon the methods of the missionaries, and their attitude
towards everything Chinese.

Of the missionaries as individuals he speaks most hand-
somely, scoffing at the charges that they looted, denying that
they are inferior men who live in luxury. They are brave,

honorable and devoted, he says. Their faults are all of the
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head, not of the heart. Their mistake, as he sees it, is that

they have made the Chinese hate Christianity, and with good

reason. They regard the Chinese as heathen through and

through. They abominate all Chinese sentiments and cus-

toms, whether necessarily incompatible with Christian beliefs

or not. They teach their converts to despise their own coun-

try, so that a Christianized Chinaman is necessarily de-

nationalized. The Chinese are not illiberal in religious mat-

ters. They do not oppose a religion because it is foreign.

Mohammedans and Buddhists live peaceably among them,

and worship and make converts without molestation. They
hate the Christians because the Christians make themselves

hateful. The missionary expects to bo hated and doesn’t mind
it. He considers it part of his day’s work. Mr. Nichols thinks

he is too comprehensive in his hostilities and condemnations,

too inconsiderate, loo little appreciative of the strength and

wisdom of the civilization that confronts him. Criticisms

very like these were made some years ago by Mr. E. H. House,

as the result of extended observation of missionary methods

in Japan, but Mr. Nichols is a more friendly critic than Mr.
House was. The American Board could not ask for convic-

tion more positive than his that China, which needs so much,
needs Christianity more than anything else. Americans, who
are on the whole her best friends among the nations, cannot

but hope that it may be more wisely and successfully com-
mended to her acceptance in the future than in the past.

The Panama Canal treaty is passing through the stage which

Adain Smith used to call 44 the haggling of the market.”

(

There seems to be no formidable obstacle in the way of the

I early conclusion of the treaty, hut the question of price, and

f
while Colombia is asking a pretty high figure, the admiuis-

j

tration recognizes the fact that Colombia has a pretty good

|

article to sell, and is willing to trade on a basis of “ reasonable

liberality.” Colombia says her lowest price is an annuity

of $650,000, equivalent to several billions of Colombian money
at the present rate of exchange. She makes up this somewhat
formidable total in the following way: The canal, she says,

will put the Panama Railroad out of business. and the Panama
Railroad brings in $240,000 a year. Then there arc the harbor

dues at the two terminal ports of Colon and Panama, and
these must be relinquished to the United States, if we build

the canal, and collect all tolls, lightship dues, and so forth.

Now the harbor dues of Panama and Colon amount, says Sister

Colombia, to $400,000 a year, and apparently $10,000 more
is thrown in for luck. To this plea the administration has

returned a soft answer, qualified by a secret determination to

look up the accounts of those harbor dues and of that trans-

isthmian railroad, to see if they were really in such a con-

dition of blooming prosperity, and to ascertain how far Sister

Colombia is stretching it. We may reasonably infer that the

Colombians are tumbling over themselves with eagerness to I

get their hands on any such sum, which, in their present I

financial straits, represents the wealth of Aladdin's cave; but
1

they recognize that they will only have one chance to trade ini

isthmian canals, and they are determined to make the most,

jjf it. But time presses, and they cannot linger much longer.'

f
The President wishes the canal question to be decided during
the present session, and is not disposed to give Colombia more
than two or three weeks more leeway. Failing a decision, he is

authorized to turn to Nicaragua,—which fair land will then
he in a position to hold out for even higher terms, knowing
that her only competitor has already been diahetL^

That distinguished Englishman, Mr. Sidney Lee. has just

been at some pains to explain to what degree his Most Gra-
cious Majesty, King Edward VII., is a nonentity in affair*

of state. His ostensible object is to divert front his Majesty
some of the odium of England’s alliance M with Goth and with

Hun.” as Mr. Kipling expresses it in his picturesquely inac-

curate way,—seeing that the Goths are Swedes, the Huns,
Hungarians, and the Germans neither one nor the other. But
for cussing purposes that is all the same. Mr. Sidney Loo
tells us that his Majesty’s well-known love for Nephew
Willy had nothing to do with the appearance of the English
and German allied fleets off the coasts of Venezuela; that that

love is merely a beautiful idyllic fact, but cuts no ice in prac-

tical politics. His reason is a poor one. He says Uncle Ed-
ward did not interfere, because Unde Edward would not be
ullowcd to interfere; because the divinity that doth hedge

a prime minister is a far more formidable thing than the di-

vinity that doth hedge a king. He tells us that it would be

Mr. Balfour’s business to snub Uncle Edward if Uncle Ed-
ward got gay with the ministerial prerogative; Uncle Edward
would promptly be asked to go ’way buck and sit down. Of
course we do not attribute these flowers of rhetorical beauty

to Mr. Lee. They are our own. His style is altogether differ-

ent. The way he phrases it is this: 41 In accordance with

admitted custom, the minister invariably treats the criticisms

of the sovereign as unauthoritative suggestions, and is en-

titled to ignore them altogether, without in any way prejudi-

cing his relations with the sovereign, who is debarred from
offering formal advice on any political question.” The sover-

eign, when he expresses his views even informally, must put

them in a tentative, interrogative form, “ which barely raises

them above the level of an irresponsible suggestion.” We
wonder, after reading this, what Uncle Edward has done to Mr.

Sidney Lee. We hope his Majesty will take warning, and not

do it again, for Mr. Lee will surely confiscate the crown and

crystal ball at the second offence, and at the third execute his

Majesty on Tower Hill. Our private opinion is that Mr. Lee

is stretching it. We ourselves always value Uncle Edward’s

criticisms.

Premier Balfour’s holidays were somewhat marred, and the

ministerial nervous system was somewhat jarred, by the an-

nouncement of yet another Liberal victory. This time the

winner is Mr. Charles Rose, and the seat is Newmarket, which

generally suggests winners with more legs than the present one.

Mr. Rose will be remembered in this country as the successor

of Lord Dunraven, and the predecessor of Sir Tommy Lipton,

a® challenger for the America's cup. He backed out of the

contest of 189$, however, alleging as his reason that his action

was taken as a criticism of the ill-starred nobleman who had
lost his temper so badly in the preceding year. Mr. Rose is, in

other regions, an ull-rouud sport, and has for eleven years

been a member of the Jockey Club, so that his representing

Newmarket in Parliament is obviously appropriate. All of

which will bring small halm to the feelings of Premier Bal-

four, or Secretary Chamberlain, who is now waving his palm
branch over Pretoria, and secretly berating the Lord Commis-
sioner.

The situation in Morocco is growing painfully like that in

Venezuela, and a change of dynasty there is imminent, unless

it has already taken place. We advise the pretender and the

Sultan—who by this time may have changed hats—to kiss

and make friends at the earliest, opportunity, as the battle-

ships of the great powers are pointing their prows towards

Morocco in a way which has only one meaning and one out-

come to turbulent minor powers. There is no Monroe doc-

trine in Africa, and the Grand Turk, who is nominal suzerain,

has troubles of his own, and is in no position to interfere.

Mulni Abdul Aziz, the young Sultan, who by this time may be

writing his name Abdul Azwaz, seems quite a nice boy, with

n Georgian mamma, and a taste for bicycles, autos, kodaks,

und health foods, just like any other proper-minded and alert

young person. But he seems to be a poor hand with machine-
guns and insurrection-suppressing machinery generally, and
if we ever made n bet we should back the pretender.

. It now looks as if no opposition to the Cuba reciprocity

treaty would be offered by Senators from the beet-sugar

States. If the treaty fails to receive the necessary two-

thirds vote—which seem* improbable—it will be because ex-

treme protectionists are unwilling to sanction any change in

the Dingley tariff. Mr. Underwood, a Democratic Representa-

tive from Alabama, is an advocate of reciprocity with Cuba,
but thinks that the President should have continued as he
began, and tried to secure it, not by treaty, but by legisla-

tion. He asserts that, because the proposed treaty will reduce

customs duties, and, therefore, affect revenue, the assent of

the House of Representatives is required, for the reason that,

under the Federal Constitution, nil revenue bills must origi-

nate in that Chamber. He admits that, by the McKinley law

and the Dingley law, the House of Representatives conceded

to the treaty-making power the right to reduce customs duties,

but. he points out that the McKinley law was repealed years

ngo. and that the Ditigley law limited the number of years

during which this power could be exercised and that those
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years have now expired. Mr. Underwood’s mistake lies in hia

assumption that the power of the Executive, supported by two-

thirds of the Senate, to make commercial treaties modifying

duties, and therefore affecting revenues, is derived exclusively

from the reciprocity clauses of the McKinley and Dingley

nets, which, aa he says, are no longer operative. Whether the

power to make treaties which is vested by the Constitution in

the Executive and two-thirds of the Senate includes the power

to iuuke commercial treaties is a question that was raised more

than a hundred years ago. in Washington’s second administra-

tion, when tile Jay treaty with Great Britain was submitted

to the Upper House of the Federal Legislature. The Senate

then answered, and has since repeatedly answered, the ques-

tion in the affirmative, and the correctness of its position )ms

been repeatedly confirmed by the United States Supreme
Court. The constitutionality, therefore, of such a reciprocity

treaty as ihe President has signed with Cuba must be regarded

as ret adjudicate.

The intention of Senator Hoar’s anti-trust bill is drastic

und oppressive, but it really means nothing more than the

President’s message meant. If it were enacted into law. and

could be enforced, it would practically put an end to inter-

state commerce by corporations. It is, in purposo at least,

a vicious measure, and it would be so in reality if it were

enforceable, as it probably is not. It begins by making the At-

torney-General the absolute master of inter-State and foreign

commerce, including in its field of jurisdiction manufacturing
corporations as well as inter-State railroads. This feature of

the measure is an attempt to put into effect the suggestion of

Attorney-General Knox's Pittsburg speech, and is clearly

open to constitutional objection and to moral criticism. So
for as the publicity provided for is concerned, it is an exten-

sion to the general public of the knowledge to which share-

holders now have a right. Besides this, the Attorney-General

is to be given the power to compel auy company carrying on

inter-State commerce to exhibit at any time its contracts and
transactions for twelve months past, wherein it has carried

articles for less than the ordinary rates or sold articles for

less than the market price. No one objects, so far as we are

aware, to the compulsion of quasi-public corporations, like

railroads, to render services to all on the same terms; but if

producers and manufacturers are to be held to market prices,

trade will languish and will be restricted infinitely more than

it has ever been by combinations. Sales for the purpose of

killing competition are to be misdemeanors, and corporations

violating, within the States of their creation, acta prohibited

by this new bill, are to be forbidden from engaging in inter-

State of foreign commerce. The officers and directors of such

corporations are to be liable to fine and imprisonment for

the part taken by them in authorizing the illegal acts of their

several corporations. The main objection to the bill is that it

provides for the unconstitutional invasion of the States by the

Federal government. It is also a bill in restraint of trade by

government. Furthermore, if enacted, it would lie another un-

enforceable law on the statute-books. It is a bill to destroy a

natural industrial and commercial development. If it were

(tailed and enforced it would ruin every corporation engaged

in inter-State and foreign trade, and would transform our

present prosperity into ruin and bitter misery.

It was a difficult problem which was presented to President

Roosevelt by the resignation of Mrs. Cox. n respectable colored

woman, who for some six years has performed the. duties of

postmistress at Imlianola. Mississippi, to the satisfaction of

the Post-office Department. We call the problem a difficult

one because the citizens of Imlianola have as much right to

enjoy postal facilities without interruption as have the eiti-

zens of any other town in the United States. On the other

hand, under the Federal Constitution, os amended, Mrs. Cox
has as much right as an.t other citizen to hold a Federal

office, provided she docs the official work honestly and effi-

ciently. It ia admitted that no complaints of malfeasance or

incompetence have ever been made against her; it is also

admitted that fdie has been driven to resign by threats and
intimidation. Mr. Roosevelt has decided not to accept Mrs.

Cox’s resignation, and he apparently intends to go on paying

her a salary, although she will have no work to do. since he

has ordered that the post-office at Tndianola shall be closed

until a better feeling among the townspeople shall prevail.
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Was there no other way of dealing with the matter? Might
not the United States marshal of the district in which
lndianola is situated have been instructed to protect Mr*.
Cox in the discharge of her official functions? Was not the

intimidation to which she was subjected an interference with
the United States mails? If Mrs. Cox refused sueh protec-

tion, would not our Federal Executive have exhausted his

duty in the premises? Then, again, by suppressing the post-

office at lndianola, is not Mr. Roosevelt punishing innocent
ns well as guilty persons? Is it likely that any of the colored

residents in that town took part in the intimidation of Mrs.
Cox? Is it even likely that all of tho white residents, male
and female, were engaged in the discreditable business? Both
thpse questions must be answered in the negative. It appears,

then, that Mr. Roosevelt, by an order which has been too

hastily applauded in certain quarters, has withheld postal

facilities, to which they are legally entitled, from a consider-

able number of persons who are guiltless of any wrong. We
apprehend that, on reflection, he will recall the order.

Owing to tho strike in the anthracite-coal region and the
consequent impossibility of accumulating the normal stock in

advance during the la?t summer and autumn, the present sup-

ply of the combustible falls very much short of the demand.
Under the circumstances, the retail dealers in mauy Eastern
cities have felt themselves justified in discriminating in favor

of their regular customers. That is to say, in the case of ap-

plicants who have not been regular customers, the dealers

either refuse to sell any coal at all or exact higher prices.

The victims of such discrimination consider themselves wrong-
ed, and some of them are going to find out whether the law pro-

vides no remedy. Certain residents of Washington have deter-

mined to raise the question in the eourts. If the retail coal-

dealer were a common carrier or an innkeeper, there would be

no doubt about his duty at common law to serve all customers

indiscriminately. But he is not a common carrier, because all

the coal he carries is his own. He is not an innkeeper, be-

cause he does not offer food or shelter to man or beast. He is

simply the vender of a kind of fuel for which in former days,

when the common law of England was evolved, there was no
demand, and which only in recent times has come to be look-

ed upon as necessary in parts of several countries. It is not
absolutely necessary anywhere, since there are several substi-

tute* for it. Apparently, at common law. a vender of coal has
ns much right to sell to whom he pleases, and at what prices

he chooses to designate, as has a vender of bread or doth. No-
body doubts that the retail price of coal could be fixed in a
given State by statute, as the price of food and clothing has

been fixed at divers times in England. We shall await with
lively curiosity the attempt to be made in the District of

Columbia to com|*el all retail dealers to sell coal to all appli-

cants at the same price. Suppose a dealer should see fit to

go out of business sooner than submit to the dictation of

courts in the two particulars named? Could he be constrained

by a mandamus to continue his business? We apprehend
that the coal-consumers at Washington will get no relief from
the courts.

A Western newspaper summing up the year 1902 reaches the

conclusion that in politics there are more problems than there

has been achievement. This may do to go with the list of fifty

unanswered hut pressing questions in the domain of politics

and social economics propounded by the Unitarian journal,

tlie Chrittian Hegitler, of Boston, with the declaration that

it could easily ask fifty more. When one regards the subject

intently he is apt to he staggered by the apparently endless

supply of problems, and no less with the paucity of solutions.

Occasionally it happens that a problem looks as if it were

answered, when a nearer view discloses that what at first sight

seemed an answpr was only the proposal of a dozen new prob-

lems. Our fathers solved the problem of dependence upon
Great Britain by setting up for themselves, but the problems

they set agoing by that operation continue to this day. and
they dance in perplexing mazes as far along the viRta of the

future a* it ia given to us to see. Watt solved the problem of

transforming steam into power, and consider what he be-

queathed to the world—railways with smash-ups and consoli-

dations and differential tariffs and the inter-State Commerce
Commission; factories with strikes and lockouts; and trusts

and the protective tariff, and Congressmen who wish they could
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tinker it, but who don’t dare to. Gutenberg solved tho prob-

lem of printing, and we have the problem of more new novels

in a day than we can read in a year, not to speak of news-

papers with six-o'clock editions issued at 11 a.m. New York

solved the problem of Tammany—or thought it solved tho

problem—by resorting to fusion; and now it has the problems

of both Tammany and Fusion. Then* is no such thing as

getting ahead of the problems. The best we can do is to adopt

the wise attitude of that philosopher who says that if it were

not for the problems life would not be worth living.

It isn’t the man who sells ruin who makes trouble, but the

man who drinks it. Provided the rumseller sells the right

kind of ruin to the right kind of people, his business need not

excite much complaint. It is with the man who drinks

—

drinks to his own detriment and the public ineonveilionce

—

that the public has a bone to pick. Heretofore, laws for the

diminution of drunkenness have been concerned chiefly with

the sellers of liquor. American liquor laws either prohibit or

restrict rum-selling. Few of them aim at preventing or di-

minishing drunkenness by punishing the drunkard and de-

priving him of liquor. Few of them discriminate between

qualified drinkers, and drinkers who are not qualified. The
new British licensing act which went into operation oil Janu-

ary 1 aims to make just that discrimination. Drunkenness

heretofore has been comparatively pleasant for the drunkard,

and very disagreeable for sober people. This new licensing

act is designed to make drunkenness disagreeable to the

drunkard. Heretofore it has been the glad and lawful privi-

lege of a British subject to get drunk at any time and any-

where. The policr could not touch him unless he was alao

disorderly. The new act regards drunkenness as itself a form

of disorder, and provides that any one found drunk in a pub-

lic place tnay be arrested, prosecuted, and puniahed. Three

convictions within twelve months entitle the offender to be

rated as an habitual drunkard. The prescribed treatment is

to send him to prison for a month, photograph him while there,

and to send a copy of his photograph to all the licensed liquor-

sellers in his district, with a notice not to give or sell him
any liquor for three years. That is called blacklisting the

drunkard. If a publican is caught serving liquor to a black-

listed man. it may cost him ten itound* for the first offence

and twenty pounds for the next. That tends to make the rum-
sellera careful whom they sell liquor to.

The new low has other important provisions. It provides

that any one found drunk while in charge of a child shall be

liable to a fine of two pounds or a month’s imprisonment. It

constitutes habitual drunkenness duo cause for legal separa-

tion of husband from wife or wife from husband. Separations

have already been granted under its provisions. It seems a

drastic and effectual law, and the news despatches say that it

has made a decided stir in i<ondon. If it can be enforced and
its enforcement gives good results, it tnay become the pattern

for new liquor legislation in this country. What is known of

drunkenness in Great Britain suggests that its enforcement
will he an enormous labor, but it is worth a vast deal of

trouble to make drunkenness a dangerous pastime for the

drunkard, and to make the sale of liquor to drunkards un-
profitable to saloon -keepers. The post-exchange eanteen sys-

tem in our army, which was probably the least object ionahle

system for the sale of intoxicants ever employed in this coun-

try, embodied on a small scale the restrictions which this

British law hopes to introduce on a large scale. It provided

for the sale of beer in limited quantities to sober men only.

The understanding about army chaplains in our service has

always been that if they earned a special rowan), nothing
should lie done to impair their claim to collect the whole of

it in the world to come. All army chnplains are and have
been heretofore of the same rank, and neither faithful service

nor any disclosure of heroism, devotion, or proficiency could
win tliem the invitation to go up higher. There is now a hill

before Congress to institute one higher grade, with rank
corresponding to the rank of major, to which twelve or fifteen

chaplains (one-fourth of the whole number) may be promoted.

It seems a bill that ought to he passed. Clergymen in civil

life win promotion, and get it. There is no good reason why
army chaplains should be without the hope of a like reward.

Many of them have admirable records. A reasonable promo-

tion when earned by efficient service is not only their due, but

would help to keep in the service good and valuable men who
are needed there, and to whom superior inducements are

offered to resign and take positions in civil life.

Arguing that Latin is not yet played out, but still affords an
unrivalled mental training. Mr. Andrew Lang cites America
and Austria to testify on his side. The Americans, he says,

are a practical people, devoid of a traditional prepossession in

favor of the Roman language and literature, .vet he finds that

Latin is being more and more studied in the American second-

ary schools. In 1890 about 100,000 American school-boys were

studying it. In 1900 more than 800,000 of them—one-linlf the

whole number of scholars in our secondary schools—“ arc

learning Latin in continuous courses of four or five years.”

He borrows these figures from an address of Professor Ram-
say of Glasgow before the Scottish Classical Association.

They mean, says Mr. Ramsay, “ that the middle classes in

America are finding out that the most fruitful, useful instru-

ment for training the mind for ordinary commercial life is

to be found in the Latin language.” The testimony from
Austria, also borrowed by Mr. Lang from Mr. Ramsay, is that

of Dr. Bauer, the head of the chemical department of the

Technical High School of Vienna, who maintained that hia

heat students of chemistry come not from the “practical**

but from the classical schools. Possibly the cleverer boys are

sent to the classical schools, but certainly the boys from the

classical schools (Gymnasien) can heat the other (Real-

achulen) boys hands down at chemistry, cricket, or anything.

Be it was in Germany, where thp superior merit of the clas-

sical schools is so well appreciated that they get threo-fourths

of the pupils. Out of 15S.OOO scholars in the secondary

schools of Prussia in 1899. 112,700 took the classical courses.

To learn Latin, says Mr. Lang, is to learn concentration of

the mind. It ia hard work, and progress in it can be tested

almost as certainly and definitely as in mathematics.

The statistics of crime as set forth in a report made to

Congress by Dr. Arthur MacDonald indicate that for thirty

years past crime has been increasing in the world. In spite of

the progress of education and the labors of philanthropy,

mental and nervous diseases, suicide, insanity, juvenile crime,

and pauperism arc at present increasing faster than tho popu-

lation. This increase, due apparently to concentration of
population and increased strain on the mental apparatus of

mankind, does not necessarily imply that the world is growing
worse, but merely that it is changing. An increase of crime

may be an incident of a development that in the long-fan will

be salutary. Dr. MacDonald’s report accompanies a bill to

provide a laboratory for the study of the criminal, pauper,

and defective classes, in the hope of discovering the microbe

of crime and eliminating it. If Congress won’t establish

such a bureau, the Carnegie institution might consider it.

Colonel Henry Watterson can probably be induced to give his

valuable support to the bill for the proposed laboratory if it

will specifically include the smart set among the defective

classes to be studied.

Representative Fitzgerald of New York haB introduced

into Congress a hill making it illegal for any person engaged
in trade to use, for advertising purposes, the name or picture

of any living person without having first obtained the victim's

consent in writing. The aim of the bill is righteous. It

seems astonishing that there should be need of such a law,

but there is. If the constitutional power of Congress to regu-

late commerce warrants such a law. let u» have it. Living

persons should certainly have the privilege of deciding whether

their names and likeness«M shall he used for advertising pnr-

poaoa or not. The law might even go farther and afford some
protection to the recently dead.

Tf it is true, a* a London despatch reports, that the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company has concluded contracts for a

daily service of news telegrams to a British steamer sailing

between New York ami Liverpool, then are the possibilities

of rest on this earth prejudiced in an important detail. Here-

tofore it has been possible for persons who had worried or

worked themselves to the vergp of nprvous prostration to go

aboard a steamer in New York and be quit of all knowledge

of current events for nearly a week. One of the chief blessings
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of steamer life has* been hold to ho ihat it wan un vexed by

newspapers. Stooks could go up or down, lire could consume
or death invade, banks break, kings take sick, maidens elope,

but the steamer passenger has been safe from all new* of it

until he got ashore. For a week he had enforced peace so

far as the world ashore was concerned. But daily news des-

patches aboard a big steamer moan a daily newspaper, and a

daily newspaper on one big steamer means daily newspapers

on all big steamers, and that involves a serious impairment

of the repose of steamer life. It seem* a pity, but if tlie

Marconi Company can carry out its contract there is no help

for it. Where newspapers are obtainable people have to have

them. They will be even more in demand aboard ship than

ashore.

Them are signs of an existing propensity to constrain the

partial withdrawal of the word “sick" from the American
language in favor of the word “ ill.” Newspapers in their

head-lines and elsewhere speak nowadays of “ a very ill man.”

It used to be “ a very sick man.” Why tin* change? “ An ill

wind” is a satisfactory use of language, but “an ill man”
grates un the cur, and sounds like an attempt to improve on

a usage that had no perceptible defect. They say this new
whim is a euphemism imported from Kuglond. A correspond-

put of a Boston paper discusses and disapprove* it, protesting

uot only against the use of the unwarrantable adverb “ illy,”

but against “ the growing use of the word ‘ ill ’ in place of the

homely word ‘sick.’ " This Boston protestant, quoting Web-
ster, finds that Shakespeare with hardly an exception uses
“ ill ” to mean mental, moral, or impersonal disorders. “ III at

ease,” “ ill-advised,” “ ill-bred,” “ ill fare*,” are all fit and fa-

miliar uses of a good and industrious little word that has

plenty of legitimate work of ita own to do, without being con-

strained to figure as a feeble substitute for
u sick.”

A dozen year* ago Mr. Howell* wrote, “ There seem* to be

some solvent in New York life that reduces all men to a com-

mon level.” The author of A Hazard of New Fortunes must
have been vividly impressed by a social tendency, rather than

un existing condition, for when he noted the operation of the

solvent “ that touches everybody with ita potent magic," ita

process, as wc recall, was not yet complete. It is now. But
even a dozen years ago there were observable characters in

New York. Now, not one; the identification of the differ-

ent, a* the chemist* say, is now complete; each social plane

is a plane, indeed, where no pleasing, or absurd, or fan :

tastic differentiation exists to relieve the smug, dreary level.

The tendency was manifest, as Hr. Howells pointed out for

us, twelve or fifteen years ago, but there were then a number
of well-kuown characters in aevural planus of society, who
added to the gayety of Manhattan life, or at least to the inter-

est of the looker-on. One made us merry by solemn assurance

that there wpre exactly so many—no more, no less—men and
women whose names could (or was it " should ” f) be found
on an approved invitation list. Another undertook with

notuble success to determine for us all what was proper and
appropriate each hour of the day for man to wear, and was
delightfully naive in conferring that boon. A third taught

the rising generation, by precept and example, vegetarianism

and gentle manner*. A fourth bade us to be bold, and hold

and practise with him the truth that happiness depended on a

nice judgment in the preparation of terrapin. A fifth—rest

hie soul!—proved that neither the art nor the charm of Mun-
chausen had departed. And there were others.

But they are gone, all; some from this life, some merely re-

solved to that common level that the Marche*—was it Basil, or

Isabel?—gently deplored. The kindly shade of Madison
Square, the Bowery, the corridor* of the fashionable Iwtel, the

bow-window of the clubs, the Patriarchs’ Ball, no place that

knew them knows them, nor any successor, now. Why?
Would we withhold approbation, even attention, from any man
so bold a* to arise from the “common level” and display on
eccentricity of manner, dress, speech, view, taste, judgment,

pastime; or who should invite his soul otherwise than the

common level invites its soul; or who should comport himself

with less—or even morel—conventionality than the common
level I It is sod.

Medical legislation has recently made great progress, not
only so far as it pertain* to questions of public health, prop-

erly, but also as it concerns the control of those studying medi-
cine and entering upon the practice of medicine. With the

establishment of medical State boards, a great »tep in advance
has been made. It is only natural that in the course of time
acts to regulate the medical practice became more stringent,

and that this tendency -will continue. Lately a movement has

bean revived which is well apt to further the cause of higher
medical education, iiorhap* more than any other measure
which ha* yet been undertaken, namely, the movement tow-

ard inter-Statc reciprocity for the license to practise medi-
cine. This will lead in the course of time to uniform medical
legislation. National legislation in the matter is out of the

question at present. The necessity for such u movement can
be understood when we consider that at present a physician
who is allowed to practise in one State is not admitted to prac-

tice in another unless he has pmoed a new examination. In

many instances this discrimination is eminently just, on ac-

count of the fact that the newcomer does not reach the medi-
cal standard of the State of his new choice. On the other

hand, some medically weak States do not allow licentiates

of medically strong States to practise within their jurisdic-

tion without n new examination, because the medically strong-

er States discriminate again*! them. The very simple ques-

tion which every' citizen cun ask himself, “ Why are physi-

cian* to whom our State give* the license to treat me, my wife,

and my children not allowed to practise in the neighboring

State?” should convince anybody of the importance of the

movement which tries to establish sound condition*. In a

homogeneous country the same medical law* should prevail

everywhere, and the same high standard of medical education

should exist in every political division.

Lucky Nantucket!—hut, o* to that. Nantucket alway* was
lucky! Read this business announcement:

CHARLES HENRY WEBB.
JIvaler in

Soft and Bituminous Verses

and

Hard and Humorous Coal.

Nantucket. Swain's Wharf.

The literature of the enterprise also include* a bill-head carry-

ing the information that the Amateur Coal Company, with an
office at the bead of Swain’s Wharf, is prepared to furnish

coal for “ cash or approved venw.” Of this company Charles

Henry Webb is President and Literary Adviser, and Frederick

Coffin Ayer* is Secretary and Shoveller, while trade in anthra-

cite and anacreontics is reputed as flourishing. Reduced to

plain facts, the case is that Mr. Webb, finding Nantucket on
the verge of a coal famine, with no prospect of relief, inter-

ceded—whether in proa* or in verse is not recorded—with a

person of influence in the- trade, find to such good purpose that

ihc islander* are far from being reduced to the necessity of

picking up driftwood on the South Side. Now all the rest of

the New England coast i* searching for poets who have pulls

with the coal potentates, while the Nantucketer* are more than

ever ill the frame of mind of flood Skipper Obcd, celebrated

in verse by Mr. Webb himself as one “whose heaven ’Seonsct

was, and Shcol but a shoal.”

In the good old days when Presidents were elected by Now
York. New Jersey. Connecticut, and Indiana, the Western

member of the group, for reason* of political geography, re-

ceived much more than its fair share of recognition, and big

men of the Hendricks type logically grew up to fill the big

places awaiting them. Of these the latest Olid greatest was

Mr. Harrison. Since his day the remainder of the country

has taken a hand in making Presidents, and Indiana ha*

been less conspicuous. She is now. however, producing an

exceptionally fine new crop of smart fellows like Tarking-

ten and Ado in literature, and Beveridge, whose portrait we

print herewith, in polities. It is a fine thing to represent

a great State in the Federal Senate at thirty-seven, hut Mr.

Beveridge ha* done that, and. better yet, has done it well.

He is a zealous statesman, originative, forceful, and, in a

way, picturesque. That the wide mark he has already made
will be broadened materially a* he get* older and learns more

is a foregone conclusion. He is now forty.
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The President’s Happy Escape

It ii commonly said that Mr. Roowvrlt
vra* born under a lucky star, and the Buy-

ing is as true a* any other superstition. It

nearly always seems true of the adventurous

and daring, who take enormous chances, and

whose escapes from disaster are apparently

miraculous. In fact, however, these escape*

are almost invariably in accordance with

the law which govern* chance, or are due

as much to capacity and character aa to

sheer good fortune. Every man who tempt*
fate and livea to tempt her again must be

considered fortunate, especially if he escapes

the apparently logical consequence* of his

conduct : but before wc can properly attribute

the escape to luck we should endeavor to

ascertain the extent to which he ia in-

debted to his own thoughtfulness or to his

own character.

Those who suppose that the President acts

without intention are mistaken in him. It

is true that he may not reflect deeply, or

think his problems out to their most remote
conclusions or in all their bearings. His
mind is quick, and his speech is quite as

quick as his thought. In a word, he ia im-

pulsive. He sometimes announces u thought
which he is obliged to revise and recall.

Notable illustrations of this idiosyncrasy

sere afforded by the declarations of his pur-

pose to retire General Miles. He spoke

only after he supposed that he hud reached

his final conclusion, but he was in error,

and withdrew from his purpose after the

lamentable party and personal consequences

of such an act had been pointed out to him.
Quiek as hr ia, and prone as he is to over-

look some of the consequences of his worda
and deeds, he invariably has a purpose which
is intelligent and which ia frequently char-

acterized by acuteness. Sometimes he dis-

plays wonderful cleverness in presenting two
alternative* for choice, one being that which
he desires to be selected, while to take the

other would be a mistake on the part of

the person with whom he is dealing.

The outcome of the Venezuela difficulty

has materially decreased, probably ended, the

chance of war between this country and Ger-

many over the Monroe doctrine; it has im-

proved the position which the doctrine holds

in international law ; it has taught the Ger-

man Emperor that he cannot break up the

friendship between England and the United
States, and that he cannot hope to extend
his colonizing schemes to this hemisphere.

Another consequence of the affair has been

to make the Hague tribunal seem real. “ to

save its life,” as a European diplomat Is

reported to have said. All tikis* is a great
accomplishment, but no one who knows the

attendant circumstance* has failed to see

that the President barely escaped a capital

hlundrr, and that, instead of this great auc-

ress. he might have brought upon us a war
in which the odds would have been against

us, or he might have discredited himself

and the nation in becoming a judge in a con-

troversy to which he was a possible party.

The President and his administration. In

the first place, had not kept their suspicions

of Germany to themselves, They doubted
Germany’s good intention* towards this

country and toward* England, and the coun-

try knew that Washington believed that the

Emperor had hia eye on South America and
on the Caribbean Sea. It was therefore

possessed of the notion that Dewey's fleet

had not happened there for nothing, and
war was expected by a few and dreaded by
many. Suspicion create* delicate situations

which a democracy doe* not deal with skil-

fully. Congre** begun to betray symptom*
of noisy insolence, and the President found
himself in a dilemma. He did not want
war. He has said more than once that a

war would be especially unfortunate for him

and for his administration, because it would
tend to convince the country of the justice

of the chief criticism made by hia enemies

—

that is, that hr could not refrain from war.

Congress began to talk in a way which could

not please the German Emperor, and the

President was obliged to silence it. He did

siiencr it effectively. The absoluteness and
the providential character of this silence

may seem a bit of good luck, but, in fact,

it was brought about by tact and frank-

ness. The President was able to convince

the law-maker* that he could lie trusted to

enforce the Monroe doctrine, and that he

waa in the way of procuring better terms

for all America, including the United State*

and Venezuela, by peaceful methods. If,

however, he had not previously betrayed so

general a fondness for war, and if, especial-

ly, Im? had not permitted the escape of the

knowledge of hi* suspicions of Germany,
there would probably have been no thought

of war.
His great escape, however, was from the

position of arbitrator. If he had accepted

the shrewd request of the Emperor, a mi*- 1

take might have been committed which
would have given Germany an advantage 1

over u*. and might have more closely cement-
j

ed the strange alliance between the Emperor
|

and hia unele of England. It wa* quite I

in the cards, that both the allies would have

acquired a grievance from the President’s

finding, while now neither can complain of

anything that the United State* government
has done. It waa the President’s impulse

to accept the invitation, and to be guilty

of the impropriety of sitting a* judge in the

case. He was saved from thia by the sound
advice of Mr. Hay. and by the frankness

with which he dealt with the allies. The
ordinary man. seeking to escape from the

position in which the President found him-
self, would have been looked upon as con-

sciously coy when he had said that he would
take the arbitration himself, bnt that he
preferred the Hague tribunal. The ordi-

nary man. in order to he believed implicit-

ly. would have been forced to say emphat-
ically that he would not be judge, and that

resort must be had to the established tri-

bunal.

Just as the President was obliged to si-

lence Congress, and to undo the consequences

of his own teachings and of hia own sus-

picions of Germany, so he was forced to with-

draw his evident readiness to be arbitrator

without seeming to have been driven off. and
without changing the cordial and friendly

tone with which, from the first, he had

dealt with all the countries involved in the

dispute. Here again his absolute frankness

and obvious sincerity came to his assistance.

He had been led to see that to act ns arbi-

trator would he improper, and the existence

of the Hague tribnnal had been called to

his attention. After all. the end that he had
In mind was the settlement of the contro-

veray by arbitration, suggested by the United
States and agreed to by all the powers. Such
a conclusion would necessarily form a prece-

dent which thereafter might be appealed to

as constituting a recognition, by England
and Germany, of the validity of the con-

tention that the Monroe doctrine i* part

of international law. He had impulsively

betrayed his willingness to act aa arbi-

trator; he soon saw that this would not do;

with great acuteness he then saw that noth-

ing which he could possibly do would inure

more to his reputation than his procure-

ment of the reference of the quarrel to the

Hague trihunnl. Such a reference would lie

hailed with delight by the |»eace • loving

world ; would he one more deed by this coun-

try for the promotion of international ar-

bitration. and would reconcile every one to

the declaration of the United State* that

it will save South-American slates from at-

tacks by European powers. Having reached
his conclusion, he had no difficulty in per-

suading the powers involved of his sincerity.

England, of course, was ready to do whatever
he asked: tail even if its government had
held off, Mr. Ilulfour and the German Em-
peror could not have afforded to turn their

hacks on the Hague tribunal which they

had helped to create, ami which wn* so great-

ly fostered by |y>rd Pauncefote. They saw
that to insist upon the President's accept-

ance of the arbitration, on hi* presentation

of this alternative, would have been a
blunder. There could have been no misun-

derstanding of their motives for such a

choice, and thus they would have been put

at n disadvantage. In hi* ingenuous, open,

and manly way he accomplished what diplo-

matic methods could not have brought about.

Out of apparent indiscretions he had snatch-

ed a victory, and had *hown once more that

frank dealing i* a* masterful in interna-

tional a* it is in personal affairs, and that.

I with a fair case, it will always accomplish
' more than trained diplomacy proceeding ac-

cording to its traditions.

The Hoar Anti-Trust Bill

Whktiikk or not the anti trust measure
introduced by Senator Hoar represents the

aspiration* of the administration, it is a

matter of moment to mark precisely what
Senator Hoar proposes to do.

The Hoar bill provides that no corpora-

tion in the United State* shall engage in

commrrec with foreign nations or among the

several States unless it shall annually file

in the office of the Inter-State Uommisaion
a statement setting forth the names of all

officers, directors, and general managers; the

amount and market value of its capital

stock ; the proportion thereof which ha* been

paid in cash and the nature and value of

any consideration received in lieu of caah;

the amount paid in dividends; the rate of

percentage of such dividends, ami the times

of paying the same. Every corporation must
also file a statement of all the stock owned
by it in every other corporation, and the

number and value of the shares so held; it

must specify the amount and value of its

own stock held by other corporations; and

it must further designate the amount of

stock in other corporations held in trust

for it, or in which it has any interest, ab-

solute or conditional, legal or equitable. It

must also furnish at any time any other

statement that the Attorney-General may
choose to call for. Ho much for the precau-

tions taken by the bill to assure publicity.

Thr penalty for non-compliance ia. as we
have seen, the annihilation of the foreign

and inter-State business carried on by the

delinquent corporation.

Mr. Hoar doc* not content himself, how-
ever, with these provisions assuring pub-

licity. He proceeds to devise safeguard*

ngain*t monopoly. He would enact that any
corporation that shall authorize or enter

into any contract or combination for the

purpose of driving out of business any other

person engaged then-in, or that, for sueh

purpose, shall sell any article or product

at a less price than it is accustomed to de-

mand or receive therefor in any other place

under like conditions, shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and. on conviction, ita

officers shall la; punished by a fine, or im-

prisonment. or both. The penalty for a

violation of this part of the statute does not

stop here by any mean*. If a corporation

be twice convicted of committing any of

the act* just named, it shall no longer be

allowed to engage in commerce with foreign

nations nr among the several States. The
Attorney-General is charged with the en-
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forcement of this prohibition, but it in made
optional with him to suspend hU tre-

nwndoiM power, if, in hin judgment, the in*

terruption of the business of a given cor-

poration will cause Berious public loss or

inconvenience.

Inasmuch n» by far the greater part of

all the trade of the United State*, whether
transacted with foreign nations or between

the States, is transacted by and through
corporations, it is obvious that the Hoar hill,

if it Itfcaine u law. would invest the At-

torney-General. who is an appointee of the

President, dismissible at will, with an
amount of autocratic power possessed by
no other human being, with the exception

of the Car of Russia. Such being the in*

evitable outcome of the bill, it behooves ev-

ery American citizen to inquire whether the

enactment of it would I* constitutional,

and, secondly, if the constitutionality lie ad-

mitted, whether it would be expedient. Does
the power which the Federal Constitution

gives Congress to regulate foreign and inter-

state commerce imply the power to prohibit

such commerce altogether? That the power
to rrgtilate fnrrign commerce includes the

power to prohibit it altogether seems to have
been settled by the fact that the Embargo
and Non-Intercourse acts of Jefferson's ad-

ministration were not pronounced unconsti-

tutional by the United States Supreme
Court. Whether the power to regulate car-

ries the power to prohibit in the case of

inter-Rtale commerce also is the very ques-

tion which has been thrice argued liefore

the United States Supreme Court, and the

decision of which may be soon expected from
that tribunal. Should the Court hold that

the power to regulate Inter-State commerce
includes the power to prohibit it altogether,

then, of course, the constitutionality of the

Hoar bill would be undeniable, provided the

Court has no right to take cognizance of

the purposes for which Congress may see lit

to rxercise an expressed power.

Admitting, for the sake of argument, the

constitutionality of the measure proposed
by Mr. Hoar, we are confronted by the ques-

tion whether all the evils, actual or pro-

spective, that have been imputed to the trusts,

are for a moment comparable in respect of

mischievous potentialities with the as-

tounding engine of interference and central-

ization which Mr. Hoar would fashion and
place in the hands of an official not even

elected by the people, but the mere agent

of the President, to whom his appointment
would be due. There has never been a hu-

,

man being to whom such extraordinary pow-
ers could be safely entrusted, and never in

the history of mankind has any federation

of States or any nation of freemen been in-

vited voluntarily to make so unreserved and
suicidal an abdication of self • governing

functions. From the momep that such a
bill became a law, the Federal Attorney-

General. or. rather, the President, who would
hold him in the hollow of hia hand, would
exercise an authority over the property of

citizens and over their most vital business af-

fairs snch ns was never challenged by a

Cesar in the darkest days of the Roman
Empire.
We do not believe that the Hoar bill can

become a law in its present form. We do
not believe that it will he reported without
trenchant alterations by the Committee on
the Judiciary, of which Senator Hoar is the

chairman. In whatever form reported, it

will Have to run the gauntlet of the Senate,

and is likely to undergo material changes
before it reaches the House of Representa-

tives. It is to the last degree improbable

that both Houses will agree upon any modi-

fication of the original measure before the

4th of March, when the present Congress
will expire. The utmost that Mr. Hoar can

reasonably hope to accomplish I* the enact-

ment of a remnant of his tail, containing a

perfunctory provision for publicity. We
doubt whether we shall witness even that
lame and impotent conclusion of a ver-

tiginous scheme the fulfilment of which
would shake the fabric of American indus-

tries to its foundations, And the mere pro-

posal of which may disturb the national

prosperity.

A Democratic Combination

At the first of the year the United States

Steel Corporation announced a plan by which
all its employees may become interested in

the business as proprietors. The plan in

in keeping with the general policy of this

comhi nation. The corporation seeks to he

a representative industrial democracy, with
a strong executive government drawn from
the workers, and it is this feature which
helps to make it one of the most interrating

of the great industrial experiments of our
time. The stock is already distributed

among 55.000 stockholders, but the com-
pany's management seeks to have it under-

stood that new investors, and even a largAr

number of shareholders, are drairrd. From
the very first, a dominating singlr ownership
has been frowned upon: ami Mr. Carnegie
himself, who desired to be paid in preferred

and common stock for his own share in the

Carnegie Company, was induced to receive

bonds, on the theory that voluntarily to ad-

mit a single large holder, such as he would
lie, would be contrary to the company's
policy.

The United States Steel Corporation pos-

sesses the chief virtue of a co-operative con-

cern. for its working-men can become mem-
bers very cheaply, being offered preferred

stock for even less than the timid investor

is now willing to pay for It; while it is

practically assured of continued expert man-
agement. which, as experience has shown, is

not always or generally the case in co-

operative societies of wage-earners alone, or

in firms or corporations which are owned
principally, or controlled, by a few capital-

ists. Certain working-men of the United
States Steel Corporation have had a share

in its profits and a share in administration
since the organization of the company. The
Carnegie works were on a qualified profit-

sharing basis, the additions to wages going
to superintendents and bowse* regularly, and
to workmen who. in the course of the year,

had rendered services of especial value, or

had suggested important labor • saving de-

vices. The corporation itself, which is pure-

ly advisory, the subsidiary companies oper-

ating the various mines, furnaces, mills, and
transportation plants, employs its skilled

workmen as inspectors and counsellors.

The wage - earners of the corporation,

therefore, have already more of interest and
responsibility than usually fall to the share

of the working-men. It is now proposed to

push still further the democratic theory

which dominates the company, and to knit

more closely its capital and labor. The pur-

pose of the new plan is to interest as many
as possible of its employees in its business,

and to tempt, through proprietorship and
through extra dividends, all of them, from
the president and other high executive offi-

cers to the men who work with picks and
shovels, not only tu regard the interests of

the corporation ns their own, hut to remain
permanently in its service. It has been the

aim of the corporation to devise some plan

which will maintain the incentive formerly

felt by the large Individual proprietors of

the subsidiary companies, M hut," to quote

from the circular issued to the stockhold-

ers, “ in place of having it centre in com-
paratively few men. so to distribute its

effect throughout the corporation that ev-

ery man. in his place, would feel that hw
had ltccome a partner in the business, and
would work from that point of view.” The
plan is confeasedly an experiment- It may
be shown by experience to require important
changes and modification*, hut it is the re-

sult of long and careful study and thought
on the part of the finance committee, who
have consulted the presidents of the sub-

sidiary companies. These and the directors

of the corporation have given the scheme
their unanimous assent.

The plan has two objects. First, it i*

hoped to interest a large number of em-
ployees in liecoming permanent stockholders.

.With this end in view, there are set aside

from the earnings of 11>02 the sum of

$2,000,000 and as much more as may la-

necessary for the purchase of at least 2.5,000

shares of the corporation's preferred stock,

and the 108,000 employees of the company
are given an option on this stock at $82 60
a share. The employees are divided Into

aix classes, as follows:

A. Those who receive salaries of $20,000
a year or more.

R. Those who receive salaries of from #10.-

000 to #20.000.

C. Those who receive salaries of from
#5000 to #10,000.

1). Those who receive salaries of from
82500 to $5000.

E. Those who receive salaries of from
#800 to $2500.

F. Those who receive salaries of $800 or
less.

By a recent adjustment of salaries there

are not more than twelve men in the first

class. Among these is the president of the

corporation, whose salary is fixed at $ 100,000

a year. In the second class, not more than
fifty men : in the third rlarn there are about
200 mm; and something more than 1500
in the fourth class. There are therefore

about 150.000 men in the fifth and sixth

classes, who receive from Iras than $800 to

$2500 a year. As saluries diminish, the per-

centage of them that may be subscribed for

the stock increases. Thus, men of Clasa A
may not subscribe a sum to exceed five per

cent, of their aalarlra, while Class It may
subscribe eight per cent.; Clasa C. ten per

cent.; Class D, twelve per cent.: Class R,

fifteen per cent.; and Clans F. twenty per

cent. The payment for the stock may lie

made in monthly instalments, the amounts
to be such as the subscriber* desire. A pur-

chaser may take as long as three year* in

paying for his stock, but he receives the

seven-per-cent, dividends from the date on
which he begins to make payments. He pay*
five per cent, interest on the deferred pay-

ments, but if be defaults he forfeits noth-

ing that he has paid, tiring permitted to

withdraw all that he has paid on account

and to retain the difference between the five-

per-cent. interest and the seven-per-cent,

dividend*. In other words, his effort to buy
the stock earns him two per cent, on lii*

advances, and he gains notwithstanding his

failure to fulfil his contract.

This, in brief, is the manner in which

the employees may become owners \f pre-

ferred stock at low prices and on remarkably

easy terms. An inducement is also offered

to them to retain the stock thus purchased.

If a man keeps his stock five years, and at

the end of each year exhibits his certifi-

cate at the office of the treasurer of his com-

pany, together with a letter from a proper

official to the effect that hr lias been con-

tinuoualy in the employ of the corporation,

or of one of Its subsidiary companies, dur-

ing the preceding year, and haB shown a

proper interest in its welfare and progress,

he will receive each year $5 in addition to

the seven-per-cent, dividend. Thus continu-

ous service with the corporation make* this

stock, when we take its price into account, a
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or* than twelve-per-cent, investment, which

is not affected by the death of the owner or

by disability incurred in the service of the

company before the expiration of the five

year*. At the end of the five years there is

to be still another dividend to be paid to

those investors who have remained in the

service of the corporation. Those who drop

out before the five years are ended forfeit

their right to the extra $5 dividend for the

remaining years of the tenn. These extra

dividends, however, ure to be paid into a

fund, and this accumulation, with five per

cent, interest added, is to he divided among
those who remain in the corporation’s

employment for the full term of live

years.

The second object of the plan is to in-

terest the “ large number of young and aide

employees in the work of more cloeely or-

ganizing and systematizing the business in

all it» branches and ramifications," to in-

terest them also in reducing expense* and

cost of production, and to offer inducements
to them to remain permanently with the

company. Profits are therefore to be di-

vided among the presidents, officers, man-
agers. superintendents, and all other men
charged with responsibility in managing the

affair* of the corporation. The profit to be

shared is to be that above $80,000.000, and

the amount to be set aside each year for di-

vision is to range from one per eent. of the

smallest sum to two and a half per cent, of

the largest—that ia, it is to be one per cent,

whenever the earnings are $80,000,000 and
less than $00,000,000, and two and a half

per cent, when they are $150,000,000 and
less than $180,000,000. One-half the sum
set aside U to lie divided quarterly and paid

in cash. One-half is to tie invested in stock,

half of which ia to be distributed at the

end of the year, while the other half ia to

be retained in the treasury for five years.

If the person in whose name this stock i#

held is then in the employ of the company
he receives the stock. If he has died mean-

time, or become permanently disabled in

the company's service, the stock goes to his

estate or to him. While thi9 stock is held

the person to be entitled to it eventually is

to draw the dividends earned by it so long

as he remains with the company. If he

voluntarily and without previous conseut

withdraws from the company he forfeits

his right to the stock, and it then goes into

a common fund to he divided at the end of

the five years among those profit-sharers

who remain in the company’s service.

The plan is so Interesting and im]>ortant

that we have thought it well to describe It

fully. Its working will he watched with

interest by all who are studying modern in-

dustrial problems, and especially the devel-

opment of relations between labor and cap-

ital. Certainly if this hoped-for Industrial

democracy realizes the expectations of it*

founders a long step will have been taken
and pointed out towards the abolition of

those wasting and destructive wbtb known
as strikes and lockouts.

The Passing of the Beard

XoTltlNfl in presently plainer in a world
that loves its little mysteries, and likes to

keep the observer in a state of treinuloua

suspense about a good many things, than
the fact that it is beginning to shave again.

It has always shaved, more or less, ever
since beards came in some fifty years ago.

after a banishment of nearly two centuries,

from at least the Anglo-Saxon face. During
all the time since the early eighteen-fifties,

the full heard has been the exception rather
than the rule. The razor has not been suf-

fered to rust In disuse, but has lieen em-

ployed in disfiguring must physiognomies in

obedience to the prevalent fashion, or the

personal caprice of the wearers of hair upon
the face, where nature has put it, for reasons

still of her own. For one man who let

nature have her way unquestioned by the

steel, there have been ninety-nine men who
have modified her design. Some have shaved

all but a little spot on the under lip; others

have continued the imperial grown there

into the pointed goute*; others have worn
the chin-beard, square cut from the corners

of the lips, which has become in the alien

imagination distinctively the American
beard ; others have shaved the chin, and let

the mustache branch acroaB the cheeks to

meet the flowing fringe of the side-whiskers

;

others have shaved all hut the whiskers

shaped to the likeness of a mutton-chop;

the most of all have shaved the whole face

except the upper lip, and worn the mus-

tache atone. All these fragmentary forms

of beard caricatured the human countenance,

and reduced it more or less to a ridiculous

burlesque of the honest visages of various

sorts of animals. They robbed it of the

sincerity which is the redeeming virtue of

the clean-shaven face, and of the dignity

which the full beard imparted no less to

middle-life than to age.

The clean-shaven face and the full-bearded

face were alone logical, and though the full

heard was cut to many shapes, square, and

forked and pointed, It never wa9 grotesque,

so that it is to be hoped that if any form of

heard survive* the all-threatening razor, it

will lie the full beard. That is honest, and

it hides more of the face than any other,

which seems in most case* to lie desired. It

is. to be sure, very dirty, and that is the

best reason for reforming the beard alto-

gether. To be perfectly frank, at the risk

of being somewhat disgusting, we must own
that the full heard collecta dandruff, which
plentifully bestrew* the neckcloth and the

waistcoat; but it is not filthier in other re-

spects than the mustache, which sops itself

full of soup, and gravy, and coffee, and all

the other fluids whu-li pass the lips, and is

absurd lieside*. In the young, it is grown
purely for vanity, with the hope of adding
a certain fierceness to the innate sheepish-

ness of the wearer’s expression; in age, it

forms the penalty of this vanity, for though
thr wearer would then gladly cut it off, he

cannot do so without seeming to remove, in

the consciousness of his friends, one of his

feature*. It would he ns If lie cut off his nose,

or the like. The inustarhe will prnlaihly sur-

vive every other form of the heard, because

it is the moat flattering to the vanity of the

young.

It Is on the upper lip that the down
of adolescence, fair or dark, first appear*,

and give* the world assurance of ma-
turity. The hoy with a mustnehe feels him-

self a man, and many of the sex who do not

wish to wear mustaches themselves but nre

sometimes obliged to do so. accept him at

his own estimate. It helps him to look old.

and thr look of age is useful in business, and

inspires confidence. The youth of twenty-

one looks thirty with a mustache, and with-

out it he would look sixteen. This Is a real

reason, and about the only one for wearing
it. In age. the wearer Is keenly alive to the

fact that if he out It off at sixty he might
appear a blooming youth of fifty, but he Is

helpless for the cause already given, and
can only sigh, and advise his posterity never

to grow s mustache. For himself, he can
indeed reduce It to the smallest size, as Is

now- much the fashion. The flowing mus-
tache. the up-and-out-hranching, the deeply

drooping, neither of these is now any more
the mode than the mustaches which used to

meet the fringing whiskers; and the harhers

have even got a name for the close-cropped

mustache which remains. They ask you if

you want it stubbed.

The flowing whiskers have long vanished;

the beard that once streamed meteor-like

upon the wind now streams only from the

cheeks and chins of rustic sagea; the im-
perial and the goatee are rarer than the

mutton-chop whiskers ; the square-cut chin-

beard has ceased to be significant of our na-
tionality. it is so inadequate to our num-
bers ; all other dots and dal** of hair upon
the human countenance have liccn gathered
confluent Iv into the full heard, or have
perished Is-fore the remorseless sweep of the

razor. The gain of manly beauty through
the fashion of clean-shaving, has not as .vet,

it must lai confessed, been very great. Those
who had not grown beards of course remain as

they were, in their native plainnrss; but it

is in the case of those who had worn beards,

that the revelations arc sometimes frightful:

retreating chins, blubber lips, silly mouths,
brutal jaws, fat and flabby necks, which had
lurked unsuspected in their hairy coverts

now appear. Rnd shake the beholder with
surprise and consternation. “ (Jood heaven!"
he asks himself, “ is that the way Jones at •

wigs looked t” Jones, in the mean while, is

not seriously troubled. He is pleased with
the novelty of his aspect ; he thinks upon the

whole that it wo* a pity to have kept so

much loveliness out of sight so long. As he

passes his band over the shapeless expanses,

with the satisfaction which nothing but the

smoothness of a freshly shaven face can

give, he cannot resist the belief that people

are admiring him- At any rate he has that

air.

Perhaps they are; and yet to our own
taste, we think he mostly looked better in

his beard. Of course it was foul; a beard

cannot really be kept clean; but it was
natural, and it was dignified. It hid certain

things, certain features, expressions, that
were best hushed up. That smirk, that sen-

sual pout, that bull dog clinch, they were all

mercifully hidden or they were at least so

much palliated that they remained a dark
suspicion, and not tbi* dreadful conviction

with which they now afflict the spectator.

It ran l*> aaid that there is a gain for

honesty, if not beauty in the new fashion of

shaving, and this cannot well be denied.

But St appear* that the Creator could not

trust the human countenance to itaelf, at

least as it was given to men, and found it

beat to hush it up in a jungle of hair.

Women were fashioned so fair that they

could he allowed to look what they real-

ly were, hut with men it was another

story.

Besides, when the beard began to be worn,

half a century ago. many of its champions
maintained that it was not only given to

man a* a mask for hi* evil* and deformities,

hut that it was very good for his health.

They held that the beard which covered the

chin and throat was meant to keep them
from the cold, and that the beard which

covered the lip* purified the air that entered

the respiratory tracts, and preserved the

wearer from consumption. Now that con-

sumption i« no longer consumption, but

tuberculosis, and i* not hereditary but in-

fectious. we believe that the theory of

science is that the beard is infected with

the germ* of tuberculosis, and is one of the

deadliest agent* for transmitting the di*ea*e

to the lungs. This i* jw-rhaps the best

reason for shaving it. and giving thr

creature a chance to repair the Creator's

mistake. But nothing shall persuade us.

who grew up In the opposite theory, that

thousands of humnn la-lnga were not saved

from consumption before it was tubercu-

losis. by the air-sifting properties of the

heard which now transmits the animate

poison to the system it was given to pro-

tect.
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English Trade-Unionism

By Sydney Brooks

London, /an u*ry 3, 3903.

I* there to he an end of trade-unionism

in England T The question ia not quite ao

chimerical »» it sounds. Recent events hare

made it exceedingly apposite. Put in this

abrupt form, most people, no douht, would

answer it with a decided negative: though

there are not a few leading economists who
confr*« themselves unable to frame any defi-

nite reply. The fact is. a succession of legal

decisions, the latest of which was delivered

only three days ago. has so completely turn-

ed upside down the position of trade unions

in this country that no one can say with

any confidence by what means or in what
shape they will emerge, if they do emerge,

from their present perplexities. What, at

any rate, is evident amid all the confusion

of the moment, is that a crisis has arisen

in trade unions as severe as it is startling;

that privileges and powers which for thirty

years hare been assumed to be theirs with-

out dispute haTe now been suddenly taken

from them : and that they face a future load-

ed with unaccustomed restrictions and disa-

bilities, possibly with ruin. English capi-

talists and employer*. In consequence, are

for once in their lives in high feather, and

chuckling openly. Trade-unionists are pro-

|n'irl innately dismayed and cast down, while

public opinion is no interested in the situa-

tion. that even “ the Venezuelan mess ” has to

take second place. I happen to know that

in Italy, where labor organizations are soon

to lie made a subject of legislation, develop-

ments arc being watched with the closest in-

terest. Indeed, no country that counts the

problems of industrialism among its troubles

can afford to be indifferent to what is now
taking place in England. The reflex action

of the sittiation here must ultimately be

world-wide, affecting Moscow equally with
Chicago, and leaving its mark on every form
of organized labor.

Trade-unionism in England has gone

farther and developed more power than in

America or anywhere else. There are at this

moment some 1 300 unions of workmen with

a membership of about 2,000.000. In the

United States, with double the population,

there is less than half that number of

unionists. Jfor do numbers make up the

only difference. In England the system of

collective bargaining, especially in the coal

and cotton trades, is carried much farther

and on more methodical lines than In Amer-
ica.

Whether that fact points to a greater

superiority in the mechanism of English

over American industrialism, is a much-
argued question. It points, at any rate, to

a greater power in English trade unions.

That power is further shown in the amount
of control trade unions here have contrived

to gain over the management of business.

It is a control that stretches beyond such

question* as hours and wages, and embraces

the fundamental points of methods, internal

discipline, the maximum output, the number
of apprentices, the use of unskilled labor on
work hitherto done by skilled labor, the in-

troduction of a new machine, the employ-
ment of men not recognized by the unions,

and so on. Broadly speaking, these demands
have been resisted by American and yielded

to by English employer*. Americans have
stood firm on the vital matter of “ control ”

in a wnv that Englishmen are never tired of

praising. Most employers here let the point

go by default against them through lack

cither of prevision or of courage to force a

decisive issue at the outset. The conse-

quence 1b that the industrial machine in

England la geared to a much lower efficiency

than in America
; the slowest workmen sets

the pace; “going easy ” is the rule of la-

bor : and work is distributed over the largest

possible number of men. Of course it it

absurd to ascribe, as many employera do,

all the decline in British commerce to “ the

tyranny of trade-unionism." The employera
themselves have much to answer for with

•their fatal complacency and conservatism,
their lordly, unaccommodating ways of doing
business, their myopiu that will never unre-
servedly admit that British methods are not
the best, and their short-sightedness in not
risking a dollar to-day to earn five next
week. In speculative pluck and energy they
are to the American what the Italian is to

the Englishman. But granting all this, it

is still the fact that trade-unionism has
done more in England than in any other
country to limit production, curb initiative,

and control output by the uniform, deaden-
ing rule of average*. There is something
in the atmosphere of England that allow*
trade unions to thrive a* they thrive no-
where else. Englishmen are nothing like

such instinctively keen defenders of property

and capital as are Americans. They arc natu-
rally less conservative, lew quick to resent

any attack on law and authority. I have
often heard Englishmen say, “ Ah, there's

no Tory nowaday* like your American."
The way in which public opinion in the
United States threw’ its moral weight
against the steel strike and on the side

of the “ trust " made an immense impression
over here. In England a strike, merely be-

cause it is a strike, commands an amount of

sympathetic support that i» difficult to ex-

aggerate. Class spirit, no doubt, has a good
deal to do with it: sentiment has more: the

pervading sense of the smallness of an Eng-
lishman's “chance in life" has more still.

The fnet, anyhow, is palpable, and ita result

may be seen not only in the extreme tender-
ness with which the government treats

strikers, but in the subscriptions and gifts

of food and clothing contributed by the

public to the union resource*. Measure*
that, are taken a* a matter of course in

America for the protection of “ scabs " and
non-unionist laborers would never be toler-

ated here. Injunctions arc difficult to obtain

and hurder to enforce; violence is readily

condoned and excused : and a government
would do almost anything sooner than call

out the military to keep strikers within

bounds.

English employers, therefore, when they
inveigh against trade unions, are complain-

ing of something far more formidable and
pervasive than Americans as yet have had
uny experience of. Their relief is conse-

quently all the greater when they unex-

pectedly find, as they do now, the powers of

these organizations decisively checked.

Thirty years ago trade unions were Illegal

in England. They were “ a combination in

restraint of trade.” and as such under the

vigorous ban of the law. They could not

even defend themSelves against plunder by a
dishonest member. As late aa 1870 a secre-

tary who was proved to have embezzled the

funds of the trade union that employed him,

escaped Bcot-free on the ground that the

union was Itself established for illegal pur-

pose*, and was not. therefore, entitled to

the protection of the law. Public opinion

condemned trade unions root and branch:

the law, which had been but slightly changed

since Queen Elizabeth's day, pressed upon
them with feudal severity ; and workmen on

strike were Inevitably driven to maintain

their position by murder, ar*on, and every

kind of outrage. In the late sixtie* there

was a veritable reign of terror throughout

the northern manufacturing districts. A
royal commission went thoroughly into the

whole subject, with the result that by 1870

masters and workmen were placed on an
absolute equality In the matter of contract.

irei

and trade unions were fully legalized. These
remedial meumire* together made up the
magna charts of trade-unionism, and in a

country so lawyer-ridden and ao litigious as

England one would hare thought the scope
even of their least important clause had by
now been completely ascertained. Yet the

House of Lords, sitting aa final court of ap-

peal. whose decrees can only be set aside

hv freah legislation, delivered only last year
a judgment that flatly contradicted all that

the Acts of the seventies had been under-

stood to mean. It i« on those Act* that the

trade unions have Inti It up their overwhelm-
ing influence, only to learn from the highest

tribunal in the land that the foundation ia

of sand. Small wonder that employera are
act a -capering.

Let me try and explain how it has come
about. The sole point which the law lords

had to determine was this: Waa there any-

thing In the Aeta of 1871 to 1878 that made
a trade union, as such, incapable of suing
and of being sued I have talked with
some of the men who framed those Aeta and
passed them through Parliament, and I find

them unanimous in nsnerting that the

intention of the legislature was to withhold

from trade unions the power to sue and he

sued. This for thirty year* is how the law
has been tacitly understood. It lias been

everywhere assumed that trade unions were
purely voluntary associations, with no more
legal personality than a football or West
End club. After the 1-ord*' derision tliat as-

sumption can no longer be held. Their judg-

ment amounted in effect to a statement

that a trade union registered under the

Acts is a legal entity, capable of being sued

for the wrongful acts of it* officer* if com-

mitted within the scope of their authority.

That is to aay. trade unions are hencefor-

ward pecuniarily liable for the illegal ac-

tion* of thrir executive officer*. The Im-

mense range of this derision can best be

seen by glancing at the case that called it

forth. In the summer of 1900 there was n

strike on the Taff Vale Railroad. The Amal-
gamated Society of Railway Servants, |H*r-

haps the wealthiest trade union in England,

came forward to direct and control it. The
railway depot, the works, and other place*

were picketed :

u scab* " and non-uninnista

were *ct upon; and there was the usual

amount of violence. The company at once

applied for an injunction not only against

the officials of the society who were superin-

tending the strike, hut against the union

itself. Damage* were claimed to the amount
of $120,000. The society asked to have it*

name struck out of the case on the ground

that it was “ neither a corporation nor an
individnul,” and could not be sued In a

quasi -corporate or any other capacity. This

waa the point which, after two mutually con-

tradictory derisions in the lower courts, was
finally taken on appeal to the House of

Lords. The Lords decided that the society

enjoyed no immunity from being sued, and
ita name waa accordingly restored in the

case. Feeling now sure of its ground, thr

railroad company at once went on with it*

action for damage*. The ea*e came up be-

fore Mr. Justice Will* and a special jury

nearly three weeks ago. It lasted twelve

day* and ended in a verdict on all count*

for the plaintiffs, and ugnlnst the Amalpu

mated Society of Railway Servants, it*

general secretary and its organizing secre-

tary in the South Wales district. The

amount of the damages to be awarded hn*

not yet been settled, nor i* It yet decided

whether, in ordering the strike »n«l direct-

ing it. the officer* of the society went beyond

their authority. The vital fact ia that a

trade union is now held responsible for the

deeds of It* officer*. That is n derision which

revolutionize* the *tatu* of English trade

unions.
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benson

MARCH

I wonder if any of those who perchance

read this know of any formula, Christian,

pagun, even Christian Scientist, which en-

sures, or has any chance of ensuring, decent

habit of body or mind during an attack of

lumbago? I bare been trying my best in all

three—that is to say, as a Christian 1 Have

tried to be cheerful,- to wear a helpful sort

of smile, and have said to myaelf, “ Think

of the early Christian martyrs, the boiling

oil, and the lions, and those horrors.'* But
myself haa said to me: “ That was for a

good cause: besides, they soon died. Now
lumbago does not kill anybody, and, as far

as I am aware, it is an invention of the

devil." Thu* Christianity failed to help me.

Then 1 tried paganism. In other words. I

swore, It did not do the slightest good.

Then I tried Christian Science. I said:

"There is no such thing as pain—owl-
moral mind refuses to recognize the exist-

ence of mortal mind. There is nothing ma-
terial: alt material is mortal mind, and there

isn’t any. Therefore I have no back, and.

consequently, no small of it. It is ail a

false claim. Thus as there isn’t any, it ia

perfectly ridiculous to think I have a shoot-

ing pain there, for there is no such thing as

either ( 1 ) the small of my back, or (2) pain,

either there or anywhere else. I will there-

fore smile, and get up with a brisk move-
ment." I did. Oh, Mrs. Kddv! The false

claim whs more than usually claimant.

In fact, for two days I have felt myself
such a martyr that I am now, happily, be-

ginning to feel that I cannot possibly lie a

martyr at all. Nobody can conceivably have
suffered such agonies an I have been think-

ing f suffered and survived. All the

same. . .

I was riding down Davie* Street on my
bicycle two mornings ago. in the very best

of health and spirits. Where Grosvenor
Street crosses it. u fool of a cabman ( though
1 had rung my bell) drove slowly across

my path, and I had to dismount. I ex-

changed a pleasantry or two with him of a
bitingly high-spirited nature, and essayed to

get on again. At that moment, so it seem-

ed. 1 was stabtied in the back, and I heard

the cabman say. “ Coinin’ over me like that,

and drunk at this hour of the mornin’.”

Continuing, you will have seen our pre-

vious conversation. Bad. untrue, unkind as

it was, it was the last word, and so is en-

titled to a certain respect. But next time

1 see No. 24.304 I will see if I cannot give

him lumbago. (This, evidently, is the pagan
mood returning.)

Since that moment the joy of life has
vanished. It— I cannot write the wool
again, and I will only remark that it sounds
like a second-rate Spanish watering-place—
has known my down-sittinga and mind-up-
risings, and has smirched my days. I have
eaten no meat, 1 have drunk no wine. I have
been incapable of taking part in all social

and pleasant affairs. 1 was told that ex-

ercise was good, and I want to skate at
Niagara, and retires! after one stroke with a
cold-dewed brow. I was told a Turkish bath
was good, and caught a cold in the head on
the top of it. I was told not to think
about it—this was the Christian Science
treatment, more or less—and the effect was
that the Spanish watering-place thought the
more of me. Only two hour* ago. dressing
for dinner—I dined alone in my horrid room
—I dropped a sovereign on the floor, seri-

ously considered whether it was worth pick-

ing up, and decided it was not. At that mo-
ment any tramp could have hud it. Then
by pure chants- my servant came in, and I

regained it. I was told to take Lithia vara-

lcttraT the only effect, as far as I am aware,

is that I am lowered for life. I even went
so far a* to see a doctor, who asked me
whether I had done anything which might
have produced a chill. Thank goodness, I

had the face to say “ No.” In consequence

he talked of the function* of certain internal

organs; into these regions I did not attempt
to follow him.
Now all that I have written with regard

to the second-rate watering-place ia liter-

ally true. All the Lhinga which I am con-

scious of enjoying every day, such as read-

ing, good meat, silly conversation, proper

wine, violent physical exercise, cold baths,

grew pale or impossible. But looking back

even from file middle of it all—for to-

night it is, if anything, a little more acute,

I begin to see that nothing, on the whole,

matter* lesa than physical pain. Once be-

fore in my life, when I was eight years

old, I had bad earache, so my family assure

me. Of that I can remember nothing what-
ever. except that in conaequence I went to

stay near Dartmouth for change of air. But
of Dartmouth I remember mueh. There was
an aloe in the garden, and one of its great

fibrous leaves projected across the path, and
was cut off. ThU had to be done by a strong

gardener with a saw. A leaf cut by a saw!

There were also roek pools in the estuary,

with strawberry anemones—so we called

them—waving in the water; steamers pass-

ed, visible with a telescope, that would go
straight on, self • contained, unhelped, till

they reached America. ftufamurorMi, a
small mean fern (1 cannot even remember
hearing its name except then), grew in crev-

ice* on the garden wall, and it was rare;

it licgan and ended my collection of ferns.

That is what remains to me of the earache.

Once again I had a tooth out. That was
half a crown.

And now I have lumbago, and from anal-

ogy I ace that a fortnight hence, and a

week hence (I hope), and a year hence, I

shall remember nothing of it, except that

for a few days I stopped in-doors mostly,

wrote notes of regret, and read a variety of

delightful hoo!o*. Jekytl and Hyde I have

rend; I have quaked with Hyde and shud-

dered with Jrkyll ; 1 have been down the
" Sambre canalized ”; I have been sucked

under the fallen tree on the Oise; I have
understood why Mr. Crummies deluded him-
self into thinking the Phenomenon was a

phenomenon ; I have admired thr moral
valor of Mrs. Nickelby when she convinced

herself about the previous sanity of the gen-

tleman in small -clothe* and gray stockings;

I have killed the Bed Dhole from the Dee-

can, and have sat (a remarkable feat) with
Princess Napraxint in a temperature of over

130 degrees Fahrenheit. ' But for the lum-
bago, I should probably have done none of

these delightful things. Also I have learned

(I shall have to learn it again and again)
that the moment is always tolerable. Even
this tiny pinprick of a pain can teach one
that. " Circumscribe the moment," as Mar-
cus Aurelius said. You can get along all

right for the momrnt: why think of the mo-
ments to come? When they come, deal with
them. And I hope that if I die of eancer-

ous-cerebro-spinal-sciatica, I may think of

that.

Beside*—I must, justify my conscience

with respect to the doctor—I do not think

it proved that my night adventure had any-

thing to do with the lumbago. Thu* it

would have been unfair to cant it, like bread

on the waters, to a suspicious physician.

And even if it had, it was well worth it,

I would do it again to-morrow night, if

the mood only could come again.

I wonder how the writing and the sub-

sequent publication of any book, the mean-
est, affect the average author? No doubt

the great powers in authorship, so to apeak,

care aa little when another volume is

launched as does the empire at large when
another battle-ship leaves the slip to join its

mighty brothers. But for the majority,

those of us, in fact, who hope some day
(however vainglorious the hope, we all cling

to it) to produce a book which may rouse

laughter or tears or interest twenty year*

hence, I imagine that there is scarcely any
excitement, depression, exaltation, or mis-

giving that wc have ever felt, which is com-

parable to those attendant on the writing

and launching of our little paper fleets. And
as I have just launched another little paper

boat to go and look after it* drowned bro-

thers, and the memory of all the emotion*

attendant on it ia consequently keen, it may
be of interest, in however small a degree, to

others to read what even so uneminent an
author as myself experience* in these time*.

Birds, perhaps, give one the only nitnile

possible for the first period. For the idea

of the hook—it* scope, its aim, its plot, and

to a certain degree its characters—exists,

in my case, before I put a word down on pa-

per. When these features are complete, we
may say that the egg is there. The writing

it, to my mind, in equivalent to the hatching
only, but the definite production of the egg,

of that which contains potential vitality, i*

over—complete—at the moment the writing

begin*. If there is no potential vitality

there then there never will be. When I be-

gin to write, I am sitting on my egg. Now
this first period—here we dismiss the simile

of the egg. and take that of disease—last*
for a very ill -defined period. During it the

patient is continually conscious of an ab-

normality of condition. His spirits are very

variable: sometimes for days together the

appetite will be good (mine always i*), and
the only symptom* of the tn*l*dy i* a
slightly increased vividness, Speech is co-

herent, but rather more fluent than usual;

he tends to talk nonsense (this must not

be confused with the subsequent wander-
ing). Then, without apparent cause, stages

of depression, irritability, und general pee-

vishness ensue; he will decry hi* favorite

pursuits, and particularly authorship, and
express audibly a desire for a large and set-

tled income in consols. Shortly before the

crisis approaches— (i.r„ the first dip of the

pen in the ink)—a period of feverish excite-

ment ensues; he will put smlden problems to

his nurse* as to how A would act given B,

C, and D did so and so, and whatever the

answers given him he will certainly take ex-

ception to them. This is the period of wan-
dering alluded to above. Both the peri<*l of

excitement previous to this and the period

of depression are marked by a certain list-

lessm-ss with regard to other pursuits: the

patient takes nothing except, his malady
quite seriously; and though he performs the

ordinary routine of life with correctness, he

performs it snmcltow suhuqiicou&ly. Indeed,

hr is never quite himself from the time

the seed* of the malady first attack him. All

these symptoms are temporarily ameliorated

when, to go hack to our first simile, the

egg is laid. For a time the nurse* are en-

couraged to hope (hat the worst is over.

Large quantities of what is known as ” ser-

inon-pM|M-r ” should be given without stint,

and Npccinl care taken that there should

Itc in every room where the patient can pos-

sibly desire to sit plenty of black ink and
suitable pen*. For a day or two he may re-

fuse to go out altogether, or play any game,

and here it is a mistake on the part of the

nurses to urge him to do so. He may. in

fact, be entirely left to himself. Probably
these favorable symptoms will last for a

week or two (during which the supply of

sermon-paper should be renewed), and then

a change for the worse comes over the pa-

tient. The irritability returns, und with

DM
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it an attack, more or less severe, of com-

plete iillnutw und indescribable misgivings.

He again expresses a wish for u settled in-

come in consols, and often goes suddenly to

stay with his friends, or, if the attack is

not so ucutr, merely lunches and dines out

every day, and seems to fear being left alone.

Then the malady becomes spasmodic, the

periods of inaction alternate with period* of

feverish industry, to which succeeds an at-

tack of apparent coma with regard to ev-

erything except the disease itself, which is

now confluent, and completely encompasses

him. A aeries of absolutely happy day*

ensue, accompanied by great mental activi-

ty, and enormous consumption* of sermon-

paper. As soon sb this definitely sets in the

nurses may make themselves quite happy
for the lime being. All fearR of suicide

may be considered over, and there is no al-

lusion to consols. And then the egg is

hatched in a blaze of hypertrophird glory.

It is hatched—that is to say, the manu-
script—such as it ia—is complete, and, per-

sonally, 'he ia completely happy for about

a week. Then ensues a very tedious period,

which is at times brightened by finding that

something is better than one thought, hut

oftencr darkened hv finding that something

is worse than one thought. In other words,

after a week of idleness I sit laboriously

down and copy out the whole thing from be-

ginning to end. Other patients at this point,

I believe, use a typewriter, but, person-

ally, on the one occasion when I did so I

found that the corrections were not com-
passable even in triple-spaced type. So, now,

whrn the first manuscript ia complete I be-

gin all over again, and write the whole

Btory out again. Chapters are often ex-

cised and chapters < more rarely) inserted,

since in my first manuscript I find that I

much more commonly say too much than too

little. (Here is an opening for critic* to

point out how extraordinarily superfluous

the first manuscript must have been.) This

period ia the tiresome part of the hatching

of the egg. The writing of the first manu-
script. astounding though it muy appear, was
attended by a certain excitement; whereas

the writing of the second is due to the de-

sire, shall we call it. to catch oneself trip-

ping, to detect, by the' painful process of

copying, one perhaps of the hundred ab-

surdities that one has committed. Yet there

is a certain delight even in this, for since

one would not set pen to paper at all un-

less one thought that one had an idea of

some kind, it is mildly pleasant, even now
when the first excitement is over, to see in

cold blood what the idea was, to emphasize

what appears to be its decent points, to sup-

press its bad ones. After that the second

manuscript goes to the typewriter, and pence

again reigns.

Now, during the first writing of the man-
uscript, a curious thing has more than once

happened to me—that is to say, a character,

or a situation, or even the story ltael f, takes

the bit between its teeth, and, as fur as I

know, bolts. One had meant to do and say

something different, hut whether it is that

even in the meanest - imagined characters

one, so to speak, raises the devil, and cannot

be held responsible for his subsequent ac-

tions, or whatever the cause, this phenom-
enon occurs. In the terms of our first simile,

this is the cuckoo's egg in tlic hedge-spar-

row’* nest. One sits nn the thing—writes

it, that is—but it is not going to be a hedge-

sparrow at all, but something quite differ-

ent. This has happened to me more than
once in and (my egotism does

not go quite so far as to write the names
of these obscure tales). I had definitely

meant to give a different outcome. I hud
meant a diameter to be different in charac-

ter, and thus to play another part. But
writing, I found it was not so. That char-

acter would go another way. And did. I

followed faint, but pursuing.

To resume; the manuscript comes back
from the typewriter's, and the sickening

part of the work begin*. In print somehow
the degrading stuff looks even more degraded,

for print, as Hazlitt said, in more senses

than one, had he known it, “ print settles

it." What one suspected was rather sketchy

and amateur becomes indubitably so. What
one thought was somewhat workmanlike ap-

pears merely slipshod carpentering, un-

planed. out of line, with screws and nails

not driven home. One taps here, one whacks
there, one plane* down, ami finds one has

planed too much ; one planes down, and finds

one has to plane more. One thinks.—and
this is perhaps the worst of all,—that A
rather resembles one's dear friend John
Smith, and ruthlessly takes nil the stufT out

of him. leaving an enfeebled marionette.

Then, like a pinprick to a man on fire, mine
the inevitable typewritten errors, necessitat-

ing reference to the manuscript. Some type-

writers omit whole sentences, because they
are not certain (no wonder): others rush
in where angels fear to tread, with brilliant

repartees of a sort undreamed of: others

spell a name wrong throughout; others, and
they are worse, spell it wrong occasionally.

When I have time 1 will write an article

on typewriters. They will not, after that,

hold their heads so high.

Then comes the last step. When the typo-

script (an awful word) has been corrected,

and, if necessary, another made, and also

corrected, the whole thing goes to the pub-

lisher, and in the course of time come proofs.

Proofs are of two kinds, galley proofs and
page proofs. Galley proofs are interminable

strip* of paper which slide olf one’s desk,

and get mixed, and are altogether impossi-

ble. Page proofs, though depressing, sre

manageable, because they come in folded

sheets of sixteen page*. Then once again arc

all weak points glaringly emphasized. the

indescribable misgivings return with redou-

bled vigor, and invariably I long to live the

last year, or whatever it may be, over again,

in order to have profited by my previous

experience and do better. Usually at this

stage, perhap* because I am used to It, the
” idea" doe* not seem to me so hud. It ia

only everything else that is wrong. Yet
even then come sanguine moments. Quito

suddenly I find myself thinking it is ex-

tremely good. How delicate, for instance,

is the wuy in which , how uncompro-

mising is— . Back swings the pendulum;
over go these unstable ninepins.

There Is probably a revise—there may be

two—and the bread is cast upon the water*.

Ah the date for publication approaches I feel

ill. If I could, I would recall it all. One
has felt a certain situation, or a certain

character keenly : was it not enough to

have felt it without throwing it, like the

early Christiana, to the public T They will

tear it into shreds, and probably refuse to

swallow it.

But just then, when, in my experience,

the darkest hour ia on one, when one dis-

trusts utterahly nil one has done, when one

Is afraid that that which is to oneself a
chiefest joy of life ia to every one else just

a mud pie made by a child In a populous

roadway, to he carefully stepped round by
three-quarter* of the passers-by, to be

stepped into by the remaining quarter, who,

with a careless cuff to the maker of it, will

pass on, remetntiering it only as they would
renM-mber Mime tiny untowardne** in the

menu at dinner, then come* quite suddenly
the remembrance of an exceeding unexpected

joy. A man or a woman, otherwise quite un-

known to one. has. on the last occasion of

this kind, thought it worth while to send

a line, it may la* a post -card only, to say
“ thank you." Once this

44 thank you ” ar-

rived to me from New Zealand, and was ac-

companied by two frozen sheep bred on the
reader’s farm. The letter said. " Please do
not answer this, as you will think 1 am
wanting an autograph." Or, again, it may
be just a press-cutting from a provincial

paper, that show* ine that some one whom
I have never seen, and probably will never

see, has understood something of what made
me so happy when I thought of it. And
that, unreasonably perhap*. more than coun-
terbalance* the vituperation or the acorn of

tho*e who either do not or will not sec.

For a friend concern* me very much, and
nn enemy*, or if thut is too big a word, an
acquaintance to whom I am antipathetic,

concern* me not at all. He is a negative

quantity, and in this life of ours the nega-
tive quantities do nut matter, for the man
who ha* one frirnd is infinitely better off

tliu ii the man who has no enemies and a
million acquaintances.

Acquaintances! Those are the lianc and
the absurdity of life, and especially of ordi-

nary London life. How often has one heard
It said, and, indeed, said oneself: "Such a
bore! I’ve got to go and call on So-and-so.”

Now if one finds it a burden to go and talk

to anybody, for social reasons, it shows a
very unbecoming conerit if one imagines

that one’s hostess will fail to find it a bore

too. The custom, for instance, of calling af-

ter one has dined at a house is a very sensi-

ble and pleasant one, but it presume* that

you have been dining with a friend. In
this case the call will not bore you. But
if the call Imre* you, it is probable that the

dinner bored you too, in which case, unless

you dined there for the *uke of being fed

grutis. why did you dine there at all ? Again,
a step further, how' often have you ex-

claimed; “What h borct I’ve got to dine
with to-night!” And if you *ay that,

you have no business to cat -- — ’* cutlet-

Of course there is another side to the

question,—for question* with only one side

to them cease to In- questions at all.—and
that is, that at any such house you may meet
a friend, or you tuny meet some one who will

eventually become a friend. Then. I grant,

it were worth while trudging there a hun-
dred mile* on foot, for, from pole to pole,

if you search the earth, you will find noth-

ing better Hum a friend. How many have
you? I have nine, and consider myself
most fortunate. Or, again, you may find

the very fact of meeting a certain number
of people, though they are the barest ac-

quaintance*. stimulating, just a* then- are

certain plants which thrive better with oth-

ers of their species than alone. That again
is a good reason; only, when social etiquette

demands a call of you, do not say, “ What
a bore!" You have received a benefit; pay
the current coin for it, and don't grumble.

Now this herding together of human be-

ing* with wealth and leisure into London
for several month* every year, there to meet

their friend*, of course, but also a whole

host of people who will never and can never

be more than acquaintances, is a very curi-

ous phenomenon. Lmdon—in this sense of

the word--was born not *o many decades

ago. and since then has grown and is grow-

ing in a manner perfectly amazing. Tlicre

was a time. say. eighty year* ago, when Lon-

don in this sen**- practically did not ex-

ist : the “ season ” was enjoyed by those who
now go to London, in a dozen country towns,

to which the wealth and fashion of the coun-

try flocked, and there made gay on their

native pavement*. And by all account* they

did make gay. Then by degree* this re-

markable monster of l^mdon began grow-

ing. People of leisure—or so I take it—be-
gan to weary of that priceless benefit, and.

in a couple of generations, have turned

themselves into perfect galley-slaves.

To be ConfiNiicri.
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Books and Bookmen
Whethek or not it be universally true

that the Oriental mind matures early and

blossoms into rare and beautiful exotic flow*

er while the children of the Weal arc still

at play, it ia a matter of fact that Onoto

Watanna had begun to write her exquisite-

ly perfumed storie* and sketches of Japan

almoet before she had entered her teen*.

She ia now in her twenty-third year, yet ahe

ha* lieen writing since she was fourteen.

Her flrat Imm>1c, which, for artistic reason*,

she ia now ashamed to recall, was 'published

in Chicago when ahe was only nineteen.

Previous to that ahe had written a number
of Japanese stories and article*, szmif of

which the present writer was fortunate

among Eastern reader* to peruse, for they

were confined to the magazine* and periodi-

cals of the West. Miss Watanna. it ought to

be noted in justice to hpr. waa the first to

introduce the delicious broken English dia-

lect which invest* the speech of her char-

acter* with a naif humor, and which Mr.

John Luther Long adopted or hit upon later

in hi* stories of Japanese life. Many, of

these early stories by Mis* Watanna are of

the most fragile and delicate gmre quality

—

a* perfect and original as anything from

her more recent pen—but they lie buried

for the most part in oblivious journalism.

It waa with the appearance of .4 */a/as-

e*e \ightingolc in the winteT of 1JK)1 that

Mia* Watanna aroused general interest and

took readers captive throughout the coun-

try. The publishers recognised the original

quality and inviting grace of her work, and

took pain* to give it a wide publicity. The

book won ita way by sheer virtue of the

inimitable art of its charm and humor. Here

waa one who not only reproduced the fa-

miliar figures of rase and fan of Oriental

fancy, hut who put soul into them, and gave

U* the revelation of the mute anguish and

playful humor, and all the gamut of emo-

tions lying between the reaches of tragedy

and comedy in the Japanese nature. As
Onoto Watanna has revealed the sister* of

her race (for It is her feminine creations

that attract us most), no words could bet-

ter epitomize them than Thomas Hardy

V

“A child in pleasure: a woman in pain."

And. be it noted. Miss Watanna *s power to

make u* feel the reality of her country and

her people, a* no one tint ever done, re-

sides in the fact that ahe ia half-Japanese

and half-English. " She can write of Japan-

ese home life," aa one hua said. " from the

inside, and at the same time in terms easily

comprehended bv mind* Occidental. That is

a unique gift. . . . Wistaria at her casement

in the dew of morning— *he live* and
breathes,” Her English, too. ia clear and
lucid: frequently aglow with unexpected

touches of Oriental splendor and imagery.

I JafWNcac Xigktingalr. it has hcen an-

nounced for some time, will hr seen on the

atage this spring in London and New York.

If Mr. Belaaco’s gorgeous production of

“ The Darling of the Gods " is but a
M Japanized Du Barry-Iat Tosca Faust melo-

drama. " grossly misrepresenting Japan-
ese life and history, as a Japanese critic

has stated, then we may hope for a dra-

matic representation nearer the truth when
Onoto Watanna guide* the stage direction

of her story. Meantime her novel. Tkr
Wooing of Wiotoria, already widely known,
is enjoying the benefit of the reflected pop-

ularity of " The Darling of the Gods.*’ Cer-

tain coincidence* in the play and the book
have incited the author to scent plagiarism

in the Bclasco drama, and The Wooing of

U o/iuifi is in thp singular position of be-

ing unwittingly advertised by a popular

play that is not a dramatization, but which,

it is claimed by the author, suggest* it tn

certain scenes. These scenes pertain to the

tender, passionate love-story which has led

discerning critic*, not given to extravagance,

to single out the Binning Prince and Wis-

taria as the Japanese Romeo and Juliet-

Certainly, if theatre - goers are enamored
of .Japanese romance in the tragic loves of

Yo-*an au<i her prince, they will find unal-

loyed pleasure in the wooing of Wistaria

—

wooed and won and lost to be won again at

last.

Among our illustrations last week there

was a reproduction of the famous artist Len-

hach’a picture of “ Eleonora Duse and I«*n-

hach’s child.” The poae ia eloquent of that

maternal brooding which impregnates the

subtle feminine quality of Signora Duse’s

impersonations. Nature, in a scientific, a*

well as a poetic nenae. ia potential mother-

hood, ami. as Mrs. Meynell has observed.
" the Italian woman is very near to Nature.”

In one of her prose gems, Alice Meynell

flashes more insight into the nature ami
temperament of Eleonora Duse than will be

found in all the eolumns of criticism that

have been elicited by the presence of the

celebrated actress on our American stage

during her visit which is now being hrought

to a close at the Metropolitan Opera House
in this city. What wr dimly descry and

dumbly feel. Mrs. Meymil perceive* clearly,

and gives cogent voice to it. For this rea-

son we trust that not a few of our readers

will he grateful for the following selected

passages from this rare little volume:

The Italian woman is very near to Na-
ture; so is true drama. . . . Italians are ex-

press! ve. They are so possessed by the one

thing nt a time a* never to be habitual in

any lifeless *ense. They have no habits to

overcome by something arbitrary and in-

tentional. Accordingly
.
you will find in

the open-air theatre of many an Italian prov-

ince, away from the high roads, an urt of

drftntn that our capital (Londog) cannot
show, so high is it. so fine, so simple, so

complete, so direct, so momentary and im
passioned, so full of singleness and of mul-
titudinous impulses of pnwion.

Signora Duse is not different in kind from
these unrenowned. What they are, »he is

in n greater degree. She gives yet further,

and vet closer. She has un exceptionally
large and liberal intelligence. If lesser

actors give themaclve* entirely to their part,

and to the large moment, of’ the part. she.

giving herself, na* more to give.

Add to Uiia nature of hers that she stage*

herself and her acting with singular know-
Icdge and case, and has her technique so

thoroughly as to he able to forget it—for

this is the one only thing that is the better

for habit, and ought to he habitual. .

Nowhere at all doe* the habit of acting ex-

ist with her.

I have spoken of this actress’* nation-

ality and of her womanhood together. They
are inseparable. Nature is the only au-

thentic art of the atage. and the Italian wo-
man is natural: none other so natural and
so justified by her nature as Eleonora Duse;
hut all. as far a* their nature goes, natural.

Moreover, they are women freer than other
Europeans from the minor vanities. Has
any one yet fully understood liovr her lib-

erty in this respect gives to the art of Sig-

nora Duse room and action? Her country-
women have no anxious vanities, because,

for one reason, they are generally ** sculp-

turesque.” and are very little altered by
mere accidents of dreaa or arrangement.
Such aa they are. they nre so nnre for all

:

whereas, the turn of a curl make* all the

difference with women of less grave physique.

Italians arc not uneasy.
Signora Duse has this immunity, but she

has a far nobler deliverance from vanities,

in her own peculiar distance and dignity.

She let* her beautifnl voice apeak, unwnten-
ed and unchecked, from the very life of the

moment. It runs up into (he high mite*

of indifference, or, higher still, into those of

ennui, a* in the earlier scene* of “ Di-

vor$ons,” or it grow* sweet aa summer with
joy. or cracks and breaks outright, out of

al) music, and out of all control. Passion
breaks it *o for her.

Aa for her inarticulate sound*, which are
the more intimate and the truer word* of

her meaning, they, too. are Italian and nat-
ural. English women, for instance, do not
make them. They are sounds d houche
fermie at once private and irrepressible.

They are not demonstrations intended for

the ears of others; they are her own. Other
actresses, even English, and even American,
know how to make inarticulate eric*, with
open mouth; Signora Duse’s noise i* not a

cry: it i* her very thought audible— the
thought of Uie woman she i* playing, who
does not at every moment give exact words
to her thought, but does give it significant

sound.
If Parisian* say. a* they do, that she

make* a had Parisienne. it is because ahe can
be too nearly a woman untamed. ... It

seems possible that the French sense doe*
not well distinguish. and has no fine per
eeption of that affinity with the peasant
which remain* with the great ladies of the

old civilization of Italy, and has so long dia

appeared from those of the younger civiliza-

tion* of France and Knglund—a paradox
The peasant'* gravity, direct nr**, and care
lessness—a kind of unrnuthnes* which is

neither graceless nor. in any Intolerable

English sense, vulgar—arc to be found in

the unceremonious moment* of every trans-

alpine woman, however elect her birth and
select her condition*. In Italy the lady is

not a creature described by negatives, a* an
author who i* always right ha* defined the

Indy to la- in England. Even in France
she in not that, and between the French
woman and the Italian there are the Alps.

In a word, the educated Italian mondaine
ia, in the sense (also untranslatable) of sin-

gular, insular, and absolutely British usage,

u Native. None the U**« would ahe be sur-

prised to find herself accused of a lack

of dignity.
As tn intelligence—a little Intelligence is

sufficiently dramatic, if it la single. A child

doing one thing nt n time and doing it com-
pletely, produce* to the eye a better impres-

sion of mental life than one receive* from

—

well, from a lecturer.

TO ANTHONY HOPE.

iBp a NitKcrplihlr Retiftrer.)

Goon A.xthony (I need not say

We always pardon your '* intrusions ")

,

IVe read your honk, and wish to lay

Before you some of mv conclusion*.

Where other heroine* are concerned

I pay my homage quite discreetly,

But charming Peggy It itIf ha* turned

My head, and raptured me completely.

Of her attraction* to indite

la not the purpose of these stanza*:

Enough that, if her purse was light, -

Her fare and heart were both Bonanza*.

Enough to hazard the surmise

—

Most cheering in this vale of trouble—

That somewhere under English skie*

Peggy must have a living double.

She had hrr failings, I admit.

Professed a creed remote from TuPPEH’8.

And oft unchaperoned would ait

At very late Bohemian supper*.

But she wa* innocent of guile,

She softened heart*, however stony;

She helped the lame dog o’er the stile,

And stared a windfall with a crony.

Imagine, then, my state of mind.

My curiosity un**ted.

When reaching the last page I find

Peggy remains unmatched, unmated!
O tantalizing Mr. Hurt,
Your endinga only are beginnings;

Give your invention further scope.

Give IVjrjv Ryle another inning*!

—Punch.
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Finance
The new year seemed to bring buoyancy

to the securities- markets; it was natural

enough, since the course of stock price* re-

flected the eery decided improvement in

sentiment among insiders and outsiders

alike. Wall Street concerns itself with the

future rather than with history, sime the

‘‘discounting'* process in indissolubly asso-

ciated with speculation in stocks. Hut then*

can be no question that the perusal of the

various trade reviews and retrospects of the

year 1902 must have caused more than one

thrill of national pride, as well as of grati-

tude and admiration. It was truly a year
of remarkable prosperity, and no suspicion

of rashness need attach to the men who de-

clare that never in the world's history did

a nation enjoy greater material well-being

than blessed this country during the year

just ended. Statistic* make dry reading, but

not when they concern ourselves. Nobody
ever yawned over the figures which told of

his own growing hunk account, and the

array of numbers all telling of the increasing

wealth of our country cannot he uninterest-

ing. However, it was an old story to Wall
Street, which found even greater comfort

in the opinions of the leading experts re-

garding tire prohahie continuance of the

prosperous movement during 1901. Almost
without exception do the present indications

point to undiminished well-being in the year

just begun.

To lx* sure, prophecy is a more risky busi-

ness than history, but when the odds arc

in favor of the forecast being accurate, it

is enough for speculators. The iron and
steel plants, for example, have enough or-

ders actually bonked to keep them busy dur-

ing the next eight or nine months. It can-

not be denied that, should there be a ret-

rograde movement in general trade, many
orders already plured would be caneellcd.

but it is also well to remember that the bulk
of the future business now on the books of

the iron and steel companies are for mate-

rial imperatively needed, which will lie used

whether general business falls off or not.

Much depends upon the crops, and there can
be no estimating how much the eurth will

yield in 1003. ltut as a “ betting proposi-

tion," the safest thing to do is to expect

normal harvest*. In the mean time such
exhibits a*, for example, the net earnings

of the United States Steel Corporation dur-

ing 1002 must appeal to all students of our
industrial affairs. The iron Golosaua earned

net. after deducting expenditures fur main-
tenance. etc., $ 1 32.tMt2.fi 1 7 last year! These
figures are stupendous, and quite beyond the

comprehension of the average man. But
they are more than interesting also for an-

other reason, namely, in connection with the

profit sharing plan announced by the man-
agement. When the annual profits are as

great as they were in 1902. not less than
2,000,000. or two per cent., will lie set aside.

Should the annual profits reach $150,000.-

000 , not Ie*s than two and n half per cent,

will he distributed, It is small wonder that

the announcement of such a policy indi-

cating confidence in future earnings should

have been followed bv advancing price* for

the securities of the company.
The record of the railroads also was re-

markable. The gross earning* were stupen-

dous. But toward the end of the year there

was a significant decrease in the net earn-

ing*. compared with the previous year. The
(•ears spoke of the decrease as ominous.
Obviously, it was due to the increased coat

of operation, resulting from the higher prices

of material and from the higher wages paid.

To offset this the railroads propose to ad-

vance rates. There appear to he some mis-

givings in Wall Street as to the feasibility

of such advance*, but there is none on the

part of the railway managers, who point

out. first, that railroad rates have not kept
up with the advances in other products of

our Industrie*, and, secondly, that it is not
proposed to advance rate# to such figure*

a* will either cheek the movement of traffic

or tempt rivals to “ cut.” To be sure, there

are certain railway shares which are high
enough—good dividend - paying stocks of a

recognized investment character. These are

selling for all they are worth; but that oth-

ers have derided speculative possibilities is

also true. It is probable in these latter

that we shall see the greatest activity, de-

spite the shaking of heads of people who
would measure all good* with the same yard-
stick. For example, there are the Bock
Island securities. A few months ago the

Street classed the moving spirits of the

road among the “ Western plungers,”—men
who. drunken with success in industrial pro-

motion*. muw in the Stock Exchange a second

Monte Carlo. To-day. quite a different opin-

ion i* held of the character and abilities of

Messrs. Reid. lapodw, & Moore, who have de-

veloped the Rock Island system from a strag-

gling line of 3800 mile* into a well-rounded

system of R000 milps. of a strategic im-

portance and possibilities of further devel-

opment second to none. In the railway his-

tory of this country there are few chapters

more interesting than that of the Rock Isl-

and in 1902, and the faith of the financial

community in the road merely means faith

of very shrewd judges of men in the very

remarkable abilitie* of Messrs. Reid, loteds,

A Moore. Thera are other stocks having
" possibilities," and these the speculative

community will probably discover.

Thera haw been much criticism of the very

rapid and suliwtantial rise- of price* during

the past fortnight, but it is well to remem-
ber that the first recovery after the early

December slump represented the readjust-

ment of actual values, since prices had gone

lower than was really warranted. After,

came the speculative rally, as it were, re-

sulting from the improved monetary condi-

tion. Money is returning to this centre,

and easier rate* have followed. That, in

spite of the lower cash rate here, sterling

should have fallen is due to the increasing

export* of corn and cotton.

Harper’s Weekly
FOR NEXT WEEK

A SPECIAL FEATURE WILL BE AN 8-PAGE SUPPLE-

MENT IN COLORS OF THE “CASCADE CITY"

The WORLD’S FAIR at ST. LOUIS, 1904

This is the First Complete Forecast of Tphat the Fair

thill be from an Architectural and Pictorial Standpoint

There Thill be Articles and Pictures

On POLITICS
The Opening of the State Legislatures

On TRAVEL and DISCOVERY
The Culture of Unknoton Peoples

On ART
The Artists' Festival

On FOREIGN AFFAIRS
The Education Question in England

On INDUSTRY
A Forthard Step in American Ship Building

On ARCHITECTURE, On FINANCE,
On ail the LIVE, PROGRESSIVE QUESTIONS of the DAY

. _ including 16 Pages of Editorial Comment
48 HagCS on Current Affairs, and 8 -Page World’s

Fair Supplement in Colors.
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financial

Tbe

financial

Corn Exchange Bank
New York

• Vice-President*

WILLIAM A. S’ASH, President

THOMAS T. BARR,
jWALTER E. FREW, j

F, T. MARTIST, Cashier

WM. E. WILLIAMS, An,slant Cashier

Letters
of

Credit.

Brown

Bllla of eicbuigc bought sod
old. Cable Tntnifor* u> Eu-
rope end South Africa. Com-
mercial and Travellers’ Letters
of Credit. Collections made.
International Cheques. Cer-
tificates of Deposit.

financial

Brothers &
ms, No. M Wall Strut.

Co.,

HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NO. 30 BROAD STREET, NEW VORR
culi Amass*. - maskislu "

H DRABaoa* BT-.

LINCOLN TSV»T BLDG , *T. COL I*. MO.

CONDENSED STATEMENT
DECEMBER /, 1902

ASSETS
Lords and Disconnts . . .

Due from Banks .....
Banking Houses and Lots

Bonds, Stocks, etc

Cash and c'ks on other Banks

MORTON TRUST COMPANY
3» NASSAU STREET

Capital $2,000,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits - - $5,815,982

• OFFICERS
LEVI P. MORTON, Pre.ld.ot CHARLES A. CONANT. Trawler
THOMAS F. RYAN, Vice-President H, 8- BERRY. Tru.t officer
JAMES K. CORBIERE, ad Vke-Pren. EUGENE E. VARET. A .no. Secretary
,H. M. FRANCIS. SwreUry O. L. WIUHERDINU, Asst. SecreUry

S22.8a1.10a.49

'.»»9.t33-Sa

>5*4,792 .9«

1,024.125.34

9,386,664.23

S36.565.818.s4

John Jacob Astor.
George F. Baker.
Kdward J. Bp.Rwt.\'n.
FnenaHic Cromwell,
James B. Duke,
Henry M. Flagler,

DIRECTORS
G. G. Haven.
Joseph C. Hendrix,
Abram S. Hewitt.
James N. Jarvb,
Walter S. Johnston,
A. D. J UILI.IARO,

Joseph Larocoue,
D. O. MILLS,
Levi P. Morton.
Richard A. McCurdy,
W G. Oakman.
Georck Foster Peabout.

Samuel Rea,
Kuifo Root.
Thomas F. Ryan,
Jacob H. Schipe,
John Sloan u.
William c. Whitney.

Levi P. Morton,
Thomas F. Ryan,

Edward J. Rerwind,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
C- G. Haven.

Joseph C. Hendrix,
James N. Jarvie,

George Foster Peabody,
Jacob H. Seanv,

william c. Whitney.

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undivid*

ed Profits $5,216,107.78

Deposits subject to Check , 31,349.710.76

I36.565.8x8.54

January
Investments.

I own and offer, subject to prior

sale, the following

Gilt -Edge Farm Mortgages:

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
(Poi'NtHur 1810)

33 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W. GARTH, PRESIDENT. 1

ALEXANDER E- ORR. - - - * - VICE-PRESIDENT.
ANDREW A. KNOWLES. Cashier.
ROBERT U. GRAFF. • - - Assistant Cashier. :

3 years, 6*

5 years, 6*

5 years, 6*

5 years, 64

82,000,
82,500,
82,000,
8800,

84,550,
81,000,

82,500,
8700,

81,000, 3 years, 6*

5 years, 6*

5 years, 6*
10 years, 6*

3 years, 64

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
(CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th, 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts

Ronds .....
Banking House ...
Due from Banks ...
Cash and Checks on other Banks

$12,745,106.56

770,029.74
545,796.92
8J5.829.80

8,297,120.00

823,193,883.02 I

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCOIJNTS INVITED

DIRECTORS
ALEXANDER E ORR. - - - - David Dow* & Ca.
Lowell Lincoln, Catlin A Co.
Horace E, Garth, . Ka-preahlanl.
Henry Hunt*. Hum- H«nft A Co.
Charles M. Pratt. Standard Oil Co.
Hp.nry Talmadck. • - Hear* T-IiwiHk* A Co.
John Sinclair. John Sinclair A Co.
William B. Boulton, • - Boulton, ihu> & Oaiutt.
Edoar L. Marvton. ....... Blair A Co.
Granville W. Garth. ....... preaident.

Detailed information concerning

above mortgages cheerfully given

upon application.

Interest and principal collected

without expense. Remittances in

New York exchange.

Correspondence solicited.

WALTER L. WILLIAMSON
Lisbon, Worth Dakota.

A BOOK OF THE MOMENT

Elements of

International Law
By GEORGE B. DA VIS

Professor of Law at West Point

A work sufficiently elementary in

character to be within the reach of

students and others who may desire

to gain some knowledge of the general

principles of the law governing the

relations of nations—duties of diplo-

matic representatives, rights ofcitizens,

alliances, arbitration, etc.

$2.50

A NEW EDITION OF

John Fiskes American

Political Ideas

Containing “The Town-Meeting,”

“The Federal Union,” and “Manifest

Destiny.” Full of significance for

thoughtful readers. A most im-

portant contribution to the political

history of America.

Post 8vo, bound in Red or Blue Cloth.

Uncut Edges. Gilt Top, $150

HARPER & BROTHERS, NEW YORK

THE REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE
By justin McCarthy, m.p.

rthy's Mi
the hl»ti>TT r
* In complete

Thl* new work deal* with • period fart preceding that Covered by Mr. McCarthy'* history of “The Reigns of the
Four Georires and William IV." oiiMlshnl lost year, which, In turn, bring* Ihe history of Enclnnd down to the
opening of the author'. " History ef Our Own Time*." Each of these work* la complete In Iteelf, yel Liken to
gether they form a most ralunbl* narrative from tbe death of James II. to Q--iwn Victoria'* Jubilee in IM0T.

/Pro, rjgtt oars/, gill lap, Sami, SI.00 net (portage ertra)

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS. FRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK
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For

years,

owing

lo

lack

of

apace,

only

committees

bave

had

rooms

in

the

Capitol

at

Washington.

The

fact

that

the

Congressmen

have

not

had

private

offices

near

the

Capitol

building

has

been

a

serious

detriment.

It

is

now

proposed

to

build

a

large

building

having

underground

connections

with

the

Capitol,

where

each

Congressman

mav

have

his

own

private

office
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The New York and New Jersey

Tunnel
Sc* page 91

Within liftcm miles of New York’s City
Hall, on the Jersey side of the North River,
there are to-day nearly SDOyOO# WCffH—

a

population half again that of St. Iannis,
fourth - largest city in the I’nitetl States.
And the hr<*ad-earning portion of this vast
total, or the major |>«rt of it. moves hack
and forth across Hendrik Hudson's big
stream twice a business day.
The average New-Yorker who lire* on the

eastern side of the stream does not apprr
ciate the fact at all. ami Iterate* crowded ele-

vated and jammed surface ears with im-
partiality ami cordial enthuaiasm, unmind
fill of other troubles. But the tired,
package-laden men nnd women who throng
the ferryboats, which illuminate the busy
river with their hundred thousand lights
each evening, have a hale idea of it. nor is

their feeling lessened when ice or fog or
blocked ferry-slips hold hark the big. ably
managed vessels, with resultant late dinners,
missed engagements, and short evenings.
The North River ferry service is to-dnv

the finest in the world—vet. wholly inade-
quate. Although the boats are as large as
practicable, and. in general, arr powerful,
splendidly built craft, they do not suffice.

(Continued on page Hi.)

ADVKttO Monims.— Mms. Wis-h owS Sooriuso SvMtr
*h.;uW »lw»y, be used for rliildren teething. It xoullir* tlve
chi d. soften. 'he rmw, allay. all pain, cures wind colic-, and
l* tlve best remedy lor dlurt, (AJr.]

MAN V IIK VR ItAGES
are so vartly bnpeored hy the added richness Imparted by
‘itT VJ!* a "?V* Masan OvanassKti Mils.Hy Eagle Brand la prepared 1mm the milk o! herd* uf well
Icd h.n'-e. Broomed Cow* of native breed*. Every can la
lested, and U there lore reliable.—(.tJr.]

annoyance*. Kate* In Manhattan Inm f-t* a year.
Telephone Co., IS Dey St., Ill W. Hath bt.-fAJi.l

.t
*”}**!* inmyrr bodies lollow the

:'"**rrr *» the Original Anguttura Ithtera. At gr[AJr.J

yourself withttxnts lamuL Extra Dky Champaos-s.-f.idr.J

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1500
^ CASH
PRIZES

Or the equivalent in G05RZ manufactures

if preferred
C. V. Goers Optical Work* hereby wish to Inlunn
the Intending romtetitnea lor the International
I'rlae Competition that, at the request .,( a num-
ber ol competitor* in the Hugll.l. and French Colonies,
the date uf chning ol thin contest hua Imen puttpunnl
until the 30th ol June, 1903.
Competltura who, with a view lothli alteration, wish
to withdraw their exhihit or exchange the name, nre
hereby notified tlvat their exhihit* will be kept at the
New York Office until the date of shipment to Berlin.

FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS

G. P. GOEBZ OPTIGAL WORKS
A-v-w jfj

52 East Union Square, New York
Main Office, BERLIN—PRIBDBNAU, GERMANY
Branch**, LONDON-^8 Hoi born Clrcua

PARIS—n Roe de L’Entrepot

One taste convinces

KORNKRISP
Best of all modem foods

Jondondcrry
IITHIA WATER

Beguiles the tedium of a long jour-

ney because it refreshes and invigor-
ates, besides preventing the system
from becoming deranged Dy the
irregular habits that result from much
traveling. LONDONDERRY is

sold on all buffet and dining can
the same as at your hotel or dub.

LEADING HOTELS THE RIGHTS OF AN

AMERICAN CITIZEN
Chicago, III.

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jackses Boulevard and Clark Street. Chicago.

EUROPEAN PLAN
Special Facilities foe Banquets. Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.
Gentlemen'* Cafe on main flow. Ladle*' and Gentlemen’*
Kevtanrant and 1 ’rival.. IMning - Boom* on »econd flow.
r«v>. hundred gue*t room*, three • fourths ol which have
private both in connection.

R-ntei. from $2 Upwards.

With special reference to the practice

of
44
Our Lawless Police

44
and the

recent raids upon gambling houses.

An Illumineuing Article

By Hon. W. J. GAYNOR.
Justice of the Supreme Court of Nenv York

IN THE

BERKELEY HOTEL NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW
Berkeler and Betsies Streets. Boston. Mats. rnn IAMIVAD VEUROPEAN nnd AMERICAN PLANS JANUAR.T

Modem in every detail. NOW ON SALE
Convenient to large Stores. Theatres, and all

places of interest.

Nbas Back Bat Stations.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.

Boston, Mass .

HowtoGetStrong
And How to Stay So The Lion’s Mouth

I a novel monthly prize <v

The Llon’e Mouth, 417 West 13th SL, New York

RESTFUL SLEEP
In Camp, on ths Yacht, and at Homa

“Perfection” Air Mattresses
CUSHIONS and PILLOWS

By

WILLIAM BLAIKIE
Mr. Rlaikie has treated his theme in a
practical, common -sense way that ap-

peals at once to the judgment and the
understanding. A complete and health-

ful system of exercise is given. Instruc-

tions are set down for the development
of every individual class of muscles, and
there is sound advice for daily exercise.

Careful attention is given to the needs
of the )oung, the middle-aged, and the Can be packed In small space when not In uae
old, both male and female. tr f*r tttuMrmua

|

MECHANICAL FABRIC CO.. PROVIDBNCB. R. L
Nev) Edition. Illustrated. SI.00 net.

| THE “ SOU >1 Kit ” HEADS THE LIST
OF THE HIGHEST GltADE

PIANOS.HARPER& BROTHERS,NEWYORK

VIOLETTES dd CZAR
AoU dy*peptic. A tonic, an appetizer, and a delicacy la mixed drink*.

SOHMER
PIANOS

Hohnicr Building, Only Salesroom in

an. Are, cor. g9d at. Grcder New York.

BITTERS
THE EVES FASHIONABLE PERFUME OF

ORIZA-L. LEGRAND Grand Prlx Paris 1900|
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W E ran host understand < 1*«* part playpd in thv hinlory »f l*ia

rountrv by tin- lute Dun I’ruxede* Mateo Sagu*ta if we
comiuiiv him with the greut Englishman alio was hi* con-

temporary. William Ewart ttludstoue. In both the principle of

rxtrenie democracy were hlctidi-d with n love of the form* mid cere-

monies of royalty: and eueli waged against the extreme radical

and revolutionary force* a I'glil quite us hitter us that which they

carried on again*! the ultra -conservatives and reactionaries. Like

Mr. tllndatoiii', there was something in Sagustu of the doctrinaire

and the student,

and while the

English statesman
would have made
un admirable
archbishop or even
eardinul hud the

I lent in lew »o de-

creed, Scilor Sa-

gusta mi); lit. tinder

more |H'Ueeftil con-
dition". have mel-
lowcd into u geni-

al old college pro-

fessor, lielnvcd and
ailinired. the pro-

tiitvpe of the head
of one of our great
college*. Yet. while
Imt h were essen-

tiully character*
of order and tra-

dition, (Gladstone

and Saga-da alike

were driven bv
fate to the work
of destruction mid
deniolitinn. (»lnd-

stonc. the most
religious of mod-
erns. carried out
the disestablish-

merit of the Eng-
lish Church in Ire-

land; while .Sa-

ga»ta, in every in-

•tinet of hi* na-

ture more royalist

Ilian the King. lie-

euine, against ev-

ery moral and
emotional prolia-

hility, a leader of

r evolution s

.

Aimiii. the name*
of thewe two great
men are united in

history to the
name* of queen*
who ruled over
England and Spain
thrum'll the most
eventful yearn of

t hr la*t three
generations; and
while the lux life

of the lira! Spmi-
i«h queen, the ill-

fated l>uhella. i*

a total contrast
to the pu*toral
domesticity of Vic-
toria. Seflor Sagas-
ta hu«l. in C’hriw-

tina of Austria. u queen n» remarkable in virtue and wisdom a* the
great lady who ruled over England. Filially, to complete the par-
allel. hotli Cladatone and Sagustu were idem died with period* of
national disaster and withdrawal; Cladstnne'* peaec with the liner*
after M.i julNt Hill, and hi* rtion of Uordon at Kluirtmim. In>ing

is |M"wiouutely re«ent etl by hi* countrymen u» were the defeut of
Manila May and the lo«* of t'uhii hy Spain. The two great tiiini*-

l era. leaving the eare* of Mate, ended tiieir liven in quiet "(-elusion,

the world forgetting, and, w far aw praetieul weight in the condtirt
of affair* went. Iiv the world forgot. To rei-ord. even in outline.

the life of Knguwta. would la- to write the history of Spain through-
out the nineteenth century: the country's long struggle for better
government uguinst tin old. laid despotism of the llourhons, linked
with ari"t>M-ratie abuses und ecclesiastical tyranny on the one
hand, mid the explosive fonts of unureliy on the other, la-t the
Kwcorial "land for the one danger, and Itnrrrlonu. with its red
propaganda, for the other. Iletween these two fiercely contending
extreme* stood Niguslu. temporising. building, mollifying; ever
holding tiimly his principle* of mildness and moderation, even

though forced to

f

lay a part in revo-

utions and war*.

Ilow much the
present King of

Spain owes to Sa-
gasta for his ad-
vice and energetic
leadership through
the trying |ieriod

of the war with
the United States,

and to his judg-
ment in directing
the contending fac-

tion* of liis own
country after the
war. can hardly be
calculated. He was
in all prolia hility

the only man in

Spain at that time
who could have
"lived Alfonso's
dvnasty. That he
did succeed in

quieting the trou-
bles that threaten-
ed to reduce Span-
ish rule in Spain
to thr rule of

the midi is
only one of the
enormous debt*
owed to him by the
present King. A*
the lender of the
Liberal* in the

Spanish Cortes he
was not only
charged at the out
set l»V thr |trople

with criticising un-
justly the govern-
ment of Ciinova

mid the Conserva-
tive cabinet, lint

was held by many
as an enemy of t In-

state. The con-

cessions lie won lit

tic hy little from
the Queen Regent
and from the Con-
servatives hud
their climax in the
rvenl* that follow-

ed Weyler’s false

announcement that

his reforms in

Culm were success-

ful, und thut the

entire western part

of the island was
completely |wic-ified." Ilia programme for the autonomy of Cuba

\m~ one of his diplomatic failures. The refusal of the Cuban* to

accept the proposition* of his ministry after the return of Weyler
mid the amnesty proclamation of Itlnnru will lie recalled. In the
few months preceding the actual declaration of the Spanish war.
the Carlistn and Republicans seized every opportunity to urge on
the government to hostile action. Sngasta held for mi amicable
"cltlemrnt. lie made every possible effort to learn the actual de-

sires of tin government at Washington and to carry them out. Rut.

the trouble lay beyond his hand.
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( Comlinurtl frttm /wigr III.)

The growth of (hr city and it* gigantic

niiburban population ih-maml hinpr

more, and a* if r«'*|H Hiding to the call, u

great steel shield, with cutting edge* and
jaws which eat through «ilt and *aml and
»n1id rock down under the lied of the river,

is carrying on the march of progress and
relief.

For a quarter century the work has gone
on. with occasional lapses, hut the time ta

Hear now. not indefinite, when the New York
u ml New Irrsey Tunnel—the “trolley tun
nd.” as engineers call it—will lie a finished

link in the stiqiendiius chain of achievement
which i» making New York city the world's

metropolis.
It is characteristic of the city that this

work, or what might be called its renais-

sance. has not Seen noticed until the last

few weeks. In the rush of 9350,000.000 im-
provements in the greater city ami amid the
clamor incident to the vast enterprise of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, a little thing
like the approaching completion of the great-

est tunnel vet built was overlooked.

Mr. Cassatt was voted his franchise for

the Pennsylvania Tunnel, however, ami the

morning afterward 4.000.000 New • Yorkers
mid Jerseyites awoke to the fact that still

another big Christmas gift was on the way.
which promised quicker aid and wcllnigh
ns rich a blessing to them. Chicago River
nnd Thames tunnels arc small affairs besides
the New Jersey enterprise which approached
its accomplishment so quietly.

A wretched accident, now leaa possible lie-

cause of progress in construction, inter-

rupted the work some twenty mid years ago.

Fund* gave out. the boring halted, and in-

terest. once world-wide, waned. Then Kng-
lish capital tried it. to fail likewise.

Itut not many months ago the wheels start-

mi again. Far seeing men took up the task.

The long tube, which had been tarred over
half-way under the river, was pumped out,

the immrnse lairing shield made ready again,

the machinery renewed. Presently the hy-

draulic jacks which force the shield forward
felt pressure—5000 pound* to the square
inch, a total onward thrust of 2000 tons.

The silt came in through the doors in the
shield - head, and workmen etundiug amid
an air pressure of over thirty pounds to the
square inch—made necessary to keep the
water out and prevent the men from drown-
ing if water should lie encountered, for the

rush of the tide is only a few feet above
them—attacked the oozy substance, and sent
it back on cars to the tunnel's mouth in Jer-

sey City.

The work now goes on with the brain

nnd brawn and Unking which promise
through cars by next year’s Independence
Hay. The sturdy shield has advanced un-
til it has encountered the solid rock ledge
near the New York shore, only a shipVIcngth
from the great piers of red-stacked Atlantic
lincra.

The shield halted when it hit the ledge,

but this time the halt will lie brief. The
Rock of Age* does not lie on Manhattan
Islnnd. The city’s nrogTC*s is not now de-

terred by water, rock, or earth. A week or
mi should result in the straightening of the
shield's lient ending edges, and then the rocky
ledge, which is not of serious hardness, will

Is- attacked with dynamite, down there mi
der the twin-serrw merchantmen. and while
the people on the surface of the city swelter
in next summer’s heat, the tunnel workers
beneath the doek* will, in all human proba-
bility. be joining the Jersey bore with the
old. short, completed section under West
Street. The remainder of the undertaking

—

connection with the terminals, building of

the stations, and all that—is a stupid, every
day affair. The tunnel is the thing.

Passengers on the Sound boats look up
at the men working on the lofty steel towers
of thr new Fast River bridge and say that
bridge builders do brave deeds. None will
gainsay that, hut the strong, grimy, picked
fellows who are digging down there In the
shield, in a pressure which would set an
ordinary man's ears a-roaring like trumpet*
nnd guns, deserve also their full meed of
honor. Not many men can stand it. anil

those who. after rigid examination, arc al-

lowed to go in through the air locks, by
which the sharp change from surface pres-
sure to that in the shield is graded, have the

(Conlinurd on page ItG.)

The first-class, round-trip ntc,Chi-

cago to California, is f I io. Ticket*

are good to return any time within

nine month*. Stop-over* are allowed.

One stop-over, that i* distinctly worth

while, i* at El Pa*o— to get a

glimpse of Old Mexico.

The train to take to California is the

Golden State Limited
via the El Paso-Rock Island route.

Newest, finest, and most luxuriously equipped

train across the continent.

I-**? tSsa three dars Chicago to Los Anxelei. Thro*
to *anta Barbara and San Pranclaco. Electric lights;
Itlc Ians; barber shop; bath too*; BooklorerV Llb-bath room; Bo

rary: compartment and standard sleepers;
ag and library ears.dining

Cut out this nd and mail It. with
name and address, to this office, and
beautifully tllmtraied book about
Calllornla will be sent free. Write
or call lor furtbsr Information.

Jno. Sebastian. P.T.M.. Chicago. IU.

EQUITABLE
HENRY B .HYDE

J.W ALEXANDER
PRESIDENT

J. H .HYDE
VICE PRESIDENT

A GOOD
RESOLUTION

for 1903 would be to save some-
thing from your income.

An Equitable Endowment policy will IgJJ
nof only help you to save something during /®
1903, but will help you lo save during every

year for 15 or20years— and will assure ^
your life in addition

.

A resolution of this kind will not

benefit you-or your family— unless it is

carried out. If \\ is acted upon, the money —*+

you might waste will be saved.

If you would like to accustom yourself loj^'

saving something each year, fill out coupon below >

IIIK MSI 'ITAMI.lt 1.1KK ASSl’RANt K SOCIKTY.
. ((ROADWAY. YKW YORK. Ittpt.

|

('Iksb* mikI m. (nfumsallcin misfiling an lindim inriil bit
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AT this writing no further progress has l>een made in the se-

lection of American competitors in the Cordon-Bennett race.
^ * Alexander Winton is the only one so far chosen by the Au-
tomobile Club of America, and he is constructing a machine for

the coming race. This motor will lie interesting, as it will show
the latest developments in American motor construction, and there
is considerable curiosity as to the tires which will la* used, as
they are of vital importance in the race. Mr. Winton expects to

sail for Europe on May I, in order that he may have time to get

used to the course. The other two competitors and their him

chines are to he chosen by the Automobile Club by means of sonic
contest not yet determined. The present candidate* for these poal-

tions are Percy Owen, who would use a Winton motor. H. S. Ilurk-
ncss. and C. \V. Mathesyn, who is building a car in (Irand Rapids.
Michigan.
American motor-cars have been greatly improved during the

past year: the engine* have been constructed with especial at-

tention to simplieity of operation and control and quietness in

Percy Owen in the Winton “Pup”

running; comfort for the occupant* has been the requirement of

purchaser*, and this demand Ini* been more effectively satisfied

than heretofore: the foreign “tonneau” has Item extensively

copied, although this is being gradually superseded abroad by the

more comfortable •* Limousine '' and similar types, which give

shelter from bad weather and allow room for luggage. Perhaps
in two year* from now American manufacturers will begin to

copy thin style of body, a* it is a curious fact that in this industry

alone wc seem content to remain well in the rear while Europe
leads.

Alfred IFarmswortb, the well-known English editor, has ordered

a car from Panliard and Levaaaor which i« the most radical de-

velopment in motor-car construction. The car has a gasoline engine
of the regular type. but. instead of being used for propulsion, the

engine drives a dynamo, which in turn supplies current to a motor
coupled directly to the driving axle. If tin* experiment succeed*,

the advantages arc obvious: no more gears with their complicated

system of lubrication, the clutch Is done away with, change* of
speed are made smoothly with imperceptible variations, a brake
acting through the motor i* the most ttowerful and certain in its

action, while the possibilities of luxurious tilting* in the way of
electric lights, heaters, etc., arc almost illimitable. It is not
states! whether this machine is to use storage batteries in con-
nection with the dynamo, nor what device is to I** used when n
slop is to he made. In the ease of the ordinary gasoline motor-
car it suffice* t<» pull nut the clutch when u temporary stop i> to

lie made, thus allowing the rnginr to run free. Probably it could
he arranged to throw the surplus energy into a set of storage
batteries by a method which would lw regulated automatically, or
it might be possible to use 1 some arrangement like a clutch, by which
the commutator brushes could lie thrown in and out of contact at

will. The appearance of this machine i* to In* but slightly different
from that of a gasoline car; the main difference will In* the heavy
motors on the four wheels and the absence of chains.

The present speed laws in relation to automobiles are likely to

Alexander Vinton doing mile in 1 min. 2 2-5 sec.

lie changed in some measure, and in such a way as to favor the
sensible driving of the machine*. It seem* rather unjust to regu-
late the speed nn such open roads a* those near Bronx Park by
the restriction* which necessarily apply to the crowded streets in

lower New York city. The Automobile Club, represented by Mr.
Shattuek. and. in fact, all owner* of motor-cars, nave no objection
to limiting the speed to eight mill** nn hour in places of crowded
traffic. Inn effort is being made to change the law so as to allow
a speed of fifteen miles an hour in all parts of the State where
house* are more than loo feet apart. This clause will make the
regulations broad enough to allow a reasonable speed in unfre-
quented part* of the State, and yet will plainly iiuliratr the eight*

mile-nn hnur limit* irrespective of the growth of the city. It is

also proposed that laifayrtle Boulevard, and St. Nicholas Avrnur.
in the Borough of Manhattan, be under the tifteen-inile limit clause.

This law. however, will not apply to incorporated villages and towns
whieh have their own regulations.

114
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FIFTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL STATEMENT
OK TIIE

New-York Life Insurance
JOHN A. McCALL, President

346 & 348 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

JANUARY
ASSETS.

(Company docs not Invest in or loan upon stock* of any kind.)

United States, State, Gty. County, and other Bonds (coat

value, S2t8.423.05l ), market value, December 31, 1902 $225,039,295

Bonds and Mortgages (505 first liens) 26,125,318

Deposits in Trust Companies and Banks, at interest. . . 22,622,058

Loans to Policy-holders on their Policies as security (legal

value thereof, $35,000,000) 22,093,674

Real Estate (26 pieces, including 12 office buildings, valued
at $10,990,000) 12,880,000

Loans on Bonds (market value, $5,949,420) 4,104,000

Quarterly and Semi-Annual Premiums not yet due, reserve
charged in Liabilities 3,147,027 •

Premium Notea on Policies in force (Legal Reserve to secure
same, $4.300.000) 2.664.476

Premiums in transit, reserve charged in Liabilities 2,294,277

Interest and Rents accrued. 1,870,775

Total Assets (per Certificate of New York Ins. Dept.) $322,840,900

LIABILITIES.

Policy Reserve per certificate of New York Insurance

Department (see below), December 31, 1902 $268,344,420

All other Liabilities: Policy Gaima, Annuities, Endow-
ments, Ac., awaiting presentment for payment.... 4,462,361

Additional Reserve on Policies which
the Company values on a 3*

, or

a 3J4
r
/( basis, over the 4 r

< valua-

tion by the Insurance Department . .$5,397,325

Reserve to provide dividends payable to

policy-holders during 1903, and in subse-
quent years, per policy contracts

—

To holders of 20-Year Period Policies
and longer 23,877,326

To holders of 15-Year Period Policies. . 8,270,742

To holders of 10-Year Period Policies - 588,663

To holders of 5-Year Period Policies.. 587,401

To holders of Annual Dividend Policies 800,947

Reserves to provide for all other contingencies 10.5s f *715

Total 50.034,119

Total Liabilities(per Certificate of New York Ins. Dept.) $322,840,900

INCOME, 1902.

New Premiums (Annuities, $1,712,429) $15,588,022

Renewal Premiums 49,461,923

Interest, etc. (Trust Fund, $463,83 1 ). 14,058,456

Total Income . .$79,108,401

DISBURSEMENTS, 1902.

Death-Oaims paid $15,932,507

Endowments paid 4.045,(02

Annuities, Dividends, Surrender Values, etc. 10,618,229

Total paid policy-holders ... $30,595,838

Commissions, Brokerages, and all other pay-
ments to Agents 8,369,787

Home Office and Branch Office Salaries and
Physicians* Fees. 4,829,896

Taxes, Advertising, and all other expenses 3,1 30.070

Total Disbursements $46,925,591

I, 1903
INSURANCE ACCOUNT.

Number. Amount.
Paid-for Insurances in Force, December 31, 1901 . . 599,818 $1,365369,299

New Paid-for Insurances, 1902 155,440 302,798,229

Old Insurances Revived, etc. 1,444 2,897,000

Totals 756,702 $1,671,064,528

Total Terminated in 1902 52, 1 35 II 7.436.502

Paid-for Insurances In Force. Dec. 31, 1902. .704,567 $1,553,628,026

Gain in 1902 104,749 $188358,727

CERTIFICATE OF SUPERINTENDENT
OF STATE OF NEW YORK

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Albany, January 3, 1903.

I, FRANCIS HENDRICKS, Superintendent of Insurance of the State

of New York, do hereby certify that the NEW-YORK LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY, of the Gty of New York, in the State of New York, a Mutual

Life Insurance Company, having no capital stock, is duly authorised to

transact the buaineaa of Life Insurance in this State.

I FURTHER CERTIFY that, in accordance with the provisions of

Section eighty-four of the insurance law of the State of New York, I

have caused the. Policy obligations of the said Company, outstanding and
paid for on the 31st day of December, 1902, to be valued on the following

basis: Policies known as the Company's three per cent. Policies, and
all Policies issued since December 31, 1900, being valued as per the Amer-

ican Experience Table of Mortality with three per cent, interest, and all

other Policies being valued as per the Combined Experience Table of

Mortality with four per cent, interest: and I hereby certify the result to

be as follows:

Net Reserve Value of Policies $250,008,234.00
M “ " “ Additions 3,332,529.00
M 44 mm

Annuities. 15348311.00

Total $268,589,074.00

Less Net Reserve Value of Policies re-insured 244,654.00

Total Net Reserve Values. $268344,420.00

I FURTHER CERTIFY, from the sworn Report of the
Company on file in this Department, that the Admitted
Assets are $322,840,900.03

Reserve Values of Policies as calculated by this Depart-
ment $268344.420.00

General Liabilities 4,462,361.17

Additional Reserve on Policies which the
Company values on a higher basis than
that used by the Department, as above
stated... $5397,325.00

Reserve to provide dividends payable to

policy-holders in 1903 and in subse-
quent years. 34,125,07836

Reserve* to provide for all other contin-
gencies 10,511,715.00

Total Additional Reserves 50,034,118.86

Total $322,840,900.03

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and

caused my official seal to be affixed at the Gty of Albany, the day and

year first above written.

FRANCIS HENDRICKS, Superintendent of Insurance.
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fi Before you do
I another thinq

\ James.bmq me a

Club
©©raSmira.
I'm so tired shopping

m&Keit&MARTINL
I need alittleTonic

and its $o much better
’

thanadrug ofany kii

G.F. Heublein&Bro
NgjtOQ. NewYoi^k. Lohdoi<(

Stores T° 0peN

u

!
6«v Ip

CooksFlared Rice
4/iSou/rtLY /Vo Cooking

GOOD READING

The Vultures
By HENRY SETON MERRIMAN

AntAor of " The Somers

"

Another of Mr. Mcmman's noeeU of Ru-wan in-

trigue ami diplomacy. From the very hrpin-

nin^C an excellent 'lory, full of dramatic

Mtuations and nrvrr-flagging interest.

UlustrjJed. $1.50

The Wooing
of Wistaria

By ONOTO WATANNA
Author rf “ A Jap*mere XlgHisga/e"

A new departure in fiction. A trnder Japanese love

«tory interwoven with genuine Javanese history.

It is a more ambitious effort than the au-

thor's earlier sucre**. It ha* all the

poetic charm and feeling of her
‘ other bonk, and the plot of

the story i* filled with

situations of the

keenest interest.

$1.50

MothInO Injurloum In

BROWN’S
Bronchial Troches
A groat rolle/ for coughs, hoarse-
ness, throat and lung trouhloa.

Soirf In Boxes only. Avoid Imitations.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

25 ?£, GOLF *2.22

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS

(f’onliHurd from jwjfc IIS.)

watchful eye of a physician constantly over
them, and oftentimes the doctor ia a sadly
busy man. Too sudden a change from one
pressure to the other brings the “ bends,”
and gTeat rare Ib needed in such cases to
prevent fatality.

Whether trunk lines or trollle* use thi*
long tube under the river is a matter of
minor importance. More tunnels will in-

evitably come soon, anyway. The main in-

terest lies in the bigness of the undertaking
—a thing which always ap|ieals to an Amer
ieun, the saving of time and greater con-
venience in getting to the towns over the
river, the new development which must in-

cvitublv follow in the neighboring State, and
some lively change* in values in old Green-
wich and Chelsea villages. The New York
and New Jersey tunnel marks a long step
forward.

The New Congressional

Office Building

Sm PHI 110

Permoms at all familiar with the domestic
affairs of the United States Capitol at Wash-
ington have long appreciated that the mem-
bers of the House of Representatives have
been forced to content themselves with sore-

ly inadequate accommodation* in the mnttcr
of rooms. At the present time every avail-

able room in the House portion of the great
structure is utilized by a committee, and
member* who are not chairmen of commit-
tees. but who must have some place to at-

tend to their correspondence and other Con-
gressional duties, are forced to eithrr rent

un office or take advantage of the courtesy
of the chairman of some committee who hn*
a small amount of surplus table space at hi*
disposal. The latter plan ia. as may be im-
agined. far from satisfactory, owing to the
fact that a public committee-room i* scarce-

ly an agreeable place to conduct private

business, while the alternative of renting an
aides presents a serious objection aside from
the expense, in that few offices are procur-
able in Washington within any reasonable
ilistanre of the Capitol.

How serious the situation really 1s may
Is* appreciated when it is explained that
out of a membership of three hundred and
»lx»y-one in the House of Representatives

only fifty-two of the legislators are. by vir-

tue of living chairmen of committees, pro-
vider! with ollice*. and even these rooms must
Is* shared for romniittee-wnrk. or. as has
Wen explained, with committee colleagues.

Naturally, the situation will be made pro-

portionately more serious with the increased

membership of the next Congress, due to the

rrup|M>rtlnmnent based on the new census.

A project for the erection of an office

building to serve ns an annex to the Capitol
has long been under consideration in Con-
gressional circle*, and lately the Superin-
tendent of the Cnpitol Building and Grounds,
acting under authorization from Congress,
has had plans prepared for such a structure.

This uction hn* been taken at a juncture
when the need for such an edifice has been
shown to be imperative for twofold reasons.

A problem long recognized as second only
in importance to that of providing addi-

tional office room ia foil n»l in the necessity

of providing for the rapidly increasing heat-

ing. lighting, and power-plant of the great
white-domed building, and now that a vast

addition to the main building has been de-

termined upon by means of the extension
of the east front, it is evident that the pro*

cut engine-rooms will not accommodate the
additional machinery, and that an annex
must 1 h* provided that will embrace an ex
tensive power-plant as well as extensive of-

fice facilities.

The new office building will be connected

with the Capitol by mean* of n subway,
through which will be carrird the electric-

lighting. power, steam, and hot-water sys-

tems for heating mid illuminating the main
building. The subway will connect with
each Mvlinn of the Capitol. It will la- mif

fieiently comfortable for use ns a public

passageway, and will Is- provided with mean*
of transportation for l*»lh material and per

son*. The importance of such a passage-

way 1st wren the two buildings will Is- espe-

cially apparent in luid weather, and it will
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THE ABOVE 13 THE TRADE-
MARK WHICH FOR 300
YEARS HAS DISTINGUISHED

Chartreuse
-GREEN AND YELLOW -

THE LIQUEUR MADE BY
THECARTHU81AN MONKSOF
LA ORANDB CHARTREUSE,
GRENOBLE. FRANCE.
A GLASS OF THIS MOST
DELICIOUS AND WHOLE-
SOME CORDIAL IS A FITTING
FINALE TO A GOOD DINNER

Al •!«•» Wine Onxtn, IIi^pIi, Calk.
tUijer ft Co.. 45 KroMlwav, Swm York N. V.,

Sole Ac«nu lor United Stale*.

Williams’
sShaving

icks
Ease—Facility

—

Convenience

—

Luxury

—

are all assured by the use

of Williams’ Shaving Stick.

Fastidious men are satis-

fied with no other.

Prist. Twrmirjh* Crmli, »/*R Drugftill

The J. B. W lllUme Co . OlMtoabory. C*.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

I LIUl’OK IIA IIITH CI'KKII.
Hiuuds, having failed rlvewherr.
e Seen cured Hy tin. W rHe
t o.. UepLAI. I.elmumi, Ohio

MORPHINE 2

render it puniMr at all time* fur members
occupying room* in the new *t un-lure L»

reach the hull of the limixe almost ji»

promptly a* they do now from the prere-nt

eominiUee-niom*.
In view «»f the proximity of the new struc-

ture to the Capitol, it in proposed that con-
struction "hull la* carried out on classic

line* in eoniplete harmony with the Capitol
building. Tin* exterior wall* of the nesv

building will la* of either marble or granite,

probably llie former, and the interior will

la* eon* t meted largely of alee] uud terra-

rotta, together with other fireproof malcri-
ala. The i*ou rt walla will la* faced with
enamel hrii-k, which ha* Iks-h selected an

4*011(1 lieive to eh-nnlilie** and good lighting

for the interior morn*.
Four dilfereiit plan* have la*en prepared

for I lie new ollire building, each la-ini' lie

signed with reference to the limitation* of

a particular aite,—all the proposal aitet

Im* i
n

*r almost repinlly coil vimient to the Cap!
lid. That considerable latitude i» allowed
by llie*4* ditferent plan*, among which Coii-

gre*** i* to make a choice, may In* appre-
ciated from the fuel that, wliereu* two of the

plan* make provision for 374 and T*»o naan*.
re*ja*i-tively. the «*ther plan* contemplate the
t-iiihodiim-nt of 5;Ui and -VtSO room*. respective-

ly. Then* i*. of conrae, considerable lati-

tude in the eatimatea of rent based upon
the various plans, hut if one or the other
of the more extensive plan* is decided upon,
a* "coins prntiahle. the expenditure neces-

sitated will la* considerably in exceas of

four million dollars.

Kadi of the room* oil the street section
of the new building will la* uImuiI sixteen by
twenty-five feet in size. while thorn* in the
interior aeetion will average aUmt sevent«*en

by eighteen fret in size. Every numi will

have a window opening outward, and there-

fore will he well lighted. Kvcn the room*
faring the court* will suffer little in this

respect, inasmuch a* the courts will la- large
ami will admit much light. Every room
.tnd corridor will la* hcut 4*d and ventilated

liv n f4»rr4*il supply of fre*li air at a con-

stant t i-iii tier* tu re (during the 4*nlil month*),
and by the u*e of supplemental radiator*,

i-nabling the occupant to rewtnd the tem-
perature above that supplied by the fresh

air. Each room will he siipplieil with a

lavatory with lint and cold water, and the
rooms will la* arranged with eommunii-nting
door*. *» that, if desired. suites may la- ar-

ranged. The wood-work will la- limited to

the door* and sash, all the floors tiring of

concrete, tile, or marble. That the building
shall •*• most brilliantly illuminated. pro-

vision has las-n made for supplying ten thou-
sand elect rie lights in the office building
alone.

A full i*<|uipnient of freight and passenger
elevator* will afford *|n*sI\ communication
l*-twcen the thrts- lloor* ami tin* Im semen t of

the huihling. and a restaurant ami kitrio’ii

will la- bwati-tl on tin* third floor. It is

nntiripati-d that the new heating, lighting,
anil power plant which will Is* installed to

supply the new building a* well ns the Capi-
tol will entail an expenditure of 37 .V'MMt

in addition to the cost of the new build-

ing. and the subway which will externl from
the office building to the several terminal*
in the Capitol building will cost at least

$ 1 18,000 more.

Tin* world is too much with tt»: late and
soon.

netting and spending we lay waste our
]tnwi*r«

:

Kittle we »ee in nature that is ours;
Nc have given our hearts nwny. a sordid

lioon

!

This m*a that Imres her Imaom to tin* moons
Thi* winds that will lie howling at nil hour*.
And are up-gntlii*refl now like sb-eping flow-

ers:
For this, for everything, we are out of

tune:
It move* us not — fir-cut Ond! I’d rather

hr
A pagan *uekb-d in a creed outworn.
So might I. standing on thi* pleasant leu,

Have glimpses Hint wnubl make me less

forlorn:
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sen.

Or hear old Triton blow hi* wreathed horn.—IVonlmrurth.

Delicious DrinK_s
and "Dainty Dishes

ARE MADE FROM

BAKER'S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Uaaqsaled for Smoothed*, Delicacy,ui Kla rot

Eummi ilia package you receive and make Mire

that il boar* our iradc-m.ik.

Linter the decision* al th* U. S. Count no other

Cocoa la enllibd to Im Lb*l«d or told a*

••BAKER’S COCOA.”
Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Eatabll»b«d iy»:. DORCHESTER. MASS.

orn
risp
k mo
Large, clean, crisp

flakes. Malted and
thoroughly cooked.

Made from the finest

Southern White Com.

BREAD MACHINE
to Ilnt-unoLD l’s

i>< >h-»1 bread in 3 mlnirt. ..

lol-ril le Irilll unit ap|irn>l. St»,l
for llookltl. Ari'Bt* vuilnl.

Sclontlflc Bread Mach. Co.
(L'VMCS CIISMIIKH*, is.)

na.v.1 tint Mrdla Ms.. I'l.lltdalphU

rue mtatt static
(Ilf A? TMl MBS

Mora oado-aora itli-
nor* vritat *or

ALL 07IIZHS ecADtriM!

UC-IUS CUT . Fa.. U.3

,

d/nuys mention HARPER'S WEEKLY when
I writing to advertisers.
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A NEW EXPERIENCE

Why use

poor cards

when you

can buy

Bicycle
Playing Cards
They wear well. Sold by dealers

Popular price. 2> hacks. Back
shown Is ••Wheel .

•• Orderby name.

The U. S. Playing Card Co.
Cincinnati. U. S. A.

We »«l vnl IZH-rvige CoadmaeJ Hnyla
for 10c. vumpv If jJJrr.soJ to Dept 2*.

w LAUNCHES
'temi .ml s*|| YacMa, Ituw
Ilimtlnc Ikot*, (:««*». Send !"r. far

J® l"«t» nifnliw, irl.lnir the trnln in

•Mat) almut tli# t«*»t hoot* liulll.

RACINE BOAT MFC. CO.
Bn* 17 . Ravlnr. Wi».

|l«*. Great English Remedy
PILLS

I Safe. Sue*, Effective. 5QC, 4 $1
I DEtroarsTg, *mynw ic g. t.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

Fully Ripe

Made from the choicest of selected

Rye, and distilled under every pre-

caution, insuring the highest nutrient
quality

Hunter
Baltimore

Rye

Undergoes thor-
ough ageing before
it is sold, and in

this state of fullest

development it is

the perfection of

Rye Whiskey.

It is particularly
recommended to

w omen because of

its age and excel-

TO CALIFORNIA

The best easy chairs for old age are bought

early. They arc called endowments
Get particulars free. No importunity.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE.

921-3-5 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.

Atlanta, Knoxville & Northern Rt.

SHORT LINE2
l n»«lw tlw (treat Smoky Mountains
at an rirviitiixi of SOW! (ret I'y the

ONLY STANDARD GAUGE LOOP LINE

J. n. SrWI l,I.I A S» 4 tw. - Km*. III*. Tr«».

FOUR 24-HOUR TRAINS TO CHICAGO EVERY DAY-NEW YORK CENTRAL
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John Kendrick. 'Bangs
"Best Books —

-

Eight

Volumes

Eight

Volumes

IN EIGHT HANDSOME VOLUMES. WITH MORE THAN 200 FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS BY
CHARLES DANA GIBSON. A. B. FROST, H. W. McVICKAR, C. H. JOHNSON, F. T. RICHARDS, Jr.- = EDWARD PENF1ELD, and PETER NEWELL = =

THE EIGHT BOOKS INCLUDED IN THIS SET:
1. A HOUSE -BOAT ON THE STYX
2. THE PURSUIT OF THE HOUSE-BOAT
3. MR. BONAPARTE OF CORSICA

4. COFFEE AND REPARTEE and THE IDIOT

5. THE IDIOT AT HOME
6. GHOSTS I HAVE MET
7. THE BOOMING OF ACRE HILL

8. THE BICYCLERS, and Three Other Farces

T Tp tj CCp The price of these eight volumes, nicely
vy IV Vjr r CX\. Illustrated and handsomely bound In

special cloth, with gilt *°P* and uncut edges, is $12-00. We will send
the entire set of eight books, charges of delivery prepaid, upon receipt of

P®>' ment °* balance to be made at rate of One Dollar
l^OIlar Monthly for 1 1 .Months, and on receipt of this Dollar

we will send you, FREE OF COST, beginning at once, for a year, either
HARPER’S .MAGAZINE, HARPER’S WEEKLY. HARPER’S BAZAR, or
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW. In writing, state which periodical

you want.

HARPER & BROTHERS, Publishers, NEW YORK

nrHE books chosen for this edi-

1
tion include every subject—

wit, humor, humorous satire, farces,

whimsical fancy, bright dialogue

and repartee— the best in every

way of Mr. Bangs’ work.

It is a great chance to have a

library of

humor

handsomely

bound and

at little

cost.

JOHN KENDRICK BANGS
is known to every reader of

American humor. He holds a

unique position among the great

American humorists of our time.

No contemporary humorist has won

wider popularity. Never before have

his BEST

books been

accessible

in a single,

uniform

edition.

HARPERS •
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yyHENi tell you that I teach a different kind of exercise,
T
somethingnew.morescientific.more rational, safer,and

immeasurably superior to anything ever before devised, I am
but repeating what thousands of prominent men and women
are saying for me who have profited by my instructions.

What is so strong as the testimony of others?

If you are not convinced from my previous advertising that my system of

Physiological Exercise will do all that I claim for it, the fault is in the advertising

and not in the system itself.

Mr. J. Logan Jones, Vice-Pres, and Secy, of Jones Dry Goods Co., of Kansas

City, Mo., after years of gradual but certain decline, physically and mentally, had

a complete collapse. It was impossible for him to sleep without medicine, and

he went without natural sleep for the period of about ten months. He tried

the best physicians to be had, traveled almost constantly,' being unable to

remain long in one place; took hunting trips in Colorado and a sea-coast trip

to Northern Maine, with no appreciable results. He had been constipated for

sixteen or seventeen years, and had to take physic constantly, never having a

natural action. The following is an extract from a recent letter to me: ** A
little over ten months ago I took my first exercise from you, and under the

circumstances consider the transformation a positive miracle. Will say that I am
getting to be quite a giant. I weigh more than I have ever weighed in my life,

and my muscular development is something wonderful. I sleep soundly, my diges-

tion is good, constipation a matter of ancient history, and do more work than I ever

did in my life and enjoy it all the time.” What could be more convincing? And do you

wonder that he is enthusiastic? I could name hundreds of others who have received

similar results, but it would not make the system any better. But if you will follow my instructions for a

few weeks I promise you such a superb muscular development and such a degree of vigorous health as to forever

convince you that intelligent direction of muscular effort is just as essential to success in life as intelligent mental

effort. No pupil of mine will need to digest his food with pepsin nor assist nature with a dose of physic. I will

give you an appetite and a strong stomach to take care of it; a digestive system that will fill your veins with rich

blood; a strong heart that will regulate circulation and improve assimilation; a pair of lungs that will purify

your blood ; a liver that will work as nature designed it should ; a set of nerves that will keep you up to

the standard of physical and mental energy. I will increase your nervous force and capacity for

mental labor, making your daily work a pleasure. You will sleep as a man
ought to sleep. You will start the day as a mental worker must who would

get the best of which his brain is capable. I can promise you all of this

became it is common-sense, rational, and just as logical as that study

improves the intellect.

I have no book, no chart, no apparatus whatever. My Sys-

tem is for each individual ; my instructions for you would

be just as personal as if you were my only pupil. It

is taught by mail only and with perfect success,

requires but a few minutes’ time in your own room

just before retiring, and it is the only one which

does not overtax the heart.

I SHALL be pleased to send you
1

free valuable information and
detailed outline of my system, its principles

and effects, upon application. This infor-

mation, which I furnish free, is very inter-

esting and cannot be secured elsewhere at

anv price. Write at once.

ALOIS P. SWOBODA, 593 Unity, CHICAGO, ILL.
Digitized by Googie
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THISTLE EDITION

WAVERLEY
NOVELS

In 48 Volumes

By SIR
WALTER
SCOTT

48
Volumes

$25:00

S
COTT'S classic works will be read

as long as the English language

endures, combining, as they do.

the thrilling interest of romance

with hiMorkal instruction. The
are really a history in them-

selves, covering the period from

the times of William the

Red (1190) to George 1 1

1

(1800)—more than 600

years. No library is

a library without

them.

Harper & Broth krs have just

issued a splendid new edition

of Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley

Novels in forty -eight (48) volumes.

The pages are decidedly hand-

some, printed from large type on excel-

lent paper, and the edition contains more

than two thousand illustrations from the

old English wood -engravings in the original

edition, and the binding is of fine, permanent

cloth.

OUR. OFFER
We will send you the entire set of forty -eight

volumes, charges prepaid, on receipt of $1.00. If

you do not like the books when they rea.ch you. send
them ba.ck at our expense, and we will return the

$1.00. If you do like them, send us $2.00 every month
for twelve months. On receipt of this dollar, we will send

you, without ext re*, charge, beginning at once, a year's
subscription to either Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly.

Harper's Bazar, or the North American R.eview. In writing,
state which periodical you want.

This same set is also bound in half- leather, with gold stamping
on side and back. The price in this binding is $48.00. It will be

sent you on the same terms for $4.00 a month for twelve months.

cADDRESS

HARPER & BROTHERS, Franklin Square, N. Y.
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I
X (hr proee** of time all oiieatioiu that have long been

pressing fur settlement. all defect* or evils that experience ha*

discovered in our statutes, rewive the attention of Congress.

That busy tody some day -pause* in the engrossing tasks that are

dearest to it, In'ciiusc it* attention

has liis'ii cii lli’il to the fact that the

country i« clamoring for something,
or that an imfMirtant interest, w hich

it will not pay to neglect. has naked
for a word wiih tin* legislative mind.
The hanking and eonimerrial in-

t irc*t» for thirty year* have been
asking fur *oine attention to the cur
rrnev situation. Hut the question i*

d illii ult. and. to most minds, it i*

dry, and. therefore, uninteresting.

Since the panic of 1803 there has
been a growing consciousness, among
all sections and interest* of the

community, that somethin;; i* wrong
with our currency system. In that
year, greenbacks and all other form*
of !*(il«t and its representatives were
hoarded, for much profit was made
by shipping gold abroad, and green

harks were held out of rirculutiou

because inevitably they drew from
the Treasury the profitable metal.
The national hank note circulation

broke down. It was unable to re

spend to the demand* of bu*ines« for

the payment of ordinary current e*
iM-n-M*. Cities and private eitixrn*
Issued a token currency; mainline
Hirers paid their hand* in orders.

The Clearing House of New York
invented clearing • Imiiikc certificate*

which were u»ed in lieu of actual
currency for the maintenance of re-

wires. and. by variou* makeshift*,
the diflieiilt times were endured, and
the country emerged from the shad-
ow into an era of prosperity. Still

the evil stuck in our currency and
banking systems, and at least once a
year the enterprising men of the
Ka*t are obliged to pay tlivir de-

mand • notes at tile luvnk*. in order
that the latter imiv send out money
to the West for the moving of the
crops. Thi* makes money high, and
linn* bard in tin- Fast, especially in New York, and it lias cuu*cd
many an undertaking to be nhundoned or to halt.

In the mean time bankers, in tlieir eon vent ion*, writers of Istok*.

pamphlets, ami of editorials have urged Congress to act. A few
year* ago the legislative laxly took a step which seems to insure

the permanency of the gold standard, and which Wrought some
relief by slightly increasing bank-note circulation. Nevertheless,
thi* form of currency continues to luck elasticity, and. after u
good deal of pushing and exhortation, interest was excited by

some nicnil**r» of the House of Rep
resentafives, riot a Id v Mr Howler of

New Jersey. Mr layering of Mn*sn-
cliuscti*. and .Mr. Over street of Indi-

ana. The Fowler bill i* the out-
come of the agitation which was
thu* aroused. It i» not a hill which
wholly satisfies any one: even its

author would probably prefer some
changes, while a great many men.
of the kind known as sound, are
op|M>Hcd to the theory of asset bank-
ing. Although the members named
have for some year* Iaim eager to

secure the passage of some legi*la

tion which will give u* an elastic

currency, and although the desire
for such a reform has l«ern growing
stronger and stronger, and although
its expression ha* la-come louder and
loudi r lliroughoiit the country, the
public men generally have not Is-eu

deeply moved. So far. no Senator
lias tolravcd the slightest interest

in the ipiestion, so far as the public

know*. Tin- question, however, will

la- intelligently dealt with in the

Semite, when it comes up for dis-

cussion. by Senator Allison,—who i*

the authority in the chamber mi
question* of finance,—l»y Senators
Aldrich. Fairbanks. Hamm, and by a
few other*. The dillcmii** of opin-
ion a * to the proper remedy to ap-
ply to existing evils are so many and
so great that a long time mu»t
elapse before agreement can he

reached on any measure that is. in

any degree, thorough nr radical. A
good many factor* must tie reck-

oned with! The Middle \Ve*l, for

example, is easily alariiMsi by any
proposition to l*i*c hank currency

thing but the natiiuial debt,

t fiere ure the enemies of all

who *lill muster a consul-

number, and who prefer

have those who think that

I hose w ho have mlithlclicc

The question is full of

There i*. therefore, no

L. M. Shaw
Secret iry of the Treasury

greciiliMck* |o Imiik note
iihm'I currency i* not safe

ill nsM't ell Irene
praetinil dillieiili

on a nv

Then
hank*,
era hie

Then we
;vud. again

and in branch hunk*,

the mi **1011 is short.

likelihiMiil nf leginlation this ye
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THE GREAT SOCIAL EVENT OF THE SEASON AT THE WHITE HOUSE
Reception to the Diplomatic Corps at the White Mouse

Tlif* «lrawing *h«*s the *cm« «i the firs* dirlomtiic recaption giten in the new east wing of tbv White House
Drawn hjr T. d« Thulurup
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Caslrv the former President. openi a sardine-

can with a button-kook

theSECRET

I or THEIR*
Buckingham Palace. Hit Britannic Majesty'* boudoir, done in

pink and gold. The croicn on hat-rack near the door. On a
gildnl mitwi/f, the sceptre and crystal ball, with several f/cllout-

backed novels. Bis Britannic Majesty, m a cashmere dress-

ing-gown flowered irith heraldic roses, is seated ii» a huge arm-
chair. irith his feet on a fender-stool. Premier Balfour is in
attendance, outwardly balmy, but inwardly ill at ruse.

Premier Balfour. Well. mlly, your Majesty—ah! If your
Majesty would only—ah! let me ftpoak—ah! . .

.*

The King (testily). Duninic, sir, dumnic! It norms to me you
do nothing else! It’s

too bad. sir! That's
what it is! Damme, air,

I say. . . .

Balfour. I can under-
stand jour Majesty's

—

ah— shall I say irrita-

tion—ah

!

-
I

, , The King. Irritation?

f
OfAM CBl. f~

” No. sir; damme, air. no!
Indignation, sir, indigna-

tion! Didn’t you and
Willy tell me it would be
all right? “Work—ah

—

like a charm—ah ! " those

were your very words!
Ami now look at it!

Everybody i* mad at me.
ir! Mad. air! ami at

ne! Mv own people are

mad! The American na-

tion is mad. and Rudvard
Kipling is mad! At me,
sir! at me! at me!
Damme, sir, I say,

damme! - . . (And the

King relapses into an in-

dignant silence.)

Balfour (suavely}. I trust your Majesty—ah! ... I

The King (snorting). Yes. air! but how am I to trusty you?
And weren't you both cocksure, you and Willy! And didn’t you
know it all, and didn't you pooh-pooh my apprehensions? You’re
a nice pair, sir! Oh yes! you’re a nice ^pair!

Balfour (shrugging his shoulders I. \our Majesty—ah! must

—

ah! pardon me, Mil no one, not even England's Premier—ah! has
the gift of prophecy, or can see abend with infallible eye

—

The King. See ahead! Yon. sir! Why. you couldn't see a hay-

stack! What did I tell you would happen? What did 1 tell you?
and before the Boer war, too? Oh, you were so sure about it!

By heavens, sir! do you know what will happen? You will get

whipped in Parliament, sir, and I shall have one of those damned
fellows for Prime Minister. . . . Oh yes, you and Willy have done
it! You hear rue. sir? Done it! Rone it! Bone it! . . .

Balfour. Really— ah! Your Majesty—ah! . . .

The Palace, Berlin. Smoking • room, in old Teutonic oak. uphol-

s tired i« artillery fialtrrns, and adomrd trith portraits of the

Kaiser as Adam, the Kaiser as Xoah, the Kaiser as Methuselah,

the Kaiser as .1lenndcr the Great, as Homer, and so forth.

His /inperi«/ Majesty, in the undress uniform of a fieId-marshal,

pacing up and doirn, twisting his mustache.
Kaiser Wilhelm. Well, Herr

Graf, we are getting on. eh!

The great dream realizes itself!

The great drama unfolds! . . ».

t on Bulotr. .!«. Majestilt

!

Kaiser. Yes. llerr Graf! Yes!
We are making history! We
are fnrming events! We are
mastering circumstance! We
are outmnincurring Fate! What
a privilege you must feel it, to

play a part, however small, in

all this! to work with the mu*-
tcr-inind

!

Cos Bulov. .la. Maiestttt!
The Kaiser. I sis- la-fore me

(halting ia front of the picture

of Adam) my genius foreshad-

owed in the first man! Here
(pointing to Methuselah) is a
type of rny endurance! And
here (twisting his mustache
towards Xoah) is a type of my
power to ride on the wave of

circumstance! Yes. Herr Graf!
Yes! It iH all very wonderful,
very wonderful and beautiful. . . .

Von Biiloic, .la. Majestilt!

Kaiser. With what consum-
mate skill 1 hoodwinked the

-THOUGHTS

HEARTS

The King (is Ballon*)- *' Oh yet.

sir T Done it f Dane il I [him-
it

Russian! And how adroitly, how perfectly adroitly, 1 wound
the Sultan round my Anger! And what a lesson it was for

all time to see me fascinate the Persian Shah! Was it. not de-
licious—ach, delicious—to see me entangling C'hauilierlain in my
schemes (chuckles sardonically), so clever, so alert himself! Was
it not delicious?

Ton Billow. Ja. MajestSt!
The Kaiser. And my poor old uncle! and now these Americans!

Why. they think they have outgeneral led me! — me I me! Out-
gcncralled me! Colossal, is it not. Herr Graf?

I on Biiloic. Ja, MajestSt!
The Kaiser. Ah yes! let them laugh! let them laugh! let them

!

But he laughs well who latest laughs! . . . That, is verse, Herr
Graf,—did you notice? . . .

17m Billow. Ja. Majestllt!

The Kaiser. Well, dear boy, leave me now! I feel the divine
afflatus coming. . . .

Von Biiloic (aside). The deuce you do! [fixit.

Among the hills, south of Caracas. President Cipriano Castro and
Signora Castro. The President it frying to open a sardine-can
with a button hook, while the Signora mops her eyes with a yel-

low Irandannn handkerchief.
Cipriano ( looking under his eyebrows at the Signora). Oh. come,

Maria! What is the use of making a fuss about it? We'll lose

our job. that’s all!

Many a good man has
done so before. . . .

Signora Castro. Good
man! (sobs). Good
until ! And so you call

yourself a good man!
(sobs again).

Cipriano. Oh. well, not
exactly a saint, you
know. tmt. among men
of the world—oh. hang
it. Maria, do stop snif-

tering! it’s had enough
without your rubbing it

in! Shut up, woman!
Confound it all! shut
up!

Signora ( still sobbing
violently). No, I won’t
shut up! I won't! I

won't! No, sir. your
lawful wife will not

shut up! I have suffer-

ed everything at your
hands, but I will not suffer that! You may strike me, but you
must listen! Yes! yes! yes! Kill me. if you want to,

kill me, kill me! You would like to, wouldn't you! Why don’t

you kill me?
Cipriano (aside). Quite an idea! (Looks at her meditatively, and

in doing so jalrs his thumb with the button-hook, bounces to his
feet, yelling.) Cnr-r-r-snibn

!

Signora (screams). Oh! oh! oh! he's going to kill me! (Has a

prolonged fit of hysterics.)

Cipriano -(trying another lark). Wctl-unis did -unis then! Poor
little thing, then! (Strokes her head. She gradually uuiets down.

and he sits beside her, putting
his arm around her waist.) What
is it. then! I don’t won-
der she is tired and done up! It

has hern u hanl time, all these

days, with those nasty insur-

gents prsking at me, and the
beastly foreigners cavorting
along the const! Bah! how I

hate foreigners! (The Signora
begins to irerp again.

)

Oh,
hang it nil, Marin, turn off the

water works! What in the
land is the matter now?

Signora (sobbing softly). Oh,
Cip! It's the ingratitude! the

base ingratitude, of our country,
dearest Cip! To have a great
nuin like you, and to—oh! oh!

Cipriano ( consolingly). Well,
I'm blownl ! You’re a good
faithful sort, anyway—a sort of

consolation in distress! Why
(hugs her again), do you know
(aside)—shall I tell her! Yes!
(Aloud.) Do you know. . . .

If we can get away. I’ve got
quite a nice little pile liid in a
safe corner. . . . If we can only
get away! . . .

The Kaiser. 1

/ firl the divine afllaitu coming
"

Von Bnlow (aside). '* The deuce yon do
!“

and Willy hare done s
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MR. SOTHERN’S PRESENTATION OF “HAMLET” IN NEW YORK
AT THE GARDEN THEATRE

In Ibis drawing Mr. Henry McCarter represents the two most graphic and effective scenes in Mr. Sothern's production—
the ghost scene, where Hamlet learns the perfidy of his step-father, and his subsequent denunciation of the King
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The Culture of Unknown
American Tribes

S
IX separate expedition* nf

discovery to unknown
northern countries have

recently lieen undertaken
through the generosity of Mr.
Morris K. Jivap, president of

the New York Cnarnbcr of Coni*

inerce. The expense has been

in the neighborhood of $JVO.nO0.

uiul the results. now valued at

twenty times that sum. have
lieen presented to the American
Museum of Natural History.

The expeditions which ex*

plorcd the American side of the

North Pacific Ocean, under I'm-

feasor Frail)* lions. Curator of

Kthnology of the American Mil-

scum of Natural History, and
llarlan I. Smith. Assistant
Curator of Archeology, found
forms of culture of special in-

terest. Indians the world over.
Cliunclios of South America.
Chukchee* of Siberia. Eskimos
of the farthest north. Aztecs nr

Moyas of Mexico, and the va-

rious tribes of North America, are in their religions beliefs Shu

dead on low lioughs just above
the reach of animals, these
trilics buried them a hundred
feet high in the biggest

spruces. Other methods, too.

of disposing of the dead were
found which are remarkable
when one rcnicmlicrs the near-
ness of the trilics to each
other in boundaries and in com-
merce, Kike the burial - place*

of the Druids were the massive
rock cairns of Vancouver 1*1

iiu*l people. Some Irilte* placed
their dead at the liases of
mountains, where slides relied

down over them. Soiik* built

mounds surrounded by stones
like the mound-builders. Some
tiircw their dead in heaps on
the plain*. Some Kskimo* were
found who placed their dead on
the shores of the Arctic Sea. to
Is* buried under the ice. It was
found that most of the Sibe-

rian tribes took their dead to

the tundras and burned them.
With regard to the way the ancient Indians made their chert

arrow-points, knives, axes. s|iear points, and other implements, the
explorer « cleared up a little -known
subject by finding a Kwnkiutl old man
actually sharpening his celt on a rock,
precisely as did his prehistoric an-
cestors. S|iecial forms of stone can
Is* used for implements, and they can
Is* Hliurpened on certain kinds of 'rock.

Totem - poles and wood carved fig-

ures were known liefore, but not in
the gigantic forms discovered on Vnn-
eouver I 'land and on the c*oast north
of it. Some of these wood-carvings
in the American Museum stand on
the luiscmcnt lloor. and tower up
through four or five stories of tin*

building. The totem-pole is usually
of the great deed* of some

Indian chief or family. Of the Indian
wood carving found up to this time,
animals for the most part have been
the subjects. The exact meaning of
tin- huge carved men found by this ex-
pedition. ami of the totem-tree cov-
ered with human brads, has not yet
lieen made clear. It is supposed that
the curved human figure* which were
found represent the mule humorous
genius of early trilics. The discover-
ies of this expedition fill an entire

wing of the American Muss-inn. and
make a collection that is not surpassed
liv any in tin* world.

iipnii*|s. It is only In their forms of worship tliat the

Whether sun or fire worshippers, their

lu-lief in spirits still holds. Those
American trihea who believed in the

(irent Spirit were not so fur from ih-
uiiivcr-al brotherhood of mnn which
expresses its similar belief in forms
of Christianity, Mohammedanism, or

Confucianism. The Shaman priests,

wherever found on either side of the

Pacific, wear robes distinctive of their

rank. Such rola*s are often highly

decorated with symbolical figures, Imt

they are seldom found except among
tin- natives of the far north of Amcr
ica or of Siberia. The Nhaniunl*t* do
not pray to their spirits like the

Christians. They portray their prayers
on birch bark, paddles, or otherwise,
ami hang them up in the tent when*
the spirits may *rc them. This Sha-
man prayer never takes the form of

thunks for lieheflts received, but of re-

quests for lieIK*(Its desired. The spirit-

speak to the Shainan worshippers and
give them guidance in visions and
dreams.

While tree burial has been long
known to scientists, the explorers
found example* of it among the
Kwakiutl tribes around Fort Rupert
mi Vancouver Island that are unusual
Instead of placing the tmdir* of their Two Shaman Priests of the Kwakiutl Tribe

loom pole in the village of e Kwa-

hlotl tribe *i River Inin,

north of Vancouver

Human face* in tribal architecture. Here
o»td tirved house-poat br Brlla-

Helta tribe, noi th of Vancouver

A Kwakiutl Indian sharpening Stone Celt on Rock to make Arrow-heads
Thl* dears up a Utile knu»n process of the va> prehistoric tribes made their weapune
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THE NEW BRITISH AMBASSADOR’S FIRST ENTERTAINMENT
Sir Michael and Lady Herbert gave tbeir first afternoon reception recently in Washington to all the official and diplo-

matic personages in the capital. The English embassy, which has just been redecorated,

was filled with the leaders of Washington society

Dr»»n by E. M. AUie
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Dra» n hi Frank O. Snuil

THE ARTISTS' FESTIVAL
The artists' festival, given this week in Boston, is one of the most interesting functions in the art world of America.

It is given once in three years, and each year a different costume period is chosen. This year the scene is a

“Twelfth Night Revel," and the picture here represents a fanciful tableau of St. George and the Dragon
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A TWENT1ETH-CENTURY CREATION
Tt* “*1™.®"' H” ,cl ' now

,

t>" il<1"’* *' l-orty-second S>rcci and Fourth Avenue, New York, la diatinclly one of the new-century wonders. It not only has t*entv-two stories aboveground, but there arc five stories underground os well as under-ground connections with the new subway and the Grand Central road. One can Bo Iron, tins hotel to San Pratt-cisco Without leaving the cover of a roof. Interesting new appliances in hotels arc told about on page 156
131
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MISS ELIZABETH TYREE
Miss Tyree is now making her first appearance

(

js a star at the Madison Square Theatre, New York, in the new play.

“Gretna Green,” by Grace Livingston Furniss. Miss Tyree has already scored successes

at the Lyceum, Daly's, and the Empire theatres

13*
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COMMENT
All is quiet along the Orinoco. At least, at the moment of

writing. At the moment of reading, it may be quite an-

other story. Wc may have two or three more revolutions, an

invasion or two, several dozen ultimatums, and a score or

more of international complications while these page* are

passing through the press. Venezuelans are an essentially

speculative stock. The cause of the present lull is a slump

in insurrections, accompanied by a rumored disagreement

among the great powers, especially France and Italy, as to

which is to lie paid first. We regret now that our own claims

against Venezuela have not been sent in,—our personal claims,

we mean. We believe we would stand about ns good a chance

of collecting as any of the rest of the high contracting par-

ties. Indeed, there seems something ludicrous to us in thus

ilividing the skin of the bear and fighting over the choice

of pieces for fur collars while the bear is still growling among
the mountains; or, to drop the language of poetry, it is

rather silly of the powers to fight about who will be paid first,

when it is very likely that none of them will get paid at all.

That President Castro could not even pay for cigarettes for

the powers is pretty evident, for he cannot feed, much less

pay, his army of triumphant cowboys and Amazons. We
learn that the merchants of the capital are supplying the

troops with dinner, until something tunis up. Hut nothing

seems at ull likely to turn up, unless it he the mustachios of

the head of the Hohcuzollems, and that is not likely to help

President Castro. Nor are the Andine cowboys and Amazons
the only supperless folk in Caracas. There are others, as wc
learn from Minister Bowen, who, having stood it as long as

he could, has wisely decided to come home. He tells us that

ho has been feeding a hundred Venezuelan* daily at the Amer-
ican Legation, but does not say what is to become of them
after his departure. Meanwhile the fleets of the allies con-

tinue to prowl up and down the coast with dauntless bravery,

daring any rash Venezuelan to trend on the tail of their

coats. This bristling ferocity has its funny aide, though we

ean well believe that it is invisible to the hundred inhabitants

of Venezuela whose dinners have so painfully vanished into

the void.

News from China continues uniformly bad. Wc recently

chronicled the alleged advance of the fighting general Tung
Fu-Siang towards the capital, and pointed out how formidable

a danger to the throne this advance must prove. We now
learn of another Mohammedan rising in Chang-chia-cuana, a

strategic point of great importance, where the Chinese em-
perors until lately kept a strong force of troops. We are also

told that Kan Ilofu, who is leader of the insurrection in

Shing-kiang, has a force of not less than a hundred thou-

sand men at his disposition, and holds all the important

points in the neighborhood of Monkdei. He has proclaimed

himself king, but what limits he sets to his territory we do

not yet know. Meanwhile the rebellion in Kwang-si grows,

and at least half of that province is now in the hands of the

rebels. (General Ma has fallen, and the capital of the state

is in the hands of the insurgents. General Ma, it will be

remembered, won fame during the Boxer rising by quelling

the rebellion at Jchol. From Shanghai it is reported that

the rebels in the neighborhood are concentrated at Shichen,

Nanning, and Taiping,—a name of ill omen; on the left

hunk of the river at Nanning there are said to be four large

bodies of rebels, in all numbering twelve thousand men. Be-

fore the close of the year the imperial forces under General

Tong were defeated with heavy loss by the rebels in t Ike

Lochcn-yuen district, the imperial troops being completely

scattered. The rebels have erected forts at different points

along the river between Kui-yuan and Nanning, and arc

plundering the trading junks that pass up and down the

river. An insurrection has also broken out in the Shan-tung
province, at a place called Choo-cou, as a result of the prevail-

ing famine conditions. Altogether, a more gloomy outlook

it would bo impossible to imagine. The question of silver

against, gold for the payment of China’s indemnities to the

powers adds to the evils which are hanging over the Peking
court. China asserts that she promised to pay in silver. The
]M>were demand payment in gold. China points out that

silver has greatly depreciated since the protocol was signed,

so that, if she accedes to the claim of the powers, she must
pay a fifth more than she harguined for. The powers are

obdurate. There is some talk of referring tho matter to They

Hague court, but the matter is a perpetual threat to the iu-f

tegrity of Chiua, a continual menace of new danger in the

Far East.

Shrewd folk the people of Chile and Argentina. Observing

that the Kaiser, Uncle Edward, and Company are on the

prowl in South-American waters, that the fashion of sink-

ing the alleged battle-ships of diminutive powers is growing
on the Germans, and that the said Germans, considerably

nettled at the delay in annexing Venezuela, are spoiling for

11 fight with some one else,—these shrewd folk, we say. have

decided to sell off their fleets before the rush comes. If

we owned a small and inoffensive fleet, and saw the Kaiser

looming big on our horizon, we should do exactly the same
thing. And they have put considerable stylo into the man-
ner of doing it, too. Senor Drago, the Minister of Foreign

Affairs of the republic of Argentina, and Sefior Concha
Suber Casseaux, the Chilean minister, have not merely

hatched a scheme : they have signed u protocol. Wc always

feel envious when other people sign protocols. We feel sure

the sen- ition must be flue. And there is some humor in tho

wording of the said protocol, too. The distinguished sub*
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scribers agree to “limit the naval armaments of the two

countries,” before the Kaiser gets a chance to limit them

for good and all. They are to sell off the ships they now have

under construction in Europe, and—the funniest point of the

whole thing—if they are not successful. “ the ships are to re-

main under the control of the Kiug of England.” If Uncle

Edward has them in his keeping, Nephew William will have to

leave them severely alone. At least, unless he decides to go to

war with Uncle Edward, which would certainly stir things up.

Meanwhile, Argentina’s neighbor. Uruguay, has been

getting into trouble with Italy, which, considering that Italy

is an ally of Nephew William’s, seems to us a singularly rash

thing to do. Indeed, Uruguay probably realizes that by this

time, for three Italian cruisers are already under full steam,

headed for the river Plate. The trouble arose thus: An
Italian bark had a cargo of hides to carry for some Germans.

The captain got interested in a game of old-maid and forgot

to sail. The authorities came down on him. He spread the

Italian flag on his decks and dared them to come on. This

is the naval equivalent for treading on the tails of his coat.

The authorities came on. They were careful not to walk on

the flag, hut they jugged the captain, just, the same. Hence,

as we recorded, three battle-ship* are under way for the

river Plate. If Uruguay owns anything in the nature of a

battle-ship, cruiser, gunboat, destroyer, torpedo-boat, or even

a rowboat with a punt-gun, we advise her to follow the wise

example of her neighbors and sell it without delay. We wish

to draw the attention of Mr. Moody to the fact that some-

thing in his line may be picked up very reasonably just now
down near Cape Horn.

It is believed by well-informed persons in Washington that

Dr. von Holleben, the German ambassador to the United

States, has been recalled. Just how he has incurred the dis-

pleasure of the Emperor William IT., or of Chancellor von

Billow, is unknown. It ia absurd to suppose that he gave

offence by the note in which he drew attention to the fact

that Lord Pauncefote supported the Austrian minister in

an attempt to bring about a joint protest of the representa-

tives of the European powers against our war with Spain.

Dr. von Holleben’a note regarding that incident was pub-

lished by the Berlin Foreign Office, and corroborated with

additional evidence. It would also be unreasonable to blame

Dr. von Holleben for President Roosevelt’* ultimate refusal

to act a* Arbitrator in the Venezuela dispute. When T)r. von
Holleben suggested that Mr. Roosevelt should be invited to

act in that capacity, he had good .ground for assuming that

the invitation would be accepted. There can be. indeed, no,

doubt in the mind of any careful observer that his country’s

interest* have been more effectively served by Dr. von Holleben

than by any other German minister since the formation of the]

German Empire in 1871. We deem it probable that hi* re-*

call is the outcome of an old quarrel between him and Baron
Speck von Sternberg, who was formerly First Secretary of

tl»e (Jerman embassy in Washington, and who, in 1900. was
sent as German commissioner to Samoa. Baron Speck’s
agreement to refer Germany’s bombardment claims against

the United States to the arbitration of King Oscar of Sweden
was viewed with disapproval by Dr. von Holleben, because an
adverse decision was expected. It is thought to have been

doe to the ambassador’s influence that Baron Speck was trans-

ferred to a place of lower rank in the diplomatic service,

namely, the poet of consul-general at Calcutta. As it turned
out. however, that King Oscar rendered a decision sustain-

ing Germany’s claims. Baron Speck was restored to Emperor
William's favor, and seems to have convinced hi* imperial
master that lie (Speck) had been treated harshly by Dr. von
Holleben. One effect of Dr. von Holleben’* recall and the

substitution of a new ambassador will be that Germany's
representative will forfeit the coveted position of dean of the
diplomatic corps, a post that is held by the ambassador who
has been longest in residence.

There seem* to be some ground for the belief that in the

Fifty-eighth Congress Mr. Richardson of Tennessee will not
figure a* the leader of the Democratic minority in the House
of Representative*. We have no desire to speak harshly of
Mr. Richardson, neither do we expect impossibilities from
any minority leader. It is nevertheless true that the Demo-

crats have never played so insignificant a jam in the popular
brunch of the Federal lcgisluturu as they have pluyed under
the leadership of the Tennesseean. It is also certain that

they must wake up and do something to challenge the respect

and confidence of the country if they are to further the suc-

cess of their candidate for the Presidency in 1904. It now
seems probable that Representative John Sharpe William*, of
Mississippi, will be Mr. Richardson’s successor in the leader-

ship of the Democratic minority in the House. That the

leader should be chosen from the representatives of Southern
States is but equitable, since those States contribute 183 of

the 178 members of the Lower House elected in 1902. Events
are causing the Gulf States to regain the ascendency which
they possessed in Democratic councils before the civil war.

and they should make ready to assume the responsibility that

goes with power.

Some Republican newspapers seem to have entered into a

conspiracy of silence for the purpose of hiding from thought-

ful persons the ominous significance of the returns exhibiting

the growth of Socialism during the last two years. It is no
sincere or far-sighted upholder of individualism who acts

upon the theory that anything is to he gained by a suppres-

sion of unwelcome facts. If, on the face of official statistics,

there i* spread proof of the fact that Socialism is likely two
years hence to become a* formidable a political power in thi*

country as Populism was ten years ago, the sooner the fact is

recognized the better. Eternal vigilance is the price of eco-

nomical salvation. Individualists cannot conjure the spectre

of SOTilisin by shutting their eye* au<t pretending that they
see no sign* of it. The startling truth is that, while Eugene
V. I^Rs, the Socialist candidate for President in 1900, re-

ceived but 86,000 votes, over 400,1100 vote* were polled for

Socialist candidates for Congress at the recent general elec-

tion. If the voting strength of Socialists should increase at

the same rate during the next two yeans—that i* to say. at

the rate of 500 per cent.—they would be able to cast almost

two million vote* in November, 1904. In other words, they

would la? twice as strong as the Populists were in 1892, might
carry a few States, and would hold the balance of power in

other*. What is much more Berioua, they might tempt one of

the great political parties in 1908 to a specie* of fusion such
as Mr. Bryan brought about between the Democratic and
Populist parties in 1890. It is not by blinking nnd pretend-

ing to ignore it that the best means of coping with so grave a

danger can be devised.

There is n curious report that the great and influential State

of Texas intends, even at this early day, to commit itself to

the selection of Chief -Judge Parker as the candidate of

the Democratic party for the Presidency in 1904. Evidently

the Texas Democrat* assume that Judge Parker could carry

the State of New York next year. The grounds for the as-

sumption are hypothetical. Unquestionably, Mr. Parker was
elected to hi* present office in 1897, the year after McKinley
carried New York by an immense majority, and the year be-

fore Mr. Roosevelt carried it by less limn 1,8,000 plurality.

But, if the returns for 1897 be closely examined, it will be

found that very many thousands of electors in New York city,

who voted for Mr. Low for Mayor, omitted to support the

Republican candidate for Chief Judge of the Court of Ap-
peals; or, in other words, threw away their votes, so far a*

that office was concerned. Chief-Judge Parker has never

carried the State of New York in a sharply contested elec-

tion turning on his candidacy. Much less is there any reason

to assume that a man so little known outside of a small

circle of lawyers and litigant* could carry Connecticut and
New Jersey, even if he could manage to obtain a small plu-

rality in the State of New York. We refloat what we have
formerly said, that if the Democracy are to win in 1904,

they must have a candidate who there is good reason to be-

lieve will carry not only New York, but Connecticut, New
Jersey. Indiana, and at least one other Northern State. There

i» really no basis for the supposition that such wide-reaching

success could be achieved either by Judge Parker or by Mr.

Olney. The latter would inevitably fail to carry his native

•State. There is but one Democrat alive who swept four

Northern States in 1884 and more than live Northern States

in 1892. We do not maxi to name the only Democrat who has

occupied the White House since the civil war. If our friends

Itt
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in Texas will take our advice, they will wait until the spring

of 1904 before putting forward a candidate for the J.)emo-

cratic nomination for the Presidency. Before that date the

whole political situation may have been changed, and new
men may have come to the front.

A great deal of fun used to be made of Mr. Thompson,

when he became Secretary of the Navy, on the assumption

that citizens of inland States could know nothing of mari-

time affairs. The assumption is certainly unfounded, so far

as the States bordering, like Indiana, on the Great Lakm are

concerned. The day is gone by when anybody could Ik1 par-

doned for overlooking the enormous proportions of our inter*

lake commerce. It is now well known that the tonnage pass-

ing through the Sanlt Sainte Marie Canal is far greater than

the tonnage passing through the Suez waterway. There is.

obviously, no reason in the nature of things why men who
have served on sailing-vessels or steamships engaged in our

lake commerce should not quickly adapt themselves to the

conditions of navigation in the Atlantic or Pacific as em-
ployees either of our national navy or of our mercantile inu-

rine. This is one of those cases where he laughs longest who
laughs last. The British press-gangs that wen* bo active in

the wars against Napoleon were quite too shrewd to confine

their operations to seaport towns. The recruiting officers of

our navy have long since extended their field of search from
seaports to lakeports, and of late they have found excellent

material in inland districts. What is wanted now is just

what, was wanted by the British press-gangs a hundred years

ago, to wit, young, healthy, and vigorous men. It is of no im-

portance that they may never have smelled salt water: they

will get their sea-legs in good time. Lieutenant J. P. Morton.

IT. S. N., has just completed the most fruitful recruiting trip

known in many years. He has traversed Montana. I'tah,

Colorado, Texas. Arizona, and New Mexico—a section of the

interior never before canvassed for navy recruits — aud he

has enlisted no fewer thnn lflOO men and boys. In Texas
alone Lieutenant Morton got upwards of 400 men. If we may
judge by this record-breaking expedition, we should find it

easy to secure in parts of the country hitherto neglected the

complement of enlisted men which our large navy requires.

Again we express regret that a man like Senator Foraker,

justly and widely held in high esteem, a man to whom the

advocate* of the war for the liberation of Cuba are under
profound obligations, should lend his weight and influence

to the Omnibus Statehood bill—that is to say. the bill which
proposes to admit to the ITnion not only Oklahoma, but also

New Mexico and Arizona as States. Even if New Mexico and
Arizona were joined together and admitted as a single State,

they would have, collectively, a (tupulation of less than- 550.-

000, an aggregate too small when, ns the censuses have shown,

the process of growth is slow. The growth of Oklahoma, on
the other hand, has been phenomenally rapid, and that Terri-

tory is already more populous thnn Arizona and New Mexico
combined. The right solution of the Statehood problem i»

to bar out Arizona Hnd New Mexico for an indefinite period,

and to admit Oklahoma and Indian Territory as a single

State, .due precautions being taken to safeguard the treaty

rights of the Indians. Those Democrats who advocate this

method of disposing of the question argue against their party
interests, for no wdl-inforiued person doubts that, whatever
political combinations may be temporarily made, both Ari-
zona and New Mexico six years hence will he represented by
Democrats in the Senate. What is party interest, however,
compared with the welfare of the country as a whole and the
|N>rpetuation of the I’nion? What is more certain to aggra-
vate the dissatisfaction of populous and wealthy States with
our existing Federal Constitution than the neutralization,

not to say drowning, of their voice in the Federal Senate by
the purchasable pipings and whining* of rotten boroughs?

Plain Mr. Greenlees ha?, made a hid for fame as the John
Hampden of South Africa. At the recent official dinner at

Pretoria, at which his Sublime Highness Mr. Secretary Cham-
berlain was preaont, plain Mr. Greenlee* was invited to make
a speech, proposing the health of his Transparency Lord
Milner. Ho made a speech, no propoa<«d tho health of his

Transparency. He did more: he committed an epigram.

Alluding to the fact that tho Transvaal is a crown colony.

he said the Pretoriaus wanted “ less crown and more colony.”

That phrase is likely to become the rallying-cry of a cam-
paign which can have only one end: the transformation of

t Ike Transvaal into a self-governing state, which will in due
time become one of the Federation of South Africa, a prac-

tically independent nation, just as Canada and Australia al-

ready Hrc. We congratulate plain Mr. Greenlees. We also

congratulate the Transvaal; for it is becoming apparent that

Lord Milner has had that wigging from his chief which we
took some pleasure in predicting Indeed, the reply of Lord
Milner to plain Mr. Greenlees looks to us like a preparation

for dimbiug down. In that light and airy way of his,

which always reminds us of a rhinoceros dancing. Lord Milner
spoke of a rapidly upproHching time when he would lay aside

tlie cares of the Transvaal, putting the burdeu of responsi-

bility on the shoulders of the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Ar-

thur Lawley. As Sir Arthur Lawley ha* had his training

in Australia, a country where '* more colony and lea* crown ”

has been sedulously practised, the change is likely to work
well; we suggest that Lord Milner should offer his service* to

the Sublime Porte, especially in the work of “ pacifying
”

Macedonia, which will begin a few weeks hence, when the

snows retreat up the rugged Hanks of Mount Olympus. Lord

Milner would find h congenial spirit in Abdul Hamid; but

we console ourselves with the thought that they are destined

to meet later on.

That gorgeous ami perfectly useless celebration, the Delhi

Durbar, has come to an end. And the hill has come in.

It is said to be over ten million dollars, or, roughly, thirty

million rupees. As Tludynrd Kipling remarked on a similar

occasion, the one person conspicuous by his absence was the

starving ryot, who paya the bill. Let us, for a moment, look

at the matter from his point of view. He is. as Kipling says,

starving. Not merely at the present juncture, during the

Durbar, but chronically, as a steady thing. And there are

three hundred million of him, with incomes of a few cents

a day, to feed a whole family. Or rather, not to feed them.

—

to leave them unfed. It is useless to say that, of the ten mill-

ions fooled away at Delhi, only about four millions came out

of the coffers of the British Indian government, while the

rest was paid by native princes. The starving ryot paid that,

too. These native princes are merely ornamental drones,

who do whatever they are told, and spend their money giving

champagne dinners to British Indian officials, for which they

get decorations and stars. Said decorations and stars also

paid for by the starving ryot. There is no very marked con-

dition of famine in any part of India at thiB moment, so far

as we know; only several hundred millions of wretches half

starved, with their women and children also half starved.

But they are used to that. With their limited wants, or rather

limited chances of supplying their wants, the sum squun-

dored in glorifying the Curzons and their guests, and, in a

minor degree, the new Emperor of India, would have fed

the whole population of India for a day, at the rate of the

last famine relief. Or, to put the thing in another way, it

would have fed a million for about eight months,—quite a

help in the next famine. But Lord Cureon had to be glori-

fied, and so there it is. It is of interest to learn that, with all

this. Lord Canton has not succeeded in making himself popu-

lar. As a despatch says: Visitors accustomed to King Ed-

ward's court declare that there was more bowing and scraping

in a week at Delhi than in a lifetime at Buckingham Palace.

The affability and graciousness of the Duke and Duchess of

Connaught afforded the pleasantest contrast to the manner
of the Viceroy, who seems to have behaved like a reincarna-

tion of the Grand Mogul. Evidently Lord Milner aud Lord

Curaon would trot well in double harness.

Mr. William Digby, British merchant, editor, writer,

and close student these many years of Indian concerns,

published a book last year whereof the conclusions indicate

that, if all we are told of Lord fhmon is true, he ih a man
sorely needed in the land he rules. Mr. Digby considers that

India is on the verge of collapse. He finds it very, very poor,

and poor because its British rulers have continued for many
decades to drain it of its wealth. He considers that British

rule, ns exemplified in India, i« one of tho least, if not abso-

lutely the least, beneficent government ever known to man-

kind. He credits the British with important social reforms
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in India, and with building valuable irrigation-works and

railroads, but he says India’s railroads, worth $1,500,000,000.

areownpd almost wholly in Europe, and that she owes England

$175,000,000 for her irrigation-worka. England, he insists,

has throttled her national industries, and denied to her able

men of native birth the opportunity to develop their adminis-

trative abilities. Her government is very expensive. She pays

more than fifty-two million dollars a year in salaries to civil

officers, of which more than half goes to 8000 Europeans, while

the rest is divided among 130,000 Indians and 6000 Eurasians.

Famines, he declares, arc far more frequent than they were

a century ago, and though in the worst years enough food is

grown to feed the people, they are too poor to buy it. Esti-

mating the total wealth annually produced in British India

and deducting the sutn paid to officials, he finds that the un-

official population has an average income of about one pound
a year. Accepting a generous estimate of Indian hoards, he

finds they amount to about $4 50 per head of population,

whereas the wealth of Great Britain is about $1500 for each

individual. So he thinks India extremely poor, and calls upon

his fellow-countrymen to do better by her. No doubt he is an

enthusiast riding his hobby, but his opinions have at least

enough statistical basis to be worth the consideration of per-

sons who see in British rule in India a model for Americans

to follow in the Philippines. They are adapted also to stiffen

the backs of supporters of the Monroe doctrine, which seeks

to secure to all American states a chance to work out their

own salvation, and, finally, to secure government for the ben-

efit of the governed, rather than for the profit of the gov-

ernor*.

Our newspapers have given a good deal of attention to the

suggestion that the salary of the President of the United

States should he made more commensurate with the dignity

and importance of the office. As we formerly pointed out.

the President’s salary is no larger than that allotted to the

Governor-General of Canada, and is only one-fifth as large

as the salary received by the President of the French Repub-
lic. As everybody knows, the Constitution (Art. II., Sec, 1)

provides that the President’s compensation shall neither be

increased nor diminished during the period for which he

may have been elected. If, therefore, the salary of our Chief

Magistrate should now be increased by law, Mr. Roosevelt

would not benefit by the increase during his present term;

but the benefit of the new statute would accrue to him on and
after March 4, 1905, provided he should be elected President

in November, 1904. We have expressed the opinion that the

President’s salary should be at least double. Sueh a change
would be desirable, not only in itself, but because it would
raise the standard of remuneration for the occupants of many
high executive and judicial offices authorized by the Federal

Constitution. We aend six ambassadors to foreign powers,

but none of them receives more than $17,500 a year. The
British ambassador to the United States receives more than
double that amount, and is provided with a commodious
house.

It ill accords with the spirit of our institutions that the

United States should be represented at the chief European
capitals mainly or exclusively by rich men; yet, as things are
now, only a rich man can afford to accept an embassy. Even
more cgregiously underpaid are the Justices of the United
States Supreme Court, who receive but ten thousand dollar*

apiece, except in the case of the Chief Justice, to whom an
additional five hundred dollars is given. Unquestionably the

honor attache! to this judicial office is a superlative one; but
he who faithfully discharges an exalted and momentous func-

tion is worthy, not only of honor, but of adequate remunera-
tion. There are scores of lawyers practising at the American
bar who earn four or five times as much as the sum annually
allotted to a Justice of the United States Supreme Court. In
England, the Lord High Chancellor receives fifty thousand
dollars a year during his tenure of office, and twenty-five thou-
sand dollars a year when he retires from office. The Lord
Chief Justice receives forty thousand dollars a year. Yet the
duties of our Federal justices are incomparably more impor-
tant, since they can declare an Act of Congress unconstitu-
tional. whereas no English judge can pronounce an Act of
Parliament invalid. It might be well to begin by increasing
the salaries of the Federal Supremo Court Justices and Cir-

cuit and District Judges, because the Constitution permits

this to be done during their term of office. Such a Htep

should be promptly followed, however, by an increase of the

President’s compensation, and a proportionate increase of the

salaries received by the Vice-President, the members of the

cabinet, and ambassadors. We do not believe that a move in

this direction would encounter any strenuous opposition, and
we hope to see the change made, by either the Fifty-seventh

Congress during the short remnant of its life, or by the Fifty-

eighth Congress. so that the enlarged salaries would be pay-

able after March 4, 1905.

When we go into the king business we shall hire an enthu-

siast to shoot at our royal carriage about once in three months.
Nothing booms a tottering dynasty like an attempted assassi-

nation. We should, of course, show our royal clemency in

dealing with the suborned delinquent; first, because clem-

ency is a great and kingly virtue, such as we should naturally

possess ; and, secondly, because the delinquent might otherwise

be tempted to blow on us, which would be bad for business.

We should confine him in one of our monarchical fortresses,

and supply him with free smokes and libations, and such

other rational amusements as might appeal to him, and ask

him to the palace on off days. And our loyal subjects—we
feel that thia is exactly in the style of King Edward—our

loyal subjects would line up along the streets and cheer us

as we went past in solemn but cheerful state. This vein of

reflection is, as our readers have divined, suggested by the

recent desperate shooting at the King of Spain, who has lost

no time in conforming to what is now a part of royal etiquette.

No monarch is complete without it. We have two different

sets of names applied to the would-be regicide, or chamberlain-
icicle, as be prefers to be called, and we do not know which
to choose; therefore we Khali speak of him as the bloodthirsty

villain.

The bloodthirsty villain seems to have been a particu-

larly mild person, who had been promised a post as assistant

bottle-washer, or something, at the palace, and went gun-
ning for the Duke of Sotomayor, when that fine old grandee
of Spain failed to make good. In a democratic country like

our own we can smile at the naivety of the bloodthirsty vil-

lain; fancy any one thinking that he was going to get an
office merely because somebody in politics promised it to him.
Incidentally, we are informed that the bloodthirsty villain

had in his pockets unmailed letters addressed to our Mr.
Roosevelt, King Edward, the Only Supreme Head of the

Ilohenzollems, and, as an anti-climax, the Chief Justice of

Mexico. We are told that the bloodthirsty villain explains

that these persons are on his wife’s visiting list; that she had
given them to him to post, that lie had promised faithfully

so to do. put them in his pocket, and forgotten all about them.
We understand that Mrs. Bloodthirsty Villain has previously

threatened or even attempted to have him shut up in a lunatic

asylum. We suppose ho went about for a month with letters

of here to the Tsar of All the Russia*, the Mikado of Japan,
our Mr. Morgan, and other awesome persons. We ean sym-
pathize with her perfectly. The bloodthirsty villain seems to

belong to that weary and wind-blown class whose motto is:

Wherever you sec a crowned head, strike it.

There is danger that, in Utah at least. Apostle Smoot is

going to be loved for the enemies he has made. The Presi-

dent openly opposes his candidacy for the Senate, and when a

President meddles in State concerns, and takes sides against

a candidate for an elective office, he usually makes votes for

the man he opposes. States* are jealous of interference from
Washington, and properly so, and though there is no politics

in the President’s objection to Smoot, and though most of us
heartily sympathize with it, it seems more likely to help the

apostle than to hurt him. The Woman’s Christian Temper-
ance Union is also down on Smoot. It objects to him as a
Mormon leader. It objects to all Mormons who are, were,

or hope to be, polygamists. We all do. We object heartily

to polygamy, and like it no better for being allied with Mor-
tuonism. Wo had rather that if a man is to have an assort-

ment of wives, he shall have them in spite of his religion,

than in accordance with it. They say .Smoot is not a prac-

tising polygamist, but merely a high ruler of the Church that

has disgraced the country as far us it could with its degraded
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habits, and which still has polygamy up its sleeve and plays

it when it dare*. If Utah sends him to the Senate, no reason

appears as yet why he should not take his seat. To be sure, he

represents Mormon ism, impure and dubious, but that does not

affect his right to sit in Congress if he is chosen. We have

to tolerate Moruionism while it lasts, though there is nothing

in the Constitution to hinder our holding our noses while

we do it. Perhaps it may be for the best, in the long-run, that

(he Mormons should Bend au apostle to Washington. It calls

attention to them and stimulates public disgust with their

institutions. They have thriven on ignorance, obscurity, and

sensuality. Attention—the irritated attention—of decent and

enlightened people is the last thing that will profit them.

That was an interesting decision rendered the other day by

the United States Supreme Court, and read by the new mem-
ber of that tribunal, Mr. Justice O. W. Ilolmes. The decision

upheld the law of California which declares void all contracts

for the purchase or sale on margin of the ahares of the capi-

tal stock of any corporation, or for the purchase or sale of

shares to be delivered nt any future time, and which author-

ises the recovery of money paid on such contracts. Tn the ease

of Otis against Parker, the plaintiff sued to recover money
paid the defendant as broker in a margined transaction, and

now tho United States Supreme Court says that the State

law authorizing the suit is valid. It remains to be seen what
effect this decision will have on stock speculation in San
Francisco. It is not unreasonable to suppose that if the

States of Illinois and New York were to pass similar laws,

the effect on the stock exchanges and produce exchanges of

Chicago and New York city would be catastrophic. Judge
Holmes announced that, in the opinion of the Court, the

treating of Btocks of combinations os a class subject to spe-

cial restrictions could not be looked upon as unjust discrimi-

nation, or as a denial of the equal protection of the laws.

It was perhaps suggestive of the pressure exorcised by sec-

tional sentiment that Justices Brewer and Pcckliam dissented

from the opinion of the majority of the Court.

By another opinion of the United States Supreme Court,

read by Chief-Justice Fuller, it was decided that, so far as

this tribunal is concerned, there is no presumption in favor

of tho survival of the inale or of the younger of two persons

who perish simultaneously, so far as all tho evidence ob-

tainable goes. This was tho case of a mother and son who had
drowned at sea in the wreck of the steamer Elbe in 1896.

Many courts would have held, in such a case, that the son

survived his mother, both because lie was a male and because

he was younger, and presumably, therefore, possessed a

greater capacity of resisting death. This was, in fact, the

decision reached by the Washington Court of Appeals, from
which an appeal was taken to the United States Supreme
Court According to the decision read by Chief-Justice Ful-

ler, the presumption is, in the absence of evidence tending to

show- the order of dissolution, that the two persons perished

simultaneously. The effect of such a decision on the testa-

mentary distribution of estates is obvious.

A deep impression is likely to be made upon public opinion

by the contrast in the conduct of the large coal companies
on the one hand and of individual operators on the other, as

regards the prices charged for anthracite coal. Tho coal com-
panies, desirous of giving the consumers of the combustible

all tho relief possible under the abnormal conditions caused
by the protracted strike, have faithfully carried out their

promise to charge only five dollars a ton wholesale for coal,

in order that the retail price of the commodity might not

exceed six dollars and seventy-five cents. They have con-

tented themselves, and will continue to content themselves,

with five dollars a ton, when they might Iwvo obtained ten

dollars had they chosen to profit by the operation of the

iron law of supply and demand. It is not the coal 44
trusts,”

but tho individual operators in whose interests the coal

trusts are to be “boated,” that have shown themselves de-

termined to wring the uttermost penny out of the people’s

necessities. The individual operator, at the prospect of whose

extinction Senator Hoar drops a sympathetic tear, is resolved

this year, as he always has been, to take advantage of the cold

weather to force the consumer to pay him an exorbitant

price. Meanwhile the so-called “ trusts ” will go straight on

accommodating the public with anthracite to tho extent of their

ability, at the price of $<i 75 a ton. No doubt the income of

the coal trusts during tho winter mouths will fall materially

short of the figures to which it would have attained had they

taken advantage of the people’s necessities. They have pre-

ferred to give the trust - busters an object - lesson that ia

worth many times more than it will cost.

Lamentations come from Niagara Falla over the intrusion

of power-houses and industrial innovations upon the scenery.

Tho American side has not been helped restlietically by the

various means devised to make the river run in harness, but

the reservation of the State of New York seems to have been

reasonably well guurded. Victoria Park, on the Canadian
side, has not fared so well. Vociferous complaints are made
about the alarming concessions of the Canadian commission-

ers to tunnel-builders and power companies on that side of

the river. Several power-houses are being built in Victoria

Park itself, and, worst of all, another is building in the gorge

at the foot of the Horseshoe Fall. The Canadian commission
has shown itself so indulgent to industrial companies that

confidence in it is violently shaken. The New York com-
missioners have made a protest against its concessions, and
the feeling is that, had ns is what has been done, there is only

too much reason to fear that worse remains behind. Another
ominous enterprise is going on at Niagara. An American
company is using electricity to extract nitrogen products

from air. Mr. Wells wrote a prophetic story that turned on
the discovery of a process for getting nitrogen out of the air

and turning it into food. The upshot of the tale was that the

atmosphere was deprived of so much nitrogen that the result-

ing excess of hydrogen made every one tipsy, and things went
from bad to worse, until finally the atmosphere took fire. If

any such process as that has begun at Niagara the police

should be notified. Whatever needs to be done to restrain

the liberality of the Victoria Park commission must be done
by the people or government of Canada. All we can do iB

to spread the tale of vandalism and stir remonstrance.

If tho State of New York determines to spend between

fifty and a hundred millions in reconstructing the Erie Canal,

it will, of course, be vitally important to provide that the

money shall he well spent. The State put nine millions into

the canal some years ago, and the general sentiment is that

most of it was wasted. Tho Engineering News has been dis-

cussing who should have charge of the work now proposed.

Under the State Constitution, the State Engineer and the

Commissioner of Public Works have charge of work on the

canals. But so great a work as that now projected would call

for a special arrangement. The News adx'ocates an amend-
ment to the Constitution which will put the work in charge
of a non-partisan commission of engineers. Major Symonds
of the United States Engineer Corps, who ia called the origi-

nator of the 1000-ton barge canal project, suggests an advi-

sory and supervisory commission of engineers, who should
have the real charge of the work, though nominally subject

to the State Engineer. It ia still very doubtful whether the

work will be undertaken at all, and unless it is going to be

done it is not necessary to settle who shall do it. But there

is no doubt about the importance of determining who shall

build the eanul before the money ia voted to build it.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals has con-

firmed the decision of Judge Lncoinbe in the lower court that

Rudyard Kipling is not entitled to damages from the Messrs
Putnam. It will be recalled that the Messrs. Putnam bought
unbound sheets of Mr. Kipling’s works from his American
publishers and bound them up in sets. Two hundred sets

were issued, of which fifteen were ornamented by an elephant's

head. Mr. Kipling held that the elephant’s head was his

trade-mnrk. lie sued for infringement of it, and of his

copyright, and charged unfair competition. Ho asked for

$25,000 damages. Judge Laoombe decided that he had failed

to make out a case, and the higher court has confirmed thut

decision. The court deprecated the idea that an author should

protect his writings by u trade-mark, as though they were
pills or soap, and it found that, anyhow, Mr. Kipling’s claim

to a trodc-mark was not good against the Putnams. It ac-

quitted the Messrs. Putnam of violating the copyright law
and of unfair competition, though it suggested that their use
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of the elephant’s head was “ an impropriety.” Mr. Kip-

ling’s suit has enabled him to record formally ami impressively

ilia opinion that he was ill-used, and possibly that result in

all that he hoped for. At any rate, it ia all that, to the mind
of dispassionate observers, he ever seemed likely to attain.

T1m> Filipinos seem to know a good thing when they sec it.

Their earnest desire to have Governor Taft continue in office

is us creditable to their sagacity as the Governors consent

is to his sense of duty. By foregoing for the present the

satisfaction of his wish to go on the bench of the United

States Supreme Court, lie lias made us all his debtors. He
represents ably and adequately the beat intentions of the

Americana towurd* the Filipinos. He is obstinately solicit-

ous that the Philippines shall be us good a country for the

Filipinos as they can make it, with the Americans to help

them. He is fighting off just now the proposition to intro-

duce Chinese labor. It would undoubtedly husten the de-

velopment of the islands, but the resulting riche* would not

go to the Filipinos. The Filipinos do well to trust him, for

he is their friend. He is our friend too, for every day's work

done for good government in the Philippines is a day’s work

done for American honor.

Congress has been invited to put its mind on music and

art, and provide for such instruction in them in this country

as shall make it unnecessary for aspiring young Americans

to go abroad for training, which at present they cannot gel

at home. To this end, last May, Congressman Metcalf, of

Oakland, California, introduced in the House “ a bill to es-

tablish a national conservatory of music and art for the edu-

cation of advanced pupils in music, ... as well as in paint-

ing, drawing, Hnd etching.” The bill proposes a national

conservatory, with four branches of equal standard, to be

located in Washington, New York, Chicago, and San Fran-

cisco. Its control is to he entrusted to a general board of

regents, consisting of the President of the United States, the

President of the Senate, the Speaker of the House, the

chairmen of the committees on education in the Senate and
the House, and seven other citizens, to be appointed by the

President. This board is to choose a general director, man-
age the conservatory in Washington, and help manage those

in the other cities, which shall have their own regents, ap-

pointed by tho President. The course of instruction is to

be four year*, or possibly five. The standard of admission is

to be fixed by the regents, and pupils are to pay an entrance-

fee of fifty dollar*, but no other fees whatever. In support

of this bill it is urged that there are now about 40.000 Amer-
ican students abroad studying art and music, at a cost of

$25,000,000 a year; that many of them are exposed to hard-

ships and unedifying associations in Europe, and get no good

there; that our government, by having art and music properly

taught at home, can keep most of these students at home,

keeping their money in the country, and saving them from

grave moral risks, and at the same time can put American
art and American music in such a case that they can stand

on their own legs and compete successfully with Europe.

These arguments seem to he reasonably well founded. No
one can doubt that among the American students of art and
music abroad, a good many are getting no good, and might
better lie at home. Neither will it be questioned that it is

desirable that music and art should be as well taught in va-

rious ports of this country as anywhere else in the world.

Rut whether Congress should undertake the work, and, if it

did undertake it. could prosecute it successfully, is another

question. There is little by which the Congressional dispo-

sition toward-, music can be estimated, but judging from tho

tariff on works of art. its sentiment towards art is not very

cordial. There are, of course, art schools and conservatories

of music in our large cities already, but we have nothing to

compare with the Beaux-Arts in Paris, and the Germans beat

us in music. The plan which Mr. Metcalf’s hill proposes would
cost, to carry it out, perhaps a million dollars a year. Congress
will undoubtedly invest many millions every year to much
worse purpose.

The deserving effort to raise a fund of $100,000 with which

to erect a memorial building to Henry Ward Beecher next

to Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, and the discussion of the

genius of Phillips Brooks, which hus been revived by com-

memoration of the approaching truth anniversary of his death

—January 23—both have served to make thoughtful men con-

sider the present status of the American pulpit. Great fig-

ures such as Beecher and Brooks were do not loom against the

horizon. It is claimed that never was the average of attain-

ment and character among the clergy so high as it now is, and

the claim probably ia valid. United States Senator Platt, of

Conuecticut, has recently argued in the Senate that the rea-

son why there are not more giants there is because tho average

Senator is so large a person that to be a giant nowadays calls

for the impossible. This claim also is urged with respect to

the pulpit and its occupants. There ore not a few men among
the clergy who have what might be* called a national reputa-

tion, and who, if they visit a large centre of population and

their presence is duly advertised, may count on a crowded

church. But Boston has no preacher to-day comparable to

Brooks, nor Brooklyn one that equals Boecher or Storrs. With
the death of Hugh Pride Hughes and Joseph Parker. British

Nonconformity is much bereft, but it still has Alexander

Whyte, of Edinburgh, Alexander Maclaren, of Manchester,

and K. J. Campbell, of Brighton, as stars of the first magni-

tude. But even so, Mr. Campbell himself is preaching mourn-

fully on “ The Poverty of Ability ” in the English pulpit.

Three appropriations already made by the Carnegie Insti-

tution indicate what may be expected from that valuable

addition to the educationul and scientific apparatus of

the country. Funds have been placed in the hands of

Professor William O. Atwater, of Wesleyan, with which

he is to continue the investigation of the conversion

of food by tho human body; Professor (.’bickering of

the Astronomical Department of Harvard University has had
$2500 set apart for use by his assistants in comparative in-

vestigation of the large accumulation of stellar photographs

which arc at Cambridge, having come in from the outlying

stations of the observatory in South America and our own
Southwest, us well as being nightly recorded in Cambridge;
and now there comes word that $8000 has been set apart for

use by experts of the Department of Agriculture for setting

up a desert laboratory where the vegetable growths of the arid

regions of our country eau be studied in their native soil

and normal environment.

Colonel T. W. Higginson has begun a course of lectures on
American Literature, before Bostonians, under the auspices

of that admirable institute named after Lowell—not the poet

and essayist. As was becoming, he defined literature before

proceeding to talk about it, a* revealed in the writings of

Americans. Literature, in his opinion, dates not from

thought, or feeling alone, and language is but its material.
“ Literature.” he says. 44 goes beyond the word, and begins

with ‘the perfection and precision of the instantaneous line.*

Its foundation ia thought, but it demands the further impulse

or instinct which leads men to give to thought continuity of

form. You must get beyond the vivid phrase to the vivid line.

When wo reach this, literature is born.” Virile and prolific

Colonel Higginaon shames many a younger man by his activity

and productivity in these golden days of hiR life. To have
brought forth biographies of Lmgfellow and Whittier dur-

ing the past year and to havp kepi pace with his other cus-

tomary literary output is a record which justifies his boast,

that he never was busier or happier.

William B. Leeds, whose portrait appears in our aerie* to-

day, typifies the West. Beginning work ns a railroad man.

he first learned his business thoroughly, then associated him-

self with other young, aggressive men from his own section

in manufacturing pursuits, mid finally, like the shoemaker,

returned to his last, as the president and directing force of

the Great Rock Island system of eight thousand miles. In-

cidentally, while doing all this—and it is a fact significantly

illustrative of present possibilities—he acquired, within n

space of ten years, a fortune supposed to he greater than that

left to his children by Jay Gould. The difficulty of guessing

at his future achievements is indicated by the fact that he is

only forty-one years old.
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The Official Anti-Trust Bills

Tut communication addressed by Attor-

ney-General Knox |o the Judiciary Commit-
tee* of the Senate and House of Representa-

tive* waa supposed to indicate that the

drastic method of dealing with the trust*

proposed by Senator Hoar did not meet with

the unqualified approval of the Administra-

tion. What we may reasonably regard at*

the official mniMirr* are the bill* subsequent-

ly introduced in the House of Representa-

tives by Mr. Jenkins, Chairman of the Judi-

ciary Committee of that. Itody, who avowed

that the bills had ls-en prepared by the At-

torney-General. It is still uncertain whether

them- hill* represent the minimum of anti-

trust legislation which the Administration

will accept. That the Preaident ha* a defi-

nite minimum in mind may ho inferred from

hi* declaration that, unless effective step*

toward the regulating and controlling of the

trusts are taken by the Fifty-seventh Con-

gress he will convoke the Fifty-eighth Oon-

grea* in extra session soon after the 4th of

March.

It behoove* us to look somewhat carefully

at the detail* of measure* which purport to

represent the purpose of the President and

the professional acumen of Attorney-General

Knox. One of these bill* propose* to amend
the Sherman law of 18110: the other, to cre-

ate an anti-trust commission. The former

would make it unlawful for any person to

offer, grant, solicit, or accept any rebate,

concession, or service in respect of the trans-

portation of any property in inter-State or

foreign commerce by any common carrier.

b.V virtue of which concession such property

should be transported at a less rate than

that named in the tariffs published and filed

by such carrier. A violation of this pro-

vision is to be punished by a fine of not

lew than five thousand dollars. Any joint

stock company, corporation, or combination,

however, which shall be convicted of violat-

ing this provision shall not only be subject

to the fine mentioned, but shall he prohibited

from transporting any article owned or pro-

duced by such company from the State

within which the article is produced or man-
ufactured. Cut off, also, from Inter-State

or foreign commerce will he any joint stock

company, corporation, or combination which
shall offer or give any special prices. In-

ducements. or advantages for the sale of

articles owned, produced, or controlled by it

to purchasers in any particular locality in

order to restrict or destroy competition in

the sale of any such articles within that lo-

cality. The enforcement of the proposed law
is intrusted to the Circuit Courts of the

United State* and to the United States T>is-

triet Attorneys, who will act under the di-

rection of the Attorney-General. We ob-

serve, lastly, that any person who shall he

injured in his business or property by any
other person or persons, by reason of any-

thing forbidden or declared unlawful hy
the proposed law. may sue therefor in uny
United States Circuit Court in the district

wherein the defendant or defendants reside

or are found, without respect to the amount
in controversy, and shall recover threefold

the (Tnmages by him sustained, together with

the cost* of suit and an attorney's fee,

Vow this measure drawn by Attorney-

General Knox differs from the bill intro-

duced in the Senate by Senator Hoar in that

n violation of its provisions is punishable

by a fine, instead of by u fine or imprison-

ment or both. A fine of five thousand dol-

lars would scarcely act as a deterrent upon
powerful corporations engaged in inter-State

or foreign commerce. The lenity of the At-

torney-General. however, is more apparent

than real. A fine is not the only remedy
which he provides far n violation of the pro-

posed law. The third section of his bill

gives the United 8tate* Circuit Courts the

power to issue, upon petition, and at any
time before filial decree, a restraining order

or prohibition, and the failure to obey such

order on the part of officers of a defendant

corporation would be punishable by impris-

onment for contempt of court. That is to

say, if for any purpose any corporation give

a preference or discrimination, its whole in-

ter-State or foreign commerce may be ar-

rested in a summary proceeding.

We pas* to the Attorney • General’* bill

creating a commission to aid in carrying

out the provisions of the Sherman Act. as

amended by the measure just mentioned.

It would lie thr duty of this commission,
to Im- appointed by the President, and to be

made up of representatives of both political

parties. to inve*tigate the organization and
conduct of nil stock companies, corporations,

and combinations engaged in inter state or

foreign commerce, and to lay the informa-

tion thus obtained la-fore thr President on
the first day of October in each year, or

oftener, if he shall require it. It shall also

he the duty of the commission, whenever
requested hy the Attorney -General of the
United States, to investigate the arts and
method* of any particular corporation nr

combination, and to report to him the result.

The commission may invoke the aid of any
United States court for the purpose of com-
pelling attendsnee and testimony of wit-

nesses, and the production of all book*, pa-

lters. contract*, agreements, and documents
relating to any matter under Investigation.

No person shall be excused from giving testi-

mony on the plea that such testimony may
tend to criminate Mm. or snbjeet. him to a

penalty or forfeiture, hut no person shall he
prosecuted or subjected to any penalty on
account of any transaction concerning which
he may testify or produce evidence. Any
person, however, who shall make a false

or fraudulent statement shall he deemed
guilty of perjury, and subject to the penal-

ties provide! for that crime hy the revised

statutes of the United State* Moreover,
any person who shall neglect to attend and
testify, or to produce hooks and documents
that are In Ms custody or control, shall upon
conviction he punished hy a fine of not less

than five hundred, nor more than five thou
sand, dollars, and by imprisonment for not

more than one year.

Tt is obvious that this second measure,
which i* ostensible intended to secure pub-

licity, would clothe the commission with in

tolerable powers of harassment and oppre*
sion. power* which easily might be so used
as to drive out of business any corporation
which happened to he obnoxious to r ma-
jority of the commissioners. A* for the

measure first described above, which, by
way of punishment for a single violation of

Its provision concerning rebates or pref-

erences, would annihilate the inter - State

and foreign commerce of a corporation, we
submit that the punishment would Iw out
of all proportion to the offence, and. there-

fore. would fall under the prohibition set

forth in the Eighth Amendment of the Fed-
eral Constitution, which enacts that no ex-

cessive flnp* shall lie imposed, nor shall cruel

and unusual punishments be inflicted. Tt is

also questionable whether the second bill, re-

quiring corporations to produce all contract*

and documents relating to their private

business, does not violate the Fourth Amend-
ment of the Federal Constitution. which de-

c-lares the right of the people to be secure

in their persons, house*, and effect* against

unreasonable searches and seizures.

We say of these bill*, as we said of the

Hoar bill. that, they ought not to be passed,

and we do not believe that they have any
chance of becoming laws in their present

form. The utmost Ihot the Fifty-seventh

Congress, or. for that matter, the Fifty-

eighth Congress, is likely to do is to pa**

wine measure which shall be calculated to

assure a reasonable amount of publicity for

Lhe proceedings of corpoint ions, but which
shall atop short of the vexatious, inquisi-

torial, and business - destroying processes

advocated by the Attorney-General.

England’s Interest in the

Monroe Doctrine

Ar>M THAI, Until CllAKIJDt itRRESFORP I*

credited with expressing an opinion which,
we think, will be ultimately shared by all

of hi* countrymen who are possessed of

common sense and foresight. He averred

that it would he to England's advantage to

come right out and say not only. “ We sup-

port the Monroe doctrine/’ but also. “ We
are willing to fight for it." It will he easy
to show that sueh a position would be iden-

tical with that assumed by England eighty

ynn ago; that it would greatly strengthen

her hold upon her dominions in the New
World: and that it would permanently as-

sure to her an open market in Latin Amer-
ica. We have formerly pointed out that. If

the originator of a thing ia entitled to give

hi* name to it, the Monroe doctrine might,

with a fair show of justice, be called the

Canning doctrine. It was George Canning
who. in August. -1823. proposed to Richard
Rush, the American minister in London, con-

certed aetion for the purpose of establishing

the principle that Spain’s former colonic*

in the Western Hemisphere should not be

exposed to conquest at the hand* of any
European power. It was not until the

2d of December In the *nme year that.

President Monroe accepted and formulated
the Bame principle in his annual iue**age.

We add that a declaration emanating from
a country relatively so weak a* w»* our re-

public at that time would have exerted but
little restraining influence on the great pow-
er* represented in the Congrea* of Verona,
had not a similar prohibition gone forth

from the Rritish Foreign Office. Beyond a

doubt the Rpanish-Ameriean commonwealths
are at lrast a* much indebted to the I'nited

Kingdom as they are to the United States

for the abandonment of the projected at-

tempt to deprive them of their liberties.

The course pursued by Canning when, ns

he said, he called a New World into exist-

ence to balance the Old, ha* long and justly

been regarded a* one of the most splendid

triumphs of British statesmanship. Why,
then, should not Great Britain announce
to-day her adhesion to a doctrine in the

original propounding of which she bore a

conspicuous, if not a leading. |>art. Earth-

hunger ami commercial greed now consti-

tute dangers on less formidable to the in-

dependence of weak states than those which
were threatened by the absolutist programme
in the first quarter of the last century. We
have seen a temporary coalition of Germany,
Russia, and France oust Japan from the

Liau-tung peninsula, and proceed to reward
themselves by mutilations of China. Who
can say that a like combination may not

undertake a partition of South and Central

America when the completion of an isthmian

canal shall once more fix the eye* of com-
mercial nations on the Caribbean Sen! In

the twentieth century we have a* much
cause to fear a league for territorial ac-

quisition and for spheres of influence as in

the nineteenth century there was reason to

dread the Holy Alliance.

Now let ub see what Great Britain has to

gain by a formal adhesion to the Monroe
doctrine; that is to say, hy asserting that

existing American commonwealths must not

be regarded a* Hubjccis u/ conquest or
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colonization nn the part of any European
power, and that, while the existing po«-

session* of European powers in the New
World ought not to be disturbed, these pos-

session* should not It* extended. From the

moment of the adoption of such a position,

the United Kingdom and the United States

would lie inseparably bound together by a

community of interests and by a common
policy, so far a* the Western Hemisphere
should he concerned: no definite alliance

would be needed to insure their co-operation.

From that moment British North America,

the prospective value of which is incal-

culable. would be secured against aggres-

sion on the part of the only power that

could conquer it, to wit. the United States.

The British West Indies and the British

coigns of vantage in Central and South
America would l»e protected not only by

British, but also hy American, war-ships,

since it would he to the obvious interest

of the twin guarantors of the Monroe doc-

trine to defend each other. Again, no far-

sighted British statesman can desire to see

either Germany or Russia acquire points

of strategic value in or near the Caribbean.

The future, however, may hold contingencies

with which Great Britain, single • handed,

might hesitate to •grapple. Suppose that

Bismarck had looked forward in 1871 to the

colonial expansion of Germany, and had de-

manded. ns one of the conditions of the

Peace of Frankfort, the cession of the French

West Indies and of French Guiana. Would
Great Britain hare deemed it expedient to

prohibit such a cession? We think not.

Neither would the United State* have l*eon

likely to prohibit it. because at that time

the commercial and naval power of Ger-

many was very much leas redoubtable than

that of France. Thus we see that, but for

Bismarck'* lack of prevision, his country

might have acquired several footholds in the

New World.

Now suppose that Germany, by conquest

or by voluntary fusion, should acquire Hol-

land: would it not be equally prejudicial

to British and to American interests that

the Dutch island of Curaqoa should pass

into her possession ? Suppose that Germany
shmild conquer Denmark : could we or Eng-

lishmen survey with equanimity her acquisi-

tion of the Danish West Indies? Suppose
that Russia should conquer Sweden: how-

should we like to see her assume control of

the Swedish island of St. Bartholomew? It

is evident that the intrusion of either Russia

or Germany into the New World would seem
to England, as well ns to the United States,

to be pregnant with unwelcome complica-

tions. No such intrusion would be even con-

templated if it were known that Great

Britain and the United States had agreed

that the French. Danish, Dutch, and Swed-
ish possessions in the New World should

suffer no change of ownership, tinleas they

passed under the sovereignty of the United
States.

The formal adoption of the Monroe doc-

trine by England would mean precisely what
George Canning intended it to mean, namely,

that all the commercial advantages derivable

hy foreign purveyor* and consumers from
trade with Latin-American republics would
accrue to the guarantors of their liberties.

It was not expected by Canning, and it

would not he expected now, that those re-

publics should give any tariff preference to

their protectors; but gratitude and sympa-
thy’ might be counted on to prevent any
discrimination against them. All that Eng-
lishmen and Americans desire is a fair field

for commercial Intercourse in Latin Ameri-
ca. Such a field neither we nor English-

men would ever have in any part of the
New World which had been transformed into

a German or Russian colony. What Eng-
land has at Htake, therefore. In the New
World is precisely whut she has at stake

in China, to wit, the maintenance of an

open door. The door may be kept open for-

ever if. by proclaiming her adhesion to

the Monroe doctrine. England shall become a

joint guarantor with the United State* of

the immunity of the New World from for-

eign aggression. Nor is it only freedom of

access to Latin-American markets that Great

Britain would secure by the assumption of

such a position. She i* almost as deeply

interested as is our own country in the con-

structing and safeguarding of an isthmian

canal. It is, therefore, a matter of nearly

as much concern to Englishmen as it is to

nurselve* that neither Germany’ nor Russia

shall acquire a coaling station near either

of the termini of the projected waterway.

We have indicated the plausible ways in

which coaling stations might be arquired.

and we have shown that no attempt would
li* made to acquire them if England should

signify her acceptance of the Monroe doc-

trine.

The President and Federal

Appointments in the South

lit every section of the republic sensible

persons will regard with disgust and ab-

horrence the declaration made hy the New
Orleans State* that Mr. Roosevelt's negro

appointees in the South will be killed or run

out of the country’. If this newspaper could

be looked upon us representative of Demo-

cratic opinion in the Southern States, we
might as well abandon the notion that South-

ern Democrats can resume the leadership

of their party. We are unwilling to believe

that the New Orleans Stale* represents any-

body except the editor. Northern Democrats

will never countenance the violent expulsion

of Federal appointee* from office, whether

their color he white or black. The sooner

that fact Is understood the better. For a

Southern newspaper to preach such mon-
strous doctrines ns this at a time when up-

right and thoughtful men are seriously

thinking of committing the guidance of the

nation to the Democracy is at once a crime

and a blunder. Mr. Roosevelt may make
mistakes in his appointments to Federal of-

fices in the South ; but for the correction

of those mistakes we look exclusively to the

pressure of enlightened public opinion. The
last thing that a sane and intelligent man
like Mr. Roosevelt can desire is a revival

of race conflict in the South. It will be no

fault of his, but the fault of rancorous

and reckless men like the editor of the New
Orleans Mates, if we are once more con-

fronted with such an atrocious state of

things.

The leaders of the Democratic party in

the Southern States now have nn oppor-

tunity—the first since the close of the civil

war—of convincing their Democratic breth-

ren at the North that they deserve to be

intniBtcd with the function of shaping plat-

forms and designating candidates in a Presi-

dential year. If those who wish them ill

had intcuded to entrap them they could

not. have given them worse counsel than

that which is offered by the New Orleans

State*. If astute Republicans desire*) to

disqualify Southern Democrats for a reus-

sertion of their former influence in national

affairs, they could hit upon no better plan

than to provoke them to nets of violence

against negTo appointees to office. Do our
Southern brethren forget that they’ pro-

fess not to discriminate against the negro

as such in those new State Constitutions

upon the validity* of which the United States

Supreme Court has yet to pass? And will

they now give the lie to those professions

by virtually asserting that negroes have no
right to hold office even under the Federal

government? Having undertaken U> debar

them from office in many a State, will they
now presume to debar them from Federal of-

fice also? Addressed to sane and far-sight<xt

Southerners, such a question should answer
itself.

We f$el the more strongly on the sub-

ject of this ill-timed appeal to violence. be-

cause wo believe that public opinion would
have convinced Mr. Roosevelt that he has

been ill-advised in one or two of his recent

acts connected with the tenure of office hy
negroes in the Southern States. So far as

the case of Mrs, Cox. the colored postmis-

tress at Indianola, Mississippi, is concerned,

we have already pointed out that, inasmuch
as she has resigned, and has refused, under
any circumstances, to recall her resignation,

the President seems to have nn statu* for

interference in the premises, beyond instruct-

ing the United States District Attorney to

inquire whether Mr*. Cox believes herself to

have suffered any wrong remediable by’ a

Federal statute. The President has no right,

in our opinion, to suspend the service of

the United States mails to Indianola. both
because wc know of no statute that invests

him with such discriminating power, and
Is-cause he would obviously lie punishing the

innocent as well as the guilty. It is a bar-

barous jurisprudence that makes a whole vil-

lage answerable for the crime of one of itn

inhabitants. We add. with regard to the

designation of Mr. Crum for the poat of

Collector of the Port at Charleston, that

the appointment seems to us unreasonable.

Wc think that Mr. Roosevelt would find it

difficult to show that there are any colored

men among the importers of foreign prod-

ucts into Charleston, or among the wholesale

dealers in such products at that plane. If

colored men have anything to do with such

products, it must lx- us retailers in a very
small way of business. Under the circum-

stances, it would seem expedient to choose

for collector some one who would be accept-

able to those members of the community
with whom, principally or solely, he would
la- brought in contact. It is inexpedient to

select for the post a man known to be ob-

noxious to all of the business men. but for

whose capital and industry there would lie

nothing for a collector to do. We do not

understand Mr. Roosevelt to assert that

there are no white men in Charleston qual-

ified. in respect of experience and character,

to discharge the duties of Collector of the

Port. He simply asserts that Mr. Crum is

equally qualified from those points of view,

and should not lie the victim of discrimina-

tion on the score of color. It may lx- true

that Mr. Booker Washington is as well qual-

ified. on the score of ability and character,

as are most white citizens to represent the

United States at the Court of St. James.
Would Mr. Roosevelt feel himself justified

in appointing Mr. Booker Washington to

that post? Would he not hold that the sus-

ceptibilities and prejudices, whether well or

ill founded, of the British court and of tlie

British nation ought to be considered? But
arc not the susceptibilities of the importers

of Charleston deserving of a* much consid-

eration as are those of foreigners?

It take* two to make a quarrel. Tf the

leading Democrats of the South keep their

tempers and evince the wisdom for which

their forefather* were distinguished, they

will silence the editor of the New Orleans

State* and other ridiculous persons who
talk about killing negro appointees to Fed-

eral office or running them out of town.

That sort of talk 1* only fit for idiot*.

Meanwhile the outcome of a good-tempered

and judicious attitude nn their part will

probably lx* the recognition by Mr. Roosevelt

that he and hi* advisers are not infallible,

but in the selection of appointees to Federal

offices in the South may have made one or

two mistakes which ought to be corrected.
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The Russians in Manchuria

High affairs of state rarely have a gen-

uinely humorous coloring: nor do we habitu-

ally turn to world-politics for umusemrnt
and entertainment. Yet we may find abun-

dance of both in the story of the recent
“ evacuation H of Manchuria by the Russian

armies, and the manner in which that evac-

uation has really been carried out. That
solemn withdrawal, so often foretold, so

often denied, has at last, we arc told, been

consummated ; and we may add that the

manner of this consummation is a lesson in

statecraft for all time. It will be remem-
bered that the Russian convention with
China set dates, many months ago, for the

withdrawal of the Tsar’s troops successive-

ly from thp three Manchurian provinces; the

first date has just passed, and the second

and third follow it at intervals of six and
twelve months. After these date* were an-

nounced. the world wns suddenly informed
of the signature of the Anglo -Japanese
treaty, avowedly directed aguinst Russia's

growing influence in Chinn generally, and
more particularly in Manchuria. Immediate-
ly on the heels of the treaty came a Japan-
ese arrangement with Korea, and a resur-

gence of Jupunrse influence in the Hermit
Kingdom. Japan’s advance in Korea was not

only a menace to Russia, but also a strategic

advantage: for the campaign of 1805 hud
made Korea and the Chinese contiguous ter-

ritory thoroughly familiar to Japan’s gen-

erals: and a rapid advance frtyn the Korean
frontier on Mukden might easily cut Rus-
sia’s line of communication, nnd isolate

Dalny. Port Arthur, nnd the Russian fleet

from their bases of supplies in Siberia and
Vladivostok. We expressed at the time the

opinion that Russia could not afford to over-

look this aggressive step by Japan, und that
the evacuation of Manchuria would most
likely be deferred indefinitely as a result.

When, notwithstanding, it waa announced a
few weeks later that Russia was preparing
to carry out the original plan of evacuation
on the day fixed, and. finally, when the

evacuation itself was announced, we very
decidedly expressed the view that more was
meant than met the ear: that Russia had
in all probability gained so firm a hold, se-

cured so strong a position, that she had
nothing to fear from Japan, and was. con-

sequently. able to carry out her |K>licy with-

out endangering her influem-c in Manchuria
and her hold on the railroad to Port Ar-
thur. Facta are now to hand from the Far
Fast, which show that we were perfectly

right; that Russia, while carrying out her
treaty engagements with formal and scrupu-
lous exactness, has really been laughing in

her sleeve at the Anglo-Japanesc treaty, and,

to speak idiomatically, has simply walked
all around British. Japanese, nnd Teutonic
diplomacy. The ascendent genius of the Slav
was never better shown than in this latest

Russian achievement.

To begin with, it is quite certain that
Russia, during her five years of occupancy.
ha6 done wonders for the commercial and
civil development of Manchuria. We are
accustomed to speak as if the Anglo-Saxon
alone had the gift of successfully colonising

and assimilating new territories, but wc have
only to become more closely acquainted with
the work of Russia in Merv. or Samarkand,
or Tashkent, or in Eastern or Western Sibe-

ria, to see that the Slav has been every-

where extremely successful, and bus every-

where been able to assimilate the moral life

nnd feeling of the earlier races with her
own In a way the Anglo-Saxon haB so far

never mastered. In Manchuria, the con-

structive genius of Russia is apparent on all

hands. She has obtained from the suzerain

government of China, for what considera-

tion or by what inducements we are not

told, a whole series of " conceded areas "

along the line of the railroad, averaging
several square miles in extent, and »n these
are rapidly growing Russian colonies, with
houses, factories, fields, with thousands of

Russian men. women, and children growing
every day more at home on what is tech-

nically, as well ns really, Russian soil.

This mutter of the " conceded areas ” is

really the key to the political and military

situation. As soon aa we grasp its signifi-

cance. we see how the “evacuation of Man-
churia *' was not only possible, but easy.

—

and we begin to smile at the grave simplicity

of the thing. Tin- string of concession*

along the railroad line—the chain of colo-

nial areas, each several square miles in ex-

tent—having become Russian territory, arc

no longer a part of Manchuria in the strict

sense of the term. Therefore such Russian
troops as hitherto occupied Manchurian ter-

ritory have simply to walk over tin- line

into the nearest conceded area, nnd, lo* the
“ evacuation ” is complete I As Carlyle says,

there is much, nay. everything, in names.
To illustrate the value of names: since the
evacuation of the southern province was
completed, and the railroad was turned over

to China, there are no longer any " railroad

guards ” in Manchuria. But there are

50,000 or more “ frontier guards.”—the same
men with a new title. Theoretically, all

the “railroad guards” have been with-

drawn. So with the rest of the " evacua-

tion.” The Russian troops in the country
west of the Liau River have literally ful-

filled the terms of the convention—by mov-
ing one march eastward to the Russian " con-
ceded area '* at Mukden, where they remain
as a permanent garrison. Tin- Russian
troops at Niu-eliwang hud only to make
one hour’s march up stream to the Russian
concession at Tashi-chiao to their strongly

built stone barracks, nnd their part of the
“ evacuation of Manchuria ” was ended. The
Russian troops within the wulled city of

Mukden—the ancient and sacred city of the
Manchus—had only to march through the

gate to “ Russian territory," an hour's walk
distant, to their permanent quarters. The
evacuation of I.iao-vang meant- the removal
of Russian troops within the wall to the

railway concession outside the wall, with its

forts, barracka. nearly two hundred brick

houses, engine-sheds, and hospital. The last

two posts will each have a garrison of about
five thousand men. So much for the south-

ern province of Manchuria.
The “ evacuation " of the central province,

for which April is the date fixed, will lo*

carried out in exactly the same way.—with
the most scrupulous adherence to the letter

of the convention. Thus in Kirin, the capi-

tal of the province, with nearly half a
million inhabitants, the “evacuation" will

consist in the removal of the Russian troops

one hour’s march to a “ railway conces-

sion ” on the branch line to Kwanp-cheng-
taz*. In like manner, the Russian troops

in Tsitsihar, the capital of the third and
most northerly province, will do their part

of the good work by moving tn a “ conceded
area " only sixteen miles away. The frontier

city of Ninguta is in much the same posi-

tion; the troops will have to withdraw as
much aa a dozen miles.

It- must he understood that all these “ con-

ceded areas,” with their permanent barracks
arid forts and strong Russian garrisons, are

joined to one another, to Asian Russia, and
to the open sea by the railroad ; so that
Russia’s hold on Manchuria Is about as per-

fect ss anything can be in this vale of tears.

It is admitted by English critics, who can-

not be suspected of undue partiality, that

the whole country is growing rich under
Russian tutelage: that the Russian troops

are now treating the natives with marked
humanity; and that there is a growing spirit

of friendliness between the Russian officers

and the Chinese officials and merchants, in
strong contrast to the thinly masked hos-

tility and mutual suspicion at Hong kong
and Singapore. The Chinese are said, by a
recent English visitor, to be experiencing a
degree of material prosperity the like of
which they have never known.

Finally, the end of this chain of Russian
conceded areas is guarded by the almost im-
pregnable fortress of Port Arthur, with its

heavy guns, its quick-firing batteries, its

fleet of six battle - ships, four armond
cruisers, a dozen gunboats, and a number of
torpcdo-lioats. Taking into consideration

that the Russians are only Slavs, and not
highly gifted Anglo-Saxons, they seem to

have managed the “ evacuation ” of Man-
churia fairly well.

The Real Wagner
It is doubtful if any figure in the history

of musical art has so continually dwelt in

the shadow of misconception and misrepre-
sentation as the poet -com poser who imagined
a “Ring des Xihelnngen.” a “Tristan und
Isolde,” and a ” Parsifal.” Partly through
an unaccountable popular obttlsenesa, and
largely -through his own theoretical pro-

fessions, he has liven blind!., accepted at Ills

own fantastic valuation—-as a dramatist who
was only incidentally a musician, as an ad-
mirable poet, as a master of subtle and pro-

found philosophies,—as anything, in short,

save that which he pre-eminently and para-
mountly waa: a transcendent musician, an
incomparable musical humanist., an authentic
nnd inspired, but unconscious, mystic.
We are moved to these meditations by the

recent notable performances at the Metro-
politan Opera House of “ Der Ring des
Nibelungen.” and of that work of Wag-
ner’s which, one would imagine, should most
unmistakably reveal his essential greatness

—that consummate and splendid flower of

his genius, “ Tristan und Isolde.” We can-

not easily conceive it possible to yield one-

self to the sway of this magnificent tone-

poem—this music which is truly, like the
poetry of Shelley, “a singing and soaring
flame ”—and not realize, with the utmost
conviction, that here is no mere dramma per
mutieo, no stage play with an accessory

musical accompaniment, but rather a lyric

rhapsody with a wholly incidental text—

a

tone - poetry so incalculable in ita beauty,
so exhaustiv'e in its emotional range, m sur-

charged with spiritual ecstasy, that one
knows not where to find its parallel. If ever

music achieved supremr magic of utterance,

an ultimate eloquence and sublimation, it

is in this immortal and moat marvellous
song of songs. And yet there are those who
would hare us believe, as Wagner himself
helieved, that his music is to be rightly

regarded only as the handmaid of his dra-

matic invention—a kind of modern variant,

as we have been so elaborately instructed,

of the exegetical chorus of the Greek plays.

To a certain superficial extent it is, of

course, that: but its ultimate excellence, its

ultimate and inestimable value inheres, not

—as Wagner fancied, as so many of his dis-

ciples have fancied—in its drumatic appo-

sitenes*, but in its miraculous range and
eloquence as an instrument of abstract emo-
tional utterance. For, in his endeavor vivid-

ly to heighten and intensify every moment
of his dramatic psychologizing, he voiced

f almost, one is tempted to say. accidental-

ly!. with incredible beauty and poignancy,

every elemental mood of the human soul.

—

errry note of passion, of desire, of grief, of

terror, of pity, of delight, of aspiration. His

range is universal: “his lyre has all the

chords.”
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An English Election

By Sydney Brooks

London, Jaanary 3, 1903.

Thebe is an election going on in Kast

Cambridgeshire, and I would (five a good

deal to know Mr. Croker’* private opinion

of the way it is being run. Happily, one
need not travel down to Wantage to find out.

No one who turn* an American eye on an
Knglialt election can wonder that from time

to time Mr. Croker finds Kngland intolcr-

able. Imagine Paderewski living within ear-

shot of the music-room in n “ young ladies’

seminary," and you may faintly conceive

Mr. Croker’a emotion* when from the secu-

rity of hia country seat in Berkshire he
watebe* Englishiii'-n bungling along the road

he hitn»elf ha* learned to tread with such

colossal assurance, New-Yorkers arc quite

wrong in thinking that it is a mere ten-

der regard for their interests that con-

voys Mr. Croker every odd year or so

through the Narrow*. The truth is. he is

driven from England by the respect he owes
to himself and his art. All his sensibilities

rise in revolt when he sees what it is that

Englishmen conceive by an electoral cam-
paign. The coni erupt of the professional for

the raw bungling of amateurs sends him
hurrying from the spectacle in disgust. To
a man who car. carry convention*, and dic-

tate platforms, and coolly command that all

checks shall he made payable to his order,

and direct voters and heelers, not in twos or

threes, hut in whole battalions, what final

pleasure can there be in a country where
canvassing is done by volunteer*, most of

them women, where primaries and machines
are not. and where each candidate makes
his own little platform and runs on it to

suit himself? How can a man of Mr.
Croker’a opportunities be really at ease in

a land where any ten voters in a constit-

uency can nominate any candidate they
please, where money spent ” on account of

band* of music, torches, flaga. banners, cock-

ades, ribbons, or other mark* of distinction M

<46 and 47 Viet.: c. 51, *. HD make* an
election void, and where the electorate has
a thoroughly impertinent habit of taking
matters into his own hnnds. and even insist*

on knowing in detail just what measure* are
favored and what opposed by the man who
is seeking it* suffrage*? Even with his fat

smiling pasture and farm lands, his quiet
country mansion, his stables, and his racing.

Mr. Croker is far more miserable than one
would think. A single bye-election is

enough to upset him; two in quirk succes-

sion utterly prostrate him: and a general
election send* him Hying to New York to re-

cover his self-respect. Mr. Croker'* health
Is always in inverse proportion to the
amount of political activity that is going
on around his Euglish retreat.

This bye-elect ion in East Cambridgeshire
was brought about by the sudden death three
weeks ago of Colonel Harry McCalmont. the
sitting member. Mr. McCalmont inherited
an enormous fortune from his uncles, who
built it up partly in the West-Indian trade

ami partly hy shrewd dealings in American
railroads. He was a first-class sportsman,
won the Derby in 1603, owned one of the
finest game- preserves in the country, was a
member of both the Jockey Club and the
Itoyal Yacht Squadron, a dose friend of the
King, who frequently shot over his coverts,

served eight years in the Guards, and
-nafiled a C. B. from the Boer war. Ameri-
cans may remember that just before the
Spanish war he sold his yacht, the flimldo,

to the Spanish government. It was intend-
ed to use her as a cruiser, but tor Home rea-

son or other *lu» never left home waters.
He came In for some severe criticism from
the press for running so publicly counter to

the general feeling of the country, hut noth-

ing could do much damage to his popularity

in the Kast Cambridgeshire division. He
was a prince of good fellows. lived in the

constituency, was generous to a fault with
his money, and had, beside*, the imperishable

halo of a Derby-winner. The chief town in

the constituency is Newmarket, and New-
market, as every one knowa, is the head
racing centre of all Knglund. No one who
is not a sportsman need trouble himself with
East Cambridgeshire. It is a turf constit-

uency through and through, and would never
dream of intrusting its political fortunes

to a man who was not a member of the
Jockey Club. Colonel McCalmont filled the

bill exactly. At the election of 1900 he was
proposed, nominated, and returned at the

head of the poll during his absence at the

front and without holding a single com-
munication with his constituents except to

cable his acceptance of the nomination from
Pretoria. It was at that election that

I*mtes. the well-known jockey, spoilt his

ballot paper by writing across it, “ I votes

for Mr. McCalmont and no mistake.” For
the rest, the constituency covers a wide area,

some thirty miles long by twenty broad. It

is dotted with small villages and market
towns, and makes up on the turf what it

loses on agriculture, and altogether is ii

very charming specimen of rural England.
About 0000 voters are on the register.

The candidates this time are Mr. C. D.

Rose, who is standing as a Liberal -Imperial-

ist—a “Rosebery man," a* he would la* called

in America—and Mr. Leonard Braaary. who,

like the late member, is a Conservative.

Both are wealthy men. both have country
places in the neighborhood of Newmarket,
both are members of the Jockey dub, both

ride to Hound*, patronize coursing, and know
more than a little of fanning. Mr. Rose is

a well-known and popular figure on the turf,

and race* horses of his own breeding. Four
of his sons went through the war in South
Africa, and two of them fell there. More-
over, he is a really keen Liberal and an ef-

fective speaker. In this he haH the advan-

tage of his opponent. Mr. Brasaey. who is

barely thirty-two, knows ns little of polities

as it Is possible for any intelligent man to

do who gne* through the world with his

ear* open and catches something of what is

bring said all round him. He received the

invitation to contest the seat, as In- in-

genuously admitted, while smoking a cigar

after a day with the hounds. He thought
it a nice safe Tory seat that could be won
and kept without much t rouble. Instead,

he finds himself expected to hold forth on
the Education Bill, the alliance with Ger-

many. the Sugar Convention, and all sorts

of nlwurd and liotheraome topics. Frankly,

his handling of these questions lia* proved
a disappointment, and I notice the lor*| pa-

per* that support him are now laying «trp*a

on his “ handsome and moat English-Iook-

ing face.” and proving that a man who
stands six feet two in hi* socks and is a*

straight as an arrow can well dispense with
such a vulgar and entirely commonplace at-

tribute ns knowledge of the issues that are

before the country. Mr. Brassey may not
Is* a great politician, hut he is masterly on
horseback or on the box of his four-in-hand:

ami the sight of him at the covert-side, nr

judging a coursing-match over Newmarket
Heath, or galloping his four-in-hand down
the village street with horns a-tnntlng and
bannera flying, is a powerful electioneering

argument. Mr. Rose does most of his can-

vassing on a motor-car. and should hy rights

have been had up for furious driving at

least twice a day for the past fortnight.. T

spent a day with each candidate, and toured
the constituency with them. Methods are
pretty much the same on both sides. Each
has hi* country house stocked full of friend-

ly M. P.'s who have come down to help; each
visit* from ten to fifteen village* n day and
addresses as many mrvtings: each has a
paid agent, one or two paid sub-agents, and
» whole army of voluntary workers, men
and women, boys and girls, who cover ev-

ery inch of the ground on foot or wheel, in

carriages or trap*, with canvassing cards,
leaflets, photograph*, and such native powers
of persuasion ns Providence has given them:
nnd each ha* still an hour or so to spare for

receiving deputations, consulting prominent
supporters, and entertaining his guests. Mr.
Rose ha* one of the few covered tennis-

courts in the kingdom—not lawn-tennis, but
the real thing—and find* time for a daily

game; and if there is a meet of fox-hound-
or harrier* anywhere in the neighborhood.
Mr. RrasMry will somehow contrive to moke
it fit in with his day’s programme. It i*

all very pleasant and good-humored. There
are no parade*, nor toreh-light processions,

nor fireworks, nor band*, nor campaign dit-

ties. nor street-corner meetings, nor “ wash ’’

bets, nor *' straw ’’ votes, nor the male-

dictions of rival bosses, nor hourly news
paper interviews. The two candidates
are near neighbors and old friends, and
wIntiever they meet in country lane

or village street each descend* from his

motor or four-in-hand for a five minutes’
laughing chat. Their wives invariably ac-

company them, and Mrs. Brassey, who is a

daughter of the Karl of March, is a past

mistress of the arts whereby the wives of

rural butchers and farm hands are won over
to guide their lords to the true political

faith. For one dazzling fortnight the East
Cambridgeshire laborer finds the Squire and
the Squirearchy and all its women folk the

humblest of suppliants for his favors; and
the way he is wheedled and coaxed ami ha-

rangued and argued with and deluged with
leaflet* by his fair inquisitors would make
an American woman gasp and stare. And
I am not sure that even Mr. Croker might
not learn something from it.

But beneath all the seeming easy-going

nesa there i* real hard work and keen ri-

valry. You would not doubt it after a day
with either candidate. Mr. Rose think-

nothing of taking in six villages and ad-

dressing a meeting in each as an after-din-

ner pastime. Thr meeting* are not large,

but they are full of incident. Their size is

limited to the capacity of the local school-

house or the upper room of the village inn.

and an audience of two or three hundred i*

thought a good one. But the speaker doe*

not have thing* all his own way. It i* an
unwritten law in England that he is liable

to contradiction. Any man in the audience

may get up and dispute any statement he

pleases, and the orator is not allowed to dis-

regard the interruption, but has 1 <> stop

and argue the matter nut with hi* adversary.

The heckler ho* a recognized standing, and
all Englishmen are heckler*. There is noth-

ing they like more than badgering a speaker.

Not. infrequently paper and pencils are

handed round at the end of the candidate’s

speerh. and the voters present, are invited

to write down any further point* on which

they would like to hear his opinion. The in-

vitation is very freely accepted, and while

I was in East Cambridgeshire I attended

three meeting* that wound up in a series

of joint debate* between the candidate and

some pertinacious heckler*. These contests

are followed hy the audience with supreme

zest and good-humor, but a man need* nil

his wits to emerge from them with credit.

There la another custom which make* for

liveliness. An English audience will not

tolerate a Itore. Directly a speaker grows

tiresome there come shouts of “ Toime!

Toime!" If a man can’t, hit the nail on the

head at once he is not given a second

chance.
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benson

APRIL

I have been here nearly a month with-

out spending u single night away. That
in itself is n sign of improvement, for I sup-

pose—to my shame I own it!—that it must
Is- years sinee I have s|ient thirty-consecutive

nights in the same lodgings. And what, I be-

lieve, is a greater sign of improvement is

that I have not wanted to go away, and f

do not want to go away. 1 like these level,

uneventful days, these mornings of work,
followed by a few hours of out-of-doors, and
in the evening, " thr fare of a friend.” in

this house or another. How dull I should
have thought it. not long ago?—how antipo-

dal to dull I find it!

I said uneventful just now—that was a

mistake. I have been through fierce trials,

in the shape of a cook who could not only
not cook deeently, but could not cook at ail,

In any case, she didn't, and I have eaten

raw flesh on the altar of ruaticity. Then
there wn» a personage who represented her-

self as a charwoman. Though T cannot say
she was a house- breaker, she was certain-

ly nearer that than anything else; though
she did not actually break the house, she

broke everything inside of it- She began
“cleaning," so she called it. before it was
yet day. and till nightfall the house was
resonant with fracture. When there was
nothing left to break she upset her wash-
pail over anything that came handy—bro-

cade. for choice. She upset also permanganate
of potash, with which I was staining a floor,

over a green carpet, and one evening I found
her eating asparagus i my asparagus, too)

in the scullery. Thereupon I said “ board
wages,” and it is my belief that she simply
added board wages to her ordinary dirt,

which she ate at my expense- Otherwise
there is no |KMsitde way of accounting for

the fact that a sirloin of beef which had
come in in the morning— Enough. She is

gone.

Stevenson recommends weeding and coca-

seed-planting as a suitable pursuit for any
one who thinks he can make his living out

of writing “ measly yarns.” But now I have
one advantage over thut divine author: T

know a far better employment. It is to

paint floors with permanganate of potash

(otherwise known as C'ondy’* fluid). Inti

you can get much more of it for your money,
though it is cheap, anyhow, if you buy it

in the raw. For a shilling you get enough
to stain all the floors in your house (un-

lesB you live in an exceptionally large one)
the most beautiful brown. The very process

remind* one of the scene of the powder-
mixing in JekfiU and Uttde. It is laid on
dark purple: before your eyes it changes
to a livid angiy green, and while yet it is

wet it become* a dark brown. You lay it

on with a large pastebrush. and feel you
are saving money. Incidentally, you get a
quantity onto your hands, and it i* appar-

ently indelible. Then you rub it with bees-

wax, and your deal floor becomes primitive-

ly ancestral. A few Persian rugs then
bring you back from a villa to the Con-
queror. But even before I stained the floors

I bought seed* ami planted sweet-peas and
nasturtium* broadcast, also (these in seed-

ling*) jackmnnni and tropnolum and to-

hacco- plant, and two crimson ramblers.
Then, as a day to be marked with red in

the annals of scarification, I took a trowel
and a poekrt-knife and went into the high-

ways and hedges to cut standards for rose-

trees. But I took no gloves. flino ilia

lacrimv. Anyhow. I cut seven standard*.
This is the way not to do it. I started

cheerfully along an unfrequented lane,

i-arks hovered trilling, spring was burst-

ing in numberless hnds. and the gTeen mist
of leaves hung round the hedgerows. Be-

fore long I saw in the hedge by which I

went a suitable standard. It was rather

inaccessible, but the Inst of the gardener
burned in me, and I took a sort of header
into the hedge. A short spray of the coveted

standard retained my cap. another took one
arm in keeping, a third gently fixed itaelf

to my left hand. That had to be very
carefully disengaged, since the thorns were
encompassing it. and in disengaging it I

dropped the trowel. An incautious re-

covery of this trowel drew the first blood.

Then I began.

It is neocwwry in cutting a standard to

get a piece of real root. This particular

standard, however, seemed to have no par-

ticular root- It went on and on below
ground without object, as far as I could

judge; infirm of purpose it could not be-

gin. When it did begin it was already mixed
up with a bramble, the thorns of which
were set on the parent stern on a totally

different principle, and 1 did not want the

bramble. But with a totally undeserved pop-

ularity on my part, the bramble wanted me.

It got. me, in piece* which I hope were of no
use to it, and I began to see that under
certain cirenmstanres. and to a certain ex-

tent. as Mr. (Gladstone might have said,

gloves were, if not necessary to human life,

nt any rate a protective agent against pos-

sibly fatal hemorrhages. Just then the root

began.

I destroyed the bramble, root and branch.

I destroyed a hazel (hranchl. and I destroy-

ed the standard (root). That was all at

present.

Clearly this would not do. I was ns far

from standards as ever, but I was bleeding

like a pig. So I went home, got some gloves,

and became successful. But to be successful

in a soul of adventure is to become dull, and
with a view to avoiding this as much as is

possible short of writing at all. I will mere-

ly say that I cut seven standard* on that

divine afternoon, and—but that I cannot
sing—went home singing.

The cat next door, so It appeared, had
observed the planting of the jarkmanni with
a disapproving rye, and even a* I went into

the garden with my seven standard* (like

a Roman emperor) I saw a stealthy form
moving slowly away from the corner (invis-

ible at the window) where I had put one
of them. Now I know something about

eats, though nothing. It appears, about
standards, and without the least hurry T

walked into the garden and said, " Poor
puss,” and saw out of the comer of my eye

(I dare not look honestly now for fear poor
puss should see) that mv jaekmanni was en-

tirely disinterred, and a flurry of pebhly

dry earth lay near it. There were therefore

two courses open to me,—either tlie direct,

which lay in taking the eat, which (with
the shallow diplomacy of its species) had ad-

vanced towards me. straight to the disin-

terred jaekmanni, and there slapping it. or

the Hubtle course. I chose the subtle. The
cat was a knave; I knew that perfectly

well. I chose to lie the knave set to catch

it. So I said “ Poor puss ” again, and went
to the uprooted jaekmanni, and planted it

agnin in the sight of jaror puss. Then I went
slowly in-door*, a very Bismarck. Once ar-

rived inside I fled to the lumber-room, and
with feverish hands unearthed a large gar-

den squirt, and filling it with cold water

(I wish it had been iced 1 . fled to what we
long called the wing of the house (it con-

sists merely of a hack room) which com-
mands. strategically speaking, the jack-

mnnni. The window was open, and with
great caution I advanced to it and looked

out. Already once more that very stupid

knave of a eat was bus}' in the bed. I took

careful aim, and the cold water drenched the

knave. I will teach it. at least I think I hare
taught it. that 1 do tun plant jackmnnni
merely to give it a few moments’ senseless

amusement. Besides, to-morrow I shall have
a fox-terrier. 8o the garden squirt was the
kindest sort of cruelty.

1 am afraid that in talking thus vaguely
of “ the house ” and " the garden," the read-

er may have formed a totally erroneous im-
pression of scale, and I must inform liim nt
once that “ the house ” is the kind of house
which is called "The <Vdnr*," because ap-

parently it has one withered furze-bush in

the garden. It is semidetached, stands on
the outskirts of the town, and is of an ex-
ternal appearance which is better forgotten.
Inside, however, the rooms are good, high,

and airy, and, anyhow, it suits me. There
is a small strip of garden in front, in which
at present I take no interest, and a space
of garden behind measuring some sixty or
seventy feet by thirty, encompassed by a

wnlk of old and very large bricks. A strip
of border sown from end to end with sweet -

peas rnna up one ride. At the far end is

a small raised terrace of grass, on which
grow an apple-tree and a plum-tree by
which I have planted the crimson ramblers.
The seven .standards to be lsrided next,

month stand in « formal row below the ter-

race. and parallel to the lsirder of sweet-
pens stand half a dorm tubs in which are
sown nasturtiums of the large climbing kind.
This leave* n space of grass twenty feet by
forty, and on this is being now erected “ the
shelter,” a wooden room with treltia on two
sides, match hoarding on one, and entirely

open on the other. Kelt will be laid down
over the grass, and over the felt, rugs. There
will be a couple of bosket chair* there, an
old French mattres* covered with rugs, n

writing table, and a small dining table with
four chairs. There I propose to live ns soon
ns the summer comes. Over one side the
nasturtiums in the tub* will trail their green
and ruddy arm*, and I shall look toward*
the seven standards and the scarlet ramblers.

Iii the evening an Arab lamp with electric

light, brought on n long cord from the house,
will illuminate it. The very planning of the
shelter was an absorbing jov . absorbing, ton.

is it to see St rise, smelling clean of frpshly

chiselled wood, Then it will lie painted

green and ready for habitation. In front of

it, toward* the terrace, will stand a sun-

dial which will not get. a* far as I can see.

any snn nt all. since the stately shelter

will entirely shade it. However. I dare say.

it will do (letter in the shade, like lilies of-

the-valley. Beside*, one never uses a sun-dial

in order to tell the time.

I often wonder how large an area of house
and garden it is jmssihle to get really fond
of. The fact of broad acre* and limitless

corridors may and often is delightfut to the

possessor, especially if they are of long-

standing possession, but to be fond of a

place in the way that I mean implies to

be intimate with every separate inch of it.

Your own niche, yonr own particular angulu*
terra-, must, I think, !» small: the grent re-

ception-rooms, the huge lawns, arc delight-

ful to have, hut you will often find thr owner
of such choosing a small room for himself

to work in and live in, and making perfect

according to hi* own taste some sequestered

angle of his garden, ahut out from vast-

new, and brought within the scope of hi*

invention. The great lawn and shrubberies

he may plan and take pleasure in, but he

will not lie fond of them with the personal

affection he feel* for hi* own room, hi* own
garden corner. And it is the personal

aroma, the definite impress of an individual

tarie on rooms and gardens that makes them
alive with their own individual entity; they

are parasitic, like mistletoe, drawing their

life from a parent stem. The large room*,

the row* of marble*, the notes of signed can-
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v&b arc beautiful and wonderful things, hut

no one man can appropriate them and fasten

them to himself, or him.self to them, for they
an; too large, und arc the setting not for

one person, hut for the brilliant crowd. Rut
his own “ den." where he has the book* he
want*, the chair he like*, the few pictures

he loves, it is there that be is ekes lui ,—at

home. That is the good part; to have the

other is enviable, no doubt, but one does

not envy it with the sense of need. Of
course no two people may have the same
idea of it chrz lui; and it is always with

n certain anxiety that one awaits the arrival

of a friend who has not seen one’s own. He
may easily not like it at all (as I have said,

the appearance of the house outside is among
the thing* to he forgotten t, and if he does

not, it is part of me he does not like. But
it takes all sorts to make a world. If it

were not so the world would Ik* infinitely

less entertaining than It in, und infinitely

less lovable.

Almost exactly opposite my windows is an
old graveyard, the stones in which are for

the most part mossed and gray. A gravel-

path winds in and out of the sleeping-place

of men long dead, and round it stand a half-

dozen of tine elms. It borders on the road,

ami is separated from it by only a low pal-

ing. And looking out of my window thin

morning I saw there one of those very sim-
ple little common things that give the lie to

cynic*. It was n fine sunshiny morning,
and the road was populous, and among oth-

ers there came down it two big strapping pri-

vates out of the regiment that is stationed

here, nil trappings and scarlet, while between
them, with a hand in the arm of each, walked
n little old lady dressed in black. Each of

the two men carried a cross of white flow-

er*. and they walked very slowly, hanging
on their steps, and suiting their pace to

the woman. All three passed in at the cem-
etery gate, and went across the grass to a

tomb which lay underneath the elm. and had
an old weather-worn stone to mark it. On
it the two soldiers laid down their crosses,

took off their forage-capa, and all three knelt,

side by side for a couple of minutes, it

may be. at the foot of the grave, close by
the road. Then they rose, and the old lady
kissed both her sons very tenderly, and
stood with them there a minute more, u hand
clasped by each, while they talked together,

I suppose, of the dead. Then they passed
out of the cemetery gate again, and, for

aught I know, out of my life. But a little

later I went across the road, and to the
grave where the crosses of lilies lay. The
stone, as I had said, was of old standing,

and I read that it was in memory of a man
who had died in the year 1880. on April 17,

so that to-day was the twenty-second anni-

versary' of his death. Two days afterwards
I happened to ask the colonel of that regi-

ment whether there were two privatea of a
certain name among the men.

" Yes." said he. " excellent steady fellows

;

they look after their old mother who lives

here.”

So the reconstruction was simple enough.
Tl»e father must- have died while the two
sons were still boys of five or six; yet on
the anniversary of his death, so it seems, they
still go to the grave with their mother, quite
simply and naturally, and say a prayer there

with her. The grass, too. on the grave it-

self was. I noticed, kept abort and carefully

tended, so I suppose they go there not in-

frequently. I think the man who lies there
must hare been a good husband, God keep
all our memories a* green in loving heart*!

Meantime. April is here, and it is good
to lie in England, for in no other country
that I have ever seen is the rush of color
more jubilant. Flowers you may get in

plenty on the Grecian hills when, blossom
by blossom, the spring began, but nowhere

do you get such green as that in which here

April hangs the tree* and hedgerows, .Star-

like the pink-pctallcd daisies shine in the

grass of the water-meadows, and soon the

yellow shower of buttercups will make sun-
shine on the earth. In lonely place* the daf-

fodils dance together for the joy of their

renewed life, and the warm wind shake* the

snow of almond and apple blossom* onto the

thick-btadrd turf. Morning by morning
fresh spears of living stuff have pierced the

earth, rising upwards in obedience to the

great law that move* all life,—to look on the

kingdom of the sun.—and every day the sap
ami growth hum ami tingle to the end
of twig and tree, bursting forth through

pink - sheathed buds into stars and erea-

cents of leaf and blossom. On the great
downs the grass of lost year already shows
gray and withered by the newness of the ex-

cellent emerald, soon to be wrought with
tapestries of thyme, where the hee scramble*
heavy-legged with the pollen of it* fragrant
labor, and the cholic*-* of the fairy-bells,

to which, so the legend of the country-

side has it. the fairle* dance, leaving a deep-

er green where their feet have trod. Brim-
ful from bank to grassy bank the chalk

stream, drawn from their cool deep brain of

the downs, hurries steadfastly through the

meadows, setting the weeds quivering and
jerking. Here its course lies over beds of

white chalk and gravel, each pebble shin-

ing lucently, jewel-like: here the water-

weeds. growing thickly from hank to hank,

are combed and waved by the passage of

the water : here the stream is set on a more
sober and earnest purpose, as it knit* it-

self together in the bricked and narrowed
passage that leads to the melodious thunder
of a mill, from which, having accomplished
its work without any loss or fatigue, it

emerge* in a soda-water of btihblc from the

dripping sides of (hr sluice and the mist
of it* own outpouring. There in the pool

below lie its great mysterious citizens, the

aldermen of the river, for whom on many
days I shall, with my heart in my mouth,
cast (lie* upon the water. Think if I should

catch him. Lord Mayor himself, an eight-

pounder at least, so the miller tells me. who
has broken as many lines, it appears, a*
there are pebbles in the stream, or heads of

racing thistledom in a windy meadow! And
if, ns is highly probable, the lord of the

stream defends his own, and will put such
slight wisdom into the heads of hi* fish that

not even the least cautious stripling among
them is lured hv me. yet he cannot east out
from me that fond hope that this cust or
this will meet its reward; or when evening

comes, and the creek is still untenanted. take
away from me the benefit of those water-

side hours, the combing of thp water-weed*,

the translucrney of sunlit ripple*, the infi-

nite refreshment of companionship.

To be Continued.

Smoot
U'iiat’s the matter with Smoot?
Isn’t he smooth* Isn’t he cute?
What will lie represent?

Lust and lies and women’s tears.

Darkness, greed and craft and fears.

Let like by like be sent!

Evil branch of evil root,

Why won’t he suit?

Send him. Mormons, if you will.

Nor jostle.

Senators,

Utah’s apostle

!

Make room for Smoot;
Smooth, cute Smoot!
He fills the bill!

Evil branch of evil root,

Why won’t he suit?

The Golden Time of Good
Queen Anne

It seems a little strange that the three
reigns of the greatest fame in English his-

tory, and destined to remain the dearest, to

the fancy, should be the reigns of the three
queens who at wide intervals have broken
the long line of her inadequate and uniuter-
mting king*. It is as if the order of event*
had put itself gallantly out, and hurried or
stayed to accumulate in the times of those
ladies the greatest riches of incident and of
character, thr highest achievements in lit-

erature, science, and art; but very likely

nothing of this sort could la- proved, and
we must remain with the riddle of their su-

premacy unread. It may simply have hap-
pened that the ages which we call after

them arc the most splendid in Engli*h an-

nals. They were not ladies of the greatest

authority naturally in the regions where
their celebrity resides. Elizabeth was rather

a horrid old harridan, vain, wilful, cruel;

Victoria was a good mother of a family,

kind, just, and true, but not, one would
say. very luminous; Anne was good, too. in

her M-vrnteenth - century way, but narrow-
minded. of a rather childish fancy, ami per-

haps somewhat stupid. Neither was of

strong appeal to the hearts or heads of men.
and we shall never know by what occult

means the heavenly powers were conjured to

mnke their times among the greatest in the

human story. One doe* not get nearer the

answer to the conundrum by recognizing
that these queens had themselves, of course,

little or nothing to do with illu*trating

their epochs. They might each have been
altogether different from what she was, and
still her reign would have been illustrious.

Of the three rpigns that of Anne must
longest remain the playground of the ima-
gination. We are too far from Elizabeth’*

to be at home in it; too near to Victoria’s

to see it in "the light that never waR.”
But we have about the right distance on
Anne’s, and the more clearly it i* ascertained,

the more charming is the glamour in which
it is wrapped. It may lie that we find there

the beginning of the modern spirit, the

sane, prose spirit that reason* and provrs,

and accept* nothing that is not reasonable

and probable, and that this is why we like

so much to read about it. If we arc more
for poetry we must go lack to the Eliza-

bethan days, or pause in the Victorian. Of
the highest and deepest poetry it has long

been known that Anne has little or none to

give us; but as the human spirit is more
comfortable in prose, or in the verse that

hat* its clearness and ease, it is prohahtr
that it will cuntinue to seek that middle
distance, at least in it* modern mood*, ami
take its pleasure there. In the spacious

vacancy of the background one is rather

lost, und in the crowded foreground one

is jostled and poked about too much. But
there in good Queen Anne’s time one ia

just enough related to the motives and mean-
ings through one’s own to have the sense of

an agreeable hospitality from the polite and
charming presences of the past who really

understand one. There are enough people,

and aa yet there is no crowding of distinc-

tions upon the imagination. Marlborough,
Pope, Rolingbroke. Addison. Arbuthnot,

Harley, Swift, Newton, Lady Mary Wortley

Montagu, Steele, are of the company one

meets ; Blenheim, Kamillies, Maiplaquet.

the Title of a Tub, “ The Rape of the Lock,”

the “ Essay on Man,” Inoculation, Gravita-

tion. Cato, the Spectator . are the event*

which engage men's minds and form the

topics of conversation.

It la the beginning of English literary

criticism, and the beginning of English sci-

ence, which ia a sort of criticism of the uni-
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vow; of English satire. which is the criti-

cism of society. It in the beginning of

English journalism, und almost of English

fiction: quite that, indeni, if w«> consider

the Upectntor a sort of imaginative work

in the whole, an it is a journalistic work

in the parts. It is the beginning of the

English ethieisra from which nothing wrong

in art or science or politics has since es-

caped without self - reproach, without being

finally brought to book. The poet, when first

He stooped to truth and moralised his song,

confessed the advent of a new influence

which was to fix in the soul that sense of

responsibility which Puritanism had vainly

endeavored to implant, ami which Agnosti-

cism has never dreamt of disallowing.

All this and more is what Mr. Justin

McCarthy makes clear in his delightful' his-

tory of The /feign of Qun-n Anne, which we
have been reading with more pleasure and

instruction than we should be able to make
evident. It is all very familiar ground, in

a way. that the book covers, but the fa-

miliarity is of the sort through which one

feels the charm of novelty. One lias the

dreamlike perception of having been there

before, in Entry Esmond, in the Spectator,

in Macaulay's essays and history, in the

tales of Swift and the verses of Pope, and
the letters of lots of brilliant people; but

this docs not weaken or obscure the effect

of Mr. McCarthy's view of the events and
characters of that interesting and important
reign. Hr no more sees them newly than

you do: he «OuM not without putting them
in a false light; there they are in the plain

day where they have always been. They
have no secrets darker than Swift’s loves for

Stella and Vam-ssa; they are immensely sim-

ple in every aspect : and this is the surprise,

the ever-novel charm which the latest view
of them imparts.

It is a very literary view, and the liook is

all the better for having the character of a

succession of clever and agreeable papers on
several topics suggested by the events of

Queen Anne's reign. The fact does not ac-

cuse them of superficiality-, superficiality

and lightness are very different, and super-

ficiality may he heavy, and lightness deep.

Apparently the “original sources'* huve not

been troubled by Mr. McCarthy's studies,

hut we know them too little to tie sure that

they have not been profoundly roiled. What
we are sure of is that no turbidity has got

into the results distilled from them, which

are beautifully clear, and through which the

past shows itself as through a window of ad-

vantageous outlook.

The various papers are all literary, hut

the reader who has not yet come to them
need not fear from this praise anything of

that pseudo-pictoriality which once attempt-

ed the rehabilitation of this or that period,

and gave to history the gaudy unreality of

historic fiction. That danger to the past is

over, and it was never to I* feared from

an artist of Mr. McCarthy’* make. An artist

we must own he is, first of all, but we do

not see why in the abstract that should

disable him from seeing clearly and judging

fairly. In the concrete he always does that,

we think, and the entire amiability of his

liook is consistent with its impartiality and

its manly and generous conclusions.

The object of sarcasm is chiefly to give

pnin; the object of irony is chiefly to give

pleasure, either by a sense of amusement or

of novelty .—The Spectator.

A thing is worth precisely what it can do

tor you, not what you choose to pay for it.

—Rtukin.

More from Mart Twain about

Christian Science

There is a deal of thoroughness about
Mark Twain. When he set* out to relieve

his mind he is apt to relieve it fully. He
stops not at the end of the page, nor at

a convenient point, but when he gets

through. When that huppen* it is usually

found that he has made a mark that will

stick. The reader may differ with his views,

but he does nut forget them. They are too

well pounded in for that.

The first instalment of his observation*

on Christian Science haa been considered in

the Weekly. The second, in the \orth Amer-
ican Review for January, is at hand, and

there is a third to come next month. These
discourses were written in Europe in 1800,

and Have been seasoning for three year*.

This month's chapter is mainly devoted to

the amazing profitableness of Mother

Eddy** monopoly, Mark insists that the

old lady will be worshipped in due time by
her following: meanwhile he guesses how
much money she must have made, and what
are the financial prospect* of what he call*

the Boston Christian Science Trust. He
can find no evidence that this trust ever

give* anything away. It aells many things

—the great Eddy hook, hymnals, manuals,

miscellaneous writings of Mrs. Eddy, and

the like, “ always at extravagant, price*,

and always on the one condition

—

rash.

cash in advance.” From end to end of the

Christian Science literature, ssv* Murk,
“not n single I material 1 thing in the world

is conceded to lie real except the dollar.

But all through its advertisement* that

reality is eagerly and persistently recog-

nized.”

Mark has a keen scent for money-changers

in the temple, as renders may recall. The
trust, he finds, now collect* a fee of three

hundred dollars for a finishing course of

seven lessons at its metaphysical college in

Boston, and a lax of one dollar a head, an-

nually. from all members of Christian Sci-

ence churches. He thinks it* revenue* from
all these sources—-books, souvenir - spoons,

fees, und taxes—muat already lie very large,

nnd bid fair to lie enormous. And he can-

not. find that it has any serious expense*, or

that it supports any eharitie*. He is very

deeply impressed by Christian Science aa

n commercial enterprise in the bunds of

a small trust, not accountable to any one

for its receipt*. He in*i*t* that it i* dew
tined to win an enormous growth. He
guesses there will lie ten million Christian

Scientist* In America in 1910, and that they

will be a political force. He guesses that

they will tie politically formidable in 1020,

und in 1030 “ the governing power of the

republic— to remain that permanently.”
“ And I think it a reasonable guess," lie

add*, ” that the Trust will then be the most
insolent and unscrupulous and tyrannical

|M>litico-religiou* master that has domineered

a people since the palmy day* of the In-

quisition.”

As for the curative branch of Christian

Science, Mark declares that the power which

a man's imagination has over his body to

heal it or to make it sick i* a foree which

none of us is born without. But because,

if left to himself, a man is likely to use

only that half of the force which invent*

imaginary ailments, it take* two imagina-

tions, his own and some outsider'*, to help

him.

The outsider must imagine that he i*

doing the work, and the patient, must im-

agine that this ia so. " I think.” says

Mark, “ that it is not so at all ; hut, no

matter, the cure is effected, and that is

the main thing.” The outsider** work, he

says, is unquestionably valuable. He likens

it to the work done by the engineer when
he turns on steam and start* the engine.

The power I* in the engine, but if left

alone the engine would never start of It-

self. Whatever you call the engineer

—

Christian Scientist, Mind Curlat, or Hypno-
tist, he is simply the engineer, nnd turns

on the same old steam and the engine does

the work. The reason why the Christian

Scientist engineer heal* all the others is

partly, Mark thinks, because he has the

tak ingest name and wears religious over-

all*. but chiefly because he lias organized

the business, tacked it with capital, and
concentrated it- in Boston in the hands of

a small and very competent trust. It is on
the existence of this trust that Mark has
based his expectation of the vast spread
of Christian Science. If it were loosely con-

ducted, a* such enterprises usually nre. it

would do no better than “ unorganized great

moral and eommercial ventures” usually do.
“ But I believe,” he says, “ that so long

ns this one remains compactly organized

... in a truat. the spread of ita dominion
will continue.”

So ends Mark's second lemon on this sub-

ject. It ia not convincing in it* prophecies,

but it is highly suggestive. Who is the

real John Rockefeller of the Christian

Science Trust? I* it the venerable Mother
at Concord? She is an old woman. Who
is her understudy? Who are her colleagues?

An enormous amount of mental cure is

heing sold nowaday* outside of Christian

Science. In the Sunday edition of an im-

portant New York paper a few weeks ago
were three advertisements, each about a col-

umn long. One advertised free cure* by
absent treatment by Professor X; another

advertised that Doctor Y. the noted sci-

entist, had given a sum of money to be

spent, in free distribution by a noted col-

lege of a book on personal magnetism: the

third advertised to give away books dis-

closing the wonders of Professor Z’s sys-

tem of personal influence. Each advertise-

ment gave a different mail address, but all

came from the same thrifty concern that

sells hypnotic i absent) treatment, litera-

ture, lessons by mail, and diplomas on an
astonishing scale. It is only one of ninny

such establishment* in various parts of

the country, most of which an- working
overtime and making very satisfactory

profits.

The I'nitnl Slate* Post-ofilce Department
ha* tried from time to time to throw some
of them out of the mails, hut the United

States Supreme Court believes in free trade

for mental healers, and protects them in

their postal privileges. Possibly it ia averse

to giving Christian Scientists a monojmly
of the business- At any rate, the trade in

mind-cure is so extremely brisk that even

the enormous size of the field can hardly

save the traders from feeling presently the

effect* of competition. Probably the very

success of Christian Science will breed Us
own checks, nnd limit within safe hounds

tlu- growth that Mark Twain seems to think

will be so overwhelming.

The Full Hour
WiiE!* a woman is but a thing

For a man to fondle and pet.

Let her dance and sing

—

Her hour is not yet.

When a man ia but a staff

For a woman to cling to, dumb,

Let him strut and laugh

—

His hour is not come.

LotMME Moiwjax Sill.

ogle
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Correspondence
TUB INDUSTRIAL PROBLEM IN FRANK

NORRIS AND IN MISS WILKINS

To Hr Editor of Harper's Weekly:

In the January Easy Chair of Harper’s
Magazine Mr. Howells surprised him] hon-

ored a certain " polite correspondent,'* to

wliom he refers, by himself answering cer-

tain questions which this same correspond-

ent had proposed to criticism in general.

Among them: “What arc the conditions

from which springs, we will say, Mr. Nor-

ris’s theory of the novel?" and “ What mokes
the difference between Mia* Wilkins'* Por-

tion of Labor and. say, Hauptmann's
Wecoeref" Mr. Howell s’s answers arc

themselves so individual, mo provocative,

that the correspondent finds herself re-

stating her own answers to the questions

anew, and even writing them out—her only

excuse being that Mr. Howells has made the

questions themselves so much more interest-

ing by his discussion of them.

Frank Norris’s theory of the novel was, in-

deed, broadly speaking, Zola's theory of the

novel; hut the question remains, in the

mind of the correspondent, why did Zola’s

sociological method seem to adapt itself so

well to Mr. Norris’s American theme—to

the great exultant, practical and material

civilization of the West? But Mr. Norris’s

practice was more than Zola's, it was his

own—to quote the Easy Chair again: and if

The Octopus succeeded in embodying the

spirit of our Western civilization us no mere

sociological novel could have done, and In-

deed as no other contemporary novel has

done, it was because, one thinks, Mr. Norris

was himself moved to so much sympathy
with it. There is a hard and critical light on

tbo work of certain novelists of the “ Chi-

cago School ’’ that betray* them to be really

spiritual aliens from the society which they

describe. Mr. Norris was no such alien.

He laid Imre the brutalities of a great eco-

nomic struggle ill which human lives and hu-

man souls went down with candor, but, in

spite of himself, with rest in the intensity of

the drama. Nor is his conclusion inten-

tionally |M-ssimiatic. If I read The Octopus

aright, it finds the sacrifice of these souls

a heroic one. since it has helj>ed to solve the

great feeding problem of the world. This is

truly the faith in a material progress to

which the great lusty life of America is at

present dedicated. Mr. Norris was charac-

teristically American also in his recently ex-

pressed conviction that the novelist must read

his news|M|M*r and not hia Raskin or bis

t'nrlylc for any returns to his art. Of course

this ia partly the academically trained young
man’s revolt from the academic training,

when he bus to face actual life and actual

creation: but it lias in it. too. a youthful

-com for the strains of personal and idea! re-

Itection that used to *ha|ie our own uuthors,

und still go into the making of it Tolstoy, ft

Hauptmann, a Rjilrnson. a Meredith—and

a Howells. “ Men* Literature ” has certainly

very little place in the novelist's equipment,

unless it is to deepen the personal springs of

his life, und make him look out on the Real

World with a more complete self-conscious-

ness.

Miss Wilkins’s Portion of Labor Is also,

in a different way from The Octopus, char-

ncteristically American, and when put along-

side of Hauptmann's BYitrer* is a strong

illustration, as the correspondent herself had

in mind to say. of two different, eivilixa-

tiona. But as *hc reads Miss Wilkins’s

story, there is no such despair of present

-oeiety in it as Mr. Howell* finds; certainly

none such as ia to be found in Haupt-

mann'-* drama—nothing like the mime pic-

ture of awful ami hopeless destitution which

ccrtniuly does make The llVorer* more “ ef-

fective” in the dramatic sense, but less real

to the American’* experience than Miss Wil-

kins's story. In the New England village the

penalties of labor are heavy, but not so heavy

as to crush the soul. The lals>rer still eats,

even if he cannot educate his daughter 41
like

u lady.” Ami his deprivations and the de-

privations of hia fellows call for the steady

exercise of eel f-s*eri lice, such as the rich

never know. 1 oibor and poverty are their

own education. Miss Wilkins seems to say.

And It I# a characteristically American

touch, one with which we are familiar la>th

in her stories and in Mr. Howells'* own, that

even though the strikers fail in her factory

village, natural democracy reasserts itself,

and the son of the capitalist marries the

daughter of the laborer. Say that there is

something of our provincial faith in democ-

racy surviving in Miss Wilkins's story, it

is yet that faith which I* the leaven of

American life. To the present writer there

could be no better examples of Christianity,

as the Old and the New World receive it,

than the Portion of Labor and Hauptmann’s
drama. The Weaver has exhausted his hope

in the present world, and so he looks be-

yond it to that other world where the physi-

cal order is reversed, and the humble, the

weak, and the oppressed are inheritors.

Miss Wilkins finds in the life of labor its

natural present compensations—as indeed

the society that she pictures yields them.

For the American idealist, Christianity is

yet the hope of social progress ; to the Euro-

pean it is the consecration of suffering.

Yours, etc., E. B. B.

THE CURB-HIT IN THE ARMY
Nsw Yomh, January IS, /90,1

.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly:

Sir.—

Y

our article in a recent issue, on
Adjutant-General Corbin's report, must have

proved interesting to those who an* informed

or care about the apparent effort being made
by the War Department to modernize the

method*, system, and equipment of our army.
I hoped to find that the report contained a

recommendation to abolish the antiquated,

unnecessarily severe, and cruel bit specified

by the regulations—perhaps it escaped lin-

ed! tor's attention, or j*erhu|w General Cor-

bin regarded it as a detail beneath his notice

in comparison to singing classes and matri-

monial discouragement. It is. nevertheless,

of great importance. and will lie, just so long

ns horsemanship plays any part In warfare.

With nil the Improvement made in our

army ami its equipment, the single curb-hit

has lioen allowed to remain; it exerts prac-

tically the same force against every horse,

whether hr needs it or not. and, therefore,

is just as sensible as though every tr«iopcr

had to wear the same size boot ; it is op-

posed to the beat results of horsemanship,

primarily ls-eausc It ruins a horse’s mouth.

In all of the real testa of horsemanship

—

for example, hunting, polo, etc.—what could

be accomplished with a single curb-bit? The
cowboy (an example of the best riders in

the world | puts aside the curb-bit when he

undertakes to train a pony for polo. Just

as the army oflirer rides his ehurper with

the regulation curb, but knows that it would
be useless to try to obtain any result in a
contest where real horsemanship Is called

for. with such an implement, for example,

a broad-sword contest,

Did General Corbin notice the single-

curb" bit on any horse in the German cav-

alry? From fo-rsonal observation of that

magnificent branch of their service. I ran

venture thr reply that he did not, nor could

he have seen such a bit in use in the Eng-
lish, French. Russian. Belgian, or Italian

cavalry: certainly this must mean something

—horsemen know what it meant*-

I’olo has been encouraged at West Point,

because it was found that at several army
(amts it was an excellent means of developing
horsemanship und other qualities essential

to a useful soldier. Have tlu» cadets found

it possible to engage in a contest of horse-

manship when using u “ single-curb ” l»lt?

Not with one horse in fifty. The Sixth

Cavalry, when stationed in Washington, was
one of the first cavalry regiments in the

United States army to start polo, and they
begun with army saddles and bridles. Their

first match ended the experiment, and they

replaced the curlebit with the usual M
bit

and bidune,” or socallcd double-rein bridle.

In the National Guard of New York State,

which assimilate* closely to the regular

army, there are two cavalry organizations in

the city of New York, containing many splen-

did chargers. In drill these horses are mis-

used by- the regulation bit: but their owners,

who are horsemen, rarely, if ever, when off

duty and riding the same horse*, employ
such a useless and harmful implement. One
of these eavnlry organizations has developed

polo very extensively in their regiment, hav-

ing upwards of sixty players. General Roe
regard* this as particularly advantageous,

but every one of the sixty men know that

enforced use of the army curb-bit would end

this attempt to improve horsemanship.

The interest of your valuable journal in

army reforms and improvement* may well be

directed to the omission from report* of

recommendations to abolish ** single • curb
**

bits, and thus to add to the usefulness of the

cavalry. Henry M. Earle.

The Truth about Chicago

W iiex local color conies Into a story or

Into a picture or into any other work of

art. the local color must come in second-

arily' and subconsciously. Manifest attempt*

at reproducing local color fail. Yet there is

no real art that does not speak of its habitat

and the soil that grew it. And the best

art, whether It la* that of the picture-maker,

the sculptor, or the writer, i* the art that

grinds the local color into the form and sole

stance of the creations, and makes the form
and substance great of themselves and for

themselves; while the local color they may
curry Is the blood that makes the world akin.

The best thing about. George Horace Lari-

mer's Letters from a Eelf- made Merchant
to his Hon is that they tell the truth about

Chicago so unconsciously. Lorimer in his

letters has created a paper man as vital as

any of the men made l»y American story-

writers. “John Graham ” la strong, hard-

working, broad-gauged after the Western
fashion, mean to his enemies, provincial,

country bred, city made, an automatic phi-

lanthropist. ami what the country pajs-rs

call “ a kind father, a loyal husband, a gen-

erous friend, and a good citizen-” Graham
has more philosophy than the Shepherd of

Arden, but it ia the philosophy of busi-

ness ; cynical as a cold south wind. But
the marvel of the whole book. John Graham.
I’ierrepont, his Ma," Helen Heath, and all

of the simple dramatis parson*ir, is the way
it reproduces and reflects Chicago. In no
other hook ia the dirt and riches und un-

formed mass of the town more vividly yet

consciously set down than in these " let-

ters.’’ The hook is Chicago (tolled to an
essence. The barbaric yawp of protest and

the careless whoop of approval that Chicago
voices where she pleases, are In the book.

If a statue typical of Chicago were to be

made it should represent ” John Graham ”

writing to his son: "Repartee makes lively

reading, but. business dull. What the house

needs is more orders."

The local color in the (took due* not slick

out in dialect- It ia in the blood of it.
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Finance
TUB wur«' of the arcuritir*-niarket» Ute-

lv ha* been what unprejudiced observer* of

the situation looked for; that l*. after a

period of great activity and strength ha*

conic a halt in the upward movement. The
development of the *‘ reactionary " tendency,

inevitable from the extent and rapidity of

the previous advance, led to a* inevitable a

curtailment of activity. And the specula-

tive community find* itself hesitating, like

slock value*. Always in these indecisive

period* the trading assume* what Wall

Street calls a “ professional ** character.

The outside public being absent, the bulk

of the buying and the selling cornea from the

professional speculators, whose operation*

are more apt to be based upon technical

market condition* more or less transitory,

that upon general busincs* or financial con-

ditions. upon which must rest really Im-

portant or extensive campaigns, either for

the rise or the decline.

The rise in stocks was violent. Many of

the features of the " old-fashioned bull mar-
ket ” were present in last week’* trading.

Transact ions were on an enormous scale, far

lieyond anything witnesartl for many months,

and Wall Street again had it* '' million

share days.” While the heaviest dealings

were in a few stocks, there was a fairly

wide distribution of activity, and, moreover,

the air was full of rumors and talk of deal*,

surcharged with the “ mystery ” that has

proven so often potent to stimulate the pub-

lic appetite for stock'-gambling as no array
of printed statistics, however favorable,

could. The bnll fever and its symptom* were

there. The extent and rapidity of the ad-

vance were so great ns to frighten the more
conservative, and a torrent of warning,

printed and spoken, poured Into Wall Street

—even n* it alwnys doe* nt the beginning

of all bull market*. It is probable that the

*ober advice of impartial observers of the

situation had some effect, but it was not so

much a sudden-torn desire to be conserva-

tive which checked the advance, but the
enormous sale* to realize profit* on the part

of cliques and individual ojierators to whose
efforts and manipulation the entire upward
movement was due. Some outside demand
for stocks had lieen created by the aimul-

arrutn of a bull market. When thi* demand
was satisfied. aggre**ive manipulative opera-

tions for the rise having been suspended, the

market fell into the hand* of professional

traders, who saw only one way for prices

to go, and that down.
The great hue and rry against the .Ian-

nary rise, because it was so transparently

due to the aforementioned “ manipulation ”

by daring market cliques, was scarcely Justi-

fied. To he sure, precisely such operations
were indulged in by a coterie of Western
plunger* last summer and autumn, and they,

as is well known, came to grief. But the

manipulation then ended disastrously lie-

cause it was ill-timed. Condition* were
against the plungers, and natural conditions
are stronger than men, even Chicagoan*. In
the slump that followed, prices fell first

from the inflated level to the level of actual
value, and then, hecause on such violent
movement* prices always go much further
than i« strictly justified, they fell below the
real value level. The first recovery obvious-

ly consisted of the readjustment of slock
prices to the proper or investment value.
Then those speculative influence* which bad
precipitat'd the slump having disappeared
when the danger of serious money stringency
ptiMNcd. the second or speculative rebound
followed. That it was assisted, or. indeed,
even caused entirely by manipulation was
not a market crime. It ha* lieen dated
repeatedly in this column that stocks do
not go up. They are put up. toft to It-

self. that i*. to investor*. the market would
fluctuate but slightly.

MRS. EDDY'S WRITINGS

Mrs. Eddy’s publishing agents having refused

to sell me her book called “ Miscellaneous

Writings,” to my great inconvenience, / have

placed an order for this work with Messrs.

Harper & Brothers, and shall hope that some
one possessing an extra copy of it will be

willing to sell it to them for me. Please

communicate With them. MARK TWAIN.

Harper’s Weekly
FOR NEXT WEEK

The aim of Harper’S Weekly is to

present eVery week, in picture and text,

the living questions of the day treated

in an interesting, comprehensive way.

The issue of next Week will have,

among other contributors,

WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS
E F. BENSON
HENRY LOOMIS NELSON
SYDNEY BROOKS
E. S. MARTIN
CHARLESJOHNSTON
JAMES MacARTHUR

T. de THULSTRUP
ALBERT LEVERING

GRANVILLE SMITH

HARRY C. EDWARDS
E. M. ASHE
C. J. POST Etc.. Etc.

Forty pages of interest on the Vital

questions of the day.
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Com Exchange Bank
New York

WILLIAM A. HASH, President-

THOMAS T. BARR, > ...
,WA l. TER E. ERE W, f

V '“‘•‘residents

F. T. MAR TIM, Cashier

IVM. E. WILLIAMS. Assistant Cashier

CONDENSED STATEMENT
DECEMBER t. 1902

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts . . . $22,821,102.49

Due from Banks 1,809,133.52

Banking Houses and Lots 1,524,792,96

Bonds, Stocks, etc 1,024,125.34

Cash and c'ks on other Banks 9,386,664.23

$36,565,818.54

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undieid-

ed Profits ....... $5,216,107.78

Deposits subject to Check 31,349,710.76

536.565.818.54

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
(Kol'.vokd ItflO)

33 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W. GARTH, President.
ALEXANDER K. ORR. Vicb-Prk»II»knt.
ANDREW A. KNOWLES. CASHIER.
ROI1KRT U. GRAFF. - - - ASSISTANT CASHIER.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
{CONDENSEIT)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th. 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts - - $13,745,106.56

Bonds ----- 770,029.74
Banking House - 545,796.92
Due from Banks ... 835,829.80
Cash and Checks on other Banks 8,297,120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4 ,496 ,310.20

ALCOfNTSlN V!TED

DIRECTORS
Alexander E. Orr, .... David Dow* A C«.
LowEM. Lincoln, Cat! in A Co.
Horace E. Garth. * - - E*-Pre»ident.
HENRT Hente, H**wy HenU A Co.
Chaiu.ES M. Pratt, ...... Standard Oil Co.
HSNRT Talmadoe, • • Henry Talmadite A Co.
lolt.N SlNCl.A lit. ...... John Sinclair A Co
WILLIAM B. Boulton, - • Boulton. Bliia A Pallet!.

Rdoar L. MaRATON. Blair A Ca.
Granvillk w. Garth, Proaidoot.

financial

Letters
of

Credit.

Bills ofexchungc bought anil
uold. Cable Transfer* lo Eu-
rope ami South Africa. Com-
mercial and Traveller*' Letters
of Credit. Collection* nude,
lutenutiuoul Cheque*. Or-
tldcatca of Deposit.

Brown Brothers & Co.,
Hankkbk. Na 50 Wali Street.

financial

HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

HO. 30 BROAD BTRCCT. NEW YORK
CARLS Annas**. "HASK5ILL3 -

W DSASaOSN *T.. WILLIAMSON HI IK, . JO COLSMAN ST.,
CHICAGO, ll.L- CLRVSLAMO. O. LONDON. B. C.

LINCOLN TRUST SLUT.., ST. LOUIS. MO.

©ffldal Legal notice
THE CITY OP NEW YORK.

DEPARTMENT OP TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS. MAIN
OPP1CE BOROUGH OP MANHATTAN

NO. ago BROADWAY. STEWART BUILDING,

January u. i«oj.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN AS REQUIRED BY THE

Gnatrn New York Charter, that 0» hooka railed The Annual
Record of (he Awtwd Valuation U Real ami Personal Eaute
°< the Uorcmilha of Manhattan. Tlie Bronx. Brooklyn. Queen*,
and Richmond, mtnpmir. The City c4 New York.'' will be
rf*n for examanation ami correction on the recced Monday r4
Jnmiary, and will remain open until the

1ST DAY OP APRIL. i«„
IhxiM tile time that the hooka are ojert tn public inipectxni,

application may he made by any perxon rar rnrmrati
ine to be luorrit-vtd liy the aaseaaed valuation e< real n
estate to have the Rune corrected

In the Borough of Manhattan, at the main otter of the he-
jpnrtm.nl of Taxc* And Ai aeaen irnta. No, 1S0 Broaden.

.

In 0* Nurullah of The Bronx, at the oflire of the Department.
Mume.juJ Buildup. One Hundred ami Sawnty-Sevewth Street
aml Thud Avenue

In the Borough <4 Brooklyn, at the office uf tlie Department.
Mnmctoal Ruildinu

In the Hnenrneh of Queen*, at tlie otter of the Department.
Hackrtt Budilina. Jackaoo Avenue and Pifth Street. Lena
Idaml City.

In the Boeoaah nf Richmond, at thr office of the Department,
Munjoir HiiiMIoj. Supletoe.
LV—poratuMU in all the Doeough* must make appbcxtjrm*

only nt the main office in the Borough of Manhattan
Application* in nriition to thr amroarrl valuation of pmmuJ

estate muat hr maiiv liy the jierwtn unaml at the otter nf the
CVtartment In the Borough where auch jx-raun rvebdea, ami In

the case of a non resident carrying on butane* in The City of
New York, at the otter of the Department of the Borough
whom tuch place nf buiinna if Vacated between the hour* of
10 A. M .. and 1 P M . except on Saturday, when all application*
muat be made between 10 A M and 1a noon

JAMBS L. WELLS. President.

WILLIAM S. CCKiSWELL.
GEORGE J GILLESPIE.
SAMUEL STRASBOURGER.
RUFUS L. SCOTT.

PRESENT DAY READING

Three Gringos

in Venezuela and Central

America
By RICHARD HARDING DAVIS

Illustrated. Post Scoo, Cloth, ft.50

Venezuela
A Land Where it’s Always Summer

By WILLIAM ELEROY CURTIS
With a ColoredMap. Post &vo, Cloth , Si.25

Chatty and entertaining, and gives us an in-

teresting picture of scenery, history, and life.

An appendix contains the official corrcyion-
dence Dctween the United States and Great
Britain. The story of the life of Guzman
Blanco, self-styled "The Illustrious American."
is well worth reading for the glimpse it gives
into the ways of South American politicians, as

well as for its portrayal of a unique personality.

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS

INTERESTING FICTION

The Reflections

of Ambrosine
By ELINOR GLYN

Author of “ The Visits of Elisabeth "

If Elinor Glyn charmed novel readers by her

first work, she has certainly added to her popu-

larity with this newly published story. The
keenness of observation, the audacity, of *' The
Visits of Elizabeth '* are here, but, in addition

to this, she has given us a strong love story and
a novel of real dramatic power.

SI. 50

The Maid-at-Arms
By ROBERT W. CHAMBERS

Author of " Cardigan "

Mr. Chambers has long since won a most
enviable position among contemporary novel-

ists. The great popular success of M Cardigan ”

makes this present novel of unusual interest

to all readers of fiction. A stirring novel of

American life in days just after the Revolution.

It is a story with a fascinating love interest, and
is alive with exciting incident and adventure.

Some of the characters of “ Cardigan '* reappear

in this new novel.

Illustrated by Howard Chandler Christy

$1.50

The Intrusions of Peggy
By ANTHONY HOPE

Author of " 77te Prisoner of Zeno*,” "The Dolty Dialogues etc.

A charmingly entertaining story of London life of the present day, full of wit and clever-

ness. A rich and attractive young widow, Trix Trevalla, goes to London to make her

social way in the world. Into all her adventures, matrimonial or financial. Trig’s friend,

Peggy Ryle— a breezy and ingenuous young woman— intrudes, much to the reader’s amuse-

ment. It is, indeed, a highly clever comedy, brilliantly written and of unflagging interest.

Illustrated by William Hurd Lawrence. $1. 50

HARPER & BROTHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK
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The Royal Poinciana at Palm Beach The Regular Way of Getting About

A Show Resort
P XI.M ltKACII i* one of tin* great “show" place* of America.

It tm n hwn railed the " American Riviera." hut the Riviera

has nothing to miti|«rr with it in gorgeous tropical mating.

It u*rd to Im< it Mianip ami a jungle. The wealth of one man ha*
converted it into the moat l«m«itifiil mile or two of water-front on

any aea. There are ocean iHithing nearly all winter, anil flailing

an«l good Milling mi 1-ake Worth, which i* an arm of the «rn.

Being wheeled over shady path* in bicycle-chairs i- the regulation

way of getting alauit.

Between the two hotels—Tlie Breaker*, on the sea-front. and
the Royal Poineiana on Ijike Worth—is an «ff»Y w-hicli for beauty
defies description. It is arelied over with the fronds of palm*
and the brandies of romumit*. which come in regular alternation,

while between them glow* the gorgeous red of the hihi*eii» softened

by the tender pink of oleander. The color scheme i* dreamlike in

it* Iwnnty. Yet the arrangement wa« regularly planned and car-

ried out. tliough mi artistically that it seem* part of tropical

nature.

in the South
The days are spent mostly outdoor*, in golfing, sailing, fishing,

and Itnthing, with ail occasional detour into the Kverglnde* by
the Nimrod* with a Seminole guide. But every night at Palm
Beach i* " opera night." The Royal Poltu-inna at night i* the cen-

tre of the show Kvcning drr** is de riffutur for dinner. Then 1 I*

immense wealth (if not always refinement l shown in the cos-

tume* and jewels of the women at dinner, and when it i* Imrne
in mind that over a thousand people easily can la* seated in the
Poineiunu dining-room, the brilliancy of the scene cun he imagined.
Palm Beach is a show place in more senses than one. After dinner
the display continue* in the parlors ami on the liroad veranda*.
Some women, whose Iwtnk accounts are more nourishing than their
family trees, literally seem to stagger under the weight of their
jewels.

Ikiwn the bci.ch is the Monte Carlo of the n**ort. where private
dinner* an- served, and where every evening can la- heard the click
of poker chip*, the whir of roulette wheels, and the voice of the
dealer at faro.
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Details of one of the St. Louis Fair Buildings

W HEN the Louisiana Pur-
chase Exposition Opcll*

it* gate* tn tlir people

of the world. they will probably
see the most beautiful structure*

which huve ever Iwm designed umi
erected for any display of l hi*

character. The promoter* of the

Exposition have had ample oppor-

tunity to study style* of arrhi-

tecturc which would Ik- appropri-

ate yet ornamental, and judging
from the plans which have thus
far Item accepted, they form mas-
terpiece* of American arehite«-tiire.

Those who have plunms! the

buildings huve hud ample h|micc

allotted them in the 1:100 acres

appropriated for the Exposition

grounds, while a very generous
portion of the t‘20,0(HI,tMHl which
will prohnhly be s|ient before all

of the arrangement* are com-

pleted will gn into tlu-sc truly

magnificent structures. The di-

rector-general i« authority for t he-

statement that the "White City

"

at St. Lnui* will far excel even
that at Chicago, the iM-autifnl
“ Kainhow City ** at Buffalo. and
even the display* in lliut centre

of art — Paris. The illustrations,

on this page, of the structure whieli

is to Is* devoted to mining and
metallurgy give an idea of the

truly exquisite exterior of th

principal buildings. These view*
form a perfect representation of
the building in question, of which
a perfect model has been made.
Although in miniature, it de tines
every feature, ami i* in perfect
proportion with the one to lie com-
pleted. The main entrance in the
most ornate feature, and the
colossal group which surmounts it

is artistic in every detail, ns can
lie seen at a glams-, while the col-

umns rising at either side com-
plete the stately effect. It will la-

one of thr most elaborately deco-

rated structures, so far a* statuary
is concerned, of any of the group,
hut every portion’ of the exterior,
it may la- said, represent* the
handiwork of the artist, even in

the smaller column* forming the
various sect inn*. As it* name im

I

dle*, the building will la- devoted
argely to un exhibit of the min-
eral resource* of this country, for

which the State* ami Territories

comprised in the loiiisinna Pur*
elinse are especially notaldc. Con-
sequently, it will In- one of the
most important of the structure*

from an educational standpoint,
ami this fact the directors have
evidently appreciated. The build-

ing is the conception of a local

architect, Mr. Theodore C. I.ink.

of S|. f.on i*.
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Marcellus

vine. -Kn uu. VI.

Fate can but wliow him
A momrtit our* rrr hr ilrpurt

;

hmpr tn know him
llnd *.vvrll«il ton high his rountry'* heart.

For Mich aiiut her

The laitian limit “hull hope in vain.

Nor I Come. Ilia mother.

Itrnr nursling like, to him again.

O pioua duty,

O faith thut filled the elder land!

In thy word's beauty
What foe had lived, thou tameless hand?

Bring lilies hither.

Bring armfuls of their radiant bloom:
For wage let wither

Lilies upon the early toinb.

Lotnac I mourn OnNET.

Aovii s ro Moths**. - Mm*. Wimm.owN Shot mi no Srntr
»|i..uld n'.ivnyn he lived foe children teething. Il fool hr, the
child. »»ften* ll>e rum*. allay* lD pain, cure* wind colic, nnd
li llie heal remedy (or dlarrliu-a.—

{

|

TIIK INFANT
Ukr* fin.1 to hurnnn milk; Dial failing, llie mother turn* aloner tu cow % milk a* the l>r*t »ul>»ti|ii«e. lUiai.ts's Kai'.i*
Bm*nd «om.> NSM. Milk U a fWa milk arlentlAcally
adapted tu tu* hitman infant. SUtod lir*l for forty - live

A watL- Afiunrran home U acarrrJy complete without
'“tv

I

ce. Hate* to Manhattan from *l« a year.
.. IS Dry St.. Ml Wnt antf. st.

KwiwiHi phydetan* prncrihe Asimitt's, the Original
Anitrifcltira llitlen,|» tone up tlie *r»lem — they know An-
BOT-T's will meet every miilirement- All droicjtM*.—lAJv.j

Wmbm you are al the dull, drink n nice cnM bottle of
t units Iupkniai. Kxtma Dmv Chawkaone. An exhilarat-
ing beverage.—

I Aifr.J

ADVERTISEMENTS

Pears’
Whoever wants soft hands,

smooth hands, white hands, or

a clear complexion, he and she

can have both; that is, if the

skin is naturally transparent

;

unless occupation prevents.

The color you want to avoid

comes probably neither of nat-

ure or work, but of habit.

Use Fears' Soap, no matter

how much; but a little is enough

if you use it often.

Established over too years.

& 2 -

iUifriiiwuEra
GUARANTEES DOUBLE PROTECTION

for it disinfects while it cleanses. It is a safeguard
against disease as well as dirt. A soap with life-saving
qualities, and only 5 cents at dealers. Try a cake now.

CENTS seno roR valuable free booklet
5

Trains Tq CatC„.

CooksFlaked Rice
dOSOLUFELY A'o COOH/NO.

iVlonograms
ARMS, CRESTS AND
OTHER DEVICES
WROUGHT WITH
SKILL & TASTE ON

€lassu;are
C. DORFLINGER & SONS

1 and s West Nineteenth St., near Fifth Ave., New York City

o4 JAPANESE LOVE STORY

ROYAL L. LEGRAND

The Wooirvg of Wistaria*.
By ONOTO WATANNA. Author of "A Japanese Nightingale" $1.50

HARPER m. BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK
Th© best Platform p. i“;"r THE “SOHM Kit *> HEADS THE LIST

-i OK THE HIGHEST GRADE
PIANOS.

SOHMER
PIANOS

Sohmer Bll lltitllg, Only Salesroom in

Ath Ave.. cor. as. m. Greater New York.

THE LATEST SUCCESS OF THE

ORIZA-PERFUMERY (Qtad Prix Paris 1900)

MOLINE
rL

?T,,U7V“ SIO
hac |-.nehen nod bv buicr* in
training , AMfttl fiW« Rw
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New Vfk.
Philadelphia, -> I " > . Unebai, Minr«j|«.l»»,
Kansai City. Sin Knmciaco, Montreal, On ,

Loudon, Kng.
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Launching a Ship from fbe Slips of One of the Largest Ship-building Companies in the World

A View of the Yards in San Francisco where the “Oregon” and “Olympia” were Built

la ihls yard, and thoae coaaeaed with It. there are lacllldct lor making every poatlbk ran ol a war-. hip, from the armor to the tnoti Intricate machinery

Drawn by F. Creason Schell

I
T is doubtful if the average eitizen realizes the tremendous
sign! flea nee of the changes t lint tire going on In American ma-
rine Interest*, \rin-rir.t n ingenuity and American capital are

now engaged persistently in building up the shipping industry of

the country. The era rtf new railroad ismslriiction is practically

past : the era of ship construction, which meaita the restoration
of the American ling «> the high sens, hus only Just Is-gun.

Already the f’nitrsj States oei-upies u |M-cuiinr |msitinn in the

matter of *hip-hoild!<tg. On the Great 1-ikcs the ehcatn-»t mer-
ehnnt vessels in the world are built. On the sea-coast the cheap-
••st men-of war in the world lire being constructed. The one thing
now needed in our ship construction is the power to build merchant

vessels on the sea-const as cheaply as they can lie constructed on
our inland lakes. When that, stage of commercial development i»

reached the I'nited States should lead the world.

A step of great Importance to secure that end has just taken
place in this country. It is the formation of a ship-building

organization that for tlie first time in the world can turn out a

finished war-ship solely from its own plants—hulls, engines, aux-
iliaries. armor, and guns. What this means in war-ship construc-
tion may 1 h- understood thoroughly when one considers that in

England the Armstrong Company makes men-ofwar and guns
for them, but no armor. In Germany the Krupp concern makes
gund and armor, but builds no ships. In Fruiicc, Schneider of
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Delicious Drinks
and "Dainty Dishes

BAKERS
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
OMqulod forSmootliaeM,Delicacy ,udFUror

nine tbe package y.-t» receive and make lore

that il Iwai v oar mde-nurfc
Voder Ilia drciiirme of lb* U. S. Courts no other

Coco* U emltUJ iu U labeled or auld at

•BAKE! C O A *
*

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
KaUbULad .,!• DORCHESTER. MASS.

orn
risp
k
*****

Large, dean, crisp

flakes. Malted and
thoroughly cooked

Made from the finest

Southern White Cora.

Practical Cooking
By MARY F. HENDERSON

I t is a treat 'sc containing all practical instruc-
tions in cooking and in serving.

Water-proof Cdbtr. Illustrated, ftJO

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS. N. Y.

BREAD MACHINE
For tfoi'seunui I'm

MfU Ibr flnur and mite* 10 lh». I

of Ittkl tirnnl In It minute*. Sold
subject to trial and aiipmial. Send
for Booklet. AiieriU n anted.

Scientific Brood Mach. Co.
(Cv*i » Chamrrnr, Jr.)

ItSmJ and Midla a«».. I'bludeipfcia *

Creiixol. makes the armor amt guns. I nit no
ah ip*. In this country we now have u com-
pany. the new I'nitcd sin ten Ship-building
('oinpany. which build* *bip*. guns, nnd
armor, ns well aa the great number of aux-
iliaries needed in wliip construction.

Ilul this in not nil. Hie first step luut

been made for the cheaper construction of
merrhant vessels on the sm-mast. This
*lep lips in a system of organization. Moat
person* «aid. when the I'nitrd States Ship-
building Company wn* formed. ** Here's an-
other trust.” In the Iihn 1 sense in which the
word trust is Used, the statement that one
hail been formed in the ship- building trade
would seem at first to l»r correct. It i* not
n trust in the sense that it has or is to
have a monopoly in our sea • coast ship-
building. It controls only about forty |ier

cent, of our sen -coast ship building plants,
nnd it has monster rivals in the ('ramp, the
Newport News, the Fore River, and other
plants. It is simply an organization formed
from a community of interests to get eco-
nomical production.
The great reason why our *ea roa*t ship-

yards have lagged iM'hind those of the l^ikes
in building cheap me reliant men is that the
yards on the masts have all l«rn built for
the wnr-sliip trade. They have In-cn organ-
ized under the most costly conditions. They
have had to la? ready to turn out a battle-
ship as well ns a tug. The fact is indis-
putable that if we can laiild the cheapest
merchantmen in the world on the Luke*,
we should also do it on the sea-coast. But
a ship yard made and managed to do the
expensive work of building battle - ships
cannot turn out cheap freighter* to ad-
vantage.
The new ship • building combination waa

formed to classify this work, so far as pos-
sible: to build small bout* at one piare
and big boats at another: to have an elab-
orate organization nt one plant and a simple
one at another, and not to fritter away thp
system necessary to make a battle ship in
producing a tugboat.
The count rv owes a greater debt to Wil-

liam C. Whitney for the development of
American shipbuilding than most persons
realize. When he hcratne Secretary of the
Navy tile I'nitrd States had no plants capa-
ble of turning out forgings for the ma-
chinery nr gun* of a modern man-of-war.
nnd there were no facilities for making
armor in the eountrv. He vu determined tn
build up the so-called New Navy. A com-
mittee of Congress waited on Mr. Whitney,
and told him thev would give him the right
to import all such forgings. They would lie

satisfied if he would simply build the Iloots
here. That of itself, it was thought, would
he a great achievement.

Mr. Whitney told the member* of this
committee that they could put the pro-
vision in the law if they wished, hut under
no circumstance* would he take advantage
of it. for he was determined that American
mcn-of-war should la- huilt exclusively by
American workmen and of American mate-
rial. This decision was of stupendous im-
portance to industrial America. It has
meant the expenditure of millions upon mill-
ion* of dollars in this country, and the
effect upon varied industries concerned has
been widespread. It not only kept alive
our ship -yard*, which had the coastwise
trade of the country for their sole support,
but it ea lined most of them to lie enlarged,
and other* to be Iniilt. so that now they
have the faeilities to build the largest mer-
chantmen afloat.

Within a year the largest two American-
built vessels, surpassed in *ize by only half
a dozen vessel* in the world, have been put
in commission. Thev are the Knrro and
Biberift . of the Pacific Mail Line, built at
Newport New*, nnd they are engaged in the
content on the greatest battle ground, so
to speak, for commerce in the world,—the
trade of the Pacific Ocean. In a few month*,
at the most, what are said to !*• the largest
ships ever built, vessels of 33,000 tons each,
will be finished nt the great shipping-plant
nt New Ixindon. a plant that never would
have existed had it not been for thp foster-

ing cure of American shipping by Secretary
Whitney and hi* mieeesMir, Benjamin F.

Tracy.
Mr. Whitney caused the establishment of

great forging - plant* of the country, and
fContinued on page Ili.j.J
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NABISCO
Sugar

Wafers
A Fairy Sandwich with an
upper and lower crust of

indescribable delicacy,
separated with a creamy i

^ flavoring of i

Lemon, Orange,

Chocolate, Vanilla,

Strawberry,

Raspberry, or Mint.
ftk fur your f»write flavor.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

•<1>JUUJUUUUtAlllIU > 1

Well-Dressed Men
ALWAYS INSIST UPON
HAVING THEIR SHIRTS

- MADE OF —

PRIDE

k*WEST

MUSLIN
and HataMer* and >b-
nWiro. Sample* of this mus- •

lln mailed tree <m nppili-Mlioa f

TREAT A CONVERSE ;I

M(rv‘ Ira rMs MuvIib £

The

Expert Waitress
<By ANNE FRANCES SPRINGSTEED

The whole duty of the waitress—what to serve

and how to serve it.

$1.00

HARPER & BROTHERS, NEW YORK

One taste convinces

KORN-HRISP
best o.? ail modem foods
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An Automobile Road in New York

O N the 1st of December. 1902. a bill

was introduced in the House of

Representative* which open* the

way to far-reaching result* for the benefit

of fanners and all persona who make use of

the public highway*. It i* a bill ** to create

ill tlie Department «>f Agriculture a bureau
to la- known as the Itureau of Public Roads,

and to provide for a system of national.

State, and local co-operation in tin- perinn

nent improvement of the public highway*."
The director of this bureau is to have au-

thority to use his discretion a* to whether
the ro’ail petitioned for is necessary and ad-

vantageous to the community which it serves.

Tin- expense of construction is to lie di-

vided a* follows: one-half is to lie paid by
the State or county in which the road is

located, the other half by the Federal gov-

ernment in proportion to the numlsT of in

habitants in each State. Under the census

of IIMMi the maximum pro ruta distribution

would be 1.941UKK) for New York State.

•752.«H"i for Massachusetts. #24!l.0(*O for

Connecticut, and for other States in pro-

portion.

The Sponsor for the bill is Colonel \V. 1*.

Rrmvnlow. mem 1st from Tennessee, and *on

of the famous Parson Itrowulow. Colonel

llrnwnlow introduced tlie rural frce-dellvcry

bill, the first appropriation for which was
#.'0.00(1. and ha* shown the M-liemr to l»>' so

finam-iully successful that an appropriation
of $12,50tMMHt is now naked for. lie hardly
expect* the Rouds bill to go through in its

present form, but hopes in time to get a

satisfactory measure passed. The important
feature is to get the idea of Federal assist

a nee as applied to highway constmet ion well

in the mind* of the puldie As the last

government appropriation for rivers and

Broadway, near Kingsbridge, New York

harbor* amounted to about #70.000.000,
chiefly applied to the aeahoard States, it

doc* not stem too milch to ask for #20,000,-

000 for the use of every State in the Union.
Tlie macadam roads completed ami in process

of building will form a circuit of about one
hundred miles, starting from White Plains

to Peckskill ami around back. It is hoped
eventually to have the road extended north
through Pawling, about fifty mill's, and that

a State road may follow the Hudson as

far north as Albany. These plan*, however,

are but po»*ibilitie*. a* it is unlikely that
they would la* petitioned for in the near
future. Under the lligbic - Armstrong bill,

for the aid of road construction in New
York State. $10,000,000 is appropriates!, yet

it will take at least ten year* to build the

mad* already petitioned for under that bill.

New York State pays one-half the rv»t. the

county thirty-five per cent., and the town
fifteen.

It would scent ns though Mint recogni-

tion should given by even the most,

rabid " motor phohiuc " to the endeavors
of the Automobile Club of America to pro-

cure immediate, practical legislation to the

end that good road* may hr the mlr rather

than the exception Aside from the general

scheme outlined above, very active work is

tiring done to further tin- building of good
road* in the immediate vicinity of New S’ork

city. The condition of .Irroiiu- Avenue. Sev-

enth Avenue, from Central Park north, and
St Nicholas Avenue has In-cii brought to

thr attention of the city authorities, and
it i* hoped that this spring will *ce the re-

pairs well under way. line difficulty is that

the city wishes to put down a pavement more
expensive than tin- property-owner* arc will-

ing to lie assessed fur.

A Hold-up in the City Limits

>}' •

i

A “Good-Road” Breakdown

Digitized by Google
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( f'oalinurtl from jntfr 15,1.)

General Tracy in»iHtcd on building bottle-

ahips an large an tin* brut English bottle-

>ihiji» of (lie (inn-, anil he nliui initiated in

making these Ladle - ship* i!» one - third
more work (han those of (hr Kn^rl i»)i type.

The man who aMinted them in thin work, the
young naval officer who designed the Orrgon
and her sinter »hi|M. I.ewi* Nixon, ia now at

the head of (he new *liif>-l»nilding combine,
whone purpose it in (o take another forward
atep and to try to huild merchantmen, an
well an war-ships, an cheap an or elieaper

than they can Im- built anywhere cine in the
world.
There are live shipyard*. three of them of

large size, in thin new- combination, and four

large auxiliary plantn.

With the renourcen of thetu* plantn there
In nothing a limit a ship of importaiier,
whether it hi* a war-vessel or a merchant-
man. that i-iinnot la* marie rntirr by a single

shipbuilding eoneern. anil it in thin feature
that give* the concern itn enpeeiul strength,
and adds* to American renown in the latent

field of imluntrial development in the United
Staten.

Under the aupervinion of Mr. Nixon thi*

company in now mnstrueting no less than
thirty -seven vessels, whose tonnage amount*
to 1f8,000. The value of this work rrarhea.

in round number*. the enormous sum of jL'ifl.

000,000. The plants concerned cover 1175

acres, of which 4H.7 are under cover. The
company employs 15,000 (lersons. and has
an annual pay-roll of about ftft.fiOO.OOO,

When one realize* that this represents
only about forty per cent, of the ship-

building on the roast, who shall say that
American ship building; has not revived, or
is not in n mo«t flourishing condition? Then
consider the condition of shipbuilding on
the Lakes. There are no less than eight
enormous plants there, five of which have
been united in the Amrriran Shipbuilding
Company. This concern alone built no less

than forty-one vessels in the year ending
June 30. 1002. with a tonnage of I08..VM).

nnd at that time there were in its yards
thirty unfinished vessels.

Thi* Lake trallie is a most impressive reve-

lation of American skill. Ten years ago the
largest of these Lake vessels was only 300
feet long. Since then they have grown to a
length of 500 feet : blit it ha* Iwen found
that a length of -130 feet is Iwst suited to the
requirements of the trade. Through the
8ault. Ste. Marie (’anal in 1801 there passed
a tonnage of 8.888.000. Ten years Inter
thi* had grown to a tonnage of 2ft.40O.OOO.

Some of the finest nnd swiftest passenger
vessels alloat also plv on these lake*. Tims
it will lie seen what an important place a
new shin-building combination on our coast
may hold.

It is a sign of the coming of what this
country needs most industrially— a mer-
chant marine in keeping with American
ideas. American growth, and complete Amer-
ican independence.

The Openings of the State

Legislatures

In nearly forty States the open legisla-

tive season has mint1
. For sixty days, at

least in these Stales, it will lw‘ lawful to
level bills anti aim |a-titions and resolutions
at almost any object that comes within llic

range of desire for private gain or public
welfare. The supply of ammunition seems
inexhaustible. Thousand* of hills are al-

ready on the calendar or in readiness; and
they concern every relation ami interest of
life from the registration of a child's birth
and the eare of its eyes in infancy, to burial
precautions, from the protection of the .Ter

sev man'* diminutive oyster-beds nnd the
guarding of the Coloradoan’s irrigation
ditches, to the attempted regulation of
trusts. For with the increase in population
and complexity of life and with constant
change in the conditions which environ the
citizen, readjustment seems to be <-ea-ele*>dv
neeessnry. More ami more the individual
demands protection against the possible dis-
linncsty or greed of his neighbor, and more
and more the State is besought to extend
ita functions to include service* that once

371 .-V" .a--’-

PANHARD.
Renault.

C. G. V.
Mercedes.

The *ynonym« for perfection in Auto-
mobile construction of two continents

Smith Mabley
Importer* and

_
513-.515-.517-.5I*> Seventh Av*.

Manufacturers’ Agents New YorH.

. ——

_

TKc superiority of (li.xmend

Snyle lube lirrs will he found
m our Double Tube Detachable -

DiamondTires

Write for

illustrated

txKjklet p free.

BROWN'S BronchialTroches
p/ve moat mmlutary rollat In

Bronchltlm.
Sold la Sort, 0*1*. Aioid Imltatto**.

Bsssst. sr™

One taste convinces

K0RNKRISP
Best of all modem foods

Spanish-

American
Republics

by

THEODORE CHILD

Profusely Illustrated by

T. de TH0LSTRUP
FREDERIC REMINGTON

WILLIAM HAMILTON GIBSON
W. A. ROGERS

H. BOLTON JONES
GEORGE n» FOREST BRUSH

H. D. NICHOLS
And other eminent articts

Square Svo, $3.50

Mr. Child’s volume will be

simply indispensable to all who
would know the South America of

to-day. As a hook of thoughtful

travel it stands high, and it is prob-

ably now the best single work on

this little-known part of our con-

tinent.

|

HARPER €r BROTHERS
PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK

He^rper
FLye

TQ

“On Every Tongu e.”
Scientifically distilled; naturally aged; best and safest for all uses.

Famous all over the world, and sold by leading dealers everywhere.

BERNHEIM BROS.. DisUllor*. Louisville. Kv. A
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Sore Throat
Hoarseness,Q u insy.Tonsi I litis

Laryngitis and other throat
troubles quickly relieved
and promptly cured

by the use of

Hydrozone
This scientific germicide is used
and endorsed by leading physi-
cians everywhere. It is abso-
lutety harmless, yet a most
powerful healing agent
By killing the germs that cause

these diseases, without injury to
the tissue. Hydrozone cures the
patient Sold by Leading Dnig-

E
'sts. If not at yours, will send
ittle, prepaid, on receipt of 25

cents

DeplljM) Prlnco Street NEW YORK

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

Chartreuse
-OREEN OR YELLOW—

THE HIOHEST ORADR CORDIAL.
A GLASS AFTER DINNER IS A
WONDERFUL AID TO DIGESTION

At tnUlw Wins M'rdunt*. Otwin, UntaU. Cstts.

ItAljtr a Co.,«s Broadway. New York, N-Y-,
Sole Agasis lur Colled .-utes.

Iris, .Vr. Photo* furnish
Mirror*. I

I. l-.LTI NO. SauK*rti*>

Clock*.

n! Y.

Pabstbeer
is always pure
Brewed from carefully selected barley and hops— never permitted to

leave the brewery until properly aged.

F. P. C. Wax
.p.c

M
A specially imported wax. chemically treated, so that

when it is once rubbed over the iron the latter is

cleaned as if by magic. It prevents all odor, giving

the work that beautiful, silky polish sought for by the

laundress.

Not Only the Best, but

The Most Economical

Why? Because each fine cut stick of F. P. C. Wax
is in an automatic wooden holder, which keeps it from

dripping. It never loses shape, and is good until the last

particle of wax is used. The handle saves your fingers

from burns.

If your grocer tries to Mibstitute ihe olil wax 1h.1t sjioil* your ironing end
your temper. scud to cent* fur two stick* to the

FLAME PROOF CO., New York City

were left to private initiative ami activity.

Bill" relating to sanitation, the protection
of game, the prevention of adulteration of
food* : bill* entrusting lo the State the ex-

amination and licensing of Imrlier*. under
taken*, actor*, and plumbers, a* well a* of
physician* and teachera; lull* making State
provision for the care and treatment of
epileptic* and person* ufllietrd with tuber-
culosis—these are hut indices pointing the
direction in which the legislation, hot h pro-
(Mixed and enacted, of our mmrn<inw« >alth* i*

travelling. It is of interest in this connec-
tion that avowed Socialist* have in lwo

)
States at least—Massachusetts and Illinois

-been elected to the lamer I louse of the
legislature this year, a fact which accentu-
ate* the tendency that has found expression
in the increasing |Mteriiuli*m of the State.

But the first task which many of these
forty legislatures have to perform is the
election of I'niteil Slates Senators. Among
those whose term* expire in March of this
year are Senators Platt of New York, Platt
of ('onnectiriit, Teller of Colnrudo, Fair
tanks of Indiana. Mason of Illinois. Allison
of Fowa. Penrose of Pennsylvania, (Jallinger
of New Hampshire. Fornkrr of Ohio. Vest
of Missouri. Jones of Arkansas, M< Isiurin
nf South Carolina. Perkins of California,
and Spooner of Wisconsin. Several have al-

ready ls*en elected to succeed fhemselvcs. and
there is likely to he hut slight change in
the present personnel of the Senate. Sen-
ator Mason of Illinois will proluihly Is- suc-
ceeded by Congressman Hopkins: Senator
Perkins's re-election I* assured at last srrnu'ifa

;

Senator (ionium succeed* Senator Welling-
ton: Senator McCreary takes Senator IV-
Iss-'s sent, and Senator .lone* of Arkansas,
the manager of Bryan's two eampnigns, is

not to he hi* own successor.

The return of Senator Spooner, which the
country at large desire*, and which now
seem* assured, call* ul tent inn to the anoma-
lous situation in Wisconsin. where the lie-

publican* have endorsed the Iji Kollette plat-

form. In some provision* of whirh Senator
Spooner lu»* lieen hostile, aiul yet have de-

manded that Mr. S|MMHM*r la- sent again to
Ihe Senate. In other States there are com-
plication* la-tween State and national inter-

est*. whirh but add support to the move-
ment in favor of the popular election of
Senators. And it i* pmliable that 11 re-

newed effort will lie made this winter to

secure tile concurrence of two-thirds of the
State* in rniii|M‘1ling Congress to cull a con-
vention for submitting an amendment In

the '•institutional provision, relating to the
rh<M»*ing of Senators.

Wliat the various legislatures are likely

to accomplish in the way of specific legisla-

tion cannot now tie predicted with any cer-

tainty. In I 1W 1 . when the same legisla-

tures were in session, the distinguishing fea-

ture* of their enactment* were: tile tendency
to increase the nuinl>er of State I* •an)* and
comniiMions and to centralize these admin-
istrative agencies: the extension of home
rule for eitie* I though Ohio in ItMVJ ti.uk

a decided step in the other direction! : norc
extensive provisions for secondary •dura-
tion: the affording of care and treatment to

classes of defective* hitherto left to private

charity: greater concern for the health and
inorul environment of working-men. work-
ing-women. and children; greater precau-

tion* against the spread of disease, both

among men and animals; the protection of

forest* and game, restriction of hours of

lahnr. and the di*p<»sitinn to refer an in-

creasing number of matters of a legislative

character to a popular vote. The futility of

m«i*t State trust legislation will probably
discourage further serious attempts in that

direction.

A Twentieth-Century Hotel
s*< r»«* J 3 i

The new Hotel Belmont, which is to lie

built at Forty • second Street and Park
Avenue, by the promoter* of the subway,
from the design* of Warren & Wetmore,
will lie the tallest, most thoroughly fire-

proof. ami most modern of its rla*.*. All the

devices which emu moll sense and architect-

ural "kill have agreed to Im- desirable in »

liuti I have been included. The excavation

for it* substructure ha* taken many months
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DR.SIEGERTS

V APCOSTtftA

H BITTERS
Jm L

Thr v/or,tLr Tonic
»j -}m from Tiinuimi B.WJ

5 22 GOLD MEDALS
•liaf 1 ^N»OR 1862 I IOMOON I8MaBBB PHllAOtlfXIA b?6 luffAio 1901

[<j
r «• «.ar

CMiCAftO
1 099

| (_ , too

The Only Genuine
Unrivalled appetizing tonic and

I

MONMch corrective. recommended by
physician*. I.cn<l» an rxqimitr flavor
lo champagne, sherry, an. I all lirpion.
None genuine except l»r. Siegcrt'a.
On the market seventy year*. Kr-
fu*r imitation* and attbstiruirt

J. W. VVPPKKMANN, n*« Vwl, x. V.
•I* A Kent.

[
Special round-trip exmmtna tick-
at* on sale dall). I.H-rul return
Umiu. bni ao.-onuuodiitl.iii*.

1

[THE OVERLAND LIMITEDl

MOST LLXIRIOIS

TRAIN IN THE WORLD
Leave* Chicago soo p. m. dally;
roaches Kan Kran.-l-ro In W-*a
Hutu thtw day*. Tw.. otiu-r fo»t
Uwlnc.it Luo ii_m .and n j»t|un.

The t«.*t or evt-ry thing.
Compartmrnt. Oh,rrru7i»n,
DrauHnu /Xuinp. //u.f.f-
lAhrarv Otr» OrUh H,u t«r anti
Ilath >. Elcetrv IlyMtil.

CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN
UNION PACIFIC and

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RYS.
TlokaU froot an/ Kalla*; Ajk.i.c

3TRAINX DAILY

Or BRAINS

-MADE AT KEY WEST>-
Theae Qgars arc manufactured under

the moat favorable climatic conditions and
from the mildest blends of Havana to-

bacco. If we had lo pay the imported
dgar tax our brands would coil double the

money. Send for booklet and particulars.

CORTEX CHAR 00., KEY WEST.

Snowshoes and Sledges
By KIRK MUNROE

The story of a journey, with dog-sleds I

and snow-shoes, from St. Michaels, in the
northern part of Alaska, to a point two
thousand miles up the Yukon.

fflastrated. Post 8vo, ft.25

U inner, . m-L -r-.
1 n,‘ l",|,nnn' win uncier tin- managemen IHARPER Jc BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS of Mr, It. L. M. Hale*. of the Kverrtt Mount-

to' N*«t from the solid mck. The new hotel
will have live stories la-low the atrrvt level
and twenty-two above, with a half »tory on
tne roof. From foundation-stone* tn cornice
it will rise three hundred and sixtv feet, and
it* ground area will cover the lot two hun-
dred feet on the west side of l*«rk Avenue.
h.V one hundred and five feet oil Fort V second
and Forty- 11 r.t street*. It will eont'ain nine
*lor"-c of puMir. sendee, and storage room*,
ami seven hundred and fifty bedroom*.
Nearly a thousand employee* will be nece»-
‘-r.v to run it. The building and site will
represent an outlay of five and a half
million dollars.
The manager of the new hotel will

lie able to direct ererv detail of *er-
vM-e from a central offi.v. faring faith the
I ark Avenue and the Forty-second Street
entrance*. The telephone exchange will lie
II* large as that of a good a ized town, and
-even

, hundred and fifty telephones will he
in-.t»llrd in the bedroom* alone. No bell-U;.v\ will sprawl and w rangle in the lobby
of the Belmont. They will have quarter*
toniml the office. out of *ight. and their trip*,
to other floor* will be made in four service
elevator* at the back of the five guests*
elevator* which will fare the broad Park
Avenue entranee in the centre of the build-
ing. All theae elevator* will fie enclosed in
a tin-proof shaft, into which nothing more
combustible than the clothing of |w**cngers
will ever enter. Separate elevator* will be
provided for freight. Nor will bedroom* fie
made uninhabitable by the noise *nd vibra-
tion of elevator*, for none will adjoin them.
Two well -lighted staircase* will reach from
the *tn-et floor to the top of the building at
considerable distance from the elevators, and
broad enrrjdnra will extend from street to
street, their window* opening to daylight
and fresh air. The bedroom* will be entered
through i-orridor*. with a bath room at one
«ide ami a large clothe*-clo*et at the other:
»o that the oceupnnt of a room mnv. in Ox-
ford phra*e. sport hi* oak. and. wnnected
with the outer world only by telephone, rest
immune front noise and interruption.
Spare and dignity of treatment will mark

the public and semi-public room*, and the
gorgeous decoration of the usual great hotel
will Im- happily lacking. The main Forlv-
second Street entrance will lead to a lobhv
om- hundred feet broad ami thirty high, anil
corresponding with it at the Forty -first
Street side will la- a diningroom of like
dimension*. On the Park Avenue front will
»*• smaller dining-room*. The inevitable
palm-room will lie between the lobby and
the great dining • room and connect* with
them. A mezzanine floor, giving upon the
lobby, the halls, the palm - room, and the
dining-room, will afford ample lounging and
writing rooms, while, in emergenrie*. it will
lie available for dining.
The mb' will oerupy all of the basement

which is not needed for kitchen*, and will
extend beneath the sidewalk on the Park
Avenue side in a series of alcove*. Under
thi* floor will Im* a billiard-room, a large
harlwr shop, and an entrance to the Vander-
bilt Avenue station of the underground road,
while a corridor under the surface of the
street will connect with the waiting-room of
the tirsnd Central Station. The dweller in
the Belmont who selects hjs down town office
with discretion will lie able, therefore, to
transact hi* day’s business without exposure
to unpleasant wpather.nnd may. if he choose*,
attain the happy condition of the white ant*
HO graphically described by Darwin, and. re-
duced lo a brain and a stomach, get on verv
comfortably without leg*. Three basement
floors are devote*] to servant*’ kitchen, din-
ing-rooni*. and laundry, and to storage and
machinery.
The exterior of the building will he

ai tuple and imposing in treatment. The
French Renaissance lius Ik-cii employed,with-
out elaltoration of ornament. Harvard brick
and Indiana limestone of a warm tone will
he the material* used. The floor* will be of
tile, mosaic, marble, and concrete, and I he
small amount of wood cHsciilial to the trim
will he fireproofed. It ia Is-lirvrd that all
danger from conflagration has M-n elim-
inated l»y the architect*, and that persona
who»-e purses permit, may dwell secure above
the noise, mosquito, and fly Ml* in the
upper stories of thi* cloud-piercing structure.
The Belmont will I*- under the management

It It I Xf It.. ..I .L. L- .. ..

Titan of

Chasms
The Grand Canyon of
Ariiona. The gTrat
round world hat nothing
like it. Comfortably
reached by rail on the
way to California, any
day in the year. Excel-
lent hotel* and aafe trailt.

"Titan of Chasms" pam-
phlet mailed free—or unit

K foc beautiful Grand
»yon book with Illu-

minated cover,containing
special articles b> noted
travelers, Bullion and
at Initial*. Address Gen-
eral I’ataeitfer Office. At-
chison, Topeka ft Santa
Fe Railway. Chicago.

Santa Fe

The Manager of the
B. & A.

By VAUGHAN KESTF.R
A capital railroad vt„rv The scene of ihi, Mory i*
laid In a little town in the lumber region ..f Michigan.

$1.50
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In Best Places

Without exception, at all the

leading hotels and cafes,

Hunter
Whiskey
Stands Foremost

In its perfection of Age, Purity,

Flavor, it fills the need of places

whose motto is

“Only the Best kept here”

NEW OVERLAND SERVICE
Chicago to San Francisco

CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL

UNION PACIFIC LINE
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Un Pacific and Southern Pacific Railways

THREE DAILY TRAINS
Nebraska, Colorado, Utah

CALIFORNIA
For detailed information call u|«n any railroad ticket agent or jsusengar

representative of iMa company, or address

J. M. MILANO, F. A. MII.I.KK.
Tra»1 « Manager. Chiracs Oeiwral I’uMiirrr Agent, L liirngw

W. V HllirKI.li, tlfucral Kuteni Agent. !l«l Broadway, New York

LEADING HOTELS
Chicago, HI.

GR.AND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jack,on Boulevard and Clark Streel. Chicane,

EVROPEAN PLAN
Speda! Facilities for Rtrqvets, Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.

trailh-inen'* t'»<e on main S«»r. t amt naiibrnn't
Hiatviimnt mid IMtM* IMniiq, > Itnantn. cm »rr.uiit flntir.

I Tv,. i hnmlrrcl gne*! nmaitv, (lire - kmrttit of vvlikcli have

|
private l<alli In ronnrctloii.

RaMi. from $2 Upward*.

Boston, Mass.

BERKELEY HOTEL
Berkeley and Boyljion Street*. Boston. Mass.

EUKOPEAN «vnd AMERICAN PLANS
Modern in every detail.

Convenient to large Stores, Theatres, and all

places of interest.

Mia, Back Bay Station*.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
best of all modem foods

I
PISO’S CURE FOR

|

lFTHI—*1
VijTt L

.
TV]

MMfrTlTT^vSFvr-rTg^'I, L

* CONSUMPTION
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A HISTORY OF THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE

In Five Volumes

By WOODROW WILSON, Ph.D., Litt.D., LL.D.
President of Princeton University

PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON has devoted

* the best years of his life to the preparation of his

great work, “A History of the American People/' from

the earliest times to the accession of President Theo-

dore Roosevelt. The work, which is just completed, is

monumental in character and scope, represents the

genius of the greatest historical writer of the present

time, and is written in that delightfully flowing style

which translates historical facts into the romance of

a nation. It is printed from new type specially cast

in 1902. In the matter of illustration, every field of

human activity has been searched, and hundreds upon

hundreds of new portraits, prints, maps (in colors),

plans, and pictures make the pictorial features alone tell

their wonderful story of the finding of the continent and

the birth and growth of what is the United States

of America. There is a photogravure frontispiece

to each volume, and portraits in India tint and black.

It is a curious fact that there was not a single com-

plete narrative history of the United States in exist-

ence until now. I)r. Woodrow Wilson’s is the first.

It is bound in dark-blue vellum cloth, leather-stamped,

lettered with gold, untrimmed edges, gilt tops, etc.

The edition is in five volumes, and the price is $25.00.

OUR OFFER II V will send you the entire set of five volumes, charges prepitid, on receipt of $1.00.

If you do not like the books when they reach you, send them back at our expense, and
ire will return the S* 00. If you do like them, send ns $2.00 every month for twelve months. On receipt of this dollar,

we trill send you. without cost, beginning at once, a year's subscription to either Harper's Magazine. Harper’s

Weekly, Harper's Bazar, or the Xorth American Review. In writing, state which periodical you want. Address

HARPF.R & BROTH FRS, FRANKLIN SQUARF, NF.W YORK CITY
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THE SALES OF - A . _^ *CW%
CHAMPAGNE ^

IN THE YEAR 1Q02 WERE

w
3,733,744

BOTTLES, A EIGURE NEVER REACHED
BY ANY OTHER CHAMPAGNE HOUSE.

THE INCREASE IN THE UNITED SUITES FOR 1902 OVER 1901 VIS

36Z116
BOTTLES.A RECORD NEVER BEFORE ATTAINED
IN THE HISTORY OF THE CHAMPAGNE TRADE IN

THIS COUNTRY, MARKING AN ADVANCE EQUAL TO

PERCENT
GREATER THAN THE COMBINED INCREASE
OF ALL THE OTHER CHAMPAGNE HOUSES.”

FMrmtl. ba+forU Wan «i4 Sptoti CatmUr, January M, ItOJ.
]

.THESE NOTEWORTHY STATISTICS SHOW A FITTINC
TRIBUTE ENDORSING THE

p

sssS®
cw*"m ' -

Geo. A. Kessler & Co, new YORK
1 CHAMPAGNE OF THE DAY
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THE VENEZUELAN CONFERENCE AT
WASHINGTON

I
N' the VinmiHitn confrrrM* at Wuliin^on to settle foreign

claims, Veneauela is represented liv MinLter Howen. Italy by

it a ow n ambassador, England hy Sir Michael Herbert. anti Oer-

miiny l»v it* new diplomat. Huron Nperk von Kternbiirg. For
obvious reasons the |uirt of the English ambassador is especial

Iv emlMrrussing ami difficult. Minister Howen hit* Iteen no much in

tin* | mill n- rye Mitre thin South American imbroglio la-gan that lit-

tle mitl la- mu i«l about him. lie linn practically made hi* re|iutation

by his .kill. tail, and firmness during the la.t trying month., and
hi* departure from Caracas mu* a iiersonal triumph. All patlie.

vied with one another in showing him honor. President ('astro and
hi* cabinet saw the distinguished minister to the railroad station:

delegation* from the Hritish. Herman. and Dutch colonies read

nddrc.es to him. while a committee of negro masons and rar|irnters

wished him a happy voyage, lie was accompanied to the port by

the representative* «if Spain. France, and Hclgium. and hi. gifted

wife riff iveil no less than sixty bouquets. a quite formidable con-

signment of garden produce. The recollection of these splendors
will lighten for Mr. Howeit the heavy hours which lie must pass

through before he once more sights the port of lai (iunyra. Union
Sja-ck von Sternhurg i. rather more of an unknown quantity,
though, in jn.tiee to the brilliant (lennan. it must lie *uid that be
has made strenuous elTorts to correct this, and to make the inner
working* of his mind familiar to us all.

lie wn* horn in England, hud an EnglishSeoteh mother, and a

Herman father, and lias married one of the fair and brilliant women
from Kentucky, whom he ha. no eloquently described, and has. of

course, bad .1 long training in diplomacy at our national capital.
England', representative at the conference ha. our sympathy in his

extremely dillieiilt task. Ili. government in officially allied with
Herman}’ not only in this Venezuelan affair, but also in the Far
East, a* twin guardian angels of ( Irina again*! the rupaeitv of the
Hear. And hi. nation heartily distrusts this alliance, und never
lose, an opportunity to sav so. We have been told that England's
naval officers in South American waters have so far forgotten their

duty as to criticise the whole history of the Anglo-Ucrman alli-

n in*', which seems a rather grave breach of discipline: and we
do not need to lie told that the Enuli.fi press i. almost unani-
mous in denouncing the plan of co-operation with Hermaiiy as u

piece of extravagant foolishness, even atti ibiitiug it to the hypnotic
jMiwers of the Kaiser in person. All this cannot tend to profound
spiritual unison lietween the English and tiermail members of the

conference; nor can the equally out.|Niken expressions of the tier-

man press on the Monroe dm trine In' supposed to make the posi-

tion of Herman's ally any easier. Wc have been told a good many
time* recently by inllmntial Herman that the Monroe <b»r-

trinc, the keystone of our foreign policy, is an incredible piece of

impudence; and one notes that, while Msion Speck von Stern-

lairg has much to say about our fair women. our genius, and the

transcendent qualities of our young writers, lie dor* not give

any hint of Iris views on the foreign (adicy of President Monroe.
Iks'* it, in his opinion, rank among the immense things which we do
wi easily, or is it a mere piece of intelleeluul levity? In any case,

it seems that in this conference England', representative will be un-

pleasantly conscious of attempting to sit on two stools at out*.

The conference has ivnlly only two questions to decide: How
iliUi'li Venezuela owes to each of the claimants; and. How is the

money to be raised? As to the .pins claimed, it is probable that

they will undergo a pretty severe process of shrinkage as mmjii us

the* conference actually gets to work. The Maximilian episode

showed how claims of this sort grow Mexico all along maintained

that a large purl of tile English. French, und Spanish claims wan
either fraudulent or usurious, and doubtless the Venezuelan author-

ities will say much the same. A. for securing payment, there seems
to Is- only one possible wav : tu hypothecate tin- custom*, lima

putting Venezuela in milch the same po.it ion as t'hina and Turkey,
and bringing on the South American republic the evils which afflict

those two much • suffering land*. Venezuela is practically de-

|M-mlent on the customs for her revenue, und Hie various depart-

ments nl government are likely to go to rack and ruin if this

source of supply is cut olT. At least tln-re will br the less to

uttnict plunderers.
Vet it mnuot lie concealed that the parties most vitally in-

terested in the outcome of the rsmferenco are the other South-

American republics, with tlieir foreign debts, and the United
States, which must steer lietween the Sevlla of political complica-

tion. and the ( haryhdi* of financial obligation u.sumed for these

younger brothers.
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A PHASE OF THE SITUATION
IN NORTHERN AFRICA

A Caravan of Tuaregs in tbe Great Desert

A
CAIN the fringe of civilization which Humpi-mi nations

have ruttililihliiil on the northwestern coast of Africa in

threaten)'*! I»y thr huiliuriuii* ulio «*t ill inlinliil southern
k. Algeria. Morocco. and even the

Sahara itself. If them* trila?*

arc pmimilnl by the fanatical Moslems
to enter into another “ holy war," there

in good reason for the activity «»f the

French, Spanish, anti Italian govern-

ments in sending troops to northern

Africa, for it mean- a struggle with u

people who do not know what fear

means, and who believe that in yielding

up their live.*! in Imttle they will gam
the reword of the Prophet. In equip-

ment and di-eipline they are, of course,

far Iwlnw the standard of the military

force** which would Is* scut against them,
hut they are ho numerous that an army
of 100,000 men could easily Is* raised

from the various trita** who inhabit this

portion of the continent.

These barbarous triU-s go under vari-

ous names, hut all ore of the llumitic
family, and are descendants of the abo-

riginal inhabitants of northern Africa.

Tlu* Algerian- know them as the Ka-
byles : in Morocco they arc called

Sht-lliih: while the portion who have re-

mained in the Sahara or on its thresh-

old are called Tuaregs or Tawarcks.
(icnerally known as the Berbers, their

imputation lias been estimated by trav-

ellers in thi- region at nearly 4.000.000,

and to-day tbev entertain the same hos-

tility towards the white rare which pre-

vailed among their ancestors centuries
ago. While the trilw-s frequently Imttle

against each other, all are united in

their hatred of the Kumpean, anti as
they rank among the most bigoted of

the followers of Islam, taken as a whole
they have been a veritable “ thorn in

the flesh ” to the French, Spanish. an«l

other Kiirnprana who have colonized the
shores of northern Africa.

Very few of tin* true licrlier* reside

in Algiers. Fez., or other cities of the Kuro[a*an tributaries. While
railed by this name, they .ire generally of iuix*-*l blood, being part
\tuhic, part negro, and. in some eases, partly Kuroprnn. In spite

of the long period which has elapsed since the Aral* overran north-
ern Africa, the ja-npk- whom they drove from the shores of the
Mediterranean into the mountain country, as well as into the oases

ol the Sahara, have intermingled hut lit-

tle with other races, and, it is stated,

to-day follow most of the customs in

lierited from past ages. They may In-

divided into three classes—one, the ngri

cultural cla--. who maintain small herds
of sheep and cattle in southern Morocco
and Algeria, grazing them upon the
scanty vegetation which is to In* found in

some of the valleys: also olive-growers,

ami the owners of vineyards.
The 'most harlMirou* of all are the

Tuaregs, who are the original nomads
of the desert. Although driven
here and there by invasions of the
Romans. the Cloths, ami the Arabs, they
are still unconqueml. and may In* called

the masters of the Sahara, for they prac-
tically control the great caravan mutes
from northwest Africa to the Sudan,
and with tlieir herds of camels transport
the bulk of the merchandise between the
North • African cities and Timhuctu.
They are noted for their expert horse-

manship ns well as their skill in camel-
riding. and while sonic still carry such
crude weapons as the spear for arms,
they are quite well supplied with guns,
sword*, and ammunition, which are actu-
ally manufactured by the mountain
t rities of Berbers who inhabit the Atlaa
district.

Although they are sup|M>sed to recog-

nize the authority of the ruler of

Morocco a ml the French governor of

Algeria, it is well known that the Ber-
ber- in general have very little respect

for these oflicials. and while some of the
trita'* have representatives or embassies
at the eapitals. they are sent merely as
a matter of form, and act us spies to

keep their people informed of the politi-

cal situation. Really no nne hns con-

trol over the Tuareg* except their chiefs

and the Moslem pries! *, The word of the latter i» law with them,
and thi* is one of (he facts that make the situation in northern
Africa just now all the more nivmicing.

A Tuareg Warrior

A Family of Kabylcs A Family ol the Sahara
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The Subway rvd its Stations

I
X the new .Subway in New York crowding will lie eliminated

by the wimple device of providing one stairway for entrance

utid one for exit, and by making the platform* large enough
to accommodate several hundred peraona at once. There will

lie broad staircases of easy grade, ticket booth* designed with

reference to appearance* as well as use. and the stations will

have lofty, vaulted idlings well lighted by day through bull's-

eye glass* and at night hy electric lamps. The decorations will

be of tiles, faience, ami glazed terra - cotta, with the name of

the station plainly marked in panels. All the ornamentation
has lieen drsigned to help the passenger rcingnize his station

without the necessity of listening for the nnuotincemeiit of the

guard or reading the signs. Kx press stations at (he City Hull.

Fourteenth. Forty-second, Seventy-second, and Ninety -sixth streets

naturally divide the local stations into groups. For each group a
general scheme of decoration has l«ern devised. and no two stations

in. a group ire decorated in the sunie colors. For example, the
ornamentation of all stations between the City Hall and Four-
teenth Street will Iw elininctcrizcd by long hnriMUilul lines. The
nulls will be a white glass tile, the cornices of glazed terra-cotta,

and the prevailing color of ixirniee and name |miuc|* will lie. at the
Worth Street station, dull green; at ('anal. yellow; at Spring,

white; at Hleeeker. blue: and at Astor Place, bright green. Be-

tween Fourteenth and Forty-second streets, the decorations will lie

richer, and in panels instead of horizontal lines. Designs signifi-

cant of the locality will Iw used wherever they can Iw appropri-
ately. At Astor Place, heaver* will nppe*r in the design*: at

Thirty • third Street, eagle*: at Columbu* Circle. Fifty - ninth

Street, caravels: at One Hundred and Sixteenth Street, the blue

nnd while of Colombiu University. In other words, while no series

of railway stations in the world will lie so attractive to the eye
*s those of the Sulmay, there will lie no meaningless ornamenta-
tion.

Itcpcatcd experiments have convinced the architects and engi-

neers that the moisture and drip fumiliur to explorers of raves nnd
Innnels can Is- avoided in the Subway stations by building air-

chumliers Iwliiml walls and ceilings. Accordingly, this method of

cons! met ion has lawn adopted, and the underground will lie damp-
proof. The tunnel will Is- cooler in summer and warmer in winter
than the upper air. Subway trains will Iw made up of coaches
a little larger Ilian (lie new- cars of the Klcvated roads, live in

Incul trains and eight in expresses. Tin- third rail ami the motor-
car hate lawn adopted for propelling the trains, and the same
system will Iw employed to run the suburban trains of the New
York Central, Harlem. New Haven, and Portchester roads to the
City Hull loop. The cars will In- heated ami lighted hy electricity.

Tin* carrying capacity will Iw greater tliun that of the four lines

of the present Kiev a till system, owing eh icily to the greater speed
of trains and the ease with which passengers can enter and leave
stations and trains. Thirty miles an hour, including stops, will

Iw the rule for expresses, and lorul trains will muke considerably
better time than the Klevnted under existing conditions. Where
the tunnel is near the street level, there will Iw fewer stairs to

climb than at Klcvated stations, and where the street is not readily
accessible hy stairways, as at the Onr-llundrrd-und-Twenty-fifth
Street Viaduct, elevators will Iw provided.

A typical Station of the new Subway, showing proposed Arrangement and Architectural Details
Doss t>> H. M refill
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Experiments jvist Ma^de in Telephoning
without Wires

THE principles of light-

telephony were discov-

ers! by Professor Alex-

ander Graham Hell in

|K8U, To the apparatus
used for this method of trans-

mitting scHiml Hell gave the

name of " photophone.“ The
sound waves ore transformed
into light waves by a transmit

ting device, and these are again
converted into sound waves by
the receiving instrument.

In the phntophone invented
by Hell, a hcam of light, from
the sun <»r from an eleetric light,

is hroiight to u |M‘tieil point hy
means of a lens, and centred on
u little concave mirror fustrned
to the back of the diaphragm
of an ordinary telephone trans-

mitter. When spoken into, the cir-

cular iron plate, or diaphragm,
of the transmitter vibrates in

unison with the sound waves impinging nn it, and the concave
mirror rolleet* more or less of tlic light shining upon it. The
amount of rrflcetcd light depends upon the intensity of the vibra-

tion of thr diaphragm.
The reflected light |Misses through another lens for the purpose

of sending out a com ciilnitrd beam to the receiving station, where
the lirnm of light fulls iiimui a selenium cell enimeetrd with a l*at-

terv and a telephone receiver. Selenium is a metal which possess*]*

the property’ of conducting a current of electricity with less re-

sistance when exposed to the light than when in the dark, so that
when the Iteam of light falls u|am the selenium cell its resistance
is instantly lowered, and the current from the battery will Mow
through it and so operate a telephone receiver.

Every mod ilicat ion of tlic beam of light will make a correspond-
ing change in its inherent quality of conducting a current of elec-

tricity, and therefore a corresponding difference is made in the
sounds in the telephone receiver. I'ntll Herr Kuhmer of Herlin
began experimenting with the nature of selenium, the photophoiic
had been conlined to the laboratory, as it was adapted to the trans-
mission of s|h*itIi over a distance of a few- feet only, hut hv con-

stantly improving the transmitter, the receiver, and making each
conform to the requirements of the other. Herr Rohmer has evolved

an apparatus which promises
well for military and naval ser-

vice.

Herr Kuhmer lias dune a way-
wit h the necessity for having the
rrlht-tion of light at the trans-

mitting end of the apparatus.
He has found that by connecting
an are-light in circuit with an or

dinary telephone transmitter the
are will reproduce every word
spoken into it both audibly and
luminously.

This is due to the fact that the

resistance of the arc is varied by
the ihangi-s in the current flow-

ing through the telephone trans-

mitter. and as the resistance is

increased or decreased, however
slight the change may la*, the

temperutiire of the are-light ami
the intensity of the light emitted

hy it vary. These variations of

light values in the are cannot Is*

observed by the human eye, hut to the sensitive eleetric eye—the

selenium ec)|— the slightest change in the intensity of the arc-light

causes a corresponding change in its resistance.

The arc-light, on which is superimposed the rapidly alternating
current caused by the speaker's voice, is placed in the focus of a

reflector like those used in search-lights. From here the small
beam of light issues and is propagated in a straight line through
space to the receiving instrument, where it is. received by a similar

curved mirror. This mirror converges the diffused beam into a

pencil of light which falls u|niii the selenium cell.

The selenium cell is connected with n telephone receiver and a bat-

tery. and as the resistance of the cell changes, the current flows

through twit h the cell and the receiver, ami reproduces clearly the
words s|M>ken into the transmitter at the sending station.

Tin* c\|ict iments with the light - telephone wen* made on the
Wannsec near Hi-rliu. with the transmitter mounted on hoard the
electric launch Urrutania

:

the receiving apparatus was stationed at
different points on the shore. Tests were made in the daytime,
when the- sun was shining, and the results were eminently satis-

factory. Experiments were also made when the atmosphere was
Heavy with fog. and under these conditions articulate *|M*ccli was
transmitted and received a distance of four miles.

Herr Runnier of Berlin, wlio has made the most important recent Experiments in Wireless Telephony, taking a

Message through his Light-Phonograph
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REVIVAL OF JUSTIN HUNTLY MCCARTHY’S “IF I WERE KING” AT THE
GARDEN THEATRE

This drawing represents Villon (Mr. Sothcrn) reciting the ballade “ If Villon were the King of France*' to bis companions,
while Louis XI., the King, and his minister, both in disguise and unknown to Villon, sit near by and overhear. The

motive of the play is indicated in this scene. Louis takes Villon at his word, and makes him King in his place
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THE art world of America experienced u ripple of surprise in
’1*7 when Sir Philip Hume-lone* came to t hi* country, bring-

ing with him hi* great picture, "The Vampire.” The artist

is again in America, and i* about to exhibit his painting- in

the cities of thr WV»t, Sir Philip and hi* work rame a* an in-

novation to the prevalent trend of American art. lie wait received

with thr common salutation* of the lion, the wailing of critic*.

Along no *et line or groove, a* in the American custom, does
Sir Philip work. Here a selection from Browning’s Pippa Pantet
i« exquisitely pictured with n daintiness befitting the subject.
Here Henry James’s sad story of The .\lntivitna of Ike Future i*

illustrated, radiating with the whole deep feeling of tragedy of the
nevrr to- lie- realized ambition of ideal. Portraits of some of New
York's lieautiful women are among the latest from his brush.

Sir Philip Burne-Jones in his New York Studio

and the gnashing of pres* teeth. In the la«t period, however, the

world American lias awakened to the fact that a difference in sub-

ject selection us well as technique and handling is a distinction

rather than a crime.

A wonderful scop* of imagination is evinced in all Sir Philip's

work, and especially in n recent production entitled " Karthnse
from the Moon." The spectator is supposed to la- upon the surface
of the moon. The huge disc of our earth i« seen In the

left, rising la-hind the mountains and craters. The skeleton of

an extinct Lunarian lies in the foreground. The picture, in it*

breadth of creative fumy, gives a flight of soul far ” into the in-

visible.”

giving a tone of conventionality, while in his "Vampire" is dis-

played the syniUilicnl feeling for which Sir Philip is fumed.
The broadest horizons of subject have la-en attempted by Sir

Philip Iturnc-Jones. And already the Western art world is aquiver
with anticipation of the advent of these great picture* into their

midst. In a few days the art world of New York will know
these works no more, us they sturt on a tour for exhibiting pur-
poses only some time within the present month. The work which
Sir Philip mine here to perform seems to have been accomplished
—the work nf introducing to the American art world English art

-tripped of English environment.—of proving to the world that
English art. as he conceives it in his work, is art the world over.
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COMMENT
England’s action in combining with Germany to ait on Yen-

c/.uela has found two aevere critics in England itself; we can-

not say two English critics, since one of them happens to be

an Irishman and the other a Scotchman. The former is that

redoubtable “broth of a boy.” Lord Charles Bcresford, of Wa-

terfowl and the British navy, and now on a special mission to

this country in the interest of Anglo-American friendship,

lie is reported as finding fault with the Anglo-German alli-

ance from beginning to end. He strongly hints that there is

already much concealed ill-feeling between Germany, England,

ami the United States, and thinks that Mr. Balfour’s cabinet

has shown the worst possible judgment throughout the whole

affair. We wonder, incidentally, whether Lord Charles objected

on the same principles to the alliance of England first with

Germany and then with Japan, for the avowed purpose of

checking Russia; what he goes on to say would apply with

equal force in the Far East. Great nations, says Lord Charles,

always know their own business bpst; if they combine, they

may do something which would lead to mutual annoyance.

Thcrefore.it was a conclusion, in his mind, that Germany and

Great Britain should have gone it ulono iu their demands
against Venezuela. Surely there is something wrong about

this argument; for, if it holds water, then any alliaucc be-

tween two powers is to be deprecated, since great powers

know their own business best. Yet we find Lord Charles

arguing a little later for an ever stronger and stronger alliance

between England and the United States, though he expressly

bars written treaties and protocols. But, if nations know their

own business best, then England and the United States know
their own business beat, and should decide to go it alone, to

use I-ord Charles's own phrase. Clearly it is a had argument;
but let that pass. More interesting is the way Lord Charles

goes for Rudyard Kipling and “ The Rowers,” which he regrets

very much, as being in bad taste and not chivalrous. Lord
Charles does not approve of saying nasty things ubout other

countries, hut says that, if you are going to fight, you should

fight, and not grow abusive like a fishwomau. The abusive

fishwoman is obviously friend Rudyard. It is now up to him
to say something about Lord Charles. Finally, our good guest

indulges in a sentiment which vividly reminds us of the re-

cent bouquet handed to the American nation by our pros-

pective German ambassador. lie tells us that iu our enter-

prise and adaptability to new conditions wo undoubtedly leud

tile world—which, of course, is the merest justice to our great

and admirable qualities.

The Scotch critic of England’s Venezuelan muddling is

Mr. Primrose of Dnlmeny. or, to speak in the language of

British oligarchy, the Earl of Rosebery. Delivering an ora-

tion at Plymouth a few days ago, lie said most of the things

against the Anglo-German alliance which Lord Charles Beres-

ford said, and a few of the many things which we ourselves

have said, and a small modicum of things which no one else

has said; but the evident trend of the whole is that Mr. Bal-

four ought to abdicate, and open the door of power to the one
really cupublo man in Great Britain, to wit, the Earl of Rose-

bery. The mischief of it ia, that while people iu general in

Great Britain are obviously getting very tired of Mr. Hal-

four, as witness the recent bye-elections, culminating at New-
market. people iu general are very far indeed from being con-

vinced that they would be any. if at all, better off if they put

Mr. Primrose in his place. It is all very well to pull the work
of other people to pieces; we ourselves are always ready to do
it, when needed, and can do it to admiration. But governing

an empire according to an intelligent design is quite another
matter, and one which we would only undertake with much
diffidence and inward shrinking. Even Lord Charles Beresford

can propose nothing more hopeful for England than holdiug

on to the coat-tails of Uncle Samuel, which is, of course, otic

way of governing the world’s biggest empire.

The Venezuelan situation is extraordinarily complicated by
tiie German attack on Fort San Carlo*, if the cabled reports

ore unything like the truth. The German gunboat Pan /her

opened fire on the fort, which command* the entrance to the

inner bay on which Maracuibo lies, some twenty miles away.
There was. apparently, no provocation from the Venezuelan
side, nor any warning or preliminary notice, ultimatum, or

what not, from the German side. Captain Eckerman of the

Panther seems to have opened fire on the fort, acting on the

general neo-Toutonic principle: Wherever you see a fort, shoot

at it. Greatly to his surprise, this particular fort shot back,

and not only shot back, but shot to some purpose. Seemingly
as a result of this return fire, two explosions followed on board

the Panther, and it is said that two sons of the fatherland

were killed. At any rate, the Panther seems to have suffered

serious damage, as she ceased firing, and presently steamed
away from the fort. So much for the event. But the event

itself is by no means the most extraordinary part of the story.

It is said, on what seems good authority, that the whole thing
was deliberately planned and ordered from Herlin. President

Castro is reported to have received warning from Curasao
that some days later the fort of San Carlos would be at-

tacked. and that the German commander hud been specially

ordered to make the attack before the arrival of Minister
Bowen iu the United States. It will he remembered that this

same gunboat—the Panther—presided at the obsequies of the

Haitian Crete-a-Pierrot, and we shall not be astonished to

learn that the shade of the late Admiral Killick was seen

pointing the guns at Fort San Carlo*. Needless to say. the

streets of Caracas were full of triumphant crowds, wild with

delight over the defeat of the haughty Teuton; but we need
hardly point out that local feeling on the subject sinks into
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insignificance when compared with the international compli-

cations which must ensue.

It i« an old saying that when iu doubt as to which of two

course* to take, you would do well to see which course your

enemies or rivals would like you to pursue, and then adopt the

other. Suppose we apply this rule to the Cuban reciprocity

treaty. There is no doubt that our commercial rivals in Great

Britain and Germany desire our Senate to reject time treaty.

If we may judge from the position taken by the Berlin For-

eign Office in 1878. when we enteral into a reciprocity treaty

with Hawaii, then independent, Germany will hold that she

is entitled, under the “ most-favored-nation ” clause of her

treaties, to the benefit ,ot all the concessions that the United

States and Cuba may make to each other. International law

affords no basis for this assertion. An agreement to give a

particular country all the privileges granted to the “ mo6t fa-

vored nation ” refers to gratuitous privileges only, and not to

Such ns may he granted in return for a valuable consideration.

In the reciprocity treaty between the United States and Cuba
no gratuitous privileges are grunted; a consideration is of-

fered for every concession. Tin- opposition evinced in Eng-

land to our reciprocity treaty with Cuba has even less founda-

tion in law or ethics. The Marquis of Lansdowne, the Min-

ister for Foreign Affairs, has agreed to receive on January 22

a deputation representing various British chambers of com-

merce, for the purpose of hearing objections to the pending

treaty between Cuba and the United States.

The objections are based upon two grounds—first, that the

treaty is a breach of the original undertaking of the United

States in regard to Cuba, and, secondly, that the treaty, if

adopted, will shut out other nations from the trade of the

island. There ia. obviously, nothing in the first objection.

We pledged ourselves to give political independence to Cuba.

We did not pledge ourselves to refrain from making with

the independent insular government such a reciprocity treaty

as we formerly made with Spain, or as we made with Hawaii.

The MX-'ond objection is based on an economical fact, but it

is a fact with which the British Foreign Office has no con-

cern. We deem it possible, and we certainly hope, that the

reciprocity treaty will enable us to monopolize Cuba's import

trade, and thus shut out both Great Britain and Germany from

traffic with the island. What of that, provided that Cuba is

convinced that she is getting a fluid pro flue. Great Britain

and Germany cannot offer a market for her cane sugar. We
can; and if Cuba can secure* it by giving us a monopoly of

her imports, she will make an excellent bargain. She will do

exactly what Hawaii did in 1878, and there is no reason to

doubt that she will find the compact equally profitable. The
fact is generally overlooked that, if we may judge from our

experience with Hawaii since 1878, one outcome of the reci-

procity treaty with Cuba will be greatly to increase the number
of ocean-going vessels carrying the American flag.

Anglo-American unity must surely be pretty complete when
the fine old British merchants feel called on to consult with

Foreign-Secretary Lansdowne over our reciprocity treaty with

Cuba. At n recent conference, deputations from various

chamber* of commerce throughout the United Kingdom dis-

cussed the treaty with 1/ird Lansdowne, and were* pretty unan-

imous in declaring that the treaty was going to hit them hard.

The discussion had merely a psychological interest, ns it ia

doubtful whcther*thc Senate will see its way to consulting the

fading* of either Lord Lansdowne or the fine old British mer-

chants who called on him to protest. As Orlando remarked,
there was no thought of pleasing them when the treaty was
drafted. There ia. indeed, something decidedly comic in the

attitude of these worthy Englishmen, who are so unfeignedly

perplexed at the fact that arrangements can possibly be rnado

which leave them ont of account. There ia a flavor of by-

gone grandeur iu this assumption that the world exists for

the British merchant. From a wholly different source wo re-

ceive the suggestion that the prolonged fight in Cuba itaelf

against the reciprocity arrangement with the United States

was primarily inspired and promoted by those foreign powprs

whose trade with Cuba will be bndlv damaged by the treaty.

Surely this cannot refer to Lord Lansdowne’s friend*, the fine

old British merchants of the late conference? Can it be pos-

sible? liorish the thought! It is a p-.vcliologu-ul impossibility.

The tine old trader* of the Thames who aro so firmly con-

vinced of their divine rights and prerogative* us to assemble

and solemnly protest against our treaty would never do any-

thing so painfully modern uud up to date oh buying a Cuban
Congressional opposition. The two things belong to different

geological epochs. What a contrast in the unselfish devotion

of certain local industries iu Cuba, who will also be hurt by

the treaty, but who, nevertheless, appeared before the Cuban
Committee on Foreign Relations to declare that they would

not in any way oppose the treaty, even though injured by it

themselves. It is a matter well worth speculating on how far

our owu Southern States will profit by the stream of trade to

Cubu which the treaty will create.

Mr. Chamberlain, whom we discus* at some length else-

where, seems to he convinced that evident destiny points

to him, and not to Lord Rosebery, as the man to steer

the British Empire. We are not quite so convinced of this.

His policy seem* to be to look about for portable property,

and when you see it to grab it. Quite an intelligible policy in

its way, until some one else sight* the same thing, as. for in-

stance, the trade of Cuba, or the Atlantic shipping. There is

something peculiarly sordid iu the turn matters are taking in

the Transvaal: the too palpable consideration for value re-

ceived, paid over by the mine-owners of the Baud to the impe-

rial government. It is as though it were openly confessed at

last that the men for whom the Boer war, with it* incalculable

sacrifices and irreparable losses on both sides, was waged, were

the speculator* whom one English writer has recently de-

scribed as “ a gang of cosmopolitan Jews." This is surely the

seamy side; and it is characteristic of the man, that Mr. Chant-

bcrluiti should apparently fail to see tlie incongruity of nil

this with the high talk Hbout British glory whieh bus been lav-

ished from Durban to Pretoria. There is also the question

of importing Chinese cheap lubur for the Rand mines, aud it

is suggested that Mr. Chamberlain is ready to advocate this,

in return for the spcciu) contribution of thirty millions sterling

from the people characterized as the “ gang of cosmopolitan

Jews.” Unit?** we are greatly mistaken, this Chinese question

will arouse very strong feeling, not so much on the part of

the Boers, as on the part of the British colonists in Cape
Colony, Natal, and Rhodesia, who will thus have the “yel-

low peril " brought home to them, as it has been brought home
to their brother* in Australia.

Our good friend Minister Witt# has once more been get-

ting himself into immortal print. He Iuin indeed, been “talk-

ing back ” to Great Britain, and his talk is both amusing and
instructive: amusing to Minister Wit to. aud instructive to

Great Britain. The subject of his sprightly repartee in the

present instance is that famous sugar bounty which Russia
says she does not pay, and which nearly all the rest of the

world, including our own Treasury Department and Su-

preme Court, says she does; and it appear* that England,

through the mouth of that rather infelicitous person. Lord

Lansdowne, has been advising Russia to drop the bounty
whieh Russia asserts she does not pay. Fancy Lord Lnnsdownc
solemnly advising Minister Witt#, the strongest financial

power in the Old World, ns to the management of hi* local

finance*! Minister Witt# finally mastered his astonishment

enough to rejoin, and his rejoinder was thusly: Great

Britain's contention*, he says, are attempts to interfere iu

Russia’* domestic legislation, and he strongly repudiate* the

idea that, another state thay. iu its own interests, press for n

change in Russian internal legislation, or, in the event, of Rus-

sia's not agreeing to ita proposal*, that it can penalize Rus-

sia’s products without violating existing commercial treaties.

Minister Witt# goe* on to declare that Russia can under no
circumstances give her adhesion to the Brussels agreement,

and concludes by saying that, as Great Britain declines arbi-

tration, and as the penalty clause* cannot lie applied to Rus-

sian sugar until the international commission declares the

Russian system to be a bounty system, any further exchange

of views would, at present, be fruitless. That is one way of

getting the last word. It remains to be Rcen whether Lord

Lansdowne can think up something crushing to retort. Mean-
while Minister Witt# has not only been writing letter*; he has

also been receiving thpm. The latest is from the autocratic

Personage who modestly signs it.
u Ever your grateful well-

wisher. Nicholas.” The imperial well-wisher declares that his
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confidence in Minister Wittl’s devotion to the throne and the

empire has greatly lightened his own labor for the country’*

welfare. His Majesty goes on to compliment Minister Witte

on his ten years of most successful work at the Finance Min-
istry by the Neva, and also on hi# instruction of the Tsare-

vitch, younger brother Michael, in the principles of political

economy. It is a pity that Lord I«an#downe could not have

been included in the lessons. Well-wisher Nicholas ends his

letter with the hope that the throne and country may long

retain Minister Wittfs valuable services at the Finance Min-

istry, and no more at present from yours truly.

Nothing could so strongly have marked the new order in

Eastern politics as the Dardanelles incident between Russia

and England. We all remember the part England, in the per-

son of Lord Beaconsfield, played toward Russia after the

Russo-Turkish war. The San Stefauo treaty, which inci-

dentally freed unhappy Macedonia from the grinding oppres-

sion of the Turk, was set aside at Berlin, and a new treaty

was made, which undid most of Russia’s work of liberation,

ami rubbed her of the beat fruits of her victory. England
posed as the affectionate brother of Abdul the Damned, re-

ceiving Cyprus as a fraternal recompense, and. incidentally,

barring the Dardanelles in perpetuity against ships of the Rus-
sian navy. The real purism* of this last move was to keep

Riuaian battle-ship*, of which tbere’are ten or twelve, splendid-

ly equipped, in the Black Sea, away from the Sues Canal and
the road to India. Recently Russia had four ton*«lo-boat-

dcstroyers in the Mediterranean, which she wished to take

through to the Black Sea. She asked the consent of the Qual-

ified Abdul-Humid, who, mindful of the huge unpaid arrears

of war indemnity still owing to Russia, promptly acquiesced.

England as promptly protested, and called on (ierrauny and
Austria, as two chief parties to the Berlin Treaty, to join

with her in prutrating. To England's profound astonishment,

both Germany and Austria declined to do anything of the sort

;

and thu Russian boats went safely through, ami are now at

Sevastopol. This is one of the greatest setbacks English di-

plomacy has suffered in a generation, and is one more evidence

that Lord Laiudowne’s notions art* archaeological. The point

of the story is that the tiling was not really of the slightest

importance to England: I/ord Latwdowne apparently protested

merely for the sake of doing something disagreeable to Russia.

This is not the only field in which Russia has cause .for/
congratulation. Minister Witte’s recent budget statement

show*s that in the industrial world also a change has come over

the great empire of the north, lie lias the satisfaction, to

begin with, of declaring a surplus of over eight million dol-

lars, which is not. doing so badly for a country which we an*

so often assured is on the ragged edge of bankruptcy. Then,

in the department of expenditure, nearly a hundred millions

are to be entered as permanent investments, chiefly the build-

ing of government railways. Russia is, in fact, rapidly be-

coming a gigantic trust, with the well-wishing Nicholas as

honorary president, ami Minister Witte us chainnau of the

board. Minister Witte goes on to tell us that it is his pleasure

this year, for the fir*<t time in a lung period, to be able to

give the assurance that tlic general conditions of Russian

economy show evident signs of changes for the better. Rus-

sia lias just had a splendid harvest, the best in ton years, the

yield being nearly a third more than the yearly average. The
condition of the immey-inurkct is ulso improved; and Russia

lnts a balance of exports over imports of $190,000,000. It was

just when Minister Witte was gently rubbing his hands over

this condition of things that Lord Lansdowne came along

with his advice as to how Russian finances ought really to

be managed.

At the hour when we write, the outcome of attempts to elect

I'nitcd States Senators in Delaware and Colorado is still un-

certain. Delaware would have two Republican Senators if

the “Regular” and “Union” Republicans would combine:

but there is no prosiieot of such a combination. The Demo-
cratic members of the Legislature have offered to give the

“Regular" Republicans one of the Senators if the latter, iu

turn, will help to elect the Democrat. Wc adhere to the opin-

ion which we formerly expressed that the interests of the State*

have boon sacrificed to the supposed interests of faction lone

enough in Delaware. It is unquestionably better that out*

of Delaware’s Senators should be a Democrat than that tla*

State should continue to be wholly unrepresented in the United
States Senate. It is difficult to understand on what ground
the u Regular " Republicans, who only number ten in all, can
reject the Democratic proposal. In Colorado the Democrats
have a majority of each branch of the Legislature on the face

of the returns. The Republicans assert, however, that seven-

teen Democratic members of the Lower House were elected by
fraud. If the right to vote is withheld from these seventeen

members, the Republicans will not only control the Lower
House, but will have a majority in joint session. The Demo-
crats, however, who control the Senate, declare that for every

Democratic member uuscuted in the Lower House they will

unseat a Republican Senator. If this threat is carried out

we are likely to witness a protracted deadlock. The two prin-

cipal candidates for the vacant seat in the United States

Senate ore well known. If the Democrats have a majority iu

joint session, Mr. Teller will remain in the Senate six years

longer. Should the Republicans be numerically preponderant,

Mr. Wolcott will have a chance of returning to tl*e Senate,

though it is not Certain that he can gain all the Republican
votes.

The bill designed for the regulation of the trusts has not yet

been reported from the Judiciary Committee to the House of

Representatives. It is understood, however, that the pro-

visions of the measure, in its ultimate form, will be much less

drastic than were those of the bills introduced by Mr. Johu
J. Jenkins, chairman of the committee, or thau those which
were desired by Mr, Littlefield, chairman of the subcommittee.

Wc learn 011 gmd authority that tlu* bill, as reported, will not

embody the assertion that Congress has the power indirectly to

crush a corpi'ration created by a particular State, through de-

priving it of the privilege of selling its products iu other

States. Wc do not believe that the United States Supreme
Court would have sanctioned such a revolutionary extension

of the right to regulate inter-State commerce vested in Con-
gress by the Constitution. We are glad to learn, however, that

the question is not likely to bu raised by the bill about to bo
submitted to the House. That measure confines itself, we are

told, to arrangements for a more rigorous enforcement of the

regulative law already on the statute-book, and for bringing
the search-light of publicity to bear on the transactions of
large combinations of capital. If this outline of the forth-

coming bill la* correct, we have no reason to doubt that it will

l»e passed by the Fifty-seventh Congress. It may be that pub-
licity will prove unwelcome to the Standard Oil Company and
tlie American Sugar - refining Company, but it seems to Ik*

viewed without any atqmdicnsinu by the United States Steel

Corporation. The last-mentioned body, from its inception, has
set a good example by taking the public voluntarily into its

confidence.

It is hard to treat seriously Mr. Jenkins's resolution which
proposes an inquiry into the power of Congress to seize the

Pennsylvania anthracite coal mines by means of the asser-

tion of uu alleged right of eminent domain. If a right of

eminent domain i# given to Congress anywhere, it is in tla*

seventeenth clause of tla* eighth section of the First Article

of the Constitution, which empowers it to exercise exclusive

legislation in all eases whatsoever over such district (not ex-
ceeding ten miles square) ns may. by cession of particular

States ami the acceptance of Congress, become tlu* seat of the
government of the United States; and to exercise like au-

thority over all places purchased, by the conwnl of lhe Legi*-

luhirr. of Ihe Stale in which the mme shall be. for the erection

of forts, magazine*. arsenals, dockyards, and other needful

buildings. If the strictness of the limitation thus imposed
on the right of eminent domain lie not patent to Mr. Jenkins

on the face of the document, let him examine the text in the

light of the ret gesteo—that is to say. the proceedings relating

to that clause which will Ik* found set forth in Elliot’s Rc-
|K*rt of the Debates in the Philadelphia Constitutional Con-
vention. The danger of conceding to Congress a right of

eminent domain was clearly recognized by that body, which,

not coutent with the restriction of the right to the purposes

above recited, added the further condition that, oven for those

purposes, land could not be takeu without the consent of thr

State iu which the land was situated. Assuredly. Mr. JcidiiuH
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cannot imagine that the State of Pennsylvania would assent

to the seizure of her anthracite coal mines by the Federal gov-

ernment. Even if the State would consent to sell them, it is

impossible to find in the clause that we have recalled any basis

for the assumption that the Federal government would have

ii right to purchase land for mining purposes. We had sup-

posed that Mr. David B. Hill had pre-empted the eminent-

domain absurdity, but it seems that the ex-Senators claim ht

disputed by the chairman of the Judiciary Committee of the

House of Representatives.

It. remains to be seen whether the coal famine will bo

mitigated to any extent by the Act of Congress granting a re-

bate equivalent to the duty on all kinds of coal imported dur-

ing the yea r following the passage of the measure, and also

repealing the duty of sixty-seven cents per ton on anthracite

coal containing less than ninety-two per rant, of carbon. In

the course of the debate a good deal of light was thrown on
the circumstances in which the last-named duty was im|>osed.

Several Senators declared that, under the Dingley tariff, true

anthracite whs intended to remain precisely where it had bran

for many years, to wit. on the free list, amt they explained that

the duty of sixty-seven cents per ton was intended only to pre-

vent the importation of a scniibitumiuous, semianthracite

coal from British Columbia into San Francisco. That was the

view of the provision taken by President Roosevelt, and by

many other careful students of the Dingley tariff, hut the

customs officials held otherwise, and, had not the duty bran

repealed or suspended, all foreign anthracite brought into

our Atlantic seaports would have been subject to it. Congress

ia, of course, to be commended for doing what it could to re-

lieve the suffering caused by the scarcity of fuel, hut we doubt
whether coal will be imported in quantities sufficient to pro-

duce a material effect upon prices. The dearth of the com-
bustible is due to many causes, some obvious, others obscure.

Owing to the prolonged strike, thp stock of anthracite usually

accumulated in the summer was lacking. Bo much is plain.

It is also true that, since the strike ended, the anthracite mines
have not been worked to their full capacity, owing to the re-

fusal of the miners to exhibit exceptional diligence and energy.

It is also certain that the independent operators have tried

to profit by the people’s necessities, and have obstructed the

anthracite-carrying railways by keeping large quantities of

coal in cars, instead of transferring tl»o supplies promptly
to their yards. By thus creating a fictitious scarcity, they have
been enabled to raise prices.

But, while all this is true enough and deplorable enough,
how does it happen that the bituminous mines, wherein work
went on all summer unchecked by any strike, are so unable to

cope with the demand that the price of that combustible also

has undergone a surprising increase? One explanation of
this latter fact is that the transportation capacity of the bitu-

minous coal-carrying railways is not adequate. The Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Company asserts that it is short of locomotives.

Upon what other theory can we explain the fact that the bitu-

minous coal shipments of the Pennsylvania Railroad are actu-

ally less than they were at the corresponding period last year?
Hither we must admit that the transportation powers of that

great public servant arc unequal to its duties, or else wo must
assume that the soft-coal operators, like the independent op-

erators in anthracite, are taking advantage of the public
necessities.

Between thirty and forty bituminous, or soft-coal, mine-
operators and dealers have been indicted by a grand jury in

Chicago on charges <>f illegal combination in restraint of trade

and to fix prices. The indictments are based on the State
statutes. This action, growing out of the agitation, suffer-

ing. and financial loss which have followed in the wake of the

anthracite strike, is the most radical so far taken anywhere
in the country. The specific charges on which the indictments
wen* found are that some of the men indicted controlled the
mining of soft coal in the Indiana und Illinois fields; that

they and their fellow-conspirators took advantage of the sit-

uation to cancel yearly contracts with customers for coal

supplies at an agreed price per ton, and forced such customers
to go into the open market and buy coal at greatly advanced
figure*; that an abuuduut supply of soft coal was actually on

hand, but was so handled and manipulated that the consumer
was obliged to pay double prices for it; that regular scales of

prices were fixed, and retail dealers forced to live up to them
on penalty of having their supplies of coal cut off. The evi-

dence before the grand jury went to show that in some cases

the mine-operators also acted as jobbers, under a different cor-

porate name, and even as retailers, and tliat mine-operators,

jobbers, wholesaler*, track team dealers, und retailers were all

closely bound together in a series of associations, all controlled

from a common centre. It was shown that retailers who did

not sell at the price fixed by the jobber* had their coal supplies

entirely cut off, and were practically driven out of business.

Much of the* evidence was furnished by the Illinois State Man-
ufacturers’ Association, many members of which have been

obliged to shut down their plants und throw thousands of men
out of work because they were not able to get coal at prices

that made profitable manufacturing possible. In the mean
time more than $30,000 has been raised in Chicago by public

subscription and spent in the purchase and distribution of

coal atuoiig the suffering poor of the city. It will take the

trial of the men now under indictment to determine how far

the charges against them are well founded and to show how
far such a conspiracy—if proved—is responsible for the pres-

ent situation.

We are unable to see why #25,000 of the public money should

bo appropriated, at Senator Hoar’s request, to collect statistics

relating to marriage and divorce in the several States. If he
wunts statistics relating to marriage and divorce in the Terri-

tories and the District of Columbia, there is no reason why
such tlata should not be furnished at the public coat, for it

is the business of Congress to regulate marriage and divorce

in that part of the national domain which is under ita ex-

clusive jurisdiction. With marriage und divorce in the States,

on the other hand. Congress has nothing to do, and never can
obtain the power to do anything except through a constitu-

tional amendment. It ia incredible that three-fourths of the

States—the number required to pass a constitutional amend-
ment—would ever delegate to Congress their reserve powers to

deal with matters of such vital moment to themselves as mar-
riage and divorce. It is well known that, as regards the cause*

for divorce, there exists among the several States a very wide
difference of opinion, which difference, of course, is reflected

in State legislation. If a uniform divorce law were obtain-

able nt all, it could only be reached by a compromise, which
would be as unacceptable to the few States that now make
divorce difficult as it would to the many States that now make
it easy. It is not impossible that the States might agree as

to the legal definition of a marriage, but it is scarcely con-

ceivable that they should agree regarding the legal grounds of
divorce. Under the circumstances, the public money could lie

better expended than for the purpose suggested by Senator
Hoar.

We hope that in the uext, if not in the present. Congress
serious attention will be given to a bill introduced on January
16 by Mr. Fitzgerald of New York in the House of Repre-

sentatives, a bill intended to encourage, promote, and develop

the merchant marine of tlic United States. It may, at the

first glance, la* thought that a bill so entitled lias a subsidy

in view. This is not the case, however. The bill simply pro-

poses to allow a rebate of ten per rant, of the duty imposed by

law upon all merchandize imported into the United State*

from any foreign country, or from tlie Philippines, when such

merchandise is carried in vessels of American registry. That
is to say, while avoiding subsidies, this bill, if it became a law,

would give American-built ships a tremendous advantage over

vessels of all othpr nations. Not only would our native ship-

buildiug industry be stimulated, but our importers would get

cheaper freights, for there is no doubt that, in practice, the

rebate proposed by the bill would be divided betwoou tlie

freight - payer and the freight - carrier. What, would be the

probable amount of the rebate? We answer that during the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1002, tlie United States collected

in customs duties $2.'»4,444,70$. Had there been enough ships

of American registry to carry all the goods imported

into this country, the aggregate rebate allowed would have
amounted to $25,444,470. Half of this sum—the fraction that

would have accrued to tlie native freight-carrier—would have
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heipcil him quickly to recover that large share of the world's

carrying trade which wu possessed in the fiftitw. The United

States could well afford the rebate, inasmuch as our surplus

revenue last year exceeded HU ,000,000.

We reform! last week to the importance of increasing the

salaries of the Federal justices and judges. Beyond recalling

th© fact that the functions of the justices of our United

States Supreme Court are more exalted and more arduous

than are those of the English Lord High Chancellor and

Lord Chief Justice, we ueed not repeat the reasons for pro-

nouncing it an absurdity that the members of our highest

Federal tribunal receive but ten thousand dollars apiece

—

the Chief Justice gets five hundred dollars more—while the

Lord High Chancellor receives fifty thousand dollars annually

when in office, and twenty-five thousand dollars in retirement,

and the Lord Chief Justice forty thousand dollars a year. Wo
desire to re-cnforce our argument at this time by pointing

out that the nine judgps of the United States Circuit Courts

receive only six thousand dollars apiece, and the judges of the

United States District Court only five thousand dollars each,

except in Alaska. Arizona, New Mexico, and Oklahoma, where

they receive only three thousand dollars each. Now will

anybody pretend that the functions of a United States Cir-

cuit judge are less onerous and dignified than are those of

justices of the Supreme Court of the State of New York,

sitting in the first and second judicial districts of that State?

Of such judges in the first and second judicial districts of

that State there are no fewer than thirty-four, and every one

of them receives $17,500 a year, or seventy-five per cent- more

than a justice of the Supreme Court of the United States,

and almost three times as much as n judge of a United States

Circuit Court. Even in the rural districts of the Empire

Commonwealth the justices of the State Supreme Court re-

ceive $7200 apiece; when sitting in the Appellate Divisions of

the First and Second Districts they are paid at the rate of

$17,500 a year, and, if assigned to duty in those districts other

than in the Appellate divisions, their additional compensation

is ten dollars per day. The notion that the justices of a State

court earn more than the justices of the Supreme Federal

tribunal is. of course, preposterous, and the assumption that

the cost of living is less in Washington than in New York is

equally unfounded. A justice of the United States Supremo
Court is a great personage; it is a mooted question whether

he should not take precedence of ambassadors. He has. there-

fore, a certain state to keep up; whereas the style of living

adopted by a justice of the New York Supreme Court is u

matter of unimportance to himself or to anybody else.

It is no secret—it is not even news—that the University of

Oxford feels very poor. A book has lately been issued set-

ting forth its pressing needs, to which the London Times has

called attention. The Rhodes scholarships, instead of help-

ing it, have increased its burdens. Its great library, the

Bodleian, is cramped for room, both for books and readers,

and has not funds enough to buy the hooka needed to keep it

abreast of the times. Its deficiencies are so serious that the

Oxford Board of Modern History reports that the scientific

Htudy of European history cannot at present bo prosecuted

at Oxford. In science its wants are manifold. It lacks equip-

ment for the study of metallurgy, its instruction in geology
is wofully inadequate, it needs a mechanical laboratory, with
instructors, buildings, and machines; it has no engineering

department, and it is far behind the times in the attention it

pays to physics. Something seems to be wrong with the rela-

tions of England to Oxford. Perhaps the trouble is that the

old university has been so long regarded as a rich man’s uni-

versity, and ns a source of income and maintenance to fortu-

nate fellows, that the British public is slow to realize that the

venerable nurse of learning herself needs to be fed. There is

no lack of money in England, but the British millionaires

seem not to have formed the habit, so widespread here, of giv-

ing money to universities. Dr. Andrew White, defending his

countrymen from the charge of greed, said last November,
in a valedictory speech in Berlin, that the gift of over seventy

million dollars to American colleges in 1901 abundantly proved

that, if the American knows how to chase the mighty dollar,

he also knows how to use it. The British arc earnest money-

getters, but they don’t seem to have the American accomplish-

ment of letting go.

Motltore must be careful what they read to tbeir children,

or, without suspecting it, they may ruin, or at least badly

injure, the morals of the rising generation. They may not

Rafely confine themselves to Jack and Ihe. Beanstalk, Blue-

beard, The Three Bears, and other time-honored classics of

childhood. Mrs. W. D. McClintock, of the Department of

English at the University of Chicago, declares that each of

the tales specifically mentioned above has a vicious “ moral

squint,” and that many of the tales read to children are posi-

tively immoral. Mrs. McClintock would allow no child to read

to itself until it is twelve years old. And for the benefit of

mothers generally she has laid out. a programme of safe and

improving reading, beginning when the child is two years old,

and running through, by years, until it has reached the age of

fourteen. From two to seven years, fairy talcs which have no

“moral squint” should be read; from seven to niue, such

tales as Robinson Crusoe, with a whole year spent on that

especial joy of boyhood; from nine to ten. the Robin Hood
tales and animal stories; from ten to twelve, carefully ex-

purgated tales of the old Creek heroes; from twelvo to thir-

teen, stories dealing with the adventures of good knights,

without too much romance; from thirteen to fourteen, at

least one such play as the “ Merchant of Venice,” and some

one of Scott’s novels. As a general prescription this may do
very well, but in actual practice it would doubtless show the

grave defects of the cure-all patent medicine—it would fail

to fit the individual case. How, for instance, shall a mother

read fairy tales, “ without a moral squint,” to a small son

who is only interested in stories of animals? And little girls

have been known who yawned and went to sleep over the

pages of Robinson Crusoe. At any rate, Mrs. McClintock’s

warning may serve to remind mothers that what their children

read or have read to them during the first ten years of their

life is certain to have a deep and lasting effect upon them.

Thp subject is one which the women’s clubs might profitably

consider.

The reports of the successful use of formalin to cure blood-

poisoning are of very great public interest, and indicate a new
discovery of the highest importance in medicine. Formalin

is an extract of wood-aloohol. It has been used in the form
of vapor in the treatment of tuberculosis of the lungs, but

failed in that use because it destroyed the lung tissues. Its

value as a germicide in blood-poisoning cases was first demon-
strated last Christmas day at the Bellevue Hospital in the

case of a colored woman who had blood-poisoning as a con-

sequence of child-birth. The case was desperate. The woman
had a temperature of 108, and was dying. Blood drawn from
her arm was found to be crowded with the virulent bacteria

of septiewmia. Dr. Charles C. Barrows, feeling that the case

was one in which the trial of a desperate remedy was war-

ranted, injected formalin in considerable quantity into a vein

of her arm. The effect was magical. Improvement fol-

lowed ulmoat instantly. Examination of the blood showed a
vast diminution of bacteria. The patient’s temperature

dropped. Two days later a second injection was made. No
ill effects followed, and ten days later the woman seemed well.

This case, reported at a meeting of the New York Obstetrical

Society, excited the most enthusiastic interest. The new
remedy has since been tried in several obstetrical cases, with
good results. It is too soon to consider its efficacy established,

but there is every reason to hope that medical science has been

enriched by a discovery of the first importance.

Mrs. Eddy has been heard from, She has read extracts from
Mark Twain’s articles on Christian Science, and is stirred to

a number of disclosures. She says it is no fault of hers that

the Scientists call her “ Mother.” She discouraged it, but

vainly. She still thinks the name inapplicable, for she says:
“ I stand in relation to this century as a Christian discoverer,

founder, and leader. I regard self-deification as blasphemous:
I may be more loved, but I am lees lauded, pampered, provided

for. and cheered than others before me—and wherefore? Be-

cause Christian Science is not popular, and I refuse adula-

tion.” Again, after other remarks, sho makes this disclaimer:

“I believe in but one incarnation, but one Mother Mary, and
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know T nm not that on<\ and nevpr claimed to he. ... I hare

not the inspiration, nor the aspiration, to be a first or second

Virgin Mother— her duplicate, antecedent, or consequent.

What 1 am remain* to be proved by the good 1 do.” It will be

seen that, modest an she is, she takes herself pretty seriously.

Mark Twain advertised in the Wbkly of last week that he

was anxious to get certain of her writings which he had not

been able to procure. She can easily get sight of his writings

on Christian Science, and it is to be hoped that she will not

rest content with the sight of mere extracts from them, but

will read all his articles all through. Then perhaps die will

case Mark's fear that she thinks she is the woman of the

Apocalypse, and, possibly, will also make some statement about

the so-called Christian Science Trust, it* powers and profits,

actual and prospective, which will relieve the minds of ap-

prehensive observers.

The dinner to John Hay by the Ohio Society was a de-

served tribute to a scholar and a statesman. But we do not

intend to follow in the footsteps of hie hosts more than to ex-

press our pleasure that the Secretary of State was thus hon-

ored. One speech of the occasion, however, is worthy of special

mention, because some of the allusions to it suggest that it

was taken as a satire on President Roosevelt. Mr. James H.

Hoyt seemed to praise Mr. Hay for the possession of every

quality which Mr. Roosevelt is supposed to lack. He said,

among other things, for example, that while “ we Americans

are aggressive, and greatly admire push and courage and
dash and pluck,” there is a “strong strain of conservatism in

u»
M

; that “ away down in our hearts we Americans like, abovp

all, a safe man. When one of our public servants has fairly

won our confidence iu his discretion, he always becomes de-

servedly great in our estimation.” lie also said, “ while John
Hay remains Secretary of State we Americans can sleep

nights." He expressed the opinion that while Mr. Hay would
be careful to sustain the honor of the nation, “ he will never

lower the dignity of that majestic emblem by needlessly daunt-

ing it in the face of the world.” In the mouth of an enemy
these remarks might be counted as a reflection on the Presi-

dent, as at least rather broad irony. But there is no reason

to believe that Mr. Hoyt incant them thus, and it is certain

that if he did. Mr. Hay would not have been pleased. In

fact, Mr. Hay is indeed very different from the President.

This difference very much alarms some of the people of

Massachusetts, who do not want to believe that Mr. Lodge will

succeed in forcing Mr. ITay out of the cabinet. But the Presi-

dent also recognizes the difference, aud it is partly b<«cau8e of

it, because Mr. nay supplements him, that lie is desirous that

the honored guest of the Ohio Society shall remain in the cab-

inet, and at the head of the State Department.

In his public relations Abram Stevens Hewitt exemplified

that earlier aud loftier conception of citizenship. “ when to

be eitizen rang Roman yet.” Scarcely any oilier man of his

day could have offered a more plausible excuse for declining

to take an active part in politic*, for from the beginning to

tho end of his adult life he gave his time and his strength

to the development of a great nutionul industry. If Ik* had
never given an hour to State and municipal affairs, he would
still have had a claim to be remembered, for his name is in-

separably associated with the history of iron and steel manu-
factures in the United States. He considered himself in-

debted, however, to the |K»litical conditions of his country for

the opportunities of personal advancement which he turned
to memorable account, and he considered it liis duty to dis-

charge the obligation by keeping steadily in view the welfare

of his city and of the nation. A firm believer in Democratic
principles ns they were propounded and applied by Jefferson,

be was no slave to party, but co-oiwrated with Tilden in the

overthrow of the Tweed Ring, and lie was one of the leaders

of the great secession of Odd Democrat* that assured the de-

feat of Mr. Bryiui in and IfXK). He used to say in these

latter years that the Democratic party had left him. rather

tlum he the party, and there is reason to think that had his

life been prolonged he would have been seen once more among
the chiuf* of a revivified Democracy. He had none of the

arts of the politician—he lacked the patience and the pliancy

which the acquirement of those arts demands—but, considered

os a statesman in the large aud high sense of the word, it is

doubtful whether since Do Witt Clinton the State of New

York hat* given birth to a son better qualified for public ser-

vice. He must be largely credited with the fact that the

problems of rapid transit in the city of New York and of inter-

communication between the boroughs of the metropolis have

at last been brought near solution. To him also, more per-

haps than to any other Democratic leader, tho country owed

its escape from civil war in the winter of 1878-7, when the

rival claims of Hn.vea and Tilden to the Presidency were re-

ferred to an electoral commission. A leas impressive, but emi-

nently useful, outcome of Mr. Hewitt's connection with na-

tional legislation is thp United States Geological Survey. We
odd that the clarity and vigor of hia intellect remained uti*

diminished almost to the last. None of his earlier public

loiters is better worth reading than are those penned in the

last year of hia life, in which he defined hia attitude toward the

so-called “ trusts,” ami discussed the political and economical

questions raised by the strike iu the anthracite coal region.

With tlie death of tlie Pari* correspondent of the Time*
the journalistic world loses its rao-t distinguished, or at least

its best-known, member. M. de Blowit*, a Hebrew of the

Hebrews in race and aiipearance, was born in Bohemia, close

to Pilscn, the great home of lager-beer. Ho went early to

France, apparently adopted thp honorific particle on his own
responsibility, and became a language-teacher in the south.

He shouldered a musket in the Franoo-Prusaian war, and ren-

dered good service to the government during the rod days of

the Commune. He was offered a consulship in Ruaaia, but

about the name time Laurence Oliphant asked him to interview

M. Thiers for the Time*, and this was the first step up the

ladder of journalistic fame. With a gift for self-advancement

amounting to genius, M. Blowit* managed to make himself

an international personage. Ministries in Paris came aud
disappeared, but Blowit* went on forever. He damned with

faint praise, or praised with faint damns, as the humor took

him; and all Pari* looked in the Time* to learn how it had
been behaving during the last twenty-four hours. He had
more power than an ambassador, and tlie world of letters should

erect a statue in his honor, as a type of the old Jovian school

of journalists, whose personal view and personal wort! had
weight in the destiny of nations. No figure has loomed so

large in Paris during the last thirty years.

Readers of 1 1aspkr’k Wkkki.v and IIahpkr’h Maoazivr lost

an old friend by tlie death of Julian Ralph. Newspaper read-

ers of mature years remember his long and brilliant service

as a reporter and correspondent of the Sun. He joined that

paper about 187ft, and continued on its staff for twenty years.

No American paper ever had a better lot of reporters than

Mr. Dana got together in those days, and the Sun never had
a better riqiorter than Julian Ralph. He could see and re-

member and write. He had imagination and humor and a
genial spirit. Some of his stories, continued from day to day,

read like novels, and good novels at that. Political conven-
tions and occasional murder trials gave him great opportuni-

ties, and what he wrote, hastily as it was done, made wonder-

fully good reading, and came near being literature. In, 1805

he went to London as correspondent of a New York paper, and
happened unluckily to l>c there when the Boer war broke ont.

He went to .South Africa as correspondent of the London
.Win/, suffered great hardships there, lost his health, and
came homp in 1002 mnch the worse for his experience*. Last

November lie was appointed Eastern representative of the St.

Louis Fair, but six week* ago he was seized with illness, which
caused his death on January 90. He wrote nine books, of

which seven were published by the Harpers. His death at fifty

is a sorrowful consequent*' of his labors as a war correspondent.

Mr. Edwin A. Alderman, whose portrait appears in our
erics this week, has devoted his best years to education in the

South. Apart from his duties as n university president

—

he was at the head of the University of North Carolina from
1800 to 1000, and is now president of Tulane University in

New Orleans—he has been for some time a director of tlie

Southern Education Board, of which Mr. Robert C. Ogden
is president. The work of this board in connection with that

of the General Education Board has already shown splendid

results. Mr. Aldcrmnn is contributing largely, especially in

the Southwest, to the successful currying ont of their energetic

educational policy. Tie is now forty.
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The South and Cuba

Thrkk has been ituini footed a curiously

narrow view of tbrir duties by some of the

Southern Democratic Senator*. We do not

write for the purpose of prevailing upon

them to vote for the ratification of the

Cuhan treaty, because it is to be hoped that

before these words reach them the treaty

will have been ratified, or, at least, that

they will then have abandoned their opposi-

tion to it Their first thought, however,

whether they continue to entertain it or

whether they abandon it. affords the coun-

try atlll further evidence that the South

cannot take a leading place in national

politics until some of its hasty sons are

taught a lesnon of wisdom.
Srnator Macon of tieorgia is a man of

ability, but he was not serving the Demo-

cratic party when he announced his opposi-

tion to the Cuban reciprocity treaty, for

the simple irason that his position was
hostile to the best interests of the country,

while it was inconsistent with a proper re-

gard for the national honor. Moreover, if

now or hereafter -Senator Bacon and those

Democrats who have thought with him
succeed in committing the Democratic party

to their view, that party will be open to

the suspicion of having been acquired by

the Louisiana and the beet-sugar interests.

Nothing could he more suicidal than the

adoption by his party of Mr. Bacon's views

concerning the proper attitude to lie main-

tained by the Southern States towards the

tariff and towards tariff question*. He
says: 14

1 am opposed to protective tariffs

;>er *r. I am against the whole principle

of protection.” Then he proceed* to nay

that he is opposed to the Onhan reciprocity

treaty because it involves an assault upon
the Industrie* of the South. He meant by

this, undoubtedly, that the reduction of

duty on Cuban sugar for five years would
injure the Louisiana sugar industry. He
overlooked, therefore, the more rapidly

growing beet-sugar Industry of the North-

west. which, comparatively small as it is.

is not a Southern interest, so that, even on
Mr. Bacon'* low plane of political and
economic philosophy, the Cuban treaty is

not sectional.

Mr. Bacon and other Southern public

men who think n* he doe* have helped to

make the Democratic party impotent for

good ever since the dose of the war of

secession. One of the evils of our high

protective tariff law is that it promotes

sectionalism. One of the great opportuni-

ties of the Democratic party i» that it may
help to mitigate a policy which is not only

a burden upon ail our agricultural pro-

ducers and upon all our consumers, hut

which is growing to be a restraint ujion

manufacturing, as it ha* long lieen upon
commerce.

Unless the Democratic party assumes the

policy of enlightenment, unless it advocates

Industrial and commercial freedom, unless

it is to insist upon the gradual dissolution

of the existing corrupting partnership be-

tween the great combinations and the gov-

ernment. a partnership formulated in the

protective tariff law. there is little reason

to prefer it to its opponent. A fine practi-

cal opportunity for showing its good faith,

for proving that it is for liberal commerce,
for fair international dealing, is presented

by this Cuban reciprocity treaty. Another
excellent opportunity was presented last

year when the Philippine tariff bill was be-

fore the Senate. When the measure was in

the House of Representatives, the Demo-
crats then voted to increase the tariff con-

cession to the archipelago; but when the

bill reached the Srnatr a sufficient number
of Democrats voted against the Foraker
amendment to deny to the Filipino* a reduc-

tion of fifty instead of one of twenty-five

per cent.

Last winter, the excuse was that the

Democratic Senators believed in free trade

with the Filipinos. Therefore they would
take nothing less, a decision which has re-

sulted in serious loss to the inlands and
such an obstacle to our commerce with

them that, this year, the Republicans them-

selves have Iwen forced to consider a con-

cession of seventy-five per cent. This year

Mr. Macon follows up the folly of a year

ago. and says that while he favors a liberal

policy, he will not do anything that will

injure his section, regarded from a purely

protectionist point of view, for Mr. Macon’s

view of Southern interests is a protection-

ist. and. therefore, a local, view. The real

interesta of hia section will be promoted by

an expanded commerce, and not by tying

tile whole South to the sugar industry of

Isiuiaiana, a policy which, so far as that

State is concerned, ha* made it Republi-

can on every issue, with the exception of

(lie race question. More important still,

the real intereats of the South are to he

best promoted by an emergence from sec-

tionalism on to the broad plane of na-

t ionalism.

The country follows the President on this

snhjeet of Cuban reciprocity. It believes

with him. or as he did believe when lie

wrote his first message to Cnngreaa, that

iummnn principles of fair dealing demand
that we should keep the promises which

the Cuhan commissioners understood to

have been made to them by Mr. McKinley

and Mr. Root. It is not an answer to say

that Mr. McKinley and Mr. Root could not

promise what it was within the power of

Congress alone to grant. The question is,

ns Secretary Moody once put it,
** What did

the Cubans understand?” We are too big.

too powerful, to be ungenerous or technical

in our interpretation of that promise. Mr.

Roosevelt helievea that it should be ful-

filled. Mr. Root is sure that It should lie.

The country is in agreement with them.

So universal ia the feeling that the nation's

honor is involved in the matter, that even

the beet-sugar States gare their Senator*

and Representative* to understand that

they had made a mistake in bringing about

the defeat of the bill for Cuba which passed

the House of Representatives at the last

session of Congreas, but, by caucus tactics,

wa* made to fail of consideration in the

Senate.

These Southern Senators ought to have

realized by thin time that the nation Is

growing stronger and larger in the imagina-

tiona of the people, and that the sections are

growing smaller and of lewt importance. The
man nr the party who now puts himself or

itself athwart the path of the nation is

likely to l»e swept aside, ami perhaps de-

stroyed. Mr. Macon’* false notion of his

duty to the sugar-cane growers cannot he

permitted to prevent the keeping of the

nation’s faith. Neither the sugar cam* nor

the sugar beet, nor the South alone, nor the

West alone, nor New Kngland nlonr, can
rule thia country. The sooner the Demo-
cratic party realizes this, the sooner will it

put itself in the way of victory. There are

many Southerners who have risen up to the

modern conception of the nation, and to

the fact that the interests of the whole

country are to lie considered first. The Re-

publican party, based on protectionism

as it is, cannot fully comprehend the need

of the time. With few exceptions, its

lenders are dinging to it* sectionalizing

polity The opportunity is therefore open
to the Democrats. It is especially open to

Southern Democrats, who have only to in-

sist upon the old economic doctrine of their

party. If this opportunity is not seized, it

will pn*A away and into other hands. The

paltry policy announced by Mr. Bacon ia

like the refusal of a golden crown. If it is

symptomatic of the Southern Democratic
party, if the South cannot grow to the pro-

portions of a national policy, it* day of

return to leadership is yet far off ; but it

is sincerely to lie hoped,—and there ia evi-

dence to sustain the hope.—that Mr. Baron
has not spoken for those Southerners who
ran lake the leadership if they will.

The German Emperor and

the Monroe Doctrine

The attitude of the German Emperor
toward* this country furnishes food for

interesting speculation. It Is no longer a
secret in well-informed circles in Washing-
ton and elsewhere that Dr. Von Hollrben

has been recalled because he did not satisfy

the Kmpcror. The question remains, how-

ever, a* to how and where he fell short in

carrying out hi* master's wishes. He was
ecrtninly, in many respects, an impressive

minister and ambassador. He was much
in soeiety. Among the many self-amusing

and mutually entertaining people of the

capital he was fairly popular. He did hia

best to carry out the Emperor's purpose to

establish German nnd weaken English in-

fluence in this country. He was faithful.

He was, however, a dragoon in diplomacy,

haring entered the sendee, as they say, hy

the back door, coming from the army. In-

tent a* he was on furthering the interests

of the Emperor, he did not quite compre-

hend his master’s purposes. In the opinion

of that master, hit ambassador cultivated

the wrong kind of society. He was too

much at Harvard, and too little In Wall

Street. Too many of his American and

German- American friends were academi-

cians, and too few were financiers. The
Emperor wan not appealed to as deeply hy

the LL.D. at Harvard a* he would have

been hy the news that his representative

at Washington was In the habit of riding

wildly with the President. Dr. Von Hollc-

hen thought that his best plan was to

cultivate the friendship and to gain the

confidence of the scholars and thoughtful

men of the country. The Emperor enter-

tained a different notion; he believed that

Germany’s purpose would best be served by

winning the President, courting the alli-

ance of the captains of industry, and ex-

citing the plaudits of the multitude. Dr.

Von Hollcben was not happy enough to

liecnme intimate with the President, nor

did he make progress with the financial in-

terests or with the people. So far as the

President wa» concerned, his ill success was
noticeable, and the Emperor himself did

not aid him hy his inopportune attempt to

deny the reality of Lord Pauncefote’s

friendship for this country. Indeed. Dr.

Von Holleben distinctly fell In the estima-

tion of the members of the administrative

circle when the Emperor’s action revealed,

or provoked, a question of veracity between

the German and British representatives.

From his point of view, the German Em-
peror’* policy is correct. If he is to accom-

plish what he has set his heart upon, his

ambassador must l>e what Dr. Von Holleben

was not. nnd must do what he failed to do.

or what he neglected to undertake. The
German Emperor has adopted a new policy

in his relation* with the United fltates.

Until the conclusion of the Spanish war,

he agreed with Bismarck that the Monroe
doctrine was an 44 impertinence.”— nn
" American impertinence." Rome Germans
of importance, whose minds are not so

agile as the Emperor's, continue to think

thus. One of them repented the odd re-
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murk—odd in the light of rwnt revela-

tionit—only » wwk or *o Ago. I>r. Von

Holleben. however, is not one of the***, hut

he seemed, nevertheleas, to believe that the

Kmperor’ti change of policy simply meant

that he wa* trying to get the better of the

doctrine by blinding us to his purpose by

blandishments. Thin «u not astute. It

was a hasty jump at a ^inclusion, and

naturally, therefore, resulted in a wrong

landing. It resembled the ambassador's

error in unking Lord Pauncefnte to enter-

tain Prince Henry at dinner. Dr. Von
Holleben had seen and recognized signs

that the Emperor did not wish to alienate

England to the point of unfriendliness, and

he made the request of Lord Pauncefote in

the happy confidence that he was antici-

pating his master's inclinations. He was

rudely awakened to the knowledge of his

hlundcr by a cable which informed him
that under no circumstances would the

Prince be permitted to dine with the Brit*

ish ambassador.

The Emperor, doubtless, did think at one

time that he could unite Europe, includ-

ing England, in hostility to the Monroe
doctrine. When he found that this pur-

pose would not work; that England was
wise enough to stand by the doctrine

which an English statesman invented, and
the maintenance of which la quite n* im-

portant to British interest* a* to those of

the United States; that the insolence of

Von Diederichs did not help Clermany with
England, and that the assault ujion Lord
Pauncefote actually injured Germany and
impaired Dr. Von Holleben’s influence with
the Washington administration—he quickly

cmti|M>*rd h new design, and in the ac-

complishment of this new design his old

ambassador could not be useful, partly on
account of his failure to comprehend it, and
partly because the Emperor himself had
made him ineffective. The truth is that
our administration was so enraged at the

attempts upon Lord Pauncefote that A man
as bright ns the Emperor could not fail to

understand that by it he had made hia tool

at Washington utterly useless.

The Emperor’a new policy la to secure

shelter under the Monroe doctrine. To
accomplish this he must not only cease to

regard the doctrine as an impertinence, but
he must accept it aa a rule of international

law, and must assume towards it the atti-

tude which, as wi pointed out last week,

is the attitude which England ought to as-

sume by reason of her interests and of her
historical responsibility for it* adoption

and declaration by President Monroe. The
German Emperor looks to colonization in

South America. German emigration to

Brazil and the Argentine has awakened a

dream of empire on this side of the Atlan-

tic. The promise at present is small, but
if it could be certain that his rule might
accompany It, the Emperor would under-
take to stimulate the popular movement.
Thia, of course, was in his mind. and. be-

fore that, it was in the mind of Bismarck
when the policy waa denunciation of the

doctrine. The German purpose bus not
changed, if the method of effectuating it

has been revolutionized. The purpose is to

secure the right of colonization in Smith
America; the new method is to induce
this country to assent that the German
Empire, as well as England, shall lie a part-

ner with the United States In asserting

and maintaining the doctrine. The resist-

ance to lie overcome before this method can
lie successful is very great. The official and
flic public opinions of this country and of

England are opposed to the establishment
of a piece of the German Empire, with ita

strong inclination for tariff wars, on thia

side of the Atlantic. Such an establish-

ment would greatly injure a market which

England already possesses, and would pre-

vent our establishment of one that we de-

sire. The Emperor, however, has set him-

self to the task. He has succeeded in

s«*coring an alliance with England for a

small raid on a South-American republic,

hoping to perpetuate it and to secure the

aid of his uncle's kingdom in bringing

about a permanent and sympathetic union

which will exempt from the operation of

the doctrine German colonies to be, as

existing British colonics are already ex-

empted.

In furtherance of this object, the Em-
peror has also selected Baron Speck von
Stcrnburg as representative to succeed Von
Holleben. The new envoy is not of am-
ltassudoriul rank, but that matters nothing,

for the Emperor will supply him with
sufficient rank for liis pur|Kwe. Baron
von Stcrnburg will be n welcome addition

to Washington society. He has long been

nn intimate friend of Mr. Roosevelt. He
can ride ns hard and ns fast as the Presi-

dent. He is as strenuous and ns reaction-

ary. He can charm the people whom he
will meet at the capital, and he will be

able to excite popular enthusiasm. He will

stimulate the excitability of the Washing-
ton Atmosphere; but when be comm to the

effort to induce the President to assent to

n modification of the Monroe doctrine so

that German South-American colonies may
lie set up with the concurrence of this gov-

ernment, lie will doubtless discover that

the Emperor’s new and amiable plan is no
more effectual than was his first and
hostile scheme. The President will not ad-

mit the German Emperor ns a partner in

the Monroe doctrine (first) because he
doea - not want the association, and
(second) because, if he did, he knows
that thr country would object. As condi-

tions exist, it is no more possible for Ger-
many to crawl under the Monroe tent by
prevailing upon us to look the other way
for a moment than it is possible for the
Emperor to rnsh the guardians.

The Kaiser’s New Envoy

Tug Kaiser hns done a shrewd thing in

•ending, as his envoy extraordinary to

Washington. Bnron Speck von Stcrnburg.

There are various reasons for congratu-

lating him on his choice. It would not lie

in consonance with the rather rigid rule*

of preferment obtaining in the diplomatic

service of Germany for the Kaiser to make
Bnron Stcrnburg the immediate and full-

fledged successor to Tiuron Holleben, with
the title and rnnk of German ambassador
to Washington. Baron Stcrnburg has not
been long enough in the diplomatic service

for that, nor hns h<* had that large measure
of varied experience in responsible and rep-

resentative positions at n number of Euro-

pean courts which ia deemed requisite in

Berlin to fit a man for one of the seven nra-

hasHadorships which are the seven “ sugar
plums” and the highest offices attainable,

in the purely diplomatic line, in the service

of the Empire. Baron Stcrnburg joined the

German diplomatic rnnks much later than
is habitual there. His youth and hia early

manhood were spent in the German army.
He was a dashing cavalry officer and had
served with distinction in the 18th Hussar
Regiment, forming part of the Saxon con-

tingent, when he turned to diplomacy.
Thus, he hns barely a decennium of diplo-

matic service as a score, and this fact, if the

man had not shown unusual aptitude,

coupled with great fact and other qualities

that arr rnre in the diplomatic service of

any country, would in Itself have sufficed to

prevent his rising too rapidly. Men who

joined the German diplomatic corps simul-

taneously with him have scarcely gone
higher us yet than to a second secretary-

ship at one of the more important court",

nr else to some minor post. It speaks
plainer than words for Stcrnburg'* great

ability that be has managed to break
through the meshes of that network of

tradition and custom enwrapping Ger-
many's entire diplomatic service on several

conspicuous occasions, that be bus la-en in-

trusted with independent mission* of a

highly delicate and important character, ac-

quitting himself to the entire satisfaction

of his sovereign, and that, in so short a

time, he lias attained a high rank ami an
enviable reputation, both at home and
abroad. No confidence is violated when it

is said that he is prrtona fjratixximn. not
alone with the Kaiser, but with President

Roosevelt and the American official and
political world. With the Kaiser be be-

came so solely through his merits, and on
this side of the water it has principally

been the efficiency and tactfulness, together

with the sympathetic manner in which he
was largely instrumental in laying that

silly but annoying Samoan ghost, a couple

of years ago, which for a time 'seriously

threatened to strain Americo-German rela-

tions. and the extraordinarily well-inform-

ed manner In which, la-fore and since, he
had fathomed and then reported home the

spirit of the American people as he had
found it during his connection with the

German embassy in Washington. In ar-

riving at correct conclusion* as to the tem-

per and aims, likes and dislikes, currents

of thought and driving forces in the politi-

cal life of the American people, Bnron
Strrnburg ha* been enjoying more than
ordinary means. His English birth and
childhood: his English mother, and the fact

(hat English is his mother-tongue and hi*

favorite vehicle of expression: his varied

travels and official experiences in English-

speaking countries, a large part of which was
in this land; and, finally, his marriage to a

lovely and highly accomplished Kentucky
girl,—nil these factors combined to give

hint a clear and sympathetic insight into

lmtli the American and the English mind
and character, and to thus make him an
exceptionally valuable interpreter of it to

his government. Neither the Kaiser nor hi*

government will, without pressing need or

for exceptional reasons, disregard the

hoary traditions as to “ seniority ” and the

regular scale of advancement in vogue in

the German diplomatic service. And it is,

therefore, doubtful whether Bnron Stern-

burg. even if his mission to thia country
should turn out as successful as one may
confidently expect it will, will be promoted
in the immediate future, over the heads

of scores of other and older competitors, to

the rank and emoluments of a German
ambassador to Washington, ne is still a

young man. it must hr remembered, and he
has so far held no independent diplomatic
(tost at even one of the smaller courts. But
it may be foreshadowed for him that he

will be. first, <fe facto, a very efficient diplo-

matic representative of Germany at our na-

tional capital, under whose guidance the

German part of the Venezuelan imbroglio

will he disentangled in a way to give no
needless offence to American susceptibili-

ties, and next lie promoted to the regular

ambassadorship itself. Certainly. It would
tie a graceful thing for the Kaiser to do.

In this connection it may be timely to de-

stroy an erroneous opinion, frequently ex-

pressed in the American press, viz., that

Baron Stcrnburg lost favor in Berlin when
he had. as Germany's special commissioner

to Samoa, settled, in conjunction with the

British and American commissioners, that

hornets’ nest of tripartite squabbles to the
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*utisfaotion of the three purlin*. It has
also been stated ainre. on many occasion*,

that hia transfer to CuUntta, an Geriiisn

consul-general, was in the nature of u deg-

radation and punishment therefor. The
exact opposite is true. The high opinion

the Kaiser holds of him dates from the

very time Baron Sternburg showed such

statesmanlike qualities in removing for

good ami all the Samoan problem from the

international horizon, the conciliatory man-
ner of his doing it subserving Germany's
beat and moat vital interests. And as for

his appointment to Culrutta, that was dis-

tinct preferment. If at that time one of

the minor ministerships, to either Denmark,
Switzerland, or elsewhere, had la*en vacant,

no doubt it would have lieen offered 1 taron
Sternburg. But in the absence of that the

Itost to Calcutta, one of the liighe*t-|»aid

and most important in the German service,

was given him, his English sympathies
lieing also taken into consideration. It has,

besides, been an open secret in Berlin for

years that the Kaiser has had his eye on
Sternburg for Washington, and there were
good and potent reasons for it. The only
*erioua competitor, for the space of several

years, in his way was another tierman
diplomat very popular in Washington,
namely. Mumm von Sehwarzenstein. The
latter it was who effected the so-called

Saratoga Convention between the two coun-

tries, an agreement on tariff matters which
did considerable for a time in allaying

mutual recriminations in the matter of

levying duties. But the despatching of

Herr von Sehwarzenstein a» German minis-

ter to China removed that gentlemsn from
the list of “ possibilities," and his useful-

ness to Germany in China has proved too

great to admit of his being recalled from
there for years to come. Besides, Schwarz-
enstein’s American experience* lie farther
liack, ten years ago and over. With the
present mno<l of the American people, with
the political currents here to-day. he has
little, if any. acquaintance. The field is,

therefore, free for Sternburg.

To the Jews a Stumbling-block

and to the Greeks Foolishness

A rorxn man who has great possessions,

and is also the teacher of a Bible Haas in

a church of this city, grappled a few Sun-

days ago with that difficult text of Scrip-

ture relating to the hardships of a rich mini

in entering the kingdom of God. He frank-

ly debated it with the members of his class,

and did not spare himself the tacit or ex-

plicit inferences in the mind* of his bearer*,

however personal he may have felt them. He
reasoned first that when Jesus bade that
other young man who had great possession*

go and sell what he had and give to tin- poor,

conditions of society were very different

from the social conditions of to-day. He then
held that there were many things a man
might give up for Christ's sake beside* his

property, as. for instance, legitimate plea-

sures, though he did not say why he need;

that it was always a matter between Christ
and His follower what should lie given up;
and he suggested that Christ might have per-

ceived that the heart of that, young man was
mainly set upon his possessions, and there-

fore their sacrifice was the sacrifice due from
him. He thought that we ought to take
Christ’s words in a broad sense, yet he ap-

plauded the disciptes who left their nets and
followed Him, though he seemed to feel tluit

their merit was in their obedience rather
than in the surrender of their property.

When one of his class asked, “ How ahout
Tolstoy, who gave up everything in life, all

his worldly possessions!” the young man did

not take the u*um! short and easy way with

Tolstoy.and say simply tluit he was a crank,

and that was how about him, but answered
that his was “ certainly a very noble exam-
ple," though he urged again the difference

of the present social conditions, and argued
tluit a man could serve God while attend-

ing strictly to business, and we must not

take Christ's sayings in a literal sense.

Upon the whole, his discourse as reported,

was pathetie, for he said quite what that

other young man who had great possessions

might have said to a Bible elaHA in the syna-

gogue. after parting very sorrowful with
Jesus. So one can read that plain story

without u heartache, if he has a heart: it

is awfully human; and no one, if he has a
heart, can withhold u throb of compassion
for the young man with great possessions

who finds himself in like case to-day; who
hears that call and longs to oliey, but cannot

because of his great possessions. Then, as

now. such n young man would have told

the members of his class that " the con-

ditions of society " were different from
those of a time when a person could give

up his property for the sake of life ever-

lasting. He would have made excuses, and
said that, those fishermen who had left their

nets at Christ’s call had certainly set a very

noble example. " and that the lesson to be

derived is obedience to the words of

Christ," but you must first make sure

whether He meant His words to lie taken

figuratively or literally. The young man
would prohably have argued that it would
do very well for a lot of poor fishermen,

who ha<l little to lose, anyway, to take them
literally, but that a person of independent

property, realizing all the high responsibili-

ties of wealth, had better think twice la-fore

he did so. He might even have shown that

obedience in some such canes would he es-

sentially impossible; that if, for instance,

a certain very wealthy man of that day
gave every village in Judea a free library,

still he would prolwbly not succeed in dying

poor. Perhaps if Jc*u* Himself had been

present at the debate He would not have

lieen able to refute the young man’s posi-

tion.

Still, we think that in the very first of

them the young man was wrong. The condi-

tions of competitive society are now just

what they always were, without the shadow
of change. The world, the flesh, and the

devil we have had always with us. It is

no harder in New York now to do the will

of Christ, to fulfil his Mayings literally, than

it was in Jerusalem two thousand years ago.

There were then rich and poor, ns there are

now, and there was the same buying and
selling and getting gain. The question is

whether the literal fulfilment of Mis say-

ings was not always impossible. A few of

His Immediate followers thought not, and
fnrmrd themselves into a little republic, in

which they had all things common, but that

was where they fell down, and their repub-

lic with them. They still left the well-mean-

ing to ask themselves how they could enlarge

the eye of the needle so as to enter the king-

dom of God with their assets, after having

given the deserving poor all they could with-

out pauperizing them.

But that answer to the young man who
had great possessions was not the only hard
saying of the Master, who. we are instructed,

ought to he ol»eyed in what lie meant rather

than what. He said, though without His words

His meaning is difficult. He also said. “ He
that lonketh upon a woman to lust after

her. hath " done something worse than

begin a harmless flirtation: but if this were
taken litprally, there could be no more
df-colletl toilettes. He said, “ Thou shalt not

kill." but if he were obeyed in this there

would be no chance of a great people consti-

ISO

tuting themselves a world |iower. lie subl.

“ Do unto others ns ye would they should

do unto you." but if we had taken this com-
mand seriously what would have become of

the helpless Filipinos! He Imde us turn the

other cheek to him who has smitten us, but

if people did ao. then* could lie no such thing

as the honor of a gentleman. His teachings

in regard to divorce were sueh that if they
were taken on their face large numbers of

our fellow-men and fellow-women would not

lie living now in what they regard as holy

matrimony.
Werr these and other sayings of Christ

too hard for human nature! It would real-

ly seem that they were; and the ehurrh is

founded on the spirit of words whose letter

killeth. It cornea mercifully between the

absolute love and purity and righteousness

and the trembling sinner who would like to

oliey. but does not want to. and offers him
a compromise, a modus virendi. which he
can accept. Sometimes it does this in one
way. and sometimes in another, according

to its special creed, or his special need, and
ns the churches are several, and by no means
all of the same niind. there is hope for almost
every sort of sinner. The church has tried

to have the children of light do as wisely

in their generation ns the children of dark-
ness. and it cannot be said that it has not

succeeded. It offers a compromise, a wio-

dus vivtndi: but nobody contends that this

is final. Perhaps we are really, though un-
consciously, waiting for the conditions to lie

changed, so that the precepts of Christ shall

be practicable. In that time, whenever it

comes, no young man having great posses-

sions will he obliged to account for their

retention, for there will lie no such young
man. Meanwhile, with Christ figuratively

taken. Christianity get* on very well, while

with Christ taken literally, it bristles with
apparently insuperable difficulties.

The Crocus

i

Ox mountains the croeus

Kre hollows be clear

In the bed of the snowdrift

Will rise ami appear.

Aloft the pure crocus.

Born under the snow.

In the sun is left trembling.

All hare to hi* glow—
lake the heart of the woman who tistena

To love in the forests below.

II

The Lover speak*.*—

O light -horn, how oft

Khali I drink in like wine

Thy body cloud-soft.

Earth’s marvel, yet mine?
How oft shall I dare.

I'nabsolv^ by death,

In the flood of thy hair

And the flame of thy breath!

From the incense-boat sun hast thou wan-
dered.

A dream from a time beyond death.

III

And she yearns to respond

To that strain out of reach.

To the glowing and subtle

Stream spirit of speech.

But she weeps—all. too childish

For love is the spun

Of the half-bestrung lyre

Of the language of man.
So she breathe* the sun-song of the crocuB

—

Reveal it, repent it, who can!
IIchiikkt Trench,
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Mr. Chamberlain

By Sydney Brooks

Lonno*, January 7, 1903.

V«T curious in Ihr position Mr. Ohara-

herlain holds in the public life of England.

His triumphal progress through South

Africa marks the climax of one of the

strangest careers that hn* ever been inter-

woven with the tale of English polities.

Disraeli himself, from the moment hie first

speech was laughed down in the House of

CommOS* to the day when he stood up be-

fore the Berlin Congress, the world’s cen-

tral figure, hardly surpassed its shifting

fortunes, it was said of Sir Robert Peel

that “of almost all the great meaanrea

with which his name is associated, he at-

tained great eminence a* their opponent be-

fore he attained even greater eminenee as

their advocate”: and it has taken volumes

to explain and justify Sir Robert. A whole

library will he needed tn explain and justify

Mr. Chamberlain. He has boxed the entire

political compass. He began life as an ex-

treme Radical, with more than a touch of

half-baked Republicanism about him. There
was a time when people serlonely looked to

Chamberlain and IKlkc as the forerunners

of an English republic. Those were the

days when he denounced the aristocracy as

a class that “ toils not, neither does It

spin.” when he spoke ns though the owner-
ship of property were a crime, when the

rosy-cheeked country gentlemen in the

House of Commons almost shrieked at the

idea of his entering the sacred precincts,

and when Lord Salisbury publicly comment-
ed on the appropriateness of Mr. Chamber-
lain's initials, inasmuch as they were also

those of Jack Cade. Well, this same Mr.
Chamherlnin is now a member of the stiff-

cst Tory government that England has
known for thirty years. He started aa a
I.ittle-F.nglander of the most provincial and
LaboncfarrMn type, and confessed himself
prouder of his work in Birmingham than
of the whole British Empire. He lived to

be mi ashamed of his early speeches that
when some thoughtful enemy collected and
published them, he bought up and destroy-

ed every copy of the volume he could lay
his hands on. lie hns now made himself

the exponent of an eqnallv pronounced

Imperialism, and written himself on his-

tory as the first Colonial Secretary with a

policy of his own. He was “ a home-ruler
before Mr. Gladstone," yet he broke up the
Liberal party on the home-rule question; a
Dissenter, yet he votes for dole# to the

Established Church ; a foremost advocate of
secular education, yet a member of a

cabinet that, as the Education bill showed,
will risk anything in support of the denomi-
national system. He is-gnn by attacking
the House of Turds; he may end by sitting

in it. He lias joined every party nml been
on both sides of every public question, and
yet stood always alone.

That is the way his opponents usually
sum up the case against Mr. Chamberlain,
and it is not to lie met by his simple state*

ment, “ It is circumstances that have
changed, not I.” Mr. Chamberlain has
changed too, and as in«»t people who have
read his early speeches will agiee, it is wry
much to his credit and advantage that he
has. But there is a good deal in the argu-
ment that the inconsistencies of his career
have, as it were, been forced apon him.
Americans may conceive his position exact-
ly if they will imagine an able and strenu-
ous Democrat who. finding himself honestly
unable to vote for free silver, has joined

the Republican ranks. So long ns the party
he has left continues to pin its faith In the

objectionable measure, hr- is constrained to

number himself umong its opponent*. Once

granted that that is the only right course

open to him. and it is easy to understand

how close and constant association with the

Republicans may modify his views on the

tariff and “ government by injunction ” and
so on. This has been Mr. Chamberlain's

case precisely. He left the Gladstoniana,

and doomed himself and those who seceded

with hint to ten years of political exile be-

muse he regarded the partieular form of

Irish home-rule proposer! in 1K8G as the

beginning of the disruption of the Empire.

In the pa»t seventeen years the alllanee

with the Conservatives has grown into an
indissoluble union. Mid as a practical poli-

tician Mr. Chamberlain has been obliged

to recognize the fact. It has undoubtedly
toned him down in some particulars-, on
the other hand, he, just, aa undoubtedly, has

contrived to nib off some of the Conserva-

tive angles. There has lieen an approxima-
tion on tioth sides. He has liberalised

the Tories, and the Tories have partially

deradical 1ml him. For the rest, he has

grown in breadth as the whole country has
grown, saving only the stern and unbending
relics of Glad*tnniani*m. like Harcourt and
John Morley. He no longer wishes to

tinker at the old and tried institutions of

the country: no more does anybody else.

It is perhaps less correct to say he has

changed than that he has not stood still.

At heart he is a Radical oven now. hut a

passive Radical, a Radical with n jnster

sense of what Is possible, ne would still.

If he could, disestablish the Church of Eng
land. “ reform " the House of Lords, and
utterly secularize education; but he knows
that he can’t. Towards genuine Toryism,
which is far more a matter of instinct nnd
mental habits than of opinions, he has
scarcely advanced an inch. Of all things,

the “philosophy” of Toryism has the least

attraction for him. The Conservatives feel

this. They know him to be a recruit, but
not a convert, very able, very useful, but
still not one of themselves, and liable at

times to wild Radical relapses, as, for in-

stance, In the matter of old-age pensions.

Such a man they ennld not accept ns a

lender. Toryism in England has, it is true,

again nnd again profited by the services of

brilliant outsiders, and even at times sub-

mitted to be l«*d by them. But in all cases

they have been men who had the Tory in-

stinct. Disraeli was otherwise as incon-

gruous a captain for the Conservative

party ns could be imagined, hut they fol-

lowed him like sheep, not only because his

genius was indispensable to them, but be-

cause he never had the remotest sympathy
with the Radical view of things. If he

Uugbcd nt the extremes of Toryism in hi*

sleeve, he had a quite sincere respect for

its appanages. They pleased his historic

nnd artistic sense and drew him willingly

to their defence. But Chamberlain is still

essentially what he was thirty years ago,

with the crudity worn off and a more tem-

perate judgment in the place of it; hut

otherwise, the same.
Do Englishmen trust Mr. Chamberlain?

Tt may. I think, he said they are beginning
to—but with reservation*. There are

many who hate him both personally and
politically; there are more who intensely

admire him: but therp are comparatively
few whose complete confidence he lias man-
ager! to win. Some final sense of insecurity

seems to mingle with the popular estimate

of the man. No Englishman, for instance,

would think without a shiver of Air. Cham-
berlain being made Foreign Secretary. He
has. for one thing, the knaek of inspiring an
extreme animosity without the compensa-
tion, which Gladstone enjoyed, of an equal

lv extreme enthusiasm. All his life he
ha« lieen in hot water, always attacking

ami attacked- France hates him as she

hated Pitt; Germany for the past three

years lias lieeu in n very tempest of anti-

Chamberlainism : in Spain and Italy he
lacks not only a single defender, but any
one who will do him even hare justice; and
Russian journalists are encouraged to any
anything they please about him, no long

as it is to his discredit. The description he

gave of himself a few years ago needs

amplifying to-day. He is not only ** the

best-ahused man in England,” but in the

world. At home there has been nothing in

all English history to compare with the

hunt of obloquy of which Mr. Chamberlain

is the quarry. Thin universal hatred has

had something to do with popular distrust-

fulness. The superficial gyration* of his

career have had something more. The Eng-

lish masses do not look very closely into

the heart of things, and Mr. Chamberlain’s

always vehement expression of whatever

faith he may he holding is a further

obstacle in the way of dispassionate judg-

ment. Moreover, he “ betrayed ” a man
whose mastery over the minds and affec-

tions of his followers took on an almost

religions completeness. When all is said

and done, there is no charge that damns a

politician so effectually in the estimation of

the many-headed as that of “ inconsist-

ency.” Mr. Chamberlain laid, or seemed to

lay. himself open to It, and has suffered by
hsving withheld from him the last degree

of trust.

And very largely Mr. Chamberlain him-
self. his manners nnd Ills nature, are to

blame if the country doe* not think as

highly of the man as of his abilities. Some-
Itodv nitre said of Gladstone that he was
Oxford above, hut Liverpool below. Cham-
berlain is Liverpool, or rather Birmingham,
above, below, and all through. He makes a

personal matter of polities. In a way that

rather jars on Englishmen. He fights al-

ways and openly for victory, and he is

diahollrallr clever at It No point, is so

small that he will not score it if lie can. ami
having scored it. he drives it home with real

seat He i* never satisfied that his victim

is really disposed of till the tomahawk ha*

done its work. One feels too bluntly the

lack of the humanities in both his manner
und his method* when Chamberlain is on the

warpath. There is a disenchanting absence

of “ bigness ” in his character and instinc-

tive way of looking at things, a too obvi-

ous readiness to corner his opponent and

turn the most trivial incident into a means
of personal glorification. He has no

moderation In him. whether his adversary

be Campbell-Bannerman or Russia or Count
von Billow: and In this way he often tres-

passes against good taste and sometimes
defeat* his own object by over-statements

nnd acrid asides that drive men into an-

tagonism. He Is not only warlike in him-
self. hut Is the cmise of war In others; and
heing by all odds the keenest hand-to-hand

fighter in English public life, he glories

in this sort of conflict and is careless of

the wounds he mar leave behind. His
strongest point nnd most statesmanlike

gift is his exceeding quickness of intuition:

but hi* outlook is not naturally a brond

one. and there are many who accuse him of

a provincial narrowness of nilnd. A man
who always knows precisely what he wants

and the shortest road to it is usually liable

to some such acrusation. There has. how-

ever, been no lark of elevation In hi*

speeches on the Empire, even if the imagina-

tive flights that come so easily to Lord

Rosebery are altogether beyond his practi-

cal. matter-of-fact mind that prefers, for

the most pnrt. ahsorptlon in the here nnd

now. He i9. in a word, the type por rx-

cr/friter of the business man in politics,

with all the good point* nnd a good many
of the bad that the definition implies.
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benton

MAT

May has come in with gleams of sun-

shine and gusty fit* of tears; half the time
one i» out-of-door* one ia being snaked. the

other half being dried by the aim and the

warm hoistemusnes* of the west wind. The
heaven*, indeed, arp like aome wayward wo-

man. scolding and storming. then suddenly
•.bowing the clivincst tenderness. '•

I didn't

mean it,’’ any* the min amt the went wind.
“ 1 only wet you for fnn. Oh, don't go in*

door* and change: I will make you qnite

dry in n minute I" But for a* long a* I

lire. I think every May that come* round In

the cirele of month* will be to me not the

May of the Tear whose course is now run-

ning. but the May of three years ago. So.

too. when we come to June you will Him!

the June of two year* ago. For to me now
ami to me always, so I think. May will mean
the things that happened then, und June
will mean the things that happened thir-

teen months later. I will tail you that

story. It concerns three people only, and
two of them are dead.

Diek Aiington and I were very old friends.

We luid been at school together, and his

father's house was next to ours In the coun-

try, the woods belonging to each running
contiguous, and separate only by the park
paling. In conspqucncc. from our frequent

passages the one to the other, a beaten track

lay through the wood* in a bee line from
house to house, and the paling at the par-

ticular point where the bee-line crossed it

wn*. from the frequent scrambling over it,

broken and splintered, fill after the lapse

of some years it was no more than a stile

that could be walked over without any
scrambling at all, and the path was known
as the “ hoys’ path." We had remarkably
kindred tastes, because we both of us liked

practically everything except parsnip* and
being indoors, even down to and including

Ixmdon fogs, when we used tn have games
of hide-and-seek in Berkeley Square, where
we both lived, which for sheer excitement

and mystery beat any pursuit in which I

have ever been engaged either before or since.

The game itself is one of the utmost sim-

plicity. I stood In the porch of cither house
while Dick was given ten second*’ law. He
had then, without leaving Berkeley Square,
to remain uncaught for five minute*, while I

pursued him blindly in the fog We were
not allowed to run or to hidp. but only
to walk about the space, and we were proper-

ly dressed with tall hats and glove*, so

that in case of the fog clearing rapidly we
should appear respectable. Of course, for

the whole of that live minutes we were
utterly lost, and we usually caught each
other hy walking straight into each other.

Hence the excitement : the pursued guiltily

turned from every figure that loomed
through the fog, the pursuer eagerly peered

at such, to vanish precipitately again if

this was not his quarry, to merely annex it

if It was. At the end of the five minutes,

if the pursued was yet uneniight. hoth re-

turned (if they could find It) to the house
from which they set out. and pursued and
pursuer changed rftle*. I have not, indeed,

yet heard of any employment with which
we did not amuse ourselves, and we ranged
front birds’ eggs to carpentering, front chess

to knucklebones, from football to fhe writ-

ing of Tcnnysnnian lyrics with equal fervor.

We also revises] the pentathlon, as follows:

Dick won the toss, and said “golf." and I

retorted with tennis. He then chose bil-

liards and I croquet. The odd event was.
of eoursr, selected by the winner of the toss.

Two games were barred, namely, single

wicket at cricket, because we neither could

ever get each other out ; and long jump, be-

cause Dick could jump just about twice aa
far aa 1. The whole pentathlon had to be
decided on one day, so that endurance came
in as well.

Then a stormy day would come, too liad

for man or beast to be abroad in, and we
had pentathlons of the intellect — playing
chess, draughts, backgammon, the poetry
game, and halma in feverish succession.

Here, also, games at cards were lairred, be-

cause of Dick'a strange inability to grasp
the hang of any card game whatever. He
merely fell asleep over them. So that made
it quits in the matter of the long jump—
in fact, the lailance was in my favor, since

there is only one long jump, hat there are

many games of eards. and I could have
named all the events, of which I had the

call among them.

So from srhool we passed out into life:

Dick went into the army, and 1 took up as

a profession the work on which I am at

this moment engaged. We had many mu-
tual friends, and there never came, as long

as Dick wa* allvr, any break in onr inti-

macy. nor until a certain day did either of

us. as far as we were aware, grow any older.

Then pentathlon* mntinurd with unabated
fenror, and I should be ashamed to say how
old we were when we last played hide-

and-seek in Berkeley Square. ft would
appear hardly credible to any sober and
right-minded person, while those who did

believe it would he filled with contempt for

ns. And it is hud to he contemptuous, so

I will not mention the ages.

Now there ha* always been in our lives

a third person, a girl rather younger than
either of us. a neighbor both in town and
country, and a distant cousin of Dick's.

For years Dick and I had liked Margery,
hut had necessarily despised her herause she

wa* a girl.

Then then 1 succeeded year* when we had
begun to he men. not hoys, and Margery
not a girl, hut a woman. The contempt
ceased (that wa* so kind of oat. and we
three formed what I may call an alliance

of laughter. Margery wa* always present

at the pentathlons, acted as umpire in ease

of disputes, and was even allowed to join

in them herself. Then, quite suddenly.

I becume aware that I had fallen in love

with her. And it was in this manner I

knew it:

It waa at the conclusion of the golf event

in the pentathlon, and on the eighteenth

green. Dick had holed nut his last putt

and won front me; he had also won from
Margery, and Margery had a long putt of

five yards to halve with me. She looked at

it for some time, standing with her hark

to the sun, so that her brown hair was
flushed and gilded with It: her eyes, very
blue and vivid with thought, were intent

on the line to the hole: her mouth was a

little drooped: and the white line of her

teeth showed below her lip. Suddenly she

said. “Yes. I see!” and putted.

The ball travelled smoothly along the turf,

and she threw her arms wide.
“ It’s going In.” she cried. “ IFhof a

darling!” and a* the ball dropped into the

hole she looked up at me. Then something
caught in my breath. It was no longer

the Margery I knew who stood there, hut
she—she who was the completing and per-

fect woman to me a man.
For a timp the old intimacy of the alli-

ance of laughter went on externally, T sup-

pose. as hefore. T think we laughed no less;

wp contested as many pentathlons: we made
plans for every day of Dick’s leave, and
usually abandoned them for subsequent im-

provisations. Then, not more than a week
afterwards, there came a day when Margery
had to go to town, am! Dick and I were left

alone. She wa* coming hack in the even-

ing, and we were tn go to the station to meet
her. have tea there, and ride our bicycles

lack over the ridge of Ashdovrr’n Forest,
down home in time to be exceedingly late

for dinner.

The afternoon was very hot and sultry,

and Dirk and I abandoned onr game at
tennis we had begun, for we were both slack

and heavy handed, und strolled through the
wood* up the “ boys’ path " for the coolness

and shelters of the hccch-trcr*. The ground
rises rapidly near the broken paling, and
finding a suitable bed of bracken, we lay

down and smoked, bulking out from cover

over the great ridge of gorse and heather
that stretched below ua. The air was full

of the innumerable murmurs of a hot day.
and a warm heathery *mrll hung idly on
the air. Near at hand wa* a flaming bank
of gorse. and as we lay there, far more si-

lent than our wont, we could hear the pop-

ping of the ripened seeds. The birds, too.

were very silent in the bnshea; only the

grasshoppers chirped unweariedly in the

grass. Dick, 1 remember, was cleaning his

pi|ie stem with yellow grass stems, his straw
hat tilted over his eyes; 1. though lying

there, was in reality waiting for the train

at Victoria, No. (1 platform. It started in

five minutes, and had two hours now before

it. Then Dirk "at up.
“ Look here," he said. “ I’ve something

to tell you. There’s no doubt about it;

I’ve fallen in love.”

I think I knew almost hefore he spoke
what he would say: certainly before he
*|ioke again I knew what wa* coming.

"Ye*. Margery," he went on. "My God!
I have fallen in love.”

He turned his brown eyes suddenly from
the hot reeling landscape in front to me.
“ Why. Jack.” he said, " what’s the mat-

ter? You look queer, somehow.”
“ Diek. are you—are you sure?” I asked.

“That you look queer?”

“No: that you have fallen in love with
Margery.”

.
“ Sure? You’ll he sure enough when you

do the same. Then-’* no mistake about it.

I can tall you. Why, Margery is the whole
point of the pentathlons now!”

** She has been so to me for the last week,”
said I.

Dick said nothing for a minute. Then.
Inflow his breath. " What do you mean?” he

asked.
*' That von and I are in the same boat,”

I «aid.

“ How long have you known this?” he
asked.

“ A week yesterday.”
“ And you didn’t tall me.”
“ No, I couldn't. It has been too won-

derful tn speak of. I'm made like that. I

should have told you, though, hefore long.”
“ Have you spoken to Margery?” he ask-

ed. “No; of course yon haven’t.”
" No. I haven't spoken to anybody.”

Dick got up.
“ Come away.” he said. “ 1 don't like this

place. And what are wp to do?”

! looked at my watch.
“ Start for Braccton at once,” I said. “ or

the train will 1* in before we get there.”

Dick put his arm in mine.
“ I say. Jack.” he said. “ whatever hap-

pen*. well i>ohave decently, won’t we?”
“ T know you will,” said I.

“That’s all right, then. We won’t, talk

this over to-night. It must simmer a hit

before we can get used to it- Don’t let us

say another word about it now,”

So we rode off through the heat to Itraee-

ton. found the train already in. and Margery

waiting for ns on the platform, looking,

for all the oppressed stagnation of the day.

like some nymph of Grecian waterway*,

and Dick and I looked thirstily on her, hut
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feared lo meet M»«h other's eye, for life

and love were in the balance, and we were
friends.

That evening, when the other* had ({one

to lied, we Hat on in the chair* that Itad been

taken out of the smoking-room to the lawn
for cool new*. The odor of the hot summer
night hung heavily, and nothing stirred in

the windless air, except that from time to

time a faint ghost of a breeze whispered

from the beds at toliaceo-plant, and brought

with it a waft of the thick went. The
sky had grown overcast: from a bank of

clouds which row slowly in the west, the

fires of lightning flickered, and a note of

distant thunder answered. In the room*
downstairs the lights were already put out,

but the bedroom ahove showed illuminated

squares of blind. Nearly opposite us was
Margery's room, and now and then her

shadow crossed it. Then that light was put
out, and presently afterwards we heard the

whir of the blind updrawn. and at the open
window through the darkness her white fig-

ure glimmered dimly.

We could neither of ua move nor speak,

and in the silence I remember hearing the

creak of Dick’s shirt grow more rapid as hi*

breathing quirkmed. Then in a bush close

at hand a nightingale suddenly burst into

bubbling song.—no lament, ns the Greeks
thought it, hut the lyric passion of mating-
twit, when the stir of love goes through the

world, and the lion seeks the lioness, and the

Libyan hills echo to the roaring of his un-

mastered need: when the feathered and
bright-eyed lord* He breast to breast in their

swaying habitations; when the man seek*

the woman, and cannot rest till he has found
her.

Then a flash of lightning somewhat more
vivid lit up for a moment the lawn and
the house, and she must have seen us then,

for from her window came a little stifled

exclamation, and before the thunder an-

swered she was gone.
“ The storm is coming up,” said Dick.

44 Let’s get indoors and talk there. Besides,

I’m as dry as dust, and I want a drink.

We’ll go up stairs; all the lights are out

down here."

Our rooms were next each other, com-

municating by a door. and. drawing our
chairs up to the window for coolness, we
sat down.

“ Somehow or other we’ve got to settle it

now.” said he; “ Bettle it, that is, as far as
we are able.”

How long we talked I do not know, but
before we had finished we had to shut the

window, for the storm came nearer, and
burst round us in sheet* of heavy rain and
violet fires of lightning. Then it passed,

ami still we sat there, till at the end the

moon came out and rode high in a clear-

washed heaven, with the stars clustering

round her like swarming ban. while to the
east the sky grew dove-colored with the first

hurst of dawn. At last I rose.

” It remains, then, just to toss,” said I,

and spun a coin.

“ Heads." said he.

“ It i*. You speak to Margery first, then,"

I said.

He got up, too, irresolute, and we looked

at each other gravely, rivals in that which
makes life sweet, but friends. And that

makes life sweet too.

" And whatever happens, Jack," he said,

rattier huskily. “ we will do our very utmost
not to let this stand between us. and to

keep all knowledge of it from her.”
“ Yes. whatever happens,” said I.

44 Time
to go to bed, l>iek; good-night.”

I went into my room, closing the door
of communication, but before I was half

undressed it opened, und Dick c«mr in.

“ One thing more,” he said.
44 Wc didn’t

settle when "

“ That must lie left to you,” said I. “ but,

Dick, for God’s sake, let it be soon. Surely

it had better lie soon.”

His face lit up with the unimaginable
light of love.

44
Yea, the sooner the belter,” he said.

I slept long and late that, night, from the

mere exhaustion. I suppose, of thought and
suspense; did no more than turn und sleep

again when I was called, und woke finally

to find it was after ten, and the calmness of

the promise in the dawn had been fulfilled

by a perfect day of unclouded blue. I went
through into Dick's room, but he bad al-

ready dressed and gone down, and even as I

passed the window I saw him and Margery
cross the conservatory and out on the

lawn, surrounded, as was her wont, by a

wave of dogs. But this morning it seemed
that Dick had no word for any of them;
thus they passed out of night behind the

bushes. And I knew as surely ns If the

thing had happened already that Dick would
have something to tell me when they came
back. What that should Ik- I had no idea.

We three had played like children together

for years. Had Margery her secret, even

as Dick and I had had? Or had she none?
Were both of us her playmates?

It could not have been very long before

Dick came back, for I was still in the din-

ing-room. staring blankly at the morning
paper, with my breakfast yet untasted. As
soon ns T saw him I knew.

44 So it is you,” 1 said, and stopped.

Thus our compact and our friendship Aided

me. “ Oh, make her happy, Dick." said I.

The dear man sat down on the left of

the table.

"Jack. I’m cut in two about it all,” he

said, and never have I seen so radiant a

happiness on the face of living being.
44 Real-

ly, I'm— Oh, damn it all! And Margery
told me to come and tell you. and she wants
to see you. She says she’ll see you about

it first, and then we'll all piny the fool to-

gether. as wc*ve always dnne. So I had to

lie to her. First thing I did was to He to

her. and I told her that you were not par-

ticularly fit this morning— thunder-storms
kept you awake—and that I didn’t know if

you'd be up to a pentathlon.”

He broke off suddenly.
41 My God, if It only wasn't you 1

” he
said.

I remember feeling then as if I was a

piece of mechanism external to myself. This
mechanism saw Dick sitting on the edge
of the table, saw breakfast waiting, and ate

it, and spoke and moved in obedience to

an instinct that seemed to have nothing

to do with me. Behind, somewhere, sat Me
watching what went on,

“ No, a pentathlon bv all means.” said the

tongue of the mechanism. 14 We’ve got to

have one more to settle the last, and you go
haek to • morrow. It begins with croquet;

Margery chose that.”

Dick's eyebrows suddenly grew into a

frown, and he bit his Hp.

“Ob, .Tack!” he said.

Then for a moment I took possession of

the mechanism.
44

It’s no use talking,” I said, “ the thing

is so. and all I can do at present is to be-

have with some semblance of decency, any-
how, so that Margery shall not know. I

can manage that perfectly, and it will give

me something to do. It is no use your be-

ing sorry for me, my dear man; besides,

it’s not humanly possible for you, nor would
it he for me, if I was in your place, to have
sorrow predominant. Margery fills the world
for you: she doe* for me—

”

“ No, not fills it," said he.
44 Yon don't

understand.”
4*

I understand perfectly. You're a decent,

sort, of fellow.—and, well, I am your friend.

It’s no manner of good talking about it.

All we settled last night I feel fully, fully.

Do you understand? I can only assure you
it is so. Whatever happens—do you re-

member saying that? I do, and—oh, for

God's sukt—don't—Dick—there's n lonth-

some tear standing in each of your green
eyes. I never maw such a devilish be-

havior.”

Dick got off the table, turned his back to

me. and blew hi* nose very long and loud-

ly, and. drawing up u chair, ant down by
me with n quivering lip.

44
I’ve made a fool of myself, I suppose,”

he said, “ and I've done not a particle of

good, hut only made it harder for you.

That's like me. I’m happier than I thought

it was allowed for a man to be, and I’m
wreteheder than l hoped was permitted,

flint's all: there was no need to say it, be-

cause you knew it. But I had to.”

Then again the mechanism moved, und I

sat. and watched. And now I find it is quite

easy to write down what happened, for I

only watched. But it was hard to write

down what happened when, as on the last

page, I was doing it myself. If you think

of it, you will see it must be an.

“Where is Margery?" I said.
44 Oh, Dick,

don't lie a fool!"

Again lie blew his nose.
*“ Out in the garden." he said.

44 Are you
going now?”
“ Yes, the pentathlon liegins in ten min-

utes. Nothing lias happened. Ju*t the

pentathlon.”

I walked out of the dining-room, leaving

him still there, Into the blinding blaze of

sunshine. She.

—

Uip She,—was sitting in a

chair at the end of the lawn, and my mo-
ther beside her. The latter got up as I came
near.

“You have heard?” she said. And 1 saw
that look which I have seen in her beloved

face three or four times in my life when
great sorrow or great joy has brought u*
into that union which, so I verily believe,

can only exist between mother and son. I

knew that she had guessed what unspoken
word to Margery had been on my lips.

41 Yes, Dick told me," said I.

41 Be a man. then.” said she. seping that I

knew that she knew. “ And God bless you,

my darling, and comfort you.”

It was hut a step to where Margery sat,

and I held out both hands.
44 Oh, Jack, I am so happy!” she said, and

with that she ran on tiptoe, put her arms
round my neck, and kissed me.

It was all right, you see, that she should

do that now, for she was my friend, and I

was Dick's friend, and she loved Dick!

There is but little more to sny about that

May. since even in a diary like this one

has to avoid egotism, in order to avoid be-

ing unbearable. The pentathlon was played,

and I won. Also. I had ten minutes with

my mother that night, while Dick ami Mar-

gery were together. Nothing much was
said on either side, hut I knew again, with

the vividness that usually comes only with

a thing heretofore unrealized, that she was

my mother, and that I was her son,—part

of her being, born from her body, indivisibly,

while ages lasted, hers. Hers was every

little effort that I made towards ordinary

human decency of behavior—hers was the

resolve, I made then, and have tried {with

how many failures), to keep since, to real-

ize that these thing* could not have hap-

pened with any but a henignnnt purpose,

blind and incomprehensible ns it might seem
to me or to her, and that to become in the

least degree embittered, or to fail in the

smallest particle of friendship to my friend,

or of love to the woman whom I loved, was

to mis* the divine purpose, and to make
yourself a senseless nnimsl.

7*o br Continued.
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Little Stories in Rare Books

By John Paul Bocock

OLD books tell their stories to the most
select audience in the world. The book-

plate of Murray. Karl of Dutimorc. in this

Dacirr of 1701*. is water stained. and recalls

the wild nights on the dailies when the hot-

headed royal governor Lade the Council tome
ait on board a British war ship, which the

Virginians would not do. Instead, they made
the country too hot for him. and when he

went l*ark in haste to Kngland, in I7?U. with
his books and his servants and his plate

hurried on board, this particular volume of

Dunmore’s favorite Horace got such a bath

as has wellnigh disabled it this century and
a quarter. Who fished it up and found its

nine unwashed fellows there is no know-
ing. But here Is the set, complete. And
now and then the present Karl of Dunirore

comes over to talk Christian Science and
commune with Mother Eddy. How Horace
would haw delighted in that

!

Old -John Randolph of Konnokr put his

coat of arms with its mottoes

on the inside cover of this

Totiwin variorum of 1717—in

which Milton made his debut

ns an Horntian scholar, Pari

Qwt Nmtiat (Say What You
Think h and XU Admirari

(Marvel At Naught I — how
well the eloquent Virginian

lived up to them! When his

boon were disinterred a few

years ago shreds of paper, the

good rag-|Ut|*T of our fathers.

w«-rr found in his grave. Per-

haps he took another Horace
into the ground with him.
This one wan almost in rags

when 1 giil hold tif it, the book-

plate creased in four,

t'mfHii Roma Xanbrie ISIS,

he pasted in his book-plate, which is the more
a curiosity inasmuch as this Douglas was the

only Baron Glenbervir, the title having been

created for him and dying with him in

Baron Glcnbervie’s Book-plate in Pea's
“ Horace"

and a lot more. But the Surveyor-General

of Woods and Forest* didn't mind Sheri-

dan. And he made a good witness fur Queen
Catherine, to his honor be it said. He knew
a good edition of Horace when he saw it.

Here is the edition (not the copy) Mil-

ton translated Pyrrka from John Bond,Cam
Sckoliis, London, 1608. Here's the folio

edition in which Torquato Tasso pondered

and annotated the precepts of the .4r*

Portico, an output from Forlivio's Venetian

press in 1483. Here's Clarence Cook's “ im-

maculate ” edition, printed In Glasgow in

1744, and held up for a model of typograph-

ical excellence, tbe sheets being hung for

criticism in the College Hall. Alas for thr

folly of human ho|iest—error after error was
discovered after the proof-renders and the

censors had both passed on the proofs; and
when he wanted to guard against responsi-

bility for errors in a financial pamphlet is-

sued to Wall Street not long ago, Mr. II.

t*. Swords fell back on Horace, and cited

the “immaculate” edition! The veritable

debut of Horace in Nassau Street! In Wall
at least, at the corner of Broad, he has long

since been well known.

William Beach Lawrence
wrote his name unhesitatingly

arrows the cover of this Wat-
son, 1741. And here are the

autographs of C. Lusbington,

the younger, son of the great

Kngliidi admiralty lawyer, and
of Rev. K. C. Hawtry, D.D..

|“r»m«*( of Eton College, side

by «ide on the flyleaf of Banm
Walckenaer's Rutoire dc la

t ie ft dr la 1‘ocaie d‘Horace.

Every annotated page of these

beloved volumes, pondered and
cherished by a score of honest

heart* in the centuries, has its

own story to tell. Who of us

will lirr, like Horace, even in a

folio four hundred years old I

t a hew h*r«n.potMl Wwpn^pMiaa,
io-liij aunrudi-^ Jt -*

WAj.ffl ;< t.|» l tv. cauU«w-„.tH i^i'lidr^i/uk^wru:<

Vi Llui foliaprM« m

H ‘intfu I ‘fi i :,t Sui
i* t« «C"i 1-mi

H

i«»i
u IUJ.- IS»4Ak SO cSrtoH,, oS««

Uiio luGriiP Vi it pentO'"
amiA< iu>«> &<fc<cw
*l,° rtSSr-Si,.-. J. tfl

«*»«« « - o 5L/
•rithnAi* Sa(Nt V>«SL.«pt-

»/»*
a.-riUl,)'dijplu. Jpuy crfnu *'

i

'l>[**W*0T,!*<'*r'‘'
V^*wboJ.cAj«»Kf*.biJawi.

'

j-.i±i<To *^uil

wUSnfiKlt Sami -

saiataffisS:
lr>,J w‘.l» ww «.<m !,«,«

SojnatLnmuUuaiimquurruptxnaiuHf >
Oouuim.i ftidiui: Rvemlii fjiij twnbuiM.

tuy (ctmoni IV vUo. k ff«u u«m.
m*r,r R,,p *4tWiq>oij»»c

Qu* nik ful i IlMtrt umjfcul j/i uolct ublf tn(*rti (eft- •*

QwjxiKnA.mu c.fcu,,*, lianulo^ndi *?*«'
RogefUtr|>j,y Jutuif &tafi.jbdU

A Page from the Forlivlo Folio of 1483
Showin* Tasso's MSS. sod sottoutioes

Book-plate of John Randolph of Roanoke in the

Tonson “Horace” of 1715
Armorial Book-plate of Governor Dunmore of Virginia in

Dacier's “Horace"

wrote Baron I ilenbervie, of Kincardine, when
he bought his first edition Pro, in Rome,
just four years after it came from the press

in two octavo volume* under the learned di-

rection of the I‘refect of the (hisinhin Li-

brary and of tbe Roman Antiquities. Then

1823, At Aberdeen and at Ia-y«len he

lrarned a great deal of laitiii, but not

enough Horace to despise a title. Sheridan

pasquinndcd hint:

l > leitU-rvir, < i lenla-r tie.

What's good for the scurvy J

In pigskin, calf, and crushed levant.

—

each famous Horace exudes the mystery

of its own history. Karls and churls,

ixiokhindcr* and proof-readers do their

worst: the great Roman Commoner smiles

on.

oogle
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Books and Bookmen
Or late yrtm American Action hat been

vetting away from the Civil War h» a Acid

nf action, and concerning itself more with

the pout -helium life of the people under

social, industrial, and agricultural condi-

tlona. Two noteworthy novel*, however,

have lately made their appearance which

are not lightly to he pasted by. One ia by

a new writer, the other by one who ha*

already made hi* name familiar a* a house-

hold word, and contributed a diatinrt crea-

tion to literature in the character of Uncle

llnmis. Gabriel Tollircr, by Mr. -loel

Chandler Harris, ia, one can imagine, the

patient work of many year*’ ohservat ion and

quiet reflection. One feels that the author

ha* lived with hi* character*—the story

hreathea from him in a reminiscent,

leisurely way. and denote* the pen of a

desultory, unhasting writer at variance

with the hurrying pens of our modern
scribes. This means that in order to enjoy

these pages you must give yourself up to

the mood of the author, and when once the

render has allowed himself to come under

the spell of his author, he will read on de-

lighted and absorbed by the intimate

human charm of the narrative to the end.

It covers the Reconstruction period, the

•lay of the crafty carpet-bagger, with

which Mr. Thomas Nelson Page made us

notably familiar for the first time in Red
Rock. Mr. Harris's art is best displayed

in his handling of character—his humor,
hi* sympathy, his love of home, and the

sweet ties that bind in human fellowship;

these are the qualities that shine clear and
strong in hi* work, and it is a rare art

that exhibit* them more forcibly in charac-

ter than in incident. The new writer is

Mr. Rupert Hughes, whose first novel. The
Whirhclud, la a remarkable piece of work.

It opens in ante-bellum days, carries the

hero through the war. and signalizes the

hour of his triumph hy a tragic holt from
heaven, like Jove recalling hi* favorite.

The action i» rapid and seldom halts, yet

there are chapters that are aa idyllic,

especially in the early part of the book, as
a shy lake sheltering among caressing hills.

Alalwma Is as bewitching a danc'd a« ever

came out of the old South. With all due
deference to Mr. Hughe*, we love her bet-

ter than the gentle heroine, for all her
high spirit and fine grace* of womanhood.
Klkannh Tew, who loved his Shakespeare
so that he called his wife Rosalind, and
adorned his speech with Klizabethan Kng-.

lish, ia a fresh, humorous figure in fiction.

Rut it is to -John Mead and his heroic little

mother that tin* memory cling* closest. If

n novelist ia to perpetuatr hia genius in

fiction it must he in the creation of indi-

vidual character, in the appeal of man to

man? and long after the vivid coloring ami
brilliant effect* of the battle-field have
grown dim and failed In the memory, the
pages in which John and his mother live in

humble ohscunty. and struggle hy dint of

the inevitable toward their common ambi-
tion. will be unforgotten. There ia some-
thing here of the light that never was: the
gracious art of artless writing that goes

to the making of literature. The ll’hirf-

tcimf ia a Istok that Americana may well he
proud of, and Mr. Rupert Hughes lias

reason to feel that he has made a strong

entrance Into American fiction. He will be
heard of again, and we shall look for hi*

next book with eager expectations. Mean-
time. let us hope The Whirhrind will not
be neglected.*

Seldom has an old house l»een so poetic-

ally idealized ami commemorated in fiction

a* ha* the Old Manor at (liiddingfold. near

(rfalalniitig, nestling among the duwna of

Surrey. ” Perdita and I," says Mr. l-<e Hai-

tienne in the opening sentences of An Old
Country Howtc, “almost a* soon as we
dreamed of keeping a house together at all.

had agreed that, if possible, it must lie an
old house. ... It was a dream that had
to wait." Rut the time arrived when
" the dream of the old house came back.

An old Irouse with an old garden—cut trees,

a lawn of green velvet, and a sun-dial. Al-

ready I knew that Perdita saw herself on
that lawn in the spring sunshine, leading

u flower by the hand, with the sun dial and
two white peacocks against the well-clip|ied

yews." The dream came true, and the Old
Manor in Surrey where Richard Le Gal-

iienne and Max Itccrbohm have spent many
happy days—not forgetting Perdita—has
piously materialized through the sympa-
thetic imagination of the poet in ,1a Old
Country House. one of the most beautiful

Imnks that has ever housed an exquisite

idyll of “ love ami the quiet life.” Noth-

Mr. Richard Lc Gillienne

8r Mo Reerhohm

ing quite eo idyllic in charm, so fresh in

feeling, so poetic in fancy and color ha*

come to us in the recent literature of coun-

try life. Mr. Le Gallicnttc In his feeling

for nature newer neglects the human touch.

In the old familiar haunt* of an old country
house he finds the romance of life and
lore fresh as the dew of morning, still at

its Spring; and like Stevenson, we learn

afresh that 14 the most la-autiful adventures

are not those we go to seek." Mr. Le C.al-

lienne’s friend. Max Reerbnhni. once cleverly

caricatured the poet at a time when the

critics were wont to laugh at the wealth

of hi* dusky lock*. We have reproduced
thi* caricature Mr. Beerbohm. who has a

reputation as a wit and a wag in I^tndon.

recently sent the following plnintive verse

to Mr. I«e Gallienne, who is now in New
York

;

lb-witched by American burs.

Pan calls you back home on his pipes;
We love you for loving the star*.

Rut what can yon see in the stripes?

It was in 189-4 that Mr. Stopford A.

Rrooke published his book on Tinnynon

:

in t I rf and lh union to Modern hife, nnd
announced hi* intention of following thi*

I!U

up with a companion volume on browning.

We have waited a long time, but at last

it is in our hands. Mr. llrooke's sympa-
thetic study of The Poetry of Robert

Bmipniny was well worth while waiting

for; the fine qualities of mind that made
his work on Tennyaon u classic in spiritual

interpretation havr contributed a like dis-

tinction to his Hrowning. Mr. Brooke
write* not idly or dispassionately as a
mere rritic, but as a man with a message,

rather as one bent on making dear and
strong and vivid the message which lies at

the heart of the poet, out of a profound
earnestness and love of beauty and truth.

His style is noble, clear, uplifting; some-
thing of the joy and glory of the thought
and passion of Browning has informed his

own thought and feeling with dignity, and
given to hia diction a sonorous rhythm
and stately music. It ia, |ierliaps, because
of these insistent qualities of quiet, earnest

passion, and manifest spirituality in liter-

ary interpretation that we are reminded by
Mr. Krooke of our own Mr. Mabir. more
than of any other critic. If there is one
function of criticism that Mr. Mabic ha*
made so distinctive and active in all hi*
writing as to give it the appearance of
originating with him. it is the function of

spiritual discernment and emphasis. This
arrestive note appeared very early in bis

literary career. " Has it not been a

strange oversight in the study of litera-

ture." he wrote in lfltK), " that while the
river courses and the mountain ranges
have liecn traced and located with pre-

cision, observers have taken little thought
nf those overhanging heaven* which are as
much a part of every landscape as running
stream and everlasting hill? Thi* upper
sky of spiritual truth, ideal, and relation-

ship is too often left out of account in our
survey* of the field of literature; am! yet
It i* the spiritual element which add* im-
measurably to the complexity and variety

no less than to the wealth and power of
modern Iwoks.”

There is a review of Mr. Stopford
Rrooke’* Poetry of Robert Brvtrniny in un
admirably edited uutgazinr which must
have caught the editor napping, for it lo-

gins with a sentence so atrocious in taste,

const met inn, ami language that it ought
to lie held up in future Treatise* of Knglish
Grammar a* an uwful warning. Here is

the sentence;

Dead nt Venice, more than twelve years
ago now. with the “ proofs ” of his last book,
l/mlantlo, in hi* hand, hi* brave voice with
it* last word—“greet the unseen with a
dicer ”— fled into silence, and hi* keen eye
closed forever to all “ Italia's rare o'er-
running heautv,” the body of Koliert
Browning was brought to Ragland and laid
to rest in Westminster Abbey.

It is related of Thackeray that whrn he
read the number of Iknnbry mol Son con-

taining the description of the dentil of Paul,
he went to the Punch office and flung it

down before Mark Lemon, exclaiming:
“ There’s no writing against this. One
hasn't an atom of chance: it’s stupendous!”
Yet the author of l'aatfy Fair, then in

course of publication in parts, was at that
very time describing the memorable death-

scene of George Osborne:

No more firing was heard at Brussels—the
pursuit rolled miles away. Tin- dnrknc**
mine down on the field and city, and Amelia
was praying for George, who was lying on
his face, dead, with a bullet through his
heart.

Notwithstanding Thaekeray'* praise and
self-depreciation, we have here Dickens at

hi* worst—Thackeray at his best.
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Finance
When, despite enormous trunnurtiong,

certain stocks failed to advance la-yond a

certain level, profcMioiial Wall 8Ireat,

guided by the lamp of experience, decided

that the pools and stork manipulating

cliques had curried their operations for the

rise as fur aa they meant to; for the time

bring, at any rate. If a stock lias boon

bought aggressively for a week or longer,

and then transaction* in onr day aggregate

dose to 200,000 shares, leaving the price

at the end of the session practically un-

changed from the previous night's cloning

quotation, the professional tradrr concludes

that stock has been " distributed " by the

manipulators in such quantities as to mean
a halt in the upward movement. In nine

cases out of ten it works nut that way. and
that proportion amply justifies men who
speculate daily for a livelihood in betting

accordingly. The stock-market has afforded

many sueli example* of late. First came
Heading, though, to In- sure, the culmination

of the movement in those shares came logical-

ly to an end with the official announcement
that the control of the property had passed

to interests identified with the Pennsylvania
and the New York Central railroads. The
" mystery,” always so alluring to stork spec-

ulators. had ceased to be a mystery. The
“nows was out.” Then the stupendous
transactions in Rook Island, and the small

net gain in the quotation. Finally. Krie.

Beyond a certain figure, prices would not

budge. They soared no longer. And the pro-

fessional element oh the Stock Kxchange
made up ita mind that stock hud liecn mar-
keted. It turned tlie professionals front mild
bull* to positive hears. The market at first

hesitated. Then the volume of business

dwindled. The public was not in the market

an buyers. The manipulators could not sell

in a narrow market, and the traders had
things their own way. within reason. At
first prices held sternly enough. If the pub
lie wasn't buying, neither was it selling.

Spasmodic attempts were made by one or
another pool to advance the price of ita

specialty, but as the market lx-mine duller

and outside speculative apathy more pro-

nounced. surh efforts were abandoned. Then
fnllowed the ” professional trading-market,”
with its absence of interesting features.

If the technical condition of the stock-

market has undergone no significant change
of late, neither have hn*ir conditions outside

of Wall Street clumped to such a degree ns

to justify important modifications in mar-
ket views or in stock prices. Speculative

apathy prevails in the aecurities-markets

of practically all the financial centres of the

world. It is attributable, abroad as at

home, probably to the uncertainty with
which the future is regarded, for if the in-

vestor see* nothing to make him buy stocks,

neither does he perceive the advisability of

selling the securities which lie holds. It re-

sults in a specie* of speculative deadlock
which ha* liecn wi incased not infrequently
during the past year.

Cleneral trade conditions in this country
continue good. There Is every likelihood

that an enormous laisiness will he done in

nearly all lines during 100.1. Spring order*
for tunny classes of merchandise are on a

huge scale. The railroad* have planned to

»pcml fully a quarter of a billion dollars

in improvements during the coining twelve-

month. Traffic in every section of the coun-

try suffer* no diminution. It. continue*

record-breaking. The present facilities of

even the best equipped road* are inadequate
to cope with the volume of business offer-

ing. To such an extent ia this true, and so
inconvenienced hv the freight, to la- handled
are some of the largest systems that one
of our most prominent railroad official*

stated in private conversation the other

day that much of the business would have
to la- done at a loan.

MRS. EDDY'S WRITINGS

Mrs. Eddy's publishing agents having refused

to sell me her book called
44

Miscellaneous

Writings," to my great inconvenience, I have

placed an order for this work with Messrs.

Harper & Brothers, and shall hope that some

one possessing an extra copy of it wilt be

willing to sell it to them for me. Please

communicate tpith them. MARK TWAIN.

The following paragraph appeared in HARPER’S WEEKLY of

July 5. 1902

We anticipate that, within the life period of the majority of those who will read

these lines, America will dominate the world in literature, art, science, finance, com-

merce, and Christianity ; and believing, as we do believe, that, by virtue of the intel-

ligence, industry, and conscience of her people, she is the nation best fitted to hold that

commanding position, it becomes the chief mission of this journal to hasten the day and

to help to perfect the equipment of those upon whom the responsibility must fall for

the successful performance of their duty to progress and civilization.

Some of the Features of HARPER’S WEEKLY for Next

Week following along these lines will be

NEW NEW YORK
A double-page drawing, with an interesting, comprehensive article,

shetoing the proposed changes in architecture and so on that will make

NeftP York one of the most artistic municipal centres in the world.

THE KAISER’S IMPERIAL NAVY
What it will be in 1906, and the completed plan for 1925,

with pictures and plans of the ndtv type of German War-ships

THE DISCOVERY OF A NEW PEOPLE
An important article, with pictures, showing the results of an

expedition just returned from the western part of America

NEW THEORY OF MARTIAN CANALS
A scientific article, with illustrations, based upon recent

investigations of European scientists

NEWS IN MID- OCEAN
Full-page drawing, showing a phase of the ocean travel

of the future

Etc., Etc.

There toil! be, besides, a number of other full-page drawings

and articles on PROGRESS, and on subjects of Vital moment

,rce> 1 4 of Editorial Comment upon
ALSO lo rages an Events Worth Considering

Digitized I ^ooole
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financial financial

The

Bill* <>r«!xrhunire bought and
wild. Cable Transfers u> Eu-
rope and South Africa. Com-
mercial and Traveller*' Lcltrr*
of Credit. Collections made
International Cheque*. Cer-
tificate* of Deposit

Corn Exchange Bank

New York

WILLIAM A. MASH, President

THOMAS T. BASR, > y . „ . ,WALTER E. FREW, \

*“*'?"**•***•

F. T. MAR TIM, Cashier

WM E. WILLIAMS, Assistant Cashier

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts . . .

Due from Banks

Banking; Houses and Lots

Bonds, Stocks, etc. ....
Cash and c’ks on other Banks

$23,821,102.49

,S*4.792.9«

1,024,125.34

9.3<«.«4»3

t3‘.5*5.S>»54

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undivid-

ed Profits

Deposits subject to Check

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
( Kockkso IBI0)

33 WALL STKEET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W, GARTH. PRK.amr.tT.
ALEXANDER li ORR, VICR PrkhUie.nt.
ANDREW A. KNOWLES, CASHIkr.
ROBERT U. GRAFF. • • • Assistant Cashii.r.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
(CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th. 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts - - $12,745,106.56

Bonds 770,029.74
Banking; House ... 545,796.92

Due from Banks ... 835,829.80
Cash and Checks on other Banks 8,297.120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCO t'.vr.v /,V »7TED

DIRECTORS
Alexander E. Orr, .... Dav.d Dow* & Co.
U*n.i Lincoln. C«din A C«.
Horace E. Garth. Ex -President.
HKNRY Hbntz, Henrv limit* 0 Co.
Charles M. Pratt. Standard Chi Co.
Hknry TALMAnoE, - - Hmrv Tiiltnailire A Co.
loliN Sinclair. John Sinclair A Co.
William B. Bon.ton. - - Boulton. Bliss a DalMt.
Em;ah L. MximroN. Blsir & Co.
Granville w Garth. ...... prnidcot

Official Cciiai notice

CONDENSED STATEMENT
DECEMBER l. IfOS

Letters
of

Credit.

Brown Brothers & Co.,
Banks**, No. 69 Wall Stkkkt.

HASKINS it. SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
NO. 30 BROAD STREET. NEW YORK

CABLE A DON 152. " IIAtKSRLU ~

M4 IISANBOK* ST.. WILLIAMSON BUHL, JO COLUMN 5T..
CMKAOO. ILL. CLHVBLAND, C

LINCOLN TKl-'T BI.tHiI.91

VENEZUELA
A Land Where It

r

s Always Summer
By WILLIAM ELEROY CURTIS

Whh a Colored Map. Port 8vo, Cloth, $1.2S

Chatty ami entertaining, and gives us an interesting

picture of scenery, history, and life. An appendix

contains the official correspondence between the

United States and Great Britain. The book is well

worth reading for the glimpse it gives into the ways
of South American politicians.

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS, N. Y.

THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
DEPARTMENT OP TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS. MAIN

OFFICE, HOROUOH OF MANHATTAN
NO. ih BROADWAY. STEWART BUILDING.

January it. iooj
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REOL'IKED BY THE

Groatm New York Charter, that the hooka colled “The Annual
Record of the Awuol Valuation of Real and Personal Estate
nf the Hxrmijth* of Manhattan. The Brai Hrmithu, O'leeei.

During the time that the bwb a:

aprUrmtvjn may he made liy any prrocm or raryoeatinc) rtair-.

tng tn he mornrvrd bv the umwI vahiatui at real or pmutmi
relate U> haw the HR* icemlni.

la the Uorou*h ut Manhattan, at the main office of tlie IV-
parunent of Taxra and Aweaammts. No. i»o Broadway

In the Borough cf The Bronx, at the office of Die Deportment.
Municipal BiiiWm*. One Hundred and Svrvnly Sevmth Street
and Third Aewmu-

In lh« Bunwli at Brooklyn. at the offier of the lVjeirtrit.-":

Mtubcipal BaluSng
In the Borough ot Oueena. at the office of the Department

llackett Bul>1ic4J. Jackaoa Avenue and Fifth Street. towi*
lilanil City

In the Bcnxwh of Richmond, at the office of the Deportment
Masook UmWin* Siapfrton
Corporations In alt the Boroughs must make applicate--^-

only at the main office in the Ronnigfc of ManliatUn
Applications >n relation to the axameard val-aalioo id persona

estate mint h* madr by the proam osscsmt] at the office of the
(Vpartment in the Borough aht-re such person mnlr-s. ami
the ease of a nun ictslcnt carrying on husinrea in The City '*

New York, at the olfte of the [Vpartment of the Borough
bee* such place of butinesa it k"rated, briwryn lha hoars 'f
io A M . and • P M .. except on Saturday, when all apfilaaaUoms
moat hr made between 10 A M aod i> noon.

JAMES L. WELLS. JVwdcnt
WILLIAM S. COGSWELL,
GEORGE J GILLKSFIE,
SAMUEL STRASBOURGEK,
RUPl’R I. SCOTT.
Commiasiceicn of Taxes and Anrernma

THE

$5,216,107.78
;

31jw.71s.7t

t36.565.8i8. 54

NORTH AMERICAN
REVIEW

EDITED BY UEOBOE HARVEY.

February, 1903.

The Political Opportunity of the South . . THOMAS P. RYAN
Christian Science. -Ill . MARK TWAIN

Origin and Import o( the Monroe Doctrine . W. L. SCRUGGS.
b'ornnrlp United Statu Minuter in Y'enetnrla.

The Art of the Dramatist BRANDER MATTHEWS,
Profnmr ef lirmnalic Liierniurt in Columbia Unimm!,

Why the Army Canteen Should Not be Restored.
Mrs. LILLIAN M. N. STEVENS,

Pruident of the Rational H’onntn'e Chrietian Temperanet Union.

Macedonia's Struggle for Liberty . . . CHARLES JOHNSTON
The Industrial Crisis in the Philippines, BREWSTER CAMERON,

Uffirial ItrprreenlnUee of the Philippine Chamber, of Omnmerer.

The Monarchs of the Triple Alliance.— III. The King of Italy,

SYDNEY BROOKS
Out of the Shadow LOUISE MORGAN SILL

Phillips Brooks: An Estimation.
The Rev. Dr. WASHINGTON GLADDEN

RIGHTS OF THE CITIZEN.
A Government ol Laws, not of Men . . . W. J. GAYN0R,

Jutiict of the Supreme Court of JVd»r York.

As to Lawlessness of the Police: A Reply, HOWARD S. CANS,
Amount Di*(rift Attorney in Hew York County.

THE AMBASSADORS —II.
A Novel by

HENRY JAMES

50 cents a copy $5.00 a year

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW, FRANKLIN SQUARE. NEW YORK
j
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Sir Philip Burne-Jones’s Greatest Painting
This painting, which is soon to be exhibited in the principal cities of the West, is the conceded masterpiece of Sir Philip

Burne-Jones. “The Vampire" is the painting which suggested to Rudyard Kipling his poem of the same name
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MISS SANDOL MILLIKEN
Miss Milliken has been up to this time best known to theatre-goer* from the parts she has plaved in musical farce.

She is now making her first appearance in comedy in Clyde Hitch’s new play, “The
Bird in the Cage," at the Bijou Theatre

198
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The Machine and the

Working-man
By Cy Virmao

At Rr>ft»land. Hritbh Columbia. n*
many other |*n rts ul this earthly vim*\ iinl,

the machine i* bratiiiff the working-man out
of I,lie job. That well-dreffoed, retiring. eel-

vet - fingered “
pent,' ' the faro • dealer. who

ha* B|M*ltt lullg day* and nighta 1™ rn inS to

deal from the Lottom of the deck, i» un-
known in n Canadian tump Just picture
in your niinil'a pyr om of t Iic*e dapper gent a

alighting with hi- layout from the after-

noon *tngc. Follow him to the leading gin,
arid watch the four-curd flush fade from his
hnndw>tur face when he inert.* that blood-
less usurper, the slot machine.

For the next thirty days he will haunt
the cafe, flooding hi* grief with champagne,
and paint; against the machine between
drink*. Finally, when hi* dust has dwin-
dled. we h«* him in I he lw«-k yard of a cheap
boarding-house, halting between n sawbuck
and the jail. It is, indeed, a pathetic pio-

I went into n little cigar-store with Mr.
Hector. The -hop i» run by one James
Grow, Upon the counter there were two

ICuntimud oh fttttfi' SOI.)

loriiliu.-Ma>. V
••ctliinji, It lootli*

chlld, Wllrmi 1 lie *10114 -liny * nil |xiln, < um w ind colic, mid
•* ll»e BM remedy for liiarrlictJ.—{ ,f,/r.

)

supply. The milk iinul rtmiw fnmi a healthy, » ell frit, well.
Kr.-.ittfd li^-nt *it ('«* uiwlt-r li»- iri>-nir Micrrt l>lon. lb.
Knott I1mani> C«m*cmku> Miu I*
•cu-nlltic itn'l IukJv—( .Wr. |

- prepared under Hialmt

TaUflMMIK Srtvlrj !• nut Uieltu often ill Ihr home a* III
the i .thee, but Uk value in riner«rnrli-» U ,nii. Hul.-. i lt

MauJi.ntan from MIN u year. N\ V, Telephone t {.IdT.J

Itr the >ad *eu waves drink « Katie of deGrlou* Oiani-
paane- Cook'* Ui tHui. Kama Dsr. It I* the very
n»L—I.Wr.J

r

IioKBAO* pint utreoirth, ward i.lf lU-hSORH, 'iw Aiinorr'x,
tlw Original Amp-Our* Hitters, the UM'n«th-t;iver.—f/ti/e.]

ADVERTISEMENTS .

kWilliams7

Shai/incr
Stick
(Men of luxurious and j

;

refined tastes are sat-

I isfied with nothing less

J
than Williams’ Shaving!

f Stick. Its creamy, heal- 1

' ing lather, convenience \

of form, and attractive 1

style, leave nothing to be
desired.

r«v»Kfrf Cud), ef tit Drttrfnit
i

y The J. B WILLIAMS Ok, lUtuo
ovdou pa*h L'UvDkM *

LEADING HOTELS
Chicago, III.

|

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jackstn Bealevar* and Clark Street. Chicago

EVR.OPEAN PLAN
SptctMl Facilities for Banquets, Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.
Gentlciiien'w t 'afe m main A-.r. ljullm* and Omtleatea’a
Itmta iirant nmt Private lURicur- Rounw ,m wcolld floor.
Ini> hinvlml iiuevt rmniis three - l.-.inli* <if which havepm ate l»aiti In CuemoclMiei.

Rato». from S2 Upwards.

|
.

Boston, Mass.

BERKELEY HOTEL
1 Berkeley sad Be.itlon Slrseti. Boeton. Man
EUROPEAN and AMERICAN PLANS

Moduli in every detail.

Convenient to Urge Sores. Theatres, and all
places of interest.

Na*a Hack Uav Station*.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.
One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
best of allmodem foods

P. C. Wax
A specially imported wax. chemically treated, so that

when it is once rubbed over the iron the latter is

cleaned as if by magic. It prevents all odor, giving
the work that beautiful, silky polish sought for by the
laundress.

Not Only the Best, hot

The Most Economical
Why? Because each fine cut stick of F. P. C. Wax

is in an automatic wooden holder, which keeps it from
dripping. It never loses shape, and is good until the last

particle of wax is used. The handle saves your fingers

from burns.

If your grocer tries to substitute tlie old wax tb.tt apodls your Ironing and
your temper, send to cents for two stickh to tlie

FLAME PROOF CO., New York City

The Reflections

of Ambrosine
By ELINOR GLYN

Author of “ The Visits of Elisabeth "

If Elinor Glyo charmed novel reader* bv her
first work, she has certainly added to her popu-
larity with this newly published story. The
keenness of observation, the audacity, of •* The
Visits of Elizabeth '* are here, but. in addition
to this, she has ffiven us a strong love story and
a novel of real dramatic power.

$1.50

HARPF.R & BROTHERS. PUBLISHERS

B o K ElP
Anti dyspeptic. A tonic,-"

Practical Cooking
By MARY F. HENDERSON

It is a treatise containing all practical in strut'-

tions in cooking anil in serving.

Water-proof CoT>er. Illustrated. $1.50

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUPUSHERS, N. Y.
THE “HOIIMElt*’ HEADS THE LIST

OF THE HIGHEST GRADE
PIANOS.

SOHMER
Sohmer Building, Only Salesroom in

atii .tve.,rur. 23 «i m, Greater New York

VIOLETTES du CZAR

PIANOS
ler Balt*
A ve., cor. 23 .

BTT T E R SipprtUer. and a delicacy In mixed drlulu.

THE EVER FASHIONABLE PERFUME OF

ORIZA-L. LEGRAND (Grand Prix Paris 1900)
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A MARCONIGRAPHIC POSSIBILITY
SUGGESTING THE INHARMONIES WHICH MAY RESULT FROM A LITTLE TOO MUCH HARMONY

BY ALBERT LEVERING *

Utter (on 'Outnee) " Say. IVl’JEuu, IpijJi you'd get thru messages off my " To William llullem. Broker —Meet me club ’ It ' has gene to Europe

mind on the wireless " Paint hum sides, - Baer “

*

" To Skinnem & Fleece. Brokers —Sell MOM Fhnsrotk /Vr/rmV. Am
alter nullrm't scalp—quietly -Baer

"

"To Mrs / tf Harr. 5 > ' Platonic ' -Hood- night Fond loir Got to dine

kith l' rule Hotrocks. dern Aim/ Why don’t he let go and give the money.

-Lonely Hubby."

The Operator. " Sorry, str. Polos current too strong, sir. Tuned i-yetylhiug

up in ' G.’
'*
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(Continued from page 199

J

small machine*, about the sixe of a type-

writing machine. Hector grappled with one

of them, and after feeding Yankee nlcklc*

into it for a few moment* gut a cigar.

In the mean time other smokers (I ought
to say suckers) came in. and Mr. Crow put

up anothrr machine. In less than five min-
utes four machines were humming away, do-

ing what they could, uncomplainingly, to

make Mr. Crow comfortable. To be sure, they

were small machines, and could not do much.
A big one in the Kootenay bar. which cost

$180. is said to have paid for itaelf in two
days. You can bet a* low nn five cents

and win a« high as five dollars. I saw a

man do this. The machine made a show
of holding out on the man. bwt the man
punched it under the chin, shook It. kicked

it. and cursed it some, nnd then It roughed
up a quart of nicklea. The man apilled them
upon the bar and got a Are-dollar Mil.

lie told me. confidentially, that he had
been up against this same machine for about

a dollar a day for the past three months.
"

I was hound to beat the thing.” he added,

triumphantly, as he called the crowd to the

Imr, “ If I had to stay with It all summer.”
Hut we were in Mr. Crow’s mint. In a

little while he put up another machine

;

five of them on a ten-foot counter. It Is

wonderful how the instinct, or desire, to

gamble goes with the alrv freedom of a

mining-tump. Another thing I have ob-

served. The moment you try to suppress

all the bad in a white man. it will break

out in some other form. Stop the spout,

nnd the teakettle will blow the cover off.

In ten days’ residence in the prohibition

capital of Kansas I saw not a single drunk-

en man—not even the reflection of one in

my mirror—but I saw such a lot of gam-
blers of the penny-ante variety as I have

not seen otherwhere in all the wide world.

To be sure, there was no poker—none
that I saw—but in nearly every drug-store,

upon every showcase where cigars were wild,

there was a slot machine or some sort of a

chance device, with the chance* in favor of

the house. Yes. prohibition docs prohibit.

It tend* to decrease drunkenness, but It

dors seem to provoke men to other, though

perhaps less disastrous, pastime. Man is a

strange varmint. As the immortal David
would say. a certain amount of had seems

to be good for a civilised man—keeps him
from brooding on being civilised.

’* Hot tell me. Hector." said T, “ about

how many machines does Mr. Crow keep?”
“ Five,” he answered, relighting his cigar

for the third time. “You sec. he opens

at six in the morning and closes at ten at

night. Two of these machines go on at six

nnd quit at two p.M.: the other two work
from that hour until closing time. The other

one Is an ' extra,’ to be ready In case of a

breakdown or a hot box."
_

“ Hut why must he change them!”
" The union." said Hector, glancing about.

‘‘The miners would boycott the shop if he

worked one of these machine* over eight

hours straight”

The Increased Cost of

Living

It seems to he agreed generally that the

cost of living In this country at the present

time has Increased enormously since 1890-7.

the years which arc accepted commonly
as those of low prices. Some estimate*

place the increase for 1000-02 as high as

thirty-five per cent, over the earlier years,

ami others at not more than twenty per

tent. It is nsserted. however, that the

average man is paving much more for his

living-expenses than he did five years ago,

(Continue# on page 203.

J

Theoretically, the buffet-

smoking- library car of the

Golden State

Limited
i* for men only.

Practically, it isn’t. It b a favorite

reaort for lady passengers— a place

where they go for an hour or two, w hile

husband, brother, father or friend talks

tariff revision and smokes a fragrant cigar.

The Gotten Slat* limited Ieaw*
Chicago dally vU the H Pa*o-Kock
Island route. I.

— **

Santa Barbara and San Fraaelaca
Klectrtc tights; elcctnc fans; bath
room: barber shop; BocktovW
library: compartment and standard
sleepers; observation, dining and

Jno. Sebastian. P.T.lt., Chicago, I1L.

I
|£S£

The

EQUITABLE
HENRY B. HYDE

J.W ALEXANDER
PRCdrOCNT

J.H.HYDE
VICK PRE3IOCNT

A GOOD
RESOLUTION

for 1903 would be to save some-
thing from your income.

An Equitable Endowment policy will \

noi only help you to save something during (i

1903, but will help you to save during every 4*

year for 15 or20years— and will assure
your life in addition .

A resolution of this kind will not

benefit you — or your family— unless it is ^
carried out. If it is acted upon , the money
you might waste will be saved.

If you would like to accustom yourself

saving something each year, fill out coupon below

(Ywnnr Ira In every Mute lor ,»f character to urt ir

r,-|.re**ttlJtllv«-a. \ |>|> I > to tinier Turlwll. 'id V Ire-I’rr*.

I III-: KOITT Alll.h I.IKK ASNt'IIAM'K MX I L I \

ISM KKOAUWAY. NKW YOHK. Itrpt. V X!

I'lrrUe u-ttil lie lnl«,ra>iAti,H, rrirarilinN ,n Kmlnw inrnt |u

..If las
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TIIF. motors shown on this page, especially the machine driven

l>y (Jabrirl. exhibit the characteristic features of the foieign

rarer* which t<*>k |wrt in the long-distance contest* abroad.

The familiar vacht lines first applied to motor cars by Serpollrt

are bring universally copied, and white is the prevailing color

used, that the machines may Is- more
ipiirkly inspected, and because it has

been discovered that this color is bet-

ter distinguishable when it is neces-

sary to pass contestant* on the road,

a most important matter in question

of time and safety. The lack of uny
attention paid to the comfort of either

the driver or his mechanic is very evi-

dent. No one. however, has yet claim-

ed that motor-racing is a truly enjoy-

able spurt.

Of interest to automnhilists Is

the report of the committee appoint-

ed by the Supervisors Highway Con-
vention. held in Albany. January 20.

which has statistic*

condition of New York roads and the

prospects of bcttrrmrnts.
The State of New York contains 50,-

000 miles of area, and this area is made
accessible to its people by 75,000 miles

of dirt highways. 8114 miles of steam
roads. 1018 miles of electric trolley

roads, mostly in use in the cities, and
about 525 mile* of cunal. and over this

system of dirt highways, steam roads,

and waterways the entire commerce of

the State is carried. The steam roads
and the elect rie roads are maintained
and operated by private corporations;

the 522 miles of canal are maintained
by the State at an expenditure for

maintenance of about $4,000,000 an-

nually, while the 75.000 miles of high-

way are practically without State
maintenance and without a State policy

for development and improvement.
The committee believe* that the State of New York should ex-

pend sufficient money to thoroughly construct and maintain ten

per cent, of the entire highway mileage of the State, being the
main market roads, whlrh would call for the State building ap-

proximately 7500 mile* of highway, leaving the remaining 07.500

miles of dirt roads to lie maintained by the counties ami towns
in which they are situated.

The committee believes that the 7500 miles of State roads should
Is- laid out so a* not only to bring about continuous stretches of

improved highway from one end of the State to the other, but to

primarily bring produce from now inaccessible parts of the State
to the shipping centres. Such a policy u» this would cull fur the
•expenditure of probably not less than* $7000 a mile for the 7-Hit)

miles to lie Improved, and would call for a total expenditure on
the part of the State, counties, and towns, ns provided by the

Highie-Armstrong Act. of approximately 53.000.000, an amount
much less than is suggested for the improvement and enlargement
of the Erie ('anal.

So great has tavn the demand and so slow the completion of the
work that the committee desire to call attention to the fact

that it has taken live year* to Imild

120 miles -if highway and place 107

miles ot highway in the course of con-

struction, while 2414 mile* of highway
have been requested to lie built in

forty - six counties in the State, ami
even if the State of New York should
Imild 200 miles of highway in the State
each year it would take twelve years
In-fun- it will In1 possible for all of

the counties now having petitioned for

highway* to receive their |Mirtion of
State aid under the pn'sent met hod of

annual appropriation.
It become* necessary, therefore, to

ennsider again the same |iro|N>sitiiin

which we considered last year, that of
asking for a bond issue in order that
nil of the counties of the State may
receive within a short period of time
the benefits to In- obtained and the

values to In- created by the const no-
tion of improved highways. The ad
vneates of the canal have no hesituney
whatever in asking for a Isuid issue of

approximately $100,000.00© with which
to increase the values of the cities

along the canal.

Why. therefore, should the coun-
ties which are waiting for 205V
mile* of road improvement not ad-

voeate the issue of £50.000,(100 of
IhiiiiIs for gisal roads, these Ismd* not

to lie issued in rxcx-s* of $5,000.(100

for any one year, and to run at not
in excess of three js-r cent, interest

per annum, with a two per cent, an
nuul sinking fund. The prinei|Hil and

interest on these Isind* to In* paid by the State ami half

of the same charged hack to the counties and towns, as

now provided by the Ilighie • Armstrong Act. to writ, thirty-

live tier cent, to the counties and fifteen per cent, to the town*
benefited.

in regard to the

Mme. Bob Walter, on a Vinot & Deguingamp 16- Horse- power Motor

M. Gabriel on bia 70-Horsc-powcr Mors
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f(Continued from page 201.)

and that the increase in wugc* lm» not liven

in proportion to the increase in expenses.

A careful analy*ii> does not hear out these

contentions fully. There can tie no doubt
that if the average family lives precisely as

it did five years ago, the money cost would
tie more now than then. For example, if

the same quantity and quality of meat were
eaten to-day that were eaten five years ago
it would cost the householder perhaps thirty

per eent. more for his meat. But the stand-

ard of consumption does not remuin fixed.

When meats went up enormously Inst year
the average householder cut down his sup-
ply both in quantity and in quality. Sta-

tistics based upon a fixed ratio of consump-
tion are therefore not fully correct, except
upon a mere theoretical basis.

The average wage-earner is likely to run
from the specific to the general in his reason-

ing on prices, especially when so important
an article as meat take* a great jump in

price. He forgets that other things have
gone down. The price that makes him wince
is the one that he rememliers. It was so
with meat. Thrre had been a partial fail-

ure of the corn crop in 1001. Fanners
rushed their cattle to market to avoid feed-

ing expenses. Aa a result in 1002 the-e was
a shortage of beeves. Vegetables were high
in 1001 and meat was cheap in eoinp-irison.

In 1902 meat was high and. owing to the
great crops, vegetables were cheap. Potatoes
that were worth 01 25 a bushel in 1001
were worth only forty to fifty cents a bushel
in 1 002. The householder thinks little alsiut

the drop in potatoes, hut thinks much almut
the high price of meat.

Many sets of statistics have 1»eeii gathered
upon this subject of living-expenses. The
commercial agencies, like Itradstreet’s and
l>un's. and the Department of Labor in

Washington, besides several State agencies,

have done a great deal of figuring upon this
matter. But to bring the nuttier down to a

most practical ImhIs, I am at liberty to

tell in a general way of an unusual experi-

ment. the results of which have just come
to the Mradstreet agency. A large rail-

road contracting firm, htiying supplies in

Chicago, wrote that it had taken work on
the Northwestern Railroad at a close figure.

It had to feed its laborers. For two years
it. has kept the closest watch upon the ex-

penditures for exactly 100 men. giving them
precisely the same amount and kind of food

in each year. There was no change in the
meat schedule or any other.

The figures for these 100 mpn who dig
and who require a large amount of food are

considerably lower for 1902 than for IDOL
The story is told briefly in a sentence. Meat
is higher this yrar than last, hut vege-

tables are much lower. Now this was an
actual experiment with a certain grade of

men as compared with the theoretical esti-

mates based upon the fluctuation of prices,

with the idea that consumption remains the
some when prices are high as when they are
low. In this ease the consumption did re-

main the same— it was made so for a pur-
pose—hut in the ordinary family it does not
remain fixed, and the conclusion from such
reasoning is that if there has been a great
increase in certain prices the householder
has adjusted his manner of living to it, and
really is spending only a little more in com-
parison to what he did five years ago.

But there is another set of actual figures
which throw light on this question. They
are collected hv Horace G. Wadlin. Chief of
the Bureau of Statistics of Ijjhor in Massa-
chusetts, and regarded by all experts ar an
authority in such matters, lie has taken
152 working-men's families at random in
Massachusetts as a Isisis of comparison. Tie
finds an actual decrease in the cost of flour,

coffee, and sugar in 1902 since 1897. lie
finds a great increase In the cost of meats.
It is not fair to include fuel, because the
coal strike has produced abnormal condi*

When you
play with

Bicycle
Playing Cards
you hold

Good Cards.
Bicycle cards always wear well.

Sold by dealers. Popular price.

Order by name. SB backs. Design
shown is “Automobile” back,
copyrighted, 1002. by

The U. S. Playing Card Co.
Cincinnati, U S. A.

Wf SHI Mad 120- pace Condensed Hoyle
tor 10c. sump*. It address** to Dept. *8.

c. U- Croat English Remedy I

BLAIRS PILLS I
Safe, Sara, fftsetive. 50c. & $ 1 I
PEUQOISTg, or Mtgjfcg gj, H. Y. |

One taste convinces

K0RN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

BRONCHIAL,

TROCHES

Clear
the voice.

Kelict e

llir throat,
urc coughs
and colds.

In boxes only.
Avoid Imitations.

CUHIS WHIR! All USE FAILS.

^pBEGEEiaEBEg
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What
PUMTY
Means

rut

Purity requires pure water.

We get it from six wells, driven down to rock. No
purer water flows anywhere in the world.

Purity necessitates pure air.

All the air that touches Schlitz Deer, after the

boiling process, passes first through an air filter.

Pure beer must be filtered.

Every drop of Schlitz Beer is filtered by machin-
ery through masses of white wood pulp.

Pure beer contains no (jerms.

Schlitz Beer is sterilized after it is bottled and
sealed, by a process invented by M. Pasteur, of

France. It requires one and one-half hours.

That’s how we double the necessary

cost of our brewing. We do it to

make purity certain—to make Schlitz

Beer healthful.

Will you drink common beer, and
payjustasmuch forit, when Schlitz

Beer can be had for the asking.

Ask for the Brewery bottling.

CooksFlaked Rice
4/iSOLUEELY /Vo COOK/NG.

tlonn. Dry-good* have gone up very slightly
in the amount of annual coat, and shoe* have
advanced only a trifle. Kenta have in-
creased heavily, owing to the great improve-
ntenta that the working-men now seek and
apparently ran pay for.

On the other hand, probably the moat
striking figure* that have been produml in
thia quest for the east of living are that the
price of board for the working-nmn in Massa-
chusetts ha* declined seventy-one cents u
week since 18117, and that for women haa de-
clined thirty-two eenta a week since 18»7.
I’ut in percentage figure*, one dollar would
purchase 17 per cent, more board for men
in 1902 than in 1897, and 9 per cent, more
for women.

In the matter of meat and butter, a dollar
would buy lean than in 1807 by these per-
centage* ; roasting beef. 10 per cent.; veal,
2,3; mutton. .32; lard. 40; butter. 20. Al-
though there have been many increases in
price nine* 1897, the figure* show that
practically every kind at provision is
cheaper now than in 1872. The price of
groceries decreased 7 per cent, in 1902
a* compared with 1807. and the price* of
meata have increased 111 per rent, a* com-
pared with five year* ago. 8inre 1872, how-
ever. groceries have declined 44 per rent.,

and nmst* nearly 9 per cent. Tliia shows
that although meata in five years have gone
up greatly, groceries have declined nearly
half aa much in the aamr time, ami that if

the family expenditure* for food are ad-
juated to the new scale «>f prices there nerd
be little more expense in that hrnnrh uf
the coat of living.

The statistic* show that 28 per cent, of
the family income is used for groceries, and
17 for meats. An increase in the grocery
account and a decreaae in the meat account,
such as have been made undoubtedly by most
families of small mean*, would soon bring
the expenditure down to a normal basis.

The percentages show also that there is an
unnual decline in the expenditure for fo«»d,

while for clothing it remains the same.
What ia saved from food is going into
Idghrr rents and extras, such as newspapers,
church dues, and pleasures.

If the family expeuM had ramaim-d pre-
cisely the same in 1902 as in 1807 the
figures show that an increase of income of
nearly 14 per cent, would la* required.
Well, there has been a general increase in

wage* and. what is more to the point, there
lias been steady employment, and hence there
i* reason to believe that if the family food

schedule haa been changed a little from
meats to groceries, that fact, with the un-
doubted increase in income from higher
wages and constant work, has brought down
the living-expense* of the average man to

only a little more, nt the most, than they
were five years ago. What a working-man
has left over tells the tale about an well ns

anything. This surplus in 1902 wa* alsmt
$1(1 on the average for the 152 families us
compared with $24 in 1872, but the working-
man of tn-day is not helped out by child-

labor, as he was then, and spends more for

extras, and especially for rent. The con-

clusion is, that with slight changes of diet-

ary the wnrking-man is sending only a
small sum more than he did in 1897 for

living-ex pen**-*.

Dun's index number* show that what cost

$90,891 in 1901 cost $100,«M« In 1902.

But it doe* not follow that the average

citizen purrhasrd the same quantities and
qualities of good* that he did a year ago.

Certainly he doe* not in meats. Speaking

of the general increase in wages, Dun's Ke-

rfetc says: “The official returns from the

Rtate of Massachusetts indicate that the

balance is in favor of the wage-earner by *

wide margin.” Bradstreet'a publication says.

In reference to the compilation of statistics

a* to the cost of living by the fJovrrnmcnt

Department of Luhor: “It appears from
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At Banquets
and dinners the pleasing

quality and absolute

purity of

Great

Western
j

Champagne $

commend it to those who r
prefer the best, while its F
moderate price is only a J
further recommendation. 5

QOLD MEDAL $
highest award, at the J
Paris Exposition of 1900

. J
PLEASANT VALLEY WINE CO.,

J
1
Sole Maker*. RhrUn*. N. Y. ?

Sold by all reapedable wine dealers. d

This
Gibson
Head

aiwl pictures b» ilrming-
ton, bmedlcy. Caitaiirne,
Mult, ajui i.:her well-
known artists are in a
beautiful little book, tell-

ing of a novel monthly
competition for more
than |)^ao la priic>.

Tile contest Is open to everybody, without
coat. Send 4 cents in stamp* lor tne book to

Tha Idea's Meatb, 4IT Wae< ISth 8*.. MswTw*

RESTFUL SLEEP
la Camp, on thd Yacht, and at Home

“Perfection" Air Mattresses
CUSHIONS and PILLOWS

Myle 81. ( amp Maltrvu with Pillow attached.
Also showing Matin'*. driUtnl.

Clean and OdoHeaa. will not absorb moisture
Can be packed In small space when not In uaa

Ir SruA for /IlifMlratrJ Cltlalognr

MECHANICAL FABRIC CO.. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Rene’s Lucca.
Olive Oil

appreciated by cumioisscurs

for ib

Delicate Flavor

(No rank «trwtl n.ir la*!#, m> frequent In some
brand* of Olive OIL)

Ouaranteed Pure OH ol Olives
.... eely ....

S. R-AE ®. CO.
iEtlaMliktd SdJff)

LEGHORN. ITALY

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
best of all modem foods

IF yOU WANT 10 BUY OR SELL
tell your iimuert jr quickly Im I'uIl n» 1

Wiitrtu iUy and learn (low. I- HANK
Meal Kabila Kspert, 130)1 Aiiaina lutprm

Real K.tute or Runt-
ne*s write me. Iran
nutter win-re Inratrd.
P. tl.K\ KI.AND,
> liuUdina. Chicago.

thi* summary that the group of fnrm prod-
ucts reached the lowest average in 1898, and
the highest in 18111 : that of food, ete., the

lowest in 1898. and the highest in 1891 •

that of cloth und elnlhing. the lowest in

181)7, and the highest in 1890." So it would
appear that the prices to-day are by no
means the highest in recent years.

Summarizing the price conditions for

September last as compared with funner
prices, this journal says:

“ The approximate index number on
October 1 is shown to have been 87.42. n gain
of six-tenths of 1 per cent over September 1.

It is an advance of six - tenths of I per

cent, over September 1. < Dun's figures,

baaed on a theoretical fixed consumption, arr
tin increase of 4.1 per cent, for the month.)
It ia an advance of 2.7 per cent, over
January I, of this year, and a gain of I

per cent, over the low point readied
on June 1, 1901. and is. in fact, the high
est index number reached since October I,

11810, just two years ago. In all, thirty-six

prices have advanced, while twenty-five de-

clined and forty-four remained unchanged
during the month.”
The conclusion of the whole mutter i*

that, eliminating the high price of meats
and considering the increase in wages ami
in the number of days of employment, the
average man is paving only a lit tie* more, if

anything, for the cost of living. There is

reason also to believe that the coat of meat
will decrease this year. A greut corn
crop wn» raised last year, and hundreds of
thousands of farmers are raising live stock
for meat so as to catch the high prices.

This year meat promises to lie compara-
tively cheap.

Jonathan to John

(With apologies to “ A Hoodlum.”)

Once we were good-and-hunk as hunk can

hr;

You could have packed your puttees in

my trunk.

Done whacks with me on junk nnd hunk

and drunk:

—

Say. John, for fair you had a cinch with

me.

Xn kick is coinin', not a littlr hit:—
If you prefer His Whiskers cellar door

Then cut it out. and slide with me no

more :

—

I thought you wise on Willy:—aber nitl

Get next, get next! Say, John, it ain't too

lute.

Back to the woods with Geezer Willy’s

crew!

They didn't try to do u thing to you

Err Oomty Haul was counted out,—a skate!

When first 1 sailed into Manila Bay
Strunge I u nd* and customs to admire an’

see.

Up paddles dotty Willy, joshin’ me,—
An'. John, I told him not to get too gay!

Say John. I never piped you for no saint,

But I’m dead sore to see you chase that

hunch

—

—A mixed ulc push a-huntin’ Dago lunch

With Weary Willy rnggin', fresh as paint!

Get busy, friend, and shake that hum lmznn,

For. honest. I don't have to stund for it.

That gang must git—or elae I've got to

quit.

You know me. John: and now it's up to you!
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Delicious Drinfis
and Dainty Dishes

BAKER’S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Un«qu4le<Jf<irSiiiootbaeM, Delicacy,aad Flavor

Examine the |acki(( you receive and maks aura

that it Ixam our trade-mark.

Under tin d*i uuntia ul the U. S, Courts Do other

Cocoa U cBtulcd to lx labeled nr sold a*

"BAKER’S COCOA.”
Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Bacabllalied ,7Sc DORCHESTER. MASS.

brn
risp
k
A4AAA

Large, dean, crisp

flakes. Malted and
thoroughly cooked

Made from the finest

Southern White Com.

The PSA1RIK r.TATIS

KIP AT m atau
Mors aedo-taore «ol&-
00 re pniei von
ILL OTHERS OOBblMR

Pnamx STATI IXCyBaroa CO

UOMXS cm
,
Pa., tl.S.A.

BREAD MACHINE
I* on llorsanuLP t'sa

Sift* llvr flour nnd*mlxe* 10 ll»,

of t«?*t timid In 3 minute*,
aided to trial and apen,vn).

for A Kent- wanted.
uJ

Scientific Bread Mach. Co.
(C'vaea LTiAMna**, lx.)

52nd and Media Sta.. I'luladeliibia
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How are wc going to pay our taxes now, with only our salaries to live on?"

Buffalo Lithia Water
What the Medical Profession thinks of it as a

Remedy in Bright’s Disease, Albuminuria,
Calculi, Gout, Rheumatism, and all Uric
Acid Troubles. “The Most Valuable Min-
eral Water in Use.”

Dp. Graeme M. Hammond, ofNew York, Professor of Disease* ofthe Mind
and Nervous System in the New York Post-Graduate Medual School and Hospital:
" Inallca<c*of BRIGHT'S RilFE'Alft I mill UlMTD °* ,he greatest
DISKASF. I have found Ovtr/UAI LI InlA TOUtK service In In-
creasing the quantity of urine and in ELIMINATING the ALBUMEN. In GOUT
and RHEUMATISM it is highly a 1TUIM ti/.TrD asthe most
beneficial. I have long regarded tfUFFALU LITHIA TErUUI valuable
mineral water In use.”

Dr. William Doughty, former Professor of Materia Medicaand Therapeutics,
Medical College of H ||i|i UU'll. ll

1

ltl ~ ri » 1 y rrlinlili in ni

Georgia, Augusta: l/VTlAUJ LI1IUA VTA1 EJI merit known to me for

the permanent relief of gravel, and the antecedent conditions that determine it.’

Dr. J. T. LcBlanehard, Professor Montreal Clinic, SM..SX., K U.: “I
have p.,rn. 1n I mwmgum Ufarn) iu most obstinate cases of Chronic In flnm-

uvd DUrrALU LIIHIA WAl EJf uiiition of the Bladder, in Stone of the
Bladder, in Uric Acid Gravel, with the most efficacious results.”

Dr. P, B. Barringer, Chairman of Faculty and Professor of Physiology, Uni-
versity of Virginia.: "Alter an experience of more than twenty years, I have no
hesitancy i>l stating that for prompt results Diimin I mflMWlTTD
I have found nothing to compare with DUaiALv LllVILn WU Kill

in preventing Uric Acid deposits in the laxly.”

Buffalo LithiaWattr U for sale by OlWT* and l>ra«xt*U generally.

Testimonials which defy all imputation or questions sent to any address.

_ PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VIRGINIA.

’ The KAISF.RIN (No. tier. I.loyd).

Chartered to lake our i«ni« ONLY.
" like a yacht, to MEDITERRANEAN
ad the ORIENT, February ;th

’ Vill u«e only main I fining Saloon.

NORWAY, July id. I275 up. A new era in
r
World's Travel. For particulars apply to MORPHINE .! If'"

“

FRANK C. CLARK. Ill Broadway, NEW YORK ill. Vi"*

'

ru,r‘Jy .

One taste convinces

KORNKRISP
Best of all modem foods

. l»r|»I.A?, I . l.iumn. Ohio

The CLUB
are the original bottled Cocktails.

|

Years of experience have made them
THE PERFECT COCKTAILS that they
are. Do not he lured into buying some
Imitation. The ORIGINAL of anything
Is good enough. When others are of-

fered it is for the purpose of larger

profits. Insist upon having the CLUB
COCKTAILS, and take no other.

O. F. HKUBLKIN & lllto., Mr t'r.yprirtert

99 Ukoauway, Ntw Yokk, N. V.

liAXTTOiLD, Conn. Luxdon

The Vultures
By

HENRY SETON MERRIMAN
Author of “The Sowers”

The atmosphere of this bonk suggests the novel*

ist’s great success, " The Sowers,” for it Is a tale

nf Pid.mJ and is saturated with Russian arid Polish

intrigue. The romance nt the young Countess

Wanda and Reginald Cwtoner, the reticent Eng*

lislt diplomat, is an intensely dramatic one. This

dechJedlv popular novel secured second place on

the list of the London Academy's voting contest

lor the most popular novel of the year.

Illustrated. $t . 50

HARPER & BROTHERS. NEW YORK CITY

Most Perfect Block Signals on The New York Central.
* 2U4J
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THISTLE EDITION

me
WAVERLEY
NOVELS

In 48 Volumes

By SIR
WALTER
SCOTT

Volumes

$25:00

S
COTT’S classic works will be read

as long as the English language

endures, combining, as they do,

the thrilling interest of romance

with historical instruction. They
are really a history in them-

selves, covering the period from

the times of William the

Red (i 190) to George III.

(1800)—more than 600

years. No library is

a library without

them.

Harper & Brothers have just

issued a splendid new edition

of Sir Walter Scott’s Waverley

Novels in forty -eight (48) volumes.

The pages are decidedly hand-

some, printed from large type on excel-

lent paper, and the edition contains more

than two thousand illustrations from the

old English wood - engravings in the original

edition, and the binding is of fine, permanent

cloth.

OUR. OFFER
We will send you the entire set of forty -eight

volumes, charges prepaid, on receipt of $1.00. If

you do not like the books when they reach you, send
them back at our expense, and we will return the

$1.00. If you do like them, send us $2.00 every month
for twelve months. On receipt of this dollar, we will send

you, without extra charge, beginning at once, a year’s
subscription to either Harper’s Magazine, Harper’s Weekly,

Harper’s Bazar, or the North American Review. In writing,
state which periodical you want.

This same set is also bound in half - leather, with gold stamping
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THE NEW JUSTICES OF
SUPREME COURT

THE

Oliver Wendell Holmes

THERE is no part of our Federal machinery which has at-

tracted more fuvuruhli- European criticism than the Su-
preme Court. It is not only the greatest judicial laaly in

the world in print of function,

but it is ax eminent in the purity
of its personnel. Partisanship has not cor-

rupted it. Suspicion has seldom entered
its chamber*. It has kept its dignity amid
the irreverence of democracy, which is not
(lerinitled to touch it with its own electoral

hands, ami this despite some decisions dic-

tated seemingly by |mliticul exigencies. It

is the oracle whose deliverances keep the
executive and the legislative within the
guidanre of the Constitution, which is to

our people what a patron divinity was to
some ancient States.

Ita constitutional function cannot alone
account for its peculiar prominence; it is

the confidence on the part of the people in

its integrity. If it were to lose this it

would soon fail to exercise that restraint
which is vital in our complex system of
checks and balance*. It is gratifying,
therefore, that the new appointments to this
Iwnch have been such as to strengthen rather
than to impair that confidence. President
Roosevelt has been most diligent and suc-
cessful ii. searching out men of both ju-
dicial ability and high personal integrity
for all the vacancies in the Federal courts,
ami especially for those which have oc-
curred by the retirement of Justices Cray
and Shims from the Supreme Itcnrh. Not
only has then* been a toning up of the
entire civil service in the purely execu-
tive de|nirt inruts. hut the judicial v Ims likewise licen strength-
ened by the judgment of the President in his appointments.

Justice Holmes, who succeeded Justice Gray, came into the Court
with what to the lay public
was only a State nr a pne
vinrial reputation, hut his

decision* us t“hief Justice of

the Supreme Court of Mas
-achusctl* had given him a

wide fame among lawyers.
The remark of an able In
diana judge that he had
read every opinion of Jus-
tice Holmes and that they
were the best opinions writ-

ten. gives some intimation
of the technical esteem in

which lie is held. And if

one may infer his judicial
qualifications from hi* |tci

(tonality and from his dis-

cus-don of unteelinical sub
jeets. lie is rather a fearless

vet reverent pioneer than a

t illcr of ancestral farm*. He
is not disposed to accept
without question the con-
vent iona I values put ti|mn

things; like Justice Field,

whom he succeeded in the
State court, he is undoubt-
edly less interested ill the
embryology of the law as
an object of a Iattract sja-eii-

lat ion or in I he logical out
come of precedent than in

making sure that every in

tcre*t is represented lieforr

the court and in extending
useful remedies. This dis-

position has perhaps invited

the criticism of radicalism,
of which he can hardly he
guilty, for we must agree
that the quality just men-
tionrd constitutes a good
fault in a judge. He is a
man of heroic temper: sc

verely wounded in the Civil
War. he has nevertheless
lived a strenuously active
life, and kept ever a gallant
exterior toward his work.

He "'ll bring not only a William R. Day

distinguished name to the roll of Supreme justices, Imt a per-

sonality of surpassing charm among men—this la-sides his long ju-

dicial experience ami trained mind, which sit in n laaly that keep*
the vigor of his younger years.

Justin- Day, of Ohio, who is to sneered
.lustier Shim* of Pennsylvania, ha* come
through a varied public service to this seat.

And he cornea, t<ai. with a temperament
far different from lliat of Justice Holmes,
yet with aa great promise of usefulness.

Ilis experience in tlu- State Department
during the Spanish War. and hi* conspicu-
ous and responsible part in the peace ne-
gotiations. have givrn him a peculiar pre-

paration for dealing with the questions
which have grown out of that war and the
terms of peace which he concluded, lie ha*,

to express an opinion again from lay im-

i

u'essions. rather more respect for what has
**en, and is |m»»esxed of a keen and expe-

r

rirnccd understanding of present economic
uml pi ill lira I relationships, with a practical

though not a pioneering mind. 1 1 is public

career, at any rate that portion of it which
brought him into the notice of the world
and into distinction as n diplomat, hud its

l*cginning in what may have npiM-artxl to be

a fortuity— President McKinley's friend-*
shin for him — Imt this seeming fortuity

bad such support in the unusual ability of

the man. that it ran hardly Is- la-lirvrd now
that there was any element of chance in it.

Ilefore he was called to Washington by
President McKinley as Assistant Secretary
of State, lie bad <-ome to local ami even
State distinction a» a lawyer. President

Harrison appointed him to the Federal bench of the Northern Dix-

triet of Ohio, hut this Mp|sdiltnient lie was obliged to decline on
aix-muiL of health. He later sacrificed much when he went to

Washington to take the
nominally sulionlinate posi-

tion where he was able to

give the President and the
country most needed service;
but he made no lioast of sac-

rifice. and unostentatiously
took on himself the burden
of the conduct of the dc-

part merit without the hon-
or*. Ilis subsequent service

in his higher offices the
country remeinliers. He
went quietly hack to hi* law
praetier. after bin short,

brilliant diplomatic expe-
rience. but WHS MM III up-
minted to succeed Judge
Taft on the Cnitcd States
Circuit I tench, from which
he is now promoted to the
SupremeCourt. And it is vir-

tually a* the successor of
Judge Taft that he enters
this higher court, the for-

mer's continuance in the
Philippine* being demanded
by all the interests that are
icprcscntcd there.

Governor Taft will yet
come to a seat in this body, it

is universally Imped, though
he has earned a distinct iun
which even this honor can-
not augment. Meanwhile
it i* a source of much grati-
fication that the service of
•fudge Day should find its

recognition in his appoint-
ment to the place of highest
honor in his profession. It

is n cause for i|iv|ier grati-
fication that he conic* to
this position with Mili«tan-

tial attainment* and emi-
nent fitness for ita du-
ties.

The Court will unques-
tionably Im- strengthened by
w hat these new justices will
bring to it.
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THE NEWS IN MIDOCEAN
In the above drawing Mr. Granville Smith pictures a phase of the transoceanic travel of the near future. Already

there is a chess championship of the Atlantic, which has been played for by teams on liners in different

parts of the ocean. The receipt of wireless telegrams many miles from shore is not an unusual
occurrence, and a syndicate has lately been formed to issue the first midocean newspaper
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Germany’s first Step as a World Naval Power of the Future—The Launching of the "Braunschweig”

THE FUTURE OF GERMANY’S NAVY

W ITH the acquirement of large colonial no*new*ion* by
Germany has come the development of the im|M-rial

navy on ho large and -dgnilh-ant scale that iii<»1 of

the other naval |siwcrs of the world are watching It*

growth with suspicion and Home of them with appre-
H-nsinn. .A* a naval power Germany now ranks with Italy. The
order now runs: Great Britain, France. Russia, Italy or Germany,
the United Stairs, ami so on. In a year or two Germany will

rank next to Kussia.

In hi* determination to have a great navy. Knipcmr William
has liecn unyielding, and in 1D00 n naval programme which ran not
tic interfered with, except to enlarge ita scope, was adopted by the

Reichstag. This naval programme was moat elaborate and thor-

ough. No definite plan like it has been adopted as yet by any
other nation.

This naval plan of WOO was practically a doubling of the plan
ldoptcd in 1808. It provides for a certain amount of ship con-

struction, entirely in Herman yards, chiefly by private plant*,

iron year to year, and the gradual substitution of new ves-

sels for those that have grown out of date. The imperial navy
is to lie developed along three line*. The first is strictly for

home defence. The next is for purpose* of attack near home. The
third in for service in foreign water* near her colonial possession*.

The home tint eventually is to consist of thirty-four battle-ships
of the first class, eight- large and twenty-four small cruisers, with
a reserve of four hat tie-ships and three large and four small
cruiser*. In the home squadron there are to Is- eight battle-ships

and two cruiser* always in commission, and the other* of the
Meet are to Is* put in commission in the »ummcr for mana-uvrea.
The life of n bit fie ship is computed by the Herman naval au-

thorities to he twenty-five years and that of a cruiser twenty years.
Itv 1 *»-• » Hennany will have certain war-ship* for which substi-
tute* will have been built, but which will not lie entirely useless.

This means that «he will have no less than fifty-five battle-ships,
seven! ern of which will still be of considerable use. although not
up to the miuirrmcnta Mint will lie in vogue then. She will also
have alsiut the same number of fighting-cruisers.

The total cost of building these vessels from IflOO to 1910 will
Is- somi thing like *365,1000,000. In addition, about *ti.'».iHMi.0H0

will I*- spent on dock yard*, and the current expenditure for main-
taining i In- navy will Is- increased from filM.iNNi.Ouo a year in

l

W

0 to *”7 .ooti.i mo in ls» 1 7. In I !*• w> Germany had 128.i officer*

and 2l.iiti men in her navy. Itv 1**1 7 there will lie 30tM» officer*

and 50,000 men in the navy. Thin rise of Hcrnumy as a naval

fsiwer is all the more -igiiifirunt when one remeinlier* that It was
not until IMS) that she had her first naval review, and that it

was not until lSU.i. upon the opening of the Kiel Canal, that the
imperial navy was first displayed before the licet* of other naval
lowers.
The Kmperor makes all the ordinances regulating the administra-

tion ol the navy, and is practically supreme, lie has a “Marine
Cabinet “ to carry on the business detail* of the e*tahli*hment and
an “ Admiral Staff" to advise, like the general staff of the army,
what the navy is to do. He has Hag officers to cuminund the Immc
naval station* at Wilhrluishnvcn on the North Sea aiul at Kiel
on the Italtie. Another flag officer command* the home squadron,
and another has charge of the cruising squadron, while another
inspect* the training establishment*. In a general way, service in
the navy is compulsory and along the same line* a* service in the
army. There are also land force* In-longing to thr navy, ehirtly
artillery. In another decade the navy will be a most imposing
establishment.
Germany ha* twenty • two battle - ship* in service where the

L’nitcd State* ha* ten. She is building eight In our ten. She ha*
four armored cruiser* where we have two, hut she i* building
only three where we are building nine. In protected cnii«ers she
has nineteen to our fourteen, and is building three to our six.
In unprotected cruiser* she ha* twenty to our *ix. In coast de-
fender she has eleven to our fifteen—ours are of the monitor type
—and is building no more, while we are constructing four. &he
has something like one hundred and forty torpedo-boats to our
thirty-two. hut these vessels are already out of date, and neither
country is building any more. She tins thirty torpedo-destroyers
tc our twenty. We have eight submarine* to none for Germany.
Altogether she ha* about two hundred and seventy-five war-ship*
to our one hundred nr.d forty, hut inn-much a* she has over one
hundred more torpedo-boats than we have—vessels that are use-
less—the present disparagement between the navies of the two
countries i* not so great as the total figures would indicate.
One of the latest of the Herman battle -ships ha* just been

launched. It represents the new type. It i» not a* large a*
the more recent of American battle-ships, but is compact and of
the bulldog order. It« name is the Rrauwhircig. It is 3fi8.tl2

fret long. 73.80 feet wide. 2.7.10 feet draught. It displaces 13.200
tons, a* again*! about 10,000 ton* of the newer Knglish and Amer-
ican battle--ship*. It has a speed of eighteen knots an hour, which
is iiIhuiI tin- average required of the largest vessels of thiB class.

The new battle-ship carries 600 officers and men.

Model of the " Braunschweig," Germany's new Type of Battle-ship
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THEMAN WHOCORRUPTED EDDYV1LLE

** l alt if you'll sett me a copy of Mrs. Eddy's book lor my boy Tom
Sawyer, sum,—(mnTJ ye f"

Dealer. "Sorry; any other book its the store. Miller Twain."

(.'ll Mr Risbv.\ ‘ Will vou-all sell a copy of Mrs. Eddy's book to a
retired Mississippi Rh<rr pilot, who wants to read it to his great- grand*

mother f"

"Sorry; bus as I'm a scientist, there's the door, Mister Twain."
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TIIK last of .t iiiiinher of expeditions sent out from thr Anirr-

Inin Mu-rum of Natural History to the Western land* of

A rica for the purpose of exploring tin* home* of the cliff-

dwfllm hus just returned. I p to this t itn** it hu» Iwen

considered that thr Old World paleolithic men of thr Seine

Hirer wvra of France, of thr

riiuinr-s Itivrr nvin of England,
mid so on held undisputed right*

to thr greatest antiquity. Sir llovd

Duwkin- found that the Eskimo
limit- to-day were using thr same
reindeer-lamp hunting' instrumenta
mid dome-tie implements, and hence
were descendants of pnleolitliie

men who hud migrated in |*lnc-iu 1

time*. Haeckel. in Thr Lout Link,
make- paleolithic men mntrin-
|hhui\ with thr reindeer of France
in the glacial age. 270.000 year-
ago. He date- /'if/tmiMfAro/m*
HrrrtuM, " ton high for an a|ic. too

low for a man. " the predece»»or of

pah-ditliii- man. tHMI.OOii years ago,

Paleolithic men had for weapon*
arrow - points, spear - points, and
other primitive devices. Much
greuter. then, in the antiquity of

thr American cave-dwellers just

discovered, who posaes-eil no wca-
pons of that type, who lived before

arrow - points were invented, and
who fought with a throwing-stick.

1‘riority i- claimed for this uio-t

recently unearthed American. He
was a finer man than the brutal
paleolith. even if he must ulti-

nintely lie classed with him. He
po-.M-s-.ed an wstheticism wholly
unknown to the primitive Euro-
peans. He dressed better than his

contemporaries and many of his

mircrssors. His burial robe was
more superb than that of any pre-

historic or historic savage. His
art of muking mummies shows him
abreast with ancient Egypt, even if his process was dilTrrrnt.

The cave-dweller was no architect, and built- no houses for hi*

habitations. Living in glacial times, he naturally sought for hi*

home the most secluded, warmest caves, having a convenient water

It has required eight years to get enough of the remain* of the

American cave-dwellers together to demonstrate the actual exist-

ence of pnleolitliie men on thi* continent. In 1804. Mr. Richard
Wet In-rill, of Mnneo*. < 'olorudo. conceived the idea that the cliff-

dweller- of the noUlhwestern cartons might have buried treasure*
under their -tone castle*. So, selecting a prosperous-looking cliff

dwelling in Ifrand liulch. L'tah. In-

dug under it. Very soon he found
lie was excavating in un ancient

envp which hud Iwen filled up with
ashes and df-hri* by the cliff-dwell-

ers a* a foundation for tlirir stone
house. At the bottom of the cave
he uncovered a lm-ket about four
feet in diameter. I'nder the basket
was n robe of rabbit skin, and un-
der the robe a mummy, seated.

I'nderstumiing the dryness of the
atmosphere and its preservative

qualities, the aWiginc* had left

the Imdy in its natural condition.

Investigations were at once insti-

tuted by un expedition sent out on
liehnlf of thp American Museum,
The remains and culture since
found in the 4 •mini tfuich and south
to Carton <le Chelle, Arizona, are
believed to lie ample for the pur-
pose of establishing an American
cave-dweller ns nhl as those of the
Old World, or even older. Some
remains of the cave-dwellers have
been found under the clifT - dwell-
ings. The skeletons and culture of
the two nice* do not even remotely
resemble each other. The shape*
of (heir skulls differ, that of the
cliff-dweller lieing noticeably lint,

while that of the cave-dweller is

normal, narrow, and elongate. The
cliff-dweller had for wea|ion* the
Imw, arrow, and arrow-points, like

those of the early savages. TIip

cave-dweller livid ages before such
thing* were lined : his weapon was
the throwing-stick. The only thing

known to resemble it in any way i* the atlntl, which the early

Spaniard* found in use about t'liichuahnu. Mexico. In more mod-
ern limes the weapon that resembles it most closely i* the boom-
erang of the Australian l>u*hmcn and the nildiit stick of the Ilopi

Indian* of California. Enough material i* at hand to show that the
cave-dwellers date uiM|iii-Ntionuhly from glacial time*.

A remarkable Burial-urn of the newly discovered

Cave-dwellers
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MRS. FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT’S “THE LITTLE PRINCESS”
The drawing represents the scene from Miss Burnett’s plsy, in Act II.. where the Little Princess (Miss James) and

her companions, who have had onlv the scantiest food, are about to partake of a birthday feast in the attic

of Miss Minchtn’s school, and are interrupted by the entrance of the school-teacher, Miss Minchin

Drawn by H. C. Edward*
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A NEW
THE

THEORY REGARDING
CANALS ON MARS

AS our next-door planetary neighbor, Mari* ha* long been

/\ regarded with peculiar interest, while it* apparent clone

/“% physical kin-hip to the Knrth Im* served to whet the
A. -m. curiosity ami to stimulate the imagination. At the

very favorable oppoaition of 1 H77, however, made doubly

memorable by Hall's discovery of the tiny Martian satellite*, a

new source of wonder ami apeculation appeared. Mur* is never

very strongly marked, but dim bluish-green areas. popularly sup-

posed to lie* seas, were quite familiar to

astronomers when Schiaparelli at Milan

noted the appearance of long, thin, straight

or slightly curved lines cutting from the
“ seas ” into and through the faint reddish

areas supjiot-eil to la* continents. At the

next opposition, two years later, he detect-

ed more of them, and saw them more plain-

ly. Ity this time popular interest was thor-

oughly aroused, and when at suhaequent
op|Misitions Schiaparelli’s mmnli had grown
into a complex net-work, hypothesis was
rampant. The strange regularity of the

lines, following great circles of the planet

mid often many hundreds of miles long, in-

evitably suggested design, and design <un-
noted Martian peoples poaseaaed of a frenxy

for applied hydraulics that would have
done erodit to laiputn. Hut when a little

later the Italian observer announced that

lie had seen many of the eanuls doubled
throughout their entire length*, the voice

of the scoffer began to la* raised, and all

sort* of suggest ions, varying from atmos-
pherie rrfraetinn to alcoholic diplopia, were
made to account for the phenomenon. A
-ingle unsupported observer might la* si

lowed one private collcrtion of canals, hut two formed a tax on
credulity. However, at the opposition of 18HH, a few other astron-

omers detected the i-muils. some -ingle, some douhlr, in the pliirea

which Schiaparelli had unsigned to them. Since then still others
havr *ren them ami multiplied them, have noted changes in their

upia-iiranee with the progress of the. Martian seasons, and dark
enlarged areas at their numerous crossings, but their nature has
grown more, rather than less, mysterious. In fact, there are some
very queer tilings iilsmt the canals. They have hern observed, after
all, bv very few ustronomrr*. and lit few plm-es. They have some-
times hern detected at quite unfavorable time*, and with tele-

scopes of alisiirdly small capabilities, while some of the giant lenses
have steadily been turned on them in vain. They do not ap|N-ar
as a completed net-work, hut flicker into visibility one or a few at

a time, often to vanish in a few sec-

ond*. As a whole, however, differ-

ent observer* have consistently
located the same set of fsnals.

Now. within a few months, some
Knglish astronomers have advanced
the thesis that the whole affair is

n complex optical illusion, not as be
fore suggested, quite without cause,

but with a ha -is definite enough to

cause different eVes to see the same
things. They have found that if

one sketches a map of Mars, after
Schiaparelli, rather lightly, omit-
ting the canals, one will see, if the
sketch is viewed in a dim light,

-pinions canals occupying the places
of the canals omitted. In other
words, the contour of the dark
areas on the planet defines the
places where the eye und the ima-
gination will unite to place canals.
The trial, as they made it. succeed*
with many observers, but it is very
easy to make the experiment in a
form that will show the principle to
almost nny one. Draw lightly a

three-inch circle, and then -hade
with a pencil the tipper and lower
part* of the drawing, leaving an ir-

regular equatorial belt half or three-
quarter* of nn inch wide. lad the
shading form irregular point- and
not<-lies along the edges of the ls-lt.

ami pin up the sketch in a dim
light. Then stand off ten feet or so. and look at it with the
closest attention. Presently dark liner* will la- wen crossing the

belt frnni points to point*, not all visible simultaneously, but
flickering into sight, now hairy, now seemingly sharp. And the

essential part* of the same pattern, located by the contour of the
ilark ureas, will Is* seen by different olatcrvrrs, Put a dark *|K>t

in the ls-lt, mid line* will radiate from it to thi- neighboring
point.*. If you look at a map of Mare you will note that at least

the prominent rnnale spring from just such dark salient*. Now the
mere tart that the eye will supply such apparently impossible de-
tails does mil demonstrate that the Martian 4-nnals are thus phan-
tasmal. hut it dries throw the burden of proving their reality
ii|niii the few who have ls*cn able to detect -urh appearances ujio’n

the face of the plunct. Mura is known to prrsi'nt seasonal changes
of light ami shade, arid a little experimenting with our sketch will
show that cluingc* of light and shmh* vary the lines seen, so that

even the variability of the “ canals” can l»e

simulated. The experiment may not carry
ciiuvirtinn of illusion, but it is quite
cmmgh to hold any man for the gram! jury
on the charge of seeing things that do not
exist.

It should la* i-lcurly understood that the
reality of tin- Martian canals lui* often Is-cn

questioned, hut the persistence with which
several keen olMcrver* have seen substan-
tially the same net of canal* has in recent
year* tended to quiet the sceptics. Nega-
tive evidence adduced by those who have

the canals is

open to criticism, particularly since previ-
ous hy|Mitliescs have not properly account**!
for the concurrence of different observers
in seeing the same things.

This lack is supplied by the con-
nection now shown between the real

dark shadings and the lines by which
the eye instinctively connects them,
(liven the same shadings, ami the same
canals will fidlow except in so far as

eye may Interpolate lines on smaller
provocation than unotlu-r. When the nor-

mal shadings change, as they <-ertainly do
with the Martian seasons, tin* canals will also tern! to change, and
more or less of them will la* won. All interesting bit of t-volnice

uinng this line is furnished by the observations of Dawes, a

most nc-4-urate Knglish astronomer, who studied Mar* nearly
forty years ago. He failed to find 4-anals. but did dim-over wliat

now appear* t4» Ik* a transitional stage of the phenomenon in ex-

trnsions 4>f thr salient |*»inis of the dark areas.

A eureful study of tlu* test diagram here shown will ilis-

close certain st«gi-s 4if illumination in whieli the dark point*
will seem to Is- extended without meeting. Thr dnubling of

the cunals is not quite S4i easy to explain, but then* is

rather good astronomical evidence that sloulil in^ most frequently
appear* when the " canals " are at the very limit of visibility, anil

that it should be regarded as an illusion rather than as a reality.

whatever the eanals themselves
may lie, S4inu*thing of the sort
4N-rasionnlly appears in the ins|iec-

tion nf a sketch like that shown,
particularly if the eve is a hit

tired, but the oliscrration is not an
easy one. It is curious to note that
linear markings have sometimes
l**en made out 4»n the planet Venus,
but in this ease even the observers
have turned to sceptics, and ulti-

mately have repudiated them as un-
real. Of course there is a chance
that the Martian canals are in part
real and in part illusory, but the
facts here presented strongly tend to
discredit anything like such nn arti-

ficial network as has been often
claimed. However this may turn
out. one should not tie t<»4> ha-ty in

condemning tlu* astronomers who
have studied the " canals.'’

No one who has not worked in

observatory can fully realize
how difficult and elusive* are the
liner markings of Mars even un-
der rather favorable conditions.

And illusory observations are
by no mean* n novelty in astron-

omy. Vulcan, the supposed intra-

Mcn-uriai planet, is a case in point.

The great Lcverrier believed in it

even up to the end of his life, and
the observations which apparently
confirmed his mathematical theory

have reuiainisl unexplained, though unconfirmed. There is a chance
that some day, in a clear mountain atmosphere, photograph* of

Mars gissl enough to settle tile question 4>f the 4-anals may Is*

4iblatned. I’ntil then the matter must remain in some doubt,
lait it i* evident that unsupported ocular observations are open
to very grave ilmilit even when often repeated, for in this in-

stance tlu* eye certainly play* queer tricks on the brain, and can-
not Im* I«mi confidently trusted.
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MISS AMELIA BINGHAM
Miss Amelia Bingham has already made a success as an actress-manager m “The Climbers," by Clyde Fitch, and

in "A Modern Magdalen." She has now secured another Clyde Fitch play, " The Frisky Mrs. Johnson,"
in which she will appear this coming week with her stock company at the Princess Theatre
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THE MODERN AMER
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Carlos. If this be so. then Germany acted fully within her
rights, according to the principles of international law.

A publication of dates further shows that it was not Ger-
many at all. but Kngland, which first hutched the scheme of co-
ercing President Castro and Venezuela. This plan, which dates
from the early summer, was duly submitted to our State De-
partment, which fully acquiesced in the contention of Kngland
that force might be user! to collect bud debts in South America.
Then Germany came in. claiming that she also wished to col-

lect certain debts, and asked that the same principles might
be admitted in her cast*. Finally came the proposal for joint

action, which was made before the visit of Kaiser Wilhelm
to King Edward at Sandringham. That England should now
seek to lay the blame of the whole transaction on Germany,
merely because the event has showed that the methods Eng-
land originally proposed are distasteful to the people of the
United States, is, to say the least of it, a not very loyal or

creditable proceeding, and it will certainly he remembered
should England seek Germany's aid in the Far East. Having
entered into this alliance, England should at least be loyal

to her all}.

COMMENT
Minister Bowen has good reason to believe, he says, that

the pending controversy between the three allied powers
nnd Venezuela will be settled soon and satisfactorily. This
after repeated conferences with Sir Miehael Herbert. Signor
Mayor des Planches, and the temporary representative of Ger-
many, all of whom have been sending and receiving cipher
cablegrams enough to spur Marconi to new efforts. Minister
Bowen has, so far. said nothing definite either as to the
amounts which Venezuela, through him, will offer to each
of the three powers, or as to the guarantees—presumably the
customs—which he is empowered to put in their hands. These
are matters over which a good deal of close bargaining has
doubtless taken place. A cause of future strife may lie in
the nttitude of France, which claims the right to he paid
hefore the belligerent powers, ns she hud already come to

terms with President Castro, and has decidedly favored him
during the struggle with the allies. But it is doubtful if the
allies will admit the claim of France. They will naturally
claim that the spoils belong to the vicUys, and they may be
able to make good their claim. The tremendous international

excitement over the Fort San Carlos bombardment has largely

disappeared, and the reaction therefrom may lead Germany
to be more reasonable in her demands, though this is far from
certain. The statement that England showed her disappro-

bation by holding aloof from the bomburdment of Fort Snn
Carlos is, of course, nonsense. When the blockade, which
Premier Balfour himself admitted to be; a state of war, was
first decided on. England agreed to patrol the sea eastward
from Caracas to the mouth of the Orinoco, doubtless because
British Guiana lies in that direction, while Germany was to

take the region westward from Caracas to the Colombian
frontier.- Hence England could not by any possibility take

part in the move towards Maracaibo. That move was made,
say the Germans, because munitions of war were being smug-
gled into Venezuela from Colombia, through Maracaibo, thus

rendering the whole blockudc useless unless Maracaibo also

could be blocked. This the Panfhtr attempted to do, and, as

Germany alleges, in so doing wus fired on by the fort of Snn

The canal treaty with Colombia was negotiated under many
difficulties, and the task was accomplished in a manner of
which both the President and Secretary Hay may well be
proud. Starting out with the firm determination to secure
the Panama route, because both the Walker Commission and
Congress had expressed their preference for it. the Executive
was met with obstacles at every step. Colombia had also con-

cluded that the United States would not go to Nicaragua,
nnd that therefore we were at her mercy. She raised her de-

)

mands exorbitantly, and her minister made the mistake of /

stopping negotiations, because he did not like the manner in

which Admiral Casey interpreted the treaty of lK4fi, when
he refused to permit even the government troops, during the

recent rebellion, to interfere with the traffic of the Panama
Railroad. Fortunately this gentleman was recalled, and Dr.

Ilerran, an intelligent man who has lived long in Washington,

was left in charge of the business. Colombia really had not u

leg to stand on. and if we had been as ugly as a European
potentate might and would have been, she would huve been

forced to her knees. She induced Congress to abandon Nicara-

gua by consenting, informally, that the French company
might sell out to us, and by giving us to understand that she

would make reasonable terms with us. Secretary Hay finally

induced her to see that this country would not bp imposed

upon, while President Roosevelt stood behind him, backed him .

up in his patient endeavors, mid occasionally permitted it to /

be understood by the Latin-Americans dealing in canal 1

franchises that this was a big country, with which it was not I

wise to trifle. The two worked together perfectly, tbe result is

satisfactory, the better route has been obtained, and it lias not

been necessary to punish the little republic for her double-

dealing. On tbe contrary, she seems pleased to have made the

trade at last.

Although a treaty providing for the settlement of the

Alaska boundary question has been signed by Secretary Hay
and the British ambassador, it is by no means certain that the

agreement will be ratified by our Federal Senate or prove

satisfactory to Canada. Even if the treaty should be sanc-

tioned on both sides of the border, it seems likely to be abor-

tive. The commission for which it provide* consists of three

jurists on each side, but there is to be no umpire to east a

Sufftmeul to HARPER'S WEEKLY. Februsrj 7. 1907
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deciding vote. That is to any, the validity of our own con-

tention will have to be conceded by one of the British jurists,

or else the soundness of Canada’s claim will have to be ac-

knowledged by an American member of the tribunal. The
latter alternative has hitherto bora deemed so incredible that

the American members of the Joint High Commission which

met in Washington three* years ago advocated a method of

adjustment similar to that which is now proposed, which at

the time, however, did not meet with approval on the part of

Lord Herschell or of the Canadian members of that body. Of
course the Alaska boundary question turns on the construc-

tion of the treaty of 1825 between Great Britain mid Russia,

which undertook to delimit Alaska from British Columbia.

1

American students of the matter are, so fur as we have ob-

served, unanimous in believiug both that the treaty of 1825
can only hear the construction uniformly put upon it by our
State Department and that until very recently—that is to say.

until gold was discovered in and near Alaska—the Canadian
government has acquiesced in that construction. It is. of
course, barely possible that one of the representatives of
Great Britain on the proposed tribunal may be open to con-
viction; but we doubt it. in view of the prevailing current
of feeling and opinion at Ottawa, and in view of the desire

felt, in England to conciliate Canada. Apparently, the exist-

ing mixlus vivendi is to bo maintained (lending the investiga-

tion to be made hefore the mixed commission. So far as

Canada is concerned, she would probably be glad to see the
modus vivendi indefinitely prolonged.

The impending trouble between Brazil and Bolivia will

probably break out before the Venezuela incident is well set-

tled. The Acre question is, of course, the cause of the dis-

pute. The Brazilian War Office is concentrating troops in the
Amazonas district, and two more divisions have just been
sent north. Fourteen steamers of the National Navigation
Company were chartered for the expedition, and equal real

is being shown in other directions. When it is remembered
that the Acre expedition, composed largely of American. Eng-
lish, and German citizens, is already in the interior, it is easy
to see how rapidly we may pass from a concussion of the
troops to intervention by the powers; and as Bolivia has no
coast to blockade, and ns a blockade of the immense coast-

line of Brazil is so difficult as to be almost impossible, the
situation is grave in the extreme. President Pando of Bo-
livia is in the* Acre territory in person, and has conferred
with Brazil’s representatives Oil the spot. It is said that
Brazil is trying to procure the Acre district for herself, in

exchange for certain other regions which Bolivia has long
coveted. This would probably put an end to the Acre con-
cession, to which Brazil has been opposed from the first.

At last the programme of China’s one fighting general,

the fumous Tung Fu-8inng, is revealed, and it shows that

as a statesman he is not less able than as a soldier. His plan
takes into consideration two most important forces; the deep
loyalty of the vast mass of Chinese to the present Mancha
dynasty, and the particular hostility which masses of China-
men feel towards the present Emperor as being the cause of
their dire misfortunes and humiliations at the hands of the
foreign devils. Genernl Tung Fu-Sinng has recognized both
these truths, and, acting on his knowledge, has proclaimed b*

Emperor, not himself, but the son of the redoubtable Prince
Tuan, the same boy who, it will be remembered, was at one
time declared heir-apparent by the Dowager Empress ami
the present Enqieror. It is evident that. Prince Tuan and
General Tung Fu-8iang are actively co-operating, nnd it can-
not be denied that they make a most formidable combina-
tion. Yung Lu and other high Chinese officials hare east

their lot in with the young pretender. This youth, Pu Chu
by name, a prince of the old Manehu line, has now heen pro-

claimed Emperor, with the title of Tung Htui. at Tung-
yuneing, the chief settlement of the Ala-shan Mongols, and
the palace nt Si-ngan-fu is being prepared to receive him.
This is the paluee to which the Dowager Empress fled from

Peking, and has historic associations which will appeal with

great strength to scores of millions of Chinamen. Also, it is

strongly situated among mountains, uud is so far from the

H*a that an expedition thither would Is* a very formidable

affair iiidird, infinitely more so than the march to Peking.

Tung Fu-Sinng has a well-drilled and well-armed body of
ten thousand troops, moatly hardy Mongols, such as recruited

the armies of Genghis Khan and Timur-Long, and he may
shortly bo expected to hold the two provinces of Shen-si and
Kan-su absolutely in his power. At the same time, we are

told UiAt the rebels in Kwang-si are rapidly gaining ground,
and it is quite possible that they may come to co-operate

with the young pretender, since we well know the courage
and sagacity of both Yung Lu and Tung Fu-Sinng. The
formidable element in this matter is that it is not a Chinese*

but a Mongol movement—the Chinese being a peaceful agri-

cultural race, without the power of coherence or collective

action, while the Mongols are hardy nomads and fighters, who
have again nml again given rulers to Asia, and for centuries

held u large part of Europe under their dominion.

It is u recurring, but nevertheless quite curious, spectacle

which Count von Billow, the Imperial Chancellor, presents

in the Reichstag when he defends his chief, the Kaiser,

against the criticism of the Liberal opposition. The veteran

Radical leader Eugene Richter, for about the twentieth time,

stated in that body that “ the country and the crown itself

were harmed by the too frequent utterances of Emperor Wil-

liam without consulting his ministers.” In this case, as in

all previous ones. Billow made an attempt to shield his im-

perial master by offering his own expansive and immaculate
bosom os a target for arrows of criticism. An offer which was
declined, with thanks. This is a curious spectacle, we say,

because the constitution of the empire distinctly recognizes

the right of criticifing (within reasonable bounds) the Kaiser

ns a public personage— ». e„ so far as his public acts and utter-

ances are concerned. And yet, whenever any one of the

nation’s representatives in tin* Reichstag makes an attempt to

fulfil what, may be at the time a really important duty to his

constituents, namely, to criticise some of the Kaiser’s most
recent and recklesn public statements, he is hauled up short

by both the Chancellor and his government myrmidons, as well

as by the presiding officer of the Reichstag itself,—belonging,

of course, to the reactionary majority there. The latter will

interrupt the daring sjieukor, and calmly inform him that be

is encroaching on the Bmurh des Houses (custom of the

house) in naming or finding fault with the doings of the

sovereign. And the speaker as invariably subsides. Thus,

under the unconstitutional practice which has grown up uuder

the domination of a time-serving and reactionary majority,

the much-needed cheek on imperial whima and extravagant

statements is prevented even in the only place in the empire

where sueh criticism might la* made without fear of jail and

the state’s attorney. And as for outside tin* Reichstag, it is

too well known to require comment that the slightest word

ill criticism of the Kaiser leads to indictment and to a subse-

quent sentence by subservient judges, for It’in-nvijost?, of

from six months to three years in jail. The bosom of Count

Billow, as u vicarious target for those who do not quite agree

with the Kaiser from time to time, is, under the circum-

stances, wide of the mark.

It is understood that the anti-trust bill framed by Mr.

Littlefield, chairman of the subcommittee of the House Com-
mittee on the Judiciary meets with the approval of the Presi-

dent and the Attorney-General. As it is similar in many re-

al foots to the bill introduced by Mr. Elkins in the Senate

after tnnny consultations with his Republican colleagues, we
presume that it represents the broad lines on whieh the

Fifty-seventh Congress may lie persuaded to attempt to regu-

late and control the trusts. Mr. Littlefield's project is not so

drastic as were the bills introduced by Chairman Jenkins

of the House Judiciary Committee, which bills we have for-

merly discussed at length. For instance, n refusal or an omis-

sion to comply with the provisions intended to assure pul»-

licity or to prevent rebates and monopolies is no longer pun-

ishable by imprisonment, but only by a fine, whieh in no case

is to exceed five thousand dollars. It may he thought that

such a fine would exercise no deterrent influence upon a largx?

•orpnration, hut Mr. Littlefield does not confine himself to

thnr instrument of coercion, so far os the arrangements for

publicity Hre concerned. Any corporation failing to com*
ply with the provisions for publicity may lie restrained, on

the suit of the United States, from engaging iu iuter-Statc
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commerce until such return is made- Whether such restraint

should be sought is to be determined by the Attorney-General.

We could hardly exaggerate the magnitude of the power thus

vested in that official. The Littletield bill, however, gives the

Attorney-General no such power in the event of a corpora-

tion's failing to comply with the provisions against rebates

and monopolies. All the Attorney • General can do in

such cases is to institute proceedings in equity through
United States District - Attorneys to prevent and restrain

the forbidden acta. The United States Circuit Courts

are clothed with authority to avert the violation of the

provisions against rebates or monopolies, either by inter-

locutory orders or by permanent decrees, but the au-

thority does not extend to the complete arrest of a

corporation's inter-State commerce. Lest he should be taxed

with insincerity in refraining to take such stringent measures

against rebates and monopolies as he tak»*s for the assurance of

publicity, Mr. Littlefield has introduced two provisions, which,

if they are allowed to remain in the bill, will give a great deal

of trouble to corporations desirous of evading the law. For ex-

ample, oue section ia to the effect that no person shall be ex-

cused from testifying and producing books or documents before

the United States Courts or the Inter-State Commerce
Commission, on the ground that the evidence, documentary

or other, required of him may tend to criminate him or sub-

ject him to a penalty. On the other hand, no |ierson shall be

subjected to a penalty on a«HJuiit of any matter concerning

which he may testify or produce evidence before the said

courts or inter-State commission. The second proof of sin-

cerity ia contained in the eleventh section, which enacts that

the right to enforce the provisions against rebates and monop-

olies shall uot be confined to the Attorney-General and Dis-

trict-Attorney# of the United States, but may be exercised

by oily jwrson or corporation injured in business or property

by reusou of anything forbidden or declared to la? unlawful

by the proposed act. Not only may such injured person sue

without respect to the amount in controversy, but he shall re-

cover threefold the damages sustained, and the cost of suit,

including a reasonable attorney’s fee. We need not point out

that this provision opens the door wide to the levying of

blackmail.

On Wednesday, January 21, Senator Ilnar and Senator

S|Mwmer condemned the practice which ia said to have grown

up in the Senate of stating what was alleged to be the opinion

of the President of the United States concerning measures

I
•ending iu one or the other House of Congress. Senator

lloar said that if the President wished to commend any par-

ticular measure he could do so by a message, which the Con-

stitution authorized him to scud. On the other hand, if he

disapproved of a measure passed by both Ilouses of Congress,

ho was authorized by the Constitution to signify his disap-

proval by a veto. Those were the only two ways. Senator

Hoar thought, in which the President had any constitutional

right to make his views known. Ho held that to announce
the President’s opinion in cither House while a bill was under
discussion was contrary to the privileges of Congress, and lie

seemed to imagine that ho hud sustained his position when he

pointed out that the British House of Commons and House of

Lord* resented the announcement that u particular measure
was or was not favored by the Crown. As n matter of fact,

there ia not, and has not been since the reign of Anne, any
analogy between a sovereign of Great Britain and the Presi-

dent of tho Unites! States as regards the relation of the

Executive to legislation. In the first place, the President
possesses the veto power, which tho British sovereign has lost

through failure to use it for almost two centuries. In tlio

second place, a British prime minister not only initiates

legislation, but exercise* n continual and avowed control of
it. Now tho President of tho United States is practically

his own prime minister. He alone is rcsimnsible to Congress
for the acts of his administration; with the possible excep-

tion of the Secretary of the Treasury, the members of his

cabinet are mere elerks. In the third place, the President is

by no mpans limited by the Constitution to tho expression of

his wishes by a written message.

The Constitution merely say* that lie shall from time to time
give to Congress information of the stale of the Union, and

recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall

judge necessary and expedient. The information and recom-
mendation may be given orally us well as in writing. There is

nothing in the Federal organic law to prevent, him from
stating by word of mouth to both or either of the Houses or

to any members of them what measures he thinks should bo
adopted. We know from Madeay’* Diary that such was the

course at tirst pursued by President Washington, and there ia

reason to believe that had he been less diffident, and had lie

possessed a greater flow of language, he would have persisted

iu the course. Which would Senator Hoar prefer: that Mr.
Roosevelt should imitate Washington, and appear in the Sen-
ate Chamber for the purpose of telling the Senators collec-

tively what he wanted them to do; or that Mr. Roosevelt

should privately indicate his hopes and opinions to certain

leading Senators? In the negotiation of treaties and in the

matter of apiiointnipnts to high Federal office* the Constitu-

tion makes it the duty of the President to take the advice of
the Senate. Would Mr. Hoar have the President come to

the Senate Chamber for that purpose? Ia it not better that

he should adhere to the long-established custom of conaulting

ill private certain representatives of the predominant party in

the Senate? We add that, if a President had made up his

mind to veto a bill in ease it should be enacted in a particu-

lar form, it would be his plain duty to avow hia intention,

mid not by concealing it to suffer Congress to waste its time in

fruitless debate. In the matter of the appointment of the
anthracite-coal strike commission, we have had occasion to

express regret that Mr. Roosevelt did not keep more strictly

within his constitutional functions. As regards, on the other

Hand, Ins private conferences with Senators and Representa-
tives in reference to pending legislation, we huvo no doubt
thut lie is pursuing a constitutional course.

Some light has been thrown on the Indiauola poet-office

affair by the debate iu the Federal Senate. It can no longer
l*e alleged that in removing the post-office from that town
the President was punishing the innocent as well as the
guilty. Those who were inclined to disapprove of the step
are estopped from using that argument by the declaration

made by Mr. McLaurin, one of the Senators from Mississippi,

that, it was the whole town, and not a brutal, lawless ma-
jority. that demanded the resignation of Mrs. Cox, the colored

postmistress. He asserted that every white citizen in In-
dianola, except a man named Weeks, who had gone over to the

Republican party in tho hope of getting office, had attended
the mass mooting called for the purpose of requesting Mrs.
(’<»x to resign. Tlie request was based, not upon the score of

any ttersounl objection to Mrs. Cox, or to her husband, con-
sidered ns negroes, but upon the broad ground that the white
jieople of Indiauola did not want any negro, however highly
esteemed, to handle their letters. Mr. McLaurin maintained
that, in making this request, the white inhabitants of the

place simply exercised tin* right of petition. It. should be
borne iu iiiiud that no threat of violence was made at this

meeting, but that Mrs, C’ox, upon hearing that a committee
had been np|wmited to circulate a petition, voluntarily re-

signed. In thus resigning, site was moved, according to her
husband, not by fear, but by unwillingness to hold office

against tho wishes of her neighbors. Thera ia no doubt that

this local incident contains the germ of a national issue.

The question is, Shall the military power of the United
States he used to force a colored official upon a community
against tho unanimous protest of its white inhabitants? If

this question he answered in tho affirmative, we may haw to

face n renewal of the civil war. We doubt the expediency
of raising such an issue. We regret to add that there is a

trace of vindictiveness and provocation iu the course pursued
by the Post Office Department which has compelled the citi-

zens of Indiauola to obtain their mail at a post-office thirty

miles away instead of ut another only four mile* distant.

Conceding, for the sake of argument, thut the inhubitanN
of Indiauola had defied Federal authority—which is not clear,

since no threat of violence was made, and Mrs. Cox seems to

have resigned her office voluntarily—we doubt the constitu-

tionality of tlie measure taken by Mr. Roosevelt. He could,
unquestionably, have appointed another negro to the jwwt-

offiee at Imlinnoln, and upheld him with the judicial anil

military powers of tlie Federal government. But where dw>
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ho get the right to deprive nn American community of postal

facilities the cost of which it. helps to defray? We sincerely

hope that the real, though unavowed, motive of the attempt

to discipline the citizens of Indianola is not, instead of being

a somewhat belated resolve to enforce rigorously the privi-

leges granted to colored persons by the reconstruction amend-
ments of the Constitution, a bid for the colored vote in cer-

tain Northern States where it holds the balance of power.

Does Mr. Roosevelt imagine himself to be a truer friend of

the colored race than Mr. Booker T. Washington, who has

repeatedly advised his brethren to forego office-holding or

office-seeking in that section of the country which resents

even un approach to negro domination f

We have no desire to anticipate the verdict of a jury, but
it seems to be admitted by such reputable and fair-minded
newspapers as the Charleston News and Courier and the
Savannah Yncs that James H. Tillman, ex-Lieutenant-Oov-
ernor of South Carolina, was guilty of deliberate murder
when he shot N. 0. Gonzales, the editor of a Columbia news-
paper. It has long been known that no adequate punishment
for the murder of a negro by a white man need be looked for

in South Carolina. That is a state of things sufficiently

shameful, but it now remains to be seen whether even white
men have any rights that members of the political clique
headed by Senator Tillman are bound to respect. It is, in

truth, not only the man-slayer James H. Tillman but the
State of South Cnrohna which will be on trial at the bar of
public opinion. We find it hard to believe that a jury can
be found to acquit Tillman if the evidence of deliberate

murder be a* clear and overwhelming aB it is said to be by
those who are in a position to learn the truth. We know of
nothing more calculated than such a defiance of just ire to

stop all emigration and arrest nil inflow of capital into South
Carolina, and to subject that State to moral and social os-

tracism. lias not the Slate already disgraced herself enough
by sending a loud-inouthed and offensive demagogue to the
Federal Senate? It is not by countenancing sueh men as
Senator Tillman and his man-slaying brother that the South-
ern States can hope to regain that preponderant position in

the councils of the national Democracy which they once oc-

cupied, and which on some grounds many conservative mem-
bers of the party in the Northern States would like to sec

them reassume. We wish we could look forward with confi-

dence to the outcome of Tillman’s trial, but this we can
hardly do, in view of the admission made by the Charleston
A'cirs and Courier that an acquittal may be expected.

The New York World asks the press of the United States
to contribute towards the prosecution of the murderer of N.
G. Gonzales, the editor of the Columbia Stale. There is

virtue in the request, for Tillman’s cowardly and brutal deed
was not only a violation of the law of South Carolina, hut
n n assault upon the freedom of the press. Gonzales was killed

for his faithful discharge of a public duty. Ilia murderer
took his life because he had fearlessly discussed public ques-
tions, exposed public corruption, and denounced public crimi-

nals. In this discharge of duty, in this exercise of a right

guaranteed to every editor by the laws of the country, Gon-
zales had prohably brought Tillman’s political career to an
end. For doing this, he was killed. The immediate offence is

against the law and peace of the State of South Carolina, and
we entertain no doubt that the commonwealth will he true to

her best traditions in the ability and thoroughness with which
the Attorney-Genera! will prosecute Tillman. But the latter

has opeuly boasted that he will be defended by “ the best legal

talent that the State of South Carolina has ever produced.”

In view of the strenuous struggle which he has avowed that he

will make in order that he may vindicate the right of poli-

ticians to kill their critics of the press, it is well that, as com-
plete and ample preparation la- made for the prosecution, The
press owes it to itself to vindicate its ancient liberties, to ex-

press its detestation of the crime, and to defend its privilege

and right, which, in this country, is as old as the government.

This is nut a suggestion to intrude U|>on the State. The State

should welcome the aid of all who have Kim wronger! by this

crime, and should give to the press this opportunity to express

itself most effectively touching the assault upon ita rights.

At any rate, a proper respect for themselves aud for their

office demands that the editors of the country meet the editor

of the World and let it be understood, in this most practical

way, that they are jealous of the right which is guaranteed to

them by the Constitution, and that they will not be deterred

from the exercise of it for the public good.

We look forward with interest to the publication of the Year-

Book of the Carnegie Institution, which will show to what ex-

tent and in what way the founder’s purpose has been carried

out. It will be remembered that Mr. Carnegie gave to this insti-

tution $10,000,000 in five-per-eent. bonds of the United States

Steel Corporation. That ia to say. he provided an an-

nual income of $600,000, to In’! expended, not on the construc-

tion and maintenance of new and unnecessary buildings, or

on the salaries of placemen and disbursing agent*, but for the

direct encouragement of men already engaged in scientific

research at existing institutions, or in connection with their

professional labor*. In other words, this munificent grant was

not to be frittered away on bricks and mortftr. or on the main-

tenance of sinecures. This was an admirable feature of the

founder’s plan, and we sincerely trust that there will be no

departure from it. We learn that the grants thus far mode
by the institution amount in the aggregate to $200,000, and

that no larger sum will be allotted by the trustees during the

year 1003. We do not yet know what has been done, or is to

be done, with the remaining three-fifths of the institution’s

annual income. We ure told that the sum awarded to any
individual investigator will not, as a rule, exceed one thou-

sand dollars a year. A grant of $4000, however, has been

made to the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Holl.

Massachusetts. We are glad to see that the funds of this

institution are not to be devoted to the assistance of student*

who are trying to obtain university degrees, nor to the pay-

ment of mere mechanical helpers in the work of scientific

instruction. We repeat that all this money is to go to the en-

couragement. not of tyros, but of experts, that is to say. of

men who have proved themselves capable of prosecuting inde-

pendent and valuable researches. It is also satisfactory to

learn that no limitation as to nationality has been proscribed

by the director* of the institution. One of the beneficiaries

is the Japanese scientist Dr, Hideyo Noguchi, whose investi-

gations of the effects of certain poison« have attracted so

much attention all over the world. As yet, the directors of

the Carnegie Institution have given no indication of an in-

tention to follow the course pursued by Nobel, the Swedish
inventor, and to offer very large prizes for memorable achieve-

ments in one or another field of scientific inquiry. The im-
portance of a fund applicable to the encouragement of men
who have proved themselves experts in investigating is keenly
appreciated by British scientists, and they will he rejoiced to

learn that Mr. Carnegie has decided to endow with $5,000,-

000 a trust for scientific research at Edinburgh, the income
to be distributed on lines similar to those adopted by the

directors of the Carnegie Institution at Washington. We
may add that this, with other donations made since the begin-
ning of the new year, brings up the aggregate of the great
ironmasters benefactions to nearly $79,000,000.

Dr. George Parkin, of Toronto, who represents the Rhodes
scholarships trustees, is working systematically to get the

best advice he cun in the matter of assigning the American
scholarships. On January 23 he met in Boston some of the

college presidents and school principals of unrtbern New Eng-
land and got their views; on January 24, in Cambridge, he

met another company of educators, from southern New Eng-
land, and talked with them. It will be remembered that under
Mr. Rhodes’s will there are to be two scholars from each

American State and Territory. Dr. Parkin said the plan was
to select one of them in the spring of 1004 to go to Oxford
in that year, and another in 1005, but none in 1000. In
1007 the group first chosen would have finished their three

years* course, and another squad would lx* selected to fill

their places. The candidates, Dr. Parkin said, must be ac-

ceptable to Oxford, aud must pay rather more attention to

social requirements than students always do in American
universities. The inference from that is that if a thrifty

American had undertaken to live at Oxford on five hundred

dollars a year and save the rest of his fifteeu-hundred-dollar
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income, Mr. Rhodes's purpose would be felt to be thwarted,

aud Oxford would disapprove.

The southern New England educators who mot Dr. Parkin
agreed with their Northern brethren in recommending that
candidates should not be younger than nineteen, nor older

than twenty-three; that they should be eligible from the end
of the sophomore year up to two years from graduation; that

examinations should be conducted from Oxford; that only
candidates qualified to read for un Oxford honor degree should
be accepted; that candidates should be nominated by the
American colleges, and that “ in the States in which there
are several colleges nominations shall be made in rotation

according to seniority by those institutions which, in the
judgment of the trustees of the Rhodes bequest, give courses

of studies that qualify students to matriculate ut the Uni-
versity of Oxford." These recommendations do not settle

anything, but they are the result of much deliberation and
discussion, and probably indicate how the problem will be
worked out. Educators in New York. Philadelphia, Atlanta.
Kansas City, Chicago, Minneapolis, Spokane, Denver, and
San Francisco will be asked for their opinions, and then Dr.
Parkin will report to the trustees in London before going to

New Zealand and Australia to muko his arrangements there.

A good deal has been said, and much can and will be Baid,

about the defects of Oxford as a place of education for
American youth, but there is no sort of doubt that there

will be a brisk demand for all the Rhodes scholarships that
are available in this country. Three years at Oxford on a
generous income is a prospect that appeals strenuously to the
imagination of youth. It won’t be a question with our
young men whether it is the best educational opportunity
theoretically possible, but whether it is the most attractive

opportunity practically available. It is unquestionably at-

tractive. The Rhodes scheme will surely work, and its work-

ings and their eventual result promise to be of remarkable
interest.

Observing that President Hopkins of Williams holds to

the old-fashioned college course of four years, the Boston
Transcript remarks that “perhaps the President of Williams
is not worried with the sight of two thousand lazy under-
graduates dawdling away four years on work that they could
do in two. . . . That’s where the shoe pinches in our great

urban universities.” It is a vulgar error, which the Tran-
script should have escaped, to suppose that the majority of

the students in any good college, great or small, do any great

amount of dawdling. Some students dawdle, and a good

many are not so strenuous in study as they might be; but
the proportion of hard students in our colleges is surprising-

ly large, and it is at least as large in the big colleges as in

the small ones. The reason why the “urban universities”

are more solicitous for the shortened course is not that they
are full of loafers, but that they have so many hard students

who are pressed for time, and that they have great profes-

sional schools, whose interests, and the interests of students in

them, constantly appeal for consideration. It is not for the

lazy lads that courses are being crowded into fewer years, but
for the hard workers.

The New York Times, on the authority of the Philadelphia

Medical Journal, rebukes the Weekly for saying of Mrs.

Eddy, the Christian Scientist: “Somehow, she has got hold

of some important truths that the regular doctors have

missed.” The Journal says there is nothing new in Christian

Science, and the Times agrees with it. Maybe they are

right; the Weekly is not prepared to assert the contrary.

But how would it do to suggest that the Christian Scientists

seem to have devised a fairly effective apparatus for using

this knowledge which perhaps the regular doctors have not

missed. Most intelligent physicians recognize the great value

of mental influence on many diseases, but they usually lack

effective means to bring it to bear. The Christian Scientists

seem to have a fairly effective method, though it is probably

true that they often apply it in unfit cases. The hope of a

good muny thoughtful persons who have opposed attempts to

squelch Christian Science and similar developments by law,

haa been that toleration and observation of them would pres-

ently yield valuable knowledge which would be useful to

mankind. Inasmuch as it is always pleasant to be cock-sure
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of anything, the Times is to he envied for the certainty of
its conviction that Christian Science is a thoroughly pesti-

lent contrivance, without uny reasonable claim to countenance
or toleration. It rails at it at every chance, with a vigor of
malediction which must do its own spirit good, however it

affects, or fails to affect, the enemy. Perhaps its superior and
enviable conclusiveneas of opinion on this subject, as con-

trasted with the halting attitude of other contemporaries,

is due to a moderate conception of the possible powers of the

human Hpirit. One who considers that the spirit of man is a

mighty potentiality, which ought to work wonders, ami could
if it knew how, looks curiously at wonders it ia asserted to

have worked and considers whether some of them may nut
be genuine. But tlie observer who is sure that man’s spirit

is a mere incident of digestion and respiration finds it easier

to assure himself that the unaccountable does not happpn,
and that all wonders are bogus. Man's spirit ought to do
some of the stunts and attain some of the physical results

that the Christian Scientists claim that they accomplish.

What daunts the curious but unconverted observer is his

doubt that the Scientists really know the nature, scope, and
limitations of the force thpy ceem to deal with, or are com-
petent to judge when it will suit the use they put it to, and
when it will not.

It is with mixed feelings that lawyers regard the recent

decision of the Supreme Court- of the United States on the

subject of divorce. The tribunal affirmed a decision of the

Massachusetts Supreme Court which set. aside a South Da-
kota divorce, in pursuance of a Massachusetts statute pro-

viding that if a person residing in Massachusetts should go
to another State for the purpose of securing a divorce the

Massachusetts courts should not recognize its validity. There
is no dispute about the facts. One Andrews went from Mawn-
chusetts to South Dakota and remained there for six months,
the length of time required by the South Dakota law to con-

stitute a legal residence. That is to say. the State of South
Dakota, in the exercise of its authority, chose to declare that

a six months’ residence should be conclusive proof of the

animus rvmancndi, and that, consequently, such a resident

was qualified to avail himself of a State law concerning
divorce, without being subjected to the imputation of per-

petrating a fraud upon the commonwealth. How can the

decision of the United States Supreme Court be reconciled

with the provision of the Federal Constitution that full faith

and credit shall be given in each State to the public acts,

records, and judicial proceedings of every other State! The
United States Supreme Court holdB, as did the Supreme
Court of Massachusetts, that Andrews had no right to avail

himself of the South Dnkota divorce law because he did not

go to that State and reside there with the animus remanendi.

Ia not the very point at issue whether a State has the power
to define by statute what length of residence shall constitute

unimpeachable proof of an animiM remanendit Does not

such a statute deserve as much faith and credit on the part

of another State as would any other legislative act passed

in South Dakota! If, on any ground whatever, one State

lias a right to criticise, condemn, and disregard an act duly

passed by the Legislature of another State, what becomes of

the constitutional provision to which we have referred? Of
course, lawyers who practise before the United Statea Su-

preme Court are reluctant to give public expression to their

opinions concerning any decision of that tribunal. Some of

them do not heeitate, however, to confess in private that they

are puzzled to account for the confirmation of the arrogant

position taken with regard to South Dakota by the Massa-

chusetts Supreme Court.

It is seldom that a more important decision haa been ren-

dered by a New York tribunal than that which was handed

down on January 20 by the Appellate Division of the Su-

preme Court of that. State concerning the constitutionality

of the franchise tax law. It may be remembered that Mr.

Roosevelt when Governor insisted not only upon the parage

of this law, but also, against thp wisliea of the framer of thp

measure, upon delegating the levying of the tax to a State

board instead of the local tax commissioners. Now the court

holds that the bill, as originally framed, was constitutional,

but condemns as unconstitutional the provision inserted by

Mr. Roosevelt for the assessment of franchises by a State
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board. Should the* decision bo confirmed by the Court of

Appeal*—Governor Odell lia* requested his Attorney-General

to expedite the consideration of the case by that tribunal

—

the city of New York will have to pay back a great many
millions of dollars already collected under the act. The
franchise-enjoying corporations will gum nothin# in the end,

however, unless the law is repealed, because the asseRsmenhi

made by local tux commissioners would in all likelihood great-

ly exr<*ed those that were made by the State board. We pre-

sume that, in any event. Governor Odell will persist in his

effort to secure a repeal of the franchise law. and to sub-

stitute a provision tor a tax upon the gross earning* of cor-

porations enjoying franchise privileges. The fact may be

recalled that some of the corporation* possessing franchises

in New York city protested that, even with the ntswtmer.ts

made by the State board, the tax imposed upon them by the

Roosevelt aet waa utterly beyond their power to pay. Gov-

ernor Odell, for hi* part, is probably too shrewd to kill the

goose that lays the golden eggs.

The causes of the coal famine by which the larger cities on

or near our Atlantic const have been afflicted are less obscure

than they were last week, hut it is to be hoped that they will

he made the subject of a searching inquiry at the hands of

the Pennsylvania Legislature. It is certain that the Reading
Company is striving to make the largest delivery of anthra-

cite in it* power, and that it has faithfully kept its promise

to keep down the retail price of all the output from it* own
mines to $6 75 per ton. All those consumers, on the other

hand, who are obliged to rely on anthracite mined by indi-

vidual operators have had to pay very much higher prices.

It now turns out that the supply of anthracite would be ample
if the normal consumers of that combustible were not now
subjected to competition on the part of manufacturers who
ordinarily use bituminous coal. It i* the relative dearth of

bituminous coal in the seaboard cities which is now at the

root of the trouble. Who is to blame for this dearth? The
bituminous operator* assert that they could produce from two
to four times as much coal a* they now do if the Pennsyl-
vania railway line* would haul it. The railway official*,

on their part, say that they havp neither ear* nor locomotive*

enough to haul any more coal than they now do. They are

suffering, they say, from a general freight congestion, and
cannot bo expected to devote the whole of their rolling-stock

to the transportation of bituminous coal. Whether this ex-

planation is well founded i* just one of the question* upon
which light might be cast by a legislative inquiry. One thing
•seems certain, namely, that bituminous coal, usually worth
in seaboard cities three dollars or four dollars per ton. retail,

is not now selling at seven dollars to nine dollars a ton be-

cause there i* a demand for it oil the part of houmholdcrs,
who w'nuld prefer anthracite. On the contrary, it is manu-
facturers who. unable to obtain their normal supplies of
bituminous coal, are now buying the small sixes of anthracite
formerly used in private house*. The responsibility for the
present inordinate price* of fuel seem* to lie between the
bituminous operator* and the Pennsylvania railway.

If experience shall confirm the reports made by expert* of
international reputation concerning the riehnes* of a new
gold-hearing district in Alaska, wc are more likely to experi-
ence a glut than a scarcity of the yellow mcial for some time
to come. The more confidence i* attached to the reports be-
cause the public ha* not been invited to take part in the
exploitation of the placer-mine* to which we refer, a* it i*

said that they have been purchased by an Anglo-American
syndicate, in which the Rothschild* arc represented. If it

be true that over a very extensive area thp gravel yield* on an
average two dollar* in gold to the cubic yard, there i* nothing
extravagant in the estimate that something like an annual
output of fifty million dollar* may lie expected for ten year*
to come. A* the cost of extracting the gold from the gravel
is computed at only sixty cents per cubic yard, the propor-
tion of profit should be large. Nor i« this* the only quarter
from which largo additions to the annual flow of gold from
the Klondike and rhe Routh-Afriean Rand may be looked for.

Extensive deposits of gold an’ known to exist in Mexico,
and it ia only a question of time when the mining energies

of that country, hitherto concentrated upon silver, will he
devoted to an exhaustive search for the yellow metal. The

more the world’s stock of gold i* increased, the more des-

perate, of course, appear the prospects of bimetalism.

fine of the popular novel* of the hour has to do with wheat-
speculation in Chicago. Some of it* readers arc doubtless

observing, with more than usual interest, the report* of thr*

newspflfKT* about the current labors of Mr. .T. O. Armour, in

the Chicago wheat-pit. Mr. Armour was credited last week
with owning twenty million bushels of May wheat, and waa
agitating the trader* considerably by hi* operations. The Chi-
cago wheat-pit i* a great institution, which in the late Frank
Norris'* hand* rendered considerable service* to literature. Aa
n mean* of abating the ennui of life in Chicago it seems to

lie without a rival. As the late Mr. Prentice of Kentucky said

of something else, it opens every morning to welcome aleatory

investigator* with bloody handH to hospitable graves. Why
Mr. Armour should be so busy in flic pit doe* not appear.

Maybe he is bored; maybe he i* merely attending to his busi-

ness which i* large, and ramifies into grain. Let ub hope the

hospitalities of the pit are agreeable to him. Hi* fatlier en-

joyed them from time to tins', yet lived to die, solvent and

much respected, in hi* own bed.

Remarking that English political satirist* run more easily

into verse than our* do, the Evening Pont observes that “ the

number of metrical skits in Punch is quite unparalleled in

thi* country.” Perhaps that i* because the cost of living i*

higher in this country. The devising of metrical skit* of

merit is slow work, there is no skit-makers’ union, and the

rate of remuneration does not commend the industry to our

tailoring das*.

Dr. Andrew S. Draper, formerly Superintendent of Public

Instruction in this State, now president of the University of

Illinois, told the Twentieth Century Club, in Boston, re-

cently what he thought and felt about coeducation. Ilia

discourse was one of n scries of University Lectures. lie told

about the gradual accumulation of women’s rights. Our fore-

mother* had none; their descendants have as many a* men
have, and they include, in hi* opinion, not necessarily the suf-

frage, hut all the education there is in the market. lie found

the education of women to lx* a natural and inevitable result

of democracy, and coeducation to be its natural sequence. He
had coeducation under constant observation, und liked it thor-

oughly. It worked well, and there whs no reaction ogaiust it

worth mentioning. The great State universities of the West
were committed to it, and have no idea of changing their

habits. Stanford University, because of some views expressed

by Senator Stanford, had decided to limit the number of it*

women student* to 500. Some universities, situated in or near

great cities (like the Northwestern, near Chicago), had found

themselves in danger of being overrun by womeu students, and

had had to take thought about keeping the number of men
and women student* nbout equal. This had happened because

in great cities more girls than hoys found time to go to col-

lege. Rut in the main, I)r. Draper found that coeducation hud
passed far beyond the experimental stage, and is an eatalk-

lished success. He found no fault with small colleges that

excluded girl*, nor with women’s college* that excluded men.

hut he held that “ if the great universities have equipment*
which the women’s colleges cannot rival, and if their teach-

ing staff* are the very climax of the work of the great uni-

versities since the beginning of universities, and if women are

to be denied the advantage* of this, wholly or in jairt, it is

taking awuy a substantial right which is their* under all the

theories of our government, and which all the interests of our
democracy loudly demand that they shall have.”

Mr. John S. Sargent, n sketch of whom appears in our series

thi* week, ha* just com© over from England to carry out n

commission of painting n portrait of the President, and to

superintend the placing of some of hi* mural decoration*

in the Boston Public Library. Mr. Sargent live* abroad,

and has spent mo**t of his life then*. With Edwin A. Abbey
he hn* had the highest recognition that can lx* given in

England and on the continent. We »till claim him, however,

for America, and it i* a matter of hearty congratulation that

we have here a large part of his work. At forty-seven his

best work is still undone.
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The Panama Canal Treaty

t Wk assume that the canal treat)' signed

1 on Thursday. January 22, by Mr. John Hay,

I Secretary of .State, and Dr. Toma* Herran,

\
Colombian Charge d’Affaire*. will lw rati-

fied by the Senate of the United State* and

by the Colombian Congress. The assumption

i« baaed upon the ground*, find, that few

Senators will desire, by opposing the treaty,

to expose themaelvea to the auepicion that

(

they are acting in the interests of certain

transcontinental railway* which are accused

•if wishing to prevent the construction of

any trans-isthmian waterway whatever i sec-

ondly, that the Colombian Congress will obey

the chiefs of the de facto government now
in power at Bogota, and that these person*,

whatever couuter - influence may tie exerted

by the representative* of certain foreign

]towers. will be unwilling to forego the han-

dling of ten million dollars in gold, the

l*mu* which is to tie paid immediately on

the exchange of the ratificationa of the

treaty. Taking for granted, then, a* we have

said, that the compact will in due conrse

Is* ratified, it is worth while to examine

carefully certain features of the published

text of this important document. We ob-

serve, first, that while Colombia doe* not

renounce Its sovereignty over any part of

the isthmus, it grants to the United States

the use and control of a zone of territory

for n term of one hundred years, the lease

lieing renewable for periods of similar dura-

tion at the sole option of the United States.

'.This in, practically, a lease in perpetuity.

The zone is to be fire kilometre* wide on
each side of the main canal, the measure-

ment to be made from the centre line. But
this docs not represent the whole of the ter-

ritory transferred. Colombia grant* zone*

of similar width surrounding all necessary

auxiliary canals, provided the distance of

these from llie main canal doe* not exceed

fifteen mile*. The grant further covers

three marine miles from mean low-water

mark at each terminus of the canal.

The use and occupation of certain small

islands in the Bay of Puriama are also con-

ceded. On the other hand, the grant does

not Include the cities of Panama and Colon,

except *n far as land* and other property

therein are now owned and occupied by the

French Canal Company or the Panama Rail-

road Company. These cities and their ac-

cessory land* will rantimi* to he neutral ter-

ritory. the neutrality of whleli will continue

to lie guaranteed by the United States, a*
provided by our treaty of 1840 with New
Granada. We note, next, that Colombia au-

thorize* us to construct at each terminus of

the proponed canal a port provided with

light house* und other aids to navigation,

which port shall tie free to the vessels of

all nations. The canal, also. when construct-

ed, "hull lie neutral in perpetuity, and open

to all nations on the terms stipulated in

the Hay-Puuncefote treaty entered into by
the governments of the United States and
t treat Britain on November 18. 11MH.

Both in Europe and in laitin America par-

ticular attention will be given to the fourth

article of the treaty, which practically con-

stitute* a self-denying ordinance. In this

article our government take* occasion once

more and explicitly to define its attitude

toward the Latin-Amcrioan republics, and it

expressly disavows any intention of using
the rights and privileges granted by the

treaty to oust Colombia from her sovereignty

over any part of the i«tlitmi*. The United
States disclaim any wish to increase their

territory at the expense of Colombia or of

any of the Central or South-American com-
monwealth*. but reaffirm their desire to

strengthen the power of their sister repub-

lics. and to promote and maintain their

prosperity and independence.

But, it may he asked, how can a dash
Inf jurisdiction be averted between the re-

| served sovereignty nf Colombia and the right

I of the United States to police the canal zone.

The precautions taken to that end reHect

, credit on the sagacity as well a* the good

| intention* of the framer* of the treaty.

The Colombian tribunals are to have exclu-

sive jurisdiction within the canal zone over

all controversies between citizen* of Colom-

bia, or between such citizens und the citi-

zens of any foreign nation other than the

United States. On the other hand, tri-

bunal* established by the United State*

shall have exclusive jurisdiction within the

canal zone over all controversies between

citizens of the United States, or between
citizen* of the United State* and citizen* of

any foreign nation oilier than the Republic

of Colombia; and of nil controversies relat-

ing to the construction, maintenance, and
operation of the canal, railway, and ac-

cessory works- In the third plan*, all con-

troversies between citizen* of the United
States and citizens of Colombia, or between
citizens of nations other than Columbia or

the United State*, are to be decided by joint

judicial tribunal* composed of jurist* ap-

pointed by the governments of the United

States and Colombia in a manner hereafter

to be agreed upon. These joint judicial tri-

bunals are also to have jurisdiction of nil

admiralty canes, and of all crime*, felonies,

and misdemeanors committed within the

canal zone, no matter to what country the

accused person may Is-lang. The more clowe-

ly these arrangements are studied, the more
reasonable and equitable they appear.

Viewed collectively, they neem to constitute

the next l***t system to the assertion of ex-

elusive jurisdiction in all civil and crimi-

nal actions on the part of the United State*,

which assertion would be plainly incompati-

ble with the sovereignty reserved to Co-

lombia.

We would point out, lastly, that the sixth

article nnd the twentieth article of the

treaty arc inter-related, and, taken together,

embody concession* of great moment to the

United States. By the sixth article Colom-
bia binds herself not to cede or lease to any
foreign government for naval or coaling sta-

tions any of it* islands or harbor* within

or adjacent to the Bay of Panama, nor on

the Atlantic coast of Colombia between the

Atrato River and the western boundary of

the Department of Panama. In the same
article our government pledge* itself to give

Colombia material support in order to pre-

vent the forcible occupation of said islands

and ports. The effect of this artirfr obvious-

ly is to frustrate any hope of securing a
foothold near the canal that may have been
entertained by Germany or by any other
European power. Rut, it may he said, this

sixth article only binds Colombia a* to fu-

ture acts. Is it not possible that already,

by secret treat ira, she may have made ces-

sion* or entered into agreements incom-
patible with the interests of the United
States! The inquiry is pertinent, inasmuch
as it is known that last year the Bogota
government entered into secret trentie* with
Chile, giving that country rights on the

Isthmus of Panama, which, as constructors

and operators of the canal, we could not for

n moment tolerate. It was a knowledge of

this fact which caused our State Deportment
to insist upon the insertion in the treaty

of tin* twentieth article. This article, the

vital importance of which wc huve indicated,

sets forth that if any existing treaty be-

tween Colombia and any third power con-

tain* any terms incompatible with those of

the present convention, Colombia agrees to

cancel or modify suoh treaty, for which pur-

pose it will give the requisite notification

to the said third power within four months
from the date of the present convention;

nnd whether or not sueh existing treaty with
a third power contain* any clause permit-
ting modification or annulment, Colombia
agree* to annul it, or modify it in sueh a
way that it shall in no wiee conflict with
the stipulations of the Panama Convention.
This mean* that Colombia will disregard the
secret compact with Chile, and will rely on
the United State* to protect her, should an
attempt be made by Chile to enforce the
concessions embodied in the secret treaty.

From whatever point of view the canal
treaty i* considered, it must be pronounced
a triumph of American diplomacy. For ob-

vious reasons we should have preferred to

acquire absolute sovereignty over the canal

I
zone, but since this wu« unobtainable. Mr.
[Hay bus made the lies! of the situation.

The German Emperor and the

United Sates

At the hour when we write there is a re-

port. which we hope will prove well found-
ed. that Germany has consented to raise (he
blockade of Venezuela, the Berlin Foreign
Office having accepted Mr. Bowen’s proposal
to guarantee the payment of the debta due
from the Caracas government by placing the
Venezuelan custom-houses in the hands of

a receiver acceptable to the foreign credit-

ors. That Mr. Bowen was prepared to make
such a proposal was well known in Europe
as well ns in the United States before
Fort San Carlo* was bombarded by three
German war • vessels. The question arises.

What did the German government expect to
gnin by that high-banded proceeding? and
the question raises the wider inquiry. What
is the real attitude of the German Emperor
toward the United State*? We call the pro-

ceeding high-handed because, even if we ad-

mit the truth of the assertion made by the
Berlin Foreign Office, but firmly denied at
Caracas.—the assertion, namely, that Fort
Snn Carlos flrrd tin* blank shot to warn
the German gunboat Panther not to enter
the inland lake of Maracaibo,—it was plain-

ly inexpedient for the gunlsuit to seize the
pretext for retaliation, and, in conjunction
with two other war-vessels, to bomhard the

fort and destroy an adjacent town, if the
German Emperor truly desired to promote
a speedy and pacific settlement of the con-

troversy pending Ik-tween himself and Presi-

dent Castro. Such a tactless exhibition of

vindictiveness and brutality, even if tech-

nically warranted, was calculated to ex-

asperate the Venezuelans, who are a high-

spirited people, and to provoke them to

withdraw the overtures which Mr. Bowen,
their representative, bad been empowered to

make. If Emperor William, foreseeing

that lie could not decently resist the pressure

of his British and Italian allies, who were
disjmsed to regard Mr. Bowen's proposals a*

satisfactory, secretly wished to goad the

Venezuelans into a withdrawal of those

proposals, he eould have hit upon no better

device Ilian the savage bombardment of the
fort and village of San Carlos, Equally

likely to infuriate President Castro und
cause him to refuse any sort of con-

cession. was the aid said to have been fur-

nished covertly by Germans to General Ma-
to*. the brad of the insurrection against

Castro's authority, ft i* difficult, indeed, to

explain the course pursued by the German
Admiral in Venezuelan waters, except upon
the hypothesis that what Emperor William
desired was. not an early peace, but n pro-

longed war. which would have given him an
excuse for doing the very thing that he dis-

claimed a wish to do. namely, for landing
troops on the Venezuelan mainland, occupy-

ing ('a rara*. und retaining it. or some other
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coign of vantage, for nn indefinite period.

Hit may have believed that he could do
these thing* with impunity, so far a* the

United State* were concerned, because, in

hi* agreement* with the British and Italian

allien, he hud procured the insertion of a

clauNp binding them not to withdraw from

the joint demonstration without hi* consent.

We are unable to account for the Fort

San Carlos affair except by imputing to the

Berlin government an inclination to prevent

a quick and peaceful settlement of the Vene-

zuelan controversy. This conclusion lead* ua

to inquire whether this incident and other

recent act* of Kmperor William’s indicate

an honc*t desire to gain the friendship of

the United States, or, rather, an astute de-

sign to break up the amicable relation*

which, for *ome year*, have existed between

thi* country and Great Britain. It mu*t
be admitted that, even if the Emperor's pro-

fnodon* of good-will were sincere, they were

unskilfully conceived, for they have made but

a faint impression on American public opin-

ion, Ineffectual, for instance, wa* hi* pub-

lication of the despatch sent by I)r. von

Holleben to the Berlin Foreign Office, in

which it wa* pointed out that Lord Paunre-

fote countenanced the attempt of the Aus-

trian minister to obtain a concerted and
earnest protest agnin*t our intervention on
behalf of Cuba, The divulgation of the des-

patch was ineffectual, because nobody cared

whether Lord Pauncrfote personally was or

wa* not opposed to our war with Spain,

the only point of consequence being that

Mr. A. J. Balfour, then controlling the Brit-

ish government, repudiated the proposed

protest. Equally futile waB the visit of

Prince Henry of Prussia to this country.

With the exception of a few hundred snots*

in New York and Washington, the Ameri-
can people are utterly indifferent to titles,

royal or other, unless their possessor* are

men of exceptional ability, and we presume
that no claim to intellectual distinction

would be put forward for Prinee Henry.

It is doubtless hard for Emperor William,

who is haunted with vision* of the past, to

comprehend that we American* do not- care

a farthing about crownB, sceptres, quarter-

ings, and other medieval trappings of

royalty
;

yet such, we can assure him, is

the fact. Even more foolish, if the Emper-
or’s purpose was to arouse gratitude and
sympathy, was the gift of a statue of Fred-

erick the Great. There is absolutely no rea-

son why the American people should wish to

(Hisses* a statue of Frederick thr Great, ex-

cept upon the ground that he was a famous
warrior, and that ground would justify the

Italian* in sending us a statue of Julius

t’icsar. As Mr. Moncure D. Conway has
conclusively shown, the alleged presentation

of u sword hy Frederick the Great to Wash-
ington is a myth without an atom of

foundation. A* for Frederick’s recognizing

the independence of the Thirteen Colonies,

he steadily refused to do it until their in-

dependence had been acknowledged hy Great

Britain heroclf, when, of course, his recog-

nition waa superfluous, Wc could under-

stand the gift, however, if the Emperor’s
secret wish was to impress upon American
minds the striking contrast, presented in

one particular between the conduct of Fred-

erick the Great and that of George III.: for

the former refused a passage through hi*

territories to the Hessian and other German
mercenaries whom George III. had hired

for the pnr|K>se of helping to extinguish

American libertie*.

Now let us see what may hare been the

Emperor’s motive in securing England’s co-

operation in the demonstration against Vene-

zuela. It is inconceivable that a man of

intelligence should have expected to secure

the good-will of the American people try an

armed coercion of the Caracas government.

He must have foreseen that, in *pite of his

smooth protestations, we should forthwith

recognize the fact that his move against

Venezuela was pregnant with danger* to

the Monroe doctrine. It might, at all

events, impel us to assume financial respon-

sibilities for the Latin • American republic*

which our government, has never contempla-
ted. On the other hand, the co-operation of

Great Britain would render it impossible

for u* to assume toward Germany the mina-
tory attitude which we assumed toward
France when we informed Napoleon III. that

the presence of French troops in Mexico was
regarded by ub with disapproval. Especially

was this true inasmuch a* Emjs-ror William
had secured from the British Foreign Office

a singular agreement that England would
never withdraw from the combination with

Germany except with the latter'* consent.

Under the circumatancea, he could lose noth-

ing l»v hi* Venezuelan policy except the good-

will of the American people, which, in all

likelihood, he had already come to regard

as unattainable. Not only wn* no direct loss

to he feared, but he might even hope for an
indirect gain, through the di*gust and in-

dignation excited in the United States by
thr proof of England’s willingness to safe-

guard Germany again»t any interference on
our part with thr browbeating of Venezuela.

If he could succeed in breaking up the league

of hearts which hud seemed to lie in process

of formation between England and the

United States, he would achieve a memora-
ble stroke of statecraft from the German
point of view; for England, no longer able

to count upon food supplies from the United

States in war time, would be henceforth

unable to pursue an independent policy in

Europe and the Far East.

Our conclusion is that Emperor William
has censed to retain, if he ever entertained,

any hope of gaining American friendship,

ami that, in persuading England to take

part with him In the coercion of the Caracas

government, hi* motive was to isolate and
weaken her. and make her henceforth de-

pendent nn himself by arousing against her

the resentment of the United State*.

Mr. Richard Olney’s Candidacy

There have hern of late many signs of a

concerted movement to put forward Mr.

Richard Olney. who was Secretary of State

in the Mcrond Cleveland administration, as

a candidate for the Democratic nomination

for the Presidency in 1904. The movement
is opposed by Mr. George Fred. Williams,

who has posed as the representative of

Bryanism in the old Bay Htntc, ni* oppo-

sition could not prevent Mr. Olney from se-

curing the Massachusetts delegation if the

latter’s candidacy were looked upon with fa-

vor hy Mr. Joaiah Quincy and other mas-

ter* of the Democratic local machine. Not-

withstanding Mr. Williams's unfriendly at-

titude, the nomination of Mr. Olney is ad-

vocated by such a large proportion of the

Bryan newspaper* in the West that Mr.
Bryan’s countenance of the course pursued

by them is generally taken for granted. It

is not difficult to see why Mr. Bryan should

prefer Mr. Olney to any other candidate

thus far suggested. It ia true that Mr.

Olney is just ns firmly opposed to the free

coinage of silver at the ratio of sixteen to

one a» he was in 1B90. but Mr. Bryan i*

well aware that nobody who U known to

desire the subversion of the gold stnndurd

can obtain the Democratic nomination next

year. Being thus constrained to choose

among the opponents of free silver, Mr.

Brvan naturally selects the man who gave

mo*t earnest support to the last Democratic

nominee for the office of Chief Magistrate.
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It is possible that Mr. Cleveland, Senator
Gorman, and .Judge Parker voted for Mr.
Bryan in 1900, if not also in 1890; hut not
one of them made any resolute and public

effort in him behalf.

It will be remembered, on the other hand,
that Mr. Olney, on September 7, 1900. pub-
lished in the New York IForM a letter in

which he assigned many reason* for sup-

porting Mr. Bryan, notwithstanding the lat-

ter’* persistent adherence to the silver

heresy, which, in Mr. Olney'* opinion, had
erased to be a matter of any practical mo-
ment. This letter, which i* now being re-

produced in many part* of the country, un-
doubtedly embodied a powerful appeal to

that large section of the American people

which regarded with profound dissatisfac-

tion. if not dismay, the attitude of the Re-

publican party toward the tariff, the trusts,

and the Philippines. The question of the

retention of the Philippines, like that of

free silver, may be regarded as a dead is-

sue; hilt event* have brought the tariff

and the trunt* more than ever into the
foreground of public interest and public

discussion. The position taken by Mr.
Olney with regard to these paramount and
urgent problem* is ffubstantially identical

with that occupied by Mr. Bryan himself,

and would naturally commend itself, not

only to the latter, but also to the fria**cs of
the Democratic party. There is, indeed, no
reason to suppose that Mr. Olney would go
a jot further than would Mr. Cleveland in

opposition to a high protective tariff, or in

an attempt to control the trusts, so far a*

such control could be effected by constitu-

tional means, Mr. Bryan, however, seem*
to be personally unfriendly to Mr. Cleve-

land, and he has repeatedly intimated in

his Commoner that he would resist to the

utmost the renominatinn of the cx-Pre*ident.

Perhaps he foresees also that he could not

hope for any n-eognition on the port of Mr.
Cleveland, should the latter be re-electcil

President, whereas it i* by no means improb-

able that Mr. Olney would invite him to

become n member of the cabinet. If Mr.
Bryan prefer* Mr. Olney to Judge Parker
also, it is doubtless because he assumes that

the latter, if elected, would be influenced

hy certain New York Democrat* whom the

editor of the Commoner regard* with pecul-

iar and not undeserved dislike.

After all, however, Mr. Bryan's wishes

are not of very much importance, because

it is no longer probable thnt his follower*

will constitute a third of the next Demo-
cratic National Convention, and because, in

no event, would he be able to bolt and ac-

cept a Populist nomination, since the Popu-
list party ha* practically ceased to exist,

having shrunk in ten years from upwards of

a million to about twenty thousand votes.

Mr. Bryan and his friends will have to sup-

port the Democratic nominee, whoever he ia.

unless they repudiate the duty about which

they had so much to say in 1890 and 1900,—

namely, the duty of submitting to the choice

of the party’s representative*. We may,
then, for the sake of argument, disregard

Mr. Bryan's personal preference, aa the eon-

vention will he likely to do, and confine

ourselves, as the convention will confine it-

self, to the question of availability. From
this point of view Mr. Olney i* scarcely sat-

isfactory. lie would not have the faintest

chance of carrying his native State. He
might possibly win Rhode Island, but we

could have no assurance that he would gain

Connecticut, whereas wc know that Mr.

Cleveland ha* repeatedly enrried the last-

named State. He would 1* much less likely

than Mr. Cleveland to capture New Jersey,

because local pride would greatly a**»*t his

former chief. There is no reason to suppose

that he would run better in New York than

would Mr. Cleveland, because the latter has
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twilit carried that State against the wishes

of Tammany Hall, and in 11KM he could

count upon the cordial support of that or-

ganization. Hither of the two candidate*

named would no doubt sweep all of the

Southern States, with the possible exception*

of Maryland and West Virginia. Aa regard*

the pivotal State* of the Middle and Far

West, however, it must he owned that Mr.

Cleveland would have the immense advan-

tage of heing well known to the voter*. In-

deed. he is probably better known to the

mas* of the electorate than i» any other

citizen of the United State*. Mr. Olney i»,

by comparison, a stranger. In tens of thou-

sand* of constituencies it would be needful

for stump - speaker* to explain who he in.

That is a handicap which the Democratic

party in a desperate erisis of its fortunes

can hardly afford to undergo. The »atue ob-

jection may, of course, be made to the can-

didacy of Judge Parker, who had scarcely

been heard of outside of hi* own State, un-

til last autumn, when his name waa men-

tioned for the (Jovernorship of New York.

We may say for Judge Parker, however,

what we cannot say for Mr. Olney, that he

is generally believed to be capable of carry-

ing his native State.

The crucial question is. however, whst
Democrat is able not only to carry New
York, hut also Connecticut, New Jersey.

Indiana, and Illinois, inasmuch as the elec-

toral votes of at least all of those States

will probably be indispemiable. Now there

Is only one Democrat alive who has ever

carried those five States, and that man is

(Jrovcr Cleveland. Mr. Bryan did not carry

one of them. It is. wc admit, conceivable

that Mr. Olney, with Mr. Bryan's active

assistance, might secure in those five State*

some votes that would be withheld from

his former chief, but. on the other hand, Mr.

Cleveland, through the influence of his ro-

bust personality and the «W<i t of hi* previous

triumphs, would seem more likely to attract

votes from the Republican party. If the

next Presidential election were to turn on

the vote of New York alone, it might la*

expedient to select Judge Parker, instead

of the ex-President. because the latter, like

every other strong man, has made some ene-

mies. But, as we have said, at least four

other States must la* gained by the Demo-

cratic nominee if he is to prove successful,

and it is by no means certain that a man
comparatively unknown, like Judge Parker,

would prove competent for such a task.

It is. perhaps, just as well that Mr.

Olney'* candidacy should have been serious-

ly mooted at this time, for we cannot be

gin too early to canvass his qualifications

und those of his competitors, in view of the

tremendous importance of the next campaign

to the Democratic party and to the country.

The Unreality of Realty

Ir we could put that faith in the ac-

curacy of the reporters which we are npver

quite able to put. we should la* much more
interested in some putative utterances of

an eminent fellow-citir.cn than we now are.

He was recently speaking to a company of

clergymen, and he is said to have *aid that

some of their calling were nccueably suffer-

ing their minds to be abused by the notion

that certain men were becoming too rich,

and that all wealth ought to be “ dumped
into a common pot." But, he is said to

have said, he would tell such clergymen that

individual ownership was the inspiration of

the world’s progress, and that the great

danger in all debate of the labor question

was some such blow at the rights of prop-

erty as the notion that labor ought to rule.

Very likely, however, he did not say this, but
only something like it. with such provisions

and reservations, that his true position is

not fully given by this ladd black-and-

white sketch of it. He probably thinks,

as most other Christians think, that the

teachings of One who never, while on
earth, individually owned so much as

a place where to lay His head, are

the principles underlying whatever is good
and great in our civilization. Very prob-

ably, as to the clergyman whose perversion

he is said to hare regretted, he would be

ainong the first to excuse them, on the

ground that their labor* among the poor,

with the constant sight of perennial and
ineradicable misery, were peculiarly liable

to mislead and bewilder them, ami that if

they sometimes dreamt of having all things

in common, as the only state in which some
people could have anything, they would be

readily amenable to reason, and on reflec-

tion would see that it would never do.

Whichever side of this extremely dangerous
question we take, we all like to s|ieak con-

ditionally.

Property can no more he defended without'

question of its sanctions than it can he at-

tacked without grave misgiving, In» the
first place, there appears to lie, in cer-

tain lights, no such thing as private

ownership of real property. This, in a
j

civilized state, belongs to the state, which
lease* it on certain terms to the citizen.

He pays rent in the form of taxes, and
if he fails to pay them, the state will dis-

possess him, just as he in turn may dis-

posatess the tenant to whom be sublets his

property, if the tenant does not pay him
the hire of it. Even when he pays his rent

to the state promptly, the state may de-

cide to disposM-** him, if it finds that the

property can be more advantageously used

otherwise, just a* he may dispossess his

tenant when he wishes to rebuild or im-

prove the premises. There is no appeal

in either case, and this is the prime evi-

dence of the unreality of realty. It seem*
to be not at all the inviolable thing It

has been imagim-d: it is a convenient eco-

nomical fiction, and when it become* in-

convenient. the truth about it is made to

appear by the sovereign and sole owner of

property, the atate.

There are other reason* why we should

not revere it when it is entrusted to

private hands. Not only are the sources

of private ownership sometimes atrocious

and infamous, foul with fraud, and stained

with cruelty and oppression, hut sometimes
its use and end are equally abominable.

Property has a curious faculty of injuring

property. A man owning a house may build

over hi* back lot, ao as to shut the light

am! air from his neighbor’s house, and in-

jure his neighbor’s property to the amount
of thousands of dollars, but the neighbor
cannot help himself. There la nothing very

admirable in this, and it is difficult to see

how it tends to progress. Twenty-five or

thirty years ago a line of travel was car-

ried through New York city upon terms
that were for a while disastrous to the abut-

ting properties, and the owners of them
could make themselves good only by costly

suits at law, with chances tint they could
not make themselves good at all. In fact,

wc are so constantly seeing the disastrous

effect of property upon property that many
wise men think twice before acquiring the
conditional ownership of it that the state

allows. At this very moment we are having
an extraordinary illustration of the ruth-

less nature of property in the misbehavior
of the sky-scraper at the corner of Broad-
way and Twenty-third Street, which has
become known by common consent a* the

Flat-iron. This malign structure, in a line

of conduct strictly consonant with its

physical hidoou»ness, is lielieved by the

owner of a clothing establishment on the

corner la-low to have deflected the inno-

cent winds of heaven with such force against

the front of hi* store that his plate-glass

window* have hern twice blown in and his

goods soaked and ruined by the rain. He
is said to lie about to bring suit against
the owners of the Flat-iron, with wbat hope*
of success we will not invade the province
of justice ao far as to say. But we may
confidently predict that he will not succeed

in reforming the Flat-iron, either partly or

altogether. Its owners, instead of recog-

nizing themselves as the ministers and
evangels of progress, will simply hold their

own, and invite the clothier to look about
for another location if he docs not like

having his windows blown in hy their Flat-

iron; and they will have the sympathies
of the community with them, for if there

is anything more established than another
in private property it I* Its right to spoil

other private property. This has survived

with it from pagan into Christian time*,

and it will probably endure as long a* pri-

vate property itself. But we can all agree

that though this works certain hardships,

it docs not form a ground for operating its

abolition. The trouble with private owner-

ship is not that it is not sacred, but that

it ha* not been converted, as so many of

the heathen god* have been. No doubt this

can still be managed, and we think that

If there are really any clergymen who are

looking askance upon it in the supposed in-

terest of poverty, they will do better to try

if they cannot do something to bring it u

little more into line with the social advance
which it has done so much to promote.

Old Music and New
Mr. Arnold Dolmetmch, the musical an-

tiquarian, has lately come here from Eng-

land to expound to a benighted and unre-

generate jM-oplc the virtues of old miwie and

the archaic instruments for which it was
written. Mr. Dolmetaoh, if we understand

him aright, bewail* the development of mimi-

cal art away from the naive ideals of that

elder day of its Wing which he loves, tow-

ard a greater and more complex intensity

—

the transmutation of an art that was mere-

ly decorative and accessory into an art that

has become primarily a medium of emotional

expression. He appears to believe that mod-
ern music, in attaining its unparalleled ca-

pacity for intense emotional utterance, has

made a reckless and unjustifiable sacrifice

of simplicity, reticence, and repose. Evi-

dently Mr. Dolmetaeh totally and mo*t un-

accountably misconceive* the significance of

the musical development which he deplores.

The essential mission of music is, in the last

analysis, precisely identical with that of

any of the other articulate arts: to lie, aa

an incomparable critic has required of

poetry, "a criticism of life.” Fuiling that,

music is but the emptiest of vanities—at
best a beuutiful embroidery upon life, never

its potent voice and hi»truinent. We wonder
if Mr. Dolmetseh knows the exquisite music

which Mr. Charles Martin Locfller has de-

rived from that tremulously ecstatic fantasy

of Verlaine'*—“ At ant quo tu ne t'en ailles.”

performed here recently by the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra; or the tremendous “Also
Sprach Znrnthustra " of Richard Straus*, or

that bcwilderingly brilliant feu d’esprit of

the Munich master, “ Till Eulenspiegel,”—

both of which also we have lately heard.

We allege these products of musical modern-

ity as immediate examples because each of

them embodies, with peculiarly vivid elo-

quence. some intense and valid experience of

subjective reality—each is " steeped in the

colors of human life." And it iB precisely

that indispensable quality which, for all it«

reposeful loveliness, the older mush* lack**.
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Europe and the Monroe
Doctrine

By Sydney Brooks

IXIMMMU, January SJ. 1003.

German denunciations of the Monroe doc-

trine still continue. I do not suppose that

is * fact which greatly excite* American*,

but it should greatly interest them. In-

deed, looking at the Venezuelan affair in

retrospect one see* that all it* real signifi-

cance wus hound up in it* connection with

the Monroe doctrine, and that it* course

was followed with such nlienrbing attention

by Europe simply for the light it might

throw on the working* of the “ golden rule"

of American policy. The egTPgiou* Castro

and his debt* were entirely lost sight of

after the first day or two’s excitement, and
from first to l«*t it was the hearing of the

Monroe doctrine on the situation that real-

ly held the interest of Europe. True, the

Anglo-German alliance sprung a subsidiary

issue. That was a development which doubt-

less startled America, but I may safely aay

that it startled England more. There has

been nothing in Engliah history of the past

thirty years, except possibly at the time of

Gladstone's failure to relieve Gordon, that

would begin to compare with the storm of

unanimous condemnation that broke over

Ix»rd Lansdownc's head. Even now in the

political dub*, on the street, in society, and
in the press you will find men angrily can-

vassing the reasons that led the Foreign

Secretary into hi* unpardonable blunder.

It was so gratuitous, *o utterly opposed to

British interests and policy, so flagrantly

contemptuous of the clear wishes of the

nation, that Englishmen are still catching

at thr most extravagant theories to ex-

plain its why and wherefore. Some put it

down to the King’s philo-Germanism : others

to sheer stupidity: others again to the easy-

goingness. the unwillingness to say No. that

are the mark of modern British statesman-
ship. All three explanations are probably
right, hut to them should lie added a fourth
—one that I touched on in a previous let-

ter—the extreme “ aloofness " of the govern-

ing class in England. It is really quite

possible to think that Lord l^insdowne was
totally unaware of the intensity of anti-

Germanism that obtains throughout the

country. Any “ man in the street ” could

have told him, but then a minister of lord
Ionsdowne's position never comes across the
" man in the street." and if he has not Pal-

merston’s or McKinley's instinct for know-
ing without being told what the masses of

hi* countrymen are saying and thinking,

what will please and what displease them,
then he i« peculiarly liable to run full-tilt

against the unanimous opinion of the coun-

try unawares. That was what happened to

lord Ijinsdowne. He simply did not Lao«r;

und when the knowledge hurst on him, when
he found every articulate voice in England
busily damning him and his precious alli-

ance, It almost paralyzed him with astonish-

ment. " The most surprised man in the

British Empire ” was the description a friend

gave of him at the moment of awakening.
The only comfort England got out of the

whole wretched entanglement was in seeing

how completely Americans grasped the situa-

tion and how far they were from identifying

lord Lansdownr with England. To find

themselves under any circumstances In al-

liance with Germany came upon F.nglishmen
as « profound humiliation

: but to find that
alliance directed, not. of course, against
America, hut against n state in which Amer-
ica fdt a peculiar political interest. absolute-

ly infuriated them. That is no exaggeration.
Nothing in my recollection, not even the
hlunderings of the War Office in the early

stages of the Boer war. so roused and dis-

gusted this country’. To be put in the po-

sition of seeming to side with Germany in

a matter that came, or might come, within

the senpi- of the Monroe doctrine, was re-

sented by all parties and all sections with

unmistakable warmth. There ia. indeed,

nothing that Englishmen are more set on
than the maintenance of cordial and sympa-
thetic relations with the United States. This
is as true of official aa of private England,
of Englishmen a* a nation, and of English-

men as individuals. When Mr. Chamberlain
declared, a* he did in 1000, that his foreign

policy was to maintain friendly relations

with all foreign powers, “ and. if possible,

something more than friendly relations with
the United States,” he was only uttering a
wish that lies very near the heart of all

Englishmen. In strict accuracy there should
be excepted from this statement the editor

of the HalurtUii/ ffmor, I mention that be-

cause certain American journals still quote
the Nafuniay Krrieir, as though it were an
organ of some importance. No one in Eng-
land thinka of it in that way: it ha* dropped
clean out of the estimation of the intelli-

gent reading public, and is quoted nowadays,
when it in quoted at all, only to show how
far a paper may depart from its old and
honorable standards. With this exception

w’hat I have just stated hold* good—Eng
land is pro-American to the core. More-
over, on the specific question of the Monroe
doctrine her attitude is just what the United
State* would have it to lie. That the doc-

trine confirms the South-American states in

their well-known peculiarities and encour-

ages them indirectly to "dare” Europe is

unquestionable. To that extent England
finds it an annoyance. But. a* against this,

it is a factor in preserving the *f<jfN* 9110

over the two Americas: and British policy

is based on the principle of preserving the

9IM wherever [smsihlr. Moreover, the
Monroe doctrine prevent*, or at least makes
extremely hazardous, anything in the nature
of a European scramble for South America.
It renders It. practically speaking, certain

that South America will not lie treated a*

Africa and China have been treated. At
the same time it is a guarantee that all

present holdings on the continent, the Brit-

ish included, will not tie interfered with.

It thus makes not only for peace, but for.

security, and so paves the way for that sta-

bility which is the foundation of all com-
merce. England may not, for instance, he
wholly satisfied w’ith Venezuela a* a neigh-

bor, but she prefer* her. commercially and
politically, to Germany. The Monroe doc-

trine forbids the possibility of Germany or

any other European power becoming a Brit-

ish neighbor in South America. For these .

reason* it is largely in line with English

interests. Grrnt Britain does not want
nn.v more territory in either half of the

hemisphere, nor does she want to see any
European power carving out a " sphere of

influence " for itself hetsvecn Cape Horn and
the Gulf of Panama. Taking Mr. Roose-

velt’* definition of ft Jnst ns it stands

—

“The Monroe doctrine is a declaration that

there inu*t he no territorial aggrandizement
by any non-American power at the expense

of any American power on American soil
’*

—England find* in It ah*n1nte1y nothing to

object to. hut. on the contrary, everything

to endorse.

On the broad Issue. England and America

think alike. There Is even a school of pub-

licist* in this country flint wonld gladly «ee

the British government openly and formally

"recognize” the doctrine, and declare their

Intention, if necessary, to join with Amrt’icn

In enforcing it. In all its essential* it has

already been " recognized the general prin-

ciple that underlies it Is fully and sincere-

ly -ubserihed to: but beyond that England
is hardly prepared to go. Before she could

make the Monroe -doctrine a cardinal point

of Hritiah policy it would be necessary to

define its scope with some stringency, and
that is precisely what American* are moat
shrewdly unwilling to do. Moreover. Eng-
land. after all, i* not nearly *0 interested

in South America a* ia the United State*.

It would not, for instance, be worth her

while to fight in order to prevent a Euro-
pean occupation of part of Patagonia, while

Americana presumably would feel impelled to

take up arms at once. No calculation can
make the English stake in ftouth America,
whether nentimental or political, equal to

the American, and it would therefore he need-

lessly quixotic, especially in view of her im-
mense responsibilities elsewhere, for Great
Britain to divide with the United States the

burden of defending the Monroe doctrine

against the world. Englishmen believe, any-
way. that the Unite*] States is perfectly

competent to undertake its defence herself,

and that when Congress realize* that the

Monroe doctrine, reduced to its essence,

means ship* and guns and men and plenty
of them, there will be no question of its be-

ing seriously challenged. Meanwhile. Eng-
land for her own part accepts the doctrine

without reserve, hut she is not prepare*! to

help in enforcing it on other*. In both cases

her policy is determined by the plainest dic-

tates of self-interest. Of course should it

appear that America was unable in any
given crisis to maintain the doctrine by her
own power, the ease would he wholly al-

tered, and England might, and probably
would, find herself compelled to become its

active upholder.

One need hardly point out how vitally

different must be the attitude toward* thi*

question of such a country as Germany—

a

country necessarily dissatisfied with the

niatug quo in the Americas because she is

excluded from it, a country that has not. a*

England ha*, an empire that will receive

her surplua population, a country that pos-

sesses no naval station in South-American
waters, and believes that to carve out exclu-

sive reserves for her traders is the only way
to ensure commercial prosperity. It is in

no sense accusing Germany of “ harboring de-

signs” against the Monroe doctrine to in-

sist that, situated as she is, her attitude

towards the general question cannot but

widely differ from Great Britain’s. And
that it does differ may be easily seen by com-

paring the files of the Berlin and Ijondon

papers for the last two months. The usual

complaint* run through the German tirades

—that the United States will neither take

South America for herself nor let any one
else take it: that she accepts no respon-

sibility whatever for the outrages, disorder*,

and financial freakishneaa of her prot£g£a:

that it is not their behavior to Europe, but

Europe’* behavior to them she claim* the

right to supervise: and that were any Euro-

pean power to set up a similar Irresponsible

suzerainty over even the most worthless part

of Afrlea it would he in«tantaneou«ly ehal-

lenged. All thin we have heard Iadore, hut

the Venezuelan affair raised one novel and
specific point which is not without interest.

When doc* the Monroe doctrine become ap-

plicable! For instance, if the allies had oe-

eupied La Guayra or Caracas, how long

would the United States have left them in

unmolested possession! Until their claims

were satisfied? Tliut might have taken

wars, and Germany judge*, no doubt cor-

rectly, thst American opinion wonld hardly

restrain it*elf so long. What. then, is the

time limit? When does a temporary ami per-

missible occupation shade off Into a perma-

nent and forbidden one? At what point Is

Washington prepared to declare that a power

legitimately engager! In hrlnglng a South-

American state to book, hns gone far enough

nnd must call a halt!
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The Book, of Months

By E. F. Benton

JUNE

This early planted sweet peas ore in

flower: so too are the nasturtium*. It was

Margery's plan always to sow seed* very

early in the year; indeed, she was supposed

to have been seen sowing in a snow storm.

Then she used to cover the earth up with

matting if it was very cold and uncover it

for any glint of sun. Her gardening was
of the most unorthodox order: she would

pull up seedlings to see how their roots

were getting on, disturb sown eurth to see

what was occurring la-low; if a plant look-

ed sickly she took it up and shook it and
replanted it again with a warning; but

everything answered with her. and it was
she who taught us to sow sweet pea* in

March, so that you got the first flowers early

in June.

The year after the events of this May. I

remember, she made a long row of sweet
peas running right up from the house to

the end of the garden. The garden was not

a large one. any more than was the house,

for she and Dkfc were not rich, and tho

whole row was not a hundred feet long.

But there was a pleasant piece of lawn,

with a thicket of lilac and eyringa at one
end. and at each side of the path she had
placed old petroleum-barrels sawn in half

for flower-tubs. These she and I had paint-

ed green, and in the process had painted our-

selves too, and everything tasted and smelt
of green paint for a week afterwards. In

them she planted nasturtiums and low-

lies • bleeding. Both sweet peas and nas-

turtiums were In flower early one June, just

ns mine are flowering now. She always loved

sweet peas; they gave her
44 a feeling.” she

said. Therefore they grow there in a cer-

tain place.

Dick and she had been married In the

September of the same year when they were
engaged: in October the Boer war began,

and Dick’s regiment was among the first to

go out, and she and F went down to South-

ampton to see the Maplrmorr off, It was
a bleak gray day. with an angry fretful

wind, which raised little ripples on the wa-

ter. and as soon as raised rut their heads

off. There was a good deal of delay, and
she didn’t sail for two hours after the ad-

vertised time, and we all three said openly

to each other that we wished she would be
quick. But when the time came. I think

that Margery would have given her life for

half an hour more had she known.

Then in December came the week which

no one can think of now without a shud-

der, when Stormberg was succeeded by
Magersfnntein, and Magersfontein by Cn-

lenso. But these wintry days passed, and
the scars they left in many homes began to

heal, and the year and the tide turned.

I saw Margery many times that spring,

and I went to stay with her for two days

on May the 24 th—for the 25th was the an-

niversary of her engagement to Dick, and
she had long ago settled it that we
should spend it together. The 24th had
been a very hot day. eloae and sultry, and

by a curious coincidence late that night the

storm which had for several hours flickered

and grumbled in the west came very quick-

ly closer, and burst over us in appalling

riot. Sleep was out of the question, and
about two in the morning. I got up and sat

at the window watching it. thinking very in-

tently how, just a year ago. Dick and I

had sat together through it, until the ivory

calmness of the moon and the dove-colored

dawn had succeeded the tumult. Step by
step I went through the talk we had had
together, while overhead the violence of the

storm abated and passed into the distance

again. Now. whether I actually went to

*l«-ep or not, I do not know, though, in any
ease, 1 waa unconscious of having done so.

but nuddenly I heard Dick’s voice—so I

thought—close to me. “ And whatever hap-

pens, Jack." he said.

Then, whrther 1 had been asleep or not,

I wan awake now and alone. Outside a moon
rose high and clear amid the swarming stars,

and in the east the sky was dove-colored

with the approaching dawn.

The next day we spent very quietly : there

was no one there but Margery's mother and
myself, and we hardly went beyond the gar-

den. For Margery's time, yon will under-

stand. had nearly cornr. and in a week or

two she would be the mother of Dick's child.

After tea that afternoon we luid a long talk

together, for her mother had gone out on
some household business, and she spoke to

me of that which was coming to her with

all the simplicity of her nature, all the tri-

umph and glory of her loving heart.
“ I want you to come down again as soon

us possible after it,” she said, 44 brcuuae it

seems bo inevitable that you must be here

to take part in this great joy of Dick's

and mine. You see. Jack, I can’t remember
a single joy or sorrow of my life into which

you and Dick were not bound up. as it

were—and this the greatest of all—do come
as soon as mother writes to you."

The dusk began to fall in layers over the

sky, and the evening breeze got up and tossed

the incense of the flower's even-song over

tho garden. Then, as night closed in, the

smell of syringa and lilac fell asleep, and
the sweet peas closed, and the benediction

of the stars shone from the heights of

heaven. Then Margery rose from ln-r chair

and held out both hands to me.
“ Oh, my dear.” ahe said. “ every day I

.thank God for giving me you as my friend

and Dick’s. For years I have done that, even

when I waa a child, and now that I am a
woman, and the crown of womanhood is

coming to me. I tell you this, and I ask you
to continue to be the friend of all of us.

I thank you, Jack. I bless you with my
whole heart.”

She bent down and once again she kissed

me.

My God, how content I was at that mo-

ment ! For at that moment the foe which

I had been fighting all the year, whose
sword was jealousy of Dick, whose spear

was bitterness of heart, whose armor was
the human longing and the crying of the

flesh for this woman, dropped dead. No
longer would 1 have had anything different,

all waa utterly good, and she whom I loved

stood over me in the gathering silence of

the night, and under her feet lay that devil-

ish enemy, whom her goodness and sweetness

had slain.

We dined with great gayety and foolish-

ness. and dinner was succeeded by absurd

games, in which the two members of the

alliance of laughter did wonders for the

cause. Then Margery and her mother went

up stairs, and I strolled into the garden

again, to smoke for half an hour before

going to bed, with thia reaction of laughter

rather strong upon me, and feeling. In spite

of what had happened before dinner, vague-

ly disquieted and depressed, and my mind
went latck and dwelt with curious insistence

on the hallucination of Dick's voice the night

before. Hum. even while I was pondering

over the strangeness of it and telling my-
self that I must have lieen asleep, I sud-

denly heard the elang of the gate lending

from the road to the front door on the other

side of the house, followed by the crunching

of gravel, ami, after a moment, the sound

of the front-door bell. At that a sudden
nameless fear leaped into my heart, and be-

fore the hell sounded again I was at the

front door. It was a telegraph-buy with a

War Office telegram addressed to Margery.
1 took it from him, closed the door quiet-

ly, and stood there with It in my hand,
struck motionless and incapAble of thought.
Then upstairs I heard a door open, and

the next moment my name was called by
Margery, her voice half strangled and strug-

gling for utterance.

“Jack, Jack, what is itt” she asked.
44 What ia it—what is it ?"

Next moment I saw her leaning over the
banister of the landing above, her hair down
and with a dressing-gown on. And ahe saw
what I held in my hand.
“ Will you bring it up to me. please. Jack?
—or open it,” she said, faintly, and I heard
the banisters creak as she leaned on them
and clutched them. Then her mother hur-
ried out of her room and put her arm round
her.

I can hear the tearing of that envelope

now, the rustle of the unfolding sheet. The
few words it contained for a moment meant
nothing. Then they became coherent.

"Is it about Dick?” whispered Margery.
44

1* he wounded T Tell me quick.”

I looked up, and do not remember
whether I aaid anything or not. But she

knew, and in the dim light of the turned-
down lamp in the hall I saw her rise to her

full height, with arms outstretched, then
sway, and fall back into her mother's arms.
The telegram fluttered to the ground, and

I ran up stairs. Together we lifted her up
and carried her into her room and laid her

on the bed.
4

‘ Dick is killed?'* whispered her mother
to me. and I nodded. Then, at her request.

I left them, and ran to wake one of the

servants.
" Don’t go to bed,” she said, at I left the

room. 44 You may be wanted. Sit up till I

see you. Have your bicycle ready.”

The drawing-room through which I had
come a moment before to answer the bell

looked out through French windows onto

the garden, and here I sat waiting for her

mother. As yet the newB to me was incon-

ceivable: it seemed merely impossible that

it should be so. Something would happen;

another telegraph-boy would come, or, which
seemed more likely. I would wake to find

that I was not here and the time waa not

now. Perhaps the place would be Brace-

ton: perhaps the time would be a year ago.

Yet. how could that be? For she had apoken

to me of Dick and of Dick'a child. There

was nothing in the world so real as those

moment!), and in this dumb dazed mood I

went once into the ball to see if my bicycle

was there: for if these things were a dream,

surely 1 should find some incongruity, and

perhaps that which should have been a bicy-

cle might he Dick. But the bicycle stood

there, with its lantern already lit aa I had

left it.

Then came quick step# descending the

stairs, and I went out into the ball.
44 Please go into the town at once, Jack,

and bring Dr. t'arleton. Make him come

out at oncp; if he is not in, bring some-

body.”
44 What—what—oh. tell me something,” I

said.
M Her child will be born sooner than we

expected,” said she.
44 Oh, be quick I”

The road was empty of passenger* and very

dark: once a man. a policeman, I think,

shouted something after me: once the shad-

ow* of a dog raced me for a while, snarling

and snapping. Otherwise ail I know of that

four miles is a round space of illumination

on the road, east by my lamp. I seemingly

motionless, while to right and left trees and
houses went noiselessly by, and a wind blew

steadily, in spite of the turns it the road,

from the direction in which I was speeding.

Then the traffic of the town began, and I

had the sense to go somewhat more slowly,
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for fear of being taken up. and so delayed.

Then, craning the high street, I came to the

square red-brick house.

For an interminable time, so it seemed

to me. I waited on the door-step, and then

the door was opened by an impassive man-
servant. Dr. Garleton was at dinner. There

was a party, but as soon ns he mine out the

message would be delivered, and I remem-
ber saying that I would go into the dining-

room myself unless 1 could see him at once.

Then, after another interminable delay, Ur.

Carleton. whom I knew slightly, came out.

“Come at once." I said. “Mrs. Arling-

ton.”
“ Mot the confinement?” he said, frowning.
" She has just had news of Dili's death.”

said I. “ and her mother told me that—that

the baby might be born sooner than they

expected. Oh, man, don't argue!”
" How did you come?" said he.

“ Bicycle; it's outside.”

He turned to his servant.
“ Tell them to put the pony in at once,”

he said, “ and bring it round. And ”—he
looked at me sharply a moment — “ bring

some brandy.”

I suppose T made some gesture of impa-

tience. far he laid his hand on my arm with

a quieting force.

“ Now, be sensible.” he said.
44

1 am go-

ing to get what I may require, and shall go
off on your bicycle. You will follow In the

cart, and until it is ready yon will sit down
here and drink a wineglassful of brandy.

Neat, mind. I order it”
He nodded at me. pointing to a chair, and

1 stumbled towards it, conscious for the first

time of an overpowering exhaustion. My
blow! beat through my temples very thin,

far away, but with frightful rapidity, and

something rang in my oars like the whistle

of a distant train. Then I became conscious

that the butler had put a glass of brandy

into my hand, and 1 drank it.

“ The cart will be here in ten minutes,

sir.” he said.

" But Dr. Carleton?” I asked.
“ Rode off a couple of minutes ago. sir.

1 should sit still, sir, if I was you I”

It can hardly have been an hour from
the time the telegram Brat eame to when the

eart. with me inside it, again drew up at

Margery's house. Against the porch leaned

my bicycle, the lamp still burning, and

lights. I saw. were burning in her bedroom.

Directly over the door, standing on n chair

inside the hall, was Dr. Carleton’B hat and

a small black hag; on the floor close by was
the pink sheet of the telegram which I must
have dropped when I ran up stairs. Kven

then I remember clinging in some desperate

dared fashion to the hope that U was all a

dream, and that the telegram would prove

to be some trivial absurdity, and I picked it

up and read it again.

Then I sat down and waited.

From time to time there was some muf-

fled sound of footsteps and movement about,

then silence again, then more steps. Then

I heard a door open above, and a droning

voice, which I knew to be Margery's, speak-

ing in level, meaningless tones. Then the

doctor's voice said, sharply:
44 Yes. it is in my hag. Bring it all up

stairs if you don’t understand."

With the hag in my hand I met the ser-

vant hurrying down stairs, sobbing in a

helpless manner. She took the bag from
me without a word, and went up again.

And. step by step, after I had heard the

door shut, I moved to the top of the stairs

and sat there. Below, the clock in the hall

la-al out metallic minutes, and once the

hour—twelve only—struck. Through the fan-

light above the front door I could see the

lumps of the doctor's dog-cart. Three or

four times they moved away, and after a

minute or so returned again to the same

spot. At * interval* that terrible droning

voice came from Margery's room.

How long these things lasted I cannot
say, but it must have been less than two
hours, for 1 heard the hall clock strike

once only. Then the droning voice ceased

altogether, and in its place came short

incisive sentences in a man's voice, the pur-

pose of which, of course, 1 could not hear.

Then tame the cry of a child, and I knew
that in the midst of death we are in life.

Then, as if 1 had been drawn by cords. I

crept nearer and nearer to the door of the

room, and the crying of the child still sound-

ed—the cry of Dick’s child. And Dick?

Oh, Dick, if your brave blithe spirit, in

the paradise of God, now free of its habi-

tation of flesh, keeps watch, as it surely

must, over those it loves—come here—come
here where there is no sore a need of you
and your comforting. Speak to her through

that frail tabernacle of time and space. Com-
fort the soul you love if the laws of your
world permit it. Come!

loiter in that long night Dr. Carleton told

me all hr could tell. The child had been

born, and it lived. There was no reason

why it should not live, for it was quite

healthy, though it had been born before its

time. About Margery, he could not *ay.

She had not rallied satisfactorily. She had
lieen perfectly conscious for a time after the

birth of the child, but with her conscious-

ness had returned the knowledge of her

husband's death, and she had relapsed

again into a semi-comatose state. He pre-

ferred to wait, visiting her from time to

time, till he could feel more happy ahout

her.

Twice before the dawn broke I tried to

go to bed, and as many times I crept down
stairs again to where Dr. Carleton sat in

the drawing-room, his genial florid face look-

ing more anxious and troublrd each time be
returned from a visit upstairs. Then, just

as morning broke in thin red lines on the

horizon, I heard his voice call to me, and
I went up stairs. He beckoned me to come in.

Margery was lying in bed. propped up on
pillows, and her eyes were closed. I sat by
the bedside and wuited. They had taken the

habv away, and only her mother knelt then*,

with her eyes fixed on Margery’s face. Sud-
denly she raised her head a little, opened
her eyes, and saw me.
“ Thank you." she said. “ Thank you for

being here, Jack. Dick is waiting for us.

Yea, Dick!”
She raised herself a little more, and seem-

ed to struggle for breath.

“la it morning?” she said. “Let in the

morning!"
And even as I pulled the curtains aside

and raised the blinds then- dawned on her

the everlasting day.

To bo Continued.

Correspondence
A GERMAN VIEW OF THE CARIBBEAN

SITUATION.
Wiisbaiikn, January 13, 1903.

To the Editor of Harper"* WeekIt/:

StB,—Your glorious articles on Caribbean

seas are well noticed in Germany. “ We
do not want to fight, but, by Jingo, if we
do. we have got the men, we have got the

ships, we have got the money too” < IH78)

.

Your new article most probably is written

by Dewey! If a man deserves the hatred of

Germans, it is Dewey; we have not forgot-

ten the behavior of small, very small, Dewey
off Manila!

The Monroe doctrine is all stuff and non-

sense. Just look at Yewe Prm**i*rhe X
Zcitung. Do take Mexico, at least the

northern pari of it! Brush it up, that semi-

Indian government! But do not quarrel

with dear old Germany! Do not forget your
immense surplus of imports to Germany!
Just look at Kolniaehc and Sene Preueitiche

.Y Zeilung! What do you earn from those

beggar Spaniards, who squatted three hun-
dred years ago, in Venezuela, Colombia.

Mexico, and whom you affect to protect?

Doe* Cuba like the Yankees? Ami Filipino*?

How is Mr. Brownell, the murderer? Will

he not go hack to the Filipinos?

Marines, soldiers, and rough riders were

roaring. Revenge for the Haim-

!

And after-

wards it wa* found out to be all stuff and
nonsense; not the poor beggar Spaniards de-

stroyed the Maine; a treacherous, neglect-

ful subaltern on board the Yankee ship did

it! Just let the Germans have Curasao;
poor little Dutchmen, with their fleet of

0 0 0, cannot defend it any more. Do not

forget that one-third U. 8- A. eitlzen* are

of German descent! Do not forget that the

troublesome, quarrelling elements in the

southern parts of U. 8. A. were always

Spaniards, or at least semi-Indians of Latin

blood! If you want to regenerate the Span-

l*li tieuslly element according to the Yankee
type, you must come from the Mexican side!

Just look at the railway business still to

lie done in Mexico. Your* truly.

W. L Br-ker.

WESTERN LAND RESERVATIONS
Tacoma, WaMMMOVOM, Jmttmmry 14, 1903.

To the Editor of Harper'a Weekly:
Sir,—

O

ne of the members of Congress

from our State has just introduced a bill into

the national House to divide the Calville res-

ervation and open it up to settlement.

The country has recently endured several

of these performances, and I have hoped that

for the sake of decency and honor of the

nation, justice and honesty to the Indian,

and our duty to coining generations, these

steals f to be plain ) should cease.

Time was (two generations ago) that the

donation claim system was quite proper ami
desirable, and it started an immigration of

settler* to an unattractive region. Then, u

generation ago. eame the homestead and pre-

emption laws that made it easy to acquire u

quarter or half section of land.

The pre-emption has paused, but with us

still arc the homestead, timber-claim, st«ne

claim, and timber-culture, as well as mineral-

claim laws, and the result is that the West
ha* licen pretty thoroughly exploited under

nearly all of them.

Under a humane administration the Ind-

ians have been located on re»ervat loti* that

are usually the best land that could be

found, and by *olemn treaty was guaranteed

to them for their benefit for all time to come.

The white man has come to their borders

—

and, by-the-wav, they are not nil so 44 white ”

—and lusted after the land. Disreputable

tactics have been resorted to. to arouse the

hostility of the Indians, and furnish an ex-

cuse to the officials to “ open ” the reserva-

tion.

I-et us call a halt. There L no more need

of offering land almost free to induce white

settler*. Speculator* are the beneficiaries.

The land soon jumps to from $2 fiO to $.’»0

and <100 an acre, and gangs flit from one to

another just to '* work ” them.

Let the government keep the reservations

intact, and keep on civilizing and educating

the Indian* into good citixen*, establish ex-

periment stations thereon, and let them be

self-sustaining, and in two generations more
the government will have a valuable asset

on hand, and the white man can pay the full

worth for the land when he gets it. which he

should do. I am, sir.

Very truly yours,

W. G. Ukia.
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As to Repainted Ge'rftmes,

and Others

IS discouraging to

note bow foreigners

persist in underesti*

mating us. One hun-

dred and twenty-6ix

year*, more or leas,

have slipped away
since we became THE
United States. Dur-
ing all that century

and a quarter we
have had to contend

against a sort of be-

littling moat revolt-

ing to our sensitive

feeling*. W« are, of

courwe, the greatest people on earth—our*
is the greatest country, obviously. We are

the richest, smartest, shrewdest, etc., etc.,

in existence, until it comes to a picture deal,

or the swapping of greenbacks for brie-8-

brae. *’ antiques,” or objeeta of “ Bigotry and

Virtue.” Still, here is M- GftrAme, saying

that “ half ” the pictures in this country

are either “forgeries or copies." You see?

—he cuts down the figures latter the fash-

ion of those jealous foreigners) to a paltry

fifty per cent.— which is absurd— when
eighty or ninety is nearer the truth. As
usual, M. GPrfime fails to give us our due.

We are, in this matter, as in all others, the

greatest set of “ marks ” that ever delight-

ed the venders of every kind of Art " Fake."

Just why a man who is as sharp as a

needle on ’Change, or who requires all sorts

of guarantors when he buys a twopenny
mine, should pay nut a fortune for an ugly

picture which almost any painter can tell

at a glance is a fraud, remains one of those

mysteries of human nature which it is not
the function of thia paper to dear up. Ex-
planations have been offered, am offered per-

petually, but they do not explain. The
Teally wonderful part of it all is this: a

painter, almost any painter of fair educa-

tion and good training, can certainly de-

tect a fraud much more surely than the

class of persons called ** experts,” whose
knowledge is so objective and superficial that

it permits them to be deceived in a paint-

ing by what Whistler called, so delightfully.
“ the stain on the back." That is just the

point. Unable, as a matter of fact, to judge

the real merits of a work of art, the “ ex-

perts " arc reduced to determining its age

and character from the quality of canvas,

the worm-holea. whatever is not the particu-

lar thing under discusaion. Mr. White tells

u*s in his description of the “ Cardiff Giant,"

how the only »cnlptor who saw the figure

pronounced it to be exactly what it was. “ a

badly executed stone statue,” after looking

at it for only a few moments. He refused

to say more or anything
rise about the fraud, in

spite of the scientific "ex-
perts ” and the divines who
saw in Hull's swindle an-

cient inscriptions and pet-

rified confirmation of Bibli-

cal verity.

Unions the painful truth
is that our billionaires de-

sire to be deceived—which
1 cannot believe—or become
hypnotic victims of the
drillers, a simple courae is

open to them for self-pro-

tection. All they have to

do iB to consult any artist

of the first order, from
whom they cun grt about
the best advice obtainable,

and that, too. without pay-

ing a fee—such is the re-

markable state of practice

amongst the painters and sculptors of merit
at the present time.

Of the “ copies and forgeries " themselves
there i« this much one cun say without in-

curring the risk of suits for libel: if they
are purchased in France or Italy—in Europe,
generally speaking— the purchaser can al-

ways demand a guarantee that the work of

art is what it purports to be. Moat likely

the vender will refuse to give such a guar-

antee; in which case the buyer takes the

object at hia own risk, and proves himself

a most ordinary sort of aa»—that sort which
believes it ran judge in mutters of nrt and
urctucology because it made a lucky hit in

A *' Maker of Old Picturts *

Wall Street, and that money «'* brains and
education too.

It U jut 1hrtic to see a M Magnate" adding
to his collection (at enormous cost) a " Ma-
donna and Child, by St. Luke," almost en-

tirely repainted, so that nothing genuine
is left but the back of the panel, by which,
of course, the “ experts ’’ have discovered it!

I number among my acquaintances a " maker
of old frames *’—that is the way in which
he describes himself, very simply. I have
never found a “ maker of old pictures " who
was willing to avow hia gentle calling; but
I do twoip one, and his work has deceived, if

not the elect, at least the self-elected—the
** experts ” and their victims, the billion-

aires.

As to copies of old pictures there can be

no possible objection to them, as oopiVa.

Any one who has seen the extraordinary

work of Lehnbuch in the Schack Gallery.

Munich, may form some idea of how good,
how close to the original, a masterly copy
can be. A good copy of a good picture is

certainly preferable to any bad original.

But to pay, even in ignornnee (because, in

this case, ignorance is avoidable) the value

of a good original for an indifferent copy
is not only immoral, but very nearly crimi-

nal—as accessory after the fact to a vulgar

swindle.

One evening, after dinner in a large house,

an artist and a French gentleman, some-
thing of n connoisseur, were walking togeth-

er from the smoking-room to join the ladies.

When pasting through the wide hall (hung
with "Van Dykes," “ Rubenses." “Rem-
brandts”—whoever you please) the French-
man remarked : How clever of our boat to

decorate his walls with these pictures,

which go ao well with the hangings. And
I suppose he does not have to pay more than
a hundred or two hundred dollars apiece for

them!" “Say 'thousands,' and make the

figures from three to ten. and you will come
nearer,” replied the artist. “ But, my dear
sir. all these are manufactured (fahriqufs)."
said the Frenchman, in astonishment.

“Yea! / know that, and ao do you; but
who is to tell onr host!” " Ahl—it ia true.

He would not wish to believe.”

Thia is a true story, told to illustrate the at-

titude of those who know towards those who
buy. The former arc willing enough to give

Mr. Punch’s advice to persons about to com-

mit matrimony ("Don’t"), but not to offer

it. And so it happens that the richer sort of

men and women run around buying, at ab-

surd prices, imitation " antiques,” bogus "Old
Masters,” rubbish of all kinds, simply be-

cause they haven’t the sense to aak and
take the advice of those who, for the rea-

son that they are the makers of things

artistic, are better able than others to judge
of the real and sentimental value of pic-

tures, statues, etc., etc., etc. We would have
less painful revelations in our public muse-
ums, from time to time; less horrible stuff

to refuse as bequests ; and less of that ready-

made taste which is furnished so often by
picture - dealers along with the canvases
“ marked 1830 or 1848," as M. GfcrAme de-

scribe* them.
The case of the alleged alteration of one

of M. GArflme's own paintings is a mat-
ter of ethics rather than of art. It ha*
been stated that some one has altered that

arliat’s famous " Promenade de Louis
XIV.," by painting in a brilliant sunlight

where M. G£r6me had placed a Retting sun
and a rising moon. As to the statement
made hy a critic in the daily pres*, who says

that M. GOrOme has probably forgotten just

how he did paint thepictnre in question, read
the artist’s own statement in hi* article on
“ True and False Gods in Art ” in the Feb-

ruary Harper's,
" One night some years

ago,” he write*, “ I w*s in-

vited to dinner at Ver-

sailles. The rendezvous was
at the Trianon. An ad-

mirable twilight, all of

green and rose • colored

golds, made of the garden
of Versailles an enchanted

fairyland. The moon was
rising over the palace. 1

started to dream of the

great century of Louis
XIV. I made of this little

souvenir ray ‘ Promenade
de Louis XIV.’ Had I not

nrrived late, had I not been

invited to dine at Versailles

—who knows?— perhaps I

should never have painted

this tableau."

M. Gt-rOme has obvious-

ly not forgotten.
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Books and Bookmen
Tmk influence of Mr. Howell* upon liter-

ary aspiration in this country has alwajra

been wane, true, steady in its directing im-

pulse. He set a high standard for the Amer-

ican novel in hia early year* in .1 Modem
Instance, The RUe of Hilo* Lapham, A
Hazard of Setr Fortune*; he Imwed hia

head to the wave of pseudo-historical ro-

mance which sprang out of the belligerent

patriotic emotions of a few years ago. and

last year, when the wave had spent iU

force, he took up his pen where he had laid

it down, and gave vs The Kentons, a novel

presenting a true and striking likeness of

n phase of American life and character,

worthy to follow in the noble line of hia

works of Action. The insistence of this ideal

haa bad it* effect upon our young writrrs

of fiction, with the result that in different

parts of the country one can almost hear the

noise of pens writing of the stir of a teem-

ing life that clamors for picturesque pre-

sentment. For behind expression there is

always the quickening impulse: and it is

the indubitable existence of this impulse,,

seeking manifestation in form* of art and
literature under present conditions, which
is the most significant and the most promis-

ing feature of the vitality of our artistic

aims and aspiration* as a nation, (f Frank
N'orria had lived to bring his growing pow-
er* to fruition, and to rapture in Action

hat note which he sounded in a posthu-

mons article. *' A Neglected Epic,” lie might
have occupied a foremost place among the

younger rising novelists of this class. It

is too soon to aay Just who is most worthy
to sneered him. but we should he inclined

to look for hi* successor in the Middle

West. One of the most remarkable and
original novels of last year was Elisabeth

Higgins's Out of the Went, perhaps the most
remarkable by a new writer. Interest will

he centred on her next hook, which ought
to go far to define the place she i* likely

to take in American fiction. Mr. William

K. high ton is also a young author whoso
work will he worth watching. Like Out of

the Went, his novel. The Ultimate Moment,
which lias just started in IIarpkr'r Bazar,
and will run through the year, i* a story

of Nebraska. More than any of the young-
er men and women now writing whom we
know. Mr. Lighton in hi* work and person-

ality shows the capacity to understand and
gmtq> the heroic, the elemental, the pie-

turcM|itc epic of the West

—

44 the last great

epic event in the history of civilization

which is now engaging his attention in hia

next work of fiction. One turns to him in

hope that u novelist of undouhtrd powers
has emne to the rescue of what the late

Frank Norris called the gTeat figure of our
neglected epic, the Hector of our ignored

Iliad: of all the world-types, the one dis-

tinctive to us—peculiar, particular, and
unique, in the eonquest of the wilderness

Is-vond the Mississippi.

Two years ago Mr. Elmore Elliott Peake
added his name to the list of rising young
American novelists with his successful first

novel. The Darlington*. His second novel.

The Pride of Tclifair. has just lieen pub-

lished. and is also a story of a small town
in the Middle West, hut with a difference.

Ashboro was a thriving industrial railroad

town; Tellfair still retains the village char-

acteristics, In spite of telephone and eleo-

tric lights, which suggest the gradual suc-

cumbing to city life. Through the lawyer’*

rear windows you may catch glimpse*, be-

tween dusters of elms and maple*, of the

rolling prairie of northern Illinois, only
i» slmrl In* If mile away. The Pride of Tell-

fair is alive with the tingling qualities

of bracing aggressiveness, shrewd sense, na-

tive sincerity, ami dry, racy humor which
attracted renders to The Darlington*,

and won for the author a quick and
ready recognition. Tbe breath of the

prairie blows through hi* page*, and
give* one a feeling of elation and buoyancy
in reading them. Mr. Peake has enjoyed

writing his story immensely, and the plea-

sure he haa put into it is contagious. Apart
from the love interest of the novel, there

are many entertaining incidents of rural

comedy, such as the scene at the deatli-hed

of old Billy Mandrrson, who shocked his

pious friend* bv insisting on having ” There
wan an old man who had a wooden leg ” sung
to him. instead of a hymn.

Hampstead is not only rich in literary

association* of the past, but is still the

dwelling-place of many of the most eminent
literary men in London, so that it is lit-

tle wonder that Hampstead should lie able

to produce, annually, a suburban magazine
of an unusually readable character. To the

llompntcad Annual, just publishes! under the

editorship of Messrs, flreville Matheson and
Sydney C. Mayle, Mr. Sidney Colvin con-

tribute* an article in which hr recalls the
day* when he and Robert Louis Stevenson
lodged together in Hampstead. Stevenson

was in his twenty-fourth year—l* was in

1874—in the full glow of his brilliant and
unquiet youth. Mr. Colvin relate* how his

fellow-lodger once absented himself a whole

night, and presented himself in the morn-
ing, “ wearing a tattered-sleeved waistcoat

and wan from a night'* walking, followed

by a couple of hours' slumber in an out-

house. He bad spent the night on pad
through the southern slum* ami suburbs
of I/indon. trying to arouse the suspicions

of one policeman after another, till be
should MUecrcd in getting taken up M I
rogue and vagabond, and thereby gain proof
for hi* fixed belief that justice, at least in

the hands of ita subordinate officers, luid

one scale for the ragged and another for

the respectable. But one and all saw
through him. and refused to take him seri-

ously a* a member of the criminal classes.”

But, generally, at Hampstead Stevenson's

way* were regular, and hi* ap|mrel rela-

tively neat and normal : lie even had a black

frock-coat and a tall hat. which he had once
worn at a wedding. “ I can see him now.”
says Mr. Colvin, “ as he walked with me
in that unaccustomed garb down the Quad-
rant and along Piccadilly to the Koval
Academy. True, he had hi* hat in hi* hand
liecause it chafed him. Also, being fresh

from an enthusiastic study of the prosody

of Milton, he kept declaiming, a* he walk-

ed. with rapturous cnmrnrnt* and in a ring-

ing Scotch accent, the line* mid cadence*
which chiefly haunted him."’

Stevenson'* days then were spent always
at some vehement extreme of feeling or un-

other. Much of hi* talk was in superlative*

of corresponding vehemence. 1 hiring ill-

health, had he a day or an hour of re-

spite, he would gleefully proclaim himself
" a balmy being and a bird of Paradise."

Did anything in life or literature please

him, it was for the moment inimitably and
incomparably the moat splendid and wonder-

ful thing in the whole world, and he must
absolutely have yon think so. too—unless.

Indeed, you chose to direct his sense of hu-

mor against his own exaggerations, in which
case hr would generally receive your crit*

icism with ready assenting laughter. Mr.
Colvin points out. however, that emotional,

emphatic, and exaggerated colors, natural

to his youthful temperament and conversa-

tion, were never, even from the first, allowed

to find their way into his considered writ-

ing.
44 This was Itself no small merit in

an age when so many prose • writers of

geniuv and those the most attractive and

2114

iuiprt-naivc to youth, as Carlyle, Macaulay,
Rusk in. Dickens, had been given, each after

his manner, to shouting; masters of strain-

ed rhetorical emphasis, of grotesque or
gorgeous exaggeration : dealers in declama-

tory eloquence, the purple patch and the

insistent phrase, the vehement and con-

tentious assertion. Stevenson, had he let

himself go, might easily have become a
shooter too. ... He had at command a
score of different words for as many shades

and niceties of feeling or vision or idea,

where many even of good writer* would have
had only one general and inclusive word
for all : and he was never satisfied until he
had found the exact phrase to express and
match the finest shade* of his meaning.”

To the same Annual, Mr. H. B. Wheat-
ley communicate* a paper in which he
quote* hitherto unpublished annotations by
Coleridge on a copy of /fobinaoti Cruaoe.

Here Coleridge displays the same keen
insight into the pavchotogy of Defoe's

work that he showed in his analysis of

Shakespeare. 44 One excellence of Defoe.” he
says at the end of the volume. 44

is bis sac-

rifice of the lesser interest to the greater,

liecaiisc more universal. Had lie (as with-

out any improbability he might have done)
given his Robinnon t'ruaoe any of the turn
for natural history which forms so strik-

ing and delightful a feature in the equally
uneducated Dumpier—had he madr him find

out qualities and uses in the before (to

him) unknown plants of the island—dis-

cover u substitute for hop*, for Instance, or

describe birds, etc.—-many delightful page*
and incident* might have enriched the book;

but then Crusoe would cease to be the uni-

versal representative, the person for whom
every reader could substitute himself.” The
philosopher in Coleridge speaks in another
note he has on the margin of the novel.
“ When once the mind,” he says, 44 despite

of the remonstrating conscience, ha* aban-

doned Its free power to a haunting im-

pulse or idea, then whatever tends to give

depth and vividness to this idea or infinite

imagination, increases it* despotism, and in

the same proportion renders the reason and
free will ineffectual. Now. fearful calami-

ties. sufferings, horrors, and hair-breadth

< «cape« will have this effect far more than
even sensual pleasure and prosperous Inci-

dents. Hence the evil consequences of sin

in such cases, instead of retracting and de-

terring the sinner, goad him on to his de-

struction. This is the moral of Shake-

*pc* re's
4 Macbeth.’ "

The Little White Bird Hunters

A moa complained 10 West London msgisrnrt ihti

o*rts>* people were la the hshli at stopping bl« bsby‘»

persmhsUtoe i* Kensington Garden* igsl*M his wish**,

to look •( hi* b»h>. Tbe aisglstrsie seat so officer to

warn tbs offenders.

Yu ladies whom I often see

Incontinently rushing

And bending over infants wee
And using phrase* gushing.

My solemn warning pray you mark—

•

There are policemen in the park!

In your pursuits a danger lurks;

To bid the nursemaid tarry

Is very wrong, despite the works
Of Mr. .1. M. Barrie.

He careful even how you talk

When prowling in the “ Baby * Walk."

To cry,
44 0h. bins* It! Wliat a dear!"

Annoys a nurse extremely.

Of course site ‘•creams, but help in near

To end such pranks unseemly

:

Ami Robert, starting from the tree*.

Exclaims: " Now. then! Move on there,

please!”
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Finance
Tue speculative deadlock remain* unbro-

ken at this writing. It often happens In the

securities markets that the uplifting ami

the depressing force* balance each other a»

evenly as to result in a state of almost per-

fect equilibrium, which, translated into

Stock Exchange English, means dull mar-

ket*. Such prevails at the moment. Trans-

actions have been on a light scale, and Hue-

illations in prices have been insignificant.

The study of conditions from day to day
elicits nothing of importance. Vet. as it is

only transitory condition* which the average

professional " tradrr ’’ permit* himself to

study, and a* it is only professional traders

who are doing any stock »|ieeulatiiig just

now. the market logically fails to reflect

any definite tendency. Sentiment is mixed,

as the Stock Exchange phrase has it. Then-

arc those who believe that the next decided

movement of prices will la- upward, while

other* hold that the price direction will Is*

down. But neither party has convictions

strong enough to be recorded hv the tape

in unmistakable language. If prim* do not

rise, it in noteworthy that they do not de-

cline: or vice versa. according to the in-

dividual point of view. That is the snm
and substance of the contention* of the In-

veterate traders.

There is. after all. some justification for

the absence of more forceful nrgument*.
< tenoral condition* have undergone no such

marked change an to render rosy a fore-

cast of the course of the market. Certain

feature* of the situation are highly grati-

fying. Othrrs. if not actually unfavorable,

would seem to contain ndverae possibilities.

It was claimed vociferously that if it were

not for the potential dynamite concealed in

the Venezuela imbroglio, the market would

have been " better." Nobody seriously re-

garded the possibility of war between tier-

many and the United State*, but it was
feared that the inexplicable behavior of the

Herman war-*hip* off Venezuela might lead

to an exchange of *harp “ not*** “ between

the American and the Herman governments,

which would have lieen effective enough iiear

ammunition. But the situation cleared, and
it was generally felt that the danger of

strained relations had passed. Yet there

was no improvement in the stock-market,

clearly proving that it was not apprehen-

sion over possible Venezuelan complications

which kept the market dull and depressed.

The public persists in attending to its

own business affairs, and slmw* no disposi-

tion to gamble in stock*. This is always

construed as a ” bear " argument by the pro-

fessionals. but it is a stubborn fact that if

there is no outside buying of securities,

neither is then* any selling. Similarly, if

the strong interests evince no deeire to carry

on an aggressive bull campaign, neither are

they willing to see a bear movement inaugu-

rated under their tioac* by the impatient

traders. The apathy, however, is not con-

fined to the speculators. The investor shows
as great an unwillingness to increase his

holdings, or, on the other hand, to part with

what he ha*. Money has liecome distinctly

easier. The laike Shore a few week* np>
borrowed several millions at what practical-

ly meant a 5% -per-cent. rate of interest.

Tin* work the Pennsylvania Railroad bor-

rowed $35,000,000 for six month*, with the

privilege of renewing the loan, and paid

•I '4 per cent. But. if the rate is lower, it

is to Is- admitted that indications point to

fairly stiff money for many months to roroc.

S« obvious is this that the aamc financial

authorities who two or three years ago so

positively asserted that the United States
was |M*rmanently on a 5 '^-per-cent, interest

lands now tells us with equal poaitivrnc**

that the ime«tment basis i* really 4*/a per

rent. Were this true, it would mean cheaper
bonds, and. inevitably, lower prices for many

ruilroud stock* now wiling on a sot-allcd

investment basis, always recognizing, of

course, that many stocks sell above invest-

ment prices because of certain speculative

po*«ibi]iUe»- If general business continues

as good, as there i* every reason to believe

it will, it Is difficult to see how a really im-

portant bear market is justified. On the

other hand, now that the international

credit situation ha* improved, the financial

community is looking anxiously to see how
the net earnings of the railroad* will fare

in the next few months. There is no ques-

tion that the gross business will Ik- enor-

mous. Railroad earnings in November last

showed increases in gross over November,
I1N1I, hut even greater increases In oper-

ating expenses, so that the net earnings fell

Ih-Iow those of the same month the previous

year. The advances in wages had much to

do with it, and as some of the advances did

not go into effect until December, the railway

earning* of last month should afford some
clue a* to what we may look forward to.

Net earning* determine values, as value*

govern prices.

LJARPER’S WEEKLY for next week

will be another issue—40 pages—of

interestingness on subjects of Progress

and on the 7>ital topics of the hour treated

in picture and text by the best artists and

writers. Some of the features wUl be:

on Washington, two page drawings of one

of the most brilliant social functions of

the year, the Army and Navy Reception

;

on our Colonies, Gen. c
Bell’s Achieve-

ments in the Philippines, Ttoith brief out-

look for the future; on the South, the

Mardi Gras at New Orleans, full-page

drawing ; on Science, Power from

Sunlight ; on Travel, a Balloon Trip

just made across the Irish Sea, with

illustrations taken during the trip; on

Society, the Draper Ball and the Rus-

sian Wedding in Washington; on Archi-

tecture, the proposednew passenger station

in Chicago; on the Theatre, “ Mr. Pick-

wick”; on Politics, a humorous page

on the Venezuelan situation.

Etc., Etc.

40 Pages
16 pages of Comment on all Cur-

rent Events Worth Considering
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Jflnnncial financial

Tbc

Letters
of

Credit.

Corn Exchange Bank

Bills ofexchange bought and
wld. Cable Transfer* to Eu-
rope and South Africa. Com-
mercial and Traveller** Letter*
of Credit. Collection* made.
International Cheque. Cer-
tificates of Deposit.

financial

HASKINS &. SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NO. 30 BROAD BTRCET, NEW YORK
CADi-R adnata*. '• HtNKirl l.»"

Brown Brothers &
Hankins, No. 60 Wall Htnkkt.

Co.,
•14 DMMORN ST
CWtCAGIl. ILL

TLLIAMSOW BLOC., «D COLNMAN At.,
t LKVBLAMO. O. LIlNOON. K. C.

LINCOLN THDST BLOC., IT. LOUIS, MO

Afew York

WILLIAM A. NASH, President

THOMAS T. HARP, t .

WAITER E. FREW. J
1 &•****”*

F. T. MARTIN
,
Cashier

WM. F.. WILLIAMS, Assistant Cashier

CONDENSED STATEMENT
DECEMBER I, 1902

ASSE TS
Loads and Discounts . . .

Due from Banks

Banking Houses and Lots

Bonds, Stocks, etc. ....
Cash and c'ks on other Banks

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undivid-

ed Profits 95,216,107.78

Deposits subject to Check 3i.349r7io.76

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
iFOVNDIB 1910)

33 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W. GARTH. I’rraidkmt,
ALEXANDER E. ORR. VlClt-PR KRIDENT,
ANDREW A KNOWLES, Cashikn.
ROBERT U. GRAFF, * • Assistant Cahhikr.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
{CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th. 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts - - 112,745,106.56

Bonds 770,029.74
Ranking House ... 545,796.92
Due from Banks ... 835,829.80
Cash and Checks on other Banks 8,297,120.00

823,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCOUNTS INVITED

DIRECTORS
Ai.rx ANDrn E. Orb, ... Daviil Dow* ft Co.
Lowrli, Lincoln. Cattin A C«.
Horacr E. Garth, Kt-Proiilmi.
Henry Hbntz. Harr H«n* ft C«.
CHARt.KS M. I'RATT. Stanford Oil Co.
Henry TalmADOE. - - Henry Talmud?* A Co.
toHK Sinclair. John Sinclair A Co-
William D. Boulton, • . Boulton, inn* A I >*11*11.

Kim; am L. MabsTon, Blair A Co.
Granville W. Garth,

MORTON TRUST COMPANY
3» NASSAU STREET

Capital ..... $2,000,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits - - $5,815,982

OFFICERS
LEVI P. MORTON. President M. M. FRANCIS, Secretary
THOMAS F. RYAN. Vice-President CHARLES A. CONANT, Treasurer
JAMES K. CORIilERE. ad Vice-Pre*. H. B. BERRY, Trust Officer

G. L. WILMERDING, Asst. Secretary

John Jacob astor,
Guorc-.k K. Bakun,
Howard J. Uicrwind,
FrEdrric Cromwell,
Jambs B. Dunk.

Henry M. Flaclrr,'

DIRECTORS
G. G. Havtn. D. O. Mills.
Joseph C. Hendrix. Uvt P. Morton.
Jamb* N. Jarvik. Richard a. McCurdy.
Walter S Johnston, W. g. o a km an,
A. D. Juiluaro. Samuel Rea.

Kmmu Root,
Thomas F. Ryan.
Jacob If. ScHIPP,
John Sloan k,
william c. Whitney,

Lkvi p, Morton,
Thomas F. Ryan.

Edward J. Bf.rwind.

Joseph Larocquk, Ceobob Foster Peabody’

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
G. G. Haven, Gborcr Foster Peabody,

Jacob H. ScHirr,
William C. Whitney.

©fflctal Ccoai notice
THE CITY OP NEW YORK.

DEPARTMENT OH TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS. MAIN
OFFICE. BOROUGH OH MANHATTAN

NO. »8o BROADWAY. STEWART BUILDING.
January it. iuo.i

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REyl lKEO BY THK
On»t*r New 1 ork Qurttr. that the books <ailed " Hie Annual
Rernnl of the Aueunl Valnatax) of Real and IVrronal Ciuir

Uir Bomughi of Manhattan, Tlir Bronx Brooklyn. Owen*,
and KxhnaxKl. rnmpmuis The Oty of NVw York " wilt be
ot>eo for ucaminatKin an.1 correct**) on the iococal MumUy of
January, »ivl wlU remain r-j*n until the

„ .
1ST DAY OF APRIL iooj.

Dnrinpt the time that ihu Imikx are njwn to pnbbt taaprxTiim.
atniliratmn may be made by »nr prracm nr mryewation clour,
tna to tic -wvrni-'.-H by the uauot vxluatim ni roal or personal
MUlf to have thr um» form ted

In the D,:oxi*.h U Manhattan, at the n-ain offer of the IV
yortn-ent of Tala ord Awimirmi. No. j*o Uroadonr.

In the Borouah of lie Bn.-m, at the office of the i.lr|wrtnirtit.
Murorrpal| Baiklinc. One llnmiml and Srvraty-Sevrnth Street

M.!.ir
t

q!

,

.i
Broo*“,vl1 ' * l ,hr ^ Department.

In the Borouiiti of Qun-n* at the office of tlir Department,
ila-'krtt Duudiog. jackton Avenue and Fifth Street. Lung
Idand Citv

ln the Boangh of Richmond, at the office of the Department,
Muonic Rtiildincr. Stapleton

Corporation* in all the Rnroufh* mil make appivatwvM
only at the main offer in the Bneouuh of Manhattan

Application* in rotation to the aiwunl vahiatra of prrrorxxl
eatate must be made by the |*m* ,uninl at thr offer of tlir

Department in the Uoroutih where such person reside*, oml m
Oic case of a non resident carry mu uo business in The Oty of
New York, at the office of the IVpartirent of the Borough
where such pCxcr of btin'nea* is located, betwem the hour* of
io A. M.. and 1 H M , except on Saturday, when aO application-
muat be made betatron to A M and 1 1 noon.

JAMES L WELLS. Ptesident.
WILLIAM S. COGSWELL.
GEORGE 1 GILLESPIE.
SAMUEL STRASBOURGER.
RUFUS L. SCOTT.
Cammioiusit r* of Taxes and Asmtmnm

Listen

!

A TALE
OF GOLD

IN CALIFORNIA
Owners of California cold mines divide

St 6.000.000.00 annually, but you can not
buy an interest in those mines.
The stock is not for sale.

The men—and women—who own it bought
it cheap when the mines were new. It is now
making them rich.

You have the same opportunity.
The WIZARD MINE is now being opened,

just as these mines were.
You can buy the stock cheap now; it will

soon be worth too much to sell.

The WIZARD is in El Dorado County, Cali-
fornia, right in the midst of these paying
mines.

It is on the GREAT MOTHER LODE,
which means rich quartz and lots of it.

Its owners have spent Sj5.ooo.oo in perfect-
ing title, and now offer you the opportunity to
help them develop the property and convert
it at once into a dividend paying mine.

It is a plain, simple business proposition
For a few dollars vou can become owner in a

dividend paying gold mine for life, and help
divide the $]6.ooo,ooo.oo produced annually
by California gold mines.
Our booklet, "A Talc of Gold." tells the

whole story. Write for it now.

WIZAR.D GOLD MINING CO.
698 Holland Bldg., St. Louis

HARPER'S RECENT FICTION
mi A 1 C H JT ftT T * A book uf rollicking fun, with a French-

The Adventures of M. d Haricot
nimble wit and an unblushing assurance
that never desert him in the emtorrassing

crises uf hi* many adventures.

The Vultures

By J. STORER CLOUSTON
Illustrated by Levering. S 1 -50

A fine story of love and diplomatic intrigue. The ‘‘Vul-

tures'’ are diplomatic agents who are sent by their govern-

ments to places where trouble brews, the whole atmov rj urMDV cuTffiM iutcdd tea a tvi

pherc of the tale bring saturate! with Polish and Ruslan By Y
7 ..*5^

intrigue,

you are surprised

\‘ou turn page after page in tense interest, and
' hen the story is finished.

AHiker ,yf ‘’The Somers,

"

Illustrated. $1.50

The Reflections of Ambrosine nitty. Anibro'hine's highly original and enter

t—

t

i*rr\n r't tear mining omnnents enliven every j>agc in the
By BL1NOK OLYN

^ book. Typical is her declaration that "No
Author af "The Visits rf Elisabeth, one can possibly imagine ihe unpleasantness

Colored Frontispiece. $1.50 of a honeymoon until they have tried St.**

HARPER & BROTHERsTfRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK

Digiti
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New York a City Beautiful
See Double-page drawing In this lune

l*Rnmifx v i« nut a diaerrdUcd |trof«'»*inn

with the Municipal Art Society, wlnme mem-
her* w the future New York am it ought

to he. and an they dc|iend upon the intrlli-

genet* and puhlie spirit of its residents to

niitke it within the next generation. For a

century, Manhattan hu* lutd a deformed

growth. The twenty-five miles of suhwuy to

l«e opened next fall are only the beginning of

work already assured or contemplated for

the near future.

Apart from the subway and transporta-

tion facilities already planned, three new
bridge* and one tunnel to connect Manhat-

tan with Brooklyn are under way. and oth-

ers are in pros|M>et. including a carriage

uiul trolley bridge over the Hudson at Fifty-

ninth Street. A railroad bridge across

Ward* and Kandall* island* will link the

Pennsylvania and lamp Island railway sys-

tems with the New York. New Haven, ami
Hartford lines, and complete a through all-

rail route from Boston to Washington and
the Southwest.

(Continued on page 2\1J

.*« Muriaaas.—Mas. Wwatow's SooiniNc.Svsi i

way* t«- u«nl fur rhlMren rrrtlilna- It small** ll>«

Child, Miftvii* I lie (iiiik, allay* all |inin, curs* wind cullc, anil
1 - - —[Arfr.l

NO FEATURE
in cua'a milk fnr Infant fmlluit I* si Imisirtint aa it* purity
amt tbr im-tlusls of praaaralfiH It. HuKliu'i kv.U Bmanii
I ostHNaOi Milk Ic sclciatlhrally [in-J-urd aixl prrtiarrtl. It

gtan U> coffee a dcltcliru* flai, ui. Sold the world over.—l-Ae/r. j

Tai.M-Huxa Service I* the twentieth century means of com
itninlcallon. Rates fur Residence Service in Mliiihattan fmm
RS a year. New Yurll Telephiune t >., IS IW-y Stmt, III
Wnt .Will Street, 315 West I25tli Street.-| t./i

. |

every mkimmi i

. . .! OiIkIhuI Ani
d nerve renew er. | .ti/r.J

Kt'v It. for ll la n
Mi-rsirt Rum In
o any other.—[AJr,]

ADVERTISEMENTS

Pears’
“ Beauty is but skin-deep

”

was probably meant to dis-

parage beauty. Instead.it tells

how easy that beauty is to

attain.

“ There is no beauty like

the beauty of health” was also

meant to disparage. Instead,

it encourages beauty.

Pears' Soap is the means of

health to the skin, and so to

both these sorts of beauty.

Sold all over the world.

IN THE YEAR 1902 WERE

3,733,744
B0TTLC5. A riGURC NCVCR REACHED 7
BY ANY OTHER CHAMPAGNE HOUSE. >

‘lit nciuuui tit niru turn roiDKDiu noun is

367.116 5

BOTTLES.* RECORD NEVER BEFORE ATTAINED l

IN THE MISTORT OF THE CHAMPAGNE TRADE IN
,

THIS COUNTIT. MARRING AN ADVANCE EQUAL TO

564KRCENT
GREATER THAN THE COMBINED INCREASE
OF ALL THE OTHER CHAMPAGNE HOUSES."

SC N0TCW0ATHT ITATIlTICg SHOW A MI HUB .

IUTC CKDORSWC -

(jUAL'te!
M0E^ S

THE CHAMPAGNE OF THE DAT
J

F. P. C. Wax
A specially imported wax, chemically treated, so that

when it is once rubbed over the iron the latter is

F.P.C
cleaned as if by magic. It prevents all odor, giving

the work that beautiful, silky polish sought for by the

laundress.

pi
Not Only the Best, but

The Most Economical

Why? Because each fine cut stick of F. P. C. Wax
is in an automatic wooden holder, which keeps it from
dripping. It never loses shape, and is good until the last

particle of wax is used. The handle saves your fingers

from burns.

T If your grocer trie* in Milntitnte the old wax tint spoil* your ironing and
your temper, vend to cents for two stick* to the

FLAME PI?OOF CO., New York City

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

PISO'S CURE FORA
9 C»IS M Hit l ALl list Mill.

p Unit r.iwuib Syrup. Timm Uond. Le

^BBCEaaS^a

THE‘SOHM II K.\I>S THK LIST
OF THE HIGHEST GRADE

PIANOS.

SOHMER
PIANOS

Sohmer Building:,
3th Are., cor. till at.

ROYAL L. LEGRAND
Only Salesroom in

Greater New York.

THE LATEST SUCCESS OF THE

ORIZA-PERFUHERY (Grand Prlx Paris 1900>

Digitized by Google
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All

along

the

Atlantic

coast

from

Florida

to

Maine

the

life-savers

have

been

kept

busy

this

winter

looking

after

the

dangerous

derelicts

which

are

discovered

from

lime

to

time,

and

which

are

a

constant

menace

to

coastwise

shipping.

These

derelicts

are

at

once

reported

by

the

United

States

Signal

Service,

and

war-ships

are

sent

to

blow

them

up

or

to

tow

them

to

port
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The new city map* provide for the ex ten-

(•ion of Sixth and Seventh uvenuM south

through the net-work of streets in old firccii-

wich village to i wider and longer Vnriek

Street thut will intersect Brnadwtr at

Franklin. Then Christopher Street i» to lie

widened and lengthened to lead from the

terminus of the North River tunnel straight

to I'nion Square, and Park Row 'is to tie

doubled in width from Centre Street to

Chatham Square, atul a great new avenue is

(dunned to go from the Ih-lanrey Street end
of the new Hast River bridge to Coo|ier

Square, where the Bowery divide* into Third

und Fourth avenue*. It in also pro|MMrd to

construct, in addition, along the rant and
west nulen. an elevated driveway and prome-

nade overlooking the water, und connect-

ing with new right-hundrrd-fout pier* and
fireproof warehouse* whose roofs shall be

available for recreation. It also serum cer-

tain that when the new Blackwells Inland

and North River bridges make Fifty-ninth

Street the great ea*t - and - west artery of

Manhattan, the width of Fifty-ninth Street

will have to he doubled. The plans for

Fifty-ninth Street also protide for an under-

ground trolley road connecting the bridges.

Plenty of other enterprise* are on hand
for making New York a world metropolis

in a better sense than the surveyor’s chain

and the census indicate. One of these

project*, already uader way, contemplate*

making City Hall Park for all time the cen-

tre of municipal life by thr erection of a

splendid group of city building* at it*

northern side, the construction of an ade-

quate and dignified terminal for the Brook-
lyn Bridge, the hruutifying of the park it-

self, and the removal of all its buildings ex-

cept the present City Hall ami the Court-

house. At Battery Park, the Aquarium will

Im- transformed into a thing of la-nuty from
(dan* already undertaken by the Zoological

Society, ami a design has been made for

carrying the Elevated roud on a viaduct,

properly ornamented, making it a fitting

background for the proposal arch and lagoon

that will suitably mark the historic be-

ginning of New York and the entrains- to

the world’s greatest thoroughfare. It is

also planned to erect a memorial nrcli. stair-

way. and landing-stage at the Seventy-second

Street end of Riverside Drive, which would
provide n fitting place for naval demonstra-
tions and the reception of important guest*.

A permanent world's fair in which would
Is- preserved a concrete history of the indus-

trial achievement* of the nations is already

planned, and would appropriately adorn thr

world'* greatest city. These and a hundred
other noble enterprises are no longer visions.

They will be the portion of the New-Yorker
only a few years from now.

Our New Russian Ambassador

The change in our diplomatic representa-

tion at St. Petersburg, ns pictured in the

Wkeki.t of last week, whereby Mr. Rola-rt

McCormick i* accredited a* ambassador of

the t'nited State* to his Majesty the Em-
peror, vice Mr. Charlemagne Tower, wlm ha*

been transferred to Berlin, rntuils upon the

new incumbent at the Russian court a num-
her of picturesque ceremonial* necessary for

hi* complete installation in his official posi-

tion, which, under our former system of rep-

resentation. were not required, for nowhere
does the ambassadorial rank carry with it

greater dignity and consideration, and at no
court is the distinction la-tween it und that
of minister plenipotentiary more marked.
The etiquette prcscrlltcd at the court of

the Tsar for the reception of diplomatic
representative* of each grade is minutely
*pec i fled in every detail and most carefully
observed.

Formerly our ministers to Rus*ia.on their
( f’ontinuiJ (i« f*iyc H3.J

Delicious Drinks
and Dainty Dishes

-ARE MADE FROM-

BAKER'S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Dnequjkxl tor8moothMM, DelicacysmAFlavor

to ,i. .it tlie package > -u receive auJ inske mis

that ll been our tradcauik.

Under (lie decisions of lb* V. S. Coarts do oU»*r

Cocoa ia enUtlcd «- be labeled or suid aa

“BAKER'S COCOA."
Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established 17k DORCHESTER, MASS.

ABOUT 75%OF THE MEN
in mercantile and professional life

owe something ot their nutru to
personal appearance. The leisure

cleta own still more to the same
cause. The tew genuine geniuses
aucceed In spite at It. Personal
•ppraranc* Is large!) a matter ot

• He**. Dross is large!) a matter
i-l the Cravat. This was under-
stood by some as iar back as the
days ot Beau Brummel, hut It Is

•nly the later section ot the pres-
ent generation ol men who have
lull) grasped It. The well-

ur owned man of today, even when
hr must camomile on other arti-

cle# ol apparel, buys ten Cravats
where his dadd> bought one.

There is a jb-pags test-book
called "THE CRAVAT.” It tells

of the What. Where. When, and How ol a Man’s Cravat
Its Names and Shapes, Its T)lng, Its Care, Its Scire

-

Its Various Forms for Special Occasions and
Functions, Its Color Scheme. Its Adjuncts, Pins, Fast-
eners. Etc.. Its Don't*. In fad.

AH About A Man's Cravat.
It Is profusely and sumptuously Illustrated by one ol

the foremost artists ol America. The first edition coat

the publisher* over Si 5.000. but you can have a copy lor

the aaklng, by sending this Adv't with your address and
6 cent* In stamp* to the Publisher, James R. Reiser, I 22-

124 Filth Avenue, New York. II you prefers bound copy

,

de l.uxe edition, send 15 cents In stamps.

BREAD MACHINE
Fo* ||oi-sKiioi.ti Lae

Nfli the Diet and mix** 10 Itw
il !»*t bmul In B minute*. Sold
uhlci't tu trial xml approval. Send

/>>r llaolltl, AiteiiM wanted.

Scientific Bread Mach. Co.
ICvai-a Cnsmhss*. Ju.)

Stfnd and Media Ms.. Philadelphia
i

• My Hilary is $2,500 per year. What would
'

become of my family should I die suddenly r One taste convinces
Free Booklet. No importunity.

brn
risp
k
*****

Urge, clean,crisp

flakes. Malted and

thoroughly cooked

Made from the finest

Southern White Com.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE,

921-3-5 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia..
KORN-KRISP

best of all modem foods

Stoats To 0ptN

iu*.

^61
_ .-ll '

: • -
f 1

Ip Bbea*^
a
WITH

CooksFlakedRice
AasoivrtLr No Cooking.

1 Google
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THE last word as regard* comfort in motor car* ha* ap-

parently been said in the mac of the machine whose pho-

tograph is reproduced on thi* page. The owner of the car,

Mr. II. 1*. \\ hitney. i* a* ki-en a ilrvntie to *|*>rt a* hi*

father. He has been rated for some time with the l«e*t

polo player* of the country, und ha* lately la-en won over by the

fascination* of the motor. He already own* two or three machine*,

one of i hem a light racer of forty horse-power. Hi* latest purchase
was built for him on special line*, and i* the only ear of the kind

whieli ha* yet appeared in this country. The engine i* front the

Mercedes factory, developing over forty-five horse-power, yet when
in action the noi-c of the exhaust is praetirally imperceptible. The
body baa almost the appearance of a Pullman ear; the seata are

in three row*: access to those in the middle is had by u passage-

way between them, not shown in the illustration. On account of

the extraordinary sire of the ear. it was found nwemurry to have
the driving-wheel* considerably larger in diameter than the front

wheel*, in order to produce greater power and easier riding for

the passengers. The glass, which is placed in frnnt of the middle
section, together with the hnnsomlike arrangement of the rear

seat, makes an enclosure which fully protect* the ni-eupatils in the

most disagreeable weather. The top covering is large and solid

enough to carry a sufficient amount of luggage for the whole party.

This motor-car is an indication of the transportation methods of

the future, much as ha* been already outlined by Mr. H. G. Well*,
who expect* to scs* the present railrnads replaced by broad ways
over which will flash huge machine* currying loads of people and
good* of all kinds.

It ha* been reported that a ear ha* been built in Germany
which ha* gone so far as to dispense with the usual fixed scuts,

and ha* substituted therefor revolving chairs, ns in an American
parlor-ear. The motor- house hns yet to appear, hot it i* quite

practicable; there i“ nothing to prevent the designing and con-

atrinding of a vehicle which will not only carry its occupant*
swiftly over the rood*, hut will house them comfortably nt night,

and have ample ispiipment for healing, lighting, and cooking.

Many attractive ” cruise*" could Is- arranged, especially in France,

where the wide smooth road* extend in all direction*. In such
a district a* Normandy, where the road* are good, the country
iduresque but the inn* vile, a land-yacht would la- most desiru-

le for headquarter*.
Now that Fournier and Winton have made final arrangements

to meet on the track, nil interesting series of races should result.

Inly 2.> is the date set for the Hr*t rail*, which will Is- held on
the Empire traek at Yonkers; the second race will be in Glen

villr, Ohio: the prize i* to lie a silver cup valued at one thousand
dollar*: beside* thi*. there is to Ik- no remuneration of any sort

either for expense* or a* winning money. Thi* race ha* also
amused interest among motor enthusiast*, and many other meet-
ing* are likely to be arranged, oldlb-ld. II. S. Hnrknes*. Ford,
and .Wooer* are likely to challenge the winner of the Fournier-
Winton event. \ new method of handicapping is proposed for

use on the track; it will be basest on the proportionate cylinder
area, gearing, piston stroke, and weight, and i* expected to prove
a close and fair l«a*i* for all machine*.

Tlie report of the Supervisors' Highway Convention in the mut-
ter of road improvement was very favorably received by (Governor
Odell. He told the committee that he considered good road* a* a

necessary part of the canal improvement of the Slate, and that,
while the canal ha* for it* object the building up of the commerce
of New York, good road* are of quite a* vital importance in the
local distribution of freight und good*. Governor Odell has sub-

mitted to the legislature several proposition* to reduce the de-

ficiency. These proposition* will, it granted. Is* sufficient to meet
requirement* for improving the road* now under consideration.

A recommendation has Is.-en made to the legislature that should
there Is- any constitutional amendment looking to a longer period

for payment of l>ond* that they should also include those issued

for the building of good roads. The Good Road* Committee i*

hopeful that these favorable measure* will 1m? approved by the

House.
The tremendous sale* made nt the Automobile Show seem to in-

dicate a more widely spread interest in the machine* than hn* yet
been shown. It hn* gradually been recognized that many of the

motor* have passed well beyond the experimental stage, that
there is les* danger of the uncomfortable experience of the rn

gine unaccountably stopping, and having to Is- adjusted while
surrounded bv an amused " get a horse " crowd. The atrenuoua
competition of the numcrmi* makers of cars ha* resulted in a

multiplicity of moderate-priced car*, many of which are distin-

guished by their Himple method of control mnl quietne** in run-
ning The very high powered motors, however, seem to find randy
purchaser*. A noticeable machine i* the " Kmpire State Ex-
press." brought over by Fournier for Mr. W. R. Ilenrst. It is a
sixty horse jMiwer Mors of the usual tonneau style, and ran 1m*

strip]M-d for racing. It is raporb-d that the Cannstailt factory is

building a racing-machine of HN) horse-power for Mr. S. Osgood
Fell. It i* to weigh less than a ton. and by its throttle-control can
Is- run at any speed from five miles an hour up to the full racing
limit.

Mr. Harry Payne Whitney’s new Touring-Car
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(Coniinurd from HI.)
arrival at the capital, having been received

by tin- Minister of Foreign Affairs and com-

municated to him their credential*, were re-

ceived by the Emperor, ns are all others of

this rank, on his presentation by an official,

in audience nt which certain functionaries of

the court were present. Me went to the

palace for this purpose in his own carriage,

nn«l unattended except by the personnel of

hi* legation.

The ceremonial in the ease of an anilni**A-

dor. on the contrary, is as follows:

Having notified the Minister of Foreign

Affairs and the (frond Master of Ceremonies
of the Court of his arrival and paid the

customary visits of ceremony to them both,

ho receives notice of the time when lie will

bo received in audience by the Km|ieror.

At the appointed time lie is wailed on
by n master of ceremonies, hearing hi« wand
nnd attended by two aides, all in full uni-

form. Hy them lie is escorted to the imperial

state conch, which lias lieen sent to bring

him to the pnlnee.

The cortege is headed by a roach drawn
by four horses with postilions, coaclinian,

and footmen. N'exl come* that of the am-
iNissador. drown by six pure white horses,

also with tlie same liveried servants, but
with four footmen on the board In-hind, and
followed hy a troop of liveried outriders on
liorsrhurk. Then follow the ennehes con-

taining the secretaries and attache-* of the

embassy, each drawn by four l»ors«-».

The scarlet hammer-cloths of the conches

nnd the liveries of the servants, all trimmed
with rows upon rows of gold braid, orna-

mented with the imperial eagle in black, the

splendid white horse* nnd the rich conches,

make the cavalcade a brilliant pageant.

The etiquette preclude* any one but the

ambassador riding on the back seat in his

conch. The master of ceremonies must take

his place facing him, as must any secretary

the ambassudor may desire to have ride with

him.
On arriving at the Winter Palace the car-

riages enter the court-yard and draw up at

the state entrance, through which none but

thp imperial family, ambassador*, and those

accompanying them may have access, ami
descending from his coach and preceded by

two fourriers, or avant•couriers, the am-
bassador enters the palace, nnd with his

suite passe* through the rtiarble colonnade

of the entrance ball to the magnificent grand
staircase, at the top of which he is met by
the Orand Marshal of the Court, who, in

full uniform blazing with orders and hear-

ing his staff of office, conduct* him through
the vast and splendid hulls of tin- state

apartments, between lines of soldier* nt pre-

sent anna, to the antechamber of the mala-

chite room in which the audience takes place.

In this antechntnlM-r are assembled the (.rand

Charge* of the Court, high functionaries in

heavily embroidered uniforms, their breast*

covered with the decoration* earned by long

service, who receive the ambassador with
grave ceremony.

Presently the arrival of the Emperor in

the malachite room i* announced, and the

ambassador is escorted to its door by the

(.rand Marshal ami the f.rand Master of

Ceremonies. The Mraml ('hnuilN-rlain of the

Palace stand* nt the door, which lie causes

to lie opened bv two enormous hluck Nubians
in Oriental dress for the andiassador's en-

trance. The door is immediately closed be-

hind him. all others remaining outside, for

none may Is* present at the Hist audience
of an ambassador with the sovereign.

After all this parade and stately cere-

mony. the ambassador find* himself in the

presence of a kind -eyed gentleman in the
plain undress uniform of a colonel, for. with
[siwer to raise any subject to the highest

military or civil rank, Nicholas II. has never
assumed any higher for himself. With
pleasant, unassuming manner*, the Emperor
enters into eusy conversation, in which he

The superiority of Diamond W
Single Tube lire* Mill br found w
m our Double Tube Detachable v

DiamondTires
tool* far mIiiaMv opinions of «i«rf» m w s

iJrLnKD Rubber

A Good Companion—laMk * Qoick
t f

1

Effective

on a
dark night f
banM-AR. \
Bicycle ^
Revolver.
lX>ul-le action.

*‘|T STARTS FROM THE SEAT"
15he

Stevens-Duryea'
GASOLINE AVT0M0B1LE

IS A LEADER OF ITS CLASS

The

Cadillac
The Automobile

that Solves the Problem

Until the Cadillac was made, all

automobile construction was

more or less experimental. This

machine is made on a new «y*tem

developed from the experiences

of all previous makers: the faults

and weaknesses of the old meth-

od* have lieen avoided and a new
ideal of motor travel developed

that gives a perfect vehicle for

comfort, sjiecd. absolute safety,

greatest durability, simplicity of

operation, wide radius of travel,

and reliability under all condi-

tions of roads. You should not

buy lie fore examining this won-
derful new machine. Price f. o. h.

at factory, $750.

The new tonneau attachment,

at an extra cost of Jioo, gives

practically two motor vehicles in

one, with a seating capacity of

two or four, as required—a very

graceful effect in either use.

Write for illustrated booklet VI.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY.

BROWN'S
Bronchial Troches
Promptly Relievo Coughs, Hoarseness.

Throat and Luna Troubles.

Nothing exert* thU simple remedy.

SPEEDY, RELIABLE, ECONOMICAL
HAS A T-MORSC TWO-CYLINDER MOTOR

Price a! Factory, f1200.00

STEVENS ARMS 6c TOOL CO.
No. B78 MAIN STREET

CHICOPEE PALLS. MASS.

Ha.rper
Rye

On Every Tongue.’"
Scientifically distilled: naturally aged: best and safest for all uses.

Famous all over the world, and sold by leading dealers everywhere.

BF.RNHEIM BROS.. Distillers. Louisville. Kv.
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LEADING HOTELS
Chicago, HI.

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jackton Bouletmrd and Clark Street. Chicago.

EUROPEAN PLAN
Special Facilities for Banquets, Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.

CinitUinrtiN Cafe on main floor. Endin' anil Gentlemen's
Ki->Murarit and Prlvsle l)inln*- Hih.iti. no tecond flour.
Two bum!ml (iml rrastM, Him - fonrllm of w hich Have
private bath In connrctlniu

Ratal, from S2 Upwards.

Boston, Mass.

BERKELEY HOTEL
Barfcaiat and Borlilon Slrtdta. Bolton. Han

EUROPEAN and AMERICAN PLANS
Modem in every detail.

Convenient to large Stores, Theatres, and all

places of interest.

Near Back Hat Station*.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.

Dyspepsia
and other stomach troubles
quickly relieved and in most cases
surely cured by the use of

Slycozone
This scientific vermicide Is abso-
lutely harmless: it subdues the
inflammation of the mucous mem-
brane of the stomach, and by re-
moving the cause, effects a cure.
Used and recommended liy lending phy

alriaiii fake no substitute au.l «« il.»t
each bottle bears my bi>nature. Trial aiie,
• 1.00. at diugglaiaorby mail, fium

Dept. C. Oo Prince St., . New Yorlt.

Snut/vr ILooUct.

I- 1ne as linen—
so// as silk.

The best

muslin

made

for

men's

night-

robes is

:

OMPANYS
Extract

O F B E E

100K FOR THIS
SIGNATURE

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

C O L O N I A L G L A S S W A R E
For the Tabic and

Sideboard

3 & 5 \V. 19th Street

near 5th Avenue

New York

&_ -S' O N S
1

exhibits perfect familiarity with nil the eur

lent topic* of the day. not nlone in Kumpe.
but in America as well. After some brief

interchange of compliment*. hi* Majesty
makes the move t«i conduct hi* guest t«> the
adjoining room, where lie present* him to
the Empress. She invites him to a scat
near her. and nil enjoy a few minute*' elint,

at the cnncliisinn of which the ambassador
I* at liberty to priwnt his suite.

The return of the ambassador to his lodg-

ing-place is conducted with similar for-

mality.

When thp Kinperor i« in residence at

either of his summer palaces at T*ar*koe-
Sclo or Peterhof. as was the case when
AnilmsMidor McCormick presented his cre-

dentials to the Tsar on January 12 last, a
special train takes the ambassador to which-
ever place may have lu-en designated, and
the state couches are taken at the railroad

station, where the imperial waiting-room,
furnished with every luxury, is thrown open.
Cutler these circumstances, a collation is

furnish'd nt the palnrc.

Having been presented to their Majesties,
he next requests atldienee with the Empress
Mother and with the numerous grand dukes
and duchesses, who eaeh receive him in turn,

and request* on behalf of his wife her
presentation to both the Empresses. lte-

tween these ceremonies lie calls upon hia

colleague* of the diplomatic corps.

A* »onn a* his residence can he put in

order for his occupancy, he commences, with
the assistance of the Department of Cere-

monies, the preparations for his ambassa-
dorial reception.

_
For this purpose carefully

revised lists of all the memlierR of the eourt

must lie printed. All who have the right

of entrants* nt the imperial court must be
ineludrd In these list*, according to their

rank, and invitation* addressed to them,
giving them their full and exact title*.

On the evening appointed for this official

reception the great house of our ambassa-
dor, fronting the Neva, which has been taken
charge of for the occasion by the court
officials, will lie a blaze of light ami mag-
nificence. Liveried footmen will line the
marble grand stain-use on each side, and
ns each high functionary enters in full uni-

form and orders, his name will la- (tansed

along from mouth to mouth of the at-

tendant* until lie reaches the door of the
apartment in which the ambassador and
ambassadress arc receiving. Here the ar-

riving guests are presented in turn by a mas-
ter of ceremonies.

Attendance at this reception is counted ns
a visit which courtesy require* to la- re-

turned in person, and the list number* some
thousand or more names.

Abram Stevens Hewitt
I'ttoitA tu.y the best epigram descriptive of

the greatness of Abram S. Hewitt was ut-

tered by Lord Charles Heresford. Vice- Ad-
miral of the British navy, on the day of hia

recent arrival in this country, when it was
supposed that Mr. Hewitt could live only u

few hours. He said that Mr. Hewitt had a
“ national mind.”

Emphatically Mr. llewitt was a man of
the nation. That overworked phrase, n
typical American, tilted hi* personality and
his public career perfectly, lie was of the
stuff of which Americans are especially

proud.

He was horn in n log cabin in 1822; lie

workrd his way through college ; he became
a professor of mathematics in ColutnhiM
College; he was admitted to the liar: he
distinguished himself as one of the foremost

manufacturer* of the country: he Itmime
Mayor of the country's largest city: lie

served more than ten years in Congress, and
probably did more to save thp country from
revolution in 1H70 over the disputed Presi-

dential election than any other matt; he
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managed tlir Democratic national campaign
in tluit year: he took part in all good move-

ments to improve condition* of life in New
York: he wax the head of the well-known

Cooper Union; he worked for public rather

than for party advancement, and his ambi-

tion wax to lw known as u statesman.

Mr. llewitt wax a statesman in the wnw
that all of hix public act* were aimed solely

t<> benefit the state. lie was never a strict

party man. lie wax too great to become a

party leader. A lifelong Democrat, he *np-

]M>rt4il McKinley twice, and recently de-

clared that he wna no longer a Democrat,
but neither wax he a Krpiihliean. Singular-

ly effective and pleasing as a public speaker,

a luminous writer, he came to have the |w>*i-

tion of a sage in the community. He was
fearless in his uttrranecs. and never courted

popularity. He had a poetie seiilimrnt in

bis make-up. and he was fitted for the work
of a scholar. Indeed, he never did give up
his classical and mathematical studies. Ilis

mental processes wen* quick, ami he reached

his conclusions often by intuition rather

than bv reasoning.

Mr. Hewitt was fortunate in the friend

ships of his youth. Peter Cooper took him
up, sent him to Europe with his son Ed-

ward. afterwards Mayor of New York, as

it tutor, and then established him in busi-

ness with his son in the steel trade in

Trenton. New Jersey. Mr. llewitt married

Mr. Cooper's daughter, and their business

alliance became nil the closer. In a few

years the Arm assumed a commanding posi-

tion. Mr. llewitt mastered the intricacies

of the steel trade. From 1H7S to 1H"B the

firm lost $100,000 a year. It kept amimu-
Inting stock. When the tide of dull times

turned it made $l,0n0,lMM) by lieing able to

take quick advantage of tbc market, lie

never had any Ials>r trouble* with bis em-
ployers.

Mr. Hewitt uffiliatcd. politically, many
years with Tammany Hall. He spent $41100

in trying to clear Richard Crokcr of the

charge of murder. Mr. Crokcr sup|M>rtcd

him ill his first rare for Congress in IM74.

loiter, when Mayor, lie made Cruker Fire

Commissioner. He broke with Tammany
Hull while Mayor, and after that opposed it

vigorously. For twelve years he remained
in Congress. He was one of the twenty*

seven Democrat* who refused to vote against

the repeal of the Specie Resumption Art. His

most notable work there was his advocacy
of the Electoral' Commission in IH7H. He
IHTsiiaded Mr. Tildeii. his clone friend, to ac-

cept it. Mr. Tilden lost the Presidency, but

the country was spared from a possible rev-

olution.

Mr. Hewitt's eanvnss for Mayor in ISfirt

attracted widespread interest, lie had for

opponent* Henry (irorge, I.abar man. and
Theodore Kmwvrlt. Republican. The vote

was: Hewitt, INI.'m'J: < Jeorgc. AM.110: Roose-
velt. 60.435. Two year* later Tuminany de-

feated him for Mayor. His incumliency of

the office of Mayor was marked by a high
sense of duty. He would not take orders,

and defeat at the next election was his pun-
ishment.

Mr. llewitt. in 1001. was the recipient of

a medal from the Chamber of Commerce of
New York, bruring this inscription;
" By Ilia genius benefactor of the city uiul

conservator of the commonwealth.”
He declared that it would l»e his “ most

precious possession."'

In later years lie Is-euinc a citir.cn of New
Jersey, lie never ceased to »|M-uk Ixddly
on current questions, ami his voice was one
of those the public heeded. One of bis ut-

terances was against the coal miners in the
greut anthracite strike. He leaves three sons
and three daughters. To the community he
leaves i lie priceless memory of a well-*|ient

life and of unceasing devotion to the public
good. He was a great American.

You'll be comfortable aboard

The Golden State Limited
Don't make any mistake about that. It’s that kind of a train.

There’s a diner, of course, a buffet-smoker, an observation car, a

compartment sleeper, and a bath room with hot and cold water, soap, and

ual bath towels.
than three day* Chicago to Los Angeles.

Through cars to Santa Barbara and San Franct*<o.

Electric lights; electric fans; barber shop: Booklorera'

Library. Lowest altitudes. Runsover the El Paso*Rock
Island route—the moil motherly line mcroas the coo-

tioeot. Cut oat this ad. and mall It, with name and
address, to this ofike. and a beautifully Illustrated book
about California with be sent free.

Joo. Sebastian. P.T.M., Chicago. III.

The Time Was
and not many years ago, when the Order System, now universally used by job-

bers and manufacturers, was a novelty—not appreciated by those needing it, and
looked upon as a fad or new-fangled notion that would soon pass from view.

BAKER.-VAWTER. COMPANY APPRE-
CIATED THE VALUE OF THIS SYSTEM
TO THE MERCHANTS OF THIS COUNTRY

and persisted in proclaiming its merits, until now it is almost universally used—
indeed, the jobber or manufacturer who does not use it is the exception and
something of a curiosity.

The Order Blanks. Recapitulation Blanks. Holders. Binders and Registers

needed for this universally used system are supplied by

Baker-Vawter Company
Accountants, Auditors, Devisers of Complete Business Systems, Manufacturers

Write for samples and prices.

25b Chamber of Commerce. CHICAGO 25b Central Bank Bldg. NEW YORK
FACTORIES: Atchison. Kan.; Chicago; Holyoke, Maas.

Local offices In all the large cities.

Pacific Mail Steamship Company

HONOLULU, JAPAN, CHINA,
PHILIPPINES

New 12,000 Ton Twin Screw Steamers
KOREA AND SIBERIA
These klii|>* have broken ali record* for *|>ccd ever made acmv, the Pacific.

Unexcelled Cuisine. Reduced Rates. Around the World Tours in every direction

Full Information on Ajtjdiration to fSenernl Oflier,

4'tl MARKET ST., SAX FitAN('ISCO, CAL,
or to /,. II. XUTTINO, Oeneral F.astern Pannengrr Agent,

A4U Itroadman and No. / Battery Place, Nnr York.

W. (1. NKIM rKit, Agent. ItM Clark St.f Chicago, JIL
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J. B. “I’ll never go gunning with William again.'

I Itefia/it/ui II inter
Tour A ranml ifranfi/ ut

PORTO RICO
By the new .teamen "COAMO*' <8.000 ton.l nml " PO\U 3.300 ton*,

A three week* -

trip In the Trirpic* made with every comfort unit permit I lilt

every opportunity lor teeing and enjoying the rore hcauty «*f the i*land.port units for .ecing and enjoying the rore henuty of the i.land

RNTIRR COST OF TRIP. $130 and $140

THE NEW YORK & PORTO RICO S.S. CO.. I Broadway. NEW YORK
OR RAYMOND At WHITCOMB CO- 28 UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK

MORPHINE 3ES
I'liti Or. J. IwMtouhrna t'«.. IK|<I.AI. leliWioil.Olllo

25 cnntn a copy
$2 n yew GOLF Harper & Uioihors

Publishers, N. Y.

Hunter
Baltimore

Rye
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The Lead
And Holds It

ryy for # hem ^ or brains

-MADE AT KEY WEST-*—
These Cigars are manufactured under

the most favorable climatic conditions and

from the mildest blends of Havana to-

bacco. If we had to pay the imported

cigar tax our brands would cost double the

money. Send for booklet and particulars.

CORTEZ CIGAR CO., KEY WEST.

Kitchenl'tensils
HAVING THIS

TRADE MARK
NO POISON

Has Ever Been Found la
the Enamel ot

Agate Nickel-
Steel Ware.

The BLUE LABEL,
|-rtilert<e] bj Th.cM.oii of

< iul«l NUI-e « •lin. inMnl

proves"rr.
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7t>e EFAiaiE STATUS '

SEEP AT THE HEAD 'a
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Terd tor cat.lor>A«-Ju*t out-rtn- .

eat ever t ti«u*d . Mention this paser.\
PHAIREE STATE tMCUiATO* CO.

UjHIR CITY , Pa.. V.5-*-

One taste convinces
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Best of all modem foods
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IF YOU WANT CASH
FOR YOUR

Farm, Home, ot Business,

I CAN GET IT
No matter where your property

Is located or what it is worth.

If I did not have the ability and facilities to sell your property. I

certainly could not afford to pay for this advertisement This "ad."
(like all of my other ** ads.") is practically sure to place on my list a number
of new properties, and I am just as sure to sell these properties, and
make enough money in commissions to pay for the co'.t of the "ad.
and make a good protit besides. That is why I have the largest real-

estate business in the world to-day.
Why not put your property among the number that will be listed

and sold as a result of this "ad."?
I will not only be able to sell it—sometime—but will be able to sell it

quickly. I am a specialist in quick sales. I have the most complete
and up-to-date equipment in the world. I have branch offices

throughout the country and a field force of 3,500 men to find bu y ers

1 do not handle any of the side lines usually carried by the or-

dinary real-estate agent. I do not make any money through
renting, conveyancing, mortgages, insurance, etc. 1 MUS'I
SELL real estate—and lots of it—orgoout of business. I can
assure you I am not going out of business. On the contrary.

I expert to find, at the close of the year 1903. that I have sold
twice as many properties as 1 did in 1902. but it will first

be pecessarv for me to " list ” more properties. I want
to list YOU KS and SELL it. It doesn't matter whether
you have a farm, a home without any land, or a busi-
ness; it doesn't matter what it is worth or where it is

located. If you will fill out the blank letter of inquiry
below and mail it to me to-day. I will tell you how and
why I can quickly convert your prnueity into cash, and
will give you my complete plan <trcr| and terms for

handling it. The information I will give you will be of

great value to you even if von should decide not to sell.

You had better write to-day before you forget it.

If you r
k>*nt to buy Any kind of a Firm, Home, or business, in Any pirt of the

country, tell me your requirements. / quiff guArAntee to fill them promptly And SAtisfjLCiorxly.

W. M. OSTRANDER, Suite 1554, North American Bldg., Philadelphia

If You Want to SELL, Fill Out, Cut Out,
and Mail this Coupon to me To-day.

190
W At Ostrander,

1554 North American Bldg.. Phifa.. Pa.

Please send
\
without cost to me, a planfor finding a

cash buyer for my property, which cottsists of

If You Want to BUY, Fill Out. Cut Out,
and Mail this Coupon to me To-day.

190
IV. At. Ostrander

,

1554 North American Bldg., Phi/a., Pa.

With a vino of buying, I desire information about

properties which correspond approximately with the follow-

ing specifications :

in the town or city of

County of. and State of

and which / desire to sellfor $
The plan is to be basedupon thefollowing brief descrip-

Kind ofproperty

Size State

City or County or part of State preferred

The price must be between $ and $
tion of the property I willpay $ down, and the balance.

Name Name

Address Address.
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JOHN HAY AND THE NEW TREATY

THK signing by S«rpUrj'-of-SUle Hay and Sir Michael
Herbert nf the treaty submitting tn arbitration the long

drawn-out Alaska boundary dispute, following with such

startling, almost sensational. quickness the treaty signed

by Mr. Hay with the Colombian government granting the

right of way for "the eonstraetinn of the I'anaiua Canal. calls
|

renewal attention to the remarkable achievement!, of the present

|

Secretary of Slate. It is neither exaggeration nor eulogy to say

that sine* the foundation nf the government there haw l*cen no net

eii (Hint of the State Departmcr t who has faced so many great prol.^

Ictus or who has been so uniformly •iiniwuliil in dealing with them.
During the five years that Mr. Hay haa been Secretary of State

there has tarn scarcely a day that the Stale Department has not

had to grapple with a question of first magnitude, questions vital

to the interests of the United States, and affecting in only a lesser

degree all the rest of the world. Had they occurred a few years

previously they would have nn>u«rd the country from one end to

ilu* other; now they are regarded ns almost a matter of course,

and although they attract attention, they are discussed quietly.

Nothing, perhaps, better illustrates the commanding position of

the United States in ll'rffpofifiA*, and that recognition by the

American jieoplp, than the unconcern, indifference almost, with
which they know of the inllucncc cxrrciscd by this government In

(lie |m

.

1 i t i.-a I concrrni of thr world. A snuunary of the subjects

that have demanded Ilu- attention of the State Department since

Mr. John Hay entered it shows how wide are the interests of the

I'nitcd States and how great till* demands made upon the Americuil
minister for foreign alTairs.

Mr. Hay assumed charge of the department after the close

of the S|Minish war, ami when the terms of peace were to be ar-

ranged. Then followed all the numerous and intricate questions
arising out of the new order of things, and the efiacement of

Spain as a |Miwi-r in the Western Hemisphere. While some of
the Name threads were licing securely hound together there came
the outbreak in China, and the lamentable spectacle was presented
of all tlie world losing its head, with the sole exception of the
American government. Span* will not admit of going into details,

but those who are familiar with the diplomacy at the time when
the legations were threatened by the Itoxers. ami the even more
critical time after the allies hud entered Peking, know that Mr.
Hay, among all the First Ministers of the world. stood alone in

demanding justice for the Chinese, and that punishment Is- tern-

s'led by mercy, lie refused to yield to the savage demands made
iy Geruiuny for unlimited puilisbinent. and succeeded in hringiug

such pressure to bear upon the allies that n milder course was
adopted. When the plenipotentiaries of the powers met in con-

ference to agree on the terms of the indemnity, the American rep-

resentatives. acting under Mr. Hay’s instruct inns, accepted an in-

demnity sullicicnt only to cover tlie actual loss of American citi-

zens. and protested strenuously against ini|Mmiug such a fine

on China as would have virtually reduced her to beggary. The ab-

rogation of the Clayton - Hulwer treaty; the dissolution of the

Samoa condominium : the negotiations to conclude n treaty with
Columbia for the construction of the Panama Canal, negotiations

so exasperating that they might well have made a less pertina-

cious man abandon them as hopeless; the efforts to bring ulanit
|

a settlement of the Alaska boundary dispute, that for more than
thirty years bus la-en a cause of friction la-tween the I'nitcd States /

and Great Britain, and more than once threatened consequence.* of /

the gravest nature: the successful negotiation of the reciprocity

treaty with Newfoundland, which one of Mr. Hay's predecessors

attempted, but found impontiblr : the conclusion of several other

reciprocity treaties; and now. at the time of writing, the delicate

situation developed by the attempt «>n the part of Germany and
Great Britain to collect, an indemnity from Venezuela—are the

tilings that have chiefly occupied Mr. Hay's attention since he In-

ca me M mcmlicr of tile cabinet.

The secret of Mr. Hay’s success as a diplomatist, the reason why
lie has Ihh'H aide to achieve more during his administration of the

Slate Department thun any of his predecessors, may Is- summed
up in one word—character. Most men who have played a great

part 'in the world’s affairs have lieen bilateral: tlie majority of

them have not considered it unethical, nr opposed to tlielr ••ode

of honor, to be alisolutely truthful, honest, and just in their pri-

vate relations, and more or lew unmindful of these obligations

in the interests of their country. John Hay. Secretary of State,

ajid John Hay. private citizen, arc one and the same man. Mr.
Hay ns the foreign minister of the I'nitcd States would no more
think of obtaining an undue or unfair advantage than lie would
do an unworthy thing in hi« privutr capacity. He could not if he
would. Ilis trend of thought, his past life, his nature. n<> h*ss than
his principles, would revolt against such a suggestion. In nego-

tiating with foreign power* lie has, of course, and properly, en-

deavored to obtain for the I’nitcd States tlms* things that he re-

garded as es.i-niial for it- welfare or safety or in pursuance of

it* well-established isd icy. but lie has never sought to drive a hard
luirgaiii or to avail himself of the necessities of his opponent, or to

lie inti iiem-ed by petty considerations.
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THE ARMY AND NAVY RECEPTION AT THE WHITE HOUSE
The President's annual reception to his officers is this year unusually interestin'; because of the newly renovated

White House, and because all the officers appeared for the first time in their new uniforms. The
scene represented by Mr. dc Thulstrup in the East Room was most brilliant and effective
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F
OK three years preceding tin- assignment of tirnenil .1.

Franklin Hell, In i led States Army, to commund the Third
Separate Krigadc in tin* Philippines. the insurgents had
l**rn master* of the situation. The territory included in

thl» brigade was a large one—embracing pail of Rixal
l Manila | Province, all of C'av ite. Laguna. and liatangns provinces,
part of Tayahaa Province, the islands of Mindoro. Kinnlilon. Marin-
diiquc. anil other smaller inlands. A great deal of this territory

ja covered l»y high mountain* and mountain range*, drnae under-
growth. nviampx, etc., which render field operations exceedingly
ilitlieult, and give the insurgents the grimiest possible advantage.
They were armed mostly with
Manser and ltemington rillea. eueh
command being re-enforced by a
company of bolomen.
They had eluded pursuit by dis-

banding when too hard pressed, to
assemble again at some other point :

they always planned to attack a
much smaller forex* than their own.
and they would not stand in a fair

fight. They terrorized all native
towns, requiring contributions of
money and supplies. Agent* were
upjM.inted in each town to receive

these. A breach of trust on t In-

na rt of one of them* natives i-wiiwd

nis instant death. This was the

sitiuition in the Third Krigadc when
tieiierul Jtcll assumed command.
iXecrmhcr 1. lt»o|. An order was
issued closing the ports in llntun
gas and laguna provinces, ami di

reeling all natives to assemble in

the regular settled towns hv .lann
ary I. 11*02: every settled town was
garrisoned hv soldiers. A radius of
one to three miles outside of the
town proper was given in which to
settle, hut for mliv enicilcc and lict •

ter sanitary measures the camp*
were generally locati-il on tile

gi minds Is-st adapted for the pur-
pose within the area.
Munv were the picturesque sight* during the month of Decent-

Im r as the p<-u<x*ful families from the hill* moved into the towns.
Lines of hiill-earts. native ponies and rattle, each carrying their

share, some carrying natives with their bright, many colored gar-

ments. ami some household effects, wended their way front hill to

hamlet. The moving of a native house and native family, such a*
are found in the hills, is no great engineering feat. The pieces of

taimtatu forming the sides of the house, ami the braces for the top.

are untied, and placed on u hull earl. This ran he done in two
or thrre hours hv the men. while the women uud children pack
the family effect*, which, as a rule, ran la* done in much l«**e time,

a* they ran Is* carried on the hacks of one or two native |«nnlrs.

The chickens are carried in hatnlsm crates, while the hog* are tied

by the feet and placed on bull-cart* In repose until the destination
is reached.

Itrcniircntmtinn camp* were established in liutangn* and La-
guna provinces only. The former has a imputation of about 313.-

IMM). and the latter about 177,000. In Katanga* Province twenty
recoilcent rat ion cant|»* were formed, and twenty-five in latguna
Province. The former has an area of alsmt 1 153 square miles,

twenty two pueblos, and five hundred and twenty barrio*. and the

latter six hundred and eighty four square miles, twenty-eight
pueblos, and four hundred and ninety -five Iwrrios.

These rani|i* sprang up with surprising rapidity. An ollieer

stationed in the town was tlrsig

nated to supervise each camp, and
it was hi* duty to *c«* that the
camps were erected in an orderly
and systematic manner. A medical
officer was assigned to look after

the sick and sanitary measures, and
the commanding officer himself saw
to it that all the rcroncent rad«S
had proper food and supplies. A
hospital specially for native*, unde*
army sii|H*rvision. was established

for each camp. Many of these
towns surpassed in neatness and ap-

pearam-e the permanent towns to

which they were annexed. Such of

the men as could work were given

employment on the roads, or in the

supply department as stevedore*

and cargadores.
Kver since the surrender of the

la«t insurgents ri«*e and supplies

have ls*en imported by the ship-

load hv the military authorities,

and sent by wagon and park t ruins

to the towns and barrio* for u*e
of the natives, so that they may
have siillieient f«sid until their first

crops are harvested. At the pres-

ent time nearly all the presidentrs

have reported that no more rice will

Is* needed, which means tliut the

natives have recovered a basis of

self-support. This great work ha* been accomplished bv tJeneral

Hell, and almost entirely by him. lie planned and controlled each
separate ex|axlition.

lie has lircn in thc*r islands alsmt four veiir* and a half

—

longer than any other officer or soldier. Although lie has for

several months iiud an order from the War Department assigning

him to the command of the tienenil Staff College at Fort lu*aven-

worth. Kansas, with instructions to proceed there at his con-

venience. he remains here in order that he may personally see that
everything possible is done for t he future welfare of lii* past ene-

mies. Through an agent of the Agricultural Department he is

showing them the use of American farm implements, ami experi-

mental farms are hi-iug established under hi* supervision.

oy Coogle

A Filipino Market A Popular Religious Festival
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THE DAY BEFORE LENT IN NEW ORLEANS
The Mardi Gras Festival, held every year in New Orleans, is of exceptional interest not only from its picturesque side,

but because in any part of our hurried, busy life such a festival—a return to the customs of old mediaeval
days—is possible. In the above drawing Mr. McCarter has fully caught the curious, old-world

spirit which characterizes these modern festivals in the South and West
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POWER FROM SUNLIGHT

I
T lias been a favorite pastime for thr dreary gentlemen who
juggle with statistics solemnly to calculate the date on which
we shall all freeze to death from exhaustion of the coal-

supply. The events of the present winter have thrown a

new and lurid light on their vaticinations, for tunny a home
has lteen lindens and many a factory has elosed it* door* through

ii mere temporary diminution of the coal output of a single State.

It is a laid business at the best, and quite enough to set people on a

serious attest for means of relief. The sun since the dawn of

history lias been worshipped and apostrophized ns the source of

life and light, but there are few even now who realize how near and
|Milenl its aid really is. The energy with which it daily Hoods

the earth is so great as almost to defy the grasp of the intellect.

For a conservative and moderate estimate it is equivalent to about
lo.oou horse-power per acre of the terrestrial surface exposed to it.

If this store of energy could be gathered over even a few square
miles it would suffice to drive every wheel that turns from Eust-
|sirt to San Diego. Hut the problem of gathering it lias been a
formidable one. All sorts of devices have been suggested, from
burning-glasses heating Isiilers to strange electrical devices planned
by wild eyed wizard* with rompnnica to promote Out of this

axis tilted upwards to match the latitude of the place and the
*nn'a declination. The sectors at the extremities of this axis allow
the inclination to hr changed every day nr two to follow the
changing declination of the sun. The whole mirror is turned
about the axis by heavy clock-work, so as to follow the sun from
hour to hour. This motion is not continuous, hut takes place
minute by minute, the gearing being locked in the intervals to
resist heitrr the effect of wind. In the centre of the mirror stand*
the Imilrr. a coil of blackened copper tubing, for a steam-engine
is the active power. With good sunlight, the steam is brought to
‘200 pounds per square inch pressure in atiouL an hour from start-
ing, is superheated, and delivered to the engine, which yields one
horse- power for each I iwt square feet of mirror surface. The inirrot

itself is built up of Hat thin glass plates silvered on the buek, and
held in position on the light steed frame-work by bolts and soft

washers.
The whole affair ean be put together with a screw - driver

and a monkey-wrench. Where sunlight is fully uvailahle as it i*

in the Southwest, in Algiers, and in Egypt, and in many another
region, such a machine can to-day furnish jsiwcr for eight hours
per day at a cost that will discount windmill*, ami will compare

New Solar Motor erected near Boston
A similar concentrator tor Ughi and heal It nccesury la all plana, electric and otherwise, for gening power from ibe auo

chaos of hv|>othc*i», however, ha* gradually la*en evolved something
very like a substantial reality, so that at the present time it iH

within hound* to suv that 11 reasonable proportion of the solar

energy tan I*- turned to the use* of man by mean* either nlrrady
existing or fairly near at liund. The llr*t man to take serious ae-

euiini of the matter from a modern engineer ing standpoint was
•lohn Ericsson, a geniu* who deserved lietier of the world than the
world knew. Thirty years ago lie devised and constructed several

solar engine* arranged to receive the *un's heat from huge re-

flector* and to utilize it for power either in a steam-engine or in

that wonderfully ingenious hot-air maehiiie of which he was the

inventor. This was the tirst great step, and it is now in a fair

way to lie followed up. The fundamental thing in any ulaii for

employing solar energy is so to concentrate it that it ean lie gath-
ered up and put to work. This i* la-*t accomplished by huge re-

ilector* in the form of connive mirror*, poised so a* to follow the
sun in its diurnul outli. and to concentrate il* ray* on some dev ice

at the focus r.i pubic of transforming the energy into available

power. The cut herewith shown gives an excellent idea of such
an apparatus. It i* from a photograph of u ten linr*e-|M>wer solar

motor a* set up for testing near Boston prior to it* shipment to

Arizona for pumping pui'|Mi*e*. The great cuiu-ave mirror is thirty-
six feet iii diameter, and contains I INK) square feet of mirror sur-

face in its reflecting zone. It is hul.lined on a north-aiid-soiitli

favorably in many localities with the cost of power obtained from
fuel. Obviously, thr weak point of this or any solar heat engine

is that it ean lie worked only a part of the day. and here i« where
electrical resource* may lie drawn upon to complete our scheme of

dynamic salvation. Passing by the various devices of electrical

jugglery which have from time to time been proposed, there are
several well understood uiul reasonable method* of saving the day
electrically. Perhaps the most obvious one is to utilize the solar

engines to drive dynumon. the current from which could I*' taken
up in storage laitteries to Is- used when wanted. This process

would involve the waste of perhaps a quarter of the power, hut

would allow the remainder to lw used at any time. and. what is of

greater importance, would permit many engine* to furnish combined

1

lower. A* single-mirror system* tend to In-come unwieldy in the

arger sixes, joint storage has much to recommend it. Still an-

other device which has Iks-ii pnqioHcd is to replace the boiler bv a
huge thermo- hut terv generating current directly. If two bar* of
different metals, such as iron ami (•erman silver, ure joined tit one
end of each, and this junction i* kept hot while the other enda re-

main cool, an electric current will Is- generated in the system. A
large numlier of such pair* rail In- joined in series, and iist-d even
for electric lighting ami power. Thermo-batterlew us developed
thil* fur are considerably less efficient than a eomhimitioii of engim-
aud dynamo, hut they are simple and very steady in their action.
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“SECURING FOR SEA”—FIRST TRIP OF THE NEW “MAINE”
The new battle-ship which bears the name of the historic “Maine," sunk in Havana harbor, has just made her

preliminary trip to sea. Mr. George Gibbs, in this drawing, has caught the moment when, with

anchor aboard, the great ship started for the first time away from her moorings

-
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BY BALLOON OVER THE IRISH SEA

THE Irish Sea Winy mainly hounded by neighboring coaiit

lines, offers obvious and special facilities for aeronautical
experiments. It chanced that certain important trials

suggested them/elves to the writer, which earner! the ap-

proval of the British admiralty, and for them- experi-

ments this stretch of sea appeared particularly well suited.

It had long been (minted out
that objects lying beneath water,

thr surface of which is in any
measure disturbed, are better seen

at a height above the water than

they urc at or near the water's

edge; and it appeared a question

of vital interest whether in mod-
ern navigation and modern war-

fare a balloon floating at a mod-
erate height might not afford the
most valuable point of observa-

tion for determining the position

of sunken wrecks or reefs, or for

detecting the yet more dreaded
submarine. A balloon employed
for such purpose should have
ready means of communicating
with vessels in its vicinity, and
should be provided with an effi-

cient signalling apparatus.
At the outset an incidental

problem was presented: How
might it be iiossible to effect an
csrnpe by skv from a seaport

town under circumstances of

blocknde and siege when every ad-

vantage might be taken of exist-

ing capabilities* In time of act-

ual warfare and siege it might lie

supposed tliat for safety the as-

cent should tuke place from the

centre of a town, shielded from
view by lofty buildings, and nrar
the largest gu* - mains by which
the process of tilling could be car-

ried out with the greatest expe-
dition when the right opportunity
arrived. These conditions were
fulfilled by starting from the pub-
lic square in Douglas. Isle of Mun.
As the bulloon rose into thr

air, upper currents bore it awav
to the left of our anticipated di-

rection. The Isle of Man lay
mapped out below, sharply etched in by its rocky coast-line, streuk-

rd here and there with its romantic glens and water-courses, and
dotted over by bald or cloud-capped mountain peaks. Our long

trail rope, already free, struck on the summit of Snirfell — the
loftiest peak in the island—and from this point our course again
changed, veering somewhat to the eastward, and thus carrying us

due above Ramsay, and so out to sea, having on our left the ex-

treme point of Ayr. which we passed at a height of 4001) feet.

We were now well out over the sea. The man-of-war Ronard,
which was accompanying us. looked like a mere speck far below.
It Mwmnl incredible that we could come into communication, but
bringing my 44 collapsing drum " into action. I signalled " whistle.*

4

and in n short interval n double blast on the ship's hooter reached
us faintly. The shoals in the sen gave us the opportunity of test-

ing vision from uloft. And one ull-

importiint conclusion which we had
been commissioned to seek was an-
swered at once and definitely, via..

Hie (tenet ration of vision Is-nmth
the surface of water was increased

Iwyond all comparison from our
present standpoint, and the value
of such an observing station as
ours was put beyond question.

At a mile ami a half high an
airy storm - tossed ocean of lioecy

billows lay around, with deep, dark
hollows ami crests flung high as
heaven, while through wide open-
ings loomed all that could be seen
of earth. The broad sea, bluer
now. and seen ns never before, fig-

ured and fretted curiously by con-

flict of wind and water, gave to

us no indication of visible undula-
tion. though streaks of cream
shown! hiti* and there where waves
were really breaking, while from
the depth rose a strange soft musi-
cal murmur which filled the air.

But ull that was tungible seemed
irrevocably remote.

The island disappeared finally

from sight when about ten miles
in our wake, and then, looking
ahead, we scanned with eager curi-

osity a dark belt of lowering cloud
which hung heavily across the sky-

line and barred our view. Some-
where lievond and behind that
cloudlMiik must lie our goal, and
this, if the balloon held its pres-

ent course, should In* Scotland, and

t
robably some (mint in the Solway
'irth, distant yet some thirty

miles, across the hidden sea.

\Vp subsequently learned that

our friends on the Rortord still

kept us in view, but only fitfully,

as we glided from cloud to cloud. They also still continued to see

the working of our signals, and, following in our course, succeeded

in making such good *pe<*d that two hours later, when they anchored

in Kirkcudbright Bay. they saw the last of the balloon safely in-

land ami disappearing over the far Scotch mountains.

We landed in the (lien of (Hcnesslin. fourteen miles from Dum-
fries, uml upwards of eighty miles from our starting-point, con-

cluding .1 rare and historical aky voyage.

Above the Clouds, one Mile high Over Douglas Bay, Isk* of Man
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AN UNUSUAL SOCIAL EVENT IN WASHINGTON
The recent marriage of Miss Hoy to Mr. Pierre S. Rogcstvensky, second Secretary of the Russian Embassy, was the first wedding

ceremony performed according to the riles of the Greek Church ever witnessed in Washington. One of the most pictur-

esque incidents of the ceremony, as shown in the drawing, was the crowning of the bride with a crown of jewels
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MISS MAXINE ELLIOTT
Air*. Nat C. Goodwin, or, as she is more generally known to theatre-goers. Miss Maxine Elliott, has scored a success this

year in “The Altar of Friendship.” This picture shows her in a costume she will wear for the

new but as yet unnamed play which has been written for her by Clyde Fitch

and in which she is arranging to appear this coming season
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COMMENT
Congress showed a laudable recognition of the dangers to

which, aa recent events have admonished ua. we may bo ex-

posed by a steadfast assertion of the Monroe doctrine, when it

exhibited a willingness to appropriate the money needed to

put our harbor fortifications in a state of efficiency. We have

no doubt, either, that the programme of gradual naval ex-

pansion will receive an equally prompt and cordial approval.

But who that refuses to shut hia eyes to the clouds on the

horizon would venture to assert that we may not need a

number of additional war-vessels in the interval between the

close of the Fifty-seventh Congress and the assembling of its

successor? Why should not the present Congress, before ad-

journing sine die, do what its predecessor did in 1898—i. e.,

place at the disposal of the President a large sum of money
to be used, if in his judgment necessary, for the purchase

of battle-ships and armored cruisers which are now the prop-

erty of foreign powers, but which are known to be for sale.

Chile has in commission a battle-ship and an armored cruiser

which she would willingly dispose of, and she has two battle-

ships which arc in course of construction in British yards.

Much the same thing may be said of Argentina. Both of

these countries have mutually bound themselves to sell the

ships which they ordered in Great Britain. There is a rumor

that Germany is already negotiating for these vessels. We are

quite as likely to need them as she is. Chile has offered to

sell her ships to us, but if we neglect the offer we cannot

blame her for selling them to Germany. Why should not

the President be empowered to buy them, if the turn of events

in the next few weeks or months should make their purchase

advisable? The mere fact that Congress had placed a great

sum of money—say from thirty to fifty million dollars—at

the disposal of the President for the purpose named, would

be apt to exercise a pacifying influence on events in the

Caribbean, and would convince the peoplo of Great Britain

that, if they really want to avoid trouble, .they might do well

to put. pressure on their government without delay. What we
want is a dozen or fifteen ironclads, or the power of getting

them—at the present moment. Not five years hence, or even

next year, but now. Again we say that we have no right to

rest content until our navy is equal at least in aize and effi-

ciency to that of the German Empire.

It has been raining ambassadors on our hospitable shores,

and it rather looks aa if every new ambassador brought a new
complication to the affair of Venezuela. Baron Speck von
Sternburg has been presenting bouquets with both hands to

the nation, its head, its gifted citizens, its sweet women, and
Heaven only knows what besides. We are filing all these testi-

monials for the day of despondency, when we may bo inclined

to think too humbly of ourselves. But, spite of all these

sweet things, the good baron brings pretty hard terms for

Venezuela, or rather for her advocate. Minister Bowen. In

bygone days, little folk used to get gray powders skilfully

hid in jam. May not the jam be represented by those flowery

things Baron Speck has been handing us so effusively? As
for the gray powders, their composition seems clear enough.
Venezuela is being asked to pay two sets of creditors, and to

pay both first, if not sooner. Neither act seems the least in-

clined to take a back seat, and so there we are. M. Juwerand,
who has, with a Frenchman's art, managed to insinuate how
much he loves us, without laying it on with a trowel, la

Sternburg, stands for the other party which makes claims

against President Castro’s government. He reminds ua that

France also had a little bill to collect; that she took along

no battle-ships—nothing but sweet words; and that these

were effective, so that Venezuela promised to pay France what
was due, and hypothecated the customs to the extent of

thirteen per cent, of the total receipts. This was before

the Goth and the Hun came on the scene. To the said

Goth and Hun, Minister Bowen made his proposal that thirty

per cent, of the customs should bo hypothecated, Bnd that

all creditors should be paid at the same time. The Goth
and Hun will have nothing to do with any such arrangement.

They say it has always been their practice to take everything

in sight for themselves, and they can see no good reason for

diverging from this practice in the present case. And so

the matter stands. Meanwhile, the blockade of the Venezuelan

coast seems effective only against the government, while the

revolutionists apparently continue to receive arms and ammu-
nition very much as before. And Caracas seems on the point

of starvation. Several days ago, the bakers announced that

their supplies were quite exhausted, and the condition at

the present moment must be one of great and growing

misery. Seemingly nothing but a decisive success of the

Matos party can possibly solve the enigma, by at once opening

sources of supply for the capital, and bringing into power nn

administration which can be trusted to carry out its under-

takings.

The claim of the allies that they should be regarded as

preferred creditors of Venezuela is new in international law.

We have sufficiently discussed the merits of this particular

case elsewhere, and especially in the last isaue of the Weekly.
Wc recur to the matter merely to note the character of the

claim from a legal point of view. Germany, England, and

Italy asserted their right to a preference over all other claim-

ants because they were diligent in the employment of force.

France had a prior lien on the customs of the debtor coun-

try, having been promised thirteen per cent, of those revenues

until ita claim was paid. The allies were not content to take

an equal chance with Franec, but insisted on the postpone-

ment of all claims to their own. The case was analogous to

a proceeding in involuntary bankruptcy: One diligent cred-

itor had filed a lien; three other* had sued out writs and the

sheriff had taken possession; still others had taken no step.

The creditors who put the sheriff in motion and who had
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taken possession forced the debtor into bankruptcy. When
this had been accomplished, the debtor’s assets bad to be dis-

tributed equitably. This is the rule in international law, just

hk it is in bankruptcy or insolvency. The creditor who em-
ploys force is entitled to his debt, if he can get it. lie must
be content for the’ moment with what the creditor possesses.

He can have all, unless the creditor confesses ruin and asks

for* a distribution of his assets among all his creditors. In

that case, the distribution must be fairly made, and only

those can be preferred whose superior equity is definitely rec-

ognized by law. International law recognizes no superior

equity. Germany, England, and Italy merely brought mat-

ters to a head, and if their claim of preference should be al-

lowed, it would be tantamount to a deliberate declaration, by
international law, in favor of war and against peaceful meth-

ods for collecting international debts.

At the hour when we write there seems to be no reason to

believe that the ratification of the Panama Canal treaty will

be materially delayed by Senator Morgan's objection that the

credentials of Colombia’s representative. Dr. Henan, are of

doubtful authenticity, inasmuch as his principal. Dr. Marro-

quin, is himself a usurper, and has no lawful title to exercise

executive authority at Bogota. It is perfectly true that there

has been no general election in Colombia since 1898. and that

the President chosen that year, Senor Sanclemente. was de-

posed and imprisoned by a coup d'etat headed by Vice-Presi-

dent Marroquin, and has since died in prison. We have no
desire to dispute Senator Morgan’s assertion that the admin-
istration now installed at Bogota is a de facto rather than a

dc jure government. Not on tliHt account can the Senate re-

fuse to acknowledge the competence of the government headed
by Dr. Marroquin to conclude treaties binding on Colombia.
That competence has been acknowledged by our Executive in

the exercise of the discretion committed to it by the Constitu-

tion. Moreover, this discretion has been exercised wisely and
consistently. No self-respecting Latin-American common-
wealth would brook the arrogation by our State Department
of a right to determine which of two rival claimants of
power in that commonwealth had the better title. Moreover,

if we had beguu by refusing to recognize any government in a

Latin-American republic until we were convinced that it. pos-

sessed a de jure title, we should have had to forego diplomatic
relations with every one of the South and Central American
states.

From the outset our State Department has proceeded on the

only reasonable and practicable principle, namely, that the

de facto government must be recognized. We scarcely need
point out that by the recognition of a de facto government
wc are estopped from denying its right, to make treaties. It

is, in truth, a well-settled rule of international law that con-
tracts entered into by a recognized de facto government are

binding upon its successor. No matter what may happen at

Bogota hereaftcr.no well-informed Colombian is likely to dis-

pute the validity of the canal treaty, and if he did, his protest

would not have an utom of foundation in international law.

While wc take for granted, however, that no attention will be
paid by the Senate to the objection based on the dr facto

character of the Marroquin government, we would not be sup-

posed to deny that some of the amendments proposed by
Senator Morgan might have improved the treaty, could they
have been incorporated in it before the signing of the docu-
ment. Of course the treaty is not perfect, but it is doubtful
whether a better one could have been obtained under the cir-

cumstances. If amendments are insisted on now, they will

have to be referred to Bogota, and nobody could say when the
resultant negotiations would terminate. It would certainly
1m- impossible for uny treaty to be ratified at this session of
Congress, and even if the desired changes should be event-
ually accepted by tin- Colombian F.xceutive, it would lx* need-
ful for Mr. Roosevelt to convoke the Senate in special session

to secure a ratification of the amended treaty.

There seems to be a good deal of misconception about the
agreement between the United States and Great Britain with
reference to the Alaska boundary. We have not consented
to refer the boundary to arbitration. This is what the Cana-
dian members of the Joint High Commission which met in

Washington in 1899 desired us to do. We refused, and still

persist in our refusal. The word “arbitral” was applies! to

the intended tribunal in the rough draft of the agreement,
but was erased before the document was signed. All that

Secretary Hay has done is to agree to submit our legal title, \

under the Anglo-Russian treaty of 1825, to the boundary
claimed by us, to a commission of six members, three of whom /

shall be American and three British jurists. This cominis- /

sion has no power to hind either of the parties. Its exclusive
[

function is to inquire and report. There is but very little

doubt, however, that if a majority of the commission should
report in favor of our title, the report would be accepted by
Great Britain, and embodied in a treaty, no matter how dis-

tasteful the result might be to Canada. If all three of the

British commissioners were to be Canadian*, there is reason

to fear that no report would obtain the assent of a majority,

and that consequently this attempt to fix the Alaska boundary
would prove abortive. It is understood, however, that while

Canada will be represented on the commission, at least one
of its members will be an English jurist, to whom the counsel

for the United States might appeal with a certain amount of

confidence. Our own belief is that if any majority report is

made, it will be in favor of the United States. Should the

commissioners be evenly divided, the inquiry will have come
to nothing, and we shall continue to retain the territory which
we claim under the treaty of 1825.

That great little man, or pcrha|w we should say that little

great man, Hon. Israel J. Tarte. has registered a vow to

return to the political arena, to the confusion and undoing of

his enemies. We told the story of Mr. Tarte very fully at the

time, and need not now do more than remind our readers of its

main incidents. While Sir Wilfrid Laurier was abroad, try-

ing to arrange direct treaties with France and Italy, and also

effectively blocking the imperial militarism of Mr. Secretary

Chamberlain, the Hon. Israel J. Tarte bethought himself of

how pleasant it would be to wake some morning and find

himself famous. So he devised a cunning plan and con-

ceived a new policy. He stood for “ Canada for the Cana-

dians,” and wanted to build tariff walls and encourage home
industries. And he made many and vigorous orations, in a

certain sense committing his party to his new protectionist

policy. When Sir Wilfrid came marching home from the

Colonial Conferences, he heard about these goings-on, and
was naturally put out. He summoned Hon. Israel Tarte.

and there took place between them a sort of interview which

is connected in the minds of young Americans with a visit

to the wood-shed in the company of papa and a barrel-stave.

After the interview, by one of those curious coincidences

which sometimes take place, there happened to be a vacancy

in the Laurier cabinet, and in the very department formerly

presided over by Mr. Tarte. Then came prophecies of what

Mr. Tarte waa going to do, chiefly from those stanch Con-
servative organs that go for Sir Wilfrid and his Liberals at

every opportunity. Mr. Tarte was going to found a new
party, or come over to the Conservatives, or upset the Liberals,

or at least let off some kind of political fireworks that would

be worth going miles to see. And Mr. Tarte himself talked

reflectively of the time when he himself would form cabinet*,

and how he should form them. Aud then came a lull, a hush
and a silence, which have been going on ever since. Nothing

at all happened, aud Mr. Tarte lay low. Now he says the time
has come when we shall see what we shall see. The Canadian
House of Common* meets in a few weeks, and Mr. Tarte will

be there. While awaiting developments, we cannot make up
our mind* whether Mr. Tarte is a little great man or only a

great little man. Just at present, it looks like the latter.

It is a matter of vital interest to the American people that

the House of Representatives shall so deal with the confessed

perjurer Philip Doblin as to enforce respect for oaths on

witnesses who may be hereafter summoned to testify before

its committees. An example must be made of this man, oth-

erwise investigations ordered by the House will hr henceforth

regarded with derision. There* is a rumor, for which wp hope

there is no foundation, that the Committee on Naval Affair*,

while absolving ex-Representative Quigg. originally accused

by Doblin of an attempt to bribe, and Representative Lesslcr.

subsequently charged by the same Doblin with subornation

of perjury, will refrain in its report from proposing that Dob-

lin shall be prosecuted for oath-breaking. For such a sur-
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prising course the committee could have no motive except a

discreditable wish to stifle inquiry, and divert attention from
the relations of one or more of its members to tlie Holland
Submarine Boat Company. The public odium to which a pro-

ceeding of this kind will expose the Naval Committee will

be shared by the whole House, if it sanctions the attempt to

smother the Dublin affair, and thus encourages perjurers to

defy its authority. It ought to be distinctly understood that,

if the House fails to require the prosecution of Doblin, every

future application of its investigation machinery will be rec-

ognized as a farce.

It is no longer Quigg and Lewder, hut the Naval Com-
mittee and the House of Representatives itself, that are on
trial ut the bar of public opinion. No question of foreign or

economic policy affects more directly or more deeply the in-

terests of the whole community than the question whether
perjury may be committed with impunity before the com-
mittees to which the delegates of the people in the House of

Representatives have intrusted their inquisitorial powers.

What b mockery would be the insertion of penalties for per-

jury in the proceedings authorized by inter-Stato commerce
bills and anti-trust bills, if that offence is suffered to go un-
punished in the committee rooms of the House! We lately

pointed out that, since the Credit Mobilicr scandal, the lower

branch of the Federal Legislature had escaped disgrace through
any public proof of corruption. How long would its reputa-

tion survive a deliberate refusal to bring this man Doblin to

account for his cynical contempt of oaths 1 He told a mem-
ber of the committee that he did not know that swearing to

a lie wag punishable. It is high time that be and others

should be enlightened on the point. It will be interesting to

note whether opposition to a rigorous prosecution of Doblin
cornea mainly from Republican or Democratic members of

the House.

In his determination to secure the admission of Arizona

and New Mexico, ns well as Oklahoma, to Statehood, the

senior Senator from Pennsylvania is evincing an ingenuity,

as well as a persistency, worthy of a better cause. In the

guise of an amendment he succeeded in tacking his Statehood

bill on the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill, and in getting it

sent to a committee w’hich he controlled. Not satisfied with

this device for compelling the consideration of his measure
by the Senate, he subsequently prevailed upon the Senate
Committee on Agriculture to attach the Statehood bill as a

rider to the Agricultural Appropriation bill. Of course, when
the Agricultural Appropriation bill or Sundry Civil bill, thus

amended, eotnes before the Senate, one of Mr. Quay’s oppo-

nents may request the President of the Senate to rule whether

the amendment is relevant. It is by no means certain that

Senator Frye, the presiding officer, will rule against Quay in

the matter. It is true that no State has ever yet been ad-

mitted to the Union by virtue of a mere rider to an appropria-

tion bill. Other measures, however, of very great importance

have been enacted in this way, such as the Spooner bill con-

ferring a species of civil government on the Philippines, and
the Platt bill requiring certain concessions from Cuba as a

condition precedent to our recognition of her independence.

Both of these measures were fucked on to an army appropria-

tion bill. Oklahoma herself, for which Statehood i* now de-

manded, was originally thrown open to settlement by means
of an amendment attached to the Indian Appropriation bill.

Even if Mr. Quay’s amendments are pronounced relevant by
Mr. Frye, they may be talked to death by his opponents.

But suppose he should manage to tack a similar amendment to

each of the appropriation bills, will his opponents, in their

desire to avert the admission of Arizona and New Mexico into

the Union, allow ail the appropriation bills to fail, and thus
compel the President to convoke the Fifty-eighth Congress
early in March f If it were certain that Mr. Roosevelt would
veto the measure, it might be expedient to let Senator Quay
pass his Statehood bill forthwith, and thus clear the field

for indispensable legislation. We imagine that Mr. Roosevelt

would sooner accept that responsibility than see himself con-

strained to convoke the Fifty-eighth Congress in extra ses-

sion.

The Democratic members of the House of Representatives

have an opportunity greatly to advnucu the interests of their

party. A comparison of the Fowler and Padgett currency
bills does not indicate that cither purty has reached sound
conclusions as to the kind of currency the country is en-

titled. Each scheme is faulty, and contains provisions which
will defeat the declared object of its promoters. It is a great

gain, however, that we have the two parties competing in the

effort to provide the country with an elastic, and sound, bank-

note currency. This alone is an enormous advance over the

conditions which prevailed in the Presidential campaigns of
ltMJfi and 1900. Then we had a crude debate over the 16-to-l

idea, a debate unworthy of the country and the age. Strange
to say, the President seems now to be dragging his party back
towards bimetallism, while the party which made the silver

dollar its fetich is insisting on a bank-note currency which
shall be able to respond to the demands of business. When
Bryan was at the front, bank-notes rivalled gold in tin* ill-

eeteem of the Democrats. Financial questions ure working
out in the right direction, and it may be that the excesses of

the Republican leaders in economic questions will result in

forcing the Democrats to take a conservative attitude there

also. This much is certain, the only road to a Democratic
victory is that age-old highway of civil and individual lib-

erty, which leads away from socialism and from all forma
of paternalism. If the Democratic parly will get back into

that highway, the nation will have cause for great rejoicing.

We are glad to see that the proposal to increase the pay
of the Federal judiciary is almost certain to be adopted at

the present session of Congress, though the precise amount
of the increase may have to be determined in conference be-

tween the Senate aud the House of Representatives. The very

lowest figures that would present any show of equity are

$13,000 for the chief justice, and $12,500 for each of the as-

sociate justices. That, these figures are too low is evident

when they are compared with the salary ($17,500) received by

each of the many judges of the New York Supreme Court in

the judicial districts comprised within New York .city. We
observe that the expediency of giving the judges of State

courts u remuneration more commensurable with their services

is recognized in Pennsylvania, and we hope that a measure
to that effect will quickly be enacted at Harrisburg.

Since we last adverted to the subject a bill has been intro-

duced in the House of Representatives which proposes to give

the President $100,000 instead of $50,000 a year. Such a law,

of course, would uot be applicable to Mr. Roosevelt during bis

present term of office, but it would benefit the President

elected in 1904. Wc need not recapitulate the grounds on

which wc have pronounced the present salary of our Chief

Magistrate unreasonably small, when it is compared with the

dignity and importance of the office, with the unparalleled

resources of the United States, and with the sums paid in

much poorer countries for minor services. The Governor-

General of Canada, who is a mere figurehead, gets $50,000 a

year, while President Loubct, whose function, compared with

Mr. Roosevelt’s, is that of a dummy—the ministers under the

French system doing all the work and wielding nearly all the

power—receives $250,000 a year, besides the use of the palaces

of the Elysfe and Fontainebleau, which are kept up at the

expense of the state. The laborer is worthy of his hire, and

if the salaries of Mr. Roosevelt aud M. Loubct were to Ik? pro-

portioned to the work and responsibility Imposed, the former's

pay should be at least ten times as great ns that of the latter.

The proposal made in the House of Representatives to double

the President’s salary may be criticised, if criticised at all,

on the score of excessive moderation.

The disgraceful riot, on January 31, which resulted from

the strike of street-car employees at Waterbury, Connecticut,

failed to stir the Mayor of Waterbury to ask for outside help,

but had its effect upon the sheriff of the county. At the so-

licitation of merchants and other leading citizens the sheriff

called upon the Governor for troops, and sixteen companies

of the State troo|w being promptly sent, restored order for

the time being, though there were further outbreaks on Mon-
day. It is not the strikers, we are told, who have made the?

trouble, but the “ sympathizers.” The sympathizers were cer-

tainly out in force on Saturday night. The newspapers have

told of a mob of six thousand of them who wrecked ears and

stoned and insulted non-union employees to their hearts’ con-
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tout, with very little interference from anybody. Saturday-

night sympathy of that sort can doubtless be excited iu a town

where the police are inefficient, over any strike that is pop-

ular, and very damaging it must be in the long-run to the

interests of the strikers. There is apt to be an unusual de-

gree of sincere popular sympathy for street-car employees,

who work in the sight of the public, with whose efficiency the

public comfort is directly concerned, whose hours of labor

are long, and whose pay, as a rule, seems pretty small, but

when it takes such a form as it has taken at Waterbury, it

engrosses public attention to the neglect of the strike issues.

Whatever the merits of the case of the Waterbury strikers

may be, the issue there at this writing is whether the peace

is to be kept or not. To win a strike by lawful means may
be a public benefit; to win a strike by violence is always a

public injury. No State can afford to let rioters prevail.

Mild Governor Chamberlain of Connecticut seems to know it.

At a recent conference between Mayor Low, Comptroller

Grout, and the representatives of the Rapid Transit Commis-
sion, the last named was informed that the city of New York
before the end of the current year would be in a position to

authorize the expenditure of thirty million to forty million

dollars on the construction of new tunnels. Chief-Engineer
Parsons was thereupon directed to draw plans for tapping with

tunnels every large outlying residential section of the city

not already touched by routes begun or contracted for. One
of these tunnels is to run from the Post-office in Manhattan
borough to a point near Borough Hall in Brooklyn; another

under Lexington Avenue from Forty-second Street to the

Bronx, and probably as far north as Mount Vernon; and a

third through Jerome Avenue to the neighborhood of Wood-
lawn Cemetery. There is not a word to be said against any
of these tunnels, but why, among all these outlying residential

sections of New York city, is Staten Island alone to be neg-

lected ? There is no section of the city wherein homes are ob-

tainable at so low a price by working-men and men of mod-
erate means. It is, moreover, the only outlying section of the

city which cannot be reached by surface railways. As a

matter of simple justice to the citizens of Richmond borough,

who in foggy weather are now cut off altogether from their

places of business in Manhattan, and as a matter of duty to

the working-men of Manhattan borough, who would like to

own homes of their own, if they could afford to buy them, a

tunnel under the Narrows from Bay Ridge to Staten Island

is comparatively more important and more urgently called

for than a tunnel to Woodlawn Cemetery or the Bronx. Those
who wish to visit cither of the sections last named can choose

between Ntcam-cars and trolley-cars. Those who wish to go
to their homes on Staten Island have no alternative but to

take a ferry-boat. A tunnel under the Narrows would be
neither a difficult nor a costly undertaking, anil could be

quickly constructed. There is no reason that will boar the

light of day why a tunnel to Brooklyn should not be sup-

plemented with a tunnel from Bay Ridge to Staten Island.

The two subways ought to be prosecuted simultaneously. Why
should workmen in Manhattan borough have to pay from
three to five times as much for homes in the borough of the

Bronx as they would have to pay for homes in the borough of

Richmond f That is a question for Mayor Low and the Rapid
Transit Commission to answer.

There is nothing surprising in the announcement that a
bituminous trust lias been formed which will control a very

large fraction of the output of soft coal. No one doubts that

the principle of combination, which has been applied in so

many fields of manufacture, is applicable also to the products
of mines of every kind. What has been disputed, and in truth
denied, is the applicability of the principle to the products
of agriculture. Experience has shown, however, that one
agricultural product, to wit. sugar, is susceptible of control by
h combination of capitalists, and it is equally certain that
for some years the sale of almost all the coffee, and of almost
all the tea, consumed in the United States has been regulated,

if not monopolized, by a few persons. It is also well known
that the combination headed by Mr. John B. Duke lias at its

di«posaI the greater part of the tobacco crop in the United
Staten and Cuba, us well as in some other countries. In view
of these indisputable facts, who shall say that it will prove im-

possible to control the raising and marketing of cereal* and

of animal products 1 Why is a wheat trust, or a corn trust,

or a cotton trust, more impracticable than a tobacco trust!

The number of wheat-growers, or corn-growers, or cotton-

growers may be greater than tho number of tobacco-growers.

But the fact erects no insuperable obstacle. It simply means
that a larger amount of capital and a more complicated or-

ganization ou the part of capitalists and their agents would
be needed for the acquirement of control. There is no reason

to suppose t-hut the monopolization of agricultural products

will stop short at sugar and tobacco. Wheat, and corn, and
cotton, and every other necessary of life are sure to fall under
the operation of the same principle if it be true that the

aggregation of capital is, by reason of the economies effected,

an irresistible economic law, which, indeed, can be checked

artificially by restrictive legislation, but only when such legis-

lation is imperatively demanded by public opinion. Should
the American people find that the prices of grain, meat, and
cotton were, on an average, lower throughout a given year

than they had been when those commodities were driven up
and down by individual competitors—there is no doubt that

the normal price of petroleum is much lower than it was be-

fore it was controlled by the Standard Oil Company—they

are unlikely to be much influenced by the clamor of dema-
gogues, who impute to all trusts indiscriminately a programme
of plunder and oppression, the effects of which are nowhere
visible.

It is with sincere satisfaction that we chronicle the deter-

mination of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company to suspend

its twenty-hour special express train to Chicago, in order to

relieve the freight congestion which has impeded the trans-

portation of soft coal to the seaboard. We have formerly

pointed out that the anthracite famine which for a time pre-

vailed was attributed by experts, not so much to a scarcity

of that combustible, as to a shortage of bituminous coal, which
compelled manufacturers who have hitherto used the latter

fuel to seek hard coal as a substitute. The dearth of soft

coal at the seaboard was ascribed, as we pointed out, not to any
deficiency of output from the bituminous mines, but to the

lack of transportation facilities ou the Pennsylvania Railway
and its branches. To the credit of Mr. A. J. Cassatt, the

president of that great corporation, lie recognized that the

reputation of liis company for efficiency was in danger, and

he decided to apply a heroic remedy by abandoning for a sea-

son the special Chicago flier, which has required an outlay of

half a million dollars, and by which a public service has been

well performed. To assure the safety of this train, however,

innumerable freight-care had to be side-tracked and held baek

for hours throughout long sections of the road. There is no

doubt that the freight congestion on the Pennsylvania lines

will be relieved to a considerable extent by the suppression of

this siugle train, but other express trains will be renounced

if such a step seems needful to facilitate transportation.

From the moment that bituminous coal reaches the Atlantic

coast in its normal volume, the last disturbing element in the

fuel-market will disappear.

A good many meetings are being held, and a good many
speeches made, on the subject of modern trades-unionism.

With the exception of President Eliot-, all the speakers agree

iu commending the unions. This is to say that the speakers,

wellnigh universally, especially politicians, are afraid of the

unions and afraid to tell the truth to the men who compose

them. This is the more to be regretted, because if the unions

are not to hear the truth now, they are not likely to hear it

at all. The flatterers of five unions are their worst enemies.

Those who could tell the tmth might serve the unions by se-

curing reorganization on lines which would make for perma-

nency. whereas, if present conditions are persevered in unions

are doomed. This century and this country will not long

tolerate tyranny of any kind. Organizations that foster it

must go. The union which says that a private citizen shall

not work nti his own house; that a workman who is not a

member of the union shall not work at all; that the union is

above the State and it* law, and that the union workman who

docs his duty as a citizen in the militia shall be deprived of

his livelihood; that employees shall administer the discipline

of an establishment; that the efficient workman shall earn no

more than the inefficient—all organizations which take this

ground will soon fall to pieces, and the right of collective bar-
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gaining will, for a time at least, be lost. It in incumbent on

those who talk to working-men to make it clear to them that

industry and society will not put them in command. The
sooner they learn this truth the longer they will live. They
should study the methods by which the United States Steel

Corporation became a non-union concern, and learn by ex-

ample.

There is trouble in the American Red Cress. The first overt

evidence of it was the transmission to the Speaker of the

House of a memorial, signed by General John M. Wilson,

first vice-president of the organ izat ion. and twenty-two mem-
bers of the executive committee for last year, protesting

against the control of the Rod Cross by its president, Mis«

Clara Barton, and against the methods which she is charged

with using to gain the power she has acquired. The signers

of the memorial included formpr-Seeretary-of-State John W.
Foster, former-Seoretary-of-the-Navy Herbert. former-Sur-

geou-General Van Reypen, and Mrs. Cowles, the President’s

sister. The memorial contained an address to the President,

charging that last October Miss Barton got proxies from the

members of the Red Cross to make “ some slight changes ” in

the by-laws, and made changes which place the control of the

policy and finances of the organisation in the hands of a sin-

gle person. It protested against this action as unwise, even

when the person in control—the president—is Miss Barton.

The by-laws contain a provision making the President and his

cabinet a board of consultation and advice, but on receiving

the address of the protesting committee-members, the Presi-

dent wrote, through his secretary, to Miss Barton, declining

to serve. The treasurer of the society, Mr. Flather, about the

same time found that the pressure of his private business com-
pelled him to resign. Miss Barton has replied at some length

to the President, saying that all Presidents since President

Arthur’s time had served on the Red Cross Board, but yield-

ing respectfully to his wishes. But Miss Barton in this letter

says nothing about the changes in the by-laws. Miss Barton

is seventy-three years old. Her distinguished services in con-

nection with the Red Cross work entitle her to the most con-

siderate treatment. It is much to be regretted that she and
her late associates have fallen out, and the public will hope

that they may reach a satisfactory adjustment of their dif-

ferences. Apparently she has shown somewhat too compre-
hensive a belief in the advantage of centralised authority, and
apparently also she means to stand by her guns. Her friends

say that her position has been misrepresented, and say also

that a committee of five, of which Mr. Richard Olney is a

member, is preparing a plan for the future of the Red Croas

which will be satisfactory to Miss Barton.

If we can believe the newspapers, Governor Orman of

Colorado has made the first appointment of an Ameri<>an to

be the holder of a Rhodes scholarship. His appointee is Mr.
E. II. Lehman, a Colorado man who graduated last year at

Yale with unusual distinction. Mr. Lehman applied to

Ciovernor Orman for the appointment, and his Yale
credentials won him the prise over two hundred other appli-

cants. The selection seems to be excellent, but it does not ap-

pour where the Governor of Colorado got authority to make it.

Dr. Parkin, the representative of the Rhodes trustees, is trav-

elling through the country taking counsel with the authori-

ties of the various colleges about the best method of selecting

Rhodes scholars, and, so far, everything indicates that the

scholars are to be nominated by committees from the colleges.

It has not been suggested that Governors, or other political

officers, should be concerned in this labor. Has not Governor

Orman misapprehended his obligations? And is he not, be-

sides, a year ahead of time?

An interesting issue of the strike of eighty employee* of

the Utica Fire Alarm Telegraph Company last September is

the announcement made on January 29 that some of the

late strikers had got control of the company and proposed to

manage it to suit themselves. The strikers were discharged

at the time of the strike, and their places were filled. Now
they propose to turn out the new men; all of which seems to

accord with law, order, and business principles. Another in-

teresting case is reported from Rochester, where the platers

in a manufacturing concern struck. They were invited to

start in business for themselves, and were promised the plating

work of the firm that had employed them. They did so. Busi-

ness turned out to be good. They made money, and at last

accounts the men who wanted an eight-hour day while work-
ing for some one else, were working thirteen hours a day for

their own account.

The Tarsney law which empowered the Treasury Depart-
ment to invite architects to submit competitive designs for

public buildings has worked so well that its working is to be

extended. Heretofore, only the larger and more important
buildings have been affected by it, but it is reported from
Washington that the intention now is to get plans for the

smaller buildings also from architects in private practice.

The system is excellent. It give* the country better archi-

tecture, and relieves the office of the Supervising Architect of

the Treasury of much work which ought never to have come
to it.

It. is gratifying to know that the protest lodged by some offi-

cers of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union against the

presence of Watts’ picture, H Love and Life.” in the White
House, has not the sympathy of so influential a member of

the organization as Lady Henry Somerset. She in the presi-

dent of the union’s international organization, and, though

without authority in the American W. C. T. U., her opinions

carry weight with its member*. She is used to the habits

of the great world, and knows something about art. As presi-

dent of the World’s W. C. T. U., she says: “ I feel it should be

made elear that the objections raised by a few women are

not held by the majority of the great temperance society,

which realizes that that wonderful allegorical picture has in

it nothing but tender, beautiful teaching, with the purity

of treatment and intention which marks all that great master’s

works.”

A new device for the avoidance of accidents on railroads

is reported by our consul at Berlin. It is a German inven-

tion, and is being tested on one of the government railroads

near Frankfort. A light third rail is laid midway between

the other rails, and is connected by a shoe with an electrical

apparatus carried by engine*. By this means danger signals

can be given by electric bell and red light in the cab of the

engine, and electrical brakes can be set by the same signal

that gives the alarm. The apparatus also keeps the engineer

in telephonic communication with station* and with trains

ahead of him. and when he is pulled up he can learn what is

the matter and what is expected of him.

The inventive turn and flexibility of the typical American

are well illustrated in Peter Cooper Hewitt, whose portrait

appears in our serie* this week. Just as his famous grand-

father was associated with the beginning* of steam locomo-

tion in this country, and his not less distinguished father was

one of the creators of our iron and steel industry, this young

man has concentrated his faculties on the development of

the latest ideas in electricity. The Hewitt mercury - vapor

lamp, shown first publicly at Columbia University about two

years ago, is the cheapest light we have, and has already gone

into commercial use here and abroad. The Hewitt static

converter, a transformer of alternating into direct current,

or vice versa, for a wide variety of uses, is the smallest, light-

est, and most efficient apparatus of the kind. The technical

papers have just described one in operation at Madison

Square Tower, where some four pounds of material trans-

form current that required previously seven or eight hun-

dred pounds, as in the Manhattan Elevated and kindred

plants. More than this, the same appliance lends itself ad-

mirably to the perfection of wireless telegraph methods, and

opens the way to other electrical improvements of most radi-

cal character. That a young educated millionaire should be

a dilettante scientist would not be surprising, but to see this

keen, alert man at close grips with the most progressive of

the arts, and supplying it with the latest ideas and materials,

shows him a worthy inheritor of great traditions and lofty

ideals. He is now forty-two.

Google
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New Phase of the Venezuela

Affair

To appreciate the latest aspect of the*

Venezuela imbroglio, caused by the demand
of the allies that their claimfi shall receive

a preference over those of other creditor#.

It i# needful to recall the progTe** toward a
settlement which had been previously effect-

ed. In response to a suggestion made by

our State Department. Great Britain, Ger-

many, and Italy agreed to refer their claim*

to arbitration, but coupled their agreement

with a request that Mr. Roosevelt should

net as arbitrator. Thi* request the Presi-

dent declined, and proposed a* a substi-

tute the international tribunal established

at The Hague. After some deliberation,

the allied power# consented to accept the

snhntitutc. provided thp Caracas govern-

ment would give satisfactory guarantees

that the sum* awarded by the Hague tri-

bunal would be |wiid. The demand for guar-

antee* was met by Mr. Bowen, the Vene-

zuelan plenipotentiary, with an offer to

set aside thirty per cent, of the customs

. dntie* collected at T-a Guayra and Puerto

t
Oabello for the payment of the claims of the

allied power*.

A* the offer was accompanied by a prom-

ise that the collection of duties should lie

made by officials acceptable to the allir#.

who should also have the right to he repre-

sented by auditor* at the port* named, it

waa favorably received by the plenipotenti-

aries of Great Britain, Germany, and Italy,

who, however, insisted that their claims

must take precedence of those of other cred-

itor power* that had taken no part in the

blockade. That ia to say, the thirty per

cent, was to constitute n first charge on

the customs revenue derivable from la
Guayra and Puerto Cabello. Against such

a preference France protested, on the ground
that, by virtue of a treaty concluded in

1S67. whereby her own claims against Vene-

zuela had been pacifically adjusted, nhe was
entitled to collect thirteen per cent, of ths

revenue* accruing from certain custom-

house*. It is true that eighteen year* af-

terwards France renounced this right by a

convention, on condition that the interest

of the debt liquidated by the previous treaty

should lie punctually paid. As for some
time no payments have been made, she con-

tends that her treaty right has revived,

and she propose* to enforce it. Upon being

made acquainted with the position taken hy

France, the allied powers declined to accept

Mr. Bowen’s proposal, on the pica that, if

the thirteen per cent, required hy France
waa to be deducted from the thirty per

cent, offered, they would thcm*elves receive

but seventeen per cent, collectively.

We should not like to assert that the plea

was put forward in bod faith, but Mr. Bow-
en lins pointed out that it ha* not an atom
of foundation, since* the whole of the thirty

per cent, was to go to the three blockading
powers, until their claim* were satisfied.

That is to aay, provided Venezuela should

lie wilting to acknowledge the revival of the

French treaty right, as she probably would
I**, that power would be authorized to col-

lect thirteen additional per cent., making
forty-three per cent. In all that would he

deducted from the net revenue of the two
costom-hnuwa named. It should here lie

mentioned that our own government, also,

ha* claims against Venezuela, which have
licen acknowledged by treaty, but for the
pavnu-nt of which no definite provision has
yet beerv made. Our government, however,
hn* refrained from embarrassing President
Castro at thi* time by exacting an imme-
diate settlement of it# own claims.

In view of the statement made hy Mr.
I’owen that the thirteen |*er cent, of customs

revenue due to France is not to lie deducted

from the thirty per cent, conceded to the

allies, there seems to la- no ground for the

persistent refusal to accept the Venezuelan

proposal. Whatever course may be pur-

sued. however, hy the allied power*, with

reference to thi* particular matter, they

have, by their demand for a preference,

raised a question of obvious interest to all

civilized nation*. I* our government, or any
other government that professes to desire

the maintenance of international peare.

prepared to accept the principle that cred-

itor power* that enforce their claim* by
war are to have a preference over other

creditor powers that have proceeded to an
adjustment by pacific negotiations? Would
not the adoption of such a principle put a

premium on war. and subject peace to dis-

count? Would not the promulgation of

such a doctrine prove that the governments
making it were guilty of gross insincerity

when they took part in the peace conference

at The Hugue and established an inter-

national tribunal a* a substitute for the

arbitrament of the sword?
1st us look for a moment at the practical

consequences of such a doctrine. Let us
suppose that France were now exercising

the right given to her by the treaty of IfiflT

to collect, through her own agents, thirteen

per cent, of the customs duties at lot

Guayra and Puerto Cabello. Let u* sup-

pose that a similar power of self- payment
had liecn conceded to the United States, and
were now exerci*ed, so far a# our claim#,

already recognized by Venezuela, were con-

cerned. Would not the percentage which
France ami the United State* had been

authorized thti* to collect constitute a first

charge on the custom* revenues? Could it

be displaced from that favorable position

because other creditor powers saw fit to

exact the payment of their claims by force?

I* it not dear that such a pretension would
inevitably lead to grave international com-
plications? And. suppose the payment of

the alleged claims nf the powers that re-

sort ed to force should exhaust the whole of

the custom* revenue collected in Venezuelan
seaports. Would France and the United
State* deserve to lie deprived of any pay-

ment at all. on the ground that they had
chosen to adjust their claims in a pacific

and friendly, instead of a high-hamled and
brutal, way? The more closely we examine
the new principle propounded by the Brit-

ish and German Foreign Offices, the more
iniquitous it appears.

Who is responsible for the cnnnriation
of the mon*trou* doctrine that claims en-

forced by war must take precedence of

claims previously adjusted by pacific nego-

tiations? According to the belief current in

W'ashington, the diitcredit attaching to the
formulation of that principle must fall upon
Lord Lansdownc. the British Minister for

Foreign Affairs, and not upon Chancellor

von Bdlow. although, under the iron clad

agreement between England and Germany,
the last-named official found himself con-

strained to acquiesce in the extraordinary
position assumed by hi* ally. Tf thi* be-

lief be well founded, those Americans who
have imagined that England in this Vene-
zuelan business was playing tlie part of a

friend to the United States have been dwell-

ing in a fool’s paradise. The sooner the

whole truth about the matter is made known
to tlie American people the better. We
are entitled to learn, if it be a fact that

Txird Lansdowne not only prevented the

prompt acceptance of Mr. Bowen's pro-

posal. but announced a doctrine the effect

nf which will tie to diseourage all future
attempt* to settle dispute* with Latin-

American republics by pacific means. If

T/rni Lansdowne ha* really Wn guilty nf

these acts, we do not see upon what ground

it is possible to exculpate him, except by
taxing him with gross stupidity. We shall

see how long that Englishmen who profess

to be our well-wishers will permit a man,
cither incompetent or wrong-headed, to re-

main at the head of the Foreign Office.

We may here mention another report,

made on good authority, the report, namely,
that the plan to coerce Venezuela by war
waa devised, not hy the German, but by the

British government. We have looked for

a contradiction of thi# report on the part
of British minister*, but what we have de-

tained is a qualified admission of it* truth.

Thu# Mr. Austen Chamberlain, the British

Po*tma*ter-General. speaking at Birming-
ham on January .11. said that, after the
British government had decided to seek sat-

isfaction for Venezuelan outrages, and to
demand guarantees against their repetition,

it had been approached by Germany and re-

quested to co-operate with that country.
Courtesy, the Speaker said, made it impos-
sible for the British government to decline.

Are we expected to believe that, if the Brit-

ish government was the first to decide to
coerce Venezuela by war, no official intima-
tion of its intention wa* given to Germany?
What an extraordinary coincidence that
Germany should have adopted independent-
ly a coercive programme, and should have
suddenly proposed co-operation to Great
Britain, in complete ignorance of the fact

that the British Foreign tMfice had already
formed an identical resolve!

A* to the courtesy of which Mr. Austen
Chamberlain speaks, was it not a* much due
to the United States as to Germany?
Does Mr. Chamberlain mean to insinuate
that our State Department was informed
of England's intention to make war on
Venezuela, and approved of the plan before-

hand? The insinuation has been made hy
the American correspondent of a lamdon
newspaper, bnt the American people will
la* very slow to believe it.

The Democratic Party and Its

New Attitude

Wc are not surprised at the extraordi-
nary effect produced throughout the coun-
try hy Mr. Thomas F, Ryan’s article in the
February number of the Xortk American
/ferine on “ The Political Opportunity of
the South." The author, who i# a Southerner
by birth, recognizes what we have often
pointed out. to wit. the ixmnnnmling position
which event# have enabled the Southern
States to take in the next national conven-
tion of the lVmocratie party. At the la»t

general election, the Republican* carried
every Northern State but one, Rhode Island.

Not only did the Democracy lose its old
strongholds in the East and Middle West

—

that is to suv, New York. Connecticut. New
Jersey, and Indiana, hut Mr. W. J. Bryan
and the wing of the party which he has
hitherto controlled lost every trans-Missis-

alppl State in which they were formerly
predominant. A# the only nection ot the
country which has remained faithful to the
Democracy, the South i# invested with a
moral ascendency in Democratic council*

which it can assert if it will, and which,
once asserted, cannnt lie reasonably contest-

ed. It can. if it choose# to u#e the power
conferred on it by event*, frame a pro-

gramme for 1004 which, without forfeiting

the allegiance of any of Mr. Bryan's follow-

er*. will recall to the Democratic standard

all of those who forsook it in IfiOfl and
1900. It will posses* not only the moral,
but also the material, power to frame and
enforce such a programme, for, with the

co-operation of the Democratic delegate-
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from the Eastern and Middle State*, a

co-operation which i* assured, it would need

hut seventy-three additional vote* to con*

*litute two thirds of the next Democratic

national convention, which two-thirds would
enable it to designate the candidate, an well

a* shape the platform.

Such being the South’s opportunity, how
ought it to be u»ed? Mr. Ryan indicates

four cardinal policies, every am* of which

will commend itself to Democrats, and upon
more than one of which the spokesmen of the

Southern Democracy in Congress have al-

ready acted. First among the policies pro-

[toeed is a moderate tariff for revenue, which

shall not prejudice domestic industries. Here

we may point out that the free-trader no

longer exists in the South. He is an ex-

tinct species. What the South wants is

tariff revision, carried out hy friends of the

people as a whole; a revision that shall

assure protection to infant industries, but

diall withhold it from the giant industries

that can not only stand alone, but invade

foreign countries. The great body of Amer-
ican consumers thoroughly understand that

the one sincere, trenchant and infallible way
of dealing with dangerous trusts, and of

averting monopolies in the necessaries of

life, in to place such necessaries on the free

list. This Congress ha* already done in the

case of anthracite coal; it may have to do
the same thing to-morrow with bituminous

coal, and the day may not be distant when
it will have to pursue a similar course with

regard to meat. But, while the necessaries

of life must be safeguarded against monop-
oly, it is not, and it should not he, the pur-

pose of Southern Democrats to strike down
any of the American industries which
for their growth and well-being require the

foatering hand of protection. That is pre-

cisely the discrimination which, as w* under-

stand Mr. Ryan, he has in view.

Ab to Mr. Ryan's second plank, modera-

tion in expenditures, that has always been

the policy of the Democratic party, and.

moreover, it has been carried out. whenever
that party has been in power. We need not

marshal facts and figures familiar to all

well-informed citizens, which demonstrate

that extravagance in Federal expenditure is

characteristic of Republican administration.

We pass to the third plank suggested by Mr.

Ryan, to wit, a sound currency. That tKe

Southern Democrat* have repudiated the

preposterous demand for the free coinage

of silver at the ratio of 1G to 1 was definite-

ly established the other day in the House
of Representatives, when they co • operated

with a Republican minority in rejecting a

proposal that the government should under-

take to maintain a certain parity between
the value of silver and that of gold in the

Philippines. No. said the Southern Demo-
crats. In the Philippines, as in the United
States, silver must find it* level in the open

market. So distinct and decisive is the

present attitude of Southern Democrats

with regard to the silver heresy. It is

further to la* noted that the bill introduced

by Representative Pndgett of Tennessee, per-

mitting national banks to issue credit cur-

rency notes, is deemed hy many currency re-

formers a sounder measure lhan the Fowler
hill. The Padgett bill permit* national

hanks, having a bond-secured circulation

equal to 80 per cent, of their eapital. to

issue 50 per cent, additional of credit cur-

rency notes. The first 20 per cent, of these

issues are taxed 1 per cent.; the next 15

per cent., 3 per cent.: and the last 15 per

cent., 6 per cent, per annum. The guaranty
fund in the Padgett bill in 5 per cent, of

the note issues, and the tax on circulation

la to he added to it as an additional safe-

guard for the notes of insolvent hanks.

When the proceed* of this tax on circula-

tion equal $5,000,000, the tux on the first

two issues is to be cut into halves, reducing

it to !4 and I'/, per cent, per annum, re-

spectively. It is by n« means impossible

that this bill may bo passed in the House
by a combination of Democratic and Repub-
lican votes.

The fourth plank which Mr. Ryan would
insert in the next Democratic platform is

a demand for the restriction of the Federal

government to its constitutional functions;

it should embody, he thinks, an announce-

ment of persistent opposition to the further

extension of tin* power of the Federal gov-

ernment over the nets and industries of the

people of the State*. We could scarcely

expect such a plank to meet with approba-
tion on the part of ex-Governor Hill, who
caused a Stale convention of New York to

advocate the wctxure of the anthracite mines
of lYnnsylvanin by the Federal government,
under color of an alleged right of eminent
domain. We know of no other Democrat,
however, who would not approve at Mr.
Ryan's plank, lie nays truly that to guard
the rights of the States and of the people

under the Constitution has been the historic

mission of the Democratic party, and is

more than ever its duty to-day. He points

out that, when Mr. Roosevelt assumed to

interfere between employers and employed
in the matter of the anthracite-coal strike,

he was guilty of an evasion of the Constitu-

tion which was a step toward an invasion

of it. Mr. Roosevelt did not profess to

think that his course in that affair was
warranted hy the Constitution. He ac-

knowledged that he could find no warrant
for it in that instrument. That bring ad-

mitted, must he not further confess that

he was guilty of violating the Tenth Amend-
ment to our Federal organic law, which ex-

pressly provides that the powers not dele-

gated to the United States hy the Constitu-

tion. nor prohibited by it to the States, are

reserved to the States respectively or to the

people. With that amendment before our
eyes, can wr deny that Mr. Roosevelt, not

merely evaded, but distinctly violated, the

Constitution when he interfered between
employers and employed?

It is true, as Mr. Ryan says, that all of

the policies commended by him to Southern
Democrats, and through them to the next

Democratic national convention, are based

at bottom on the familiar and vital Demo-
cratic principle thnt there shall he the least

possible interference by the State with

private rights, and that the citizen shall be

free under equal laws to seek and welcome
opportunity whenever and wherever It may
he found. The policies which he has out-

lined are each and every one of them in

harmony with the Interest* of the South;
in harmony with the fundamental teachings

of the fathers of Democracy; in harmony
with the true interests of the nation, and
with the maintenance of its progress in the

path* marked out by the founders of the

republic.

Mr. Roosevelt and McKinley

It is well known that Mr. Roosevelt was
the principal orator at a banquet given

on January 27. at Canton. Ohio, to com-
memorate the birthday of the late Presi-

dent McKinley. We do not purpose here

to comment on the mldres* that he de-

livered, beyond noting that it ha* been

widely read and generally admired. Our in-

tent i« rather at this time to invite atten-

tion to the fact, unparalleled in the history

of Vice-Presidents who have become Presi-

dents by accident, the fact, namely, that

not only was Mr. Roosevelt the principal

speaker on the occasion, but that hi* ap-

pearance in that rOle struck everybody pres-

ent and the community at large not n* in-

congruous, but as eminently proper. This,

manifestly, would not be the case had Mr.
UooMevell quarrelled, as most Vice-Presi-

dents under similar circumstance* have
quarrelled, with either the measures or the
friends of hi* predecessor. If Mr. Roose-

velt is recognized as the titling person to

deliver an oration commemorative of Presi-

dent McKinley, it is because he has con-

sidered it his duty to respect the personal

attachments, fulfil the honorable promise*,

and carry out the political plans of the
statesman whom he has succeeded.

1111* would be a unique performance on
l hr part of a Vice-President promoted by n

catastrophe to the office of Chief Magistrate,
if we could except the case of Millard Fill-

more, which is not a thorough-going excep-

tion. It is well known that John Tyler re-

versed the policy of President Harrison
and of the Whig party with reference to

the United States banka; that the only
member of his predecessor’* cabinet whom
he retained for any eomudcrublc time was
Daniel Webster ; and that when Webster,
in bis turn, resigned, the post of Secretary

of State was given to the great nullifier,

John C. Calhoun, the most outspoken and
deadly enemy of the party by which Tyler
had been made Vice-Preeident. The result,

of course, was the relegation of Tyler to the

obscurity from which he never should have
been suffered to emerge. Iioth of the great

national conventions treating him in 1844

with the contempt that he deserved. When
Fillmore became President in July, 18411.

through the death of Zachary Taylor, no
such flagrant divorce took place between the

new President and the leaders of the Whig
party. So far as the personal distinction

of its member* wa* concerned, the new
cabinet, adorned by the name* of Daniel

Webster and John J. Crittenden, wa* osten-

sibly stronger than that which it replaced,

but it soon became evident that Fillmore,

the representative of a Free State. would
lean much more decidedly toward the pro-

slavery element of the Whig party than did

Taylor, though the latter wa* a slave-holder.

The result was that Fillmore, through the

opposition of Northern States, wa* beaten

in the Whig National Convention of 1852.

though four years later he got his reward,

such as it was, being nominated for tfie

Presidency in 1856 by thr pro-Southern ma-
jority In the national convention of the

Know-Nothing party, a nomination subse-

quently ratified by a convention represent-

ing the remnant of the Whigs.

A* for Andrew Johnson, it is needle** to

recall that, although he retained Seward in

the Department of State, he quarrelled with
Lincoln’s Secretary of War. Stanton, and
provoked the rancorous hostility of the Re-

publican leader* in Congress, who. but for

the unexpected loss of a vote in the Senate,

would have impeached him successfully.

The fate of Johnson and of Tyler was a

portentous lesson to Vice-Presidents. It

was but imperfectly turned to account by
Arthur, however, who had scarcely succeed-

ed Garfield when he reversed the policy of

the State Department with regard to the

war between Peril and Chile, and virtually

drove out of the cabinet -lame* G. Blaine,

who bad a far stronger bold on the rewpect

and sympathy of the Republican party than

hlB nominal superior possessed. The result

wa* that, although Arthur managed, hy the

use of patronage, to control the negro and

carpet-bagger delegate* from the former

Confederate States, he was ignomlniously

beaten hy Blaine in the Republican National

Convention of 1884. Arthur'* experience

showpd how full of pitfalls and illusion* i*

the Presidency when occupied by one nn-

authorized by the popular vote to assume

an independent rftle. In the hitter conflict

that then existed between Stalwart* ami
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Half breeds in the 8tnte of New York, it is

possible that Arthur might have failed in

the wariest efforts to conciliate the friends

of his predecessor. By attempting to defy

them he made the miscarriage of hiB hopes

inevitable.

We have no doubt that Mr. Roosevelt was
entirely sincere when, immediately upon his

accession to the Presidency, he requested all

the members of the McKinley cabinet to re-

tain their posts throughout his term of

office. We are equally convinced that he

sincerely approved of the measures which

had been earnestly advocated by the de-

ceased President, among which reciprocity,

not only with Cuba, but with other foreign

countries, was conspicuous. It is, at the

same time, obvious that a far-sighted com-
prehension of expediency would have impell-

ed the new President in precisely the same
direction, for which he had a genuine in-

clination. It would have been fatal to Mr.

Rooaevelt to alienate the friends or repudi-

ate the measures of his predecessor. It is

true that he had been Governor of New York,

and in that capacity might be supposed to

have acquired a good deal of personal and
political influence. As a matter of fact,

however, the leaders of his party in his own
Ktate distrusted and disliked him ; they were

determined not to give him a nomination
for the Governorship, am! they had no-

toriously labored to thrust upon him the

Vice- Presidency, in the hope that he would
thus he shelved. With the exception of the

Governorship, which he gained by less than
1 14,000 vote*, against some 250,000 given in

the same State to McKinley a twelvemonth
before, he had never been elected to any
political office. Two appointive offices, in-

deed, lie had held, but they were minor ones,

those, namely, of Police Commissioner in the

city of New York, and of Assistant-Secre-

tary of the Navy. In a word, he was un-

known and unteated by the great majority

of the Republican leaders, while upon the

few with whom he had been brought into

close relations he can hardly be oaid to have
made a favorable iinpreasion.

Under the circumstances. It would have
been an act of political suicide for Mr.
Roosevelt to follow in Tyler's, in Johnson’s,

or even in Fillmore’s or Arthur's footsteps.

The one safe course for him to take was
that, fortunately, which his convictions and
his sympathies disposed him to pursue. He
heartily supported McKinley's measures
and cordially welcomed McKinley’s friends,

nor could anybody for a moment question

the sincerity of his conduct, for he is plain-

ly incapable of duplicity and simulation.

The innate straight forwardness and blunt-

ne** of the man disarm suspicion. The re-

sult is that he is universally acclaimed as

the true heir of McKinley’s purposes and
McKinley’s friendships. He can look around
him and say with truth that, among those

who were nearest and dearest to Mb prede-

cessor, he now lias many a partisan, and
not a single enemy. It is from this point of

view that wc are justified in regarding Mr.
Roosevelt’s experience in the Presidency as
unique.

The King’s Blunder

Ah we had anticipated, the alliance be-

tween F.ngland and Germany is the result

of King Edward’s political activity. The
revelation of tl»e King's actual participa-

tion in the government has naturally

aroused the astonishment of the world, nnd
has greatly offended many Englishmen. In-

deed. it may lie taken as one of the signs of

n general reactionary movement throughout
the world, of a revival for a time of ex-

ecutive power as a dominant influence, a

fact that was settled against crowned heads

for good and all in the closing years of the

eighteenth century. The must important

consequence of this movement in England is

the alliance which Edward has made with
William of Germany, his nephew. It is a
disagreeable alliance in more senses than

one. It is disagreeable to the American peo-

ple, who do not want to see Great Britain

take a hand in the Emperor’s effort either

to weaken the Monroe doctrine, or to bring

himself under it as an exception to our

general rule. It has called forth a good
deal of criticism in England of the King
and his action, and of Mr. Balfour’s weak-
ness in permitting him to do what the pre-

mier alone has the power to do. So far as

the doctrine itself is concerned, the affair

is likely to turn out to its advantage. Since

the allies have agreed to Mr. Bowen’s

terras, it seems to be established that we are

now pledged to prevent the use of force

against a Latin-Ameriean state after it has
proposed or accepted arbitration. To this

both England and Germany have assented.

So far as the relations between this coun-

try and England are concerned, they have
not been helped by the King’s action. It

is, however, with the King himself and with

Mr. Balfour, the premier, that the question

of most immediate interest arises. The King
has travelled outside of Ilia sphere, and
the prime minister has delegate*] to the

crown his own functions. He has forgot-

ten, for the moment, that he is the real

executive of the empire, and that, to quote

Mr. Bagehot, constitutional royalty is “a
disguise. It enables our real rulers to

change without heedless people knowing it.”

It is also interesting to note another change
of the times, and this is shown in the in-

difference of the House of Commons to

the self-abnegation of Mr. Balfour, to hia

trifling with his own high office by per-

mitting the King to be the real executive

for the moment. Mr. Disraeli did not es-

cape so easily in 1808 when he was sus-

pected of giving to the Queen the choice

of a course about to be taken, instead of

having definitely recommended it. He was
accused of hiding behind royalty in deter-

mining upon his policy for the completion
of parliamentary reform, after his notable

defeat by Mr, Gladstone on the disestab-

lishment and disendowment of the Irish

Church. Mr. Balfour, however, is not to

escape criticism, and, what is of more im-

portance to him and hia party, he has
aroused a sentiment which will probably
affect the elections. Doubtless, the issue

drawn between the parties on the King’s
intrusion into government would be of mar-
vellous help to the Liberals, and, if fought
valiantly, might bring them hack into

power. Mr. Balfour—wc accept the English

theory of the minister’s responsibility, nnd
therefore speak of the King's act us the

premier’s—has offended against the funda-

mental constitutional theory which is thus
laid down by Mr. Leonard Courtcny : “Be-
yond the personal preferences involved In

the appointments to certain offices, the in-

fluence of the sovereign may be felt in the

conduct of questions of larger policy. Tike

experience of long years nnd the intimacy

that has been possible with personages of

the highest authority abroad may bring ele-

ments of weight into consultation, especial-

ly in respect to foreign policy, with the re-

sult that the suggestion of the sovereign

may influence the judgment of the minister,

nnd the advice of the latter may rreeive n

different shape and direction from that

which it would otherwise have assumed.

The influence of the crown must not. how-
ever, he permitted to obscure in any degree

the responsibility of tlie minister who ulti-

mately tenders the advice upon which ac-

tion is taken.” Mr. Balfour has permitted

2GB

the King to act on his own initiative,

whereas the King ha* no right to net ex-

cept on the advice of Mr. Balfour. It is

Mr. Balfour, not Edward VTI., who is re-

sponsible for governing the British Empire.
“ To state the matter ahortly.” says Mr.

Bagebot. in bis vigorous and breezy com-
ments on the monarchy, “ the sovereign has,

under a constitutional monarchy such as
ours, three rights—the right to be consulted,

the right to encourage, the right to warn,
and a king of great sense and sagacity will

want no others." Now that Edward VII.
has gone beyond the limits thus laid down
by one of the most accomplished, and cer-

tainly the most entertaining, of ail writers

on the English constitution, he will be very
likely to learn that he has striven after

too much for hi* own happiness. He hus
forced upon his country an alliance which is

distasteful to it. which is even criticised by
the conservative friends of the real govern-

ment. He has taken advantage of the in-

difference of the premier to arrange a fam-

ily affair, which, in a moment, threatens

seriously to set back all the effort* of Eng-
!i«h statesmen to win the friendship of

this country.

We do not for a moment imagine that

the immediate effect of the alliance upon
Ihi* country will be long enduring. We are

too practical to be permanently influenced

by a blunder, and too intelligent not to com-

prehend the difference between an advisory

monarch and a responsible and powerful
prime minister. The time may come when
we shall need a European friend, and then

we shall inevitably turn to England. By
that timr the King will have learned his

lesson better, will have learned to follow

the illustrious example of his mother, will

have learned why Mr. Bagehot could say:
* If we look at history, we Bhall find that

it is only during the period of the present

reign [Victoria’*] that in England the du-

ties of a constitutional sovereign have ever

been well performed. . . . We must not

reckon,” he continued, “ in constitutional

monarchy any more than in despotic mon-
archy on the permanence in the descen-

dants of the peculiar genius which founded

the race. A* far as experience goes, there

is no reason to expect an hereditary series

of useful limited monarchs.”
There is a wealth of meaning in these

last words for Edward VII. He can lie

useful by following the example of his mo-

ther, by lending to his ministers his experi-

ence, and the advice of his sagacity. Hr
is a very intelligent and tactful man. and

is not likely to make the same mistake

twice: indeed. If he repeats this German
blunder, the Commons will see to it that hr

has to deal with a premier of sterner stuff

than Mr. Balfour. The occupant of the

throne once signed all military commis-

sions. The task was drudgery, but it was
said to have been invented to keep royalty

out of mischief. A cynical statesman is

reported to have defended it on the ground
“ that you way have a fool for a sovereign,

and then it would be desirable he should

have plenty of occupation in which he can

do no harm.” Edward VII. is far from be-

ing a fool, but ministers may come to the

conclusion that the old occupation be re-

vived for him. if he goes on making alli-

ances that threaten their majority at home
and their friendships abroad.

There nre some manner* and rnitmni that

belong to human nature, and will always be

found everywhere. It ia said of thia or that

custom thut it is Greek, Roman, or barbar-

ous: for my part, I say that it is human,
and that men contrive and invent it

wherever the need for it arises.—Jouln'rt.
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Work
At Buffalo, the other day, President

Elint of Harvard reiterated an opinion that

he had expressed before about work. “
I

believe.” he said, “ that long hours and hard

work are but for every man. Work ia the

foundation of civilization, and work make*
nations, as it doea individuals, No man
can work t*to hard or hours too Ion# if hit

health will permit.” Sentiments like these,

expressed by Dr. Eliot before, hud given

offence to labor unions, and had brought

down a good deal of violent criticism. He
stuck to his expressed opinions, notwith-

standing. What he said, an quoted above,

with the reservation that he included, is

sound doctrine, and ought not t« conflict

with the opinions of other sound thinkers,

and probably would not so much irritate the

trades-unions, which are all the time work-

ing for shorter hours of labor, if it were

more fully expounded. He did himself ex-

pound his position more fully h) a talk to

Boston newsboys on February 1. His com-

pan ion-speakers on that occasion were Mr.
William J. Bryan and Mr. Samuel CJnmpers.

He told the boy* that the main satisfaction

of life, after the affectiona of home, is in

accomplishment, doing something, achiev-

ing something, and that there was more sat-

isfaction in doing a thing than even in hav-

ing done it. The work to be ai'oidrd was
that which required the worker to do the

same thing over and over again; the work

to he desired was such as involved judg-

ment. chance, and variety. He thought coal-

mining the more satisfactory as an occu-

pation because the miner could not tell

whether his blast would bring down half

a ton or four or five ton* of coal. He said

the limit of health and strength was the

limit of work, and if we exceed that wc
impaired our power to labor in future, and
so deprive*] ourselves of joy and aatisfac-

tion.

Now all thin is sound doctrine. The only

way to have fun that is worth having, and
have it pretty continuously, in this life, is

to work for it. It is, of course, important
to work at the right sort of a job, and to

work on i-atisfaetory terms. Men are right

in fighting against overwork. They are

right in fighting against Inng hours of dull,

monotonous, stupefying labor at small wages,

and against too long stretches of work that

is exhausting. But to fight agsinst work
ns an evil in itself is not sensible. To
hind capable men with rules that hinder

them from working hard while they are at

it, and limit them to hours of labor too

short for their energies, is revolting. Rules
that make able workmen lazy are a ruinous

mistake. The theory that the less work a
man can give for the money the better for

the man is also a mistake. The theory that

the more money a man can get for Ids work
the better for him is quite different. That
theory, according to our human standarda,

is pretty sound. To work on that theory

inclines a man to bestir himself, but work
on the other theory I of the least work pos-

sible for the money! leads to the vice call-

ed ” Bodgering.-’ to laziness, and a dwindling
capacity7 for exertion.

Dr. Eliot's ideas of work are all right.

They ought to be, for they are the result

of half a century of pretty strenuous ex-

periment. To one of his sons, whoop health

in early life was not good, he wrote that he
must take courage, for there was much in

life for him. even though he should not be
able to work more than five hours a day
instead of twelve or fifteen hours. You can
take a detached sentence from one of Dr.
Eliot's speeches and apply it to something
that it I* not applicable to. and make it

seem illiberal: but no speaker's words can
stand that sort of use. He is right about

work; it is the most indispensable, the most
helpful, medicinal, and remunerative thing

in this world. It may be overdone, it may
be underpaid, it may lie misdirected; hut

in itself it is the best thing going, for it

makes all the other good things taste good,

and without it they either taste bad or

lose their taste altogether.

The Law and the Penalty

To such of the students of evil as wish to
understand its nature rather than to prac-

tise it, there has been nothing more dis-

maying than the apparent uncertainty and
even inability of the law in the case of

many offenders against it. Not only the
law which ia supposed to lie administered in

what are drolly called the courts of juatice

is of this faltering and erring effect, but
the law by which a man of laid conscience

judges and punishes himself, when there is

no statute made and provided for his mis-
demeanor. is equally inoperative. Tt has
been noted by thorn.- who have much to

do with criminals that remorse is appar-
ently more the effect of temperament than
of responsibility, and that those feel it

most whs need feet it least. The guilty

man is said to be more concerned in get-

ting off than in lamenting his misdeed;
and this fact, if it is a fact, has been
turned to account by the agnostic scirnce

of a period which seems now closed, in dis-

establishing the notion of a moral govern-

ment of the universe. That science dis-

carded the old idea of Come-uppings in the
affairs of men. and left the strongest to
survive, without regret, by whatever means
he would. It concerned itself with the
physical and intellectual evolution of the
race, and allowed the individual to wander
in darkness as to what would happen to
him if he did wrong, even what would hap-
pen to him from himself, or from the god
within him. But there are signs that this

sort of science has had its day, and there
is an obvious return to some of the former
idesls, especially among the psychological

inquirers. These find it their business not
only to ascertain new facts, but to revise

the i-onrlusions of science in regard to the

old ones. The Soul is once more having
a chance, and Conscience is coming back
to its own. at least in the interest of the

spectator. Whether it will mmf hack a
chastened and instructed conscience, or the
sick snd erszy thing it too often was. a

Bourbon that has learned nothing and for-

gotten nothing, remains to be seen. What
is certain is that it is meeting the recogni-

tion as a moral force which has been large-

ly denied it for a generation past, and that

it is being studied with an intelligence freed

from theological preoccupations to fresh ac-

tivity.

We think the pertinence of these appar-

ently casual observations will he felt by
the reader who turns from them to a book
of extraordinary fascination, if not extraor-

dinary importance, by the late Dr. Benja-

min Howard, once of the United States

army, the inventor of the system for re-

suscitating those rescued from drowning in

use the world over, and a man of rare and
wide experiences. Among his experiences

none was stranger than his six months’
sojourn on the island of Sakhalin, off the

const of .Tnpan, where Russia colonizes the

criminals that most other countries put to

death, the homicides, namely, of every kind
and degree. During his stay he was tha

eagerly desired guest of the governor, who
naturally, in a community of three or

four thousand murderers and murder-
esses. knew how to enjoy the soci-

ety of a man who had not shed
blood, and welcomed him to all the se-

crets of his prison house. These he has
frankly and fully imparted in liia book,
“ Prisoners of Russia.” together with the
observations of a man of science not tram-
melled by the tenets of agnosticism, if we
may so suggest the nature of a bigotry once
real enough. He was a man of religious

convictions of a sane and scrupulous sort,

and in his account of the shipwreck which
ended his departure from Sakhalin there is

record of a religious incident hardly less

than startling in character. But the great
value of the hook is its testimony to the

wisdom of the Russian government in its

treatment of the blood-stained colonists of

the island, who even when they kill one an-

other cannot be capitally punished, unless

knouting is worse than death. From Dr.

Howard’s description of the single case of

knouting which he witnessed it might well

seem so, but for the most part the mur-
ders among the assassins have to he visited

with penalties tempered by n careful study

of each ease. A woman, for instance, who
had killed her husband, had Rimply to be

let alone, and was not even forbidden to

marry again. The authorities, except for

the military guard, were in fact at the

nterey of the colonists, whom they treated

with an enforced, when not with a volun-

tary. leniency in all their relations with

them, such as would naturally be inspired

by the reflection that on all those oeen-

sions when they could not be safeguarded

by soldiers their lives were in the hands

of their cooks, house-servants, gardeners,

wood-cutters, and laborers of all sorts.

Yet the lot of the murderers of Sa-

khalin, as Mr. Howard saw it. was not a

happy one, nor free from those penalties

which the sense of guilt was once supposed

to inflict. To his eye they were much like

other men snd women; they did not look

the part, but presented the same aspect,

varied by temperament and training, as

people present everywhere. They did not

seem better or worse than the human
average, and they apparently did not al-

ways suffer in their minds because of what
they had done. In their lonely hell they

were as comfortable in body and spirit,

while about their work, as the members of

any other community; and yet they were

not free from the consequences which, in

an imaginable moral government of the uni-

verse, must follow sin. It was at night

that their torment began, after the first

sleep of physical exhaustion was broken, and

they woke to the memory of their crime*.

In the awful chapter on “The Remorse of

Murderers," the author of this powerful

book offers a picture of anguish and despair

which takes the color from anything that

the poets have imagined of human misery.

In the ward where he passed the nights

which he devoted to the study of them, he

found the murderers all " light sleepers,

”

and he witnessed the terrors with which they

started from their dreams toward morning

to take up the burden of •onseiousnesa

which nothing but the exhausting bill of

the day could lighten for them. He doe*

not give the clinical notes he made of these

facts, because they All a volume, but only

his conclusions from them, and he says

nothing to raise the horror of the reader

to whom he offers them. In his almost

coldly dispassionate record, reduced as it is

to a few general facts, science cornea again

to the support of religion, and teaches that

within the soul of guilt, if not without it,

there is the potentiality of suffering such

us no pen or pencil has ever (tort raved. It

rehabilitates the old notion of remorse, and

re-establishes the law in that dread sov-

ereignty which cannot withdraw its own
decrees.
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Politics in England

By Sydney Brooks

London, January SI, 1909.

Parliament reassembles on February 17,

to And the political situation still in ita

transitional stage. The Boer war is over in

every sense. There is no South-Afriean is-

sue any longer, either for electioneering or

for Parliamentary purposes. True, a com-

mission is sitting to inquire into the conduct

of the war up loathe occupation of Pretoria;

but it meets behind closed doors, its evidence

is taken in camera, and nobody gives it a

serious thought. The man in the street and
the man in politics arr equally pleased to

have the whole business put out of sight

and forgotten. All parties are satisfied with

the work of reconstruction: no one wishes

to recall Lord Milner, who. I may add. will

stay in South Africa until Lord Cromer's
place is ready for him: everybody applauds
the admirable use to which Mr. Chamberlain
is turning his South-Afriean tour. There is,

in fact, even less difference of opinion among
Englishmen on the main line* of South-

Afriean policy than among Americans in

regard to the Philippine*. Polities have

again become domestic, and. so far ns one
can see. will remain so for* the next few
years.

People turn to them with fresh eager-

uess. now that the confusing influence of the

Boer war is withdrawn. At the next elec-

tion the government will be judged, not nn

its South-African record, but on its do-

mestic policy—on its achievements in Ire-

land. on the corn tax, the Education bill,

and so on; mid the Liberals, for their part,

are refurbishing their old armor and won-
dering whether " one man, one vote,” and
the disestablishment of the Welsh Church,
and an attack on the House of Lords will

prove a winning platform. It is a good
time, then, to consider the strength and
prospects of the parties and the issues for

which they Btand.

The question that ia really the pivot of

English politics is the one tluU Englishmen
least like to discuss—the question of Ire-

land. Home rule, like free silver, is as dead
ns Queen Anne— except at election time.

Then the Conservatives insist that it is still

a leading plank in the Liberal platform,

and the Liberals have neither the courage
to throw it overboard nor enthusiasm enough
to make It s battle-cry. American Demo-
crats will understand and sympathize with
their dilemma. They cannot bring them-
selves formally to repudiate a measure they
have once inscribed on their banner, yet

they know, and confess in private, if not in

public, that so long ns it remains there de-

feat nt the pol

I

b and failure in Parliament
are inevitable. The country as a whole is

absolutely against home rule, and never ex-

pects to see a third Home Rule bill intro-

duced. Yet official Liberalism, in the per-

son* of -Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, Sir

William Harcourt. Earl Spencer, and Mr.
John Morley, insists that the party ia still

tied to the issue that Mr. Gladstone raised.

This is what Lord Rosebery, disputes. He
take* the ground (1) that Mr. Gladstone's

bills of 1896 and 1893 are by universal

assent dead and buried: (2) that the Irish

leaders have definitely repudiated their old

alliance with the Liberals; ( 3 > that Ire-

land ha* been given a fuller share of local

self-government than even England enjoys,

and that time is iweded to see how the

experiment work*; (4) that the National-

ist* are now demanding not what Mr.
Gladstone was willing to give them, but an
mdcpcm/enf Parliament in Dublin; and (ft)

that Mr. Redmond has just declared that the

most important Irish problem of the day is

not home rule, but the land question. For

these reason* l>ird Rosebery wipes home
rule off his state. He would In- willing to

inquire into and reform the system of Dub-
lin Castle rule, and he Mcetn* to look forward

to a time when the whole question muy be

taken in hand “ with the concurrence and
patriotism of both parties ”—which is about

as Utopian ns Mr. Roosevelt's idea of ” Lik-

ing the tariff out of politics ”—or else to

a time when the growing congestion of Par-

liament makes devolution necessary and a
larger measure of autonomy is devised, not

only for Ireland, but for Scotland and
Wales. At any rate, he is against home
rule; nor will he consent to sit in any Lib-

eral cabinet that is only able to keep it-

self in office by a deal with the Irish Nation-

al ista.

Who stand behind him in this resolve?

Mr. Asquith does, for one. So do Sir Henry
Fowler. Mr. Haldane, and Sir Edward Grey
—and these arc the men to whom belongs

the future of Liberalism. Their programme
of *ane imperialism and social reform is the

only one that can make the Liberal* nn
effective party once more. Their strength

in Parliament is not nearly so great as the

Campbell-Bannerman following: but in the

country, among the rank and file of Lib-

erals, I should judge it to be equal, if not

greater. Rooebery agents are scouring the

country quietly but efficiently, and the
“ Liberal League,” which is their organ!-

ration, is turning out excellent pamphlet*
by the thousand. Recruits come in daily,

and there can be little question that Lord
Rosebery's effort to educate his party, or

at least to lift it out of the rut of Glad-
stonianism, will in the long-run prove suc-

cessful. On moat questions he and his fol-

lowers work side by side with the Campbell-

Bannerroanlte*. Both section*, for instance,

opposed the Education bill and the tax on
corn. Where they differ is in their attitude

towards home rule and towards the Empire.
Most Liberals answer well enough to the de-

scription of “ sane imperialists,” but there

exist* among them a rabid minority of

Little-Englandcrs, to whom Campbell-Ban-
nerman has often capitulated, but with
whom Lord Rosebery will hold no dealings

whatever. The taint of pro-Boeriam, of

indifference to the Empire, and of unwill-

iiignes* to accept and fare it* responsibili-

ties, is what, above all else, he is trying to

remove from the Liberal party.

Then there is the personal factor to be

considered. Lord Rooebery ia by all odd*
the most inspiriting and attractive figure

In English politics. Campbell-Bannerman is

a respectable, well-intentioned man. with

about as much driving power and magnet-
ism in him as in a mountain of putty. The
country feels a sort of affection for him
ns for a man palpably trying to do his best

in a very difficult situation, but it never

thinks of him as a leader, and should a turn

of the wheel put him in the Premiership, a

good - humored, rather hopele** smile would
run from Land** End to John o' Groat's.

Nor are his immediate lieutenant* the sort

of men who win a following. Mr. Lloyd
George may become a power in the future,

hut he i* not one yet. Harcourt is a first-

class fighting man, but hi* influence ho*

long passed its zenith: Morley is too cold

and austere, and Bryce too professional, for

English taste. On the other hand, in As-

quith. Grey, Fowler, and Haldane, who are

Roseberyites to a man. the country has

every confidence; and while Lord Rosebery

himself is pretty widely suspected of a lack

of firmness, nil are captivated by him, ad-

mire hi« brilliant many-sidrdnras. and prize

him as one of the most dazzling noblemen

in English history. The personal factor,

therefore, makes much more strongly for

Lord Rosebery than against him, and if he
could only take off his coat a little more

vigorously and convince people that he is

back uguin in politics for good, that he
wants the leadership, and means, if possible,

to get it, be might, at the next election, if

not lead the Liberal party to victory, at
least put it on a new footing. But with
Lord Rooebery there is always the chance
that he may grow bored or disgusted and
throw up the sponge at the last moment

:

and this uncertainty make* it almost impos-
sible to predict the future of English Lib-

eralism with any confidence. Supposing,
for instance, the Liberals were returned
after the next election in such force that
the addition of the Irish vote would give
them a working majority. Campbell-Ban-
nerman would at once make a deal with the
Nationalists, secure their support by yield-

ing to their demands for Irish legislation,

just as Gladstone did. and so form n cabinet.

Would Lord Rosebery. Mr. A*quith. Sir

Edward Grey, and so on refuse to accept

office in that cabinet ! They aay they would
refuse—or. at least, they say so in private;

and at present it is undoubtedly their de-

termination. But office is sweet, and the

futility of their position, should they stay

outside, would tie rather marked—and. on
the whole, one may doubt.

The question, of course, is not one of im-

mediate moment. The Unionists still com-
mand in the House of Commons a majority
of 130 over the combined force* of the

Liberals and the Irish Nationalists; and
thr House of Lords, as usual when the Con-
servatives are in office, is little more than a

chamber for registering and ratifying, not

for revising, the decisions of the govern-

ment.

But this majority is far from represent-

ing the uctual strength of Mr. Balfour'*

ministry in the country. It was from the

first a factitious majority, won by appeal-
ing to the patriotism of the Hcctorate on
the ground that the Boer war was over and
that the government which had conducted

it deserved a new lease of power as its re-

ward. That was in November, 1900, eigh-

teen month* Indore peace wa* really signed.

Since then much lias happened to weaken
the government's position. The “ swing of

the pendulum,” the reaction after the strain

of the war, both tell against it. The Union-
ists have already hud seven year* of office:

they will have hud ten or twelve by the time
the next general election arrives. After
such a turn in power, the desire to “give
the other fellows an inning” is always
strongly felt. Moreover, the government
ha* done little to make itself popular. Its

two great measures so far are the Education
bill and the corn tax, and both are con-

demned and resented by the hulk of public

opinion. It has lamentably Jailed in Ire-

land, and it has repeatedly—the Butler epi-

sode, for instance, ami the alliance with
Germany—run full-tilt against the unani-

mous convictions of the country. There are

not a few experienced prophet* who already

talk of the Education bill a* Mr. Balfour's
Moscow. The people, n* I have said, dis-

like it. believe it, on the whole, to be a

measure of retrogression and not of progreos,

and have a vague idea that it doe* more for

the Church of England than for educational

efficiency. There i* likely to be more than
a little trouble in it* working. Not that

the Dissenters will carry out their too

valorous threat of refusing to pay rates.

That wa* mere electioneering, and not worth
a moment's serious thought. But the Act
makes vast changes in the mechanism of

education; it throws fresh and most impor-

tant. a* well a* most difficult, work upon
the local bodies, and at the start, at any
rate, a good deal of confusion and friction

is inevitable. Out of all this the Opposi-

tion will lie able to make a good platform
case.
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benson

JULY

1 have told you about the May of three

year* ago, and the dune of two years

ago, became tho*e two months are so dedi-

cated in my mind to what happened then,

that while the months are running. I can-

not free myself from them, and live in the

present year. Have you ru>t certain such

dates in your year, days on which you live

not on tiie day that i» passing, but on a

certain day in some year long passed?

There in a footinh proverb that says that

those people are happy who have no his-

tory. In other words, it is lietter to be a

cow than a man. I cannot nee it. Rut if

it will not ism* you. and if. In fact, my May
and dune seem human to you. I will tell you

quite shortly a little more of them. If. on
the other hand, this docs hore you. leave out

a little that follows.

Relieve me. death is not an terrible; what

is terrible is the thought that it is no, But
learn how false that thought is, and death

will not terrify you; for what lies behind?

f ind, and Hr who died for us. And. if I am
wrong, if it is not so, nothing whatever
seems to matter, and we can look on death

as a flea-bite. But. believing as I do,

that lievoiid death is God, when lives have
ended, as thorn* of Margery and Dick, an ut-

terly without reproach, when two souls have

been so splendidly human an they were, it

seems that God must have been knowing
what he was about when he allowed that

bullet, blindly illogical as it may seem to

us. to end her life as surely as it ended his.

I can understand the existence of a life-

long regret and bitterness, if a thing had

not brm wrl/ done, if a man died from ob-

vious carelessness of any kind, or from weak
persistence in a bad habit—then one might
say “if it had been otherwise!” But he

had done his dnty. And his duty implied

death. And his death— I only grasp dimly
after what I believe to be true—implied

hers. Does this seem to you a stoical in-

human view? Ah, believe me. it is not so.

It would have been very easy for one who
loved them both to take another point of

view, and find life dull, objectless, without

interest or merriment. But — hut would
that have been better? Would it have been

better to have turned aside (Torn all other

things, saying. "I cannot.” rather than to

have steadfastly said. “ I can.” until—well,

until one could? Some day I know, on that

day when Slam’s kitten stands between earth

and heaven in the midst of the four pines,

and Slam says. "Oh. isn't It nice!” there

will meet me one who died on the African
uplands, and one on whose grave the sweet

pen* are yearly odorous, and we shall know-

each other, and God will look on the greet-

ing we give each other, well pleased. How
that will be I cannot guess; I ain only sure

that it will l>e so. Atheists and dyspeptics

(the tw-o are much the same) may laugh;

and if they enjoy their laugh, so much the

better for them.

So I am living now at the outskirts of

the town where Margery and Dick lived to-

gether for one month of their lives, and on
this morning of the 1st of July. I know that

May and June have ended, and go hack to

the ordinary little dally affaire I had been

telling you about up till the end of April.

Many great little things have happened, and
the extraordinary conduct of the jack-

manni, which the next-door cat once disin-

terred. seems to me to claim the flrsf atten-

tion. It had been planted against a warm,
southwesterly wall; it had been pampered
like an only child; for yards round the soil

had been enriched; Its dead leave* were dil-

igently picked off. I really did all I could

to make it happy, lait instead of being

happy it sulked. It. did not die—that would
have lieen a regrettable incident, but. any-
how, a proper decisive line of conduct—but

it sulked. It grew a little for a week, and
put out several leaves; then it couldn’t be

bothered, and the leaves withered again.

Then it sent out a long tendril across the

gravel-path, instead of climbing up the stick

that led to the house wall. 1 coaxed that

tendril gently back, gave it an alternative

route to the house wall, but nothing would
plmise it. Finally, I tied it to the alterna-

tive route. So it died. I was willing to

give the thing every facility for behaving
itself, so I transplanted It to a different

place, where it got lees sun and more wind.

Also. I tried watering it leas. For a week
it appreciated this enormously, and set about

growing in earnest. Then one morning l

suppose it got. boml again, and began to

wither slowly front the top downwards.
Now f could not spend my life in mov-

ing one absurd jackmanni from place to

place, though I have no doubt that if I

luid done so. taken it to stay in the house,

given it champagne one day. coffee the next,

and perhaps some fruit or pudding on the

third, it would have flourished. But I was
tired of being kind, and towards the end of

May I took it up for the third and last

time, planted it on a north wall, where it

never saw the sun and was starved by a

thick growth of ivy. It was further shaded
by an apple-tree, growing about a yard from

it. Then for n month I carefully refrained

from looking in its direction; it had no wa-
ter, no attention, and was put in the most
undesirable situation. To-day, I see it has

leapt across to the apple-tree, up which It is

diligently climbing, and a cluster of pur-

ple buds are showing among its green leaves.

Certainly severity is needed when you deal

with jackmanni.
To-day, on this 1st of July, a hot day, full

of the odors of complete summer, I sat for

an hour in the big wooden shelter that stands

on my strip of lawn, and squared accounts.

It happens to be my birthday, and I am
thirty years old, no less, and as I added
up profit and loss I was honestly puzzled

how to make my affairs balance. For if one

sits down by oneself, with no conceivable

object in the world hut to see how one

stands, it is probable that one is moderate,

ly honest with oneself, for to be otherwise

would be like cheating at patience, a form
of villainy which has never in the least

tempted me. With regard to the big item

on one page, “ What good ho re you done/”
and on the Other, “ IFhaf harm have you
done?" I am hound to say 1 did not much
concern myself, for to add up, even for one’s

own information, on what rare occasions one

has behaved decently, is a priggiuhne** of

which, so I humbly trust, 1 am incapable,

while to add up all the harm one has done
would require a great deal of time and
would hi- productive of no good result what-
ever when it was added. For, short of be-

ing wicked, the next worst way of wasting

time is to devote one’s wits to thinking how
wicked one has been. To repent in a horror

of wickedness and n burning fire of con-

trition, i« one thing: to sit down in cold

blood and count missed opportunities is an-

other. The one is on certain occasions, as

when one passionately desires to break an
evil habit, inevitable and salutary, but to

sit at ease in hell is worn than sitting at

case in Zion.

No, it was not with the big items that I

concerned mvaelf. I wanted to see what
cash I had in hand, rather than examine
the main account, the bunk-book of credit

or deficit. Where was the small cash of

thirty years to be found—and God in His
rnerev give me n hig loan? Indeed, I do not

wish to he profane, nor in Intention am I.

No doubt it would have been lietter to have
felt an agony of contrition for all the had
thinga I had done and for all the good
things I had left undone. Daily I have
thoughts which for no sum mentions hie

would l reveal to any one whose respect I

in the smallest degree desire to retain;

daily and hourly I make some sort of brute
of myself, not necessarily in deed, hut any-
how in thought. Daily I say to myself. u

If

only there were not some sort of decency
to be observed, social or moral, what an
sxcellent time I could have. If only the Ten
Commandments—hang them—did not awake
some glimmer of reflection in this muddy
pool of my soul. I should—” Any one may
All in the next according to their own short-

comings. In the same way. on the credit

side. I believe I should lie a Iwtter man if

I lived on the hare necessities of life and
gave the rest to deserving charities. I had
no earthly business, for instance, to buy
the charming table at which I am writing

when that which I spent on it would have
fed a starring family for months. Even
the jackmanni. which has cost me a week's

work, what with transplanting and cat-

sprinting. would irrespective of this have
given several meals to a penniless man, for

it was liig when I Imught it. All this, in

my meditation, I took for granted. I did

not concern myself with radical changes

in my nature; I did not repent of the table

and the jackmanni. nor of the dinners I

ordered, nor of the wine I have drunk, nor
of the hours I have spent in mere amuse-
ment. In the main—it was not in the least

an edifying performance. I accepted the
general lines of myself as being what they
were. What, in fact, I wanted to examine
was not my nature, but my policy and to

this effect.

Two great things have happened to me,

—

the one a great joy, the other a great sor-

row. The great joy was when Margery
thanked me with her dying breath, though
Dick’s name came after. The great sorrow
was when she died. Had she lived, though
I do not for a moment believe I should ever

have been her hushand, nor do I believe I

should ever have asked her to be my wife,

I should have had some sort of mission,

some constant pursuit, namely, to see that

she was as happy as it was in my power
to make her. Had I been a telegraph-boy I

should have done well if I had delivered my
telegrams without loitering; had Margery
lived I should have done well to have given

my life for that. Rut she did not live, and
I am too old to he a telegraph-boy. But I

have had a great joy. and it ia great be-

cause she did not know how hardly it was
earned. And that, if for pity’s sake we
except a sort of suburban reputation as a
writer, is my record. That is the sum earn-

ed and the credit already given in thirty

years. It docs not look at all promising

when the addition comes.

Hesitatingly as I Hat in the shelter. I put
down another item to the sum earned, which

is this: I still have u childlike pleasure in

little things; I can piny soldiers with ab-

sorbing zest ; I can imagine that I am a

white man in tropical forests who has to

get through with tricks that presuppose

an almost pitiable stupidity on the part
of my cnrmiesi. I can devote twice aa much
energy to the flowering of a nasturtium bb
Mr. Pierpont Morgan thinks it necessary to

give to the formation of a company with a

capital of $30,000,000. That, with all def-

erence to financiers, is an advantage. My
nasturtium, in fact, implies as much energy
as his colossal schemes, and it does not hurt
anybody, except perhaps the nasturtium.

Meantime., it unloads me of my force, and,

considering what harm force can do, it is

a great saving of suffering to expend it
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harmlessly. If I wan richer I would hare

a string quartet attached to thi* villa, and

I would spend my force in devising pro-

gramme* and reconciling the second fiddle

and the viola. But I am not. and the string

quartet have yet to be engaged. I know who
I shall hare, and I shall be much disap-

pointed if they hare made other engage-

ments. For happiness consists not in get-

ting a thing, but in hoping that one may
get it. With satisfaction walks surfeit.

But to keep your ambition steadily a lit-

tle ahead of your possibilities is to be con-

stantly eager. There is nothing in this

world which, if I get. would make me happy.

There are a million thingB in the world

which the desire to get and the hope of get-

ting make me happy. And it is this which
a man sets out to seek when he falls in

lore, which is the best form of happiness

desired in the world at large, and, thank
God, the commonest. If man and woman
knew all of the man and woman they sought

would they be content? On the contrary,

the world would be full of spinsters and
bachelors. It ia because man is not cer-

tain, because there are “ silver lights and
dark undreamed of” that man seeks wo-

man, and woman man as the ultimate pos-

sible happiness. And for the same rea-

son one plays silly games of croquet and
bridge.

To want, to want! Do you know Blake’s

picturr of the two little men setting up a
ladder on a bare headland towards a crescent

moon. “ I want! I want!” is what the artist

wrote beneath. The two little men wanted

—

they put a puny ladder up towards the moon.

That is the genius of the man. for through
all the had drawing and faulty perspective

the "I want! I want!" Is clamorous. Oth-

ers have attained. God help them.

Oh. I stretched out unsatisfied arms be-

yond the limita of the world. Whatever
I get becomes in the getting of it droaa.

It is not drosa really; it is the fault of my
having got it. which makes it dross to me.

It is mine; therefore it ia no use. Let the

Great Bear tumble down from heaven, and
let me have these seven stars lying in my
hand, what use is it when they are there?

Cast them out, give them to a beggar, and
make plans for Sirius. Of all the heart-

aches that of Alexander, when he sighed

for new worlds to conquer, ia the moat hu-

man. Yet the typhoid conquered him by
Tigris. And his ambition was that of all

of ns in our degree. The man who has
bought an empire or won it. wishes for more
empires, and the spinster who hus seen her

canary hatch out one egg and eat the other,

says, " Oh. that there had been two young
ones!” Vanity of vanitiea; all ia vanity!

And because this preacher is not wise, hut

knows what is the matter with himself and
many others, he gives these lamentable re-

flections on his thirtieth birthday.

Pray, then, that you may continue to

want, not that you may continue to get, for

the getting in a manner comes of ita own
accord, and it is the ability to want that
we must keep alive. We may feel quite

certain that the world is big enough: there

are plenty of things to want if only we have
the power of wnnting. For wanting means
first this, the cu/xicity of growth; to want
no longer means that one ia old, old not

only in years {indeed, such an old age may
come to an unbearded lad, in which case wr
laugh and say. “ Look at that cynic of

twenty"), but old in fibre, unelastic, set,

rigid. Nor does It, I think, much matter
what one want*—again I hrg the patient

reader to remember that I am not talking

of the great spiritual need—as long aa it

is not harmful. But, for mercy aake, try

to he keen about something.

At this point my reflection, to tell the

truth, touched me somewhat on the raw, for

what have I wanted every day for the last

two years ’ That which 1 cannot get—Mar-
gery. And yet bow shall 1 say that I can-

not get her, when, if I knew all, I might
know that these silent daily longings of

mine have brought me perhaps a little near-

er to that dear spirit, that without them I

should have been a little more ill-tempered,

a little nastier than I am. Anyhow, I want
to want: for I do not yet acquiesce, I can-

not yet believe that the world holds noth-

ing for n>e hut that. Here am I walking
along this road of life. All down it I meet
every day new faces, new people, new factors.

One sees but a few yards ahead ; then there

is a corner, and round that corner will come
others, wishing like myself for that- which
their soul needs. Oh, hurrying footsteps,

coming ever nearer, is there not one among
you all that will stop when you reach me
and go no further in your quest? I* there

not one which shall, whilr still a great way
off. strike on my ear as distinct and utterly

different from all others? One which I shall

recognise, though I have never yet seen her

to whom that step belongs. Among those

miles of eager human eyes, shall not some
day mine eye# seek other eyes, and find there

that which has been predestined for me by
God? 0, Margery, my dear friend, should I

find her, how you will welcome her, for

her sake and for mine when we meet in the

everlasting habitations!

Another train of birthday reflections led

to this conclusion: "Give up the pursuit

of anything which seems to you of doubtful
gain!" For there are so many indisputably

good and real pursuits in the world that it

cannot possibly lie worth while pursuing
what may not be wholly good and may pos-

sibly b* not wholly real. Here I have a

certain small right to speak, for in the last

year I have given up something which seemed
to me of possibly doubtful gain, and I have
found that it was a wise step. That which
I have given up is singularly known as

"The world," I once thought that it was
a good thing to see hundreds of people, to

multiply acquaintances, to be able to sav
“ Charming party— was there, and
and meaning people who really con-

cerned me as little as I really concerned

them, telling myself <even then I think I

had some secret notion of conscience-solv-

ing), that to live In the babble and roar of

the world was stimulating. So no doubt it

is, hut a stimulant is not necessarily healthy.

Thus it seemed to me (one can only Bpeak
for oneself) to come under the head of
" doubtful gain." But it is a quite certain

gain to study the habit* of the ill -content

jarkmanni—I am sorry for introducing that
again, but I cannot get over it—it is a quite

certain gain to read a good book, to try to

learn the fugue* and preludes—provided, of

course, the incidental pain to others is not

more than they should reasonably be asked

to bear—to be in the open air, and. above

all, to do your work, whatever it is. If you
have none, get some. It hardly matters at

all what it is, so long as it ia harmless. But
merely to go from dinner to dance is a
doubtful gain

:
you would do better—at least

I should—to talk to a friend for half an
hour, and then if you wish for the crowd
merely, aa I often do, walk for ten min-
utes up and down Piccadilly. Now if that

does not give you the food you want, you

may be sure you will not find it anywhere
else.

Another most fascinating hobby, though

I expect it is extremely easy to give too

much time to it, is the pursuit of health.

Certainly it Is more easy of accomplishment
to most people than the pursuit of happi-

ness. and the one to a very large extent

implies the other. For the pursuer* of hap-

piness. for the most part, are Hedonists;

they think, and herein err very greatly, that
to multiply pleasures tends to make uue
happy. In point of fact, it dors nothing of

the kind, for pleasures are to some extent
obtainable by most people, whereas happim-«tt

is almost completely a matter of tempera-
ment. And the happy temperament cannot
possibly have anything to do with plea-

surea; no amount of pleasures will fiMtrr

it at all, whereaa if you have got the happy
temperament, almost everything by that
mysterious alchemy is turned into pleasure*,

even as a rose-tree turns that which its

root-fibres suck from the earth into blos-

som. And certainly health ia a great help

to happiness, for to be well, really well,

make* the mere living, as Browning *ay*.

a joy, and at times it seems enough to be
alive. For which would you rather be, a
bilious man with all the pleasures of the

world at his disposal, or. well, with “ the
book of verses underneath the hough," and
a thrush maybe singing of what should he
above you?

Keenness of perception, in fact, I sober-

ly believe to be the greatest cause of happi-

ness land so necessarily of pleasure, since

happiness turns the most trivial incident*

and sensations of the moment into plea-

sure) that ia within our reach. And so

inextricably is the mind and aoul bound
up with the body, that, apart from great

spiritual enthusiasm or ecstasy, this keen-

ness of perception can scarcely be reached

except through a certain cleanly healthiness.

In fact, it presupposes a temperament of al-

most divine serenity to enjoy a day on
which our has influenza, whereas there is

a sort of health which is probably within
the reach of most people, in which from
the heightened keenness of perception it

brings with it. the smallest things are causes

of joy or laughter.

Thi# may sound a mere vain piece of opti-

mism. but the truth of the matter is that

that three-quarters of the world are not
nearly so well a* they can and should be.

Almost everybody, in fart, in greedy and
lazy, and laziness and greed are more cer-

tain progenitors of discontent than any oth-

er ancestors I can think of. To eat rather

more than one wants, to drink rather more
than one should, is to feel disinclined for

one’s work or one's plrasure. And to be din-

inclined for a thing means, with most of us.

to miss the pleasure of the doing. But to

be inclined for work or pleasure implies to

find a nugget of happiness therein, for it

is thi* alchemy of inclination which turns
trivia] incidents to gold, this keenness which
turns the dross of mere achievement into

happiness.

It is thus that the happy temperament
may most readily lie cultivated by those

who have not naturally got it. Somr have
it, a royal birthright, worth more to it*

possessor than the piled crowns of the great

powers, but by others it has to be culti-

vated. And to cultivate keenness of per-

ception by means of health is the simplest

and most practicable method. And the re-

gion in which ill health mainly resides ia,

to put it frankly, the liver, because, ns a

rule, we eat and drink too much, avoid

air aa if it was strychnine, and do not

take enough exercise. Thus my prescription

is worth trying—eat and drink le*a, open

your windows more, and, if your work per-

mits of it, be out-of-doora more. It may. of

course, be easily possible that to do your

work properly you have to sit in stuffy

rooms, neglect your health somewhat- If

so. let your health take care of itself by all

means, and get through with vour work.

Hut abort of that, let your health receive

the attention it deserve*. It is a very

ound investment, and will yield you excel-

lent returns.

To he Continued.
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The Genius of Henry James

The world it not bo tardy a* it used to

bo in paying tribute? to literary grtliui The

thoroughness and general method of criti-

cism nowaday?* enable people to recognize

and nw»H at »oinething like their true value

the original thought and art of a writer

while he is yet existent, and even to watch

with understanding the progress of his work

before it readies its climax and finality.

But then1 an? still, and probably always

will be, writers who have to wait many year*

for their due meed of recognition. These

are the men of complex and highly Individ-
_

uul nature, of uncommon psychological

subtlety, of original creative faculty, of

innovative manner and method. Of such is

Henry James. He has now been before the

public for over thirty-five years, and though

iiis potent talent has long been recognised

both in England and hrre, it Is only of late

that his powers have been adequately esti-

mated and proclaimed. The first month of

11)03 must have been one of great gratifica-

tion to Mr. James, for in it he attained to

something like an apotheosis. The Norik

American Repine departed from its tradi-

tions to open its pages to the first instal-

ment of his new novel; Mr. W. D. Howells,

the foremost of American men of letters,

wrote in the same publication a fine appreci-

ation of his qualities; the Edinburgh Revinc

devoted a long article to a complete survey

and analysis of bis work ; and the London

Mifsrdsy Reviete paid him the compliment

of discussing his literary delinquencies.

The Edinburgh Review article is a good

example of English criticism at its best.

It is thorough-going, honest, dispassionate,

but sanely enthusiastic, luminous, penetra-

ting, full of thought and distinction with-

out heaviness. One’s only regret in reading

it ia that, in accordance with the practice

of the Rrvinc, it Is not signed. One is curi-

ous to know who could have done such a

fine piece of work.

Considering first the mere hulk of Mr.

James's writings, the reviewer says:

The amplitude of his work, the sheer

space of shelf which his novels cover comes
as a first surprise to the collector, fine has

somehow regarded him a» the reverse of a

prolific writer, and the pleasures conferred

by his successive volumes have always seem-

ed too far apart: yet there have been pub-

lished for the English reader close upon a

hundred novels and tales, and others still

are beached unprofttably in the stagnant
harborage of magazines. Such un output ia

clearly not that of a man who regard* lit-

erature as an amusement, and it is very in-

teresting to observe that Mr. Jamen’a fecun-

dity has increased with every decade of his

working life. . . . He has throughout
adopted the nnrt of the social recorder, and
only for the briefest season has Sis attention

lieen diverted from Iiis own time. So close

indeed has his attention been that the period
of which he writes is most often that in

which he is writing, an intimacy in associa-

tion which gives his work a freshness »f

color like that of a canvaa painted in the
open air.

Freshness of color would perhaps lie by
some critics considered the quality most con-

spicuously absent from his work, hut by
freshness we do not mean that false air of

reality which is the result of superficial imi-

tation, and may lie produced so cheaply. The
freshness of Mr. James is an effect of at-

mosphere, not of outline.

The reviewer divides Mr. James’s literary

career into three period*, the first nine

years (in which America supplies the

themes), the next fifteen year* (in which
the interest is mainly European), and the

interval up to the present time (in which
England is almost exclusively the scene of

action).

Of the first period It is written: “In bit

earlier stories, which are moetly abort, there

arc bul few hints of the line along which
his sympathies were to travel. . . . Except
the I*ilffrim, there is nothing* in thia nine
years that would lie seriously missed from
the author's work; nothing, despite retouch-

ing, which produces its essential features."

The second period is characterized in

the following manner: In this period
“ lies the. greater part of the labor

by which Mr. Henry James ia popu-

larly known, if, indeed, one may with-

out suspicion of irony use such a descrip-

tion. It contains nine of his novels and
some twenty-seven tales, and only in some
of the slighter of these could the casual

consumer of fiction pretend to discover any
esoteric intention or other obstacle to the

enjoyment of an easily exhausted mind.
They have just that unreality which the

public desires, the note of romance: senti-**

ment and character are fitted with that

consistency which gives the novel such un
advantage over life; opinions are hrld with'
a clarity, and expressed with an accuracy
which are of so great assistance in the de-'

velopment of character; and the dialogue
has juat that appositeness and cohesion

which our ears are so accustomed not to

hear. In abort, they have all the quali-

ties that should commend them to a public

which ia very ignorant and very incurious

of life, and one would have expected for

them a far greater success even than they
commanded. The chief preventive to such
a popularity is a delicate anil exquisite

style which, because it tried to achieve an
actuality to which they were unaccustomed,

the critics called artificial. Style in every

country of the-world warns off the
4 stupid/

but it seems to possess a particular irrita-

tion for English and American readers. It

is, to their appreciation, a sort of glitter-

ing and wholly unnecessary envelopment.

Indeed, they consider style so distinct from
creation, that one might imagine they sup-

posed it to tie applied when the work wus
finished, like varnish to a picture or * frost-

ing’ to a Christmas card."

The third period was inaugurated in 1890

with the publication of The Tragic Unite.

“The inauguration," say* the reviewer, “ will

not be apparent to many, for the book is

not a* whit ‘freer’ than any of ita prede-

cessors; but it is strikingly nearer the ideal

of * an immense and exquisite correspond-

ence with life/ There i* a beautiful loose-

ness, an inexpectancy in the handling. The
story wavers, advances, retreats, and ceases

in the very fashion of life Itself. Its co-

hesion suffers naturally in consequence. It

rends, indeed, in places like a very splen

did first attempt. The author seems to he

trying to write it in spite of his art, to he

aiming at a simplicity, a closeness to life,_

which is being continually clouded by the

charm of form and phrase which he is as

yet unable wholly to transfuse with hla

new intention."

Concerning this same period the reviewer

further remarks:

He has in these stories of his later year*

at last come into possession. He had for

long been driving in the wide rut of fiction

where so many wheels go. He had done
work of a quality which, however superior
to that of his competitors, was still of their

kind. It portrayed, to use a term which bul
imperfectly defines it, the outer drama of

life, the expression in cireumatanre of char-
acter, the working out of temperament. But
what he now depleted was the inner drama,
the impression of circumstance on charac-

ter. the working in of fate, ne had at

last “come into possession." and of a field

completely his own. The intimacy of his

new presentment, the delicate tracing of mov
live and impulse, and susceptibility to the
involutions of the mind, make his old work '

seem almost superficial.

One of the most distinctive of Mr.
James’s later efforts is The A tab icard Age.
“ The book." says our reviewer, “ is confess-

edly a portrait gallery," and Mr. James
brings to the filling of each frame the ulti-

mate development of the art of vision.

How completely such vision i* an art, an
art acquired from the observations of la-

borious years, one realizes by studying its

evolution. In his earlier work he draw* di-

rectly from the life. He is particular as to
clothes, gait, the carriage of a head : he
gives the profile, the relief; the exterior a*
exterior. Gradually as he progresses the
outside erase* in itself to interest him; it

would lie almost impossible to " dress " his

figure*, there i* scarcely a hint of period

;

he renders the outside only so far u« it is

significant; the exterior as interior. Final-
ly he almost abandons direct portraiturr;
rendering by a few lines enough, but only
just enough, to keep the figure in its place,

and providing everything needful for it*

realization from reflection only, that is from
its effect upon the other characters in hi*

canvas.

Surveying again, in hi* final pagrs. the

whole of Mr. James’s work, our writer

says:

It is so various, yet it is so uniform; it

covers so wide a space of life, and yet so

narrow a space of manners: it i» so com-
municative, and yet it is so reticent; it deals
with such tremendous issues, and yet seems
always to make them small. Often only the
intensity of one’s admiration makes depre-

cation impossible; one’s wonder at his meth-
od prevents a challenge of his mind, lie

has done so much, so amazingly much, and
yet he makes one feel so acutely his omis-
sion*. He knows so intiraatrly the human
heart, he has unravelled such a complexity
of human motive, yet lie has only once paint
cd in woman an overmastering 'passion, and
his analyse* of motive have taught, us chief-

ly how much we do not know. He has
shirked no segment of the social circle, he
has painted the magnificence and the pa-

thetic meagreness of existence, yet he hus
scarcely drawn across one of his page* the
sense of its struggle, that endless groan of

labor which is the ground bass of life.

How great Mr. James's achievement is,

concludes the reviewer, one is profoundly
conscious after traversing, for the pur-

poses of a full study, the entire spread of
his work without any sense of satiety or

of iteration. " There ib no more genuine
proof of power, of originality, of imagina-
tion. than thia unfading freshness, delicacy,

and variety in remembered work, and against,

nil that has been written of those qualities

in these pages, one can but set a disinclina-

tion. perhaps a diaahility to handle the

naked issues of emotion, and too frequent a

tendency to immerse his drama in a satu-

rated atmosphere of convention. That, how-
ever, ia a defect of hia qualities, a determina-

tion to contrive ‘ an immenae correspond-

ence with life,’ and he has so completely

succeeded as to have added a new concep-

tion of reality to the art of fiction. If

lie has dropped a line hut rarely ’nto the

deep waters of life, hi* soundings have so

added to our knowledge of its shallows that

no student of existence can afford to ignore

his charts. He baa lived, aa it were, in

the chains with the * lead ’ in his hand*,

intent on definite knowledge of the chan-

nels and shoals of the human heart, where
so many another pilot ha* been content to

steer by the mere appearance of the si rfacc

water. And to the pleasure he has given us

by his sketches of the beauty and variety of

that enchanting coast must lie added grati-

tude for such a diversity of enlightenment

on its perilous approaches as he alone, of

those who have studied it, scons able to

supply.”
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Books and Bookmen
Mu. J. M. Bakkie is decidedly a writer of

surprises. If Tommy and Orild wag more

in the nature of a painful surprise, the

author Kum certainly recouped himself in

The Little White Bird. Again he has taken

UN to the Land of Make Believe, and veri-

fied the aaying of a famous French critic

that geniuB is the power to be a boy again

at will. Like The Little Minister, hi* latent

tale hegina to end well; and again he

lets himself fall in love with and fondle

and aniile at hi* puppet*. If we mistake

not. the title originally announced wa* Ad-

era tares . in Kensington Hardens, now the

Bubtitle. Mr. Barrie has lived in Kensing-

ton for a number of year* since taking up

his residence in London, and the Gardens

have been hi* favorite rendezvous for a

silent pipe and a romp with Porthoe while

ruminating over the Little White Bird’s

strange adventures. Mr. Barrie never goes

far afield for hi* subject*. Kensington

Garden* with its little nursery governesses

ami perambulator*; the Reform Club in

Pall Mull, with its retired officers and in-

considerate waiter*; Gloucester Road,

where he lived until recently, with it* little

yard* called garden*, so small that if you

have the tret-, your neighbor ha* the shade;

the dear old Lowther Arcade in the Strand

where they went for David's rocking-horse,

now vanished: and Portho*, the magnifi-

cent St. Bernard which was the pet of the

Barrie household for many years—nothing

could be more familiar to the novelist, yet

a* it come* to us thnmgh the alembie of

his imagination, nothing could he le*s

commonplace. We apenk of Porthoa in the

pa*t, for when wc saw him last spring he

was reduced to a shadow of hi* former

canine glory, and was not expected to last

much longer. 44 Porthoa " he was in actual

life, and as Portho* Mr. Barrie ha* im-

mortalized him in this fresh surprise of his

genius.

Some attempts have been made to trace

the germ of Mr. Barrie’* play, “ The Ad-

mirable Crichton,” which is one of the

season's stage iqccmms in London. They
have lieen unsuccessful for a simple reason,

says Dr. Robertson Nicoll, an intimate

friend of the author: Mr. Barrie's idea is

his own. “ But if I did not know this I

could make perhaps a more plausible contri-

bution to the problem than has yet appear-

ed. In Black trood’s Magazine for August,

1883, Mrs. OHphant had one of her fiuent

and pleasant papers on .Tame* Ferguson, the

astronomer. Ferguson was a Banffshire

hoy, and pursued knowledge under great

difficulties. However, one of the local

laird* gave him a hand, and introduced

him to hi* butler, Alexander Cantley. This

butler was in every respect an extraor-

dinary man. Ferguson says: 4 Mr. Cantley,

the hutlrr, soon became my friend, and con-

tinued so to hi* death. He wa* the most
extraordinary man that I ever was ac-

quainted with. or. perhaps, shall ever see,

for he wa* a complete roaster of arithmetic,

a good mathematician, a master of music

of every known instrument rxeept the harp,

understood Latin. French, and Greek, let

blond extremely well, and could even pre-

scribe as a physician upon any urgent occa-

sion. He was what is generally termed
self-taught, but I think hr might with much
greater propriety have been termed God
Almighty'* scholar.* Mr*. Oliphant goes

on to say: * Why should not a butler be an
Admirable Crichton u* well ns a weaver or
a shoemaker?' " Now the point of Mr. Bar-
rie’s play lies in hi* deft contrivance of a

social situation whereby a great earl mid his

family arc forced by the law of fitness to

change place* with their superbly deferen-

tial butler, who ha* all the commanding
qualifications they lack, and who in consc

quenc-e, by the natural process of steriliza-

tion and ascendency, gains an increasing

mastery. The coincidence is certainly a most

remarkable one.

There are many reader* for whom the

study of Dante never low* it* zest. Ever

since the writer in boyhood made the ac-

quaintance of Rossetti’s Dante and His

Circle casually in a circulating library, he

has been unable to resist the temptation of

begging, borrowing, or buying every new
book of Dante that he Im* encountered.

One of the latest is Karl Federn's Dante
and His Time, which aims to reproduce

Dante's intellectual, social, and ecclesiasti-

cal environment in an historical sense so

that the figure of the great poet may
stand out illumined and interpreted not

only by the force* of bis age and country,

but by the force of his own individual

genius and personality reacting on hi* en-

vironment. While there is no attempt at

original research, and nothing of note is

added to our knowledge of the subject, the

rearrangement of familiar facts and the

stimulus of a fresh mind make it an in-

spiring nnd helpful work to the general

reader who lias made no deep study or

original investigation of Dante and the

time* in which be lived. The standard
work for English renders is. of course. .John

Addington Kymonda’s Introduction to the

Study of Dante, which ha« gone through
several editions since the Itook originally

appeared a* lectures in 1870. Symonda
wrote the preface to the third edition in

March. 1803. and within lew than n month
lie died in Rome. It was the last of his

writings, and thus, in a wav, his literary

career dosed as it had opened two and
twenty year* preview* with his work on
Dante.

In the course of a lecture on “ Dialect

and Dialogue.'* delivered heforr the Society

of Women Journalist* in London recently,

Mr. W. Pett Ridge remarked that there are

certain circles in which the novelist is hard-

ly accepted at his own valuation. A lit-

erary friend of hi* went to the country in

order to take a house on a farm. He saw
the farmer, and conducted the preliminary'

negotiation* with perfect satisfaction to

both sides. Presently he asked, “ Would
you like some references?” “ No. no,” said

the farmer, genially. “ Yon are a gentle-

man: I can sec straightforwardness written

across your face. Don’t bother afmut the ref-

erences. I expect yon want to get bark to

your businesN in the City.” The friend men-
tioned that he had no business in the City.

“Oh, then," said the farmer, "I suppose

you have business outside the City." “ No,”
he replied. “I am an author." “What!”
cried the farmer. “ not an author that write*

books?" Ye*, he admitted that he had writ-

ten books. A look of doubt crept over the

honest farmer's face. *' Well, well.” he said,
“ to turn back to the business we were talk-

ing about. I think, after all, mister. I'll

have to trouble you for a couple of them ref-

erences."

Mr. Pett Ridge also told an amusing story

about a servant Mr*. Jerome K. Jerome had

engaged, and who wa* only with her a few

days when she gave notice. Mr*. Jerome
remonstrated, but the servant was set on
going. “ I want to know the real reason

why you are going.” said the mistress at

last, her patience exhausted. " Well, ina'am,

if you must know." replied the indignant
damsel, with tilted nose. “ I thought I had
come into the house of a gentleman, and
I find that master write* play*." Sinking
of the infinite pain* the writer ought to

take in representing accurately the dialogue

that goes on around u«, he cited an exam-
ple. He heard lately one servant explain-

ing to another how *hr happened to get en-

gaged. " Two proposals,” she said, " ar-

rived by the same post. I liked the one
man a* well an the other, and I didn't

know which to choose.” ” How did you set-

tle it?” asked her friend. ** I accepted the
man who had the sense to enclose a penny
stamp for a reply." Good dialogue in nov-

els, Mr. Pett Ridge claims, ought to lie bet-

ter than ordinary conversation. 44
1 have

never heard people talk as they do in Mr.
Anthony Hope's novels, but I wish I had.'*

Referring to the assistance which one often

gets from the experience or observation of

others, he said that he had received, the
other day, a letter from an Islington man,
who offered to collaborate with him in fic-

tion. ” My correspondent suggested that

I would do better in literature if I had
a little help. Two heads, he said, were
better than one. He had spent twenty-five

years in prison, and hud accumulated know-
ledge which had pos-dbly l»een denied to me.
He thought that between us we might turn
out a book really worth reading. When I

wrote to decline his offer, he replied indig-

nantly that I was completely mistaken
about him. It was not true that hi* whole
term of imprisonment had been served for

one offence !

”

Mr. Pett Ridge now shares honors with
Mr. W. W. Jacob* a« the foremost English

humorist of the day. His novels have de-

served a lietter fate and a wider popularity

than have been meted out to them in this

country, indeed, the scant recognition of

his work with the public is one of those

baffling things that arc a stumbling-block

to the critiea. We recall with pleasure the

delights of .4 Clever Wife. By ftrdrr of the

Magistrate. Secretary to Bonne , M. /*., The
Srrond Opportunity of Mr. Sto/dchurst. and
other entertaining stories by this comedian

of low life in I*>ndnn.

When Nature showered her cornucopia of

gift* upon Mr. Eden phillpotts there was
but one lacking to endow him with tire at-

tributes of a great novelist of the first

rank. In Lying Prophets, Children of the

Mist, Sons of the Morning, and now The
River, the lyric voice of the poet, the epic

strain of the master of prose, have held u*

as in a thrall, hut that highest gift of the

mind, the dramatic imagination, is denied

him. There are few writer* to-day who can

rival these works in the language of beauty

and the quality of singing prose. Perhaps

in Sons of the Morning the author erred on

the side of rhetorical emphasis and redun-

dancy of phrase. But The Rit'cr i* reticent

fo severity ; its beauty of color Is chaste to

continence. If there is splendor of imagery

it is the splendor of setting sun* and golden

autumns; if there is riot of feeling it is the

riot of spring aw! the turbulent waters.

The apothccmiB of nature In the River Dart

is as complete as Hardy’s Egdon Heath or

Blacktnore’s Doone Valley. And, a* In The
Return of the Xatire and Lomu Doone, na-

ture i* co-ordinated to the spirit of man. and

suggests the tragic possibilities of human
fellowship and estrangement. The lonely,

simple-natti red, great fellow Nicholas Edge-

combe. in his bewildered sense of outraged

love and vague ordeal of sacrifice, gain*

tragic emphasis from his scene of action

on nature'* vast theatre set upon Dartmoor

with its inscrutable and elemental silence.

The River i* a prose epic, rather than a

novel—an epic of Dartmoor. Tlie insistent

magic and compelling majesty of it* beauty

invest it with a haunting recollection, which

is one of the touchstones, if uot the truest

touchstone, of art.
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Finance
After another week of dulnens and *>f

desultory price fluctuations, some slight im-

provemeut was noted in the securities mar-

ket*. It cannot be aaid that then* w»» any-

thing resembling an outburst of speculative

activity. The character of the trading did

not change. It remained professional. But

it was as though the conviction had become

more widespread that the next decisive

movement of stocks, barring unforeseen dis-

aster. would be upward. There were no de-

velopments important enough to start the

tide of valim unmistakably in either direc-

tion. Such news as came to Wall Street

calculated to affect one or another stock

was followed by brief and not very im-

portant fluctuations, mere ripples which had

little effect upon the market at large. The
strung financial interests gave no evidence

of a desire to abandon the passive attitude

they have maintained toward thr stock-

market these many weeks, ami the indiffer

cnee of the outside public was as profound

as ever. There remained the professional

operators, who turned and veered front day

to day, as Is there wont, and in the end left

the level of prieca unaltered.

The change, if in point of fact there is

any. lies in the growing belief that an ex-

tensive decline is more unlikely than n sub-

stantial rise. This is due to the fact that

several doubtful features of the general sit

uation are Hearing up. Not the least im-

portant is the improvement in the interna-

tional credit situation. It will be remem-

bered that during the greater part of Inst

year the enormous obligations of this coun-

try to Kurope formed the one obstacle in

the way of conservative observer* of finan-

cial affairs to a comfortable frame of mind.

Thl* was produced primarily by the enor-

mous borrowings abroad by financial syndi-

cate*, and intensified by the failure of the

corn crop of 1001, which told so heavily

on our export trade Inst year. Disturbing

pnsAlbilitietf were discussed at great length,

and many speeches of warning were deliv-

ered by some of our semi-public financiers,

an it were. That we did not export gold

was due to the extraordinary sagacity dis-

played by our bankers. Since the critical

and speech-making period of last autumn,
our indebtedness to Europe has been great-

ly reduced, until it is estimated to lie to-

day not more than a third of what it was
three months ago. and rs exports of agri-

cultural products are made it will shrink

further. That our position will not only

improve, but be reversed before many months

are over, seems altogether likely. At this

wrriting sterling exchange has risen to with-

in a fraction of the gold-exporting level, llm

congestion of railway traffic having curtail'd

foreign shipments of grain, and there is si

possibility, though apparently not a proba-

bility, that some gold may go out.

The Street has wait'd for the December
statements of railway earnings with much
anxiety, since St was believed they would
show uniform decreases in the net. resulting

from increased costs of operations, but the

statistics of the week have not been all of

the same tenor. It must be admitted that

such display* as, for example, that submitted
by the Pennsylvania Railroad, are signifi-

cant. Magnificent gross earnings, running
largely in excess of the same month the

previous year, but even greater operating

expenses, and consequent decrease* in the

net earning*. Nobody fears any immediate
reduction in the dividend rate* of the rail-

road stocks, but there is none thr less some
anxiety to see if the actual or projected

advances in rate* will offset the higher run-
ning expense* which the roads have had tu

meet. Rut, it is obvious that they are doing
nn enormous business, which tells the story

of the country’s great volume of business.

Correspondence
“TO THE JEWS A STUMBLIND

-

BIXK!K,”
/amtmry 30, 1003.

To the Editor of Harper'a Weekly:
An encore for the sort of straight talk

of last week's editorial, u To the Jews a

Stumbling-block,” etc. The kinks in the

uiind of the religious thinker, and of the

man behind the subterfuge, are atill with

us; and perhaps ever must he, while the

ethic of to-day feels that it must go hack

for authority to the words of Christ. The
injunctions to wash each other's feet, to

give one * possession* to the poor, are “ ex-

plained ” on the ground that ** conditions
**

have changed. Another way of treating

many utterances of Christ which do not

fit very well into modern life ia to declare

that he was “ laying down principles," or.

again, he was speaking metaphorically or

poetically or hyperbolically. t This last mean*
almost tlie same aa exaggerating. I Fitted

out with these simple appliances, one can

make the toughest sayings of Christ fit to-

day's ethics or practices or speculation*,

much as the agent with one curiously mould-
'd tool will drive nails, split wood, lift

stove • covers, hot plates, mortgages— any-

thing.

Will the gentle reader please tell us in what
M-use. whether poetic, metaphorical, distant,

or Pickwickian, the injunction is to be

obeyed to sell all we have and give to the

poor, unless it lie—the sense that we are

not to do It T That is just it. The boy who
doe* not come when his mother calls him
is not dianhedieni. he merely take* his mo-
ther's command ns metaphor, as a beauti-

ful tone-poem; he thinks times have chang'd,

or his mother is only laying down great

principles. Well, if some commands of the

Lord cannot tie carried out, if the carrying

of them into practice would put civilization

l»ck thousands of years, may we say that in

some regards we have grown beyond the

first Christian century, and must obey the

firm deliverance* of experience? An arti-

cle like the one under consideration comes

like a clear north wind over a fog-ridden

sea : there have been several such on this

subject recently in the Weekly. Perhaps

the independent periodical has a great plan*

waiting for it in the free discussion* of

such vital point*, wherein it may rleave the

way for the more conservative I’TUMI.

REA DINT! FOR CHILDREN.
Ekie, Pa-, Jammary 39, 1903.

To the Editor of II« rprr'n Weekly:
Sir,—

A

n editorial comment in the last

issue of the Weekly brings up an interest-

ing question which will admit of some dis-

cussion. I refer to the matter of reading

for children and the suggestions of Mr*.

UcCIlBtMk.
It seems to me that an important consid-

eration is overlooked, namely, that the child

of five or six ia at what might lie called the

myth-making period of life, when the child-

ish imagination craves tales of big, big

giants and bold, laid villains. Moreover,
the chopping off of a head or the shedding
of river* of blo«>d would mean nothing to

tlie child, for such a thing had never been

paralleled in his experience. Again, at that

age the moral faculties are still slumbering,

and they could receivr no possible harm from
such tales as “ Bluebeard," " The Three
Bear*." etc. In fact, 1 am not sure but the

parable of the Prodigal Son might not have

more harmful effects, because the story is

so realistic. Might not the child of any
age reason that to spend one's patrimony is

praiseworthy, since the son who docs this

is met with open arms, and feasted on fatted

calits, while the virtuous son who stay* at

home presumably feed* u (ton the Iran kind?
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Again, T maintain that the boy of ten

would entirely overlook the “ gentle courte-

sy ** of Robin Hood, and rathrr seek to imi-

tate the deeds of said worthy outlaw, whose
well-known practice was

To beat and to bind.

To rob and to reave.

Is not here a "moral squint"? Let us
hope that Mrs. Mci'lintock may not try her

theories on any healthy, happy child, and
deprive it of that boon—the fairy tale!

Did she, I wonder, read the apocryphal
tale that went the round* of the newspapers
some years ago, about the little German girl

in New York who was never allowed to

read a fairy tale; so she made up several,

to the financial embarrassment of her

father?

Might we not have something further in

your columns on this subject?

Your# very truly,

Lucia E- Barney.

“ BRUTALIZED EXPERIMENTERS.”
New Bscxawii K, Jmmmart 33,1903.

To the Editor of Harper a Weekly:
Sir,—

I

f it be true, in any degree, that
such cruelties are practised by vivisection-

ists as ha* lately been stated, were it not
i better to risk an occasional failure by hu-

mane methods than to permit so brutalized

|

a race of experimenters and students to de-

I velop? And are not. the nucccssc* of Dr. Ijo-

|
renz proof that desired end* can be reached,

in various cases, without the use of the knife,

once deemed indispensable

?

I ant, sir.

E. S. Pheltk.

'Y'HE next issue of

Harpers Weekly

tpill contain, among

other features, the last

portraitof Washington,

drawn from life. It

tpas made by Dr. E.

C. Dick, bis physician,

in 1799. It is pub-

lished now for the

first time.
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Com Exchange Bank
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WILLIAM A. A'ASH. President

THOMAS T. BARR.
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F. T. MARTIN. Cashier

WM. E. WILLIAMS. Assistant Cashier

Letters
of

Credit.

CONDENSED STATEMENT]
DECEMBER /, 1902

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts . . . $32,821,102.49

Due from Banks ..... 1,809,133.5;

Banking’ Houses and Lots 1,524,792.96

Bonds, Stocks, etc. .... 1,024,125.34

Cash and c'ks on other Banks 9,386,664.23

$36.565>8i8.S4

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undivid-

ed Profits $5,216,107.78

Deposits subject to Check 31 .349 .710.76

$36,565,818.54
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National Bank

of the City of New York
(Polnimui 1610)

33 WALL STREET
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ALEXANDER E ORR. VlCE-l’ReaimtNT.
ANDREW A. KNOWLES. Cashier.
RODEHT U. GRAFF, - - - ASSISTANT Cabhikx.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
{.CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th. 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts - - $12,745,106.56
Bonds ----- 770,029.74
Banking House - - - 545,796.92

Due from Banks - - - 835,629.80
Cash and Checks on other Banks 8,297, 120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCOUNTS IN CITED

DIRECTORS
Alexander B. Orr, ... David Dow* ft C«.
Lowell Lincoln. ........ Catlin ft c*.
Horace E. Garth, Ei-Pmiitni.
Henry Hunt/. Henrv Heal* ft Co.
CHARLES M PRATT, Standard Oil Co.
Henry Taluadoe. - Henrv Talaadge & Co.
John Sinclair. John Sinclair ft Co.
WILLIAM B. Moulton. • - Boulton, film* ft Ballett.

Eixiar L. Marston. Blair A Co.
Granville w. Garth. Preddcnt.

Bill* of oxcbauKe bought and
sold. Cable Transfer* to Eu-
rope and South Africa. Com-
mends! sDd Travellers’ Letter*
of Credit. Collection* made.
InUirnatlomil Cheque*. Cer-
tificates of Deposit.

Brown Brothers ft Co.,
Haneses, No. SB Wall Striet.

WILLIAMSON’S
North Dakota.

5%
First Mortgage
R-eal Estate

INVESTMENTS.
Salient (a) Twenty years'

Features residence; sev-

enteen years’ active banking and
real estate business in Southeastern

North Dakota. (b) Personal

knowledge of every loan
; of the

borrower as well as the security.

(c) Never has there been a fore-

closure made on one of my loans.

(d) Interest and principal collect-

ed without expense. Remittance

in New York exchange.

The most exacting investigation into

my personal and business life is earnest-

ly courted. Correspondence solicited.
J

WALTER L. WILLIAMSON,
Lisbon, North Dakota.

The Elements of

International Law
By

GEO. B. DAVIS
Lteut.-CoL and Deputy Judge-Advocate Gca.

U.S. A.

HEW MUD REVISED EDIT!OR

A work sufficiently elementary in

character to be within the reach of
students, yet comprehensive and of
wide scope. It gives essential in-

formation in regard to the laws gov-
erning the relations of nations

—

duties of diplomatic representatives,
rights of citizens, alliances, etc.

$2.50

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS
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Baal Estate : Company's OBca

Balldlam la Loiloi, Faria,
Berll a. Hew Turk, Boston,
PkJladalpkU, Sab Praaelaeo,

2*26,146,266 0*

||(U I

Seattle, Sjdaei aad Mexico,
aad ether Beal Estate

Cash la Hull aad Trait Cota-

Accrued latereet. Net Deferred
Proailaai.au. •

M.UMH II

16,677.2*6 78

7.216,666 66

228t.4M.6Sl 20

LIABILITIES
1

Poller Beaer.ee, etc. - $214,*62, 448 IB
Coatlniteal Uaaraatee Faad - 66,116.*22 11
Avallaala for Aathorlu4 Wrl-

6ea4a .... . 2,6*6,660 66

2282,4 a-*.681 SO
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calculated by the Insurance Department,

C II AXLES A. Pxxuu Auditor

ROBERT A. QRANNtSS Vice-Rataioejrr

General Manager
Sd Vice-Prraldent
M Vice-President

Trrnaurer
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©fflclal Ceoal notice

THE CITY OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS, MAIN

OFPICF,. BOROUGH OP MANHATTAN
NO. »8o BROADWAY. STEWART BUILDING

January i*. loot
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REQUIRED BY TUB

Greater New York Charter that the book* called "The Annual
Record of the Aaarno! Valuation of Reel acd 1‘enoeal Fatale
rt the Borough* of Manhattan Tl. Bnmt, Brooklyn. Queen.,
and Richmond. compel* ng Tin: City of New York, mil be
open foe examination and correction uo Ute aarond Monday o*
January and -ill remain open until the

1ST DAY OF APRIL. >«oj. .
During the tuna that the trek* are open to public innpcrtvin

apphco-K-n may be trade by any parson nr corporation claim,
inn to be aggrieved by the assessed valuation o« real or personal
elate to haw the aim corrected

In the R-rough cif Manhattan. at the main office at thn Dr-
partment c< Tame* awl Aaanucmmta No ;Lo Brtud-uv

In the Borough of The Bran, at the office of the fiepartiximi
Municipal Budding. One Hundred and Seventy-Seventh Street
ami Third Avenue

In the Borough of Brooklyn, at the office of the Drautmemt,
Mumcitul Hiiiiditut

In the Borough of Querew. at the office of the Deportment.
Hackett BuOdiar, Jackacn Avenue and Fifth Street. Long
Irtand C ty.

In the Borough of Richmond at the oIlk* of (be Department.
Maaonic Building. Stapleton
Corporation* in all the Borough* mint make application*

only at the mam office in the Borough of Manhattan
Application* in relation to the uvwl valuation of pcrwmal

rotate mint be trade by tin- prraon unwl at the office of Ute
IVp—rtrorot ia the Borough where euch prom murirs. and in
tin: CUT Ilf a non resident carrying on bt.tnroa in Tim City cf
Ne» York, at the office of the IVpartmemt of the Borough
"beer pjch I'lai. of liunnou w located, between Uit hour* -if

10 A. M and » P. M , except on Saturday, -hen all application*
mart »* made between to A M acd . r mm

JAMES L WELLS PreshVnt.
WILLIAM S. COGSWELL,
GEORGE J GILLESPIE.
SAMUEL 8TRASDOURGER.
RUFUS L SCOTT.

I of Taxes and Aascxamenu
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H A R P E R * S VV F. K K L Y

DE WOLF HOPPER’S PRESENTATION OF “MR. PICKWICK”
In this scene from “Mr. Pickwick," which is now playing at the Herald Square Theatre, Pickwick intervenes, “ in a Pick-

wickian sense/’ to help the love affairs of Arabella Wardle and Polly. The three arc sitting on a log in the forest,

when Pickwick's endeavors to persuade the girls to become reconciled with Winkle and Sam Weller cause

the log to roll over, with the unexpected result to Pickwick and Polly shown in the drawing
Drawn b> H. C. Edward*

Digitized by Google
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Drawn by H. M. Paitit

THE NEW PASSENGER STATION IN CHICAGO
The proposed Luke Shore Station in Chicago offers many new facilities for handling the great passenger traffic of the city. It

will he a thirteen-story building, of which the first two floor* will be devoted to waiting-rooms and so on for passengers.

There will be direct communication with the elevated roads and with the surface cars. The building will be situ-

ated in the heart of the city, and more than two hundred trains a day will enter and leave the station
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Recent Gifts for Education

(iCCEIorB gift* to the cauac of education

have characterized the twentieth century.

In the United Slut eta the. number untl

variety of these outpouring* of private

wealth for one of the noblest public pur-

poses have been phenomenal. The economic

student of our history will find this quite

as characteristic of this period of Altivr-

iean civilization as is the organization of

industrial corporations. Tlu-re is more,

perhaps, than coincidence in the relation

la-tween these two development* or the

time.

In national significance the incorporation

by Congress of the General I'ducation Hoard,

to enable it to receive and administer the

great sums of money which have lieett put

at its disposal by Mr. John 1>. HwlieWlw
and others, is easily first among these de-

velopments. The use to which the funds of

the Cencrul Education Bourd are Wing put

negatives eleemosynary suggestion. The
school hoards in various localities in the

(I'ontinurd ON j«jfr 281.)

Asnrrrn Mnrnm.-Mss. tVlsnu uw1* Munnxri Strut r
ninny* l-e n.ed for rtiildren 1 «nliin«. II Miotli** H r

cliilil. vnftrn. |hr intro. nltnyi all pain, curs* wind colic, nml
U llir lw«l Inimlr for disrrlui-s.—

]

THK AMERICAN SOI.DtKR
In Ihe frigid anna of Alaxka *ir in the Inrrid nine nf iSr
Phllippiim ran rni-ty llir delicious fliivn* of liOMPZN''
Em. I » ICmavii CnxnENXKn MllK in Itis CnAre. trn. ••

rlumUlr. l-.»t«MUIieil in IM7.lt lias ktoud hr»t lor forty
live years.—f jtifr.J

( >r course yoa can lire without trU-phnnr rnliT, Iwit yon
Ain't live it murh »« you rniicM, I nu*r |. Irptmr..- -ri

saves lime, am! time N the -tuff of litr. Knti-v lot Kr»nl
Service la Manhattan Irtmi flS a year. New York I

plume Cu., IS l)ey Street, 111 Wert 3tSUi Street.—l-ti/r.J

1

1

ajvi.ni mean* rtreneth—A kbutt'*. the Original Amtortorn
1Utters mean* health. At dm*Kl»t» ami *rucm.—

J

r%
wara*rtS**«tRia

©MNT STRIDES

*Y CHAMPAGNE
IN THE YEAR 1902 WERE

3,733,744
BOTTLES. A riOURE NEVER REACHED 7
BY ANY OTHER CHAMPAGNE HOUSE. >

M BCUIB 11 TIC UMTtD lUttl FOt IN! OVU l»0H U!
J*

367.116 1
BOTTLES/ RECORD NEVER BEFORE /TWINED

\

IN THE HISTOIT OF THE CHJMMGME TRADE IN
,

THIS COUNTRY. MiRKINC AN /DUNCE EQU/L TO

564 PER CENT
CRLITER THAN THE COMIINED INCRUSE
or RLE THE OTHER CHRMPjiCNE HOUSES." i

_ , -/THE CHAMPAGNE OF THE DAY ‘

r_...«.rro Goo. A. Kesskr & Co, NEWTOMJ
JT a -* xVJX'OleaCrCiaVYZ' *•1KX.HX<*tS*rjrXf**C32tT 3W

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TOUR TO CALIFORNIA

I nder lha Personally • Toad uried Sy»teiu
of lha Pen iiny 1« aula Railroad.

Tire second Pennsylvania Railroad Personally
conducted Tour to California f'>r the present sen*
wm will leave New York and Philadelphia on the
Golden Gate Special, February to, going via Cin-
cinnati, New Orleans, San Antonio, and El Paso
to I>* Angeles and San Diego. Three iLays will

be spent in New Orleans, during the Murdi-Gntt
festivities. Should a sufficient number of tvissen-

gen desire to travel under the care nf a Tourist
Agent and Chaperon, a delightful month's itin-

erary in California has been outlined: and a re-

turning itinerary to Kmvo San Francisco March
*H, visiting Salt I.alee City Glenwood and Colo-
rado Springs, and Denver, arriving in New York
April 6 Kate, $*75 fnnn all points on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad east of PitUburg. covering all

expenses of railroad transportation, side trips in

California, and berth and nu-als going on the spe-

cial train. No hotel expenses in California are
included. Tickets are good for return within
nine months, but returning cover transportation
only For detailed itinerary apply to Ticket Agents,
or address Geo. W Boyd. Assistant General Patwcngcr
Agent, Brand Street Station, PUnUpUa, I’a.

7ft* pwuaiE etatis '

1»P AT m RRA&X
Wore DRlt-ooro oolfl-
x»ra prizes aon than

. OTSIRS cMblnod.
caiaXofuo-Jusl cut -fin-

est e*er leaned.Hanllon this pocor.
PRALBIE STATE IHC’JBATOR CO.

HOUR CITY ,
P«.

i
O.S.A

grai'U-i.iiH'm
Uwu* Great English Remedy
BLAIR’S PILLS
Sate. Sara, Eftectiva. 60c. A Si
DBP&QIBTg, or tR THham Hi, W. V

I Special round-trip excursion tick-

et. on sale dally. I.ltieral return
limits; best accommodation*. '

f THE OVERLAND LIMITEDl

MOST LIIXLRIOUS

TRAIN IN THE WORLD

Dixnrtng-Uaom. I fining, hufrt-
l.lhrarg Cart (trith Bin txrand
Hath i. Kl*etnr hghliil.

CHICAGO* NORTH-WESTERN
UNION PACIFIC and

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RYS.
Tlcfcata from say Italian* AaeaL

B O

One taste convinces

KORNKRISP
Best of all modem foods

KER’S BITTERS
Anti-dyspeptic. A tonic, an appetizer, and a delicacy In mixed drinks.

VIOLETTES du CZAR THE EVER FASHIONABLE PERFUME OF

ORIZA-L. LEGRAND (Grand Prix Paris 1 900

1
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WICKEDWILLIE ana THEWALL
A timely warning to Kaiser William and Others

•* v by Albert Uvfkjnc

Eddy. " 1 got relath'd licet there."

tddj '' / got relathes Ihvs there."

5.

Castro " He's a<o*H«'n' rrrr now, Mr Roosevelt r '

Teddy " He it, it he t WeU, we ll see how far he gets

%

Teddy " ll't all right yet. Catty 1st him throw rocks ; hut you tell me
the instant he trns to i hmtt that wall

'

Castro. "Oh I'll do that, str."

Willie " Monroe t Xfir't gam warit / link 1 try and go ofer dot

wall, set
"

Eddy.
"
.Yaw, I got relatives Uses there.'’

1 1 r ! : • ! :
• 1

1

1 ! t : t : #
Eddy. “ IVfcr. that's my dear relatives, now C

2S0
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(Continurd from pagr 279.)

South, where* the general standard of cdu-

•at ion i* iuo*1 in need of elevation. receive

help in proportion ns they and representn-

tive citizens help theinwclvpw. Such men as

William H. Baldwin, Jr., who liu* becouM
ucquainted with the need* of the South by
pcrsonul observation, muniige the Hoard.

Store than a million dollars has already

Immmi put at the di«pnsal of the Hoard. A

gate of nil the gifts to education in the

United States in many entire decades.

Many million* have been given in this way
by American* in the past two year*, and
are on record. Of many other generosities

of this sort there ha* been ami can be no
public record. Mirny such gift* are made
on the express condition of secrecy. " Some
givers.” writes President Hadley of Yale,

“desire to remain wholly unknown, and even
go so far us to wish that the amount of

their gifts should be concealed. Others,

especially when their gift* are of the nature
of bequests, leave matters in such a shape

that it is impossible to give u plain statisti-

cal account of the date at which they accrue.

We prefer that the simple statement * in-

complete ' should he appended to any statin-

tics."

Cecil John Rhode* left by his will endow-
ments for two hundred Rhodes scholarships

In the twenty-one colleges of Oxford Uni-
versity. to be given to young men in the
United States and in the British colonies.

The value of each scholarship is $1500 a
year for three year*. The capital of which
the United State* will receive the benefit

under Mr. Rhodes’* will evidently mount*
high Into the million* of dollar*. The first

young American scholar* will enter Oxford
in the autumn of 11H14. Two of the Rhode*
scholarship* have Wen appropriated to
each Suite and Territory of the United
State*.

The Carnegie Institution at Washington
ha* been endowed with million* by I he same
lavish ironmaster at whose nod sixty-five

Carnegie libraries are being built in the
city of New York alone, at u eo*t of
$5,000.0(10. The educational air reeks of
millions. All over Creat Britain and the
United Stutes Carnegie millions are going
into stone and brick structure* wliieh will
house Ixtoks nnd reader* and some students.
The Department of Pnlirontolngy of the Pea-
lssly Museum, and the Department of Kx •

peri mental Psychology in Yale University,
have just, been named a* the recipients of
the first financial aid from the ('arnegie
Institution at Washington.

It wa* *aid not long sinee that Columbia
University urgently need* $ 10 ,000,000 to
round out its usefiilnes*. for the present.
Within the lifetime of men now living that
much money would have Ismght all the
universities and college* in the country.
President Woodrow Wilson observed casual-
ly in Chicago towards the end of the year
that Princeton want* $ 12,500,000 to make
it a great scientific institution, “and prob-
ably will get it.” Nobody who studies the
drift of the day and know* President But-
ler nnd President Wilson need have much
doubt alsuit Columbia nnd Princeton get-
ting what they need in the way of money.
Millions of money, at that. Even little
Amherst—little in size, hut great in many
thing* which go to constitute a college,
ha* received gift* of $272,000 in the past
two years. When Henry Ward Beecher
went to Amherst, seventy -two years ago.
$272,000 was a bigger lump than ten mill-
ions is now. In the last eight years the
University of Pennsylvania has received
contribution*, exclusive of tuition fee* and
income from investment*, in the aggregate
sum of $4,750,101 Hi in addition to this
amount, there ha* to ho added not Ir-** than
$1,000,000. to which extent the treasurer

(Conlinurd W n /utijr

No train in America is more brilliantly lighted than the

Golden State Limited.
Electric lights are everywhere—in the roofs, on the sides of the
cars, in the berths. This last feature is worthy of special note,
for it not only enables one to undress in comfort, but also, in

case one wishes, to read in bed. The berth lights are conven-
iently placed and can be turned on and off at pleasure.

!?• S1*1,® Limited leave* Chicago dally

a*
1

!*t
K route. Lets than three

gays to I-o« Artfely* Thro can to Santa Barbara aod
San Francisco. Compartment and standard sleeper*;
dlaln*. ibrarr, and observation car* lowest altitudes
olany line across the continent Ticket* and full lo-
lonnatioa at any railroad ticket office, or by addressing

Jdo. Sebastian, I'.T.M., Chicago, UL

EQUITABLE'
HENRY B HYDE, founder

JW ALEXANDER
MtcsiontT

JHHYOE
Vice MCSIMOT

Washington and
Lincoln

defended and protected their country

while they lived.

The Father of a family should defend and

protect his family, not only while he lives

hut after he dies.

This can best be accomplished by Life

Assurance. An Endowment policy in the

Equitable will protect your family in the

event of your death, and will provide for

your own future if you live.

For full information fill out coupon below

180 BROADWAY, NRW YORK

m
231
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NEW ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES

A
LTHOUGH the United Staten lead* tin- world in moat phase*

of railroad transportation, it has learned many thing*, es-

pecially in the matter of electric traction, from the Old
L World. The underground trolley was first put in suc-

cessful operation in Buda-Pesth. Trackless trolleys have
la-en in operation for aoiue time experimentally in Germany and
France, wagons with freight trailers lieing guided along certain

roads from overhead wirea. Automobiles. of course, have received

their highest development in France. And now cornea the newest
development. It is none other than an attempt to abolish the low-

motive from steam railroads by establishing automobile truiiut.

The experiment is to tie

made in France in dune next.

An automobile train is to la-

run from Paris to Dijon, and.
if it is successful, will prob-

ably Ik- continued to Lyons
and Nlec. The train is to

run the distance from Paris
to Dijon, uhoul 11*1 miles,

in three hours and ten

minutes, or ul the rate of

01*4 miles an hour. Spe-
cial carriages will la- built for

the train, the present car-

riages not being convertible to

this use. The curriagea will

la- of the *ir.c of those in uni-

on the Puris-Lyons Railroad,

and each will accommodate
forty persons with their lug-

gage. There will also la- a
lavatory and a refreshment
loir in each carriage.

Tile ubolition of the loco-

motive, whether steam or elec-

tric. is regarded as a mo-
mentous step in railroad
transportation. The roadla-d will lie relieved of much weight, nml
it is expected that the trains may In- made heavier on that arcount.
allowing more accommodation for travellers. The first uutomobile
trains are to be what are known as Irninu dr Iujv. The high speed
that will be attained will be equal to the fastest train in tlu- world,
now running from Paris to Calais, and it is expected that passen-
gers ultimately will lie able to leave Lyons in the morning, spend
the day in Paris, and return at night. The motor apparatus for

one of the«e trains will require only one attendant.
It is commonly supposed that this country leads the world in

railroad transportation, and it docB in matters related to the *-om-

tin a>L
, - M •» i

s.

New Type of American Electric Locomotive

fort of the passenger*. In the matter of safety Kuropean rail

road* are superior. In tin- matter of safety signals, only 25.UOU
miles of the ifiio.tMto in iim- here are equipped with such appliances,
while practically all of the railroude in Great Britain, und mist
of those on the Continent, have such appliances in operation. In
England, the safety appliances arc regulated by the board of trade
under the presidency of Colonel York, who has made a life-long
study of such matter*, tin the Continent, where the state owns
must of the roads, the military requirements and precision em-
ployed in operating them are 'displayed to tln-ir last advantage
hi the u»e of various kinds of safety appliances.

The fastest long • distance
train in the world runs from

*- l'arta to Calais, at the rate of
til' . miles an hour. On short
distance* trains have Is-en run
in this country at more than
loti mih-s mi hour, but our
fastest long • distance train*
go at the rate of about 110

miles an hour. Grrmany has
one feature in railroading
that this country lacks. It

i* an ambulance train for use
in time of accidents. The
ears are stationed at certain
points along the line, and
when an neeident occurs the
physiriuns are summoned, and
the train is rushed to the
scene. There is an operating
room in each ear. ami a cer-

tain numlier of Is-d* are ready
for the wounded victims. The
results are said to lie most
satisfactory in saving life.

The United Stale* has
long used the third rail in

electric traction for elevated railroad*, and. in Connecticut and
Massachusetts, it has Is-en pul in service for surface systems with
success. The New York Central uml the Pennsylvania will use this

system in their new terminal systems in New York city. The
North Eastern Railway of England is said to have no less than
thirtjvflve miles of electric traction on double tracks in operation,
four ruiles of single track, and two miles of four trucks. Fa*t
electric travel on rails has reached its highest s|iced in Germany,
but largely on experimental lines.

With the successful operation of automobile train*, the steam
locomotive would seem to lie doomed, a momentous thing in travel.

Electric Engine in Germany run on tbe Overhead System
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(Continued from }Mifc 2ftt.)

ha* in hit* safe - keeping lulmiptioiw soon

to be paiil, nr payable in annual instalment*

in the coming few year*. *ml binding upon
heir*, executor*, and aniglM.

President W. R. Harper, of the Uni-

versity of Chicago. said recently that Mr.

John D. Rockefeller hud jn*t given an-

other million dollar* to that university, part

of which would be u»e«l to establish a school

of technology. Mr. Rockefeller’s gifts to

thin institution now amount to $12,4(12,000.

The University of California ha* received

about $000,000 in money gift* in the past

two .vear a. Mr*. Phtrbe 1 1 on r*t i* erecting

a mining building, which will cost a half-

million dollar*. The university ha* two

hundred and fifty-two mining student*,

which exceed* the number of student* in

mining in any other university in

the world. The 1 1 curst Mining Ruilding

will have *melting-rooin* for copper and

lead, a mill for gold and silver, dry crushing

tower, forge-room*, drafting-rooms, museum,
studies for the instructor*, and locker-rooms

and shnwer-lmths for student*. Mr*. Ilcarst

now give* to the university some $40,000 a

year for the sup|sirt of the Department of

Anthropology. She maintain* anthropo-

logical expeditions from the university, in

Peru, in Kgypt. and in various |wrt* of

Western America. An anthropological mu-
seum of most unusual interest and complete-

ness is being gathered through her gener-

osity.

Great institution*, like Vale and Harvard,

whose alumni have been aceutmilnting

honors and riches all over the country’ for

a hundred year* and more, are in eonstiint

receipt of gift* of money, for specified pur-

pose*. It is not practicable to estimate the

grand total of such sums for a given jo*rio«l,

nor do these universities consider it desir-

able to do so. A single |Mragrupli from the

report of the treasurer of Vale University

for the year ending July 31. 1001 . shows,
for example, that the permanent funds of

the university had been increased in that

year by $5115.027 73. divided among the

generul university, lihrury. Sheffield, aca-

demical. theological, medical, law. and art

school funds, while hii additional amount
of Id had l**en given in the same
period for the bicentennial, law-school build-

ing and nwliral-*chnol building fund*. In

the preceding year the estate of the bite

Cornelius Vanderbilt added $100,000 to the

general fund, which received also $ 110 .-

58 from other gifts. In that year also

the Forest School was established by a gift

of $ |.'>0,000 from the Pinchot family,

(•ifts to income which do not up|>car in the

movement* of the |>crmanciit fund* are
constantly received nt Itoth Yule mid liar

vard. The Yule official* have just received

a very large collection of Kgyptiun antiqui-

ties. representing Connecticut's share for

the year 11HJ2 in the Kgypt Kxploration

Fund.
It is not only great schools and hig sums

which illustrate the tendency of the day in

these matter*. The new* column* of the

newspapers hear almost daily witness to

what is hemming a national habit. The
fund of $50,000 to endow a chair of

Economic* and Political Science at Wash-
ington and Lee University has recently been
completed bv the generosity of New York
men of ulfair*. Mr*. S. P. Lee*, of New
York, left the same institution, a few week*
ago. a bequest of $30,000. Henry O. Have-
ineyer gave $20,000 toward* a new heating-

plant for itryn Mawr College, ami nobody
would ever have known anything alsiut it

hail not the mat famine come. The estate

of A. C. Hutchinson, it is just announced,
proves so much more satisfactory than hud
lieen anticipated that the Medical Depart-

ment of Tuiane University in New Orleans

will profit from it to the extent of nearly a
million dollars.

— The U. S. ->

LONG DISTANCE
Automobile Co.’s

TOURINC CARS
Built lor American Rood*

Two Cylinders Vertical Engine

Price $2500.00
Meeting the re.julr*menl» of thoa*
wh» seek simplicity of manipulation.
atredRtb of i <ii si ruction, reliability

and ecoDnmy ns doc* no other make.

Our book is of mutual interttt to

iutomotulists. Sent /ret on reques t

U. S. Lone Distance Automobile Co.

1 10-1 14 Wot 4!s! Siren. New York

Factory, 307 Whtaon St., J«*a«y CHy IF YOU WANT 10 SELL .::;.";.YriCSj:
Ckm and Price lo day. I run wv, you time and money.

yitx\k i*. iii'wi-vmi.
Heal I’.nutc l-M>rrt . 1 loll Ailairo- l-.anrear. Hiilldinq. t liirmn.

THE ONLY SALESROOMS IN GREATER NEW YORK FOR
THE CELEBRATED

PIANOSSOHMER PIANOS

ARE LOCATED IN THE SOHMER BUILDING
FIFTH BOTE CORNER 22d STREET

THE 'SOHMER ' HEADS THE LISTS OF THE HIGHEST ORADC PIANOS
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Your money back
H you are not satisfied

DO YOU SUPPOSE that a oompanr with a capital of NQO.OOO-OO, paid In fall, and the

proud reputation of M years of continuous success. would make such an odor and not carry

it out to the letter?

DO YOU SUPPOSE we would Jeopardise our standing with the public and our chanoea

of still ifrenter success by foUinif to fulfil any promise we make ?

DO YOU SUPPOSE we would make such an offer If we did not hare the utmost confi-

dence In the satLsf j in* quality of our goods i

WE KNOW wo can please you and save you money, for HAYNER WHISKEY goea

direct from our distillery to you. with all Its original richness and flavor, carry Inc a UN ITK

D

STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARANTEE of PURITY and AGE and wiving

you the big profits of the dealers. That'a why It's beet for medicinal purposes. That's why
It's preferred for other use*. That'* why we are regularly supplying over a quarter uf a
million satisfied customers. That's ifby YOU should try it-

Direct from ouF distillery to YOU
Sam Dtilirt’ Profit* 1 Provonti Adultaratlon 1

HAYNER WHISKY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL $0^2 EXPRESS

QUARTS O PREPAID,

We will tend too FOUR FULL QUARTS of HAYNER'S SEVEN-YEAR-
OLD RYK for US) and we will pay the express charges. When you receive

the whiskey, try It and If you don't find It all right and as good as you ever
drank or cm buy from any body else at any price, then send It back at our
expense and your 18.10 will be returned to you by next mall. How could

an offer be fairer? We take all the risk and stand all the expense. If

the goods do not please you. Won't you let ua send you a trial orderf Wo
ibip In a plain sealed case; no marks to show what's Inside.

Orders for Aria. Cal.. OoL. Idaho. Mont. Nev.. N. MjjkQja. Uuh. Wash
or Wyo.. must be on the basis of 4 Quarts for 44.AO tiv Express
prepaid or *© Qearta for 116.00 by Fralgkt Prepaid,

Write our nearest office and do It NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY
OAYTOHf OHIO OT. LOUIS, MO. ST. PAUL, INN.

DonLLDT. Trot. <X Ebtablcsotd 180A.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

lOTUili Cured to rtsy Cl'KIil). Health T«-*li.red.

Ao I HINA Book 24 A, lfHKK. PR.IIAYKS. Buffalo. N Y.

U always of uniform cxctilcnc*. ltncv«r

departs from Its high quality. H U a dry

Champagne with a delightful bouquet,

made of the pure )ulce of grapes, natur-

ally fermented.

Pacific Mail Steamship Company

HONOLULU, JAPAN, CHINA,
PHILIPPINES

New 12,000 Ton Twin Screw Steamers

KOREA AND SIBERIA
Theve ships have broken ail records for speed ever made across the Pacific.

Unexcelled Cuisine. Reduced Rates. Around the World Tours in every direction

Full information on Application to General O/pce,

441 MAIIKET ST., SAX FIIAXC/SCO, CAL.

or to L. If. XUTTIXG, General Eastern Passenger Agent,

1149 Broadnag anti Xo. I Battery Place, Xew York.

IF. G. XElMYEft, Agent, PM Clark St., Chicago ,
III.

The Waxing Power of the

Journalist

Sour, one has defined journalism as “the
art of disguising your ignorance in order to

add t«* other |**nplc‘s.” If an, the United
States is growing more nnd more ignorant.

Wendell Phillips said, in lHrtl. that “type*
are the father* of democrats.” If so, de-

mocracy in the United States is striking

deeper and deeper root. The same gifted

orator and reformer, defying a Boston audi-

enee hostile to him, once said, pointing

to the representatives of the press before

him: “Howl on. I speak to .10.000.000

here.” How vastly greater now both pop-

ulation and circulation of the daily news-

paper!

There has just come from the Census

Rureau a bulletin showing the striking in-

crease in circulation of the periodicals of

this country during the decade 181)0-1000—

•

an increase certainly not slackened during

the nearly two fears which have passed since

the census was taken.

In 1000 there were published 18.220 news-

papers and periodicals of all kinds, an in-

crease of 22.3 per cent. Of these, 2220 were

dailiea, 12.071) weeklies, and 1 HI 7 monthlies.

Comparison with the census report of 1H1K)

shows that then- bus been a marked falling

off in the nutulier of journals devoted to

special aspects of knowledge—the percentage

of decline varying from 42 per cent, in so-

ciety and art journals to 7.1 per cent- in re-

ligions periodicals.

Ilut while there has been this marked fall-

ing off in the number—if not in the total

circulation—of journals devoted to special

provinces of news and opinion, there has

been, ns might la* expected, an equally strik-

ing gain in the number of and circula-

tion of daily newspapers and monthly peri-

odicals.

Thus, in 181*0 there were 1010 dailies

with a total circulation per issue of 8,187.-

188 copies. In 11)00 there were 2226 dailies

with ft total circulation per Issue of 15.102,

-

150 copies. In 181)0 there were 1734 month-

ly periodicals, with ft circulation per issue

of ln.tl24.018 ; ill 11)00 tliP number had risen

to 1817 and the circulation to 10.510.807

copies per month. Multiply this by twelve

and you have the circulation hv the year;

multiply thie by five, the estimated number

of persons who rend a periodical, and you

begin to have some conception of the place

in the intellectual furnishing of the people

which the monthly magazines of this coun-

try play. The late Rev. l)r. Richard S.

Stnrr*. of Brooklyn, who in bis day had

few peers among American clergymen as a

thinker and orator, said, in 1800. describ-

ing the Sources and Guarantees of National

Progress. “ Hither one of several of our cur-

rent magazine- is a better exponent of the

modern civilization than the Parthenon was

of the Hellenic, or the Forum Komanura of

that which ruled from the Tiber."

The common • school system graduates

each year an ever-increasing number of in-

telligent. acquisitive renders. Applied sci-

ence has niadp the process of printing and

illustrating large edition* possible. Better

appreciation of the profit to business of ad-

vertising has stimulated income, which makes

possible large outlay for attractive contrib-

utors, authors, and illustrators. I-ast. but

not least, with the coming of rural delivery

and better postal facilities, the area of swift

distribution of the product of editor, con-

tributor, and printer has been vastly in-

creased.

The newspaper of today, to quote Pro-

fessor II. S. Nash in his Klhic* and Rev-

rfafion. is “ the symbol of the widened

social responsibility of the race." “Won-

derful to him that has eyes to see it right-

lv is the newspaper," )* the word of

Homer Wilbur, in Lowell's “ The Pious Kd

itor’s Creed,” which bit of satire has for its
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No attempt to improve on

the work of nature in making
Shredded Wheat. The proper-

ties naturally organized are

scientifically cooked That is all.

Send lu* “ The Vital Qurstioa ** (Cook Book, illustrated

in colon FREE. Addrrw

Gf>

e

NATURAL FOOD CO.,
Nlutra Falla, N. Y.

Fancy Apples
from the famous Lake Shore sec-

tion of Western New York.

Klflfs, Baldwins, Greenings, Nortbern

Spys, Russets, Spilzenburgs,

Seek-oo-furlhers, Etc.

Each one selected, wrapped with

great care, singly in paper and per-

fectly packed in boxes. In single

varieties or assorted.

Delivered at your door, all

charges paid, for $3.00 per box
containing 100 to 125 apples ac-

cording to size and variety, cash

with order. Also

Fancy Evaporated Apples

prepared and packed by us, suitable

for sauces, pies, etc. Will keep in-

definitely. Directions inside. 25-lb.

box, 53.50 ;
50-lb. box. 56.00.

Menty refunded i/ net ai »r tlalf. U'r art ike
largest individual thifftrt »/ in lit I'mted
Statu. Our teld Iteragt cu/a, i ty u MofiOO farrtU.

EM. UptonS Co. Hilton, N.Y.

Tom
irisp
*****

Large, clean, crisp

flakes. Malted and

thoroughly cooked

Made from the finest

Southern White Cora.

MORPHINE
The Or. 4. I- Htcplirna < <>.. l»r|>l.ll, Lrlanoii.Olilu

prow appendix one of the finest apprecia-

tion* of the place of journalism in life

which hare ever been written.

Years after writing this In the immor-
tal Higlow Papers, when he was represent-

ing the United States ul the Court of St.

James's. Mr. Liwcll addressed a company of

journalists in l«ondon, and to them he said

that he felt as if he were talking to the
ear of Dionysius, at the other end of which
the world was listening. He asked his at-

tentive hearers—journalists—whether they
were aware “ to how great an extent ” they
" had supplanted the pulpit, to how great

an extent you have supplanted even the de-

liherntive assembly. Yon have assumed re-

sponsibilities, I should say. heavier than
man ever assumed before. You wield an
intluence entirely without precedent hitherto

in human history."

About the rsme time. 1883 (Mr. Lowell
spoke in 188-1), President Eliot of Harvard
University was writing on "The Education
of Clergymen," and in his article he point-

ed out the changed conditions under which
the clergyman of that time did his work
compared with the conditions of the colo-

nial days. He said that formerly “ the week
lv sermons and prayer • meetings were al-

most the sole intellectual exercises in the

last century, except for the very few who
could afford the luxury of books. In our
time, four days' labor of one man will pay
for more muling-mnttcr than nn ordinary

farmer's family will care to read in a

year, namely, a local paper, a religious pa-

per, a magazine, and siuiie cheap edition*

of current books. The minister iu the quiet-

est village, as well as in the manufacturing
town and great seaport, is in competition

with this new teacher, the press, which, by
the regular and frequent mails, delivers its

lessons in every household.”

In these two quotations from Mr. Lowell
and President Eliot we see what the rela-

tive influence of press and pulpit seemed to

be in the eighties. The most ardent advo-

cate of the pulpit will scarcely claim that its

power hns increased a* much relatively, dur-

ing the two decades sines* these expert stu-

dents of society passed judgment, as has

the power of the press.

Nor is the journalist seen to be any less po-

tent when we turn to the art of government
and to the realm of statecraft. “ If I could

not he a king I would he n journalist,*’ mid
King Humbert of Italy. The two most dis-

tinctive gatherings which Prince Henry of

Prussia attended in this country were those

of the captains of industry and of the jour-

nalists, and his deference to the power of

the journalist was so obvious that it oc-

casioned remark in (lermany. " It iB not

too much to say.” mid Justice Simeon Bald-

win, of the Connecticut Supreme Court, at

a recent meeting of the National Bar Asso-

ciation, 11 that modem government could not.

exist without its support from journalism,

and this less from the direct influence it

exerts than from the publicity and close

scrutiny of official action which it secures.

Cntil a hundred years ago legislatures

the world over sat with closed doors.

With such waxing power in shaping the

thought and action of men it becomes Im-

perative that the journalist should stand

for the highest social ideals and for the

greatest degree of independence of thought

and nction possible. And it is the testi-

mony of those whose opportunity for ob-

servation has extended over the requisite

numlM-r of years that never was the press of

the country untrammelled by partisan,

sectarian, and racial prejudices as to-day. If

both journalist and clergyman, speaking ex

cathedra in sermon and editorial. Bpenk with

less authority than formerly. St is because

the basis of authority is shifting from opin-

ion to fact, and both readers and hearers

are saying, with increasing emphasis; “(live

us the data of life. We will form our own
conclusions.*'
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Delicious DrinK_s
and Dainty Dishes

ARK MADF. FROM

BAKER’S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
tloeqlisted lor Smoothness,Delicacy.uuFUvor

Examine the package v /u receive end tasks suts

that it bears our trade-sure.

Under the decltlnss of the U. S. Court* Bo other

Coco* U eatiUed to be labeled or sold at

••BAKER'S COCOA."
Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established .-b DORCHESTER. MASS.

WILLIAMS
SHAVING
STICK

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of allmodem foods

Asthma, ygffix Coughs,

Bronchitis, Sore Thru!,

Catarrh. xZSS' Hoarseness.

Nothing excels this simple remedy.
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AN EXPENSIVE VALENTINE

.1 i>rIiiflitfit/ II intrr
Tour A tonml Hntutiful

POR.TO RICO
B> the nr« (trainer* "COAMO" (5.000 tall*) ami •• PONCP 3.500 ton* .

A three » rek >
' trip in the Tropic* inaile ulth ever cumlml mil permlltlnu

every opportunity lor erring and cnfoying the rare hreuty »l the nlmJ.

ENTIRE COST OF TRIP. $1311 and $140

THE NEW YORK & PORTO RICO S.S. CO.. I Broadway. NEW YORK
OR RAYMOND Sc WHITCOMB C0„ 25 UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK

1 wo Elements
of pleasurable social life

are health and hospitality

Hunter
Baltimore

Rye
Contributes to
both .is the phy-
sician’s and the
host’s first choice
because of Its

Sterling Quality
and

Superb Flavor

It is the American
Gentleman's
Whiskey

TIIHF.lt - DA % TO I H TO W I'lll.NtiTOS.

ruder l lie t»*r<M>iiBlly - loud lifted Sjaiem
or the PenitayliMiila ICiillroud.

The next Pennsylvania Railroad Personally-
conducted Tour to ’Washington leaves Thursday,
February 2 Rate, covering nulro.nl transpnria-
lion for the round trip, hotel accommodations, and
transfer of passenger and U-ggagr. station to hotel
in Washington. *1450 from New York. $ i i 00
from Trenton, and $11 50 from Philadelphia These
rates cover accommodations for two daw at the
Arlington. Normandie. Riggs. lCblntt. Shorcham.
Cochran, Gordon, Barton. or Hamilton Hotels.
For accommodations at Regent. Metropolitan.
National, or Colonial Hotels, $» so less. Special
side trip to Mt Vernon.

All ticket* good for ten days, with Special hotel
rales after expiration of hotel onipons

For itineraries ..rid full information apply to
ticket agents: Tourist Agent. jf»j Fifth Avenue,
New York; 4 Court Street. Brooklyn; 780 Broad
StriTt. Newark. N J : or address Cco \V Boyd.
Avr-tant General Passenger Agent, Broad Street

1

Station. Philadelphia.

Botweon New York and Chicago In 24 hours.
Via New York Central — Lake Shore Route, “Lake Shore Limited.”

2&6
Digitize



It is

Real Cozy
That is what ladies say of

Th« California Limited

Private compartments,
ample dressing rooms and

|

olis«*rvat>on parlor, all daintily

furnished. Perfect dining-car
meals.

i

Chtc.ieo to California in less

than three days.
' Why stay at home ?

The California l«**tr dewrthed In oar
Ix.ik* ; mailed lor loc in stamps. Address
Genera! P»»*enrrr Offii-r. Auhlson,'Topeka
& Santa Ke Railway. Chicago.

,

Santa Fe

LEADING HOTELS
Chicago, III.

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jackson Boulevard and Clark Street. Chicago.

EUROPEAN PLAN
Special Facilities for Banquets, Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.
Gentlemen’* l ate imi ntaln (Vm>t. I .ailie*' ami Gentlemen'*
Itntaumnt and Private l»inli>g - It-mnn. on *••*-..ml Ao<»r.
Two Imnitreii gis«it hmwh, three lourth* of which have
private lath in cunneflinti.

Retrs from S2 Upwards.

Boston, Mass.

BERKELEY HOTEL
Berkeltj and Boditen Streets. Bostoa. Mass.

EUROPEAN and AMERICAN PLANS
Muilerit in every detail.

Convenient to large Stores, Theatres, and all

places of interest.

Nut Hack Hav Stations.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.

THE NEW BOY AT DALE
By Charles Edward Rich

WmttrttUJ Sy Flortutt St*tv/ SSimm

Before bis arrival at Dale vcliool, Giovanni Martin's
experiences had Item litany. Stolen when a ehild,

he runs aw ay. joins a circus, becomes a clever acrobat,
saves a child of (lie Stantons, who are. in truth, his
own jarentv Intensely interesting, full of incident,

with a tone of w Itulc-unic sincerity that makes right

reading for boys and girls.

ftJ5 net. Postage extra

HARPER & BROTHERS. NEW YORK

BREAD MACHINE
Sift* the Ansir *i»d mile* 10 Ihe-

cif Kv*l hrr.nl In 3 llltllulrh. Snld
•uhjmT In Inal and miprut nl. Stud
fvr Jiivt/rt. Agents wanted.

Scientific Bread Mach. Co.
tit nls cuAMaauis Jw.)

Ti2iul Jitd Media SI*., HitlndelphU

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of allmodem foods

JMH'mUHil

‘ Before you do
another thinq

James, bring me a

Club
COCrfTAlIL
lm so tired shopping

maKe it a MARTI Nl.|

I need a. little Tonic
1

]

and its so much better i

thanadrug ofany hind]

FOR SALE arALL DEALERS. I

6.F. HeubieinsBro.
i ttwronD newYBuk. London.

To Open

CooksFlared Rice
Jfisou/rELY /Vo Cook/no.

Nothing

cheap about

Bicycle

Playing Cards
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HARPERS
BOOK NEWS
THE PRIDE OF TELLFAIR

Elmore Elliott Peake, by his new

novel,
" The Pride of Teltfair,"

published yesterday, bids fair to

outdo the success which was at-

tained by his first book, “ The

Darlington®.” The business, the

pleasures, and the ambitions of a

thriving lawyer form a background

for a love story told in a way
wholly novel. The life of a middle

Western town is pictured with

photographic fidelity, and the char-

acters introduced are real, con-

vincing, alive—the people one

meets to-day in prosperous towns.

The book entertains in every line.

THE MYSTERY OF SLEEP

A new edition of
“ The Mystery

of Sleep ” also made its appearance

yesterday, so thoroughly revised

and rewritten as to be practically

a new book. Mr. John Bigelow,

the author, has put into his work

a lifetime of thought and ex-

perience; it is his theory that dur-

ing sleep there is a return of the

soul to its source, and that this, and

not the mere physical regeneration

of man, is the true, final function of

sleep. Mr. Bigelow puts his views

ably and earnestly, and with a logic

that is convincing in its appeal.

THE NEW BOY AT DALE
Another new book published yes-

terday is “ The New Boy at Dale,”

by Charles Edward Rich. This is

a story for boys, dealing with the

many adventures that befall the

“ new boy ” at Dale school. The

story is full of incident, and the

spirit of adventure breathes through

it all with strong appeal to the

young reader. It is a healthy,

clean story of the kind that boys

love and with the right sort of

ending.
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’ROUND-THE-WORLD TIME-TABLE

D lllKtTOK NAUELMACKKRS. a well-known railway offi-

cial u( Belgium, recently unnoum.il that within u year
it would la* posaible tn go around the world in forty

day*. Thi* may la* accomplished when tin* improvement*
in tin* Nilierian railroad. whi«*li an* bring rn-lml by Ibi*

*ia. are completed, and a fast steamship srnrit* from Port Artlinr

nr Vladivostok In .la|Miu i* ill op.1 ration. Tin* ijuii*k«**t available

time at present i* fifty-two dav*>.

Herr Nngelinackrr* |tuv« Ibis schedule as one that might la*

made: Pari* to Vladivostok, thirteen day*: to Nagaoaki. two
days; to Yokohama, two days: to Vancouver. twelve days: to

New York, four days; to Cherlain rtf. *i\ day* : to I'ari*. one-

half day: total, thirty - nine and a half day* All this i* prrdi-

rated upon the theory that the traveller would huvr waiting for

him at Vladivostok. Nagasaki, and New York the fastest steam
ship* available.

The usual time from Moscow to the Pacific const now i« cigli-

or Vladivostok to Yokohama in four day* will la* the greatest

difficulty. With that arranged satisfactorily, and with steamship*
waiting, it would l«* possible for the traveller to keep within the

forty days' schedule.
A* tin* journey is made at present, one may start from I’ari*

at 8.2.Y i\m . going by way of Ib-rlin and Warsaw, and reach
Moscow at 2,<'RJ i*. m

.

on the second day. leaving Moscow at #..15

i*.M the same night, if the de|Mrture from Paris is timed to

catch the m*mi-weekly SilH'iian express, one reaches lrkoiit*k eight

days later. In lrkoutsk there is a wait of twenty-four hour*, and
then an eight day*’ trip to Port Arthur. Then one crossc* the

narrow channel to t'he-fu. or one may take a steamer direct

from Pori Arthur. It is u five days' trip from there to Nagasaki,
and four day* more by steamer to Yokohama. Twelve day* later
one arrive* in Vanmuvtr. six day* afterward* in New York, and
in another six and a half, or say *i\, one rearhe* Pari*—n total

ol fifty-two or fifty two and one-half day*. This i* the shortest

Bird's-eye View of Shortest and most Direct Route around the World

teen days, but it may la* done more quickly l*’or example: Prince
Komatsu, of .lu|uni. by special arrangement with the Russian gov-

ernment. made the journey eastward on the railroad last year
in fhirti*cn ami one-hulf days Thi* was equivalent to fifteen and
•me half days from Pari*. To reduce the time to thirteen day*
Iron* Pari* to the Pacific would seem to la* entirely within hound*
when the Siberian railroad improvement* are finished. Four day*
i* too small an allowance, with present accommodation*, in which
to reach Yokohama, the journev now occupying fully eight day*.
Twelve day* to Vancouver i* not un reasonable, and. indeed, it

is probable that, with exceptional weather, it could la* made in

ten day*. There i* no immediate probability that the journey
to New York from Vancouver could la* made, except by special at

rangenient. in lews Ilian five days. The traveller would go by the
Canadian Pacific tu Moose Jaw. t heller to St. Paul ami Chicago,
where a " llyrr " could In* taken for New Y'ork From New Y • t k.

to I’ari*. six day* and one-half is ample. To get from Port Arthur

2'J-J

time in which it i* possible to make the journey now. and that

i» (imdiliomil upon catching steamer* at Port Arthur and N.iga

saki without the slightest delay It is altogether probable that,

••ven with the closest figuring, there would Ik* delay* of from ten

to twelve days in waiting for aleanmhip*. and therefore no one

could really expect, except under extraordinary condition*, to

make the journey in much le-s than sixty-five day*.

It will prnlxrhly be three year* is-fore the SilH*ria»i railroad i*

in a satisfactory condition. '

Itv that time the train equipment
will la* adequate to the demands made upon it. and the roodls'd

and bridges and tunnels will lie all that could la* expected. The
railroad Im* already witlislond tin* strain of transporting large

military forces, and. a- that i- it* chief object, it may Ih* said,

even now. to I** a complete mien***. Then, if any traveller w ishe*

to spend tin money for special steamship* and *|ic<iul train*, it

will Ik* entirely |>o**ih|f f«»r him to go around the world in forty

day* or even a tew hour* lew.
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l>r**n fey George Gibb*

THE STRENUOUS LIFE IN THE WHITE HOUSE
Al a White House reception the other day the President appeared with hia arm bandaged, and it then developed that

he and General Leonard Wood, during rainy days, were getting their exercise by having bouts at single-stick

in the upper rooms of the Executive Mansion. In these days of vigorous Americanism it pleases

the people to think that the head of the nation plays as hard as he works
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stiffening the
LIBERALS

SCEKK.

—

A mull in the House of Common*, lighted by electric

bulb*. The Earl of Rosebery, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman,
and Sir William Harcourt arc seated round n hinail tabic.

Rosebery faiffhing deeply). Woe is me . . . woe is me . . !

Harcourt (irritably J. Oh. Rosev. shut up!
Campbeti-Bannrrman. If we could only think of something. . . .

Rosebery I dolefully I. The world is out of joint! . . .

Hnrrourt Itiwjr, you are a bird of ill omen. Hrace up!
Rosebery (still more sadly l. That's just it. If I only could.

t'ampln tl Han in rmnn (With an air of original discovery). If

ure could think of something, and stick to it. . . .

Harcourt. Whv. vou old owl. of course we can't. That's the

devil. . . .

|.l* Sir' William jintnounrr/i Ihr hint irord Ihr hhade of the

lah K-u rl of Iteaoonsfield Iwgin* to rite up slowly through
Ihr floor, in Ihr traditional scarlet cant tune of llephis-

lophrle*.

Hmeonnfield f with great auarity). Pardon my appearing thus

abruptly, though not onsummoned, Sir William. I think it was.

my dear old parliamentary confrere Sir William, who mentioned
our Chief . . . and as the Chief was busy, he was good enough to

send me. . . . Pray, command me. . . .

f'amybt II Ranitermun (aride, to Rosebery ). Ah. uncommonly
like . . . ah . . . the late lx»rd Beaconsfleld. . . .

Rosebery (wringing hi* hands f. Angela and ministers of grace

defend us! . . .

Harcourt. Thought I couldn't be mistaken. . . . Why. of course

it's Dizzy. Uncommonly glad to we you. Dizzy. Quite like old

times, eh! . . . \ Shake* hands warmly with the apparition.

Beaconsfleld ‘offers hi* hand to Campbell-Bannerman, who
fair* it in a doubtful tray, thru to Itosebery. who hrnitatr*. shake*

hi* head, and finally gives hi* hand with impulsive warmth /. So
pleased to shake hands with so distinguished a company. . . . And
perhaps— I only sav perhapa—before we part I may lie of use to

you. May I be so indiscreet as to ask why my old friend, my dear

old friend, mentioned the fhipf’s name? . . .

The shad* of Beacon*field rises slowly through llu flour

Harcourt (look* at the other*, then at RMicenafleldJ. In confi-

dence. of course? ... In strictest confidence? . . .

Beaconsfietd (stiffly). Was I in the haliit of betraying confi-

dences? (7’A<’m, abruptly.'] Oh, bother dignity! . . . Let's be practi-

cal. . . . The fact is, I'm sick and tired of the Halfour gang, and
want to try and give you boys a helping hand. . . .

Rosebery (doubtfully ). If we could only be sure. . . .

Campbell-Bannerman (interrupting). The trouble is we don’t

seem to be able to agree on anything. . . .

Bcaconsfietd ( irith a manner of hard, practical sen*r). The real

trouble is this: Rosebery has brains without nerve. Harcourt has
nerve without brAins. Sir Henry has neither, (General corufrma-
tion). . . .

Harcourt. Look here. If you'll promise not to tell that to Cham-
berlain. . . .

Beaconsfleld. Did I not promise confidence? Did I not sav I was
sick of them? Unscrupulous, yet not strong. Smart, yet without
foresight. Pig-headed, yet not’ resolute. . . . My heavens! . . .

Harcourt ( meaningly). Ahetnl
III aeon*field. What? Oh. certainly . . . the expression was inapt.

. . . But you know what I mean, (f you want a real policy. . . .

.ill together. Oh, above all things! . . .

Braconsfield (with hnrd intellectual force). Then note everything
the others do, and do the exact opposite. Lan&downe has mixed

Bcaconsfietd. ** Principles t Did I say principles 7
"

vnu up with Germany against Russia. . . . Very good. . . . Take
the side of Russia against Germany. . . .

Hnrrourt (astonished). Why. Dizzy, and the Berlin Treaty? . . .

Your priueiplew? . . .

Braronsfield (in the same hard style). Principles? Did I say
principles? . . . You are thinking of Gladstone. . . . Politics is not
an affair of principles: it is an affair of fact. Was I not always
with ti"- facial uo la with Kaaaia. The dar of Russia is com-
ing. Drop Germany like a hot potato. And drop this Clericalism
of Balfour s. . , . Get the brain of the snub-mw-d Saxon stirred up.
. . . Compel your people to burn .... give South Africa to the
Hollanders—they will have it in any ease .... and if you give it

now, they will lie eternally grateful .... find some way of

pucifying Ireland . . . borrow their brains, instead of driving them
abroad. Do this, and you carry all before you. . . .

Rosebery (sighing deeply). It sounds wise, if we could only. . . .

Beaconsfleld (sharply). I was never accounted a fool. ... I can
give you a policy, but can you follow it? You piny your cards so

badly. . . (Suddenly illumined.) Why, that is it! You lack the
training. l<et us get our hands in at the great American
game. . . .

Rosebery. The what? . . .

Campbell-Bannerman. Forming trusts? . . .

Harcourt. Why. no! Poker!
Reaconsfietd. Dear old Harcourt. lie always understands! Yes,

poker, of course. . . .

Itosebery. I'm ufraid I don't know wlmt poker ia. . . .

Campbell-Bannerman. I always forget the hands. . . .

Braronsfield. Precisely. I sec you need the training. Well, it

grows lute, ami I have—ah—an appointment. Meet me again
to-morrow, and we shall begin.

| Disappears slowly through tin floor.
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Draws by Henry McCarter

Hall in.

CAPULETS
HOUSE

Romeo :
“ Oh, then, dear saint, let lips do what hands do
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Inauguration of President Humphreys
of Stevens Institute

W ITH the inauguration ol Alexander C. Humphrey*.
Steven* Institute of Technology filters upon it new era.

Tin* inaugural ceremonies were lielil in the t'ariicgie

Laboratory «»f Kngineering. at the Institute, ami were
followed by a dinner at Sherry’s tendered to the Presi-

dent l»v tin- Alumni Association. at which representative* of leading
universities and college* and other prominent men were present.

Among the inauguration speakers were President Charles F.

Thwing. who spoke on behalf of the universities, and President

llenry S. Pritchett, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
who spoke of the aims ami achievements of school* of engineering.

Mr. Andrew (’amegie paiil a special tribute to the late ('resident

Morton, and contrasted the career of n linancier with the " in-

finitely higher " one of .in educator. The oath of office wus ad
ministereil by Chancellor Magic, following which the new presi-

dent niude an address outlining his future policy.

The increasim; mmdsT of students at Stevens has necessitated
some changes. While the original endowment, fliipplemcntcd by the
subaequent gilt* of I>r. Morion and of the Stevens family, was
ample for the number of student* formerly accommodated, it i*

inadequate for the work that the Institute i* now called upon to do
Mr. *

‘•.irncgie'* gift and endowment of a Ijiboratory of Kngineering
assisted much, hut more and larger lecture rooms and lalsiratorie*

are requireil The Morton t'heniical Ijiboratnry will shortly la*

erected with funds subscribed by President Morton ami the Alumni.
Dormitories are to be built : funds for one have hern subscribed, pm
rided enough for the erection ol two others shall la* obtained. The
removal of the (’ametric Ijilmrutory apparatus from the main build-

ing set free the grnnnHoloor which is now being tit till up as a

machine shop. The present machine shop will be I'onverteil into a

much’needed auditorium.
At the dinner Professor Marburg announced that the I’niveraity

of Pcnnavlvatiia would shortly confer upon President Humphrey-
the degree of Doctor of Science. Among the speakers of the evening

were the Hon. Franklin Murphy, (inventor of New Jersey. Colonel
K. A. Stnen*. «on of the founder, and the (tight Rev Frederick
Purges.*. Mi-Imp uf lamu Island, and many prominent engineer*
•mil college representatives.

President Humphrey* i« a graduate of Stevens. While Superin-
tendent of the fireenville Caslight < ompanv. of Itaynnne, New jer-

sey. he was allowed to attend certain lecture* and recitation* at

the Institute. His natural abilities and power for work were such
that he graduated in four year*, with great credit in the Class of
IHS1. which so impressed the faculty that they paused a special

resolution expressing their esteem. Hr continued in the ga- busi-

ness after graduating, and was Super intemleiit of the I’nitcd lias

Improvement Company, of Philadelphia, for ten year*, in which
position he did more than any other man to advance the practical

ami commercial -late of the art. lie finally established the firm of

Humphrey* A (•lasgow. *»a* Knginecr*. for the construction of

water-gas apparatus iu Knglnnd. and for consultation business in

America. In addition to thi* he ha* been successfully connected
with many other enterprise*. In accepting the presidency in re-

apou-e to the iinaninmns request of the Faculty. Hoard of Trum
lees and Alumni. Mr. Humphreys sacrificed much for the love

of hi* Alma Mater and his interest in the development of young

Much has been done to improve the buildings and grounds at

Stevens, one feature heing the installation in the drawing room* of

an electric- light system of sperial construction. A new ami im-

proved roster has liecn adopted. by which more time is allowed for

athletirs. and some improvements have hern made in broadening
the enurae.

The advent of a new President, with marked scientific and busi-

ness ability and energy, who will carry out the idea* of his prede-
cessor. and devote himself to the advancement of tin* Institute, is

a source of much satisfaction to all who are interested in the best

progress of technical education in this country.
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ALEXANDER C. HUMPHREYS

Who has just been elected President of Stevens Institute
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American Wireless Telegra^pHy

I
N the public mind. Signor Marconi and wiwlfw t»lrgr»j*y arc

pretty nearly one; lie in nil of it. And for thin there is M>me
reason. Marconi was the first in the field, the first to send

n wireless innwaK several miles, the first to reach n hundred
miles, ami the first to cross the mu. He has hud the lead,

nnd he Inis it now. And this, in the face of a perfect host of com-
M-titors. is a Idg achievement for a young man still under thirty,

le deserve* all the fame he hus svon.

Nevertheless, wireless telegraphy would probably he about where
it is now. save perchance for crossing the Atlantic, if Marconi
had never been, ami It is not impossible he may yet be beaten at
his own game. If lie is, it will come about in this way:
The device which made wireless signalling possible was the very

well-known coherer. This was not in the remotest sense Marconi’s
invention. He merely took it. all ready made, and modified it

in a way to make it much more sensitive. On this, ami some other

details, he secured rather broad patents. The alternative to other
aspiring inventor* was to go round the coherer, mi to speak, or

five up.

They went round, and in so doing discovered other device* so

much more sensitive than the coherer that the latter was left in

the shade. It has now Ih-cii abandoned, for all long-distance work,
and by Marconi himself.

What is true of the coherer is more or less true of all the va-

rious details of sending and receiving. For example, in the be-

ginning the elertrie waves were produced with a Kuls-nkorff coil.

This is esM-ntinlly a Islsirntorv instrument, and produces waves of

enormous " frequency," that is. n million or two oscillstion* tier

second. Such high frequencies are nut needed, and are ineffective.

The induction coil has now hern generally replaced by an ordinary
alternating dynamo, coupled with a step-up transformer to raise

the generating current to the required tension. These are every-

day machines that can In- Ismglit anywhere. Signor Marconi lias

followed this procedure in his transatlantic work.
Again, the old Morse " inker." coupled with the coherer, and

employed to register the wireless messages, was u very clumsy
affair, nnd has now l>een replaced hv an ordinary Rcll telephone.

So with many other technical |M>ints. such ns using large “capaci-
ties"—electrical reservoirs, mi to speak, to store large quantities
of electricity where they could la- suddenly loosed; tin- employment
of the closed " tunnl " circuit, instead of flic open circuit, ns in the
old way, and «» on. •

Now the especial point of the matter is that practically all

these improvement* arc of American invention, and are covered by
American patents. And two hig companies are in the field which
will test Signor Marconi's right to employ the new methods.
Forced In do new things. American inventors have found lietter

ways: while Marconi, with splendid courage, luis been tackling
the long-distance problem, ami brilliantly bridging tin- Atlantic,
they have gone ahead more quietly ami worked out systems which
M-ern more practicable from u commercial point of view. The
first of the American systems to achieve a practical success was
tliut originated by Dr. bee de Forest. He had taken his degree at

Yale on a study of the Hertz waves, ns the electric waves an* gen-

erally called, and so came to wireless with a solid equipment. He
employs flic ordinary alternating dynamo ami transformer, and
seem* to have Item the first to do so. For the rest, his system is

bused on a receiver, or rrsponder, as he calls it. working on
exactly the op|Misition principle to the old coherer. It is a de-

coherer. and altogether an amazing affair. A very weak current
is made to How round a circuit and through the responder.
When the Hertzian waves arrive they break this current. In a

telephone intriHlm-rd in the circuit, you hear a buzz., or rather a

hum. The break is due to the formation of little air bubbles be-

tween the loose contacts of the responder. These air bubble* are

instantly absorbed.--so rapidly in fact, that a succession of wave*
can la* made to break the current a thousand or more times a

minute. With the de Forest system it is possible to send as fust

as in ordinary telegraphy— that is. fifty or sixty words a minute.
The messages' are taken by an operator listening in a telephone,

just ns if it were ordinary Morse telegraiihv.

ft U all so simple that it read* like u fairy tale. But it took

a deal of |aitieiire and hard work to achieve: nnd there were weary

days when no one could is* found to invest a dollar; hospital days,

too. when the money did come, mid an over-keen young man
worked himself to a breakdown.

In recent competitive trials, the de Forest system appears to

have won the government’s favor, for l»th the War and Navy
departments are equipping stations with its apparatus. It has

hern successfully employed Is-twccii Washington and Annajwli*

—

an overland te*"t. Now it is making for the Pacific, and it nmv
not la* many months before we shall In* in touch, by wireless, with
our new |MisM*ssions in the Philippine*.

The second system of wholly American origin is that of Pro-

fessor R. A. Fessenden. Professor of Fleet ric Kngineering in the

Western University of Pennsylvania at Allegheny. These patents

have only recently ftccn taken out, although the first application

dates from nearly four years ago. They cover a comprehensive
plan, strikingly new in many details, and altogether the most up to

date in the field.

Professor Fessenden’s receiver i» neither a coherer nor a decip-

herer. The electric waves are merely made to heat u marvellously
thin wire, through which a very weak electric current constantly
flows. The effect of this heating is to vary the currrnt und oper-

ate a telephone. It is n good deal on the principle of Professor
l-nnglcy’s Isdnmctcr. the tiny machine which will register the

heat of n j-andle a mile und a half away. The lo-ating surface,
however. isVrdurcd to a hit of wire l

’»0U0 of an inch thick. It is

invisibly sinaM, nnd is enclosed in a vacuum and a metal shell.

Professor FAesriidcii mini laics that tin* receiver is about 40,000
times as sensitive as the ls-st type* of the coherer. He has operated
over fifty miles', with a spark |-:l*J of an inch across, where it re-

quired a Hash 5y- inches long to actuate a coherer over the same
distance. Probably with a device like this. Signor Marconi would
have had no need for the tremendous outpour of energy which
lie used in signalling across the Atlantic.

Professor R. A. Fessenden Dr. Lee de Forest
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Whose presentation of the Japanese play “The Darling of the Gods," this winter, has put him in the front

rank of stage-managers in this country

DAVID BELASCO
Skctchc* (ram the play by Gcnfiro Veto
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A NIGHT AT THE METROPOLITAN CLUB
The Metropolitan Club in Washington, whose membership comprises army and mw officers, diplomats, and statesmen, is alwa

uniforms of foreign nations sit about gossiping with our own army and navy
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'TER A FUNCTION AT THE WHITE HOUSE
interesting spot in tbe capital, but never more so than after some official reception at the White House. Men in the ornate

‘its in their full-dress uniforms, giving the rooms the color of a European court
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MRS. EDSON F. GALLAUDET
On February 14, Miss Marian Cockrell, ihc daughter of Senator Cockrell, was married in Washington to Mr. Edson

F. Gallaudct. Both the young people are residents of Washington, and the wedding
was one of the social events of the season
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COMMENT
At the hour when we write, it is still undetermined just

how much of the controversy between the three allied powers
and Venezuela will be referred to the Hague tribunal. It

ia nettled, apparently, that each of the three protocols to be

signed by Mr. Bowen, on the one hand, and by the repre-

aentatirea of Great Britain, Germany, and Italy separately,

on the other, shall provide only for the payment of $27,500

in cash to each of the allies, and for a reference of the ques-

tion of preferential treatment to the Hague Court of Arbi-

tration. But how are the validity and amount of the claims

put forward by each of the blockading powers to be deter-

mined? By negotiation with Mr. Bowen, or by a subsequent

reference of these matters also to the Hague tribunal, or by

a reference to arbitrators, to be agreed upon by the parties?

As the claims include demands not only for pecuniary in-

demnities for grievances or wrongs, but also for the payment
of ordinary debts, some of which are disputed at Caracas,

it is improbable that any agreement can be reached between
Mr. Bowen and the representatives of the three blockading

powers. A reference either to arbitrators selected for this

specific purpose, or to the permanent Court of Arbitration

at The Hague, will, of course, involve a long delay in the

adjudication on the claims.

There is no doubt that the submission of the initial ques-

tion of preferential or separate treatment for the three block-

ading powers to the Hague tribunal is a triumph for Mr.

Bowen and a rebuff for Sir Michael Herbert, the British

plenipotentiary. It will be remembered that the latter ori-

ginally demanded that thirty per cent, of the customs revenue

of Ln Guayra and Puerto Cabcllo should be set aside for the

three blockading powers jointly, and that this percentage

should constitute a first charge on the revenue, other powers,

like France, the claims of which had been recognized by

treaty instead of being enforced by war, to take what they

could get, after the allies had been provided for. Mr. Bowen
declined to assent to this arrangement, on the ground, first,

that it would put a premium on war as compared with pacific

measures, and, secondly, that it would provide a pretext for

the maintenance of an alliance between tlic blockading pow-

ers for a considerable period, which would cover, he thought,

at least six years. He was entirely justified in adding that

such a prolongation of the ulliance woulej be viewed with
surprise and regret on this side of the Atlantic. Unquestion-
ably he employed undiplomatic language when he described

the proposed arrangement as a “ trick ” devised in order to

secure a continuance of the alliance, and he very properly

withdrew the word. The position which he took, however,

and which, fortunately, was made public, had a wholesome
effect upon the British Foreign Office, which, whatever may
have been its original intention, hastened to disavow any
wish to prolong the alliance, and agreed that Venezuela’s

concession should be embodied in three separate protocols,

instead of in a joint instrument. That is undoubtedly a

great gain; for public opinion, both in Great Britain and in

the United States, will compel the British Foreign Office

to renounce the alliance with Germany and Italy as goon as

the separate protocols are signed. Sir Michael Herbert,

ou his part, was not justified in insulting Mr. Bowen, the

plenipotentiary of Venezuela, by going over his head and
proposing that President Roosevelt should decide the question

of preferential treatment. The President quickly made it

known that he could be no party to the slight put upon a
Latin-American republic, and that as Mr. Bowen had not

concurred with the representatives of the blockading powers
in requesting him to serve as arbitrator, he must decline to

act. Under the circumstances there was nothing left for

the British ambassador to do but to assent to Mr. Bowen’s
previous proposal that the question of preferential treatment

should be referred to the Court of Arbitration at The Hague.

There is very little doubt in the minds of international

lawyers as to the decision of that tribunal. That court was
organized to promote peace and to minimize the incentives

to war. It would prove false to the purpose for which it

was created and would practically commit suicide were it

to assert the principle that claims pressed by warlike measures
shall take precedence of claims previously embodied in

treaties, or voluntarily recognized by the debtor country

in pursuance of pacific negotiations. On the contrary, the

Hague tribunal will probably hold that claims which have
been previously acknowledged by treaty, or in agreements
reached by diplomacy, must take precedence of claims for

the subsequent enforcement of whieh resort was made to

war. Undoubtedly, by such a decision, the British and Ger-

man Foreign Offices would be made a laughing-stock; but

that, in the opinion of the British ns well as the American
public, is just what they deserve. We add that, since the

divulgation of the Herbort-Bowcn incident, the British min-
isterial press has ceased to lay at Germany’s door the whole

responsibility for protracting the negotiations, and for the

bitterness of the feeling aroused in the United States by the

blockade. We shall ultimately learn whether Great Britain

or Germany is primarily accountable for the attempt to

bully Venezuela, and to extort by war a preference over claims

which had already been conceded by treaty or in response

to pacific representations.

We have discussed elsewhere the measures to which the

anti-trust legislation of the Fifty-seventh Congress seems

likely to be confined. We have formerly pointed out that the

capitalists connected with the United States Steel Corpora-

tion have favored the Nelson publicity amendment to the

Department of Commerce bill, which has been adopted by

the conferees. We suppose that no greater blunder was ever

committed than that imputed to Mr. John D. Rockefeller,

who. in the interest of the Standard Oil Company, is reported

to have tried at the last moment to defeat the Nelson amend-
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mcnt. On the evening of Friday, February 6, no fewer than

six United States Senator* are said to have received iden-

tical telegrams, signed “John D. Rockefeller,” to the effect

that the Nelson amendment should be defeated, and that

“our” lawyer would be in Washington on the following

morning. Whether these telegrams were really sent or not,

the lawyer of the Standard Oil Company duly arrived, and

saw two of the most influential Republican members of the

Senate, but was lent back by them to New York on the first

train out of Washington, in tlu* hope of preventing his mis-

sion from being known. It further appeared that one of the

House conferees had received from an important member
of the House of Representatives au emasculated provision

for publicity to be substituted for the Nelson amendment.
It was also discovered that the emasculated provision had

been framed by tlje attorneys for the Standard Oil Company,
and placed by them in the hands of a representative sup-

posed to have sufficient authority with the House conferees

to induct* them to insist upon it. The result of the dis-

coveries was that the conferees on Saturday agreed unani-

mously to the Nelson amendment.

The exposure of the course pursued by the Standard Oil

Company will naturally make it exceedingly dangerous for

any member of the House of Representatives to oppose the

adoption of the report, of the committee of conference.

Curiously enough, the friends of the Standard Oil Company
in the House of Representatives have not only refrained

from opposing the Littlefield anti-trust bill, but have favored

the passage of that measure. Their motive would bo obvious

if it be true that Mr. Littlefield’s divergence from the care-

fully framed language used by Attorney-General Knox in

his draft of a provision intended to assure publicity would

have the effect of making the bill, if passed, unconstitutional.

It is reported on good authority that Attorney-General Knox,
after reading the text of the Littlefield measure, has ex-

pressed grave doubt regarding his ability to sustain it be-

fore the United States courts.

It may bo taken for granted that the President will not

convoke the Senate in Hpecial session after the 4th of March,

provided anti-trust legislation, regarded by him as sufficient

to begin with, is enacted, and provided the Panama Canal

treaty and the Cuban reciprocity treaty arc ratified. There
is no reason to suppose that the Spnate would be called to-

gether in order to secure its ratification of the Alaska treaty,

or of the Newfoundland reciprocity treaty. Both of the last-

named conventions seem doomed. The objection made hy
the New England Senators to the Bond-IIay treaty seem*

to be regarded by their colleagues as decisive, the objection,

namely, that the interests of New England fishermen

would bo sacrificed by a ratification of that agreement. As
for the Alaska boundary treaty, the opposition to it is no
longer confined to Northwestern Senators, hut has extended

to Senators from the Middle Weat. Tho opponents of the

treaty point out that in the proposal made hy the Joint High
Commission in 1899 to refer the definition of the Alaska

boundary to six jurists, three of whom were to he appointed

by the President of the United States, and three by the

Judicial Committee of the British Privy Council, there was

a provision that Hkagway, Dyca. and other settlements on
tide-water, made under the authority of the United States,

should be excluded from the n{K-rution of the decision, even

if one should be rendered through the concurrence of an
American jurist with the three Rritish members of the tribu-

nal. Tlie American members of the Joint High Commission
also refused in 1899 to consent to a delimitation of the

boundary by six jurists, three from each nation, unless it

should be expressly stipulated that where the word “coast”
occurred in the treaty concluded between Russia and Great
Britain in 1825, it should be understood that tlic coast of

the continent was intended. Neither of these precaution*

has been taken in the treaty negotiated by Secretary Hay,
and the result is that many Republican Senators from the

West declined to sanction it.

It is still believed that the Cuban reciprocity treaty will

be ratified, pitber before March 4. or subsequently in a special

session of the Senate. Senator Burrows of Michigan and
other friends of the beet-sugar interest who opposed the

treaty a year ago arc now inclined, it is said, to vote for it,

provided it be amended by a provision that for five year*

the reduction of the Diuglcy duty on sugar, which is to bo

conceded to Cuba, shall not be granted to any other foreign

country. The Louisiana Senators, however, will do their /

best to defeat the reciprocity agreement, and it is expeetcfy

that they will have some supporters, but not enough to carrJ

out their purpose. Tho ratification of the Panama Canah
trealy has been delayed by Senator Morgan of Alubatna, who
insist* that the interests of the United States require the

document to be* amended in several particulars. We have
previously pointed out that, in international law, there is no
ground for hi* objection that President Marroquin is a

usurper, and that the present Bogota administration ia only

a fie facto government. There is no doubt that a >ie facto

government, once recognized by .the United States, is quali-

fied to negotiate with us a treaty which would be binding
upon Colombia.

There is no reason to suppose that there is an atom of

foundation for another assertion made by Mr. Morgan, that

the representatives of our Navy Department on the isthmus
bribed the Colombian insurgents to lay down their arms
hy a promise that they should receive $3,000,000 in gold.

It is quite possible that the Bogota government made such

a promise, and that this promise caused it to demand that tho

bonus to be paid in cash by the United States should be
raised from $7,000,000 to $10,000,000. But what had or has

our Navy Department or our State Department to do with
agreements entered into between the Bogota government

and the Colombian rebels? There is no doubt that Mr. Hay
obtained from President Mnrroquin a hundred-yi nr lease of

a canal strip, with an option of renewal, just as cheaply as

lie could. Had he not consented to puy the $10,000,000

bonus which was ultimately demanded, the negotiations would
have proved abortive.

A measure of great importance to business men and lawyers

—and, indeed, to the whole community—is the bill which
was signed by the President on February 5, and by which the

bankruptcy law of 1898 was materially amended. We ob-

serve. in the first place, that by the new law preferred credit-

ors of a person who soon afterwards becomes a bankrupt are

not debarred from having other claims passed upon by a

failure to surrender the amount received. In pursuance of

a decision of the United States Supreme Court, a preferred

creditor may now retain the amount paid, provided, of course,

the payment was not fraudulent, while at the same time, as

regards debts unpaid, he will share the rights of other credit-

ors. Another important amendment provides that the appoint-

ment of a receiver for an insolvent corporation shall be

deemed an act of bankruptcy, entitling the creditors to choose

their own trustee. Among the objection* to a discharge which
are included in the new law is the giving of a false mercan-

tile statement, or the proof that a voluntary bankrupt has

sought to go through bankruptcy more than once in six

year*. The bill just enacted also add* to the list of debts

from which a bankrupt cannot ho relieved by a discharge in

bankruptcy. Among these addition* are debts to wife and

children, and alimony; also any *um due under a judicial

decision to a eeduced woman or for the support of an illegiti-

mate child. We note, finally, that the list of corporation*

permitted to go into voluntary bankruptcy will hereafter

include mining corporations, and that the fee* of referee*

and trustees arc to be increased on an average by about fifty

per cent, of tho fees hitherto allowed by law.

The announcement mode on February 5 by J. Edward

Addick* to the twentjT-one Union Republicans in the Dela-

ware Legislature that he will not be a candidate at this time

for either the short term or the long term in the United

State* Senate has placed the ten regular Republicans in a

dilemma. The latter do not want to go into caucus with

the Union Republican* because they would be outnumbered

more than two to one, and two Addicks men would be made
the candidate* of the party. Rut on what plea can they

refuse to eo-operatp with their fellow- Republican*, now that

Addicks has withdrawn? Their first excuse was that the

withdrawal was a trap, the plan of the Union Republicans

being alleged to be that, after the two Addicks men had been
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elected to the United States Senate, one of them would resign,

so that Addicks himaelf might be appointed by the Governor

to till the vacancy. This pretext nerved only for n day or

two, because Governor Hunn, who in universally respected,

announced that under no circumstances would he appoint

either Addicks or his chief antagonist in the ranks of the

Regulars to fill a vacancy. After this announcement the

Regulars fell back on the assertion that what they arc op-

posed to is not merely Addicks himself, but Addieksism. This

is a departure from the ground taken by the Regulars two

yearn ago, when they professed that it was only Addicks to

whom they objected. Should they now revert to their former

plan, they may offer to vote for one Senator (not Addicks)

to be named by the Union Republicans, on condition that

the latter, in return, will select for the other Senatorship one

of ten candidates to be designated by the Regular faction.

For a time they seemed disposed to insist that, unless two

Regulars should be sent to the Senate through the co-operation

of the Union Republicans or of the I>emocrats, the State

of Delaware should continue to be unrepresented in the

Federal Senate.

Why, it may be asked, should not the ten Regular Republi-

cans eo-operatc to aeiid two Democrat# of high character and

approved ability to the Senate, or, at least, concede one of

the Senators to the Democratic party? Do the Regular Re-

publicans assume that they monopolize the political talents

and the public virtue of Delaware? Time will show whether,

in spite of their professions, they have had some other end in

view besides the welfare of their State. We repeat that Ad-
dicks’s withdrawal, coupled, as it is, with Governor ITunn’a

refusal to appoint him to a vacancy under any circumstances,

has placed the so-called Regular Republicans in an awkward
predicament. One thing is certain, viz., that if Delaware

is not represented in the Fifty-eighth Congress by two Re-

publican or two Democratic Senators, or by one Senator of

each party, it will be the fault of the Regulars.

A far more extreme view of the impending danger in China
than any yet expressed has just been uttered by Dr. Robert

Coltman, Jr., who has long been connected with the Peking

court as physician to Li Hung-Chang ami several members of

the royal family. Dr. Coltman reminds us that at the begin-

ning of June, 1900, he cabled that a foreign war in China wus

inevitable, and we all know how swiftly his predictions were

fulfilled. He tells us now, with the added weight of that

ominous and successful prophecy to support him, that a foreign

war in China is once more inevitable unless the powers deter-

mine to anticipate it by a rapid advance on Peking, and the

immediate deposition of the Dowager Empress. This, he be-

lieves, will not be done; therefore his prophecy is one of war.

certain, inevitable, and immediate. To feel the full force of

his view we must follow the steps by which he has reached it.

llis closeness to the centre of power and to the Mancha court

has given him an opportunity to follow the inner causes of

things, and he tells us what he has wen. First, and most

important, he asserts that the Dowagrr Empress is still abso-

lute ruler, and that her hatred of foreigners is deep and intense.

We can well believe that the armed intervention of the powers

did little to diminish that hatred. In hpr policy the Empress
is ably and enthusiastically seconded by the Chief Minister,

Yung Lu—or Jung Lu, as Dr. Coltman calls him. And both

are in perfect harmony with the great fighting general Tong
Fu-Hsiang, and with the exiled Prince Tuan, now busy drill-

ing hardy Mongolian troops on the northern border of the

Middle Kingdom. In other words. Dr. Coltman tells us that

to the triad of Tung Fu-IIsiang, Tuan, and Yung Lu, whose

position we described in a recent issue, the Dowager Empress
must be added as a fourth, and that the movement which we
spoke of as being under the leadership of the triad is really

being carried on under the shelter of the imperial throne.

China, or rather the Manehu dynasty in China, has, in fact,

determined once more to try conclusions with the foreign

devils, and these most formidable personages are acting with

a single mind and a single will.

Wc mu*l frankly admit that the view of Dr. Coltman looks

very like the truth. The Empress Dowager has no rcasou to

love the foreign devils, while her connivance at the uprising

of two years ago was pretty clearly shown, and very generally

accepted and admittoil. Therefore it is probable enough that

she is once more working with Prince Tuan, Tung Fu- Hsiang,

and Jung Lu for a new uprising. As wc lutve said again and
again, this anti-foreign crusade is not really a Chinese move-

ment. It is a Manehu movement—a movement of the Man-
churian family which conquered China in the seventeenth

century, and has since held that vast land under a military

despotism. For this reason Dr. Coltman suggests, as a sequel

to his policy of dethroning the Empress, and, we presume,

defeating Prince Tuan and Tung Fu-IIsiang, the establish-

ment by the powers of a national Chinese dynasty. This

seems to us mere doetrinary politics. When was a dynasty

ever imposed on a nation by a foreign power? And where

are we to get our Chinese dynasty I The cold truth is that,

if there were at present in China a man capable of heading

and founding such a dynasty, he would have founded it already.

The Manchus are on the throne solely because for three hun-

dred years no Chinaman has been strong enough to drive

them out and take their place. The Chinese character seems

to lack the quality of collective intellect and will which enables

one man to control the work of a number of others; and this

luck is uppurent in the civil and military organization of the

country alike. If that power be lacking, no foreign action

cau supply it. As well invade a country to engraft on its

inhabitants an appreciation of American humor. Wc may
therefore look to the other alternative, a second invasion of

China and an apportionment among the powers. What vast

liotcntialitics of trouble this entails a moment's thought will

show. And it is a proof of the solidarity of the race that the

Venezuelan tangle will definitely affect the movement of

destiny in China; for instance, the strong reaction against

Germany which has been passing over England will

greatly lessen the inclination of Germany to play

England's game in the Chinese melee, and we may soon

aee the present Venezuelan allies at loggerheads us to

the possession of the wealthy valley of the Yangtsc-kiang.

There is one sentence in the pronouncement of Dr. Coltman
which we shall do well to hold in mind when the outbreak ho

predicts shall have taken place. Dr. Coltman tells us, in so

many words, that the blackmail and general extortion prac-

tised by Catholic and Protestant converts upon their heathen

neighbors for months after the arrival of the allied armies two
years ago have sown seeds of bitter hatred that will reap n

harvest of retaliation when the outbreak occurs. This is a side

of the question we are too apt to overlook. We are too prone

to assume that all the misdeeds are on the side of the heathen;

to believe that the antagonism of China towards the foreigner

ia a piece of sheer perversity, a result of dense ignorance and

original sin. It is wholesome for us to be told that he is as

often sinned against as sinning.

Though Parliament does not meet for another week, the

pressure of public opinion has compelled two Ministers to

give voice to the views of the Balfour government. Through

n singular coincidence, both apologists are interesting chiefly

because they are distinguished sons of much more distinguish-

ed sires. Let us deal first with Austen Chamberlain, who is

first the son of the Man of Birmingham, and secondly the

English Postmaster-General. On this occasion Austen

Chamberlain appeared as his father’s representative, at a

dinner in his father’s city, and what ho says, therefore, is

more from his father than from himself. Ami what he says

is this: that the policy of coercion against Venezuela wan con-

ceived, proposed, and put ill force primarily by England, and

was not in any sense due to the iustigatiou or overt influence

of Kaiser Wilheltn. This thoroughly bears out what wc have

said, and also drives home the fact that Secretary Chamber-

lain must bear his full share of the responsibility, even

though his present tour in South Africa makes it appear

that the responsibility rests on other shoulders. Austen

Chamberlain, speaking for hi* Majesty’s Ministers, and es-

pecially for his father, the Colonial Secretary, resents the im-

putation that England has been hoodwinked. He nays, in so

many word*, that every detail was arranged beforehand, and

that England was, from the outset, fully aware of her respon-

sibility; and he naturally adds that it would be dishonorable

for England to withdraw from the German alliance merely

because that alliance has proved distasteful to the United

States. Then the adroit youth tries to stand on two stools at

once. Having made it quite clear that England initiated that

303
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policy of bullying which has proved so offensive, and having

further declared that Englund would stand in with Germany
to the end, he then began to hand bouquets to this country,

very’ much in the manner of the sweet-tongued Baron Speck

von Sternburg, lie declared that if England's present course

jeopardized her good relations with the United States, ho

would regard this as a calamity to the civilized world, and

added thnt there was jio nation whose good opinion Great

Britain valued ho highly as that of the United States. He
went on to say that he thought it incredible that the United

States should take umbrage at the joint action of Germany
and England, and in every way made it clear that Germany's

action had his entire approval, and tho entire approval of

the Balfour cabinet, including his owu worthy sire, the Co*

lonial Secretary.

The British Parliament opens under auspices of gloom.

Never in the history of the empire did questions of such

gravity loom up together for solution; and hardly ever iu that

empire's history did there seem to be less of the power to face

and solve great issues in tho Council Chamber of the nation.

The Venezuelan matter offers difficulties formidable enough,

and it is clear that the government will be faced by a storm

of angry questionings as to the Anglo-German alliance. The
speeches of Austen Chamberlain and Viscount Cranbornc
showed that the Balfour cabinet already feels keenly the pres-

sure of popular disapproval; but the matter goes far deeper

than the critics of the government seem willing to admit.

To break with Germany ove** Venezuela, as English public

opinion seems to wish, would be to provoke the hostility of

Germany in the For East, and. in all probability, to drive

Germany into an understanding with Russia and France as to

the disposition of China, thus reviving the conditions which

squeezed England's other anti-Russian ally, Japan, off the

Asian mainland in 181M5. Should Germany, France, and
Russia act together in Asia, then England's influence in the

Far East, already dimmed, would he finally doomed. And this

consummation is hastened by every adverse criticism of the

Anglo-German alliance, whether in or out of Parliament.

With the recrudescence of the Chinese question, England
ought to be doubly careful of offending Germany; yet a

liberty of attack against the Anglo-German alliance is shown
which is reckless in the last degree. Then there is the ques-

tion of the Near East, about to be revived in Macedonia—

a

question on which England has so persistently taken the wrong
side, as confessed even by Lord Salisbury himself. The recent

protest against the passage of unarmed Russian torpedo-boats

through the Dardanelles shows that the old bad spirit remains,

precisely where it can do most harm, in the British Foreign

Office. Any grave mistake, whether in the South-American
question or in the much more serious questions of the Near
and the Far East, will bring results to England which will be

irremediable; and, unfortunately, tho British cabinet seems

to have a genius for mistakes.

From several English sources come suggestions thnt a

happy solution of the matter would he the fall of the Balfour

cabinet, ami a reconstructed government under Secretary

Chamlierlaiti. These adherents of the Colonial Secretary seem
to think that he had no part in the Venezuelan muddle, and
Chamberlain's present visit to South Africa seems to hold hitn

aloof from the South-American tangle. Yet the whole thing

is as much his doing as it iH Balfour's or Lansdownc’s. In
fact, the policy of armed bullying, undoubtedly initiated

against Venezuela by England and not Germany, is the very

essence of Chamberlain's creed arid the true expression of his

character. And we all remember how he heralded with joy

the prospect of an Anglo-German alliance at the beginning
of tho South-African war,—and how Count von Biilow

snubbed him for so doing. Armed violence is and has always
been the English tradition; and it is not conscience, but appre-

hension of hostility in this country, which in finding expression

in the protests resounding over England. England intervened

in precisely tire same way in Mexico, in the days of Maxi-
milian, when there was no question of Germany. Also it is

largely the influence of Chnmherlnin which keeps England at

odds with Russia, and therefore drives her into alliances with

Germany or Jupan, avowedly to resist Russia’s Asian jiolicy.

Nor can we hope that the Colonial Secretary will see more
clearly in the Near East, where the Russian bugbear will

frighten him once more into siding with the Turk, as Chamber-
lain's political prototype. Beaconsfield, sided in the last Russo-

Turkish war. Finally, it iH clear that Chamberlain’s peace

tour in South Africa is largely a failure. If one man more
than another incarnated in himself the splendid genius of the

Boers, and won for them the admiration of the whole world,

that man is the great I>e Wet; and Do Wet has just declared

wur against the policy of the Colonial Secretary. We know
very well that with De Wet words are something more than

empty air; and we may confidently expect that if be is driven

into a new campaign of agitation, tho whole of South Africa

will ring with his words, as it has already rung with his

deeds. Here also the outlook for British Ministers is full of

gloom. The most dangerous symptom of all is that they fail

to realize the grave menace of the situation, and are once more
drifting vaguely, as they drifted in the South-African war
and into the quarrel with Venezuela.

One of the anti-canal State Senators has introduced a bill

in his branch of the New York State Legislature to strike out

the section of the Constitution which forbids the sale of the

State canals. The amendment has been introduced before.

Senator Ambler’s ostensible purpose in introducing it now is

to clear the way for a possible salo of the Erie Canal to the

Federal government. That plan is an old story, and it has

u great deal to recommend it, provided tho government could

bo induced to buy, but its use heretofore has been merely to

stave off any serious attempt by tbe State to modernize its

artificial waterway. Thpre is another possible plan for mak-
ing the antiquated Erie ditch a faetor in contemporary life

which is more randy suggested and has been less discussed.

The canid might be sold to a private corporation. The op*

pnnenta of canal improvement declare that it is obsolete, and
that no one would buy it. and that no private capitalist in hia

senses would dream of trying to put it into shape to compete
with railroads. Still the possibility of such un attempt is

talked about. The city of New York does not wish to see the

old canal filled up, neither does Buffalo, and there are big towns
on the Great Lakes which have an interest in the matter.

There is private capita] enough available to modernize the

canal if sufficient inducement can be discovered, and it is

argued that private capital would do tho work n great deal

cheaper than either State or nation could do it, and that the

canal, us it is, is in such a wretched condition and so out of

date in ull its methods, that very little idea of its possibilities

can Ik* gathered from its present earning power.

Vermont decided by popular vote on February 4 to give

itself enlarged discretion about the liquor traffic, and not to

be a prohibition State any longer. In place of that drastic

and ineffectual plan for subduing thirst it has accepted
local option. Presently the towns and cities of the State will

vote, each for itself, whether to grant liquor licenses or not.

In the recent election most of the towns favored prohibition,

which works pretty well in the more sparsely populated dis-

tricts. They will doubtless vote M no license,” and will be

ns well off as before. The cities voted for local option. In
most, cities, as every one except the prohibitionists knows, pro-

hibitory laws are imperfectly enforced. The choice offered to

the Vermont cities was no more than whether tliey should

hove liquor sold legally or illegally. They voted for a lawful

traffic, and will doubtless decide to issue licenses. Believers

iti local option say that iu Vermont the new plan will result

in a smaller consumption of liquor than now, and in bettering

the liquor consumed. The State has taken a forward step,

which even Maine is likely soon to follow. Prohibition has

been thoroughly tried in New England, and has been found
wanting. The local-option system iH a wiser method of re-

straint, and has the great merit of being enforceable.

Captain Hobson lias resigned from the navy; the Secretary

of the Navy has accepted his resignation with eourteoua re-

luctance. and the country will have to get along without his

valuable services. The Captain is a good deal criticised for

his action. He ia a fluent speaker, and for four years has

been conspicuously before the public. What he has had to

aa.v, about himself or anything else, has found ready ad-

mission to the newspapers, and it is likely that he has talked

for publication somewhat too much. He is a man of senti-

ment and of enthusiasms, and such a man finds special
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difficulties in appreciating the golden qualities of silence. lie

tried hard to be retired, on account of the condition of his

eyes, but the naval retiring board, finding that ho was as yet

fit to perform his duties, did not feel authorized to retire

him. It was then attempted to retire him by special act of

Congress, but the bill was defeated. Mr. Hobson says its de-

feat was due to Congressman Bankhead of his own home dis-

trict in Alabama, who saw in him a possible political rival.

His reason for resigning is that his eyes, though still ser-

viceable. arc so much impaired that continuance at his work
as naval constructor would probably result in the loss of his

eyesight. If this opinion about his eyes is well founded, as

appears, his resignation cannot justly be criticised. He is

going to lecture, that being an occupation that does not

strain the eyesight.

After all, American enterprise as exerted abroad is not yet

all predatory. In spite of trade rivalries and imperialistic

dreams, there are Americans in foreign lands who are work-

ing for the good of the countries where they are sojourning.

If we ever got anything like a complete picture of what our
soldiers did in the Philippines, there will be lights as well as

shadows in it. It has pleased some good people in Boston to

have a lecturer—Mr. Gibbs—tell the Twentieth Century Club
that it was a common practice in the Philippines for American
commanders, as soon an they got a section of country pacified,

to open the schools, and detail soldiers to teach them, so that

when Superintendent Atkinson got to tike islands a start

had already been mode in teaching the Filipinos English.

Not very much bus ever been heard of this use of soldiers, but

evidently there would havp been no special trouble about re-

cruiting school-teachers out of u regiment of American sol-

diers. Another instance of American altruism has dem-
onstrated its persistence. There was a meeting in Boston
the other day to raise idxty thousand dollars for buildings in

Madrid for an American school for Spanish girls. This school

was started twenty years ago by two American missionaries,

and is said to be the only school in Spain for the higher edu-

cation of girls. It has flourished, and seems to be growing in

popularity, especially since the Spanish war. It is a Protes-

tant- school in a Catholic country, but ita purpose seems to be

not to convert Catholics to Protestantiam, but. to educate wo-
men. It seems an odd thing for even missionaries to do, to

conduct a school in Spain for the education of Spanish girls,

but this school at Madrid seems to be doing good.

The sale of books, manuscripts, and autographs, from the

library of .John G. Whittier, on February 8, in New York,

yielded about ten thousand dollars. The purpose of the sale

was to provide necessary funds for the care and permanent
maintenance of the old Whittier Homestead, and the sum
realized should go far towards making up the amount neces-

sary. An autograph message of President Lincoln to Con-
gress brought the highest price ($845). The sale was a small

matter compared with the great art-auctions which New York
has seen this winter, but because of its purpose it is grati-

fying that it should have gone so well. Some exceedingly

interesting letters, hooks, and manuscripts were offered, and
the watchful collectors of this opulent town let none of them
pass unappreciated. New York's eminence as a market for

oil rare and curious wares that collectors covet has been
wonderfully attested by the remarkable sales of this winter.

The two-hundred-nnd-fiftieth anniversary of the reception

of a charter by the city of New York was regarded with mixed
feelings by the descendants of those who controlled the town
up to the great inflow of Irish and German immigrants in 1848.

In the Borough of Manhattan, the native whites both of whose
parents were born in the United States now constitute only

18.0 per cent, of the population. Even of the native whites
bom of native parents only about two-thirds were bom in

the State of New York. The largest contingent of outside
natives came from the New Knglund States, and. curiously

enough, tlkere were more immigrants coming to the city of

New York from the Southern than from thp Middle and For
Western States. Not only are the native-born children of na-
tive Americans vastly outnumbered by those who are foreign-

bom or the children of foreign immigrants, but the racial na-

ture of the foreign element ia materially changing. Instead

of being almost exclusively Irish and German, as it was fifty,

or even forty, years ago, the Irish-born are now fewer by nearly

21,000 than they were twelve years ago, and the Germans
fewer by upwards of 5000. The increase of the foreign-bora

during the last decade has come almost entirely from Russia,

Italy, and the Hapsburg dominions. As tho birth-rate among
the newcomers just mentioned is incomparably higher than
that among the native-born who were children of native

parents, it looks as if, fifty years hence, the native Ameriean
element would dwindle to a very small fraction of the metro-
politan population. They will doubtless continue, however,

to possess a greatly disproportionate share of the city's wealth.

Ae for the so-called Knickerbockers, they are likely to he
nearly extinct by the end of another generation. Even now.

only a very few of them can he discerned struggling painfully

on the surface of society—rari nantes in gurgite vatlo.

The efficacy of formalin as a cure for blood-poisoning is

not yet conceded by the doctors. Some of them say that it

is the snlt-aiid-water which has been injected into the veins of

the patients on whom the formalin solution has been tried

that has done good, and that the formalin used was so much
diluted as to be of no consequence. Happily it is not denied

that a method of treatment lias been discovered which is ex-

ceedingly efficacious in some CMOS of blood-poisoning. The
public will not stickle for formalin if salt-and-water will work

the cure.

John Alexander Dowie, the faith-cure apostle who has

entrenched himself so securely in Chicago, and is planning

a descent on New York next October, is likely to prove an

interesting visitor to this town. He ia an organizer, and
atiouud* in method and foresight. ITe has ample means to

do things in a large way. His plan ia to bring 2000 (per-

haps 4000) of his followers here, and give his kind of re-

ligion a careful and comprehensive introduction to the people

of Manhattan. Every family on this island is to be visited;

every dwelling supplied with Dowieite tracts; every soul, so

far as possible, invited to the Dowieite meetings. These

meetings nro to be held daily in the Madison Square Gar-

den, which has been hired for fifteen days. Special trains

have been engaged to bring the Dowie multitude here, and
lodgings are being engaged for their accommodation. Dowie
ia rich. Tie is in business, and make* money. He baa founded

a town which has grown in less than two years from a popu-

lation of 400 to 8000. The Dowieitos do not smoke nor

drink nor employ doctors, and they all give a tenth of their

incomes to the Church. They are busy now practising the

music of their crusade and studying maps of Manhattan.

Dowie frankly discloses his belief that in him the prophet

Elijah lives again for the third time on earth. He is a re-

markable citizen, and will doubtless carry out his plans.

The recent complaint of Mrs, Newdiok of Kokomo, In-

diana, made in the Mayor’s court of that city, was that her

husband had assaulted her. She was making bread, she said,

and had her hands in the dough, when her husband called

her to family prayers. She excused herself, but unsuccess-

fully. for her husband, with a man’s disinclination to take no

for an answer, knocked her down. The magistrate felt that

Mr. Newdiok had shown excess of zeal, and fined him $30.

Family prayers, which used to be common in this country, are

a rare observance nowadays. The reason for the lapse of the

custom is not so much the decline of piety as that as life be-

came fuller, and individual engagements und preferences were

more and more respected, it became herder to get families to-

gether for worship. Family prayers belong to a time when
the head of a family ruled it, not by general consent, but by

authority. It was a time too when religious observances were

more regarded than now. though probably not religion itself;

when there were fewer trains to be caught, fewer factory bells,

fewer school bells, fewer letters, fewer engagements and du-

ties outside the household. It is like old times to rend of

family prayers, and of some one who found it inconvenient to

Ik* present. The institution is not .dead, but it is rare now,

and only prevails in exceptional households whose members

are not in a hurry. And even in such families it only pre-

vails nowadays by consent. Compulsion as a stimulant to de-

votion is pretty much obsolete, and Mr. Newdick of Kokomo
should have known it.
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The Anti -Trust Legislation to

be Looked For

We are at last in a position to define

with confidence how much anti-trust legis-

lation may h* expected from the Fifty-

seventh Congress This legislation is em-

bodied in four bill*, one of which has been

already paused, while two other* will cer-

tainly and n fourth will probably become

laws. Two of these measures we have al-

ready discussed in detail, but, in order to

appreciate their Importance, it may in* well

to compare them with certain alternative

measure* which have been proponed, but now
appear to have no chance of enactment.

The first of the four measures is the bill

introduced at the request of Attorney-fien-

ernl Knox, to expedite the trust case* now
(wilding in the Federal courts. This bill,

after receiving a slight amendment in the

House of Representatives, which amendment
was accepted by the Senate, was passed by

both Chambers, and sent to the President

for his signature. The second measure ap-

propriated |5tM),000 to aid the Department

of Justice in prosecuting trust cases and
in securing evidence against the trusts.

This item has been incorporated
,
in the

Legislative Appropriation bill, which is now
before a committee of conference, and it*

adoption is assured.

We come now to the Nelson amendment
to the Department of Commerce bill, which

is intended to enforce publicity upon the

transactions of industrial corporations; and
the Elkins bill, which aims to increase the

powers of control already possessed by the

Inter-State Commerce Commislon over all

corporations engaged in the business of com-

mon carriers. Although at the hour when
we write the Nelson amendment has not

been vo I iil on in either Chamber, it has

been unanimously accepted by the commit-

tee of conference on the Department of

Commerce bill, and there has never been
any doubt that it would be adopted by the

Senate. We max’ now also take for grantpd

that it will tie passed by the House of

Representatives, as neither Speaker Hender-

son nor the Committee on Rules will dare
to sidetrack it. lest grave suspicion be east

upon their motives, in view of the exposure

to which we have elsewhere referred of the

attempt made by the Standard Oil Company
to defeat thr measure. The value of the

Nelson amendment will he instantly under-

stood if we mark the difference between its

cardinal provision and that of the Little-

field bill, which passed the House of Repre-

sentatives by a unanimous vote, and to

which, naturally enough, as we have else-

where noted, the Standard Oil Company of-

fered no opposition. The Littlefield bill

merely made it mandatory on corporations

engaged in Inter-State commerce, hereafter

organized, to file returns covering their arti-

cles of incorporation, financial composition,

condition, transactions, etc., with the Inter-

State Commerce Commission. It ia true that

the bill gave this commission authority

in it* discretion to call for similar returns

from existing corporations doing an inter-

state business; but what guarantee would
the people have that this discretion would
be exercised! Obviously, it might be of

vital moment to certain existing corpora-

tion* to bribe members of the commission
not to exercise their discretion, and it would,
therefore, be an act of folly on the part of

Congress to expose a minilxr of Federal offi-

cials to tremendous temptations.

The Nelson amendment to the Department
of Commerce bill, nn the other hand. Indi-

vidualize* responsibility, and concentrates

the attention of the country on n particular

officer. It give* the Commissioner of Cor-
porations, wbo is to be at the head of the

new Bureau of Corporations in the De-

partment of Commerce, power and authority

to make, under the direction of the Secre-

tary of Commerce and Lubor. diligent in-

vestigation into the organization, conduct,

and management of any corporation, joint

stock company, or corporate combination

—

whether prospective or rxi *t ing—engaged in

commerce among the several States or with

foreign nations, excepting common carriers,

who are dealt with by existing laws, and,

as wo have said, by the Elkin* bill.

How are the powers of the commissioner
defined! He is to have and exercise pre-

cisely the same power* with respect to in-

dustrial corporations and combination* as

ore or shall be conferred on the Inter-State

Commerce Commission by the act of Feb-

ruary 4, 18H7, and by any amendment* of

that act relating to common carriers, the

words italicized plainly including the Elkins

bill. That i* to say, he will have the right

to subpoena and compel the attendance ami
testimony of witnesses, and the production

of documentary evidence, and to administer

oatha under the obligations, liabilities, and
penalties prescribed with regard to testi-

mony before the Inter state Commerce Com-
mission. These powers should prove suffi-

cient to compel the production of the testi-

mony required, but, if they are evaded or de-

fied, it should he easy to secure more drastic

legislation from the Fifty-eighth Congress.

The purpose of investing the Commissioner
of Corporations with such extensive powers
is that he may gather inch information

and data as will enable the President of the

l ’nited States to make recommendations to

Congress for legislation for the regulation

of industrial corporations or combinations

pngnged in inter-State or foreign commerce,
or both, and to report such data to the Presi-

dent from time to time as thr latter shall

signify n desire for it. The bill further

provides that the information so obtained,

or as much thereof a* the President shall

direct, shall he made public.

It will he manifest at a glance that by
the Nelson amendment the whole responsi-

bility for assuring the desired publicity is

fixed upon President Roosevelt. He ha* but
to order the new’ Secretary of Commerce,
who will tie virtually hi* clerk, to undertake
the investigation of a particular corpora-

tion, and the order will lie at once trans-

mitted to the Secretary's subordinate, the

Commissioner of Corporations, and will I*?

executed by the latter. Should either of the
two last-named official* refuse or delay to

perform the duty imposed on him. or be

guilty of any undue complaisance toward
the corporation aimed at. or of any con-

nivance at the suppression of testimony, it

will Ik* in the power of the President prompt-

ly to dismiss him. It is, practically, there-

fore. Mr. Roosevelt himself in whose hands
this formidable engine for the enforcement

of publicity will lie placed. Nobody doubt*
the sincerity and inflexibility of hi* pur-

pose to find out exactly what the great in-

dustrial corporation* have done and are now
doing, ami thereby to ascertain whether they

need regulation, and, if so, what kind of

regulation, at the hands of Congress. We
have said enough to demonstrate that,

compared with the Nelson amendment, the

Littlefield hill (a a sham. Nor is it at all

difficult to see why certain existing cor-

porations. whose operations from the outset

have been shrouded in mystery, should re-

gard the former measure with an anxiety

akin to desperation. Such combinations,

on the other hand, as the United State*

Steel Corporation hare absolutely nothing

to fear from the Nelson amendment, and
have made not the slightest effort to de-

feat it.

It is well known that the Scnnte has

passed the Elkina bill, which is intended,
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as we have said, to enlarge the powers to

regulate and control corporation* engaged
a* common carriers, and especially to pre-

vent the giving of rebates by such common
carriers to industrial corporations, and thus
assisting the latter to establish monopolies.
There is a provision against rebates in the
Littlefield hill, as well as the emasculated
provision for publicity, and until very re-

cently it was feared that Speaker Hender-
son and certuin coadjutor* of his in the
House Committee on Rules intended to let

the Elkins bill and the Littlefield bill pass
each other in the corridor between the two
Chambers, but never be consolidated into

an act of Congress. This hippodrome per-

formance i* no longer practicable, in view
of the exposure of the Standard Oil opposi-

tion. There is now no doubt that the House
Committee on Inter-State and Foreign Com-
merce will promptly take up the Elkins
bill, and report it favorably to the House.

The Speaker has the power to refuse to

recognize the bill and to provide for its

consideration, bat, although the term of his

public service ia now very near an end, it

is moat improbable that he will venture to

defy public opinion.

Elihu Root on the Negro

Problem

No more noteworthy speech has been

heard in the United State* for many years

than that which was delivered before the

Union League Club of New York city, by
Mr. Elihu Root. Secretary of War. We need

not remind our reader* that Mr. Root i* an
eminent lawyer, and one of the two strong

men in Mr. Roosevelt's Cabinet. The de-

liberate comments of such a man on any im-

portant topic could hardly fail to be inter-

esting and profitable, am) if on this occasion

he commanded unusual attention, it was be-

cause he mooted and discussed the most mo-
mentous problem by which the Republic is

confronted. What is to be dune with the

negro was the fateful question that he asked,

and he did not for the moment undertake to

answer it. but contented himself with point-

ing out that the answer given by the states-

men of the reconstruction period had proved

unsatisfactory. The advocates of negro

equality at the ballot-box will regard this as

a portentous admission by one who has been

a lifelong Republican, speaking to an asso-

ciation that from its foundation has been

identified with thr political party which not

only emancipated the negro, but enfran-

chised him. Startling and almost epoch-

making, as such a declaration may well

seem when the circumstance* under which it

was uttered are considered, it provoked no
protest from those to whom it was directly

addressed, and it has since met with general,

though not unanimous acquiescence, on the

part of the Republican press.

Mr. Root did but give voice to a convic-

tion which ha* long beta held by Democrat*
at the North as well as at the South, but
now for the first time we learn that the con-

viction is held also by many caudid and
thoughtful Republicans. That is to say. it

is no longer possible for even the most

loyal and stalwart representative* of Re-

publicanism to shut their eyes to the falsity

of the assumption made by the framers of

the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendment
to the Federal Constitution, the assumption,

namely, that all which was needed to make
the black man the equal of his white brother

was equal political rights. It was taken for

granted that, those right* conceded, the

black man would quickly show himself quali-

fied to use them, and to lift himself im-

measurably in the social scale. The as-
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sumption was based on hop? and faith,

rather than on knowledge—it was put for-

ward, indeed, in defiance of history and ob-

servation—and events, as we have said, have

shown it to have been ill founded. The
country must face, Mr. Root acknowledged,

the failure of the plan adopted in the recon-

struction period. It certainly has not avail-

ed to give the blacks the suffrage. Some-

thing more or something else has to be done.

Not for a moment would Mr. Root or any
conscientious American disclaim our respon-

sibility for the welfare of the colored people.

Their fathers did not come here voluntarily.

They were brought here against their will,

and for upwards of two centuries their de-

scendants were held here in bondage. At
last we freed them. We gave them the

suffrage, hut we made no provision for their

maintenance, such as the Czar Alexander II.

did not forget to make for the emancipated

serfs of Russia. The Federal government
and our people as a whole have done little,

very little, to assure to them an education.

It is true that we established a freedmen's

bureau. It is true that the Slater Fund
exists, and that there are some other funds

of the kind. Rut all such agencies have
been of insignificant utility, in view of the

immensity of the task. The burden of edu-

cating the blacks Ims bren devolved almost

entirely upon the impoverished Southern
States, where by far the greater part of

them reside.

Attention was directed by Mr. Root to

another fart full of significance, the fact,

namely, that we now approach Ihe discussion

of the negro problem under conditions ma-
terially changed from those that prevailed

in the reconstruction period. At the present

time the negro is regarded with less tolera-

tion at the South, nnd with less sympathy
at the North. There is now- a vehement
outcry in the Southern States against the

appointment of negroes to Federal offices by
President Roosevelt, although under Presi-

dents Hayes, Oarticld, Harrison and McKin-
ley, more negroes were appointed, yet noth-

ing was said. Another outcry is now raised,

because a few negro occupants of Federal

office in Washington attend one of Mr. Roose-

velt's official receptions. There has never

been a time, a# Mr. Root reminds us. since

the civil war, when negroes have not held

similar office* in the District of Columbia,

and when they have not been permitted to

attend Presidential receptions, and have

availed themselves of the privilege. It is

not Executive customs that have changed : it

is public feeling and popular sentiment with
reference to the negro at the North, as well

ns at the South. There is not an atom of

doubt that a very large majority of Northern
whites would now deprecate any attempt to

employ the military power of the Federal

government so to enforce the Fifteenth

Amendment an to assure to the blacks in

Mississippi and South Carolina the political

predominance to which they are numerically

entitled. The truth haa been brought home
by events to the heart and conscience of a
large majority of whites in the Northern
States that we did our fellow whites at the

South a grievous wrong when we insisted

upon giving the negro the suffrage. The

i
suffrage is no inalienable right: the suffrage

Is a reward of merit. Had it Iteen held out
as a prize for education, thrift, and charac-

ter. it might, and probably would, have
operated as a powerful incentive. Bestowed
gratuitously, it has proved worthless to the

black man, and dangerous to his white

neighbor.

While so much is acknowledged by thor-

ough-going but elcar-sighted and unpreju-

diced Republicans like Mr. Root, there is not

even the germ of an agreement among them
about a remedy. Nobody disputes that we
ought to help the black man to learn a trade,

nnd not condemn him to menial service or

hard labor in the field. That is to say, fair-

minded men would like to ace applied on an
extensive scale the system of technical edu-

cation which Mr. Booker T. Washington has

so carnest ly recommended. At the North
as well as at the South, however, there is a

deep and growing distrust of ihe efficacy of

a liberal education to qualify the colored

race, viewed in the mass for political and
social equality. The ancient pride of the

Aryan race, founded on instinct and but-

tressed by experience, that pride of race

which seemed suspended during the recon-

struction period, has revived and rennmed

its old authority. Nearly forty years have

elapsed since the negroes obtained the oppor-

tunities embodied in the suffrage, and yet

they have not advanced a jut towards social

equality or toward the demonstration of

general fitness for political function*.

Among the blacks, indeed, who had been

reared under the regime of slavery, there

were more who gave proof of high intelli-

gence and sterling character during the dec-

ade following the civil war than can he

pointed out to-day, notwithstanding the fact

that Northern universities, including Har-

vard, have been opened to the blacks, and

some of them have attained distinction

therein.

If. then, negro suffrage has failed, and if

the liberal education of negroes, bo far as it

has been carried, has fallen far short of the

results expected, where are we to look for a

solution of the problem? That it is a tre-

mendous problem the last census shows.

Not only did the United 8tate* contain

H,H-!A,78li negroes in 1900, but the Increase

in ten years had been 1,352,001, or over

eighteen per cent. It is obvious that, at

this rate of expansion, not many decades

can elapse la-fore the colored inhabitants of

tbr Republic will exceed twenty millions,

most of whom will be concentrated in the

States south of the Potomac and the Ohio.

Can we marvel that the Southern whites re-

gard with grave misgiving the ominous in-

crease of this element of their population,

or that they would gladly seek relief, if they

could, in the wholesale deportation of the

blacks? Compulsory deportation is, of

course, impracticable. But it may be that

one day the question will be seriously con-

sidered whether it might not be expedient

for our Federal government to offer n very

large sum of money to Mexico—say one or

two hundred million dollars—for a cession

of Chihuahua and two or three others of

the northern nnd thinly-peopled Mexican
States with a view of directing thither n

voluntary and assisted immigration of

Southern black*. We set apart a large and

fertile fraction of the Louisiana Purchase
for the Indians in perpetuity, and neither

the Indians nor we have had cause to re-

gret the aet. If the northern section of the

Mexican Republic could lie bought and
erected into a Territory for the exclusive

benefit of our colored people, nnd if it were

distinctly understood that they not only

would receive grants of land and cattle, but

would enjoy educational facilities and a

monopoly of political privilege*, it is by no
means incredible that a large body of negroes

might lie inclined to migrate thither. None
of the solutions thus suggested has, as yet,

been seriously considered at the North, but

we are likely to witness a material change

in this respect, now that Mr. Root has

brought home to us the gravity of the prob-

lem.

Washington

Simple and brave, his faith awoke
Ploughmen to struggle with their fate;

Armies won battle* when he spoke.

And out of Chaos sprang the State!

Robeut Rbidqes.

The Making Over of a Minx
PitofUKLY the greatest difficulty formerly

met in changing the spots of the leopard

lay in the lack of the leopard'* volition.

With the great advance of modern surgery

there can be little doubt that the Bpota

might be changed, and the leopard come out

a very different-looking animal, if it would

only lend itself to the reform. If the leopard

really wished to have its spots changed, it

eould not change them itself perhaps, but

it eould trust itself to the bunds of a skilful

operator, and the work could lie done for it,

with no immediate suffering on the leopard's

part, and without much subsequent shock.

It is possible, however, that the change

would la* only superficial, after all. It may
be that the spots go all through the leopard,

and that their redistribution on the leopard's

skin would not affect them structurally, (t

may lie that they penetrate the leopard’s

psychical, as well a* it* animal, economy,

and that they reach the will it*elf, so that

the leopard is essentially disabled from co-

operation by liking them very well as they

are. It may fee! that since it fame honestly

by them, it is nnt answerable for any harm
they may do, and that they actually do no
great harm; if they do a little harm. Inci-

dentally, they afford, at the same time, a

great deal of pleasure. It may observe that

many are attrnetnl by them, and that if it

rearranged them, it might not make new
admirers in place of the old whom it might
alienate. It may ask, and not so wry im-

piously, whether it* spots were not disposed

for some wise purpose just a* it finds them,

nnd whether it would not lie a sort of flying

in the face of Providence to wish them oth-

erwise. ThiB, of course, is supposing that

the leopard is introspective, or that its hu-

man analogue* are so.

Some such reflections u* the foregoing

will suggest themselves to the reader, If he
Is the reader we fancy him, of Mrs. Hum-
phry Ward’s fascinating story of Lady
ffoseVt Daughter, now publishing in a popu-

lar magazine issued not many removes from

these premises. It- is safe to any (a good
journalistic halt, while one takes breath for

a fresh start, which we always like) that

the great majority of serial readers, who
are the real reader*, the best readers, of

fiction, have rarely been led with such in-

terest along the course of any novel as this

latest novel of Mrs. Ward’s, which has for

its great allure the figure of a clever and
beautiful girl, exceptionally friendless, and
exceptionally disadvantage*!. In the race she

run*, in many of the social things that make
for success in the world. She is the child of

a mother who left her husband to live with

the man she loved, and Julie le Breton has

grown up ami come to her moral conscious-

ness in the presence of a living protest

against the validity of a certain command-
ment. That she remain* practically good

and pure, whatever she may theoretically be,

is one of those miracles of nature by which
children are preserved against the evils

alike physical nnd moral of their parents.

Her temptations lie in the line of intellectual

nnd social ambition, so that when she be-

comes the companion of a very worldly old

woman, who haw a salon in London fre-

quented by the best people of the several

great worlds of the capital, she finds her-

self almost insensibly displacing her em-

ployer an the head of the salon, and draw-

ing to herself the admiration which its

foundress enjoyed. One might Ik- sure that

Lady Henry was not Insensible of the change,

and in her recognition and resentment of it

alie use* the girl with cruel and humili-

ating outrage la-fore the people of her fol-

lowing, who are not long in ranging them-

selves in parties, with the immense majority

on the side of Julie. But the old woman and

the young girl have such weed of each other
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that it does not come to a hopeless quarrel

between them until one night when Lodj
Henry is laid up with rheumatism, and

has left word that she is not re-

ceiving that night. Then Julie almost in-

voluntarily admits many of the most brill-

iant habituls of the salon, one after

another, and has one of the most iri-

descent evening* known to the plaee. The
gay talking and laughing make their way
to Lady Henry's room, and she comes down,
stick in hand, and fairly drives Julie’s

guests, her former friends, out - of - doors.

That ends it. and Julie takes refuge with a
pretty young duchess, who is much her

friend, and sets her up in a house of her

own. Here Julie attempts a salon of her

own, hut it fails on the very first. night.

Her friend stands hv her. and so do all

her friends. She keeps making more and
more friends, nnd as they nearly all have
titles, or are by way of having them, it is

not so had. She live* in the society of peo-

ple mostly related to her through her patri-

cian mother, who had the courage of her
class in leaving her husband to live with
her lover, but It doe* not suffice for Julie,

who is a woman at heart,- after all, and is

not satisfied even with the hope of an ulti-

mate salon. She falls in love with a fearless

and worthies* young officer, whom her in-

terest with statesmen has got appointed to

an important post in the service, and whom
she follows to Paris, where she is arrested

on the brink of ruin, by the fine fellow who
loves her. He is within a feeble life or two
of being a duke, hut he does not wish to be

a duke, and he is really a fine fellow, with
that measure of weakness which renders him
raptirable hy such a girl as Julie, who is

herself by no means always had, hut only
ambitious, nnd is hud only when she forgets

to la* ambitious.

The rather awful problem which her au-

thor and her lover have mi their hands at
thia reading, is how to effect her redemp-
tion. It will la* one of the greatest triumphs
of fiction if they can manage it probably.

Hut can they, is the great question, and we
shrink from conjecture: we would much
rather wait and see. They get her safely

back to Iiondon. but that ought only to be

the beginning of their difficulty. Perhaps
they will hr equal to It. Mrs. Ward, at any
rate, has never shown greater skill in the
handling of material than in this hold and
uncommon situation she has created. There
is scarcely a more brilliant story than that
of Julie le Breton up to the failure of her

attempt at a salon after leaving Lady
Henry’s house, and setting up for herself.

Having lived through n great many ima-
ginary narratives, and assisted at a great
many good and laid endings, we should our*
selves have been easily appeased with a
novel that went no farther than such a
climax, with no definite ending at all. Hard-
ly a figure up to that point has been feebly

or erringly touched. It is our preference

for low company, no doubt, that leaves

u* a little lost in the society studied; but
we must own that they seem all very prob-
able high politician* and' patricians, with a
mixture of human frailty in them that
make* them the prey of a charm like that
young girl's, for she appeals hy the hsplcss-
ness of her origin, a* well as hy her talent

and beauty, and »he has just so much wish
to be good as saves her to the liking of her
acquaintance. Ab we say. we should not
ask more than to have her left with us at
that great moment when she realises how,
after all. she cannot conquer the world ex-

cept upon the world's terms. She certainly

puts us in a quiver of sympathy for her first

failure. But we fancy her more easily the

creator than the creature of great passions,

and we feel that her true drama is social

and not personal, »o that we should like

lietter to keep on wondering how she will

construct a world which she can rule, nnd
what that world would be like, for it would
not be like Bohemia.

Hut, doubtless, Mrs. Ward understands the

need of the immense audience which she ad-

dresses. and which is formed in but small part

of inexacting journalists. She is under a tacit

promise to write u story, and not to present

a situation from which the reader may ima-

gine such a one as he pleas***. Ho she must
go on to the end with the creature she has

invented, and win her or lose her at last.

Which shall it be, for Julie le Breton: per-

dition or redemption? If she is redeemed,

will It be against her nature, however much
with her will? There is the rub; and

through the abrasion we seem to final the

question of the leopard and it* spots: wheth-

er they can lie changed, and whether it would
like them if they were.

The Mix-up in Wireless

Telegraphy

Ow the horizon are signs of war, a very

up-to-date sort of a war, a war for right

of way in the ether.

The amazing success of Signor Marconi,

in crossing the Atlantic, has stirred up a

boat of rivals. And between this country

nnd Europe there are now a dozen ot twen-

ty systems struggling for precedence. And
the lawsuits have begun.

In this country the de Forest company i*

suing the Marconi company for n million

dollars damage* for certain statements said

to have issued from the Marconi company.

The latter replies by a suit for infringement

against the de Forest company, and asking

the latter company to remove itself from the

earth. It is to lie noted that if the Marconi
company’s claims are upheld, this will raise

hob with any system employing the co-

herer principle as a receiver of the messages.

The de Fore*t receiver operates on un ex-

actly opposite principle, however, and there

seems little likelihood that it will be shut
out.

In Germany the Slaby - Arro and the

Braun systems have had a clash, with a re-

cent victory for the latter, that it doe* not

infringe the Slaby-Aren device*. In France
the government ha* practically confi*catcd

wireless telegraphy, so that the stock-boom-

ers there have not had much of a chance.

Italy, proud of its native genius, seems to

have taken up with Marconi, and the Eng-
lish government has also equipped many of

its war ships with Marconi instruments. In
America the lead in this line seems to have
lieen secured Lv the de Forest system, both

the War Department and the Navy having,

after competitive trials, given the contract*

to the latter company.
But by far the most interesting point is

the question of transoceanic signalling.

Marconi’s recent messages across the At-

lantic were secured by means of what he
call* a magnetic detector. For long-dis-

tance work, the old coherers broke down.
Tills magnetic detector, which seem* to he

far more sensitive than any form of coherer,

is the invention of Professor Rutherford, of

Toronto, and was exhibited as far back as

18fl7. It seems to have been taken up in-

dependently hy Sir Oliver Lodge, in Eng-
land; hy Marconi: and hy Professor R.

A. Fessenden, of Washington. Their patent

applications, now pending, are in interfer-

ence. It is said, however, that Professor

Fessenden offer* proof of his invention, or

improvement*, a year in advance of Mar-
coni's application. If this i* true, nnd Fes-

senden wins, the Marconi company can do
business across the Atlantic only with Pro-

fessor Fessenden’s permission, for, so far,

no other form of receiver has been shown
capahle of taking signals over such a dis-

tance.

At present the practical difference be-

tween all the different " systems " narrows
down to the question of receivers. Rut
Professor Ferdinand Braun, of Strasshurg,

Germany, announced last week that he had
found a new method of sending the electric

wares, in any desired volume, and directed

to a given point of the compass. These are

very broad claims, and further details are
being awaited by scientific men with the
deepest interest. Professor Pupin. of Co-

lumbia. credit* Professor Braun with having

done the most valuable work in wireless

telegraphy after Marconi. Anything he has
to say, therefore, will be respectfully lis-

tened to. The sparking method of producing
the electric waves does seem a rather crude
device, and we might hear any day of a
new method which would quite revolutionize

wireless.

Meanwhile, what ia going to happen when
a dozen different systems are shooting up
poles and hoinhardlng spins- with electric

waves? It cannot but mean the moat hope-

less confusion. There can be no monopoly
in wireless telegraphy. That ia settled. The
field is free to all comers. Anybody with a

common alternating dynamo or an induc-

tion coil can set up for business, or to upset
somebody else’* business. Tuning, or syn-

tony. ia no doubt possible within limits,

hut at present these limits an* vague. With
any extensive use of wireless, there is bound
to be a mix-up and a gay one.

What will the lawyers do? Nobody knows
much ftlsiut the ether, and nobody le*s than
they. Will they ask the legislature* for

wireless franchises? So far as any one
can see now. that is the only thing that

can make wireless telegraphy a practical

business pro|>osition. The alternative is that

the government should take it over, us

France has already done.

The Greater Grieg

It is the haliit of musieinns of a certain

stamp to speak of Edvard Grieg with a
slightly contemptuous lifting of the brows
—an artist, they will concede, of charming
and distinguished accomplishment, but re-

stricted in scope nnd power. A popular

legend account* him to he peculiarly a poet

of the shadow, uttering a beauty essential-

ly dim and rare, remote and exquisitely

fantastic, rather than broadly virile nnd of

deep emotional significance; and this legend

is operative, with all the force which the

complacent utterance of a half-truth so easi-

ly exerts, in the most recent estimate of

the Norwegian’s genius: Mr. Daniel Gregory
Mason’s study of the composer in his “ From
Grieg to Brahms.” “ Grieg,” affirms Mr.
Mason with impressive nssurnnee, “ i* never

large nor heroic: he never wears the buskin.

He has neither the depth of passion nor the

intellectual grasp needed to make music in

the grand style”—a view of hi* genius which
we have no hesitation in declaring superficial,

incomplete , and unjust. Grieg is not mere-

ly fragrant and exotic, piquant and fragile-

ly lovely: he is all this, but he is very

much more: he is also a poet of the tragic,

of the largely passionate and elemental. No
mere delicate lyrist wrote the “ Death of

Aase," or certain of the song*, or the superb

C minor sonata for violin and piano, or

portions of the piano concerto. Here is no

dainty romanticist, no frail and lovely

dreamer: the voice is the voice of a master
of emotional utterance—here are passion,

and pathos, and heroic ecstasy, nnd despair:

here, in short, is a music-maker whose place

is not, indeed, upon the summit, hut cer-

tainly upon thp upper slopes.
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Venezuela’s Fate

By William Thorp

Dat by day the newspaper* are full of

long account*, more or less accurate, of the

diplomatic haggling* at Washington between

Mr. Bowen, on the one hand, ami Kir Michael

Herbert, Haron von Sternburg. and other

European diplomat* on the other. The pro-

foamiest interest ha* been taken by the

newspapers and the public in the details

of these negotiations, but to one who, like

myself, hn* just returned from Venezuela

and has had the opportunity of studying the

problems of that country on the spot, it ia

impossible to feel excited a* to whether

there will lie preferential treatment for

the belligerent powers for the period of

one month or three months, or whether a

few thousand dollar* will l»e |mid down to

them on the nail by Venezuela. The real

situation, the real danger, i* unpercelved

by the newspapers and the public.

It- may be tuken for granted that the cus-

tom-house* in Venezuela will be placed un-

der international control as security for

the payment of Venezuela'* debt*. This is

inevitable, whether the matter be settled at

Washington or The Hague, lint what then?

The difficulties and dangers of the situation

will only be commencing. President Castro,

at the present moment, is in the direst

strait* for the want of ready money. His

career, from the moment he swooped down
from the Andes and captured the govern-

ment of the country, has been that of a
bandit No international obligation*, no

common principle* of honesty, have stood

in hi* way when he found it necessary to

raise the ready rash. When the custom-

houses are under the control of the power*

and he ia driven to desperation by the want
of money, nothing is more probable than

that he wilt come down to La Ouayra. and

the other ports, and take these avenues of

wealth at the point of the Mauser.

I am not speaking without the book.

During many weeks spent in Venezuela re-

cently I had unliounded opportunity to

make an intimate study of Oistro in his

palace at Caracas and during hi* holiday

festivities at Ln Victoria, when lie threw off

the Presidential paint and became hi* nat-

ural self. It is impossible to conceive a
more irresponsible person. He know* noth-

ing of the obligations of statesmanship or

the power of foreign countries. When I

spent Christmas with him at U Victoria

he told me that he was profoundly disap-

pointed at his inability to fight the war-

ship* of the Germans. the British, and the

Italian*. “If Venezuela had a navy, how-
ever feeble," he said, “ we would soon set-

tle tills matter one way or the other. We
would Mtlly out and attack them. If they

had the courage to land troops, I would
lend my brave soldiers against them, ami
rout them with terrible slaughter." On an-

other occaaion I met him at La Victoria in

the middle of an open-air fiesta. He was
dancing under the tree* in a very lively und
frolicsome fashion with the peasants of the

neighborhood and some Indies he hud
brought with him from (’araca*. I had to

n*k him whether he wonld apologize to the

allies if they demanded an apology. I asked

hi* factotum, General Linares Alcuntura, to

procure me an opportunity of speaking with
the President, and showed him n cablegram
which T had just received from Washington.
** It is impos*ible.

H
said Alcantara, with a

gesture of despair ;
" the President dance*.

He does not do business. He has done no
business for a week. He may do no busi-

ness for another week. Perceive! I have
here fifty telegram* from Mr. Bowen, from
Washington, and from our government offi-

cials in Caracas. They are unopened. The
President would not thank me to show them

to him while he dunces, and he has danced
for a week.”

Presently Castro perceived me, with an
open cablegram in my hand, and he walked
over to me, his partner hanging on his arm,
and asked what it waa about. I told him
that the allies were reported to lmve de-

manded an apology from him.
Immediately he struck a Napoleonic atti-

tude, waved hi* arms excitedly in the air,

and declaimed :
“ General Castro never apol-

ogizes. He will not apologize. He ha* noth-

ing to apologize for. He demand* an apol-

ogy from the allie*.’*

The girl, still hanging on hi* arm. clapped

him on the back, exclaiming, hysterically:

"Viva Castro! Viva Venezuela! Jtrnvis*

aim* Cipriano!” The crowd took up the
cry, whirling around their partners in an
excited fandango, and beating the empty bot-

tles from which they had been drinking on
the little iron tables which stood around.

Thia is the way important diplomatic
question* are decided in Venezuela. I men-
tion the incident merely in order to show
the absolute irresponsibility of Castro and
the possibility of his doing something very

outrageous at any moment. Even if he
adheres to the term* of the agreement which
may lie arrived at by Mr. Bowen on his

behalf, or to the award which may lie given

at The Hague, there i* the probability that

be will be driven from power by anuther
bandit like himself, who shall come from the

recesses of the Hinterland with a ragamuffin
army und seize the government precisely as

he seized it. Nothing is likelier than the

repudiation of the agreement by that sec-

ond Amurath. The political adventurer in

Venezuela sticks at nothing in order to get

control of the finance*, and in Venezuela
the custom-house* are practically the only
source of revenue.

In the face of such a repudiation of the

compact by force of arms, there will obvious-

ly be only one course ojien to the creditor

nations. They must enforce their command
of the custom-house* by an international

army of occupation, and must establish in

Venezuela an institution similar to the

Caisse dc la Detto in Egypt. That will

mean the end of Venezuela's existence as a

sovereign power. Already we see that some
of the powers are growing tired of inter-

fering in the affairs of that country, just

ns they grew tired of playing actire parts

in the Egyptian drama. One power will

bn left in to finish the business and play tow-

ard* Venezuela the part which England has
played towards Egypt. The supremely im-

portant. question i*. which power? England
already ha* colonics enough, and any propo-

sition to enlarge her oversea responsibili-

ties would not meet with favor in the House
of Commons or among the British public.

Germany's ambition* to colonize in South
America are well known, and were the theme
of conversation everywhere when I was in

Venezuela, (‘astro and his cabinet ministers

talked of them freely. He said to me once

that Germany waa, in hi* opinion, the only
power really anxious to seize territory in

Venezuela, and in another interview which
I had with him at La Victoria on Chriat-

mas day. he outlined to me a great scheme
which he had just evolved for a defensive

alliance of all the Central and South Ameri-
can power*, backed by the United States,

for mutual protection against European
aggression in the New World.
The captain of one of the British war-

ships bloekading the Venezuelan const* told

me he was convinced the ulterior motive of

the German* was to obtain the port of

Guanta as a coaling-station, and he said the

German officers had admitted as much to

him. Guanta i* an ideal spot for the pur-

pose. It h«* nn excellent harbor, and c*»uld

be made impregnable with comparatively

little trouble and expense.

Some of the Grrmnn merchant* with whom
I conversed in Caracas freely admitted their

opinion that the occupation of the custom-
houses by the powers would only be the first

scene of a greater international drama than
the American public dreams of. “They take
these custom- house*,” said one of these mer-
chants to me. “ and they collect, the money
for a time. But presently the government
mu*l have money, and if it can only get

money from the custom-houses, it will go
down and take the custom-houses."

“ And what then?" I naked. He mhrugged
hi* *honlders.

"Who can tell? We grow used to any-

thing in this country. I have known twenty
revolution* in fourteen years. These peo-

ple are totally unfit to govern themselves,

and there i* no chance of their growing fit.

The country is the richest in the world in

its resources. But the only chance of ita

development i» for it to be despotically gov-

erned by a foreign power a* the English gov-

ern Egypt.”
Now. in view of these great dangers of

the future, is it not advisable for America
to take long view* and resolve firmly that

If it becomes necessary for any one power to

control Venezuela and practically make a

colony of the country. she will be that power?
All American* are determined to upbold the

Monroe doctrine, but the stern logic of fact*

i* forcing them to perceive that the Monroe
doctrine carries with it some unpleasant
responsibilities. If Castro or another take*

back the custom-houses, there will be noth-

ing for it but the conquest of Venezuela.

Shall the conqueror he Germany or America?
Of course, it. would lie nil unpleasant situa-

tion to face, but the conquest of Venezuela

would not be supremely difficult. An army
of occupation could be recruited from the

native Indiana as easily a* the Egyptian
native army was recruited by British nffi.

cer*. The Indian care* nothing for whom
he fight*. He is dragged from his home in

the hamlet or the forest by Castro’s sol-

diers or by the revolutionists. A rifle is

put in his hand, and he is told to march
and to fight. He doe* exactly a* be i* bid,

with the patient endurance of nn ox. If he
is captured by the other side, he is impressed

into the ranks, and fight* for them just a*
faithfully ns he fought for his former mas-
ters. What does it matter to him for whom
he fights? He know* nothing of the issue.

He only know* that it seems to be hi* fate

to fight for nomctmdy. He would fight just

a* loyally far an American nr German army
of occupation ns he doc* now for Castro
and Matos.

Under foreign government, the periodical

revolution* by which the country is ex-

hausted could be easily repressed. They
always start feebly, and an efficient mounted
police force could nip them in the bud with
promptness and decision. The task would

not be so hard as the repression of dacoity

by the British in Burmah. or the conquest

of the Indians in the United State*.

So far a* the military aspect of the ques-

tion goes, Venezuela i* anybody's country.

The military power at Castro's ciunmund i*

a slight and shifting quantity. It may seem
an extraordinary thing to say, hut it i* per-

fectly true that any adventurer, with five

hundred men who know how to shoot at

hi* hack, can make himself master of a
country which l* potentially the richest in

the world. Glltfn did it with u slighter

force, and those who know him arc con-

vinced that he will not long endure being

Tabbed of the fruit of hi* victories by for-

eign nation* who come down and take his

custom-houses for reasons which are totally

inexplicable to him. He. or another like

him. will presently raise a Venezuelan situa-

tion far more serious than the present one,

and America will then be faeed with the mo-

mentous question which I have indicated.
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Rural England

By Sydney Brooks

London, J**mmry 3.9, 1903,

The “ decay of English agriculture ” is a

commonplace; and, lik«* moat commonplaces,

is repented and accepted without being ana-

lyzed or understood. Those who have faml

and really grappled with this, the greatest

ami moat terrifying of English problems, are

few and far between. Their voices do not

reach the powers that he, and the country, as

a whole, with unswerving complacency re-

gards the death-throes of British agricul-

ture. the disappearance of the yeomen, the

depopulation of the villages, and the de-

pendence of the United Kingdom for five-

sixths of its food-supply upon foreign lands,

as facts, distressing, no doubt, but inevita-

ble, irremedinblc, and in no sense vital. Ft

is to wake England up to a sense of the

terribly real dangers that underlie these

phenomena that Mr. Rider Haggard has re-

cently performed a task without parallel,

to my knowledge, for its scope, laborious-

ness, and careful finish. Throughout 1901

and 1002 be and a companion travelled

through the highways and byways of no less

than twenty-seven English counties, inspect-

ing. examining, cross - questioning, looking

into everything that might throw light on

the conditions and prospects of English agri-

culture. The results of his investigations

are set forth in two volumes of six hundred
pages nuh,which the Messrs. I«ongmans have

published under the title of Rural £ a grand.

1 venture to say that so long as the Eng-

lish language lasts this book will last with

it. Not only has it an immense and imme-
diate utility to-day in bringing out. with-

out the smallest coloring of the author’s

own views, the opinions of hundred* upon

hundreds of experts of all classes on the

state of English farming, but to the his-

torian of the future, who wishes to portray

rural England at the opening of the twen-

tieth century and to show the complex

sweep of the changes wrought by free trade,

it will be not only invaluable, but essential.

He will be as little able to get on without

it as we of to-day are to picture English

agriculture at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury without the help of Arthur Young. But
it is not for posterity that Mr. Haggard
writes. The reward he hopes for la less dis-

tant and less personal. It is that his la-

laws may contribute their quota to a na-

tional awakening, may make England real-

ize the perils into which she is drifting, and
spur men on to cull a halt before it is too

late. Let me add. hefore passing on to the

matter of the book, that it is written in the

simplest and most workmanlike style, and
by one who all his life and in many coun-

tries lias been a practical farmer: that it

is amply supplied with detailed and admira-
ble maps and photographs; and that the in-

suppressible love of nature and country

sights and sounds that separates the edu-

cated man from the uneducated finds an out-

let here and there in sonic charming ** land-

scapes” ami paragraphs of rural lore. So
far from being “dry,” these volumes appeal

with a force there is no escaping to every

one. town or country bred, who has within

him the slightest interest in the social and
economic conditions of his day. Their plan

Is. roughly, that of the interview. Through
the medium of the author’s pen each man
speaka for himself.—the large Inml owner. the
squire, the tenant farmer, the agent, the

country parson, the doctor, the small holder,

the laborer. " the optimis}, the pessimist,

and the moderate man.” Nor is it merely
legitimate farming that is here described.

Every business that depends on the land,

every class that lives on it. is pasued in re-

view—the market gardener, the fruit-grower,

the dairyman, the stock-raiser, and the poul-

trynian no less than the grower of cereals.

It is, I repeat, a prodigious undertaking

most efficiently carried through. Mr. Hag-

gard claims that hiB labors have been " not

unlike those of a royal commission, faced

single-handed and without the ample re-

sources, assistance, and lordly leisure of such
august bodies,” and the claim is one that

no one who has read the book will do other

than ratify. Such a feat has been attempt-

ed before, but not for fifty years, not. that

is, since the great depression of the seven-

tie*, and never on such an extensive scale.

And what an amazing paradox is here

unfolded—that in what is still the richest

country in the world farming should not

pay; that with good soil and skilful work-

ers—the average yield of an English acre in

wheat is more than twice the yield of an
American aero—agriculture, as Mr. Haggard
puts it. should be “ fighting against the mills

of Cod”; that land should be going out
of cultivation at the rate of over seventy

thousand acre* a year ; that “ part* of Eng-

land are becoming as lonesome as the veldt

of South Africa ”; that the villages should

be deserted at an ever-increasing speed; and.

finally, that the government, in the face of

all this, should do nothing. A few figures

are needed to bring out the fulness of the

paradox. Thirty years ago only a trifle

over 13,000,000 acres were under perma-
nent pasture; to-day there are nearly 30.-

000,000. Farm hands and laborers seem to

be leaving the soil at the rate of MOO a

year. The rental value of land has fallen

all over the country about 40 per cent,

since 1875. A farm of 700 acres in Wilt-

shire, which Mr. Haggard mentions, sold

in IHI2 for *1:1.1,000, and In 1882 for *35,-

000. In 1874 it was rented at *3000 plus

M00 tithe. Now it is let for *1230, nrd
the landlord pays the tithe. Another farm,

which up to 1870 paid a rent of $10,300.

let in liNlI for $4123, tithe free. A third

farm of 1300 acre*, in rapital order and with
good buildings, that used to fetch $3 an
acre, now- only brings in *3. out of which
the landlord has to pay $1 26 an acre for

tithe, all the main, and one-half of the

minor repairs. Instances such as this might
lie indefinitely multiplied. England pays
away each year to foreign countries over

*300.000,000 for grain and flour, about $130.-

000.000 for dead meat, about *130.000.000

for butter, cheese, and eggs, and nearly *30,-

000,000 for fruit and hops. Her own food-

supply, if all foreign source* were cut off,

a« they would be if the British navy were
to lose command of the sea. might at a

pinch last from eight to ten weeks. Such
are the main elements of the problem. The
great land-owners, or such of them, at least,

a* have no outside income, are practically

ruined, and forced to let their estates to

shooting tenants, who. in nine cases out of

ten, are totally indifferent to agriculture.

The yeomen class has been virtually wiped
nut—seven-eighth* of the farmer* are ten-

ant*; and even with the utmost diligence,

and cultivating every possible side issue,

they are only just able to make both ends
meet, and often not even that. The laborers

are flocking to the towns in thousands, every

year show* more land laid down to grass,

and the country receives five-sixths of its

food from abroad. Here is a national prob-

lem if ever there were one.

What are the causes of it? Firstly, of

course, there is free trade. The whole wheat-

growing world shoots its surplus supply into

England without check; nor is there any
guarantee that prices will not fall still

lower. Secondly, there is the iniquitous sys-

tem of differential rates practised by the
English railway companies, in spite of Par-

liament and the law against the domestic

and in favor of the foreign grower. Such

a system can only make any one who has
looked into it wonder that Englishmen have
the hardihood to speak of “trusts " ns a pe-

culiarly American invention. Thirdly, there

is that strong spirit of individualism which
makes it almost helpless to expect that Eng-
lish farmers will ever learn the value, in-

deed the necessity, of CO - operation, «* the
Italians, for instance, hnve learned it.

Fourthly, there is the indifference of a town-
bred legislature eleeted by urban votes. Mr.
Haggard is perfectly right in insisting that
English governments look upon tlir land

and its intereats in u totally different light

front that in which it U regarded bv those

of most other civilized nations. Here they
cannot be brought to recognize that the mat-
ter ia one of any real importance. Intoxi-

cated with our recent, but now. it would
seem, waning success as a trading nation,

and for the most part owing their place

and power to the votes of traders and dwell-

ers in cities, to them the great questions of

the prosperity of agriculture and of that

which is de|M-»dent on it, the holding of the

rural |x>pulatio» to the fields and villages

where their forefather* have dwelt for cen-

turies. arc things of small account. They
will not face the fundamental facts that it

is well we should grow all the food we can
within the limits of our own shores, and that

of thia we could grow a much larger quanti-

ty than we do to-day; that men are more
than money, and deteriorate when crowded
into towns; and that without a continually

renewed supply of men and women, healthy

in mind and laxly, the greatness of the na-

tion must dwindle. Other countries are

wiser; they see and do their best to guard
against the danger. Here, if we see it. we
shrug our shoulders, say that any party

or cabinet that attempted remedies would
lose popularity in the cities, and leave things

to take their chance.”

A powerful indictment, hut unquestion-

ably a true one. And beyond all this there

is the paralyzing shortage of labor. Wher-
ever Mr. Huggard went he found the same
complaint. There is little labor to be had,

and what there is is incredibly inefficient.

“ The labor difficulty is the blackest cloud

of the lot.” “ Unless something unforeseen

occurs, farming must coma to an end for luck

of labor.” w All the young men are draining
from the land; no one who is fit for any-

thing stops on it nowadays.” “ The present

race of stalwart laborer is fust dying out.

without any prospect of its replacement.”
“ The next five year* will leave us without
a man.” “ When the old men die, and only

the ‘wasters’ are left, what is to happen?
The land is going to the devil.” These are

hut half a dozen sample opinions from aa

many counties; they could be repeated art

nauKt-am, Mr. Haggard himself, in summing
up bis conclusion*, declares that ” it is now
common for only the dullards, the vicious,

or the wastrels to stay upon the land, be-

muse they are unfitted for any other life.”

And yet their wage* are higher, the cost of

living cheaper, and their accommodation bet-

ter than ever before. Why do they go? For
one thing, their wages, though as high as

the farmer can pay. are not high enough.
They can earn *7 30 in the cities, and not

more than *4 30 in the country. In the

city there is always a chance that they may
rise to independence: on the land they be-

gin and end as laborers. In the cities they

have the usual Saturday half-holiday, and
no Sunday work whatever : on a farm they

must be always within hail. In the city

employment is constant, in the country fit-

ful. In the city there is light, amusement,
glamour, life; in the village an unending
round of dulness. The education system, ar-

ranged by townsmen for townsmen, tends to

fill the country boy with an aversion for the

soil.
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benson

AUGUST

I no not think Unit I hare hitherto men-

tioned that since 1 came hire in the spring

the house in which Dick and Margery spent

those few week* together before he went

out to South Africa ha* stood untenanted,

ami often during the past month* I have

wandered slowly by it. noting with a kind

of pleasure. I think, that, at any rate, no

one I knew lived there. The feeling was, I

am aware, utterly unreasonable, but it waa
of the same childish and instinctive kind

as that which prompts us to put away and
not use. or at least not let others use. some
little object which has been in any way close-

ly connected with some one who i* dead
whom we have loved. I do not think this

feeling is in the least defensible, for it im-

plies that we cut the dead off in ever

so small a degree from the living, and thus

tend tn keep alive the sting of death. For

in that the dead have once been intertwined

with our ordinary workaday lives, it is

altogether a false sentiment which makes
us separate them now, if we believe at all,

as I do most truly, that they still are about

and around us. All the same, it was with

a certain surprise and shock that I saw in

August that the sign-board that the house
was to let waa taken down, and that a few
days later a furniture-van was drawn up at

the door. In fact, this very natural and
very proper event disturlied me to a degree

which I was wholly unahle to understand.

It seemed dreadful somehow that, others

should lie at home there (it never occurred

to me at the time that it was highly unlike-

ly that the house had stood vacant for two
years!, so wholly was it consecrated in my
mind to those two. At the same time I

realized my utter unreasonableness about
the matter, and instead of trying to combat
it, attempted to take a shorter cut and dis-

miss it as far as I could from the range of

my conscious thoughts. Yet for weeks it

lurked there in the shade, and as the weeks
went on, though I never consciously dwelt
on the thought, yet somehow the thought
seemed to grow there in the dark of my
mind, until i knew that all my subconscious

brain waa full of it. More especially I de-

sired to remain in ignorance of who the in-

truders—for so I thought of them—were. As
long ns they remained utterly vague and
unknown. I could feel no definite and Incar-

nated resentment, hut If once they were
visualized I felt that the growth in the
shadow might leap out with poisonous leaves

into the sunlight of active and conscious

thought.

1 have tried to put ineoherency coherently,

hut 1 feel 1 am drawing with definite out-

line that which was necessarily indefinite:

yet in no other way except by words of

definite meaning ean one indicate any im-

pression. however mistlike. la-t me say at

once that what I have said is overstated, in

the sense tliat if one writes down the actual

phantoms of a nightmare they are over-

stated. because to state them at all is to

lose the pervading vagueness for hard out-

line. On the other hand, again, what I

have written down is. I think, understated,
since I try in vain to convey by words the

vague and abiding disquiet I felt at the
thought of the owner of the furniture-vans
that unloaded at the door. Only, as I have
said, this all lurked in the shadow, and
though it grew. yet. by persistent refusal

to think directly of it and by persistently
endeavoring to continue in ignorance of

who the new tenants were, the dark
growth never emerged into sunlight. But
it seems a curious irony of fate that so

soon after I have written about the road

to happiness this phantasmal ghost should

arise to poison joy. This, at any rate, is

not exaggerated language, for the thought
of the house tenanted once more lay like

a shadow over my spirits. I was wholly

unable (or, at any rate, I thought I was.
which comes to the aume thing! to banish

the shadow from my mind, and it haunted
both waking and sleeping thoughts with a

dull, never - ceasing weight. I, who hardly
ever dream, ami then only of astounding

and mirthful adventure, groped nightly

about, ill-lit passages, which I believed to

be passages in that house, in intolerable

apprehension. Sometimes, so it seemed to

me, certain rooms were vividly lit inside,

and through cracks below the door or

through the chink of the door ajar I saw
that there were bright lights inside the

rooms, which yet cast no filtering illumina-

tion into the passages through which I had
to feel my wav. At other time* the whole
house was wrapped in a misty obscurity,

which waa not the light of early morning
nor yet the dusk of falling night, hut some-

thing almost palpable to the toueh; It was
a* if the gray veil of the future brushed

across my eves, some unseen hand stirring

it. as if to lift it away, and in my dreams
my eyes would strain into the darkness for

the light that should show me what
agencies moved about me. These dreams,

which were very persistent and occurred in

dim sequence many times during the night,

always opened in the same way. On falling

asleep 1 passed straight into the nebulous
atmosphere 1 have tried to describe and
waa walking up to Margery’s house. For
the darkness, I never could see more of it

than its square shape, a blot against the

blotted sky: the door was always open, and
the groping in the passages began. 1 was
conscious always of nutny presence* close

around me, hut the dusk hid thrm, and into

the lighted room# I never could enter, for

it was somehow forbidden. Then one night

an entirely new dream came, sandwiched
la-tween the dreams of dusk, and in that I

wn* going along the road by the house not

wrapped in obscurity, but in brilliant sun-

shine. Birds trilled in the bushes, ttowera

of extraordinary vividness grew in the

hedgerow*, and I thought, with an upleap

of exaltation, that the passage* would la-

blind no longer. Then 1 turned the corner

and came on the house, and though I knew
it was the right one, yet it had changed

almost hevond recognition. The steps that

led to the front door were cracked and moss-

ridden, the creepers had so grown that they

hung in curtains over the windows; an in-

drscrihnlde air of ago had passed over it.

But the room over the front door—Mar-
gory’s mom—was untouched by the gray
hand of time; the walls were still smooth,

and It seemed to me the bricks newly paint-

ed; the creepers were cut hack from the

window, which was wide open, ami from in-

side came a voire singing. It sang n song

that Margery always loved, and though the

voice waa like hers, yet it waa not quite like.

It was with the wildest hope* and ex-

pectation that I entered the house; but. once

again, though all was bright outside, the

passages were again dark. But I groped my
way up stairs, and saw that the door of

Margery’* room stood open, and there,

framed in the misty obscurity, stood a fig-

ure that must be kers. Line for line it

repeated that form I knew so well: the

alight bend of the neck, the outward sweep
of the shoulders, were all hers. And in that

darkness I gazed and gazed, for the veil

seemed to brush upwards against mv eyrs:

but it did not lift, und in an agony I cried

out, “Margery. Margery, is it you?” And
my own voice, I suppose, awoke me. for I

found myself seated up in bod. and the night

outside was still very dark and hot, and I

heard the hissing of steady rain on the

shruha.

So I lay down again, and must have gone
to sleep immediately, for without conscious

pause I was back in the dark passages ns

usual. Hut once again on that mmr night

a new factor appeared in my dreams. For
the presence*, though still invisible, were
inaudible no longer, and their footsteps

passed about and around me, very close.

For a long time I listened, but heard none
that concerned me; but ut lust there came
one which I knew to be Dick's, and with it

went another that was Margery’s, and they
passed near me and went out— I suppose, to

the garden. It never occurred to me to fol-

low. for I was outside their live* somehow,
and if we came near each other it was that

they came near to me. After that the atepa

of many strangers passed and repaaoed, and
then once more I heard Margery's footstep

alone. But when it came close I knew' it

was not Margery’s, but like it, a* the sing-

ing voice was like hers. Then slowly, a*

at the hint of dawn, the dim passages be-

gan to grow bright, and I looked to see

where Margery was. But the brightness,

as It grew, showed me only the walls and
furniture of my own room, and through the

open window came in the pale light of early

morning as the morning breeze finpped the

blind.

Now by this time the dream* of the dark
passages had lasted ahout a week, and the
days between the nights had been full of

a corresponding depression, for by night it

waa the darkness that troubled me. and by
day that shadow of the new folk that were
coming to live there. Then came that night

which I have described, and simultaneously
both the- dream of the dark passages and
the depression by day ceased entirely and
altogether. I went back at once to the

dreamless nights to which I was accus-

tomed. and my daya were once more a mosaic
of happy hours. But t he lien vim-** of those

days und the ill-defined fear of those nights

were so blackening to the spirit that at the

time I soberly thought that some madness
had begun to lay its finger on my brain,

and now that I no longer fear that, I find

myself wondering what could have induced

this melancholy. The weather, it is true,

wa* extremely hot and depressing, and for

the whole week, it is also true. I waa work-
ing against time at a piece of work I did

not wish to do. Before I had been a day
at it. I knew that it wa* distasteful ; be-

fore I had been two at it, I felt sure it

was not worth while to do it at all.

Now being temporarily bored with one's

work is one thing; radical disapproval is

another. It may easily happen that to bring
about a situation rightly several chapters

of what aeem to me at the time (and very

likely is) sorry stuff have to he hammered
into slinpe. Due preparation for the situa-

tion has to be made without giving the

situation away; only when it come* the

reader should say to himself, " Of course

it must lie so: why didn't I think of it?”

But radical disapproval is a far different

matter. It is rank immorality to go on
spending time and space over what i*

worthless or worse. And that rank im-

morality I cornmitte«]. Then, when the work
in question, the oppressive weather, and the

disordered dream*, which began simultane-

ously, also, a* they did. faded simultane-

ously, I felt that it was highly probable

that they were all bound up together. Cer-

tainly it is more than possible that they all

reacted on each other.—that the thunder in

the skies led to a general depression that

made my Immorality sit heavy on me. and
induced a gloom by day tliat was carried

over into the night: again the fact that I

slept in the shadows Wrought shadow into

the day, and the fact that I spent the
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bourn unprofitable. and know it. predisposed

to gloomy vision*. At the Mime time the

persistence of the same d reams was curious,

and the society that collects nightmares

are at liberty to put it on a pin. Such

however, is the record of what happened

during the first week of August.

Thereafter came to me spoilt days.—Bpoilt

not by outward agencies, but by fussy

stupidity on my part. To the ordinary

citizen such spoiling means nothing, for in

all probability he will never experience it,

and thua to him the trial of throe three

day* are senseless. But. given that your

household comprises only a plain (very

plain) cook, and what would lie called in

London a general,-—though such have no

idea of campaign,— it will appeal to the

minority to know that the question of

what one wanted for ten days at Buireuth

and perhaps a week's wandering in Ger-

many was crucial. It was no use saying

vaguely—as I suppose one does to a valet

—

"I shall be away for ten days; pack.” but

seriatim I had to think of all that I should

conceivably want. The result was that

early on the second day I found that I had

packed away the necessaries of life, and

had to unpack them all again. This and
the subsequent repacking took the whole of

the third day. Kven then, since I had to

leave at cockcrow to catch the evening boat

to Ostcnd, there were many things insolu-

ble. Were there hath* at Balreuth. or

should I take an india-rubber bath? Were
there washerwomen, or should I take as

much linen aa there were days ? Rcigntur,

quelle vie!

Now though I regret these pin-points of

indecision, yet 1 defend them. For if one

is going abroad for six month*, all that is

necessary to do is to put out every stitch

and button you have on vour bed to take

with you and the grand portmanteaus

advance. But for ten days or a fortnight

surely aueh equipment is beyond the murk.

Therefore one has to select. Here comes in

the curse of an imaginative mind. One can
easily picture circumstances even in the

course of ten days in which one will want
each single suit of clothes one possesses.

For instance—there may quite easily be a
cold spell of weather, and therefore it is

necessary to take one suit of thick clothes:

also to be worn on the night journey. But
supposing one gets caught during this cold

spell by a sudden storm? The cold spell

continues, but the thick clothes are wet.

Therefore one must take two suits of thick

rlothea. However, warm weather is more
likely, and there must be at least two suits

of flannels. Four suits. Then for emergen-

cies of the social kind one must not be

found defenceless, and some sort of tailed

apparatus must come, Five suits. Dress

clothes, six. Also, there is excellent trout-

fishing not far from Baireuth. and I have
been particularly told to bring a rod. That
entails some knickerbockers and a Norfolk
jacket. Seven suits.

At this point 1 paused: I was taking

seven suits in order to clothe my unworthy
body for a space of ten days In a Bavarian
village. Yet where was the tlaw? Of nil

things in the world I hate to be away
from home and wanting something which I

have forgotten to take or, which is worse,

decided not to take. Time was when it

was so simple to put in that article, but
the opportunity is mine no longer, and I

sigh for the undenuded wardrobes. I acorn

to reproduce more of these indecisions—

I

would sooner reproduce French as spoken
in the hot hath: and it will suffice to say
that, haring spent hours which will never
return in process of careful selection, I

eventually discarded selection altogether

and filled all the portmanteaus I possess.

However, in the future I shall waste no

more time in thinking what 1 shall want
on short journeys, for I know I shall end

in taking all I have, and it saves trouble

to begin with that.

I do not know whether we are all de-

scended from gypsies, but certainly in most
people something of the instinct which
loves to wander, to make a journey merely

for the joy of going, survives. True it is

that punctual trains (the Southeastern,

however, has a great deal of admirable ro-

mance and uncertainty about it) and well-

appointed steamboats, which leave stone-

jettied ports at regular and ascertainable

times, have taken much of the unknown
from travel, and so robbed this instinct of

its fruition, but they cannot quite starve

it. Even though you travel in a Pullman
car, and sit on plush with your bead

among voluptuous gildings and gaze into

looking-glasses which show you the coun-

try ami the telegraph-posts reeling giddily

backward*, yet yon still travel, and, at any
rate, if you are going where you have never

been before, something new and unknown
waits for you behind the advancing line of

the horizon. Thu* the one thing 1 never

need on * journey is a book; it is sufficient

entertainment for me merely to look out

of the window and see new country, vale

and glen, or plain and mountain peak,

hurry to greet tne in endless procession. Ro
swiftly one moves that it is hardly pos-

sible to weary of what one sees before it ia

gone: every bend in the line may show
something admirable. But, above all things,

the headlong passage through the station

of a large town dt-lighl* me. First come*
a mile of sordid house-ltacks built onto the

line, then a short tunnel at which the en-

gine screams, then a wider glance of the

town, with perhaps a gray euthedral tower
watching over it all : then, close against the

window, slanting line# of people, like rain,

on the gray tapering platform, the namea
of the stations hidden, like a plum in a bun
from Us own refreshment-room, in plaster*

of advertisement ; the signal • box with its

rows of gleaming semaphores: the mile of

sordid house roofs again: and out into the

gTeen fields. Then at a stile going onto the

line there wait a couple of children whom
in all human probability you will never

sec again, waving their hats at the gay ex-

press. For a glimpse only you saw them,
but they have their lives in front of them,

fraught with momentnusnras to themselves

nt least, and perhaps to others. It in even

possible that in years to come the line of

your life may cross theirs, that tragedy or

comedy is already weaving the ropes that
will bring you together iu love or death
or laughter. For of all phrases “ chance
meeting” is the most illogical. If chance

exist* nt all, nothing exist* except chance.

Your most careful plan may be spoiled by
chance, as you will say. Then your careful

plan wan chance too, since chance can
wreck It.

The backwaters of life, like the hack-

waters of streams, have an enormous fasci-

nation for me, for both arc extraordinarily

pleasing to the eye and restful to the mind.
The great stream of progress hurries by
them, while they nestle gently under shelter

in sedate eddies, and sometimes sticks and
straws from the stream get flung aside

into them, and at once they join that slow,

unhurrying circle. Such n backwater is

Baywaler; a tram line and an advertise-

ment. of Sunlight Soap arp the only trail#

of modernity I noticed in the town, for the

theatre stands apart from it, a mile away
beneath the pine woods of the pleasant Ba-

varian hills. But otherwise it is a back-

water of the purest type, not ancient and
not modern any more than i# a backwater
in a stream, but merely existent and un-

hurrying. The inhabitants, we muat sup-

pose, buy and sell thing* from each other;

some are richer than others, but apparently

not much; and none, I should think, are

either very rich or very poor. Some, also,

are better-looking than others, but not
much. Some rather wider awake, but all

seem to have set aa a seal on their fore-

head* a ruminating medioerity in all points

and qualities which the human mind is able

to conceive. Apart from the festival it is

impossible to imagine being either very
happy or very unhappy in Baireuth

—

“ very,” in fact. iB a word which ia without
meaning there. Yet here by a strange

doing of fate is planted the cult of perhaps
the most ” very " mind that ever existed,

for the brick theatre on the hillside is the
casket which holds that heart of flame and
song. Critics have beggared dictionaries to

express their feelings about Wagner, and
whether it is a synonym for “ charlatan n

they hare searched for. or a synonym for
" sublime.” none have yet thought of level-

ling at him the charge of dulnes# or medi-
oerity. Indeed, to discuss him at all seems
to imply that you are not in that calm
frame of mind to which alone can discus-

sion be profitable, and the violence which
marks his music and dramn seems nt onoe
to infect the mind of his critic. Strangest
of all. even Tolstoi, who of all great writera

seems to be almost utterly devoid of any
sense of beauty, though in matters of

aordidness and ugliness his art is worthy
to stnnd by Shakespeare's, has allowed him-
self to be drawn into the mad circle, and
has given us in his volume on Art a dozen
page* which for sheer ineptitude of criti-

cism, complete ignorance of his subject,

and utter incompetence to deal with it

must rank forever with the colosaal failures

of the world, such as Uie Panama Canal
and the fall of Napoleon. But the calm
frame of mind deserts me; discussion is

not profitable.

Tt was after the second act of ” Parsifal.”

and from the cool darkness of the theatre

we streamed silently out Into the brilliant

sunshine of the late afternoon. The sun
was near to its setting, and the whole plain

below ns wa* steeped and stupefied in the
level rays. A blue haze of heat mist lay
over the farther hills, emphasizing the en-

lacement of their ridges, which stood out
like the muscle* «f some strong arm. But
alatve the theatre were the quiet pine
woods, hardly whispering, an still was the

evening, and it was to them that my
friend and I turned; for the poisonous en-

chantment of Klingwir had to be expelled,

ami we neither of us cared to join in shrilt

discussions about the exquisite phrasing of

Kundry. since it was her seduction, not her
phrases, that more occupied u*. For an
hour thp evil flowers had bloomed, and that
evil was not of thp foul sort that make*
one turn from it, but of the neemingly
innocent welcome of maidens that were
flowers, and of an evil woman who spoke
not of evil things, but of sweet things.—

a

mother's love, and her own love for her
who waa gone. So we sat in the pine
wood* and let the fermenting vat of sin

lose its effervescence, and waited till the

sour-smelling bubbles broke no more on its

iridescent surface. And the sun sank till

It touched the hills, and where it touched
they changed to semitransparent amber,
and a crescent moon arose in the east and
one bird fluted in the bush. Then the first

trumpet from below sounded the motif of

the Love • feast, and down we went. From
the mad fires of the sunset we pnssed into

the cool gloom of the theatre, and the doors

were shut, and soon the curtain rose on the

last act.

To be Continued.
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Books and Bookmen
It is just thirteen yrars ago since Mr.

FMwin A. Abbey began the famous series of

drawings in Harper's Magazine illustrating

the comedies of Shakespeare. The first of

the scries was in illustration of the “Merry
Wives of Windsor,” and appeared in the

Christmas number of the Magazine in 188!).

Curiously enough, Mr. Abbey began the

aeries of drawings, which he is now engaged

upon for the tragedies to complete the edi-

tion, in the lust Christmas number. The
tragedy chosen to inaugurate this series was
“ King Lear,” for which Mr, Swinburne, the

poet, wrote an introduction. The tragedies

will comprise seventy drawings. The come-

dies, which were afterward published in

four handsome volumes, contained one hun-

dred and thirty-two drawings. “ Their exe-

cution," Mr. Abbey told a visitor recently,
“ occupied me about ten years, and during
that time I studied everything which would
enable me to portray the characters and
paint the backgrounds more faithfully. As
you know. Shnkcapearr placed each of his

comedies in different countries. In England
we have the ‘ Merry Wives of Windsor.’ I

therefore visited the locale of his works. I

went to Venice twice so that I might obtain

the local coloring for an effective back-

ground to the ' Merchant of Venice ' series.

For * The Tempest ’ I journeyed to the sea-

coast below Naples, and there painted out-

of-doors the scenes I wished to represent.

In the same way I studied the architecture,

manners, and ways of the people of the

periods, so ns to insure as much historical

accuracy as possible.”

When the present aerie* upon whieh Mr.
Abbey is engaged is finished, we will have
a complete Abbey Shakespeare. In art Mr.
Abbey, it has been said, represents the sum
of attainment in regard to the delineation

of Shakespearian characters which on the

stage ia held by Rir Henry Irving. Mr.
Abbey has two studios, one in his pleasant

hou»e in Tite Street, Chelsea, and the other

at Fairford, in Gloucestershire. “ But.” he
says, " I prefer the latter for ita quiet and
freedom from interruption. There I painted

the majority of my 4 Grail ’ panels for the

Boston Public Library, and the bulk of my
other work. Fairford has one drawback in

the difficulty I experience in obtaining suit-

able models. Roughly speaking. I spend
two-thirds of my time in the country and
one-tldrd in town.”

Directly one enters the hall at Tite Street,

a series of charming pictures meets the eye,

and passing up the stairs to the studio at

the top of the house there are on the walls

innumerable black - and • white sketches of

Shukes|>eannn subjects. As the visitor en-

tered the fine lofty room of the studio, Mr.
Abbey was busy painting, but with that dig-

nified courtesy which is characteristic of

him he stopped his work to come and sit

down by the fireside to talk to his visitor.

Mr. Abbey was asked about his early train-

ing. “ At the age of seventeen,” he re-

plied, “ I entered the Academy in Phila-

delphia. and there I stayed until I was
nineteen. The master was an Alsatian, who,
though perhaps la-longing to the old classic

school, gave most valuable instruction to his

pupil*. As time goes on, I learn to vuluc
more highly the excellence of his teaching.
I entered the publishing-house of Messrs.
Harper A Brothers in my nineteenth year,
snd remained with them many years. In
1874 I exhibited a picture at the American
Water-color Society, of which I became a
member in 1874 or 1875. I continued from
that time on to exhibit a picture annually
at the Society. One of my earliest efforts

was entitled ' The Coach Office.* ” Digressing

from his early reminiscences for a moment,
Mr. Abbey laid down one of his leading prin-

ciples. “ All things being equal,” he ob-

served, “ it is not the brilliant pupil who
really succeeds best in the long-run. It

is the one who has the power of taking
Infinite pains who gets eventually to the

top of the tree, and not the pupil whose

work depends upon a good dinner. For my-
self, I always fear the result of work whieh

is done too easily, and I find that almoat
invariably I have to do it over again.”

Mr. Abbey's career may be roughly divided

into three distinct periods. In the first

place, there was his connection with the

Harpers. Then came his series of Shake-

spearian studies, whieh occupied a decade,

and. lastly, “ The Quest of the Holy Grail ”

for tite Boston Public Library, which kept

him busy for twelve years. In answer to

the question, *’ Why did you choose the

subject of the Holy Grail?” Mr. Abbey re-

plied: “ Because it is the one romance com-

mon to all Christendom. The legend, whieh
originated either in Wales or Ireland, spread
in various forms over France and Germany,
and even as far as Scandinavia in the north
and Spain in the south.” Mr. Abbey dealt

with the romance in a way that won the

hearty approval of art critics. Speaking of

the qualifications whieh must go to the

masterly handling of so big a theme. Mr.
Abbey observed, in discussing the decorative

aspect of the work: “I consider that the

arts of thp painter, sculptor, and architect

should accord with each other. Unfortu-
nately, you find in many cases that the paint-

er knows nothing of sculpture or archi-

tecture. and is therefore disqualified from
completing his decoration to unify with the

other qualities of the building. And it is

equally essential that the architect and
sculptor should be acquainted with the needs

of the painter. In America we are just now
studying this matter in the hope that the

three arts will go hand in hand in the erec-

tion and beautifying of public buildings.

To some extent this was accomplished in

the Boston Public Library. We are now pro-

moting an American Academy in Rome, of

whieh I am one of the incorporator*. The
academy itself has been in existence for

some time, but we hope to place it upon an
enlarged and improved basis. It will lie in

touch with the American universities, such
ns Harvard and Yale, whose governing

bodies are alive to its interests, and are co-

operating in the provision of scholarships.”

Mr. Abbey wus made a mrmher of the

Royal Academy in 18118, just a year after

the honor had been conferred upon his friend

and fellow-countryman. Mr. J. 8. Sargent.

His principal pictured, apart from the Shake-
spearian and Grail series, have been exhib-

ited at the Royal Academy. As an illus-

trator Mr. Abbey has done a great deal of

very fine work in addition to his Shake-
pearian drawings, most of whieh at one
time or another have been published by
Messrs. Harper A Brothers. He has also

been a diligent contributor to Hanna's
Magazine. Only last year a series of illus-

tration* for “ The Deserted Village ” appear-

ed in the Magazine, and was subsequently

published in book form. The artistic treat-

ment of the theme was characteristically

fresh and unconventional. For example, Mr.
Abbey pictured the line

“ When every rood of ground maintain'd ita

and gave us a scene that was undoubtedly
present in the mind of Goldsmith as he dis-

coursed on Sweet Auburn. The thatched
cottage, the contented laborer, the pleasant-

faced mother are all types that the poet

loved. A volume in which Mr. Abbey col-

laborated in 1885, entitled Sketching Ram-
blm in Holland, contained the following in-

teresting dedication from the author, Mr.
George H. Houghton, R.A.: "To Edwin A.
Abbey, my fellow-rambler and fellow-sketch-

er. to whose delightful companionship may
be set down any extra washes of eoulrur dc
rose that may be discovered in these pages
by the cold snd cynic whose good fortune
it. has not been to raiublr with such a per-

fect fellow - traveller, this writing is in-

scribed.”

A recent visitor to Mr. E. F. Benson’s
bachelor quarters in the quaint old cathe-

dral town of Winchester found a set of Mere-
dith occupying a prominent place on the
novelist's Istokshclvc*. “ I place Meredith
quite at the top of living novelists." said
Mr. Benson. " I have had the privilege of

meeting him. and a most remarkable old
man he is—old in years, but young in spirit,

and still with an intellect as keen a* ever.”

Mr. Meredith himself gave expreaaion to
this feeling of perennial youthfulnesa in an
interview which appeared the other day in

the Manchester Guardian. Refcoring to

himself and his work, he said: “ I suppose
I should regard myself as getting old. I

am seventy-four, but I don’t feci as if I

were growing old, either in heart or mind,
but still look on life with a young man's eye.

I have always hoped I should not grow old,

as some do, with palsied intellect, living

backward, regarding other people as anach-
ronisms, because they themselves have lived

on into other times and left their sympathies
behind them with their years." It is not
so long ago that Mr. Meredith, in conversa-

tion with a well - known publisher, »|wke
with enthusiasm of a novel he should like

to write with an ere especially to the in-

tellectual need* of the young men of Hh:

present day. Yet hr has been writing for

the youth of intellect since the la-ginning.

The Egoist. Richard Fcvcrcl, Rraucha tap's

Career, Rhoda Firming, Evan Harrington,
Harry Richmond had more to say to the

youth of their day than the works of any
other novelist. They have more to say to

the youth of to-day; and perhaps still more
an life goes on. Mark Rutherford speaks
eloquently in one of his books of hi* emo-
tion in reading a certain writer. “Others
may write about science and philosophy,” he
says, “ this man write* about me.” Of
Meredith, this could probably be said with
more truth than of any other novelist by
the thinking young man. Robert Louis
Stevenson was one of many such .who have
given remarkable testimony to the heart-

scurdiing qualities and self - interpretation

of Meredith.

One of the most able andinterestinganalyses
of Meredith's art we have seen is to be found
in the sixth volume of the new Encyclofurflia

Brilannica, The writer discover* that the

secret of the brilliancy of Mcmlith's style

is derived from the combination of the nar-

rator with the creator, or— in ita strict

sense—the seer. The reader, by the trans-

ference of the interest from the audience
to the stage, is transported into the very
soul of the character, and made to feel as

he feels and act as he act*. “ In building

up the mind's actions, creeds, and tragedies,

or comedies, of his imaginary personalities,

amid the selected circumstances, and in-

spiring them with the identical motives and
educational influences of life itself, Mr.
Meredith has spent an elaboration and pro-

fundity of thought, and an originality and
vigor of analysis upon his novels which in

explieitnrss go far beyond what had been

previously attempted in fiction, and which

give* to his works a philosophical value of

no ordinary kind.”
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Correspondence
THE CANTEEN FROM THE NON-COM-

MISSIONED OFFICERS' SIDE.

Saw il'AN, P. H-. Fthntury 3, 1003.

To the Editor of Harper'it Weekly:
Sin,—Bring a constant reader of your

paper, in regard to the canteen question, I

feel that 1 am justified in answering the

gentleman who wrote a letter, published in

your Issue on the 3d of January.

From my point of view he dues not know
what he is talking about. He has never

been a soldier, while I have had that expe-

rience. Although I am not a drinking man
I heartily approve of the canteen. It ia

beneficial in many respects to the soldier,

which I intend to name. First, it pro-

vides many little things that are not issued

to the soldiers, such as vegetables, pre-

serves. milk, and other things not provided
in the government ration. 1 was a soldier

In Battery 0, Fifth United States Artillery,

stationed at Fort Wadsworth, and many In

the time I have relished these extras that

1 speak of, provided from the dividends of

the canteen.

A soldier could only get credit for $3,

and then he had to wait another month be-

fore he could get more. The W. C. T. l\

did a very wrong thing when they abolished

the canteen; since they have accomplished

their purpose, I havr seen dives of all sorts

spring up like mushrooms, selling vile whis-
key, vile beer, and all manner of intoxicants

to the soldiers, giving them unlimited

credit. When pay-day came around they
were standing near the paymaster's tahlc

like a crowd of vultures, waiting for the
soldier to receive his pay. nnd he had scarce-

ly seen the color of it before it had van-
ished into the grogscller's pocket: nnd still

lie is in debt; he has nut paid for his wash,
nor other more pressing debts; the liquor-

seller hounds him for more money; in des-

]*>ration, he takes his best suit of clothes,

that he has kept for the various inspections,

nnd gets a loan on it; this also goes to the
saloon-keeper. When Saturday inspection
comes around he has not got a decent uni-

form, consequently the officer in charge sen-

tences him to the guard-house, and takes u
month's pay from him besides. This is

only one of many scenes that I have wit-

nessed.

I have had men under me that, before

the Canteen Bill was enacted, never left the
fort. 'Tie true they took an occasional bot-

tle of beer, but were never drunk. Now,
those that have not been discharged dis-

honorably are habitual drunkards, la-cause

they were deprived of their occasional bot-

tle. They now fill up. and come rolling

in at all hours of the night, and raising all

manner of disturbances until they are put
in the guard-house.

When we were ordered to Porto Rico,
and reached here, we established a post
exchange, where we kept n sort of beverage
called hop ale. It looked like and tasted
like beer, hut, no matter how much was
taken, it never made a man intoxicated.

They took that from us, and then the men
filled up on the native rum, which can be
bought for about thirty cents a bottle (this

is the worst kind.)

We buried two men from this stuff, and
they would have been living to-day if the
canteen had not been denied them. One
was a soldier that had served his country
for over twenty-three year*, and had come
to Porto Rico to put in one more enlistment
before retiring. But rum was his ruin.

Another crime up to the fort, eye* (sip-

ping out of his head, face bloated, and
scarcely able to wulk; he fell on his bunk,
and sank into a drunken stupor, rolled

out of tied upon the floor, and when some

of the men picked him up was in a dying
condition. These are all true, and I can give

you the names. If necessary, and get any
abundance of proof, that the canteen is bene-

ficial to the soldier.

The W. 0. T. U. is a noble body of wo-

men. The}’ have done a lot of good, but I

am afraid that they Imve done more harm
than good to the soldiers at home and
abroad. They are forever preaching about
saving “ mother's boy.” I know a boy when
he enlisted he was as innocent as a babe—
never swore, never drank, never smoked,
used to go to the canteen to get an occa-

sional sandwich. When the canteen was
abolished he visited one of those den* that
spring up around the different forts, and
after running up a bill of over $50, which
he could not pay. he broke open the same
saloon and stole a barrel of whiskey, and
took to tlie wood*. When found, he was in

a dying condition. This is the sad ending
of what was a mother's joy, but which turn-

ed to n cup of sorrow, through the “old
maids ” that eall themselves ** The Purity
League " of the W. C, T. U.

In closing, I wish to ask the gentleman
whom I am replying, is it not far better to

keep the intoxicated soldier home, instead

of letting him parade the streets and dis-

gracing the uniform that he wear*. Let
the W. C. T. U. leave the soldiers alone.

There is more work for them than they can
accomplish without meddling with the sol-

diers. am) taking their little extra* from
them, ami when they give the canteen buck
to the army, there will be less dissatisfac-

tion than there is at present.

Yours truly,

G. L. Hibcock.
Formerly Corporal. Battery O, Fifth Artil-

lery, United States Army.

A FOOT-NOTE TO MARK TWAIN ON
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

Haltmom, Fthrumry 7, 1003,

To the Editor of Harper*a Weekly:
StR.— While cheerfully conceding that

"Mark Twain's ” dissertation on Christian
Science Is. in the main, eminently sane and
convincing, and a credit to the Presbyterian

Church, I believe that on one point he is

at fault—i. e., in his likening the Christian

Scientists, in his exercise of the curative

powrr. to the engineer. It tan scarcely be

called a mere quibble to say that the power
lies not in the engine, but in the properties

of the coal and water. This living so. the

healer is rather analogous to the discoverer

and inventor. Watt and Stevenson. Watt dis-

covered the power of steam; Stevenson in-

vented the application of that power to

locomotion. The faith healer discovered, or

rediscovered, the curative possibilities of

self-delusion. He also invented a method of

applying it, without which the hald scientific

fact that the imagination, under suitable

stimulus, very powerfully affects physical

conditions, would have been as practically

valueless to mankind as the mere knowledge

that hot steam will lift a teakettle lid.

Any one could have told you that Watt's

triumph lay in the application of the fact.

And so with the faith healer.

The liealer’a art is the art of deceit; in

plain Anglo-Saxon.—but why call name*?
But *cienlificuily *| tea king, that is no dis-

credit to him; he is merely working under
psychological conditions, as tlie chemist

work* under chemicnl conditions, and the

physician work* under physiological condi-

tions. If he lies, he lie* efficaciously nnd
helpfully. As long as luimnn gullibility

remains what it Is. the pro|kositiou that he
is a useful member of society la not en-

tirely indefensible. If the reported cures
are genuine— and Mark Twain seems to

concede their genuinenesa— the Aberglaubc

machinery that the faith healer has invented

is positively a boon to society,—to that por-

tion of it, at all events, who do not know
too much. And if this statement is tommy-
rot, then there have been other writers of

tommy-rot with whom we do not mind being
associated, For it is written, and ap-

provingly rend, “ Where ignorance is bliss,”

etc.

Voltaire's famous criticism of the phrase
“ The Holy Roman Empire,'' to the effect

that it was neither holy, nor Roman, nor
an empire, has been emulated by some
critic of Christian Science on the ground
that it is neither Christian nor scientific.

In the light of Mark Twain's luminous ex-

position of the psychological basis of Chris-

tian Science, the latter contention will have
to be abandoned. It is as scientific as
medicine.

If this conclusion goes— and the logic

seems unassailable—the faith healer is lifted

from the status of the mere vulgar quack
to that of the scientific inventor. Thr fact

that his invention i* applied to sordid and
selfish cuds is la-side the mark. The labors

of most inventors are cheered by the pros-

pect of making a pile when they “ get tlie

thing to work.” Their interest in their

work is usually no less selfish than scienti-

fic, and properly *o—else why should we
pity Eli Whitney and admire Mr. Vander-
bilt? Why. then, should we heave bricks

at the faith-curiat? Because he is making
money out of hia invention? No, that seem*
hardly just. lie i* only duing something
that nobody else had the gumption to do

—

or the gall. Our animus is rather referable

to that ancient source of strife, the odium
theolofjirttm, which makes certain sect* of

Calvinists object to seeing Arminian theo-

logians in their pulpits, whether they

preach Arminian doctrine therein or not.

Another source of our dislike is our demo-
cratic hatred of trust* and monopolies,

whether in applied psychology or sugar.

And lastly, and greatest of all, and in com-
parison with which nil others are trivial,

and in speaking of which flippancy were
unforgivable, are the rage and indignation

t hut, choke a man when the thing is carried

too far-—when some poor, misguided parent

sacrifices the life of the helpless little child

on the altar of the “healer's” gain! If

there is anything in equity to jiintify a

legal “age of consent,” it will justify a

thousand time* an age limit below which

the practice of faith healing shall be a
felony punishable by death.

I am. air,

Herman Spexceb.

I perceive there is something wrong some-

where In our social formulas: wluit It is

can only be discovered by men or women with

greater insight than mine—if, indeed, they

ever discover it—at least, in our time.

“ For who knoweth what is g»x*d for man
in thia life?—and who can tell a man what
shall be after him under the sun?”

Tkomae Hardy.

We live by desire to live; we live by
choice; by will, by thought, by virtue; by
the vivacity of the law* which wo obey, and

olieying share their life—or we die by sloth,

by disobedience, by losing hold of life, which
ebb* out of ua.

—

Emereon.

The human heart is the world of poetry:

the imagination is only its atmosphere.

Fairies, and genii, and angels themselves

arc at limt its inaecU. glancing with un-

substantial wing* aliout It* lower regions

and less noble edifices.—-Landor,

Men are Ood’s trees and women are God's

flowers.

—

Tcttnyetm.
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Finance
Tire improvement in spcrulutive aenti-

mrnt, to which attention wa* called in this

column last week, has grown. It has been

reflected by advancing values, though not

all stocks have risen uniformly. There was,

indeed, an appreciable increase in activity,

but the transactions in the half-dozen is-

sue* which were the “ leaders ” of the mar-

ket probably r<|UHllcd the total builHM done

in the rest of the list. The inarkrt never

broadens suddenly. The distribution of spec-

ulative activity widens gradually. After in-

ertia in the speculative markets for weeks,

the first step is not to convince observer*

of the wisdom of an aggressive position on

one or the other side, but rather to prove the

folly of pursuing, as In this Instance, bear

tactic*. From showing that it is unwise

to be a bear, the next step is obvious: It

is wise to be a bull. Then come* the wis-

dom of having the courage of one’s convic-

tion*. which means the change from the

passive to the active, or to advance from

merely thinking that stocks are too cheap,

to buying them in order to sell them when
they shall no longer Ik- cheap. Wall Street,

after becoming convinced that there was
nothing on which to sell stocks, i* study-

ing whether to buy them at the moment or

to wait for the favorable features of the

situation to become more clearly defined.

But from the very fart that public senti-

ment i« leaning bullward. there has been

the irrepressible effort, on the part of the

professionals, to “ discount ” still stronger

and more widespread convictions of the pub-

lic in the future. This led to sharp advance*

in special stocks, which, owing to special

reasons, were, so to speak, the ripest for

an upward movement. At this writing the

market, after a sharp advance, displays

the hesitsney that always follows heavy
profit • taking. That the “ improvement **

has culminated is altogether unlikely, and.

barring unforeseen accidents of a disquiet-

ing or disastrous character, it would seem
a* though the bear position would ho un-

wise for some time to come.

Primarily, the ease in money had the

most to do with bringing about a more hope-

ful feeling. Two months ago he was con-

sidered reckless and ill-advised who ven-

tured to prophesy that time money would
bo offered in abundance to the average bor-

rower at less than 5 or even *1 per cent. The
Lake Shore, with its splendid credit, could

not borrow la-low what amounted to 5%
per cent., or much more than bonds or stock*

not one-half so gilt-edged as the pledged

promise to pay of the Lake Shore road,

netted to their holders. To-day, lenders are

willing to put out their fund* in quantity
at 4 1

/, jut cent, for six month*. The Penn-
sylvania Railroad borrowed money on its

notes at 4% per cent, for six months. To
l>c sure, foreign-exchange rates have again
risen to within a fraction of the “ gold- !

exporting point," but with ca*y money here. I

the operation contain* nothing alarming, I

and if gold is actually shipped to Europe,

authorities agree that the amount will not I

be great. In point of fact, the likrliho«Kl

must he borne in mind that our exjwrts i

of grain will "make" the necessary ex-

change to keep rate* from rising to the

level at which the gold-exporting operation |

can be profitably carried on. That we shall

import gold from Europe later on is also

among the |K>*sibilitie*. Moreover, in con-
,

sidering the course of our money-market
in the future. Wall Street cannot fail to

derive comfort from the prospect* of the

passage of the Aldrich currency bill. It

concern* the present little, since the money-
market i* not in need of arty relief. But
some months hence, when the usual au-

tumnal drain of cash for crop-moving pur-

poses sets in, it will prevent the with-

drawal of currency from circulation at the

very time when it is most needed.

College Athletics and Character

Professor Iba N. Hollis, who diaeusaed
“ Intercollegiate Athletics ” some time
ago in the Atlantic Monthly, ha* been fnr

a good while a member of the athletic com-
mittee of Harvard College, and ha* necessa-

rily devoted much attention to the conduct

and effects of intercollegiate sports. He doe*
not regard intercollegiate athletic* in their

present phase ns an unmixed good, and he is

very far from regarding them as an uumixed
evil.

The basis for encouraging them he finds

in the claims that they establish the physi-

cal vigor necessary to enable the mind to

do its most effective work; that they stimu-

late out door exercise all over the country;

that they form an atmosphere of temper- ^

anee and moderation in living, and thus re-

strain students from excesses; that they

teach self-control and fairness; that they

help to bring graduate* and undergraduates
of different universities into relations of

friendship, and that they promote college

loyalty. Discussing these claims he consid-

ers that the games which involve elaborate

preparation and a tremendous strain on the

system are of doubtful physical benefit. He
thinks that the strain of some of the boat-

races might well be modified by shortening

the course, but he is ready, on the whole,

to approve all forms of athletic* which

prevail in the colleges, except intercollegiate

football. He has his doubts about football,

which is, he says, in some respect* superior

to any other sport- Its hazards, ita drudg-

ery, its spectacular quality seem to him ob-

jectionable, and make him feel that the game
is still on trial. Some of the roughness

ought to l>e regulated out of it, he thinks,

but. considers that the game is improving.

As for the influence of the intercollegiate

sports in stimulating the t*Bte for out-door

exercises, he thinks they do appeal to the
imagination of small boys everywhere, and
lead them away from mischief and into out-

door games. But he is not sure whether the
lively condition of college sport i* the cause,

or the effect, of a general craving for out-

door life.

He Amis that the moral influence of the

athlete* in college* is good, that they set a
fashion of clean living, and help to estab-

lish an atmosphere of democratic equality.

He grants that athletics teach self-control;

he censures organized cheering, and doubts
if intercollegiate sports breed good-will be-

tween universities. " It is shocking," he
says, “ to hear what one university will say
of unnthrr when there is a difference of

opinion on some eligibility question.”

How far intercollegiate sports have demon-
strated their permanent value a* part of a
college education must tc determined in the
end by their effect upon character. That
is Profeasor Hollis’s conclusion, and most
thoughtful people agree with him. “

If they

can be made to teach self-control and manli-

ness to a large number of students without
a sacrifice of the regular class-room work
they are worth keeping nnd assisting.” That
is the gist of the whole matter. There is

no result of training comparable in import-

ance to character. You want your boy to

start in his life's work with as good a liody

as he can develop, with a mind as well fur-

nished as may lie, but, above all, sound in

hrart, upright, stout to resist as well as

strong to pursue.

TT is a matter of record that no part of any

journal, here or abroad, is as widely quoted

as the editorial "Comment” in Harper'S

Weekly.

The illustrated section follows the same

lines—American progress, aggressiveness,

optimism—why America leads and will

lead as a nation and in individual effort. The

issue of next week will hate, among other

features: The Election of New Cardinals,

and the Possibility of American Representa-

tion; Proposed Underground Moving Side-

walk for New York; The New Pian for

Cataloguing the Heavens, etc.

16 Pages of Editorial Comment, Double-

40 1 Ages Pag* Drawing In Color, and the usual

Pictorial Record of Current Events.
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financial

Tbc

Corn Exchange Bank

financial

Hill* ofcxcbauepc bought and
sold. Cable Tnmafeni to Eu-
rope and South Africa. Com-
mercial and Traveller*' Letter*
of Credit. Collection* made.
International Cheque*. Cer-
tificate* of Deposit.

New York

WILLIAM A. NASH, President

THOMAS T. BAKU, ) D .. .

WALTER E. FREW, f
^-PretUeiies

F. T. MARTIN, Cashier

WM. E. WILLIAMS, Assistant Cashier

CONDENSED STATEMENT
DECEMBER i, 1902

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts . . . $22,821,102.49

Due from Banks 1,809,133.52

Banking Houses and Lota . 1,524,792.96

Bonds, Stocks, etc 1,024,125.34

Cash and c'ks on other Banks 9,386,664.23

Letters
of

Credit.

Brown Brothers & Co.,
Bavuiss, No. 59 Wau Stsut.

HASKINS Sl SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NO. 20 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK
CASLB ADOMKvu " H AStCVILLX

"

'•’LrvAir ST-

I IWOt" TgViT IU». *T. LOIMA, Ma

VENEZUELA
A Land Where It

f

s Always Summer
By WILLIAM ELEROY CURTIS

With a Colored Map. Post 8vo, Doth, $1.25

Chatty and entertaining, and gives us an interesting

picture of scenery, history, ami life. An appendix
contains the official carrejqxjndentre between the

United States and Great Britain. The hook is well

Worth reading for the glimpse it gives into tbc ways
of South American politicians.

HARPER ^BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS, N. Y.

Official Ccgal notice

THK CITY OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OP TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS, MAIN

OFFICII. UOROCGH OP MANHATTAN
NO. )Ho BROADWAY. STEWART BUILDING

January it. igo,.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REQUIRED BY THE
Gfruler Nr» York Charter, that the bfok» eallo] "The An—oal
Retort nf the Am»wH Valuation r4 Real and Personal Estate
N the Borough* of Manhattan. The Bnitu. brnnkhm. Queens,
and Kiihnamd. iTnniiriaaug The City c4 New Ynek, ‘ erill be
open for examination and (oirntmi on the aexond Monday at
January. and will rnnaui often until the

1ST DAY OF APRIL, iooj

During the time that the hrolj are nfwn to pubhr mapection.
appliralinn mar lir marie by any je-rmni ue mrpnratinei elaien-

tat to he uorrirvirl by the aUcMfd valuation C4 MS.1 nr imrtei
catAle 10 have the aame c.rrtvtrt

In the Dcmwh of Manhattan at the main office of the De-
partment of Taxes and Aterwimtt No. »#o Rmadwav

In the Borough of The linmi. at the olhre nf the Dr-partmtn»

.

Muainfol Building. One Hundred and Srvmty-Srvmth .Street
O&J Thinl Avenue.

In the Borough of Brooklyn, at the office of the IteforbEeat,
Mumnpal Building

In the Rorr-ugh of Quee-ns. nt the office nl the Department.
Haekett Huildinit. Jarkwe, Avcmir and Ffth Street. Long
la'and City

In the Borough if Richmond at the otfnt of the Department.
Maxok Hui'.lme. Stapleton
Corporations m all the Ibmmgfo most make application*

only at the main nfficr m the Romugh nf ManKatUc-
Appliratinra in rrUtirw, tci the aaarmed valualkm if prrw-.ua1

estate must tw maiir l>y the perwte uerwnl at thr offWe -rf the
rvpartnient in the Borough where such perxon rreii'es and «n
the case of a non resident carrying cm busman in The Crty cf
New York , at the office rf the fVriortmerit of the Borough
where mHi ran of Iwnm ia located, betrem the hrnjrr of
to A. M. and s P. M . except on Saluiday, when all applications
miast be mode between 1

0

A M. and , , noon.

JAMES L WKUJ5. PrrriArnt.

WTLUAM S COGSWELL.
GEORGE J. GILLESPIE.
SAMUEL STRASHOL RGER.
RUPUS L SCOTT.
Coenmitaaoner* of Taxe* and Ametsment*.

$36 ,565 .8 X 8.54

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undivid-

ed Profits .......
Deposits subject to Check

$5,216,107.78

31.349.710.7e

»34.S95.»,».54

MORTON TRUST COMPANY
38 NASSAU STREET

Capital - $2,000,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits - - $5,815,982

OFFICERS
LEVI P. MORTON, President H. M. FRANCIS, Secretary
THOMAS F. RYAN. Vice-President CHARLES A. CONANT, Treasurer
JAMES K. CORBIERE, ad Vlce-Pres. H. B. BERRY. Trust Officer

0. L. WILMERDINO, Asst. Secretary

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
(Foi-xdio 1810)

33 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W GARTH, President.
ALEXANDER E. OHK. VtCK-PRr.sinENT. 1

ANDREW A. KNOWLES. Cashikh. '

ROUEKT U. GRAFF. - - - Assistant Cashier. 1

ElIWAMD J. HlTHWtND,
FnEDERIC CROMWELL,
J A 14EN U. DDK It,

G. G. Haven,
Joseph C, Hendrix,
UUI’S N. Jamvik.
WALTER S Iohnston,
*

1 >. JUILLIAKI',
Henry M. Ft-At-LP.ir.

Levi f. Morton. <

Thomas F. Ryan,
Edward J. Dekwind,

DIRECTORS
n. o. MILLS.
Levi P. Morton.
Hichahu a. McCurdy.
W G Oakman,
Sauukl Rea,

Joseph Larocqub,

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
G. G. Haven.

Joseph C. Hkndrix.
James N. Jaryib,

Eltku Root,
Thomas F Ryan,
Jacob H. Schikf.
John Sloank.
WILLIAM C. WHTTNEY.

George Foster Pea root.

Georoe Foster Fkarodt.
Jacob H. Schipf.

William C. Whitney

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
{CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th, 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts

Bonds -

Banking House ...
Dae from Banks -

Cash and Checks on other Banks

- $12,745,106,56
- 770,029.74

545,796.92

835,829.80
8,297,120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4 ,496 ,310.20

ACCOUNT.S INVITED

DIRECTORS
ALEXANDER E. Orr. .... David Dow* A Co.
Lowell Lincoln, • CnUin & Co.
Horacr K. Garth. ....... - k« Frmidcni.
IIknmy Hkntx, Henrv Henlr & Co.
Charles M. Pratt. ------ Sumdnnl Oil Co.
IIits It Y TALMADCE, • - Henry Tnlroadirr A Co,
John Sinclair. ...... John Sinclair & Co.
william D. Boulton, - - Boulton. Hli«* & i>»n«<t.

Knr.AR L. Marnton, Blair A Co.
j

:

Granville W. Garth. ***—|J—1

Harper s February Books Include

C:Y 'T'rpp't. bt mary e. wilkins freeman
1 1 CCO Author of "Jtremte, it Poor Mam,"

Etching-like stories of humble people in New England- Illustrated. $1.25.

The Mystery of Sleep
An inquiry into the mysteries of slumber, physical, psychological, and scientific. New.

enlarged edition. $1.50.

In the Garden of Charity
By BASIL KING

Author 0/
‘Let Nat Man Put Asunder."

A love story of the Nova Scotian coast. $1.50.

<T*f T~> , 1 r '"p Iff . By ELMORE ELLIOTT
1 he rnde ot 1 elltair peake

A story of Northern Illinois—of love. I

The New Boy at Dale

Author of " The Dartingtons."

A story of Northern Illinois—of love. law. and politics. $1.50.

By CHARLES EDWARD
RICH

Illustrated by Florence Scovel Shinn

Juvenile. A story of the many adventures and varying fortunes of Giovanni Martin.

$1.25 net. postage extra.

HARPER Sr BROTHERS. PUBLISHERS. NEW YORK
Diqiti; 1 Google310
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It in one thing to indulge in playful m*t.

ami another to la- devoted to the pursuit

of plraMirv; and guyety of heart during the

reaction aftrr hard labor, and quickened by

Hiitiwfartion in the uceontplialied duty or per-

fected result, is altogether compatible with,

nay. even in some sort ari»e* naturally out

of. a deep internal aeriouaitcM of tlUpoai-

tion.

—

Rtukin.

Anvivato Moninv-MH. \Vi*su>wNSonniiXGSYKt;r
Id always l*e »*«l fur children teething. It •oolhe* the

child, softens the gum., allay* all [>»in, cure* wind colic, and
i* the beat remedy f.ir <liarrlio;a.-[Adr.]

INFANTS THRIVE
on row'i milk that «* not subject to any change «f

position. IIoKIOVm K tl.I.l IlKA.HII I'dMlkXOIl MILK U
always the same In all climate* and at all

"

Tims. .aid Franklin, is the stuff of Idle. Telephone service

Hie- lime. IV#+. m». Itatr. f.ic Hnlderire ^eT* Ice in Man-
hattan (rain «H« a year. N. Y. Telephone t n, 15 Pey St„
1 1 1 Wert 88th st„ 81 5 West lSfttfl SC— 1 drfr. J

Abbott'*, the Original Angostura Ritters, ha* the cnll

wherever an effective tunic lor n nm-ihiwi. »y.|e«ii Is needed,

build* up ftarti aiul nerve tissue. Dni»*lm.-ld« ,

.|

Hkam In mind that Ihe Champagne yon want I* t ons**

Imi-kmial Katka lint. Made In America; lietter than
foreign makes.—l.-ldf.)

(ion of the phrase *»

Purine 1902 Tlvc Prudential has nhl.nl over one hundred
and eight million dullnrs to the ainnnH of (raid f..r ii**urancr

it had l« tuece: It ha* added to it* »»«t« nearly twrlve million

dollar*, to Its income nearly live million dollars, and to Its

surplus turn)* mure than two million live hundred thousand

It has now in force over eight hundred million dollars of

life insurance, ill* hied among nearly five million poliries,

representing, roughly speaking, about one million faitiille*.

This Is really a magnificent showing for a company that has
only a record of twenty -seven year* to look Isack upon; err

tainly nothing like It ha* ever Indore occurred In live history

•f American life Inkiirance. In these days of keen compet (

tlnn, siirreu, ran only be the result of enterprise, coupled will,

upright Imalneaa management I and one does not need to go
further tl.nn this cause to account for The Prude*Hal's greai
surcesa.—[defr.J

A DVERTI3EMENTS .

Pears’
Pretty boxes and odors are

used to sell such soaps as no

one would touch if he saw

them undisguised, beware of

a soap that depends on some-

thing outside of it.

Pears', the finest soap in the

world, is scented or not, as you

wish; and the money is in the

merchandise, not in the box.

Established over 100 years.

GMNT STRIDES S
'3SIW«J
^CHAMPAGNE W\

IN THE YEAR 1902 WCRC

3,733,744 (

ii«a BROWN'S Camphorated Sapnr.acr.u* PENT!
FRICK for the TEETH. 2ft emu a Jar.-IAdr.]

THE GIBRALTAR OF THE INSURANCE WORI.D.
Tut ruuipiny which hna “The Strength i>t Gibraltar'* ha*— *

'I triad wer* nmlml. that live nssump
irll w arranted In the Annual Statement

B0TTLC5. A riOURC NEVER REACHED 7
BY ANY OTHER CHAMPAGNE HOUSE. >

'ni nciuit in in »*nu nau roi imom waiu t*

367.116 |
IOTTUS.il RECORD NEVER lETORE ATTAINED \
IN THE HISTORY Or THE CHAMPAGNE TRADE IN

*

THIS COtINTRT. HARKINGJN ADVANCE EQUAL TO

“.PERCENT
GREATER THAN THE COMBINED INCREASE
Of ALL THE OTHER CHAMPAGNE HOUSES."

NOTEWORTHY IWIITICI SHOW A nTTillC ’

latrrc OfOOMwe THCg^%/’n c \

s#® !

THE CHAMPAGNE OF THE DAY
]3—** Gca A Kessler & Ox. f

:***>«n « varj >* J^-vX^sviNOb-V^-JPm>OOfX<X

COLONIAL C L A S S IV A R E
For the Table and

Sideboard

3 Sc 5 W. igth Street

near 5th Avenue

New York

C . DORF LINGER & SON

S

iKitchenUtensils
1 HAVING THIS
I TRADEMARK

NO POISON
Has Ever Been Kuacd In

the Enamel of

Agate Nickel-

Steel Ware.

The BLUE LABEL.
I'mtcrted by IK-rtuuu of

1 ited SIAM ' .iurt, ported
c«n rT»rr peeve.

PROVES IT.
If Milwlliu'm nre offered.

wnteiM. hew Buuklet Km.
Ar»t* Kukri -atariw*» lamu
*T «h. l»Uw DeHart
sad HooarfaraUliUg Mon*

ARE SAFE.

" My salary is ;oo per year. What would

become of my family should I die suddenly ?’*

Free Booklet. No importunity.

PENN MUTUAL 1.1 FE.

'121-3-5 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.

MORPHINE" §
Tim t>r.d. Ublnphiois ( it., lN |il.A<, ImIuuiuu. Ohio

Beautiful Muslin for Wedding Trousseaux-
•'AS fine ns linen, as soft ns silk.”

I HI * I •» t'OX t I H»l

ROYAL L. LEGRAND THE LATEST SUCCESS OF THE
ORIZA-PERFUMERY (Grand Prlx Paris 1900:

310
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A SURPRISED PARTY
GeorgeV/ashington upon Kis birtkday visits the President and discovers Great Progress

LtVIRING

Teddy ” Hello. Wash ' Come right in"
tieorge. "Hut. young man—/—

"

Teddy. “ Tntt Imt / No reserve «<np I'm il— llte President"

Teddy. " How u-as that for a rap * Teaches 'em patriotism. too. Look
UJ those stars ' Oh. he sen 'em all

George. " Well—ahem f—/ should has*’ gfaeu the matter long and careful

CimtideraJhin
"

Teddy “ Ham u-at thst for a netI upper-cut f Xothin' like it to leach

one to cut an approprtalwn—,h f"

tieorge. " Still. I should hose united—

Teddy “ Ycssir; this is a war-horse, all right Don't hr look ti
,L

George, "Occurs to me there it an extremeness of action before due

thought.
1 '

Teddy. " Stones of my life .— \ep. People like 'em much more ’h the must
/•rcrnmenl ikxumeuts
George imtldlt)

"
H’fcr. Theodor , / helped write ike Constitution

"

Teddy " Come on. w, and I'll shtne you a hunch of Senators that

weuld make Home A, 1/ Nof HVI.U-M; must rush Senatorial lug-

of-tear scheduled | ji>

»20
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The Equitable
Life Assurance Society

Of the United States.
HENRY B. HYDE, POUNDER.

Forty-third Annual Statement, for the Year Ending December 31, 1902.

ASSETS.
Bonds and Mortgages .... $70,006,274.15

Real Estate in New York,
including lb* Equitable Building 21 ,/ 54*^4 7 - 44

United States. State, City
and Railroad Bond* and other in*
veatmvni* i market value over coat. D .

$i8-cti,j6*.ocI 186,363,110 00
Loans secured by Bonds and

Stock* 1 market value. 17*621,000 OO

14 . IO8 . 674 . 5 I

, 5 » 439 . 5 2, * 3 I

25.852,441.30

978.252.97

Policy Loans

Real Estate outside of New
York, including » office building*

Cash in Banks and Trust
Com panic* at intereat ....

Balance due from agents . . .

Interest and Rents
iUu»|u%,}Jd; Accrued tj4a.17j.97)

Premiums due and in process
o( collection 4*5 2 7»992*oo

Deferred Premiums 2,376.723.00

Total Assets $359,395,537-72

INCOME.
Premium Receipts $53,932,423.44

Interest. Rents, etc. 15,074,588.81

Income $69,007,012.25

DISBURSEMENTS.
Death Claims . $15,281,961.73
Endowments and deferred ,

dividend polic-ia* Oo37 » 54>99
Annuities 768,095*09
Surrender Values . ...... 2,125,723.83

Dividends to Policyholders 4.477,024.15

Paid Policyholders . $29,191,250.79
I Commissions, advertising,

367,501.04 postage and eachange .
0.014,540.09

,
All other disbursements . . 5,898,104.57
Sinking Fund.

Redaction of book value* of Bond*
purebated at a premium 344,206.00

Disbursements $42,248,101.45

We hereby certify to the correctneu of the above statement.
PRANCIS W. JACKSON. Auditor H R COURSES. Assistant Auditor A W MAINE, At»Ciate Auditor

LIABILITIES. i ASSURANCE.
Assurance Fund (or Reserve) $279,450,753.00
All other Liabilities 4,81 7,287.95

Total Liabilities. .
.
$284,268,040.95

Surplus $75,127,496.77

I.T5T*LMB!*T FOUC1CS «TarCO a! THEIR COMMUTED VALUER.

Outstanding Assur-

ance $1,292,446,595.00

New Assurance . .
. $281,249,944.00

We hereby certify 10 the correctness of the above statement. The Reserve us per the independent valuation
<X the N- Y. Instance Department. is $277,847,000. For Superintendent's certificate see Detailed Stater.ienL

J. G. VAN CISB. Actuary R. G MAN'S. Assistant Actuary

We have examined the accounts and Assets of the Society, and certify u> the correctness of the foregotng
statement

WM A. WMEELOCK. V P SNYDER, C LEDYARD BLAIR, C. B. ALEXANDER GEO H SQUIRE.
Special Committro of the Foard of Directors.

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President. JAMES H. HYDE. Vice-President
GAGE E TARHELL, Second Vne-Pret GEORGE T- WILSON. Third Vue- Pres- WILLIAM H. MCINTYRE, Fourth Vice Pets
WILLIAM ALEXANDER. Secretary THOMAS D. JORDAN. Comptroller. BIOSES’ D. RIPLEY. Treasurer
tl. K. W 1NTHROP. Ill/ Secretary. S. C BOLLING. Sup/ of Agemctet. JAMES B LORING. Registrar

M. MURRAY, Cashier EDWARD W. LAMBERT, II. D.. and EDWARD CURTIS. M. D Meduat Directors.

LOUIS FITZGERALD,
CHAUNCEY M DKPBW.
WM. A. WMEELOCK,
H C. DBMING,
CORNELIUS N. BLISS.

GEO. H. SQUIRE.
THOMAS!) JORDAN,
C a ALEXANDER.
V. P. SNYDER,
SAMUEL M. INMAN.

DIRECTORS.
J.
W ALEXANDER, JAMES

JOHN A. STEWART.
A J. CASSATT,
ROBT.T. LINCOLN.
J. j. ASTOR,
GAGE B. TARBELL,
MARVIN HUGH1TT.
wm h. McIntyre,

LEVI P. MORTON.
WM. A TOWER.
D O. MILLS.
GEO. J. GOULD.
GEO. T. WILSON,
T. DaWITT CUYLER.
B W. LAMBERT.

m Hartley dodge, h. m Alexander.
BRAVTON IVES. J. F oi NAVARRO.
HRAD 1SH JOHNSON M B. INGALLS.

H, HYDE,
JACOB H.SCH 1FP.
JAMES j. HILL,
CII AS. S. SMITH,
HENRY C. FRICK,
WM. ALEXANDER.
JOHN J. McCOOK,
II. C, HAAK5TK K.

DAVID H. MOFFAT.
SIDNEY D RIPLEY.
JOHN SLOANS.

B. H. HARRtMAN.
ALFRED G. VANDERBILT.
T. J EPPERSON COOUDGR
AUGUST BELMONT.
Sia WM. C. VAN IIORNE,
THOMAS T, ECKERT.
C LEDYARD BLAIR.
WM. H. BALDWIN, Ja,

JAMBS B. FORGAN
JOSEPH T. LOW

N. B.-FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS SEE DETAILED STATEMENT-
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Your Faemily
Are they provided for?

Life Insurance in

The Prudential
is the greatest of mediums

for home protection.

Write for information. Drpt. T.

The Prudential Insurance Company
OF AMERICA

JOHN F. DRYDEN
President

Home Office

NEWARK, N. J.

BREAD MACHINE
Fok lloi'KkiioLi> t'n

Slf|« the flour and mixes ll> lh*-
nl lir-l in II tnlmilr*. Sold
knliwi ( |>i trial anil approvnl. SeaJ
for liootk/tl. Acant* wanted.

Scientific Bread Mach. Co.
tCvni a CiiAMuas Jx.)

B2«l and Madia Sta.. Philadelphia

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
best of all modem foods

Fancy Apples
from the famous Lake Shore sec-

tion of Western New York.

Kins Baldwins, Greenings, Northern

Spy*, Russets. Spilzenburgs,

Seek-no-furthers, Etc,

Each one selected, wrapped with

great care, singly in paper and per-

fectly packed in boxes. In single

varieties or assorted.

Delivered at your door, all

charges paid, for $3.00 per box
containing 100 to 125 apples ac-

cording to size and variety, cash

with order. Also

Fancy Evaporated Apples

prepared and packed by us, suitable

for sauces, pies, etc. Will keep in-

definitely. Directions inside. 2 5 -lb.

box, S3. 50; 50-lb. box, $C.oo.

Mmry rtfmmdtJ if »»/ at iw t/afe. W7 art the
iiirftit im.iitiJua/ i»i//rrt «•/ aff.'rt in tkf I'mittd

ilalrt. Our uid ttarage . j/j.i ty u 300flOO tarrtU.

E.M.Lpton & Co. Hilton, N.Y.

ASTHMA
Curnt tu •t.-ijr «'

Boa MA.FREK.
' I' l( E II . Health restored*

DR. IIAYES, Buffalo, N.V. I

George Washington as a

Father
Sea ilhiMrxiioa on (rant me

Rkverai. writer* have announced thnt
Providence denied ehildren to George Wash-
ington in order thnt he might liecome the
fnthrr of his country. This divination of
the counsels of Henven is original with *0
many thnt it may lie esteemed the general
judgment. Yet neither the General nor
Mrs. Washington expected their marriage
to Iw childless; for the hopes of a Indv who
love* her lord nitty lie plainly rend between
the lines of a letter, dated dune 1. 1700.
from the mistress nf Mount Vernon to her
sister Anna. Mrs. lUirwrll Bassett

:

“ I think myself in n better state of health
than I have fieen for a long time. I don’t
doubt I shall present, you a fine healthy girl

again when I eome down in the fall, which
iw as soon as Mr. Washington's business will

suffer him to leave here."
Washington had known little of family

life when, in ITfifl, he began his home at
Mount Vernon. Away, at school, from home
lie did not see the death-hed of his father.

He had mingled little with his younger
brothers and sisters la-cause he was absent,

at school, for most of the year. His latter
youth had been occupied with distant sur-
veys: and with hia early manhood had come
public missions in the wilderness. Then on
the sea and in the West Indies with Law-
rence Washington, his aiek half-brother: at
Fort Ihiquesne; and on the Ohio with (list

and Croghan:—all his life had been away
from home. Even the home which he had
seen at Mount Vernon had been a house of
sorrow. There three of the children of Law-
rence Washington had died. Idiwrenee him-
self was a constant invalid, and when ho
died the only daughter he left behind soon
followed him to the grave: and then, ap-
parently weary of such scenes, his widow
married again and went to live elsewhere.

Five years afterwards, the fruit trees

were in hud and the fields were green, anil

George Washington brought his wife and
children to make Mount Vernon a happy
home. Almost as soon as they arrived. May
covered the hills with flowers.

Ilis affection for the children was a fa-

ther's true love. His "agnnv of prayer”
beside the dying bed of " Patsy Cuatis.”
though unanswered, turned him for a while
to religion. He kept his sagacity busy when-
ever the interests nf John Parke were eon*
cernrd. and his conduct in the upbringing
of that somewhat wayward youth developed
n lessening of rein and a softness of di*|>o*

sition thnt were never shown elsewhere than
at home, .lohn Parke was led with a ten-

der hand through youth to mnrringe. nnd
beyond, nnd had firm support on the fiath

of honor and the ascent towards fame. Tu-
tors attended him at home until he was over
fifteen years of age. nnd then Rev, Mr.
Boucher instructed, if not trained, him at
hia boarding - school in Annapolis. When
home for the holidays Washington gave
him abundant sport in fox-hunting, and
the other manly athletic* of the dav: but
insisted that when at school he should study
with something like thoroughness. Instead
of this. John Parke’s "only Imoks were wo-
man’s looks." The first news Washington
had of him was that the youth, not then
nineteen years of age. had courted, won. nnd
was engaged to lie married to the belle of

Annapolis—the first-risen star of the splen-

did Maryland galaxy that yet lights the
halls of the Naval Academy. He had won
the heart nnd hand of Miss Nellie Calvert,

the second daughter of Mr. Benedict Cal-
vert. a descendant of Lord Baltimore.

It was a trying situation. A lad with
the finest prospect a of any hoy in America
might la- mined by a misstep. It is said

in Alexandria that in his early manhood
Washington never saw a colt thnt he was not
able to control. Now he needed all hi* horse-
sense to break in and guide the hoy he
loved l»e*t of all the sons of men. Hr mis-

trusted his own capacity in affairs of lit-

erature and scholarship, but he knew life,

nnd he knew that his stepson would need
for a prosperous career all the supple
strength that training gives: that he was
not vet trained, nnd was disposed to re-

sent training.

Washington never failed to ask advice
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when in dmiht. itml h«> asked tin* opinion
"I -Min Parke's ttudir-r. Dr. Hmii'lirr. Dr.
Ik>ui-lit-r wm* to have advised that the
ocean tic placed between tlte lovers, and that
lie lie allowed to carry the voting gentle-
nian to Europe on a tour of education. The
t earlier believed that absence compters love;
but Washington raw in this plan a iiioposul

to break the engagement : and for tlii« non-
age was not a valid plea in his code of honor.
So he dismissed Mr. Boucher's plan with a

curt reminder that John Parke was *• hy
no means ripe for a tour of travel.'* ||p

knew that, sometimes, a pood method of
training a colt is to drive him with a mate,
and he wrote to the young Indy's father.

He informed Mr. Calvert that the match
would be acceptable to the family of Mr.
Cuatia, who were pleased with the choice,
but that the youth, inexperience, and un-
ripe education of the young man were in-
superable objections to the immediate com-
pletion of the marriage. He suggested, too.

that if love pooled it had better do so be-

fore marriage than afterwards. That Mr.
Cnetis must keep his tryst with his fianefe
as a man of honor, nnd to help him to school
n wandering fancy he would Ik- kept at his
honks, and " so avoid the little flirtations
that might divide his attention and so tend
to lessen his first love." This course pleased
Mr. Calvert. Washington, anticipating that
if the lorers were neighbors, the magnetism
of the lady would draw his stepson from his
tmoks, curried John Parke to New York, and
placed him nt King's College under charge
of Rev. Dr. Cooper. The wireless telegraph
of love's young dream kept New York and
Annapolis in connection, und within n year
Washington, whose wife yearned for a son's
wife's sympathy in her mourning for her
dead “ Patsy.'* gave hia consent to the mar-
riage. am! John Parke, nineteen years old.
wedded Miss Eleanor Calvert, of Mount Airy.

Tlie young couple went to housekeeping
at Aliingdoti. Iicside the Potomac, u few miles
below the land Hint is now the city of Wash-
ington. Visits ts'twpcn Abingdon ami Mount
Vernon were frequent, and it was said in
the neighlMirhood that if any horse of the
stables were started from Abingdon, and left
to his own free will, it would lie found in
due time at the entrance to Mount Ver-
non. At Abingdon three -hildrrn were lmrn
to Mr. and Mrs. John Parke (’iisti*—Eli/a- •

beth (who married Mr. TjiwI. in 17711. and
Martha twho married Mr. Peter 1. in 1777.
and Eleanor (who liocatne an inmate of
Washington's family ». in 1770. Meanwhile
John Parke, aided hv the infiiicnor of his
grandfather and the attractive freshness of
young manhood, had been elected to the
House of Burgesses of Virginia. As the
Revolutionary War was advancing, lie sent
his wife and children to the lmuic of her
father at Mount Airy, and followed Wash-
ington to fight for independence. At Mount
Airy, on the 30th of August. 1781. his first
and only son was born and named for Ocorge
Washington. On the march from the head
of Elk towards Yorktnwn. John Parke had
just time to stop and embrace his son. Then
he tore himself away mid hurried forward
on a road he was fated never to retrace.
The joyous news soon came to Mount Ver-
non and Mount Airy that l«nrd Cornwallis
had surrendered to Central Washington. Joy
was soon dimmed, for the sad tidings came
that John Parke was sick unto death in
his aunt'a house at Kltliam. His wife hur-
ried from Mount Airy and his mother from
Mount Vernon, and met Washington, bowed
with grief. Iwside the dying bed of the young
soldier. Shadows clouded for the Washing-
ton family the glorv of Yorktown.
As the breath left the body of the dving

father. Washington threw 'his left "arin
around his wife and gave hia right hand to
the newly made widow, and said, amid aolia
and tenrs. " From this moment I take the
two youngest children for my own." So
with the loss of his only son, he became
the father of a son and daughter. At that
time Nellie was about three years old. and
the hahv. Ccnrge Washington, about three
months.

_
The two children anon pa me to

Mount Vernon, where (Jeorge Washington
the younger was nursed by Mrs. Anderson,
wife of the confidential steward.

The widowed Mrs. fustin resumed her
residence at Abingdon, and when the period
of her mourning was over she married in
the fall of I7.H.I, Dr. David Stuart. So when

-1421 Michigan Avenue.

Automobiles
PANHARD. C. C.V.
Mercedes, Renault, Mors
Hit rOmic-r* In r (hr Qulttiliy Aluminum

Automobile body, alui parts aiul
supplies fur InijNirtrcl ran at

wholesjlo am] retail.

Smith & Mabley

AUTOMOBILES
rfae fallowing models «rc entirely now this season

t

24 H.P. Gasolene Touring Car
Light Electric Runabout
Special Service Wagon

Hansom
Rear-Driven and
Inside-Operated Coupes

Victoria Phaeton
Delivery Wagons and Trucks
of from 1 a-ton to 5-ton Capacity

Calald'/rtu vl/l /v ,// ,•* reamett. Aim
Special UrnHeII Hi wilb complete detailed
Im/aemnltoH Jar eaek vehicle leparatelr.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY
Hartford, Conn.

N«w You* Salesrooms—West MKh Street, opposite Mrtr.a-.lilan
Opera IIuum,.

ISSUE every once in a while a letter, a
>v booklet, a folder, or a catalogue, wherein

is shown information relating to Automobile
Tires that may be of some value to you.

It costs the price of * postal card 10 hare
your name added to t»ur mailing list.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO.
Akron . Ohio

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

Old 1- urr.lture, Cluck-.
-.China, Ilrn'ies. 4 '.net

I ISO, haugrit lea, N. Y.

TO CALIFORNIA
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In the Morning
on rising, while dressing, is

the best time to take half a

tumbler of Hunyadi Janos,

thus overcoming the miseries

and dangers of

CONSTIPATION
/ 7 the beginning of many de-

1 - rangements of the system.

A. It acts promptly and picas-

antly. Ask tor

Hunyadi Janos
(with the full name) and in-

sist on having it.

Avoid unscrupulous druggists; they sell worthless and often

harmful substitutes.

ANDREAS SAXLEHNF.R, Budapest. Hungary.

F. P. C. Wax
A specially imported wax, chemically treated, so that

when it is once rubbed over the iron the latter is

cleaned as if by magic. It prevents all odor, giving

the work that beautiful, silky polish sought for by the

laundress.

Not Only the Best, hot

The Most Economical

Why? Because each fine cut stick of F. P. C. Wax
is in an automatic wooden holder, which keeps it from

dripping. It never loses shape, and is good until the last

particle of wax is used. The handle saves your fingers

from burns.

If your grocer tries to substitute tie oh I wax that spoils your ironing and
your temper. send 10 cents for two sticks to the

FLAME PROOF CO., New York City

//? FO B a MEM ^ OF BRAINS

ars A
S' —

; . : I.- - — — i

MADE AT KEYWtST>—
rt»«. tw-'t wornlnefid mo*m-i»ii* for nil

bmilrliifkl »flf*Uo«l».*' .UK». I’KUUY,
|Caatk- Urey, Limerick, Ireland.

DDnUfU'C BRONCHIAL
Dnil 1?N 9 TROCHES
Fso-Siiwlte JtfJ s? yST ctnmrj
S.ltcamt* of ^ t«>t.

X5

IX

Ha.rper
PLye

“On Every Tongue."
Scientifically distilled; naturally aged; best and safest for all uses.

Famous all over the world, and sold by leading dealers everywhere.

BERNHC1M BROS.. Distiller*. Louisville, Ky. 0

Washington ramp hack to hi* home after
he lunl surrendered Iris com mission he found
the mourning widow he hud left in her weeds
a liappy bride. She bud married « penl Io-

nian for whom Washington had high e*»teein.
iniil to whom he gave no uirml] advanceim-nt
in the public wrrie*.
The renewed family ut Mount Vernon bad

now, like the old one, several years of home
joy* and quiet before it* fiither was railed
away again into the hu*v world. The Christ-
ina* eve of 1783, when Washington arrived
Koine after independence had lieen won.
opened a season of calm delight for the
father ami mother and a halcyon time for
the children. “ f am unlacing myself,” wrote
Washington to laifayette. For a while nt
least he had few care*, These related to
the atiieiidiiient of hi* fortune, injured by
hi* absence, and the improvement of the for-
tunes of hi* neighlmr* by promoting better
navigation of the Potomac River w-hieh rolled
by the base of hi* bills. He was in the
prime of life, ahoiit fifty year* of age, and
his wife a few months younger; for lie lint!

ltcen horn in the February and she in the
May of the same year. Little Nellie wn*
taut five year* old: the baby, George Wash-

ington. ha vine finished the first 1 «»k of
childhood, the eutting of his teeth, wu* tml-
tiling around with the prattle through which
Nature introduce* men to sober speech.
Soon came George A. Washington, llte

nephew- of the General, to he his secretary
and iiMijordnino Miss Frances Bassett, Mrs.
Washington's niece, was for month* at u
time an inmate of the Mount Vernon horns*.

These young people were, of course, thrown
continually into each other's society, and
while thc-v entertained the eliihlien. the
children amused them. It will never 1m*

known how mueh nairtohip they mingled in
the Innocent pastimes they got up for Nellie
and George; but it wu* not long before
the little one*, a* well as the ciders, saw
s' wedding at Mount Vernon, and on the
15th of October. 1788, the General'* nephew
mid hi* wife'* niece were made man am! wife
by Rev. Spence Grayson. Washington gave
the bride away, and could scarcely fail to
have l*-rn impressed with the lesson that if
ahsencr conquers love, presence carries love
on to marriage. Within fifteen years In-

put the 1r*iu>n in practice to bring about
another marriage dear to bis heart.

Tin- honeymoon of the new couple was r
time of jubilee in the Old Virginia style.

During the festivities the bridnl party came
twice In the Alexandria race*, and dined
on the fir*t oecarinn with Colonel Deni*
Hamsav. and on the next nt the lmme of
Mr. William llerhert. Moth the dwelling*
still stand.

In thorn day* Mount Vernon wa* always
filled with eotn[Miny, and General Washing
ton'* expenses exceeded hi* income. On the
Hdth of June. 1785, lie write* in his Journal.
" Din’d with Mr*. Washington only, whii'u l

believe is the lir»l insturu-e of it since my
retirement front public life." Not long af-

terwards he write*. ’* Never till now have I

experienced the want of money.” He bor-
rowed five hundred pound*, Virginia cur-
reju-y - almut -from Captain Conway,
a merchant and shipmaster of Alexandria,

and financial stringency ceased at Mount
Vernon,
Meanwhile the life of Mis* Nellie became

especially pleasant. Itoth the General and
Mrs. Washington vied in parental fondue*-*

for her. Young people came to Mount Ver-
non from all the country families round-

about. Between Mount Vernon and Abing-
don. the residence of Mr*. Dr. Stuart, the

mother of Nellie and George, there w-ore

almost daily visits. The twelve miles be-

t w ecu the two scats were easily gotten over

in carriages, and oftentimes, a* both seats

were on the riverside. General Washing-
ton's targe, rowed by stalwart colored men,
made aptvdy connection over the bright wa-
ters of the Potomac River, and when the
children were on hoard the dark crew wore
white feathers in their hat*. Midway lay

Alexandria, with it* ship*, and General
Washington could tell them how- lie had seen

it rise on the lim-* he had laid out with
compass and chain in hi* boyhood.

So passed pleasant years, amt then Mount
Vernon was again abandoned for a period

:•* long as that of the Revolutionary War.
Washington became the bead of the Ameri-

can state created by the C onstitution he hail
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helped tn form. The new Washington Hnme
located first on Cherry and IVarl. and

then on Rector Street, in New York, and
then at the Morris " hired house ” in I’liil-

ndelphia. There, amid the decorous etiquette

required by official position. Washington was
ms fatherly and kind to his children a* he

had lieen at Mount Vernon, to which all

hojied soon to return. Mrs. Washington's
I trowing Rooms and her Friday nights gave
them an outlook on the world of fashion and
politics from a place of ease.

Washington was not leas careful in his

sti|N-rvi«ion of young George Washington
Custis. who was at school in Annapolis,

than he was in that of his daughter,
flip General evidently had the untimely woo-

ing of John Parke in mind, and feared that
the Maryland Iwile* might curry him <dT.

lie wrote to Mr. Itoucher, the teaelu-r, that

he wishrd him to " prevent, as niueh as it

ran la* done without too rigid a restraint

a devotion of his time to visitations of the
families in Annapolis, which, when carried
to excess or hevond a certain point, eannot
tail to take his mind from study, and turn
his thoughts to very different object*. Above
nil, let me request, if von should perceive
nttv appearance of his attaching himself,
by visits or otherwise, to any voting lady of
that place, that you would admonish him
against the measure on account of his vouth
and inenpuhility of appreciating nil the
requisites in a connection which in the com-
mon course of thing* c-«n terminate with the
death of one of the parties only; and if it

is done without effect, to advise me thereof.”
On the 22d of February. 179fi. Washing-

ton's sixty seventh birthday. Lawrence Lewis
and Nellie Custia were married, fie gave
the bride away, and endowed the young
couple generously from his lands.

George Washington Custis tried his pa-
tience to the utmost. Skilled in music,
painting, literature, nothing came amiss to

him: hut he loved ease more than all the
arts and sciences, “ I can govern men. hut
I cannot gnvcm hoys.” said Washington;
but he loved George to the end,

The life of George Washington Parke Cus-
tis during the fifty years he lived after
Washington's death was devoted to his mem-
ory. The townspeople of Alexandria, to

whom he paid visits on every recurrence of

the 22d of February, often saw tears on the
cheek of the venerable man when thp name
of George Washington was mentioned. These
silent tears were the son’s tribute to Wash-
ington as a father.

An Experiment in Drama
See pete 295

New York theatre-goers are having an-

other opportunity of seeing an Kliaithcthan

drama presented as nearly as possible a« it

iimsI to Is* in Shakespeare's time. About
eight years ago a similar experiment wa*
made in the same theatre— Mrs. Osborn's
Playhouse, then under n different name

—

and a little later the same play. Ren Jnn-

i»on's '“Silent Woman." was given with the
furnishings of the old stage in Sander's The-
atre. Cambridge. In 1 ,/mdon. several pro-

duet ions of old dramas under similar con-

ditions have been given by the P.liMihcthnn
Stage Society. So any value from a dra-
matic point of view that could come from the
new attempt to restore the surroundings of
the old stage was to have improved upon
what had already lieen seen in this line. This
to some extent ha« lieen done. There has lieen

for a long time a difference of opinion among
tinmm' who know the time of the Klixa-
la-thans as to the exact details of a drama tie

presentation at that period. Mr. l-rn Short,
who is directing the performances at Mrs. Os
Isirn's Plnyhoiw. accepts the usually fee
ogni/cd plan of having an audience of «u|icr*
representing the “masters and 'prentices''

in the pit. arid puts the usual nitm1>cr of
•tage gentlewomen in the scenery bn\ca,
He has added a doddering old rnan to change
the placard* on the stage after each scene,
although it is extremely questionable wheth-
er such placards werp used at all as late a«
Shakespeare's time. The real step forward
is in tne accuracy of the setting, which is

Ixasrd upon the old printed reproduction of

the Swan Theatre.

Delicious DrinK.s
and Dainty Dishes

BAKER’S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Uieqiuilod tor Smooth****,Delicacy Flavor

Examine tl.e package you rccotve and inak* Mrs
that kt bears oar nidisnk-

Uoderllx drciiiawol Ut* U. S. Courts oo osber

Cocoa b taiulcil tu be labeled or sold ae

"BAKER'S COCOA."

The Automobile

that Solves the Problem

Until the Cadillac was made, all

automobile construction was
more nr less experimental. This

machine is made oil a new system
developed from the experiences

of all previous makers: the faults

and weaknesses of the old meth-
od* have been avoided and a new
ideal of motor travel developed
that give* a perfect vehicle for

comfort, speed, absolute safety,

greatest durability, simplicity of

operation, wide radius of travel,

and reliability under all condi-

tions of roads. You should not
bay before examining this won-
derful new machine. Trice f. o. b.

at factory, $750.
The new tonneau attachment,

at .111 extra cost of $100, gives

practically two motor vehicles in

one, with n seating capacity of

two or four, as required—a very

graceful effect in either use.

Write for illustrated Looklet M.

The

Cadillac

Race’s Lucca.
Olive Oil

appreciated by connoisseur*
for its

Delicate Flavor

S. R AE ® CO.
I

tffsiaA/fsW ism
LEGHORN, ITALY

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY.

Detroit. Mich.

To OptN

WITH

CooksFlaked Rice
/laSOlUTELY /Vo Coo/uno.
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THE BEAR: “HERE'S TO MYSELF!"

Uncle Sam says it’s

all right
Uncle Sum. In the person of ten of bis government officials. Is always In charge of every

department of our distillery. During Uie enure process of distillation. alter tlie whiskerU stored In barrels In our warehouses, during the seven years it remains there, from the
very grain we buy to the whiskey you tret. Uncle Sam la constantly on the watch. We dare
not take a gallon of our own whiskey from our own warehouse unices he says it's all right.
And when ho does say so. that wblshey goes direct to you. with all it* original strength, rich-
new and Oaror. carrying a UNITED STATES REGISTERED DISTILLER'S GUARAN-
TEE of PURITY and AGE. and saving the dealers' enormous profit*. That’s why
HAYNER WHISKEY is the beat for medicinal purpose*- That's why It Is preferred for
other use*. That'* why we hare over a quarter of a million satisfied customers. That's
why YOU should try It. Your money back If you're not satisfied.

DR.SIEGERTS

BITTERS
The Worlds Be,/ / Tonic

Imported from Trinidad B.Wf

22 Gold medals

Unrivalled appetizing tonic and
stomach corrective. Recommended by
physician* for invalids and convales-
cents. [.ends the aromatic fragrance
of the tropica to your liquor, beware

'

of cheap domestic substitutes and iml
tatiun.v The genuine is made' only by

j

I>r. J. G. II. Siegert & Sons.

Skin Diseases
Ec/trma, Silt Rheum. Pimples,
Ringworm, Itch, Ivy Poison, Acne
or other skin troubles, can be
promptly cured by

Hydrozone
llydrozonc fa endorsed by leading
physicians. It is absolutely harm-
less, yet moat powerful healing
agent Hydrozone destroys para-
sites which cause these diseases.
Take no substitute and sec that

every bottle bears my signature.

Trltal Site. 25 Cervts.

At Druggists or by mall, from

rar «r (Booklet ou the rational lw«>-FKKK jn»m <>f diwu.i-a mhI frw.

Direct from our distillery to YOU
Savti Distort’ Profits I Pravanti Adulteration l

HAYNER WHISKEY
PURE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE

4 FULL $0^2 express
QUARTS O PREPAID

Wo will wnd you POUR TOLLQUART BOTTLES Of HAYNER'S SEVEN-
YEAR-OLD RYE fur S3.fi>. and we will pay the express charge*. Try It and
If you don't find It all right and a* good a* you ever used or can buy from
anybody clue at any prtoe. (tend It back at our expense, and your CL9) will bo
returned to you by next mail. Juki think that offer over. How could It bo
fairer? If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. Hotter let
ua vend you a trial order. If you don't want four quart* yourself, get a
friend to loin you. Wo ship In a plain scaled caw. no marks to show whut’s
Inside.

Order* for Aria. Cal.. Col.. Idaho, Mont. Nev.. N Mex.. Ore.. Utah. Waah.
or Wvo. must lie on the ba*l< of 4 Oanrtn for 04.00 by F.aprrMN
Prepaid or SO Quart* fbr 914.00 by “ “

r Freight Prepaid.

Write our nearest office and do it NOW.

THE HAYNER DISTILLIN8 COMPANY
DAYTOM, OHIO IT. LOUIS, MO. ST. PAUL, MINN.

S3 Distillery. Trot. O. Estabushkd IBM

LEADING HOTELS
Chicago, HI.

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
lac Itsea Boulevard and Clark Slrsst, Chicago.

EUROPEAN PLAN
Special Facilities for Banquets, Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.
Gentlemen*- Cafe on main fluor. Ladle*' ami (WntWmni'.
Kntaiiraiil and Private Dining- Koran* on vecoivd tli» r

Two litirxlrtd gue*t rooms, three - fourths of which have
private bath in connection.

Kates, from S2 Upwards.

Boston, Mass.

BERKELEY HOTEL
Berkeley and Boylston Streets. Boston. Mass.

EUR-OPEAN and AMERICAN PLANS
Modem in every detail.

Convenient to large Stores, Theatres, and ail

places of interest.

Ns«k Back Bat Srstiow.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK
One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

20th CENTURY LIMITED, nwn.
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YOU BUY GOLD
when you buy stock in

The Oregon Chief Gold Mining Company
Tht cuts shown arc the best evidence we can

offer in print that there is gold in the Oregon Chief

and that the rock assays a high value. It only

remains for capital to be raised to work the mine
on a large, profitable scale.

Now we will tell you the history of our prop-

osition and let you decide if there is not money
in it for YOU.

This group of mines, consisting of seven full

claims, situated in the Cable Cove District near

Sumpter, Oregon, has been worked for a number
of years by men with small capital, and to-day

there are 1600 feet of tunnel work completed

and ore enough blocked out to start a mill.

The Oregon Chief Gold Mining Company
was formed in 190a and purchased the property

outright. The Company is incorporated under

the laws of Oregon and has a capital stock of

$1,000,000, one-half of which is now' offered to raise funds for further development work and erection of a mill.

A Special Founders allotment of 100,000 shares was offered on January 19th and quickly oversubscribed
at 20 cents per share.

NOW a second block of 50.000 shares of Treasury

stock (par value $1.00), fully paid and non-

assessable, is offered at twenty-five cents a share.

In considering this proposition, bear in mind we
guarantee evert’ statement in our prospectus. We
refer you to Dun or Bradstreet, or any bank in

Baker City, Oregon.

'Skipping Ore to Smelter, Oi/ofier /j, iqoi.

Urj •incorely yours,

Bui or City SuplirK Works

Our officers hare invested their money as well as Ihclr names.

President. J. T. Donnelly, Cashier First National

Bank, Baker City, Oregon.

Vice-President, Mon. C. A. Johns. Ex-Mayor and

Leading Attorney, Baker City. Oregon.

Treasurer, Wm. Tollman, President Chamber
of Commerce. Baker City, Oregon.

Secretary, Fred S. Lack, Experienced Mining Engineer, Baker City, Oregon.

It is easy to investigate a proposition that men of this character are associated with.

We are arranging a trip for a party of Eastern investors to go in the early summer to the property,

inspect the mines, the work accomplished and in process, the books of the Company, the men in

Baker City, Or., Oct. 28,1902

Oregon Chief Gold II. Co.
Baker City, Or.

Xnclosed pleaae find •tateoant of your lot of ore (3330
Pounds), also our cLack for 1139.70 in payaent of aano. ihsnklng you
for this conaicywnt and trusting to rocolve further shipments frtn you.

cling Work*

%JC.

OPTION
COUPON.

charge of the business, and to get an exhaustive, complete, first-hand examination of the entire

business. With this party we will send at our expense any person who agrees to purchase
* ,, w W |imit

for himself or for a pool w hich he represents 20.000 shares of stock, if the result of the J tws » wniuw^Biiiaidiii*.

investigation shows the property to fe exactly as we state. ...» pa—.
.3 pectu* nf Oiffnii Uriel Gnld Mto-

Thc present allotment of r 5 -cent »lock, we Ik-1 <\i
.
will In- >|Uick.y suhserilicd. as was the lirst fr in« ia. and enter me nn option .m

block, and. in order that you mav have an <•(•( >-»rt unity to investigate <-ur proiMwitmn, fill out this «"«» tneh

coupon anil mail at once These will Ik- filed in the order of the date postmarked on the V rJ* wpJEth'nMb.
*1 •Muine nonbHira*

envelope. Special terms for payment made on 1000 shares and over Oun tu uke tb*- «turt.

F. W. WHITE,
608 h Williamson Building, Cleveland, Ohio Street No....
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I Propose to More than Double My Fee
My system is built around Alois P. Swoboda. It depends upon me
and my intimate knowledge of human ailments and their treatment.

There is a limit to my personal effort. I cannot give individual

attention to more than a limited number of pupils.

I must either restrict the number of my pupils or

neglect some of them.
I will not neglect a pupil— I certainly have no

intention of reducing my income; hence the increase.

My system has always been worth more than
twice the amount I have charged and many times
as much as any other system.

Out of a spirit of fairness to those to whom 1

have already suited my fee, I make this public

announcement, so that they may either enroll them-
selves at once, or have no complaint at the future

increase.

I cannot regard great, swelling muscles, or the
ability to snap chains and lift horses, or even a
knowledge of the Marquis of Qucensbury Rules, as

qualifying a man to keep in repair the most delicate

of all organisms, the human system.

I am glad when a thinker begins to investigate

the various systems for attaining physical excellence,

for when a thinking man investigates, MY system is

invariably selected. There is no other like it.

It is obviously impossible to imiUite my in-

struction, not only because it differs according to

the needs of each individual case, but also because
my experience in the successful treatment of many
thousands of different cases, my years of investiga-

tion and study along this

particular line, cannot l>c

counterfeited.

The breadth and depth
of this knowledge

the deter-

mination and

concentration which my
individual attention to

each case demand. -ire

evidenced by the fact

that, in spite of the \ • <\-

umeof my business, my
system is still able to

effect the same unvary-

ing, marvelous cures.

My instructions to my
pupils arc clearer and

more effective than those

of others, because I speak
from years of successful

experience. 1 KNOW
There isnoguesswork.

Scientific physio-

logical exercise is

.NOT a fad. Fads
do not cure hopeless

cases of constipa-

tion, indigestion,

dyspepsia, neuras-

thenia, insomnia, and
rheumatism, liver
trouble, and nervous
diseases of every de-

scription, etc.

My system not only

does this, but it rounds
out the ungraceful form,
puts muscle where it i>

needed, cures obesity, purifies

the blood, and, in fact, fits man, woman, or child to

nature’s perfect mould.
It is right living in condensed form. By it the evil

effects of wrong living are neutralized and a splendid

condition of robust mental and physical health assured.

This is done without distasteful dieting and with-

out discomfort of any nature. It makes men strong,

alert, and graceful. It gives women beauty of figure

and grace of carriage, with a clear skin, bright eyes,

and rosy cheeks.

My system is taught by mail only and with perfect

success, requires no apparatus whatever and but a few

minutes’ time in yourown room justbefore retiring,'and
it is the only one which does not overtax the heart.

There is no wasted effort, no wasted time, the in-

struction is entirely individual and will fit the exact

requirements of YOUR CASE. I don’t ask you to

take my word for this
;

judge me by my works — they

speak louder than words. Below is the unsolicited

testimony of a man who knows through personal ex

perience what the Swoboda system will do. This

man is one of thousands. He has no earthly interest

in me or my system beyond what it has done for him

H«re I# l.ftter Received from l hr Ceililer ol the dernian Valkmal
Hank ol Marietta, Ohio. It TeU* an Interesting Story because It's True

P Swoboda, Chicago. III. Marietta. Ohio, Feb »t, iqoj
Pear Sir —It (rives me pleasure to be able to testily to the benefits I

has t- derived from v>m» is .tun of physiological exercise
Last winter 1 suffered all the time with neuralgia in back of head

and nex k I began this winter with same tmablr After four weeks
under your system. I was entirely free from neuralgia pains and have
not had a return of them. I have not felt s»j well nr enjoyed such
good -pints in years a- 1 have in the j*xit few months, and 1

yive your
system the enure credit- It is great. Yours very truly.

(Signed) S. L. Akolb.

If you want the names and addresses of others for

personal investigation, I will gladly furnish them.

I shall be pleased to send you free valuable information and
detailed outline of my system, its principles and effects, upon appli-

cation. This information, which I furnish free, is very interesting

and cannot be secured elsewhere at any price. Write at once.

ALOIS P. SWOBODA, 596 Unity, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Go Where Comfort Is
You can't be comfortable at home, and it is useless to try.

To be comfortable you must go where comfort is— California.

In California—even in midwinter— wraps and overcoats are
unnecessary. The sun shines bright and clear, and there is just

enough “snap" in the air to make it invigorating; just enough
warmth to tempt you to spend all day and every day out-of-doors.

In California—even in midwinter—you can hunt, bathe, and
play golf. You can catch the biggest fish ever snared by hook
and line. You can pick flowers, climb mountains, go a-picnick-

ing, or stroll through the prettiest valleys in America; palms
and orange groves all about you and the bluest of blue skies
above you.

The way to go to California is via the

Golden State Limited
Newest, handsomest, and most luxuriously equipped of
trans-continental trains.

Leaves Chicago daily at 7.45 P.M. ;
Kansas City at 10.40 A.M.

Less than three days to Los Angeles. Through cars to Pasadena, Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara, and San Francisco. Lowest altitudes and

most southerly course of any line across the continent.

Compartment and standard sleeping cars
; dining, buf-

fet-library. and observation cars.

Electric lights; electricians; bath;

barber. Route : Rock Island and
El Paso- Northeastern Systems.
Chicago to El Paso; Southern Pa-

cific Company, El
Paso to Los Angeles
and San Francisco.

<0

Tickets and full information

at all railroad ticket offices in

the United States and Canada.
Beautifully illustrated literature de-

scriptive of California sent on receipt

of six cents in stamps.

JOHN SEBASTIAN.
Passenger Traffic Manager. Rock Island System.

Chicago, 111.
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Monsignor Gaetano Bislcli Monsignor Diomede Panici Monsignor Nocclla

The Election of New Cek.rdina.ls

THE Miff Hint new inetiilier* of (lie Sacred College of

Cardinal* will lie proclaimed at the consistory to I** held

in Koine on Marcti 3 real* upon the fact tliut there ore

twelve vacant titles, and that a new Pope may have to

la* chosen at any time. In regular lines of promotion
to the college are four classea of prelates: Archbishops or bishops

of Italian sees, archbishop* of sees outside of Italy, diplo-

mats in nunciatures of the first rank, und members of the

Curia not already in the college. There are four Italian arch-

bishops who are not now cardinals. They are Mistrangelo of

Florence, who may lie mimed ; Velluti-Zati of Pisa, who may Is- if

Florence is not; Conforti of Kavenna, who might be advanced had
he not succeeded to his see only last .lime; und Piilcinno of Henna,
who stands little chance. U'causc Genoese Catholics are of llie lilh

cral kind not much in favor at Rome. Of archbishop* outaide of

Italy it may safely lie said that no Frenchman will Is* hnmncd,
because of the French educational dilUctlUies. and no Herman, un-
less it Is 1 Pritxen of Klraslmrg, mimed to Spite the French gov-
ernment liecuiisc of its hostility to the association*. Archbishop
Walsh of Dublin may be named, for the Irish metromilis has gen-
erally had a curdinni archbishop. Four other possibilities are the
archbishop* of (•renada. Madrid, and Valencia. Spain, ami of War-
saw. Poland, but the Kn»|>cror of Austria would Is* likely to veto

a nomination of the last mimed, lie lieing the only remaining sov-

ereign possessing the power to veto cardinal nominations and papal
elections. If an American cardinal lie decided on. it might !*

Archbishop Ireland of St. Paul, but many think it more likely to

Ik* Archbishop Riordan of San Francisco, because of his niiccc**

at The Hague in the Pious Fund ease.

There are four nuncios of the first rank who may Ik* promoted,
but unless the pontiff is more liberal with jubilee honors than he
is expected to Ik-, only Monsignor Rinaldini at Madrid will Ik* ad
vanced. He ha* had a brilliant diplomatic career, und haying now
taken part in accession ceremonies of King Alfonso, precedent would
indicate hi* recall to Rome, where he will make an ideal Secre-
tary of State to some future Pope. The other three are Monsignor
Taliani at Vienna, who ha* not nerved there long us yet, and for

whose recall nobody can think of a reason ; Monsignor Aiuti at
Lisbon, hut there is no likelihood of Portugal being honored at

this time: and Monsignor Lorcnxelli at Paris, who cannot succeed
unless he fails outright and ha* to tie recalled.

It is from the Curia that the college will Ik* recruited at this

time. Member* of that body of administration who for various rea-

sons stand nearest the honor are Monsignor* Azcvedo. Itisleti.

Cavicchioni. Haaparri. Murznlini. Merry del Val. Nocclla, Panici.

the elder of the brother*. Pericolu. Savelli-Spinola. ami Vercia.

Monsignor Azevedo is a Spaniard by birth, but he is imijordomo
of his Hoi iliens—that l*. head of the administration of the Vatican
palace. He has spent many years there, hut most of them u«

ttirnlrii di (lamcra—that is. steward, with office on the first land-

ing of the p< nit i fiml stairway leading from the bronze door to the

Court of St. Damasu*. when- be has Itcen sought out by Americans
craving an audience of the Pope. While in this office he wore the

insignia of an order presented to him bv Kmperor William of

Germany upon the occasion of the latter's visit to Rome. Mon-
signor ifislet i is the present steward, to whom Americana must
apply for audiences, lie mines of a noble family of Perugia, and
was known us a hoy by Ia*u when the latter was archbishop of that
see. One or both men may lie nannd. possibly both, and their ap-

pointments will Ik- in a sense personal, because of long service and
close friendship with the Supreme Pontiff. Monsignor Merry del

Val, tin- present bead of the Academy of Noble Kcelesinalie*. might
have pome In Washington in place of Falconio had he not lieen

Spanish. Cardinal Sutolli left the head of the academy to come to

Washington Indore be won tlie red hat. and Merry del Val may Ik*

required to dp tin*' same. If *o. he can wait, for be is young.
Monsignor Nooella i* a fine Latin scholar, and served many of lii*

threescore and fifteen years us laitin Secretary to Pius IX. and
lair XIII. Monsignor Pericola is just now si man of large influence

in the Curia. He is in charge of the finances of the Holy Roman
Church, succeeding in that (tosition Monsignor Saiiminiatelli. who
was raised to the curdinalute; and while Cardinal Oreglin would la-

the nominal |*o|h\ between Ia*i and his successor. Pericola. us

auditor of (he Curwein ApoHlolica, would lie the real one.
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An

interesting

phase

of

New

York's

transportation

problem

is

the

proposal

to

construct

underground

moving

sidewalks

or

platforms.

The

first

one

planned,

of

which

the

details

arc

shown

in

the

above

drawing,

is

to

go

from

Williamsburg

to

Bowling

Green,

and

is

to

connect

on

the

way

with

the

surface

and

elevated

cars.

The

fare

will

be

one

cent,

and

the

speed

will

be

from

five

to

nine

miles

an

hour.

The

reader

is

referred

to

an

article

on

page

361

333
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The Send Desert between Tarim end Cherchen

Sven Hedin’s Explorations
T HK Swedish Riksdag. which has just assembled. will «wn

pass upon the made to King Oacur last fell by the
famous explorer Sven llciiin for a grant of $21.iKM> to

publish the scientific result* of his most recent exploration* in

Central Asia. The na-
tional budget contain- an
extraordinary' appropria-
tion for this, purpose. It

will pans probably with-

out opposition.

Hi. Hedin is now mak-
ing public from time to

time some of the more
|K>pular feature* of his

great work from IK99 to

HH)2. Tlie scientific side

consists of n "rent amount
of cartographic material,

no leas than 113 astro-

noinical determinations,
thousands of meteornlogi-
cal observations, vast «*«»1

lection* of geological,

nrehirologiral. and fauna
specimen*, and something
like 30110 photographs.

I*r. Hedin'* work has
l«cen done chiefly in Cen-
tral Asia and in Tiliet.

lie lias made three visits

to Central Asia. HU
latrst trip had two i**pc-

. eial object*—first . to map
Tlbei.n Nomads

Tl
'

rilll „„a
solve the mystery a Unit

the so-called moving lake

lath Xor, and. wcond, to penetrate to Lhasa, the Suered City of

Tibet, lie succeeded in the first, hut failed in tin* second, al-

though lie got within four days of short marc-lies to the great eity.

I>r. lii-din went from the source to the mouth of the Tarim

Kiver, the greatest stream In Central Asia, and mapped it* course,

lie found a series of chain lakes along the lower end of the river,

a short distance from its hank**, and then came to the old bed of

lx»b Nor. Huron von Riehthofen first set forth the theory that

bill Xor had moved itself

many miles across country
to a new bed. Ur. Hfdin
found this to la* true. It

is a four day*’ Journey
around the new lake. The
new lake and the old are

on the samr level, with a
slight rise of land la-twcrii.

The explorer found re

mains of temples, several

pieces of Chinese manu-
script. and other evidences
that the shores of the lake

hud once Iwen inhabited.

Drawings of fishes which
lire precisely like the fish

in l*»b Xor to-day wen-
found. In hi* memorable
trips across the desert,

cliarai-tcrixcd by great
hardships. Ur. Ilnlin

found the min* of old
cities, and evidences that
the region hud been water-
ed oner by streams and a
system of canals.

The explorer went south
through a large |»art of

Tila-t three times on his

latest trip. He mapped
mountain passes and
streams, collected sjiecinien*. and when within fourteen day*’

march of Lhasa left his caravan and. with two rom|Mtiions, came
within four days’ journey of the Sacred City. At the eity of Leh
he dismissed his followers and passed over into India.

Canoe» on the Lower Tarim

Digitizec

“Stop!'*— An Incident on the Road to Lhasa
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LaitltfeM llurtoo Nctvxi I he hniilna Kmlo '.Huy

THE “LITTLE SENATE”
The regular morning receptions of the President in the new Administration Offices have lately taken on a new character.

Owing to the strong personality of the President himself, and to the Tariff, Trust, and Statehood bills,

many an important discussion that has influenced legislation took place in this small room

.135
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New Portrait of

HiM.Queen Alexandra

by 'William Nicholson
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Frank D. Millet

Exhibit of

American

Art ** Forget-me-not.”— By Frank D Millet, N.A.

Alfred Parsons

By Two
American

Artists

AFRED PARSOX8 and Frank D. Millet have filled one of
the large rnoiiw of the American Art Callerics with a
collection of tiftv-cight painting. Mr. Parson*. of all

living water-colorist*. love* he*t to paint the garden and
the garden (lower. Smile of hi* picture* are. frankly,

atudiea of still life, and other*, in which the landscape intrude*,
ns it were, are hardly more. Vet, .Mr. Parson* i* capable of paint-

ing very effective landscape*. Witness, in the present exhibition.
numlMT nine. "A Wild Hn*e-|iu*lt by the Isiddon. Berkshire." in

which the rosr-lmsh and it* companion willow* incline over a
sluggish stream in n manner suggestive of Corot. Witness also

number thirty, similar in subject and sentiment, though not in
c»tii|>osition. Number thirty-six. “ Cherry-Trees in the Autumn,
Saintbury, tilnnrcstcrshirf," showing a flock of sheep on a green
hillside Ix-ncstli wide-sprrading trees half denuded of their brown
leaves, is as churming ms arc his studies of sea-lavender in hloom
on the slum** of lievnn, among the most satisfying composi-
tion* in the collection. Mr. Parson* is never more at home than
in his Japanese studies, and the exhibition contains two of these,

both worthy of the visitoi's attention. Savoy has also claimed hi*

attention, and some brilliant landscape* set against backgrounds
of snow -clad mountains have resulted. For the rest, the exhibi-

tion is largely made up of Kngliidi and French garden*, in which
lamiliur llowers IiIinuii in grpat masse* of color and almost invite

plucking. An example of one of the liest of these is reproduced on
this page.
On the opposite walls hang n group of twelve painting* by

Frank 1>. Millet. Once, in “ A Day Dream,” the artist has reverted

to the elassir themes he once chose so often, but the majority of

subjects belong to our own colonial period, and his Forget -me
not.’’ " The Proposal.” showing an interior with a Puritan
youth and maiden, *' The Travelled Man," writing amid a litter

of odds and ends from the four quarter* of the earth, while a

young woman in InilT and blue looks on, are ambitious in sub-

ject and performance, but not more pleasing than the portraits
and studies which complete the collect ton. I.ike Mr. Parsons, Mr.
Millet always give* the impression of infinite pains. Nothing is

slighted. It Is all good aixuirtnic work.

“At Campsca Ashe. Suffolk.'*— By Alfred Parsons, A. R. A.

.m
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' YVONNE DE TREV1LLE
Yvonne de Trcville is an American singer who made her firai success here, in light opera, as prima donna of the Castle

Square Opera Company. She has lately had still greater success abroad, and is now singing

in opera in Paris and in the large cities of France

389
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Uf««n bj H. C. Eo»-»rd»

“MR. BLUE BEARD” AT THE KNICKERBOCKER
The spectacular play for children, which ha* been so successful for years in England, began in this country last year with

“The Sleeping Beauty and the Beast.” This year “ Mr. Blue Beard" has taken the same wonderful hold on chil-

dren as well as on the older people. One of the charming episodes in the play is “the old woman that lived

in her shoe.” with its song and chorus. It never fails to bring out the enthusiasm of the children
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COMMENT
Obvious and important are the advantages derived by Venc-

1

7.uela from the protocols signed at Washington, on February

13, by her representative, Mr. Bowen, on the one hand, and by

the representatives of the three blockading power* on the
1 other. Under the agreement embodied in those documents, the

blockade wan to be immediately raised, and the *hip« of war

and merchant vessels belonging to Venezuela which have been

captured are to be restored, except, of course, the gunboats

that were destroyed. Venezuela also secures ample time in

which to meet her pecuniary obligation*. The three protocols

agreed in referring to the international court of arbitration

at The Hague the question whether the three blockading

power* should have a preference over those powers which have

forborne to enforce payment of their claims by Bets of war.

^ That is the only question that will be submitted to the Hague
• tribunal. All claims for the payment of which the protocol*

do not expressly provide are to be laid before mixed commis-

sions, which in each of the three eases will consist of a Vene-
zuelan and of a subject of the blockading power concerned,

ami in the event of a disagreement between the two, an um-
pire will be appointed by the President of the United States.

The three mixed commissions will have jurisdiction of ordi-

nary debts, by which we mean debts due to the holders of gov-

ernment bonds or of Venezuelan railway securities, and all

debts growing out of contracts, and also of all claims based on
alleged wrongs or grievances. As regards the last class of

claims, the commissions will have to determine, first, whether
the alleged injury took place, and, secondly, what amount of

compensation is due.

It is, of course, understood that the sums which under the

protocol* are payable in cash, or in hill* maturing at early

dale*, are not ordinary debts, hut liquidated damages, for

which the Caracas government acknowledges itself to be liable.

Tims the two sums of $27,500 each to be paid to Great Britain

ami Italy respectively, the one when the protocol was signed,

and the other sixty days thereafter, are offered and aeeepted

as reparation for injuries suffered by British and Italian sub-

jects. Venezuela also recognizes the validity of other Italian

claims of the same class, amounting in the aggregate to more
than half a million dollars, and agrees to pay these without

submitting them to a mixed commission. Germany's claim*

of the same class, that is to say, claims arising from griev-

ances suffered by German subjects, and amounting altogether

to $340,000, are to be paid in five monthly instalments begin-

ning March 15. As for the thirty per cent, of the customs
revenue of La Guayra and Puerto Cabello, which is to be set

aside for the payment of Venezuela's foreign creditors, it is

agreed that the collection of this percentage shall begin on
March 1, and that the proceeds thereof shall on April-1 and on
the first of every following month he paid over to the repre-

sentative of the British government at Caracas, who shall

hold the said funds in trust to be distributed in pursuance
of the decision rendered by the Hogue tribunal concerning
preferred creditors.

The history of the Venezuela affair led the country, especial-

ly official Washington, to suspect that Germany did not, in

truth, accept the Monroe Doctrine, notwithstanding the Em-
peror's profesaions; and that it was the latter’s intention

(first) to make the Monroe Doctrine as unpopular as possible

in Europe by forcing, or inducing, this country to take what
Europe would consider an extreme position in defence of

La tin-American debtor countries which are not able, or will-

ing, to pay the claims against them; and (second) by the

same process to put thia country in the position of a guarantor

of the debtB due to Europe. By insisting on preferential treat-

ment, Germany expected to force this government to support

Mr. Bowen’s refusals. The effort failed, but the intention was
good. Germany would have liked to be able to say to Europe,
“ The position of the United States is that the Latin-American
debtor shall not be forced to puy if he is willing to arbitrate,

and if he ia willing to arbitrate we must accept his own terms

under pain of displeasing the United States.” Then the Ger-

man hope was that a new “ concert of Europe ” would *ay to

the United States: “If you take that position you must also

take its responsibilities, and you mu*t stand as endorser of the

debts of the wards whom you protect against their creditors.”

Thi* is the meaning of German conduct a* seen by thone who
are close to the negotiations between Mr. Bowen and the

representatives of the allies.

The evidence of Germany’s sub-intentions is abundant. If

there had been no question except that of debt-collecting, Eng-
land’s alliance would not have been of auch value as it was.

If Germany had been perfectly fair, the pressure against

Venezuela would not have been brought until the revolution

had come to an end, and Castro’s or some other government been

firmly established. Moreover, the blockade would not have been

set up so soon ; the commander of the Panther would not have

been so impolite at Maracaibo; and, in the negotiations which
have taken place at Washington, the demand would not have

been so exacting and an agreement so difficult to reach. Mr.

Hay met the pressure upon this government with great skill.

It is true that Germany has announced an offer, addressed to

Venezuela long ago, to refer the controversy to The Hague.
Nevertheless, it is thoroughly well understood in Washington

that, ever since the present affair began, Germany has tried

ita utmost to avoid The Hague. This is explicable by the

Emperor’s well-understood hostility to the tribunal. He would
dearly like to sec it come to an inglorious end. But Mr. Hoy
and the President, after some hesitancy on the part of the

latter, pushed him to The Hague on the general controversy.

It is true that he escaped by suggestion the commission to

which he has given so much trouble; but his differences with

Mr. Bowen, nidrd by Mr. Bowen’s differences with the British

ambassador, once more directed the steps of the allies to The
Hague. Although at once Germany began to make efforts to
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tvrape .submission tu the tribunal, it is to the steady refusal of

the President, under the prudent advice of Mr. Hay, to play

arbitrator himself, that is due the chance of employing the

tribunal at all.

The movement of Germany to escape the agreement to refer

to The Hague the question of preferment is the most illumi-

nating of all the Emperor’s actions. Mr. Bowen having re-

fuses! to recognise the right of the allies to a preference over

other creditor nations, it was agreed that they should submit

to The Hague, after Mr. Roosevelt’s second refusal to act as

arbitrator, the question of their right U> insist upon the

preference. The Hubmisaion of this question to such a tribunal

will necessarily be a great step in the development of interna-

tional law. Do acta of war give to a nation resorting to forts

a right to demand a preference over other creditor nations, in

the event of the debtor nation’s surrender to force, uud its

promise to arrange for the payment of all its debts f Does
the common-law rule, that the first to hale his debtor into

court shall receive the reward of his diligence, apply iu inter-

national proceedings l Is war to ho thus encouraged ? The de-

cision of there interesting questions will form a precedent and
will iterhaps become a new rule of international law, one of

those beneficent rules which, since the days of Grotius, and
most frequently on the initiative of the Uuited States, have

so well marked the progress of civilisation.

It is an interesting fact that Mr. Andrew Carnegie vol-

unteered to advance without security 9340,000, the whole

sum needed to satisfy the German preliminary claim on
Venezuela. As it happened. Mr. Bowen did not need to

avail himself of the loan proposed, but the incident suggests

a new Hnd important field for the employment of large private

wealth. It is evident that Mr. Carnegie might have averted

the blockade if the three blockading powers would have speci-

fied the Hums which they would he willing to accept by way
of reparation for alleged grievances, und if President Castro

would have consented to accept Mr. Carnegie’s kind offices.*

Philanthropy has often been exhibited in palliating the suffer-

ings caused by war, but now it is evident that a philanthropist,

if he be rich enough, may sometimes prevent a war from break-

ing out. If Mr. Carnegie’s offer had been made and accepted

before the blockade began, a good many lives might have boon

saved. It is well known that Mr. Carnegie offered, if our gov-

ernment would give independence to the Filipinos, to pay into

the Treasury the $20,000,000 which, under the Treaty of Paris,

was given by the United States to Spain, and which is com-
monly regarded as the price of the Philippine archipelago.

Used as on the two occasiona named Mr. Carnegie has been
disposed to use it, a colossal private fortune may become a

political factor of great magnitude. Such a man, for instance,

might suddenly and materially add to the strength of the

American navy by presenting to the United States the four
war-ships that are being built in Europe for Chile and Ar-
gentina. and which Germany has declined to buy. mainly on
the ground of a lack of means. Such a man, had he been liv-

ing in 1776, might, without impoverishing himself, have given

to the thirteen British colonics more pecuniary aid than they

received from the governments of France and Spain put to-

gether. No doubt the Rothschilds have long been recognized

as political factors. They are not philanthropists, however;
they lend money. Mr. Carnegie give* it.

Mr. Poultney Bigelow has quite convinced himself, and has
trier] to convince the members of the league for Political

Kducation, that it is a very good thing for this country that

the Venezuelan matter has ended so well, if it can be said to

have ended; and that we are particularly fortunate that we
found Germany in an acquiescent mood, and not inclined to

fight about triflea. For, had Germany been at all inclined to

fight, this good gentleman tells us, the “ Americans would
have got licked out of their boots before they got their wind.”

And be goes on to tell ua in what way the Kaiser would be our
undoing. TIip war would not be carried over the ocean to

Germany; that much is certain; nor would it mean an in-

vasion of our own coasts, the event which was so seriously

apprehended at. the beginning nf the war with Spain, thut the
seaside hotels wore deserted for the mountains. No: the war
would he carried into the South-American continent, and
would be fought out in Venezuela. Mr. Poultney Bigelow

assures us that it would be quite an easy matter for Germany
to land a hundred thousand well-drilled soldiers in Venezuela,
and that, after that it would be all up with the Monroe Doc-
trine and our influence in South America. But this good
critic seems to know very little of the real problems of modern
war. England, with her centuries of aeamanship, did not find

it so very easy to land a hundred thousand men in South
Africa; and, what is more important, she did not find it quite
an easy matter to keep them there. And this with an enemy
diminutive in size, and with not even a rowboat for a fleet.

While we are not so well supplied with first-class battle-ships
as we might be, and much less well supplied than Germany,
w© could, nevertheless, put up some kind of a bluff at keeping
those hundred thousand German troops from landing in
Venezuela, and we could make their line of communication
somewhat, precarious if they elected to stay. And it is, of
course, foolish to think that Germany could use her entire
fleet to convoy her troops, while leas than her entire fleet

would not assure rheir safety. In fact, it would be in the last

degree difficult to do as Mr. Bigelow suggests, and, when done,
it would be useless. For unless our fleet were annihilated out-
right, Germany's commerce would be carried on at some risk,

and the food-supply of the home country would be liable to

curtailment ; while we should certainly not let the matter rest,

if we had to turn our entire national energies into that one
channel and devote them to nothing else for a term of years.

Altogether, it was a foolish lecture, foolishly conceived.

The passage of the act creating a Department of Commerce
and Labor directs attention to the gradual evolution of the
cabinet. The word “ cabinet **

docs not occur in the Con-
stitution, and only in one place— Article II., Section 2,

Clause 1 and Clause 2— are there references to “ heads
of departments ” and " the principal officer in each of the
Executive Departments.” There is also a provision, Article I.,

Section 0, Clause 6, that a regular statement and account of

the receipts and expenditures of ull public money shall be pub-
lished from time to time, but the Constitution does not state

that this statement shall be made by a “ Secretary of the
Treasury.” When Washington's first administration was or-

ganized in 1789, the cabinet council consisted of four offi-

cers, to wit; a Secretary of State, a Secretary of the Treasury,
a Secretary of War, and nn Attorney-General. There was a
Postmaster-General, but he was not at first regarded as a mem-
ber of the cabinet. Up to 1798 the management of the infant

navy of the United States was intrusted to an official of the
War Department, but in the year named the office of Secre-

tary of the Navy was created. About fifty years passed be-

fore the next enlargement of the cabinet ; the portfolio of the

Secretary of the Interior was created in 1849, and functions
previously discharged by the Departments of State, Treasury,
and War were devolved upon the occupant of the new post.

Forty years more elapsed before the Secretaryship of Agri-
culture was founded. The ninth and last. seat in the cabinet

will be taken by Mr. Cortelyou, who has risen from the post

of stenographer in one of the Departments to bo Secretary

to the President, and who, it hns been for some time under-
stood, will become the first Secretary' of Commerce. Even
with nine members the American cabinet is smaller than
ita British prototype, or than President Loubct’s.

We have, as yet, no Minister of the Colonies, though, un-

questionably, the importance of the Philippines and of Porto
Rico and Hawaii would justify the creation of such an office.

We have no Minister of Railways and Telegraphs, cither, be-

cause our Federal government doe* not engugc in the railway

or telegraph business. If it should ever acquire the telegraph

line*, three would undoubtedly he managed by the Post-office

Department, as they are in Great Britain. We scarcely need
recall the fact that the order in which the cabinet offices were
created hus become a matter of great moment since the passage

of the Federal statute regulating the succession to the Chief

Magistracy in the event of the death or disability of both

the President, and Vice-President. In such a case the Presi-

dency would devolve upon the Secretary of State, provided

he wore otherwise eligible; if be were dead, disabled, or con-

stitutionally disqualified, on the Secretary of the Treasury;

then on the Secretary of War. and so on, according to the

date at which the office was authorized by Congress. Al-

though this law has been on the statute-book for some years.
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very few person# seem to be aware that if Mr. Roosevelt

were to die before Marek 4, 1906, Mr. John Hay, who never

held an elective office in hi# life, would become President

of the United States.

To tho bewilderment of those who had taken part in the 1

opposition to thp Alaska Boundary treaty which had been 1

evinced in the Northwestern States, that agreement was ratified 1

by tho Senate, although subsequently twenty-five Senators

co-operated in a vain attempt to get the ratification reconsider-

ed. The original vote for confirmation seems to have taken

the moat vehement opponents of the treaty by surprise. Other
Senators who had been looked upon as neutral were influenced,

apparently, by a desire to avert a long debate which might
ha vo occupied the lime of the Senate and prevented the ratlfi

cation of the Panama Canal treaty and of the Cuban Recipro-

city treaty during this session of Congress. At the hour when
we write, it still seems almost certain that both of the con-

ventions last named will be sanctioned. Mr. Morgan of Ala-

bama has carried his opposition to the ('anal treaty from the

mom of the Committee on Foreign Relations to the Sonate-

Chainbrr, but, although some of the amendments proposed by
hint arc intrinsically commendable, the adoption of them
would compel our State Department to resume negotiations

with the Bogota government, and might defer the conclusion

of an agreement for a long time to come. Nobody pretends

that our negotiators secured from Colombia all that wc should

have liked to gain; but they got all they could. It is true that,

while under the treaty the hundred-year lease is renewable at

our option, nothing is said about the rental to be paid under
the second lease. We will cross that bridge when we come to

it. Before the United States have occupied the Isthmus for*"

n hundred yean, it is extremely probable that the State of

Panama, which will profit immensely through the construction

and operation of the waterway, will secede from the Colom-
bian confederation and request admission to our Union. Such
an outcome of the treaty seems to-day quite as probable as

the eventual occupation of Egypt seemed to far-sighted per-

sons when Lord Beaconsfield bought the Khedive’s shares in

the Suez Canal.

The selection of the members of the Alaska Boundary Com-
mission is naturally awaited with much interest. We may
take for granted that one at least, and probably two. of the

three members to be appointed by King Edward VII. will be

Canadians. .So far as those members are concerned, they arc

not likely to be convinced of the soundness of our view of the

right construction of the treaty of 1825 between Russia and
Great Britain. It is equally probable that our construction of

the treaty will be upheld by the three American members of

the commission. who, it is predicted, will be Mr. Elihu Root,

the present Secretary of War. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge
of Massachusetts, and Mr. George Turner, who is now. and will

he till the 4th of March next, one of the United States

Senators from the State of Washington. The views of all

three regarding the boundary are known, and so are the views

of almost all Canadian jurists. There would, therefore, be
scarcely any hope of an agreement but for the fact that a

British jurist will be selected for one of the places in the gift

of King Edward VII. To him the boundary queetion will be

new. and he may be expected to approach it without prepos-

session. On the ability of the counsel for the United States

to convince the British member of the commission seems to

depend the chance of reaching any definite agreement. Thp
commission is to sit in London, and for this with other reasons

the appointment of commissioner is looked upon as one of the

prises at the disposal of President Roosevelt.

As an angel of peace, the Man of Birmingham must be

written down a failure. The halo was lost Bomewhere between
Mafeking and Kimberley, and the olive branch, somewhat
bedraggled, is now withdrawn from business. We have al-

ready recorded the open declaration of war made by Christian

D© Wet, which, in view of that redoubtable hero’s past per-

formances, mast have sent a cold shudder down the Man of

Birmingham’s back. It now appears that Louis Botha and
Delarey are also on the war-path, while the Cape Dutch have
with difficulty been restrained from mobbing Joseph and his

brethren nt Graaf Rcinet, which has so many unpleasant

memories already for the British lion. The trouble seems

to have arisen in this way: Following very much the same
train of reasoning which commended itself to Benedict Ar-
nold during certain historic days up the Hudson, some of
the Boer leaders went over to the British at various periods
towards the end of the South-African war. It will be remem-
bered that for these men De Wet reserves his deepest damna-
tions, just an certain historic worthies did for Benedict Ar-
nold, whose treason was far less damaging to their causa*

than that of the renegade Boers. These men have now been
rewarded by Secretary Chamberlain with seats on the Legis-

lative Council of the Transvaal and Orange River govern-
ments. And, with infinite tact. Secretary Chamberlain teems
to have asked Delarey and Botha and De Wet to accept seats
beside the men whom they regard as damnable traitors. The
result was a foregone conclusion. The three heroea of the war
refused point-blank to have anything to do with the Legis-
lative Council, and are now the open and avowed enemies
of the whole present system of things in South Africa. The
English ut the Cape have once more been clamoring to have
the Constitution suspended, and to have government by mar-
tial law practically revived, though under civil forma; but. a

perpetual veto has been put on this course, chiefly by the
Premiers of Canada and Australia, who’ are fearful of creating
a precedent that might be used against themselves. The
result of tho whole thing will Is* to consolidate all the Cape
Dutch. Transvaalers, and Free-Staters into a single strong
anti-British party; and, judging from their prowes* in war,
we may anticipate at least a like effectiveness in the constitu-

tional fight which will now rage, until tho Afrikander ele-

ment definitely gains the upper hand, as its numbers and
stamina decree that it presently must. In a word, the real

struggle for South Africa, far from being ended, is only be-

ginning; and it can have but one result.

An attempt to minimize the threats of danger in China
has been made by Mr. K. W. Rockhill, who went as spe-

cial envoy to Peking during the negotiations which followed
the Boxer uprising. Mr. Rockhill seems rather to mi*s the

point, and apparently sees no Chinese question at all, beyond
the mere matter of readjustment of tariff, and the abolitiou

of certaiu internal duties which hinder free communication
between the different parts of the interior. Mr. Rockhill
speaks ut some length of the negotiations, now pending at

Shanghai, between the British and Chinese, as to the reduc-

tion of internal duties and the extension of certain trade
privileges, as though the settlement of these details would
bring love, joy, peace, and all the fruits of the spirit to the
Celestial Kingdom. This seems to us a kind of color-blindness.

The Boxer movement of 1900 had nothing in the world to do
with internal-revenue duties. It had root and growth in

a deep and fierce hatred of foreigners, partly due, perhaps, to

over-zealous missionary enterprise, partly due to the position
taken in civil disputes by native Chinese converts, but due
in far greater measure to the habitual attitude of the powers,
who assume that in every difference China must be iu the

wrong, and should be coerced by armed force. This fierce anti-

foreign spirit bus had little to still it in the last three years,

with their invasions and slaughters of non-combatant Chinese
and the open looting of Chinese property. On the contrary,

it is quite certain that the flames of hatred for the foreign

devil must have hecu funned into a brighter blaze. All this

Mr. Rockhill seems to ignore. He also ignores the persistent

reports that China’s one effective fighting general is massing
a great band of men on the Mongolian frontier, openly co-

operating with Prince Tuan, the fiercest of the Boxer leaders,

and secretly co-operating also with Yung Lu, and perhaps
with the Dowager Empress herself. In fact, the more we
examine the views of Mr. Rockhill, the less genuine consola-

tion or reassurance can we find in them.

Count Cassini has had incomparably better opportunities

to soe below the surface of things in China, and, with all due
deference to Mr. Rockhill. has shown himself to be far more
astute and subtle in dealing with political tangles. Count
Cassini was, as he himself reminds us, for five years Russian
minister nt the court of Peking, and, what he himself is too

modest to tell us, during these five years he practically built

up in China that predominance which Russia at present pos-

sesses in the Celestial Kingdom. The secret treaty between

Russia and China, with its string of conceded areas handed
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over to Russia from one end of Manchuria to the other, is

one evidence that Count Cassini knows his China exceedingly

well; and, in truth, his presence at Washington is the reward

of his admirable work at Peking. What does this first-class

expert on Chinese matters say of the present menace of war
ill the Far East? He practically confirms the warning we
recorded last week, endorsing whHt was said as to the fierce

hatred of the foreigner, and the imminence of danger. Count
Cassini asserts that a great additional element of menace lies

in the fact that practically all the European nations, as well

us America, arc at this very moment importing arms into

China, and that these arms are certain to be used against the

very' powers which imported them, should an uprising take

place. The Count differs from the view we recorded in one
most important particular; he believes that the Empress Dow-
ager wishes well to -the foreigners, and was instrumental in

rest raining Prince Tuan when the legations were besieged

three years ago. This would seem to confirm the first form
taken by the reports of danger in China, the statement that

Tung Fu-Siang and Prince Tuan were causing an uprising,

aimed against the court and the foreigners together, with the

intention of placing Prince Tuan’s son on the throne. But
apart from this difference, the truth as to which can only be

decided by the event. Count Cassini fully supports the gloomy
view of the Chinese outlook which we recorded last week;
and no man living is entitled to speak with greater authority

on a question like this.

It is not without significance that Germany is beginning
to worry about the matter of trusts and syndicates. Such
organizations have played a conspicuous part in her inner

development and in her trade relations for several years past.

A special commission of the Reichstag is now at work investi-

gating and then reporting on the existence, formation, and
influence of trusts, domestic and foreign, upon the nation,

with a view to possible legislation for their restriction or regu-

lation. Another special commission, but made up of govern-

ment officials, is busy on the same task. Both bodies are

expected to visit this country in the course of their labors.

A painstaking and unbiased work on trusts in Germany and
elsewhere, written by Professor F. C. Huber, of Stuttgart, a

noted economist, has just been published. It makes an amaz-

ing exhibit of the enormous recent growth of trusts in the

empire. What is perhaps even more interesting are the

speeches being made by Dr. Holler, the Minister of Commerce
in Prussia, before leading chambers of commerce. Before

a gathering of the prominent merchants and shippers of

Bremen he declared, “ Trusts and syndicates are a necessity.”

He elaborated this idea, and pointed to this country as a

striking proof of its soundness, adding, “Germany will have
to pay close attention to all these things, especially as they

unfold themselves in America.” Before the chamber of

commerce in Hanover, Dt. M filler spoke even more plainly,

saying: “ The United States is hereafter Germany’s most dan-

gerous competitor in the world’s markets. We must learn from
them their business principles, above all the successful con-

centration of capital and manufacture, and must adapt it to

our conditions.” To further these aims, the imperial govern-

ment is about to send two additional commercial experts here,

one to Chicago and another to San Francisco. Professor

Huber’s book shows that alreudy whole and important

branches of German industry, such as beet sugar and alcohol,

arc completely under the control of trusts.

At the hour when we write the attempts to bring about n

compromise on the Statehood bill seem to have definitely

failed. The Republican supporters of Senator Quay’s

measure would have been willing to admit Oklahuma with or

without Indian Territory as one State, and New Mexico and
Arizona together as a second State. This proposal, however,

was rejected by Senator Quay’s Democratic allies, who rely

upon Arizona to furnish two Democratic Senators. If the

suggested fusion were adopted, the Democrats might get no
Senator. Nobody denies that Senator Quay has strength

enough to carry his bill, which, it must be remembered, has

already passed the House, provided he can bring it to a vote.

He has already attached it to two Appropriation bills, and on
Saturday, February I I. he introduced a resolution that a day
and hour prior to the 2d of March should be fixed for a

titial vote upon the bill and all amendments that arc offered

or may bo pending thereto. It ia generally believed that

Senator Quay can force the Senate, cither to vote on his bill

or else postpone the adoption of the Panama Canal ami Cuban
reciprocity treaties, thus rendering a special session of the

Senate after March 4 unavoidable. That from this point of

view the situation is critical has been acknowledged by a mem-
ber of tho Senate steering committee, who was heard to ex-

press the conviction that something must soon give way. It

remains to be seen whether the Quay bill, if passed in its

original form, will not be vetoed by Mr. Roosevelt. He is un-

derstood to he impressed by the weight of the arguments
against the admission of Arizona and New Mexico os separate
States.

It will be a disgrace to the Fifty-seventh Congress should it

adjourn sine die without passing some bill improving the cur-
rency of the Philippines, and without amending in one way
or another the present Philippine tariff. There is no reason
good in equity why the Philippines should not be treated as

generously us Hawaii or Porto Rico. There is absolute free

trade between the two last-named island* and the United States,

and the result has been in each case an astonishing growth of

prosperity. We are practically asking Governor-General Taft
and his associates to make bricks without straw when we in-

sist upon subjecting the Filipinos to oppressive tariff restric-

tions. The Philippine tariff bill as it was passed by the House
reduced customs duties on all products of the Philippines to

twenty-five per cent, of the Dingley rates. In the Senate
Mr. I.odgr has proposed to make the tariff on sugar and to-

bacco half of the Dingley rates, and to admit all other article**

duty free. The sole excuse for the amendment is the asaurup-

tion, founded, no doubt, on inquiry, that the bill cannot pass

the Senate in the form which the House gave it. If that be

true, the amendment should he adopted, for, even as amended,
the bill will present a marked improvement on the existing

state of things.

Those responsible for the refusal to give the Philippines the

privileges which already have been conceded to Hawaii and
Porto Rico are the representatives of tho beet-sugar and do-

mestic tobacco interest* who, during the last session of Con-
gress, opposed a reciprocity agreement with Cuba. If the

anti-imperialist* would stop demanding political independence
for the Philippines, and would insist upon their obtaining
free access for their products to the markets of the United
State*, they would render a substantial service to the people

whose welfare they profess to have at heart. The opposition

offered by Senator Teller of Colorado to the adoption of the

Philippine tariff hill as it came from the House is based on
the assertion that, before our war with Spain, the Philippines

produced four hundred thousand tons of sugar, and could
easily produce enough of that comestible to supply the whole
of the United States. All this should have been thought of

before the Treaty of Paris was confirmed. Having once been ac-

quired by the United States, those islands are unquestionably
entitled to he dealt with as liberally as is Hawaii or Porto Rico.

As Senator Foraker said, the sugar industry of the Philippines

since the islands became American territory has as much right

to he fostered as has the beet-sugar industry. All it asks is

liberty of access to the home market, and that, soon or late,

it will get from the aen*e of justice which governs the Amcr
ican people. We did not annex the Philippines in order to sub-

ject their inhabitants to glaring economical as well as politi-

cal disabilities.

A* wc pointed out last week, (Thief-Judge Alton B. Parker,
of the New York Court of Appeals, has received a great many
invitations to public banquets since his eligibility as the

Democratic nominee for the Presidency in 1904 has been the

subject of widespread discussion. Up to the present date he
haB accepted only one of these invitations. On the evening
of Saturday, February 14, lie was present as the guest of

honor at a dinner given by the Colonial Club in the city of

New York. In the speech which he delivered on the occa-

sion he made not the slightest reference to politics, but con-

fine*! himself to « discussion of the courts of New York State.

Mr. William J. Bryan, who was in the city at the time, was
not a guest at the dinner, and, apparently, was not invited.

It is hard to say whether the occasion was intended to have
any political significance. On the one hand. Mayor Low,
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who is a Republican, responded 10 the toast, “ The city of New
York/' while, on the other hand, such representatives of the

Cleveland Democracy us Mr. Wheeler H. Peckhain found

themselves in the company of Tammany-leader Charles F.

Murpliy, the lion. J. A. Gorman, Grand Sachem of Tom-
many Hall, and Mr. John Fox, president of tho Democratic
Club. It is pretty evident that all of the factions in the

Democracy of the metropolis would like to run Judge Parker
for the Presidency in 1904, but it remains to be seen what
view of the matter will be taken by ex-Scnator Hill and his

followers in the rural districts. There is no doubt that Mr.

Hill will be strong enough iu the next State Convention of

New York to prevent Judge Parker from receiving the unani-

mous endorsement of that body, but why should he want to

exert his influence to that endf He must know that his own
nomination for the Presidency is out of the question, and that

the utmost he enn look for is the post of Secretary of State

iu a Democratic administration. He can play the part of

William L. Marey, but the White House he will never reach.

The polar-exploration habit is strougly fixed upon Com-
mander Peary. It was understood that hia long effort to

reach tho pole, which ended last spring, was to he his last ap-

pearance as an explorer. He had promised hiR wife not to

go again, the papers said. But such meagre tastes of frost

us we have had this winter Reem to have sapped his resolution,

for it is now reported that he is roady to make another fare-

well tour of the arctic regions, provided that the Peary Arctic

Club can raise $150,000 to send him. The verdict of his last

trip was that he was an exceedingly well-qualified explorer.

Unless he is thought to be past the polar-expedition age,

there is probably no American who is so likely as he to con-

duct a successful expedition.

A service in memory of Bishop Brooks was held in Trinity

Church in Boston on January 23. Dr. Edward Everett Hale
was present, and joined his trinitarian brethren in the com-
munion service. To him with the rest the two bishops who
administered the sacrament gave the bread and the wine.

Whereat the Living Church, the nigh Church Episcopal or-

gan, makes grieved protest. Dr. Hale, it says, is a good man,
but a Unitarian, and to give him the saerument was sacrilege

and inexpressibly deplorable. Remarkable people are the

Ritualistic Episcopalians. Nothing that any one known about

Jesus Christ makes it seem probable that if the Master sat

at the head of His own table. Dr. Hale would be excluded.

That serins significant, but, after all, nothing that any one

knows about the High Church Episcopalians makes it seem
probable that, the Master's toleration of Dr. Hale in such a

case would Reem to them a governing precedent.

Mr. Parke Benjamin, writing in the Independent about

Constructor Hobson’s resignation, discusses that episode

somewhat more suggestively than most of the other com-

mentatorR. He says that Ilobeon, being promoted for gallantry,

should have been promoted as n fighting-man and not as a

naval constructor; that his lift of ten places in the short list

of naval constructors was a “gold brick,” which merely

brought him duties which ho had not the requisite experience

to perform, but no increase of pay. He talked too much.

Being young, he lost his head to some extent, and he worked

hard and damaged his eyes. If he had been a line officer, he

could have been assigned to duties which would not have

strained hie eyesight, but being a constructor, there was no

help for him. Mr. Benjamin ridicules tin* Retiring Board,

which could not see its way to retire Hobson until his eyeB

gave out entirely, and urges Congress to empower the Presi-

dent to put him on the retired list at once. This conclusion

seems sound. Our dealings with Captain Hobson seem to be

a good deal of a fizzle. The country made a hero of him,

somewhat to his detriment, and now appears in the light of

grudging him his reasonable dues. Whatever Hobson’s de-

fects of discretion may have been, he was unquestionably a

deserving officer, who had earned generous treatment.

Tt. was interesting to hove ex-Mayor Ames of Minneapolis

run down, and to know what had become of him. but his

further punishment seems hardly worth much effort or ex-

penditure to accomplish. From being the profligate robber-

Mayor of a large city—the man who laughed at prosecution

and defied punishment—he has come in two years to be a

broken-down refugee, prematurely aged, hiding in a New
Hampshire village, in the house of his wife’s ministerial

brother-in-law. He has had his punishment, whether he goes

to prison or not. A more brutal and disgusting scamp than
Tweed, he has come to an end not unlike Tweed’s. His
case, his present deplorable situation, and his prospects are

commended to the consideration of Mr. Addicks of Boston
and Delaware. Addicks is still bold alid confident. Justice

has not got him on the run yet. He still presses his attacks.

His money still rolls out on Delaware, and debauched voters

in that little State record his will. He has not yet been

proved to be a criminal, but bribery is a crime, and it is only

a few months since Ames of Minneapolis, with money in hand
and years of siic'v-ssfu] turpitude behind him, was as insolent-

ly confident as AddickB is still. The ice is pretty thin under

Addicks. As one thinks of him there comes to mind the

story of Ames after his indictment; the story of a man who
had jumped his hail, riding all night in a smoking-car, his

face gray, his bead sunk on bis chest, and an unsmoked cigar

in his mouth, riding through the night with staring eyes,

without stirring in his seat. There is an old dame that

Addicks ought to know about. Her name is Nemesis, and she

arrives when least expected.

A contemporary suggests that Smoot, the Mormon apostle,

is as unsuitable a person to represent Utah in the Senate

as Cardinal Gibbons would be to represent Maryland. Tt

would not be convenient for Cardinal Gibbons to be a Sen-

ator, and he would doubtless decline an election. But if he

were elected and proposed to serve, the Senate would not

dream of excluding him. There must be better reasons for

excluding Smoot than could be produced against Cardinal

Gibbons, or Smoot will take his seat.

Discussing the negro problem at the Press Club dinner

:n New York, February 14, Senator Tillman said, “The
only solution of this problem, my friends, is for you people

of the North to take your share of these niggers if you love

them well enough.” At present fifteen State* harbor (in

round numbers) seven million negroes, and thirty-seven

States and Territories give homes to two million. If the

negroes were redistributed, giving to every State its share.

New York would get about QOO.OrtO new colored citizens,

Pennsylvania about 450,000, Illinois about 400,000, Massa-

chusetts about 250,000. Georgia would lose about 900,000

negroes (nearly half its population), Louisiana 575.000, Mis-

sissippi £40,000 (more than half), and South Carolina 720.-

000 (more than half). Missouri, with 3,000,000 whites and

105,000 negroes, comes nearer than any other populous State

to having the two races in the right proportions, but Mis-

souri is still 150,000 negroes short. The idea that the negroes,

if more equally distributed throughout the country, could be

more readily assimilated is sound enough, but there is no sign

that the Northern and Western States want their quota of

negroes badly enough to send after them, and no sign as yet

that considerable bodies of Southern negroes want to move.

Southern negroes, individually or in amall groups, will doubt-

less settle in the North and West, as heretofore, whenever

they are able and disposed to move and think they can im-

prove their condition by doing so. A good many have moved.

There were few negroes in the North before the civil war;

now there are two million. If the negroes don’t like the

South, they can get out, provided they can learn of a better

place to go to, and can save the money to go with. That may
not seem a great boon, but it constitutes one of the important

differences between liberty and slavery. The conditions of

residence which the South seems to offer to negroes nowadays

include restricted suffrage, social separation, and ineligibility

to hold office. In the North they will find the social-separation

idea less clamorous but almost equally effective, and though

they may vote and hold any offices that they can get. they

will find a more restricted labor field than in the South.

Negroes who could make their way in the North are prob-

ahly welcome to stay in the South. Negroes who cannot do

well in the South would probably starve to death in the North.

The bulk of the negroes will stay in the South because they
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«re there now, because the climate is advantageous to them,

and (possibly) becatue social disabilities press less heavily

when they arc* widely shared.

Cotton manufacturers and cotton operatives in New Eng-

land have in the past few months entertained several nota-

ble groups of foreign visitors, but among their guests none

have been more interesting than Thomas Ashton, the presi-

dent of the English Amalgamated Union of Cotton Spinners,

and William H. Wilkinson, secretary of the English North-

ern Counties Union of Weavers, who have been spending

some days in each of the Massachusetts cotton-manufacturing

eitita. Those who have conceived of the typical lahor-union

lender from what they have read of the doings of some of the

offensively radical strike promoters would hardly be con-

vinced that these studious, thoughtful men, highly versed in

the technicalities of their trades, and with broad outlook upon

social problems, could be representative trade-union officials.

They are not very young men, a* labor leaders iu America

are apt to he. Both are apparently well past fifty, and both

are manifestly men who appreciate their responsibility to

the full. That such men should be at the head of two great

trade-unions is not so surprising when it is discovered that

they arc the products of rigid selection. No doubt they are

both pushing, ambitious men: but it is more certain that

they are both capable men. The executive official# of the

English cotton operatives' unions must, demonstrate their

fitness for office not alone by their faculty for leadership,

hut also by their proven mastery of their trade. Thus a con-

dition of their candidacy is subjection to a rigid examina-

tion, answering to the civil-service examination for govern-

mental place.

The unions in England have discovered, what some

union# in America have not, the value of brain# as ex-

ceeding that of bluster. So while these men are intense

unionists, they are unionists classified by superior intelligence.

Something may, of course, be conceded to their desire to

please their hosts in this country; but the compliment* of

these two expert# for the methods and the mills of Fall River

and New Bedford are evidently by no means mere idle

phrase#. Both of them have made careful studies of the beet

factories in those cities, and both agree that England can

show nothing that is better. A delegation of employers who
esme to this country not long ago, and who visited some of

these mills, was reticent of comment, but these practical

workers have not hesitated to say that American cotton-

mill# hml disclosed to them surprising superiority. Mr.

Ashton doe# not believe that England U losing, or is going to

lose, her commercial prestige, but he thinks she must be

alive to what America teaches in the line with which he is

most familiar. Like all labor leaders of the best type, both

these men are strongly averse to strike#, and hope to see

them abandoned, though each represents a union which maiu
tains a large defence-fund. The spinners have $2,000,000

in reserve, drawing interest.; and the weavers, in their amal-

gamated association and their local#, a million—both sum#
large enough, when associated with experience, to have a bal-

ancing effect. Mr. Ashton told an audience in New Bedford

that if an operator was worth only $1 he should not he paid

$2. and that if ho was not capable of running a machine he

should give place to one who wta; but, he added. “God knows
that the average operative get# all out of a piece of machinery
there is in it a remark which is very mild compared with

much current labor-union talk. The visit of a man like this

to America may be valuable to him and to his association;

there is no reason why it shonld not be equally valuable to

American?.

The Civil Service Commissioners are wrestling with two
problem# in connection with the classified service. One is that

of promotion, and the other the prevention of superannuation.

It is now found that the so-called “ efficiency ratings ” are in-

adequate and misleading; that individual fitness cannot be

accurately expressed in mathematics; and that the marking
has no value hcvoiid the personal view or prejudice of the

marker, who is sometime# anxious to give his farce of clerk#

as high an average as those of other officials. The commis-
sioner# believe that the present system of promotion means
nothing, since increase of salary doc# not change the charac-

ter of work, and the clerk wlio get# $1600 or $1800 to-day may
be doing no more than, anil perhaps rho same work, he did

wbeu he got $750. It i# maintained that there should he a re-

classification of clerical work so as to make pomible promo-

tion# from one grade to another and the proper coni|>ensatinn

of clerk# who are thua transferred from one rating to another.

In the #ame way, examination for promotion i# not regarded

ns of special significance, since the examination, competitive

or otherwise, outside of technical places, means very little.

A kindred question is the disposition of the clerk who ha#

grown too old in the public sendee. The percentage of govern-

ment employees in Washington over 70 year# of age i# 1.P7,

or 312 out of 15,866. The old clerk may be a better one on

account of hi* service, but sooner or later the beat veteran

furnishes a problem of the “evil of superannuation.” The
remedy which the commissioner* proposed fixed terms of office,

forced retirement at a certain age, and removal# made at in-

tervals, together with a civil pension list and a retirement

fund made up by deductions from salaries. The clerk# have

been for some time seeking legislation which shall give Con-

gressional sanction to retirement for age and service, at a

fractional salary- for the retired to bo ohtained from the pay

of thoae in active service. It would take only about two per

cent, of the average salary of those in the department# at

Washington to pay full salaries of those over 70 yours of age.

An important duty of the army and navy, of which mo#t
people have little knowledge, is the exchange of official oour-

t erics. Some idea of its magnitude is imparted by the issue,

recently, of a 13-page pamphlet from the War Department
addressed to the coast artillery, a# instruction# to those at sea-

board or other fort# in the matter of salutes and ceremonies.

A board has* recently revised the system, which anticipate#

pvpry conceivable situation calling for the manifestation of

official cordiality, and respect. In the first place, there an*

some twelve personal salutes, from ft guns for consul-generals

to 21 guns for a sovereign, and running the scale of personage*

between. The national salute and the salute to a flag are 21

guns. No salute# are fired before sunrise or after sunset, ami
not on Sunday, as a rule. The salute to the flag is the only

«alutc that is returned. There are numerous rules to govern
the exchange of courtesies, and the infraction of any of them
i* sometimes a serious matter. When a foreign ship visit# a

port, the post commander must send a suitable officer to offer

civilities and assistance. This is known as a H hoarding

visit,” and must he returned. Then within twenty-four hour*

the visiting commander must make hi# call on shore, and this

must be returned within twenty-four hours. There are nu-
mcrou* rules applying to these visits, regulating their dura-

tion, who shall call first, and other details, and there are

equally voluminous and specific requirements of funeral

honors.

Mr. Finley Peter Dunne is f typical American of To-mor-
row. He began his work in Chicago as a reporter on a daily

paper, and hud the sense to look beneath the surface of the

assignment* that came to him a* to others in the course of

the day’s work. He found the human quality in what foil to

his consideration
;
he saw the humor and the sense and the

pathos of every-day life, whether in
u Archie Road ” or on the

l*ake Shore Drive, and lie had the rare wit to realize their

universal significance. All this became a concrete result in

hi# conception of Mr. Doolcv. whose consideration of question#

of the day embodies all that is really American—the wit that

seem* to belong alone to this strange mixture of nationalities

called the American people, the keen sense of justice and the

quality of being able to grasp the essential point in any mat-

ter that have long since hcen identified with Abraham Lin-

coln. and the ability to hit hard without being mean or un-

kind that ha* been confined until now to Mark Twain* The
result is that Mr. Dooley is a national character. Wc all know
him; we all respect him; wc all wi#h we had his clear brain.

As Uncle Sam is himself typical of the Yankee, a* David

Hamm is the type of the American countryman, so is Mr.

Dooley as thoroughly an American of another sort— the

Yankee shrewdly mixed with the Trish immigrant. And thu*

Mr. Dunne, at the age of thirty-five, tukes his place as the

creator of a distinctive American jiersonage, and promises to

extend hi* sphere of usefulness.
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The President and Congress

Tub attitude of the Republican Senator#

»n«I Representative* toward the Preaidrnt

ia u subject of ever-recurring remark by

visitor* to Washington. Never tinea the

day* when Mr. Cleveland wa* endeavoring

to secure the repeal of the purchasing clause

of the Sherman Silver Act ha* there been *o

much hostility expressed by party leader*

against a party’* President as is now to be

heard from Republican Congressmen against

the President. If Washington spoke for the

country, and it seldom does. Mr. Roosevelt'*

political extinction would lie near. As it is,

however, he is holding hi* place because,

as we recently pointed out, he i* in real-

ity following the |>olicy of Mr. McKinley.

Wherein lie ha* failed to preserve the friend-

ship of hi* party friends and leaders, it

has been due to eertain wanderings, tem-

porary or momentary, from that policy,

wanderings natural to a man of strong feel-

ing and of impulsiveness.

Whatever may be the outcome of any im-

pulsive effort of the President, hi* way to

his end ia pretty' generally to be marked by

slaughtered friendships. While he appar-

ently retain* hi* popularity among the peo-

ple, he has been facile in making enemies

among the politicians. He came Into the

Presidency with the outward seeming friend-

ship of nearly all the politicians, although

some of the harder-beaded among them were,

to say the least, not certain of him. The
sad ending of the halcyon days of the amia-

ble McKinley softened men’s minds, and the

promise of maintaining thp policy of the

murdered President expanded and deepened

the friendly feeling for the new and un-

tried successor.

The breach between Mr. Roosevelt and the

politicians was. however, inevitable, llis

rigid insistence upon the maintenance and
the extension of the merit system alone as-

sured the discontent which precede* dislike.

The era of patronagv-mongering in the petty

office* ceased suddenly, and spoilsmen had
the right to say that, in thia respect, the

policy of Mr. McKinley had not been fol-

lowed. Spoils - mongering, however, contin-

ued. and still continues, in the higher grades

of the service, and the right of the organiza-

tion to the plunder is recognized at the

White House. But the President doe* not

git's the Senators a free hand in choosing

his nominees; he insist* on character and
capacity, and. in many of the State or-

ganizations, the necessary qualities and ac-

complishments are difficult to And. The con-

sequencr is that while the President has
compelled the criticism of the sincere friends

of good government, he has not gained the

affection of the thorough spoilsmen. These
are angered because the complete control of

patronage is denied them. To the needy and
hungry, half a loaf is doubtless lx'tter than

no bread, but the glutton insists on all the

plum-pudding that he asks for, and stint-

ing him enrage* him quite a* much as deny-

ing him. So the President has become nn
object of dislike to every spoilsman in Con-
gress, except a few personal friends.

Another trait of character understood by
Mr. Roosevelt’* friends ha* resulted in

bringing down upon him a storm of wrath.
The President is exceedingly, perhaps ex-

travagantly, sympathetic, both toward indi-

viduals and toward ideas. His mind is re-

ceptive, and he listen* with the intent of

appreciating wluit his visitor is saying to

him. If he has fully determined upon a

course of action, or ha* reached a conclu-

sion. he is likely to state his own view. In
this event, there is no chance of a sub-

sequent misunderstanding. Sometimes, how-
ever. the President speaks impulsively, and
Mubaequcntly hi* acts do not agree with his

promise or hi* assertion. Then those who

have depended on him are disappointed

;

hut much the larger das* of those who arp
astonished by acts which seem tn belie the
President’s words is composed of men who
have mistaken sympathetic audience, occa-

sionally accompanied by expressions of as-

sent. for complete agreement. These men
are convinced that the President has de-

liberately deceived them; that he has led

them into action and then deserted them;
that hr has given them substantial reason

to expect his support, and that he ha* then

gone over to the enemy. Mr. IJttlefleld, for

example is convinced that the bill which he
prepared, and which was passed by the

House of Representatives, was endorsed by
the President; consequently, he Is quite as

fully convinced that his overthrow ia duo tn

disloyalty on the part of Mr. Roosevelt.

Beside* thp personal antagonisms due
often to Mr. Roosevelt’s insistence upon good

government, and often to misunderstanding
of his manner and natnre. wr have intense

and hurtful antagonisms arising from the

fact that the President, from the very first,

has tried to force unwelcome policies upon
the party. He hu* in the end yielded to the
forces with which Mr. McKinley was al*

*'wajr» in agreement, hut he has been apt to

go astray at the outset. It has been said

more than once in these columns that Mr.
Roosevelt is popular for reasons that have
led to the unpopularity of his party organi-

zation.

He was facing the future, for exam-
ple, and the party leaders were for mark-
ing time. The popularity which he has
gained has been both of advantage and of

disadvantage to him. It him enabled him
to forex: Congress to take action which Con-
gressional leaders did not wish to take, and
this has not increased their liking for him.
What he gains for Cuba, for instanre, will

lx- against the will of the party leaders.

He began bi» career as President with the

hearty liking of the Western Congressmen,
and especially of those who favored radical

trust legislation. These were his natural
friends; but now they are confident that

he- has turned away from them, and that he
ha* surrendered to the high-protection lead-

ers of the East. who. a year ago. were do-

ing everything in their power to thwart
his policy, who have stiAed the general reci-

procity treaties negotiated by Mr. McKin-
ley, have yielded sullenly to the popular de-

mand for Cuban reciprocity, have given

half measures of Philippine tariff concession

and of army reform, and who have adroitly

and. at the same time imperiously, emascu-
lated the anti-trust programme.
At the end of his second session of Con-

gress Mr. Roosevelt ha* hardly any sin-

cere friends in Congress. The party machine
is the most perfect that we have ever seen.

It governs absolutely, and its decrees are

embodied in legislation. For the moment the

country ib governed by the edicts of an oli-

garchy. and not- by laws which are the result

of discussion and deliberation. The oligarchy

gratiAoa the President with nome legisla-

tion, denying him much, and deceiving him
in some respects. Wliat it grants is for th*

sake of harmony. The independent, think-

ing Republicans, who are averse to this rule,

who had hoped for help from the White
House against the tyranny of the oligarchy,

are hurt and angry. The President mij
retain the affection of their constituents,

but he has lost the friendship and the con-

Adence of the representatives. The Presi-

dent is now the ally of the ruling oligarchy,

whose leaders do not agree with a single

principle which be announces. They are

satisAed. however, with his ultimate sur-

render, but they would throw him over if

they dared. This is the precise truth as to

the President’s relation* with the Republi-

can politician* at Washington.

The History of the Anti-Trust

Legislation

Me. RooHrvKLT began an agitation looking
to the curbing of great combinations when
he was Governor of New York. From that
time until the preoent he has insisted that

the Executive authority should be empower-
ed by the law to prevent over-capitalization,

discriminations in freight charges and
prices, and to restrain and punish all cor-

porations violating such statutes ns (Con-

gress might enact for the attainment of hi*

object. The chief remedy which lie propose*!

for the evils, as is well known, was pub-

licity; that ia. the authority of the gov-

ernment was to be exercised for the pur-
pose of gathering information for the public

which, being published, would protect in-

tending investors from putting their money
into what are said to be over-capitalized en-

terprises. The movement waa directed

against private corporations as well as

against public - service corporations, and.

Anally, the Attorney-General suggested that

the Federal government might reach and
rcHtrain private corporations through it* in-

terstate commerce powers. Mr. Knox thus
took the poaition that, while the general gov-

ernment had no power to enact legislation

affecting producing private corporation*, the

creationa and the citizens of States, it might
circumvent this condition by indirection.

Before the announcement of this doctrine,

(he President had approved of the adoption
of a constitutional amendment bestowing
upon the United States the power of direct

control, but in the end he accepted Mr.
Knox’s device, and urged its adoption in his

message.

The President’s and Mr. Knox’s speeches

greatly excited the country. They aroused
passion* that seemed to threaten the very
existence of corporations. The country lx--

lieved. as it had the right to believe from
the Preaident's utterance#, that he would
insist upon the enactment of law* which
would give the government control of prac-

tically all its business interest*, which would
make what is called over-capitalization im-

possible, and would compel private corpora-

tions to cease underselling, as it would com-
pel railroads to cease discriminations in fa-

vor of one shipper against others. The
country, a* a whole, believed that, if the

Prraident had his way. the government
would take charge of corporations, and put
an end to what economic rhetorician* and
poets have declared to he their evils. The
capitalists and practical managers of the
corporations themselves believed the same,

and they trembled for their very existence.

Conservative men of all classes realized that

we were facing an industrial and political

crisis; that if the interpretation generally

put upon the President's words was just,

the country was faring dire industrial and
commercial calamity. A further step tow-

ard state socialism was inevitable if the

programme which the President seemed to

favor was carried out.

The meeting of the Fifty-seventh Con-
gresa for its second session wa* a moment
fraught with danger. The moat radical Re-

publican opponent of trusts in the House
of Representatives was Mr. LittleAeld, of

Muine. It was' with him that the Presi-

dent had consulted during the campaign
of the fall, and it was he who was made
chairman of the committee to draft anti-

trust legislation for the House of Repre-

sentative*. The session opened in a flurry

of radicalism. Bill* were introduced, by

Mr. Hepburn in the House, and by Mr.

Proctor in the Senate, which, if enacted

into law, would have compelled the reor-

ganization of all business, would have dis-

located capital, and would have brought
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upon the country a panic comparable to

nunc in our history except that of 1873.

Senator Hoar, thinking that he spoke the

views of the Administration, introduced a

bill so extravagant in its purpose*, so un-

constitutional in its provisions, that it was

laughed out of court. At once there ap-

peared on the scene the conservative Repub-

lican leader, who is incarnated in Senator

Aldrich more than in any other public man
of the time. The Administration grew
alarmed at the frenzy of those who thought

they were carrying out the President’s

wishes, and who had excellent reasons for

thinking #o. The Knox bills were prepared,

and were introduced by Representative Jen-

kin*. It is uimeeensury, at this time, to con-

sider these measures, for they are as dead

as the bills of Mr. Littlefield and Mr. Hoar.

Confessedly Administration measures, they

found a lodgement in Mr. Littlefield's bill,

and they all went to death together. The
Jenkins bill, pure and simple, could no more
pass the Senate than can Mr. Littlefield's.

Time went on, and the popular agitation

which the President had aroused would not

down. The apirit was out of the bottle, ami

could not be forced back. The Senate took

the question up. The Elkins bill, making
more difficult discriminations and rebates

by railroad companies, was prepared. It

passed the Senate and went to the House
of Representatives. In the mean time the

hill creating the new Department of Com-
merce had passed both Houses, and was in

conference. The Nelson amendment waa in-

serted in it, providing for a certain amount
of publicity. The President learned from
the conservative leaders of his party that

the adoption of even these measures was
doubtful. While all this was going on, Mr.

Littlefield was keenly realizing that his own
measure, much more radical than any propo-

sition that had originated in the Senate, was
doomed. He made a vigorous and ugly ef-

fort, and compelled the House to vote upon
it. The vote in ita favor waa unanimous.

The opponent* of any trust legialation at
this short session felt that this vote was
suffieient, for there was never the slightest

intention of permitting the bill to pass the

Senate. When the President realized that

it was likely that nothing would result but

a record vote on the Littlefield bill, he made
n supreme effort. The Standard Oil Com-
pany, or some of it* officers, undertook to se-

cure a modification of the Nelson amend
ment, simply for the purpose of protecting

its trade secrets from the knowledge of its

Russian competitors. The effort was con-

ceded to be perfectly proper, but as the

story was told in the daily press it was
transformed into a scandalous attempt to

threaten and command Congress. The ex-

|iosition. unjust as it was to the corpora-

tion and to the Senators who received its

communications, had the desired effect. The
President was enabled to secure a pro-

gramme. It consisted, besides the hill ad-

vancing causes against combinations on the

court calendars, of the Elkin* bill and the

Nelson amendment. These measures have
been passed, and represent the sum of the

session’s achievement as to trusts.

The President has not gained the object at
which he set himself. He ha* obtained from
Congress precisely what the Senate was
forced by public excitement to concede, ami
legislation passed at the behest of public ex-

citement is likely to be deceptive. Nothing
that will harm industrial and commercial
interests is to be feared from Mr. Roosevelt
so long aa he follow* the advice of the men
who have controlled the situation this win-
ter. For the moment the country has
escaped a peril, while not the first effective

tep ha* been taken to remedy the real evil

of the partnership which exists between
corporations and the government.

The Future of Latin America

It would lie hard to exaggerate the

seriousness of the questions raised by the

Anglo-Oerman-Italian demonstration against

Venezuela as regards their bearing on the

future of Latin America. Here ia the

greatest prize left upon the earth, a prize

which the Spanish and Portuguese possessors

had failed to turn to adequate account.

Here is a vast continental region, many
times larger than Europe, almost the whole

of which is a white man’s country because

much, even of the tropical and sub-tropi-

cal sections, is situated at altitudes favora-

ble to the duration and activity of Cauca-

sian life. With the exception of compara-

tively small areas in Africa, south of the

Zambesi, or in mountainous districts of the

interior, l-atin America is the sole remain-

ing part of the surface of the planet wherein

the surplus millions of overcrowded Europe
might find a fitting habitation. How thinly

peopled the Latin-American republics at

present sre is imperfectly recognized.

It is absolutely certain that, aB the pressure

upon the means of subsistence become* in-

supportable in Europe, the inhabitants of

that Continent will not consent to be barred

out of the New World by the brufum fulmm
of the Monroe Doctrine. They can only be

excluded by the exhibition of superior naval

force on the part of the United State*. It

is conceivable, moreover, that the force may
be applied too late. It I* possible to acquire

practical control of a country, and to make
of it a suitable field for European coloniza-

tion without any ostensible violation of Mr.
Roosevelt’* flat against the dismemberment
of territory. The Anglo-Oerman-Italian

demonstration against Venezuela was un-

doubtedly devised for the far-sighted pur-

pose of learning whether the Monroe Doc-

trine might not be evaded by the reduction

of a Latin-American country to the con-

dition of Egypt. Nor ran it he denied that,

if the dangerous agitation of American pub-

lic opinion should be overlooked, and atten-

tion should he concentrated on the outcome
of the diplomatic negotiations at Washing-
ton, it might be mistakenly assumed in Eu-
ropean Foreign Offices that the demonstra-
tion has been successful. For, what are
the facts? No less than thirty per cent, of

the revenue of the two principal custom-
houses of Venezuela, during an indefinite

period, to be confiscated for the benefit

of foreign creditors. Moreover, should any
default occur in the payment of the cov-

enanted thirty per cent., the revenues of

those custom-houses are to be collected by
officials appointed by the Kingdom of Bel-

gium, and upheld in authority, should there

he any cause or pretext for such interpo-

sition. by European war-ships. Now. when
we remember that the Caracas government
is almost entirely dependent on custom*
duties for its support, we must recognize

that the condition of Venezuela for many
years to come will differ from that of Egypt
only in degree. In Venezuela only thirty

per cent, of the custom* revenue will be
withheld from the control of its own gov-

ernment. whereas in Egypt the whole rev-

enue is withheld from the direct control of

the Khedive. The principle admitted in

both cases is identical; the only difference

regards the extent of the application. Har-
ing got the principle accepted, however, in

the case of Venezuela, where her interests

were small in comparison with those of Oer-

many and Italy, what is to prevent Great
Britain hereafter from demanding the co-

operation of her late allies for the purpose
of applying the same principle on a tre-

mendous scale to Argentina? The amount
of money invested by British subjects in the

Argentine Confederation considerably ex-

ceeds a billion dollars, to provide for which

it may one day be needful to follow the pre-

cedent established in the Nile country, and to

sequestrate the wholr of the Argentine cus-

toms duties for the benefit of British credi-

tors. We know, indeed, of no Latin-American
country, with the exception of Chile. Mexioo,

and Brazil, which, even at the present hour,

would not be threatened with the fate of

Egypt, if the American people held them-

selves committed to the principle accepted

in the case of Venezuela, the principle,

namely, that the revenues of a Latin-

American republic may be set Aside, not

only for the redress of grievances, hut for

the payment of ordinary debts due. or al-

leged to be due, to the subjects of European
powers. The only question to he re-

ferred to the international court of arbi-

tration at The Hague is that of the

preferential or separate treatment of the

claims of blockading powers as against those

of non-blockading powers. All other ques-

tions. including claims, not only for a re-

dress of grievances, hut also for ordinary

debt* alleged to have arisen out of contract

and to be due to European creditors from
the government or citizens of Venezuela, are

to be referred to three mixed commissions

on each of which the debtor country and
the creditor country are to be equally rep-

resented. The principle thus accepted,

without any apparent regard to the dan-

gerous consequences thereof, seems to have

been sanctioned in advance by Mr. Roosevelt

in his second annual message, when he said

that. m» far as the Monroe Doctrine; is con-

cerned. a European power may go to any
lengths, short of the permanent occupation of

territory, for the purpose of enforcing “ just

obligations ’’ cm an Amrriran common-
wealth. Whether the phrase quoted was in-

tended to cover ordinary debts, and thus to

open the way to the eventual confiscation

under easily conceivable circumstances of

the whole customs revenue of a deeply in-

debted republic like Argentina. I* the very
question upon which the Anglo-German
demonstration against Venezuela wa* in-

tended to cast light. From that point of

view the joint blockade of Venezuelan sea-

ports must lie regard imI as a temporary suc-

cess. The desired precedent has been es-

tablished, without a word of protest on the

part of President Roosevelt or of the State

Department. We call the mien's* only tem-

porary, however, because Mr. Roosevelt him-
self—much less his subordinate in the State

Department—lias no power to bind the

American people to the recognition of the

precedent. If it be true, as Mr. Balfour

has publicly asserted, that our State De-

partment. in reply to an inquiry from the

British Foreign Office, sanctioned the joint

expedition against Venezuela many mouth*
liefore the blockade was instituted, it must
by this time be evident to Mr. Hay that the

position said to have been taken by him is

not approved by his fellow-countrymen. It

is the American people by whom in the last

resort the Monroe Doctrine will tie inter-

preted. The excitement provoked in the

United State* by the Anglo-German pro-

ceedings in Venezuelan waters ha* convinced

every careful observer on both sides of the

Atlantic that American citizens are not dis-

posed to ratify the definition of the Monroe
Doctrine propounded in Mr. Roosevelt’s

second annual message. On the contrary,

they are now convinced that the permanent

occupation of territory is not by any
means the only mode of " oppressing ’’ a

Latin-American republic and of " control-

ling it* destiny.” They will not allow any

American commonwealth * to pass into the

hands of European receivers for an in-

definite period. They regard, in a word, the

Venezuela precedent as one fraught with

the gravest peril to the independence of the

New World.
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The Dearth of Children

Theke is great complaint about the

‘rsri'itj' of habie* in the families of native-

born Americana. There ia Ito need to quote

statistics. Every one known the conclusion

that the statistic* lead to. which ia that

the native Americana seem lean and lean in-

clined every year to replenish the earth with

new individual* of their own species. Ah
concerns them, the birth-rate ia constantly

falling. Writers in foreign review*—-Brit-

ish reviews especially—comment on it as the

sign of an awful defect in us and our civ-

ilization. Married Americana who ought to

raise eight children, raise four: tho*e who
ought to raise four, raise two; those who
ought to raise two, raise none, or content

themselves with a single lonely sample of

offspring. Also, a great many Americans
who ought to marry, don't. The conse-

quence is that the statisticians take gloomy
views of the future of our race, and that

thoughtful observers discuss the reason for

American sterility, and possible methods of

alleviating It-

President Roosevelt has recorded hi* views

on the subject. Americans, he says, who
are so cold-hearted and so selfish as to dis-

like having children, “are in effect crimi-

nals against thr rats-, and should la- object*

of contempt tious abhorrence to all healthy

people,” President Eliot of Harvard has

been thinking about it too. In hia annual

report be tella of looking up the records

of the six Harvard rlnssr* which have been

graduated from twenty - five to thirty one

years, and finding that the married mem-
ber* had no more than two surviving chil-

dren each, and that twenty-eight per cent,

of thr members had not married. He thinks

college graduates should marry earlier in

life, and to that end is trying to get his

young men out of college and through the

professional schools sooner, so that they

can earn money to marry on.

But men who don't marry until they are

thirty have time enough to raise families

as large as the country expect* of them, if

only they and their wives have the will

and the good luck, The trouble is that both

men nnd women who defer marriage until

late form habits which they cannot reconcile

to full nurseries ami limited ineume*. Youth
is rash snd imperfectly provident. Ma-
turity has more prudence, and in the matter
of ehildren is apt to have too much. There
need be no regret that people who eannot
provide decently for large families do not
hsvo them. Such persons may have too
many children as it is. The trouble is

with people who can well afford to raise

families of a decent six#, and who neglect

that privilege for fear that they will come
to want, or because they want to spend their

time and their money on other things.

The great thing that kee|M the sixe of

American families down is social and pe-

cuniary nmbitinn. There are a few thrifty

parent* in the land—farmers, miners, mill-

workers. and the like—who look upon chil-

dren as a potential source of income, and
raise a good many because their keep costs

little, and their labor is valuable. We don’t

upprovc of persons of that way of thinking,

(hir American feeling i* that the parents
should work for the children, but not the
children for the parents, except in cases of

special necessity. Almost all of us want our
children to he better off than we are our-
selves. We would rather have two children
and give them what we consider special ad-

vantages of nurture and education, than
have five and la* unable to do for all of

them what we want done. We are impa-
tient of the common lot. t’nlesa our chil-

dren cun rise above it. we think it a doubt-

ful advantage to have secured them an entry

in this world.

Now that Is not altogether a bad char-

acteristie. It makes for progress to a cer-

tain extent, but we carry it too far. We are
too prudent, too selfish, for both ourselves

and our offspring. It is by no means the

ehildren who have the most ** advantages

"

that do best in the world, hut those, rather,

who are liorn with the best brain* and
bodies, and are hardest prodded by the spur
of necessity. For the sake of pampering
two children we forfeit the rhanee of draw
ing a great prixe among the three othera

that we might have and don't.

It is too bad about ilk American*. The
hope of our amendment lie* in the possibil-

ity that we may come to a better appre-
ciation of the pleasure there i* in raising
g«xxl children as compared with any other
rival interest that attracts us. We never
will raise large families for the good of the
country; never. The race may go hang, for

all of us. But if more of us cun come to

feel, what is true, thut the right kind of

children pay enormously in love, in enter-

tainment, in all things that make life de-

sirable, we may come to raise more of them.

Our National Genius and Our
National Art

The question of the great practical en-

terprise and success of our American life

and its relation to our national literature

is one that is always coming up for dis-

cussion. Wc are told that this practical

life is in itself bound to produce an art,

because it is producing a national character
with its own distinct spiritual traits, and
we are reminded that the robust, practical

life of Elizabethan England was one source
of the vitality of Elixabethan literature.

Certainly a nation with plenty of active and
healthy interests is Imiirul to nourish a dif-

ferent kind of gi-niu*—of imaginative genius
—from that of a nation which has socially

exhausted itself. And yet any inference

from Elizabethan England to contemporary
America and its artistic possibilities is

likely to lie misleading. Elizabethan Eng-
land was not only a society with active eco-

nomic interest*: it was a society still very
deeply under the spell of spiritual influ-

ence*. with all the subtle reflective inherit-

ance of mrdiwval Europe at ita heart. Im-
aginative interest* were as intense as the

practical interests at just that happy time,

when the warriors and the adventurers and
the statesmen were numbered among the

literary men of the nation—not among the

historians and sociologists necessarily, but

among the poet*—men with the quick in-

stinct for henuty. nnd the speculative pas-

sion that count* for so much more in art

than the merely practical aim. One might
say that, in Elizabethan literature. Hie

spiritual genius, while it certainly drew
strength from the active, practical life of

the nation, dominated it imaginatively.

The intellectual passions of the Renaissance

and of the Reformation were potent forms

of national sclf-consciousnc**.

In contemporary America, on the other

hand, the practical interests are altogether

in the ascendant, ami the fact is not without

ita influence upon the writer. In no Euro-

pean country is literature no thoroughly

jnurnalixed as it is in America. We have

capable writers by the score; hut, in our

latest school of novel-writers, while we have

clever reporter* and plenty of sociological

adventurer*, we have perhaps produced no

genuine novelist of American life, such as

the Mr. Howell* of /fibis l.apham proved

himself to be. As a nation of novel-writer*

what we lack is psychological depth. We do

not live the inner life intensely enough for

that. Certain plain types of charaeter wc
are able to distinguish ; but the wonderful,
accurate history of inner motive—such, for

instance, us Tolstoy lays bare to the reader,

and which i* the real interest of the novel

—this is not within the power of our pres-

ent art. Our realistic novels reproduce what
one might call the body of our civillza-

tion. But it* heart, in it* deepest sense,

still elude* them. How erudr, too, is the

criticism of life in the contemporary Amer-
ican novel. It is boyish, in fact. One would
say that it had been borrowed from the last

Ilook the author had read, not that it wa*
the ripened fruit of personal life. Is not
personal life of the intenser sort exactly

what one misses from our contemporary
art! When we try to touch the depths of

our experience we betray our weakness. We
become self-conscious and artificial. Our
spiritual life seems to have grown in a thin
soil. This is especially true of the novel*
by new writers that have been written with
in the last five or ten years. It may be part
ly the result of the journalistic pressure
upon authorship, which has certainly In-

creased. If may be partly the effect of
the romantic vogup. But both thb jour-

nalistic pressure and the romantic vogue, a*
at present cultivated, are symptoms of the
fast and unrefleetive life.

Yet that underneath the surface of Amer-
ican life is a spiritual consciousness truly
national, but hardly aware of itself, i* what
the American who knows the history of hi*

country i* hound to believe. We have the
blood of old nnd mature civilixation* in our
national genius. The question of our art i*

whether the spiritual experience of such
civilization ia in any wisp to leaven the
crudity of our material life, and ita ideal-

ism in turn to he shaped by the more hope-

ful aoeial conditions of the new country.
There is a very interesting article in a re-

cent number of a magazine which describe*

the psychological effect of his new environ-

ment upon the emigrant dew. It appears
that hi* environment strengthens all hi*

practical faculties. On the other hand, his

national idealism i* depressed by it. Wheth-
er that depression of the more idealistic

faculties is the prire to be paid for our suc-

cessful commercial civilization is, of course,

the crucial question of our literature.

Meanwhile the approaching centenary
of Emerson's birth is a very fitting time to

remember that not only ia America solving

the feeding problem of the world by her

practical enterprise, but that during the

last century she made her typical spiritual

contribution to literature. The peculiarly

ripe and modern charaeter of Emerson's
genius was never clearer than it ia to-day;

ami perhaps Ibsen and Hauptmann and
Tolstoy and Maeterlinck, who confess their

debt to him. undrratand better it* char-

acter than the England of half a century
ngo understood it. Yet into this mature
Hitd intensely speculative genius there also

entered the blood of a strong, young, physi-

cal civilixation. with its reaction of hope
nnd courage upon the mind. There is a

sanity, a realism, in Emerson’s philosophy

which we miss from the European mystics,

and which is distinctly the contribution of

the New World to Old World thought. Em-
erson is thoroughly native, not only to New
England, but to the country at large. Yet

though his optimism is partly the instinc-

tive Anteriran optimism bred of hopeful con-

dition*, there i* something dee|*er in it,

something of the spiritual faith, which also,

at crucial moments, proves itself alive a*

the soul of our national life. That faith

has been the inspiration of all that we have

»o far produced of genuine art. For a na-

tion merely absorbed in money making,
merely Interested in practical result*, run-

not grow a literature.
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Dwindling France

By Sydney Brooks

1.0*DON, Ftbtaary 4, 1403.

Thebe ha* been sent to me—why, whence,

mid by whom I cannot guess—a pamphlet

on “The Depopulation and Ucpopulalion of

France." It* author ia a M. Arthur Le

Crept*, of whom I know only this, that he

it* a delightfully French crank. One always

imagine* somehow that in France cranks

flourish with a le** than English or Amer-
ican exuberance, that there is something in

the atmosphere of that laughing, prudent

land that effectually heads them off. How-
ever that may be, here in M. Le Crept we
have a crank of the first water, but a

French crank, a crank who can write, a

crank with humor. The result ia anything

tint Bostonian or Exeter Hall-ish. M. l«e

( reps is painfully moved by the spectacle

of a dwindling Franc**, and hia pamphlet

is addressed to the Senate and Chamber of

Deputies in the hope that they may be

stirred thereby to action. But he ia not

wo moved, his emotions are not so merd-
Icmm, that he cannot give up a few pages to

gossiping in the moat limpid French, ubout

his school-days, about his nrighhora in

Perpignan, and about his troubles with his

wife. What thoee troublea precisely were
we do not learn. Perhaps hi* dews on the

population question hud something to do
with them. M. Le Crepe puts the decline

in the French birth-rate down to four main
causes—the Civil Code with its principle

of forced testamentary division of property,

the “ deplorable condition ’’ of French

morals, the “ Anti-Christian Malthusian-

ism " practised by the people, and finally

to " the gnawing cancer that corrupts, de-

vours, and destroys the French nation ”

—

lr. fonrtionnariMmf t All thia ho would coun-

teract by allowing the head of a family

to bequeath his property as he chooses, by
permitting girls to marry without the con-

sent of their parent* at eighteen instead of

twenty-one, and men at twenty-one instead

of twenty-five, by giving the father of three

children two votes, of six three votes, of

ten or more four votes, by restricting the

numbers and increasing the taxation of

cufls-concerts, bars, and saloons, by forcing

la fille de joie, after the old Roman fashion,

to wear a dress as conspicuous as her life,

by doubling the taxes on nil bnchclors above

the age of twenty-five, and on all couplea

who after three years of married life have
no children, by exempting the father of ten

children from all imposts whatsoever, and
lastly, by employing none but married men
and women in the service of the Rtate. He
has a few more suggestions to make, but

they are of rather too domestic a character

to lie discussed freely by any one who lives

outside the spacious air of France. Beside*,

I have said enough. Boston will at once
recognize in M. Le Crep* a man and a
brother.

And yet there Is a good deal in what he
says. The French census of 1001 showed
that in the preceding five years the popula-

tion had increased by only 390,000; and
even this increase, small aa it was, had to be
largely discounted—Paris and it* environs
living responsible for 292,000, of whom a
considerable proportion were foreign immi-
grants. All the rest of France put together

bad thus only added some 33,000 to its

numbers since the census of 1396. Taking
the figures for the last thirty years one
finds that while the average increase of

the United States, of the- United Kingdom,
of Germany, Italy, Austria and Hungary
worked out at twelve millions apiece, that

of France was less than 2,500,000. Nor-
way. it has been computed, doubles her

population in 51 years. Austria in 62. Eng-

land in 83, Denmark in 73. Sweden in 30,

Germany in 08, and France in 334. 'The

birth-rate in France, which stood us high

aa 38 per 1000 between 1770-1780, and at

32 during the first decade of the nineteenth

century, ha# steadily fallen ainc* to 22, its

present figure. Between 1811 and 1820 the

average annual aurpluB of births over

deaths was 57 per 10,000; between 1 H» L—

1806 it was 45, and the census of 1901

showed it to have decreased again. To
whutever column of statiatk-* one refer*,

the result is the same. Not only has the

birth-rate fallen, but marriages are fewer

and leas productive than they were. Twenty
years ago the average of births per mar-
riage was three; to-day it is not more than

two. In spite of a moderate death-rate,

Franca is dwindling.

This is an old problem and an old anxiety

with the French. All aorta of cause* have
been brought forward to explain it, and all

aorta of remedies proposed for ita solution.

It ia a difficult matter to generalize on. as

the phenomenon ia unevenly distributed.

Out of the eighty-seven departments into

which the country ia divided, the popula-

tion is increasing in twenty-four, diminish-

ing in sixty - three. Where the Church is

strongest ami her teachings most faithfully

obeyed—in Brittany, for instance—there

the birth-rate ia highest. But practically

it is only the poorest and most backward
districts that are prepared to accept the

clerical mandates on all points. The pros-

perous farmers of Normandy and Picardy

restrict themselves to at most two children,

while in lees well-to-do regions, such as
Brittany, Loxtre, and the Haute-Loire, the

increase in population is continuous. One
might deduce from this that prosperity and
small families go hand in hand in France,

and as a rough generalisation it would
stand. In the industrial district* and
among the working classes it ia the poor

who are the most prolific, in France as

everywhere. So that, on the whole, one
might say that the devout poor in the coun-

try and the heedir*# and improvident poor

in the towns are the real mainstays of the

French birth-rate. How matters have come
to such a pass there has been a variety of

conjecture* to show. Conscription, the

growth of intemperance, the increasing bur-

den of taxation, the “ modern aversion to

marriage,” the spread of luxury, and the

new zest thrown into the pursuit of per-

sonal comfort and pleasure, even “ a natu-

ral lack of fecundity in the French race ”

—a surprising assumption which Canada,
Louisiana, Mauritius. Brittany itself, join

in disproving—have all been accused of

being agencies of depopulation. But these

phenomena are to be found in other lands;

some of them are of universal application,

operative over the whole area of civiliza-

tion: and yet nowhere do they produce the

effect* ascribed to them in France.

Obviously some higher and more general

cause, and one peculiar to France alone,

roust he looked for.

All political roads in modern France
lead back sooner or later to Napoleon,
whose moat enduring work was the recrea-

tion of his country. To the Napoleonic

settlement of the Revolution all that is

sound and stable in the France of to-day

may be traced, as well a* much that Is un-

healthy and blighting. Among other things

the depopulation of France ia largely his

work.

The principle of forced testamentary
division of property among the children

was not, of course, original to him. He
took it, as he took much else, from Montes-
quieu, and established it in France as

part of the framework of the land. As
such it remains to this day, with results

both good and had. No single enactment

has ever perhaps cut more deeply into the

social life of the French people. It has
caused an immense diffusion of private

wealth.

It has turned France into a na-

tion of small landowners. It has thus

made for stability and content, checked the

possibility of a "submerged tenth,” and
prevented the growth of latifundia with

their accompanying menace of agrarian

socialism. On the other hand, by making
moat Frenchmen capitalist* or property

owners to some extent, it has also made
them unambitious. They need but a little

more to provide themselves with a com-
petency, ami they get it by entering the

service of th« State, where they can be sure

of a settled salary and secure advancement
with the minimum of |iersonal effort. A
Frenchman's ambitions turn as naturally

towards the dignity of tm fonctionnairr as

an American’* toward* trade. Consequent-

ly, wholesale creations of unnecessary posts

and office* at the expense of the tax-

payers.

Moreover, the Napoleonic enactment lias

given birth to a peculiarly territorial form
of patriotism, an intense passion for the

actual soil of France. Thia ia a feeling

inevitably engendered when a large propor-

tion of the people are able to mesuturu their

stake in the country in acre*, roods, and
perches. The result ia, however, that

France is made so comfortable and pleasant

a place to live in. there are so many ties

binding the citizen down to his share in

the national heritage, that the ordinary
Frenchman, robbed of much of his initia-

tive in the schools which turn out excellent

functionaries but inadequate men, and find-

ing himself in happy possession of an in-

come from his property or whatever it may
be his father has left him, has no ambition

to better himself by emigration. If the

French do not colonize, it is becausa there

ia too much ready money in France.

But the most direct effect of this law is

to be seen in the necessity it entail* of

limiting the population. After several

generations of constant dividing and par-

celling out of estates, whatever their dimen-
sions, peasant proprietors, if they would
hand down more than a square yard of land,

are forced to renounce all hope of large

families. There conies a time when even

the largest estate may be no subdivided ss

to afford adequate support to no one. The
thrifty, prudent farmer, as M. I.* (’reps

sees, has therefore no option but to limit

the number of his offspring. This has now
become a habit, and has encouraged the

idea that the land is incapable of sup-

porting even those who already dwell

on It.

Thus a new impulse is given to the migra-

tion of rustics to the towns, and aa life in

the streets is soon discovered to be no easier

than life in the fields, th* refugee peasants,

according to Mr. Bodley, carry out and
spread abroad the Malthusian doctrines

which they know to be the salvation of the

countryside, and hope to see adopted as the

remedy of all social ills. Then, again, there

is the dowry system. A French father can-

not get his daughters married except by
giving each a portion, and the amount, of

the dot has risen considerably since the

charity of American women took to gilding

anew the battered dukedom* of France.

Over every French cradle hovers the disen-

chanting ghost of a dowry. In all coun-

tries an extra child mean* extra expense!

in Franc* It means an extra fortune, and
that is a very powerful reason why the

French have few children. “ The social con-

ventions,” aa M. Demolins says, “ make their

tssk an impossibility; and then, not being

able to destroy the conventions, they de-

stroy the race.”
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benson

SEPTEMBER

Tiir barren, sterile emotions which art

gives ii«, though they hare thin advantage

of harmlessnes* over the emotion* of life

itself, that tree of sweet and bitter fruits,

bear within them the inherent defects of

their unreality: and whereas there ia hardly

an emotion of life which doe* not leave us

stronger and more vivified, there is hardly

an emotion of art, where one's sen*** are

stirred not by actual events of joy or sor-

row. but the imagined scene* thereof, which
does not leave u« flat and unbraced in

proportion as the emotion excited was
keen.

ljove and death, the two great motifs on

which the drama of life is based, whether
they are whispered on the shivering strings,

or piped on remote flute*, or thundered

with the Mast of trumpets and the clink of

cymbals, leave us. when such actual experi-

ence has touched us. the richer for it. and
“trongrr and more vivified. But such is not

the ease in the reflection of experience which
art gives us. Vivid it may be—so vivid,

inderd, that reality after it seems shadow-

like and unreal,—but its life is temporary

;

we thrill with ecstasies that are not really

oura, our soul in its secret place sickens

with sin or withers with renunciations

which are not. its own. and when the mimic
spectacle is over and we awake again from
the storma or sunshine of a colored dream
to a gray morning, and have to take up
again the dispiriting thread of uneventful

hours, it is with an intolerable sense of

flatness that we at first look out over the

undistinguished landscape of life. For a

week, perhaps, or a fortnight, we have ago-

nized with the throe* of Titans: monstrous

joys and sorrows have been our portion,

and for the monstrous we take up again the

minute. We have been burning with alien

lire* and passions not our own ; the tempta-

tions of Kundrv have shaken us: the sorrow

of Wotan, a* wide as the world and as bit-

ter as the sea. bus for the time been our*.

We have been laid to sleep on a mountain-

top like RrUnnhilde, and like Siegfried have

dreamed in the green shade of woods until

the voice of nature has become intelligible,

and the twittering of birds articulate

through the murmur of the foreat. The
quintessence of human emotion in all its

terror and beauty ha* shaken and enthrall-

ed us. Then — then the curtain comes

down, and we go nut again into the real

world, whieh for the time art liaa rendered

shadowlike, where a hundred petty duties

await us, in no way refreshed or strung-up

for their accomplishment, but impatient,

irritated, and bored.

Such, at least, were my own feelings

when on a morning I awoke and remem-
ber«*d (what at first seemed incredible)

thrft there was to be no opera that day.

and that the curtain waa down on the stage

at Baireuth for two years. The little hack-

water of a town whieh on arrival had seem-

ed so instinct with such sweet repose and
tranquillity was insupportable: its tran-

quillity was stagnation and decay, its re-

pose a creeping death-tranec. with gray
nightmare to ride its rest. Instead of

finding that the fiery dream of the last fort-

night had gilded its streets and woven
themselves Into its garden* and trellisea. It

appeared to me merely the most dismal

little sunbaked suburb I had ever seen. A
glorious lamp had burned then, but the

lamp was quenched, and instead of a reflec-

tion of Its light lingering there, there was
only a smell of oil. Rut the immediate and
vital question was what to do and where

to go.

I could not imagine myself finding ex-

istence tolerable anywhere, and least of

all. perhaps, could I imagine myself back in

Ragland in my own quiet little house in the

country town, since for the time being, at

any rate, all the minute pleasure* which
had built up that delightful life and made
it so full of happiness were incomprehen-

sible. Not long ago a quiet morning of

work with glances into the garden to see

what new plant had flowered, a game of

golf over the breezy down, the face of a

friend, the hundred details of my life

whieh I have tried to describe in these

pages, were overflowingly sufficient to make
me more than content. But now there was
exasperation in the very multitude of

them. And all the time there were, so to

speak, images of glorious brightness shut
away in some dark place In my breast.

The Valkyrie* were there and Parsifal:

Hans Sachs, mellow nnd unembittered, look-

ed on the love of other* and smiled, and
Walther sang of spring-time, and everywhere
was melody.

Here, if you please, is egotism in excelsis.

for I solemnly told myself that instead of

going bark home, like a sober and average
person. I was bound—-no less—to go some-
where nnd to do something by which I

could the more fully apprehend and crys-

tallize these images: and the ground on
which I put this to myself—this is my only
excuse—was genuine. For I believe that

one of the main duties of man to God and
to himself is to realize beauty and under-

stand it, and that one of his main duties

to his neighbor is to produce beauty in some
shape or form, moral, mental, or artistic,

if, indeed, there i* any real difference be-

tween them. The last fortnight had given

me new material: that part of me which
is capable in it* small way of feeling

beauty had been shown wonderful things.

If I went back to the ordinary routine of

daily life, I felt that I should do my part

in it exceedingly ill. and also that the
monotony and triviality of it would tar-

nish and dull the brightnesa of my new
possessions. In other words, I began, a

solemn prig, to think about my artistic

temperament and make plans for its well-

being, and. that confession made, in the

hopes that (jmi a’aeruae sVjcwsr in some
small degree—the mind-nnrrative can go on
its way. My body—after an effusion of

telegrams— sped south to the house of a

friend in Capri, where it arrived two days
later.

Here in this remote island, separated by
a few league* of sea from that vividly

modern and restless place called Naples,

can be recaptured without effort something
of the early days of the world, and from
the steamer one stejwi off out of all the re-

sponsibilities and codes which the stupid-

ity and wickedness of mankind have built

up. into paganism and fairyland. The gray
walls compounded of priggishne** and

Puritanism (yet united together with the

mortar of good intentions and morality!

with which this civilized country has for-

tressed itself, fall as walls of Jericho fell

at the blast of the trumpet, and there are

left sunlight and sea, and the beauty of

the seven days of creation, which wa« pro-

nounced by God to be good. The red wax-

like flowers of the pomegranate are in full

bloom, and as evening falls they glow like

hot coals over the rough street walls that

bound the path up in Capri, where the

green lizards slip In and out. The niuell of

the vines is in the air heavy and warm, and

once or twice as I walked through the

dusky trellises my heart hammered in me.

for 1 knew that hut a little more and I

should sec Dionysus himself with tlie vine

leave* in his hair, and delicate hand hold-

ing the cup that brimmed with purple, and

at noonday often have I all but seen in

the brier-decked clefts of rock the great

god Pan himself, to the music of whose
fluting the whole world dances. Up and
down these steep paths, with head erect

beneath the wine-jars, walk the maidens of

Capri, and something of Aphrodite livea in

their wind-painted faces and moulded
bosoms: and young Apollo, barefooted and
splashed to the knee in the trodden vats,

strips the nut -husks off with his gleaming
teeth and looks at the passer-by with
brown, soft eye. He ha* perched a pome-
granate flower iiehind his ear, and Ills shirt

is open so that the smooth brown brenst ia

seen.

What thoughts All day by day that guy,

lazy Italian brain? He is not religious,

although he goes to mass most regularly,

for from mass he passes back again to

paganism. He only goes there because he
is a child, and is vaguely afraid—or would
he if he did not go to mini—of what the
priests have told him about a remote bogey
( for so God seems to him) who can make
him burn in unquenchable fire if he doe*
not. Nor does he weary his mind with
any question of morality or code of ethics:

the sun is warm to him: or if the sun be

hot. the shadow ia cool and the almond
fruit i* sweet, and the fumes of the fer-

menting-vats mysteriously exciting, ami the

maiden with whom he is in treaty to wed
very fair and loving, and her dowry is

good. And for passers-by he liaa his bright

smiles ami the expression of his hope that

I have enjoyed my hath. No, he has not

bathed to day, for the work of the vintage

is heavy, and he is paid well by the hour.

Ah. a cigarette! The signor is too kind.

Will not the signor take his pomegranate
flower? Indeed the signor will.

Day by day this sunny and innocent

paganism gets more possession of me. and
day by day the beauty of that whieh T saw
at Raireuth glows more brightly. Yester-

day about evening a sudden summer squall

came storming over from Posilippo. gleam-
ing with lightning and warm large rain

and riotous with thunder, and to me It was
Wotan who steered from the north. On
Mnnte Rolaro the Valkyries nwaited hi*

coming, nnd when the whistling winds had
passed over our head*, while the house

shuddered, and the moon again rose in a
velvet «ky with stars -warming thick

round heT. 1 knew that on the mountain -top

RrUnnhilde slept within a ring of fire,

waiting for the man who should claim her

with his kisa. But the morning again to-

day was very drear and hot, and instead

of going up Monte fiolaro as I had intend-

ed. I went as usual down to the Bagno, a

white pebbly beach with pockets of sand

to lie 011.

I took with me a basket of flg*.

nnd a flask of wine stoppered with vine

leaves, and my friend took a book which
we often read ami a straw ease of ciga-

rettes, and together we swam through the

chrysoprase of sunlit sea far out to some
seaweed -covered rock. The water was very

deep round it, and fathnma down something
shone very brightly with waving sub-

aqueous gkam : and ltnlf laughing at my-
self. I dived and dived, for ! knew it was the

Rhinegold that shone there, until I could

dive no more, yet still I could not get deep

enough. Then huving rested, we swam back

and lay on pocket* of hot sand ami drank

from the leaf-stoppered bottle and ate the

purple of the fig*, and I read in the lssik

whieh lie had hrought. beginning at the

seventh chapter, to this effect:

“ Did I seriously believe that that con-

templation of God whieh is the prime duty

laid on u* by religion must nr even could

legitimately give u* any touch of sadness

of whatever kind. I would throw religion

ogle
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away aa heedlessly as I throw away the

end of a *mok*d-out cigarette, for I have

no use for it. Yet, although on every aide,

and moat of all in every pulpit, I see the

lamentable Puritan jowl and hear the la-

mentable Puritan whine which bids me
look with horror on the ain of the world

uml with sorrow nt it* Bufferings, yet I do

nut for a moment believe that this im-

pious gabble i« the reault of religion, but

rather of the grossest irreligion on the

part of its exponents. For I know that

the contemplation of God is my duty, and

if I make it my whole and absorbing duty

I cannot go very far astray. For about

all things is God love, and above all things

is the beauty, and the love which engirdles

Him joins without break to the human
love, which it la our duty always to give

and take, giving with hoth hands and tak-

ing by the armful. 80, too. His beauty

joina without break to the beauty of all He
has made, and in the golden hair of women
and in the rose petal, in the smooth, awift

limbs of youth and in the faceted diamond,

in the curves of a girl's lips and in the

rose-flushed clouds in the blue chalice of

the sky of morning, equally and everywhere
must we look for and absorb the beauty

which is implanted there. It is here thut

Christianity with its mournful man-in-

vented morality has gone so far astray

from ita Founder that many Christiana

turn from beauty us if beauty was evil, in-

stead of ever seeking it and worshipping it.

find it wherp they will, until the dross of

their gross minds is burned up in that fine

fire.

" Hence, too, sprang—by hence I mean
from impious Puritanism—such phrases as

the ' temptations and dangers of physical

beauty.’ whereas to the man whose mind ia

set. on God it is by and through beauty

that the uttermost death-stroke is dealt to

the writhing earthworm of carnalism. For
the truth is that no beauty of soul and no
completenesa was ever framed on the muti-

lation or starvation of self, and at the last,

day the gray and pallid ascetic will find

that what he thought was virtue and what
be taught as self-control were mere dark-

ness of soul and purblind vision. It ia this

that must Is* east away: we are people

that sit in darkness, content that our reli-

gion should make us sad, and as such we
have a lesson hourly to learn from pagan-
ism. and in particular from the pagnnisin

of the Greeks, whose hierarchy of gods
were enthroned in brightness, and the name
whereof was Beauty. And that beauty, the

search of which to them was worship and
prayer and praise, they found everywhere.

—in the sunlight and the blue dome of

heaven, in the crisp curling acanthus leaf

whirh they set to twine in the capitals of

their marble-hewn columns and in the
necks of the vases of the dead, in the radi-

ance of jewels and in the tragedies of

heroes, and above all in the beauty of the

human form. Disfigured and astray their

worship often went, and it wore strange
gurbe, but through all Us sin and ita mis-

conceptions, its thousand errors and dis-

tortions. we can see gleaming deep below
the bright shining of its truth. And this,

to my mind, gleams less brightly in the
sadder worship of today. For I doubt very
much whether anybody ia in the least bene-

fited by the actual sorrow or repentance of
any one, though no doubt such—especially
to sour and brooding natures — is neces-

sary.
“ But the best repentance, if one lins suffi-

cient vitality, will be momentary, a fiery

sword-thrust which will leave no ache or

throb behind. It is better. I dare say. that
a man should suffer the fire of remorse for

years, rather than that he should not
suffer them at all. hut I think that the

man who ia capable of throwing his re-

morse off and starting fresh and unwounded
ia the more godlike creature, for the reason

that it is infinitely better to be happy and

smiling than to go frowning through the

world. For sin is seldom burn of a happy
impulse, stare as you may, unless from

a happy impulse which has been, so to

speak, shut up in the dark and has gone

putrid.

“And here in this divine place” (the

book I am quoting from was written at

Athens) “ where beauty ia thrown broad-

cast over all one sees, and happiness is so

easy, it seems to me to follow as a corol-

lary that things which a northern and
gloomy people consider wrong are less

wrong. For supposing in foggy London
every shopkeeper tried to cheat one, one

would say that the middle class was going

to the dogs. Quite so—it would be. But
the middle class is uot in the least going

to the dogs here. Why not? For a vari-

ety of reasons: partly because there ia

more sun here and no fog. and because the

Parthenon is near at hand. Ah, yea, in-

deed it Is »o, gavety covers a multitude of

sins, and while they are covered beauty
blots them out.

“O beautiful God of this beautiful world,

let me make somebody laugh to-day.

Amen.”
At that point I laughed.
” So his prayer ia heard," said my

friend.
M Have you eaten all the flgs while l have

been rending?"
" Yea, but don’t be unhappy. Remember

it is your duty to be happy. You may
have the last cigarette."
“ No, we'll tosa for it.”

” 111 be shot if we do,” said he.
*’ Well, I’ll cut it In half.”
“ So that neither of us gets any.” said

he. “Give it me!” and he very rudely
snatched at it. Hence ensued a scuffle, and
the bowels of the cigarette were scattered

about the beach, and neither of us got any.

The occasion gave rise to moral reflections.

Also immoral ones. Then peace and plenty

descended again in the shape of a friend,

also coming down to bathe, with n supply of

fresh ones, and the sun was warm again,

and the aea blue. Then my friend, whom I

must call .lack, because he object* to Ida

real name being known, saying that 1 am
certain to keep all the beautiful remarks
for myself and give him all the idiocy,

held forth.

“The man ia shallow," he said; "it I*

only a gospel of surfaces he preaches, and
you think it profound merely because be

loads it with grave word*. I’ve done for

years exactly what he preaches. I have suc-

ceeded in being always happy and unusually
gay. and I spend my whole life looking for

what I consider beautiful. Yet what did

you call me last night? A second-hand
sensualist, I think.”

“ Very likely. That is because you are
not strenuous, ami the pursuit of beauty
must be passionate. The pursuit of beauty
must be an act of worship, but yours is

not: it ia more like sucking sweeta.”

Jack laughed loudly and idiotically.
“ Or eating all the figs” said he. and the

discussion ended.

It is dose on noon and only the faintest

breeze is stirring.

The sea is silent and waveless, except

that at intervals a ripple falls like the
happy sigh of some beautiful basking crea-

ture on to the hot white pebble* of the
beach. There like a living sapphire lies the
dear sea. the thing in this world I lore
best and understand best, though I don’t

understand it at all. Never have I seen it

so luminous a* it is to-day: you would say
that the sunlight of centuries had been lit

in ita depths. Gray rocks run out from
the precipitous land, fringed with sea-

weed. Under the water the seaweed shows

purple.

A brown-sailed fishing-boat lies becalmed

a mile out, and under the bay Naplrs spar-

kles white and remote, and only the thin

line of smoke streaming upward from
Vesuvius speaks of the fierce and everlast-

ing stir of forces which underlie the world.

In the thickets which come down to the

water’s edge of this tideless sea there is

now no sound of life, though an hour ago

they wen* resonant with the whispering of

the cicala*. The lizards have crept out in

the stillness nnd bask on the white stones,

na still as if once more Orpheus charmed

them, and high ahove us a hawk with
wings motionless float* slowly, in seeming

sleep, down some breeze of the upper air.

And what if the nameless author is

right? What if— this is the upshot

—

happiness is our first duty? It is certainly

not true that if you are good you arc

happy, but may it not be true that by being

happy you are in some degree good? The
Puritan idea of Christianity has had a fair

trial, and indeed it seems to have made but

a poor job out of It, for what ia the result

of all their sadness and renunciations?

—

nothing but starved lives and unrealized

ideals. Such self-denial is touching, beauti-

ful in theory, and based, of course, on
Christ’s teaching. Bill it is based awry if

it brings sadness with it. if it sees in

beauty only a snare to lead the soul

astray, rather than the sign - post which
leads by no winding road, but by a royal

highway straight to God. And that road

resounds with praise, and the birds of SL
Francis sit in the pleasant, boughs of the

tree* that, grow beside it, and the dear
saint smiles at them and says, “ Sing, mv
sisters, and praise the Lord." And at his

bidding they fill their throats with bub-

bling song and thank God for their warm
feathers, nnd the green habitation he ha*
built for them. Then St. Francis, so the

legend tells us. sits down nt table with St.

Hlaiac and Oswald, the friend* of St.

Francis, nnd feed* them «» that they become

very strong. Those saints arc more to my
mind than that foolish fellow Stylite* or

the dour Rt. Bernard, who, being plagued

with the flies on a hot day. excommunicated
them, and they all dropped down dead.

For love, joy, and peace are the gifta of

the Spirit, but we are too much given to

let the joy take care of itself, to cheek

it, even, ns if salvation was clothed in sack-

cloth.

Happiness is a home product: we can-

not impart it Into ourselvea, nor by multi-

plying our pleasures cun we come one whit
nearer to it, But by being dull, by being

slow to perceive, or. having perceived, to re-

ceive, we can and we often do succeed in

closing the doors of our souls to It. Yet,

though it comes not from without, nor is

it the sum or product of any pleasure*, yet

our soul must sit with doors and windows
open to catch if it tie but one-millionth of

the myriad sweet and beautiful things that

stir nnd shine about us. or else, an in the

darkness and stagnation of some closed

house, dust and airlessness overlay us.

For there is nothing in the world, except

only that which the sin or folly of man
has wrought, which is not wholesome and
innocent. It is our grmtsm-** which make*
things gross, our rebellion which makes ns

say that in beauty there lurk any seeds or

germ* (hat can ripen into or go to form
anything that is not beautiful.

O world a* God ha* made it. all is beauty.

And knowing this is love and love is duty.

What further can be sought for or declared ?

To be Continued.
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Canada’s Naval Project

Canada ha* decided to have a navy of

her own. Whether or not this is her first

move toward* “ rutting the painter " that

holds her to England, the fact is very sig-

nificant, following aa it doca upon her re-

fusal recently to contribute to the up-keep

of the imperial nary. When the Colonial

Premier* were in London last Hummer for

the Coronation, they held a conference with

Mr. Chamberlain, and the maintenance of

the navy, for colonial as well aa home de-

fence, waa among the subjects conaidered.

All the colonic* except Canada agreed to

subscribe annually fixed sums towards the

Naval Fund, Australian contribution be-

ing placed at $250,000, and Newfoundland's
at $15,000. Canada, however, absolutely re-

fused to give a cent, much to the chagrin

of the British government and pre*«, who
are pointing out that the hardest task the

navy would have in war-time would be to

defend and protect Canada's commerce, tow-
ards which protection Canada pays nothing.

The Ottawa administration has now de-

termined on a Canadian navy. This is to

be. at sea, the counterpart of her militia.

Sir Frederick Borden, her Minister of De-

fence, recently announced the formation of

the naval force in the near future, and he
has just despatched an expert to Newfound-
land to study the organization and working
of the British naval reserves in that colony.

This expert ia Captain Spain, Commodore
of the Canadian licet of fishery-protection

cruisers, which ships have so unenviable a
reputation for seizing American fishing-ves-

sels for alleged encroachments within the

three - mile limit nlong the Nova • Scotian

roast. These cruisers are to form the

nucleus of the Canadian navy, and the men
are to he recruited chiefly from the fisher-

men of the Maritime Provinces who trawl

on the Grand Banks.

With the Alaskan boundary dispute now
submitted to arbitration, the next issue

which will call for settlement ia that of

the Atlantic fisheries. This ia a most awk-
ward complication, because Great Britain

and the United States and Canada and New-
foundland are all concerned, and each has
her own interests which clash with those nf

the others. Canada has always been for

shutting out the Americans from her waters

and cancelling the modus tnceadi under
which they now obtain an entry, and her
object in forming this naval force is proba-

bly that she may be able to make her patrol

of her seaboard so perfect that no daring
Yankee fisherman ran break through. She
will also require to use her nary to guard
the St. Lawrence route if war breaks out,

though of what service such ships as hers

could be is not very clear, as they would
be unable to meet the attack of the gun-
boats which constitute the navy of some
South-American republic.

It is not to be supposed that Canada
entertains any idea of using her new toy

—

for such it must prove—against the United
States. At the same time, the disposition

to do so is there, if the time and the ma-
terial sufficed. Canadian dissatisfaction at

the arrangement arrived at for the settle-

ment of the Alaskan difficulty is profound,

and there is much caustic criticism over

England's “ backdown,” but the unanswera-
ble argument is embodied in the query:
Why should England risk a rupture with
the United States for the sake of a country

which will not help her with a dollar nr

a man to fight their joint battles on the

ocean t For this reason. England has suited

herself in the Alaskan tribunal, and Canada
is to have the naming of but one of the

three jurists who will represent Great
Britain. In the ease of the Joint High Com-
mission, on the other hand, England had

only mu- out of six members mi that side

of the tribunal. But that has all been

changed now.
At the session of the Canadian Pari la-

ment opening on March 12, the neceasary
legislation will be introduced to create this

naval force. Little, if any. opposition is

looked for. The government is strong, and
I’reniier I-auricr is a potent force, especially

in the province of Quebec, where this pro-

posal will be most welcome, because it will

he accepted as the beginning of an inde-

pendent nation, which is the earnest wish
of every Quebecker. The details, of the

plan have not yet been worked out, but it

ia understood tbat the organization will be
modelled, us far as possible, on the New-
foundland Naval Reserve, which Captain
Spain ia now studying.

This for** has been a most complete suc-

cess. Although urged for some years to ex-
tend to the colonies the Naval Reserve or-

ganized in the British Isles, the Admiralty
always refused, until in 1000 its need of

more men compelled it to make the experi-

ment in its oldest, as well ns nearest, colony,

Newfoundland. The large- fishing popula-
tion of that island, and their well-known
during and indifference to hardships and
tempests, formed the main inducements for

the selection of Newfoundland. Almost the

whole 220.000 inhabitants are diwvndrd
from English and Irish stock, so blended as

to make a das* of fishcrfolk whom nothing
can daunt The Admiralty enlisted fifty

young men in the fall of 1000, and sent

them to cruise in the 'Caribbean Sea for the
winter in H.M.S. Charybdi*, a modern war-
ship well adapted for the purpose. The
men did so well that forty-four out of the

fifty were given first-class certificates at

the close of their training. Another fifty

were taken last winter, of whom forty

-

seven passed out in the first grade; and
eighty comprise this year's contingent, who
are now serving in the CkarybHi* in Vene-
zuelan waters, having participated in the

active operations there in ronrort with Ger-

many and Italy. The volunteering is so

general that the Admiralty has stationed

ja-rmanently at St. John’s the corvette Ca-

I rtinto, for the training of the young fisher-

men. The regulations provide for five

years' service—six months’ sea-drill in a

cruiser in one year, and a month’s shore-

drill in a training-ship each year of the re-

maining four. Hundreds are taking the

monthly training this winter so as to quali-

fy for the cruise next fall, and it is ex-

pected that .'IO0 men will join the ships of

the North-American squadron then for the

winter's work. The Admiralty has agreed

to have at least fMM men enrolled in the

Newfoundland branch, but it is probable

that number will be doubled.

The home training of the Newfoundlanders
is moat valuable to them in this connection,

making them altogether superior to the

British recruit*. In the handling of boats,

smacks, and schooners, every Newfound-
land boy is an expert : he ean row, steer,

sail, and con these craft; he can manage
canvas, ropes, and compass, and in every

sailorly art he is proficient. Nor is he un-

familiar with steamers, because the sealing

fleet of twenty stout steamboats takes out
5000 men every spring to ice - fields, and
while there is a great difference between a
sealer and a cruiser, the elementary features

are the same. The Newfoundland Reservists

have proved their efficiency and fitneas be-

yond all cavil, and their officers have re-

ported most favorably of them. There are

70.000 men and hoys engaged in the fisher-

ies on the island, and out of that mimher it

is calculated that fully ten per cent, should

la* available for the purposes of the Naval

Reserve. The Admiralty expects to have

2000 in training by the end of the five

yean*, and, if necessary, a second drill-ship

will lie sent out. In physical strength and
nautical expertness the men are exceptional,

ami the intention is ultimately to fortify
St. John's and convert it into a naval hur,
thereby rendering it possible for British

war • ships to relit there in war • time and
augment their crews from among the Re-

servist*.

Consequently, it seems a sensible step on
Canada's part to take the Newfoundland
foroe as a model. The fishermen of the

Maritime Provinces arc of the same type,
but less hardy, because they have not to

face the same storms at sea or risk their
lives on the ice - floes after seals. If the
Canadian scheme is acceptable to the people
there, it should result in a large enrolment,
hut it is doubtful if they will take it serious-

ly. In Newfoundland the whole organization

is an imperial one, the colonial government
having divested itself of all authority, and
the result is that the movement, controlled
only by the Admiralty and the naval officers,

is accepted as a serious and important mis-

sion by all. But the intention in Canada is

to have her force under her own control,

and distinct altogether from the royal

navy. This will mean that it will be re-

garded much as a pastime, an opportunity
to secure a cheap pleasure trip in a govern-

ment yacht instead of the sobering fact of

a cruise and active duty in a real war-ship.

The Operatic Situation

The much-vexed question of the future
directorship of the Opera seems finally to

have achieved the happiest of posaihle solu-

tions—the selection of Mr. Heinrich Con-
ried. of the Irving Place Theatre, ns Mr.
Gran’s successor. For thoee who have at
heart the best interests of the lyric drama
in New York, few things could be more
gratifying than the event of Mr, Conried’s
succession to the place vacated by Mr. Grau.
There can he no reasonable doubt that Mr.
Conried is very nearly the ideal man for

the position. His long and brilliant record

as manager of the one playhouse in New
York in which the artistic rather than the

commercial principle prevails, inspires the

conviction that he will provide the moat
justly balanced and intelligently organized

performances that the Metropolitan Opera
House has ever seen. What direct experi-

ence of operatic management he lacks he can
readily acquire; and he has abundant en-

ergy. tact, and executive talent; above all.

he has an admirahle quality of artistic in-

telligence. Mr. Oooried has announced that
he will aim. in planning his productions, at

securing excellence of ensemble rather than
brilliancy of individual performance.

Whether he can make that system accept-

able to a public habituated to the bewilder-

ing splendor of such “all-star" casts ns

have become a commonplace under Mr.
Grau’s magnificently lavish regime is some-

what questionable-, but since Mr. Conried

owns to so laudable an ambition, the least

we can do is to hold up his hands. Ex-

cellence of ensemble, howevrr,—particular-

ly in the case of the Wagner music-

dramas,—necessitates the co-operation of a

conductor of the first rank—a point which
we arc not at all sure that Mr. Conried real-

izes. We have had no assurance as yet that

he plans to secure the services of Mr. Al-

fred Hertz- -a conductor whom it would be

in the last degree deplorable to lose, now
that we have fortunately discovered him.

To ignore the opportunity of engaging the

one conductor who has proved himself a

worthy successor to Mr. Neidl—a musician

of superb temperament, skill, and authority

—would be a lamentable and inexcusable

blunder.
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Books and Bookmen
Mr. Clement Shorter, in hi* latest

UltraJ letter to hand in tbc Npherr.

notions the publication, by the firm of Rout-
lctlge, of a work by .John Boyle O’Reilly

railed Moondynr, and complains, with gcnsl

reason, because it contain* absolutely no
indication a* to whether the book is a new
one or a reprint of an old one. lloontlynr

i* a stirring talc of convict day* in Western
Australia, its hero being an escaped con-

vict who rides triumphant among the rich

and the great, continually exercising a

lirucliccnt power. Traces of the influence

of Henry Kingsley's Geoffrey Hamlyn and
of Victor Hugo’s Lm llisfrables are evi-

dent, but much of the vivid and picturesque

power of the story was due to O’Reilly's

own experiences as a convict. Born near
Drogheda in IH44, he enlisted in the Tenth
Hussars, and became an enthusiastic rebel

at this time when the Fenian movement was
arousing the national sympathies of Young
Ireland. In 1800 he was arrested, charged
with treasonable practice*, and sentenced

to be shot. The sentence wss commuted to

twenty years penal servitude, and the next
year O'Reilly was sent, at the age of twenty
three, to a convict settlement in Western
Australia. Two years later he made hia

escape and reached this country on an
American whaler. It was these incidents

in the untr of a romantic youth which
inspired the fascinating story of Moondyne,
published in 188,1 by Messrs. Roberts
Brothers, when the author had risen to a

place of honored and distinguished citizen-

ship in Boston, and bad become the editor

of the Boston Pilot, O'Reilly was a man of

quick sympathies and generous tempera-

ment, and he did not forget the men who
had been with him in the convirt settle-

ment. In 1870 he fitted up a whaling ves-

sel which carried off from the coast of

Western Australia all the military political

prisoners. It give# 011c a thrill to remember
that this act of piracy and romance took

place at so recent a date in our own times.

O'Reilly died from an ovrrdose of chloral

in 1890 at the premature age of forty-six.

His generosity showed itself frequently in

the encouragement and help he gave to

young writers. He had a poet’* nature and
romantic temperament, and published not

less than four volumes of verse, though, by
*nme strange oversight surely, neither Mr.
W. B. Yeats's Book of Irish Verse nor Mr.
Stopford Brooke’s Treasury of Irish Poetry

contains a single line of his poetry. He
himself edited an anthology entitled The
Poetry and Sonyt of Ireland. O’Reilly, in-

deed. is much better known in America
than in England. One of hi* closest friends

in Boston was Mr. F. J. Htimson, whose
delmnair hero Miles Courtenay in King
\oanelt was drawn on the lines of his

lamented friend’s character, and the line*

quoted on the title-page of the novel were
from one of his poems:

For when God give* to us the dearest sight,

He does not touch our eyes with Love, but
Sorrow.

In the adventurous quest of Miles Cour-
tenay, his Irish wit and humor, his true

and knightly fashion, his love for Carrw,
passing the love of women, we get as near
perhaps to a spiritual portrait of John
Boyle O'Reilly as we are ever likely to pos-

ses*.

The last work done by the late Julian
Ralph was for Harper's Magazine. It con-

sist* of a number of articles on American
subjects, undertaken for that Magazine and
to he printed during the present year. The
first of these posthumous papers appears in

the March Harpeb’h. and under the at-

tractive title, “Our Tyrol aud its Typea,”
there ia cleverly characterized the Green
Mountain region, and some of its original

ouirt types, from the old spiritualist who
lived alone and performed his own house-
work to the head waiter of the hotel, who
wus a Yale man of gentle birth and breed-

ing. Another paper, to appear later, de-

scribes a trip made by the author through
parts of New England in company with a
tln-peddlcr. Mr. Ralph had but recently

returned from a trip to Kentucky, made in

the interests of Harter's for the prepara-
tion of an animated description of those
lonely, remote “ eabin ” Kentuckians who
seem to live quite apart from civilization.

This will Is* illustrated by Lester Ralph,
a son of the author.

Dr. W. Robertson Nicoll is not only one
of the keenest and most up-to-date editor*

and journalists in London, but more than
any other English editor he has always
evinced a lively und hospitable interest in

American writers. What he ha* to say of

the late Julian Ralph, whom be knew per

sonally. is therefore worth listening to,

especially aa it touche* the reason* for

Mr. Ralph's success in one way, and his

failure in another. ** Through circum-

stances I am late in the day ”

—

Dt. Nicoll

has just returned front the Riviera.
—

“ hut I

hope not too late, in paving n tribute to the

memory of the late Julian Ralph. I did

not know him intimately, as 1 knew Harold
Frederie. a man of whom he reminded me
in some respects. But I have had long and
(xmfidential conversations with him. and
cherished a sincere regard for his many
excellent qualities. Mr. Ralph was one of

the many Americans who cherished a

cordial friendship for this country, and hia

influential position in journalism, both in

the Old World and in the Now. gave him
many opportunities for showing this, oppor-

tunities which he never failed to use. In a

way Mr. Ralph was very successful. lie

was acknowledged by journalists to be one
of the ablest of their number. He was com-
pletely up to date. He never spared him-
self. He knew what was required, and he
shrank from no effort and no sacrifice in

order that he might supply it. Roth in

lArndon and in New York editor* were eager

to avitil themselves of his services, and he
made » sufficient income. Yet he felt him-
self that he had not been really successful.

Julian Ralph ought to have been at the head
of some great paper, and he knew it. But
there wss something in him— I do not

know what—which made it easier to obey
than to command. And eminent as he was
in his own line of things, I have known
many men of abilities far inferior who
were much more successful, if money is the

test of sueeesa. Again, while he liked his

work, and wss proud of it in a way. he
had great ambitions to be known as an
author of books. These were never ful-

filled. He Intel great hopes of the success

of his South-African correspondence when
issued in volume form. I ventured to sug-

gest to him that he should rewrite every-

thing and fill up hlanks. Mr. Ralph found
that this was impossible. In a very un-

usual way it was true of him that what he
had written he had written. Some of the
South-African correspondents had many
things to sav about the war in talk which
they did not put into print. Mr. Ralph
had very little. He had done his duty to

the full, and given away all that he pos-

sessed, and though here and there he might
emphasize a judgment, he had no more to

tell. The comparative failure of his book*
to secure a large popular audience was a

matter of some disappointment to him.
though his buoyant temper soon shook it

off. Like most Americans. Mr. Ralph was

an admirable speaker. He was indeed n
man much to be honored in every phase of
life, and hia early death has been deeply
regretted by many friends."

One of Dr. Nicoll'* prime pleasures dur-
ing his holiday on the Riviera was in fre-

quenting the old circulating library in Nice.
In Rich a library there is almost always
something to tempt the collector or book-
buyer. The remains of scarce first edition*
are often found lingering on the shelves.

In the Nice library. Dr. Nicoll found a
first edition of Under the Grrenteood Tree.
Ixmg ago, in Exeter, he came upon a very
rare first edition of Far from the Uaddiny
Crowd, in a wretched state unfortu-
nately. but his recent find had evidently
been little read, and was in good condi-

tion. l>r. Nicoll recall* how Mr. Freder-

ick Greenwood told him years ago of his

picking up a copy of Under the Oroemeood
Tree nt a railway statiuu. attracted whimsi-
cally by its name. Sir. Greenwood read il

and liked it, with the result that he gave
Mr. Hardy a commission to write Fat
front the Madding Croittf for the Comhill,
which was then a flourishing magazine.
With the serial publication of this novel be-

gan Mr. Hardy's popularity.

Who is there nowadays that has read
that quaintly eurknis book of Harriet
Martineau’s

—

Hoeiety in .imrricaf Yet it

is full of good stories and bon* mots. lleTC,

for instance, is a dialogue between two
Western aettler* which she reports:

“Whose land was that you bought?"
" Mogg’a.”
" What is the soil

!"

" Boga.”
" What is the climate!"

“ What do you get to eat ?"

“ Hog*.''

“ What do you build your bouse of?”
“ Loff*-"
“ Have you any neighbors?”
“ Frog*."

On one occasion Miss Msrtineau met a

dr—maker who was anxious that she
should write something about Mount Au-
burn Cemetery. On being interrogate*! a*

to what kind of article she had in her mind,
she said that she would have Mount Auburn
considered in three point* of view: as it

was in the day of creation, a* it is now,
and as it will Is* in the day of resurrection.

Miss Martineau liked the idea so well that

she got the dressmaker to write the essay

herself.

When Murk Twain was a young man and
a struggling newspaper writer in San Fran-
cisco. a lady of his acquaintance saw him
one day with a cigar-lmt under his arm,
looking in at a shop window. ” Mr. Clem-
cno,*' she said. " I always see you with s

cigar-box under your arm. I am afraid you
are smoking too mueh.” “It isn’t that,"

said Murk : “ I’m moving again."

Among the autographs and manuscript*
collected at the recent Whittier sale were
the following lines evidently intended for

an album:

A» one who writes upon sand or frost.

1 write, and the letters will soon he Inst.

And the Spider, Forgetfulness, weave and
wind

His web over all 1 leave behind.

Yet I faintly hope for a lease of fame
From the thousand album* that liear my

name:
And, that snugly lodged in some spinster's

chamber.
Or grandame's trunk, like a fly in amber.
May always 1** found somewhere in the

City or

Country, the name of John G. Whittier.
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Finance
The promi»r of improvement in the

security-market remain* a promise and

nothing more. Moments of strength have

hren followed by perioda of hesitation and

decline, but in no instance decisive or im-

portant. In other word*, the stock-market

has relapsed into the dulneas and monotony
of “ professional ” trading. That the advo-

cates of lower price* have not made much
headway is only half comfort to those whose
profit lies in rising values. On the whole,

the situation at large is satisfactory, and it

would seem as though the next important

price-movement would be upward rather

than the reverse. But while this opinion

may be held by the majority, it Is also true

that such a movement Is not expected to

start for some weeks yet ; and that is a
very long time for your professional specn-

lator to spend in idleness. The believer*

in the anxiously-expected bull-market are

great and small. The great—the financial

giants—are not willing to inaugurate an
aggressive campaign just now, preferring

to redue* to a minimum the chance* of

failure, by waiting for certain favorable

features of the situation to become more
pronounced. The small are men who follow,

hot do not lead, and therefore have not the

courage of their convictions. For that
reason such advances as have taken place
lately were usually in special stocks, in

which special forces were at work. On the

other hand, the bears have lacked solid

ammunition. Indeed, for many days the
argument most frequently heard in support
of the bear position has been the dulnes*
which obviously results from the absence of

manipulation for the rise by the strong in-

terests of the Street and from the continued
apathy of the outside public. Only the
professionals are bearish just now, and they
concern themselves with conditions to-day
anil to-morrow, technical rather than gen-

craL At this writing a depressing influ-

ence is the imminence of gold exports. It

is not questioned that there is nothing
serious in the shipment of gold to Europe,
hut the gold-exporting operation has a senti-

mental effect always, and. moreover, as the
Treasury’ h«» hern absorbing money from
the hanks, the additional loss in cash which
the exportation of gold would entail cer-

tainly would not facilitate stock specula-
tion. which must he carried on with bor-

rowed money. This country has greatly re-

duced its obligations to Europe, hut that a
great dral is still owed is obvious from the
strength of foreign exchange rates. Cold
would have gone abroad month* ago had It

not been for the efforts of our Iwnker- to

avoid it The necessity for preventing such
exports to-day is not vital. Indeed, it

seems altogether the wisest thing to pay
off the remaining indebtedness to Europe
now. when the money-market here is in

position to stand it, rather than to wait
until the domestic demands upon bank
credits will be greater and when the settle-

ment of the balance might be awkward. In
othar word*, the otitgo of gold will not tie

of serious proportions, and this country ran
lose some gold to-day without harm. The
real Importance of such a movement, front
the stock-market point of view, lies, as has
been said, in the fact that the bank reserves
would shrink, as they normally do, in

March, owing to the demands for money
from various quarters, and that the return
movement to thia centre don not take place
until April. It is for this reason that the
“ bull-market ” is not looked for by dis-

passionate observer* of the situation until
six or eight weeks hence. Meanwhile, it

would M-crn as though stock prices would
fluctuate within ir narrow range,—.ee-saw-
ing. in the Wall Street phrase, in re-spouse

to professional operation*!.

It is a fact of some signifiraiH-r that a

depressing influence was found in the pro-

posed issue of bonds by the Erie Railroad.

The wisdom of the company's action was not.

questioned—save by a few recklesB specu-

lators who had bad “ bull tips " on the

stock—bast what caused comment and un-

easiness was the fact that so many railroads

were borrowing huge sums of money at the

very time when they are declared to be en-

joying unexampled prosperity. Mr. .Tames

•T. Hill, a great phra*e-ntaker as well as a

master of railroading, is credited with the

designation of the Erie as *’ a financial dere-

lict.” Whether Mr. Hill be responsible or
not for the epigram, it Is well known that

the Erie needs money, and a great deal of

it, for improvement*. Such betterments are

not in the nature of luxuries, but of vital

necessity to the Erie. Moreover, the credit

of the road is by no means on a par with

that of the Lake Shore. lint if the Erie

needed money, what, of the enormous bor-

rowing* of road* popularly believed to be in

first-class physical condition, whose credit is

of the highest and whose earnings are truly

stupendous? The Street asked when this

practice would end, and spoke of extrava-

gance. There Is food for reflection in this
*' tendency,” beyond doubt, But. in point

of fact, even such railroads a* the Pennsyl-
vania. despite enormous expenditure* for

betterment*, motive power and rolling

stock during the past five year*, are un-

able to handle the volume of business thrust
upon them to-day. More properly, they
are unable to handle such business economi-

cally. None foresaw the extent of our pros-

perity. Much bunine** is good and profit

able. So much business that there is serious

congestion of traffic i* bad and unprofitable.

That condition of affair* ha* been comment-
ed upon in this column. It is Homething to

think about when the president of one of

the greatest railroad* in the country de-

voutly pray* not far more business but for

lew*, *a that his road may show bigger

profit* to his stockholders. It is difficult to

we that " conservatism ” has been thrown
to the winds, when road* raise money for

indijqwnsahle improvement*, and issue bonds
to increase permanently the efficiency of

their operating deportment.

Harpers for March
Algernon Charles Swinburne's bril-

liant. critical article on Shakespeare**
'* Richard 11.,” accompanying Mr. Abbey's

pictures in color, is the opening feature of

the March number of Harpkb’h Magazine.
Professor Culio contributes an interesting

paper giving new proofs that America was
the earliest home of man. and Professor
Boni tell* of some important discoveries

recently made under bis direction among
the ruins of the Roman Forum. Robert \V.

Chamber* writes of the unexpected doing*
of animal*. There i* both humor and pathos
in Julian Ralph'* article on New England
types, and E. S. Martin writes with all his

usual charm on the child's view of life.

Maurice Hewlett’s two-part Italian ro-

mance is concluded in the March Maga-
zine, and there arc eight complete short

storie* in the number. Among the Illustra-

tions there are fourteen pictures in color, l»v

Mr. Abbey. Min* Orcein » rid Miss Cory, The
number Is an uncommonly interesting and
important one throughout.

LTARPEP'S WEEKLY for next tpeek.wili
1
have, among other features, the two latest

paintings of the President and of Grover

Qeveland, with a drawing by Nast, the car-

toonist, of one of their first meetings when
Qeveland was Go'bernor of Net# York and

Roosevelt Jt>as a member of the New York

Assembly: a character sketch by Peter Newell

of the German Emperor; an article, with pic-

tures, on Diaz, the President of Mexico, and his

successor; the present situation and outlook in

Russia; the opening of the Canadian Parliament,

with a forecast of the questions to be considered

and their bearing on our own interests; the first

Vpoman composer to hat>e an opera produced

in America— full-page painting by John S.

Sargent; results of the investigations of the

President's coal commission, Jpith new portraits.

40 Pages 16 pages of Editorial. Comment
24 pages Illustrated Section
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The

Letters
of

Corn Exchange Bank
New York

WILLIAM A. NASH. President

THOMAS T. BAXX. ) „• n ,, .

WALTER E. FREW, \

F. T. MARTIN. Cashier

WM. E. WILLIAMS. Assistant Cashier

Hills of cxclmuire bought aod
sold. Cable Tramfei* to Eu-
rope and South Africa, Com-
mercial and Traveller*’ Letter*

x-a . . of Credit. Collection!! mode.
OfOrtlT. Intcrnatlodul Cheques. Cfrr-

Uficalcs of Deposit.

Brown Brothers & Co.,
Baxkkhb, Na M Wau. Strut.

HASKINS & SELLS
CCHTIFICO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NO. 30 BROAD STREET
. NEW VONK

casls auukbss. ••huuilu -

M DBARaOSN AT.. WILLIAMSON HUH. . « COLINAN NT.
CHICAGO. ILL CLSVKLAMO, a. LONUON S C

LINCOLN TINT BUMS., NT. LOL'IV MO.

CONDENSED STATEMENT
DECEMBER t. 1902

ASSETS
Loans and Discounts . . . $22,821, 102.49

Dne from Banks 1*809,133.52

Banking Houses and Lots 1,524,792.96

Bonds, Stocks, etc 1,024,125.34

Cash and c'ka on other Banks 9,386,664.23

$36,565,818.54

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus, and Undivid-

ed Profits $5,216,107.78

Deposits subject to Check 31.349.7*0.76

$36,565 .8 *8.54

GOLF
25 :s, ^ $2A
HARPER St BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
(Kotfttiap 1810)

33 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE: W. GARTH, - • • • - 1’RRBIDr.VT.
AI.EX INDEIt E ORR. VlCE-PRKalnKNT.
ANDREW a. KNOWLES. - - - - CASHUJR.
KOI ikk r U. GRAFF, • • - Assistant Cahhikr.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
{CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th. 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts - - $12,745,106.56
Bonds 770.029,74
Ranking House ... 545,796.92
Due from Banks ... 835,829.80
Cash and Checks on other Banks 8,297,120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCOUNTS INVITED

DIRECTORS
Alexander E Or*. .... David Dow. A C*.
Lowkix Lincoln, Catlin « Co.
Honack E Garth, Ex-Pre*ulenK
HKNRV IIkntz, Henry Hants A Co.
Cmawlks M. Pratt, Standard 0,1 Co.
Ill'NHY TaLUADCB, . . . Henry Talmadira & Co.
John Sinclair. John Sinclair & Co.
WILLIAM D. llntU.TON. - - Boulton, Dliai A Dullefl.
Echiar I- Mar.YTON, • - Itlair A Co.
0RANVIU.K W Garth. “ ’

>ft»hdl,SdrilkT6BaroeAaE^llrRlfal|

THE C1TV OP NEW YOKK
DEPARTMENT OP TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS. MAIN

OFFICE. BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN.
NO. 180 BROADWAY. STEWART BUILDING

January a. i vs I

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REQUIRED BY THE
Greater New York Charter, that the husk, cltn! ’’The Annual
Record ci the Auaaarr! Valuation of Real and FYnvmal lUtatr
Of the Borough* of Manhattan. The Brcoix. Brooklyn. 0wr»
and Richmond. romprlMna The City of New York." win hr
open for raairanaUon and correction eat the accord Monday of
January, and will rvmaio open until the

1ST DAY OF APRIL. i«o|.
During the time that thr hooka are open to public inaprrtv'*

apphiwtKin may be made by any perron or corporation claim
in* In 1* aomrv'd by the aaieaard valuation ol rvol or perermal
eetate to have thr tame corrected

In the Boromch of Manhattan, at the main a(Tier of the De-
partment of Taana amt A anwetrenta, No. .'So Broadway

In the Boroueth of The Broo« at the offkr of the Detmrteira;
Mnru-Ija) Budding. One Hundred and Seventy-Seventh Stmcl
and ThiH Avenue

In tlia Bomu^h of Brooklyn, at the office uf the Departn-ent

"rr«r if Qumu at thr ciffh-r if the Deparlinri.t
Harkrtt Buskhay. Jackaun Avmur and Fifth Street. Long
1,'nnd City,

In the Borough et Richmond at the office of the Department.
Mason* Building Sta|>lrti»
Corporations in all thr ftoraugha meat make apfficatiocu

i-nlv at the main office m the Borough nf Manhattan
Apidiratmna in retalvm to the aaarwan! vxhiaUon of peiv.nal

rtlate imiat lie madrhv the person assessed at thr office of the
IVf,,nment in the Borough where such teruo fvawtra. am) in
(hr roar of a non resided carryirw on businew m Tlx City of
New York, at the office of t)w Tvpartirwnt of the borough
Where- atirh place rf business « located, M.rrr the hour* of
10 A M am! a P. M . exeept on Saturday, when all application*
mart be made between to A V and i » noon

JAMES L WELLS. Pmridrnt.
WILLIAM S COGSWELL.
GEORGE I GILLESPIE,
SAMUEL STRASBOUKGER.
RUPUS L SCOTT.
CeantniaBtoncre of Taxea and Asatsnmmts

THE
NORTH AMERICAN

REVIEW
EDITED HY GEORl.'E HARVEY

MARCH, 1903

The Monroe Doctrine and the Venezuela Affair,

A JEFFERSONIAN DEMOCRAT
Sanity in Fiction HAMLIN GARLAND
Mrs. Eddy's Relation to Christian Science . W. D. McCRACKAN,

Of the Christian Science Publication Cantmiflee.

The New Nile Reservoir . . FREDERIC G PENFIELD,
Formerly United States Diplomatic Agent to Egr/t.

Our Actual Naval Strength, Rear-Admiral G.W. MELVILLE,U.S.N.

Legal Penalties and Public Opinion . JULIAN HAWTHORNE
Reciprocity between the United States and Canada,

The Hon. J. W. LONGLEY,
Attorney-General of Nova Scotia.

Rights and Methods ol Labor Organizations, ALBERT S. BOLLES,
Lectureron Commercial Law in the University of Pennsylvania.

Philosophy and Science at the Dawn of the Twentieth Century,
The Rev. JOHN T. DRISCOLL

Police Methods in London .... JOSIAH FLYNT
Polygamy in the United States: its Political Significance,

JOSEPH SMITH,
President of the Reorganised Church ofLatter-Day Saints,

THE AMBASSADORS.-ffl.
A Novel by

HENRY JAMES

SO Cents a Copy $5.00 a Year

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW, FRANKLIN SQUARE. NEW YORK
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Submit tn vonr own nut tiro: if it inran*

you t«» be mediocre, lie mediocre. Yield to

those wiser than you. adopt their opinion*,

and do not trouble the world, wince you can

not govern it.

—

Joubrrt,

AnvM *70 MoniKHs.- Mm Wimiow^ Muthiko iini r
Should always *•« '“*0 for children tretnin*. It sootLr* tlie
child. sullen. the rum*. allay* *11 pain, cum wind oiltr. and
It th* heo remedy for <UarTli<ia.—|A.fr. J

TIIK MOTIIKK'S I'HIKNI)
when nature'. supply fail*, i« Hum ion's htOLI Itn and
liixormi' Mu k. Ii i« a row'* milk ii.lupted to Infants,
accnrdlnir to live hluhrsl u-Wtitilir iiivIIhmI.. An infunt fed
nn Ka*1e Kraml will .liow a steady gum In weiichl

(
.'!•/<*.

|

t
TK1.KI-IIOX* Ser> ice mr* time. Time l» the «lufl of life.

Ilase telet'hniw sets Ice at your Home .is well a* at vonr office
anil «nr time at Doth cad* of Ihr line. Kale, in Manliatlan
from •TH a year. \. S', telephone l'o.- [.iJt.

|

l.ti word to day, i'ona’k Iwrruiii. Kxr*«
in which the lit* first quality (..svIWr

4-tdr.)

A PHOGttESSlVK COMPANY.
I’k»i««" marks every statement i»1 the Ki|uitntile JJfe

A.Miraixe Snciel v, and Ibr l-orty third Annual Matmcwnt for
tlw business ..f IIMI2 Is no eareptlon to the rule, tiruwth in
assets, surplus, iuik mill in force, and new business . larire In.
crease* In preini'.un and total Inronir, ami In profit* paid to
policy holder* ; reduction In vislmneof claims by death, together
with an »«|enw rale malntalneii ut a minimum us in former
ysrars. These are the feature* which »how that the Society
muse* forward with esery year, and that It ha* readied a
position of rrmarkuMr ma«nlliiilr ami stahility.

Ill every respect the statement just presented contain* evi-
dence of w underfill itmwtli anil security. The »**rts have
Imreasesl to *3ftA,.'lMft,a:j7.72. the ihltiUllie*. inrlmlinie live
reserve, ralrulutesl l»y the company, of *2Tli.JftO,7fi3 t.,

•2MI.7oM.rtlrt.llfi, and the difference. which Constitute* (lie
*orpins. I* now f7S.127.IM.77. This is an Increase iliirlit*
IIMIffivf •3,HflM,4fti.71. I lesldes aildinir to the surplus fund Chi*
lance amount, the Society paid iluriii* tlie yenT •4.477.1124.15
in Iirofits on malurin* r-.lirles. The tuLtl earning for (ailn-jr-
ho . lets. UieTefore, diirinic the year were •N.lTd.H’H.Ntt.

ihirlmr the yrur just vmleil, the premium Income amounted
t.. #.Vl,1i;tJ, It. and lurmne from interest, rents, etc., to
• lft,rt?4..1MM m|, maklnir the Iota, receipt* tor the yrur
flB.lMl7.«>l« 8ft, Prom the** receipt* •IB.2HI.MII.7a was
paid far death claims, and the total |.uy iiienls to |».liry holder*
aurrejeated f2fl.1HI.2BO.7li After providing for the total

l tl2 2 I- HU I s. .-I.t, « nl.le to in-
crease Its invested asset* by •»l

1
7BH.fl|rt.M0. 1 his savin* of

the Income I* .'iflper cent, of the total income.
I’lve amount of new business written was the Inreest ever

issued in a single year by the company. It am. ted to
•3HI.2IH.0U. A* a res-.lt of this new luiaines*.
the outatandlmr a»suranre amosml* to *1.8112.4 lO.ftflfi, .U.w
In* the (create*! increase in live Society ’s history.
Altogether, till* late*! statement of the 1-qr.ltable shows

that the Sorlrly live* up to Its niulUs “ Not for a day. bill foe
all lime."—\AJv .)

A DVERTISEMEMTS

Brewing

fit “ 4*

j
—

The CLUB
are the original bottled Cocktails.
Years of experience Have made them
THE PERFECT COCKTAil.S that they
are. Do not he lured into buving some
Imitation. The ORIGINAL of anything
Is good enough. When others are of-

fered it is for the purpose of larger
profits. Insist upon having the CLUB
COCKTAILS, and take no other.

MORPH
The Dr. .1.1

Ii. I. IIKl III.KIN *\ Ulto., .We /Vti/ir/e/nrv

2fl Broadway, Nrw York, X. Y.
ItARTroRUh Conn. London B <

The water used in SCHLITZ Beer comes
from six wells, driven down to rock.

The barley is the finest grown, selected

personally by a partner in our concern.

The hops come mostly from Bohemia,
and cost twice what common hops cost.

Every process of the brewing is in per-
sonal charge of two of the brothers who
own the business.

All the air that touches SCHLITZ Beer is

filtered. Every drop of SCHLITZ Beer is

filtered through masses of white wood pulp.

Every bottle is cleaned by machineryfour
times before using.

After the bottle is filled and sealed, it is ster-

ilized for l J hours by the processofM. Pasteur.

Common beer can be brewed for half the cost of
SCHLITZ; but our extra cost is all spent to insure absolute
purity. Yet common beer and SCHLITZ Beer cost you
the same. Why not get the best for your money ?

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.

JondoiKjcmj
lithia!
WATER ill

I *.
IT l

I 1.14)1 Olt II A HITS Cl Ki ll.
lU-uind*. hailmr failed elsew here,
e Isr-n cured by un. Write
Co.. Dept. ff 7, le-liftutin, Ohio

I A friend

in need is*

friend In-

deed. There Is

nothing like the clear,

sparkling, absorbent.
Londonderry to drive
poisonous secretions

from the body, no mat-
ter whether * they arc
inherited or the result

of over - Indulge ni-ic*.

Try It if you have rheu-
matic or gouty aches.

I Book 34 A. FUEL. DK.II AYI.N. Iluffuhs X V.

1

VIOLETTES du CZAR
BOKER’S BITTERS

Antl-dyspeptlc. A tonic, an appetixer. and a delicacy In mixed drink*.

THE EVER FASHIONABLE PERFUME OF

ORIZA-L. LEGRAND (Grand Prlx Paris 1900.
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’TTHE MENAGERIE OF MARCH'S?
THE JLION , THE. EAMB, AND THE. MAI MARCH IIARJE

Kaiser "O great King, list to the music of ike heaven -born-lo-rule l

avuld a UxrrJ
"

King "Yon make me lined.”

A"illsit ’’ Then / will a heaten-made-bs-me epic to yon read Have I

yenr ears anil eyeV
King " Thai's elevak, by Jove ! You w.»>' proceed

”

Kaiser "
l drfi ' frith your sauce) I'll have ike eabhaee now)"

King " liadsooks ' Tke thing is mad.'"
The liitd. " Hack to Ike Haltic, or I'U make Wienerwurst oM ol ”

The King. " A tailare. I must fly

:wo
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Moving Sidewalks for

New York
Sec page JJJ

A xkw transit problem j« now confront-
ing the city authorities. It is how to con-
nect the Manhattan terminals of three great
bridge* over the Hast Hirer with one an-
other, anil with the Subway and Elevated
railroad*, as well ns the leading surface line*
running north nnd south. In this problem
lie* the solution of most important transit
methods from Brooklyn to Manhattan Bor-
ough. It must be solved in order to re-

lieve the great congestion of the present
Brooklyn Bridge, and to make the Williams-
burg Bridge, now approaching completion,
and the Manhattan Bridge, which is well
under way. do their share of the work.
There have been suggestions of special

Subway and Elevated Railroad loops and the
like, with an enormous expenditure for new
street openings nnd plara«. hut exactly how
to make these bridge- of the greatest use
in transit work and at the least cost lias
not yet lieen settled.

The newest proposition to solve this prob-
lem is now before the Board of F-timnte.
which has referred it to the Rapid Transit
Commission. It is popularly known by the
misnomer. "Moving Sidewalks.” It is real-

ly a system of moving platforms or contin-
uous trains. Men like Cornelius Vander-
bilt. Stuvvesant Fish. E. P. Ripley, nnd oth-
er* are interested in thp new plan, and the
engineers not only pronounce it feasible, hut
extremely economical. The. moving plat
form is simply the improvement of the con
timinus trains that were in operation at the
Chicago and Paris Expositions, and that car-
ried millions of people along at a good rate
of speed and in ahsolute comfort without
accident.

In a genera] way the plan is to start at
Bowling Green, at the lower end of New
York, nnd run this continuous train in a
subway under certain streets up to the Wil-
liamsburg Bridge, which is crossed, the mov-
ing platforms returning to liowling Green
along the same route This is a distance of
six miles all told, and there are now no sat-
isfactory transit accommodations for the
vast population of this great region on the
East Side of Manhattan Borough, as well
ns the crowded William-burg region, At
Bowling Green the platform trains would
connect with the tunnel to Brooklyn. Run-
ning up Pearl and William strrets'to Centre
Street, they would connect with the present
Brooklyn Bridge and Third Avenue Elevated
Railroad. Passing through Canal Street to
the Bowery, they would tap the outlet of
the new Manhattan Bridge. Then going
through Delaneey Street, they would reach
and cross the Williamsburg Bridge. They
would connect with all the leading surface
car lines on the East Side as well.
The plan is to dig a subway undrr these

street, from twenty live to thirty feet wide.
Stations will lie opened every two blocks.
The continuous trains are simply flat plat-
form* with seats on one side nnd a space on
the other, so that one may accelerate his
•peed by walking if he wishes. There will
be no more congestion than on the sidewalk
of an ordinary street, for the reason that
there will Ik- no waiting for trains. There
are no heavy locomotives nr motor, to Is*

hauled and no housing for the ears. The
tunnel will lie lighted and will also be heated
moderately in winter. The plan is to charge
one cent in rush hour, and two cent* at
other hour, for transit. It will require
something like lO.(MM) cars or platforms all
burned together to make up the great train.
The method of operating these platforms

is well known. There are two so-called
” stepping platform*” running alongside the
train platform. The passenger steps on one
platform moving at the rate of three miles
an hour. He then .tops on one moving at
the rate of six miles an hour. From that
he Steps on the train going at the rate of
nine mile* an hour, where he find. « seat.
These scut, are to hold. say. four persona,
and are to Is- three feet apart. To alight
from the train the passenger -imply steps
from one platform to another of diminish-

I

ing speed, and finally get. off at hi. station. I

There is great elasticity of earning i-apa
city, nnd the co«t of operation is declared

(Continued on page HiS.J

I
Special rouud-trlprxcitrstna tick-
et. on sate dally. Lllieral return
limit*: best accommodations.

|;
THE OVERLAND LIMITED!

MOST LUXURIOUS

TRAIN IN THE WORLD
Leaves Chicago *.»p. m. dally;
reaches .San FriiDcisoo m less

Dratving -Iloom. Inning, ttuffrt-
Library Can (irilk Barber and
ItatJt i. EUctrtc ligM/d.

CHICAGO* NORTH-WESTERN
UNION PACIFIC and

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RYS.
Tt**ate from u> lUllwsj Ag.et,

3TRAIN.T DAILY

EQUITABLE

Washington and
Lincoln

defended and protected their country

while they lived.

The Father of a family should defend and

protect his family.not only while he lives

hut after he dies.

This can best be accomplished by Life

Assurance. An Endowment policy in the

Equitable will protect your family in the

event of your death, and will provide for

your own future if you live.

For full information fill out coupon below.

301
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NEW AUTO-TRUCKS

THE racing type of motor-cur hn» Iwn thrust into great
prominence, on account of it* remarkable speed record*,

unusual appearance, uml rather exaggerated sanguinary
habit* when in unskilled hand*, und little attention ha*
been paid to the very rapid development of it* plebeian

relation, the i-oitimercial motor. Powerful traction - engine* have
for Home year* la-en satisfactory for use

in the vast farm land* of the West, and
in countries where railroad* have not as

yet spread a network of communication.
I'erhnpa the nio*t radical development of

the traction-engine i* found in the pe-

culiar motor which is here presented.

The subdivision of the driving-wheels
into sections not unlike the feel of an
elephant is claimed to give a more pow-
erful grip on rough surface* than any-

thing that has yet licvn devised. It

climbs over logs und boulder* with ns

much ease us when on n well-made road,

and it is not affected to any extent by

mud two or three feet deep. This freak

like engine, curiously enough, reverts

Ilack in its appearance to some of the

earliest attempts to use steam ns a prae
tical propulsive force, when the
tleavor whs made to construct motors
a host- tractive mechanism should imitate

the exertions of men or animals. It also

hear* a resemblance to the various at

tempts whirli have been made by which
tl»p machine shnuld curry its own rail*,

these Is-ing ill some degree flexible, or in

suNiriently small jointed section* In ill

low for their passage around the engine,

thus presenting a smooth surface fm the

wheels irrespective of the character of

the ground.
The most recent development in the

heavy motor vehicle has Item unmistak-
ably to produce the future successor of

the trolley-car. The lower illustration

on this page show* a car capable of as-

cending a forty-per-cent, grade with its

maximum load. The essential benefit of thi* species of vehicle

lie* in the possibility of its use in districts where the scarcity of

inhabitants make* a trolley road impracticable: in such cases a
line of motor vehicles, which could !*• reduced or increased in

number when truffle warranted, would obviate the need of a heavy
outlay for the ennstrurtion and maintenance of roadbed and power
house. It will undoubtedly la- a long while, however, before motor

ears cun la- profitably adapted for use on. or in competition with,
steam railroads, in spite of the experiments in this direction, which
are being made in France und Knglund.
The greatest stimulus towards the use of auto-trucks will lie

un electric battery which will Ik- strong enough, and of such con-
struction as to reduce the trrmrndmi* depreciation which at pres-

ent cuts down the life of the battery
and limits the radius of travel for the
motor to nn ever • shortening distance.
With butteries now in use an enormous
weight is required in order to produce
suflicii-nt power for heavy work: the ef-

fect of ii*c is constantly to increase the
weight which will give out the same
amount of horsepower: i. e., a battery,
when new, may weigh (say) sixty
pound* per horse power hour, but the ef-

fect of charging and discharging ia to
increase the ratio, so that, after some
time, one Hundred pound* of battery may-
be required to give the same horse- pow-

er per hour. It is suid that the much
talked-of Edison battery will be ready
for general use this spring, ami. if it is

u* ellicii-nt a* it lias la-en described to

lie. it will be of great service. It i*

claimed that there is practically no de-

preciation in thi* battery, even after the
moat severe test; it is made of rnrru-
gated steel plates held in a steel ruse.

It has been well tested at the factory,
and is considered fool-proof, but, in or-

der that the most complete working
knowledge of it may lie had, batteries
lire to he distributed among the llrma
which use motor-wagons, and the drivers
will lie urged to give the batteries the

•t severe handling. It is therefore ex-
iM-etrd that when it is put on the mar-
ket the luittery will be a* nearly reliable

human nhility ran make it.

Very fortunately the noisy automobile
seems to have had it* day, and the
prevalence of electric vehicles for city

use ha» hastened the passing of thi* unnecessary public nuisance.

It lias la-en found, moreover, that quietness is quite compatible
with motors of high power, and the gasolene touring-cars of mont
recent construction have an almost inaudible exhaust: it is also
|K>ssihle to run the engine with greater economy of power and of
oil consumption. Thi* result ha* been obtained chiefly by means of
improvement* in the carburetor.

Trial of new Automobile-car on Heavy Grade

Digitized by Google
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Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit
i* the Natural K—t for IsvsLib IsrrauM It is Use
meet porous and lifbt ef all foods and [uortita
rrratrr turf*, t far lit *ll« rf diftttn* /fault.

TNr*« Suldi are drawn try 4‘sorptn** Inin rvrnf
part of the wheat ahreda, making the food uaoe»
lately aaalmPahl*.

Skrtd.it<4 U 'Ai-I* ll'itat Harm it cotitair™ a food
property to uptNislii ruh andmn tlraivM of the

SirtJJrU Wkrir Wita! Ultra it porifta the dW
|e»tirf tract, and cooatfpattun ta unknown to thore
who eat it regularly 1 1 ran be prepared in an many
tempting w*v» that the 6*. hie appetite Matas?* at-

tracted by tta goodnraa and the ailing body quickly
respond* tu lea aU-oourtahing forte.

For ante hy atl gmrm. Band tee lie Vital Ometaa"
tc«a»bw*,iiiuett*t*.l u FREE. A l l., .a

THE NATURAL FOOO CO.. Niagara Falla. N. Y.

WI LL,Ans!
Z SHAVING STICK J

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

BREAD MACHINE
Slfta the flour and mitra |<l li-

ft *>eat bread In .1 minute*. Sul.l
sul'lert to trial und appeotai. Vad
/or Boot Itt. Agent* wanted.

Scientific Bread M»< h Co.

Alfnil and Media M*.. I*tiltndeinlila

COUGHS

,

Bronchitis, Hoarseness.

8orit Throat,

Effectively Relieved.

Kae-Sitwll# jt/J s? ./ on every
Signarete of <9 4//e* test.

I Continual from itagc 861.)
In In* much lower tlmn in iht* ordinary kind
t»f municipal transit.

It ia p«tim*tftl that on the system aw
planned. and now Indore the city authnri-
tio». no less than .lO.tNNi seated |Mt**cngcrs
could In* carried til a npecd of nine niilctt

an hour.

Cataloguing the Heavens
See page 3 .Ml

Si'ARt ki.y twenty yearn have elnpneti since

an entirely new idrit tm*k shape, mi idea
destined to In* of far-rrurhing importance to
astronomical wiener, Thia is the idea of
scientific creoperation. Why should not as
tronomcra mmhine forces under the general
supervision of a winkle governing body, and
thnw orxanib* a more perfect plan of attack

the problems of celestial science! Com-
mercial undertakings are not the only ouea
that yield inereaned results from a prn|*cr or-

ganization u|m*m a large scale.

In the year IKH2 a very larigsht romrt «p-

I** red in the Miuthern heaven*. It wan. of
nturwe. most conspicuous to olwerver* in Ihe
southern hemisphere. anti watt watched al-

most continuously by the astronomer* of

the Cape of flood Hope observatory. One
day, Gill. chief «*f that famous institution,

conceived the idea that it might perhaps
tu* possible to photograph the comet. Ilia

observatory was not provided with photo-

graphic apparatus at that time, ho he en-

listed the services of an enthusiastic local

photographer named Allis. The latter

brought to the observatory a large portrait

camera of the usual type, and this wax
fastened teniporurily to the tula* of one of

the trlearnpcw. Il thus liccaiiic |>o»»ihle to

aim the camera c*«ily at any point of the

•lev hv "imply turning the telewenjN* tube

with the camera attached alsmt the pivot*

or axe* nlway* *upplicd to telescopic mount
ing* for that purpose. The very first trial

reunited in tlwirmighly aitwnful photo
graph* of the comet: hut it i» u curiou* il

lu*tration of the manner in which new «li*»

emeries anti invention* an* sometime* made,
that Homething entirely different from the

comet photograph became the principal re-

sult of these remarkable experiment*.
(•ill noticed that his photograph* *how«*d

something in addition to the comet with
it* great tail. The entire surface of tln-

pieture was everywhere thickly studded with
little bright *tar-dots: for the photographic
plate hud picked up ami recorded failhfully

every tiny star situated on the dark Iwek
ground of the sky behind the cornet and
around it. This opened up » va«tly »ug
gewtive possibility. Why should we not l*c

able to chart the entire starry heaven* in

ibi* way! Why not *ulu*titiite for the fnlli

l*le human eye ami fallible human senses the

unvarying truthful power* possessed by the
photogrutiliic plate! The**- obvious idea*

-iiggcstrd thcin*elvr* to Gill at once, and
he acted ii|>on them. Il seems almost «*

if great advances in «cieiiliflc mcthiMl arc
not made.— they make themselves. The time
I *ccome* ri|s-. anil it required but the alien
lion of some man huving the neceuwary in

llueiiee among his professional brethren, and
<|i-|Mi«ing of suitable large mean* to bring
the new method into use. (Sill is but one
of several men who have made preliminary
experiments in astronomical photography —
epoch-marking experiment* they all are

-

hot in Gill Isdoitg* the credit of flr*t lift

ing photography to it* proper plan- among
astronomiral observational method* flill at

once entered into correspondence with prom
incut astronomer* the world over His
proposition to thu* chart the entire heaven*
met with iii»tnnt favor: n congress *»f rep
n-senlative astronomer* was called to meet
at I’nri* in ISM! : and it wn* resolved there
ami then that the work should Is- com-
pleted at once, to In* left a* a rich heritage
to sclents* of the future from science at the

end of the nineteenth century.

Mill the work wa* far too vast to Iw un-
dertaken by any single institution. No less
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Two Sides
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Chicago, Itl.
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than eighteen important observatories agreed
to cooperate. The entire sky wii* divided
into eighteen sections, and these were as-

signed to the eighteen observatories to In*

photographed. The work linn now progress-
ed no far that we may nay the aelual pho-
tography is about finished. and it retuuiiis

only to digest and publish the results ob-

tained.

We propose here to state very briefly some
of the purposes for which the new eliart

will be most useful, and also to deserilie

in a few wordn the machinery by which it

has been constructed. Ever since the time
of old Hipparchus. who made the very first

catalogue of stars, men have recognized the
importance of an accurate “ directory of the
heavens." Hinpnrchu* was himself led to

make his stellar catalogue by the sudden
appearance of a new and brilliant star in

a part of the heavens where nothing had
been visible before. It was evident at once
that such phenomena us this are of vital

importance, if men desire to acquire accurate
knowledge as to the beginnings und endings
of the stars. And he saw that the only way
to make sure of deciding whether supposed
new stars are really new was to make at
once a complete list of all existing stars,

together with their exact positions on the
heavenly vault. Even down to the present
day this principle is still in force; it is

safe to say that material advances in side-

real science arc accomplished only by a
search for change. The slightest alteration
on the face of the sky is what the ustron-
omer is ctcrtinllv seeking; this is the cause
of vigil by niglit, and laborious computa-
tion* during the day. For this, rhiborate

record* of observations are preserved from
generation to generation, so that the in-

finitely slow development of celestial phe-

nomena may lie noticed by our remote de-

scendant*. even if they shall escape our
own ardent scrutiny.

The great photographic chart is simply a

part of these record* of the skies. Only,
unlike Hipparchus'* old catalogue, it is made
on a much more magnificent scale, and pos-

sesses a degree of precision surpassing any-
thing he could even have imagined. Nor is

the discovery of new stars the only object

of thp new work. Modern science has shown
the existence of many nthpr forms of change
no less important to the serious student.

Our theories of the universe nrr based on
a statistical study of stellar catalogues:
terrestrial maps and charts depend upon
them for their ultimate precision: finally,

navigation of the sea. and even the regula-

tion of our ordinary clock*, also depend
in great measure on astronomical ob»crva-
tions, for whose proper interpretation star
catalogues are ini|N*rutively needed. Hut it

is not necessary to say much at the present

day a* to the importance of any great *ci

entitle undertaking: these have at la*t come
to lie recognized by every one at their proper
value.

The new photographic work is to combine
the advantages of n chart proper into those
of a written catalogue such as llipparcliu*

made. The entire sky tin* Im-cii photographed
twice, once with a *erirs of picture* intended
for accurate reproduction us a printed map
or chart of the stars, and once for piir-

!«*«•*. of accurate measurement under the
microscope, -n a* to furnish a printed cata-
logue. Into this it is estimated that no less

than two million stars will enter. The illus-

tration No. 7 . on page 336. shows the tele-

scope with which these celestial photograph*
have lawn made The tills* is built double,
not unlike an ordinary opera-glass; one part
i* provided with a lens suitable for phn-
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tugraphy. and (lie other i-* really nothing
but a modi lieu t ion of an ordinary vimiiil

astronomical trlrwmpr. The two tolm being
exactly |iarallel, it become* possible to ex-
amine through the viitual one thut purt of
the aky which in being photographed through
the photographic tula 1

. Thia viuual exami-
nation can continue even during the pho-
tographic exposure, no that the ustronomer
can " ace what he is taking." Such an ar-
rangement in necciaary. Iiecauae the stars
are always moving up in the sky or going
down, and it is essential to have the telc-
•wxipe follow" them, even during the com-
paratively short period of exposure. By
means of the visual Instrument, astrono-
mers can make sure thut the following ia

correct, and if not. they can adjust it.

This following is accomplished by means
of a large clockwork situated inside the
telescope’s supporting pier. The illustra-
tion of this clockwork, No. «, is from a
photograph made by the writer at the Cape
of Good Hope. where one of the participating
photo-tch-M-ope* is la-ing operated under
Gill's direction. No. 8 is from an aetuul
photograph of the ‘ eyr-end " of the same
instrument. It indicates plainly the square
hole where the photographic plate is nt-
tached to the tube, ami next to it the eve-
piece of the visual tula-. The small third
telescope is a “ finder.” Non. 1 and 3 give
an idea of a part of the finished rhart,
and. for comparison simply, a fanciful figure
of the constellation fetus as drawn by old
Hcvelius in his I’rndromuk Aatronomiir
(1090). The illustrations 4 and 5 show
what photography can do with a dice
star-cluster and with the moon. Such re
suits cannot be attained at all by mere
visual methods: they show moat elearly the
possibilities and actualities of photography
as applied to the skies, and justify the hope
that l»y this new method of observation
will be revealed some of those secrets that
have IwAled the eye of man throughout so
many generations.

The Lover’s Almanac
Oh, hearts that wear the willow.
To you I tell my woe.

Why thus uncared. ungartered.
And all so pale I go,

Come, you wan lovers sighing.
Who too have felt the thorn.
But let none heart-whole linger
To laugh my grief to scorn.

Demure in church on Sunday
My love I chanced to see.

Amidst her gentle praying
I vow she looked on me.

On Monday in the meadow
! lingered by the stile.

She did hut touch my fingers,

And passed me with a smile.

On Tuesday, mute and rosy,

I stood upon her way,
My heart it nigh het raved me.
** Good-morrow.” did she say.

With blushing cheek on Wednesday
Her path she went all slow.

How feared I such a fair maid

—

I could not move to go.

On Thursday, hrave and daring,
I vowed I'd speak her fair.

She turned her glances from me.
And passed me, head in air.

All pale on Friday morning
I waited by her path.
She Hushed her eyes u|x»n me.
And pierced me with their wrath.

On Saturday, if that day
Should ever dawn for me,
I'll die for cruel fhloris
Beneath the henilock-trre.

Dora Sk.kk.son Shorter.
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FOUND THE RIGHT PLACE AT LAST.

BUFFALO LITHIA WATER
Is Offered to the Public Upon its Record of Results
Accomplished. Nothing Save an Actual Test can
be more Satisfactory to the Patient than the Testi-
mony of Eminent Medical Men who have Repeat-
edly Tested its Merits in Bright’s Disease, Albumi-
nuria. Renal Calculi, Inflammation of the Bladder,
Gout Rheumatism and Uric Acid Troubles.

Dr. Roberta Bartholow, former Professor Materia fifedua and General Ther.
apeutics \n Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, and author of " Parlkotow's
Materia fifedua and Therapeutics" and other well-known medical works, says

;

“It
U used with great advantage in Gouty, Rheumatic and Renal Affections.”

_Dr. G. A. Foote, of Warren(on, A’, C., ex-President fifedical Society ofNorth
Carolina , former!y Member of the Stale Hoard of Medical Examiners, ana also of
the State Board of Health. After reporting remarkable relief obtained from the use of
this water in a case of CHRONIC BRIGHT’S DISEASE in his own pmon, pr.
Foote says: “From this experience in my own case, and observation of it* anion in
mnular pises in patients for whom I liave prescribed the water, I have no hesitancy in
expressing the Rneni/l I mna Wema is the most powerful' of
opinion that DwfrillAJ 1*11 tllA RATKJI known remedies In this dis-
tressing malady so difficult of treatment. ’*

Geo. Hoisted Boyland, A. M., M. D. f of Paris, Doctor of Medicine of
the Faculy of Paris, says: “There is NO REMEDY SO ABSOLUTELY SPECIFIC
IN ALL FORMS OF ALBUMINURIA and BRIGHT’S DISEASE. whether acute or

BOTraio lithiawant
Albumin is found in the urine a* late as the last week before confinement, if this
water and a milk diet Is prescribed, the Albumin disappears rapidly from the
urine and the patient has a positive guarantee against Puerperal Convulsions.
Used as a substitute for ordinary water during the period of Gestation It will
be found invaluable as a preventive of Puerperal Convulsions and other disturb-
ances incident to tins condition.

Voluminous medical testimony of the highest order showing the value of this
water in the other disease* mentioned mailed to any address

Buffalo LithiaWater i. for sale by dealers generally.

PROPRIETOR, BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VA.
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TOURS TO LOS ANGELES
OM ACCOUNT OP TUX

PRESBYTERIAN GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

l'nd«r the Peraonally-4 ondire-ted Myatem of
the Pennsylvania Hallroad.

For the Presbyterian General Assembly at Loa
Angeles, Cal., May ai to Juno f. the Pennsylva-
nia Railroad Company has arranged three trans-
continental tours at extraordinarily low rates.
Special trains of high-grade Pullman equipment
will be run on desirable schedules. A Tourist
Agent, Chaperon, Official Stenographer, and Special
Baggage Master will accompany each train to
promote the comfort and pleasure of the tourists.
All Sunday travel will be avoided.

The Pennsyivania R.iilr.htd is the only railroad
that utU run lours to Los Angeles on this ottasion
under its own Personally-Conducted System.

No t Assembly Took.

Special train of baggage, Pullman dining and
drawing-room sleeping care will leave New York
May ij, going via Chicago, Denver, and the Royal
Gorge, stopping at Colorado Springs, Suit Lake
City, and San Francisco, arriving Los Angeles
May to leaving Los Angeles, returning. June i.

via the Santa re Route and Chicago; arriving
New York June 5. Round-trip rate, including
transportation, Pullman accommodations, and meals
on special train. $ 1 3 4 .SO from New York, 9 1 3 It. 7

4

from Philadelphia, I12R.T5 from Baltimore and
Washington, 9190.00 (rum Pittsburg, and pro-
portionate rate* from other prints.

Tickets for this tour, covering all features until
arrival at Lo* Angeles, with transportation only
returning indepc. lently on regular trains via going
route. New OrlA. is, or Ogden and St. Louis, and
good to stop off at -.uthorued Western points, will be
sold at rate of 9lot» -0 from New York. 9107.7*
from Philadelphia, 9fv4.75 from Baltimore and
Washington. 998.00 from Pittsburg; returning via
Portiond. 91 1.00 more.

No. a. Yellowstone Park Touil

Special train of baggage, Pullman dining, draw-
ing-room sleeping and observation care will leave
New York May is, going via Chicago, Denver.
Colorado Springs, and Salt Lake City, with stopsm route, arriving Los Angeles May so; returning,
leave Los Angeles June 1, via Santa Barbara, San
Jo«e, San Francisco, Seattle, and St. Paul, with
stops en route and a complete tour of Yellowstone
Park; arriving New York June 93. Rate, including
all necessary expense* except hotel accommodations
in Los Angeles and San Francisco, 9953.00 from
New York. 995 1.95 from Philadelphia. 9949.95
from Baltimore and Washington. 934 4.00 from
Pittsburg, and proportionate rates from other
points.

No. 3 . Home Mission Touil

Special train of baggage, Pullman dining and
drawing-room sleeping care will leave New York
May 13. g"ing via Chicago and Santa Fc Route.
Grand Canon of Arizona, and Riverside, arriving
lam Angeles May ao. leaving law Angeles, returning.
June 1 via Santa Barbara, San Francisco, Salt Lake
City, Royal Gorge, and Denver; arriving New V’ork
June It, Rate, including all necessary expenses
except hotel accommodations in law Angeles and
San Francisco, 9159.00 from New York, 9150.75
from Philadelphia. 9153.75 from Baltimore and
Washington, 9144.50 from Pittsburg, and propor-
tionate rates from other points.

Tickets for this tour, covering all features until
arrival at Lo* Angeles and transportation only re-
turning independently via direct routrs with autho-
rized Stop-overs, will be sold at rate 9191.00 from
New York, 9118.60 from Philadelphia, 9116.00
from Baltimore und Washington. $ I 1 0.00 from Pitts-
burg: returning via Portland. 911.00 more,

Tims tours outlined above have the indorsement
of the officers of the Presbyterian General As-
sembly, anil are designed to meet the require-
ments of those attending the General Assembly 1

as well as those desiring to visit the Pacific coast 1

at a minimum expense.
Detailed itinerary is now in course of prepara-

tion, Apply to Geo. W. Boyd. Assistant Gen-
eral Passenger Agent, Broad Street Station. Phils
delphia.
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Hartford, Conn.
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Unexcelled Cuisine. Reduced Rates. Around the World Tours in eeery direction
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491 M l ItKFT ST., S IX FRANCISCO, CAL.
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A BEAUTIFUL PICTURE BOOK.in full, bright colors,with nursery rhymes and illustrations
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THE OUTLOOK FOR COAL

Full -page Drawing, by John S.

Sargent, of Miss Ethyl M. Smyth—
the first Woman to produce an

Opera in America
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BOOK NEWS
IN THE GARDEN OF CHARITY

Basil King, the author of
44 Let

Not Man Put Asunder,” has writ-

ten a new novel, published re-

cently under the title of
44 In the

Garden of Charity.” It is a study

of one phase of marriage, but is

totally unlike the author's previous

success, dealing not with worldly

men and women, but with the

simple folk of the Nova Scotian

coast. The heroic figure in the

story is Charity, who works out

her destiny under what are, perhaps,

the most trying circumstances in

which a woman could be placed, the

story advancing through a series of

strong, dramatic situations. It is

all very human and very sincere.

SIX TREES

Mrs. Mary E. Wilkins (Freeman)

has given us another example of

that deft art by which she presents

her inimitable pictures of New
England life and character, in

44
Six

Trees,” another recent publication.

In these etching-like stories of New
England life she makes use of a

novel theme, telling of the in-

fluence of environment on her peo-

ple as typified by their relations to

the six trees that form the central

figures in the six stories.

The book is especially pleasing in

appearance, and is illustrated with

twenty-two wash drawings in tint.

THE INTRUSIONS OF PEGGY
Mr. Anthony Hope's presence

here at this time has directed public

attention to his most recent pub-

lication — 44 The Intrusions of

Peggy.” Peggy is certainly one of

the sprightliest of Mr. Hope's char-

acters and one of the most mis-

chievous. Not even the far-famed

Dolly, of the
44
Dialogues,” had

quite such a penchant for harmless

social intrigue. Peggy really seeks

trouble—and finds it! But she

has ready wit and a never-failing

resourcefulness with which to get

out of her many embarrassing posi-

tions, and all ends well.

HARPER & BROTHERS
FRANKLIN SQUARE, N. Y.

S
OME have only themselves to keep clean, but the

housekeeper has many and varied tasks of cleanliness.

It is not, however, now necessary that she should have for

these, several kinds of soap each fitted to clean only one

thing. Ivory Soap is pure, and because of its purity it is at all

times the soap to select when soap is needed. It drives away

dirt with all its unpleasant consequences, and your confi-

dence is increased every time you put it to a hard test.

IT FLOATS.

F. P. C. Wax
A specially imported wax, chemically treated, so that

when it is once rubbed over the iron the latter is

cleaned as if by magic. It prevents all odor, giving

the work that beautiful, silky polish sought for by the

laundress.

Not Only the Best, but

The Most Economical

Why? Because each fine cut stick of F. 1*. C. Wax
is in an automatic wooden holder, which keeps it from

dripping. It never loses shape, and is good until the last

particle of wax is used. The handle saves your fingers

from burns.

If your grocci tncs to substitute tire old wax that spoils your ironing and
your temper, semi 10 cents for two sticks to the

FLAME PROOF CO.. New York City
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THE OUTLOOK
FOR COAL

Clarence S. Darrow

Attorney for rainc-««rkcr* in coal strike hearing

T IIK Invest iga-

lion« of tin*

com in is sinners

appointed by l*rc*i-

•bill Kuoirvrlt for

i be purpose of Invea-

t itfut iiifr the oondi-

lion* (but produced
tbr anthracite - coal

trike, and of re-

a lemetly for

IboM' conditions. are

eiuleil. 1 1 now re-

m ii in* for the coin*

ini**ioner* to foriitu-

liite itiul publish their

conclusion*.
The union raine-

workern demand more
|Niy ami les* work:
they also deny that

they are responsible

for the hh vitpe 'perse-

cution. often carried to tin* height of homicide, of which the non-

union worker* were the victims. lo-t in* say at once that, a- regard*

the demand for an increase of wagrii. the miner* carried their point.

Tbia i* evident from the faet that Mr. liner, speaking for the

Philadelphia and Heading Company. himself proponed a slight

augmentation of the existing wage* on a Miditig-*cule basis. We
may. therefore, take for

granted that un Increase of

wage* will Ik- recommended
by the Strike Commission.
(in the other hand, it it*

doubtful whether the demand
for a reduction of the Imuis
of labor in anthracite mine*
will la- approved. The com-
munity at large, which ha*

route to regard the coiiibii*ti

hie a* a necessary of life. i*.

at times, vitally interested in

securing the large*! praelicu-

hie output. Obviously. this

deHideriituin would lx- licsl

attained under an elastic *y»-

tem, whereby a miner'* earn

ing* would lie pro|Mirtiomsl

tn the amount of work per

formed, I'ntkl very rcmitl)
(lie production of anthracite
exceeded the eonsumption,

and. consequently, miners’
wages were limited by the np-

I

Mirt unities to work. For the

a*t two year*, however, an
opposite state of thing* has
existed, and. if the mine*
could have Im-cii o|>cnitfd con

linuntndy, the earning" of the
workers would have niounteil

to the higlie*! let el that the

industry could afford. Here
we should di*|M-l a current
misconception touching the
facilities for neciiiniiluting

in summer a stock against

the winter’s demand. The
impossibility of storing coal

at a reasonable cost prevent*
that regularity of labor at

the mini'* throughout the
rear which would lie desira-
ble. It «'«» proved, moreover, that even in winter, although the de-

mand may greatly exceed the supply, tin* union will not permit
miners to work to their utmost rapacity, however min-h they may
wi*h to do so. This systematic restriction of output on the part
of the union iiicti wa* denounced by Mr. Ibu-r as u wrong done to

the individual, a violation of sound economic principle and an
injury to society. He contended that the ultimate effect of re-

stricting production mi ns to distribute employment must la- to
go on dividing tlie wage-fund as often as new men seek to bo em-
ployed. Tlir process must inevitably lead either to a refusal on
• he |iart of capital to prosecute the industry or to a reduction of
the wage- of the individual worker to a *un» barely sufficient to
sustain life. Mr. liner maintained that wage* inn only increase
when each individual is left free to exert himself to ids fullest

capacity, thereby creating wraith, which, in turn, given new cm

ploynicnt. creates n

demand for rominodi
lies, and a correspond-

ing demand for work
men to produce them.
The question of

wages i« manifestly
complicated with the

question of methods
by which u miner -

work shall In' mea-
sured. Shall it be
mra-ured by the ton.

by the car. by the
yard, or by time? The
union mine - workers
insist that paymrnt
shall U' made in every
instance by weight.
The operator* an*wer
that no single method
of measurement is a|>-

plicahle to all collier-

ies: that one system would suit one colliery; another, another;
and that the difficulty of applying the rule of measurement by
weight would in some collieries la- insurmountable, while, in other",

it would prove unsatisfactory to the workers I lienwives. This
mutter of measurement is one of the most knotty problem* which
the commission has to solve, and we doubt whether they will at-

tempt to solve it by propound-

Jimmie Gallagher

A miser*' wimet*. end itie vii of the hearing

John Mitchell

President ot ihe tinned Mine Verier* of America

ing a single principle rigor-

ously applicable to all col-

licric*. They are more likely

to suggest that in each col-

liery or group of similar col-

lieries the question of mea-
surement shall be left to ar-

bitration.

Ah the operators insisted

from the outset that the ques-
tion of their recognition of

tlie Miners' t'nion did not
come before the commission,
all testimony relating to the

acts of violence from which
the non-union workers suffer-

ed should, hy the strict rules

of evidence, have liceii exclud-
ed. As a matter of fact, a

very large juirt of the time
occupied in the liraring* was
di-volnl to such testimony.
The advocate* of the strikers

virtually undertook to justify

the violence of which the non-
union worker* complained, by
setting lip the principle that
a man has no moral right tn

work, if, by his work, he
quenches the hojx's ami levels

a death-blow at the intercal*

of hi* fellow mun. In other
words, the lils'rly to work be-

gin* when it can la* exrreiiied

without iiiqaiiriiig what a fel-

low-worker lielievps to lie hi*

right to labor or abstain from
labor, 'lliis. obviously, is a

new principle which cannot
he reconciled with legal right

as this has hitherto liecn

formulated. This principle
would give strikers tlie right

to employ the coercion which the law prohibit*. It would make
them the sole arbiters of right and wrong in their own case. It

should la> ohvion* that the principle would justify organized
a pi in I in employing force to compel striker* to return to work.
Mr. 8. Harrow, the counsel for the mini* workers, took the

ground that the boycott wa# a natural and permissible weapon of

partisan warfare. As testimony on the question of the union was
admitted, it is probable that the report of the commission will

embody a decision iijain it. At the present writing the price of

coal i* about what it wa* before the trouble in the mining dis-

tricts. It is most prolMble that the commission will grant sufficient

concessions both to tlie miners and to ihe operators to make their

decisions accepted without question even by the labor leader*, and
so insure to those of u* who have to buy. a reasonable price, and
a plentiful supply of coal during the coining year.
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* The Launching of the new Chilean Battle-ship “ Constitucion
M

at Newcastle-on-Tyne

A Chance to Increase ovir Navy

TWO luitt Io-hIi iji'i. the Libnimd and ('ou*tiluciom, which arc
being bnilt fur Chile in Kngland. Mini two at mured cruiser*,

the liaiilxihli anil I’utyrrcdon. which are being built for

the Argentine Republic in Italy, ure on the market. Tin y
an- for sale by reamm of the treaty of peaie signed by

these inuntiie* la-1 July, whereby each nation agreed not only to

-ell these vt—-el-, but to take oil -nine of the small arm* on their

present war-ves-ela. Chile al*o agreed to sell its well-known
armored eniiscr Cw/ibriH /'ml.

I toth the I'liio/iliirmii ami l.ibrrlatl have Is-en l.uini'lu-d the

t'unmtilurinn having only rrcrntly been will into the water from

the yards of a British ship-building eompany. at Newcastle on Tyne.

She i» rnteil ns a tlrst-c'uss battle-ship, hut is really of the wniml
elans, la-ing slightly larger tliau the Illinois of the I'niteil State*

navy. Chile has offered her two ships to (erniany. and the offer

has hern rejected for two reuaona. One is that the vessels were not

made in Oennuny, and the other is that special aininuiiitinn would
have to In* made for them, (treat lintam ha.- not yet put in a

hid for them, and probably will not do so. In spite of the many dif

firiillir* in the way. il has already been prepost'd that we lake ad

vantage of these iumlilions. and add to mu navy at h-n-l two "I

the four new war' ships.
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Possible R.\isso-T\irkis K War
hj. I'mUMilKr,. I tintary II, ll*OJ.

I
N the last few day* there lina been a sudden change in the

tom 1 nf mir nctt«|M|MT» toward* tlx* llulkun troubles and
Macedonia. And. Jo Ihow who understand Hip meaning nf

the change. it is ominous of war. while outwardly promising
peace. ( util the lust few day* nil our Russian pu|M-r*, Ik-

ginning with Prince I'khtomski's official St. Petersburg llasellv

and .Vo pop Vrrmtia, and ending with fiiitjtlaiiin and Srrt, were
full of the most outspoken attacks on the Turkish Government for

its part in tolerating, if not inciting, the Macedonian horrors. In

this crusade of the |a-u. Prinee L'khtoinski took the lead, and we
all know that, since their trip round the world together twelve
years ago. Prince l'khtoinski has been deep in the counsels of the

mnttuM rirfsrfi. some compromise, some |N-ac<*aldc settlement, if

that lie at all |Mn.sihlc. And in order to give this plan of j»ca«v

every |K>»Mildc chance of success, it has been dccideil that every
effort must Is- made to coneiliate the Turks; that hostile criticism
must cease, that penile means must Is- tried, and sincerely tried.

Indore sterner measures, which must briny immeasurable suffering
to all |Miiir*. are finally and irrevocably undertaken.

If war must finully Is- resorted to, the refusal of Ru-
mania to allow the (tsssaye of Russian troop* through her
territory puts the matter strategically in a new light. In
the Russian invasion of 1H77. the line* of force ran from Kis-
henetl in Russia through Rtiniania to the- Danilin-. and then across
the Danilin- and further south through Turkish territory, since

Tsar. So that we may justly infer that the Tsar himself feels

a* much indignation ami horror at the Ihilkatt atrocities as does
the most outs|K»ken editor in the laud.

For weeks the ctdunin* of the tuipers. In-ginning with the official

St. Petersburg linn-lte. were full of reports of Macedonian out-
rages. A few days ago all hostile erltiei«in» of the Sultan
and his policy, ami all report* of the nut rage* and tortur-

ings in the Christian province* of Turkey suddenly ceased,
and were succeeded by urtieles of n much milder time,

K'litaiiiing promise* ami hope* of a pacific settlement for the
.Macedonian ilidii-nlty. The eau*e of that sudden change is this:

tin- Tsar and the Russian government, with the whole mition la-

hind them, have made up their minds that the Turkish horror must
In* «4idcd : and therefore they have had to face the pro*|a-cl of a
most terrilde war. For the Turks are most formidable soldiers,

powerful, enurageou*. determined: they are admirably trained anil

splendidly armed, with Manser* of the latest make: and they will

fight on the defensive, on their own soil, if this war break* out.

Thi« tuba ns, for Russia, the most tremendous sacrifice*, with the

certainty that she cannot indemnify herself at all for her losses,

nnd that lu-r one reward will Is- a duty dime. Therefore. before
taking the step which must bring upon her mi many rvil*. Russia
is determined to make Ihc greatest ]ni»»ihlc effort to attain to some

Is-comc the principality of Knlpiria. I’levna was the first strong

centre of Turkish resistance, for there were pithcml the Turkish
troop- that had In-en operating in Servia to the west: nnd these

threatened the Russian line of communication. Therefore it was
necessary to dispose of Plevna In-fore the Russiun line eonId In- con-

tinued towards t he south. The thrice repeated storming of Plevna
has passed into history, adding the splendid figure of SkoIndefT

to the heroic roll of immortals. Rut the storming had to In*

changed to a Idockaili- Indorr Plevna fell, late in the year, when
the Ralkun jmism-* to the south were already choked with snow.

Through those *now elnil pneaes the Russians then fought their

way, carrying the line of form- over the Shipku. through Adrianople.

and on to Standstill. There was signed the San Stcfano Treaty,
which set not only Servia and Rtilgaria. hut also Macedonia, free.

These were the line* of foree in 1877-8. Hut the refu-al of Ru-
mania to allow Russian troop* once more to pom through her terri-

tories will divert the next invasion to another |Mtli. Till* will run
from Odessa nnd Sevastopol, the great jnirls of Southern Rus»iu.

to Varna and Ibairga* on the Turkish coast, where the Russian
armies will have to land. 'Die gate of the Ho*|mrna will meanwhile
In- held liy the splendid lint t ic-ship* and cruisers of Russia's Itluck

Sea Heel, which will advance as far south as the formidable Turk-
ish fortresses of the H«»*porus |M-rmit.
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Opening of the Canadian Parliament

THE Congress of the United States adjourned at midnight of

March 4. The Dominion Parliament brains it* yearly *e*-

*ion next week. The relationship of the two event* i* obvious.

It *uggr*t» the intimacy existing between the interest* which no
urtilieial boundaries separating the two tounlri™ do or ran. after

all, divide. By any disturbance of the industrial equilibrium on

tin* aide, the condition* on the other are hound to be more or

lea* affected. Head juatnirnt i* often neces-

*nry. and un immediate or early session i*

for thi* miaou expedient.

Thi* *e** ion of the Canadian Parliament
i* to he of more than u*ual interest. What
will give the Canadian* themselves nm«t
concern in it* deliberations i* the promis'd
redistribution bill. Thi* does not inline

diutely affect their material interests, but

threaten* to di*turb present internal politi-

cal values. The maritime province*, which
have already serious grievance*, will suffer

in thi* reapportionment, while Mnnitoliu,

British Columbia, and the Northwest Ter
ritorie*. which have grown relatively in

population, will gain. But the protest

which come* from the old province* will

protiably be but faint echo of the fler«c

racial cry of the former *truggle*.

What will more deeply concern those who
look on from this side the Under is the

Parliament’* legislation with respect to the

tariff and railroad*. It is authoritatively
announced that no increase in the tariff

need he expected or fenml. A strong Con-
servative opposition, rellecting the growing
manufacturing interest* of Canada, will

make strenuous light to counteract the effect

of the tariff* which we huve kept standing
against them. With the Conservative* in

thi* effort to promote w " national policy "

arr asam in ted many liberal*, prominent
among whom i* Mr. Tarte. who lad year
resigned from the laiurier cabinet because
hi* advocacy of increased protection for

Canadian industries did not harmonize with

the views of Premier laiurier and his cabinet. It is confidently
predicted, however, that if any change is made it will la* in the
direction of lowering the schedules, and not of raising them. It i*

more probable that Sir Wilfrid, himself ill. will not undertake the
task of making any readjustments this vear. but leave it to hi*
-ucvessor, who. it i* reported, may lie the Hon. W. S. Fielding, pres-
ent Finance Minister. The Conservatives are at present without

ii efficient leader, but it is likely tluit Mr.
Foster, ex-Finance Minister, now candidate
in a by election in Ontario, will be re-

turned. in which event a material strength-
ening of the party' is anticipated.

Another matter of our neighborly concern
i« the Canadian government'* railroad pol-

iey. The projects of transcontinental pro-

portions and of international importance
which will receive the attention of thi* Par-
liament must affect our own economic in-

terest*. and eventually determine our fu-

ture ** moves.” And whatever the immediate
action of the Dominion's Congress may be,

it i* certain that the project* indicate that
there is believed to exist a basis for great
growth and prosperity, These enterprises,
u* reported from Ottawa, include not only a
new transcontinental line, for which the
government's assistance will Ik* asked, but
numerous minor roads, including one which
is to reach Hudson Bay. and open the way,
nerhaps. for that once visugiary route to
Kuroja* through this great inland ocean.
There ure indication* of Canada’s increas-

ing attractiveness to manufacturer and
agriculturist, which the government itself

i* doing much |n enhance.
The Canadian question most conspicuous-

ly in the mind of the people of the United
Stall** is that which relate* to the sett le-

nient of the Alaskan Imundary. It i* to lx*

hoped that the Parliament will make possi-

hle the constitution of the commission by
the up)Miintment of it* representative* at

this session.Sir Wilfrid Lauricr. Premier of Canada

Roosevelt arid Cleveland

THE historic cartoon by Thomas Nast reproduced here is sig-

nificant ns indicating the cnrlv political relations between
the President and Mr. Cleveland, who is now our only living

ex* President. Mr. Nast called his cartoon '* Reform without Blood
abed," The meeting took place in Albany when Cleveland was
Governor of New York and Roosevelt was a memlx-r of the As-
sembly. The topic -of discussion was the reform in State and
county polities where corruption had been found which equalled

in muny way* the corruption of the famous “Tweed" ring. It

was largely through Mr. Roosevelt’s investigations and Mr. Cleve-

land’s co-operation that the details of the frauds were made public,

that the ” citizens were aroused to active support of measures of
reform, that offenders were brought to trial, and that laws, cor-

recting the abuse*, weft pMMtl by the Legislature.” It is alao
ii significant fact that Mr. Roosevelt was first invited to the
White House during Cleveland’s administration.
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Jose Ives Limantour

PRESIDENT
DIAZ President Porfirio Diaz, of Mexico

General Bernardo Keyes

AND HIS
SUCCESSOR

TIIK rumor Hint Prmiilmt Dla* is about to resign ha* at-

traeted wide attention. Il«* assumed the rein* of govern-

incut when Mexico wa* in worse Mate than is t'olombin

to-day. Revolution* had occurred annually. There were

never It*** than two president* lit one time, eaeli with an

nrmrd following. and issuing jtrontutrinutrnto*. In n short time

he thoroughly suppressed organized civil strife. Put the greut

eountrv he governed wa* pillaged ami wanted. Outlying town* were

stronghold* of constitutional revolutionist* who wanted no era of

peace. Armed hand* of men. remnant* of the ariiiir* of forgotten

pretender*, roamed the country, making lienditry nnd blackmail

the law of the land. ** I»ta of administration." *aid Diaz. And one

of hi* first act* wa* to isauc n pardon to all bandits who snr

rendered themselves within n certain time, with a uniform and a

horse and a -alary greater than any *um of money they could

make dishonestly, Hundreds came in. nnd thus aro-e the “ Rural

Guard " of Mexico—wonderful riders and wonderful *lwt*. Set

a thief to catch a thief, lie *enl these out, "assuming." a* he

hn* sinoe -aid. “all kinds of responsibilities." nnd they cleurrd

the country «>f Imndits, shooting on »igiit, with the result that to-

dav the unsettled country of Mexico i* the safest unsettled country

in the world.
With security obtained, prosperity was to lie sought, and Presi-

dent Diaz definitely set alamt the encouragement of foreign capital.

He offered . first of all. heavy subsidies to railroads; he then gave
away public land*; established liberal mining laws; (emitted taxes

when desirable; and chose for meinlicr* of hi* olTicinl family the

most liberul statesmen ami most skilled financier* in the land.

The President ha* some .

enemies nnd many op|m-

nent*—and they may read-

ily la- classified. First, are

the friends and relative* of

agitator* who have ** di*

appeared." and the many
who must need* feel that a
pi-rsoii.il injustice has Imtii

done them in one way or
another. These latter are

not lacking in a real repuh
lie. Second, are stiff-necked
member* of the old ” Church
party." who demand the

restoration to mother
church of her building* and
lauds confiscated under
Juarez, and of her lost pres-

tige. Yet this group i* uni

large enough to lie dignified

with the name of party.

Third, are men of certain

highly developed mmmuni
ties — Monterey.

T)in/. however, is hard to answrr—unless within the mind of the
man himself there are plan* that prove it groundles*—namely,
that he is training up no Mirccsanr. The accusation of petty
jealousy, (nought by many against the General, seems baldly
jilst iflalile. though ImimxI on Ibis and on lesser act*. Whatever
the underlying cause, thoughtful friends of Mexiisi within and
without her border* believe flint it will lie more than unfortunate
lor the country. *table a* she now is, if it successor should enter
into office without the power and wisdom of Diaz, at hi* side to

start him on hi* course. I'ntil recently two men were considered
to la* the logical nnd rival candidate* for the «ueres*ion. These ai'e

Uc. Don Jos£ I ven Limantour and Gcncrnl Bernardo Reyea.
Limantour. Secretary of the Treasury in Diaz'* cabinet, first

gave hi* services to the administration in 18£I3, as Assistant Sec-
retary under Matins Romero. He received the beat education that
wealth could procure,—hotli in Mexico nnd in France, lie war at
one time professor of |mliticnl economy in the Softool of Juri*-
prudence. and later undertook for Hie government a special mission
to Kurope in connection with certain delicate financial matters.
On the departure of Scfinr Kniuero to the l niteil State* he was
appointed to the Secretaryship. Next to Dili/., the Mexico of to-

day owes her prosperity to Linmntour. a broad minded specialist,
a practical theorist, and a far-sighted statesman. " Preserve u*
from Limnntnur a* President." in the remark of many of our
countrymen in Mexico, " lie is anti-American." Whatever may he
Limantour'* personal prejudice*, he i*. officially, above all. pro-
capital. and would have no desire to dam the richest stream that
How* into hi* country. A* a man handicapped l»y wealth, the

Secretary ha* not always
that Ijctin urbanity which
hides the feeling* of hia
chief. And if he hn* at any
fiine given expreaslnn to a
[wr sunn | i|j«|ikc for Ameri-
can*. it i* in no way indica-
tive of |Miliey.

General Itrrnardn Reyea,
the popular Governor of "the
wealthy state of Nueva
IaMin, General of Division
in the Mexican Army, and
Secretary of State for War.
was recently widely held to
lie the prolmhle successor of
Diaz. He had that im-
portant key to popularity

—

lira** button* and a war
record. He had. superficial-

ly at least, n more engaging
personality than his rival;
and hr had control of the
army. Hi* mistake wa* to
-how hi* desire too plainly
ns an aspirant to the Presi-

dency.
Though it i« improbable

that Din/ will soon resign,

it i* a safe prediction Hint
two yrarw from now will
find ,lo*A Ives l.imantour
occupying hi* place. He
will find the wild spirit of
modern Mexico not broken,
but iilalued to the will of

one man.

Guadala-
jara—who insist that Mex-
ico i* ready for mure lil>

ertv. nnd who are fretted

by the periodic fans- of a
popular election. Not a

vn*t group of opponent—-
certainly not a party of

the opposition—ami nearly
all warm in their enthu-
siasm for the man whom
they opjHise «n principle.

One criticism of President

President Diaz leaving the Custom-House of the City of Diaz,

named in his Honor
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A
Ml’SIC'Al. extravaganza whirl) i* both I unrful urn I ctimir

in t hr bmt urnw i» ** Tlir Wizard of Or." now pl»y in^r ut

tin* Mijralir llnnlm ll i* frankly hurlc*qnc nf the
broadcM Mirt , hut it hn* thr great mrrit of licing free

from vulgarity. uml tingle* with life a ml -pi r i t from
ft r*»t to la»t. A purl from its rlulnratr mmir effect* ami wonder
hind picture*. whirl) carry the mind of the old theatre-goer IMirk

wvml ilrnulm to thr day* of the an • called ” tran-formation
*ccne* " that delighted thr youthful eye of other time*, the ex
tra van’ll ii *n i» notable for the opportunity it give* two excellent
vaudeville arti*t*. M«*r», Montgomery and Stour, to diapliiv their
talent* in rich mrn-ure. New York ha* not for many year* *een
anything qnitr «o exqui«itcly droll a* the antic* of thr*e two indi-

vidual* in the rAlr* of (he ttcarrrrow and the Tin Woodman. To lie

Mire, it i* home- play, hut it i* home-play of thr linmt type, and
hr would indnil a dull puled, morow rrrnture who rould not l>e

moved to laughter by it. Thr \minhlr 1'nlf and the f'oirord/y Linn
nlw* add materially to the awift-running current of fun which
never for an in*tant ting* or pall* upon the audience. It hn* lieen

tin- latnrnl of ei'rlain nl*«crver* of *tngc condition* that the race
of clown* of the nrliMic *ort hn* pti**cd into hi*tory, but "The
Wizard of Or." with it* iipronriou* quintet of fun-maker*, prove*

the happy fal»ily of atirh a contention. The " Winud ” i* certainly

un entertainment amply aide to chn*c away the mo*t peralfttent

of blue devil*, and a* a purveyor of delight for the ehildrrii nIiouM
lie heartily welcomed in every home that i« ldr**ed with u nuraery.
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l)fi»n hv John S.

MISS ETHYL M. SMYTH
This portrait of Miss Smyth, whose opera *• Der Wald” is soon to be produced at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York,

is from a sketch by John S. Sargent made while the composer was singing at the piano. Miss Smyth is well known

abroad, and her work will have the distinction of being the first opera by a woman ever produced in America
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Palm Beach, St. Augustine, and other Florida winter resorts are now in the full swing of their seasons

the South early in the winter, and stay until the close of



Drawn bj Charles Hope f*rova*l

number of American pleasure and comfort seekers who migrate to

second week in April
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** In spile ot some contemporary reading, I get most ol my
material from observation"

**
I may live in the North, but my heart is in Dixie"

WILL N. HARBEN
An exponent of the South of to-day in fiction
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COMMENT
Tub commemoration of Washington's birthday thia year was

distinguished by the remarkable address which Dr. S. Weir
Mitchell delivered before the University of Pennsylvania in

the Philadelphia Academy of Music. Dr. Mitchell did not

profess to have acquired any new information concerning

Washington; what he undertook to do was to place the old

facts in a new light, and to draw Round and just deductions

from data already known. In the case of the men who have

played illustrious parts in American history, it is needful

from time to time to recur to broad generalizations. The
microscope must be laid aside, lest, by fixing our eyes too in-

tently on minute details, we fail to appreciate character in the

round and achievement as a whole. Dr. Mitcbcll gave us the

right perspective. It is refreshing to turn to his judicial

summing up after a perusal of such books as The True (Jeorge

Washington, The True Benjamin Franklin, and The True
Thomas Jefferson, which purport to give us more correct con-

ceptions of the men by revealing to us their minor shortcom-

ings. We are told, for instance, that Washington could not

spell. Neither could the Duke of Marlborough. Accurate
spelling was not characteristic of British generals in the

eighteenth century. The best speller was Burgoyne, but per-

fection in orthography was not tho accomplishment most
needed at Saratoga in 1777. It is also true that Washington
received only a common-school education, and that what tui-

tion he had, ceased when he was fifteen. As Dr. Mitchell re-

minds us. he was self-taught, and his self-teaching went on,

as it did in the case of Lincoln, all his life. lie never stopped

growing. He was continually assimilating knowledge and,

what was of infinitely more moment to him and to others,

wisdom, from books, from men, and from events.

Of the many questions discussed by Washington’s innumer-

able biographers, there are few which Dr. Mitchell did uot

illuminate, and two of them he is the first to answer in a
satisfactory way. Was Washington a reserved, cold, self-con-

tained, unsympathetic man? Reticent he unquestionably

was. Like the great Prince of Orange, to whom he presents

other points of likeness, ho was u silent man. Not easily did

his thoughts or feelings find oral expression. On the other

hand, no soldier ever lived who was bo communicative with

the pen. Of all American writers, George Washington was

the most productive. He has left about 10,000 letters, not one

of which is a mere note; thia although the letters which
would have been most interesting because most confidential,

those to his wife, were destroyed. That among a myriad let-

ters penned under the most various conditions many should

show signs of haste was to be expected. What is less seldom

noticed is a fact upon which Dr. Mitchell lays due sirens,

namely, that some of the letters arc examples of virile Eng-

lish not surpassed in quality and force by any of the writer’s

contemporaries, although these included Johnson, Burke, and

“Junius.” Dr. Mitchell directs special attention to the page?

or two of satire on General Conway contained in a letter to

General Oates. As for his alleged incapacity for friendship,

we are reminded that Hamilton called him a kind and un-

changing friend. His letters hear witness that he was not

only kindly, but affectionate. Benedict Arnold was one of the

generals for whom he seems to have felt a warm affection, the

remembrance of which stung him when he learned of Ar-

nold’s treason. Another question that has puzzled biographers

is. How did it happen that a man who, in his youth, had been

exceptionally robust and vigorous, succumbed at the age of

sixty-eight to a disorder which, even in the absence of proper

medical treatment, ought not to have been fatal. Dr. Mitchell

considers this question from the view-point of a physician,

and he arrives at the conclusion that not even the massive

frame of Washington could be subjected with impunity to

exposure and privation through the long years of the Revolu-

tionary contest. It is his belief that, when tho war ended,

Washington was a breaking man, and older than his years.

President Roosevelt in his latest utterance, the address de-

livered by him on February 21 at the laying of the corner-

stone of the Army War College, reaffirmed tbe truth which

events are driving home to the American mind, the truth,

namely, that readiness for war is the only guarantee of peace.

By war, of course, Mr. Roosevelt means, not aggressive, but de-

fensive war. The war against Mexico was the only one ever un-

dertaken by this country for spoliative purposes. Tho resolu-

tions which, in April, 1898, committed us to the contest with

Spain, would never have been passed by Congress—ns every

one prescut ut the time iu Washington is well aware—but for

the self-denying ordinance with regard to Cuba which they

embodied. If we need to make our navy at least as large as

Germany’s, if not as large as that of France, and if we need

to place our military resources and preparations on such a

footing that a sudden augmentation of our regular army and
a skilled direction of it would he practicable, it is obviously

because those weapons may be at any hour required for the

protection of our sister American commonwealths, which would
be unable to defend themselves against any first-rate European
power. The creation of a great navy or of an efficient mili-

tary system is the work of many years, during which there

must be no interval of relaxation or indifference. It is fortu-

nate for tho country that Mr. Roosevelt’s personal experience

has made him keenly alive to our naval and military' short-

comings. When he was Assistant Secretary of tho Navy, ade-

quate measures were taken to improve the gunnery practice on
our ships, with results that were memorably attested at

Manila and at Santiago. He has been quick to observe that at

present our naval gunnery is not what it was in 1H98, and he
has taken the requisite steps to restore its efficiency. It is well

known that the whole influence of the Administration was
employed to secure the passage of the bill creating a General
Staff.* and laying at least the basis for a better organization of

the National Guard, from which the regulur army must be re-

cruited in the hour of danger. It will have been noticed that
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Air. Roosevelt iu his speech on February 21 frankly admitted

it to be undesirable that the standing military force of the

United States should be other than small in proportion to the

country’s population. On the other hand, it is indispensable

that the force, while relatively small, should attain to the very

highest point of efficiency reached by an army in the civil-

ized world.

It is to be hoped that the Fifty-eighth, if not the Fifty-

seventh, Congress will adopt the naval-construction programme

recommended by the General Board of the navy headed by

Admiral Dewey. The programme is warmly advocated, not

only by Secretary Moody', but by President Roosevelt. Before

marking the propo-wd additions to our naval strength, we

should reeall the fact that we now have in commission, or

under construction, nineteen battle-ships and eleven armored

cruisers. One of these vessels, however, the Texas, was origi-

nally a second-class battle-ship, and is now out-of-date, while

three others, the Indiana, Massachusetts, and Oregon, will soon

need to he modernized. Although we have more seat-oast to

defend than any other country except Great Britain, we are

behind Great Britain. France. Russia, Germany, and Italy as

regards the number of our war-vessels. Moreover, the German
navy is increasing at such a rate that in 1006 it will comprise

thirty -eight, battle -ships and twenty -six armored cruisers.

What the General Board of the navy advises is that naval

construction shall be forthwith authorized, and begun on such

a scale as to give us hy 1000 forty-eight effective battle-ships

and twenty-four armored cruisers, besides forty-eight protected

or unprotected cruisers, and forty-eight torpedo-boat destroyers,

together with torpedo-boats, submarines, colliers, and supply

ships. The completion of such a programme would make us the

second naval jsiwer in the world, and would enable us, in con-

junction with Great Britain, to enforce peace upon the ocean.

There is no douht that the programme could easily be carried

out, so far as the resources of our Federal exchequer are con-

cerned, for it is computed that the post would not exceed
$40,0CM),(KK) a year for eight years. When we consider the
enormous amount of money lavished yearly upon peusiona, we
cannot, reasonably object to devoting about a fourth as much
to the increase of our navy, without which the maintenance
of the Alouroe Doctrine against a European coalition would be
plainly impossible.

The negro problem having been forced into the foreground
of discussion by Secretary Root’s admission, in his speech at

the Union League Club of New York city, that the blacks

had failed to profit by the ballot to the extent expected, we
naturally hear very different opinions expressed in the North-
ern press regarding the practical disfranchisement of the

negro in Louisiana. Mississippi, Alabama, North and South
Carolina, and Virginia. As to the constitutional consequences
of tlie disfranchising measures, there is a great deal of mis-
conception current. Since not one of those measures dis-

franchises negroes as such, the result being reached indirectly,

it is for the Supreme Court of the United States to decide
whether the Fifteenth Amendment of the Constitution is

violated or evaded. That Amendment undoubtedly declare*

that the right of citizens of the United State* to vote shall

not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any
Slate on account of race, color, or previous condition of servi-

tude. It is obvious that this Amendment doc* not prohibit a

State from enacting a property qualification for the franchise

such as recently existed in Rhode Island, or an educational

qualification such as exists in Massachusetts to-day. There
is, on the other hand, no doubt that even an educational or

a property qualification for the franchise is prohibited b,v the

first section of the Fourteenth Amendment, which declares

that nil persons born or naturalized in the United States, and
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, arc citizens of the United
States and of the State wherein they reside; and. moreover,

that no State shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United
States. What penalty is provided for the violation of the

Fourteenth Amendment I It is a mistake to suppose that the

penalty attaches only to the withholding of the right to vote

for Presulent and Vice-President ami for representatives in

Congress. On the contrary, the second section of the Four-
teenth Amendment expressly state* that, when the right to

vote at any election for the choice of electors for President

and Vice-President of the United States, representatives iu

Congress. Ike executive and judicial officers of a State or

Ike members of a Legislature thereof, is denied to the male
inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of age and
citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except

for participation in rebellion or other crimes, the basis of rep-

resentation therein shall be reduced in the proportion which
the number of male citizens thus excluded shall bear to the

whole number of male citizens twenty-one years of age in

such State. How is the proportion to be determined f

It does not follow, because in the six Southern States that

we have named very few negroes go to the ballot-box, that

all of the abstainers are disfranchised by the State laws. It

is probable that the proportion could be ascertained with a

close approach to accuracy by a census taken for the purpose,

and the fifth section of the Amendment authorizes Congress
to enforce by appropriate legislation the provisions of the

second section just recalled. But there will be no such legis-

lation ou the part of Congress until public opinion in the

Northern States demands it, and, up to the present time.

Northern opinion ha* not been favorable to the infliction of

penalties on the Southern States enumerated by reducing
their representation in the House of Representatives propor-

tionally to the number of negroes practically disfranchised.

It is evident, from the reception given to Secretary Root’s

speech, that the infliction of the penalty prescribed in the

second section of the Fourteenth Amendment would not now
be favored by a majority of white citizens at tlie North. So
long as this state of feeling lasts, the Fourteenth Amendment
will be practically a dead letter.

Since we last referred to the disgraceful state of thiugs iu

Delaware, the so-called Regular Republicans have tried to give

their State its just representation in the Senate, by proposing

to vote for any one of the Union Republicans (except Ad-
dicks), providing the latter would in their turn vote for the

candidate of the Regulars. The offer was refused, the Union
Republican* adhering to their original declaration that, if the

Regulars would agree to bo bound by the outcome of a Repub-
lican caucus. Mr. Addicks would not be a candidate. As tlie

whole number of Republicans in the Legislature is thirty-one,

to which the Regular* contribute but ten, it is obvious that

the result of a caucus would be the nomination of two friends

cf Addicks. As we go to press, the signs are that the Regu-
lars will combine with the Denwerat* for the purpose of send-

ing one Democrat and one Regular to the United States

Senate. To such a course there ean be no reasonable objec-

tion, though there are Republican partisans who would rather

see the State of Delaware unrepresented in the Federal Senate
than represented, even partially, by a Democrat. It ia believed

that the strength of Mr. Addicks at the ballot-box will be

materially lessened if hi* opponent* in the Legislature sue-

eeed in repealing the law which has permitted an illiterate

voter to have an attendant at the voting-place. The purpose

of the existing law is said to have been to give assurance that

a bribed voter would stay bribed. Colonel William J. Bryan
is perfectly right in saying that the discreditable political

methods imputed to Mr. Addicks cannot be condemned with

a grmd grace by those Republican* who have nothing to say

about the means whereby certain Republican Senators are be-

lieved to have obtained their seats. We have heard no outcry

on the part of the Regular Republican* of Delaware against

Senator Quay or Senator Hanna.

Whether the Panama Canal treaty will be ratified by the

Senate before the expiration of the Fifty-seventh Congress

i* still, at the hour when we write, uncertain. Nobody dispute*

the purity of the motives which have impelled Senator Mor-
gan of Alabama to oppose the treaty. He honestly believes

that the Nicaragua route ia preferable to the Panama route;

and, also, that terms more favorable to the United States can

bo procured from Nicaragua and Costa Rica than from Co-
lombia. It is qu<*<tinnable, as he says, whether the hundred-

year lease given by the treaty, even when coupled with the

option of renewal, is technically equivalent to the u perpetual

control ” which the Spooner act appropriating the monev
needed for the purchase of the property of the French (’anal

Company required the President to secure. There is no doubt,

however, that a lease renewable at the leasee’s option for an
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indefinite number of centuries is substantially tantamount to

perpetual control. Some of the amendments proposed by

Senator Morgan are, as we formerly said, unobjectionable,

and even desirable, in themselves ; but, if the treaty be

mended in the slightest particular, the whole subject might

l>e reopened at Bogota, and nobody can predict with confidence

what the Murrequin government would do. There are two

parties to a bargain, and concessions on both sides are un-

avoidable. Nobody pretends that the Panama Canal treaty

is ideally perfect from our point of view. It is Rimply the

hpst that our State Deportment could obtain at the time.

Moreover, time presses. The option given to our government

by the French Canal Company is about to expire, and at the

hour when we write we have no reason to assume that the

company will extend it. As for Senator Quay’s opposition

to the canal treaty, it has been attributed to the influence

of the transcontinental railways, but for the present we pre-

fer to think that he is desirous of coercing his Republican
colleagues into the support of his Statehood bill in some
form.

According to the latest reports from Washington, the advo-

cates and the opponents of the Statehood bill have agreed

npon a compromise. It is Raid that, almost all the Republican
Senators, including Mr. Quay. Hre willing that New Mexico
and Arizona shall he admitted as a single State under the

name of Montezuma, with a proviso that, when that part of

tho new commonwealth contributed by the present Territory

of Arizona shall have 800,000 inhabitants, and when a ma-
jority of the voters in that population shall have expressed a

wish to be set off from Montezuma, the President shall, by
proclamation, declare Arizona a separate State. If the Demo-
crats, some of whom are unfavorable to this proposal, t**e fit

to filibuster against it, the passage of a Statehood bill in any
form will be impracticable in this Congress. One of the

Democratic objections, however, that, namely, that Arizona
would have to wait until after 1910 before a teat of the num-
ber and wishes of her inhabitants could be. made, might be

met by a provision for a special census of the area interested,

to be taken at an earlier date. To tin* admission of Oklahoma
there has never been any serious opposition, but some weighty
objections have been urged to the inclusion of Indian Terri-

tory in the new State. In the first place, we have contracted

treaty obligations toward the Indians, and. in the second

place, there are in Indian Territory no school lands from the

sale of which a school fund might he created. It is suggested

that both of these objections may be parried by a proviso

that Indian Territory shall not be added to Oklahoma until

1906, when our treaty obligations will he no longer binding,

and by a stipulation in the bill that a trust fund applicable

to public schools in Indian Territory shall he created by the

Federal government. From a party point of view the State-

hood bill as reconstructed is, of course, a disappointment to

the Democrats, who had hoped eventually to gain four United
States Senators, if Arizona and New Mexico were admitted as

separate States.

There is no backward movement toward bimetallism in the

amendment to the Philippines Coinage hill whieh was accept-

ed by the Senate, and whieh authorizes the President to pro-

pose to Great Britain, Frunce, and Germany some arrange-

ment by which a fixed rate of exchange between gold and
silver might be established for the benefit of Mexico, China,

and other silver-standard countries. The proposal will not

be received favorably in England, if wo may judge from the

opinions expressed in newspapers which are regarded hr au-

thorities on economical and monetary questions. The Econo-
mist points out the failure of previous attempts to create by
law a stable ratio between the yellow and white metals, and
insists that silver must be left to find its market level, dis-

astrous ns the results of the process may be to the few coun-

tries whieh still have a silver currency. The Statist thinks
that Mexico, should she undertake to redeem her old silver

coinage, even at the invariable rate of 32 to 1, would risk

ruin; and the paper is quite convinced that England should

not attempt to force any given ratio between the two precious

metals upon the Strait Settlements and other British posses-

sions in the East which have not yet adopted the gold stand-

ard. So far as the Philippines are concerned, it is to be hoped
that the Senate Coinage bill will become u law. Tbc present

chaotic state of the currency in the archipelago presents an
insuperable obstacle to that inflow of capital which is indis-

pensable for the development of the islands.

As we have indicated more than once, the labor question

in the Philippines is scarcely second in importance to the

coinage question. The Filipino will not work steadily at any
kind of labor indoors, and he cannot even be trusted to work
continuously in the open air. lie tills the soil as little as pos-

sible; only a small fraction of the land is under cultivation

in even the most densely peopled islands. Significant is tho

fact that in the rural districts the houses of the peasants sel-

dom have garden plots attached to them. What market gar-

dening is done is done by the Chinese. They alone can be

relied upon for hard, persistent labor. For example, they are

stevedores in the seaports; they arc the lumbermen, wood-

sawyers, ship-builders, and carriage-makers. They are the

merchants, tailors, and domestic servants. If the insular

government hesitates to recommend the. wholesale admission

of Chinese, it is for the same reason which has led the Dutch
government to exclude them from Java, the knowledge,

namely, that natives of Malayan stock could not stand the

competition. The Juvanese, however, are Ipss averse to manual
labor than the Filipinos. It looks as if a eertaiu amount of

Chinese labor would prove indispensable, and it has been sug-

gested that the dangers apprehended from immigration on a

large scale might be lessened if no individual Chinese were

permitted to remain in the islands for more than a definite

term of yearn.

We an* reluctant to believe that the Dominion of Canada
intends to protest to the Imperial government against the ap-

pointment of Senator Lodge and Senator Turner on the

Alaska Boundary' Commission. The pretext for such a pro-

test, if any is mode, will be, we presume, that tho two Seuators

named have formed, and have repeatedly expressed, definite

opinions regarding the boundary. It would be difficult, we
imagine, to find any eminent American citizen interested in

public questions to whom a like objection may not be made.

Nor would it be easy, on the other hand, to pick out for the

Canadian members of the commission men who arc known to

have a perfectly open mind upon the subject. We havo no
reason to doubt, however, that both the American and Canadian

commissioners will attach due weight to new and conclusive

testimony, if any such can be produced. The fact that at least

one of the British commissioners is expected to be a native

of Great Britain constitutes, of course, the baais for the hope

that, even on the old and familiar evidence, a majority of the

commissioners will be able to arrive at a decision. It is a

significant fact that Chart No. 787 of tho British Admiralty

—

a chart drawn in 1901. three years after the Quebec conference

on the subject—marks the Alaskan frontier so as to concede

the whole of the claim of the Unitod States. Nor have we
ever seen it asserted on the pert of Canada that previous to

1884, when the Canadian claim was first put forward, there

were any maps or charts in existence which did not give the

Knitcd States a continuous strip of territory along the main-
land above fifty-four degrees, forty minutes.

Will Canada have a navy of her own ? It will bo remembered
that Canada, alone of all the colonies represented at the Lon-

don Conference of Colonial Premiers, declined to make any
contribution to Imperial naval defence. The ground for the

refusal was that the Dominion did not desire to be entangled

in the mother-count ry’s naval wars; a position which would
have been reasonable enough hut for the aid given to England
in her contest against the Boer republics. It was also an-

nounced by Sir Wilfrid Laurier in London that Canada did

not purpose to rely for tho defence of her own shores ex-

clusively upon the British navy, but intended to create a naval

organization of her own. As a first step in that direction the

Ottawa government has sent tho British Naval Commander in

charge of her Hsherics-proteetion squadron to St. John’s, New-
foundland. with a view of modelling tho prtqiosed Canadian
naval battalion on the Newfoundland Naval Reserve. The
Newfoundland force, it should be noted, is not a provincial,

but an Imperial, body, and is intended to augment the number
of thoroughly trained seamen at the disposal of the British

Admiralty in certain exigencies. There is in Newfoundland
u seafaring population of about 75,000, and the intention of
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(he British Admiralty is to train 600 men a year, which, at

the end of ten years, will produce u thoroughly drilled body

of 6000 men, from which the British navy may at any hour

secure recruits. The Dominion of Canada also has a good

many men that might be recruited for the navy in time of

need; more, probably, than New England, though not so many
as Newfoundland. That is to say, there arc about 20,000 deep-

sea fishermen in the maritime provinces, and some 20,000 other

men employed in the coast fisheries. The Naval Battalion,

however, which the Ottawa government thinks of recruiting

from this source will not be an Imperial, but a domestic, or-

ganization, like Canada’s militia. As a matter of fact, Canada
already possesses the nucleus of a navy in a flotilla of sixteen

fishery cruisers, twelve of which are stationed on the Atlantic,

two on the lakes, end two on the Pacific. They are all steamers,

and collectively carry not far from 800 officers and men. The
plan is to increase this number to about ten thousand, who
will constitute a naval reserve. The existence of such a force

of well-trained seamen would be useful to Great Britain, be-

cause, although Canada declined to make any stated contri-

bution to the Imperial defence fund, there is no doubt that

the mother-country would, in case of need, easily procure re-

cruits from the Canadian Naval Reserve.

Mr. Joseph Chamberlain has not accomplished the impos-

sible in South Africa, but he has done quite enough to justify

his visit, and to commend hiH example to successors in the

Colonial Office. When Canada had a grave problem to solve

after the suppression of the Papincau rebellion, the Ministry

of the day sent an agent. Lord Durham, who, however open-

minded and far-sighted he might be, did not possess the influ-

ence at home that belongs to a member of the cabinet. Mr.
Chamberlain, on the other hand, being next to the Premier,

Mr. A. J. Ralfour, the strongest man in the Union govern-

ment, went to South Africa clothed with more than the au-

thority of a Roman proconsul. lie was absolutely certain

that whatever solutions of Smith-African problems might
seem to his mind desirable would meet with the approval of

his colleague. The knowledge of that faet placed upon him
a tremendous responsibility. Even his enemies must admit
that his self-imposed task has been performed up to the

farthest limit of practicability. He has declined to remove
I,ord Milner from the posts of Governor-General of Cape
Colony and Lord High Commissioner. Ho has declined to

make to the Boers of the Transvaal and the Orange River

Colony any material concessions in the way of amnesty or

self-government beyond those which were agreed upon when
the Boor generals surrendered. Consequently, he has not won
over the more implacable burghers of the conquered republics,

and it is probable that no concession, however dangerous,

would have sufficed to do so. Neither has ho made much im-

pression on the Afrikander element in the Cape Colony, for

the obvious reason that the Afrikanders are already politically

preponderant there, and have nothing to gain from the Colo-

nial Secretary, except the dismissal of Lord Milner. It must
also be admitted that Mr. Chamberlain has not yet found a

solution for the labor problem. He will not, and dare not,

sanction the reduction of the Kaffirs to a state of peonage;

he does not know how to attract white laborers, and ho hesi-

tates to authorize the importation of Chinese labor on a large

scale. On the other band, he has induced the mine-owners

of Johannesburg to pay $150,000,000 towards the cost of the

war, and also to pay their share of the interest and sinking-

fund needed for a second loan of $150,000,000, the proceeds

of which arc to be applied for the benefit of the conquered re-

publics. That was by no means an easy thing to do.

Since the reassembling of the British Parliament the

siwkesmen of the Foreign Office have evinced a disposition

to return quibbling answers to two interesting questions,

namely. Was it England or Germany that proposed the joint

blockade of Venezuelan seaports, and, secondly, was our State

Department informed beforehand that such a demonstration
was intended? As to the former question, it is now assorted

in the House of Commons by the political Under-Secretary
for Foreign Affairs that the first formal proposal of a joint

bh>rkado came from Germany in the last week of July, 1902.

The word which wo have italicized betrays on attempt to dis-

guise the truth, for. as we have formerly pointed out, the

recently published Blue Book shows that early in July Lord

I^nsdowtie inude known to the German ambassador in London
England’s pur|R**e to blockade Venezuelan seaports, and in-

vited the co-operation of the German Empire, it is useless to

palter with the words formal and informal, for the dates
prove that the communication received from Berlin late in

July was a reply to the overture made by Lord Lansdowne
early in the month. As to the second question, the British

Premier, Mr. A. J. Balfour, declared in a public speech de-
livered just before Parliament met that our State Department
was consulted by Great Britain at every stage of the Veuezucla
affair. To the American people it is entirely immaterial
whether the consultation wbh technically formal or informal.
What we want to know is whether our State Department,
having been consulted, signified approval of the blockade which
was to have deplorable results, and which wrought American
citizens to a pitch of excitement scarcely less intense than
that produced by the destruction of the battle-ship Maine in

the harbor of Havana. After the Venezuela gunboats had
been sunk and Fort San Carlos had been bombarded, there were
but few men in the United States who would not have rejoiced
to see the fleet under Admiral Dewey ordered to La Guayra.
It is well known that only with the utmost difficulty was Con-
gress restrained from giving expression to the public feeling,

and it is certain that the development of cordial relations be-

tween the United States and England has experienced a de-

cided cheek. In Washington thpre are many indications of
a desire to suppress the truth with regard to the position taken
by our State Department when it was informed in advance of
the Anglo-German intention to browbeat Venezuela. If it be
true that Secretary Hay told the representatives of Great
Britain and Germany, or either of them, to go ahead and do
what they liked urith a Latin-Amcrican republic, so long as
they stopped short of the permanent occupation of territory,

he should have the courage of his convictions, and boldly avow
tho fact.

One great piece of luck has fallen to the Balfour cabinet, in

the probable solution of the Irish land question. For the

first time in centuries, all parties in Ireland, and, what is more
important, both the great English parties, arc of one mind on
this central question of Irish politics. As we Hhall hear much
of this during the coming weeks, it may be well to get the first

principles clear in onr minds, as a clue to much that will other-
wise be obscure. The beginning of the difficulty arose under
the Stuarts, for whom many Irishmen most foolishly fought in

later years. These worthies confiscated nearly all the estates

in Ireland, and bestowed them on all sorts of persons who had
no wish to settle down as a resident nobility, but were deter-

mined to g»?t the most out of their property, and to give the
least in return. Hence came the worst land-laws in the world,
under which leases were renewed from year to year, so that

whenever the tenant improved his holding even a little, he was
compelled either to pay a higher rent or to get out at the
year’s end; the most perfect expedient for destroying initiative

and progress ever devised. The result was that it ceased to

be the interest of any Irish tenant to improve his land, so that

he naturally sank to the inurgin of starvation, and ended by
cultivating onlv a single crop. With a temporary failure of
the crop, he was confronted by the historic famine which
started the great tide of Irish immigrants towards this country,
and gave us the nucleus of one of the brightest and most
gifted elements of our heterogeneous population. The twenty
or more millions of Irish birth and race in this country are one
side of the Irish land question. Then came the Land League
agitation under Parnell, who used to say that when they made
the landlords as eager to go as the tenants were to get rid of
them his goal would be reached. It is reached now, though
Parnell has not lived to see it. For the great confiscation
of the Stuarts, which began while Shakespeare was finishing
“ The Tempest,” is being reversed, and the Irish cultivators are
once more being put into possession of their native soil. Aa
that same poet said,

“ *Tia thus the whirligig of Time brings
in his revenges.”

It seems to be now pretty well understood that Mr. Wynd-
ham, the chief secretary to the Lord-Lieutehunt of Ireland,

will adhere to tho main lines of the scheme which has been
agreed upon in advance by the representatives of the Irish

landlords, as well as by those of the tenants. We say repre-

sentatives of the landlords because, although at first the
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association of land-owners, headed by the Duke of Abereorn,

would not accept the plan sanctioned by Lord Mayo and Lord

Duuraven, they have since Riven it their hearty approval.

The new Land Purchase bill will not be compulsory, nor does

it need to lie, because it is framed upon the principle that the

landlords shall receive considerably more, and the tenants pay

considerably lew, than the market price of landed property.

That is to say, if a given estate is worth in the open market

sixteen times the rental last fixed by the Land Commission
Court, the land-owner shall receive twenty times the rental,

whereas loss than sixteen times the rental will be paid by the

tenant converted into a peasant proprietor. Who pays the

difference? The Imperial Exchequer. Mr. John E. Red-

mond has calculated, however, that the annual interest on the

sum needed for the purpose will not exceed $1,500,000, and

the Duke of Abereorn does not put it above $8,000,000. Part

of this outlay would be counterbalanced by the saving that

could be effected in the cost of the Irish constabulary if the

country were tranquil. It should further be borne in mind
that, a<-oording to the utmost unanimous report of a royal

commission, Ireland has for many years been paying much
more than her due proportion of the taxes levied for Imperial

purposes. Even if there were no offsets to the disbursements

required for permanent land settlement, it would be well

worth England's while to spend two or three million dollars

a year for the purpose of putting an end to the troubles that

have made Ireland the scourge of the United Kingdom.

While his Imperial Majesty tho Kaiser is still seated on the

cathedra of ecclesiastical authority, or perhaps we should say

remains astride the Delphic tripod, there are a great many
questions we should like to have settled. Having established

the point that not only the three great Hebrews Abraham,

Moses, and David were inspired, but that tho same inspiration

extended to the three great Germans Luther, Goethe, and

Kant, and even to two men who were neither Hebrew nor Ger-

man, to wit, Homer and Shakespeare, we should dearly like to

know whether all the works of these latter are strictly canoni-

cal, or whether wo should, for each, draw up a list of apocrypha,

and even of onntroverted and perhaps spurious works. For in-

stance, in the case of Luther, the inspiration of the celebrated

Declarations is undoubted; but are wo to include under the

same canon the famous saying: Wer nicht liebt Wein, Weib,

und Geeang, Der bleibt cin Narr sein Lobou long? And,
if “Faust” is wholly inspired, how comes it that there is so

little coherence and general savvy in the second part; and what
nro we to say about “ The Sorrows of Werther”? Personally,

wo admire the latter work immensely, as the most eloquent ex-

pression of a certain mood ; but our view is caviare to the gen-

eral; which brings us to the other recipient of inspiration, the

bard of Avon. How about “ The Merry Wives of Windsor,”

and a certain line of jokes in the Falstaff plays; and how
does the dogmnto-theological position of the Kaiser as to the

great English poet agree with the researches of the Shake-
speare Society, on the doubtful plays? Furnivale used to tell a

good story in this connection : one day he was telling Tennyson
about the new instrument of research into Shakespearean
authorship afforded by the weak and light endings, the end-
stopped lines, and so on; Tennyson declared that by ear alone

he could tell the genuine passages in the collaborated plays.

They turned to “ Pericles." and Tennyson declared that only
the Marina passages were Shakespeare’s, exactly the conclusion
Furnivale had already reached by his algebraic formula. Can
the Kaiser see that and raise it! The worst of it is that, be-

fore we can submit these queries, his Majesty will be off at a

tangent, designing a new automatic sight for big guns, or

solving the problem of trisecting any angle, or something else,

—Heaven only knows what.

We are tempted at times to think that Mr. James Bryce,
the author of the AwtVTtMn Commonwealth, and Professor

Ooldwin Smith, the author of an admirable political history

c.f the United States, are the only Englishmen alive who have
ever read understandingly our Federal Constitution, and who
have remembered what they read. On February 21 the Right
Hon. Leonard nenry Courtney, who has been Chairman or

Deputy-Speaker of the House of Commons, declared in a

public speech that the difficulty of arranging permanent

arbitration with the United States lies in the extremely demo-
cratic character of our Constitution. There is nobody in our
country, the speaker said, who can bind anybody to anything.

The history of the relations between the United States and
Great Britain should have taught Mr. Courtney better. It

is just as easy to bind the United States as it is to bind Great

Britain. In the first, half of the sixth decode of the nine-

teenth century wc entered into a treaty with Great Britain

whereby we made large tariff concessions to Canada. That
treaty was obligatory on both parties for ten years, after

which either party was at liberty to denounce it. Odious as

the treaty became to us, after England’s desire to witness the

disruption of our Union became evident wc never dreamed of

violating the compact, but adhered to it for the prescribed

term. The Clayton-Bulwer treaty contained no denunciation

clause, and, therefore, seemed upon its face to be perpetually

binding. Although England took advantage of our civil

war to violate the treaty by erecting the Woodcutter's Settle-

ment in the Belize into a crown colony, on our part we never

repudiated the agreement, hut submitted to it for half a cen-

tury, and we resorted to diplomatic negotiations in order to

procure the supersession of that most objectionable convention.

Mr. Courtney should look nearer home for countries that

cannot be bound by treaties. Within fifteen years after the

conclusion of the Treaty of Paris, which, ostensibly, was to

be perpetual, for it contained no denunciation clause, Russia

announced that she would repudiate one of its most important

provisions, that, namely, which forbade her to maintain a war

fleet in the Black Sea. As for England’s fidelity to treaties,

how many years elapsed before she carried out the promise

contained in the treaty of lTfcl to evacuate the forts on the

American side of her Canadian frontier?

Mrs. George Cornwallis-West, who was Miss Jennie Jerome,

and who first married Lord Randolph Churchill, directa atten-

tion in the last Pall Mall magazine to the number of American

women who havo married in England during the lust thirty

years. For more than half of the nineteenth century the

record of the three Caton girls, granddaughters of Charles

Carroll of Carrollton, remained unapproached. It will be re-

membered that those young ladies marries], respectively, the

Duke of Leeds, the Marquis Wellesley, and Lord Stafford.

Since then two Dukes of Marlborough, two Dukes of Man-
chester, and the present Marquis of Dufferin and Ava have

married American women, to say nothing of earls, viscounts,

and barons. Nor is it by riches alone that coronets have been

acquired. The present Duchess of Manchester had by no
means a great fortune. I*ady Dufferin’s dowry was not large,

and Lady Essex had scarcely any money. It is largely, though,

of course, not wholly, by wit, attractiveness, and charm, that

American women have challenged and acquired the influence

which they now undoubtedly possess in English smart society.

At least two American girls have married French dukes,

namely, the Due de la Rochefoucauld and the Due Decazc*.

From the view-point of the Almanach de Gotha, however, none

has made quite so brilliant a match as Miss Loo, the daughter

of a New York grocer, who married, first the Duke of Augus-
tenburg, and, secondly, the General Count von Waldersee, who
was the Generalissimo of the allied forces in China during

the Boxer rebellion. We may mention, also, that a high place

in the Golden Book of the Roman and Neapolitan aristocracies

belongs to the Prince Colonna, who married an adopted daugh-

ter of Mr. John W. Mackay. Whether, as Mrs. Cornwallis-

West opines, such marriages have a tendency to promote inter-

national friendship may be doubted, for American women mar-

ried to foreign nobles arc apt to adopt in manners, sentiment,

and sympathy the country of their husbands.

The post of private secretary to a prime minister, or even to

one of the latter’s colleagues, is looked upon in England as

a guarantee of political advancement. The private secre-

taries of both Mr. Gladstone and Lord Beaconsfield attained

high positions. Mr. John nay, who began his public career

as an assistant private secretary to President Lincoln, subse-

quently held minor positions in the diplomatic service, and,

finally, on Mr. McKinley’s accession to the Presidency, he

bccamo ambassador to the Court of St. James, and Secre-

tary of State. Mr. George B. Cortelyou, also, has moved con-
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tinuously upward since when he was a stenographer out

of work. At the date named, however, ho became private

secretary to tho inspector in charge at the New York Post-

office, and was afterwards transferred to the White House as

stenographer to President Cleveland. Three months later he

became executive clerk, and discharged the functions of that

office until he succeeded John Addison Porter as secretary

to President McKinley. Meanwhile, he found leisure for

studying law, and lias been admitted to the bar of the District

of Columbia. lie is now the first Secretary of Commerce and

Labor. His experience shows what may be done in less than

fourteen years by an intelligent, faithful, and efficient man
sturting in a modest capacity.

They passed a low in Iowa last year permitting the confine-

ment of confirmed drunkards in lunatic asylums. It made
little stir, but within eight months three hundred alcoholic

patients were under restraint and treatment. An Iowa des-

patch soya that inebriates continue to flow into the State

asylums at the rate of about fifty a month, and that an Iowa

court has just ruled that their constitutional rights are not

violated by their detention. Some of the inebriates don't like

to be shut up, but the treatment they get seems to be humane
and salutary. Their liquor is stopped, and they have to

work on farms, and arc encouraged to improve their habits.

When they seem to be cured they are discharged, and report

says that, so far, about seventy-five per cent, of tho cases

have so resulted. This seems like excellent management of

drunkards. Men who cannot, or will not, control their thirst

ought not to be left at large to get themselves and others into

mischief. Neither should they be sent to jail. If they arc

irresponsible because of their propensities, they should be shut

up and looked after until they are cured, and while under

restraint they should be made to work for their living. The
Iowa method seems a good deal more enlightened than the

New York plan of keeping up an endless chain of dip-

somaniacs between Manhattan and “ the Island.” An easy,

legal method of securing timely periods of seclusion for un-

manageable drunkards ought to make for the peace of fami-

lies and the diminution of drunkenness. Men have no moral

right to bo drunken. Tf they have demonstrated a dangerous

and continuous lack of self-restraint, some other sort of re-

straint should be substituted for it. The Iowa idea seems

pretty sound.

A gentleman’s gardener came to him one day last month

and desired audience. Said he: 44 You use me well, sir; I have

nothing to complain of ; but the under-gardener bought a house

two years ago, expecting to be able to uiako payments on it.

Ho did make some payments, but subsistence—coal. meat,

rent, and the like—has come to be so dear, that he has fallen

behind and is like to lost? his house and all that hi* has paid

on it. I think perhups, sir, you would think it well to give

him some help.” The gentleman assented, and agreed to in-

crease the under-gardeners pay by a sum which the gardener

thought would be sufficient. Then said he: 44 How does it go

with yourself. Jame*? Do you get along well?”
44 Oh, I get

along, Rir; I have been able until lately to put aside part of

my wuges. I cannot do that just now, but I am hoping for

better times,” The obvious moral of this true tale from real

life is that the times are not equally good for all persons,

and that those whose incomes have long been fixed are not

embarrassed by the riches which are advertised to be inun-

dating the country. The better times which the gardener

hopes for are likely to come by the automatic working of pro-

cesses now operative. The general rise in the cost of labor

and all products of labor must work in time the restriction of

all constructive enterprise, until prices, declining to meet a

lessening demand, makes it feasible again for a thrifty gar-

dener who has a good job to save something out of his pay.

When Colonel Bingham told Congress that there was moro
entertaining than usual in the White House thiR year, he spoke

what was true, though it did not explain the increase of $35,000

in the appropriation asked for. That increase, for main-

tenance of the White House, seems to have been chiefly a

consequence of alterations and refurnishing. Presidents from
New York have usually set a pace in hospitality. Mr. Van

Burcn entertained generously and lumdsomely; so did Mr.
Arthur; and President Roosevelt has lived up to, and somewhat
beyond, their traditions. There is every reason why a Presi-

dent should keep a hospitable house if it accords with his taste.

More- people that are worth seeing come to the White House in

a given season than come to any other house in the country.

They make a society that is varied, distinguished, aud pro-

digiously interesting. The temptation to scat a constant

stream of guests at the White House table is quite comprehen-
sible, and Mr. Roosevelt, having a liking for company, has

yielded to it. But it is un expensive pleasure. Taken by itself

the President's salary looks large: taken in connection with

such hospitalities as the White House has seen this winter

and last winter, it looks small. The government by no means
pays for the President’s hospitalities. It defrays Some expenses

of maintenance and service, but the wages of nearly all of his

household servants, and the checks for the butcher, the baker,

the grocer (wet ami dry), the caterer, the confectioner, and the

other purveyors of entertainment, come out of tho President’s

own bank account. If a President is going to save money he

must restrict his household expenses. That should not be so.

The way Mr. Roosevelt lives in the White Ilouae is a very good

way for a President to live if he likes it. The President of the

United States should not have to economize. He should be

able to live generously aud without undue thought about the

cost of it, and at the same time to lay aside a good part of

his income. When the present salary of the President has been

doubled, it will not be a bit too large. Even then no President

will be able to save too much out of it, even in eight years.

The typhoid epidemic at Ithaca is attributed to the unsani-

tary condition of the watersheds which supply tho creeks

which provide the city with water. With a population of

14,000, Ithaca has had between 400 and 500 cases of typhoid.

The effect of the epidemic on Cornell University gets atten-

tion from all parts of tho country. Thcro were about 2700

studentA at Cornell this year. About one-third of them left

town. Among those who remained in Ithaca seventy-five

were reported on February 24 as ill with the fever, and four-

teen had died. Other students are sick at their homes. The
epidemic is extremely serious, but it is thought at this writing

that tho worst of it is over. In the matter of typhoid, as in

most other troubles, it ib easier to be wise after tho event than

before. But Ithaca is a centre of scientific knowledge, and
it seems astonishing that it should have required so fatal a

scourge to warn it that its water-supply needed looking after.

There are cases of water-poisoning which no reasonable fore-

sight could have prevented. Ithaca’s case may be of that

sort, but it does not appear so.

Mr. Newell has drawu for this number of tho Weekly the

Kaiser, Unafraid. It is a characteristic attitude of the

Kaiser. He is a man of courage, bold even in the face of

bogies. Witness the resolution with which he has spoken his

mind on tlie subject of the Scripture* and religion. These are

days when the Bible is being weighed, scrutinized, and dis-

cussed with zealous candor by the wise men of science. Ex-

plorers keep digging in the superannuated parts of tho world

and turning up doeumentR thousands of years old, from which
they get such information as they may. There is much new
knowledge of very old times, aud some of it seems to have a

bearing on some of the Bible stories. But the Kaiser is not

disposed to sit quietly and Bee the Bible’s prestige under-

mined. He has cautioned the Herman Oriental Society that

Professor Delitzscb is unwisely polemical in his discussions

of the Bible's origin. The professor, one of the moat learned

of contemporary Germans, seems to doubt tho need of using

the theory of a special divine revelation to account for the

books of Scripture, and secs a prospect of being able to traee

them all back to historical sources. “Step lightly!” says the

Emperor. 44 If we upset the Old Testament too rudely, we
shall lack a form to use in teaching our children about God.
The Old Testament will be substantially modified under the

influence of research, but it will always remain the great

record of God and His works.” That is moderate, and it is in-

teresting to know the state of the Kaiser’s mind on such a sub-

ject. If he has views on 44 race suicide " and the comparative

capacities of the various races, it would be interesting to us

Americans to have him speak on those subjects also.
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The Democratic Tendency
Democratic politician* of the more aeri-

ous kind are manifesting n good deal of in-

terest in the furthcoming l‘re»identi*l cam-
paign, and there is much talk of both
candidates and policies. Moreover, there are
manifested sign* of wisdom and of a cer-

tain sense of responsibility which are grati-

fying and encouraging. The talk of candi-
date* is directed toward conservative men.
and that touchitig policies indicates that
there is a general disposition on the part of

Western and Southern men to turn their
hacks upon the past, to accept realities, and
to cense flying after shadows. How deeply
this change of rnind readies down among the
inas«es of the party time alone can reveal,
but the outlook now is that the next Demo-
cratic national convention will he con-
trolled by n very different sentiment from
that which was manifested at Chicago in
1-SHfl and at Kansas City in 1900.

It seems to he apparent to the Democrats
who are expressing themselves on the policy
which their party ought to pursue, that they
must win the confidence of the conservative
people of the country. This in Itself is an
enormous advance for the good of the coun-
try, for it betokens at least the release of
the old party of conaervalism from an un-
natural alliance with the radicalism of un-
rest and of despair. Events have crowded
upon one another so rapidly since the panic
year 1893. and changes in political theories
have come with Buch marvellous swiftnesa,
that the slow tendency of Democratic lead-
ers lank to aane conservatism has luirdly
been noticed. Even if the movement had
been more definite than it has heen, it would
have been ohacured by the counter move-
ment of the Republican party, or at least

of that small but obvious part of it repre-
sented l*y the President, toward radicalism.
Nevertheless, from time to time, we have
had evidences of this changing Democratic
sentiment, until this winter we have seen
the party which for a moment advocated
fiat money and declaimed against banks,
the sounder party of the two on financial
legislation.

The lesson of defeat has been learned by
some of the most influential of the Demo-
crats who followed Mr. Bryan away from
old party traditions and against old pnrtv
principles. From the Western States which
went for Cleveland in 1892, and from the
Southern States, one story is borne upon the
wind. It is, that the Democratic party
should put itself in position to carry the
next election, by deserving success, and. in
order to deserve success, it must accept the
verdicts of 1896 and 1900 as a final judg-
ment of the country. The mere desire for
victory, however, is not the motive for this
change of opinion. Recent defeats, expres-
sive as they were of the country's utter dis-

approval of Mr. Bryan and his platform,
called a hall and compelled reflection. The
result was thr conviction that, in dropping
the tariff issue on which it carried the coun-
try in 1892. the party hail sinned against
ita own traditions and against light. Thus
the leaders are pulled back naturally to
their old beliefs, while the movement is

aided by the instinct for a real opposition
party. Any effective opposition to the
President’s policy must lx- conservative, and
opposition to his party's policy must be
antl-puternalism. So we have the basis for
the change, and for the rehabilitation of the
Democratic party.

If we can judge of the future by the
opinions expressed to-day, the Democratic
party will go into the Presidential campaign
with an Eastern State candidate on the
tariff question. From leaders of the South
and those who are talking seriously on the
subject, we hear only of Judge Parker, or

Mr. Olney, or Mr. Gorman. That the tariff

is to be the main issue, and that the lower-

ing of duties on trust and other products
is to be urged as the best instrumentality
for the curbing of what are called trust
evils, were plainly set forth in Mr. De
Armond's speech on the Littlefield hill. Only
one hostile voice breaks in upon the appar-
ent harmony, and that is the voice of Mr.
Bryan insisting that no one shall be nomi-
nated in 1904 who was not openly for the
platforms and the candidate in 1896 and
1900. In other words, Mr. Brvnn has ap-
parently become one of those unfortunate
Ix-ings known as irreconcilable*. His ob-
session is unfortunate for the country and
for the parly. His personal attractions
have given him a lurge following. Although
not large enough to control the next Demo-
cratic convention as to its platform, which
can be udopted by it majority, it may be
that he can prevent the nomination of any
individual whom he especially dislikes, for.

in choosing a candidate, the tiro-thirds rule
continues to govern in Democratic national
conventions. Mr. Bryan, however, will
doubtless find it impossible to dictate the
nomination or the character of the nominee.
The Democratic party might just as well
go frankly out of business for good and
all as to yield any essential point to the
man who seduced It from its principles and
led it to humiliating defeat. There is much
kindness still felt among Democratic lead-
ers for Mr. Bryan. When Mr. Bryan
reflects upon the consideration which has
been shown him, despite the injury he has
done the party, despite the valley of the
shadow of death through which he has led
it, he might well pause before dictating to
it. now that it seems to behold a gleam of
hope. He is treading on ground that is

dangerous. Some of his closest followers
differ with him. Most of them are for
“ «w»i reconciliation ” with those Demo-
crat* who could not follow with them.
They sav that if the leaders of 1896 and
1900 are to call upon these men to repent,
or if they are to humiliate them, or to deny
them leadership commensurate with their
ability, their character, and their stand-
ing before the country, the hope of Democ-
racy is a delusion. The Democratic party
is on it* way hack to ita old camp; all that
Mr. Bryan can do is to weaken the forces,

and thus aid its and hia ancient enemy, the
Republican party.

Has the Monroe Doctrine

Been Weakened?
We have several times expressed the

opinion that the American people have been
deluded in the matter of the joint blockade
of Venezuela, and that, by the solution of
the affair, the Monroe Doctrine lias not been
strengthened, but weakened. We pointed
out, in other words, that the original pro-
nouncement of President Monroe, that the
United States could not permit a European
power to oppre»* a Lutin-American repub-
lic, or in any troy control ita destiny, was
a much broadrr declaration than that made
by Mr. Roosevelt- in his second annual mes-
sage, to the effect that a European power
might do anything it liked to a Latin-Amer-
•can republic, provided it refrained from
a permanent occupation of territory. £Jt
will have been ohserved that Mr. Roosevelt
did not even define the word permanent. The
British government has repeatedly declared
that it has not contemplated a permanent
occupation of Egypt; but there it ia, and
there, apparently, it purpose* to remain
forever. But let that pass. The outcome of
the Venezuela affair has been to establish
a principle, which, if applied to a heavily

indebted commonwealth like Argentina,
would involve the sequestration of most, if

not all, of ita custom* revenue for an in-

definite period. Inasmuch it* all the Latin-
American republic* depend for the most
part, if not solely, upon customs duties for
the maintenance of order and the support
of their civil and military administrations,
it is obvious that, if their customs revenue
were wholly or largely confiscated, anarchy
and chaos would result, and, ultimately, the
inhabitant* of the mortgaged commonwealth
would implore the creditor nation to annex
them outright, so that at least a portion
of the confiscated revenue might be expend-
ed for their benefit, as is the case in Egypt.
\\ it li what show of decency could we oppose
such a demand!
While this probable, if not inevitable, re-

sult of the Roosevelt definition of the Mon-
roe Doctrine bus heen repeatedly pointed out
by Harper's Weekly, we did not expect a
native of Great Britain to take at the out-
set a similar view of the situation. As a
matter of fact. Sir Robert Giffen, who. be-
yond dispute, i* the greatest statistician
and economist in the United Kingdom, ad
dressed, on February 23. a letter to the
Loudon Timt'M in which he condemned the
British government's co-operation with Ger-
many in the Venezuela business, on the ex-
press ground that the effect of the arrange-
ment extorted for the payment of foreign
claims (including ordinary debts as well ns
the redress of grievances! is to put Vene-
zuela into the bands of a receiver, the (se-

curity for the payment of the claims to be
liquidated by mixed commissions being an
international mortgage on the customs du-
ties levied at the principal seaport*. It ia
a timely and just criticism that Sir Robert
makes when be says that an arrangement
more skilfully calculated to entangle Euro-
pean nations in South • American politics,
and to bring them into collision with the
United States, could not lie devised. It i*

perfectly true, as Sir Robert says, that scam
or late Venezuela, or Argentina, or some
other mortgaged South • American common-
wealth will fail, owing to internal troubles,
to keep ita engagements with the mortgagee.
Then, under the precedent established by the
Venezuela protocols, it will be lawful for
some European power to take possession of
the debtor’* custom-houses and appropriate
,lhe duties there collected to the mortgagees.
'Should the American people consider them-
selves bound by the dangerous definition of
the Monroe Doctrine announced in Mr. Roose-
velt'* second annual message, they will re-

main passive spectators of the reduetiun of
Lutin-American republics to the position of
vassalage now occupied by Egypt- No clear-
headed man will deny that Sir Robert Giffen
ia entirely right when he asserts that the
Monroe Doctrine has been seriously weaken-
ed, if not nullified, by our approval of Vene-
zuela’s agreement to put its customs into
commission. This mortgaging of customs
duties is to all intent* and purpose* a par-
tial occupation by foreign states, and is,

therefore, indistinguishable in fact, though
it may la* in name, from the foreign occupa-
tion forbidden by Mr. Roosevelt^

Kir Robert Giffen concurs with Profeasor
Goldwin Smith in thinking that, as regards
debts accruing under absolute freedom of
contract, and alleged to he due from the gov-
ernment or citizens of a La tin -American re-

public to the subjects of a European power,
the latter must, be relegated for their reme-
dies to the court* of the debtor country, and
must in no cast* Ik* permitted to collect ordi-

nary debt* by acts of war.

All this has for some time been plain
enough to sharp-sighted Americans, but we
did not expect to set* the truth so quickly
discerned and published by an Englishman
of weight and influence.
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The United States Supreme

Court Decision in the

Lottery Cases

A Qi'EFmo* of tremendous importune*

wan temporarily answered in the decision

announced on February 23 by the Supreme

Court of the United State* in the so-called

lottery cases, which have thrice been ar-

gued in the course of the last two years.

That question ia. Does the power to regulate

commerce among the several Stated, which

ia given to Congress by the third clause of

the eighth section of the First Article of

the Federal Constitution, involve the power
entirely to prohibit inter-State commerce in

a particular commodity T The lottery and

express companies immediately concerned

have contended that the question must lie

answered in the negative, and their position

was defended by some of the ablest lawyer*

in the country, including ex-Senator George

F. Fdmumls. ex-Sccretary John CJ. Carlisle,

and Mr. James C. Carter. Nevertheless, the

highest Federal tribunal, by a majority of

one. has decider! that the question must- In*

answered in the affirmative. The opinion

of the majority was delivered by Justice

Harlan, and Justicm Iirown. White,

McKenna, and Holme* concurred with

him.

On the other hand, Chief-Justice Fuller

and Justices Brewer. Peckham, and Shira*

dissented in an opinion, the earnestness of

which presents a striking contrast to the

cold, dispassionate tenor of most decisions

rendered by the court; an eurne*tne»s that

shows how keenly alive were the judges

composing the minority to the magnitude of

the issues dependent on the construction of

the clause of the Constitution above named.
It is now the law. and will remain the law
until and unless the Supreme Court itself

"bull reverse its decision, that the power
of regulnting inter-State commerce given to

Congress is plenary, and carries with it the

right utterly to prohibit such commerce in

a particular commodity. We need not point

out what a *tu|iendoii* instrument of con-

trol over all industrial corporations engaged
in inter-State commerce is vested in Con-
gress bv this decision. So long as this de-

cision shall stand upon the statute-book,

Congress will be absolute master of the

trusts. Endowed henceforth with a giant’s

strength, it remains to lie seen whether Con-
gress will use it like a giant.

That efforts will be made to convince the

Supreme Court, as the composition of that

tribunal shall from time to time be modified,

that this decision ought to he reversed is as
certain as it ia that the earth revolves upon
its axis. ft i*. therefore, » matter, not of

academic, hut of urgent, interest, to mark, on
the one hand, the principal grounds on
which the decision is based, and, on the

other hand, the reasons which huve im-
pelled four of the nine justices to take a
very different view of the constitutional

power of Congress.

Justice Harlan, who read the opin-
ion of the majority of the court,

admits that the Constitution does not

define what is to lie deemed a legitimate

regulation of inter-State commerce, but he

holds that the power to regulate logically

involves the power to prohibit, since other-
wise in many case* regulation would prove
futile. Can it be possible, asks Judge Har-
lan, that, if the lottery truffle is carried
on through inter-State commerce, and is,

therefore, a mutti-r of which Congress may
take cognizance-, and over which it may ex-

ert regulative power.—can it lie possible

that Congress is helpless to supprrs* such
traffic altogether, so far as it is carried

on through interstate commerce? Con-
gress. of course, would not presume to pro-

hibit the sale of lottery tickets within the

boundaries of the State wherein such tickets

were printed; but the moment an attempt

is made hy independent carriers, like ex-

press companies, to convey such ticket* from

one State to another, then, according to Jus-

tice Harlan, the power of Congress over the

tickets so conveyed aero** State Imundaries

must amount to prohibition, for, otherwise,

its regulative faculty would lie a farce.

Elsewhere in his opinion, Justice Harlan
pointed out thut the Supreme Court had
previously held in other eases that the power
to regulate inter-State commerce involve*

the power to prohibit. For example, the

Sherman Anti-Trust Act of July 2. 18!H),

which, of course, was founded on the power
of Congress to regulate inter-State com-

merce, had for its object the protection of

such commerce against unlawful restraint*

and monopolies. To attain that end Con-
gress declared certain contract* to lie ille-

gal. and the effect of that declaration was
to prohibit the doing of certain thing*.

Now those prohibitory clauses hare been sus-

tained by the United States Supreme Court
in several cases as valid under the power
of Congress to regulate inter • State com-
merce. We take for granted, however, that

the four justices who now dissent from Jus-
tice Harlan’s opinion would hold that the

prohibitory clause* of the Anti-Trust Act are

unconstitutional.

It ia to be observed that even Justice Har-
lan serms appalled by the poasihle conse-

quence* of the decision rendered by the
majority of the Supreme Court, for he un-
dertake* to draw a distinction between
plenary ami arbitrary power. He denies

that the present declaration of the court,

that Congress may exclude lottery ticket*

altogether from inter-State commerce, Irads

necessarily to the conclusion that Congress
may arbitrarily exclude from commerce
umong States any article, commodity, or

thing, of whatever kind or nature, or how-
ever useful or valuable, whirh it may
choose, no matter with what motive, to say
shall not be carried from one State to an-
other. The lottery cases did not require

the court. Justice Harlan thought, to de-

fine the full extent of the power that Con-
gress may exercise in the regulation of in-

ter-State commerce; nevertheless, he and
the four concurring justices deemed it ex-

pedient to assert thut the power of Congress
to regulate commerce among the States, al-

though plenary, cannot he arbitrary, aince

it is subject to such limitations or restric-

tions as are prescribed by the Constitution.

In other words, the validity of every statute

that may lie enacted under the commerce
clause of the Constitution must be sepa-

rately examined and separately decided by
the court.

Justice Fuller, who read the diasenting

opinion, insisted that the suppression of lot-

teries, considered as a harmful hnsines*,

fell within the police powers reserved by
the State* to themselves, and never sur-

rendered to the Federal government. It is

with profound solemnity that he condemns
the decision reached by the majority, as in-

consistent with the views not only of the
framers of the Constitution, but also, and
even, of John Marshall, its great Federalist
expounder. He evidently regards the prin-
ciple, now temporarily established, that the

regulative power of Congress over Inter-

State commerce may be carried to the ex-

tent of prohibition ns a fatal solvent of

State right* and of the liberties and privi-

lege* of individual citizen*. He would not,

of course, assert that the outward forms
of Republican government may not survive

the most dangerous legislation or judicial

decision, hut he rrminds us that it is with
government* a* with religions— the form
may long outlive the substance.

A Personal Question

The Family Man came in where the
Higher Journalist was trying to think of
something to write, and began at once: “ I

don’t know whethrr f should like to be
called, even potentially, * a criminal against

the race,’ or * an object of contemptuous
abhorrence.* ” Then the higher journalist

knew whut the family man was talking

about, and began to listen with interest. “ It

seems to me that this is not a civic question,

or a social question, but a personal question.

It is not a question between a man aiul his

chief magistrate, hut between a man and his

Maker. A* I understand the ease, we are
not here to perpetuate races or nationali-

ties, hut to save our souls alive, and one
way to do that i* not to take responsibili-

ties that, we arc afterwards tempted to

shirk.”

The higher journalist went so far ns

to assent, warily, “ There seems to be some-

thing in what you say.”
“ Thank you ! There I* a good deal. No-

body denira that * the greatest of all joys

spring from home life, from the having anil

bringing up of many healthy children.’ But
suppose they are many and not healthy?
Suppose they are most of them sickly?

Their health i* something you can’t fore-

cast. I won't go so far as to ask what about
the highest of all joys when you hang over

the little bed where a small sufferer lies

gasping out his last breaths; but that is

not an impossible case, and if it happens in

your experience, you probably don’t plume
yourself so much on having put aside ‘ mere
ease, mere vapid pleasure, mere avoidance

of toil and worry ’
; on the contrary, you

prnbahly a*k yourself some questions that

you don’t get ready answer* to. But we'll

leave that, and take the ease of a father who
walks the floor most of the night in the in-

terest of a simple colic, with a hard day’s

work behind him, and a hard day's work be-

fore him, tossing the colie up and down,
waving it to and fro, cooing to it, cursing

to it, and trying to keep hi* patience with

his poor wife, who i* crying in bed, and pity-

ing him. and advising him, and generally

driving him mad. She has been up the night

before with one of the other children which
has overeaten itself, or hurt Itself, or ha*
the measles or chicken-pox, and he doesn't

hi* me her. Oh. I know you’ll say that I

mustn't be bo squalid, but that is what the

thing conies down to in cold facts. It isn’t

an abstraction, it isn’t a matter of public

duty, it isn’t an affair of ‘ racial qualities.’

It’s concrete, it’a private, it’s inalienably

personal. It’s whether you want to chance

all those thingn that go with having a large

family of children, whose health you can’t

insure. It’s whether you want to face the

inexorably recurrent hill* for rent, and coni,

ami groceries, and butcher’* meat, and gas,

and clothes, and the other contingencies of

the highest of all joys. If you have unlim-

ited leisure, so that all your next days are

days of rest; or if you can afford nurses

enough, trained and untrained, to take the

work and worry of the highest of all joy*

off your hands and your wife’s, go abend.

But if you are the average middle and lower-

middle class American father,—the best fa-

ther in the world, and the kindest husband,

—nod have your way and your children’s

way to make, well, wait!
“ I don’t resent the President’s attitude,

though I wish he wouldn’t call names. I

don’t think it’a undignified for him to turn

aside from the trusts, and the Venezuela

question, and the rest of them, and talk

to u« face to face about our duties us lius-

luind* and wives. I like to have him do

it. It shows that he feels the Americana
to lie one family, and that he knows he can

talk openly to the whole nation and not
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be misunderstood. It's the kind of thin;;

that make* the people believe in him, and

lore him, hut I wish he would measure his

words a little, and measure his thought* too.

There ia a good deal to be said on the other

side, and I should like to say it"
M What ia to hinder?" the higher jour-

nalist suggested.
“ A great deali delicacy, Anglo-Saxon shy-

ness, misgivings alsmt what it is loot for

young people to hear.”
" Ah, there is that!" the higher journalist

admitted.
“ The man with a small family may l*e

reasonably sure of weathering a storm,

and not In- such a bad fellow, either, hilt

the man with a large family can't see any
port ahead, and yet he may not be worthy of

any particular praise. Suppose, in addition

to the small colic that you are carrying up
and down the room half the night, you are

carrying a note that comes due in the morn-
ing, and you have nothing to meet it with?

Or suppose that you have been laid off your
job. if you are one of those poor hand-to-

mouth fellows who are so mindful of their

race obligations, and do more than any other

sort to swell the census? Is the President

prepared to advise some sort of legislation

that will support the large family which
is coining to want, and still save the self-

respect of the patriotic parent?” In the

silence of the higher journalist the family
man went on: “I suppose you think that

was a very witty answer Napoleon made to

Madame de 8tael, when he told her the

greatest woman in France was the one that

had borne the most children?”
" Not necessarily,” the higher journalist

temporized.

“Ah, you don't! Then I needn't remind
you that Napoleon also sometimes spoke of

that sort of mother's children as cannon's

meat — as chair d canon. I don’t associate

him with the President in their ideals; I

was thinking of tho*e economists who re-

gard wars and pestilences as the providential

means of reducing the redundant popula-

tion* which are the concomitants of large

families. A man who avoids marriage, and
the woman who shrinks from having chil-

dren, may be criminals against the race, or

they may be people whose sober second

thought is too much for their inebriate emo-
tions. It will not do to defend them, how-
ever, even to thowe who are like them, for

a large family is an old American ideal, like

taxation based on representation, and gov-

ernment b}’ the consent of the governed,

and brotherly equality, and some other

things that seem to have gone by the hoard.

There are some queasy • minded people so

awed by the dreadfulnesa of life's mysteries,

that they have not the courage to bring

being* into life, even for the sake of con-

tinuing their particular race. But I leave

them out. I prefer to consider only those

who are anxious to secure the future for

their children before they launch them into

the present. This anxiety ia now the Amer-
ican ideal. Our conscientious fathers and
mothers would rather deny themselves the

highest of all joys than foresee privation

or destitution for their little ones, or blind-

ly shut their eyes to the possibilities. I

know that the large families struggle

through somehow, and get there, but it l»

a bitter struggle, and we seem to have ao

often seen the righteous forsaken, that wc
cannot very gayly trust ourselves to Provi-

dence In the matter. I suppose this is

rather shocking to you?”
“ I feel that it ought to lie,” the higher

journalist said. " I am sure that it will

be to our readers.”
M Well, I prefer to clear my mind of cant,

and I am at the point of chucking the

superstition that the children you cannot

take care of will be mystically looked after

by the mornl government of the universe.

They won't. They will suffer on and up,

nr they will suffer on and down. If you
regard this life as a school of experience,

in which wc shall lie made wise and good

enough for another, very well. But that ia

not clear. What ia clear is that we are

here on earth, to do the beat and kindest

that we can; and we ought to think twice

before we go in for the highest of all joys

for ourselves, which may be the lowest of

all miseries for othrrs. Until the state i*

prepared to nay that it wilt look after the

large families which the parents cannot sup-

port, and rear them in comfort, and educate
them so that they can earn a living for

thrm*e|\-e*. and then give them the chance to

enm it. the state has no right to demand
large families from parents. It had bet-

ter leave that matter between them and
their consciences, their Ood. No doubt He
will look to it which race had best survive,

and if the other old American Ideals have
gone—”
“Oh, oh!” the higher journalist inter-

rupted, thinking it best to check the family
man at this point.

“ I don’t say they have hopelessly,” he
hedged. “ But I will ask you whether this

aggregation of millionaires. thiH riot of lux-

ury, this ambition for foreign titles among
our women, and this love of sport and in-

dolence among our men; this aristocratic

society; these palaces and villas, and steam-
yachts ami private ears, are the vision of

republican simplicity which the fathers be-

held when they founded the republic?”
“ Come now.” the higher journalist said,

" yon are getting off the track.” Then the
higher journalist mused a little spare, and
came out of his muse with an inspiration

which he thought would rather get the fam-
ily man. ” How many children have, you
yourself?” he asked.

“ Eleven,” said the family man, with dia-

maying promptness.

“Ah!” the higher journalist breathed, as
if this were not quite what he had expect-

ed. Then after some time he asked, u Why
not an even dozen?”
The family man went out without reply-

ing, but lie came back directly, so far as to

put his head in at the door, and to say:
" When some society leader, or some promi-
nent club woman, or some average Ameri-
can wife who keeps one girl and has the

wash done at home, or has the wash done
at home without keeping the girl, comes
forward -and declares for a large family of

children, with the chance that they idiall

be healths* or unhealthy, it will be time for

the men to accuse themselves of contempti-

ble criminality and race suicide. Till then,

I think they can possess their aouls in

peace.”
“ But that," the higher journalist rrtort-

ed. “ is just what you don’t seem able to do.

Like all our cowardly sex, you want to put
the blame on the women.” Then, with the

family man's final going out. the higher
journalist thought of something at last, and
he wrote a wu thing and ringing article on
the cowardly behavior of Adam in attempt-

ing to throw the responsibility on Eve in

that affair of the apple.

Some Sensible and Pleasing

Praise

We Americans arc accustomed to adula-

tion. and the people of New York especial-

ly are fairly sure not to lose sight of their

disposition toward rich splendor, so much
is it talked about by foreign visitors. There

is a kind of praisp-to-oncVface which brings

not only the blush and awakens a longing

for a hiding-place, but also leads to doubt

3P0

as to whether the compliment be generous

flattery or subtle irony. In the Metropol-

itan Magazine for March, however, Edouard
de Reszke treats us to commendation with
genuine good taste. liberally, but not too

profusely, for virtues which we are glad to

possess, and our possession of which we ore

glad this admirable gentleman recognizes.

When the usual traveller from Europe
talks about our wonderful millionaires, their

achievements, and their bank accounts, we
inevitably want to send for Mark Twain and
give him another Rourget to akin. We are

always quite sure that Mark could make
the most bedazzled European see that our
millions have a good side, or, failing that,

could silence the critic. Here, however, is

a commentator who needs no silencing, and
to whom we listen with pleasure.

That which interests Edouard dc Reszke
among the many characteristics of our
country leads us to think the more of him.
He ia not caught by our glitter; he la not

under the influence of our stupendous pow-

er; here is a foreigner who realizes that we
have something besides material prosperity

and grandeur. First, he rejoices in the up-

lifting of the people of his own Poland,
who have come here. “ I rejoice to know,”
he saya, “ that they are in thia great free

country, where they learn to carry their

heads like aristocrats, and look every man
straight in the eye. ... I compare them with
the poor peasants in my own country, and
I thrill with gratitude toward this new
country, that has transformed in a few
years the senile peasant to the thinking

man."
Next he is pleased with our “ self-sup-

porting woman." with her appearance, her
manners, her intelligence, her character, and
her home, which he has visited. Americans
who are proud of their virtues more than
of their splendor will rejoice that thia vis-

itor and friend, who has so inspired us

with his art and so enchanted ua with his

beautiful voice, takes us seriously. For he

loves his kind, both his countrymen and
the rest of humanity, and he feels that in

America people are able to achieve for

themBelves social altitudes to which, in

Continental Europe, men and women are
visually bom.

This little article in the Metropolitan is

full of suggestions of the differences be-

tween the New World and the Old, dif-

ferences which have appeared to Mr. de
Reszke in more ways than one. The story

of his own struggle, told in all simplicity,

is a fine tribute to the democracy of our

wealth; to the far-reaching blessings which
are carried by ita generous distribution.

After fifteen year* of a successful career in

all the art centres of Europe, Mr. de Reszke
rebelled against his fate. With all his

toil and all his fame, he had not saved a

penny. He had barely earned what he calls
“ the living of a gentleman.” The educa-

tion of his children had been paid for from
the private fortune which had been left him
by his parents.

“ Much has been suid,” he continues, “ of

the great fortunea foreign artists make in

this country. As a matter of fart, there is

exaggeration in this matter. But America
is generous and just—to both the native and
the foreign artist. I have found a welcome
here, and a recompense for the effort it has
cost to come and the work that I have been

able to do. When I return to my own coun-

try and my family it will be mine to show,

not a great fortune, but a result—a fair re-

turn for my labor. In America the artist

as well as the artisan work*, hut both work
with hope and assurance of rrward, ami
therein lie the glory and the prosperity of

the country.” There was never a finer

tribute than this paid to the country, nor
could there lie to any country.
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The Motor-Car in England

By Sydney Brooks

l/)NHON, Ftbmary //, 1903.

Exormocs crowds are travelling; daily

to the Crystal Palace to see the Automobile
Show. It Is a good exhibition, not perhaps

quite up to the standard of the Paris ex-

hibition of 1901, when 637 varieties of ears

were on view, but atill very good. It proves

that England is at last beginning to make
up for loal time in the motor-ear industry.

Manufacturers here have not yet reached

the American and Continental level of ex-

cellence, but they are approaching it. They
have had to fight their way through ob-

stacles unknown in other lands. The his-

tory of this great new industry, if properly

analyzed, would Ite found to contain the se-

cret of England's commercial decline. ITerc

was an industry that had obviously come to

stay, that promised enormous profits and a
world-wide trade—already there are motors
in Bulawayo and the Malay States— and
that sprang up so suddenly as to place prac-

tically all countries on an rqunlity in en-

gaging in it. How has England home the

trial? Roughly speaking, she is still be-

hind both France and the United States,

and very little, if at all, in advance of Ger-

many. The causes of her inferiority are both

public and private. English manufacturers
will tell you they are wholly public, due to

the local government board, the hostility of

rural authorities, the state of the law, and
so on. But thin is not quite correct. It is

true that before 1896 the law did make it

virtually impossible for Englishmen to turn
out horseless carriages on the same srale as

the French. As lately as 1895 inventors

were being prosecuted for driving their cars

at a speed of four miles an hour and for

daring to appear on the high roads un-

heralded by a man with a red flag. But
after the law waa altered a good deal of

time and money was wasted in experiment-

ing with models that had already been dis-

carded on the Continent. Parliament can
hardly be held responsible for this. Legis-

lative conservatism and the national pref-

erence for profiting by English mistakes
rather than by French and American suc-

cesses combined to give the industry a poor
start. English cars got a bad name to be-

gin with, and they are still engaged in liv-

ing it down. A few years ago every smooth-
running, compact, and efficient machine was
suspected at once of a non-British origin.

Even tn-dav England imports from abroad
over 96,000,000 worth of motor-ears a year,

and all the foreign firms that have estab-

lished themselves in Tendon are working
overtime. That, does not mean that Eng-
lish firms are slack. On the contrary, they
are doing an enormous business. It Is al-

most impossible to get a car delivered in

less than eight months. AH the leading
English firms have already cloned their or-

der-books for 1903, and except through an
agent who may happen to have a supply
on hand, there is practically no chance of

obtaining n first class English-made car in

under a year. The supply, in short. Is not
equal to the demand.

Within the last twelve months the gen-

eral public attitude towards motors liaa

turned a complete somersault. Not that all

prejudices have vanished. You may still

in all parts of England be fnreed to listen

to heated harangues on the smell, noise,

dust, recklessness, and unreliability of

motor-ears and their drivers. But, on the
whole, as the crowds at the Crystal Palace
prove, the average man is converted. The
motor has successfully weathered the toy
stage, and Is now regarded by the majority
of Englishmen with positive sympathy, as a

pleasant and permanent addition to the

world's means of locomotion. The business

man, too, is bring rapidly won over. Light
delivery wagons, run by petrol, are making
their way. slowly but surely. Several of

the largeat firms in London luive joined with
the manufacturers, and the Automobile Club
is promoting a scries of trials for thorough-

ly trsting this class of machine. Mr. Han-
bury. the president of the Board of Agri-

culture, rarely makes a speech in which he
does not urge the importance of a motor-car

service to farmers, and especially fruit-

growers, dairymen, florists, and market-

gardeners.

An agricultural motor has been lately'

invented that can be used for mowing, reap-

ing, binding, ploughing, chaff-rutting, grind
ing. and hauling loads along the highway.
I have seen it plough nine inches deep on
heavy land with two ten - inch furrows—
nnd that without imbedding the land in the

slightest degree. In London there are three

public services of motor-cars now running,

nnd if they were to succeed in driving the

diabolical omnibuses off the streets, London-
er* would not grumble. At present there

si-cms little hope of that. A really depend-

able and comfortable vehicle for this class

of work has not yet been devised, and
though the ears are well patronized, there

is not nearly enough of them. The battle

between the horse-drawn ’bus ami the motor-
car cun hardly, therefore, be said to have
really begun. So far as I know, Eastbourne,

n watering-place on the south coast, is the

only town in England that has a well -or-

ganized motor service, and deliberately' and
officially prefera it to cable or electric cars.

A syndicate Is being formed, though with
what prospect of success I do not know, for

the purpose of linking up towns and vil-

lages with the main trunk linrs of railroad

by moans of motor*. This is an idea which
has taken healthy root in Ireland. Lord
Dudley, the Lord-Lieutenant, who is him-
self an ardent and experienced motorist,

mine out strongly a few day* ago in favor

of motor-cars a* being better suited to Ire-

land's industrial and agricultural needs than
even light railways. One or two of the

county councils in England have placed

motors at the disposal of their surveyor*.

The Post-Office has also taken them up. A
motor postal service between Liverpool nnd
Manchester Is in running order, and in Lon-
don alone there are over fifty motors in Post-

Offiee employment. Several of the Loudon
borough councils use steam-lorries for the

conveyance of building materials and other

mechanirally propelled vehicle* for the re-

moval of street refuse, There are nearly a
dozen towns where motor fire-engines are

operated. In South Lancashire a company
has shown that with skilful organization

heavy' loads can lie transported by road more
cheaply and more .expeditiously than by
either railway or eanal. It is now handling

at a profit, over 2000 tons of merchandise

a month.
With all this, Parliament remains im-

movable, The Act of IRftfl remains on the

statute-book unamended. That Act did away
with some of the most absurd restrictions

on the bnilding-up of the motor industry:

but it had one cardinal, vitiating fault. It

tried to lay down the lines on which motor-

cars were to develop. It is a sound rule

that legislation should follow an industry

and not precede it. If the Act of ISiW had

been content to prescribe only broad condi-

tions. perhaps the fact that it whs attempt-

ing to regulate something that hnd hardly

come Into existence might not have mat-
tered so much. But instead of that, it went
Into details, and concerned itself with a

number of technical minutiae, such a* the

limit of the “tare” weight, the width of

the wheels, the number of brakes, and the.

speed of travel. Being a non expert body
legislating for a new industry, in which
fresh inventions were bring made daily.

Parliament naturally failed to achieve
finality. It fixed, for instance, the maxi-
mum of speed at twelve mile* an hour. No-
body from the King downwards takes the
trouble to observe this rule, and unless
policemen are detailed off to line every
hedgerow in the country, it can never be
enforced. In some |i*rt* of the provinces, on
the road, for example, between London and
Brighton, this practically is what ia done.

Rurul magistrates arc whimsically conserva-
tive, and the village police force is con-
verted into a band of motor - car hunters.

Autouiobiliats argue that the real object of
legislation should Is- to protect the public

from the ** scorcher ” ; and that this can
best he done by abolishing the legal speed

limit, but at the same time enforcing re-

sponsibility by issuing licenses and having
all motor-cars properly numbered ami regis-

tered. If this were done, a conviction for

furious driving would involve the loss, or
suspension, or “ magisterial endorsement ”

of the license; and drivers, it is urged, would
become as prudent as captains of yarhta.

Bill* proposing these and other reforms have
hern introduced into Parliament, hut with-

out result, and the Act of 1896 remain* in

the anomalous condition of u deterrent that
does not deter.

It is of course in the country that the
development of the motor can best be seen.

Practically no country house is now com-
plete without one. The rural doctor uses

it on his rounds, the country surveyor on
his tours of inspection, the sportsman to

convey his shooting parties and beaters to

the covertside, the huntsman to attend a
distant meet. For the country gentleman it

has enormously widened the area within
which he can “ get about." For the City
man it means that he can live away from
the smoke and grime of London and yet be
within easy reach of his office. Indeed, since

the rise of the motor-car, the value of prop-

erty along the highroads leading out of

I«ondon has advanced twenty per cent. It

i* even possible that the dastardly condition
of country and provincial hotels in England
may in time be reformed under the pressure
of motorists. The Touring Club dc France
bus done excellent work in improving
French inns, and the Automobile Club of

Great Britain, with its 3600 members, is

devoting itseff to the same task not un-

hopefuily. Lamp-makers, furriers, tailors,

and opticians are all profiting by the
“ motor boom.” But its greatest surprise

has been the revelation of the exceeding

badness of English roads. A* a system
they have remained practically untouched
for the last- sixty or seventy year", ever

since the railways dispossessed them. No
new main thoroughfare* have been built,

and even the maintenance and repair nf

existing ones have fallen far short not only

of the French and Italian, but even of the

German, standards. It is one of the prime
result* of the extension of motors and motor-
cycles that public attention is being called

to the whole subject of highway administra-

tion. A road* improvement association has

come into active life, nnd is vigorously

preaching the necessity of reform. Wheth-
er it will move the government remains to

lie seen. The work needed ia work that
only the government can undertake. The
local authorities are too scattered and too

ill connected to lie able to evolve anything
in the nature of a systematic plan of road

construction : and without good road* and
plenty of them, the social revolution of

which the advent of the motor was sup-

posed to be the prelude, must remain, so

far as England is concerned, very largely

a dream.
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Raising the Venezuelan

Blockade

CWilb Sketches made on lb« Ground by our
Correspondend

La GL'atia, February IS, tSOS.

The harlior of La Guayra in an «»p»-n road-

«Uuui of I'rnwrnt shape. Perpendicularly

almost from it* water's edge rise mountain*,

some of them 8000 feet high. Wliat little

room there is left between the deep sea and,

if nut the devil, the dritilly fever-laden elolid s

wall built as a breakwater to shelter the
harbor from the swell of the »e*. Light*

ing the cigarette, without, which the picture

of no Venezuelan would »>e complete, they
begin to discus* the political situation be-

fore they drop the bait. “Un momento!"
The big British cruiser Tribune is still

there at the end of the mole, but, as every-
body amures hia neighbor, the blockade will

be raised to-day, for—euch ia the gem-ral
view among them — the German war-ship*
have been wrecked by the guns of Fort San
OarIon, and the kings of Italy and Great
Britain have, terror-stricken, appealed to

the United States to arrange for peace at
any coat.

Is there any newa from the revolutionary
•wnipT Of course there is! Fighting has
•wen going on ail night near Maruto. ft

i» a 1hibit here, .adhered to even by the for-

eign merchant., to tell you In the morning
that butt I™ raged while yon slept. Vene-
zuelan politeness thus expresses itself.

By seven o'clock the general desire

for information seems to be gratified. Ev-
erybody lights a fresh cigarette, gathers
his rags about himself, and drops the bait.

Patiently waiting sits the long line of men.
Soon all seem to doze. some yawn, a few
evm snore; few of the small white Ash are
caught. Thus they will sit all forenoon in

liurning sun and blinding light, their silence

only interrupted by an occasional splash in

the water when • dizzied or sleepy black

The Main Street in La Guayra

that hang and float around the mountain-
sides, is occupied by the town of La Guayra.
Some five hundred houses are here scat-

tered along the water-front in shape of half

n “ frankfurter,'' a few dozen more are clus-

tered about on rocks and crags above. To-

day at sunriae, ns every morning for five

long and weary blockade-weeks, half-starved

fishermen come down from these old stone

house* of sixteenth-century pattern. Stick

and rod in hand, they wander lazily to the

water-front, bent upon fishing to provide for

a noon meal.

Negroes, mulattoes, mestizos, and zarnlms

they are. Some show a complete mixture
of all these varieties, strongly reminding the

observer of Darwin’* " missing link.” But
different as may be their hair and skin, com-
mon is to all these children of a mongrel

race the same careless, aimless, shiftless

way. Shoulder hy shoulder and elbow by
elbow they sit slowly down on the long slonc

La Guayra’s Market-Place

head, followed by a scantily clad darky
who has lost his balance, dn>|»* or rolls into

the deep. The others don't even laugh while

he paddles ashore. They only yawn lunger.

The American Merchant-Ship ‘‘ Maracaibo " entering Ia

i

Guayra Harbor with a

Cargo oj Flour and Provisions

A Landmark—the Tower oj El Carmen

Next time it may lie their turn to swim.
.Business is completely at a standstill.

Eight o'clock sounds the bell from the
church tower, and one of the daily star per-

formances of this merry
war-0[*r*tta begins. The
consul*, including those

of the nations at war
with Venezuela, enter a
shore-boat, are rowed into

the harlior, ami meet a
steam - launch from the

Tribune. A lieutenant

from the cruiser receives

telegrams arrived over-

night for the captain, and
exchanges with the gen-

tlemen in the row • boat

news, letters, and per-

chance a cigar.

A “ peaceful ” blockade

it ia indeed! One day
the Prefect, a man with
a fine sense of humor,
asked the consuls bent on
this daily errand if they

would not beg the cap-

tain of one of the men-
of-war to send the band
ashore to play on the

plaza. He might return the favor by sending

the sorely missed fresh vegetables for the

officers' me**. In the cable-office the tele-

phone is kept ringing all day, and '' not

yet!” ia the reply to all inquiries.

Six o’clock finds stores and warehouses

closed and all hope# deferred for the follow-

ing day. Night falls, and unhappy - look-

ing men retire to their homes, while mos-

quitoes begin to enjoy life. Now and then

the moonless darkness is lit up by the

search-light of the Tribune sweeping around

the horizon, playing on the harbor, and

fastening it* rays on the half-destroyed tor-

pedo-boat Oteun in the inner bay.

Eleven o’clock! At last! The steam-

launch of the Tribune rounds the cruiser

and makes straight for the shore, a lieu-

tenant mounts the few stone etepa and
hands a letter to the British consul, who
soon turns to the Prefect and announce* In

Spanish, ‘‘Tim blockade ia raised!”

Wild shout* go up, the darkiea dance, the

foreigners shake hands, the Venezuelans em-

brace each other. Then the Prefect hastens

to the cable-office, writes out two messages,

one of thanks to Mr. Bowen in Washington,

the next congratulating Castro “ upon hi*

splendid success and victory!”

Digilizec by Google
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benton

OCTOBER

I am back again to the level uneventful-

ncss of that* pleasant dayi, with a great

oense of having " come home M continually

with me. This little stuccoed house, with

its little garden, hAB become to me my
'* Alignlus (err*"; the deep vibration of
“ home," incommunicable and to many un-

meaning, in here; I can no longer Imagine

myself permanently anywhere else. All day
long I continually find, as it were, intimute

glances. The line of the downs, a group of

trees, or a corner of my own room catches

my eye as mu1 catches the eye of a friend

•crom a roomful of acquaintance*. That
glance says nothing in particular; it only

means “ I am I, you are you,” but it is only
between friends that such a glance can ever

pass. Roul beckons to soul, with gesture in-

visible to others, and a smile answers it,

For it is friends who arc our anchor in

this swift rushing stream of days and
years; secure there, though time eddies in

froth and Hying spray alwut our bows, it

does not whirl us away, straw and flotsam,

down the racing flood. And above us, when
we look up from our anchorage through the

flying wrack of storm-cloud and tom
fringes of wind-swept vapor, there glimmer
the steadfast and immutable stara.

I left Capri, as you will have guessed,

somewhat in a hurry; in fact, I firmly ami
speedily ran away us hard as I could. All

September, so I w now, I had been living

in the Aimsiest paradise of a fool. I had
thought it was possible to detach one-

self so utterly from the joys and frailties

of the human race that one could take

nny liberties one chose, look at and live In

beauty and cease to be mun. Then suddenly
the llmh twitched me, and like the flowers

of Klingsor‘s garden my sexless paradise

fell in red ruin of autumn leaf about my
ears. For me anyhow such a Paradise was
not possible, and 1 had—only just—the

sense to see that it was better to live

decently and dully than—otherwise.

So I look ship at Naples ami dime home
by sea ; for why one should shut oneself

up in a grilling-box of scarlet velvet and
grind along a steel path to the din of roll-

ing wheels, when the divine waterways are

nt the door, is more than I ever could
imagine. Two moments of the voyage I

shall never forget. Out in the Hay of Bis-

cay we had a couple of days of heavy gale,

the wind blowing from the west like a
solid thing. The sea. which till then had
been calm, gradually began to get up. There
was no sun, and from a gray and infinite

flatnc** it grew streaked and wrinkled.

Then the wrinkles began to amalgamate,
every two or three wrinkles turning them-
selves into one definite furrow, and the

streaks formed themselves into sprayed
wave-caps. When I went to bed the ship

was still fairly sternly, but full of wander-
ing creaks and groan*, and clothes hanging
up on my cabin wnlls whispered against the

woodwork and oscillated backward* and
forwards. During the night, however, we
began to pitch and roll in earnest, and
waking oner, I heard the scream of the
screw whirling impotently out of water,

and the jar of straining wood and rivets.

All next day the riot of the skies and din

of the sens grew greater, until coining on to

deck after dinner one had to dash at suit-

able moment* over the open to gain hand-
hold Is-fore the next lurch. Eventually I

found a corner sheltered from the wind be-

hind the smoking-room, and sat there with
the gale thundering madly above my head
nnd yelling and thrumming in the quivering

rigging. The sky was quite clear and cloud-

less. and though there was no moon, the

stars made a gray twilight overhead. As
the ship labored on with reeling gait the

mast near above me would strike wildly

right and left through a hundred stars,

scoring a black line through the Pleiades

and the Bear. For a moment Orion's Belt

would be framed between the yard-arms;
the next it would plunge out of sight behind

me. Then Cassiopeia's Chair would waver
over the bulwarks, tremulously perched,

and in a second, as if it was roped to some
celestial swing, would soar high to the

zenith. Then the bulwark* tbetnoelvtw

would rise a black blot into the sky: the
next moment they reeled giddily down-
wards; and at my feet, almost, then raced

by huge dimnesses of gray *ru and flying

foam, with veiled and luminous specks of

phosphorescent light glimmering like ma-
rine glowworms.
Then suddenly from the deck came a cry

I have heard only once, “ Man overboard,”

and in a moment, coming it seemed from no-
where, the deck wsb alive with hurrying
figures. The thump of the screw grew slow
and ceased, women screamed, and from a big
chest near me three auilors got out a flare-

buoy, a wooden frame with a light attached
to it. In a few seconds it wnB lit and flung
overbnurd, nnd flaring high it rose and
fell, a veritable dance of death, among the
hills and valleys of the sea. It was impos-
sible at the pace we were going to reverse

the engine* at once, for the strain would
have endnngered the lives of all on the
ship, hut gradually as we slowed down this

was done, and the churned water from the
screws hissed past u*. The buoy was al-

ready far behind us, but gradually we got
nearer to it, and a boat was launched with
infinite difficulty and danger, and we lay

there, the ship’s company hanging on the

lee bulwarks while it put out into the night
and the storm. There we waited, rolling

and bowing to the waves for an hour
maybe, watching the flare and the light

from the bdat. now riding high against the

horizon, now completely vanishing in the

trough of some wave. Then the flare burn-
ed out, and the boat returned. The search

had been fruitless. And slowly the tramp
of the screw worked its way to its accus-

tomed speed, the identity of the man was es*

tahlisbed.an entry was mude.nnd we went on
again ever faster through the yellow twi-

light of the stnrs and the big pitiless sea.

The second moment was next morning.
The wind had gone down, though the sea

still ran high, and all heaven and earth
were one incredible blue. A sun of tran-

scendent brilliance flamed overhead, and not
a cloud flecked the huge azure dome. Be-

low, the great translucent waves weTe at
play in jovial boi*terou*nc*s; the blue

monsters flung themselves against the

black side of the ship and were shattered

into a cloud of dazzling white, which, us it

rose into the air, was momently iridescent

with rainbow, a high - day of light. About
eleven of the morning a sudden whisper

and rumor ran round the ship, and by de-

grees the sequel of that tragic hour last

night was made known. The wife of the

man who had fullen overboard the night

Ixdorc was with child, and the shock had
brought on a premature delivery, and she

had died. But the child lived, and in all

probability would do wrll. So June hud its

tale repeated again, and when the weighted

shroud slid into that ocean of brightness,

wavered subaqueous]y and disappeared, I

could have sworn for n moment that a sud-

den waft of the smell of sweet peas pierced

the pungency of the sea.

So both lie there in the depths of the un-

quiet bay, though leagues apart. Will

those tvro poor tabernacle* of mortality, I

cannot but wonder, find some subtle mode
of telegraphy in their green sea caves and
speak to each other, or go to each other
across the ooze of the depths, moved by
some thresh of current? Or will they have
to wait there patiently in their crystal

tomb* till the sea gives up its dead, and
thpy float up as the chrysalis of the dragon-
fly floats up through the water, to find that
the new heaven and the new earth are fair,

nt the dawning of the supreme day? Ruch
wns the incident of uiy home-coming: in

the midst of life there wo* death, and in

the midst of death, life. It is always so.

The long dark evenings are beginning, but
day after day unclouded October weather,
with its brisk air and its exquisite clarity
and lumiiiousneas. prevail*. It remind*
one of nothing in the world so much as a
boy's soprano; nothing else in the world
gives a sense of such ntmolute perfection

and purity of vehicle, the one expressed in

term* of light, the other of sound. And a*
the boy's voice rises and fills the great
spaces of some sunlit cathedral, so this

light pervade* these aisles of yellowing
trees and spaces of swelling downland.
About each there is an utter absence of all

passion or emotion. A woman's voice, it

seems to me, is like the mature light of
summer, broad, full of feeling, full of the
tendernes* of sex. But in this October
weather you huve mere brightness; in the
air there is a certain chill which give* the
precision that the warm flower-blurred

light of Rummer lacks. It promises noth-
ing like the languors and brightnesses of
spring, it gives no fulfilment like the noons
of summer, it is just itself, exquisite,

meaningless, and at times horribly sad.

For the year has turned ; we have had our
bright and our beautiful times and they are
over, and soon will be the season of long
dark evenings, and the blear-eyed peerings
of the remote sun through the fogs of No-
vember. In the winter, too. there is some-
thing of the hibernating spirit about us;
we dream and doze, and vitality sometimes
burns a little low, and age looks over our
shoulder, and we tend to be possessed with
the Spirit of the falling leaf.

What one sets oneself to do, I think,

matter* nothing in comparison of the
main point, namely, that we set ourselve*

to do something; for any employment, so

tong as it is not harmful, is essentially

good. Many of us have our ordinary work
to do, which takes most of the day, now days
•re short. In the summer, perhaps, we
were accustomed when the day’s work was
over to be out-of-doors, but now in these

lengthening night* we have to seek our em-
ployment inside. The great thing, then, is

tn do something definite and to do it

seriously. To read the whole of Shake-
speare before next March is one employ-

ment that recommends itself to me; but
supposing the choice was made for me by
another, who told me that bridge was to be

my winter employment? I should be quite

content. But in that case I should try

very hard to get rid by March of the fatal

indecision which prompts one sometimes

to make spnde*, sometimes no-trumps, out

of practically the same hand; I should try

to establish once and for all the best suit

to play if my partner doubles no-trumps;

I should try to And out definitely what
elmnee of success certain heavy /incases

have, and act accordingly, and I should

consider that I had wasted my winter if

by next March I had not improved out of

recognition. But what I hope I should not

do would be to play slackly, for in that case

one might os well talk to the Rpirit of the

falling leaf at once.

To be Continued.
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Lady Rose’s Daughter

There is nobody damned in Mrs. Ward's
nevr book; all the good people keep on be-

ing good, the bad become repentant, and the

dmihtful onea grow in grace and promise

finally to name out on the Lord's side. It

is a very nice book,
—“ nice ” in any sense

you like; pleasing, discriminating, fine. This

time Mrs. Ward has written a novel of en-

tertainment, and done it with admirable art.

Whether it was art for art’s sake or art

for the reader's sake doesn't much signify,

but certainly the reader has been very gently

ami benevolently used. When one consid-

ers the people and situations and disposi-

tions used, and considers what a cloth-bound

nightmare of a book might have been made
of them, mere gratitude seems insufficient

recognition of so different an outcome.

When the juggler keeps balls in the air it

is edifying; much more so when he uses

knives — sharp ones — with points, Mrs.

Ward has played with edged tools, and to

the beholder's delight, and there has been

nobody hurt.

When you have finished a good novel, turn

hick to the beginning, and noticr how it

has l>een put together, und especially how
the characters have lieen constructed. Be-

hold. good friends; a bottle of oil. a jug
of vinegar, salt, pepper, this and that.

Watch the compounder sitting in a cool

place with the great howl in her lap! Some
«il, a few drops of vinegar; beat ! beat!

brat! sweeps the shining fork I A little more
oil, a few more drops of vinegar, a pinch

of salt, a shake of the pepper-box, and ever

swiftly and easily sweeps the fork, mixing
the Incongruous, bringing form and substance

out of chaos, compounding under our in-

credulous eye* the mayonnaise Le Breton

with which the cold Delafield U to be

served.

It is a great dish, and we like it. Dear!
dear! llow near the Wnrkworth flame came
to spoiling the salad! How impossible

seemed the reconciliation of the warring ele-

ments! But it was done: made, not mixed;
compounded, not confused.

Since Becky Sharp threw the memorial
of the great lexicographer nut of the coach

window at Miss Pinkerton and her academy,
there has been no girl in English litera-

ture quite fit to compare with Julie Le
Breton. The editor of Harper'h Magazine
calls her “ the most, appealing type of hero-

ine ever presented in fiction.” She is differ-

ent. from Becky in such vital particulars

that the reader’s reluctant and disapproving

sympathy never leaves her, from her first

appearance at the top of the stairs at
Lady Hemp's Wednesday night, till the lit-

tle Duchess takes her abroad to repair her

shattered energies after a great peril and a

great escape. Even then the reader’s sym-
pathy does not leave her, but only his dis-

approval. She is superlatively interesting

to the very end. Even the process of rear-

ing a new edifice of affection on the ruins

of a conflagration does not try the infatu-

ated reader’s patience. That perilous at-

tempt is successfully worked out. It does
come about that the woman who would have
run away with Warkworth does finally, and
without violence to human nature, aeem
likely to make Jacob a truly helpful wife.

After all, Jacob had crotchets. His vir-

tues were in some measure the virtues of his

defects, llis preposterous fidelity was a

fruit of self-abnegation, and that was char-

acteristic of a nature noble but not quite
normal. And Julie's defects — her pro-

pensity to weave a tangled web—if not de-

fects of her virtues, were compensated by
great virtues and notable talents and
charm. Warrington found himself drawn
to Pciidennis as a youth who had shown him-
self capable of a great, unreasonable, affec-

tion. Julie, a woman of wiles and designs,

could fall in love, most inopportunely and
ill-advisedly, with Warkworth. Count it to

her for a virtue, but. oh! tell it not in the

girls* schools, or in households where there

are growing daughters, that a capacity for

loving a detrimental and engaged man is

to be put down on the credit side of a
maiden’s account. Let u« waste no pity on
Jacob. He got a charming wife who will

evidently put her mind on being devoted to

him, and to whose devotion he will evi-

dently owe a large part of whatever satis-

faction he finds in living in the sphere of

usefulness to which fate lias called him.
Mrs. Ward always takes us into good so-

ciety in her books. In this one there is a
better company of dukes, duchesses, min-

isters of state, ami makers of history than
we wistful republicans have sat down wiUi

since the days of Trollope. Ihikes, if not

good company, are good accessories to com-
pany, and as for duchesses, they can lie

pleasantly, humanly agreeable. We think

we have had a turn at high life in Lon-

don. If we haven’t—if it wasn’t real high

life—then so much the worse for high life,

for where we have been the talk was lively;

the matter* discussed were interesting and
sometimm important; the lords had brains,

and the editors learning; the houses were

handsome, and the paintings on the walls

were tlainsboroughs or better. There is no
objection to high life if it is lighted up, and
Mr*. Ward snuff* all the candle* in her

great houses. Lady Henry is a distinct and
distinguished person whom it is profitable

to have met. Lord Larkington, who served

as a midshipman in 1812, died at the age

of seventy-five or thereabouts, so the time
of the story la early in the seventies, and it

is years now since the Duchess of Cliudleigh

put on mourning for Lady Henry. She was
a loss to Iamdon, and she is a gain to lit-

erature. And the book she figures in is a

great gain to literature. Merely as a story

it is extremely successful, and has held our

interest intensely for a year, as it has come
out in monthly instalments. In the devel-

opment of character, in the clear delineation

of many interesting personalities, and in oc-

casional passage* of wise ami penetrating

di*c«ftir*c. it is a l**>k of distinction, charm-

ing and edifying.

England was atill decidedly English in the

seventies, and this hook is British to the

lack stitching—all except its illustrations;

they are Mr. fJirUty’s, and therefore Amer-
ican. Probably they would fit. belter into

contemporary London than into the London
of twenty years since. They are variable.

The best of them are felicitous, and some of

them are charming. The worst of them,

Inwards the end, are very shattering to one’s

ideals. These were du Manner's people in

this book, Of Mr. Christy's very last effort

—Julie on her knees by the distressed Jacob
—it is not too harsh to say that if Jacob
looked like that, that sort of a Julie was a
fair match for him.

The Real Value of the

Rhodes Bequest

There ha* lieen quite a lot of talk in the

American press of late about the Oxford

*ehri]nrslii]w bequeathed to JSermany and to

this country by the lute Cecil Rhode*, and
it seems to us that many of our journals

have laid themselves open to a charge of

narrowness and churlishness in the attitude

and spirit they have assumed in relation to

the question. We quite understand the feel-

ing that an American boy ran get a more
practical and probably a better all-round

education at an American university than
he could at Oxford; but we do not share

the opinion of the eminent New York daily

which disdainfully Rays that Cecil Rhodes
* evidently regarded Oxford from the view-

point of ... a poor boy and a remote
colonist; that is to say. as a focus of daz-

zling social radiance, a fountain of aristo-

cratic and pan-Anglican influence which no
colonial, American, or Teuton youth would
he able to resist. In fine, the Rhodes be-

quest was based upon a flngrant miscon-

ception of facts, and inspired by an ill-con-

sidered purpose.”

Now Cecil Rhodes may have had many de-

fects, but no one who knew him well would
accuse him of having any special regard for
" dazzling social radiance,” or for “ foun-

tains of aristocratic influence.” Moreover,
whatever else he was, he was a man of

brains, the sort of brains America know*
and liken, a man not much given to ** fla-

grant misconception of facts,” or often ” in-

spired by ill-considered purposes,” and it is

more than likely that he knew just what
he was doing when he made the scholarship

bequests. His aim was to further the cause

of international amity and mutual under-
standing by bringing nlxtut the intimate con-

tact and prolonged dose relationship of

highly endowed young personalities from
countries which he thought ought to be fast

friends.

It is just this spirit of Mr. Rhodes'* in-

tentions which the protester* to whom we
have referred seem to miss. They can see

no further than this, that American uni-

versities are the best, equipped and most effi-

cient in the world, and that to send some
of our best young minds to Oxford is not
only to cast a slur on our own fine institu-

tions, but also to rnmmit the almost crimi-

nal error of sending those young minds
away to feed on the second-best when the

beat lies right at their hand. This view, we
repeat, we believe to be short-sighted. To
begin with. Oxford is surely not such a hope-

lessly antediluvian and stupid place ns some
would make it out to hr, It has developed

some very respectable minds in its time, and
a really vigorous young intellect can prob-

ably get almost a* much of what, it needs
there nt the present time as it could, say,

at Yale or Harvard. Character and dis-

cipline and manliness, for instance, arc
things that may be had there, and character

and discipline arc not to he despised.

Admitting, however, for the sake of argu-

ment, that the education a young man can
get at Oxford i* inferior to that to Ik- had
at an American university, we still think
there i* a lot to be said for the Rhodes lie-

quest.. The young fellows who take up the

scholarship* will be old enough when they

go to England to have acquired a thoroughly
American spirit which nothing can after-

ward* extinguish. There will always be

enough of them at Oxford simultaneously
to enable them to manifest that spirit to

a certain extent. If they are receptive and
adaptable—and receptivity and adaptability

are eminently American traits— they will

blend into their own native spirit the beat

of what Oxford life has to give. They will

have some chance of getting to know inti-

mately much that is admirable in English
character and custom. They will doubtless
acquire a true sympathy with the elder

branch of the Anglo-Saxon race. They will

gain the breadth and culture that residence

in a foreign land always givea to superior

minds. They will come to see their own land
and it* Institutions and customs, its virtues

and its defects, with surer vision and with

deeper understanding when they return to

it after absence abroad. In any case, if

bright representative young Americans take

up the scholarships, there is little doubt

that the results will Is- highly favorable to

Anglo-American friendship, understanding,

sympathy, and good-will.
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Books and Bookmen
Mg. Will N. Hakhen, of whom « t-atuera

interview u given on unotber page of thi*

mini her of the Weekly, ia an author whose

name ia dcatioed to become familiar to ev-

ery American hoiuehold. A* one ha* said,

“ He ha> an eye for the home virtue*, the

tiea of neighborhood, the adventure of the

commonplace. He writes of eommon things

only to make you wonder at the home*pun

beauty and true worth at the heart of

them.” The author who can weave humor
ami imagination about the common every-

day things of life, and lift them out of

their dull monotonona routine, ia alwaya wel-

come. He imparts to the unseeing that at-

tribute of genius which has been called the

sixth sense, the sight of the unseen wonder

and beauty that lie in the rut of the ordi-

nary. It was Coleridge who said that genius
was the power of glorifying the common-
place. Certainly this definition fits Mr. Har-

Iwn’a claim to write himself novelist, and
aa he is also a lairn story-teller, the rea-

sons for his growing popularity are obvi-

ously apparent.

Mr. Tlarben is a native of Georgia, and
was born at Dalton about forty-five years

ago. He has been described us a typical

Southerner possessing all the enterprise of

a Westerner. Amongst hi* ancestors he

numbers Daniel lioonc. He began his lit-

erary career by making translations, and
for two years he wns one of the cditnra of

the youth's Comfionion. He then went to

London, and for another year applied him-

self to study in the British Museum. It

was with some timidity he attempted his

first short story, but the effort was success-

ful, and Mr. Joel Chandler Harris welcomed
hia work a* that of a coming novelist. His
first novel appeared in 1880, and was fol-

lowed at intervals by several stories which
seem to have reached a culmination in

Northern Georgia Rkctchra. In these sketches

the author had at last found himself. and
at the instigation of Mr. Howells hr derided

to concentrate his fiction on his own region

of northern Georgia. Hia next novel was
Weaterfel t, published about two years ago.

This book was begun in the British Museum,
continued at Oxford, and completed, in it*

first draft, at Paris. Afterward, it was
largely rewritten between the intervala of

superintending the building of two business

houses. There is no doubt that Mr. Harlwu
struck a new vein in Wrstrrfiti. He wrote
like one who was at home among hi* scene*

and characters; so much so that he was
accused of having taken some of his char-

acters from life. Mr. Hnrhen denied the

charge, but admitted that the characters

were none the less real to him for that. “ I

have lived the greater part of my life among
these humble type*, and I have aimptv ab-

sorbed their general characteristics, When
I am with them I am one of them in every

possible way. I am not spying on them, and
making notes for future use, but just en-

joying it all as if It were a delicious book
which only I could read and understand.”

Mr. Ilarlien's next book was Abner Daniel

—aptly called “ the Dneid Hamm of the

South." with more regard for truth than
such analogies usually imply. It was a tri-

umph for Mr. Harhen as a humorist. Hu-
mor, when you coroc to think of It, is the

most individual gift of an author, as well

as the rarest in fiction. It is the most
striking quality in Abner Daniel— the

quality of hnmnr that is blent with human-
ity. the sunlight that catches the smile with
a tear in it ami makes it glisten. Often-

times the smile break* into laughter, as the

humor Umuncs purr fun, for Mr. Harbrn

knows a good story, and how to tell it.

But it never broadens into fame; Mr. Har-

lan is instinctively too careful an artist

for that. It is not claiming too much to

say that few of last year's novels were at

once so human and so humorous; and to

this may be attributed the fact that no other

novel of Mr. Harben’s has enjoyed so wide a
circulation. Some authors have popularity

thruat upon them, some achieve it. name am
horn to it- Mr. Harben, we should say, is

of the deserving class who achieve popular-

ity. The reading public may lie alow in rec-

ognizing an author's merit, but onoe they

do. they are not slow in appreciation, and
the reward of the author is sure if he con-

tinue to prove worthy of their affection and
esteem. Mr. Harben has won this favor

by unremitting labor and care in developing

a fresh field, and by impregnating his work
with a wholesome, sane (M-rsonullty. He
write* from a fulness of knowledge, and a
varied experience among his own people.

Hr ia fertile in resources, and never at a
loss for a good story. He reminds tie of a
remark of Mra. Hillyer’*—a humorous char-

acter in hi* forthtwining novel, The tfubnti-

tute, Mrs. Hillyer has some great news
with which she ia bursting. " 1 thought
at fust,” she reflect*. “ that I'd not let Mrs.

Dugan in on this, but I mought aa well.

That's about all the pleasure the lone wo-

man gits out o’ life, an* she’s entitled tn this

moritel.” Mr. llarhcn enjoys his own story

so keenly that he tells it as if he were burst-

ing with its great aeerct. he chuckles over

the delight it will give his readers, and he
takes you into his confidence with much the

same happy condescension with which Mrs.

Hillyer treated Mrs. Dugan. The result is

one of deep satisfaction in the personal rela-

tionship set up betwixt author and reader.

Mr. liarben's fidelity tn the type ns well

as his truth to nature, which is something

more than being merely true, to life, has

frequently got him into a tight place. We
have already stated that on more than one
ncraidnn he ha* been charged with transfer-

ring his originals direct to tho page. One
day a mountaineer and cx-moonshincr called

on Mr. Harben in hU office in Dalton,

Georgia. The author saw. by the angry fire

in the man's eye and the imprint of a big

revolver under his abort coat, that serious

trouble was brewing. “ look y’ hear,” said

his unwelcome visitor. " folks says you’ve

Wen pokin' fun at me in a book. I don't

know whether it’s so or not, but I’m heer

to say ef it ia. me ’n you’ll bitch in short

order.” The man. the prototype of Mr.
liarben’s Pole Baker, in A burr Daniel, was
a powerful fellow, who had had as many
shooting scrape* as he had fingers and toe*,

and the worst part of the affair was that

the author had really drawn his portrait in

the novel. Harbrn deliberated, and then

*aid; ” Mr. - , I know you are a fair

man. and will do what ia right. Here ia a
copy of the book. Sit down and read it.

mid then, if you desire it, I will give you
satisfaction." The man flushed under the

singular proposition, but finally consented,

and sat down tiesido the author’s desk. All

the afternoon he benl over the Imok. Mr.
Harhen went in and out of the office sev-

eral times without causing the reader to

raise his head. Once he beard him laughing

heartily, and at another time there was a

suspicious moisture in hi* eye*. Finally he
laid the book down and said, sheepishly:

” 1 don’t think I kin kick. I was a little

nfoerd you’d made me show the white-

feather. hut that feller they say is like me ’*

got a sight more grit ’an I have. Huh!”
admiringly. u he’d fight a circular saw bare-

handed. No, I don't think I kin kick.” Mr.
Ilnrhrn breathed freely one© more, and felt

duly thankful.
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In hi* ramble* among the people «f north-

ern Georgia, many of them primitive type*

and simple specimen* of humanity. Mr. Uar-
bco has met with many rare experience*

which have yielded him rich material for his

novela. Ha was benighted once in a mountain
cabin where a family of five daughters and
a mountaineer and his wife ate and slept

In the only room the hou*e contained.

With characteristic hospitality the fanner

said the stranger was welcome if he would
put. up with things as they were. It was
late, and as there was no other cabin in

sight, Mr. Harhen accepted the kind offer

with what grace be could summon. There
were four beds in the room and no curtains,

and the visitor wondered whAt they would
do with him. They all sat cheerfully around
the fire after siip|M>r

t
and about nine o’clock

the mountaineer said, ” I reckon me V
you'd better go down to the spring an’

git us a drink.” At the spring the host ob-

viously detained his guest for a few min-
utea. and on returning to the cabin they
found it wrapped in darkness. The two men
went in and slept in a bed together. The
next morning, before dawn, the author was
awakened from the most delightful sleep

he had ever experienced. It was the moun-
taineer bending over him. “I reckon,” the
man said, “ that me 'n* you'd better crawl
out an' give the women folks a chance to git

up an’ cook brrakfust.”

Some American Music
Not many years ago one of the most acute

and clairvoyant Knglishmen of his genera-

tion, Mr, George Meredith, observed that
it would not surprise him if, within fifty

years, the centre of creative literary art
were in America. For those of us who
would modify this prophecy so that it should
accord with a conviction that the American
genius will find its most potent expression

in music, rather than in that art of which
Mr. Meredith himself Is so consummate a

master, the immediate past has yielded

surety and confirmation of a very definite

*ort.

Ons of the younger group of contemporary
American composers, Mr. Arthur Furwell,

recently established at Newton Center. Mas-
sachusetts, a press which is devoted wholly
to the publication of the best of this new
music that he ran procure.—considering it

solely on its artistic merits, and entirely

aside from the question of a profitable pop-

ularity. It is an altogether admirable enter-

prise—probably the most determined, cour-

ageous, and enlightened endeavor to assist

the cause of American music that has yet

been made. Already it has begun to justify

itself through its results; for within the

month there wns produced, at a concert

given in this city under private auspice*,

certain of the music discovered and pub-

lished by Mr. Farwell. We remember
with a very keen pleasure Mr. Harvey
Worthington Loomis's exquisite arrange-

ments of two Verlaine poems, ” On the

Trrruce ’’ and "In the Moon Shower."

—

the last contrived, curiously bnt with haunt-

ing effect, a* a spoken recitation, with obli-

gato of piano, violin, and voice: a move-

ment from a piano sonata by Mr. Fftrwell;

Mr, Henry F. Gilbert’* anient and colorful

scene for dramatic soprano, ** SalammbA’s
Invocation to THnith ” (the text from the

novel of Flaubert); and his superb setting
— still in manuscript— of the Lament of

Deirdre from Ferguson's “ The Death of the

Children of Uxnaeh”: music saturated with

the sense of that " hcart-hrenk over fallen

things." that wildness of passionate revolt,

that tragic and piercing melancholy, which
are Celtic—and overwhelming.
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Finance financial

Tin: court* of the necuritie* market* of

late ban taxed to the utmost the ingenuity

of those persons who arc forever demanding
a reason for fluctuations, and even for the

absence of fluctuations, and who. when such
reasons are not forthcoming, promptly In-

vent them. Many sjieeulators. particularly

the professional, really seek what may be

called a working explanation, even while

they imagine they are asking for an aceurate

analysis nf basic conditions. At this writing

it is not easy to account for the market's

movements, or, rather, for the absence of a
pronounced tendency in either direction.

One day the stock-market is weak, and the

professional speculator* are bearish, with
arguments gnlore to show that a decline is

inevitable. On the next there is a recovery,

and the “ temper ’’ of the former bears is

distinctly bullish, with a few dozen reasons

to prove conclusively that the market's next
** big move " must be toward the sky. As
might be expected from speculation in which
the professional element alone takes the in-

itiative, the market hesitates, advances, and
recede**, all within that narrow range of

fluctuation which ia so exasperating to tin*

inveterate trader. Front time to time a pool,

for reasons known only to its managers,

marks up the price of its specialties, and
incidentally lets loose a flood of rumors of

deals and misdeal*, or a clique of the more
powerful “traders” indulge* in a sharp lit

tie raid on values. And meanwhile the real

leadrrs of the Street give no evidence of

taking the slightest interest in the eonrsc

of stock values, and the general public dm**
not so much a* think of surh a thing as the

stock-ticker. In point of fact, many of the

financial power* are absent from the city

—

in Florida, on their yacht*, in Europe, any-

where save in Wall Street, which is where
they would be if they had any reason to be-

lieve that a bull market, or, for the matter
of that, n bear market, was liable to develop

of a sudden.

The trouble i» that for some time past
the speculative forces have been in a state

of almost perfect equilibrium. There is no
great reason at the moment why prices

should fall, and none why they should
rise. The future is full of promise, but
the present has some uncertainties, though
not the keenest - sighted and most highly
imaginative bear can discern disaster at
hand. But the most promising source of
bear ammunition for some time to come
will probably be found in the money-market.
The reserve* of the associated Utnk* of New
York are at the lowest point at which they
have been at this season of the war in a
decade or more. Not only that, hut since

the last bank statement, which rejmrted a

very substantial decrease in the reserve, the
banks have been losing cash at a great rate,

not only to the government on their Sub-
Treasury operations, but by direct shipments
of currency to Chicago and the West. The
latter movement is not devoid of interest-

Karly last autumn, when many hank presi-

dents permitted themselves to predict that

the West would not draw on this centre for

much money for crop-moving purpose*, at-

tention was called in this column to sundry
reasons why the West would take money
away from New York.

For one or another reason, Wall Street

had utterly failed to realize the extent

and nmcnitmJc of the speculation in land.

Obligations incurred through those real-es-

tate operations are now maturing. Hence
the shipments of currency to Chicago banks,
the latter to send them onward to the

various rural institutions. Money rates,

though not yet higher, are beginning tu show
a hardening tendency, though this has been
minimized by the fact that even as the
bank reserves were dwindling, sterling rates

fell in New York and rose in Paris.
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DEPARTMENT OF TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS. MAIN

OFFICE. BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN
NO. jHo BROADWAY, STEWART BUILDING

January k. >90 .,-

„ NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REQUIRED HY THE
Greater N r, York Charter. that the bonk* r«M "The Annual

I Record '4 th* Aaarsard Valuation of Real ard Parmnal Batata
1

ol the flonansha c4 Manhattan. The Bnrna. Unuklyn, Qwene
and Richmond rrenpnMng The Ctty of N r» York." wilt hr
«*« lot rum,nation and correction cm the icconrt Monday ol
January, and win remain upon until the

1ST DAY OF APRIL, too,.

During the time that the hooka arc open to (mtilir inapertinn.
application mar hr mad* by any person or ckieyrarataon laitn
ir* to In aaasricvH bv the aoamrd val-oatm rt rest or pararenal
—late to have the —me corrected.
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Hackntt HusWkv, Jarkoun Avmur and PaftAi Street. Lon*
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In the Dorouch of Richmond at the office of the Orpartment.
Maanoic Btnldin*. Stapleton

Cnrpreratiore, in nil thr Boreoxh* mutt male applautiocn

where vuch elate c4 biuMca n Wa-ated, lirte.een th» h-wir> of
10 A M and t P M . except on Saturday, wbm all application*
must be made between so A M and 1 1 noon.
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Two volumes Autograph
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16 full -page drawings by Christy. Crown 8vo, deckel edges, gilt tops,
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I

Two volumes, uniform with two-volume edition of * Eleanor.” 16 full-page drawings
1 by Christy ; crown 8vo, gilt tops, deckel edges, in box. . . 3.00

One volume, 8 full-page drawings by Christy
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post 8vo, ornamented cloth, . i.$o
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A thoroughly human story
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the middle West. Life,

force, and action animate the
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to a striking, moving story.
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I [DnaoitllCIM] hart* hee-n careful to re-

t u

i

ii as much idiom as I multi, often at tin*

peril nf Mug mlleil ordinary anti vulgar.

Nations in a state of decay lose their idiom,

which loss is always precursory to that of

freedom. What your father and your grand-

father used as an elegance in mnversation

is now atiundonrd to the populace, and every

day we miss a little of our own. and collect

a little from strangers : this prepares us for

a more intimate union with them, in which
we merge at last altogether. Every good
writer has much idiom; it is the life and
spirit of language; ami none sueh ever enter-

tained n fear or apprehension that strength

and sublimity were to hi* lowered and weak-
ened by it.

—

Landor.

Humanity ought to wish nnd to will that

youth he happy; not. assuredly, through

idleness ami luxury -which are the sources

nf the worst unhuppinrss, ennui — but
through the development of the faculties,

through a strong and healthy growth.

J. II. Rotmy.

Adviceto Muthbmv -M n*. Winslow's SoorMiaoSYMir
should always lie used lor children trrtlnnc. It soothes the
clillil, softens the emit, allays all pain. cum wind colic, anil

Is the best remedy tor alarrtiim.—(.t./.-.]

-NOT ONE MOtHIHT.
«f table fi m| should lie K i ven a child Iwtorv it is an* year idd,"
says Or. Hull. What •ul>s|iiuir, Him ' Honus i Ktr.LI
III and L'miiisiip Mils Is ahsiilutrly the safest and hnt
Infant loud obtainable Audd unknown Imads Send for
" Itahy'k Otary.”—l.titr.J

With a telephone in your inn _— ...

city are nt your el l**w. Itates In Manhattan (rum Us :

year. V V. Telephone to.. IS IVy Sk.. ill W. 3Hih Si

-M'tJ

Ask for Aimm’is the Original Aiacmtnni Bitters, when
you to ilniyrld or armor (or a reliable Ionic in the sprtuc.
Allim’s thel«r»t (or all seasons.—[AJ:.\

oUseurs pronounce It the
v t iiaui ai.ns.—(.<./:

(

Foa pneumonia, grippe, pulmunary and hrcinchlal trouble*
take Plao’x Cl he lor CowMiniptioei. -t AJr.\

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Pears’
Why is Pears' Soap—the

best in the world, the soap
with no free alkali in it—sold

for 15 cents a cake?

It was made for a hospital

soap in the first place, made
by request, the doctors wanted
a soap that would wash as

sharp as any and do no harm
to the skin. That means a

soap all soap, with no free

alkali in it, nothing but soap;
there is nothing mysterious in

it. Cost depends on quantity;

quantity comes of quality.

Sold all over the world.

Katun '• Masterpiece

Which m Ycllowacuoc farh. rt newly dmenhed aad lUwatraard. TV (iwVena-
ear .» ipradlng Urge uitn in impming the no* >n ihn Woeoiaiaap.

Irrigation in the Northwen
Show* the great progmt made m ongation in thr fir Northwest, and OS

adaptability to rha* region

Om Hundred aad Fifty Mile* with « Pack Train

an eapenrnc* in the rough wunraina of the Clearwater (OiiMry,
Idaho, with a pack train, while engaged >n nyhntwa.

la the Shadow 0< the Otymptca
Dncnhe* that part of the Pugrt Sound region lying weal of the Sound aad

*- '*
' y of Fort To*

'*

FINE TABLE GLASSWARE
PLAIN BOWLS FOR
MONOGRAMS, CRESTS,

ETC., MADE BYn$
C. DORFLINGER (Sl SONS

5 <a 5 WEST 19th STREET. Near Fifth Avenue. NEW YORK

HOLIDAYS IN ENGLAND
wml four ewnta <|H*tnav) (or mutinied Innrk. entitled

If i.llilia) » III I'ligUnd, dot rihiiiK < iat In if ru I IlnnU*,
tllirrlni bather*. IHctroi and T enny mu. IHttrirl*. I'lmphlttt
lrr.-i ,V,,nt>ir,c Harwich Hook •>( llollanrl. Koyal
Mall ICniitc. Twin Srew Neamiiilp 1.1 ne, I. mehind lo
('laititicnliil Kumpr. Addreak
UIIKAT KANTKRN RAILWAY OF ENGLAND,

»IIT Itroml way, New York.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

lSj
Tha rVAIKIK STATES

IUP AT not HEAD
Mora a»a*-t»ni aold-
norw prim non than
ALL OTHERS coo&luod.
ratalogua- Just 0*1 -fin-m: lat-jeil. Meal law ibta past

mi hi* STATE IKCUBATdH Co,

HOME cm . Pa. . O.S.A,

dBaju.a.adiuei.j,dii
* l.ili WHIG A. I I l SI II .. J

delISM*th£* toll' hfuts'buUL
*'

RACINF. BOAT MFC,. CO.
Bo* 17. Racine. Wl*.

ROYAL L. LEGRAND THE LATEST SUCCESS OF THE
ORIZA-PERFUMERY (Grand Prlx Paris 1900)

3!K)
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THE BAFFLED MILLIONAIRE.
a. melodrama recently produced at the mundane THEATRE

WITH THE. HERO OP THE PLAY A. PHILANTHROPIC 'WEALTHY AMERICAN
REVIEWED BY ALBERT LEVERING

Wtlham ’ IIY'rr gain' to git dal 7 to<000 tollan Stt t"
Ethaard " Yah. mine kitrr"

Andretr " //.**, nt.-ii ' trill )V bidr a mar f”

.tnrfr.-ar ** Haul, man ! but criU jv mi bide a uwr f

'

ll'il/uim ' Pal red fire uni rackett anted ,1 mi/lian toUart.''

Edtturd “ Yah. mine - Itonuervetler ?'

Andren> " Hoot, man ! dim- ye'llbute; I hoe ike tiller fee ye r

William. ' Skoal tame mare uff Jem red firrt. Hoft ««pr«m» ; but tre goHi»

hafi der 14a
"

EJxearJ “ Yah. mine hare
"

.4 itdrew. " Hoot, kk trill ye only bide a tree f"

William " Putt off dote million and haff canning-cfarkrrt. Eddie il aim'd

lend already yet
"

Edward. " t ah, mine hare "

A ndreu.
'

' Hoot. tm?»i • bul they'll 1to bide a treer

Andrew. “ Hoot, m.’ii / canid I only spend mp tiller, willingly would I buy
the Italians o' the e.rrtll

"

•ton

Digitized by Google
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A Dainty Sip

CHARTREUSE
—QREBN AND YELLOW—

AND A FtTTINO FINALS TO
THE BEST OF DINNERS. IT
DBLIOHTS AND ENRICHSS
SOCIAL HOSPITALITY

AK'SVeUaWlnc M.rr^.nn.nr-’r-n.noUU.CaM*.
Bitjtf A Ci>,. Broadway, New Yurk. N.V.»

Sola Ajcrnts lor I'nlUd Stain

orn
risp
*****

Ls rge. clean, crisp

flakes Malted and
thoroughly cooked

Made from the finest

Southern White Com.

BREAD MACHINE
Kim I lot sKiioLti I'm

Mil* Ilia II. hit and mlsn 10 Iho,
I br»t I •mill in It minute*. Sold
il'Kft tn dial and aptirovsl. Stud

for Hmtklrt. Agents wuutnl.

Scientific Bread Mich. Co.
(CtRi'O ( iiimhirk in.)

Mnd and Mntln Sli_, I’lillndrlpliU

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

QUICKRELIEF, SURE RELIEF

BROWN’S BronchialTroches

For Coughs and Oolda.

tSV”

The First Asiatic Collection

By Waldcmar Jochelson

Sac pip 378

Tiie chief purpose of the expedition went
OUt in 1000 bv 1 he president of the American
Museum of Natural History, Mr. Morris K.
•lesup, to the extreme northeast of Asia,
was to atudv the triltea hIiimi- culture is

similar to or identical with that of the
aboriginal tribes of America. The scientific
results of the expedition are being worked
out by Mr. W. Boguras and myself, under
the auspice* of the museum.

Besides this, the museum requested me to
make a study of the Yakut.—a tribe which
belongs to the l/ralo -Altaic peoples, and
whose culture is of a pure Asiatic type.
The Yakut collections, comprising the

whole of the material and spiritual life of
the tribe, and consisting of more than a thou-
sand specimens, hove now reached the mu-
seum. after a very long and difficult journev:
and in a short time they will lie open for the
inspection of visitors. They have hud to
travel from the hanks of the Kolvtna River,
Ilf teen thousand miles, through all Siberia
and Europe, and across the Atlantic Ocean,
before reaching their destination in New
» ork. On their journey they have been our-
ned. by dogs, reindeer, and horses; have

Hi. .

th* ,ar*rr P°rt‘°n the Siberian
Railroad from Irkutsk to Moscow; in short,
they have been in almost every kind of con-
veyance that exists in the worfd.
When travelling from the northern shnres

or the Pacific overland. I met. in the Yakut,
the first tribe which has nothing in common
with Indian or Eskimo culture. If we ex-
cept the Tungus. who form a sort of transi-
tion between the Uratn-Altaic group and
the Americanized tribes of the northeastern
shores of Asia.

Thus the Yakut culture, which is purely
Asiatic, makes more striking, by Its very
contrast, the similaritv between "the whole
northeastern group and the early tribes n f

America.
The history of the Yakut is of peculiar in

terest. Their primary territory must lie

sought on the vast plains of western Asia.
Their life, character, and language are not
similar to those nf the Buriats, their nearest
Mongolian neighbors, who drove them north-
ward. but all their character1st ies are very
near to those of the Turko-Tartarian tribes
of western Kjherin and southern Europe,
(hough they are at the present time sepa-
rated from all the latter peoples hv very
considerable distances.
The language of the Turks from (lie ever-

green shores nf the Mediterranean is almost
mention] with that of the Yakut In arctic
Siberia. A Turk would be able to make him-
self easily understood by the Yakut.

Likewise. Tartars from the Iwuiks of the
*"lgn. deported fur various crimes to the
province of Yakutsk, are able to learn the
Yakut tongue in a very short time, as I

have witnessed in ninny instances. To-
gether with most Turko- Tartarian trIU*.
Ihe Yakut are good horsemen and rattlr-
broedors. They were the first to bring cattle
and horses tn the extreme northeast nf .Sibe-
ria. when up to that time onlv reindeer and
'*<* were known: and they bare pushed on
with their herds as far us the neighltnrhnod
of the meteorological pole, where the tem-
perature drops in the winter tn seventy de-
grees below zero, centigrade.

TIip Yakut brought with them’to the far
northpnst the art of preparing various kinds
of food and drink from the milk of cows and
mares. They consider the kumiss ( fermented
mare's milk) to bo a celestial drink, and n
ceremonial is arranged every spring in honor
of its consumption. We have in our col-
lection huge birchwoud goblets embellished
with carvings and silver and hrass orna-
ments In the ceremonials nine innocent
youths uml nine pure maidens have to make
libations with kumiss from these goblets,
after which the goblets are used in drinking
by the elders of earh clan.

The tul»s In which the kumiss Is pre-
pared are made of ox-hide tanned in u cer-
tain peculiar mannei. Tins latter art is

evidently a remnant of their former nomadic!
life on the treeless southwestern plains.

In contrast with the scarcity of individ-
(CtwtiiiMctt or* fitiijr Jo.f .

)

Delicious Drinks
and Dainty Dishes

AkK MADE FROM

BAKERS
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Uaequalcd for Smoothness, Delicacy ..ad FUvor

Lssmins tl«# psekac* jem receive sod iuak* sues

lk.1 it bears our Usde-math.

L'oder iIk dscttlon* cd the l/. 5. Courts so ocher

Cocos U cn 111led to bo labeled or sold as

“BAKER’S COCO A.»*

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Eatat&shed iffa DORCHESTER. MASS.

Energy/brflte Enervated

-MADE AT KEY WEST—
t"t
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Coa^cKirvg irv the So\ith

W ITH n good plain brake, a good tram (not of the

llor-c Show- prize-winner type), nml a good man to

care for them, we started one afternoon recently

from Harrisburg fur a hunting mnl coaching trip

tltrouglf the South. We swung out of the slippery

brick • paved streets. acruss the long bridge over the Susquehanna
(where lo*e was t<» water hi* horses and never did. being detained

by an important engagement with u Mr. Meade at (Jettv*burg| . and
i-unic out into, not the free world of Nature vet. for a most ob-

jectionable trolley ha- seized that end of the once glorious Cum-
berland pike, and made u wreck of it. but into a region that wn* at

Ii-ji-t part country. Even here the old-time rapacity of tlie toll

gate asserted Itself. and endangered passenger*. trap. und. moat

of all. horses, to pay tribute

to this areliuie truat jn the

very centre of a narrow
road with two line- of

trolley and no perceptible

width on either aide. Be-

yond. we thought tuuat lie

the great old pike; that

fault le— lime-tone rna<l

from the Susquehanna to

the I’otomac. of which *n

much ha- liecn -aid ami
written. We found a ruin,

rough and unkept. with
nii-crahle patches and tin-

known way- that would
-liume a country lane, lirst

on one -idc and then on the

other, of that monument of

waste—a fine road apoilt by

neglect.

Nineteen mile- or an of

thi- and we reached Carlisle

and a comfortable inn.

From there, through the

quaint town, it is a pull of

twenty -two mile* to Ship-

pen-burg. and then eleven

mile- to ( 'hamlaT-lnirg.

(Ireeneastle. a quaint and
beautiful little town, with
colonial doorway- utul an-

cient white slurco hoil-e-

witli green blind-, recalling “the day- of long ago." lie- just

Iwyond. und presently the whip -ay- that Mu-on and Dixon*-

line and good weather are only four mile- out of town.

Across the line “ Maryland, my .Maryland,” i* about the -ante a-

l’enn-ylvania to look at. but the roud- are better. On the way
to Antietam and Buni-idr's ltridgc one can trace the ebb and flow

of McClellan and la*e*- grrat fight by the tablet- along the well-

kept road. Bloody lame to-day seems a- peaceful a- u dove. The
government ha- built a broad, well-plnntrd boulevard from the

battle-field through Sharpaburg to the “tat ion a mile beyond, nml
along tlii- we bowled with the gloriou- Indian -ummrr Imre hiding

the rugged outline- of the Blue Itidge on our left und of the North
Mountain on the right. From Sharpaburg station to the l'otnmur

is the only dirt road of tlie journey. Although the South is

called the bridgrle*- country, there i- a good bridge over the Poto-

mac at Sheuherdatown. When we drove out of Charlestown we
tor one*- realized what real Indian summer was. The Itluc Bulge

ainio-t overshadowed our road with its inimitable eoloring—soft,

inde-eribsible. dreamlike. Daisy and dandelion bloomed by the
roadside, every thicket was warm with the scarlet of the creeper
and the deep madder-red of the sumac.
We come at last to the quaint white-brick house where our hunt-

ing trips la-gin. The day- followed each other quickly, the men off
one day with gun- and dog- to rr-t the horse-, and with the brake
the next to rest the dogs ; aero— the Shenandoah to the top of the
Blue Kidgc: to Winchester or to a meet of fox hounds, where pink
routs aud silk hut- are ul a di-couiil, but where all hand-, men and
women, ride straight over stone wulls and -tiff fence- with knees
well in and hand- low down on the wither-. We have one woman
in the party who does not fear un early -tart nor lnirbod-wire

fences. She ha- a eha|a*ron,

top—a blue-blooded one—for
*' Queen ”* show- the lcnmn-
and-white coloring and the
long clean head character-
istic of the old " Sensation ”

blood, and in her own doggy
way i- the respectable mo-
ther of a large family. So
that day and others are
spent. Every evening hears
the tnle of the wizard covey
in the new ground that al-

ways gets away to the ouk
saplings without giving a
shot, and who when followed
there can discount the dog-.
Then there i- the ruffed
grouse (he has grown to the
dignity of a pheasant in Vir-
ginia who flushed from the
wild grapevine in the big
wood- mid got away unhurt,
and the woodcock which we
saw -nil away to the farther
-Hon* and safety, dc-pitr the
fourfold cull of our twelve
l-ire-. Country wagons are
coil nilamleered for thi- work,
cud our own team re-t« and
fatten-, while the whip
wonder- whether they will

prosper on a corn diet.

A- we turn North again the whip draws a sigh and confides
to hi- companion on the box that he does nut expect tu taste
anything like that fresh sau -age until he can get down there
again next year. Then he turns to busine**, for he wants to make
the " clustered -piles of Frederick town" that night, which will
give the horses a forty-five mile pull. A nut at Harpers Ferry,
with its narrow, c-rookrd streets, rich in memories of the war. arid
then on in the hazy autumn afternoon to the home of liarhura
Frietehie.

\V«- got off early next morning, and rested that noon at I'nion
Bridge, twenty-five miles away. Here again tlie whip had a tri-

umph. for the inn, though -mall and unpretentious, was neat and
the food excellent. Tlmt afternoon we drove for fifteen miles over
a rolling country to Westminster. Here again a good inn, hut
modern and improved, a reminder that wre were leaving the old.
Iris’, half wild life of the country and nearing u land of dress-
suits, straight fronts, and stock quotations.

The Start
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The

Slips

overthe civilized world

THE IMPROVED

BOSTON

GARTER
IS KNOWN ANDWORN
Every P»lf Warranted

CUSHION
BUTTON

f CLASP
Lies flat to the leg—never

i, Tears nor Unfastens

ALWAYS EASY

Eczema
Salt Rheum, Ringworm, Itch,

Acne or other skin troubles,

promptly relieved and cured by

This scientific germicide, which
is harmless, cures by killing
disease germs. Used and
endorsed by the medical
profession everywhere. Sold
by leading druggists. If not
at yours, send 35 cents for a
trial bottle. The genuine bears
my signature. Accept no
substitutes. Address

iVnlublr IRmIi

|

r

I

One taste convinces

KORN-HflSP
Best of all modem foods

Airways mention HARPER ‘S WEEKL Y •when
•writing to advertisers.

(1'ftnlinurd from /*tgr f01.)
ual* in every one of the northeastern Ameri-
canized group, the Yakut are next to the
lluriats the most iiunicroim tribe of Silieriji.

They count nt present about 27IM MM) wools.

I«ra*t of all ml<l they In* called 11 vaninh-

ing triiie. On the eontrary. they ure tenn-

eiotis of their national existence, and *uh-

eeptible of culture to a eniitddcrablo degree.

In contrast with the other Turko-Tartar-
inn tribe*, which in early times adopted the
lalam, the Yakut were converted tu t'hri*-

tianity by their Russian rulers, hut at llie

same time they have kept Iheir old religion

of primitive shamanism. \Ve have in the
eolleetion six aneienl whamaiiislie drrssr-s

which are put on by the shamans when going
to sacrifice to the spirits, practise witch-
craft. or attend to sick people or animals.
The Yakut knrw the art of working iron

ore independently of the Russians. Objects
man 11 fa rtu red of brass and cnp|icr were cur-
rent among them from very remote times.
We have in our collection a great number of
silver and brass necklaces and brneelrls of
ancient -hape. bell*, breast- plates, and hark
ornaments covered with relief-work of a

middle-Asiatie type, also silver saddles, sll-

ver-ornamented horse-gear. horae-clnth*. and
Raddle-rovers. It Is very remarkable that

the shape and |uittem of those breast -plates

and necklaces are finite identieul with those
unearthed in southern Russia from well-

known Scythian mounds of the bronze e|HK-h.

Not less interesting are the handsome gar-
ments made of cxiiensire furs.—coats, rirh

ly embroidered with silver and trimmed with
the much prized *e*H»tler, or fur seal: large

turret-like cans of Mark fox-skins adorned
with silver disks finely earved : and lanots

and mittens of the same material and work-
manship.
The Yakut eolleetion of the Jesup expe-

dition is the first of the kind brought from
the province of Yakutsk in a complete state.

The ethnographical museums of Russia have
nothing that can compare with It. The Mu-
seum of the Imperinl Academy of Sciences
of St. Petersburg has a few dozen Yakut
specimens, and the Museum of Moscow only
two figures representing Yakut people Of
the museums of Kurope. only that of Leipzig
has a small Yakut eolleetion. which was
bought for R. 2000 at the Paris Ex|»osition

of 1900. That collection was sent by the

governor of Yakutsk, and had only eighty-
seven specimen*.
The Yakut, who belonged originally to

southern latitudes, and were driven north
ward by the Mongolian tribes, in the course
of time have acquired some of the rulture
of northern tribes. Thi" fact is also to a

certain degree represented in the eolleetion.

On the whole, however, the Yakut eolleetion
is the beginning of an Asiatic section in the
ethnological department of the museum.
From one side, through the Mongolian
llnriuta. who mixed with the Yakuts on the
latter's wav northward, it is connected with
the Huddhist civilization of middle Asia;

from the other side, through the Turko-Tar-
tariun peoples, it leads to the Mussulman
world of western Asia and southeastern

Europe.

Employees as Partners

Whew tlie Tinted States Steel CoMvira-
lion, commonly known as the Steel Trust,

announced, at the beginning of the present

year, an elaborate profit-sharing plan for it*

employees, making partner*, practically, of

its workmen and all other employees, there
were many who boldly asserted that the
plan would not be a success. Some said the

plan was too elaborate to tie understood.
Other* said it was a sop thrown to labor.

Still others said it was merely n plan to un
load stock.

The time for sulisrriptions expired on
February I. and the result is known. The
corporation set aside 25.0011 share* of pre
(erred stock at the price of $H2 50. It has
since gone up. Thi- employee* were divided

into six grades. A. It. (*. and so on. accord-

ing to the amount of salaries they draw.
Tlass A was formed of men earning $20,000
or more n year. Class F was cnni|m*cd of

men who earn $H00 or less a year. ('In** K
was composed of men whose salaries are be-

( Centaurea.

)

with large, pure white blossoms,

richly scented, exquisitely sweet
and graceful. Has long stems,
and will last a fortnight in water.

For 10c. in Stamps or Silver we
will mail you one packet of thi* choice
seed and our annual, Free.

WM. ELLIOTT <&. SONS
Box 2 54 4c 56 Dey St., New York

SWEET SULTAN

Wf E ISSUE every once in a while a letter, aw booklet, a folder, or a catalogue, wherein
is shown information relating to Automobile
Tire* that may be of some value to you.

Il cow* the price of a postal card to have
your name added to o«r nulllnt list.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO.
Akron. Ohio

GOOD! BETTER ! BEST!

Cocoa .^Chocolate
Unsurpassed for PURITY

«»° Deliciousness olFLAVOR

(jrjRDCERs'lvEHYWHEFE.

CHOICE AimQOES.-^««^l&XA»
lets. Ac. I’liulo* (uriii.heil. I. lU.TIXCi, Nangrotev. N. V.

MORPHINE
ml I. lilt Hit HABIT* C I'll El*.

'I lM.ii-.srxK having failed rl*r»herr,
liavr hrn rurri! lyr i». Write
rue 4 •«.. l!«-|>t. *W. l.cl>aiioii. Ohio

.oogle
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What
PURITY
Means

r >lt*.
tv? !

;>*“l

Purity requires pure water.

We get it from six wells, driven down to rock. No purer
water flows anywhere in the world.

Purity necessitates pure air.

All the air that touches Schlitz Beer, after the boiling pro-

cess, passes first through an air filter.

Pure beer must be Altered.

Every drop of Schlitz beer is filtered by machinery
through masses of white wood pulp.

Pure beer contains no germs.

Schlitz Beer is sterilized after it is bottled and sealed,

by a process invented by M. Pasteur, of France. It

requires one and one-half hours.

That’s how we double the necessary cost

of our brewing. We do it to make purity

certain— to make Schlitz Beer healthful.

Will you drink common beer, and pay just

as much for it, when Schlitz Beer can

be had for the asking.

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.

traws r0 c H .

Stouts To Ope*

f3 . J '

CooksRaked Rice
/t/isoii/rELr Mo Cooking.

(worn $800 and $-2000. The stock wan sub-
scribed for twice over. 27.(kill men subscrib-
ing for A 1.1 2.1 allures.

It was felt by the Steel Corporation man-
ager* that not only should the workmen lie

made ax prosperous an possible, but that
the personal interest of the managers of each
subsidiary concern must In- continued, and
it was to secure both of these ends that
Mr. Perkins drew up liis elaborate plan.
The plan hud two parts. The first was the
purchase of 2.1,(MW) shares of preferred stock
for which the employees of all kind* might
subscribe, the xhnrc* to he carried on the
books for Ihem by n system of easy pay-
ments, the employee receiving the seven-
j>er-cent. dividends and pitying live jter cent,
interest on the amount not paid for. The
dividends will keen up constantly, and the
interest will gradually dwindle until the
employee owns the stork outright, and is at
liberty to do with it as he please*.

The second profit-sharing plan is exclusive-

ly for salaried men. and is devised to secure
the constant personal Interest of those who
formerly acted as managers and «u|*-rin-
tendent* and the like. Whenever more than
880,000.0110. the amount ne<*e*.aary for divi-
dends. betterments, etc., is earned by the
corporation, one per cent, is set aside, and
so on, by a sliding scale, until $l.*»0,1881,000
a year i« earned, when two and one-half
per cent, is set aside, for distribution pro
min among the men entitled to share in it.

One-half of these bonuses is to lie paid In
cash to the men. and one-half is to lie in-

vested in stock. Of this stock one-half is

to l»e given to each man and the om-half
I* to be retained by the cnriioration, to l»e

paid to the salaried man if he remains five
years in its employ. If he does not so re-

main. he loses this stock, and thoae who do
stay benefit by the lapses.

Mr. Perkins the other day illustrated the
rffret of the profit sharing plan upon the
workingmen. "Suppose." he said, "a man
buy* one share of this stock at $82 ilO. He
gets seven per cent, in dividends and pays
five per rent, interest on it until he owns it

outright. Now *.up|s>-e lie gets $.» a year
for two years as a Ismus. Then he leave*
the company. Not ••minting his ttK»-|M*r-

cent.-interest profit while the *t«H*k was la*-

ing paid for. he has hud $1H in addition. In
other words, thr net «»*t to him of his stock
is $72 50, and. beside*, he has had his in

vestment profits, which will lower the sum
considerably. If he wishes to sell, lie has
already a wide margin of profit upon which
to base the transaction.”

Former Judge K. H. Gary, chairman of the
executive commit tee of the Steel Corpora-
tion, says of the profit shnring plan: ** The
primnsitinn seem* to have Ik-cii thoroughly
iinderstiHsI from the outset: and it is recog-

nized by every one that our {teoplc were
actuated by n desire to Iw-ncfit the employer**,

it ml expected no lieneflt in return except
such as naturally results from a friendly
and loyal feeling on the part of the em-
ployed. While the 1'nitrd State* Steel Cor-
poration will expend several million dollar*
in furtherance of the plan, the advantages
indirectly resulting will more than offset
the cost, The employees will receive stock
at less than it* value, and secure the wine
on very favorable terms, but continuous and
faithful service will fully compensate: nnd
the interests of capital and labor will l»e

drawn more closely nnd permanently to-
gether.
"Two features of the profit-sharing plan

are importnnl- First, distribution* are made
from a percentage of profits over and aliove

$80.000.1881. or a sum Mifflcicnt to pay in-

terest and dividends on both classes of stock,
besides a large sum for maintenance of
pro|MTtie*. so that every reasonable effort

will la* used bv the employees to reach and
pas* the necessary total: and. ses’ondly. the
money i» distributed hv tlm United State*
Steel t 'orporat ion, and this necessarily elim-
inates any dis|s>sition to manage the busi-

ness or appropriate the money of any sub-

sidiary company to the prejudice of the com-
bined interest* of all.”

The primary purpose of any organization
like the Steel Trust is to pceure profitable

cn-npcratinn. instead of destructive competi-
tion. To do this there must la* economies
of administration, resulting in a lower cost

of manufacture, and ultimately in a lower
cost of material for the consumer.
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Don’t Buy Any Whiskey
Until You Read This

DO VOU KNOW that choice grain and pure water are the two essentials for making good
whiskey?

DO YOU KNOW that Government statistics prove that the Miami Valley, in the very heart

of which our distillery is located, produces the l>est grain and has the purest water of any section

of this country?

DO YOU KNOW that we have one of the largest and most completely equipjied distilleries

in the world?

DO YOU KNOW that we have had over 37 years' experience in distilling good whiskey?

DO YOU KNOW that we have a capital of S500.000.00, paid in full?

IX) YOU KNOW that we have more whiskey in our bonded warehouses than any other
distiller in the world?

DO YOU KNOW that there is more HAYNER WHISKEY sold than any other brand of whiskey
in the world?

IX) YOU KNOW that we supply, regularly with HAYNER WHISKEY nearly half a million

of the most prominent and influential business and professional men in this country?

DO YOU KNOW that these are the very people who want the best and wouldn't be satisfied

with anvthing else?

DO YOU KNOW that HAYNER WHISKEY goes direct from our distillery to you, with ali

its original strength, richness, and flavor, thus assuring you of ]*rfect purity and saving you
the enormous profits of the dealers?

DO YOU KNOW that WE ARE THE ONLY DISTILLERS IN THE WORLD WHO SELL DIRECT TO
CONSUMERS, though we have many imitators who call themselves distillers? These imitators
don't distill a drop of whiskey. They are simply dealers who buy to-day cheap spirits made
yesterday and, after “doctoring” it up, sell it to-morrow as 8 to 20 year-old whiskey. It is noth-
ing but cheap, adulterated spirits and nearly half water. We sell whiskey, pure whiskey, all

whiskey, and no water. You cannot buy anvthing purer, better, or more satisfactory' than HAYNER
WHISKEY, no mutter how much you pay.

IF YOU DIDN'T KNOW these facts liefore, you know them now, and, knowing them, how
can vou longer doubt our ability to please you ? How can vou hesitate to accept our offer? YOUR
MONEY BACK IF YOU’RE NOT SATISFIED.

(1IID Derm AD nCCCD We will send vou FOUR FULL-OUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'SSEVEN-VEAR-
UUn nLUUl An UrrCn OLDRYEfor$3 20 r

and we will pay the express charges. Try it an<t if you
don't find it all right and as good as you ever used or can buy from anybody else at any price, then send it back
at our expense and your $3.20 will be returned to you by next mail Just think that offer over, How could it

be fairer’ If you are not perfectly satisfied, you are not out a cent. If you don’t want four quarts yourself, get a

friend to join you We ship in a plain sealed case, no marks to show wliat's inside. Write our nearest office NOW,
it be on the baii, of 4 IJl'A RTS for

$1.00 TRIAL OFFER $1.00
Now, if you feel that you do not care to order four quarts before trying it. we will ship you in a plain sealed

box. with no marks to indicate contents, ON E FULL-QUART BOTTLE of HAYNER'S SEVEN-YEAR-OLD RYE for $1.00,
and we will pay the express charges. We lose money by doing it. for the packing and express charges are almost
as much on one quart as on four, but we want you to try our whiskey. We know, if you do. you will always
buy from us. That's why we make you this special trial offer, even if we do lose money. We will refund your
dollar at once if you're not satisfied. All subsequent orders must be for at least four quarts at 80 cents a quart,

as we cannot continue to lose money. We would prefer to have you order four quarts now, for we would then
make a small profit and you would save 80 cents. However, take your choice. $1.00 for one quart or $ ? -20 for

four quarts, express charges paid by us. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded. Order to-day. If

you mention Harper’s Weekly we will send you free a corkscrew and gold-tipped glass.

Trial OriW»» fur Arinina, California, Colorado, Idaho. Montana, Nevada. New Mexico. Oregon, I’tnh, Washington, or Wyoming mutt be 1 QI’AKT fur $1.'4A by
KXPItKft* rBKl'AIU.

DAYTON, O. 8T. LOUIS, MO. 8T. PAUL, MINN. ATLANTA, CA.
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Leave Chicago this evening on the

Golden State Limited
via the El Puo-Rock Island route and in lea* than three days
you will arrive at Lo« Angclca.

— ——
An hour later you can be on the shores of the

facOlc, listening to the roar of the surf, drinking in the
mne-blte «r, the bluest of blue skies above vou and
the mow charming landscape, |„ America all about you.
This, mind you, at a time of year svhen the thermometer
at home is way below zero and the newtpepers are filled

with details of the “greatest snow-storm in yean.
”

Cut out this*] and matt It. with name and address,

*58 J***utlfully Illustrated book abimt California

iv'mw< »III be tent free. Ticket*, bertha and full Infor

> «gj! at thta office

Jno- Sebastian, P.T.M,, Chicago, ill.

GO RIGHT TO CARRIAGE HEADQUARTERS
Write UmIat ft r our illustrated catalogue (tree) which describes our good* truthfully,
explains our method and our guarantee ami makes it aafe, simple and easy lor jrvu to
get carriages, harness and hone accessaries direct from our factory at wholesale price*.

THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE HARNESS COMPANY.
Facias and General Office. Columbia. 0. Western Office A Olstrtbuliag Nouse. St. Lou.», Mo.W rti* to nnu**t offlf*.

NEW YORK CENTRAL’S GRAND CENTRAL

The Furrows
The wear, the tear, and the
worry of life plough deeply-
Physu isins prescribe a tonical
stimulant.

Hunter
j

Baltimore

Rye

is their choke
for strength,
cheer, and corfi-

fort.

For the physical
needs of women,
when recom-
mended, it is the
purest tonical
stimulant.

>Uliliiv.*e. Md.

LEADING HOTELS
Chicago, III.

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jachton Boukiird and Clark Straal. Chicago.

EUROPEAN PLAN
Sped*! FddUties for Banquets. Dinners. And After

Thedtre Pdrties.
(jenllrenan'o Cate on main floor. tidin' and GmtlrmenSHeoauram und Private IXiiln* - Itooma on second
rws. "'imbed u..c-l r, mm., tl.ree fourth* ot which Imv«
private hath In cnnncvtiiMi.

Rev tea. from S2 Upwards.

Boston, Mass,

BERKELEY HOTEL
Berkaler and Boiltton Streets. Boston. Maes

EUROPEAN and AMERICAN PLANS
Modem in every detail.

Convenient to Idrge Stores. TheAtres. And aQ
pUces of interest.

N*a* Back Bay Statioks.

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.

(kwj
****~‘$oid direct

c dealer*

Harrington t, wcnardsonarms Co
I
m«i*« or /r. p it sitvhLt ewNj

L vvo^eaarxa. eras*

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of allmodem foods

ASTHMA l,: ' ,v i l RK *»- Health rrvtoced
V HO I nmfl r . h l ul l im. HAYES, Buffalo, n.y.

STATION, “"“.Si ymk'
1" “f
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Fancy Apples
from the famous Lake Shore
section of Western New York.

Kiefs, Baldwins, Greenings. Northern
Spys, Russets, S pi licit burgs,

Seek«no*fu rtbers. Etc.

Delivered at your door for #3.00 per
box. all charges prepaid to points east of

the Mississippi river and north of the

Ohio.

Boxes contain about one bushel,
according to sue and variety. Each
apple carefully selected, wrapped In

paper and perfectly packed. In single

varieties or assented.

Fancy Evaporated Apples
prepared and packed by us. suitable for

sauces, pics. etc. Will keep indefinitely.

Directions inside. 25-lb. box. I3.50,
5o-lb, box. f6.oo. Charges prepaid as

above.

Sfrmry rt/aadtd ,/ mat at «v Itatf. U‘t art At
Utftit i.rfrrrdual ikifprn tf afritt tm tkr VnUtJ
blaltt. On r raid HotOft imparity it MOJJOO t+rrrU.

E. 11. Upton & Co. Hilton. N.Y.

The best easy chairs for old age are bought
early. They arc called endowments.

Cict particulars free. No importunity.

PENN MUTUAL LIFE.

921-3-5 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

T3he

MAID
AT

ARMS
BY

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Author of “I'ardigan” “ The Conspirators.” etc.

This is, beyond doubt, Mr.

Chambers’s greatest novel.

It is a romantic and rapidly

moving story of American

life in 1 778, giving a picture

of the luxurious families who
owned great manor-houses

in New York State. Scenes

of border warfare, ofintrigue,

of card - playing, dancing,

hunting, and fishing add

richness and variety of color

to as delightful a love story

as has been written for many
a day.

Illustrated by Heyward Chandler Christy

Post dito, Ornamented Cloth, $1.50

HARPER & BROTHERS, NEW YORK

John Dezvar

& Sons
, Ijzil

PERTH, SCOTLAND; LON HON, ENGLAND

Scotch TObishp Distillers

By R<nat Warrant to Hij Majesty King fJzvarJTH.

an,/ the Royal FamBi

FREDERICK CLASSUP
Sale Agent/hr the U. S., New York

Pacific Mail Steamship Company

HONOLULU, JAPAN, CHINA,
PHILIPPINES

New 12,000 Ton Twin Screw Steamers
KOREA AND SIBERIA
I he** ships have Inukcii all records for speed ever made across the Pacific.

Unexcelled Cuisine. Reduced Rates. Around the World Tours in every direction

Full information on Application to General Office,

421 MARKET ST.. HAS FRANCISCO, CAL.
or to L. If. NUTTING, General Lantern Cetnnruger Agent,

340 llrouiltruf/ aml No. I Rettterg Fitter, New York.

W. G. NFI31 YER, Agent, 103 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

AROUND
PORTO RICO

A DELIGHTFUL TOUR
AROUND BEAUTIFUL PORTO RICO

By the new steamen "COAMO" '3.000 torta 1 and “ PONCE" i3.500 lens'. A three weeks*
trip In the Tropics mad* with every comfort, and permitting every oppor-

tunity for seeing and enjoying the rsr* beauty of the Island.

ENTIR.E COST OF TRIP, S130 and S140
which includes every expense altnard the steamer, toumlt using the si earners as a hotel while visiting

the various ports. The Steamship Cuamo " and Steamship ** Pouce" have all the appointments of

sea going yachts, and the cuisine and service are of tlic highest class All state-rooms arc on deck amid-
ships. Steamship " Ponce" sails March 28. April 25. Steamship ** Cnamo" sails March 14, A|wil If,

For furlher parilmlan and deerrip/ire pampkltt. addrrtt

THE NEW YORK tt PORTO RICO S.S. CO.. I Broadway. New York
Or RAY 1UIMI A WHITCOMB CO.. » t 1.1.» Mhk- New T#rk

xHa.rper
Rye

“On Every Tongvi e.”
Scientifically distilled; naturally aged; best and safest for nil uoes.

Famous all over the world, and sold by leading dealers everywhere.

BERNHEIM BROS.. Distillers. Louisville. Ky. a
Digitized by Google



OF MANY A MAN’S SUCCESS HAS
BEEN HIS FIRST PAYMENT ON AN
ENDOWMENT POLICY IN

IT MAY MARK THE COMMENCE-
MENT OF YOUR GOOD FORTUNE
IF YOU TRY IT.

Am0unts
$1,000

Write to day To $100,000

for Endowment Rates _
at your age

[NSuB.» op'

AMERICA.

JOHN FDRYDEN
President.

HOME OFFICE

NEWARK, N.J.

Dept.T.
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HARPERS
BOOK NEWS
THE PRIDE OF TELLFAIR
Every one likes a story in which

the characters seem to be real

people — people such as one

meets. In Elmore Elliott Peake’s

new novel,
“ The Pride of Tell-

fair,” there is a young woman and
young man who are real average

Americans. Their love story, clever-

ly as it is managed by the young
lawyer, is a possible one. It is the

reality of the whole thing that

makes it appeal so strongly to every

one.

PUTNAM PLACE
This, the new book of a new

author, deals with a neighborhood

where the dwellers are intimately

acquainted and live in a rather

exclusive circle. Everybody knows
everything that happens in Putnam
Place, and these small happenings

become significant in the skilful

hands of the author, Grace Lathrop

Collin. For instance, the quarrel

between Mrs. Hooper and Miss

Latimer, although the only victim

was a speckled hen, is a momentous
affair to the participants; and when
it is over, and they are reconciled,

the satisfaction is keenly shared

by the reader. It is all in the way
it is written.

THE MAID-AT-ARMS
That the author of " Cardigan

”

is a clever writer was attested not

only by the sale of that well-known

story, but also upon the publication

of " The Maid-at-Arms,” his latest

novel. This romantic and rapidly

moving story of American life in

1778 gives a picture of the lux-

urious families who owned great

manor houses in New York State.

HARPER & BROTHERS

Snap’s

daughter
Uu iflra. ljumptjnj Iflarfi
Sluttoc of •• Eltanor," *• Bobrrt Elomtrt,'’ etc.

HARPER & BROTHERS,

F. P. C. Wax
A specially imported wax, chemically treated, so that

when it is once rubbed over the iron the’ latter is

cleaned as if by magic. It prevents all odor, giving

the work that beautiful, silky polish sought for by the

laundress.

Not Only the Best, bat

The Most Economical

Why? Because each fine cut stick of F. P. C. Wax
is in an automatic wooden holder, which keeps it from

dripping. It never loses shape, and is good until the last

particle of wax is used. The handle saves your fingers

from burns.

If ymir grocer tries to substitute tlie old «t« tlut s|«iils your ironing «nd
your send to cents for two sticks to the

FLAME PROOF CO., New York City

THREE EDITIONS

TWO VOLUME AUTOGRAPH -?«o
nunbend sets, each autographed by the

author. it) full-page Jr,livings by
< hrisiy Orders may hr plan'd n-ne.

and will In- filled in 'the •>raer in which
they are received until the edit ton is

it haltsled ( 'r.nen .Vtv. Petkel Edges,

Gill Tops, Spec iat Hituiing. in Bor.$j.oo

TWO VOLUME—Uniform with iusmW-
time edition of " Eleanor " Hi full-

page drawings by Christy. ( nwtt
Gill lops, l hike! Edges, in Box

, %) oo

OXE VOLUME—It full-page drawings
by Christy. Post Svo. Ormimmted
Cloth ..../. *»•«»

SQUARE, NEW YORK

" The most appealing type of

heroine dPer presented in fiction

"

PUBLISHERS, FRANKLIN
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!>»•» f| (iruiUk Saul*

A Mid-Lent Diversion in Society— From a Drawing made by our Special Artist of a Bridge-Whist Party at the Waldorf

The Keeping of Lervt

NOT all la-ntrn exercises arc immediately pious, but many
ure more pious than they seem at limt wight, Consider
the ladira in the pirturr above. They art* mcmls-r* of a
sodality which devote* certain la-nti-n afternoon* to

bridge whist at the Waldorf Hotel. Bridge whist ha*
no marked spiritual quality. it give* op|M>rt unitie* for |uiticnrt-.

good humor, forbearance. and other virtue*, hut it i* nrithrr bet-

ter nor worse than other game* of cards, except when it i*

played for money, and then it is worse. Presumably, the Indie*

above don't play for money. It would not Ik- prudent, with Mr.
Jerome's subpa-nas invading family life as they do. Hut i* it u

pro|M>r la-nton exercise to play bridge whist in the aftrrnoon. even

when you play for love? Some (icopl? consider card-playing rather

wasteful of time at the Is-t. and have no patience at all with folk*

who play cards by daylight. They would consider afternoon bridge
whist a frivolous indulgence, and quite unlit for la-nt. Hut that
is an intolrrnnt attitude. Works of benevolence are proper for

la-nt. ami three out of every four of tbcwe depicted ladies may
claim, with a fair show of reason, that they are engaged in a
work of benevolence. They are providiug occupation for the un-
employed. Certainly that is u good work. Ho long us

Satan finds some mischief still

For Idle hands to do,

it i* a defiance of the Adversary to purvey innocuous employment
for hands tluit would otherwise la1 idle.

Wliat sort of employment* are nirct for Iamt? Any competent
clergyman who recognizes the penitential season ha* definite views
of how it should Is- »p«nl. and i* ready to expound them, hut in

u general way we all know that the weeks now passing are suit

able to devote to works of piety. iM'iH'VoIrm-e. and self-improve-

ment. All tlicsc exercises get attention. Protestants do not con-

cern themselves much with the mortification of the flesh which the

Itoman Catholic Church prescribes, hut cliurch-gning Protestant

women go freely to lenten service-, the industries included under
the general In-ad of ** church work " are prosecuted with *|K-eial

energy, ami self-improvement i* conscientiously advanced. This
la»t exercise takes many forma. Some women try to improve their

minds, others their health, ami many attempt to do both. Fore-

handed women in New York get all Iheir formal call* made and
done with la-fore Ash Wednesday. «o that they may have the mon-
leisure ami |M*nrc of mind for their lenten employment*. Then
some of them *|H*nd a good |Mirt of la-nt in Inil. for in New York
at least, the early spring is a treacherous time when the grip

lurk* around every corner, and pneumonia lie* low for tlic un-
ready. People who can. go South, and from I’alm Hcarli to l<akc-
wikkI holds are populous with penitent* who lake their la-nt a-
eln-erfully a* they may. Master this year fall* on the 12th of
April. Ity that time the spring has fairly established itself in

New York, and mother* who bring their families as far along a-
that in good condition, may fairly hope to bring them through
successfully to the threshold of summer.
Our generation is not irreligious, hut the prevailing tendency

i* to I*- more concerned aUiut the conduct of life than alsmt salva-

tion. Perhaps we ate ra-lily and ill-adv i*edlv calm alsmt salva-

tion. Inti our interest in it tend* to Ik- indirect. We incline to tlu-

feding that our immediate concern is to make the most and the
l*e*t of our lives, and that if we do that, whatever follows will

lake care of itself. Our use of la-nt is determined by this general
sentiment. We don’t so iniicli try to square accounts and make
direct and special progress towards Heaven, as to fit ouraelvea for

the recurring duties of earth. And. of course. Ia*nt gets observanct-
ehielly from women. Our leisure rlasa is nine-tenths women, ami
even the busiest women are better aide to adapt their daily task-
the la-nten duties they undertake than most men are. Hit«inc**
does not stop for la-nt. though when old Trinity calls Wall Street
t«» prayers, many a man lay* down hi* muck-rake, and heed* tlic

invitation to his soul. The u*ual concerns of life go on. the chil-

dren go forth to school, the bread-winner goes to hi* desk or hi*

Is- iirli. the bread Iliaker to her dough. The fixed employment- and
engagement* do not budge, hut the mist re** of the house and the
grown-up daughter* run adapt their nei-tipations somewhat to tlie

season. When It l.enten nervier come* in the morning, they can
get to it if they rlino-so, and when Professor Dnrlev lecture* on
the Outlook for Civilization, their morning engagement* can Is-

arranged to include him nl*o. Heading club* arr particularly

active in la-nt. So are all other women's club*, and what with
the increased diffusion of ideas, ami tlu- moderate slackening of the
social pace that give* more time for sleep and reflection. *ueh
social intercourse a* i* left i“ not unlikely to Ik- exceptional'.!

reinum-riitivc.

If all this doe* not *ecm like very strict I a-nt -keeping, it must l*e

n-mcmlsiisl that this i* in the main a Protestant country, ami
that not moie than one-lifth of our |M>pulntion belongs to either

of the two churclu-s that recognize Ia-nl a* n season which liripg*

religious obligation*. With the oilier four-fifths la-ntcii observance*
arc a matter of taste, to Im- taken for what they are worth, and
borrowed or declined, a* convenience dictate*.
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Ur»»n by George G>bb*

READING THE ARTICLES OF WAR IN THE NAVY
The first Sunday of every month, in spring, the articles for the better government of the navy arc read by the executive

officers on our battle-ships. The officers and crew assemble on the deck, and the occasion is one of great cere-

mony and solemnity. The Articles of War contain all the rules—such, for example, as the duties of the

men, penalties for unbecoming conduct, and so on—which are in force in our naval discipline
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The An Institute Building in Chicago

CHANCES FOR
IN THE

THE ART STUDENT
MIDDLE WEST

T HE largest art school in

America — doubtless the

largest «« the world—i* in

Chicago, and i* the school of the

Chicago Art Institute. The in

stilulr include* the school, an
art museum, galleries of |mint-

ings. an art library, the remark-

able collection of architectural

reproductions made hy the

French government for the Chi-

cago Fair, and a large collection

of reproductions of sculpture.

The institute manages frequent

loan exhibition*, and keep* up
what i* iinu-ticnlly a eontinu
oils exhibition of the work of
American juiinters and sculptors.

It is the art centre of the Mid-
dle West. Its home, shown
aljovr, is the building ill which
the Congress of Religion* met
at the time of the Chicago Fair.

It was built with fund* of the
institute on land belonging to

the city. The institute, though
fostered hy individual*, is owned
hv the eitv. It i* managed hy

a' board of trustee*, of which
the Mayor and Comptroller arc
members. It has 230 govern-
ing memla-r*. 200 life member*,
and 2000 annual members. Mr.
W. M. R. French < Harvard '04

1

ha* been it- director, ever eiucc

it was established.

It* art school, quartered in

it* building, ha* nearly 2600
students. The school is self-

supporting, it- aiuiiuil expense*
of lieing defrayed by
studrnts* fees. It gives full course

ing. sculpture, decorative designinj

ami areiiitrctlire. In its drawing
progrrssivp section* elementary,

Mother and Child—An Example of tbc Students' Work

* in uradeniir drawing and paint-

r. illustrating, normal training,

and painting eoursr-s there are
intermediate, antique, and life.

Its nude life classes— an im-
portant factor in art education
—are in session in the evening,
as well a* by daylight. The
school has three travelling

scholarshin*. which will tie

awarded lor the first time next

June. An ini|Nirtant change
just made in it* method of

teaching is the introduction of

the atelier system in the course*

in drawing ami painting, where-
bv each student choose* his own
atelier and master.

Other departments of the Art
School include a school of archi-

tecture. which is mnnreted with
the Armour School of Tech-

nology, a normal school of art in

which teacher* are trained for

work in the public school*, a

summer school for teacher* who
cannot take the full normal
course, a three - year course in

designing, and classes for chil-

dren. in which there are now
four hundred pupils.

Evidently this great school

must exercise a great Mini grow-
ing intturner in the development
of urtistie sense and taste in

this country. The reputation of

a school of art will tlnullv In 1

measured by the 1 m’*I work of it-

la-sl pupils. It is too Mam. yet.

to judge Ibis riiicagn tielionl by
Lhc work of it* pupil*, for it*

earliest pupil* can hardly be mn-
• litre enough yet to do their

lic*l. llut it i* not too Main to
recognize the importance of it*

work, and to foresee the great re-ull- that an* sure to eoine of it.

A school of art may he big without In-tug great. The Chicago
m-IiooI i* big already. The promise of its greatness lie* in the

strength of it* foundation ami the enthusiasm that *up|K>rt* it.
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PICTURLS BY
(itORGF, GIBBS

THK same detail from the American war-ship Hint had es-

corted Hip mutineers to jail brought them iilmard when
tin1 -hip wa* ready for mu. aind with th«-m came an official

from tii»- consulate—it deputy, a brink, middle-aged gen-

tleman in a wann overcoat—Shanghai i- cold in wittier

—

who immediately entered the cabin with Captain Jackson, while
the ensign in chatter of the detail, after lining his men around the

prisoners at the gangway, sought the society of the thus- mattes

waiting near the miwen hat eh.
“ Pretty hard lot of im-n. I hear," lie remarked to Mr. Becker.
" llat her," answered the first mate, scow lint; toward the " hard

lot.*' " Worst I ever seen. This is their second mutiny, an' there's

been gunplay and serapjdn' all the voyage.”
" Which in Sinful Peek." asked the ensign. as he cvcd the group.
" tines- yon must mean Mr. Perk, here." answered the mate, with

a grin, nodding toward the small, fat. and smiling third officer.

" He -hipped 'fore the mast with 'em. hut was taken aft.”
"

I really lo-g pnrdon." said the young ensign. " Hut there is mi

much indefinite gossip ashore concerning this crew, and—well,

the name Sinful Peck stand- out strongest.”

“Oh. that’s all right, sir." said Sinful. "It's a pet nantp they
gave me; bill they’ve got worse themselves. Nee that big porker
near the rail? He'- Higpig Monahan. That's Seldom Hehvard next

him. the one with grizxled red hair and hook nose."
" What was the cause of the mutiny?" asked the ensign.
" Pure cu—edness." answered Mr. Becker. " They couldn’t keep

their hands off Mr. Peck, and we put the whole thirteen in leg-

irons la-low decks. Hut that wasn’t what jailed them. The skip-

per'd hit’ let ’em out and paid ’em off here, only they raptured ami
disarmed the three of us. one after another—hand- were free, you
see—and wouldn't let us go. Well, the skipper was squeamish
'lamt -hootin' men in iron-, so. all lie could do was to starve 'em

—

and us. too
—” Mr. Becker's fain* took on a grieved expression

—

" and after two weeks of it they hadn't strength to untie us if

they wanted to."
“ They are good American citizens." -aid the second mate, de-

risively. speaking for the first time. " Wealthy hu»iue»» men who
respect the law. Townsmen of Mr. Perk."

“ Dock rats and hoodlums," responded Sinful. “ I've known them
forty years.’'

The it|i|M-aranrr of the cuptain and deputy consul interrupted

the talk. Tin- latter held two large sheet* of p«|M-r in his hand,
and »aid In the rn-ign. “ Mr. Belknap, will you bring those men
here?"
The ensign marshaled his charges aft to the hatch, where the

deputy faced Hunt with the oapci- unfolded in Ins hands.
" Men." he said, in his brisk voice. " I am directed by the consul-

general to investigate this iietitino sent by you from the jnil, in

which you complain of cruel and unjust punishment on Isuird this

ship. It seems to lie in the handwriting of the one who signs
the mime Captain John Monahan. Who is this Captain Mon-
ahan ?"

" Me." growled the hig man designated as a (wirker hy Sinful.
“ I'm Captain Monahan oil the lavke*— Bigtiig Monahan n Isurd this
hell ship. Is this the way you investigate?—after the -hip’s

ready for sen, and we're hauled aboard under guard, like so ninny
convicts?"

" You have been pioperlv investigated. Yon may lie captains at
home—

"

-We’re not—except for three of us: Init we've money and pull
enough to make mune one walk the Hoor over this business.”

" Don't threaten,” answeretl the deputy, stepping back a -pace,
however. “ Whatever grievance you may have against Captain
Jackson for. as you say here"—he glanced at the petition

—

" taking you forcibly to «ca from New York, i- nullified bv the
fact that you signed articles at Singa|>ore for the pa—age home,
stopping at intermediate ports. You are sailors before the mast."

” We're not putting that issue to the front. What Wc insist
upon is that it II pay you and your lm*» to consider our standing
at home. Sinful "—the big man's voire sounded husky ami broken
—“aren't you 1111-111x1 with your work? We want to get home.
You know there i- money in this crowd. Tell the truth."

Sinful's face became grave, and be raised hi- hand dramati-
cally.

" Bigpig, I will -peak tin- truth." he nid. and he turned to the
deputy. "

I also come from their porta, sir. and in my professional

capacity have known yiese men for years. I can confidently assure
you. sir. that, at home among customary surrounding*, there is

ymt a man of them who could not at any time -tick his hand into

any |iockct he's got ami—scratch himself."

They all turned their eyes upon him: their feel shuffled nervous-

ly. and thcii lingers twitched, as though they longed to reach for

him. But none moved; the presence of the armed inun-of-wur's men
was real mining.

" This is something over which the consular service lias no
jurisdiction." said the deputy, folding the pu|iers and handing the
articles to the captain. " You have been properly punished
for your mutinous conduct, and should fo-l thankful Hint you
are under a kind and merciful captain, who. instead of demanding
the full enforcement ol the priialty prcscrila-d for your offence, ha*
consented to take you to .m American port. Keiuernla-r. that you
are under tin- Stars and Stri|>e*. the llag of the free, homeward
IniuihJ to a land whose laws deny justice to no man. no matter hour

humble—

"

“ Bats,” iuli-n opted Seldom Hclwnrd, explosively, hi* scowl
deeper than usual.

” Well,' said tin* deputy, in some confusion, " I’m through. You
know your |M>-ition."

“ Rats. I say," continued Seldom. " Now, Captain Jackson," he
*aid. turning to tin* quiescent -kipper. " we're responsible Ameri-
can citizens, shanghaied in yonr ship by your third mute, and you
know it, You've denied our statements, enslaved us. shot at us.

i i oned us. -tuned us. and jailed u*—ull under cover of the law.
And through it all you've encouraged your mate* to devil us into
resistance that yon call mutiny. It won't lie the law you'll deal
with ut home: it'll be the men who make the law. Do you care to

discharge u» now. mi we cun go home by steamer, and so save
trouble for yourself and loss to your owner*?"
The captain's gray eyes grew serious, and lie did not answer at

once; (lie first and *cvoiid mate looked interested, a* though they
might have welcomed *ueh a solution to the problem. But Sin-

ful Peck, with a face perecptildy lengthened, drew near the waver-
ing captain, offering silent admonition to In- true to himoelf and
his dignity.

"If I should do so." said the captain at last. ”
I should not la-

influenced by your threats. I neither believe nor disbelieve yonr
statement*. Sour standing at home cannot conflict with your
present |H»*itiou sailor* In-fore the mast who signed my articles

at Singapore. You arc jiowrrle** to make trouble fur ntc at home.
Also do | rcmenila-r that I have always lonqucrrd you. and have
not failed to puni*h you a* vou deserve."

“ Hurrah lor you, Capt'n.” shouted Bigpig. with a smile of am
iu-st.y on his rugged face. •• We'll mil it off." Then others joined
ill: " Must la 1 plenty o' men ashore. Wc want to get home. Keep
Sinful with you ; we don't want hint. We can fix liim up later."

" Will you sign a quitclaim for damages ngnin-t my owner-,
and will promise never to sign in my ship again? Frankly, I

am sick of you. If you can quit my ship without another fight

you ran go." The captain finished with a -mile.
" Yes. yes.” they snouted. "Of rourw—we want to get home.”

The last came from several of them.
The captain looked from one to another, with a little of un-

certainty showing in hi- face. “ If you discharge them, sir." -aid

Sinful, “they'll consider it weakness, and follow you up. Plenty
of cheap shyster* would take up their case, just to force a com-
promise."

“ No," saiil the captain, firmly. " If they are dork rat* and
IioInh-s. they can't trouble me; if they are rc»|Minsihlc men they
will kce.p their word."

“ We're responsible enough, captain,” they chorused. " We'll
stand by what we agreed. We waive all claims. Call off these
dogs and let ns go a shore."

"
I think. Capt'n.” said Mr. Itelknnp. lifting his eyes from the

petition, "that their story may In- true—that they may Is- re-
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aponsiblc mm. I *ec two name* her* in bracket*. and written
against them a firm name which I recognize — tlalvin & Com-
pany."

" Do you, air!" naked Bigpig. joyously. “ You may know Home
of ii*. Step out here. 1W*rr. and le identified." Tosaer tlalvin

emerged from the group.
" I’m John tSnlvin. »ir.” lie said. “ Know ine, air!”
" I mil satisfied," aniil the ensign. turning to the cap-

tain. " that this man i« an inlltiential eitizen. I know the Arm
name well.”

*• Now. I lieg of you. air,” an id Sinful, coming forward with u

deprecating shake of hi- head. " not to la- taken in no easily.

John flnlvin is my l*-st friend. Thin man wan there, too. hut an n

poor relation of tlalvin'*; Ilia job in the firm wan to n|Mm I he dour,

lie cleaned the mud from mv shoe* and I tipped him a dollar. He
made u pile thnl night, and was drunk for a week."
“Yon d d liar!" veiled To*«er. " Yon tipped met I cleaned

your nhnra?” In an instant he liml Sinful by the throat, and the

two rolled on the

deek together.

All might have
lieen well — the

frietion confined
to thru* two. for

the state of mind
induced by mutual
eoncmaion tends to

leniency and ron-

ilonenet—but there

waa one man there

immune to such
influence*. whose
mind eould only
grasp that an ofti.

eer WH* MHHMllltrd

hy u sailor. With
hi« ready lira*"

knuckle" clinched

«>n hi* finger". Mr.
Hacker «prang
toward the com-
batants juat in

time to collide

with another
|teaeemaker — Big-

pig Monahan —
who. with more
amicable intent,

and cant iona re-

words to Tosaer
on hi* lips. «prang
from the n|»|K»ite

direction. Mr
flecker'- hull-ter-

rier instinct* re-

sponded to the col

Union: he struck
Itigpig in the face:

then, with a furi-

ous imprecation,
the hig sailor

-truck back, am)
another buttle was
on. Other* sur-

rounded the strug-

gling pair on the

deck, la-ut only
upon separating
them: the deputy
->|ied up the top
poop steps; the

cupluin drew his

revolver, but. for

some reason—per-

haps the presence
of a navy and
consular officer —
put it away, and
armed himself
with a belaying-
pin from the rail.

Then the cap-

tain's belay iug-pin
liegau operations,
crashing down in-

discriminately on
head and arms; the victims, if able, secured similar chilis, mol
the tight became general. And over the -<>und of uutha and shout

»

rung the ensign's orders to his men: "Don't alioot—don't injure
a man. Overpower them, and stop it.”

There were ten heavily Iniilt, muscular, ami active navy "adors
in that detail, and they were t mined to tight with tint* ns well as
with weapon*. Man after man went down under their blow*

—

and to the credit of their seamanly sympathy la- it said that two
were Mr. Ibckcr and Mr. Ilrown— until the hi*t rraponsihle citizen
was put out of commission.
Then they stood up — or sat up, as they could — and looked

around ruefully. All were more or less disfigured, a great many
were blenling from cuts in their heads ami face*; sinful Peek,
nearly purple in the face, was breathing heavily, and the two

mate* could barely see through their pulled ami blackened eyelid*,

while the captain was feeling of loosened front teeth and spitting
blood u|ion the deck. It was not time for frivolous comment, hut
the uninjured though pah-fmed deputy aliovp must "peak.

“ By tieorge. Captain .Fuck"Oil." hr "aid, “ I'd pay that crowd
off. it I were you—discharge them without character*.”

•' Pay them off.” sputtered the captain. " Not by a d d sight.
I’ll land them at 'Frisco in irons, by tlawd. Mr. lteeker, get that
mooring chain down to the 'tween disk" this time, and stretch it

fore and aft on the midship'* stanchion*. Iron every d d one
o* them hv the legs, where we can watch them, ly n a fool.

anvhriwr. that'll tru«t to a sailor's promise.”
kxpoNt illation* Is-gnn. hut soon subsided, and in twenty miiiiites

they were eonfined as the captain directed—nearly lienenth the
mixzcn hatch, yet far enough from the notched stanchion used
for descent to give a visitor to the 'tween deck immunity from
rapture. And as a further precaution, when the last man was
ironed, the key* went somewhat ostentnt imisly into the jiockct of

the captain, of all

on board the man
least likely to

visit them.
But it was Sin-

ful Peck who had
snapped the irons
on the nnklrs of
the turbulent thir-

teen, ami this lie

did with an earn-
est. serious ex-

presaion of face,

impressed either

with the painful-
lies* of the duty,
or the |io*Hihie

danger of his

proximity to those
long arm* hi

In an instant he had Sinful by the throat”

nd
powerful fingers

—

more prohnhly the
latter: for when
the other victor*

had climbed to the
deck above he lin-

gered la-hind, and
smiled at the line

rtf scowling face*,

sweetly, benignly,
and triumphantly.
A few cursed him.
but lie answered
not. and. still

smiling, ascended
the stanchion.
A* lie npproach-

ed the gangway
hi* superior* were
bidding good - by
to tlie deputy
consul and tlie en-

sign. and thank-
ing the latter for

his assistance—
which assistance
the young officer

\vn» dcpri-cating.
“ I feel my po-

sition," he said,

embarrassed ly. “
I

was iMtiind to de-

liver them to you.

but have meddled
too much. Now.
that you have
them in irons, of

course it is the
wisest thing to

keep them there:

hut. seriously,

captain. I think
you are over-

handi with them.
They may be what
they say.”

•• Not at all.

Mr. Belknap." said

the deputy. "They are mutineer*, pirates, murderer*. I was a

witness, captain, and I am going home by the next steamer. I

will pridKihiy he in San Francisco when you arrive, and will gladly

testify. Keep them in iron*, by all menus, cu plain.”

"I certainly shall." said the captain. "They have made it an
object with me—a matter of pride"—lie felt of his loosened teeth.
•'

I shall hand them over to the harlair police at ’Frisco." And
though the condition of hi* teeth made it painful, he joined Sin-

ful in his smile. Then lie bowed them over the side, and two hours

later, when his remnant of a crew hud cleared u troublesome
" foul huwse." he tripped his anchors, and with a Shanghai tug

ut the end of his line, Iwgun the long tow down the river.

Sinful took hi* iiositiuii where lie could command a fair view of

the prisoners, and wondered how far the ankle-iron* would hold.
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Act II. Katusha: "Your offer is an insult. Any one but you!”

Tolstoy's “Resurrection”

T IK n|>|ifnrnn«' of Tol»loy‘s "Resurrection” in our (hr-
iilii" i- in ninny way* n portent, the -ignifirunre of which
we -IhiiiM do well to ponder over. In the fir*t place. in

tin- century. in which ltn»*in and the t'nited State* are
d< -lined to emerge, n* the two great world power*. Tol-

-toy'- " Resurrection " i* the lirst serious and sincere attempt
to pie-ent Kn-i iaii life and the Ru*«iaii genius t« an audi-
ence of American*. And. if we consider the matter, we
•hall !*cr that no hn|i|iier choice rould have lawn made
lor a Is-ginniug than tin* gloomy and heart - rending tragedy
"I " Resurrection.” Its high seriousness show* ns. at the very
outset. the profound significance which the Slav attache- to art.

a- a part of life. For the Slav, art i* not an amusement, an
eiitertninineiil . a recreation: it in a revelation, an unveiling of
the human heart, to the end that our own heart* may la- touched.

It mean- a dccjH-ning of nur «cn*r of life. If we think of the
theme* that occupy our own theatres, while this great Russian
tragedy i* ladng pci formed, we may well feel a sense of •hame at

the levity, the llippntiey. cheapness, and vulgarity of our own "art.”
which i* rapidly Iwcoiiiiitg “ the dramatization of noi*c.” and can
troure no iiiiimin emotion unite profound than a giggle mid a

grin. This i* the first lesson we should learn from our revela

lion of the Slav grniu*. with the tremendous nrnntiMM. the

<le«*p humanity, that go to make it. In " Resurrection
M

the

aim of the dramatist is not, a* many of thr critic- have
fancied, a solution of annie -ingle priddein in life: a*,

say. the “ social evil.” or the cpie«tion of anarchy again*l

di*|Miti*m. Tlie reul i-*ue is far deeper. and goc* to the

very root* of our life. lad u« approach it in thi- way: After the

material fiiriiitdiing of our live* i* completed, what i- our main con-

cern T It i- the realization of our living humanity, through the

intuition of other human souls. On thi* feeling of other human
*ouIn all our truly human life i- liascd. and ha* alwayn •wen

based. from the beginning. All onr ion and ambition, our hale

a- well a* onr love, hear testimony to nur *on*e of the kindred
*oul in the other person, to lie loved or hated. And the great

awakening, the “ resurrection." is the realizing of this; the direct

and fully conscious intuition of other human souls. The Ku-*ian.

and. in general, the Slav. sees in thi- intuition of other human soul*

the rrwl mirposeof life, underneath all our material and social ener-

gir- : and thi- i- the main-pring of all Slav art and pre-eminently

of the art of l lie great Rii—ian*. like Tolstoy.
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Ur»*n by John Wolcott Ad*m»

WAITING
Here am i. but where is he f I am /. bid who is he f

What delays him t 117m/ beguiles I is he rich enough to spare

Whose distracting words or wiles • Hours and days that I might share.

Keeps my fated one from me f Loitering unau'ijrv of me I
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The

presentation

of

the

American

girl

at

the

English

court

gives

her

the

entree

into

the

best

social

life

of

Europe.

This

year

the

first

presentation

took

place

on

Friday

of

this

week

at
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Drawing
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in
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Palace.

Miss
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the

daughter

of

Henry

Clay
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who

has

just

been

ap-

pointed

Consul-General

to

London

by

the

President,

was
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to
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received

by

the

King

and

Queen
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by

Sydney

Adnennaa
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WHO

WILL

CONTROL

THE

WORLD

A

HUNDRED

YEARS

FROM

NOW?

To-day,

in

1903,

ihe

British

Empire

leads

the

world

in

territory,

power,

and.

exclusive

of

China,

in

population.

To-moiTow,

in

2003,

the

prospects

are

that

Russia,

having

absorbed

China,

will

lead

in

population,

while

the

United

Slates,

having

absorbed

North

and

South

America,

will

be

first

in

territory

and

power.

The

probable

division

of

territory

and

the

relative

development

of

races

in

population

arc

shown

in

the

above

drawing
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COMMENT
The President’ll proclamation convoking the Senate in extra

session at noon on the 5th of March affords conclusive proof

of his determination to secure the ratification of the canal

treaty with Colombia and of the reciprocity treaty with Cuba.
Should either of those treaties now fail to be ratified, the

American people will know on whom to fix responsibility.

Public opinion will justify Mr. Roosevelt in keeping the

Senate in session all summer sooner than acquiesce in the

rejection of cither convention. The admission of Cuban sugar
to our markets on terms that will assure to the planters a
reasonable profit, and thus avert tho extinction of a branch
of agriculture upon which the prosperity of the island depends,

has been recognized as a sacred duty not only by Mr.
McKinley and Mr. Roosevelt, but by every right-minded
American. It has never been opposed by anybody except
the representatives of the beet-sugar industry and of the

Louisiana cane-growers, who have seemed to care more for

their selfish interests than for the national honor. It is not
by the President, but by the peremptory dictates of the popu-
lar heart and conscience, that the Senate will be coerced into

pursuing a righteous course in this matter. Tho Legislatures

of many States in which the Htigar beet is extensively culti-

vated have unmistakably indicated their wish to see justice

done to Cuba. We did not emancipate the island in order to

condemn it to destitution. As to the canal treaty, there is

not a doubt that more than two-thirds of tho Senators are

ready and eager to sanction it whenever they are permitted to

vote.

The long and discreditable failure of the State of Dela-

ware to secure any representation in the Senate of the United
States was brought to an end on Monday, March 2, by tlic

twenty-one Union Republicans who accepted the proposal of

the ten Regular Republicans (of whom only eight had proved
steadfast in their opposition to Addicks) that each faction

should designate a candidate for Senator other than Addicks,
the long term naturally being conceded to the majority. The
designated candidates, who were, of eourse, elected, were, for

the long term, James Frank Alloc, a firm friend of Addicks:
and, for tho short term. Dr. Louis Heisler Ball, a stanch

Regular, and the present Representative of Delaware in the
Lower House of Congress. It will be remembered that, some
time ago, the Union Republicans offered to go into caucus
with tho Regulars, and to stipulate tliat neither of the candi-
dates selected by the caucus should be Addicks. This offer

was refused by the Regulars, on the ground that they were
as much opposed to Addicksism as to Addicks himself, and
would not vote for any of his friends. Subsequently, most
of tho Regulars, and almost nil of the Democrats, seemed to

be on the verge of an agreement to elect a Regulnr Republi-
can for the long term, and to leave the short term vacant.
Could that agreement have been carried out, it seems to on-
lookers that the Regulars would have been placed in a posi-

tion stronger than that which they now occupy. As a matter
of fact, to what extent can the actual outcomo of tho pro-
tracted contest l>e regarded by them as a triumph! Unques-
tionably they have succeeded iu keeping Addicks out of the

Federal Senate for a time, but they have had to swallow Ad-
dieksism, since they have co-operated in giving tho long-term
Scnatorship to an Addicks man.

It will have been observed that tho National Republican
Editorial Association, which held a meeting at Washington
the other day, refrained from commending the course pur-

sued by the President toward the “Lily Whit©” Republicans

in the Southern States. It will also have been noticed that

the editors greeted Senator Ilanna with enthusiastic ap-

plause. We presume it to be well-nigh certain that Mr. Roose-
velt will get very few, if any, of the delegates from the

Southern States to the next Republican national convention.
It was those delegates, it will be remembered, who enabled

Harrison to beat Blaine in the convention of 1892. The
delegates from most of the States on which the Republicans
rely for electoral votes were disposed to favor Blaine. It is

reported that Mr. Roosevelt does not desire a nomination un-
less it comes to him from delegate# representing the States

that the Republicans are sure, or hare a fair chance, of carry-

ing. A nomination given under sueh conditions he would
deem almost equivalent to an election, but he would look with
grave misgiving on the result of a nomination bestowed under
other circumstances. It is probable that some Republican
statesmen would be leas squeamish, and would accept a
nomination, no matter from what sections it might come.
That Mr. Roosevelt can get the delegates from almost all of

the States west of the Mississippi seems at the present hour
to be assured. It is by no means so certain that ho ean get

the delegates of Ohio and other States of the Central West,
and there may he a fight for the delegates of New York. It

is conceivable that the opposition to Mr. Roosevelt may be so

strong that the delegates from Pennsylvania would turn the

scale. What would Senator Quay do then? Probably he
does not know himself, although he has hitherto professed

to be a zealous supporter of the President. The truth un-

questionably is, with regard to Republican delegates from
most of the Southern States, that they possess altogether too

much power over nominations in Republican national con-

ventions. But for Senator Hanna, who resisted the demand
for a reduction of that power in 1806 and again in 1900, the

demand would have beeu granted by a Republican national

convention.

Mr. Bryan in his Commoner has served notice on Chief-

Judge Parker of New York tliut the latter may as well save

himself the worry of a campaign if his acceptance of a

nomination depends on the adoption of n platform that repu-

diates the Kansas City platform. The words do not imply a

threat to bolt on the part of Mr. Bryan and his friends, for,

as the context shows, the word campaign, as used in the Cum-
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moner, means a campaign for the nomination, and not a cam-

paign for election. Mr. Bryan assumes that Chief-Judge

Parker will not accept a nomination, for the reason that the

Kansas City platform will be reaffirmed by the next Demo-
cratic national convention. That platform will bo reaffirmed,

he says, because the Kansas City platform Democrats will at-

tend the next national convention. We have never doubted

that Mr. Bryan will have a following in the npxt convention,

but why should he take for granted that it will constitute a

majority? Nobody knows better than Mr. Bryan that the be-

lievers in that platform did not constitute a genuine majority

at Kansas City. Senator Money of Mississippi, who had been

a strong supporter of free silver in 1890, told the platform

committee at Kansas City that a canvass of the convention

made by the chairman of each State delegation showed that

less than one-fifth of the delegates favored the insertion of a

sixteen-to-oue plank. It ia well known that, after a twelve

hours’ discussion, the insertion of the plank was carried in the

platform committee by the vote of the delegate from Hawaii,

a newly acquired Territory unrepresented in the electoral col-

leges. Nor ia this all. Four other votes for the silver plank

were cast in the platform committee by delegates from Terri-

tories that could give no electoral votes for President. On
the other hand, of the thirteen Southern States that consti-

tute the backbone of the Democratic party, nine voted against

the free-silver plank. It is further to be borne in mind that

even the ultimate majority of one in the platform com-
mittee would not have been obtained but for Mr. Bryau’s

threat that he would not accept the nomination unless the

free coinage of silver at the ratio of sixteen to one were dis-

tinctly called for.

In view of these facts, one is led to ask what Mr. Bryan
means when he says that the Kansas City platform Demo-
crats will attend the next national convention. Does he
mean that the convention will be attended by those who
heartily approved of free ailver at Kansas City, and who
needed no threat on Mr. Bryan’s part to induce them to vote

for the insertion of the silver plank i This ho must mean,
for he well knows that a threat on hia part to decline a re-

nominution would be futile, since nobody intends to renomi-

nate him in 1904. and he has himself repeatedly declared that

he is not a candidate. Does he think, then, that the convinced

free-silver men will be more numerous in the convention

next war than they were at Kansas City? This he cannot

believe. He knows that free silver is incomparably weaker,

even in the silver-producing States, than it was four years ago.

He knows that he has not the slightest chance of procuring the

insertion of a free-silver plank ill the next platform framed
by a Democratic national convention. Why. then, does he
assert, the contrary? Why does he virtually tell Chief-Judge

Parker that the next convention will adopt the Kansas City

platform? Two motives for the wild declaration are con-

ceivable. He may desire to encourage his following, which
is dwindling rapidly, and he may wish to intimate to Chief-

Judge Parker and other possible candidates of the conserva-

tive element in the Democracy that he (Bryan) must not be

left altogether out of tho reckoning, but that he must be

treated with the consideration due to a man who has twice been

the nominee of a great political party for the highest national

office. We ourselves think that now and hereafter Mr. Bryan
should be treated with deference in all ways except as regards

the formation of the Democratic plutform, as to which hia

views, unfortunately, seem irreconcilable with those who now
constitute a very large majority of the organization. There
is no reason, however, why Mr. Bryan should not adhere to

the Democratic party even if some planks in the next plat-

form should meet with hia disapproval. In supporting the

candidate of the convention under such conditions, he would

be doing precisely what Chief-Judge Parker did in 1890 and
1900, and what Mr. Bryan himself has repeatedly declared it

to be the duty of all Democrats to do. No sane Democrat de-

sires to drive Mr. Bryan out of the party, and Mr. Bryan on

his part is too young and has too bright a future before him
to pursue the rule-or-ruin policy adopted by tho aged Van
Buren in 1841?.

Of the $35,000,000 whh'h the Cuban Congress has authorized

the Executive Department of the insular government to

borrow, all but $4,000,000 is to be applied to tho payment of

officers and soldiers who took part in the late insurrection.

and to the discharge of debts contracted by the chiefs of the

revolutionary array between February 24 and September

19, 1895, and all the subsequent debta contracted by the revo-

lutionary government of which Sefior Palma was the head.

Not more than $4,000,000 can be assigned to tho discharge of

the last-named classes of obligations. In other words, if we
assume that the bonds arc sold at par, $26,000,000 will bo dis-

tributed among the officers and men who profess to have taken

part in tho last uprising against Spain. That is to say, pro-

vided there were 26,000 of them, they would get on an average

$1000 apiece. There is no reason to believe that from Feb-

ruary, 1895, up to the evacuation of Cuba by the Spanish
troops, there were 26,tXM) Cubans under arms, or anything like

that number. We tried in vain to obtain nu authentic list of

the officers and enlisted men when, soon after our provisional

occupation of the island, we made Cuba a present of $3,000,000

for the purpose of preventing tho transformation of tho alleged

patriot-heroes into brigands. Under the so-called Platt amend-
ment to the Cuban constitution, our government would have
a right to protest against the issue of the bonds, if it were
improbable that interest and sinking-funds could be provided

without crippling the resources needed for tho proper adminis-

tration of the island’s affairs. As a matter of fact, the interest

and sinking-fund required for the bonds are to be obtained

from new sources of revenue, namely, from taxes on liquors

and matches, on cigars for export at the rate of two dollars

per thousand, and on cigars for domestic consumption at one
dollar a thousand, and on sugar, which will be taxed five cents

a bag containing 850 pounds. It is computed that these taxes

will yield an annual income of $2,500,000. If this expectation

is realized, there will be no need of trenching on the customs
revenue, most of which is needed for the ordinary expenses, of

administration. There is, moreover, but little doubt that,

when tho Cuban Reciprocity Treaty ia confirmed, tho pur-

chasing power of the island will be much increased, and that,

consequently, the customs revenue will be expanded, notwith-

standing the diminished duties leviable upon imports from
the United States.

The Pennsylvania House of Representative* has rejected a

resolution asking Congress to cull a convention to propose an
amendment to tho Federal Constitution making United States

Senator* elective by the direct vote of the people of each

State. There are, it will be remembered, two methods of

amending the Constitution provided by the fifth article of
that document. In the first place, the Congress, whenever
two-thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, may pro-

1>ogc specific amendments, which shall be valid when ratified

by the Legislatures of three-fourths of tho several States, or
by conventions in three-fourths thereof, as the one or the

other mode of ratification may be proposed by Congress. Ex-
perience has shown, what might have been foreseen, that this

method of amending the Constitution can never be made
operative as regards the mode of choosing United States

Senators, for tho reason that two-thirds of the Senate will

never accede to the proposal. Those, therefore, who desire the

election of Senators by the people of their respective States

have been compelled to fall back on tho alternative mode of

amending the Constitution. The fifth article of that docu-
ment further provides that, on the application of the Legis-

latures of two-thirds of the States, Congress shall call a con-

vention for proposing amendments, which, as in the formeT
case, will become valid when ratified by the Legislatures or

conventions of three-fourths of the States. In other words,

this method of amending the Constitution ia mandatory, and
cannot be thwarted or evaded by the United States Senate.

It is extremely doubtful, however, whether two-thirds of the

State Legislatures will ever insist upon the convocation of a

constitutional convention. For two reasons. In the first

place, there is no ground for believing that Senators chosen

by the popular vote would be men of higher character than
Senators chosen by a Legislature. In the former case, a

candidate for Senator would bo nominated by a State con-

vention, and experience has shown that it is just as easy for

wire-pullers to manipulate a State convention as it is to

manipulate a State Legislature. In the second place, the

fifth article of the Constitution does not limit the constitu-

tional convention which Congress is bound to call on the

application of two-thirds of the State Legislatures to any
particular amendments. On the contrary, tho convention
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would bo at liberty to proposn such amendments as it chose,

and it might use its plenary powers as sweepingly as did the

Philadelphia Convention in 17H7, which, haring been brought

together for the purpose of amending the Articles of Con-

federation in some particulars, swrpt them out of existence.

The small States have everything to dread from a constitu-

tional convention which would have plenary powers; for the

convention, holding that it could no more he bound hy the

text of an old instrument which it was authorized to recon-

struct from top to bottom than was the Philadelphia Conven-

tion, which had no snch authority, would probably proceed to

extinguish the last clause of the fifth article, which pro-

vides that no State without its consent shall be deprived of

its equal suffrage iu the Senate. The only safeguard for the

rotten boroughs is to avert the convocation of a constitu-

tional convention, and to insist thHt all changes in the Con-

stitution shall be specific amendments proposed by Congress.

Although the decision of the United States Supreme Court

in the lottery cases has been differently interpreted, accord-

ing to the varying interests and wishes of the interpreter, its

significance cun hardly bo mistaken by any clear-headed man
who carefully examines the majority and minority opinion*.

Following the custom of the highest Federal tribunal, the five

members whose views were expressed by Justice Harlan con-

fined themselves to the particular question before them, which
was, Does the power to rcgulute intcr-State commerce give

Congress the power to prohibit the conveyance of lottery

tickets hy independent carriers from one State to another?

They refrained from saying in bo many words that the power

to regulate includes the power to prohihit in all cases. It is

true that, in order to decide the particular question before it,

the court bad to lay down the principle that the power given

to Congress by the Constitution to regulate inter-State com-

merce is unlimited. At the same time, Justice Harlan de-

clared that the exercise of that power could not be arbitrary.

That is to say, the United States Supreme Court may inquire,

in any case where the power to regulate i* extended to pro-

hibition of commerce in a given commodity, whether the exer-

cise of the power is arbitrary, or has a reason assigned for it.

But has the court a right to say whether the reason is valid,

or, in other words, whether it ia good or bad ? Can a bad

reason bo described as a reason at all? Here is where emi-

nent lawyers differ. Some s*y that the court must have power

to determine the soundness of a reason assigned, otherwise

the attempt to draw a distinction between unlimited and arbi-

trary would be futile. Othere insist that the validity of the

reasons given for the extension of the regulative power to

prohibition must be determined by Congress alone. Other-

wise the regulative power of Congress would be limited

by tho right of another body to repudiate it* reasons

and reject ita conclusions. The four members of the

court who concurred in the minority opinion read by Chief-

Justice Fuller evidently thought that no distinction can

he drawn between unlimited and arbitrary, and that the

principle adopted by the majority would practically give Con-
gress absolute power to prohibit inter-State commerce in any
commodity. No doubt a reason for the prohibition would be

set forth by Congress, but the soundness of the reason could

not he made the subject of inquiry by any other body. This

i* tho view of the meaning of the decision which the adminis-

tration ia understood to take, and we believe that event? will

justify it, unless, of course, the composition of the United

State* Supreme Court shall hereafter be materially changed.

It is well known that, owing to a change in ita composition,

the court has several time* reversed itself.

The question as to who was to blame for the failure of the

Aldrich bill has become academic, perhaps, but it is worth

while noting. The bill undertook to meet a real public neces-

sity. It was a hopeful effort to take the government out of

the money-market, and to leave the currency of the country

in the channels of trade. Tt clearly had the support of a

majority of the Senute, and this support was non-partisan.

It was killed for two reasons.—one was that it did not occur

to Mr. Aldrich early enough in the session, and the other was
that some Democratic Senators were willing to sacrifice the

public interest? because Mr. Aldrich had, very properly, been

opposed to the wretched Statehood bill. Now if the Demo-
cratic party ever come* back into power, it must make up ita

mind that ita lease of life will be disgracefully short if it

does not drive out the leader* who are capable of this kind of
pettiness and partisanship, and replace them with men of
larger minds and of finer patriotism. There is one very strong
reason for driving the Republican party out of power, and
that is its attention to the private interests of it* own leaders

and its own beneficiaries and supporters, at tho expense of
the country. There are some Democrats who would better

this state of affairs, and who would devote themselves unsel-

fishly to the general welfare. They are not leaders in Wash-
ington, unhappily, and it is unfortunate for them and for the
country that this is so. Unpopular as the Republican party
may he, or a* it may become, this country will not intrust

ita government, to the small-minded politicians who are willing

to defeat a sound currency measure, which, among other

things, will cause our annual dearth of money and bank notes,

because Republican leaders have been unwilling to admit
four new Senators from silver-mines and alkali deserts.

The Berlin Foreign Office has announced that it has no

desire to protest against the Monroe Doctrine so long a* that

principle of American policy bears the definition given to it

by Mr. Roosevelt in his second annual message. In that

message the President practically said that a European power
might go to any lengths against a Latin-American republic

for the redress of grievance* or for tho collection of ordinary

debt*, provided she stopped short of a permanent occupation

of territory. There are many way* of killing a cat, and none

of them is unknown in Germany. One of tho most efficient

methods of strangling a Latin-American commonwealth
would be tlie confiscation of all or most of the custom* revenue

on which it depends for the maintenance of civil and mili-

tary government. Another method, slower, but, in the end,

scarcely less effective, would be tho promotion of colonization

on a great scale, so as to infuse a strong German clement in

tho social, industrial, aud political system of the American
republic which Berlin desires to influence. To what an ex-

tent this process may be carried is shown in Argentina, where
the Italian element ia increasing so fast that it will soon be

numerically preponderant, and seems certain, ultimately, to

thrust the Spanish clement to the wall. What has been done

by Italians in Argentina can be done by Germans in the

southern province of Brazil, and especially in the province

of Rio Grande do Sul, which repeatedly during the last

eighty years has tried to acquire a separate political existence,

and which at any moment may repeat the endeavor. The
United States never protested against the disruption of the

old Colombian confederation founded by Bolivar, nor against

the disruption of the old Central-American confederacy;

how, then, could we object to the secession of a province or

two from Brnzil? It i* certain that at this moment a good

deal of literature referring to the Qermanization of southern

Brazil is circulated in Germany, nerr Wicgnnd, for instance,

at one time manager of the North German Lloyd Steamship

Company at Bremen, and afterwards director of the colonial

section of the German Foreign Office, is the author of a glow-

ing description of the position and progress of the German
element in Brazil. Certain portions of Brazil also figure in

the ethnographic maps published by the Hansiatic Coloniza-

tion Society for the purpose of indieating the territories in

which the German element ulready is, or may easily become

predominant.

There is still another way in which the Monroe Doctrine,

as defined by Mr. Roosevelt, may be evaded. Admitting that

a Latin-American confederation in an exhaustive sense of

the word is impracticable, hecatisc the interests of certain

states, such as Chile and Peru, for example, ore irreconcil-

able. wc must still recognize that, since their boundary dis-

pute ha? been virtually settled, there is no insuperable bar to

a confederation of Chile and Argentina, which powers might

he joined hy Uruguay. Such a confederacy once formed, and

strengthened hy the annexation of the southern provinces of

Brazil, in which the Germans and Spanish greatly outnumber
tho Portuguese, might enter into very close international

relation? with Germany, relations which, on the one hand,

might assure exceptional commercial privileges to Germany,
and which, on the other hand, might promise military and
naval support in certain exigencies. Germany might say,

for instance, that she would not permit any European power

to confiscate the customs revenues of tho friendly confederacy

423
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for the payment of ordinary debts. How could we protest

against such a transaction f Mr. Roosevelt, for his part, has

declined to safeguard the customs revenues of American re-

public's against confiscation. How, then, with any show of

regard for our Latin-American brethren, could we object to

Germany's playing tho part of savior which ho himself has

refused ¥ This is no academic suggestion. The project of a

partial Lat in-American confederacy, to which Germany
should play the part of next friend or patron, has been seri-

ously and favorably discussed in German newspapers.

Tho world in general, and the great European powers in

particular, are to be congratulated on tho partial solution of

the Macedonian question. The Balkan storm-cloud is percep-

tibly lightened, and, while there is still considerable menace in

the air, it is felt on all sides that, granted the smooth working

of certain forces, a permanent peace for the Balkans may be in

sight
;
a new era of well-being for the long-suffering Slavs of

the three Macedonian provinces may be at hand. This pacific

settlement is chiefly due to the same sentiment in the Russian

Czar which inspired the proposal for tho Hague court, and

tho success of Count Lamsdorff in carrying to a certain final-

ity the Czar’s policy of humanity and mercy ia by far the

greatest achievement as yet to tho credit of the Russian Minis-

ter for Foreign Affairs. The main point, diplomatically, was,

to gain the friendship and sincere co-operation of Austria;

nn<i, partly as a result of the ripe experience of Kaiser Franz-

Josef and the Slavonic leanings of Count Goluchovski, and in

part as a result of the growing insight into Russia’s real politi-

cal motives, this good understand iug with Austria has been

made possible and actual. It is by far the strongest factor for

good in tho future of the Balkan problem.

It was not to be expected that Germany would acquiesce

willingly in this new state of things. Germany’s jealousy of

Russia, and the uneasiness of Prussia over the Slavonic prob-

lem within her own boundaries, were sufficient causes for her

present attitude; as they were sufficient causes for the Kaiser’s

parade of brotherly love for Abdul the Damned a few years

ago, and for the present visit of the Prussian Crown-Prince
and Prince Eitel Frederick to the Sultan, with gifts in their

hands. Germany has persistently opposed Russia, rather from
an instinct of fear than from any reasoned policy, and the

Macedonians have suffered a quarter-century of oppression as

the result of the Berlin treaty, which destroyed Russia’s work
of liberation in the last Turkish war. The present pretext for

Germany’s opposition and jealousy is contained in certain sen-

tences in the Russian note to the Porte, the real motive of

which was to tranquilize the Macedonians, and to check tho

revolutionary movements emanating from Servia and Bul-

garia. Russia reminded the Balkan States that they owo
their independent existence to her, which is, of course, the

mere statement of a self-evident fact, and then asks them to

argue from the past to the future, and to rest assured that

their welfare and tho material and moral interests of the

Christian populations would ho watched over by Russia with

unceasing solicitude, and finally assuring them that they could

depend on the considerable and powerful protection of the

Russian imperial government.

Our own recent experience of German methods and aspira-

tions will enable us to rate at their true value Germany’s
present opposition to Russia, and the suspicion of Russia’s

motives no openly expressed in the German press. Tho
Morgen Post, for instance, tells us that “no one will be de-

ceived by tho paternal assurances of Russia,” and tho German
press generally sings in the same strain. It may bo answered

that no one outside Germany will !*• deceived by the Kaiser’s

fraternal advances to Ahdul the Damned, or by tho insinua-

tions against Russia which will find their way into the Ger-

man-inspired press.

The action of Russia and Austria follows a clearly conceived

plan: to remove the trouble in Macedonia by taking away
those evils of maladministration which aro its perennial cause.

These evils fall under two heads—the assaults on tho persons

of Macedonian Christians, both men and women, by Turkish

gendarmes and soldiers; and the abuses due to extortion and
robbery accompanying the collection of taxes. To remedy tho

first of these evils, the Russo-Austrian note requires the ap-

pointment of an Inspector-General of Gendarmerie for Mace-

donia, who will almost certainly he a Christian, and whoso
nomination must be confirmed by Russia, Austria, and the

other protesting powers. Further, in all Christian districts,

a proportionate number of gendarmes must be drawn from
tho Christian—that is, Slavonic—population; while the ap-

pointment of all the subordinate officers of gendarmerie will

obviously lie with the Inspector-General, and therefore with
Russia and Austria. It can easily bo seen that in this admi-
rable plau lies a hope for the speedy elimination of those
u Turkish atrocities ” which have horrified Europe and devas-

tated the Bulkan* for generations. An equally sound prin-

ciple is introduced to alleviate tho evils which bang round the

collection of taxes by Turkish troops and the endlesa extor-

tions therefrom resulting. Safeguards are suggested, and it

is required that all local taxes shall, in the first instance, be

applied to local needs; and only after these are supplied shall

any surplus be forwarded to Constantinople. This is a very

effectual measure of home rule, and will certainly be extended

in future, so soon as the first footing of the new measures is

secured. Measures are also aimed against the cutthroat law-

lessness of tho Mohammedan Albanians, whose armed clansmen

out-herod Herod in the Macedonian villages. The fact that

one of these Albanian bands has recently carried out a threat,

made months ago, to murder the Russian consul at Mitrovitoa f

and to destroy the consulate, shows sufficiently the temper of

these Albanian anarchists, and, incidentally, greatly strength-

ens the hands of Russia in the present negotiations.

Lord Rosebery wax quite right when, on March 2, ho de-

nounced in the Upper House of the British Parliament tho co-

operation of the Balfour government with Germany in tho

blockade and bombardment of Venezuelan seaports. If Eng-
lishmen really desire to secure the friendship of the United
States, they will do well hereafter to avoid implication in

transactions that, as experience has shown, are almost certain

to lead to outrages which cannot be viewed by the American
people without indignation and resentment. For the second
time Lord Lansdowne, in defending the course pursued by
him in the Venezuela affair, declared that his Majesty’s gov-

ernment had excellent reasons for knowing how tho United
States was likely to regard the action taken. Is he making the

mistake of confounding a particular Federal official with the

American people! Does he or does ho not mean to say that

our State Department, having been formally or informally

consulted, approved in advance of the Anglo-German demon-
stration against an American republic, although the de-

plorable incidents attending the demonstration might easily

have been foreseen ? Ultimately, no doubt, wo ahull learn the

whole truth about this business. Meanwhile Lord Rosebery ia

justified in saying that the Venezuelan Blue Book is singu-

larly meagre and reticent, throwing as it does no light at

all upon the steps taken by the British Foreign Office to

secure the assent of our State Department to tho projected

acta of hostility. Lord Twccdmouth, also, on March 2, pointed

out that the despatches published in the Blue Book do not

support the statements publicly made by Premier Balfour and
Lord Lansduwnc that our State Department was practically

an accessory before the fact.

We do not know what immediate purpose, beyond giving

the Canadian newspapers something to worry about, could
have inspired the concurrent resolution introduced by Repre-

sentative De Armond of Missouri in the last days of the

dying Congress. The resolution provided that tho President

be requested to learn upon what terms, honorable to both na-

tions, and satisfactory to the inhabitonts of tho territory

primarily affected, Great Britain would consent to cede to the

United States all or any part of the territory lying north of

and adjoining the United States. The resolution went on to

say that the territory when ceded should be formed in due
time into one or more States, and admitted into the Union
upon an equality with tho other State#; and that in the

moan time the inhabitants thereof should enjoy all the privi-

lege# and immunities guaranteed by the Federal Constitu-

tion. No impartial onlooker can doubt that the cession con-

templated by Judge Do Armond would be expedient for Great

Britain and for the Canadians themselves. What Great Brit-

ain would gain by the transaction is evident. She would no

longer he obliged to protect Canada, which, on her part, has

refused to make any contribution to the cost of maintain-

ing the imperial navy. Moreover, aho would free herself
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from a dependency which has Ion# been a source of annoy-
ance and provocation to the United States, and would thus
signally promote the establishment of the most intimate in-

ternational relations with the great American republic. With
Canada annexed to the American Union, and with the dis-

content of Ireland ix-rmancntly allayed, as it Berms likely to

be by the projected Land Purchase Bill, there would be no
serious obstacle to the formation of a cliwe political alliance

between all sections of the English-speaking world. Hitherto
Canada and Ireland have blocked the attainment of such
solidarity. What the Canadians would gain is almost too

obvious to mention. The provinces of the Dominion, trans-

formed into States, would retain absolute control of their re-

ligious arrangements—a point of vital moment to Quebec

—

and they would ai>quire the inestimable privilege of absolute

free trade in the vast and constantly expanding market south

of the Canadian border. The one great impediment to Cana-
dian prosperity would be levelled at a stroke. We observe,

finally, that, had the concurrent resolution introduced by
Representative Do Armond been passed by Congress, we do
not doubt that the President would have signed it, and
promptly taken steps to elicit the views of tho United King-
dom with regard to the cession proposed.

It is well known that in Franco the government monopo-
lizes the manufacture and sale of cigars, cigarettes, smoking-

tobacco, and snuff. That is to say, France is one of the coun-

tries that is safeguarded against the invasion of American
monopolies. The Chamber of Deputies, on February 28, took

auother long step in the same direction, incorporating with

a law imposing a tax of twenty-five cents per one hundred
kilos on petroleum, a provision that a government monopoly
of kerosene oil should Is? established with the least possible

delay. 11. Rouvier, the Finance Minister, willingly accept-

ed the provision, which was adopted by "J4S> votes to 188. Of
eourse, the Socialists were delighted, for they desire to see all

branches of manufacture undertaken by the State. Few ppr-

tons realize how much further many European governments
have gone in the way of accepting ami applying Socialist

doctrines than has our Federal government, or the govern-

ment of any of our States. Our Federal government carries

the mails, but it has not yet gone so far as to assume control

over even the telegraph business. As regards municipal

ownership, we are a hundred years behind Clreat Britain. It

is true that most of our cities and towns control their water

supply, which cannot be said of Ixmdon. On the other hand,

most of our cities are supplied with light by private cor-

porations, and very few of them own and operate their own
street railways. In English and Scotch cities, on the other

hand, municipal ownership has been extended over many of

the necessaries of life. It is true that the political conditions

differ. There is no city in Great Britain, not even London,
which can approach New York as regards the proportion of

the alien element of the population. It would be a very dan-

gerous experiment to place the gas and electric lighting, and
the elevated, underground, and surface railway system* of the

Greater New York in the hands of a municipal council which

any year might fall under the control of Tammany flail.

The tast state of that city woutd bo incomparably worse than

the f-st.

When Kipling called the Kaiser a Goth and a Hun. apropos

of the storming of Fort San Carlos, we foresaw that the mat-

ter woutd not end there, and advised Rudyard to get behind

something. Our warning has been made good. The formal

reply for the Kaiser was, of course, made by the serviceable

von Bnlow, who handed Kipling the epithet " savage,” but

the real reply has just materialized, with Max Beerhohm a*

spirit medium. And a delicious reply it undoubtedly is. He
begins by telling Rudyard that that warlike person has an

essentially feminine mind, because he write* of men as he

thinks they ought to be. not as they really are, for all the

world like our own Indy novelists, whether from Boston or

from the Old Dominion. Max Beerbohm says Rudyard lose*

his heart to a red coat, like a very nur*emaid. But farther his

femininity doc* not go. For your lady novelist, while she

idealizes man, at least understands tho workings of woman,
and hero Rudyard is hopelessly at sea. And then come* tho

unkindest cut of all. The critic reminds us of a bon mot of

our own Mr. Howells, who said that, while George Sand was
to nil intents a man. she was yet "no gentleman.” Max Beer-

bohm says that, while Rudyard is in the same sense to all in-

tents a woman, he is no lady. After that the Goth can rage,

and the Hun imagine a vain thing, but Kipling certainly
“ has it,” in the old gladiatorial sense. We trust that he will

read this, or that one of those kind friends who always rise

to this sort of occasion, will send him a copy of the Max Beer-
bohm piece, marked with red ink; for wc may confidently pre-

dict a permanent addition to the literature of objurgation

when Rudyard begins to talk back. By the way, what an
admirable thing it would be if Kipling and Swinburne, duly
loadrd up, should fall foul of each other about imperial des-

tiny or any old thing! An admiring world would pause to

hearken to the melodious caterwauling that most assuredly

would supervene. Life would have a new value thereafter.

Professor Alfred Russell Wallace, the eminent scientist,

lias an article in the Fortnightly Review, which persons who
accept the theories it expounds will find not a little flattering

to human self-conceit. Elsewhere we have commented more
fully on his discovery. I>r. Wallace reminds us that the early

astronomers considered the earth tho centre of the universe,

but that, gradually, as telescopes improved and astronomical
science was perfected, the conviction grew that there were
an infinite number of worlds, and that ours was prob-
ably one of comparatively small consequence in the multi-
tude. Dr. Wallace thinks that there arc not so many worlds

(or stars) as has appeared. He finds that the great tele-

scopes which reach the remoter depths of space find the

star* much leas numerous in those distant regions. From
this ho argues that the number of the stars is definitely limit-

«L That being »o, they have a centre, and he suggests that

the cluster of stars to which earth belongs, being near the

centre of the plane of the Milky Way, is really at the centre

of the universe, ns the early astronomers supposed. The
probability that earth occupies this remarkable position he

finds helpful to the belief that the Creator had extraordinary

intentions with regard to it, and planned, in tnuking it the

home of mnn, that on earth the ultimate purpose of creation

should be worked out. So l)r. Wallace doubts that any other
planets than ours are inhabited, and that anywhere else than

near the centre of the universe could an orderly development
of living souls have been attained. It is a consoling theory.

Only astronomer* are qualified to weigh or discus* the as-

sumption on which it is based, but wo can all hope that it i*

true and that man is, after all, the one pebble of consummate
consequence on the vast starry beach. Dr. Pnrkhurst doesn't

think Dr. Wallace is right. To him it seems wasteful to have

made so many worlds and only peopled one. Wliat would

you think, he says, if you saw a city with accommodations
for a million inhabitants, and only one house with people in

it? But, after all, that i* the point of view of a mind busied

with municipal economics. Dr. Parkhurst ami the Almighty
may have different conceptions of waste. Dr. Wallace's

theory is encouraging and therefore welcome.

One of the stones which the builders of physiological

theories had rejected bid* fair to become the head of the

comer. Dr. Sajous of Philadelphia has disclosed to his

medical brethren some surprising theories about the ductless

glands in the human body. There arc two small organs called

the suprarenal glands (placed just above the kidneys) which
have been thought to be useless, but Dr. Sajous avers, as a

result of fourteen year* of investigation, that they are of

vital consequence. They secrete a substance which, carried to

the lungs, take* up oxygen, and forms another substance which
becomes mixed with the blood. It is this last substance, called

adrenoxin. which does the work of supplying the tissues with

oxygen which has so long been credited to the red corpuscles.

Tho suprarenal gland* are connected by nerves with a small

organ in the brain (the use of which has not been known)
which governs them and regulates their absorption of oxygen.

Dr. Sajous says that it is on this organ of the brain, called

ihe anterior pituitary body, that all poisons work, and it fight*

them by stirring up tho glands to take up more oxygen. More
oxygen means more combustion, the burning up of poisons,

—

of which the symptom is fever. A strong pituitary enables a

man to lay in a good supply of oxygen and destroy disease

germs, and now that the use of pituitarics is understood, they

can be stimulated on occasion by drugs, so that folk* with

weak ones may make a better fight against germs. Dr. Sajous

considers that what we have been used to call vitality is
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simply pituitary efficiency. All this in Rood for the doctors to

know, if it is so, and it is interesting anyway. It is always

a satisfaction, when a job is found for an organ that has been

held to be useless. Sotnc day it inay be discovered that the

vermiform appendix is a valuable anatomical asset, and that

no man who has lost his may reasonably aspire to bo President.

That the body should contain an organ the sole use of which

is the enrichment of the surgeons who removo it is not rea-

sonable.

The relation of music to mastication has never received the

attention which appears to be due to a conjunction of such

important arts. In the last quarter of a century the presence

of music, or at least orchestras, in public dining-rooms, has be-

come so common that wc have neglected to comment upon it.

Proprietors of restaurants and hotels have found that there is

some subtle relation between a fugue und a fricassee, and be-

tween a scherzo ami soup, aud that after introducing an

orchestra into their anlUut a manger people ate who, appar-

ently', never ate before. The orchestras more than paid for the

extra expense, und the music not only aided mastication, but

digestion as well, for dyspepsia rapidly disappeared when ac-

celerated by the art of Brahms and Chopin. There lias arisen

but ono protestant against this combination of gastronomy

aud music. But it is no leas a personage than Mrs. Patrick

Campbell, the distinguished actress. At the Russell House in

Detroit last week, she demanded that the orchestra which was
discoursing digestive music in the dining-room erase playing.

Sho said, “ Such vulgar rasping disturbs my desire for a rest-

ful atmosphere." On the refusal of the manager to stop the

music, Mrs. Campbell took herself away to a hotel where no
orchestra played. Of course one would have to hear this par-

ticular band before jmlgitig whether Mrs. Campbell is right

or wrong, but as a general proposition it must be admitted that

if tho music in a restaurant is good, one can forgive the chef

for a steak which is in the worst sense of the word a piece de

resistance.

Boston has a new and valid claim to distinction in the

palace art museum of Mrs. John L. Gardner. Every news-

paper reader knows more or leas about Mrs. Gardner of Bos-

ton, end the Venetian palace that she imported, and set up
with intelligent variations in the made-to-order end of the

town, called the Fenway. The construction of this edifice

was carried on with careful privacy. Outside it was simple

and unattractive. IIow it was inside very few people knew,
but many hoped to know. When the building was nearly

finished it was incorporated as a museum, and its inventor

has since moved into it the remarkable collection of pictures

which she had spent many years and much money in ac-

quiring. On February 22. the museum was opened to the

public. It was not opened very wide. The advertisement says

that two hundred persons will be admitted on two days of each

week if they will buy tickets beforehand at a dollar a ticket.

But since Mrs. Gardner live* in her museum some limitation

of attendance wus inevitable. The place and its contents are

described as exceedingly interesting. The interior of the

building is a bit of Italy set down on the shore of New Eng-
land; the pictures include many paintings of extraordinary

merit and value, and the effect of the whole is reported to be

altogether admirable and charming. Many Americans nowa-
days have more money than they need, but few have found so

interesting a use for their surplus as this Boston lady. Unlike
most American benefactors, she has spent her fortune and her

strength not for the promotion of utilities, but of beauty.

There is no doubt that it has been a very successful expendi-
ture. and one that will have its effect upon the development of
the artistic sense in America.

An old Congressman told the story of his constituent who
asked for a collection of Congressional memorial addresses,

giving an n reason for the unusual request that he “always
read them with a great deal of satisfaction ”—a naive expres-
sion which may mean much more or much less than it says.

It is not probable that many persons delve into the literature
of Congressional funeral eloquence, und yet a glance at almost
any collection reveals many intereating side-lights on the Con-
gressional nature. At almost the close of the recent session of
Congress, a Sunday afternoon was set apart for the delivery of
eulogies on members who had died during the session, and an
issue of the Congressional Record is devoted to their reproduc-

tion. Now the Record, os a rule, merits the name it has ac-

quired of being dry; but there was clearly nothing dry in the

soil from which grew the vines of luxurious phrase and the

blossoms of exuberant encomium. Your average Congressman
may be a creature of the caucus, a being of election tables, a

seeker for plums and appropriations; yet when he cornea to the

duty of funebrial speech, he is a man of unexpected capacities.

One of these capacities is for quotation—and perhaps that is

the most apparent to the casual glance over the printed page,

dotted with verse in fine type. On that Sunday afternoon,

three of the orators quoted the whole of the passage from
“ Thanatopeis " beginning.

So live that when thy summons comes to join

The innumerable caravan,

while another quoted a part of it. “ Lives of great men all re-

mind us,” “ None knew him but to love him,” 44 Finds tongues

in trees, books in the running brooks,” “Our lives are rivers

gliding free,” 44 We live in deeds, not years,” “ There is no

death, what seems so is transition,” 44 Art is long and time is

fleeting,” “The fathers, where are they?” and 44 Leave* have

their time to fall,” are a few of the familiar strains which

fell from the speaker's lips, though they by no means exhaust

the list. And beyond these tho prose quotations arc all but

uncountable. Perhaps there is a significance, which may bo

n**uriug to those who mourn the eclipse of the English Bible

in popular regard, in the fact that most of these quotations arc

from this same Bible. If it may be permitted to harbor the

suspicion that the Congressmen crammed for the occasion, it

is still evident that they knew where to go for their material.

Naturally, there tire queer and incongruous passages in these

speeches—as, for example, one in which the orator could think

of no finer tribute to the dead tlian that M he bred and raised

some of the best trotting stock ” in his State—a service more
useful to horsemen than adaptable to eloquence. To a serious

mind, however, there is under all tho forced and tawdry eulo-

gium, even in addresses which are too plainly manufactured

with more thought of the orator than love for the dead, a

current of sincerity which is a saving grace. Apparently there

is not too much heart in the proceeding, but still there is

heart.

A report of the Department of Agriculture tells of an in-

teresting and profitable innovation in tobacco-growing in the

Connecticut Valley. Last year, at the instigation of the de-

partment. thirteen Connecticut farmers put forty-one acres of
land under shade and planted it, at a total expense of $<157

an acre. Most of this land was planted with Sumatra tobacco.

The department estimates that tho crop cost, haled and ready

for market, 51 Vi* cents a pound. It brought an average price

of $1 20 a pound. The yield of haled tobacco was about 1144

pounds an acre, worth $1372, leaving a profit of $715 an acre.

This sounds like pretty good farming, and the department ia

proud of the result* of its suggestions. Ordinary out-of-doors

Connecticut tobacco raised without artificial shade brings

about twenty cents a pound. The shade-grown tobacco ia

used for wrappers for cigars. The cigar-makers say it does

wonderfully well, and the next crop promises to bring higher

prices than the last. It will lie a much bigger crop than last

year’s, for this year the Connecticut Valley has had about 700

acres under shade, which are expected to produce 800.000

pounds of baled tobacco, worth nearly a million dollars, and
yield a profit of more than half a million.

(Jeorge Adr has achieved something that falls to few of us

in this life. He has hit upon something new. He has pre-

sented to the American public and to the. world in general

a new kind of humor—American humor—Middle - Western
humor; but that may not be so new. Ilis achievement has

been to draw with wit and humor tho characteristics that

belong to every American family, but that belong especially

to the man. woman, boy, or girl who was bom and has lived

always in the central part of this republic. These people are

strong Americans, but. they have never existed until this gen-

eration. They are a new, creative, vigorous people, with nn

admirable sense of humor, and it was necessary to wait until

one of them should arrive before their story could be told.

That was what Georgo Ade did. And ho promises so much
for the future that be is eminently an American of To-mor-
row. lie was bom in Indiana, and has lived and worked most
of his life in Chicago. He is thirty-seven years old.
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The Session

WllEX the session of Congress which

came to an end on the 4th of this month
wan young, we ventured the suggestion that

the President would he disappointed in its

results. The opening was certainly auspi-

cious. Senators were silent, perhaps cyn*

ically silent, but the members of the House
of Representatives were bubbling over with

gratitude. Many of them were convinced

that the President had saved the party, con-

sequently the country. They assured him
that he was the party leader ; that the

country with him; that whatever he
desired must be popular,—whether it was
right or not.—and that he could command
their votes. It looked as if the President

would have easy nailing. It was to be a
Roosevelt winter, if promises of Congress-

men go for anything; and yet the Weekly
thought even then that it was quite prob-

able that the usual conditions would pre-

vail, and that Mr. Roosevelt would find once
more how very little a President cun accom-
plish, unless, indeed, he be the skilful nego-

tiator that Mr. McKinley was.

The session is ended, and the President

can take account of stock. He started out
with the determination to secure important
anti-trust legislation. He did not outline

any definite plan in hie message, but he

permitted it to be understood that the policy

set forth in Mr. Knox’s Pittsburg speech

was that of the Administration. This plan
included not only improvements of the Inter-

State Commerce law with the view of more
surely preventing discriminations and re-

bates. but the exclusion of the products of

monopolies and of so-called trusts from the

channels of inter-State and foreign com-
merce. Publicity, naturally, wan one of the

remedies to he applied, in order that no
corporation should be able to market shares

representing what is vaguely known as over-

capitalization. The President had asauraed,

in his own campaign speeches, that the Fed-

eral government could not reach State cor-

porations under the Constitution as it

stands; he therefore framed a constitutional

amendment. Mr. Knox, however, pointed

out a way for the evasion of the Consti-

tution which the President gladly accepted.

In effect, it was determined that the Fed-

eral government might declare that a cor-

poration which was sinless under the laws
of the State crenting it, and who under
the Uwh of the State to which Its goods

might be consigned, was not good enough to

engage in inter-State and foreign commerce.
The position of the Administration was
clear, and it added greatly to the tenor of

business. Radical measures were intro-

duced in both Houses, blit, finally, the At-

torney-General was heard from, and his sug-

gestions were embodied in the Littlefield

bill. This bill spoke the mind of the Presi-

dent as it was ut the beginning of the ses-

sion. It was passed by the House of Rep-
resentatives unanimously. It was killed in

the Senate, whose leaders had never any
idea of permitting the President’s notions

to be incorporated Into a law. Mr. Rooee-

vent can, indeed, say that his excitation

resulted in some legislation, but it is legisla-

tion which does not- bear the faintest re-

semblance to the plan with which he threat-

ened the country, or, at least, it is but the

shadow of a name. In other words. Mr.
Roosevelt has happily failed to effectuate

the dungcruus features of his attack on cor-

porations and their business, although the

law relating to publicity may become dan-

gerous in other hands than his or Mr. Gar-
field’s.

Another scheme which he urged was the

creation of a tariff commission. Not a

step has been taken in the direction of

carrying out his rccummendutions in this

respect. Both of these subjects involve the
dearest interests of the Republican party,

and. in taking them up for consideration,

the President strained hia influence to the

utmost. He was in reality, questioning in-

stitutions which stand for the eaaential pol-

icy of his party. The intelligent Republi-

can leadership in the Senate, ut thr head of

which is easily Mr. Aldrich, took alarm at

once on the mention of trusts and the tariff

vs subjects for reformatory legislation. Mr.
Roosevelt doubtless believes that trusts

should lie curbed ami that the tariff should
Is- chunged, and doubtless, too, he disbelieves

the assertion, made by Mr. Ilavemeyer, that

the tariff is the mother of trusts, but the

tariff leaders of his party know belter, know
that the two hang together, and it was
therefore natural, when the President made
his proclamation against trusts, that these

tariff leaders should come to the rescue.

At any rate, they did come to the rescue,

and the aiiwion lias come to a conclusion to

the satisfaction of the businesa interests of

the country. All of which were endangered
by the character of the outcry against com-
binations. and of the protected interests

who have received renewed assurances of the

distinguished consideration in which they

are held by the Republican party.

The President was especially assured that

his Cuban reciprocity plan would certainly

go through at this session. The beet sugar
law makers were exceedingly humble. They
had prevented the paasage of the President's

bill through the Senate at the last session,

and they had heard from the country. It

was clear to them now that they had been

guilty of a serious blunder, and that the
people, even those who dwelt in beet States

and some who raised the beet itself, be-

lieved with the President and not with the

rebellious law-makers. The latter, therefore,

were willing to do anything the President

demanded, for all the heet sugar-makers
held their annual convention in Washington,
and passed a resolution in which they as-

sented that the United States government
might keep its faith and preserve Us honor
even at the expense of refined beet sugar.

Never was a treaty negotiated with such
guyety, and with such seeming certitude of

ratification. The Senators were consulted in

advance, and, haring received Mr. Oxnard’s
permission, they assented to the treaty.

Another treaty in which the President
wua deeply interested was with Colombia
touching the Panama Canal, its purchase

and its construction. There wan difficulty

attending the negotiation of this treaty, for

Colombia waa exacting and insisted upon
extravagant terms. Threats were made to

buy out the French Company without a

treaty—and regardless of the clause of the

company’s concession forbidding its pur-

chase by a foreign government. Other
threats were made to the effect I hat we
would go to Nicaragua and make terms with
the two governments owning the territory

through which that route passes. At length

Colombia came to terms, but the Senate
would not. although the President en-

deavored to hasten matters by cabling to

Paris an acceptance of the French Com-
pany’s offer which expired by limitation on
the 4th of March, although an acceptance

implied necessary ratification by the Senate.

The President has been obliged to call an
extraordinary session of the Senate in order

to procure ratification of these two treaties.

It is fair to say that their failure at the

regular session was not due to the refusal

of the President’s party to act, or to its hos-

tility to these two policies. It was due, in

one instance, to Mr. Quay’s futile insistence

on his Statehood bill, and, in the other, to Mr.
Morgan’s obsession in favor of Nicaragua.

At tile same time, the two treaties, which
was surely counted on, fell with the session.

The President also undertook to secure

lower tariff duties on Philippine products

imported into this country. Racked strenu-

ously by Governor Talft he urged upon Con-

gress the necessity of granting this relief to

the Filipinos, because, as lie said, they ac-

tually needed it. Governor Tafft and the

President even made a second appeal for a
seventy- five-per-cent, cut, but the Republi-

can party once more declined to accept the

President as a leader on any question af-

fecting it* sacred tariff policy. He procured
$3,000,000 to be distributed in charity

among the suffering people, but he could

not secure a relief which would have greatly
increased our trade with the islands, and
would have made for the permanent wel-

fare of their people. Congress will follow

the lead of any one who desires to give

away the public money. The man who in-

duces the Republican majority to make a
tariff concession must be a leader of very
high order.

Mr. Roosevelt himself made no effort to

seenre reform of onr banking and currency
system. What was done in thia direction

was by Senator Aldrich, who is a real parly

leader when questions of finance or taxation
are under consideration.

The President, aided by Mr. Root, secured
the udoption of the general staff proposition

lor the army, and provision has been made
for important addition to the strength of

the navy'. For the latter legislation, Mr.
Moody is entitled to a large share of credit.

Possibly the President does not care to

share, with Congress, the responsibility for

the latter’s extravagance in respect of new
public buildings.

The session, to sum up, shows that, on
questions of economic, industrial, and com-
mercial polities—the policies which lie near-

er to the President’* heart—the party is not

with the President, and that he escaped open
defeat on these subject*, partly because

the Senate leaders slightly yielded, or seemed
to yield, to the public sentiment which lie

had aroused, and partly because they desired

to preserve outward harmony in the party.

The President's Doctrine and

the Facts of History

I.x his letter to Mr. Clark Howell, the

President recurs to the policy which governs

him in naming negroes for office, and he de-

clares thnt he has been “ surprised and
somewhat pained at what Reenin to me the

incomprehensible outcry in the South about
my actions—an outcry apparently started in

New York for reasons wholly unconnected

with the question nominally at issue.”

It is. indeed, the fact that the South is

seemingly more sensitive on the negro ques-

tion than it has been for several years,

—

since the political race question was settled

by' acquiescence. Tlirre is a reason for this

slate of mind, however, which, as one who
love* to look facts squarely in the face, Mr.
Roosevelt ought to recognize. It is not

necessary, in seeking this reason, to take
into account either the personal factor or
the suspicion which the President enter-

tains of some of his New York nntagonistft-

The South did not like Uie Hooker Wash-
ington incident, which is regrettable, but
that alone a few years ago would not have
created the storm of indignation which has

swept over that section of the country.

Nor would the appointment of Dr. Crum
then have moved the city of Cliarleaton and
the State of South Carolina so deeply as it

has. The President must go beyond him-
self, beyond his own conduct, for Ilia ex-

planation.

His policy is in fine contrast to that of
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hi* party. It is true that fvrn hi* theory

n* to the negro in public place i* distastc-

ful to the South, hut differences of opinion

on this subject between men of the two sec-

tion* are inevitable. Mr. Roosevelt *ay*

that, with him, color is to be no bar to ap-

pointment to office, a ml, just as little, in it

to lie counted as conferring a right. Thi*,

however, «lo«* not fully set forth nor pre-

cisely define the President’s attitude tow-

ard the negro. As the New York Hun justly

point* out. Mr. Roosevelt, in a letter pub-

lished last November, then announced his

intention “ to let the colored man know that

if he show* in a marked degree the qualities

of good -citizenship—the qualities which in

a white man we feel entitled to reward

—

then he will not be rut off from all hope of

aimilar reward.” The President, in other

word*, will welcome opportunities to re-

ward exceptional Idark men with public of-

fice. While, other thing* being equal, this

is a commendable spirit, it has given occa-

sion for the outburst which has “ surprised

and Bomewhat pained ” the President.

The Preaident'* attitude is the proverbial

last feather. He is reaping the whirlwind
sown by his party and his predecessor*. If

the Roosevelt policy had been consistently

and constantly applied by the Republican

party, the negro, or race, question might
never have arisen. Certainly it would not

have disrupted social condition* in the

Southern States, made their partisan solidity

inevitable, and set them apart, politically,

from the other section* of the Union. Such
a policy would have had the support of the
best Southern public men. who. In their

time, possessed enormous influence over their

neighbors. The Tribune's extract* from the
speeches of the late Justice Lamar clearly

show this, although they are quoted for the

purpose of illustrating Southern inconsist-

tency. In fact, the extracts prove nothing
of the kind, but they do prove, on the con-

trary. a disposition to help the negro up-

ward. and if the Republican pnrty, which
charged Itself with the tutelage of the en-

franchised rare, had co-operated with the

best element of the South, Mr. Roosevelt

would not now be stirred by a desire to

do something political to show the excep-

tional negro that the white man I* ready
to treat him on liis individual merit*. Such
treatment would have long since been ac-

corded to him naturally, both in the North
and in the South. As it is, he does not
stand on equal terms in either section with
white men who may be intellectually his in-

ferior*.

The history of the negro in politics has
changed the attitude of the South toward
him, and Republican leaders. North and
South, are responsible for that history.

Without inquiring into the motives of those

who gave the suffrage to the negro, it ia

true that the gift has been made the instru-

ment of his corruption from the very first,

t'nscrupulous politician* first used the over-

whelming negro vote for the purpose of ena-

bling them to plunder and debauch the

Southern States. In carrying out their

criminal intentions, they developed the most
depraved of the black race, and transformed

them into the basest of politicians. They
taught the negro the vilest of their own art*.

When the South had stood the reign of

thieve* and outca*ta a* long as white com-
munities could be expected to endure out-

rage of this kind, the sustaining arm of the

Federal government was taken away from
the criminals, and the rule of the blacks

and their corrupt white leaders tumbled to

the ground. TTie end of black rule was
brought about by a Republican President,

and, for year*, there was universal ac-

quiescence in the practical exclusion of the

negro from the exercise of the right which

he had abused, and which, in turn, had act-

ually defiled hi* race. Attempt* by Repub-
lican leader* to gain advantages in Northern
States, where there is a black vote, by the

passage of force hill*, reacted on their an-

thor*. until it wa* finally accepted as a
stubborn fact by Republican leader* that

coercive measure* were not popular in the

North.

Matters ran along in this way until

Southern State* undertook to make black

voting impossible by the adoption of con-

stitutionnl amendments which excluded the

negro without apparently offending against

til* Fifteenth Amendment. Consequently,

there had grown up a vicious black Republi-

can organization in the Southern States.

For a time, the Southern whites, in their

turn, aremed to aequieiM-e in a plan which

left them in possession of their State and

local governments, and which left to the

black and to his white Republican associates

the Federal offices. It was, however, an un-

natural state of affuirs, and wa* hound to

come to an end. Since IKOfl, the South ha*

felt that it has been treated by the Repub-
lican party as a " conquered province,” to

ubc the striking expression of Hon. John R.

Procter, chairman of the National Civil Ser-

vice Commission. The Federal offices in

the South have been filled by men of the

worst character. Dive-keepers, forgers, em-
bezzlers, smugglers, violators of the local ex-

cise laws, professional gamblers, burglars,

murderers, black and white, have been ap-

pointed to eollretonhip*. pn*tma*ter*hi|»«,

and other offices. The black voter*, no
longer useful for the purpose of plundering

the local and State governments, have been

employed to debauch the Republican organi-

zation itself. The Republicans of the South-

ern State*, under the present rule, elect

ahout Ode-third of the delegates to the na-

tional convention of their party. Their or-

ganizations have been put into the hand*
of men who will sell them to the highest

bidder, and part of the price of corruption

consist* of Federal offices.

Therefore it has naturally come about

that the uses made of the black vote by
Northern politician* hare taught the South-

ern white* to regard the negro in politic*

a* the fruitful source and the instrument of

corruption ami of political debauchery. The
black man in office stand* for all that i*

base and oppressive, llis presence in the

custom-houses and the post-offices is a con-

stant reminder to the Southerner of what
might lmp]M-n if the negro returned, by force

or fraud, to local power. It so happens that

the exposition of black corruption in South-

ern polities has been especially evident since

Mr. Roosevelt's administration began. This
is not only due to the fact that the actual

corruption of the Republican party in the

South is now greater than it rx-er has been
sinee the sorrowful day* of reconstruction,

but Mr. Roosevelt himself has done much
to lay it bare by some vigorous efforts which
he made at the outset to work reforms that

are impossible so long as his party remains
under its present leadership.

Here Is an explanation of the reason for

the unusual sensitiveness of the South at

the present moment. Every effort which
Mr. Roosevelt makes, under these condi-

tions, to bestow political honors upon the

black man, exceptional or not, is surr to lie

reeeix-ed in the South as an attempt to pro-

mote black politics, than which, as the whole
country know*, nothing is more corrupt. It

is a pity that this should be so—a pity for

the exceptional black man, who frankly ac-

cepts the situation, a pity for the South, and
a pity for the country. But, as the Presi-

dent says, facts are what we ought to reckon

with, and facts teach us that nothing but

havoc can come to the exceptional black

man by pushing him in among the degraded

of his race, as a Federal office-holder.

Our Own and the German
Navies

Tiik report of Chief-Constructor Bowles

to Secretary Moody, forwarded by the latter

to the President, is an enlightening, if some-

what disturbing, document. The facts nar-

rated in it justify the impatience which
both Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Moody have ex-

it iluted touching the delays in the construc-

tion of our battle-ship* and other war ves-

sels. The subject is very serious, especial-

ly when we consider the relative strength

of our navy to that of Germany, the navy
nearest our own in size, and, consequently,

that with which comparison is most nat-

ural. Seven batt!c-»hip« are in various

stage* of completion, the degree of com-

pletion of the Xebraska L-ing 1ft per cent.,

that of the Jfianourt R4 per cent.: that of

the Virginia IK per cent.: and that of the

Ohio tlfl per cent. The time already elapsed

beyond the contract period ranges from 13

to 30.6 months. The Missouri, for example,

should have L-en in the hand* of the gov-

ernment nearly two years ago; the Ohio
should have been delivered more than two
and a half years ago. Six armored cruisers

are from seven to sixteen months behind

time, and the same tale i* true of every class

of war vessel now in process of construction

for our navy. The longest delays have oc-

curred in the building of the torpedo-boats,

which are from forty to forty-eight months
behind the contract time.

The reasons given for these delays are

not encouraging. No one seems to be to

blame, in the opinion of Mr. Bowles, al-

though the hustv plans of which he speaks,

which have had to be altered at a large ex-

pense of time, would seem to be avoidable.

Apparently, also, the government, ha* no

power to compel the delivery of armor, and
does not possess sufficient facilities for the

manufacture of ordnance. Steel-makers find

it more profitable to supply the demand for

structural material for domestic purposes

than to meet the orders of the ship-builder*

for the higher gTades of steel demanded for

ship-building. There ought to be a way
found for remedying all this, and perhaps

one will he found. It is evident, however,

that no method ha* yet been discovered by

Mr. Bowles, and it is fair to say that much
of the trouble is caused by the unprece-

dented demand for steel in this country,

and, perhaps, to the further fact that it

i« ini|x>K*it>]c, here. Jo bring imperial pres-

sure to hear upon private firms and corpo*

rations.

In view of the revelation thus made by
Mr. Bowles’s letter, a comparison between
our own and the German navies will be in-

teresting. It is made front authoritative

statistic* never before published. We have
ten hattle-ship* in commission, three of

which, the Indiana, Massachusetts, and
Oregon, launched in 1803, must be modern-
ized. But for the delay* which have oc-

curred In the construction of the others,

we might have afloat at least five more, nr,

altogether, twelxre first-elas* modern battle-

ships, instead of Hex’en, or fifteen with the

three mentioned as needing modernizing.

The newest of our hattle-ship* in commis-

sion is the Jfninc, launched in 1002. Next
to her, in age, come five which were launch-

ex! in 1808. Sinee 1806. Germany has
launched at. least one battle-ship a year,

with the exception of the years 1888 and

1002. In 1800 two were launched; in 1600.

two more; and in 1001, four were launched.

Sinee 180fi. the year when our Totra was
floated, we have added six battle-ships to

our navy. During the same lime Germany
has increased her navy by nine battle-ship*.

The Maine is the only American battle ship

of more than 11,500 tons; she is of 12.500
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tons. Germany has Are tattle - ships of

12,000 tons each, The speed of the Maine.

our swiftest battle-ship, is IK knots; that

of the others ranges from 10.2 to 17.1. Fire

of the Clerman ships have a speed of 10

knots, and five more a speed of 1H knots.

The ten German ships are armed alike, each
carrying four 0.4 inch and eighteen 0-inch

guns. All told, our ten tattle-ship* carry

184 gun*; thirty-two of these are 13-inch,

am] eight are 12-inch. The German* have
no guns of a larger calibre than 11-inch,

but they greatly excel o* in rapid-fire guns,
haring 18o 0 inch guns in their fleet of

nineteen tattle-ships to our 70. Here is

a mooted question. The important point,

in respect to our tardy building, being
that Germany has nineteen first-das* tat-
tle-ships to our ten. and ten thoroughly
modern tattle-ships to our six, while five

of the ten are as swift as the .Votac, ami
the fire others are swifter.

Of second-class tattle - ships, including
monitors, wo hare nine, and the Germans
have eleven. Besides these eleven, Germany
has thirteen armored gunboats for coast de-

fence. In this class wc excel in speed and
armament, and, besides, two of our nine
were launched in 1900 and 1901, respective-
ly, while the newest of the German ships
of the class was launched in 1895. Some
of the German vessels date back to the six-
ties, whilst the .Ifian/unorndk, our oldest,
took the water in 1870. The sM-ondelawi
tattle-ship, however, is practical!}' aban-
doned.

The armored cruisers constitute the most
important class after the first-class tattle-
ship. Of these we have two, the Brooklyn
and .Veto Fort, and are building eleven.
Germany has seven, three of which are
pretty old and slow, dating tack to 1808
and 1874, and rated at 15 knots. Four,
however, are much more modern Ilian our
two, about as fast, and more heavily urmed.
We have fourteen protected cruisers, ami
Germany ha* eighteen. Our oldest were
launched in 18S4 and 1885. Germany has
one ship of this elass launched as fur tack
as 1887. Our newest, the Altaag, was
launched In 1899, Germany launched four
in 1900, am) two in 1902.

Germany has thirty-four torpedo-boat de-
stroyer* to our four, und eighty torpedo-
boat* to our thirty, the grand result being
that the German navy consist* of |H2 ves-
sels, while that of the United States con-
sists of sixty-nine. Not tuking into ac-
count the different methods of armament,
which raise a controversial question. Ger-
many possesses a much larger numtar of
very recently built good and serviceable war-
ship* than we have afloat
When wc take into consideration the ves-

sels in construction for the two navies, wo
get some notion of what the delay revealed
mean* to this country. We are building
seven battle - ship* and the Germans are
building five. Of our seven five are from
1800 to 2000 tonB larger than the German
ships, all of which are of 13.000 tons. For
these new ships both countries are using
the 12-inch gun. Five new tatt1c-*|iipii arc
also appropriated for. three of which at least
are to be of 1«,000 tons. The Germans have
projected *ix, the last to be completed in

l!K)8. If the two countries complete their
tattle-ship programme by 1908. the United
States will have twenty-one first-class battle-
ships and Germany will have thirty. Of these
thirty we can count perhaps five as of little

value except aa commerce • destroyers. We
are building and contemplating more
armored cruisers than is Germany, and in

1808, unless the delays continue, we should
have thirteen first-class cruisetB of from
8000 to 14,000 ton*, and with a speed
ranging from 21 to 22 knots, as against
Germany's nine of from 7391 to 9000

tons, and with a speed ranging from 15
to 21 knots.

Omitting torpedo • boats and destroyers,

and counting first-class cruiacr* as superior
fighting-ships in 1908, the United States
would posite** fifty, while Germany would
have fifty-three. The Emperor, however,
would still have an advantage over us in his

fleet of thirteen coast-defenders, while wc
would quite match him in protected, but
not flrst-clasa, cruiser*.

These statistics are not offered by way of

promoting alarm, but merely to show how
much more energetically the Emperor is

able to carry out his naval programme than
our authorities have been. As long a* wc
have a programme of ship-building, ought it

not to lie curried out in a bu*inesslike wuy!
Ought the government to permit itself to lie

outstripped in enterprise by Germany or

by any other power?

The Spread of the Hook-Bug
Until wr read Mr. Haney Sutherland's

delightful Book of Buga we never believed

that entomology could be recognized ns a

gay science, but that charming treatise

taught us to *ec the fun of n great deul of

sound information. It will he remembered

with joy by his readers how Mr. Suther-

land takes up the common house-tty, the mos-

quito. the wicked flea, the cockroach, the

moth, the wasp, the ant, the bee, and even

the unnamablc insect

Which has no wings at all

But gets there just the same,

and studies them with equal parts of wit

and wisdom, so that you have such n good
time you hardly realize how much you are

learning. The unalloyed scientist might say

that you arc not. learning a great deal, but

if you are honest, you have to allow that

you hare learnt more than you knew before,

or ever expected to know, of thp insects in

question, and Mr. Sutherland does not claim

to speak the last word concerning them.

As the satirist corrects manners with a

smile, so he chastises ignorance, and leaves

his readrr fitted to pour out facta and jokes

that he had not dreamt of before. He even

suggests defences against the insect foes

of human comfort, and in respect to some,

notably the mosquito, he cherishes a hardy
hope of their destruction.

Mr. Sutherland's mental and moral attitude

throughout hi* book is such that we have

thought he might very well come forward

with his Information and diversion, and treat

in some of the popular scientific publications

of the newly discovered microbe whose
haunts the excavation* for our rapid-transit

lines hare laid tare. This bacillus was at

first recognized as the microbe of malaria;

afterwards it was declared to be specifically

the microbe of indolence; and it has since

become generally known as the hook-bug,

in which jocose and familiar guise it might

well commend itself to Mr. Sutherland's

inquiry. The various sorts of journalism

prevalent in the metropolis have failed, both

high and low. to deal with it philosophical-

ly. Even journalistic art, beyond represent-

ing the imaginable effects of the hook-hug

in such ready victims as policemen and dis-

trict messengers, has done little to throw
light upon its nature, and wc know practi-

cally nothing of the dangers to be feared

from It. In fact, an insidious indifference,

which may be one of the subtler effects of

the hook-bug's ravage in the race, has crept

over the guardians of the common welfare,

and wc have seen nothing about it in the

public prints for wellnigh a fortnight. It

may be that the newspapers, with their ha-

bitual modesty, are waiting the results of
scientific investigation, just as they some-
times attend the verdict* of the courts be-

fore pronouncing some prominent defendant
guilty or innocent. But there is much rea-

son to believe that in the mean time the
hook - bug, liberated from the rapid - transit
tunnels, may spread over the country, and
grt in its work in quarters where its pres-

ence has not been suspected.

As in many other cases, the successive
steps by which the microbe of malaria came
to tie known as the bacillus of indolence, and
finally as the hook-bug, are now lost, and
it is not clear why hook-bug should have
been finally accepted as its popular name.
Possibly some sufferer from it miy have been
able to get at it with a microscope, and
identify it by its curved antenna*, but this

is mere conjecture. “If a buff bacillus.”

says one of Mr. George Adc's fabulous char-
acters, who are the rcalest Americans go-

ing, “with a blue stinger, gets into you, it

means lumbago. If one of the six -legged
fellows with a plaid husk starts a hatchery
somewhere in your preserve*, then you may
consider yourself elected for Bpinal menin-
gitis.” From its effects, probably, the
bacillus of indolence is identified ns the
popular hook -bug; but before proposing to
extirpate it during the coming summer, when
the newspapers can give it their full atten-

tion, it may lie well to inquire whether it

is an unmixed evil. The mosquito was
hardly detected in the act of scattering
hroudca*t the malaria germ which has now
been identified, than it was obeerved that
cancer was unknown in regions where ma-
laria prevails, and if the hook-bug and the
malaria germ are really one and the same
we ought to think twice before seeking or
applying an antidote. Besides, it is very
questionable whether on moral or aociul

ground* the hook-bug is to be altogether con-

demned. It is notorious that the Americans
are an overworked people; that the ambition
of our men to make money and our women
to grt into society is resulting in wide-
spread insanity and nervous prostration, as
well as universal dyspepsia. We are spread-

ing the terror of our arras and men, es-

pecially our business men, all over the

earth, and our society women are every-

where marrying dukes, but in the mean
while we are, as a nation, losing sleep and
flesh, and may well pause and ask ourselves

whether the liook-bug has not appeared just

in time. Wc have seen a sort of instinc-

tive effort on the part of the proletariat

to protect itself by the legislation of holi-

days, but our plutocracy, till the rage for

the automobile set In, was almost without
the means of escape from work. Whether
on his yarht or in his seaside or inland cot-

tage, the hapless millionaire was still the

victim of his desire for more, and of his

study of the means of getting it, and the
hook-bug has by no means come too soon
to save him. Of course the hook-bug must
not be allowed to spread at will among the

masses. His diffusion would result in no
end of strikes, and the mere endeavor to arbi-

trate these would annul his benefits in the

tatter classes. But it is to be seriously con-

sidered whether a well -philosophized system

of inoculation would not prove beneficial

to our people at large. Possibly a secondary

prophylactic, corresponding to vaccination,

could tie evolved, and a hook-bug which had
been transmitted through some of the whole-

somer lower animals might be used to pro-

duce a mild typo of repose in the human
subject, instead of the virulent laziness fol-

lowing its primary attacks. If this could be

successfully thought out, the inoculation

with the modified microbe of indolence might

be made compulsory, especially in the public

schools, with great advantage to our popu-

lation in the future.
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King Edward VII.

By Sydney Brooke

Loxdqii, Marik t, IkOJ.

Ki.vn Edward VII. baa now been two

years on the throne of England. What sort

of a king has he made? The question ia

easier to ask than to answer. Indeed it

embraces m> much that within the* limits of

this page it is impossible to answer it at all

adequately. There are two views of King
Edward as of every monarch. There ia the

private view, the view you will hear ex-

pressed in the afterdinner confidence* of

politicians, diplomatists, naval and military

men, the household officials, and so on: and

there is the public view, the general opinion

which the m#»«* of the people, working of

course from the outside and in a confusion

of half-lights, come somehow to form.

There is always a gap between these two
views, but nowhere is the gap so pronounced
as in England. Nowhere else is the differ-

ence between the way men apeak of the King
in private, and the way they s{ieak of him
in public so marked. The difference is not

wholly due to the magnificently English

turn for flunkeyism. If it were, monarchy
in England, instead of being the most stable

institution of the country', would be a mere
bubble waiting for a hand to prick it.

Flunkeyism, and the restraint of the pro-

prieties, and the English worship of

" good form,*’ have no doubt much to do
with it.

The atmoapbere of a monarchy does not

permit of much outspokenness. The few who
know, and could speak from personal ex-

perience, pay tribute to les nmicmmcr-* by

monastically holding their peace, in public

at any rate. The many who do not know,
and can only guess, arrive at a few general

impressions which are more interesting than
valuable. In spite of an overwhelming de-

mocracy and the “society" papers, the

English monarchy is still a dose concern;

and those who have intimate access to it

are hut the smallest friction of the people.

This of course is as it should be. Given
a monarchy, seclusion must be one of its

attributes. It dare not make itself cheap.

At all costs the illusion of dignity and cere-

monial aloofness must be preserved. A thou-

sand influences, not all of thrm, perhaps, of

the most praiseworthy kind, combine in

England to keep it up. And this is the real

reason why' the opinions of the man in the

street on the subject of King Edward have
so little in common with the opinions of

those who are really inside the Court circle.

Listen to the gossip of a London club shout
the King, and then question an average pro-

vincial Englishman — you would hardly
guess they were talking of the same person.

This ia something that should always la*

borne in mind. lamdon no more represents

England than New York represents America,
and the “ talk of the town ” is very far from
being the voice of the country.
One of the warmest tributes to King

Edward, as a monarch, that. I have hap-

pened upon directly or Indirectly, came
from a cabinet minister. He is one of the

three or four most powerful statesmen in

the country. Many think him the nioaL

powerful statesman not only in the country
but in the Empire. When she really got to

know him, he became « particular favorite

with Queen Victoria. He has been thrown
into the closest relationship, both private

und official, with King Edward for the last

fifteen years. Personally he dislikes the
King. He disliked him when he was Prince
of Walea; he dislikes him now. He has
been known to use some startlingly frank
adjective* on the subject. Hi* opinion of

King Edward VII. as a king is not there-

fore influenced hv any admirution for him

as a man. That makes all the more re-

markable his deliberately expressed judg-

ment that “ from the. day of his accession

the King has done perfectly.” He went on
to say that the King’s shrewdness and tact

aud industry and extraordinary quickness in

grasping the point of an argument or a
situation, had astonished his ministers. He
especially praised the King's “ manageable
ness.” His Majesty has proved far more
docile, more willing to surrender bis private

wishes, less crotchety than was Queen Vic-

toria. “ He had not made a single mis-

take"; it was "a pleasure to work with
him "j you could always rely “on the right

thing being said or done at the right mo-
ment in the right way.” Above all, he is “ a

man you can convince"; he give* way with

imperturbable good-humor w hen he is satis-

fied that reason* of State require the sur-

render of private schemes or inclination*.

This is emphatic testimony, but a proof that

it was not undeserved was forthcoming at

the time of the coronation. There were
two gentlemen who confidently expected to

snaffle peerages from the shower of corona-

tion honors. They were both warm personal

friends of the King and, for reasons on
which the gossip of the moment had a good
deal to *av, the King was most anxious to

gratify their ambition*. On all such mat-
ters Lord Salisbury was usually the most
complacent of Prime Ministers. He looked

on with cynical detachment. “ Oh, don’t

bother me about the matter 1” he is reported

to have said a few years ago when his pri-

vate secretary came to consult him about
the annual batch of honors. “ Don’t bother

me. Settle it your own way. Make any-

body anything you like.” But on this oc-

casion even Lord Salisbury' was spurred to

action und protest. The elevation of the

two would-be peers was not acceptable to

the bulk of the six hundred odd gentlemen
who are qualified to sit in the House of

Lord*. Lord Salisbury, it was understood,

put his foot down very firmly on the pro-

posal. The result was that after a certain

amount of feeling had been aroused, the

King gave way. I have heard it constantly

said by men who are in a position to know
that this quality of reasonableness, so con-

spicuous in tlie King, is not shared in by
the Quern. Ministers have had far more
trouble with Queen Alexandra than with
King Edward. The Queen has to a simply
miraculous degree preserved all Uie out-

ward charms and grnce* of a young woman;
but she lias the misfortune to be somewhat
deaf ami to fall very far Wow the King in

quickness of comprehension. The ministers

and officials who had to consult with her on
the innumerable point* of etiquette connect-

ed with the coronation did not have an easy

time of it. There were Mime astonishing

tale* Hying round London of her feminine
obstinacy first in proposing and then in

sticking to all sorts of impracticable

schemes; and fre*h anecdotes of the same
kind crop up nearly every day. Indeed the

Grerille of to-day. if such a man lives, will

have to record that for the past eighteen
months more gossip has buzzed round the

throne than since the time of the great

baccarat scandal.

Very little of this reaches the masses, and
when it does it is for the most part flatly

disbelieved. King Edward’s accession mark-
ed a time of amnesty. The past was put

away and forgiven if not wholly forgotten.

The indiscretions of his youth, which were
neither few nor of little moment, were
buried out of sight, and the country entered

on the new reign with full confidence that

King Edward would not prove a second

Charles. ” What ia pardonable in a Prince

of Wales cannot be condoned in a King."
was the text of the many sermons with
which the English press paved the new

monarch’s way. Whether the aermons were
taken to heart and acted upon by their re-

cipient ia u point on which there are more
opinions than one. London clubmen and
“ society leaders " will amile if you put it

to them, and change the subject. The rest

of England will answer with an indignant
and unanimous " Yea I” What at any rate

ia certain ia that a veil is drawn, anil that

the King is very much more tender of popu-
lar susceptibilities than he used to be. That
perhaps is as much as one can expect of

a King these days. It is certainly enough
to satisfy England, which is not an exacting
country below the surface, and will forgive

a man almost anything if he will only take
the precaution to attend church regularly.

People generally have quite made up their

minds that the wild-oats period is definitely

over, and that nothing now remains to

cause uneasiness. That there used to be
uneasiness is undeniable. Indeed for many
years Queen Alexandra, as Princess of

Wales, had considerably more of the affec-

tions and esteem of the country than her

husband. But now the King is completely

re-established, and has a hold over his sub-

jects that it would be difficult to exag-
gerate.

I was talking of this not long ago to

an engine driver at a country railroad

station. He was a good royalist- “The
moat popular man in the world — bar
none," he said. ** Bar none," he repeated
with relish and conviction. That ia literally

how the enormous masses of Englishmen
think of King Edward. One talks of the
popularity of Lord Roaeberv or Mr. Cham-
berlain. It is as nothing compared with
the King’s. In France he is claimed as un
bon Pori*im, and the phrase pretty accu-

rately sums up the English attitude, too.

The masses think and speak of biin as “ a

good fellow ”—tactful, experienced, hearty,

and approachable. He has the instinct,

which is always an attractive one, for com-
bining pageantry, show, and ceremony, with
the workings of a democratic system. The
people like to think of their King “ having
a good time," attending the theatre, race-

course, and polo-ground, without fuss or

unnecessary display or any of the military
precautions that on the Continent convert

the simplest incident into a State event.

They also like to think that when ceremony
is necessary, no one can be more cere-

monial.

On both accounts their opinion of the King
would seem to be well justified. He grati-

fies them by being visible and public with-

out cheapening the Crown, and by the ap-

parent air of heartiness and good-fellowship

lie diffuse*. At the same time lip give* them
the pomp and glitter and statelinem that

no monarchy can safely dispense with. He
did so, for instance, yesterday, when for the

third time he opened Parliament in state.

So far a« weather went, it was one of those

perfect days that New York sees oftener

than this blHck-cnnopied capital. The peo-

ple turned out in their hundreds of thou-

sands, lined both sides of the route from
ten to twenty deep, feasted on the flash and
glitter of their lieloved Guards, on the gor-

geuu* State carriage*—and went home jubi-

lantly monarchical, feeling with justice that

they were getting their money’s worth. So
they were, and so they always will while

King Edward is on the throne. This year
especially one will have a chance of gauging

the effects on social London of the accession

of a King and particularly of a King who
is. above all things, * man of the world

and fond of the good things of life. In 1»01

the Court was in mourning; in 1902 the

season was spoiled by the fiasco of the coro-

nation. This year everything promises

finely. The Court will be brilliantly resur-

rected.
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The Booh of Months

By E. F. Benson

NOVEMBER

WilEN the nervier tru over I waited by
the went front watching the congregation

stream out of the gray gloom inside into

the primrosc-eolored lights of sunset. There

were two big collie* Hitting patiently side

by side on the edge of the grass. looking

with liquid eager eyes at the people coming

out. Suddenly two tail* began to thump
ecstatically. but neither dog moved. It

was she. I think I knew from their eager-

ness it eould be none else. With a smile

twinking in her eye* she walked to them,

and from where I was 1 eould hear her

say, M Dear angels, comp along,” and two
tawny streaks fled over the grass.

I waited a little, then followed her. She

turned southward* out of tin* close, over

the bridge below which the big trout lie,

and into the path through the water-

meadowM, the two tawny streaks cutting

figure* like a swallow'* flight up and down
the road, running at top speed just for the

joy of the life that was in them. And once
clear of the town, *be looked furtively

round, saw only one wayfarer a hundred

yards behind, and ran too. The wayfarer

quickened his pace, ready to drop into a

spdate walk if she looked round. Then on
the edge of the water she found a stick,

and whistling to the dog*, threw it clean

a pros* the river, and a double plunge and
splnsh of flying spray followed it. Then the

streaks swam back, each holding one end

of the beloved stick, dropped it at her feet,

and on each side of her shook themselves,

so that she was between the waters, and I

heart a faint scream of dismay, and then

a laugh. My house stands in the road

close beyond the end of the meadows, but
she went on, and still I followed, pa*l the

group of InliorrrH' cottages, where lights

were already springing up beneath the dark-

thatch, and out into the main road. And
at that moment I guessed where she would
go. Yes. to that house, no other,—the house

where Margery lived, the house which was
the scene of my dark dreams in August
last. The collies rudely pushed their way
in before her. after the manner of their im-

pulsive kind, and the door was shut.

I whs dining that evening with *ome
people In the town, and met there an old

friend of mine who lives a mile or two from
here, who has usually some fault to find

with me. She had this evening.
“ You are a perfect disgrace," she *uid.

“ We consider you an old inhabitant of the

town, and yet when new and charming
people come you cannot find the civility

even to leave a card.”
“ I am sorry.” said I. penitently. “ Who

are they! You know’ I have been away.”
“ Well, they are coming here to-night.”
“ My dear lady, who are coming here to-

night?"

Then the door opened, and they came,
father and daughter.

This afternoon I went to mil, up the
dark road of my dreams. She had said

they would not be in till nearly six. and it

was already deep dusk when I reached the
house, which stood a black blot against the

gray sky. But the window over the porch
was lit and open, and the hlind drawn down
over it. and from inside came a voice sing-

ing. I was admitted, but the hall was dark,
and as the servant was feeling for the but-

ton of the electric light, a atep [Missed along
the passage at the head of the stairs, and
began to descend, and it was a step that
caught my ear with a strangely familiar
sound. Then half-way down, even at the
moment the light was turned up, it paused,
and a voice said, “ Oh, is there somebody—

”

and in the sudden blaze I saw her, and the

passages were dark no longer.
" Ah, it’s you,” she said ;

“ bow nice of

you to come. Oh, l*ve left the dogs shut

up. Please go into the drawing-room; I’ll

be there in a moment.”
So I turned up the hall to the right, and

through the little sitting-room into the

drawing-room beyond. She came in a mo-
ment afterward*.
“ How did you know where the drawing-

room wm!" she said. "Isn’t it the moat
inconveniently built house you ever *uw?"

" The moat,” said I; “but I know it well.

There was n great friend of mine who used
to live here.”

She looked up suddenly.
” Dick, do you mean f” she asked j

” who
was killed in South Afrira? He was a dis-

tant cousin of mine.”
“ Then his wife was too,” said I.

"Yes. I believe so. Why?”
" It partly account* for it.”

“ Account* for what?” she said.

“That you are absolutely the living

image of her,"

She laughed again.
“ Oh dear, it i* a terrible responsibility

to be like nn old acquaintance of some-
IkmIv'h. 1 shall have to live up to her. I

do hope she wasn’t very nice. It will be an

difficult for me if she was.”
“ She and Dick were the greatest friends

I ever had,” said I.

Those beautiful gray eye* grew serious.
" Ah, how dreadful for you." *he said.

“It was all very sudden, was it not? The
child, too."

“ Ye*, very sudden. I hsd been dining
with ber here, and she had gone up stairs

when the telegram came. She heard the

ring, and leaned over the bannister above
the hall—and knew. Then the child was
born. She died just at daybreak next morn-
ing. She asked me, I remember, to pull

up the blind, ami *aid, * Let in the morn-
ing.’ That wa* all."

“Ah, poor thing: poor thing!” she said.

Then she looked at me. “Poor thing!” *he
repeated.

The tea was brought in, and before many
minute* her father mme in also. They are
coming to lunch to morrow.

That night I was out to dinner, hut earn*

home early, and sat for a long time in

front of the fire, with work calling on me
to do it, but. simply incapable. What a
strange, inexplicable coincidence it all is!

How 1 long for and dread and love and fear

the thoughts of these day* that are coming!
Surely this is meant to mean something!
Think of the million* of little event* and de-

cisions which have gone to make up this

particular conjuncture. I* it possible that
they were nil done in haphazard! Or is

it another teasing problem that lias l»een

set me on thi* curious checker - board of
life, ending in my checkmate,—just a piece

of ingenious manoeuvring of the pieer*. alt

W-ading to nothing? I cannot believe that.

Yet if it is not that, if love is the answer
to it all. . . . I love to la* with her; and since
that afternoon in the cathedral I have
thought of nothing but her. Hut love her!
I know it is not that—yet. It is that by
this curious trick which Nature has played.

I feel, I am cheated into feeling that Mar-
gery is here with me again. It is an if

there had been made an image of Margery,
like in every respect, not only in externals,

in voice, appearance, gesture, but in the

deeper things as well, in her gavety and her

tenderness, in that quick sympathy which
sprang into being at the moment the call

was made. Yet God never makes fac-

similes; she too i* a living soul, of her

own identity, and none other’s. Or— the

wildest impossibilities riot In my brain

to - night— is thi* some wraith of my Mar-

gery, Dick's Margery, sent God knows
whence, to comfort me, or to drive me in-

sane? Was there in my love for Murgrry,
after she was Dick’s wife, something which
was nil, which kept suggesting, “ If this

had been otherwise, if Dick died?” . . . Ye*,
there wa* that. Day after day there was
that. I tried to fight It; indeed, 1 tried.

But I did not conquer it for a whole year.
But in June, on the last evening of all.

when she spoke to me in the garden of the
dear event that was coming, it dropped
dead, or so I hoped and believed. Yet for

a whole year 1 let it live: is God going to

punish me for that by these cruel means?
To make me love again, and again go
hungry!

It cannot be: again and again I tell my-
self it cannot be. But so I told myself
when the telegTam of Dick’s death came,
and. in npite of all my telling, it was true,

and the tear* of the whole world could not
wash out a word of it. But if once more I

am to gu unrequited, 1 do not see how I can
bear it. It would be wiser to see no more
of this incarnation of Margery. At present

I love seeing ber because— because that
pressed and withered flower I always carry
with me has, so to speak, blushed again with
the hue* of life, and a living fragrance
breathes from it. But Helen—I think I have
not mentioned her name before—this in-

carnation of Margery, is also a living wo-
man with an identity of her own. How if

from loving her of whom she so sweetly and
poignantly reminds me, I pass to loving

herself? And if she does not care?
No, I will see her no more. My life is

my own, and I will not risk that great
stake again. I know the unutterable sweet-

ness of loving. 1 know too the unutterable
emptiness of love unrequited, even though
from her who loved me not I had such a
wealth of trust and womanly affection. I

know also how good the world is, how full

ami brimming with thing* that are lovely

and of good report. For two years, in spite
of what went before, God knows how much
happinesM I bavr been allowed to enjoy, how
rich I luivc been, levying my tax of joy

on all created things, on all the string* of

human emotions, except one only, love, defi-

nite love for one woman. It is strange if I

cannot he content without it. True: often

and often I have felt and shall feel again
that this would crown all the rent; but if

I again do my part in It, let myself love

this girl, and nothing comes of it. how well

I know with what a sense of dejection and
impotence I shall have to begin again from
the beginning, picking up the scattered

pieces of the structure known as “ I,” fit-

ting them together till some sort of co-

herent entity, • person of some kind, again
pursues some sort of reasonable way through
the world. And I distrust my own power
of picking myself up again: I am afraid that
this time I should let the pieces lie about,

shrug shoulders at them, and drift, fossil-

ise. vegetate, what you will.

Bitterness as blaek as sin and salt as
the Dead Sea rises in my throat. What
would 1 not give to see a mother with her

child and my child at her breast? How
unspeakably I long for that! Was it my
fnult that Margery loved Dick, not met
Very good; it was my fault: I have borne

the punishment, and 1 bear it now, and I

shall always bear it. And I will try to

avoid the possibility of being punished for

another such fault.

So I fall hack again onto my life of lit-

tlr things. 1 will read the whole of

Shakespeare through by next March; I will

try to keep my temper; I will try to do a

little honest work; 1 will try dancing here

with the rest of the human race.

To be Continued.
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Correspondence
THE REPUBLICAN PARTY AND THE

SOUTH
Paris C’ovrv irciai. Clih,

PtRU, Tkxas, Fetnary 13, 1903.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly:

Sir,—I have noted with pleasure your at-

titude toward different public question*, anil

among them the duties that lay before the

two great political parties, and 1 am led to

think that you will find nomething of inter-

est in the enclosed copy of a letter written

over a year ago to a Northern friend, who
had asked me, in nil sincerity, if the real

reason of the non-gTowth of the Republican

party in the South waa not due to n feel-

ing here of hostility to it as the party of

the Union during the civil vrar:

“ The mutations since the civil war have

been many, but among them has not been

any change in the disposition of the Repub-

lican party toward the South; it remains

inimical, and yet there is wonder, such as

you express, that, it has not shown growth

here.

“ Have you and others ever considered this

problem T

“ Why a great purty. guided by men of

brains, pursuing a strong national policy,

with issues upon which men would naturally

divide, ha* found no respectable intelligent

adherents in one-third of the Uninn?
44 This is the fact. I can only give you a

Southern man's reason for it, and the war
or the attitude of the parly during the war
has nothing to do with it.

44 First : The men who pose, and who are

recognked, as your leaders In the South, do

not want a party here other than as it is.

The)1 are mainly political adventurers who
have formed n close corporation, farm out

the negro vote in national Republican con-

ventions, and divide the crop of Southern

Federal patronage.
44

If the Republican party became strong

in the South, if it became u party of pa-

triotism and intelligence, these adventurers

would disappear, become 'statesmen out of

jobs,* and their whole effort is to prevent

this. Their whole aim has been to prevent

the righteous people North and South from

understanding each other, and as a means

to this havr used the negrn us a cause of

irritation to the North nnd of repulsion to

the South: to a Southern man the Republi-

can party means * the negro’; to the North-

ern party the South mean9 4 abuse of the

negro.’

“ Arising from this we have a constant

hostility of the Republican party to the

South, which has driven Southern men away
from any consideration of its claims or

policies as a broad national party. That
the South is loyal to the Union and has
proven it, that she is ready to respond to a

generous deed or thought, that, impoverished

by the war and under such burdens as few
people have ever struggled with, her indus-

trial development has been marvellous, and
accompanied by other changes making it a

field for the widest and wisest statesman-

ship—has been ignored; we have been iso-

lated, and forced into one political alliance,

nnd whatever we have achieved has been in

spite of. and not with any aid or counsel

of, the Republican party.
44 To the negro 4 as a negro * there is no

enmity in the South. In every business re-

lation he has nn equal nnd exact show with

his white neighbor. He can be. and is,

lawyer, preacher, doctor, teacher, trades-

man, craftsman, farmer, and laborer: in

these relations he has the countenance and

support of the white people and the protec-

tion of the courts, fully and fairly rendered.

Out of our scant means we have provided

for his children the same education we have
provided for our own. Hut here we stop.

“ No class of Southern people are wilting

to be ruled by the negro, or by the design-

ing white men who have hud him in hand
as a political machine, and run him 4

for

what there waa in it.’

“ For the same reason that the decent peo-

pie of New York fight the rule of Croker
and the Tammany grafters do we fight the

rule of the Southern wing of the Republi-

can party as now constituted of un igno-

rant nnd often vicious mass, led by a few

political plunderers. Their rule means the

ascendency of ignorance and corruption.

One experience we have had when 4 the past

and the present were plundered, and the fu-

ture mortgaged.’ and we want no more of it.

44
If In the North there exiated anywhere

a negro element such a* we have, of large

enough vote and under leadership, to en-

danger what all Americans consider good

government, you would have there the same
close cohesion of all good people in opposi-

tion to negro rule.
44 Further, the South is intensely Ameri-

can; nine-tenths of her people are of Revo-

lutionary stock; it ha* had but slight

foreign admixture; its characteristics,

thoughts, and ideal* are Saxon; it has all

the Saxon’s pride of race and race achieve-

ment. and any one who expects such a peo-

ple to he ruled by other than their own
kind has not read aright the history of the

race. To us the negro is alien and inferior,

and while he is welcome t« live and earn,

to all that goes into material welfare, so-

cially and politically, he is alien and infe-

rior and shall so remain; he is not of our
race, and with it shall not commingle.

“The South is not naturally Democratic;

prior to 1800 it was a strung Whig section,

and the Republican party could have been

a strong growing factor in Southern politi-

cal life if it had not pandered to section-

alism and negrophilisiu.

“Take the free-silver erase. Fn Texas

alone in 1900 140,000 absent Democratic

votes simply because Bryan and free silver

could not command their support. Many
people in the South believe in nn assured

financial system. In the growth of the coun-

try. in our flag, and nil it should stand for

to the peoplrs of this world, and in many
things not represented by our present style

of leaders; but. deep as is our Interest in

these things, deeper yet is our feeling for A
decent, honest, local administration, in the

supremacy of our race anil its supreme fit-

ness to rule and govern.
“ Statesmanship may !>e partisan, hut

should never be sectional: sectionalism, de-

stroying the opportunity for growth in the

rehuffed section, leaves the party entirely

dependent upon the other, and it. quick to

see its advantage, soon becomes dictator to

the party f«»r its own selfish ends, and to-

day the Republican party is ridden by in-

terests that can take away it* strength in

your section while ita own conduct has

barred It from recouping here. This is an

evil for the country, and an evil for any

great party that seek* to govern the coun-

try.
“ During the sad days after the tragedy

at Buffalo there was heard from the South

no word of approval, even of extenuation.

Only a deep, sincere sorrow for the Presi-

dent nnd hi* loved ones; an equally deep

and sincere indignation for the deed.

“The sturdy Americanism of the South

would under no conditions condone anarchy.

But have you not at the North a large, and.

under our loose emigration laws, a grow-

ing element that applauded as loudly as it

dared the murder of the President? Is not

this element a standing threat against a

government of the people, against 4 liberty

under the law*? And Is not the day com-

ing when the American people will thank
(lod for the strong, steadfast Americanism
of the South as the beat safeguard of this

government of the Fathers?
“ Let the negro go. Let him understand

that. North or South, there is a white peo-

ple who will not link their race to hia

coarser clay 4 to drag them down.’ That,
politically and socially, the white man is the

ruling man. Rliminutc him as a national

question, and you will nearly eliminate
the negro question. Industrially, there is

no question.
" When that ia done? When North and

South there arise statesmen who ignore

sectional tines, and with wide and wise
vision see that there is a great and united

country awaiting their guidance to
4 the

shining hills of hopes fulfilled,' then will

Republicanism, like Democracy, become the

faith of a country, and not of a section.'*

I am, *ir.

COLLEGES FOR GIRLS

PauIiMia, CaL* Frhnary 99, 1903.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly:

Sir,—

I

n your issue of February 14, 190.*!.

you had a fine bit of writing in r£sum£ of
gifts to education during the year 1902 (

I

believe It was so limited; the number ia not

by me) in which I was interested.

It occurred to me that you might he the

means of a great service to the general edu-

cational facilities of the country if you
chose to call attention to the rather remark-
able fact that all the colleges of first rank
for young women only are situated in the

extreme East, not one being trent of the
Allegheny Mountain*. This occurred to me
some years ago (while I was visiting this

section for the first time) as a strange

thing. It also occurred to me that a col-

lege of like grade with Smith. Vassar,

Wellesley, etc., would he finely located here

in Pasadena, where pupil* could study out-

of-doors all the year round, giving to some,
who arc physically unable to take a college

course where so much of the life must he

in heated and partially ventiluted rooms, a

chance to do it in the sunny land, the sun-

niest good section of our whole United
States, where doors and windows stand open
(or may and should) all day. every day.

Subsequent residence hen- ha* confirmed

me in the wisdom of a philanthropy which
would found such a college, equal in grade

to Stanford and Berkeley, in this choice city

of homes. One year 1 ascertained that

141 young women from this coast were in

attendance on the Eastern schools, while

Stanford had nearly 300 from cast of the

Rockie*. .President Jordan tells me this is

a regular thing, and said he believed that

such a college here would be a godsend to

Eastern girls nnd parent*.

Smith began with li*s* than $400,000. A
foundation of that sum might tie condi-

tioned on the subscription of an equal

amount by the residents of the Pacific coast,

which irould tn‘ done, the founder to name
the college.

There arc a good many on this coast who
can’t afford to go East, and don't like to

go to a mixed college, who would thereby

lie able to add a college course to the high-

school course, with which they now cease

school -work.

I have crudely given some of the pointa
If you should rare to put a brief note in

the Weekly. it might find the founder.

I may add that 1 nm interested in this

only a* an educator, being anchored for life

to my Lasell.
I am. sir.

C. C. Braooox,

Principal Lasell Seminary, Auliurndalc. Mas-

sachusetts.
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The Last Work, of Frank. Norris

Time will no doubt undo the eftext of

death in taking the gifted young novelist

from hi* task, so far as to relieve hla last

bonk from the appearance of challenging

the primacy of his earlier ami more
masterly achievements. It is the present

misfortune of hi* fame that lh« second

drama of the three which he imagined for

his greatly designed trilogy of The Wheat
should follow haltingly upon the first with

a pace which the third shall never come to

help it mend. Ttut it will be all the more
the care, as it should h* the generous will,

of those who read The Pit to remember that

we have had The Octopus, and that we were
to have had The Wolf, in which the story of

the food and famine of the world whs, and
was to have been, fully told. The first of

these three was adequate, and the second

is not adequate, but it is more adequate

than it seems in the incomplete perspec-

tive. One may fancy in it the falter-

ing of the hand unconsciously prophetic of

fate, the impatience of him who fights with
numbered days; for as Lowell said of

Keats, *’ as w# turn the leaves, they seem to

warm and thrill our finger* with the flush

of hi* warm senses, and the flutter of his

electrical nerves, and we do not wonder he
felt that what he did was to be done
swiftly.”

The book has the pathos of this apparent
haste, and yet looked at with due reflection

it has not the effect of a hastily imagined

thing. The material is less picturesque and
less dramatic than that of the bonk dealing

with the growth and garnering of the wheat
in the fields which were robbed as well as

reaped. There is no such episode aa the

struggle of the farmer, gun in hand, with

the railroad, hut the descent into the Pit

of the grpnt Bull who has been destroying

himself in his reckless play with the suffer-

ing of million* of men and women and chil-

dren, i* »o mean Incident, and the novelist

lias wrought it into fiction both strong and
fine. The pity of the thing is that so much
of the book relates to the unimportant so-

ciety side of the business, to the half-cul-

tured. half-ignorant, wholly egotistical wo-

man who stands for the heroine, when its

sole heroine should have been The Wheat.
The author has not sufficiently mastered her

personality, though he has almost done it.

to let ns feel that he feels her essential

vulgarity: he has not shown tis a rich na-

ture deprave*] by the reckless game of the

man fighting and tricking the haplrss un-

hungered for the bread in their mouths,
but a cheap nature ready to lietray him for

the flatteries and caresses of another cheap

nature. The tragedy is not in the domestic

story of I.aura and Curtis .Jadwin, but in

that of the poor old Crceslcrs, who are

dragged down with their wreck, and arc

sacrificed against their wills and principles

to the insensate ambition of Jadwin. Be-

fore the story is finished, one has quite

ceased to care for either of the Jndwins,
whether aho was ruined through her greedy
vanity or he through his ruthless lust of

power. Let her go with the meretricious

esthete who makes love to her; let him
fall under the feet of his enemies in the Pit ;

we cannot care, and we are not. interested to

know thnt they really go to a new scene to

rehabilitate their unessential lives.

Perhaps if the author had taken time to

think out his material a little more thor-

oughly lie would have found a hint in it of

immense importance to our imperfect civ-

ilization, a truth known dimly and dumb-
ly to those who suffer the worst harm from
the fad*. It is not alone the luxury of our
Jadwins which is vulgar; it is the Jadwins
themselves who arc vulgar, by whatever

other names they call themselves in Chicago

or New York, or by whatever difference of

social circumstance they distinguish them-
selves from one another. It is for such

brute state as theirs that the earth groan*

with harvests and her children with hun-
ger, and we have not quite an assurance

from the novelist that he sense* their vul-

garity. He leaves us to fear that somehow
the woman's beauty, and the man's courage
have blinded him. Yet there are passages

and touche* throughout the hook that tes-

tify to hi* insight and his ability to paint

thr make as the well as the manner nf his

prop]*. There is excellent characterization

in his work, and occasionally a robust and
powerful dramatization. For him It is too

late to inquire whether the suvagtj mock-
splendor of the Chicago which he portray*

ha* not held for him the glamour that it may
have worn for him in hi* earlier years, and
whether he ha* not approurhed it with less

detachment than lie kept in dealing with

the facts of his California story, which he
*j»w with maturrr eyes; but for the critic of

his work, and for the student, the sugges-

tion may have value.

The liook wants balance, as we have
hinted, and it is overweighted with fael of

the le** rather than the greater importance;

it should have toppled, if at all, to the side

of the wheat gambler—not the wheat gam-
bler'* wife. Where the work is with the

scene* in the grain exchange, the Pit, it is

always masterly, from that first glimpse of

the Pit in the beginning, to that battle-piece

at the last where Jadwin breaks with tra-

dition and convention, and he, the great

Bull, enters the arena in person, and fight*

the Bears to his death. In these moments,
and such as these the book magnificently

succeed*, but there are other moments when
It is as true and atill finer, such as those

when it reveal* the prim, pure, high nature

of a girl like Page Dearhorn
; the gentle,

motherly goodness of Mrs, Greasier ; the flat,

kind, commonplace of Mrs. Wesaels. For the

rest, one could have wiahed the material

had been wanned by the severer eye of the

author's later experience. It i* on the so-

ciety side that it is weak; it is not so weak
on the social side; and on the human side it

is worthy to stand with the author's greater

work : not. on the same level, indeed, and yet

not fatally below it, ns nine-tenths of our

other fiction must- On what may be called

the physical side, it is wonderful. You can

see. hear, feel those people.

“Astronomy Invoked to sid

Religion
”

Tnc geocentric theory of the universe has
lieeit revived in a new form, ami that by a

scientist who, although not an astronomer,

has, a* n naturalist-, aequirrd the highest

reputation in his specific field of research.

Dr. Alfred Bussell Wallace, the author of

the article in the Fortnightly Review for

March entitled “ Man'* Place In the Uni-
verse

M—the substance of whieh was cablet!

to the New York Run—does not. of course,

assert that the sun moves round the earth.

What he undertakes to do is to advance a

series of arguments in nupport of the

hypothesis that the solar system is the phy-

sical centre of the stellar universe, and thnt

thtv earth is the only member of the solar

system in which life not dissimilar to that

with whieh we are familiar could have
been originated and evolved. If these pre-

mises are admitted, the conclusion deduced

by Dr. Wallace would bo that the supreme
end and purpose of the vast universe was
the production and development of the living

soul in the perishable body of man. The
arguments may be snnuned up in a few sen-

tences. First, the stellar universe is lim-

ited, the number of star* made visible by
telescopes of the highest power* approxi-
mating to the number of stars in existence.

Tho proof of this assertion is the fact that
while, as wc proceed from stars of the first

to those of the ninth magnitude, the number
at each lesser magnitude is about three

times that of the next higher, not. only doe*

this rate of inr-rcuse fail to he maintained
ns wc pierce further into the depths of

space, but is replaced by a continuous dimi-

nution in the number of stars. An approach
to the outer limits of the stellar universe

is thereby indicated. To put the same fact

in figures, there would be about 1 ,400.000,000

stars visible, if the rate of increase observed

down to the ninth magnitude had been re-

tained down to the seventeenth magnitude.

As a matter of fact, the latest estimate
doe* not exceed 100,000,000, The same con-

clusion as to the limited extent of the stellar

universe is deduced from an aitulvsis of the

laws of light. Professor Newcomb and oth-

er physicists have affirmed that, if the nunt-

her of star* were infinite, their combined
light would he fully equal to that of the

sun at midday, while,, aa a matter of fact,

starlight is only one-fortieth as powerful

a* moonlight. This proof, viewed in con-

nection with the continuous diminution of

the number of stars remarked as we penc

tratc from those of the ninth to those of

the seventeenth magnitude, is regarded by
Dr. Wallace as conclusive evidence of the

limited extent of the stellar universe. It

is contended, in the second place, that the

inference from the whole mans of facts ac-

cumulated by means of the best modern
telescopes is that our sun occupies a posi-

tion very near, if not actually ut the cen-

tre, of the whole visible universe, and,

therefore, in every probability, at thr centre

of the whole material universe. As for the

third position, namely, that life, aa we know
It, could not have originated and evolved in

any member of the *olar system except the

earth, there is no doubt that a large ma-
jority of astronomers and physicists would
accept it.

It is obvious that Dr. Wallace's purpose

is to overthrow the main objection to the

Christian view of creation. The tendency

of astronomical research up to the present

time has been so to emphasize the vastness

and complexity of the stellar universe us

to reduce the importance of the relatively

tiny spheroid that we call the earth almost
to the vanishing-point. In the light of such
knowledge, sceptics have pointed out the ir-

rationality of supposing that the Creator of

such a universe should have felt any special

interest In *o pitiful a creature as man, the

Imperfectly developed inhabitant of one of

the smaller planets attached to a second or

third rate sun. They have dwelt on the

inconceivability of assuming that the Cre-

ator would have selected this tiny orb for

the scene of the sacrifice of Ilia Son, in or-

der to save a portion of Us inhabitants from
the natural consequences of their sins. Thi*

objection to Christianity’* conception of the

cosmoR would lose much, if not all, of it*

weight could we believe with Dr. Wallace

that we occupy the central position in the

universe, and that nowhere else could the or-

derly development of living bouIs lie attain-

ed. What ground is there for assuming that

the conditions would lie more favorable on a

planet belonging to a system at the centre

of the universe than they would be on a

planet belonging to a system remote from

the centre ? IN*e* Dr. Wallace mean to

assert that the heat generated by our sun

is greater than that emitted by any other of

the stars* That, certainly, is not the eon-

elusion at which many of the foremost as-

tronomers have arrived. This, at least, how-

ever. must lie said for Dr. Wallace, that he

haH taken the bull by the horns.
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Books and Bookmen
Tide anniversary of the birth of Charls*

Dickens waa celebrated at Bath, on Febru-

ary 7. by the unveiling of a tablet, and a

Dicken* dinner. Dickens never lived in

Bath, but hia intimate friendship with

Walter Savage Landor, who lived there for

many years, took him to the city often. On
such visits he atayed at Lander's house in

fit. James's fiquare, and here be planned out

the story of Little Nell. The taldet to Dick-

ena has been placed on No. 35, St- James'*

Square. It was hoped that Dickens’s only

surviving son, Mr. Henry Fielding Dickens.

K.C., would hare been able to unveil the

tablet to the memory of his father, but he

was unable to leave l-ondrin, and the task

was performed by Mr. Percy Fitagerald,

President of the Dickens Fellowship. The
ceremony was witnessed by a large gather-

ing- In the evening a dinner was held in

the Assembly Koom*. where a delightful

Dickens menu was provided. The courses

included " boiled mutton and caper sauce,

with the usual trimmings,” and “ chops and
tomato sauce," etc. Interesting letters were
read at the meeting, from Lord Roberts.

Lord Rosebery. the Dean of Rochester, and
others. Lord Rosebery said :

H
I am glad to

hear you are going to celebrate the birth-

day of Dickens at Rath, and trust that your
celebration will be held in the room in which
Mr. Pickwick played hla immortal game of

whist.” Lord Roberts wrote: “Tbe works
of Charles Dicken* always had s great fasci-

nation for me, and I well remember with
what delight I used as a boy to look forward
to the arrival of the monthly number of

David Copperfleld, and I have always retain-

ed ray admiration for his works."

The accompanying facsimile of a receipt,

signed by “ E. Pickwick,” which is dated
Rath, January 5, 1802, is a eurioeity inas-

much as It is tbe origins) document from the
hand of a celebrated coach proprietor at

Bath, from whom or from whose coaches

Dickens derived the name of his hero in

The Pickwick Papen. Another cilriority la

the reproduction of the original cover de-

sign that was printed on the celebrated
green cover* of Picktcick, as it appeared in

monthly numbers. The drawing was made
by Seymour, and it is noticeable that the
only figures in the design—Mr. Winkle
with the gun. and Mr. Pickwick angling

—

are both engaged in sport The fact is, as

nearly every one knows, that Seymour’s

sketches were to be the chief feature of the

work; tbs facetious drawing* being intend-

ed as a joke at the expense of the Cockney
sportsman, and as Dickena had made an im-

pression as a facetious humorist in Rfcefekes

by Bor, tbs suggestion that he should write

up to the drawings came about naturally.

Observe that these

papers are put down
as being “ edited by
* Bos.’

M But the work,

undertaken at first

as a bit of hack writ-

ing. took hold of the

writer’s imagination,

and very soon he in-

sisted that th* draw-

ings should grow out

of the text, and ulti-

mately obtained per-

mi*sion to write in his

own wey. Tbe design

for the cover and four

illustrations in the

first number were all

that fieymour execu-

ted. Dicken* *et out
with only the vaguest

scheme for the book,

and even the person-

ality of hi* central

character wa» not

clearly defined. The
first type for Pickwick

was a long, thin man.
It wsa Mr. Chap-
man, tbe publisher, of

Messrs. Chapman and Hall, who originated

the figure of Pickwick as we know him, hy

a description which he gave Seymour of a

friend of hi* at Richmond, who wore drab

tight* and gaiter*.

The opera bouffe burlesque, “ Mr. Pick-

wick,” which is being

played in this city ba*

started several metro-

politan pens writing

on past performances

of Dicken*. and possi-

ble revivals and new
versions in the future.

Bo far aa we have ob-

served, none of these

chroniclers has recall-

ed the intereating fact

that Dickens himself

allowed early theatri-

cal proclivities. At
the age of nineteen he
had resolved upon a

theatrical career, and
while preparing him-

self to become a re-

porter in one of the

offices in Doetora’-Com*

mons. He applied to the

manager of Covent
Garden Theatre for an

opportunity to show
what he could do.

Only the accident of

illness prevented hi*

keeping an appoint-

ment which was
granted him. and. get-

ting a start in jour-

nalism soon after, the

application was not
renewed. Plainly, as

Mr. Glaring in his ad-

mirably written Life

of Dicken* points out,

Dickens coma very

near indeed to enter-

ing upon an actor’s

life, and so done
throughout was his

connection with thr

theatrical world, that

one cannot glance at this incident as a mere
detail in the story of his youth. It declare*

a natural bent of mind, and he did in thr-

ead become, if not strictly an actor, at all

eventa a public entertainer whose strongest

effort* were produced by the exercise of

melodramatic talent. Aa an amateur, he

acted frequently throughout his life. As a
dramatic author he might have succeeded

had he bent hi* energies to the task with
serious intent; but wbat attempt* he made
in “The Strange Gentleman," a farce played

in 183®, in “The Village Coquette*," a li-

bretto produced In the same year, and In
” The Lamplighter-,’’ a farce written in 183R,

but never acted, gave no great evidence of

dramatic powera

The recent new* of th* arrest at Buda-
pest of a notorious gang of thieves, whose
chief turned out to be a publiaher, recalls

the story of Georg# Augustus Sals'* pre-

senting a Bihl# to a certain London pub-
lisher who had handled some of his books.

Tbe publisher was at a loss to understand
just why he should have been singled out
for this peculiar gift, until some time after

be discovered a alight change in tbe wording
of John xviii. 40, where the phrase. " Now,
Barabbss was a robber,” was made to read
“ Barabbss was a publisher.” When MU*
Corelli’* Borabbae appeared with this text

on the title-page, a reviewer, quoting the
words in his review, evidently indistinctly

written, received the proof with the amazing
statement, “ Rarabhaa was a ratter.” Cor-
recting it, he deemed it wise to see the re-

view through to a finish in print, and asked
for another proof. Either the proof-reader

was not given to searching the Scriptures, or
his xeal for truth led him to overeonaeien-

tiousnea*. for the writer found bis correction

garbled to read, “ Barabba* was * rotter!”

• MU, Vtf. Sfk«Xi»

Facsimile of Original Pickwick" Cover Design

Facsimile of a Receipt Signed by E. Pickwick
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Finance
The vision of financial reform ami of a

much-ne*d#<l elastirity of currency, held out
before American business men, ban passed in

a political wTangle in which jealousy and
the spit* of factions have unfortunately flo-

ured. It was hardly to be expected that a

nhort session of Congress could have passed

n measure of so much moment and one so

radical in comparison with our own anti-

quated system . But the crisis of last fall

demanded that legislative precedents be act

aside in the universal clamor for ways and
means of conducting the business of a con-

stantly expanding nation. The opponents
of the Aldrich bill in the Republican party,

or rather those who silently condemned it

while they attempted to substitute their own
proposal for asset currency, arc now con-

sidering Uie introduction of a bill at the

next session of more popular form, and are
likely to make concession to the demand for

less liberality in hanking mnveniencr.
With Congress adjourned and the currency
system on the old basis, there is no loss

and probably a good deal of gain, as the
necessity for legislation that will improve
the hanking methods of the United States
is more prominent to a larger number of
persons than ever before. Recent year*
have produced a cumulative moral support
to financial reform measures of sufficient

strength to give authors of currency billa

ever-increasing audiences. Eventually, some
degree of success will be accomplished. Rut
the question that is agitating hankers, who
cannot act on promises or possibilities, is,

What is to he done until a new Congress
meets* What will the Secretary of the
Treasury do to assist, now that he has
bought all of the government bonds available,

and with the necessity for withdrawing de-

posits in national hanks to fulfil government
obligations, rather than to augment those
deposits, as he did last November? The
municipal bond dealers, who have had an
unmarketable mass of securitiea for several

years, seem to think that the solution of the
whole problem lies in the acceptance of their

various issues as security, but the Treasurer
withdrew his aet of purchase aa soon as the
money stringency had been relieved. He
may. however, renew it in emergency, ft

is emergency measure* that will have’ to be
appealed to until the statutes are changed.
The situation will be more complicated and
much more serious this year, inasmuch as

$40,000,000 (estimated) of moneys will la*

withdrawn from circulation by the truat
companies of New York city, who are re-

quired after June I to maintain a rnerri
of 5 per eent„ gradually increasing to 10
or 15 per cent. Heretofore tlieir moneys
have l»een on deposit with the local banks,
who have loaned them out on call.

The stock-market is without a Ipader:
is likely to be for some time No one wants
the task of infusing the speculative spirit
into a public that slowly accepts the cur-
rent preachments on ways to secure material
profit. And the men who might lead have
no encouragement from the more powerful
one* who really create the conditions. The
lark of support given to syndicate opera-
tions. which two years ago would have yield-

rd very handsome profits to subscribers,
shows conclusively that even the largest
banking interests have extended their credits
to a point where they are appronebing dead-
weight. The latest return of the associated
banka of New York elty gives the loans as

$050,156,000, and the deposits as $05fi,'i0fi,-

4fN). A $75,000,000 expansion in loans in n
month's time is quite too rapid an increase
for safety measure*. A vigorous Western
money demand has started, and the South
will soon be requiring her seasonal fund for
planting. The enormous home consumption,
which draw* on the markets of foreign coun-
tries and adds to our customs receipts, while

decreasing our balance of trade, puts money
into an unyielding treasury to the country's

l exasperation. The money-market has start-

I ed in to show these unsatisfactory condi-

tions, with the result that mercantile ac-

commodations for time periods have risen

I per rent, in a comparatively short period-

Tbis is one of the most salient causes in-

fluencing the stagnation and the slight weak-
ness in the stock-market.

The proapect of gold export*, which has
been hanging over the market for some time,

has passed into a somewhat remote con-

tingency since the advance in money rates.

It ha* been figured out that a very targe

sum would b« sent to France to pay off the

loan* made during the past twelve months.
’ As it is no*-, the shipments are likely to

stop with small amounts sent tx> Argentina.

As a matter of fact, the past week has seen

the reappearance of loan bills on the New

York market There is not much likelihood

of borrowing money in London, where the

demand for domestic needs maintains a

firm rate, but a 5-per-cent time rate here

will, if continued, send funds this way from
French bankers, who, with large supplies,

have not a very heavy home requirement.

The New York Iwink reserve* are down to the

lowest point for this season for many years.

There is still enormous business activity,

and corporate enterprise* are reaping a
large proportion of profit from their activi-

ties. So the good and the bad features of

the general financial situation are curiously

intermingled, balancing, in some instance*;

again, the one outweighing the other. On
the one hand are wen increased divi-

dends, and. on the other, increased capital

issues. And there are current examples of

new capitalization* being spread over a
very thin surface.

A PLAIN TALK ABOUT
Harper’s Weekly

NEARLY a year ago HARPER’S WEEKLY first appeared in it* present

form—an editorial comment section of sixteen pages and an illustrated

section of twenty-four pages, forty pages in all, not counting the special

numbers. From the start the New WEEKLY succeeded even beyond our

own expectations. Its appeal is to every American of intelligence. If you

have seen a copy of the WEEKLY during the past year, you know how

its aims—the interesting exposition of American progress and of the vital

questions of the day and hour—have been carried out. And if you are a

reader of the WEEKLY, you know, also, that if you never saw another paper,

dally or weekly, you would have every week from HARPER’S WEEKLY
the complete news of the world in text and pictures, by the best writers and

artists.

Every week there are, besides the editorial comment and special articles on

the vital questions of the hour, complete articles on American progress, sum-

ming up fully the present situation and showing where we lead or will lead in

art, science, industry, education, literature, the mechanical arts, etc. In a

forthcoming number, now arranged for, William Dean Howells will write an

article on the outlook in literature, and will, besides, be a regular contributor

on current questions and events; Mark Twain, also, will write regularly for

the WEEKLY. There will be special articles on the home—home life, the out-

look in business and in the professions, and so on—which will be of special

interest to every woman. This issue begins the series of new covers. There

will be a different cover from now on every week.

Next week, among other features, there will be a character sketch of King

Edward, drawn for the WEEKLY by Peter Newell; twenty years of American

opera with the outlook apropos of the 20th anniversary of the Metropolitan

Opera House in New York ; the practical use of wireless telegraphy in

actual war, etc.

We •want you to see HARPERS WEEKL Y regularly. The subscription price

is $4.00 a year. If not already a subscriber order from your

nearest newsdealer, or send direct to

HARPER Or BROTHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK

Digitized by Google
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financial

The Mechanics’
National Bank

of the City of New York
(PDutron 1*10)

33 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W. GARTH. -•**.- PnttaniKNT.

ALEXANDER K. ORR, VICE-PRESIDENT.
ANDREW A. KNOWLES. CASHIER.
ROBERT U. GRAFF, - - - ASSISTANT Cashier.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
(CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th. 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Dlsconnts - - $12,745,106.56

Bonds 770,026.74

Banking House - 545,796.92

Due from Banks - 835,829.80

Cash and Checks on other Banks 8,297,120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCOUNTS IN

V

ITED

DIRECTORS
ALEXANDER E ORR. - - - - David Poy* A Co.

Lowell Lincoln. C«um a c*.

Horace E. Garth, - * - Ex-Proident.
Hbnrt Hentz, - - Hwt * Cl
Charles M. Pratt, standard Oil Co.

HENRT TaLMADOE, - - - Henry Taltnader A Co.

John Sinclair,
WILLIAM B. DOULTOW. - - Boulton, Bli»» A Dullest.

Edgar L. Marxton. Blni» 4 C».

QranvIllb W. Garth,

financial

. Bill* ofexchange boui'tit ami
I GttGfS sold- Cable Tntn»fen> to Eu-

m rop« sod South Africa, Coin-

Of mcrcisl and Travel ter*' Letters
’ of Credit. Collection,* made.

OrAH it International Cheques. Ccr-** 1DU

1

“ tiflvste* of Deposit.

Brown Brothers & Co.,
Banks**. No. ft* Wall Street.

financial

THE AUDIT COmPANY oF NEW YORK

HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NO. SO BROAD STREET, NEW YORK
CASLS ADDRBU. " MABKMBLL* "

Bl PKANSONVt ST.. WILIIAMMMt SLOG. ID COLEMAN IT.
CE1CAGO. ILL. LLSVSIANI*. O. LONDON. B. C.

LINCOLN TKtlST SLOG.. ST. LOCI*. MO.

Examinations, Appraisals, Audits.
NEW YORK,

kl utual Life Buildings, 4) Cedar Street.

Philadelphia.
trade Bunding, . ?• T-UH.fNBUI

Official Legal notice

THE CITY OP NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OP TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS. MAIN

OPPICB. BOROUGH OP MANHATTAN
NO. .Ho UKOADWAY. STEWART BUILDING

January i*. I0OJ

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REOtlREt) BY THE
Ctrutof Sew York Charter, that the cited The Anru.l

Record rj thr Aueued Valuation U Rail and Pwaorial FaUIe
of the Borwuih* of Manhattan. The Bronx Broaktvn. Ou«-m,
and Richmond. comprwinif Tile City of New A *,1J **

oym for cmrairotino and entrectf-n °n the wranii Monday of

January, and will remain open until the

1ST DAY OP APRIL, reoj.

During the time that the bonk, are ope* to rubbr moRrrtion.

anphiAtaM may he made by any perwn *w mrpnratiuo cmirn-

ing to be ruruneved by the aaanued valuation of Hal or renoool

Blair to hare the umc corrected
, , _

In the B-irmigh of Manhnttan. at the main office of the De-
partment at Taxes and Ammnu. No ;*<> R-r«,*»uy

In the Boroush of The Bronx, at thr rAicr of tb» t Vjiartmrot.

Municipal Buildmu. Ore Hundred and S«*cn*y-Seventh Street

and Third Avenue. _ . _
In the Borough of Brooklyn, at the office of the Department,

Mumcrpol Building
In the Borough cd Qtiwtu. a

llackett Buihbng. Jackoon A’

*ln thc tL.omgh of Richmond at the office of the Drfnrtmrnt.
Masonic Bualding. Staplrura

Corporation* in all the Iloro-.ir.fi tltot* make application*

reilv at the train office in the Bprouah of Manhattan
Arrliraluma in relation to thr aaaracd valuation of perannol

ntate muat be made hy the perron aMtvnrd nt the officr of the

IVpurtment in the Bonawh uhrre wach rervon rrnidn, ami to

the rate r4 a nm-rwlitil cortViM on buwnraa in The City of

New Yeek. at the office of the Tvparttnenl d the Borough
where araefa place of busmen, » Unaled. tictaee* the hoiin rt

ie> A M. and t P. M.. except an Saturday, when all appbealasn*

must be made between to A M ard 1 1 noon

JAMES L WELLS, Ibeudent.

WILLIAM S COGSWELL,
GEORGE J GILLESPIE.
SAMUEL 8TKASDOURGER.
Rl’PUS L, SCOTT.
Commiaaionerx of Taxca and Auesirrentt

%
“CENT P" CENT”
lag aiaruu- -

tTMl nitocr.jelva
1 Sample i»M fre*

Nttdid .Sdufcr6 Barnes.« Btogr:l*o»$hk
j

THE NEW BOY AT DALE
By CHARLES EDWARD RICH

/iluslntiej by Florence Scorel Shinn

Before his arrival at Dale school. Giovanni Martin's

experience* had been many. Stolen when a child,

he run* away, joins a circus, become* a clever acrobat,

saves a child of the Stantons, who are, in truth, his

own parents. Intensely interesting, full of Incident,

with a tone of wholesome sincerity that makes right

reading for boys and girls.

ft.25 net. Postage eitrx

HARPER & BROTHERS, NET YORK CITY

Harper’s Bazar for April

Spring Fashion Number
DEVOTED LARGELY TO THE ABSORBING AND TIMELY
QUESTIONS OF SPRING AND SUMMER FASHIONS

FASHION’S OUTLOOK FOR 1903. by A.T.
Ashmore, with illustrations by Ethel and

Guy Rote, of Paris.

THE SHIRT WAIST OF 1903, and

SHIRT WAIST SUITS, illustrated.

SPRING HATS, illustrated.

PARIS STREET GOWNS, illustrated.

WRAPS AND COATS, illustrated.

FASHIONS foe SPRING BRIDES, tilnitrated.

HOME GOWNS, illustrated.

FASHIONS foe OLDER WOMEN, illustrated.

DINNER and BALL GOWNS, illustrated.

OUTING GOWNS, illustrated.

FRENCH NOVELTIES, illustrated.

JOSEPHINE DODGE DASKAM'S NEW SERIAL

THE BIOGRAPHY OF A BABY
This 1* the first serial by Miss Doskam, whose

Dlustratsons by r. Y. CORY ehort stories of child lite have made her famous.

“PICTURES OF PEACE,” .... by Marion Foster Washbumc
A nvoat unusual article. Illustrations by Clarence F. Underwood.

“TWO CAREERS” by Miss Jessie Wilcox Smith
Two exquisite full. page pictures by one of America's beat artists.

•* AUNTS,” by Margaret Deland

OTHER FEATURES
COLORED FRONTISPIECE,

by the Roses, of Paris.

“ THE EARTH CRY,” a Poem,
by Theodosia Garrison.

“ THE ULTIMATE MOMENT
Chapter IV.; by Wm. R. Lighten.

“AN EASTER CANTICLE”
By Clinton Scollard.

“SPRING RECIPES,” By Maria Blay.

“ HOUSEHOLD LACES.”

“THE TAILOR FINISH.”

“ STORIES WITHOUT WORDS,”
Picture No. 4, by Florence Scovel Shinn.

“OLD BLUE CHINA,” by J. W. Guthrie.

“THE RESIGNATION OF THE SECOND
VICE-PRESIDENT,” by Caroline Bene*

diet Burrell ; illustrated by J. K. Bryans.

" ROUNDING OF A SCENE ” (Short Story),

by E. NesoiL

“ MIDNIGHT SUPPERS,”
by Josephine Grenier.

“ BOOKS WORTH READING.”

air AND MANY WELL-FILLED DEPARTMENTS -©*

HARPER & BROTHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, N. Y.

The Reflections of Ambrosine
By ELINOR GLYN

Author of " 7%e Visits of Elisabeth.”

The story of a woman of fascinating personality. Ambrosine’* highly original and entertaining comments,

enliven every page in the book. Colored frontispiece, ft. 50-

HARPER « BROTHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK CITY
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A Century Hence

By Charles Johnston

Bencsl Civil Service (Retired)

lx every community there are n few men
who count; the rwt take their direction

(rnni throe. In wtcirl)', n small ntnnlier of

women of nriginulity and power take the

lead in everything, while the rent are glad
to follow suit. So in the greater society,

the greater community of the world, a few

nations or races count, and the rest are

ruled by these: not only politically, hut

in thought, feeling, genius, and inspira-

t inn.

In looking forward to see what a cen-

tury may bring forth, the first matter to

get clear is which of the nations muni, and
which are. ns the Sanskrit proverb say*.
*• mere empty measures, filling up the gran-

ary.” One sound and practical way is to

m*c which races hate siieceeded in estab-

lishing sovereignty over a large numlier of

individuals; in other words, to begin with

the lurgest empires, numerically, and to

work down from these to the lesser powers.

For to establish an iiuperiurn over a vast

body of men is one of the very strongest

symptoms of effectiveness in a raw. The
f(’onlinurtl on /*i*;e HI.)

Advice to Mothehs.— Mm*. \\ nin uwNNooniiiioSm r
should slwuyi b* uvpl (or children teething. It mother tl-e
child, mllni, the gum*, allay* all (win.mm wind colic, nnd
U Ihv best remedy Cor diarrfia<a.—( AJr.]

WHY MOUI Ft* Mlt.K
(or Infant feeding in the uncertain wn. of the novice when

K
uo ran have ulwuys •vitli you a •>u,|il> of Bonds V* Kmii *
aaxn U)NDia«M. Mils.* perlnl cow's niilh fn«n herd,

of native breed*, the perfection of infant fund? I'm, it („r
tea and niffrr.-{dir.|

TEi.aeiMt.VE Seri Ice i

CiET strength of hone and inuM-lr. purify the .y.lnn v. ill. An-
Sill'- U— miiflnsl tne-l"rs llltfee. fl.Cr I

SlUCiMi ii *d Speuker* will Snd Fiin'i’i 4 t „ i

l«wv aenos an ulot m n.-ir I If If. larsan
- |

1/ i

ADVERTISEMENTS

londonderri)

’ Before you do
another tliinq

James, bring me a,

i
(3LUB

I'm so tired shopping

maKe it a MARTINI.”
I need a little Tonic

and its so much better

thanadrugofany hind’

FOR SALE ar ALL DEALERS G

G.F. Heublein&Bro.
i HARXFOUjdl NewYo»\k. London.'

TWO VIEWS OF ONE
OF OUR. >4 MODELS

JO YEARS SELLING DIRECT
We arc the largest manufacturer* of

vehicles and harness in the world
selling to consumers exclusively.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS
tiut ship anywhere for

examination. guaran-
tee-inn safe delivery.

Vow are out nothing if

not satisfied.

We make i i»s

styles of ve-

hiclrs anil

styles of bar-

"“Kit silhkiEy II.. t., | tic* ro ,(,«.
Ai (w,l n will Im (p an. ^

Large Catalogue FREE—Send for it.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

VrsdjfmfMU 1 ' VMt

TRUSCOTT BOAT
MFG. CO. j*

ST. JOSEPH. MICH.. U. S. A.

AgtmU* tm a// prln. Ipa/ ,1/1ft

BOKER’S
Anti -dyspeptic. A tonic, an

BITTER
tmf a delicacy in miked drink*.

S
VIOLETTES du CZAR THE EVER FASHIONABLE PERFUME OF

0R1ZA-L. LEGRAND i Grand Frlx Paris 1900*
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First of all, I must eiplain that the onion-bed was not my idea. More-
otft. I itas jullv .ra are o; the intelligent surveillance which was b.-mg

kept over ms progress

Hut since the preceding tear I had perfected a sane and no less hu-

mane nlea. with which I hoped la circumvent their customary depre-

On a day / found the hens dining freely from my c lireful pnpara- \ nnr though.' struck me. and to prove its correctness I determined

lions Hut thal hybrid old bustard iruj confining hit ilettrm.'tve ej/arli thereupon the immediate capture of the male bird

riclutmely to my imim sprouts ll'kyf

This sinunrhat .It;!, nit task assured I preceded to iru arceraie him immediately /f--tr to m . oninns Thus, good sir, in this natural

in a dinned ..up .•< .<ur awn. anil pr,yi.,d.d in stud i the hens m-inn.r / knv pr.neu correct a Iheors I hate tone held - that wmucn
folk, tf antic sure man it JUKI), uill indulge in onions

440
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(Continued from payr 4&9J
ni»«l |m>|hiI<iu» of all states is what our

statistician*, most dfffjttivfly, call “ the

Chiitont1 Empire.” I^t u», then, lic^in by

faring the Yellow Peril. Where will it

mImihI in a huiuln-d yearaT

Our statistics are deceptive because,

strictly speaking, there l» no Chineae Em-
pire—that la, the imperium, or aoverelgn

power, la nowhere in Chineae hand*. The
Chineae cannot even rule theuiaelvea, much
less do they rule any one rlar. The intpe-

rium among them is held by a handful of

at i IT-necked Manchu Tartar*, men of much
the aume race aa the great mediwal con-

<|iipror*. (ienghi* Khan, and Timur the

I -ante. whom Dryden called Tamerlane, and
Coleridge'* friend. Kublai Khan, who did a

stately pleasure dome decree. These Man-
cha Tartars undoubtedly had the gift of

sovereignty, the geniua of rule, the great

binding power of collective will, without

whieh even hundreds of millions can tut

more hold together than so many gruin*

of dry sand. They also had the cementing
quality that makes empires, the quality

which the true Chinaman so conspicuously

larks.

The Chinamen are an immense heap of

human grains of sand, without binding pow-

er, without collective will; therefore they

liavr no political weight at all. And with

u race *o old. so definitely crystallized

psychically, so to speak, there is no great

chance of their gaining this quality within

a hundred years, or thrice a hundred. They
ate no peril at nil politically, so long as

they try to stand by themselves. And the

Chinese are the first to recognize it. There-

fore they tolerated the Manchu Tartars

these three hundred years, having already

had a Mongol dynasty, cousins of the Tar-

tars. for several centuries before. There
was a brief interlude of Chinese rule be-

tween the true nomnd Mongols und the Man*
clius, but it ended badly, with the Inst

dynast hanging himself on an acacia-trp«.

So perished Chinese sovereignty.

Manchuria is in fact a Russian province,

whatever it may lie in law. I’olitinslljr,

therefore, the Chinese cun never count.

Commercially, however, they will count in

an ever- increasing degree. Tlic commercial

growth of Japan will he a drop in the ocean

ei mi (sired with China. Our capitalists and
laborers should agree with each other quick-

ly. while they are in the way. Iwt they lie

delivered into the hand* of the Chiniiman.

Let them ask the English merchants and
officials of Singapore or llong-kong what
the Chinaman can do. economically, and

be wise in time.

The so-called Chinese Empire is estimated

to number just over four hundred millions.

The liritish Empire is something un-

der the same figure. The two together

make up half mankind. We may now look

more closely at the British Empire, to rec-

ognize the elements of which it really con-

sists.

First comes India, with its three hundred

millions of linlf-starvixi brown people, who
for long centuries have not counted in the

world's destinies, nor will they ever count

again. There are a few millions of red or

white race who do counl, but we must |«ss

over them now. Uoveming these three hun-

dred millions stand some nine hundred in-

habitants of the British Isles, many of the

most gifted coming from Scotland or Ire-

land. just as all the soldiers 'of genius in

the British army, the Wolaeleya, Kitcheners.

Itoliertses, und the like, are of Irish birth. A
small army of English, Irish, and Scotch

regiments hacks up the nine hundred rulers

of India—and, incidentally, consumes the

revenues in “punitive expedition* “ across

the frontiers. Thus in world polities three-

fourth* of the British Empire does not count

at all. or count* as a liability rather than ns

an asset.

Wireless Telegraphy ft United States Government
THr nluiKlivr twin uf the leading sjrsfons, made wider the direction of (Jen. A. W. (ireely, l'. S. A„ and l.trnt.

Arnold, C. S» X., have mulled In llie adofilluii of the

DE FOREST WIRELESS TELEGRAPH SYSTEM
fur army and navy use. Minplicity and accuracy In operation were cunclualvcty tluwa. Aerogram* tent over long
durance* of wooded and hilly country were evenly and clearly received.

The prediction of Prof. Alexander Graham Hell, lliat wireless telegraphy

WILL SUPPLANT THE 189.000 MILES OF CABLE
I l)r. I-ee de l-Urest. Till* I*

1 (Jen. (ifeely**
. _

I i-lrgrnph will talk acrt»i.
V Patent other U the foundation, and there U n

CttlmatM Fumlihed for Equipment of YACHTS, STEAMERS, oto.. and the •itabllshlnl
of PRIVATE wlrelaaa telegraph service between offices, cities, or other points.

OFFICERS ASH DIRECTORS OF THE COMPANY
LEE DE FOREST. PhD,. Yale. Soentiflc Dimeter. A. WHITE. Paas . Prw. Greater N Y Securities C»

FRANCIS X BUTLER. Trras M G LATHROP. Sec y G If. BARBOUR. M E E E .Executive Engineer

S S Bcoamt.
Ex -S-.ijrt W L* Telegraph Co

W. S' Hants.
Of Title Guarantee stul Trust Co

M M McK an.
Of Strawlmdge & Clothier. Phil* . Pa

Present purchasers of stock In the De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company will hav«
opportunities similar to thoee ervfoyad by buyers of Bell Telephone stock in the aarlv days
of its cwreer- For Informivtlon In reference to stock or estimates for equipment, address

DE FOREST WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO.. Suite 10. 100 Broadway. New York

130 lino*!

•talnwnt Knd<>

THE

EQUITABLE

AN INCOME
WITHOUT CAPITAL

can be created by means ol the New^
Continuous Instalment Endowment Bond oi the

Equitable
If you die. it will provide a permanent income

for your beneficiary just when he.or she. may necdil

If you live, it will provide an income (or your-

selfjust when you may need it.

Tile income commences at once , tl you die.

It will commence in twenty years , ifvou live

and will be paid as long as either you or the

beneficiary live

It will be paid for twenty years in any event

Send coupon below lor particulars.
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A Few Miles of “ Flat ” CountryCaught In a Tight Place

Deer-Kvirvtirvg in Automobiles

T IIK idea of utilizing tin* automobile in dccr-hunting has
Iu*en introduced in the West. Mr. W. W. Price, of Cel
orado Springs. probably ha* the honor of living the first

one to go after doer anil other hit* game in m motor-ear.

Mr. Price ha* recently retnrneil from n tour in which
he was quite Minvwful, nml which (tivrrnl several hundred mile*
through the wildcat portion of the State. A<rom]uinird hy Dr.

C. K. Smith. Mr. Prior started in a Winton car of about fifteen

horse-power. going through South Park and Itiiena Vi*ta, and
climbing t'te Pane, one of the most ditFieult paraugM in the Col-

orado Koekie*. They enteml the " Flat Top" country. as it it*

railed, going directly to the deer ranges in the vehicle. Several
line specimen* were shot. and the game ** parked ** on the front

of the touring-car to la- brought Iwiek to their headquarter* at the

camp of the Montgomery I .and and Cattle Company.
During the trip the auto passed through a considerable portion

of the country which haa never before been visited by a chauffeur.
Near the town of Meeker a hand of deer actually follower! the car
some distance, apparently ustonished at the strange animal. While
within easy range of the rifles tarried hy Mr. Price and Ids com-
panions. no attempt was made to shoot them, as it was not con-

sidered sportsmanlike.
The arrival of the huntsmen at Meeker caused a sensation, as

few in the town had ever seen such a vehicle, and it was the first

to make its appearance within the limits. The local paper, in

commenting upon the arrival. raid: “The first automobile to make
its a plicaranee in this valley arrived Tuesday evening, the dis-

tance between Rifle and Meeker having been covered in three nml
one half hours, including stops and one slight breakdown. Mr.
\V. W. Pries* and Dr. C. K. Smith were the passengers. The mw
chine was given a box stall ut Simp Harp's livery, and * Salty ’

was on hand with a new lifty-foot rope and a pair of hobble* to
secure the thing. All the horses in the Imitii talked it over that

night, and concluded that when the roads were laid it would lie

the same old thing- -double up and get up in the collar. It will

not prove as destructive on the range «s sheep."
Meeker is one of the princi|»al cattle • markets of this sec-

tion of the West, and cowboys are always riding about it*

streets. When the unto and its passengers came down the main
street several of the " boys “ got out their lassoes and tried to put
the rope around one of the wheels. After Mr. Price had " put it

up " at ” Simp Harp's,” a party of the range-riders entered the
stable and went through the ceremony of branding it as n " maver-
ick.” The motor was the first of it» kind to go through the (Jrand
River faftnn. and for many miles |M**cd over a ” highway ” which
has been literally blasted out of solid rock by the State. The road
is only wide enough to allow one vehicle to pass, and on either

side the walls in sonic place* reach a height of a thousand feet.

Mr. Price states that for much of the way they passed over a solid

U'd of rock with not even an inch »l earth for a top covering.

Returning Home with the Auto-load of Game
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The perfect load to perfect nun. SHREDDED
WHOLE WHEAT BISCUIT if more porout than
any other fond— that means mure digestible.
H h U»« r),UI,«d, aniens. luad,

far "1W Vkl
10Ian

THE ftAT URAL POOD COMPACT
ltUgiira Fallt. H. T.

99 % of a Qunera's Value is in

the Lens
One part only In a camera h mpmuMe for tile

0iM/r/r.if the plrtorr.
That 1

* llir I^im- A poor lens cannot tnske a ivrfect
picture, even by accident.

The Goerz Lens
Ik u*ed hy the leadIliac plnAoeraptretK, urnslmr and pru-
(miiinal, in every country.
At y«mr ilmlrra nr direct Write (<«r diiMrlidlvr

ratalotfur.

C.P.GOERZ, Room 33
. 52 1. Union Sqaar,. N.V.

coom

It li delicious, fruity and pure, with

i forty-year record as first on the list

of Dry Champagnes. No sparkling

wine In use is its superior.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

ff'onfiiiMrd fioui pagr HI.)
Of the remaining hundred million or bo,

under Itritish rule, forty million* are Afri-

can*. whether Kaffir* or negroes, and, po-

litically, these also may he left out. Then
there i* an indeterminate fringe of tome ten
million*; then, ami lastly, a residue of about
fifty million* of white race, and these last

alone count in the politica of the world.
Keren nr eight million* of those, being in

Ireland or of Irisli birth, arc negatively

electrilled toward the empire, ao to »|ieak.

ami against them we mav count olT •uunc

«eren or eight million* of Scotch birth or

descent, basing aome thirty-five million Eng
liahmen.

Here at last we have our Rritifh unit,

for the purpose* of prognostication. And
we are instantly faced by one im*t signili

cant and tremendous fact: that the rate of

increase among these men of Kng)i«h race
lia* lies'll dwindling decade after decade, so

that they are rapidly approaching the

French standard, when' births exactly equal
deaths, and there is no incrcnse in popula-
tion i»i ull. Tills i* true not only in Eng
land, but also in ('aundii. Australia, and
South Africa, and is, ethnically speaking,
the most ominous and overshadowing fact

in our whole inquiry.

It point* to the eclipse of a race-stock

which has played a very large part in re

cent cmtliriea. and by which the nincti-cnth

century was practically dominated. The
pure English race-stock is dwindling and
dying out, and will he a constantly dimin
lulling factor in world politics throughout
the twentieth century. And the great self

governing colonies like Canada and Aus-
tralia ure swiftly becoming sovereign states,

rather than fraetions of the empirr: ao
that here all indications point the same
wnv.

In a hundred years the pure English
raw* will la* nothing like the world factor

that it is today. Perhaps Mr. Stead is

right in thinking that, long before that,

the Itritish Isles will hr added In the In

Milnr lh'|M‘ndencies of the Cnited State*, in

which ease England will count about a*
much a* Ohio and Illinois in the total coun-

sel* of the nations.

We come now to Russia, at present third

among the stales of the world, with a pop
illation of one hundred and thirty million*
Hero the rout rust to England is almost
total. First of ull. nearly all of these ore
of pure Slavonic meet it ml the ro»t arc of

transitional »i|hrarr*. closely nkin fo the
Russian*, and villing to Is* altsorhcd in

them. Today ltu*»ia stands first among
the white nations of thr rarth. with a

imputation almost double tluit of her near
cat competitor. More than this, and in

striking contrast to thr pure English race.

Russia ha* the large*! birth* rate in thr
world, bring alsmt fifty per thousand. a«

against sumethiny like twenty - three for

France and thirty-three for England. Hut
Hie Russian death • rate i* also abnormal!'
laige. through rau*re which are lieing grail

ually eliminated l»y progress, such a« tiu.l

fmiil and unhealthy houses. So that Russia
takes between fifty and sixty years to

double in |M»pu1atlon. the pure Slavonic pie

’• lent being the most rohiiat. vital, ami pro
lific. an<l thus evidently destined to nlsaorb

mid assimilate the whole mass.

Now for our significant fact: Within
twenty-seven year*, at the present rate of

increase, we shall have two hundred mill

urn* of Russian*. Within eighty year*, we
shall have four hundred million*; and
within the century we -hall have n hulf-

hillion of Riissioiis, of nearly pure Slavonic

"Delicious DrinK.s
and Dainty- Dishes

ARE MADE EROM

BAKER’S
BREAKFAST
COCOA

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Daeqtuled ter Smoothness, Dclicawy.ua Flavor

tuaih.e l!i« |MtLsg« you receive sad make sura

that it bears our traxic^naik-
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Consumption
Can be Cured.
Marvelous Discovery by the Famous Dr.

Yonkerman of Kalame»soo. Mich. - Stale

Officials and Great Medical Men Pro.

nounce It the Only Cure for Con.
sumption and All Throat
and L vj n | Troubles.

Consumptives Given up to Die and Sent
Back From California Hopeless and
Helpless are Now Alive and Well
Through This Wonderful
Cure for Consumption.

A Free Package Containing Sufficient to

Convince the Most Skeptical Sent
to All Who Write.

Consumption tan at Inst be cured. Marvelous
j

as it may seem after the many failures, a sure,

positive, and crrttuA cure for the deadly comump-

The Discoverer of Tuberoulosyne. Ihe

Only Cure for Consumption.

turn has at last twin discovered by Dr. lVrk P.
Yonkerman, a great Michigan doctor, who has made
a l ie study of this fatal disease. His wonderful
remedy has Urn fully tested and rigidly proven a
sure i lire bv State officials, ami noted medical men
all over the world testify to its power to kill the

dread germ that causes consumption The doctor
makes n** secret of the ingredients of his wonderful
cure, iiclieving that the people are entitled to such
.1 pm.

I

ik turn of science, and lie is sending free treat-

ment all over the world. Iringing joy of knowledge
of certain rescue from this awful fatal disease. Such
eminent scientists as Koch, Luton, Pasteur, and
all the great medical and gertn specialist*! and
chemists have already repeatedly declared that
the consumptive germ cannot live a minute in

the presence of the ingredients <>f this wonderful
remedy that, has already revolutionised the treat-

ment of consumption and has taken it from the
catalogue of deadly, fatal diseases and placed it

in the curable list Free trial packages and letters

from grateful people former consumptives rescued
from tile very taw* of death— are sent free to all who
write to I »r Ikrk P. Yonkerman, ro65 Shakespeare
Building, Kalamazoo. Mich Dr. Yonkerman wants
every consumptive sufferer on the face of the earth
to have this marvelous and only genuine cure for
consumption Write to-day. It i* a sure cure, and

|

the free trial (lockage sent you will do you more
good than all the medicine*, end liver oils, stimulants, |

or change* of climate, .and it will convince you that at i

last there h.o been div overrd the true cure for con-
sumption. Don’t delay—there is not an hour to
lose when you have consumption, throat or lung
trouble. Send to day for free package,

ACTUM i 1 " ,r ‘ 1 l, » *l»r CI’HKH. I lesllli rvkloml.
flo I nmfl I t-rnk «A, MIKE. Dlt. IIAYES. buffalo. N \

Mnnniniir “ ,hI uoiiiw hahitvci ri u.

MORPHINE *••** uiM •

One taste convinces

KORNKRISP
best of all modem foods

blood. This iH'nmih! not a menace. Init

n promise, w hen we m*p that avnipathy ia the

true key-note of the Slav, who i* far more

hopeful noil for the ethic* of I hr Sermon on

llie Mount Ilian in the sol fanner! ive and

dominating Teuton.

Nor will this exhaust the Slavonic are*.

Draw a line from llfigen on the Rallie to

Venice; nearly everything to the rn»l of

this line i* Him bully Slav. Hence the dire

apprehension* of the Prussian anil Austrian

Pan-Herman*, who feel and fear the rising

tide. Count von Billow recently express**!

the matter in a nutshell, by comparing the

Slav* to rabbits, and the Teuton* to hares,

for their power of reproduction; beginning

with equal number*, you will have a hun-

dred rabbit* before you have a score of

hare*. So it is with Slav and Teuton.

Therefore all eastern Kiirope. a* well as

most of Asia, may he added to the Slavonic

area.

We come now to the fourth of the great

world power*, our worshipful selves. It

is evidently impossible to do tlie subject

justice in a paragraph or two. We ran only

express with the utmost brevity a series

of conclusions slowly and laboriously

reached.

We at present number some ninety mill-

ion*. Ic«* than seventy million* being of

white or nearly while rare: a large influx

of the inhabitants of southern Kiirope tir-

ing amongst the nearly white, the olive

race*, like the Sicilian* or Neapolitan*.

We speak of these seventy millions a*

Anglo-Saxon*, using thi* a* a aynonym of

Knglish - speaking. But even England
wa* never Anglo - Saxon in rare. We
all nominally s|ieak “ English.” but some
of it i« very queer English, from the

staml [mint of Mayfair, where the court

tongue of England is most uniformly

spokrn. But Anglo-Saxon in ruee thi* coun-

try is not. And here, a* everywhere else hi

the Engli«h area, the pure English rare has

a dwindling birth-rate, and is rapidly ap-

proximating the condition already reached

by Ihe French, where births just equal

death*. Mr. Roosevelt's recent letter sug-

gests some of the mii*c* of this; in any
case, they are no* occult.

Al the present moment there are prob-

ably between twenty ami twenty-five mill-

ion* of Irish in this country, and. as they

are recruited from the most vigorous por-

tion of the Irish race, their birth-rate is tin-

usualh high, approaching the Russian

standard. So that they will decidedly

count in the largrr world a century hence.

We have also strong element* drawn from

tiermany, many of Slavonic rare; and a

large contingent from other Slavonic area*,

like Austria und Poland; add to there nur

immigrant* from the I-uin countries, and

it is evident that the American of a hun-

dred years hence will lie the quintessence,

the final distillation, of all the European

rare*. The Teutonic element, with it*

bullying proclivities, will lie pretty well

drilled out by that lime; und the Celtic

element will lie greatly strengthened. We
shall have a type more sympathetic, more
psychic, very creative, ami with a Hell

promise of goml for the remainder of the

world.

Tlie German Empire stands next, and ie

a strong and vital factor. It cannot ex-

tend in Euro|**. yet extend it undoubtedly

will. So we may logically apportion to it

a population of a hundred and fifty mill-

ion*, largely represented in the ti*m|MT»te

zone of South America. A subtcmperulc

/one may belong to the Latin race* ; while

we may look to see the red rare reassert

itself, ami dominate tropical South Amer-

ica. a* well as most of Central America.

But doubtless the whole of the New World

will in touch, joined in a loose confed-

eracy. with this country a* a very inllu-

t-nlial factor.

There are the races which childly count,
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and a crntury hence they will ntund oome-

wlmt thus:

First, w« -hall have the Russian realm,

with a |Mi|iuhithin of not less than five him
ilml million*.—equal tn a third of the whole

human race at the present time. This |K»p-

ulation will be of almost pure Slavonic

I tli mi<1, a rul the small extraneous elements in

it will be made up for by the strong kindred

Slavonic element at present beyond the bor-

ders of Russia.

Second in numbers, we shall have the new
American nice, in extent ulstuL two hundred
millions. The hirth • rate in the I'nited

States tends to decrease, hut the n urn tier of

immigrants tend* to increase: and this, of

course. mean* an increasing departure from
the first raw-type. All evidence points to

the thought, that, while Russia will without
dnuht tend to heenme Americanized, hy the

devolution of responsibility to ever-widening

circles of the population, the opposite

course will prevail in America,—a more col-

lective con»eiou*nix*s growing up. and grad-

ually approaching the Slavonic moral stand-

ard. with its sympathetic general con-

sciousness. Thus the two greatest world
powers will approach each other, the one
growing in individual responsibility, while
the other increases in the power of sympa-
thetic feeling.

Next in order we shall probably have a

hundred and fifty millions of pure Teutons,
divided between central Europe and tem-
perate South America, a rare whom we
should look on as the intellectual heirs of

Goethe and Wagner, of Kant and Schopen-
hauer. the masters of great realms of the

noblest thought and art. and therefore a

treasure-house of one of the great heritages

of mankind.
The English race is evidently destined to

dwindle, as did the Spanish power which
overshadowed tlip world three centuries ago.

Even now. India is an element of sheer weak
ness, a mass of magnificent misery: while

the great self-governing commonwealths of

Canada and Australia arc only nominally
subject to England, and with every year
will more and more become sovereign states.

The destiny of Cumulii evidently is* a part of

the general destiny of the New World; and.
ns tin- English type in ('anadn. as elsewhere,

is dying out. we may add the Dominion
to the area of the new American race. The.

present American invasion of the North-
west Territory shows how this will practi-

cally come about. Australia may be ex-

pected to remain more English in type.

To apply this to the map of the world:
Russia, foremost of the white powers, will

extend down to the borders of China proper,

covering a vast tract in central Asia equal

to about two million square milea. Russia
will extend her influence over Slavonic Aus-

tria and the Balkan peninsula, down to the

borders of Hellas, which will also dc|M-nd

on the greatest power in the Eastern
Church.

The American states will doubtless reap,

in a fuller and closer federation, that sow-
ing of common interest and feeling which
the Monroe Doctrine is bringing about, and
which include* Canada just ns much as it

includes Venezuela. We may, therefore, con-

fidently forecast a federation of the New
World, with this country as preponderant
member. In this federation, a great German
state in South America will douhtlcM be in-

cluded. and German political power will ab-

sorb a part of western Austria, gaining a

port on the Adriatic, and stretching from
the Baltic to the Mediterranean.

Whether India is destined to continue its

present relation to Knglund, or whether its

poverty and distress will become a burden
on some other land, is n question mainly in-

ten-sting to the millions of India, hut of no
weight in world politic*. The strictly Eng
lish area may. therefore, he limited to Eng
land and Australia, with a joint |K>pulation

of under fifty millions.
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Farmer Bryan: “Those dark horses are getting mighty restless.”
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“ The most appealing type ofheroine

ever presented in fiction.

—Henry M. Ai den.

“No woman whosemoral standards

were primarily conventional could

have understood the temperament of

Julie Le Breton.

—Hamilton W. Mabie.

Cady Rose’s Daughter
By

Mrs. Humphry Ward

" Readers hare rarely been led with

such interest along the course of any
novel. '

'

—W. D. Howells.
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“ The most human story that Mrs.

Ward has 'written.

—Jeannette L Gilder.

Harper’s Magazine
A COMPLETE
NOVELETTE

for APRIL
BY William Dean Howells

A strong story of deep psychological interest.

NEW LONGFELLOW LETTERS
A number of hitherto unpublished letters written by the

poet between 1831 and 1835, throwing new light on his

personality, together with many letters of the first Mrs.

Longfellow, sketches by the poet, etc.

ENGLISM
Professor Brander Matthews, of Columbia, has written

a most interesting article on •* Briticisms of All Sorts,” in

w'hich he contrasts some Knglish and American usages

of words and discusses some new Briticisms.

TRAVEL
In the few months before his death Julian Ralph wrote
for Harper’s Magazine a number of studies of peo-
ple in various parts of our country. One of these,

called •* A Trip with a Tin-Peddler,” appears in the April

Magazine. William Shprp, the w'ell-known Hnglish

critic, writes poetically of “The Country of Theocritus.”

PICTURES IN COLOR
There are fifteen pages of pictures in color and lint in

the April Magazine, including paintings bv Louis l-ocb,

W. T. Smedley, and Charles King Wood.

ECONOMIC MORMONISM
Professor Richard T. Ely, of the University of Wis-
consin, who has been making a study of various

communities for Harper’s Magazine, whites of the social

and economic side of Mormonism as seen to-day in Salt

Lake City.

SCIENCE
Carl Anydcr, in his article on "Physiological Immunity,”
gives the latest scientific view s on how the human body
lights disease—a paper of intense practical interest to

every one.

HISTORY
Thomas A. Janvier's story of “The Dutch Founding
of New York ” comes to a conclusion in the April

number. It is a delightful study of the end of the

Dutch regime.

SHORT STORIES
In addition to Mr. Howells' siorv. there are short stories

bv Robert W. Chambers, Alice Caldwell Megan,
Mrs. Stepney Rnwson, Candace Wheeler, Lily A.

Long, ;ind J. C. Troutman in the April number— eight

complete short stories in all.
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Henrik Ibsen

The playwright, who with Bjornson shares in Norway the title of the Grand Old Man. celebrated his

seventy-fifth birthday on March 20
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Humor and Life in La Gviayra
Some Impressions from our Correspondent in Venezuela

I
F not a gay town. I-a Uuayra is a picturesque one In many
waya. At the foot of the ravine shown in the sketch one
forget* In iv, viciously hot, clnec, ami sickening the iJuy is.

Sunlight play* ruuml the mountain*. tirni shows clearly the

quaint old convent and church-tower of ” Kl t'nrnnn." with
its yellow walls washed to an orange tint, and hlaekcneil in spots

with dampness. A fountain covered with green most. stand* liy

its gate, nround
which pictu-

resque group*
of native girls

and women
gather with
water-jars.
The white

building that
von remurk
across thr
ravine and up
t«i the left

higher in the

mountains is a
mausoleum. In

the house be-

hind its wulls
of finest mar-
ble lived and
died old Dr.

N , who
was a German
student when
old ilridrlherg

was young. For
seventy years
he carried with
him the fear

that one day
he would In*

buried alive.

To uvoid this

fate. which

—

sail to mv—
fell to the lot

of one of hi*
patients, he or-

dered this

m a ii s o I e ii in

built with the
savings of half

a century of

ructicr. His
ast wish was
to Ih- laid at

rest there in an
open coflin, with
a key for the
hi a u * o I e ii m
door in his

right hand.
Thus hr slum
hers, 1500 feet

above the sea-

level. ready to

open the door
that leads back
to life,

Dow n where
the ravine cuts
ih rough the
long half-circle

of oil lunip-

jsists that twin-
kle at night
along the quay,
von see the
'pot that mars
l-i Gnuyra's
Iwaut.v and
romance — at

I wist for the
spieial corre-

spondent* who
had news to

send. It is the
office of the Venezuelan censor of telegrams—a man of many, many
meals. At least so lie seemed necessarily to iis. who many, many
times hastened tired and perspiring to the cable-office, only to lie

informed. Call again later, for the censor has gone for his
' alinucrxo." for his " lunch,” hi* “eomida," or his ” lute slipper."

However, then- were some moments when the censor was not aid-

ing the Idoekuding fleet in reducing the food-supply. Then he would
accept a telegram, gravely ntul sceptirnlly look it over, giving him-
self an Mir of imdi-rntuiiding Kngli*lt or Cormini, arid then forward
the message 1 1 suspect by mud i to Caracas. IvNpcriencv soon

taught us that it wua useless to inquire liefore at least twenty-four
hours hud elapsed what tile powers that Im- in Caracas had decided.
Perchance on the following day one would get hold of the censor
rushing through Main Street for a meal, and ask, “ How about my
telegram. SeOoi j"

“Still under eonsiderntion in CaracMa,”
“ Thanks, so much, Sefior, and I hope you'll enjoy your lunch.**

Again a day
went bv, and
again the cen-
sor was met in

the sinet, this
lime sauntering
lazily. He ninie
from a meal.
He felt cheery
and willing to
chat. Taking
the cigarette
from his lips,

raising his hat.
and bowing
with true Span-
ish • American
grundezzn. lie

would volun-
teers " Your
telegram has
been passed
upon favorably,
nml sent,*' or
regret that
" his govern-
mein rould not
very well allow
a message like

the one tiled to
leave the coun-
try.” No ill-

feeling was
shown in that
•use. but the
censor. with
equal politeness
and ceremony,
in formed that
by this time tlie

i-aptain of the
Carlo Atbrrlo
luid nrolNildy
filed the mes-
sage in t'ura

C«o. whence it

would leave
without cen-
sorship.

For many
reason* we
thought it wise
to avoid the
latter, arid to
send our tele-

grams on board
one of the allied
war - ships to
Curasao. A
telegram is ap-
parently lie-

lieved public
property by the
Venezuelan au-
thor itiea.

An Knglish
eorre s pnndent

.

very young and
bright,

the first of
find Caa-
l-i Vie-

and ob-

an inter-

Sitting
to dinner

with u» that

same night in Caracas, he found it diflirull to keep his secret quite

to himself, and hinted at some big and exclusive story that Ida

pa|»er would print thr following day You may imagine the look

of mingled disgust, indignation, and amaze on his face when ev-

eryImdy at this table volunteered to till him word by word what
he* had cabled, llis interview bad found it* way through the doors

of the censorial office*, and been offered to every newspaper corre-

spondent for sale.

Of .nurse mils Illy tried to deprive the winner of hi* laurel* by
making use of hi» property.

La Guayra—the Centre of the Blockade
From • drawing nude on .be spot by our srtlst, Mr. Walter Hale

This is lire first authentic sketch published of the port of Caracas. which is buili on s sea suit at thr loot

of the VcnciucUn mounts mv The roidwey represented In the drawing Is the route 10 Caracas. which lies sis

miles over the mountains in the backgrouod. The rallroud. which covers twenty seven miles before it resrhes

the cspitil, nn he seen in the upper right-hand corner climbing Li Sills, the peak srhich guards Li Guayra

fro in

toria.

tain

view.
down
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“CLEAR SHIP FOR ACTION!
The home squadron of battle-ships and cruisers is in the Gulf of Mexico, in response to an order of the Navy

Department. The oh|ect is to improve the efficiency of the men by putting them through the

various manoeuvres of actual war. In the drawing Mr. George Gibbs has chosen

the moment when all hands are called to quarters to prepare for action
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Wireless Manoeuvres in Germany, showing the Air-ship Battalion in the Field

Wi reless Telegraphy in the Next War

TUB military iiihI naval authorities of the world an*
«*i|iiii>|iin^r th«*ir respective armies and Meets with special

win* 1 1*** telegraphy apparatus, and the war power with-
out this very modern accessory will soon U* as badly handi-
capp'd a* Humph it were without ammunition.

The illustrations here shown represent a type of apparatus man-
ufactured by the Braun-Seimens and Halske Wireless Telegraph
t'nmpany. espeeially for field use in tiie Imperial lii-rnian army,
and operated by the Koval .Military Air-ship Battalion of tier-

many, under whose direction the testa were made.
The great difficulty experienced in transporting wireless sta-

tions overland has been largely due to the extreme sensibility of

the coherer, or electric eye, in the wireless apparatus, and of the
relay which indicates the im—suge. With this idea well in mind,
the manufacturers designed the accoutrements for military sig-

nalling without wires in a way that does away with the elements
ot danger from breakage or disarrangement which result from
hard usage and from the heavy service demanded.
The apparatus is mounted on regulation gun • carriages, the

whole arrangement ls‘ing made as compact as jsissilde. In the
ir-rrnt Herman mnmriivrc*. tlirre were three of these pirtahlc mil
Starv wireless telegraph outfits, and two |M*rmanent station In-

stallations. using masts for the «u*[irn*ion of the sending and
receiving air wire*. The tests l<*>k place within an effective

radius of thirty -live miles, under all the many varying condi-

tions In which it could possibly lie subjected in time of uctuul
warfare.

Among the rigid tests which wen* imposed and made a con-
dition of acceptance hv the government were 'cross-country runs
at breakneck speed, halting the battalion suddenly, then making
ready the apparatus, elevating the vertical win* a few hundred
feet hv means of a kite, and dually clicking off the message. The

results were as satisfactory as at permam-nt stations, and mes-
sages were received as easily and accurately as though the vital
part* of the apparatus had Is-eu resting unilisturlicd on an air-
cushion, anil all this, it was found, could In* easily accomplished
in five minutes.
The portable equipments are supplied with kites and balloon*

of various sires, in order to obtain for the air-wire the necessary
height with the least possible weight. On days when there is no
wind small hydrogen hulloons an- sent up, carrying the thin flexi-

ble strands of cop|N*r wires, and for this purpose a cylinder of com-
pressed liydrogcu is made a pint of the outfit, hut on days when
there is a slight wind blowing, a form of tailless kite known in this
country as an Eddy kite i* sent up, and from its cord is suspended
the air-wire.

Now a tailless kite of the type cited possesses very little sta-

bility in the teeth of a stiff breeze, anil -o recourse must be had
to a kite of the cellular tyn*—for example, those that are termed
here. Blue Hill box kite*: these may hi* sent up in a veritable gale.

In this way the difficult n* due to stormy weather may la* readily
overcome. As laittcric* or any similar source of electricity are
obviously uiisuitrd for supplying current to operate the trans-
mitter, since they are liable to breakage, leakage, and a hun-
dred and one other little technical troubles, under such trying
conditions, ii small dynamo, directly connected with a gasoline
engine i* made to supply the current, ami has been found well
adapted to the purpose.

Besides the Herman army, the Danish and Austrian govern-
ments, are making thorough test* of its efficiency, and the United
State* navy i* now trying it. The war departments of almost
every government have iquip|M*d their vessel* and their armies
with the new mode of whole** transmission, and in the next war
game it will play an im|N>rlaul and lively rdle.

The German Air-ship Battalion sending Wireless .Messages as in actual War
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G\ia.rdirvg Three SeaL-Roexds
The Strategy of the New Naval Stations recently Leased from Cuba

THK I'i i"«iilt‘itf w't'iilh' signed an aKrerinfiil providing for

two new nuval bases in Culm for the protection of the

Caribbean and the Cull of Mrtlro. Against a direct

dash of II hostile fleet t mill Kuriqa* the long linr of the
Atlantic nnut i* reasonably sale. The sole cover is the

Memiml.i Island* mi it line with Hattcnis, which is entirely in*

adequate to the demand* of u ImMIc licet for supply after u quick
run across the Atlantic. A licet hurled .directly against the At-
lantic coast of the I'nilrd Stales from Kuro|u' would la* already
half defeated.

A slight expansion of the 1,'nitcd States to the north would
eliminate the possibility of recruit in;; a Meet at Halifax, and there
is only the question of protecting the southern coast-line.

A hostile lleet that would do the correct theoretical thin# in

attacking on the south would sweep south of the Itnhiiiuus. and
would round in between Cuba and Haiti. It would establish a
luisc in either republic or tlie latter island it chose without much
regard to the protests of tlie variously colored peoples of the two

there is to he had in that locality. Bahia Honda is not another
Havana Harbor, but it is near that desirable port, and is ubout
in the right place strategically. It is on the road to the Gulf
of Mexico fin the Old Bahama Channel, and it is also just around
the corner, this time with respect to the Yucatan Channel.

These two late accessions by least* to the |Mi**cs*iou* of tlie Navy
Department make the trio of road-keeping stations that, in default
of the exclusive control of the West Indies, will represent the
right Hank of the defences of the Atlantic sealaiard. The third

in the trio is the naval station at San Juan. Porto Him, the Isaac

of the ships that will keep mischievous strangers from coming
through the Muiut Passage.
Assuming that the I'nitcd Stair** hud a navy of sufficient aim*

to give a respectable battle fleet to each of these station*, this is

what might happen:
(•ranted that an attacking fleet had rendezvoused, coaled, ami

prepared at an outlying island, the licet from Guantanamo pays its

respects to it as it mine* through the Windward Passage, and it

Map showing our 1*0 sew uivil Matloni—Bahia Hoods and Guantanamo— in Cuba, and their strategic Importance in ihe event of a possible war la

defending, with our sistioa at Pono Rico, the approaches ro the Gulf of Mexico, the Csrihbesn Sea, and the Isthmian Canal

republics which divide the urea of San Domingo- Haiti, and when
ready would run up through the Caribbean ami the Yucatan
Channel, through the Gulf of Mexico, ami to Nrw Orleans, the pos-
session of the Mississippi, and *n on.

But it might choose one of three “big roads" into the Gulf of
Mexico. The Old Baliatna Channel north of Cuba, lending into
the St. N'irhnlua Channel, and mi on into the Gulf: the Windward
Passage between Cuba and Haiti; and the Mona Passage between
San Domingo ami Porto Him. Good little reefs ami good big
reefs and hank* abound elsewhere, ami confine big. strange ships
to these thoroughfares.
And because it might come on either of the three, l 'itele Sum

will keep a guard post on each, and seek I rouble before trouble
troubles him.
Ju*t around the corner, as the ships ennie in the Windward

Passage between Cape Maisi ami Mole St. Nicola*, is good enter-

tainment for ship* and men ut Guantanamo. It is the nearest other
thing to llavanu Harbor a* n desirable port, and it* lease to the
I'nitcd States simply clone* the Windward Passage to ship* to
which the government at Washington object*.
Around on the north coast of Culm, not a grent way from Ha-

vana, is not a particularly drairahlc -or! of a bay. but the best

goes along in such shape as it may after coming out of Ihe fight.

The attacking lleet gets along to the point where the waterway
narrows In*tween Cuba ami Yucatan, the Yucatan Channel. There
it meet* the fleet that has run around from Bahia Honda, and
while the light i* on. the fleet from Sari Juan conics smashing
ulong. Tin* defences of New Orleans or the control of Ihe Missis-

sippi will la* little ufTfcli-d by what ia left of the attacking lleet.

Or coming through the Mona Passage, the attacking lleet meet*
successively the lleet of San Juan, the fleet of Ouantannino, and
the Beet of Bahia Honda; or. coming along the north coast of

Cuba, the attacking lici t is held in check bv the licet from Bahia
Honda until the San Juan and Guantanamo fleets, racing down
inside, have run out through the Yucatan Channel into the Gulf
of Mexico, and formed the first lint* of defence for the right Hank.

This is the strategy of the new nnval stations at Guantanamo
and Iiuhiu Honda, to make a line of defence where the I'nitcd
State* is defenceless, to at least hold the mads that lead to Ihe
very heart of the nation, to have l«*ea capable of provisioning,
supplying, protecting each a lleet. and to have a lleet at each that,

combined, will make an attack on the I’nitcd States rin the West
Indies at least as hazardous us u straight dash at the Atlantic
coast.
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"TITKY •liKOKOK," Ironing friwi the bottom of I In* don*,
I capsized anil tossing in tlir while froth of tin* squall,

I . reached n»v <Nill«tr with one sinewy hand while lie clung^ ^ precariously In t h«* painter with tin- other. Hoax* mys-
tery of I'rovidenee hail rant tin* stout rope up mrn*» the

Lm> 1 tniki when we were overturneil, rise had this dory never been
tohl. lie united tile swing of the wave*. whose »iiv> he knew as

only a Grorgcsnmn run. and at the right moment lifted me. with
the help of u toppling mttilior, and set me ustride of the dory, facing

him.
” Come in out of the wet, my son,” he said, and though his face

wii* a*hy gray in the waning light, hi* manner was aliuo-t jovial.
” Here, hang on to that painter. You did a wise thing when you
chose Lucky George for a dorymute. Thin is what von call a snap.

That hit of rope is as good as a life-line. It's nil tin? life-line we'll

ever need. I guess.” he added, suddenly rueful.

1 heard, (hough as one in a dream. Three minutes before, in the

lash of the squall, I could have heard nothing, hut tin- gust seemed
to pass as ipiiikly as it came, and the white sjKiondrifl no longer
sang like hlnwu snow across the long hollows. Instead, the wind
had almost censed, and the wave-tops no longer curled in great

cutaracts. but toppled and «ank lazily. Yet there was occasion
for ruefulness. It was late February, and we were on the eastern

end of Georges Hank. The schooner we could not see, hardly could

expect to sec again, ami our chances of rescue in the growing
winter twilight were «lim indeed.

Somehow I did not seem to fear, yet I hud u right to be fright-

ened. I was only an umateur fisherman at best, braving the dan-
gers of Georges in the winter that I might sec the life, und un-

derstand it as did the fishermen themselves, having made up niv

mind to serve my trick at wheel and trawl as. did my fellows.

Now the »c» was serving me the last trick of the Georgesinan. The
water was icy. though the Gulf Stream swings bv the tip of

t'a|M- Cod, and liathcs the eastern end of the fishing hanks. and
it wus only a question of time when the chill would creep into

the marrow and leave its tn slide oil the dory's hark into the dark
oblivion of the sen.

Georges Hank stretches a hundred miles east of t ape ('ml. and
is the resort of the |to*ton and Gloucester fishermen during win-

ter. They plan their trips in this wise: Starting from |mrt in

one of the northwest blows that sweep Massachusetts liny they
run down merrily before it with slatted sheets, and reach the

luniks just ultout as it blows itself out. Then often come two,

three, or more days of calm, in which they set their trawls in

comparatively mild temperature, for the still days in the Gulf
Stream, even in midwinter, are idyllic. Ily the time they have a

fare of tish the wind is likely to blow up again from Hie cast, and
take them home as merrily as they came.

This bad been our plan. Two days we lav to on tlir eastern end
of the tank, until the weather moderated, then made u set of

trawls that morning, only to lie caught in the last gust of the

northwester and capsized, having, in our eagerness, taken too

heavy a fare of lisli from the lines. Of the fate of the other dories

we could know nothing. The schoonrr was hull down on the

horizon when the gust struck, and would lose us completely. Our
one clinnrc would lie in ts-ing picked up by some other vessel, and
in the long winter night already coming on this would lie slim

indeed. Well, it was the common fate of the Georgesinan. Their
lames strew the lunik from end to end. nnd a thousand New Kng-
liiml widows mourn their loss to-day.
“ It's a great pity to lose all those fish and that gear,” said

l.m-ky George, after a moment ;
" but we can't help it now. We

bung on tisi long That's the worst with the (ishing business.

When you can get fish you can't get 'em."

lie tried to smile at his own epigram, hut his teeth eIta tiered.

The dory rose and fell on the long sweeps of tlie lessening sea.

and the twilight deepened into gray as we sat fin ing one another,

chilling more nnd more ms the light breeze blew on us. My clothes

above water were already stiffening with the frost in the air, and
no sign of rescue had appeared, yet I did not feel fear. In the
face <if the inevitable there is no room for fear. It is uncertain
death that fills our souls with terror. By and by a haze spread

over the blurring skv. a sort of frost fog rising from the winter

sea, and darkHP'S came upon u«, unrelieved by moon or star. We

dung in desperate silence, too numb tn shiver. It is hard to tell

the lapse of time under such circumstances: minutes may lie

hours, or hours minutes, told only by the horologe of eternity,
ticked off by the swinging pendulum of an icy swell. I cannot say
bow intirh of the night bad swung over our heads and -till found
us dumb, only it could not have been so very much. for. though
very numb, I could still cling, when, coming out of a sort of
dream. I heard my compnn ion’s voire again, nnd started tn nee
that he gleamed from hrnd In foot with phosphorescence, a lumi-
nous ghost in the black centre of endless night.
“Night and the resurrection.” he said. “The sen i* full of

ghosts, and they come to meet those who go to them. Have you
~cen any yet?" His voice wras strange and high pitched. It had
the weird ling of those voices which the mind has no longer in

perfect control. I. too, must have been phosphorescent, for. though
I could not speak, he noted the shake of my head, and went on.
“ I have. They conic up and sit on top* of the waves—Crawlers

that have lain on the bottom of Georges this many a year. Some
of them I know. There are men. hut that isn’t all; there are
ships too. Oh. we won't drown. Georgesmeu don't. The ghost-
»hi|»s come and take them off.”

Hr sang a strange snatch of a forecastle song; then there was
a long silence, followed by a moment in which sanity seemed to
return to him in part, and he spoke in n natural tone.

“ Pretty tough, isn't it. dorymate?" Iip said. "Well, we'll hang
on as long ms wr can. I've liccn In worse scrapes than this, and
got out of iIiciii all right. What was I telling you? Oh, 1 know;
about the ifnrv Hlakr.”

His voice was changing again, und though I could not see his
fan*. I seemed to feel the stare of hi* eve* ns be leaned forward
und fixed them on me. lie went on:

" She's waiting for ns down Mow here, and she'll pome cruising
up hy and by. Ho, hut -lie sank pretty! One of the old clippers
she was, captain's cabin fitted up with every soil of elegant eon-
vcnlrnee. That was why we could do it. She had a wu*te-pi|»c
with a valve und a scupper-hole Mow the load-line, and all we had
to do was o|wn that one night, and no innn could find the leak.

We were three weeks up from Surinam with sugar in banket*,
loaded down till *he could stand no more, and every ton of ballast
out of her. Nothing hut the sugar to hold her down. Three hun-
dred dollars was my share for the job. and my wages would only
have liceii forty-five. The owners, blast them. 1 hey made well out of
it. An old -hip and hig insurance. It's un old story. Only the
|**»r devil that does the job, lie gets his nutty money, hut the
ship get* hack at him. Her ghost sail* round down la-low. ami
some day she comes up and carries him away. I ought to have
known better than to have come winter fishing down here. Slip'll

get me all right, this time. We nja-netl that valve just below the
South Shoal's lightship, and it was on this end of Georges she
jink. She's la-low u* now, cruising and waiting for me. I can
feel it. It isn't the sell that will get us. It isn’t the cold. It’s

the ghost of the Won/ fllnkc that needs u crew of ghosts to man
bci -

“Come on: ahe's mining hy now, and we've got to go aboard.
Tump quirk, or you'll miss her.”

I could *ee hi* phosphorescent figure move numbly in the blur
of the night, as if loosing its hold on the hit of flouting planking
that wan to la- our vanishing-point into eternity, and for the first

time through the daze that was ti|M>n me a horror srcim-d lo nrnr
trnte and move me to action. Hitherto it hud Is-en hut a dumb
waiting for the inevitable, a finish that could not long lie deferred.
Now there came fear of what my mate was about to do. and the
thought of Mng alone in that bleakness of loneliness. Drowning.
I clung tn two straws, one tin* boat, the other niv comrade’s pre*
cure. With an effort l broke through the lethargy which oppressed
me. It seemed Hint I moved like a palsied old man. yet I moved.

** Wait," I said, und niv own voice seemed to have in it sonic

of the crazy ring that, hi* had; *' wait until I help you."
Numb from the waist down with the wash of winter waves

cased in frost armor from the waist up, it was no easy thing to
keep secure hold on Hre single lift-line, then twist the legs lit-

m-nth it. und teach over nnd get m.v eoiniinnion hy the collar, hut
that was wluil I managed to do. and tin- little stir of blood in tlw
stiffened vein* sent sharp pains chasing in agony through them
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Lucky George hesitated n moment. then clutched t lie* life-line again,

unil it Rwmnl as if oner more I <-ould ferl the glare of Id* eyes

on mini*.
“ Ho!" hr nhiilltnl. “ Tluit's right, dnryiiiatc. Wr'II go to-

get her. shipmates nil. Ho. ho!"

He |<MMnl hi* liohl on the life-line, and grasped me in turn, try-

ing to spring from the dory bottom and Inke me with him. It was
a clumsy ‘l niggle, for the cold hud taken the strength and anility

from both of us. How long it lusted I cannot tell, hut thi* I know,
that after the first frenzy I hml rather the la-t of it. In the tt i *»t

few minutes it mtined a« if my hold on the life-line would I*-

wrenched away, and w ith the |oo«ing of I lie cl*«p of my niimh

shouted, in a great voire. " Night and the resurrection, and find
luive merry on me. a winner!"
Then he sunk in n inotionh -« heap on the slimy deck. I turned

my face in the other direction, nnd the white lightninglike glare
blinded my eye* nnd seemed to near niv very brain. I. too, wink
mot ion lew* nnd half unconscious.
When I revived I wu» in n mnn-nf-war’a hunt. Lmkv George

lying motionless by my aide, and six sturdy jackion rowing u* to
ii great hiitth-ship that loonnil near by. From tliia whip a
vivid In in- of «en ir It- light rail in nee marked a straight mnrw over
gohh-n - tipped wave* to a derelict which row and fell Miggily
"ii the swell. her drek now lifted, now awilali. it« the seas shouldered

finger* I

vanish with
madman,
splash in

night. Hut little

by little, a* we
struggled. strength

•rented to nnne to

me. Tlie iiiiinh

in— « went away
with the violence

of the exercise,

nnd I la-gan to feel

that what had
seemed certain
ib-st i m l ion might
be salvation in-

stead. My eom-
pwnimi struggled
on. hut with
sened vigor, now
shouting discon-

nected hits of

crazy utternnre.
now silent and
grim, hut always
I eon Id feel the
glare of those
tierce eves through
the d a r k. o r

thought I roil Id.

There were mo-
menta wliin his

strength seemed
to suddenly re-

vive. and in one of

these a fatal thing
happened. The
knot which held
the painter to the
hoisting tackle
loop in the stern
gave way. and
with the swing of

the rope to one
side we wrnt over-
board into the ley

blackness of the
sea.

A moment I

clung with one
hand to the sway
ing rnpe. then the
oblivion of a wave
smote me. nnd all

things disappear-

ed. It seemed a

long time that I

was under water
I felt the grip of

Lurky George's
hand on me ill.

and realized that

we two were sink

ing iiitoelfarement

in this mutual grip
of frenzy: then
something hard
and solid struck
my feet. Could
this he the bottom
alrenily* The next
moment with a surge the waters fell away, and I.mky George
and I were kneeling in tin 1 darkness and the open air on some-
thing solid. Again the watcis rtigulled us. and again receded as
the solid suhst nnee beneath our feet swung up mol out of them.

I felt my companion’s grip tighten on my shoulder. “ Ho.
thrre!" he shouted ; “we're aboard! We'll sail into glory in

the ghost ship. Shipmates alloy!"
Half drowned, wholly dazed, us I was. it seemed as if my own

reason hud given away, as well as that of Lucky George; mid
then came a llnsh of blinding radiative from above ami Is-hind.

a white glare that lighted a tossing circle of inky sea. und showed
the deck of a dismantled vessel on which we clung, a wheel, u

ship's eii bin. and on the corner of this a name in black letters
which rend " Ifarg Blair."
The white glare (tainted rainl*>w edges on all things, mol tipped

the heaving black wave* as with molten silver.

Lucky George stood erect. “ Night and the resurrection!" lie

by. As she lilted

I could sic the
name Mart/ Blair

the stern, and
knew that what
had secim-d to

happen had really

ha p p c n e d. a ml
was not ii figment
of a brain crazed
by night, expo-
sure. and despair.

A half - hour
later, standing on
the forward deck
of the Imltle-ship

Uamrarhuar Hi, I

aw the lust act

in the strange life

drama of the

Mary Blair. Four
I tells and a jingle
sounded in the en-

gine - room. The
great hulk of the
lmttleship surged
forward at race-

horse «|M-cd. The
ram prow struck

the stern of the
waterlogged craft,

und sheared
through to the
stem. scattering
timbers and
plunking to port

and starbou rd
with scarce a

tremor to the
great steel hull,

and the fragments
of the dangerous
derelict, the once
proud rlipprr, the
ghost -ship of our
terrible night,

si-altered from
the radiance of

the search-light,

mid vanished in

the shuddering
send of the winter
wave*.

All the re-

mainder of the

night and part of

the next day
Lucky George lay

unconscious in the

sick - buy of the

l/u ** i» r h ii s Ctta.

Then he rev ived,

mid seemed little

the worse for

what hail )utp|a-it-

•d, except that his

recollection of
events ended on
the morning of the

day that he helped

scuttle the Mary
Blair. This fact

look a grout weight from my mind. Of what use to tell the mitliori

tie* the story of the scuttling? I hud only the unsupported evidence

of vvliut he hud told me. or perhaps I hud dreamt in the darkness

and terror of thut night struggle with death. Whatever harm had
been done by the misdeed was already done, and could not be re-

called. I decided, and I think wisely, to hold mv tongue.

I diil talk with the boatswain of the JUnMarkuM-lta about the

Mari/ Blair, however, and he. with a sailor-man's ready knowledge
of ships mid their mishaps, told hip thut the «l»lp had indeed sunk
on George* almut live mouth* before. She had been from Surinam,
louiled with sugar, as Lucky George bud said.

** lint why." lie said. " she did not stay lit the Isittnm after she

sank? That's what sticks me."
It would have stuck him harder could be have known all tin-

story. It would stii-k a wiser man. Hut there are queer things

happen in the sea. One lias hut to go down to it in -hips a few

times to find thut ouL

should
the

“Night and the resurrection!" he shouted
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“Mice a.i\d Me rv”

I
T matter* little in what precise kind of n vehicle the charm-
in" talents of Min* Annie Russell nre |>rnnitn] to the pub-
lic. she is always nine «f a warm welcome. She hm made
fur herself »o distinct u plan* in the affection* of the the-
atre-goers Hint if all else were lacking we *hotild still find

an abundance of opportunity for praise when she cornea to take our
minds off our care* by her winwmp acting. Tlicrc is an unde-
finable something altout her. un nura that i* peculiarly her own
that ha* won for her a most enviable position among the actresses
of her tiiiH*. and there seem* t»» la* something most fitting in her
association with one like Mr*, (iilhert. for instance. whose heart
must indeed la* wanned bv the constant demonstration* of esteem
which "lie nightly receives from her audience*. Kxcept Mr*. Oil-
lert, and possibly Mis* Adam*, we know- of no woman on the stage
to-day who make* the precise kind of ap|M*al that Mi** Ru**c!l
make*, and the playwright i* imh-eil fortunate whooc work i* en-
trusted to her hands.

This year, a* well a* la«t in Mr. Fitch"* "The Clirl and the
•Indue.” Mi*s Kii“-cll has a rrtle that finds a quick re*pon»e in her
peculiar abilities. It i* for her a sympathetic part that Mr*.

Madeleine l.ucette Ryley ha* prepared in the pleasing little comedy
of " Miit* and Men.” now running at the Oarrick Theatre. Quaint
humor, tender imOum. delicate personal cluirm almo>st roselike in

it* fragility, quick and refined intelligence—these are the quali-

ties that have to la* portrayed in the rrtle sin* essays, and in all

of the many graceful moments of the play she is the thing itself

to perfection

One feel* after an evening at this performance a* if one had
walked through an exquisite little gulden close with the flower*

in full bloom, rare perfumes to enchant the senses, and every-

where a profusion of color that i* restful and grateful to the eye.

The wit of the line*, the possibly conventional, but none the les*

absorbing. complications of the plot, tlie atmosphere of daintiness

and wholcaomrncH* that |iervade* every scene, combined with the

temperamental authority of the actress her*clf, go to make up an
evening"* entertainment that cannot fail to linger long and plea-

santly in the mind* of those who seek the refinements of dramatic
art. and wlio*c taste* have not la-en diverted from the themes which
have mere Invelinr** by the prevalence on the modem stage of

ruder, if stronger, things.
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Drawn by H. M. Pen It

THE NEW HOTEL FOR WOMEN IN NEW YORK
The growing need for hotel accommodations for women has been met in many of our large cities by the establish-

ment of women's societies or clubs. The “Martha Washington.'* in New York, is strictly a hotel built on
modern plans, and intended only for women. There are accommodations for about six hundred guests.

With the exception of the bell-boys, elevator- operators, and so on, the employees arc women
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COMMENT
The selection of Mr. (iormau a« the leader of the Demo-

cratic minority in the Senate recalls old days and former

struggles. No choice that might have been made could be bo

offensive to Mr. Bryan, and yet there is no reason in the world

for supposing that Mr. Gorman was chosen for the purpose of

hurting Mr. Bryan’s feelings. Mr. Gorman’s selection was

unanimous, and, consequently, he received the votes of all

of Mr. Bryan’s personal friends in the Senate. The fact ia

probably that no thought was bestowed upon Mr. Bryan, and

that no account was taken of his attitude toward Mr. Gor-

man. This may make the selection all the more galling to

Mr. Bryan, for it implies forgetfulness and neglect on the

part of those whom Mr. Bryan undoubtedly counts among his

followers. It goes to show that, respectfully as Mr. Bryan is

treated, and important as lie is in some respects, he is becoming

less and less a political figure. Mr. Gorman’s selection was

made for the reason that he is regarded as an astute and ahlo

leader, as one who can make the most of what there is of the

minority. But he is not wholly confided in by other Demo-
crats than Mr. Bryan. He was the leader in 1894 when tike

tariff-reform purposes of the Cleveland administration were

brought to naught. Mr. Gorman, more than any one else,

was responsible for this defeat, for the suppression of the

majority of the party by its minority. If ho is going to lead

the party now, he must cease to be a protectionist, and must
accept the party’s opinion that the most effective step that

can lie taken Rgainst the trusts will bo their divorce from gov-

ernment protection. He cannot, for example, help the Louis-

iana sugur interests kill the Cuban reciprocity treaty with-

out, at the same time, killing his party. If he is to succeed

in his restored old place, ho must be a different Gorman from
tho Gorman of 1894.

Although it has been customary to recall appointments
which tho Senate has declined to confirm, Mr. Roosevelt has

again sent to that body, in its extra session, the nomination
of Crum, the negro, for the post of Collector of the Port of

Clmrleston. Nobody disputes the correctness of the abstract

principle propounded by Mr. Roosevelt in his recent letter

to Mr. Clark Howell, the principle, namely, that mere color

should no more be a bar to office-holding than creed or birth-

place, provided, of course, that tho applicant or incumbent
is in other respects a worthy and well-behaved American cit-

izen. Whether principles abstractly correct should be applied

at all times mid under all circumstances is, however, a ques-

tion of expediency or opportuneness—that is to say, of states-

manship. To insist upon the appointment of a man of color

to a given post against the vehement protest of almost all

the white residents in the locality is an act calculated to

aggravate rather than allay race hatred. It is, therefore, in-

opportune. It is perfectly true, as Mr. Roosevelt says, that the

appointment of colored men to similar posts in other places

has not provoked widespread and earnest remonstrance on the

purl of the white dement of the population. The fuel sim-

ply proves that an act may be expedient at one time and one
place, yet inexpedient at another time and in another place.

The President seems to lie less thoroughly alive than Secre-

tary Root showed himself to be. iu his speech at the Union
League Club in New York, to the marked change which has

recently taken place in the attitude of white men throughout

the United States toward the colored race. The circumstance

was recalled the other day that, at a dinner given in Paris

shortly after the civil war, Mr. Robert J. Walker, of Mis-

sissippi, ex-Sceretnry of tlie Treasury and ex-Govemor of

Kansas, offered not the slightest objection to meeting a negro

as a fellow-guest. No such tolerance would be exhibited by u

Senator from Mississippi to-day. The change of sentiment

is the outcome, as Secretary Root discerned, of a conviction

that the colored man has not so used the opportunities afforded

during the last thirty-eight years as to justify the belief in

his intellectual and moral capacity that was once held by
philanthropists.. As this conclusion has been reached by many
thoughtful men at the North, tlie Southern whites cannot be

blamed for sharing it and acting upon it.

A remarkable letter has been addressed by a negro to

the Public Ledger of Philadelphia. Tbe writer opposes the

formation of colored men at the North into clubs of so-

called " Roosevelt Invineibloa.” and describes as nonsensical

the denunciation of Southern men for opposing the appoint-

ment of negroes to conspicuous political positions in the .South-

ern States, positions which are never offered to them in the

Northern States. He has no doubt that similar protests would

be heard from Northern whites if such appointments were

made in their section of the Union. Ho evidently docs not

approve of Crum’s appointment, for he holds that nothing

should bo done to inflame the prejudices of the Southern

whites against the colored people. The negTo problem, he

says, cannot be solved by engendering race prejudices and

enmity. He goes so far as to maintain that men of color

should regard as blessings in disguise the property and edu-

cational qualifications lately embodied by some of the South-

ern States in their State Constitutions. The colored raw, he

says, should meet these qualifications instead of denouncing
them. Rightly viewed, they are incentives to tho acquirement

of education and of thrift. He believes that their stimulative

effect will go farther toward solving the negro problem than

any other agency. When the colored element of the popula-

tion in Mitmissippi, for example, shall hare gained education

and property, no human power can debar them from voting

or from office-holding. As Mr. R. W. Childs pointed out the

other day, should the time ever come when tho qualified voters

of Mississippi shall elect a negro for their Governor, nothing

can prevent his assumption of the office. Meanwhile, the
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negro correspondent of the Ledger contends that the South-

ern whites are justified in decreeing that ignorance ami thrift-

leanness ahull bar the colored man from the ballot-box.

Tho Fifty - seventh Congress did well when, in spite of

the alleged attempt to bribe a member of tho Naval Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives, it appropriated half

a million dollars for the investigation of submarine and sub-

surface torpedo-boats. It is believed that some notable im-

provements on the boats hitherto constructed in the United

States have been made by American inventors. There is no

doubt that the French navy already possesses torpedo-boats

capable of moving under water with great, if not irresistible,

efficiency. We take for granted that the mechanical principles

and methods embodied in these French craft will be made
the subject of careful study by our Navy Department. It

should be recognized that the French draw' a sharp distinction

between submarine and submersible vessels. The French
submarine boat, properly so called, can only bo used for sur-

face navigation when the weather is fair and tho sea is smooth.

As, moreover, its radius of action is short and its Npced low,

the submarine boat is useful mainly for guarding the sheltered

waters of harbors. It is also to be kept in view that ah in

France such boats are driven exclusively by electrical motors,

they are useless when the batteries are exhausted, un-

less they arc within reach of a recharging or storage station.

None of these objections are applicable to the so-called sub-

mersible boat, which lias a long radius of action, is capable of

high speed, and commands two methods of propulsion, to wit,

steam when the boat is on the surface, and an electrical motor
when it is submerged, the steam power in the latter case being

used to recharge the batteries.

Tho French submersible* do not dive by poking their noses

beneath Uie surface and raising their sterns. They sink, oil

the contrary, beneath the surface on a level keel, and thus

avoid tho danger of thrusting their heads into tho mud. or

of turning a complete somersault. When the submersible*

were tried during the French naval manceuvrea in the British

Channel last autumn, they achieved remarkable success. In

spite of the. sharp lookouts maintained by the tail tic-ships and
torpedo-boat-destroyers, the submersible*; repeatedly contrived

to hit the hulls of war-vessels with blank torpedoes, which,

hud they been loaded, would have annihilated the objects

struck. They also managed to pass under water from one

harbor to a second harbor at a considerable distance from the

first. On the whole, French naval exports are convinced that

the submersible* will prove of inestimable value, not only for

the defence of seaports, a function whieh can be adequately

discharged by submarines, but also for tho disablement of

hostile battle-ships. It ia the conclusion reached upon this

point that has caused the present Ministry of Marine to de-

cide that the future expansion of the French navy shall main-
ly take tho form of additions to the number not of battle-

ships, but of submenibles, and of swift armored cruiser* which
will play the part of commerce-destroyers. Before the Fifty-

eighth Congress meets, our Navy Department should have
made up its mind whether we also do not need submersible*

of the French type.

For more thau one reason we hope that there is no founda-

tion for the report that Chief-Justice Fuller, of the United
•States Supreme Court, is thinking of retiring from the bench

at an curb' day. It is generally believed that Justice Fuller’s

health is a* good as it has been for some years; if so, he
should have a long period of usefulness before him. There
is no greater mistake tlian to assume that a man's fitness

for judicial functions is a question of age; it is purely a ques-

tion of intellectual qualifications. So long as the intellect

remains unimpaired, in respect of. breadth and penetration of

vision, the more experience a judge has had, the better for the

bench to which he belongs and for the community. That emi-
nent services have been rendered by judges who have passed

the age of threescore and ten can be proved by many exam-
ples, of which we mention but two: Lord Lyndhurst became,
for the third time. Lord Chancellor of England in 1841 at

the age of sixty-nine, and held the Great Seal till the defeat

of the Peel government in 1846. John Marshall remained
Chief Justice of tin* United States Supreme Court from
March. 1801, until liia death iu July, 1835, when he was within

three months of eighty year* of age. That he continued to

dominate the Court up to the last may be inferred from the
remark made by President Andrew Jackson iu 1832, when,
in tho ease of Worcester r«. Georgia, the Court declared it

to bo the President’s duty to protect the Cherokee*. “John
Marshall,” said Jackson, “has made his decision; now let

him enforce it.” It ia not only, however, because they appre-

ciate the services which Chief-Justice Fuller has rendered,

and desire un extension of them, that thoughtful citizens

would deplore his retirement at this time. Of the nine judges
composing the United States Supreme Court only three are

Democrats, to wit, Chief-Justice Fuller and Associate-Justices

White and Peckham. In the interest of the country, and in

that of the tribunal itself, it is expedient that the two great

political parties should be more equally represented.

Prince Esper Ukhtoinski confirms the darkest anticipations

for China, which were recently put into concrete form by Dr.

Robert Coltuian, and endorsed by so great an authority as

Count Cassini. Prince Ukhtonudri’s familiarity with China
goes back for several years: at least ns fur as 1891, the year

in whieh ho accompanied the Tsar, who was then Tsarevitch,

on hi* Eastern and Siberian tour. The prince for a long time
fulfilled certain sjiecial duties, us founder of the Russo-Chi-
neso bank, ami showed signal ability in dealing with the

Peking authorities, for whom he expresses the greatest sym-
pathy, believing that the Chinese uprisings are an inevitable,

almost a justifiable, reaction against the aggression* of the
Western European |lowers. Prince Ukhtoinski is singularly

outspoken in hi* criticisms, and has more than once used
the columns of the St. Petersburg Gazelle to criticise the
doings of Russia's agents iu the Far East, when he believed

them in duiiger of imitating tlio “predatory policy” of cer-

tain Western powers, to quote his own phrase. Recent evpnts

in South America have made it tolerably clear to us what
a “ predatory policy ” means. Another Russian whose opin-

ion carries weight is Colonel Verestchagin, brother of the
celebrated artist. Colonel Verestchagin fought through the

Russo - Turkish war a* a member of SkobelcfTs staff, and
therefore in direct relation with the present Russian War
Minister, General Kurnpatkin, chief of the staff to Skobeleff,

and he also accompanied Skobeleff in the expedition which
added tho Turcoman districts of Trnnscaspia to the territory

of the Russian Empire. II is experiences in these two wars
were embodied in one of the best military records ever writ-

ten, which might serve as a text for his brother’s pictures.

Colonel Verestchagin agrees with the authorities already men-
tioned that a new Chinese uprising against the foreigner is

inevitable.

Reporta of revolutionary successes are once more drifting

in from Venezuela. News from the eastern districts tells

us that Carupano and Barcelona arc now in the hands of the

Matos party, the latter city having been recently captured by
the revolutionary general* Monaga* and Pablo Guzman. Gen-
eral Rolando lias once more assumed a strong position in tho

neighborhood of Guatire, where, it will be remembered, he
suffered a defeat a few week* ago, his army being broken up
and scattered over the country. We are further told that

the revolutionists are steadily drawing nearer to Caracas,

maintaining what is something like a loose blockade of the

capital on the land side, while all the western part of the re-

public, with the exception of the city of Cumnna, is in the

Ilands of the insurgents. From Caracas itself comes tho

assertion that President Castro has been unable to call a ses-

sion of Congress, because not enough member* to form a

quorum are available. Finally, news reaches us from Wil-

lemstad, the port of the Dutch island of Curasao, that a
steamer from Maracaibo has just touched at that port with
less than one-third of her usual cargo, amongst whieh there

is no coffee. The reason for this is that the new export

duties by which President Castro is trying to recoup him-

self for tho custom* dues which are to be paid to the pow-
ers are so heavy as to be prohibitive. Maracaibo merchant*

say they are more ruinous than the blockade, and it is evi-

dent that the probable result will lie an entire cessation of

Venezuela’s export trade, a great curtailment of her imports,

and the consequent dwindling of the revenue of the state to

u point which will make any useful activities impossible. It

becomes daily clearer that, while President Castro evidently
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excels his opponents in fighting power, his dictatorship is

increasingly ruinous for Venezuela.

Reports from Macedonia arc somewhat discouraging. It

seems that the various revolutionary movements throughout

the country, having made considerable preparations for an

uprising against Turkey in the spring, are unwilling to be

balked of their sport, so to speak, merely because Russia and

Austria have prevailed upon Abdul Ilninid to initiate or at

least to promise certain reforms. Wo have several reports of

hard fighting from tho well-known centre* of trouble in the

three Turkish provinces which we group under the general

and misleading nutnc of Macedonia; misleading, because the

name suggests Greek affinities, while tho real relations of

the country are Slavonic, and to that extent rather anti-

llellcnic. The already famous Boris Sarafluff has scored a

victory over the Turkish troops near the village of Vladino*

rovo, and the lessee of the government troo]M appear to have

been severe. Similar attacks on Turkish troops have taken

place, or at least are reported to have taken place, in thrre

other districts, and in each case the result has been a victory

for the revolutionaries. This is in one sense very unfortunate

for the ultimate welfare of their cause; for Russia has al-

ready declared that she will only bring pressure to bear on
the Sultan so long as the Slav populations of the three prov-

inces remain tranquil; and it is obvious that these guerilla

fights will render the conversion of the gendarmerie into a

Christian and Slavonic hotly, in the sense desired by Russia

and Austria, doubly difficult- This is in the last degree to

bu regretted, for the peaceful influence of Russia, and the

gradual melioration of local conditions resulting from this

influence, art' about the last ho|>e of tho maltreated peasant*,

us the feeling in Hussiu against any armed intervention is

steadily gaining force.

By a very amusing coincidence, two distinguished European
]>cr*onagc* recently delivered opinions as to the general char-

acter, prospects, morals, and manners of our country, on the

same day. These two opinions are diametrically opposite;

tho one being vinegar and the other milk and honey. The
acetic criticism conn* from Germany, the spokesman being
Professor Adolf Wagner, of the Berlin University. Fie be-

gins by asserting that the Monroe Doctrine is a colossal piece

of assumption. Such a doctrine, he says, was never forced on
a conquered nation. Neither England nor Russia nor Na-
poleon at the height of his power ever made a similar pre-

tension. Neither geographical nor historical relations justify

us in our wild undertaking, nor do tho really dominant in-

terests of the United States share the extreme temerity of

our government. To this he adds an even sharper sting: it

is only the divisions of European polities, he tells us, and the

lack of solidarity of the interests of middle, western, and
southern Europe. 44 which hitherto have been, and will re-

main, tho chief seats of human civilization," that explains why
Europe, why Germany even, takes this empty pretension into

consideration. There is something very refreshing in this

naive egotism, this candid self-appreciation ; and hardly less

amusing is Professor Wagner’s patronizing tolerance of the

dements of culture which Italy and France and Spain have
given so abundantly to the world. Ho tells ns that be, as
a member of the Germanic race, does not want to see the

Romanic element pressed to tho wall, because it is indis-

pensable to the world’s civilization, 44 and is a necessary com-
plement to Germanic culture.” He finally asks what the
United States has yet done of importance for the real civili-

zation of the world, apart from some technical and business
spheres. What lias the United States done that has de-
served to bo named in the name breath with the achievements
of Italy and France f And Professor Wagner pauses for

a reply.

At about the same hour, one of tho Romanic representatives,

to wit, the Marchese di Rudiui, was trying to answer this

very question; and. according to this distinguished person-
age, the answer is as follows: The United States has already
attained the most advanced form of modem civilization, after
having eliminated all the old forms hy a process of Dar-
winian selection. The progress of this American civilization

will not tend toward decadence, as is the case with the old

civilizations of Europe. The Latin races, the Marchese tells

us. “ are petrified in a proletariat too iguorant to rise higher,

a bourgeoisie crystallized in a parasitic bureaucratic mould,
and an aristocracy falling into ruins through its own weak-
ness..” That is sufficiently crushing; almost as crushing as

Matthew Arnold's famous epigram about his own country:
“ An upper class materialized, a middle class vulgarized, a

lower class brutalized.” The Marchese considers it natural

that Americans should regard an immoral that European so-

ciety of which tlic instruments arc human passions and weak-
nesses, which is perishing in tho struggle between individ-

uals, and of which the ideal is victorious parasitism. He
contrasts this decadent Europe with tho United States, where
all conflicts are exclusively economic, for the development of

wealth, and whpre the democratic problem is continually

being solved in its entire political economic complexity, “ the

result being a commonwealth composed of individual all

equally laborious, all prosperous, free, aud strong.” The
Marchese has our boat thanks. He and Professor Wagner
should really know each other.

Without knowing it, this eminent German professor and
others of hi* nation an? rendering u* a service by the frank-

ness with which they djrulge the convictions of thoir far-

lighted and resolute countrymen. Aa they say, the Mon-
roe Doctri&C is a mere bugaboo, fit only to frighten children,

unless we have behind it a naval force superior to that of any
European power, with tho exception of Great Britain and
France. Great Britain has nothing to fear from the Monroe
Doctrine; indeed, it operates indirectly as a safeguard of

Canada and her other American possessions against conquest

by any foreign power except the United States. As for

France, we shall never again be brought so near to a collision

as we were during our war with Spain, when tho instinctive

sympathy for a Lat in-American neighbor was intensified by
the fact that a very large part of the bonds issued by the

Madrid government wen* owned in Paris. For the knowledge

that the doctrine has no important enemy but Germany we
have to thunk the leaders of German opinion as wo. have named
above. They build better than they know, but they build on

the wrong side of the Atlantic. The Anglo-German demon-
stration against Venezuela, and the disclosure of the motives

which prompted one of the allies, simply had the effect of

causing the American Congress in the session just concluded

to provide for the construction of five battle-ships instead

of two. Wo could build ten, or even fifteen, battle-ships a year,

end still leave a surplus of income over expenditure, whereas

Germany has already overstrained her fiscal resources by her

present naval programme. It is simply impossible for a

poor country like Germany to keep pace with the United

States, considered a* n sea power, from the moment that the

American people are awakened to the exigencies by which they

arc confronted. We ought to bo grateful to the German pro-

fessors for hastening the awakening.

The London Spectator, which has shown repeatedly that

it understands the American people much hotter than any

other English newspaper, explained the other day to its read-

ers how and why Emperor William II. has failed to divert

American good-will from England to Germany. We may
here soy, what the Spectator omits to state, that the late Ger-

man ambassador. Dr. von llolleben, took the right course in

one respect. That is to say, ho sought the acquaintance and
respect, of men of light and leading. That he gnined it is

evident from the fact that Harvard University made him a

Doctor of Laws, a distinction which, so for as we know, has

never been conferred on any other foreign minister, and
which certainly nobody would have dreamed of conferring

upon Lord Paunccfotc. It was no fault of Dr. von Hollcbcn’s

that his sage and successful programme was interrupted anil

frustrated by silly and abortive overtures of the Emperor’s

own devising. The responsibility for these foolish and futile

demonstrations should be placed where it belongs, on the

shoulders of William II. himself, and not. where the Spectator

mistakenly puts it, on those of the high-minded and far-

sighted representative of the German Empire. It ia not Dr.

von Holleben. but his imperial master, who must be credited,

or discredited, with the fatuous attempts to influence Ameri-
can public opinion by the visit of Prince Henry of Prussia,

and through the christening of a royal yacht by Miss Roose-

velt. Nobody knew better than the late German ambassador
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that for royal prince*, as such, tho American people care not

the snap of h finger, and that, in their judgment, as regards

the christening of the yacht. Miss Roosevelt was the bc-

stower, and not the recipient, of honor. All this, which is

the A II C of knowledge concerning American sentiment, was

familiar to Dr. von Holleben, but it «vms to have been more

inscrutable than the cuneiform character* of Chaldea to the

Kaiser.

Especially is it an act of cruel injustice on tho Emperor's

part to make his diplomatic representative at Washing-

ton a scapegoat for the astounding blunder of offering a statue

of Frederick the Great to the United States. As Mr. Mon-
cure D. Conway has conclusively shown, the story about Fred-

erick's sending a sword to Washington is a myth without an

atom of foundation. As for the refusal to permit German
mercenaries, hired by England for use against the American

colonies, to traverse Prussian territory, Frederick was avowed-

ly prompted, not by any sympathy for rebels, but by the feel-

ing that if German blood were to be spilled at all, it had bet-

ter be spilled in Europe. Once more: although repeatedly re-

quested to follow' the example of France, Spain, and Holland,

and recognize tho United States as an independent confedera-

tion, Frederick the Great declined to do anything of the kind,

and persisted in his declination until some time after tho in-

dependence of tho colonies had been recognized by England
herself. In other words, if priority of recognition is to be the

test, a statue of George III. should precede one of Frederick

tho Great at Washington.

In the British Parliament, the most interesting thing is

the possibility, tho probability even, that Winston Churchill

may form a fourth party, of Conservative malcontents, after

the manner of his gifted and pugnacious aire. Lord Ran-
dolph. Ilis attack on tlic government’s war policy, or, to be

accurate, the war policy of Mr. Brodrick, was the most in-

spiriting feature of the new session; and he has a fair follow-

ing of young bloods of the Tory party, who will at least make
the reports of the debates in the Commons somewhat more
lively reading. It is doubtful if they will do much more,

however; for the government, has a strong majority, and,

more important, it has a weak and nerveless Opposition. It

seems likely, strange as it may seem, that the government will

have more or less active support from tho Irish Nationalists,

who will probably receive a modified home-rale scheme from
the very party which came into existence to defeat home
rule. This will be h realization of one of Parnell's prophecies;

for, in spite of the numerous measures favoring Ireland

fathered by Gladstone, that venerable statesman never won
the confidence of his Irish allies. Indeed, Parnell himself

Used to call him the * Grand Old Spider,” a sufficiently satiri-

cal epithet, though not one altogether undeserved by that

colossal spinner of webs. One wuuld be interested to know
what agreement was reached between Mr. Wvndham and Mr.
Redmond as a condition precedent to the liberation of ko

many Irish members recently imprisoned in Ireland under
the Crimea Act; but perhaps tho voters of the next few
divisions will give the secret away. So far, while the Na-
tionalist* have not in a body voted for tho government, they

have on several occasions abstained from voting against it,

and have thereby done solid service to Mr. Balfour and his

friends. Perhaps there is some highly occult relation between
this and the new Irish Land Bill.

With the exception of tho Saturday Review and two or three

other newspapers unfriendly to tho United States, the Brit-

ish press is exhibiting impatience at the dissatisfaction with

whieh the Alaskan Boundary Treaty is received in Canada.
Tho Canadians will soon discover that far-sighted Englishmen
regard tho good-will of tho United State* a* of incomparably
more importance to Great Britain than ia the so-called loy-

alty of the Dominion, which decline* to contribute a dollar

to the support of tho Imperial navy. It has come to be well

understood in London that with the friendship of the United
State* the British Empire might defy the rest of the world,

whereas our enmity would be a death-blow, because, in the

event of war between the two countries, we should cut. off

not only tho food supplies which England is accustomed to

receive from us. but also those whieh she might hope to get

from Canada. We should simply have to occupy the rail-

ways running from the Northwestern Territories of tho Do-
minion to the scacoast. Thus it ia evident that Canada,
whieh will do nothing for the mother country in time of peace,

could do nothing for her in time of war without tho consent

of the United States. It follows that while Imperialist senti-

ment would doubtless cause Great Britain to tight for the re-

tention of all her other colonies, it is no longer to her interest

to retain British North America. That may bo a humiliating

fact for tho hyperfervid loyalists of Canada, but a fact it in-

disputably is. If tho Canadian Liberals should now revert

to the annexationist policy -which at one time some of them
wero inclined to favor, they may be sure that the mother coun-

try would wish them Godspeed. It would bo superfluous to

point out what the Dominion would gain in wealth and popu-

lation by freo uuecss to the markets of tlie great American re-

public.

Wo are now in the fifth year eiuec tho city of Manila was
surrendered to American troops, and since the Philippines

were cut off from free access to the Spanish market. What
have we done since then to replace tho murket of which the

Philippine products were by our own act deprived; or, in

other words, what have we done to stimulate and sustain the

industries of our insular possessions in the Far East which

henceforward must look to us exclusively for prosperity and

progress I Tho shameful truth must bo acknowledged that

we have done next to nothing. We have treated the products

of the Philippines precisely as if they were the products of a

foreign state, except that we have consented to make the

derisory reduction of twenty-five per cent, of the Dingley
rate* in their favor. There is absolutely no excuse for this

monstrous discrimination against a particular purt of the

American domain. Tho Philippines did not petition to be

annexed to the United States; w© annexed them against their

will; and tho least thing we can do with any show of de-

cency is to give them a substitute for the Spanish market,

from which, us belonging to a foreign country, they ore now
debarred. What possible reason cun be advanced for treating

the Philippines less generously and less justly than we have

treated Porto Ricof Only for a very short timo did wo deny
to Porto-Rican products freedom of access to our markets.

The bar was quickly lifted, and with beneficent results to

both parties. It turned out that justice, like mercy, is twice

blessed, blessing him that gives no less abundantly than him
who receives. It is true that the American market now takes

five times as much of Porto-Rican products a* it took in

1897, but our exports to the island exhibit a no less notable

expansion, Last year we sent to Porto Rico commodities val-

ued at nearly $12,200,000, our importB thcnco being $9,034,000.

Wo may be asked, why ha* Porto Rico not received a
form of government substantially identical with that pos-

sessed by the Territories of Okluhoina, New Mexico, and
Arizona, a form which would entitle her to a Delcguto in tho

House of Representatives? We answer that, for the moment,
such a form of government would bo too dearly purchased.

If Porto Rico became a Territory in tho technical sens© of

the word, all internal-revenue taxes and customs duties col-

lected would have to be sent to Washington and turned into

the Federal Treasury. Now tho internal-revenue taxes alone

represent about a third of tho total revenue of tho island, and
they arc at present needed for indispensable local expendi-
tures. As soon as Porto Rico can afford it, she will be organ-

ized as u Territory, and will have a spokesman in tho Lower
House of Congress. We should add that it is no fault of our
House of Representatives that the Filipinos have not been

more liberally treated in the matter of customs duties. The
House cut down the duties on Philippine products to twenty-

five per cent, of the Dingley rates. It was the Senate which
refused to reduce the rates on sugar and tobacco more than

fifty per cent., and, at last, failed to pass the House bill, oven
in this mutilated condition.

IIow are we to account for the fact, that the Elkins net, with

its rigorous provisions against rebates, has provoked scarcely

a won! of protest on the part of the common carriers aimed at,

that ia to say, the railway systems engaged in the transporta-

tion of eoinmodities from one State to another? Are we to

assume that the common carriers have not been accustomed to

violate the law against rebates which previously stood upon
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(ho statute-book? Or shall we rather draw the inference that

railway-managers regard the detection of rebates or preferences

os practically impossible 1 There is no doubt that railway

presidents have repeatedly promised one another to prevent

their agents from offering secret inducements for traffic. At

the same time, the agents know perfectly well that the presi-

dents, their employers, do not wish to see the business of

their roads diminished. Consequently, they look, upon the

order to offer important shippers no inducement for their traffic

as a counsel of perfection, obedience to which would Ik* ir-

reconcilable with the work expected of them. Touching tins’

point, a correspondent of the Philadelphia Press has lately re-

called an anecdote of Samuel Sloan, who. on one occasion,

when he was president of a trunk line, celled his traffic, or

general, manager into his office, and informed him that the

principal railway presidents had agreed upon a schedule of

rates which was to be faithfully observed. The schedule was

to be printed, exposed in public places, and to be punctiliously

carried out. The general manager heard the words, hut he

also detected an undertone that might have been unnoticed by
ears less expert, and he likewise thought that he saw a mo-

mentary twinkle in his employer’s eye that seemed to inti-

mate, “ Observe these rules, but don’t let any other railroad

get our traffic away from us.” As a matter of fact, no other

railroad did, yet no breach of faith was ever brought home to

the general manager by his employer.

It is n remarkable fact that of all the constitutional mon-
archy in Europe the most disreputable has the most power.

We refer, of course, to King Leopold TI. of Belgium, whose
escapades have been for many years of a kind in comparison

with which those of Louis XV. wrre conducted with discre-

tion and enveloped in mystery. Strange to say, although,

from one point of view, his life has been one which would de-

bar him from any respectable middle-class household in Eng-
land or the United States, the masses of his subjects could

not if they were Moslems regard his sexual divagations with

more indulgence. The recent attempt to assassinate him un-

doubtedly added to his popularity, and probably has pro-

longed the life of his dynasty. It is no longer true of Leo-

pold II. that he reigns but does not govern. The Belgian

sovereigns were figureheads years ago, when the old-fashioned

Liberals wero in power, under the leadership of M. Frdre-

Orbun, but since the Conservatives, who are almost exclusive-

ly Catholics, have had no formidable rivals except the So-

cialisU, the King’s personal influence lias become a political

factor of the first, magnitude. lie is even more powerful to-

day in Belgium than George ILL was in England during the

first twenty-four years of hia reign. Not content with the

exercise of indirect and surreptitious pressure through the

responsible ministers, he has of late not hesitated to place him-
self in direct and open relation with the people and the peo-

ple’s representatives in the Lower ITouse of the Belgian

Parliament. In an address on New-Year’s day to the presid-

ing officer of the Brussels Chamber of Deputies, he even pro-

pounded the principle that it was the sovereign’s duty when,
in his judgment, the country’s interests should demand it,

to take the initiative in matters concerning which the Parlia-

ment could be consulted later. Nor was this a merely aca-

demic declaration intended to sound public sentiment. He
has actually carried out the principle, having just announced
hia intention to develop the coal-mines, recently discovered

in Belgium, at the expense of the state, without waiting for

any authorization on the part of the national legislature.

Those Englishmen who imagine and assert that in the

United States the dollar is almighty overlook the profound re-

spect, amounting at times almost to reverence, with which
Americans regard men, like Ralph Waldo Emerson, who be-

lieve in plain living and high thinking. Emerson has had
many disciples in public as well as in private life, and the

position which they occupy in the esteem and confidence of

their fellow-citizens is one unapproerhed by any of our multi-

millionaires. A few years ago the annual income of one
member of the Federal Senate was reputed to exceed $14,000,-

000 from one source alone. So far as we know, that gentle-

man’s voice has never been heard but twice in the Senate-

Chamber. and were he to speak oftener he would be listened to

with more surprise than respect. On the other hand, there

is no Senator who deserves and commands so much attention

when he rises to discuss a public question as does the Hon.
George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts

;
indeed, we do not hesitate

to say that, since the death of Daniel Webster, there has

never been a Senator whose utterances bear so well the search-

ing test of type. Yet this man, who for a quarter of a cen-

tury has worthily represented the commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts in the Upper House of the Federal Legislature, has

never known what it is to possess so modest an income even
aH two thousand dollars n year, outside of his salary. Up to

o twelvemonth ago, he had been unable to rent even a humble
dwelling, but had lived in boarding-houses, some tolerable,

some intolerable, during the whole of his useful and honorable

career in Washington. Has the fact impaired his social dig-

nity or his political weight? We reply, not an iota. That is

a truth well known to men who have lived in the Federal

capital, and it is a truth as creditable to the American people

as it is to Senator Hoar himself.

We thoroughly understand the motives which prompted
the Virginia Legislature to pass a bill providing for placing

a statue of General Robert E. Lee in Statuary Hall at Wash-
ington. Of the many illustrious Virginians, it is doubtful

whether Jefferson, or even the Father of his Country himself,

is more beloved and honored by the inhabitants of the Old
Dominion than is Robert. E. Lee. Memorable was his service

to Virginia, and never will she cease to cherish his memory.
He was a great man and a good man. He did not wish to

see his State secede from the Union, hut, when she did, he fol-

lowed her. The conviction that hia State had a right to secede

if she chose, and that, she having done so, it was his duty
to uphold her, was shared, not only by almost all the con-

temporary statesmen in the Southern States, but also by
Josiah Quincy and many New England statesmen in the first

fifteen years of the nineteenth century. It will, therefore, be

as impossible for the future American historian, however de-

voted to the Union he may be, to dispute the rectitude of Lee’s

motives as it will be to belittle his military abilities. The
truth, however, is not always timely. There is some reason

to apprehend that the hour has not yet come when the or-

ganization known as the Grand Army of the Republic, and
the Republican majority in Congress, will welcome the erec-

tion in Statuary Hall of a statue of Robert E. Lee, or of any
other eminent generals who fought for the right of secession.

Congress has to act upon the acceptance of the statue, and it

may heed the protest of the Grand Army of the Republic,

should one be made.

In tlie A lmanorh de Gotha there is much suggestive reti-

cence concerning the whereabouts and occupations of certain

members of the families deemed sufficiently noble to figure

in that classical compilation. Tho relatively modest annual

Perthes’s Almanaeh. which deals with the German nobility

of all ranks, is much more outspoken. In the latest edition

it acknowledges that thousands of waiters, coachmen, bar-

keepers, miners, arid other workmen in the United States are

recruited from the German nobility. Even in the fatherland

itself, the names of the very oldest nobles appear not only

in tho highest ranks of the army, but in the lists of coach-

men and common laborers. In Franco, under the ancten

regime, there used to be a noblesse de la robe, composed en-

tirely of judges and lawyers, but in Germany it seems that

when a man of noble birth has to earn hiR living, he seldom
has brains or education enough to succeed at the bar. In the

great city of Berlin only a single lawyer is of noble birth,

while, on the other hand, the urban directory enumerates hun-

dreds of noble names in the lists of commercial agents, con-

stables, skilled and unskilled laborers. In other words, the

state of things in Berlin, as regards the degringolade of many
members of noble families, is rapidly approaching that which
obtains in St. Petersburg, where the saying is current that

if you fling a stone into a crowd of bookmen on the Nevski

Proopekt you cannot fail to hit a prince. Of course, the cause

of the phenomenon in both Germany and Russia is the cus-

tom of transmitting the father’s title to all of his male de-

scendant^ instead of to his eldest son alone, as is the custom

in Great Britain. Where the eldest son alone retains the

title, together with moat of the estate, the prestige of tho

family is kept up, and there is always somebody through whose

influence the minor members of the clan may hope to secure

advancement. In France, under the ancien regime, there
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existed a specif* of compromise between the German and the

English systems. The eldest son, on his father’s death, took the

latter’s highest title; the second son, the second title., if there

was one, and so on; hut evun the youngest mule member of a

large noble family had the title of chevalier.

It seems to be practically impossible to convince some per-

sons of what ought to be self-evulent, namely, that the text

of the Constitution of the United State* cannot 1m- altered or

amended in the slightest particular except by the machinery

for emendation expressly provided in the text of the document
itself. A paragraph is going the rounds of the press to the

effect that the question whether the “ United States ” should

be regarded us a plural or as 11 singular noun has been definite-

ly settled by the Committee on Revision of the Laws, which, it

seems, in reviewing the Federal Statute*, has presumed to

decide that the United States is. No committee of either

House of CongTess has tlie power to decide the question, nor

would even an act of Congress i»os»ess the requisite authority.

That question is settled by the Constitution itself. Thus, in

Article I., Section IX., Clause 7, we read, “ No title of no-

bility shall be granted by the United States, and no person

holding any office of profit or trust under them shall.” etc.

Again, in Article IT., Section I., Clause 7, we read, “ He [the

President] shull not receive within that period [the period for

which he shall have been elected] any emolument from the

United States or any of them.” Once more: Article III.. Sec-

tion III., Clause 1, says, “Treason against the United States

shall consist only in levying war against, (hem, or in udhering

to their enemies,” But, it may he said, the amendments made
to the Constitution during the reconstruction period practi-

cally transformed the United Staten from a confederation

into a nation, and thus the noun which had previously been

plural was made singular. We answer, first, that no change
in the number of the noun, or any other change in the style

of the Constitution, ran be made except by a constitutional

amendment; and, secondly, that one of the amendments re-

ferred to itself recognizes “ United States” as a plural noun.

The first section of the Thirteenth Amendment runs as fol-

lows: “ Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as

a punishment for erime, whereof the party shall have been

duly eonvieted. shall exist within the United States, or any
place subject to their jurisdiction.” We have here said enough
to prove that “ United State® " cannot be made a singular

noun by any committee on revision of the laws, nor by Con-
gress itself, nor by any power on earth, except the power em-
bodied in the alternative method* of constitutional emenda-
tion prescribed by tin* Constitution itself. The last time when
the diction of our Federal organic law could be changed in the
minutest particular, except by a constitutional amendment,
was when, in the Inst days of the Philadelphia Convention, the

document, was referred to the committee on Htyle. In the

text reported by that committee, and adopted by the conven-
tion, th© term “United State®” is a plural noun; and so it

must remain until the Legislatures or State conventions of
three-fourths of tho Staten shall decree otherwise. We may
add that had the committee on style ventured to make the
“ United State? ” a singular noun, the change would have
forthwith pro\roked protest from the Philadelphia Convention,
for the reason that the whole theory of State Rights would
have been obviously involved. The Constitution would never
have boon adopted by the requisite majority—nine States

—

hnd the term descriptive of the proponed confederation, to-

wit, the “ United Staten,” been made a singular noun.

Miss Gertrude Atherton, who has done more than any one
else in recent years to call to the minds of Americans the
fact that they have failed to acknowledge fitly the transcendent
greatness of that marvellous man of genius in statecraft

Alexander Hamilton, has now fallen afoul of some of Ham-
ilton’s udtnircrH. She has admitted that the news that he was
of illegitimate birth almost made her ill, and has added to

this statouient the words, “ Both enthusiasm and imagi-
nation would shrive] were I obliged to accept as a fact that

Alexander Hamilton had negro blood in him.” Mias Ather-
ton is pointedly rebuked for acknowledging this prejudice.
Yet the coufes*ion certainly does not hurt her as a student.

nor even as a eulogist and glorificr of Hamilton. Tho un-
fortunate prejudice itself would undoubtedly be entertained

by a good many people who would not have the frankness to

coufetM it ;
and if in the face of the suspicion Miss Atherton

has been able to retain every shred of her sentiment for

Hamilton, we are forced by her confession to entertain now
respect for the compelling genius of the man and the power
of iiis very wonderful story. A certain American Southerner,

who was a warm partisan of the Cuban revolutionary cause,

and who also entertained all the prejudices of his section

Against social contact with the African race, was asked wluxt

he would do if Antonio Maceo came to visit him. A little

shiver parsed over him, but he answered, “ I would entertain

him as an equal.” One honored his Cuban eiithusiusm all

tho more for that shiver of race pride. We like, in this con-

scious age, to have a biographer—even a biographer of ro-

mances—confess his prejudices, and then ride over them rough-

shod. It is much better than to have him say nothing about

them, and let them color everything ho say* and does. As for

Hamilton, it is to be Raid that if he had negro blood it did

not hurt him. He was one of the world’s greatest men. Ilia

part in the making of the American republic was second only

to Washington’s, and he should be honored next to Washing-
ton. The rest of the world owes him u larger tribute than

it supposes, for five* triumph of the principles of constructive

statesmanship which he conceived has affected the history of

other lands than ours—notably, beyond all doubt, that of the

new German Empire.

It may be asked if American domestic habits have not

something to do with the frequent hreakdnwn of American
nerves. In perhaps the majority of cases, in cities at least,

the day is admirably arranged so as to give the business man
no rest whatever until he gets into bed. It has come within

our observation that, in our civilization, there arc throe sys-

tems of living out the ordinary working-day. There ia the

French system, which is that of the continent of Europe in

general; there is the English system ; and there is the Ameri-

can system. The last combines the chief features of the

other two. The Englishman goes to work late and comes
sway early; but during working-hours he works all thp time.

Hi* luncheon is light, and eaten hastily—perhaps at his

desk. For this he makes up by a leisurely breakfast and a

leisurely dinner; while he has the early part of the morning
and the latter part of the afternoon to himself. The French-

man, on the other hand, goes to work early, and works hard

till noon. The American is apt to underrate the energy

with which the Frenchman works while he is working. But

at noon work ceases, and lie nits down to an abundant meal,

well cooked, well served, and eaten with appetite and in peace.

After his dejeuner he has his petit verre, his smoke, and per-

haps a game of dominoes or card*; while he discusses politics,

the arts, or the topics of the day. He takes hiB two hours of re-

freshment as a mutter of course ; he has no prickings of con-

science at wasting time, nor searchings of heart lest some one

else should “gel tiland of him.” Even the laborer, who in

America cats his cold iniddny meal in a ditch or behind a

pile of boards, generally sits down in Europe to a decent table,

deftly served, and, however coarse his food, has time to

cat otherwise than as the lower animals. Then, with mind
cleared and cheered, and body strengthened and refreshed,

laboring-man and business man return to their tasks, to work
hard and late. The American system, as we have said, com-

bines the chief features of the other two. The American
goes to work early, like the Frenchman; like the Frenchman,

he works hard; like the Frenchman, he works late; but, like

the Englishman, he takes no time to himself at midday. His
luncheon is the merest “snack”; it is often cooked badly and
served worse; it is oftencr still, perhaps, drawn from a pa-

per in his pocket, and not served at all. As for any in-

tellectual repose or mental distraction from the grim facts

of work—not only ia it not thought of, but the very idea would
be laughed to scorn. From the moment of setting forth to

the moment of return mind und body ulike arc deprived of

their proper nourishment and rest. It is scarcely strange,

therefore, that Europe should lie rich in elegant American
widows and orphans, and the churchyard* at home too full

of young men’s graves.
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The Special Session and the

Canal

The other day Mr. Depew announced to

the Senate that it was on trial. No one who
ha* read the current literature of the last

nix month* ha* any doubt of the truth of

this, but much more immediate is the fact

that the Democratic party in the Senate ia

on trial.

It 1m the natural tendency of the aggres-

nice politician to think that the way to

public favor is through opposition to hi*

party "h antagonists at every point. There
ia certainly no eaaier way to avoid thinking,

a bard task for moat of uh. and. sometimes,

there is no eaaier road to defeat. The real

way to secure public favor ia, of course, by
gratifying or winning over public opinion.

This involves a knowledge of what existing

public opinion is, and. ncmwirily, the man
who assumes that it ia precisely opposite to

the opinion of his political adversary, ia

much more likely to be wrong than right if

that adi-ersary happens to be in power. The
Democratic Senators have not of late shown
much sens* of public sentiment. Many of

the old leaders have assumed the acceptance

of Republican policlea to lie wisest, a state

of mind that La quite as irrational as the

opposite one to which we have referred.

Now, however, that Mr. Gorman is back,

and the party has thereby gained a new
and a real lender, it was falsely assumed
that the pending treaties are to be opposed

by the Democrat* for no other reason than
that they constitute the party of opposition,

and, consequently, must be against any
policy that Is Republican.—the policy of

either the Administration, which is one
thing, or of the party leaders, which is

quite another thing.

There has liven no publir sentiment in re-

cent times so easily understood a* that on
the question of an isthmian canal. The man
or the party which fail* to grasp it is open
to suspicion, ft is either utter folly or

corruption which determines its attitudes.

Senator Morgan we can comprehend. He ia

as honest a man as ever sat in the United
States Senate, but he has apparently staked
his reputation and his career on the
Nicaragua route, and is obsessed. W* can
pity bint, but we cannot condemn him- On
this question, however, touching which hia

long and special studies ought to make him
an expert, his opinion is worthless, and if

his party had helped him to gain his fight

against the Panama route, it too would have
liemme worthless, and would have demon-
strated. at least as far as its leaders In the

Senate are concerned, it* utter valudessiiesa

to the country.

There are times in the history of every
government when a statesman must obry im-

plicitly the public sentiment of the country
which he help* to govern. Klizabeth held

no more with Puritanism than did Charles
I.; but Klizabeth knew her nation, and Rhe

yielded when she had to yield, and that

with a graeiousness which made the Com-
mons believe that she was the real defender

of their inheritance, while C'harlea I. stood

no obstinately in the way of political

theories that had been written down more
than four hundred years before he was
crowned that he lost his head. Now the

Democratic Senator who, in the slightest de-

gree, helped to defeat the Panama canal

treaty was a* foolish as was Charles I. If he
had lieen backed by his party in the Senate,

the party would not *oon be permitted to gov-

ern this country. The people of the United
States favor the construction of an isthmian

canal. Many believe that the transcon-

tinental railroads are opposed to such a
canal. In this they are mistaken, for the

railroads arc wiser than they are some-

times thought to be. However, some people

are bound to hold that opposition to the

canal mean* subserviency to the railroads,

or something worse, With the majority the
railroads do not figure, but these are eager

for an interoceanic canal, and they are sin-

cerely in earnest, even enthusiastic, in their

desire that this country should construct,

own, and o|ivrate the water-way between the

Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Moreover, the

country has settled down to the conviction

that the Panama route ia the only one that
is to be thought of. In reaching this con-

clusion. public opinion has vindicated it-

self, and once more proved its soundness

:

for the Panama route is the choice of prac-
tically all the engineers who have investi-

gated all the routes, and. with most of them,
it Is the only route.

We are quite safe in saying that unless

the Panama route had been adopted no canal

would he constructed. This result would have
confirmed the suspicions of those who believe

that the transcontinental railroad* were lie-

hind all opposition to the canal treaty, but
what Is of more importance to all who were
contemplating opposition was the fact that

the failure of the Panama treaty, and the
consequent postponement, perhaps the ulti-

mate defeat of any canal, would have excited

public wrath that the parly responsible for

the defeat of the enterprise would huve suf-

fered enormously. If it had Itecn the Demo-
crats, they would lie likely to stay " out of

business" for some years. In other words,
opposition to the Panama canal treaty was
oppn*ition to public opinion. Nor was the

public deceived by specious argument*
against “this particular treaty," or against

any of it* provisions. The country believed

that Mr. Hay bad negotiated a gnod treaty,

a treaty which gave us all that we needed
for the mnat ruction, the ownership, the

maintenance, and the defence of the canal.

No one can convince the American peo-

ple that this is not true, any more than Mr.
Morgan can now convince us that the canal

ought to have been built at Nicaragua in-

stead of at Panama. If uny Senator had in-

sisted on a provision giving to this coun-

try the fee in the strip of land through
which the canal i* to run, instead of a per-

petual lease, the country would have under-

stood that the proposed amendment was, in

essence, veiled hostility to the canal itself;

for we all know that the constitution of Co-

lombia prohibit* the alienation of land to

a foreign government, and that a perpetual
lease Is not only all that ia sufficient, but all

that it i* possible to obtain. In the same
way, an effort to provide for the fortifica-

tion of the canal would deceive no one. for

we all know that that project was long since

laughed out of court because it was once
mediaeval policy, but is now archaic non-
sense. The country would, in short, have
interpreted any effort to amend the treaty

as an effort to defeat it, and any effort

to defeat the treaty aa an effort to defeat,

the project of the canal itself. Tluit the

treaty has been ratified, notwithsfanding
Mr. Morgan, and Mr. Morgan's position in

the Democratic party, is of good augury
for Mr. Gorman’s leadership. The first step

In the trial of the party has been in it*

favor. Tt was at first reported that the

Democrats intended to filibuster and to in-

sist upon amendment* such as we have out-

lined, hut, as it turned out, all the amend-
ments proposed were non - partisan, al-

though some of them might lie called sec-

tional. The vote was taken on Tuesday of

this week, hy consent of all Senators, in-

cluding Mr. Morgan, who only insisted, in

consideration of giving his assent, that his

speech should be printed in the Record. Mr.
Gorman is entitled to the chief credit for

bringing Mr. Morgan to so speedy a sur-

render.

The New Leadership of the

Democracy

Tub ascendency of the conservative ele-

ment in the Democratic party wna definitely

established, when, on the meeting of the

Senate in extra session, the Democratic
member* of that body unanimously chose

1 Senator Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland, to

I be Chairman of their Steering Committee.
1 There is no doubt that the leader of the

Democratic minority in the next House of

Representative* will act in concurrence with
Senator Gorman, and Democrats, therefore,

throughout the country may look forward to

a reorganization of their party on sound
and sensible lines, and to such an exhibition
of |Militicul strategy and tactic* as will en-

able them to make the best of their oppor-
tunities in 1904. The unanimity with which
Mr. Gorman waa selected for the post of
leadership ib, of course, a tribute to the
reputation for astuteness and efficiency

which he gained during his previous period
of service in the Senate. The unanimity ia

also tantamount to an acknowledgment that
the supreme needs of the Democratic party
at this juncture are caution, sobriety, anil

sagacity. Nobody that knows Mr. Gorman
would describe him as magnetic, but the

Democracy is thoroughly tired of magnetism.
It has taken eight yearB to recover from the
electrifying shock which Mr. Bryan's u Crocs
of Gold *’ speech administered to the Chi-
cago national convention. It lias come to

the conclusion that magnetism spell* de-

feat, and that caltn. undemonstrative, long-

headed leaders of the Gorman type are con-

siderably more likely to bring the party to

the promised land. Not even the late Presi-

dent McKinley was a keener observer or
better judge of public opinion and popular
sentiment than is the junior Senator from
Maryland. Under his guidance the Democ-
racy is unlikely to make any flagrant mis-
takes, or to miss any chance of regaining
the confidence of the country. He has an-

nounced no programme, nor is he expected
to commit himself in advance regarding any
public measure. He will cross bridge* when
he comes to them. If we recall, however, the
positions which he took when he was former-
ly the leader of the Democratic Senators, we
may be certain that he will not suffer the
party to array itself in vexatious and futile

opposition to measures which visibly com-
mend themselves to a large majority of the
voters. We believe, for instance, that, had
lie occupied a place of authority in the Fifty-

seventh Congress, the Aldrich financial bill,

or the Fowler bill, or some amalgam of those

projects, would have been allowed to pass,

for he would have recognized the expedi-

ency of relieving the stringency of the

money - market. We believe, also, that he
would have assured the enactment of the
Philippine tariff hill, the failure to pas*

which Involved a grievous violation of public

duty on the part of the last Congress.

Neither is he likely to countenance filibus-

tering for private purposes, such as Sena-

tor Tillman indulged in, when be forced the

Conference Committee to sanction the pay-

ment of a claim put forward by South Caro-

lina. which by an official investigator had
been pronounced unfounded. It wa*. by the

way. an act of characteristic shrewdness to

make Senator Tillman himself a member of

the new Steering Committee. The Senator

from South Carolina, who, hitherto, has
often been inclined to act aa a free lance,

will henceforth be personally interested in

the enforcement of discipline.

The view of Senator Gorman's elevation

that will be taken by Mr. Bryan in his Com-
moner will be interesting, though not very

important. Unquestionably, it means the

relegation of the silver element to the rear.
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We do not see how Mr. Bryan himself can

fail to recognize this fact, nithough he said

the other day that the control of the next

Democratic national convention by the lie-

lievers in a gold standard was to his mind

inconceivable. We arc at n loss to under-

stand how he reconciles such a statement

with the record of the Kansas City conven-

tion. Nobody knows better than Mr. Bryan

that the reaffirmation of the silver plank

was carried in the plutform committee of

that body bv a single vote, and that the vote

of the delegate from Hawaii. Unquestiona-

bly, the opponent* of free silver constituted

a majority of that convention, and they

were only muzzled by Mr. Bryan's declara-

tion that he would refuse a nomination un-

less the silver plank were Inserted in the

platform. Such a threat will have no

terror* in 1904, for Mr. Bryan will not be a

candidate. Although, however, Mr. Oor-

man'n accession to the Chairmanship of the

Democratic Steering Committee in the Sen-

ate must be looked upon as a victory for the

conservative element in his party, the

junior Senator from Maryland is quite too

skilful n tactician to antagonize Mr. Bryan

in any unnecessary way. Not only will no

attempt be made to drive Mr. Bryan out of

the Democratic party, but every precaution

will be taken to avoid giving him a pretext

for bolting. We d« not believe that Mr.

Gorman will sanction any endeavor to dis-

lodge the late Democratic candidate for the

Presidency from such control as he at

present exercises over the party organiza-

tion in Nebraska. That would be an net of

open war that Mr. Bryan’s friends might lie

expected to resent. It will be. in truth, a

memorable achievement to reorganize the

national Democracy without losing in one

direction as many votes ns may he gained

in another. We believe the feat may Ik

performed, however, and thill Mr. Gorman
is the man to do it.

Tainted Money
A*T constant reader of the daily paper*

must he rather more struck with the gleam*

of light which llnd their way through the

darkness of the world than the darknesB

itself. Amidst the general clamor of the

talking, there is here and there some one,

every now and then, who sets up a think-

ing strong enough to be heard above the up-

mar, and so convincing that it makes an
end of controversy a* to the right thing

to be done, and break* a wnv for mankind
to get on again in spite of the ob*eurity

hemming us in. Such a one the Rev. Percy

S. Grant, of the Church of the Ascension,

seems to have been, and such a good work
he seems to have done in an informal dis-

course which he lias delivered on the sub-

ject of ** Clean and Unclean Money,” with
reference to the very prevalent misgiving

whether educational and rharitabte institu-

tions ought to take the gifts of guilty mill-

ionaires.

It appears, even to the worst doublers,

that tlu-re are. in millionaires, a* in deacon*
and fagots, odd* which havr to be taken
in account by casuist* dealing with the mo-
rality of their benefaction*. It would per-

haps he going too far to say that there

arc good millionaires, hut certainly some
of them seem better than others, or, if

not quite that, then worse. It is said, with
what truth we cannot now declare, that some
of them have got their millions by means
that would havp railroaded minor offender*
to the penitentiary on groove* treated to

the point- of the least resistance by the finest

quality of lubricating oil. and it has been
supposed that their money ha* thus received

a taint which all the perfumes of Arabia

will not sweeten, but which will indelibly

impart itself to the touch of the laker.

This is the contention which I)r. Grant met
so boldly when he held that money itself

could not be fouled by the foulest methods
of acquisition, but was purified to the finest

use by the mere fact uf giving. He thought

it generally understood that such gifts were

expiation*, reliefs of conscience, proofs that

the giver was sorry. He noted that the

thirty pieces of silver themselves were used

for the common good, and he declared his

belief that by giving and encouraging giv-

ing we might reach n state when we would
not try to wring the last cent from our
ncighlmrs.

The common sense of all this ia a form of

piety which we could wish always to find

in aermons, or even in sociological articles

or addresses. In the mragre report of the

discourse which the daily pres* vouchsafed
we were not instructed how far Dr. Grant-

went in following the line of thought sug-

gested : but with a little thinking of his

own the reader will feel it penetrate to the

darkest depths of liis soul, or call them the

most luminous heights. The preacher

avouched a truth which no honest man will

disown for his neighbor at least, if he does

for himself. It would hardly be too much to

say that nil giving comes from a bad con-

science. from the sense that we somehow have
no right to more than suffices us for our
daily needs. The contrary is defended by the
whole machinery of the law. by nil the the-

ories and practice* of civilization, hut in

his heart
,
where each of us ia alone in that

solitude so inaccessible to human fictions,

each of us knows it true. Of course, the

man who has not so much more than he
needs does not feel himself so bad as the

wicked person who has a great deal more,
or that lost wretch who ha* so much more
that he cannot compute it, and can hardly
imagine it. But whether we have much more
or little more than we need, wp all give

from the same bad conscience, and a* we
hope somehow to be forgiven for our own
gifts, we have no right to spurn the gifts

which come from others, or to stand with
our cleanly scruple* In the way of the atone-

ment* they wish to make.
The preacher was right when he claimed

that gifts took no taint from the greed of
their giver*, lie was right when he de-

manded for these the privilege of giving

freely and fully. Their giving is restitution,

of the same pathetic nature as that of the

harons of old who rendered to the church
of God the wealth that they hud rent from
the weak and poor. Let them give and give,

and let no college president or library com-
mittee, or hoard of trustee*, assume to

stand between the penitent and hi* Maker,
with question of the purity of his money.
“ Tis mine, ’twas his, and has been slave

to thousands.” It Is said to talk, but it is

really as dumb as the earth which men fur-

row with their cannon and their ploughs
alike, and which they sow with the grnin
of the harvest-field, or the corpses of the
battle-field, and which make* no sign of
consciousness to cither. What we have to

do, in order to keep our self-respect, is to
guard onmelves from looking upon these

penitents as philanthropists in disguise, or
as beneficent altrui*t* giving from the love

of giving, and not from the fear of having
got too much. In the presence of every
such act of restitution, let 11s keep our eye*

from being dazzled by the vastnes* of the
sum* bestowed. Let us remember that for

some men to give a million is less than for

others to give n postage stamp. Let 11s

never forget that- it i* the heart that really

give*, snd not the hand, but let us he very

careful not to deny that a sore heart may
be giving Itself as well with the million as

with the postage-stamp. It waa what went

with the widow's mite that eonwerated it*

not the smallness of the mite. Otherwise,

the reader who gives nothing might indulge

a spiritual pride at the expense of the render

who give* a great deal.

Although Bird o' Freedom Saw in made
bold to say that

—

They didn't know everything down in dodee,

still we have not much improved upon the

morality of the great Casuist who taught

by parable, and we can still learn wisdom
from Him. From His teaching we know
that there is more rejoicing in heaven over

one millionaire that rrpenteth, than over

ninety-and-nine just men who have only

their doubts whether the millionaire's money
can lie given without evil from it* source

such as would contaminate the taker. It is a
terrible tempter, money is, but if he who Las

made it, and prizes it only a* a rich man
knows how to prize his money, can so far

overcome its lure ns to give it, why should

not the taker be able to resist its corrupt-

ing effects? It is to the danger of these

that we are now exposed, and are likely to

lie exposed more and more, for the tide of

giving has set in so strongly that no casuis-

try, however mistaken, can stem it, and we
nre to look not at the origin of the money,
but to its power over ourselves. If it does

not buy our truth and honor, it can only do
good, a* the world now goes.

Judge Grosscup and the

Trusts

Jpdoe "Peter S. Gromcuv of the United
States Circuit Court, whose recent decision

in the ** Beef Trust ” injunction suit ha*

attracted wide notice and interest, is a judge

who has never taken the vow of “ intel-

lectual celibacy." He is content to interpret

the law when he is on the bench, but he ia

disposed to do hi* part a* a citizen toward

making law when he is off the bench. Al-

most on the very day on which he delivered

his opinion in this case, he also delivered

a lecture before an academic body which is

an original contribution to the present

trust discussion. He decided in the morn-
ing on tlie bench that the Beef Trust was a
combination unlawful in the sight of the

Sherman Act. In the evening on a lecture

platform be said that consolidation bad
come to stay, and that if honestly organized

and managed, it would turn out to he a step

forward in the progress of mankind. It i*

not likely thut his decision a* a judge will

lie reversed by the Supreme Court ; and it is

quite a* unlikely that his seemingly incon-

sistent private opinion will be reversed by
those who have n right to give an opinion

on controverted industrial questions.

The present problem is. however, primarily

social and political. It ia to restore the citi-

zen to the statu* of proprietor. In the last

ten or fifteen years, the period of consolida-

tion. the small capitalist* in numbers alarm-

ing (from one point of view) have become
employees. They have sold their businesses,

and there has been n consequent swelling of

deposit* in the banks, national. Rtete. and
savings, and In loan and trust companies.

During the last five year*. covering the

climax of consolidation, though the increase

in wealth and population ha* gone on at the

rate of twenty or twenty -five per cent, per

ten years, the increase in deposit* has lieen

at the rate of more than IflO per cent. The
inference to which one is compelled is that

the people have changed the object of their

investment*. They have become lenders

rather than proprietors—-but standing aloof

from both the dangers and the profits of

proprietorship. And this because. n« .fudge
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OrOMMB **)•*, of ttteir want of trust in

their country's industrial corporations.

It true that the great Mum* deposited

bv the people M furnish most of the capital

upon which modern consolidation i» ex-

ploited,” but thin does not constitute the de-

positors, proprietors. The borrower* are the

owners; the lender* get no share in the

country’s prosperity except the interest on
deposit*. And the fact that “ they gel so

little and the borrower seemingly so much
is the sore spot. It is this feeling— ill found-

ed as it may be—that some one has cheated

and some have been cheated in the distri-

bution, which is driving the undiscerning

toward public ownership and socialism. The
menace of such a political and industrial

system, consolidation has accentuated. Rut
what is more serious, in narrowing the per-

sonnel of the proprietorship of the country,

it is
M detaching from the friends of property

the groat middle clam of citizenship.” The
peril Is that this conservative force will In

time swing to those whose attitude is al-

ready op|H>scd to property. And Judge
Grosscup is forced to the question, “Can
our old. ideals stand against such an alli-

ance?” His answer seeks to avert forever

such a test. It carlies its suggested remedy
in the very phenomena which have attended

consolidation—the pi-nple, the great middle
class must be restored to proprietorship.

But will they enter, to any large extent,

the field of corporate ownership under any
condition? Ili« confidence that they will. If

the fortunes of these enterprises are bound
up in the legitimate vicissitudes of the busi-

ness itself and not in over strained organi-

zation, rests upon these conditions; that we
have a people to whom the acquirement of

property is an instinct, possessed of finan-

cial means and unafraid of corporate prop-

erty merely ns corporate property. With
this instinct, with this financial equipment
and this attitude on the part of the people

at large, the “ peopleiration of the pro-

prietorship of the country is certain to

come if only corporations are
44
fnirly or-

ganized and conducted.”

The novelty and originality of Judge
Grosscup'a plan lies in its feature of govern-

mental assurance. The government must ex-

ercise its powers to reach ami protect the
would-be proprietor to the extent of guar-
anteeing that the assets and proposed stock

issue have been looked into '* by some re-

sponsible authority, and that their pro-

portion to each other have been adjusted to

conform to the known legal basis.” And
once the corporation has been organized, it Is

to be subject to “ visitation ” by some de-

partment of government not a* a mere news-
gatherer, for purposes of publicity, but as a

trustee, to take note of dangers in sight

and adequately to meet them.
This is the suggestion of a keen, thought-

ful man without mrntal excitement—an in-

terpreter of the laws of the past—who sees

that in the future there must be some ” far-

reaching reconstruction of our corporate

policy," such ns will enable the people at
large to re-enter the proprietorship of the

country, or we shall find ourselves left with
two alternatives both of whielt menace wide
individual enterprise, personal freedom, and
Republican institutions.

By far the greater part of the suffering

and crime which exist at this moment . . .

arises simply from people not understand-

ing this truism—not knowing that produce

or wealth is eternally connected by the laws

of heaven and earth with resolute labor;

but hoping in some way to cheat or abrogate

this everlasting law of life, and to feed

where they have not furrowed, and be warm
where they have not woven.

—

Ru&kin.

Intercollegiate Athletics

Fab be it from us to enter into the field

of tangled controversy over intercollegiate

athletics. There are, however, certain

phases of the subject which seem to be be-

yond controversy, certain evils the existence

and seriousness of which must be admitted,

and of these we can speak with some degree

of confidence, especially since we find our-

selves In agreement with Professor Hollis,

the accomplished chairman of the Harvard
athletic committee.

The most obvious, or at least the most
widely recognized, feature of college athletics

i* their apparently engrossing power over

the minds and imaginations of the students

and of the public. The rrulliy of this ab-

sorption and its pervasiveness depend

largely upon the particular college or uni-

versity. There are many institutions of

learning in the country where intellect and
intellectual industry take tin* first place in

the thoughts and conversation of the scho-

lastic community. There are, indeed, other*

where muscle is unduly glorified, and where
the studious are more or les* despised. Col-

lege presidents have been known to send

forth their ° team ” on the fateful day, from

morning prayers, with such a benediction as

Muldoon might bestow upon Corbett at the

ring-side. Facultiea have purchased athletes

by concession* iu entrance examinations.

Still, these are happily eccentricities in ed-

ucational communities, and scholarship

ranks higher in the most successful foot

ball institutions than the public wot* of.

Indeed, the public itself is largely responsi-

ble for the atmosphere of bodily strife which

seem* to distinguish American universities

and colleges. Led by a considerable body of

graduates, many of whom have become de-

educated sine* quitting college, a large pub-

lic, decorated with pins which represent

their beta, and not their educational his-

tory or their identity with the institutions

thus painted on their shirt-waists and their

waistcoat*, make Rome howl and the hea-

vens shiver on the day of a great contest.

The struggle, the noise, the bet*, and the

subsequent hysterical joy and grief consti-

tute all that the de-educated alumni and

their lay follower* know of the distinctive

and inspiriting fenturea of the higher edu-

cation in the United Slates. With the play-

er* in the field, who must keep up to a

certain standard in their classes, it is differ-

ent. It may be, indeed, that too much
thought is given to athletics by collegians,

but the sporting outsiders are wrong in

fancying that students and faculties and

their different institutions are to be ac-

curately measured by success or failure in

rowing and football. Indeed, the statistics

of defeated universities and colleges show
that other, and presumably higher, consid-

erations determine the attitude towurd them
of parents and the heads of preparatory

schools.

Whether the interest of a college life

centre* about the training-table or the class-

room, depend* mainly on the professor* and
instructors. Intellectual enthusiasm can al-

ways win out against bodily exercise among
ingenuous youth.

It is still true that there are those whom
the goal grazed by the glowing wheels ele-

vate to the gods, and there always will lie

such, but there are many more to-day than
thrre were in the days of Augustus who can
sing with Horace.

Quod si me Lyricis Vatibus miaeres.

Ruhllmi feriam sidera vertice.

But whether the student wants to walk
among the stars with the poets depends
much on his bringing up.

But to the confessed evils! The first of

these 1* the brutality of the game of foot-

ball. No one but he who love* brutishness

will deny the truth of this charge. We con-

fine ourselves to one ‘manifestation of it

which is too common i( it appear but once

a season, whereas, as ia well known, it is to

be looked for in every game in which there

is one star player. It is the fashion of con-

centrating all the force of the opposing

team for the purpose of crippling the star

of the other team. The occasional slugging,

the effort to tease an opponent into u slate

of useless nervousness, and the savagery

railed forth by sudden temptation are all

lad enough, but the cool, deliberate, eruel

pur|iose of driving an opponent out of play

by disabling him is barbarous and unmanly,
and they who resort to it in the name of

sport do not know the meaning at sport.

Another evil is the mental attitude of

one college toward its rival. As Professor

Hollis well says, there is an entire " absence

of chivalric conduct. It is the rarest thing

to not* even an evidence of generosity among
player*. The visiting team guc* to the col-

lege where the game is played, rldea out

to the field, performs its engagement, and
then goes home. The interchange or at-

tention that the ordinary Iawa of hospital-

ity indicate as proper between friends is re-

duced to mere business arrangements." This

is laid enough, but, what i* worse, is the

suspicion manifested by these college con-

testant* of one another's honesty. In niuny

instances, neither team can imagine that its

rival ia honest, and detectives are employed

to spy upon the suspected college, and to

work up ” cases against supposed ineligibles.

These two specimens are sufficient to point

Professor Hollis'* real moral, and that i*

that intercollegiate contest* huve ceased to

be amateur sport, and have come, in es-

eenee, to be tainted with professionalism.

College* make rules for the determination
of profctudonaliam, and students who have
played for money, or who have accepted

valuable gift* for athletic service*, are rigid-

ly barred out. Sometime* a mean spirit

governs in the application of this rifle; ad-

vantage is now and then taken of a slip

which ought not really to disqualify a play-

rr. All this come* from the fact that If tko

outward form of professionalism ia sternly

excluded, its inward spirit i* always mani-
fest. The game of the year has become the

business of the year. It is no longer the

joyous contest in which each side will do

its best, and be content and happy, however
fortune may award the palm. It is, rather,

a stern struggle of young giant* whose busi-

ness it ia to ruin, at all hazards, by all

device* not absolutely prohibited, by driv-

ing opponents from the field by crippling

them, by disqualifying others by evidence

obtained by hired detective*, by schemes uml
practices that are absolutely incompatible

with the true spirit of sport, and that are

out of place everywhere, unless we are to

consider that the end of the game is to

win rather than to play it fairly, honor-

ably. generously, in friendly spirit, in the

only true amateur spirit
—“ may the best

man win."

These evils cannot be cured by rules.

They germinate ami develop in the minds
and hearts of tbe player* und their fellows.

Their eradication depends upon education.

Time wa» when the spirit of sport prevailed,

and when one college would no more have

thought of ” putting a detective ” on it*

rival than it would have thought of break-

ing into the strongbox und stealing the

athletic fund—at leu*t, if it had theu been

thought that a rival team was deserving of

police surveillance. It would simply have

liern dropped out of competition. What is

needed by intercollegiate athletics is a little

spiritualizing, a little leaven of the spirit

of gentlemanliness, which is another phrase

for the true spirit of amateur spoft.

4«!>
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Washington’s Birthday in

London

By Sydney Brooks

I .on !»>.-< , Filrvary tS, 1003.

Nothing is so hard as to convince an
Englishman that Americans have memories.

He cannot understand why they or any other

people should bother themselves about hun-

dred-year-old events, why they should speak

and on occasion act as though the “ Boston

Massacre M were an affair of yesterday, why
tliey should be perpetually canvassing and

celebrating each doniinunt event in their

early history. This %‘ivid conadouaneaa of

the past is something he has no share in

and very little sympathy with. He is rather

disposed to deride it as a bit of puerility

that no nation can outgrow too quickly.

That is one of the reasons, perhaps it is

the fundamental reason, why he has never

quite understood the Irish. To do him jus-

tice, the Englishman fully practises what
he preachea. For his own pust he ha* no

memory at all. You could live a lifetime

in England without knowing that she had

a history. Before the Boer war it was easier

to purchase a Union Jack in Chicago than

in loindon. The centenary of some great

went, some signal victory, coine* round, and

all the record it will get is un obscure para-

graph in the newspapers. The 44 man in the

street” cloees the record of English his-

tory when he leaves school, and there is

nothing to open it for him again. Parades
and processions ami 44 memorial exercises

"

and set orations in honor, let us say, of

Waterloo would strike the average English-

man as a foolish wa*te of time. The Navy
league, it is true, has taken of recent years

to decorating the Nelson column in Trafal-

gar Square on the anniversary of Trafalgar
day.

The League does so as part of its political

propaganda for musing ami maintaining
popular interest in the navy. A few hundred
idlers will watch the ceremony with a wort

of amused interest, and then pus* on to the

day's work, totally unthrilM. The sur-

vivors of the fainou*, fatuous charge of the

I-ight Brigade meet and dine, 1 believe, once
a year. For the public it ib merely a senti-

mental item in next morning's pnpers. All

such celebrations have come to be alien to

|>opulnr instincts—possibly because whenever
there i* any question of pageantry or formal

rejoicing. Englishmen have got into the

habit of looking to the Crown for a

lead.

In one of Mr. Kenneth Grahume’s delight-

ful child-sketches, he most charmingly por-

trays the efforts of a girl putriot to inter-

est her brother in the twenty-first of Octo-
ber. “ It’* Trafalgar Day,” went on Selina,

trancedly; “Trafalgar Day—and nobody
cares!” Her brother is quite unmoved: he
would rather he hunting moles. “ Why
can't we do something’’’ she burst out, pres-

ently. “ He—he did everything—why can’t

we do anything for him!” “ H’ho did ev-

erything!” inquired Harold, meekly. It was
useless wasting further longing* on that,

mole. Like the dead, he travelled fast.
** Why, Nelson, of «>ounie,” said Selina,

shortly, still looking restlessly around for

help or suggestion. “ Hut he’s—he's dead,
isn’t he!” asked Harold, slightly puzzled.

There you have it. Nobody cares—and he’s

dead, isn’t he?
Hut this indifference has an obverse und

not displeasing side. If it cuts English-
men off from much of the pride that might,

justifiably la* theirs, if it lowers, a* it un-
questionably does lower, the general aver-

age of informed and intelligent patriotism,
it also forestalls many international bit -

terncwse*. and mbs the past of all its

sting.

No nation, it ha* often and truly been
said, is so incapable a* the English of keeping
n grudge alive. No nation waste* so little of

its time nourishing futile antipathies. No
nation is so ready to forget and forgive, or

so willingly allows the mellowing hand of

time the fullest play. What Polyphontes

says to Merope in Matthew Arnold's fine

dramatic poem could ne\*er be said to or
of England:

I sought thee, Merope; I find tlice thus.
A* I have ever found thee; bent to keep.

By sad observances and public grief.

A mournful feud alive, which else would die.

On the contrary, the way in which Eng-
land ignores what has passed and rushes to
“ make things up.” seems at times to in-

volve a positive loss of dignity. The recent

Anglo-Oerman alliance, for instance, struck

all outsider* and even a good many English-

men as passing the permission of meekness

and charity. It had something in it that

was almost mean-spirited and contemptible,

like Lord North’s too-facile forgiveness of

the outrageous attacks levelled against him
by Fox. It showed “the Christian spirit”

carried to such an ukra-Biblical excess that

it became decidedly unpalatable for human
nature’s daily food. Hut, on the whole, the

presence of this spirit in Englishmen is so

very much in their favor, and is usually

so well restrained, that an occasional abuse

of it may be pardoned. It has done as much
as anything to make Anglo-American rela-

tions what they are at this moment and al-

ways should he. You could not have a bet-

ter proof of this than the eagerness of prom-

inent. Kngli*hmen to join with Americana

in celebrating Independence Day and Wash-
ington's Birthday. This eagerness ha* come
to la* taken almost a* a matter of course,

hut when one stops to think out all it. means,

one see* what fine testimony lies hidden with-

in it to the sterling characteristics of the

British nature. Such a sight as I saw two
nights ago when the American Society of

London ami several of the most distinguish-

ed Englishmen in public life met together to

honor the anniversary of Washington’s birth-

day would lx* flatly impossible anywhere
else.

Do yon ever hear of Austrians handing to-

gether to celebrate Kossuth’s memory! Are
Cavour and Garibaldi honored name* in

Vienna! Is Walewski one of the national

heroes of Russia? Doe* Madrid commem-
orate the birth of Bolivar? A hundred years

hence will Domex and Aguinaldo rank with
Canovas and SagastaT Such questions

sound absurd. And yet juat consider what
it signifies when Englishmen make a feast-

day of July 4, and deliver public eulogies

on Washington. It mrans, in the first in-

stance, that they are celebrating the great-

est blunder in British history: and. in the

second, that they are honoring the memory
of the man who brought Great Britain to

her lowest depth of humiliation and im-

potence. All this they do just as heartily

and unresen’cdly as American* themselves

and without the slightest hypocrisy. A
strange, if only a superficial, paradox! Year
after year this “ old and haughty nation ”

doing public atonement through the mouths
of her most illustrious sons for her share

in the American Revolution! And doing

it, I repeat one** more, with absolute sin-

cerity. If their mistake was great, they

have amply and hnndnomely admitted it. T

know that as a school-boy in England I was
brought up to a reverence for Washington
and an indignation against Lord North such

a* a pupil in any Kansas school might vain-

ly envy. I could multiply instance* by the

hundred to prove the completeness of the

national repentance -, but one will be enough.

In the visitors’ room at one of the great-

est clulw on Pall Mall, hanging over the

mantelpiece, is a facsimile of the Declara-

tion of I ndr|iriidrnee, with medullions above
and around it of Washington. Lincoln, and
Grant. There is, I think it must he ad-
mitted. something fine in a people who can
thus candidly publish and acknowledge the
most uppnlting and coatly error in their

annuls. Which, at any rate, is the nobb-r

of the two—an Englishman honoring Wash-
ington. or an American raking in the dust-

heap of the Revolution for his Anglophobiac
fuel T

I am not going to weary you with the
speeches, nor yet with a list of the Eng-
lishmen of note who were present. Like all

Anglo-American foregatherings, it was ex-

cellently arranged and thoroughly enjoyed.

They are the only kind of public dinners I

know of that never lose their freshness.
There is a brinync** in the atmosphere of
this particular sort of international fes-

ti\dty that you don’t get elsewhere. An-
other feature of them is equally permanent
and peculiar—the ease with which Ameri-
cans come out victorious from the ordeal
of competitive oratory.

The English are. without exception, the
greatest public-dinner givers in the world,

yet few of them master more than the al-

phabet of postprandial speech-making. On
Monday they were, by contrast, particularly
weak. The Duke of Devonshire, who pro-

posed Mr. Roosevelt's health, the Marquis
of Londonderry, and Sir Edward Poynter,
who replied to the toast of “ Success to the
Exhibit of the United Kingdom at St. Louis.

seemed mere amateur* of oratory by
the side of the finished, easy eloquence of

Mr. Choate. ex-Governor Francis, and Mr.
John Barrett. Speechifying of whatever
kind is a bore of the first magnitude to the

Duke of Devonshire. But on Monday the at-

mosphere of good-fellowship prevailed even
against hi* constitutional languor, and the
speech in which he gave the President’s
health was ns near being sprightly and con-
nected ns any I have heard him deliver.

Even the Duke himself seemed to take a
far-off ducal interest In what he was say-
ing— an almost unknown phenomenon in

him. for. to do him justice, he is always the
first to yawn at his own speeches. But the
speech of the evening was unquestionably
Mr. Choate’s. London society demands elo-

quence from the representative of America
bo insistently that it has occasionally paid
the penalty of being glutted with it. This
is not the case with Mr. Choate, who never
says too much and never lets hi* fluency run
away with him. There is another pitfall

whieh he instinctively avoids. He never
makes the mistake of praising Englishmen
to their face. The only American ambassa-
dor I know of with whom England got slight-

ly bored was one who, with the best inten-

tion* in the world, was forever Boft-soap-

ing England and English ways of doing
thing*. Mr. Choate has a nicer apprecia-

tion of what it is Englishmen like best.

Willi admirable tact and skill he quietly
pokes fun at them, and score* good-humored
points at their expense. His argument on
Monday that Napoleon sold Louisiana to the
United States to prevent England from get-

ting it; that Americans were therefore real-

ly indebted to England for the purchase;
and that. England in consequence lay under
a heavy obligation to make the St. Louis
Exposition n suecess—was worked out in the

be*t vein and spirit of American humor.
It was immensely relished by the audience,

lieing precisely the sort of point that came
with far more effect from an American than

an Englishmen—if, indeed, an Englishman
would hnve had the courage and mental

agility to make it. The fact that Mr.

Choate did not hesitate shows, as all hi*

speeches do, how perfectly he is grounded on

the oratorical side of his position.
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Leo XIII. and the Next Pope

The commemoration by Leo XIII. of the

twenty-fifth anniversary of his accession to

the Pontificate directs attention, not only to

his great age—he was born in 1810—but

also to the possibility that his successor

may modify his policy. l>'t us consider the

chance of such a modification, after a very

brief review of the present Pope's achieve-

ments. Seldom have the prospects of the

Papacy scented darker than when Pius IX.

was succeeded by Leo XIII. It is true that

in the fourteenth century many Popes delib-

erately transferred their place of residence

from Home to Avignon, but never until the

nineteenth century, since a large grout of

territory was made to the head of the

Catholic Church by Pepin. King of the

Franks, was the temporal authority of the

Papacy avowedly extinguished by any civil

power. That phenomenon, however, has

been three time* witnessed in the course of

the last hundred years: first when Napoleon

I. imprisoned Pius VII. and incorporated the

city of Home and what was left of the Papal
Territory with the French Empire; secondly,

in 1R48 when, after the escape of Pius IX.

to Gaeta. a republic was proclaimed in

Rome; and, thirdly, in 1H70, when the

Eternal City was occupied by the troops of

Victor Emmanuel II., and became a part

of the new and unified Kingdom of Italy.

When Pius IX. died in 1878. his successor.

Iasi XIII., was confronted by the alternative

of becoming a pensioner of Italian sovereigns,

or. if he adhered to his predecessor's irrec-

oncilable programme, of accepting poverty,

and remaining a specie* of prisoner in the

Vatican. The impotence and humiliation at

home seemed likely to be accompanied by
an almost total eclipse of papa) influence

abroad. In Germany. Bismarck had liegun

the Kulturlcampf, aimed at the complete
subjection of the Catholic Church to the

civil power; in Poland, the Cur Alexnnder
II. was contemplating a withdrawal of the

privileges which the Polish-Catholic hier-

archy had previously enjoyed; in Spain, it

was uncertain whether the recent reaction

against a non-religious republic would be
durable, and in France, there was immi-
nent danger of an abolition of the Concur-
dot, because Cambetta had taught his fol-

lowers to see in Clericalism their chief

enemy. In a word, the disintegration and
collapse of the Papacy seemed not only
probable, hut unavoidable.

It is undeniable that, if the catastrophe

confidently expected by onlookers has been

averted, the credit for the fact is due main-
ly to the discretion, the sagacity, and the

foresight of Leo XIII. Although he has per-

sistently refused to touch u |ienny of the

munificent annual suladdy voted by the

Italian Parliament, a» a partial compensa-
tion for the loss of the Pope** temporal do-

minions, and although he has, therefore, been
forced to depend for the maintenance of

the Vatican establishment exclusively upon
the voluntary contributions of faithful

Catholics, he has never known what it was
to be stinted in respect of pecuniary re-

sources. Although he has maintained un-

flinchingly the position taken by Pius IX.
that loyal Catholics should neither vote at

Parliamentary elections, nor accept office

under the Italian monarchy, he has not en-

countered the expected disobedience of the in-

junction, but, on the contrary, through the

constant withdrawal of Catholic voters from
the ballot-box, the civil power has been ren-

dered incapable of constructing a Conserva-

tive party. The monarchy has thus been

left to the struggle for its existence against

Radicals, Republicans, and Socialists, and
might have succumbed but for the insane as-

sassination of King Humbert, which gave

the dynasty a longer lease of life. At the

end of twenty-five years, the Qiiirinal has
more to gain than to lose by a compromise
with the Vatican.

So far as Germany is concerned, Catholi-

cism under the guiding hand of l>eo XIII.

has triumphed all along the line in its con-

test with the civil power. Rismurrk. who
swore that, for his part, he would never go
to Canosaa. was ultimately forced to do that
very thing when he repealed the greater part
of the Falk laws in order to serure for his

policies the indispensable support of the

large and admirably organised Catholic

party of the Centre in the Reichstag. Only
the other day we witnessed the culmina-
tion of the victory when Chancellor von
Billow found himself constrained to urge the

Itundcsrath to nbolish *the remnant of the

so-railed May legislation which forlude

Jesuits to live in Germany. When we bear
in mind that this surrender of the civil

power to Catholicism in the rmpire founded
by Bismarck was brought about by a Pope
utterly denuded of temporal power, and com-
pelled to rely on Peter's pence for his house-

hold expenses, wc must acknowledge that
sheer intellect ha* seldom gained a more
resplendent victory.

In other parts of Europe the moral in-

fluence exerted by the ao-colled captive of

the Vatican has proved hardly less effective.

The traditional privileges conceded to the
Catholic hierarchy in Poland, which were
serioualy menaced by the Car a quarter of

a century ago. remain to-day substantially

intact. If in Spain the restored HourUm
dynasty which in 1878 seemed destined to

be short-lived, has endured up to the present

hour, notwithstanding the Ions of Spain's
transmarine dc|M-ndrncics, the unexpected
fact is due mainly to the cautious and far-

sighted attitude enforced upon the Spanish
hierarchy by the Vatican, which lias shown
itself a» firmly opposed to Carlism on the
one hand as to Republicanism on the other.

In France, where the problem with which
Leo XIII. had to deal was peculiarly diffi-

cult, he has at least averted a solution which
was long threatened, and which would have
been fatal to the interoats of Catholicism.

Then* is but little hope that the Concordat
would ere this have been abolished but for

the advice pressed by Leo XIII. upon the

hierarchy and clergy of France to accept

sincerely the Republican rfgimr, and to ab-

jure all connection with intrigues for the

restoration of the Bourbon monarchy or of

the Napoleonic Empire. During the last

twelvemonth, the patience of the Vatican
has been subjected to a severe strain by
the enforcement of the law against religious

associations: nevertheless, by a judicious si*

lcnce, lam XIII. has refrained from giving

the enemies of Catholicism the desired pre-

text for a violent rupture. By no means
least among the achievements that may be

recorded in the epitaph of the present I*on-

tifT is the fact that, thanks to him almost
exclusively, the Concordat with France still

exists.

We need not say that the last quarter of

a century has witnessed a remarkable ex-

pansion of Catholieism in partibu* infi-

drlium. that is to say in the British Empire
and in the United States. The vast Catholic

cathedral about to arise in London is a
symbol of the progress made by the Church
of Rome toward a |>artial reassertion of it*

former influence in the United Kingdom.
How does it happen that Catholicism pros-

per* in the two countries where the utmost
freedom of thought obtains? That Catholi-

cism should at one and the same time com-
mend itself to the religiously minded, while

it escapes rancorous opposition on the part
of atheists, is due largely to the wisdom of

the attitude maintained by Leu XIII. tow-

ard Socialism on the one hand and toward
the Higher Criticism of the Bible on the

other. While adhering with unwavering
firmness to his belief in the inspiration of
the Scriptures, and to bis belief in the
sacrcdnoss. necessity and usefulness of the
organization whereof he is the head, the
present Pope has shown himself williug at

the same time to concede the expediency of

revising vernacular translations of the Bible

in the light of modern scholarship, and will-

ing also to make large economical conces-

sions to the Socialistic movement, provided
its leaders would abjure their demand for an
utterly godless State. He has not Bilenced

the Higher Criticism, nor has he brought
about « compromise between Socialism and
Christianity ; but he has immensely abated
the distrust and rancor with which the

Catholic Church was at one time regarded by
scientists and by social reformers.

Whether the successor of Leo XIII. will

maintain the same attitude toward the

Kingdom of Italy, toward other European
States and toward the intellectual and eco-

nomical movement* of the time is a question
that nobody can answer until the next Con-
clave shall announce the outcome of Um de-

liberations. There are now more foreign

cardinals in the Sacred College than ever

before, yet the cardinals of Italian birth
still constitute a considerable majority. The
Italian cardinals themselves arc not united
with regard to the position that ought to be

taken toward the Italian monarchy, or tow-
ard the French Republic. Neither are they

agreed concerning Socialism or the Higher
Criticism. No man, therefore, may venture
to forecast the choice of the Conclave or the

possible consequences of ita selection.

A Song for the Acorns

(The Acorns arc • New York orgssiuiios tor the

promotion of cood tovtramsni)

Goon government! good government!

That's what we’re out to bring.

The honest rule of honest men
Beats any rule of ring.

We’re down on blackmail, pillage, graft.

And clutch of greedy lams.

We’re tired of all the swanu whose craft

Finds profit in our losa.

chorus

Then up. Acorns! up, Acorns!

Sprout, and spread and thrive!

Grow in number, grow in strength;

Show yourselves alive!

Only neornR are we now;

Oaks we'll grow to be;

Stout to heat hark fraud and craft;

Stanch for Liberty.

Who would be free, the poet says,

Themselves must strike the blow;

Who would keep honest men in power,

Must lay the rascals low.

Boss-ridden men their feeble souls

Dare never call their own]

Nor freedom, nor content abide

In any boss-ruled town.

We want clean streets and honest cops.

We want our funds well spent.

We want each man to pay his share,

But tribute—not one cent!

We want no profit-sharing vice.

No brihe-dispensing lairs.

We want the town to get ita dues.

And all the rascals, theirs.

E. R. Martin.
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The Book of Months

By E. F. Benson

DECEMBER

Snow over all. and it 1a spring. Frost

binds the icy fields, and in my heart every

nightingale in the world makes melody.

The bare trees are hung with tridea, and

n shrill wind whistles through them, yet

to me they are the green habitations of

mating-birds, and in the hedgerows, with

their mask of snow where the wind lias

drifted it, are the nests of the hedge-

sparrows with the blue eggs that reflect the

skies of April. December! Was there ever

such a December? All the honey of the

summer, all the warmth of the long days,

all the mellow autumn, all the promise of

spring is gathered here into one sheaf, the

sheaf that we put in the chancel at the har-

vest festival, symbol and offering, symbol

of the fruitful, kindly earth, offering in

kind to the Lord of the harvest.

Did you see the sun to-day about eleven

of the morning come suddenly out through
parted clouds and shine on the great fields

of virgin snow? He came on purpose to

sec me. Did you see the maddened whirl

of the snowflakes in the afternoon flying

in eddies through the air? They were dan-

cing together at my party. I engaged them
to danee. They did it well, did they not?

Did you hear the cathedral-hells ringing this

afternoon, sounding dim and deaf through

the snow? They were also my guests. Ev-

erything in the world to-day was my guest,

and stars were ranged on my ceiling and the

Pleiades lay in my hand, and then rloae

by my heart lay the moon, and it was not

cold sb it looks, but warm.
Day after day and all day, night after

night and all night, I have dreamed of the

moon, loving It, desiring it. And last night

I dreamed that I east a slender silver thread

into the sky which caught the imam, and
I drew it closer and closer to myself till it

rested on my heart. And it was not the

moon at all, only the heart of a woman.
Iieating full and strong. And the wonder
nf it is that the moon is mine. You sluill

see it sometimes, you other people on the

earth, but all the time it is mine. I know
too the other side of it, when we arc alone

together. You cannot see that, and you will

never see it. The moon says it is nil for me.
To-day the moon had to lie nwav all day.

but the silver thread was hetween us (it

lends to the other side of the moon), so I

scarcely envied the folks in London who
would see her face merely. Yet all day T

fevered for evening, and as evening ap-

proached my fever abated not. But you
came back, my moon, and we were together

again. Other people were there, and for

them, as for me. melody after melody flowed

from the sweet stress of yonr fingers, They
heard only, but I knew, and to me the
sound revealed not the poor clay that wrote
those exquisite notes, but you who played

them. Your soul, it was not Schubert’s

that shone in the symphony that Bhall never
la* finished, your soul not Beethoi'en’a was
pussion and pathos, you, not he, turned
night into a flame, and in that flame T burn-

ed and was consumed, happy as the gods
are happy, and happier because I was not
content. I shall never lie content.

Oh, my own. who did this, thanks Is no
word between you and me, Do we thank
the star that shines in the dark blue vel-

vet of the skies? We gaze only ami are
drawn thither. Fnr we thank u giver for

n human gift: it is in silence that we give
thanks for the things that are divine. Oh,
I try to speak of what cannot he spoken.
Who shall set words to your music?

Let me picture you again with face half-

turned from where I sat, tuning the keys

which I thought so rebellious into a rain

of cncluinted harmony. Rebellious too waa

your hair, rising upward in waves of smoul-

dering gold from your face. And through
fichubert you spoke to me, he but the me-
dium or the alphabet of your thought, and
I was almost jealous of the dead, because

he touched the tips of your fingers. Then
from the trim garden at Leipsic spoke that
sweet formal soul, a message of congratula-

tion to me, or, so T took it, and Beethoven

with fuller voice said the same, and from

frozen Poland, and from wind-beaten Ma-
jorca came another smile. And when those

sweet words were done came other sweet
words without interpreter, and the room
was emptied and the larger lights were
quenched, and only on thp walls leaped the

shadows and the shine* of the flames that

plunged on the hearth. Once by night the

temple was bright to the prophet with the

glory of the Lord, and the hot coal from the

altar opened and inspired his lips. With
what new vision and eyes enlightened must
he have looked on the world after that

night, when God revealed himself. And by
this revelation which has come to me all

things are made new, winter ia turned to

spring, and the lonely places are desert no
more, arul the whole world is in flower with
the royal purple of the blossoms of Love.

And, now that I know it was inevitable

from the first I can hardly believe that it

was I who only a few weeks ngo made
plans to force myself from the possibility.

It was ordained from the beginning, and
the patient march of the centuries, every

step, every year, was bringing us together.

Myriads of subtle influences conspired to

work it, and how excellent is the miracle

they have made. Sunlight and wind, and
the love and sorrow and jov of a thousand
generations have made the hody and soul

of this girl: for me she was predestined and
for me has the whole creation laborrd.

Blindly, but inevitably, it wrought, even as

the shell deep in some blue cave of the ocean

thinks only that some piece of grit has got

between its iridescent valves, yet all the

time it Is busy making the pearl that shall

lie on the neck of some queen yet unborn.

An immense silence and whiteness lie*

over the whole earth. Snow fell a week ago,

then came several nights of frost, and to-

day again a fresh mantle of white was laid

down. All roughnesses and inequalities are

smoothed away; the whole lund lie* in del-

icate curves, swelling and subsiding in

gradations too fine to follow. With bar and
chevron and a million device* of this ce-

lestial heraldry, trees and palings are out-

lined and emblazoned, and in the grave-

yard opposite the tombstones are capped

a'ith whiteness. From e*ves and gutters

hang the festooned icicle*, *nd most people

find it cheerless weather. But not so we,

for between us. with the aid of a prodigious-

ly stupid carpenter, we have designed and
executed a toboggan, which Is the chariot

of love, and on the steep downside* (at-

tended by the puzzled collies who cannot
understand how it is that snowballs which
so closely resemble tennis-balls vanish in

the retrieving) we spend vivifying after-

noons. The toboggan has a decided biaB,

nnd it is only a question of time before

it gets broadside to the slope of the hill,

ejecting its passengers. That i* the mo-
ment for which the collira (Hu* and Buz)
are waiting, nnd they fly after us. and lick

our faces before we can regain our feet,

to congratulate us on the sucres* of this

excellent new game. Indeed the " Alliance

of Laughter ’’
is in league again, but be-

low the laughter is love, which penetrate*
to the centre of the world and rises to the
heaven of heavens. Then we tramp back,

towing the slewing toboggan up hill, and
getting our beels kicked by it down hill

to the muffled town at dusk, and the long
evenings Is-gln.

I have told her all ahout Margery, as was
only natural, but it waa no news to her.

She had guessed it with woman's intuition,

to which lightning is a snail, on the day
whih I told her how like she waa to Mar-
gery. I bad said, “ She w&b my best

friend ” in a voice, it appears, that was the

most obvious self -betrayal. I have told her

too the grim determination I had made not

to see her any more: that, it appears on
the same authority, waa harmless, though
ailly, since it was utterly nut of my power
to do anything of the kind. I couldn't have
done it; that was all. T, of course, argued
that I could, Bo she said: “Well, do it

now, then. It is not too late.”

But when I told her about Margery, she

did not laugh, but she answered:
** I wanted so to comfort you. And I saw

at first that you looked at me and thought
of her. Then by degree* I wanted to take
her plaee. And by degrees you let me have
a place of my own. You looked at me and
thought of me. That was one evening we
played cards here.”

“ You saw that?” I asked.
“ How could a girl avoid seeing it, whrn

all the time she
—

”

“ What?”
“Nothing: at least, not much.”
“ What then ?”

She came a little closer in the gleam of

the fire light. “ When all the time she

longed to see it.” she whispered.
“ And is that not much? Ts there any-

thing in tlie world bigger than that?”

“No; It is bigger than the world.”

Oh, I am loved: I am loved.

It. is Christmas eve. and she has just

grmp home with her father, and outside in

thp moonlight the waits are singing. I

know they are not in tune, and that quo
singiftg it is a deplorable performance, but
there is srn-h a singing in my heart that I

do not hear the falsi* notes, and the thrill

of Christmas too is upon me. I have never

quite got over (and 1 hope I never shall)

the childish awe and mystery in hearing the

voire* from thp night, being awakened by
the sounds, and being carried, wrapped up
in blankets to the windows where I could

see dim forms outside black against the
snow. T did not know in those earliest

years who they were; it was Christmas, ami
there were mysterious being* singing in the

night. On no other night were they there,

for they were of the family. I must suppose,

of Father Christmas and Santa ClauB and
the fairy Abracadabra, to whose awful pres-

ence—she appeared to be about nine feet

high—we had been introduced not without
delightful inward quailings before we went
to lied. She brought with her a vessel of

the shape certainly of a clothes-basket, but

ns it was of solid gold it could not have

been a clothes-basket. And inside were ex-

actly those things for which we each of us

had pined and audibly hungered. Such a

clever fairy! She never made a mistake or

confused my wants with those of my bro-

thers, so probably she was»omnisrient as well

as beneficent. And my good fairies have lieen

just s* Hover ever since—they never make
mistakes, and now they have given me the

best gift of all. Bo listening to the singing

In the night now, the years slip back, the

child within me stirs and awakens, and out

of the rose-colored mist* of early year*

that queer little figure wrapped In blank-

ets and carried to the winJlow look* wonder-

ingly at me and smiles because I am happy.

Abracadabra too is with me to-night, not

nine feet high any longer, nor girt about

with delicious terrors for me, but still my
dear fairy, who never fails me.

the exn.
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The Stanford Memorial Church

Tkk church which Urn. June L. Stanford

has recently finished a* a memorial to her

late husband, United States Senator la-land

Stanford, on the campus of la-land Stan-

ford, Junior, University, at Palo Alto, Cal-

ifornia, is one of the moat beautiful uiul

artistic church structures in the world.

Four yearn have been consumed in its build-

ing. The most famou* architects in Cal-

A Comer oj the Chancel

ifornia, the foremost decorative artists in

America and Europe, and the most notable

sculptor* and workers in mosaics in Italy

have striven to the beat of their genius in

erecting and embellishing this memorial

church. Mrs. Stanford has kept secret the

large sums she has been furnishing for the

building and adornment of this memorial

structure as it has progressed toward com-

pletion, but competent judges estimate that

the superb building, as it stands to-day, has

cost at least #000.000. It is the consum-
mation of the architectural ideals of Mrs.

Stanford for her beloved university, and is

the supreme impressive feature of the fa-

mous quadrangle at Leland Stanford,

Junior, University. Rev. Hcber Newton,

Part of the A'inf I

recently of New York,
ha* been chosen rector of

the church.

The church is of

Romanesque architecture,

with a tee deviations in

detail. The south exte-

rior view of the build-

ing. taking in the apse

and the wings of the

trunsept, give the most
impressive views. Ruff-

colored sandstone is the

material in the walls of

the church—rough - hrwu
exteriorly and smooth-
surfaced interiorly. The
building in cruciform.

The transept have their

own entrances, and the

four gables of the nave,

transept, wings, and apse
nre united by nn ini-

|Miying twelve-sided belfry

timer, of which the bn sc

lui* an nut side gallery.

(Jiitli ic flying buttresses

spring below the tower on
each side, and the four

corner* of the tow-er are

flanked by turret* rising

from the Angles between
the gable*.

Heavily carved doors
lead into the wide vesti-

bule of the church, with marble floor and
groined oaken ceiling.

All who look within Stanford Memorial
Church can never forget the impressive rich

beauty of the marble statuary and the pro-

digious wealth of stained - glass windows.
Extending around the entire apse, just above
the altar and on a line with the windows,
nre a line of heroic figures in raoaaic, rep-

resenting John, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Samuel,
David, Ellas, Moses, and Isaiaa.

The series of forty-seven stained-glass win-
dows have won universal admiration.

The wood-carvings in thg faulted

.

ceiling

of the nave have lieen]

done with rare skUI and/

labor. The carved wood!
is upheld by copper - fin-!

jshed binding rod* undj

light and graceful ham-
merhesm trusses. TliV

ceiling is seventy fecq

above the floor, which
of the richest Moorish)

tiling, with a slight in-

cline toward the apse.

The carving on th<)

arches and columns h

exquisite, and its foliatei

beauty gives to each o!

the memorial arches thi

delicacy of being sur(

rounded by a wide fold of
laqe. The capitals of the

larger arches are surj

mounted by carved

cherubs of moat wonder!

fill workmanship. Ovei
the arches of the door!

ware, which are a studyl

In perfect detail, are large]

mosaics In rich colors and|

gold, which latter effect entoFs largely 7nio

the color scheme of the interior. The Iran-

sept galleries, of carved stone and steel, have

railings carved in a chaste design that are

aaid to represent the finest work of its kind

in the United States. The finely executed

stonework in the church has been under the

direction of John D. McGilvray. but the

clahnrutc mosaics came directly front Italy.

It is doubtful If more intricate decorations

in mosaic*, can he found in America. These

decorations represent un outlay of WO.OOO.

Looking toward the apse at the northern

end of the nave la the choir loft, where a
fortune has been spent in intricate de-

signs in wood and stone carving. Tlte

organ in the choir loft is the largest on the

Pacific coast. There are seats for a choir

of ISO peraona. The keys of the key board,

below and facing the singers, have electrical

connection with the 3000 pipes of the organ.

This grand instrument has forty-six slop*,

contains thirty miles of wire, and has the

handsomest front ever placed on an organ.

Naturally, most time and art and wealth

Iwve^beeu pat upon the chancel, the ^Itar.

i

"pulpit, aM lectern. Tfhe fiiust " M
gether blind who doe* not feel the exquisite

beauty of all this. The pulpit is of atone

elaborately curved. The altar is a block of

Carrara marble, upon whose face has been

chiselled a baa-rclief of Ruben*'* ** The En-

tombment.” Rack of the altar, and below

the three great windows of stained glass, i«

n wonderful reproduction, in mosaic, of

Casimi Rosclli's “ Last Supper ”—the only

copy of the original in the Sistine Chapel

at Rome.

fd by Google
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Twenty Years at the Metropoli-

tan Opera House

OrKRATic regimes. even since the mod-

em era was ushered in with the Metro-

politan, have usually gone to their sunset

amid spectacular clouds of bankruptcy; the

»hcri(T ha* more than once been called upon

to hasten the hour of their official twilight.

Yet Mr. Grau’* long reign ends under a

clear sky, and his successor will doubtless

begin his career with a prospect, at least for

the immediate future, of settled operatic

weather. Mr. Grau’a achievement, however,

during the dozen years completed with the

present week, is. after all, but a fraction of

the larger story of the house itaelf. That
story. If completely told, would lay tribute

upon no less than twenty seasons, some vital

with progress, others (and these mainly re-

pent 1 dull and undistinguished.

Ilroadlv speaking, Henry K. Abbey’s open-

ing year at the Metropolitan Opera House
was one of musical ^ sweetness the seven

German season* that followed were deficient

in that quality, hut aimed successfully at

significance. The Abbey and Orau incum-

bency that in 1891 supplanted the German
scries was an attempt to return to the earlier

ideal, but Mr, Gran analyzed the public

afresh, nnd then sought, in his repertory

and singers, to blend the two elements of

musical beauty and dramatic verity. This
sounds simple enough, but the experience re-

sulting in this policy had cost former man-
agers and stockholders several hundred thou-

sand dolls r*.

Mr. Abbey was the first victim of the

curse that for long rested upon Now York
operatic mtrrprmeurn. So severe were his

Iomcm that he even proposed to aet as man-
aging agent for the director* of the house,

for two year* gratis, provided the director*

would pay the deficit.

Gounod’s " Faust,” then, aa now. the most
popular opera in the repertory, was chosen

for the opening night. October 22, 1883.

Campunini was Faust. Christine Nilsson the

Margkcrita (everything was Italian that

winter), Novara the Uephulophtle*. Del

Puente the I'alentino, and Sealehi the Ritbcl.

Mr. Vianeid conducted. Two days later.

Madame Marcella Sembrich, then very

young, made her American dMnit us the lace-

handkerchief heroine of ‘* T-ucia di Jammer-
moor,” winning golden opinions. Madame
Trebelli nnd the useful German - Italian

Knschmann were new - comer*, nnd so wa*
Stngno, an Italian tenor, described in print

by a dignified critic as “ an utterly unmu-
sical bellower.” These, with Madame
Kursch-Madi, the dramatic soprano: Mira-
bel la the haseo, and Victor Capoul the tenor,

were the chief members of Mr. Abbey’s Im-

posing troup— with Madame Cavalaui,
prinia ballerina, whose dancing ia still an
opera-house tradition.

There were ntar caats in those day*, though
the best of them, gathered for ** Don Gio-

vanni." November 28. 1883. was probably
not a whit more efficient, in rendering the
letter or the spirit of Mozart'a masterpiece
than that of a certain February night of

Mr. Gnu’s season of 1899. In each cast

Sembrich wa* the Zerlina. Furwh-Madi and
Lilli Lehmann were the respective persnn-

ators of fhmna Anna: Nilsson nnd Nordiea
the Donna Hlrira, Kaschmnnn and Maurel
the inaatiate Pan Oioranni himself, and
Mirahella and Edouard de Re*xkc the I,e-

porrlh.

The one novelty of the Abbey season was
" La Oioeonda." Ponchielli’s tragic and
poignant opera of medieval Venice, often
since then set for revival, but never yet com-
passed nave by Mr. Ravage’s Engllsli-speak-

jug company. Except for this, the Abbey
repertory might almost have been exchanged

with that of the Mapleson troupe, at the

Academy of Music. Yet the unmistakable

trend of popular taste toward the dramatic

and away from the merely ornamental was

noted; the largest audiences, according to a

contemporary writer, were drawn by Wag-
ner’s " Lohengrin,” ltaarfl ** Don Gio-

vanni,” Gounod’s M Faust.” Boito’s “ Me-

Astofele,” Ponchielli'a “ La Gioconda.” and

Meyerbeer’s u
Is-* lluguenoiN,” " Roberto il

Diavolo.” and " la* Prophet*.” The reper-

tory also included Bellini’s “ I I’liritnoi
”

and “ La Sonnambula,” Bizet’s ** Carmen,”
Donizetti's. ” Lucia di Lammennoor,”
Plotow'a “ Martha,” RossiniV “ II Barblere

di Siviglia." Thomas'* ” Hamlet ” and
" Mignon," and the stock Verdi trio, " lligtH

letto,” “ La Traviata,” and ” II Trnvatore.”

Studying the tastes and interests of the

time. It I* now easy to *ee how ripe the pub-

lic was for the radical change* of the sea-

son 188-1-5, which Dr. Leopold Dnmrosch
managed, his offer to give German opera

having hren made nnd accepted only after

Mr. Abbey and Mr. Gye, of I/mdon, had re-

fused to tuke up the Italian burden. Ger-

man opera meant that Wagner was to have
a larger share in the list, and after the ex-

traordinary interest shown in the Wagner
concert festivals of 1882 and 1884 under
Theodore Thomas, and the long campaign
of education hv the Philharmonic Society,

it wa* fair to expect popular support. With
the he*t of the Bayreuth composer’* music-
d ramus still unknown here, a season some-
where in New York would soon have la-come

inevitable.

New operas, old one* long neglected, and
new singer* crowded the year* 1884-91, and
for the first lime the personality of (he con-

ductor became Important. Dr. Damrnach
lived only to see the artUtir success and
financial practicability of the first German
season. Materna headed hi* company, and
he had revived Weber's “ Der Frelsehtltz,”

and Beethnven*a '* Fidel in,” and given Wag-
ner’* 14 Die Walkflre” ita first adequate New
York performance. K. C. Ktanton succeeded
him in 1885. nnd Anton Neidl wa* brought
over to conduct, Walter Damrosch tiring hi*

assistant. Lilli Iaditnann and Emil Fischer,

Niemann, and Marianne Hrnndt. Yogi nnd
Max Alvarv made certain Wagnerian char-
acter* absolutely thrir own here. Fischer
wns Han* Such* in “ Die Meistersinger." a*
Alvnry wa* the young Riegfrirt, "by the
grace of God,” a* a reverent admirer once
wrote. I.*limann became the authentic
/aaldr, and the three BrMNitAifd'-’.«. Fischer
was Watan, ami Alvnry a flickering Loft,
rivalled only by Van Dyck in recent season*.

Niemann’s rugged Tristan i* historic. All
these rfiles were In music -dramas new on
the American stage.

Certain stockholders wearied of paying
deficit*, and Abbey and Grau took the house.
Thus did French and Italian replace Ger-

man on the Metropolitan Opera House stage,

and the living apostles of the new ri’-gfme

were Jean and Edouard de Rc*rke. Melba.
Kame*. Planeon, and Lassalle, with Lilli

Lehmann held over as a mistress of both
schools. Wagner In Italian and a Patti

supplementary season were the new feature*.

Then came the destruction of the Metro-
politan by Arc in summer, 1892. and a

year of no opera, until it was rebuilt.

Emma CalvA’* signature is writ large arms*
the year 1893-4. Iot then her Carmen eame
Into view. The most important novelty since

Verdi’s “ Otello,” namely, the same com-
poser’s “ Falstaff.” was produced Pchruary
4. 1895. and in spite of Maurcl’s Fat Knight.
won little popularity.

Then came Walter DamrnsohN. striking

extra season of Wagner in German, which
lead Mr. Grau to adopt hi* broad policy of

"each opera in its original tongue." Since

November 27. 1895. when the de Rcszke*

and Nordiea gave “Tristan und Isolde,”

with Anton Seidl conducting, a new standard

of Wagner singing ha* prevailed. The rest

la too recent for comment, but Bembrieh’a

share in reviving Moaart ami the old color-

atura music ha* been too important to

ignore. To-day. the Metropolitan stand* on

the brink of still another era. Will it lie

one of artistle ideals T Mr. Conried's oppor-

tunity awaita him.

A Woman’s Opera

Laht week at the Metropolitan Opera

House Mis* Ethel M. Smyth -

* “ l>cr Wald.”

a music-drama in ono aet, was performed for

the first time in Amrriea. Let it lie said at

once that Mis* Smyth ha* abundantly

tamed the right to a judgment of her work
iMHed upon standards of the moot uncom-
promising impartiality. Whatever one ia

prepared to *ny of its excellences and ita

defects, ” Der Wald " cannot justly lie set

aside a* being merely woman’s work, with

all that that diapoaition ia made to imply

of qualification and denial. Miss Smyth lui*

written with too high and aeriouH an aim.

with too ripe and confident an artistry, to

lie considered with anything hut an atten-

tive respect. Dramatically. “ Der Wald ” in

a brief and passionate illustration of that

wonderful thought of Plotinus, that " in the

particular acta of human life it is not the

interior soul and the true man, but the ex-

terior shadow of the man alone, which la-

ment* and weeps, performing his part on

the earth, as in a more ample and extended

scene, in which many shadow* of souls and

phantom form* appear." Mia* Smyth ha*

intended, in her own phrase, to show “ the

quiet workings of the eternal force* of na-

ture a* contrasted with the storm nnd straw*

of mortal life”—which ia merely a British

and modern variant of the meditation of

Plotinus. She has chosen (being her own
librettist | to set against the background
of a primeval und spirit-haunted forest, a

tragic human action, contrastingly swift,

brief, nnd calamitous ; and at the end, as at

the beginning, a my*tic chonia-—the ele-

mental spirits of the wood—chant, In the

words of the argument, " their own eternity

and the brevity of things human.” With
all possible sympathy for its essential, if

unrealised, poetry, it must he said that

thi* conception, as Mi** Smvth has aetual-

iied it dramatically, wm* at time* a lit-

tle too obviou*. a little too rrm*aly roman-

ticistic (as Mr. Howells would say). Wo
wish that, in developing her theme, she had
handled it more subtly, more aerially, with

somewhat less bald an insistence upon ‘the

point of her allegory. This, however, con-

cern* the dramatic structure alone; of the

music with which she has invested it we
can speak with somewhat less of reserva-

tion. After a single hearing, one recalls

passages of indubitable force and beauty;

an unflagging sentiment for dramatic ap-

propriateness: a constant endeavor to re-

flect, ns eloquently a* may be, the essential

poetic substance of the play. Miss Smyth
has not escaped a measurable dulnes* and

inefficiency, nor has she scrupled to write

without the bidding of that incalculable

inspiration which is not to be realized by

mere seeking and dcaira. But for an un-

swerving fidelity of purpose, a consistent

preoccupation with dramatic verity, a dex-

trounly contrived significance, “ Der Wald ”

is notable in a considerable degree.

I am as I am. and *o will I he;

But how that I am none knowetli truly.

Be it ill, lie it well, lie I bond, be I free.

I am as I am. and mi will I lie.

Hir Thomaa Wyatt.
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Finance
What some people delight in calling a

*' psychological wave ” ha* swept—or ia

now sweeping—over the speculative markets.
That is. the state of

M sentiment " is *uch
that heed is paid to bad news, and whatever
is good and reassuring in the situation is

not noticed—at any rate, not enthusiasti-

cally. To be sure, there arc obvious reasons
why an upward movement in stocks should
not strike the average observer of financial
conditions as logical or even desirnhlc, but
at the same time it anould scan equally
obvious that a severe panic would partake
of the paradoxical. There is mi abatement
in the country's prosperity; but owing to
the expansion of credits, to the enormous
tving-up of capital necessitated by the lior-

rowings of corporations and syndicates,
there is not enough money to do the business
with. The surplus reserve* of the New York
bank*, according to the last statement of
their condition, show* that the hank* then
had but two-thirds of a million in cash over
and above the amount which the law re-

quires them to keep for the protection of
their depositor*, and the pence of mind of
the speculative community. In other words,
money is in great demand legitimately, and
in very short supply. The Aldrich bill,

which would have corrected the ahaunlity
of our fiscal system, was not passed; and
not a week after the adjournment of Con-
gress we find that the Treasury is locking
up money, for which it ha* no immediate
use, at the very time when I he commerce of
the country—-not the stork -gamblers—re-

quires as much money as it can get. in
order that the pron|ierity which ha* hlcsM-d
the United State* should not be checked.
The enndition of the money-market, there-
fore, is responsible for the condition of sen-

timent; and it U the condition of sentiment
which now tells most on the stock market
and the course of security- price*.

The professional speculator, who is ex-
tremely bearish at the moment, pies further.
In the exhaustion of the liank reserves lie

finds ample justification for not buying
stocks. In the causes contributing to that
exhaustion he finds strong reason* for sell-

ing stocks—his own and hi* neighbor's. He
will tell you that the inability to extend
credits, which must curtail genera) business,
and if continued long enough must reduce
earnings, which make values, is due to a
large extent to the enormous syndicate bor-
rowings. The syndicates have huge amounts
of lately manufactured bonds, which they
have been unable to sell. There is no mar-
ket for the new issues, and yet. in spite of
the glut in the bond-market the railroad*

|

keep on issuing bonds and more bonds, to
increase their equipment. The railroad*,
one would think from all this clamor, had
gone daft. And yet the railrowds are doing
nothing that they ought not to do in the
way of taking steps to handle the enormous
business that is thrust upon them. Great-
ly as some of them have improved their
physical condition and increased their roll-

ing-stock and motive power in the past
four years, their equipment i* none the less
inadequate to move the freight which they
are to-day urged upon to carry. Every one
suffers, the producer, the consumer, and the
carrier, from a state of affairs which has
been compared, by one of the moat dis-
passionate observers of the situation, to “ fen
thousand tons of freight to move and only
a wheelbarrow to do it with!"
The situation thus presents perplexities

which justify caution rather than fear.
That the money-market will in a few weeks
see improvement may he taken for granted,
twit It is the manner in which relief will
come flint worries speculator*. The Trea-
sury Department, may and probably will
help the situation whenever the stringency
reaches the acute stage, but not before.

Correspondence
WILLIAM THE TEUTON

(After Peter Newell)

To the Editor of Harper'* Weekly:
8m.—
Kaibkk. Kaiser, shitting bright.
You have given us a fright)

With your belts, and straps, and sashes.
And your skyward-turned mustaches!
And that frown bo deadly fierce.

And those awful eyes that pierre

Through the very heart* of tho*e
Whom ill fate has made your foes.
Sec the eagle on his roost

—

Eagle is 't? Or is ’t a goose?
Kaiser. Kaiser, man of war,
What a fearful man you arc!

Kuiser. say, where did you get
Those big shiny epaulets?
And that military cloak.

Did you. buying it. go broke?
And those decoration*, loo.

And that helmet ! Tell us who
Is your haberdasher? We
Hues* they're made in Germany.
And is thal the mailM fiat?

Oh say, iron fur rincr i*tf

Kaiser, Kaiser, man of war,
What a funny joke you are!

I am, air.

II. SroicKK.

NOME AMERICAN HUMOR.
K°U.tt'i Vosd. Naw IIami-simmb.

Marti S, IOOJ.

To the Editor of Harper'* Weekly:
•sin.—We arc farmers from ** way bark,"

we freely admit-, but a* compensation there-
to the understanding is sometime* given us
to know a good thing when we see it. And

we certainly do are it in Mr. Albert Lever-
ing’* inimitable “Timely Warning!” The
expressloo off anxiety and uncertainty on
Eddie's face as he hands the ini Hailes to
Willie, and the state of absolute idiocy and
extinction to which Willie is reduced by his
cold douche, together with Eddie's refrain.
“ * relatives lives there," are simply
•treat t The bitter has become a byword
with us, to lie long treasured, and holding
second place only to one or two time-hon-
ored family jokes that hare grown thread-
bare in our service. I don’t know that in-
dividual commendation is of any great mo-
ment to you. but it can’t hurt you to know
that your efforts are appreciated, even in the
wilds of New Hampshire, ho I send it along.

Hoping that we may meet Mr. Levering
ofteu in the pages of Harpr*'* Weekly,

I am, sir,

IIan.vah Bartlett Rollins.

THE BIBLE IN THE SCHOOLS.
C'Mit aoo. March 7, 1003.

Ta the Editor of Harper’a Weekly:
8l»,— I wisli to correct an article which

appeared in vour issue of February 19 in
reference to the " Bible in the schools.” In
which you state that in Chicago they do have
"a compilation of thp Scripture* ” for rend-
ing in the public school*. Now this i* only
newspaper talk; it in not so in fact. The
Chicago Woman’s Educational Union have
Icen attempting for the last »ix years to
have their book culled Reading* frttm the
Hiblr placed in the Chicago schools, but have
not succeeded. In the interest of truth in-
form your many readers that you were mis-
informed on this ns far as Cliirago is con-
cerned.

I am, sir,

E. C. Rkiciiwalb.
Secretary American Secular Union.

A Suggestion from a Reader ofHarper’S Weekly

QJNE of our readers suggested the other day that “ interesting

subjects by interesting people ” should be the topic for one
of our plain talks about Harper's Weekly. We are very will-

ing—all the more so because for nearly a year now—ever since

the appearance of the Weekly in its new form—this has been
the consensus of opinion from the hundreds of readers who have
written us unsolicited letter® from all comers of the world. As
a matter of fact, to interest intelligent people, to give to every
one of our readers an intelligent, complete, and interesting record

every week, in picture and text, of the events of the hour, and to

show, week by week, the ideals of American progress—where we
lead and shall lead in the 'world’s development—this is what the
Weekly aims to do. And it aims to do this first of all in an in-

teresting way. If you have seen the Weekly regularly dur-
ing the past year, you know in how far each issue has appealed to

you personally in the presentation of “ interesting subjects by
interesting people.”

The Weekly appeals to intelligent people. If you like it your
friends will like it. We want your friends to see the Weekly
regularly. We should be very glad to send the Weekly
on trial to any address for twelve weeks, postage paid, on receipt

of $1.00. The regular subscription price is $4.00 a year.

HARPER & BROTHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, N. Y.
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The Mechanics’
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of the City of New York
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.

ALEXANDER B OKR. VfCC-PlUUlIOKNT.
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ROBERT U. GRAFF. - - - ASSISTANT Cashier.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
(CONDENSEIT)

Report io the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th . 1902

RESOURCES

Loans and Discounts

Bonds -

Banking House ...
Dne from Banks ...
Casb and Checks on other Banks

$12,745,106.56

770,029.74

545,796.92
835,829. SO

8,297,120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20
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DIRECTORS
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Credit.

Brown Brothers A Co.,
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International Cheques. Cer-
tificates of Deposit.

HASKINS dc. SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
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JO COUHtl IT.*W OSAKaoSir ST . WILLIAMSON ILIKi.
CHICAGO. ILL. CLSVSLAXD. O.

LINCOLN OBIT BLDG.. *T. LC

©ffidal £c£ial notice

From LIFE Feb. 26. 1903.

“MR. A. J. DAWSON
HAS ACHIEVED REMARKABLE KKffULTM

in his story

HIDDEN MANNA

Gathered bit by bit at the gates of the

strange cities, and in the bazaars where news
and gossip are bought and sold. To write it

the author has first become a Moor, and his

tale is

SATURATED with THE SPIRIT OF ISLAM."

tv- 1 rol. IInto, doth, SI 80.

For tale by ail bookaellera or Mat bv mall poaepaid
on raciipt of price by tbt poblidMi*.

A. S. BARNES A CO., New York.

MORTON TRUST COMPANY
38 NASSAU STREET

Capital ..... $2,000,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits - - $5,815,982
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LEVI P. MORTON, President H. M. FRANCIS. Secretary
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Georoe Foster Peabodt,
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WILLIAM C. WHITRET-

THE CITY OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OP TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS. MAW

OPPICB. BOROUGH OP MANHATTAN.
NO. »Bo BROADWAY. STEWART BUILDING

January is, 1WJ
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REQUIRED BY THE

GrraUr Nrw Ynrk Oiartnr. that thr kmolj caliml "Th* Anrval
Record nl the Aaaoanl Vahialioe of Rtml xml PcrKmal Euntr-
<d the Borouch* of Manhatun The Bronx. Brooklyn. Queen*,
and Richmond coroprtona The City r4 Nrw York." will be
opal tea rumination and mrmrtion on the aecuad Monday of
January, and will remain ojien until the

1ST DAY OP APRIL. i«ej

Durinp the une that the book* am opm tn public inspection.
•PfdintKin may br nwlr try any prrwei <ir corporation ciaem-
ie*l u> tw nwfwnd by the aaaaacd »x5u*l*;« at real or perocwxJ
fatale to have the ame corrected

In the Iksmugh of Manhattan at thr main office of the IV-
partmou ri Tatra and Aorwmtmla No 2»© Brendway.

la the BomuMh ut The Bronx, at the eftIce of the Deporte-a--.
Municipal llmutas. Odc Hundred and Sen-nty-Seventh Street
and Third Avenue

In the IVinruith of Brooklyn, at the office of the Departreact

.

Mauaipaf HtuMirx
la the Borough of Queetu. at the office at the Departinert

.

Hockett BuiViiao. Jackaon Avenue and Fifth Street. L«vr
Idand City

In thr Hormi«h of Ktehenoud at the office of the Department,
Matone BtUJdinp. Stapleton

Coeporatioaa in all the Bomuah* must make applications
only at thr main office to the Berou*li of Manhattan

At'l'liiatmo* in relation U) the aawaacd valuation of jererul
rotate mutt be made by the [croon aiaeaacd at thr o/twe of the
rVturtmenl m the Borough where voch pouan rrotdro. and m
the caar of a nno-rrauVr t carryrew cm lainnaa in The City rf
New York, at the oRa-e of the fVrwmuefil of the Bctnu, 1

where »t*ch rtxcr of busmcM a located, betcorn the hour* *-4

10 A M. and i P M . except cm Saturday, when alt application*
mint be made between 10 A M aedunoon

JAMES L WHLLS. Present
WILLIAM S COGSWELL.
GEORGE J GILLESPIE.
SAMUEL STRASBOURGER,
RUPUS L. SCOTT,
I'nmmwiemm of Tasaa and Araewrenmta

Patents
Dcsions

Copyrights Ac.
ndlng • akatcb and dencrtpOnn may* • whether as

Scientific American.
A handsomely tHustrated weekly. larnM otr-
enlatLm of any adanUOe h-mrnal. Torma. |3 a
Tmr ; four months, fL Sold by all newadcahrra.

MUNN & Hew York
Branch Office. 08 F St, Waahliwtoa. IX C.

Wild Life of Orchard and Field

By ERNEST INGERSOLL

Hated on this author’s *’ Friend* Worth Knowing,”

this book is entirely new, and quite different from the

former work, while embodying all the qualities which
made It popular.

Illustrated with many New ’Photographs

f1.40 net

HARPER Ac BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS. N.Y.

THE
SUBSTITUTE

by

WILL N. HARBEN
Author of “ Abner Daniel," “ Westerfelt etc.

•1.50

A story of Northern Georgia—of George

Buckley, who loves a woman far above him
socially. Though of humble birth, he has a

natively fine character. He is adopted by an

old man who desires to atone for a past sin

by so educating and training Buckley that he

may become his moral substitute in the eyes

of Providence. Hence the name. Finally,

interest centres in a love affair that has a

noteworthy effect on the young man’s char-

acter, and the end is a happy one. This

story is full of the wit, philosophy, and quaint

humor that made the author well known
through “ Abner Daniel.”

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS, FRANKLIN
476
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Pears’
The skin ought to be clear;

there is nothing strange in a

beautiful face.

If we wash with proper soap,

the skin will be open and clear,

unless the health is bad. A
good skin is better than a

doctor.

The soap to use is Fears’;

no free alkali in it. Pears’,

!

the soap that clears but not'

FINE TABLE GLASSWARE
PLAIN BOWLS FOR
MONOGRAMS, CRESTS,

ETC., MADE BY m
C. DORFLINGEH (Si SONS

5 « 5 WEST I9lh STREET. Neer Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

excoriates.

One taste convinces The best easy-ehairs for old age arc bought

early. They are called endowments.

Ill IfT rr I Get particulars free. No importunity.

Best of all modem foods ili^..

j

CHOICE ANTIQUES. .
,

| IQTliyi Cured to Star CURED. I leant '

1 lets. Ac. Pbotcn tunnelled. I. Kl.flNO, tmucertin. N. Y. flu I nillfl lk*.k kM A. I- ItKK. DR. IIAYKS, Buffalo. N V.
Sold all over the world.

ROYAL L. LEGRAND THE LATEST SUCCESS OF THE
ORIZA-PERFUMERY (Grand Prlx Paris 1900

.
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THE INTRUSIONS ON HOPE
A. >$Hort Story "WTiich AntKony Did. Not "Write

BY ALBEIT LEVBfUMG */

Mr, Hope i/tHpijni'i. " I-avh w v oirw ors/tr ii ir.v imfroriiffAV to ifc*
-

'itttors / »•»// o' to /Iwrriwi «firrf (iwr ffcnn ft> mv defenders."

Mack Michael. "
.-1 chorl story t Vom shall km* one whom words "

Rupert of Haitian. " /I iJkirl «fr>ry t My stories kite mu.k plot an>l few
words ill fJkin

•

Dotfv of the Dialogs*!.
‘

.4 short story l Hope has fled and left only
Despair, and yet—

”

Peggy. “ A shaft story t Will it do to intrude on ,1fr. Hope arain t" Mr. Hops' ltvj«irnil ** The onlv rea Is on the sett. American editors hare
k-onei ess imnsr \'-t me .h lender t still support inr. atinnlinn to fV pap-rs."

40V
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Henrik Ibsen
See illuatntion on front pat*

Hlmiik 1 iv«ex, playwright nttil myntifloi-

lor. Imi juat completed llir aevrnty fifth vrar

of liia life. He was burn on March 20, 1828,

•it llii* •mull Norwegian city of Skirn.

lie lias lived long enough to Iwt-nmc a
prophet in Hi* own land, where they wrote
of him in 1HJV8, after the publication of his

line historic drama, "The Vikings at llelge

land," ulicn it was pnijiii««il to grant him
ii small government Mipcml: “Mr. Ib-cn,

us playwright. cnusidrred. is n huge naught
nroiiiid which th«> tuition eaii have no in-

terest in idunting a protecting liedge.”

It has become possible for him to look
I"ok to that tilin' without bitterness, a*
well a* to that Inter time at Rome in the
-ixties, when he. the iter feet inn of M-rupu-
lous neatness, actually went around in

shabby clothing, and his family was brought
to the verge of starvation. Of those days
and of the long time it took him to gum
any recognition ut all. he said on one «ccn-
sion: "1 never expected anything else, and
I am unite satisfied. In spring you eantml
have the treasures of full. Spring is the
sow ing -time.”

The time for harvesting has now come to
him in its fulness, lie l« the grand old man
of Norway. Kvrn his life long friend and
rival. ItjArriMin. does not *hmd • nearer to

the heart of the people. The inline of B|Hrn-
*oii may lie greeted more lioisteixiusly when
mentioned among thn*e of hi* own way of

thinking. It is respected and admired by
foe a* friend. But to linen are grauteil n

veneration and a love that rise above rbiM
and party.

After a voluntary exile of tweiity-eighi
years, bniketi only by two flying visits t»
home. IIsm-ii returned in the summer of I8IU
to (’hristiania “ just for a brief stay." That
stay has now lasted twelve years. He
brought home with him the regularity of
haliits ami fastidiousness of drrs* that In-

eame renowned during his Munich period.
The promenade from his home to the (irnnit

Caff, where lie »|>ends just one hour read-
ing the newspapers and sipping his glass of
cognac, is undertaken nt the same minute
every afternoon. As the Berliners used to
wiiteh for the appearance of “ tier nlte
Kaiser" in the well-known corner window,
«o tin- inhabitants of Christiania an- wont
to look for the little old man. with his
shining silk hot nlmve the bushy head of
snow-white linir and his s|MitlenN Prince Al-
bert coat, who moves with abort, quick steps
along the Carl Johan Street, supporting
himself slightly on nn umbrella—that uni
lirrllii is never missing from the picture.
When the celebration of IWn's -. ven t Set

b

liirtbday anniversary in 1KII8 eailesl forth

message* of love mol admiration from oil

over the world, crowned head* and artists
and fighters with sword or pen signing their

names side by side, it was feared that the
mastei could have hut mir or two years
left, lb* hns surprised all by eioiiple! ing mi
other five-year term, in spile of u spell of

serious •iekrij’ss ilmt nearly laid him low
(CanliHNi'l oh /«i>/< fSS.J

In the Morning
on rising, while dressing, is

the best time to take half a

tumbler of Hunyadi Janos,

thus overcoming the miseries

and dangers ofn . < rti.u uau^vis ui

^*I^0NSTIPATI0N

mkwkthe beginning of many de-

rangements of the system,

acts promptly and pleas-

ly. Ask for

Hunyadi Janos
(with the full name) and in-

sist on having it.

Avoid unscrupulous druggists; they sell worthless and often

harmful substitutes.

ANDREAS SAXLEHNER. Budapest. Hungary.

over the civilized world

THE IMPROVED

MSTON

.

GARTER
IS KNOWN ANOWORN
Cvery Pair Warranted

MORPHINE
Til. I>r .1 I . -I. |.h.

CUSHION
BUTTON

CLASP
flat to the leg—never

,
Tears nor Unfastens

ALWAYS EASY
6(0. f ROST 00.. Makar»,
SMtoa. Mm.. U. S. A

REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES

nu.I l.lol OU II \ hit-

(

I It »: I*.

Tlim.viioil., tiavlno
'

' cured h;

St. Paul

Minneapolis
Four dally trains on fast

schedules via the shortest

line between Chicago and
the Twin Clt les. Unexcelled

service. The

North-Western
Limited

la an ilp-to date, electric -Itchled irnlo.
It* Mcrvkc afiords

r*» SMl of EVorpthing.
All agents sell ticket* via

Chicago C North-Western Ry.
W It K«IUU».

cT.a?. iJ1 .1.nr. ..... Olilo

John Dezvar
£$* Sons

, Ljzil
PERTH, SCOTLAND; LON DON, ENGLAND

Scotch Wbtehp IDtetillcro

Ry Rot ft! U'arragl to Hit Majetty King EJxwtrJ /*//.

tt*.f thf Routt VrtMit.

FREDERICK. GLASSITp

SoU AgtntJo it* U. A'., New York

HOLIDAYS IN ENGLAND
r III u-l ratml Un*. .

i t '•*! Iit-ilrnl I

n IN-trlrt*. I**i-i4iln.
~ nt It i.l I iii.it , 1 1 •) 1.

1

— . — maliip Line, Knicland tu
ConllnantAl K iirope. Addnu
(IKK.tT EASTKHN KAILWAV OF ENGLAND.

38S Hrmul wm) . New York.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

FOR m MEN ^ OF BRAINS

-MADE AT KEY WEST/-

|
CHRIS aMl»l All list UUS.

’sTi b
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“ The course of true love . . . ,

"

D omestic ILel actions of A\itomobiles

T il KICK an* Inn great olwtm-h-* to the achievement bv ant«i-

moliili-H of a recognized position u* articles lliut no family
should la- without. Tin* tlr*l of u i^mnI one la pretty
lii^rli - that i* one (disturb-. ami tin- other U that it re-

quires a fairly l'\|irrt machinist to keep it moving. It is

not every one who can run a complicated machine, and of those
who can. it ia not every one who waul* to.

Almost every one ran hold the rein* after aoine kind of a fush-

ion over some kind of a horse. For unskilhd driver* wine nud
resjmnsible horses may usually lie provided who will lianl any not

too unreasonable person where he wants to go and bring him aafely

Iwck. It is not wccaanry to know much about a homes'* “ works ”

in order to drive him. If one has training enough to notice when
he drops n shoe. and experience enough to keep to the right and
go alow down hill And up hill, little journeys by horse |Miwer may
lie mercifully and safely accomplished without serious strain on
mind or body. Of enurae a g>ssl horseiiuin is an ucmmplislnd man.
To know what a horse can do and how he ought to do it : to drive
him properly. ease and urge him with eonaideration. adapt his
task to his strength, and remedy the defect* in hi* performance
when there are defects, arc matters of high skill and trained judg-
ment. lint- most people think they know something about a Horae,
and can easily satisfy thcmselviS that they cun drive a tame
one.

Itut an automobile is n critter of another breed. It bus wheel*,
lever*, chain*, valve*, tank* to get empty, gauges to watch, ttoiler*

I sometimes) to blow up. cranks to turn, appurtenants** and appli-
ances that awe the tyro by their intricacy and multiplicity. Be-
fore you ran have confidence t Im 1 you know how to run an auln-

mobile, it I* necessary that yon should gnln a more or le*s thorough

understanding of what is inside of it ami Imw it work*. A horse

will limp along without a shoe. Imt when an uutoniohile ship*. there

you ate. and there you stay unit*** you can llml out what s amiss,

and persuade a complic-Atrd apparatus to resume motion.

It daunts the average man. unless he lias a turn or a liking for

mechanics; and as for the average woinun, she is altogether out of

sympathy with it. There are a few women who cun drive a nail,

a few who can sharpen a lead-pencil, but they are exceptional,

still more exceptional are the women who can tinker n machine
that is nut of gear. Possibly there is something about thr fcinalr

mind that make* most women helpless in the presence of a Imlky

machine; possibly it i* merely that machine-making i* man* work,

ami women have little occasion to practice at it. Anyhow, when
n machine Iwlk* with a woman, she usually look* for a man or a

boy to lix it. Women will ride in automobile* ; will steer, drive,

ami own them, but very few women will ever domesticate one
or trust herself far from home in one without taking a male

mechanic n« her companion. It is raid. A liaby i* a complicated

machine, very: and yet a capable woman is apt to la* a guod hand
with a baby: whereas with a machine, which is simple by com-

parison. she is helpless at the first break.
< If course, one ran use automobiles, just ns one can use horses,

without troubling hi* head about the care of them. Whoever
want* mere transportation and ha* the money to pay for it. dues

I tel ter to liny machinery than hnr*e*. For the home-owner owes
thought to his In***I. ami should make sure that he doc* not suffer,

Imt the automobile has no feeling*, and if it is abused no one

suffers but the owner.
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CHARTREUSE
— GREEN AND YELLOW —

THE OLDBf

T

KNOWN AND
FINEST OF ALL
CORDIALS

FOR 300 YEARS
IT HAS BEEN
MANUFACTURED
BY THE CAR-
THUSIAN MONKS
OF FRANCE IN
THE SAME WAY

A GLASS AFTER
DINNER IS A
WONDER F U LAID TO
DIGESTION

A v®., «$ hrtMii »j»t Naw York
Sola Agcau tor l olled Mata*.

Sore Throat
Quinsy. Laryntttla. ToaMIUtls and afl

throat trouble* quickly roHrvadaod
pro^rtly cured by tba u*e at

Hydrozonc
Endorsed and recommended by
leading physicians every*here- It

cures by killing the germs, without

injur)’ to the patient. Nature thin

promptly repairs the damage. Sold

by leading druggists as cents a trial

bottle. If not at yours, sent prepaid

on receipt of *5 cents.

l>*pL M I’Horr »EW YORK

I Continu' d from potfi- ^81.)
two years ago. Hut the end ran no longer
lie far off. From his present lofty po*itinn
he may view it* approach with (spmniniity.

Ilia work ia done. He haa fought In* bat-
tle and aaid hi* nay. To-day he ia one of
the very few living men—two or three or
four — whoae claim* to literary maalrrahip
are recognized by the foremtMf thinker* ami
eritiea of all civilized cuuntrie*. He ran
hardly add to hi* fame, and it ia unlikely
tliut lie will try to do *0 by adding another
play to the long aerie* that reaeliea from
the youthful ** Cataline.” of 1 Kit7 . down to
“ When We Dead Awaken," which the au-
thor jdniM-lf haa railed "a dramatic epi-
logue.” Ilia complete life-work lie* la-fore

u«. and if nevertheless we are ot ill unable
to formulate a fair estimate of it* value,
it ia because we have not yet grown up to
the level of a large portion of that work.

That llea-n ha* written for the future,
and that the future will know him for it*

°wn true child, m-rru* difficult to doubt.
Especially ia lliia mi when we recall how tin-

world by degree*, grudgingly, hut none the
lea* surely, ha* come to aeeept the work*
of |h*en'* aueeeaaive creative period*. Tin-
men who to-iluv talk of the “ fantastic
incomprehensibilities ” of *• When We Dead
Awaken." are the *ame one* whom the pule
beat ion of " The Master Builder." in lN!h!,

provoked into the cry "that llswn had gone
ipiite bankrupt at laid." They are identical,
too. with the men who ten year* earlier
raged and sneered at “Gllnata"—that em-
bodiment of the noblest classical art and
spirit in modem form.

Ibsen has been called “ the modern
sphinx " and "the great questioner." The pn
sit ion thus assigned to him in the realm of
letters was frankly accepted when he wrote
of himself:

For solving riddles I am not the inun. sir:
To question Is my task, nnd not to answer.

George Braude*, the mystagogue of mod-
ern literature, said of Ilmen: "A splendid
ideal and moral *u«piHou*nr»* ha* gradual-
ly heeome hi* Mu**-."
As a man who dare* to doubt everything

hut hi* own right of doubting. Ilmen has
been able to touch the nerve-M rings of the
ethical and spiritual life of hi* own day.
Whether he was liked or di*likcd. welcomed
or cursed, he eared hut little. *0 long a* he
was li*tcned to. Wherever lie was heard
men were compelled In think. But men do
not like lo think. Irast of all under com-
pulsion. N'o wonder, therefore, that Ibsen's
popularity with the average man ha* always
been small.

The me*«agc repeated over and again by
him ha* been, " He true to thyself,” To live

his own life according to In* own nature
is the highest duty of every man. To he
false to ourself is the unforgivable sin.

From that sin spring sorrow* and suffering*
and humiliation*. In “ 1’ccr Gynt." the play

The 16 H-P. Four -Cylinder TOURING CAR shown above represents the best

development in Gasoline Automobiles up to date.
ImtrnuturMti :—Throttle ( ontrol from Steering Wheel . Simplified Sliding-Gear Transmission (inter-

locking); All-Steel Chanix, allowing customer to order any desired body . Valves removable in minimum
lime; Spark- Plug* connected to Cable* by Chain*, thus preventing snapping of wires Wc make both

q II.-T. and 16 11 -P. Car*, nail employ the Front Vcrtit il Motor exclusively. Manyuthcr advantages.

The JOtcomohilc Company of America, 7 Easl 421 Street. New York

These eaacntiaD of the serviceable
and safe automobile arc developed
in the Cadillac Automobile through
new principles of engineering and
perfect mechanical construction.
The engine is very compact and very
powerful; the transmission gear a
triumph of mechanics; the steering
wheel very sensitive— and absolute in

its control; the brake* reliable under ^
all conditions of grade and
speed; running gear
and body strong,
but graceful.
The

is The

Automobile that

Solves the Problem

of safe and rapid transit on all

roads, under all couditious. If you
know of an auto fault you’ll find it

corrected in the Cadillac. Price

|7$o. Detachable tonneau, at an
extra cost of ftou, converts this

graceful runabout for two into a
delightful touring car for four.

Our free illustrated

booklet M gives address of

W E ISSUE every once in a while a letter, a

booklet, a folder, or a catalogue, wherein
is shown information relating to Automobile
Tires that may be of some value to you.

It com* the price ol * postal cant to have
tour name added to our milllnf list.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO.
Akron. OK to

Digitized by Google
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What
PURITY
Means

r*>r )

*0*/

Purity requires pure water.

We get it from six wells, driven down to rock. No purer

water flows anywhere in the world.

Purity necessitates pure air.

All the air that touches Schlitz Beer, after the boiling pro-

cess, passes first through an air filter.

Pure beer must be filtered.

Every drop of Schlitz beer is filtered by machinery

through masses of white wood pulp.

Pure beer contains no germs.

Schlitz Beer is sterilized after it is bottled and sealed,

by a process invented by M. Pasteur, of France. It

requires one and one-half hours.

That’s how we double the necessary cost

of our brewing. We do it to make purity

certain — to make Schlitz Beer healthful.

Will you drink common beer, and pay just

as much for it, when Schlitz Beer can

be had for the asking.

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.

Stores To OWN

Cooksflaked Rice
^/ison//a r Mo Cooking

in which Ibsen has spoken more directly and
more frankly to his own people than any-
where else, the hero 'a motto ia “ Be thy-
wlf," and the King of the Mountain Imps
endeavors vainly to make him exchange it

tor " lie sufficient unto thyself." which ia

the motto of the Trolls— the dark spirits
inside and outside of man.
Whatever the sum of Ibsen's direct influ-

ence on hiB fellow -men, it dwindles into
insignificance when compared with tlie influ-

ence lie haa exerted indirectly, through oth-
er artists, who. consciously or unconscious-
ly, have become his followers and pupils.
How many men and women of those who are
now writing novels or plays, with a fair
hope of being remembered by the next gen-
eration. are able to say that they have re-

ceived nothing from the little man of Nklcn?
This will become truer still of the artista of

a younger day. It is hard to imagine a great
future for a budding playwright who would
pass proudly by the author of “ Glioat* ” and
“ Roameraholm ’’ ami “ John Gabriel Burk-
inan." thinking that by communion with him
there could be nothing to gain. There is

imi'b in Ibsen's position that reminds of
Balzac and Flaubert. To a large ext“nt
he is and will ever lie a writer for the
writers. The mass may fail to grasp his
message, whether it relates to life or to
art, hut hi* fellow-craftsmen will read it

and profit by it. The number of those who
go <n his pages for guidance and inspira-

tion will im-rcaso constantly. This is equal-
ly true with regard to form and substance,
t nought, and the technique used to express

it. It seem* safe to sav that Ibsen’* work
will form the foundation of the twentieth-
century drama. This is already recognized
in Germany and in most of the other Kuro*
penn countries outside of Kngland. And the
day is not far distant when the truth of it

will be recognized here and iu Kngland also.

The New Woman’s Hotel
See page 4TS

Tilts Woman’s Hotel In New York has
just been formally opened. It has long
been a subject, of discussion and discourse.

It was projected, live or six years ago. but
the project languished until three year*
ago. when 1400.000 was subscribed to Imild
it. und in March, 1000. the Woman’s Hotel
Company was incorporated. Its capital is

divided into 4000 share* of $100 each, ninny
of which arc held by prospective patron*.

The building, at 20 Hast Twenty - ninth
Street, cost $800,000, is twelve stories high,
made of brick and stone, witli a frontage
of seventy-five feet , extending through to

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

LEADING HOTELS
Chicago. III.

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jackies Bouitvard ana Clark Strsat. Chicago.

EUROPEAN PLAN
Speda! Facilities for Banquets. Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.

Geiillt-ttwm’tt n ft •*> tiiaJii floor, Indie.’ aod <iemtleniw»
,«

KvAlaunwit mid I’rtvate lUnlnR- II.h-m. «.i. fi**>r.

T»« hundred *ur>l n«ims Hire* - fourth* of which have
private !>alh Is i i-iinecIhKi.

Ratei. from S3 Upwards.

Boston, Mass.

BERKELEY HOTEL
Berkeley and Bo»lilon Strstts. Boston, Matt.

EUROPEAN nnd AMERICAN PLANS
Modern in every detail.

Convenient to large Stores. Theatres, and all

places of interest.

Nbsm Rack Uay St»ti«imr

JOHN A. SHCRt-OCK.
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Thirtieth Street. It lia* mnm« for 500
jM-rinanent anil 1.10 transient gu«**1*. The
jimjci-tor- at one time HilvcrliM'il for a
name. It appear* now that their venture
i* the Hotel Martha \\ a*hington. It i*

psrtlv aperulative, paiily philniit hro|iie. It

wa« ilcaircd to pr»Mih* ,« hotel where work-
in); women could live eonifortaNy at moder-
ate rout, hut the intention i* that the ten-
ant* and iHiurdei* shall pav I heir way. for
it i* in no rra|tecl eharituhle institution.
Ideal* will provided for nix dollnra a
week, or may la- had d la curie in the res-
taurant ; room- range in price from three
to newntecn dollar* a week. The transient
rate* are from one dollar to three dollar*
and u half a day. A fortnight. la-fore the
opening * wo hundred women had applied
for riKima. Tlie manager i* a man; the
hell-hoy*, elevator-men, mail and key clerk,
and heud waiter are men; the other clerk*,
the caahicr, the bookkeeper. the fifty wait-
er-. anil, of enurae. the thirty i-hnmhcr-
maid*, are women. The hotel might to suc-
ceed. It ia well housed, oiler* gimd aeeom-
modation- at moderate ro*t. and will, pre-
sumably. la- well managed. There are plenty
enough women in New York of suitable in-
«*»mew and situation to fill it and keep it

full. If it dorMii't *ui-n*i*l under good twin-
pc lit it will indicate that women do
not like to accluilf theniaclvc* from the
other *ex. liut that aceni* unlikely to ap-
pear, In a town that ia fairly choked up
with bachelor apartment house*, it will
la* surprising if a good hotel for women
doesn't turn out to la* a profitable venture:
the more so as the aeelu«ion from men will
la* limited, since men are to la* allow**] in

the restaurant, though not in the dining-
room on the second iloor. It i* a very in-
teresting venture, though mil risky, for the
building will la- worth what it coat, whether
the women patronize it or not. We shall
all want, to talk alaiut it and hear about
it, and we how it turn# out.

Now the hu-cat thought [atoaihle concern-
ing man i*. that he ha* not apiritual na-
ture: anil the f<*di*lic*t misunderstanding of
him possible is. that he has or nhould have,
no animal nature. For hi* nature i* nobly
animal, nobly spiritual—coherently ami ir-

revombly *s>; neither part of it may, hut
at it* peril, expel, despise, or defy the other.

—ftutkin.

It is something to have an influence on
the fortunes of mankind: it is greatly more
to have an influence on their intellect*. Such
i* the difference In-tween men of oilier and
im-n of genius, between computed and un-
computed rank.

—

l.umlnr.

TIh* man who let* the world, or hi* own
|sirtion of it, rhootte hi* plan of life for

him. has no need of any other faculty than
the apelike one of imitation.

—

J. ti. Hill.

How to Paint

a House Cheap
And Have H Guaranteed to Look Better, Wear

Longer and Cost Less Than the Best

White Lead Paints.

•nr Fado, Craokt, Chalks, Pols or lllatara and It Nat Iffactad by
lasts. Fifty Sampla Calars and lllustratsd Booklet Prapald ta

Any Addrsst Absolutely Fraa.

The cost of painting ths home
and barn, outbuilding* and fence*
t* a heavy burden. < heap paluU
•oon fad*, peel or scrape on and
white toad and oil coal* to siuoft

and baa to be replaced so often
that tt I* a constant expense to
keep the bright, clean appeuraoca
SO desirable In tlie cozy cottage
borne or tlie elegant mansion.
Tbc following are a few of Uie
large users of Carrara Paint:
PannsylTaDla It. U. On.; Path

man Palace Car Co ; < hlcagn
Telephone Co.; Central t'nl.>n
Telephone Co.; Field Museum,
Chicago: Kenwood Club, Chicago;
Cincinnati Southern; C. & E. I. It.

never blister*, never peel*, roruni
mure surface than the hlghert

E
riced paints and coat* lets than
i« cheap mlird paint* that In-

jure Instead of protect. There B
but one Carrara. It tv made by
the Carrara Paint Agency, <;po-
eral office*. 7c: Carrara Hldg..
< liciiuiall. Ohio, and anyone
having a house to paint should
••nd for no free wimple colon
and our handsome booklet, show-
ing many building* reproduced In
all the color* lust as they are
painted from this great paint
that has stood the moat rigid
test* for as year* and. bear In
mind, that U I* the only paint ever
manufactured that Is backed by

.
a positive guarantee In every

. case. Idutrlbating depot* In all

, principal cities. Write ti-dav and
_ . ~ mb* mv half your paint bills In the
longer, never fade*, never crack*. WorU-Fsmoua Carrara Palat. futura.

o' fi
K - Tork. One ef the Mob*, agolll-

R.; ti elltngtoo Hotel. Chicago. Hotel* in lb* World. Baa
Carrara I* tl*od because It la*** Ob,-; Tona aad Tana of the

Harper
R_ye

TQ

"On Every Tongue.”
Scientifically dletilled; naturally agedi best and safest for all
Famous all over the world, and sold by leading dealers everywhere.

BERNHEIN BROS., Distillers. Louisville. Ky. JO

Participating
Life Insurance

Protects your family and pro-

vides a cash profit for yourself

The Prudential
Insurance Co. of America
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Hunter
Whiskey

is perfect in

Age, Purity, Flavor.

THE PRIVILEGE OP A SENATOR

'AFE

ELECTRIC
LAUNCHES

iply eonktru<.trd,

icalP

RELIABLE
•ilv operated, i iptnlly •|i|minltil,

I lie line f««M1l nf

|m»W(T IkmI that !• * n- •( In i •• lie .iikvil foi. nothing

to l>e iliiMml.

AUo
STEAM and OASOLINE LAUNCHES—AUXILIARY YACHTS

Special attention given to HIGH SPEED LAUNCHES. SO-inile l*ut\ nun building.

Ten Year*’ Experience.

The Electric Launch Company, Bayonne City, N. J.Writ* for

Its standard of quality is

unique, uniform, invariable.

It is always best by every
test.

T Large. dean, crisp

flakes. Malted and
thoroughly cooked

Made from the finest

Southern White Com.

One
taatc

dneea. _

NOISELESS

NEW EDITION—BLA1KIES

How to Get Strong
And How to Sta.y So

f/.OO met, pKftagf fxtm
HARPER A BROTHERS. PUBLISHERS. NEW YORK

GO RIGHT TO CARRIAGE HEADQUARTERS
Write to-day foe out illustrated catalogue (free) which describes our goods truthfully,

explains our method and oar guarantee and makes it asfe. simple and easy lor you to

get carriages, harness and burse acccsxor.es direct from our factory at wholesale prices.

THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE am3 HARNESS COMPANY.
Factory and General Office. Columbus. 0. Western Office * Distributing House. St. louH. Ms.

W rtlc to drama u&r«.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

BEST LINE TO CINCINNATI AND ST. LOUIS-NEW YORK CENTRAL.

Digitized by Google



* If '
ftm vint to knov vhi smirtlr drtwd mm trill

vat Ibis Spring, isk tour riotbiff to tbov non

Sinn Blurb I'Jotbe

Your Spring Clothes

requirements can be met in two ways

satisfactorily—either by having your

clothes madc-to-mcasurc by a fashion-

able tailor, or by buying

STEIN-BI.OCH
SMART CLOTHliS

ready-to-put-on ; the fabric, style,

workmanship, and fit are equal—price

about half.

The Stkin-Bloch Smart Clothm for Spring

arc the most artUtic garments ever tailored for

fastidious men. If you wish to be correctly dressed

—have your clothes fit perfectly—you should wear

the clothes that

BEAR THIS LABEL;

It's woven in silk, and sewn beneath the Hap of the

coat lining below the collar.

LOOK FOR IT.

SPRING
OVERCOATS
AND SUITS,

UPWARD.

V>iC Will. KNOW ‘I 1 1 K S fours Tiur Sfi.i,

OUR Ct.OMIKS li V THE DISPLAY OF OUR

Fashion Plates in their Shqw-winupws.

THE STKIN-BLOCH CO.,
Wholesale Tailors,

Rck'iiimtrr. N. V.

FREE—

A

book on “ Dre**,** beautifully illustrated

with this season's styles, will be vent to you if you

write for Series L.

36,

4b
and
45

inches

wide.

The best

muslin
made
for

underwear
and
general

household
purposes:

r» ««i« ?•» at t»»t
Vie >H*i* «! k
VmVinfiliN »»•
*• uM lice •>*

TUE ST A (OMVrM»r. w.. .uo..rr.'

l

(«uUiUMd .

• I ..I »l ll.rll *t.. >*• \.rk

NOW IS THE TIME TO VISIT

VirginiaBeach,Ya.

THE SOUTH’S MOST FAVORED OCEAN SIDE RESORT

|

17 Miles Due Easi from Norfolk, Va., One Nighi from New York

THE PRINCESS ANNE HOTEL
Modernized Hostelry, furnishing superior accommodations for comfort, con-
venience, and entertainment of its patrons. Delightfully located upon the finest

beach north of Florida. Great pine forests directly back of the hotel, with two
picturesque lakes. No marshes within miles. Immense sun parlors and enclosed
verandas overlooking the ocean. Cuisine and service up to tne highest standard.

A line golf course of nine
holes kept in highest perfec-

tion for use of hotel guests.
GOLF SHOOTING

Good shooting through-
out season upon preserves

owned by the hotel.

No Severe Weather. Oat-of- Door Life Enjoyable throughout the Winter

Address T. D. GREEN. Proprietor. VIRGINIA BEACH. VA.

F. P. C. Wax
A specially imported wax, chemically treated, so that

when it is once rubbed over the iron the latter is

cleaned as if by magic. It prevents all odor, giving

the work that beautiful, silky polish sought for by the

laundress.

Not Only the Best, bat

The Most Economical

Why? Because each fine cut stick of F. P. C. Wax
is in an automatic wooden holder, which keeps it from

dripping. It never loses shape, and is good until the last

particle of wax is used. The handle saves your fingers

from burns.

If your crow tries to substitute the old wax th.»t spoils your ironing and

your temper, vend lo cents for two sticks to the

FLAME PROOF CO., New York City

KKDITI!|t H AT KM TO KKW OHLKANK
viu Pi’iiii*) lmiili» Kail mad, account liicctlnu Xntionnl
Manufacturer* A>‘i» liitlon. FC .V) for the run nil trip

from S>w York. Ticket# on »ale April 11, li. and la,

L'oml going oil ilatv of mb’, mol good returning to reach
New York not later than April It*. By <lc]H>»iliiiK ticket*
witb)oiul acini at New Orleans between April liand
It*, nnd payment of fen of Ml cents, on extension of Hn.il

return limit our be obtained to reach Sew Y rk not
later lbmi April at*. Proportionate rate* from other
points.

BREAD MACHINE
has llot-sKttoLn I'm

sift* tlw itoiir nml mix** 10 lb*,

of IwM brvsnl in .1 minni**. S«t,l

••il-)e< t to I rinl unit apfimvnl. Sent!
Jot Itookltl . Acritt. wanted.

Scientific Breed Mach. Co-
u - i mamHam, J» |

Bind and Media Nlv, W.il»drl|*ta

Digitized by Google



One cent, now—Afterward
Years of health and strength

A postal asking about my system, now, will not only save

dollars in doctors’ bills, but also save at least half of my charge.
I Propose to More than Double Mv Fee.

My system is built around Alois P. Swoboda. It

depends upon me and my intimate knowledge of human
ailments and their treatment. There is a limit to my
|K*rsonal effort. I cannot give individual attention to

more than a limited number of pupils.

I must either restrict the number of my pupils or

neglect some of them.
I will not neglect a pupil— I certainly have no inten-

tion of reducing my income; hence the increase.

My system has always been worth more than twice

the amount 1 have charged and many times as much as

any other system.
Out of a spirit of fairness to those to whom I have

already stated my fee, 1 make this public announcement,
so that they may either enroll themselves at once, or

have no complaint at the future increase.

I cannot regard great swelling muscles, or the ability

to snap chains and lift horses, or even a knowledge of

the Marquis of Queensberry Rules, as qualifying a man
to keep in repair the most delicate of all organisms, the
human system.

1 am glad when a thinker begins to investigate the

various systems for attaining physical excellence, for

when a thinking man investigates, MY system is invari-

ably selected. There is no other like it. It is obviously
impossible to imitate my instruction, not only because

it differs according to the
needs of each individual

case, but also because my
experience in the

successful

treatment
of many

thousands of different

cases, my years of in-

vestigation and study
along this particular

line, cannot be coun-
terfeited.

The breadth and
depth of this knowl-
edge, the determina-
tion and concentra-
tion which my indi-

vidual attention to
each case demand, are

evidenced by the fact that, in spite of the volume rtf

my business, my system is still able to effect the .same

unvarying, marvelous results

My instructions to

pupils are clearer n
more effective than t

:
•

-

of others because I

sj>eak from years of

successful experience

1 KNOW.
I

. There is no

f

' guesswork.
S c i e n t i fi c

physiological
exercise is NOT

,
a fad. Fads do
not relieve hope-

• less cases of in-

,

digestion, dys-

r

*epsia. ncuras-
henia, insomnia,
and rheumatism,

4 liver trouble, and
nervous diseases of

|
every description.

I

etc.

j

My system not onh
1 does this, but it rounds
out the ungraceful form.

« puts muscle where it is needed.
1 reduces obesity, purifies the blood, and, in fact, fits

man. woman nr child to nature's perfect mould.
It is right living in condensed form. By it the evil

effects of wrong living are neutralized and a splendid
condition of robust mental and physical health assured.

This is done without distasteful dieting and without
discomfort of any nature It makes men strong, alert

and graceful, ft gives women beauty of figure and
grace of carriage, with a clear skin, bright eyes and
rosy cheeks.

My system is taught by mail only and with perfect
success, requires no apparatus whatever and but a few
minutes’ time in your own room just before retiring, and
it is the only one which does not overtax the heart.

There is no wasted effort, no wasted time, the in-

struction is entirely individual and will fit the exact
requirements of YOUR CASE. I don’t ask you to

take my word for this, judge me by my works—they
speak louder than words. Below is the unsolicited

tevtimony of a man who knows through personal ex-

t>cricm c what the Swoboda system will do. This man
is one of thousands. He has no earthly interest in me
or my systems beyond what it has done for him.
Here t» letter received Irom a prominent merchant of Teiu. It

telta an Interesting Story, because If* True.
"San Asroxio. Texas, Auemf 15. 1(WS.

"Mr \i ms I*. SwuwncA. RT Wnsliln«t»n St., lliksuiiv, 111.
• V. AVor .Vir, — It in a piraMirr testily to the merit* nnd tbr benefit* t" hr

,( -
i

. . ,i 1

1

. tn ynur n( play »Uili<j(ir»l exerri*en. xxtren year* of applle*-
ifc.u- l iy buslnev* tin* K-vti ^ «.‘\ere str.iin mi mv hnAtililllmi. Me |!i>(-l(inn

r
• led a complete re*t lor u l.vm.- iktmmI. I lie l. tii-hu received Irvxnyour
.vi h i a lew month* have l«ren wonderful. My rnduiuncr xxxns unlimited, mjr

ft ‘i a* liMTeoveal emmnnusly, wltlk no difficulty In uxvlmll vtine nnd dlgvstlmr
I.,.. ,i imeil My pr~eeve f..r. e, whirli U so exenllnl toeverj- ti<'»in*e»i»mn. iixxkea

«t*r 1.1 ; II tl rmthiiiK l» lin|«i»lhle. SJy rapaarilv, Nitli pli,-»M»Uy uml mentally, it.

H. daily, lour ajalnii •>( rxeirike l» looVisI fotnurd to, with plenaure.
" iaIiIii* you deserved success, 1 um. Yours very »knceret>

.

"(Seiiedi I*. Machuil''

It you want the names and addresses of others for

personal investigation. I will gladly furnish them.

I shall be pleased to send you free valuable information and
detailed outline of my system, its principles and effects, upon ap-

plication. This information, which I furnish free, is very interest-

ing and cannot be secured elsewhere at any price. Write at once.

ALOIS P. SWOBODA, 600 Unity, CHICAGO, ILL.

oogle
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HARPERS
BOOK NEWS
THE PRIDE OF TELLFAIR

“The Pride of Tellfair," Elmore
Elliott Peake's novel, recently pub-

lished, tells the tale of a shrewd

young lawyer in the small town
Tellfair, in Illinois. This young
man was bom a farm boy, but has

been thoroughly educated and be-

come a keen, prosperous lawyer.

His insight into human nature is

something prodigious, and, by the

way, indicates a similar quality,

highly developed, in the author.

While the background for this story

is the lawyer's business and the life

of the town—giving chance for a

number of good stories and in-

cidents by the way—the real in-

terest centres in the more romantic

love story of the hero.

IN THE GARDEN OF CHARITY
Basil King's new novel, “In the

Garden of Charity,'' deals with a

phase of marriage, but differs from

his recent success, “Let Not Man
Put Asunder,'' in that it deals not

with worldly men and women, but

with a simple folk of the Nova
Scotian coast. The love story is a

strange one—a story of two faithful,

loving women and a man. It is

told with much tenderness and
there is an abundance of quaint

and rustic humor in the tale.

PUTNAM PLACE
Grace Lathrop Collin's recently

published book, “Putnam Place,''

tells of the people of an exclusive

little neighborhood. While the

locality is a small one, the author

has woven into the lives of her

quaint characters the humor and
pathos of the big world.

SIX TREES
In “Six Trees," the latest book

by Mrs. Mary E. Wilkins (Free-

man), the novel plan is followed of

correlating the characters with their

favorite trees. The author's deft art

is nowhere more apparent than in

her sympathetic treatment of these

entertaining New England people.

HARPER & BROTHERS
FRANKLIN SQUARE, N. Y.

Do not Boy an Automobile
or a Yacht

until you have read the

Special Aotomobile and Yachting Number

of the

Scientific

American
To be Issued April It, 1903

WITH AN ARTISTIC
. COVER IN COLORS

The very best models, with the
latest improvements, will be il-

lustrated and described in this

issue. This number will enable
you to choose for yourself in-

telligently.

Order in advance from yovir news-
dealer, or send 10c. to

MUNN (§L CO., Publishers
361 Brosvdwtvy, N. Y.

OKOM ATION KT. I.OCIft I X 1‘OKITIO*.
deduced Rule* via Pennsylvania Knilnmd. fH.'A

fur the round trip from N< w Vorh to St Loul..

Tiekcl* on auk- Apt II ‘Jtk St, 2H, 2». good Kiting only

on date sold and k>hmI to return until Mat 4 on living

executed liy the joint agent nt St. I^niis. lor wliieli no
foe ulll l>r ’required. Proportionate rate* from other
point*

One taste convinces

KORNKRISP
Best of all modem foods

NOW IS THE TIME TO VISIT
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.
The South's

Most

Favored

Ocean Side

Resort

17 Miles

Due But
from

Norfolk.Va.,

One Night

from

New York

THE PRINCESS ANNE HOTEL
•It 111. natruOK. lMItfMIutly luraUd upon thr f.i.rd hcarli

n—|iw lakes. S..

1 i\ In.- r.ill it- i.i* "I mUh* Iii

*

le

Golf—Shooting I
*••— * * " • • •

. I No M-vrre weal her. IHH-..I

Address T. D. GRLKN, Proprietor,

Irmhnl lln-lrlry, fiiriiiOiinir Mi|..ruir Mi.immn
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Mouzaflier /'asha. the nete Goi-ernor

III f/tC .-litU/tc /.L'tMIHuH

The Power

of the
Arrival • >/ the weti- 1 urkah Governor in l

Eddin. the print, tpal City m the Lebanon

Xaoum I’asha. jorincr 1 urknk
Governor

Turkish

Empire

S
ITU n eerrmnnv a* th«r change of govrmnra in one of I ho
tlint rictH of Asiatic Turkey brings out the last Hashes of

grandeur itiul pageantry in the dying Turkish race. The
ovontn recorded in thro photograph* belong to the wild

mountainous region of the Lebanon, or. as the Turks tliem-

selvea rail it. Jrmel l.ihnun. just north of Galilee and the Holy
Ijtnd. The Liltnun is one of the I'aahulik* of the l> awn* Vil

uyet, with between three and four hundred thousand inhabitants

of whom not one in ten is a rotary of the l*mphet. Here, as in

»o many provinces, the Turks are masters in name, hut have failed

to establish any firm and ordered government. Here, us elsewhere

in the dominions of the Sultan, there are periods of stolid stupor,

broken by fierce outbursts of revolution, met with cruel massacres.

The Turk has retained this mueh of the old conquering genius, that

lie still ean slaughter and hum, hut any ron«t motive elTort is he-

ynnd the reach of his dwindling rare. Kverywhere he i« the sullen

master of a host of i-onqnered aliens, far oiitpumlicriiig the (Isman-

lis, yet unnhlr to shake off their yoke. In Kuropcun Turkey, with
a population of nearly five millions, hardly one in seven, or seven

hundred thousand in all. Iielnng to the Turkish race; while in nil

the territories of the Sultan, who rules over thirty-live million
souls, there are less than eight millions of genuine Turks. There
is something inexpressibly tragic and pMlhctie in the sight of
the nnee mighty Turkish Kmpire slowly sinking into decrepitude
and death. In past centuries masters of Europe, sending their con
quering hordes as far west as Vienna, and crushing the peoples
"f eastern Europe under the iron heel of their military prowess,
they have been sinking generation after generation, falling inti*

national bankruptcy and political ruin. They are gathered now
in Standstill by the Itosporus, waiting for the end: on their faces
is written Ihc word of their destiny, final overthrow and disap
(tearanee from the is>ntinent over which their name once spread
terror ami dread. Mueh of the old manliness still remains, the
splendid vigor and valor that won so many fiercely contested lull

ties all across the Italkans anil up the gTcat valley of the Danuta'.
Hut though the old valor, the old Inst of slaughter remains, though
there remain* also the old willingness to meet nil death, the spirit
of the nation is overshadowed, ami their light burns low.
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A TURKISH VICTORY IN MACEDONIA
f>urnig tlw prat Hi di,flcHllies in Maecdonia bands of " MontagnarJ . "— natr-e tribes who lire in the mountain fastnesses of the

country— hate me into frequent i oilision with armed jar.,-, of Turk' These Monlagnard* are opposed to Turkish rule and to

Turkish domination, and their meetings with them result in omflitls and massacres. In the drawing our artist shores the stent

ajwr one of these conflicts, uhere the one stir t:or. taken captive, ts interrogated Infore being put 10 death by the I urktsh leader

4SKI
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Piecing Out the Senses

NATI' UK has denied to man the extraordinary power*
pTrtntrd to many other creatures. His sensory orpins
are fairly efficient, hut he cannot see as the vulture
sec*, smell as the do* smells when on the trail, or hear

with the aeutenc-s of any of the wood folk. Von Helm-

holtz once said that if an instrument - maker sent him a de-

vice as im|MTfct-l us ihe human eye he would promptly return 1L

Hut. the artificial eye has been in process of evolution for cen-

turies. and it is the moat highly and perfectly specialized of all

the artificial orpin*. It readily multiplies the seeing power a
thousandfold, so far as dimensions go. One ran magnify a

diatom too small for the eye to discern until the tracery upon
it looks like the lathework on a banknote, or inn recoghize a

familiar faee across m euuple of eoimties—forty miles, I believe,

is the present record. 'Hip artificial eye, vastly more accurate
in its eonslruetion than the natural one. can be furnished with
a very much more sensitive retina. The natural retina, a very

wonderful structure, is a sort of self-regenerating and selfde-

vrlopinp photopraphic plate, with every granule of its surface
tied to the brain. Hut considered merely as a photographic plate,

it is wofullv insensitive. It works only for a limited range
of colors, and within this range it requires rather long exposure.

Considered us a camera, the eye works at atsrnt fl. as the pho-
tnprapliers say. at which o|H>ning a quick dry plate will, in fuir

light, receive a good image in about l-20Oths of a second. Tlie

retina takes u1>>nt ten times as long, as one may easily see by
looking at the landscape through a shutter having adjustable
speed, One look* at the Pleiades in a winter skv. If the naturnl
eye is very keen ami the air exceptionally clear he may see the
storied seven stars and three or four besides. Hut if one turns
on them the huge inquisitive pupil of his artificial eye uml expose*
a photogiaphic plate, u thousand stars hurst into view enmeshed
with whorls and hrushes of nebulous light.

The car hun fewer physical imperfections than the eye. It

works with greater precision and over a wider range. Hut it

has its faults,—a lack of sensitiveness to very feeble sounds, and
a certain tendency to lump impressions together. Hut even Kinc-
ear of the fairy tale was deaf as the traditional adder com*
pared to the electromechanical man when he take* down his
favorite long-distance car and listens to n wlnspcr over a thou-
sand miles of space. And that whisper can, if accessary. In;

automatically recorded and filed away for future reference. It

comes in the twinkling of an eve. Had it travelled as sound
travels to the unaided car it would have been an hour and a half

upon the road. To the inner doings of the earth one can listen

with an electrical ear and hear grim muttering* fur underground.

Man's touch seems a delicate index of material things, hut it

is dull and insensible compared with the finger with which the
eleetro-inechanical man can weigh what he cannot feel and mea-
sure what no touch can tell him. One can pass his hsnd over
a piece of plate glass and guess that it is flat, but a questioning

gleam of light upon the plate finds a hollow a hundred-thou-
sandth of un inch deep as easily ns one would put his thumb into a

knothole. We may go quietly about our business with a thousand
tiny earth tremors quivering liencuth us. and our unaided senses

will make us none the wiser, hut the man who is a bit nervous
a Is nit earthquakes lake* down an artificial finger, sets it up. and
tells it to keep watch over the solid ground. Then day by dav-

it watches, ami patiently draws for him every infinitesimal quiver
that may come from the other side of the world.
Taste and smell, the least acute of the senses, tell us roughly

what things are made of and how tiny dissipate themselves.

There i» no trlmmpe for either, hut if a thing is salted or
sweetened, sour or hitter, though the tongue may fail to de-

tect it. the modern man keeps at hand a huge assortment of
bottled tongues with queer labels, with which he can detect a
grain of salt in a hogshead of water, as certainly as he would
find a tcaspoonful in his morning coffee, ami almost as quickly.

And if it comes to smelling, to be sure he cannot put on a nose-

microscope, but if he waxes suspicious, he deftly set* traps for

intruding smells, and gathers them in. If he thinks that the air

is contaminated with things his nose takes no notr of, lie sets

microbe traps, and catches the microliew if there are any.
The unuiued senses tell us many things quickly and easily,

and urc indi-qa-nsable, but when it comes to the pinch they need
help. Steadily year by year man's resources are enlarged, and hi*
organs improved and multiplied. New eyes and ears, fingers,

tongue*, and nose* arc added to his already large collection.

What his power* may become in another century, provided his

development goes on unehrcki-d. any olawrver may guess, and Hu-
more the guesser knows of what is possible now, the less dis-

posed he will la- to set limits to his forecast.
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THE BOXERS
A Complete Short Story by Morgan Robertson

WHEN n iimn of his word promi-c* to carry more thnn
half his crew a cross (he Pacific in irons he is apl In

make strong cmlcuvor toward the keeping nf hi* prom-
ise. even though unfort iti it I hy profane ami intem-

perate language arising from la-low, utul Ik, the fart

that the inild-mannrre«l ami wrll-hehaveil remnant of his crew
proved thcii efficiency at shortening sail in a sliurp -quail which
struck the ship la-fore she was well off the Yangtze Hank. Itut

the squall was followt-d hy a greasy calm: and two large sea going
junks, blown nearer hy the squall, and filled with yelling, chatter-

ing Chinamen, brought into the problem a factor not easily inn-

celled by a crew of twelve weaklings, trained only to fear and nhe-

dience. and Captain Jackson eould not but have thought of those

counter-irritants below. Hoth junk* were being propelled by
sweeps, and one was hut. a quarter-mile away, the otni-r alamt a*

far astern of her.
** Pirates?" asked the mate, as lie and the captain watched from

the iMwip.

“ No doubt of it." answered the captain. “There's a large anti-

foreign society grow ing in China—Boxers, they’re ml led—and some
o' them have taken to the «ea. They’ve kilhd a lot of missionaries

up north, and I heard ashore of a little English liark they hatted

in the Pei l|o. We've got to fight Call all hands aft. Mr. Becker,
and we’ll fit 'em out. Wish I eould trust that gang la-low."

“We won't need them, sir,” answered the mate. "Counting in

the cook an' steward. Chips, and the two Ist'sims, there are twenty
of ii*—good for a hundred Chinks. An* there’s wind coming
yonder"—he pointed at another squall growing in the west—“an"
we can keep ’em off till it comes. They won't face powder and
shot.”

" Perhaps not. We may have to kill a few, though.”
But they changed their estimate of Chinese courage a little

later, even though they killed more than a few. A frenzied mob
of suicides swarmed up from the brown junk rasping alongside,
and with veils and shrieks precipitated themselves upon the score
of men mustered to receive them. They were armed only with
knives and spears, and there was a steady death-rate among them
as the rilles. pistols, and shotguns in the hands of the defenders
-ought target- and spoke; hut tlirv charged oil. stumtding over the
I sadie- of the fallen, flourishing their blade*, and chattering their
strange, minor-keyed war cries, until they had driven the defender*
ngaiu-t the opposite rail. Here they dotted, and now white men
fell to the deck under the knife and *penr thrusts. For a moment
it was a miflu ; then one man broke, and lied for the enbin door.
It was Sinful Peek, nnd the example wa* contagious: tin* steward,
carpenter, ami one of the hn’suns reuehed the poop steps ami
rliuilssl them Here they turned to defend their tern|s»rary refuge,
tiring point -blank into the densely pai-kid mas* of yelling humanity
la-sieging the step*, The second mate was driven into the emu
panionway. The tir-t mate lay quiet in the scupper*. The cuptain
ami etsik. both bleeding, mounted the hatch-house, and the other
Isi'-uii. and what wa* left of the foreui.i-t hands, were harried
forwrard hy llu- fanatical Chinamen until they found safety Is

hind the closed doors of the galley. Then the pursuer* charged
linek to aid in the siege of the others, hy which time the cook had
sunk to hi- hand* and knees, and the carpenter was prone upon
his Isiek in the alley on the poop. Piled half-way up the poop
step* was a pile of dead and wounded Chinamen, over which others
were frantically climbing, and it began to look hopelc-* for thc
defenders. even though the captain on the hatch-house. the steward
and lai’siin in the ullcy. ami the second mate in the companionway
were bringing down a Chiiiainau with each bullet expended. But
now a strange thing happened.
A brown hollow rone, nearly two feet in diameter at it* base

and fully five fis-t long, protruded over the break of the poop, it-

open month gaping menacingly at the struggling Chinamen; and
from it- cavernous interior Is-Mird a mighty volume of sound,
uprourings. awful, and terrifying. The f'hinann-n fell Isiek, hut
the horrid resonance followed them, blasting their ear-drums, par-

alyzing their nerve*, threatening their soul*. Bullets they under-
stood, but not this—this massive and weighty weapon that hurled
thunder at them. Ami what manner of foreign devil was Is-hind

it. squatting on hi* haunelie*. *up|M>rting the |k>ndcmus thing mi

easily with one hand grippes! around the small end. which he held

to hi* mouth, while he puffed nut hi* rheeka ami made frightful

faces. They surged Isiek
: they turned and lied in wild panic, urn!

as the leaders in tlu- stampede scrambled over the rail, the power-
ful foreign devil, with his dreadful instrument of evil still aimed
at them—-till emitting the fearful sounds—sprang clear over the

bodies to the main deck anil pursued them.
It ws* Sinful Peck with the ship’s papier -tnftchfi meguphonc. and

he did not eras** hi* objurgations until he had blown the lust

Celestial over the aide.

Captain Jackson inspected his cook—badly hurl, hut not fatally

—then, being weak from los* of blood, lowered himself painfully
to the deck and examined the others. Five of the forema-t hand*
were wounded and more or less hopeless, nnd Mr. Becker was dead,
with a knife -ticking in hi* breast.

Assisted hy the steward, he climbed to the poop, crossed over
aim ft the cuhin, and looked down at the junk. Sinful Peek, |ierelied

on the rail, was still Uuidiurdiiig them with ear-splitting invective,

and the Chinamen, having cast off. were frantically pu-hing their

junk away with bamboo poles. Forward. Mr. Brown was hammer-
ing on the galley door, beseeching the inmates to “come out like

men. and ' stand hy ’ for more of it." For more of it was prom-
i»«-d : the other junk was hut a few lengths away, and the veils

of her crew attested the fact that Sinful'* noise wa* not affet-t-

ing them.
" It need* to la- sudden, and mysterious." muttered the captain.

" It won't do again." He looked to the west, where the second
-quail was growing, and Is-aring down ii|hui them—a black and
ragged cloud, its lower edge dropping rain. It was a question
which would arrive flr-t—the wind or the Chinamen.
"Come here. Mr. Peck.” he called, and ns the smiling Sinful

approached lie tossed him the keys of the iron*. " Unlock the pris-

oner*," he said. " Those curs forward won't fight any more, and
we'll need them to shorten down, if for nothing else."

The smile on Sinful's face gave wrnyr to a look of <-onsternation

:

hut he deposited the megaphone on the deck, poked up the keys,

and. first reloading a few empty cylinders in hi* pistol, resolutely
entered the hatch-house door and descended. Captain Jackson sat

down on the edge of the poop with his feet on the steps nnd
waited. He heard muffled words from below, then there was si-

lencc. broken only l»v the objurgation* of Mr. Brown and the noise

of t In- Chinamen. Soon a head appeared in the hutch-house door,

and lligpig Monahan's massive shoulders and powerful frame fol-

lowed. He -prang out and faced the captain, with Sinful's pistol

levelled at hi- head. Sinful*- cartridge-belt *trap]icd around him.
and a stern look of indignation on his face. Seldom llelwurd came
next, then Mociissey tiill. Ounner Meagher, Tosser Calvin, and the
rest. Tlu-y all looked angry and discontented, and they all pro-

cured iM-laying-pin* from the rail and surrounded their leader.
'• Don’t shoot. Monahan." the captain hud -aid. weakly raising

hi-* hand. “
I am knifed in the side. You’ll have enough to do in

defending your live-. \Ve have l*-on attacked hy pirates."
" So we surmised down there hy the rnckrt." an-wered lligpig.

" And rather than cull on us you left us to In* murdered in irons.

Wluit d'ye want of us now!"
“ As I said, to defend yourselves. At first, there seemed to In-

iio need of you: then there was no time to think of you. Mr.
Becker i- dead. The crew have hidden in the galley. Mr. Brown i*

«till with me. and Mr. Peck.—where i- Mr. Peek!"
" Down below with the darbies on him. How d'ye s'pn*e I got

this gun?"
" Well, well—nil right. I am hrlpIcM, The situation is in

your bund*: hut llu- Chinamen are coming hack” he arose and
|M>inli*l to the masts of the junk* showring over the rail

—"and
there is a -quail routing which may blow us dear of them. You'd
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better brae*' the yards to starboard. flrw up the kite*. :unl arm
yminrlvrn,"

Ilf *ank down in bin weakness. and they wnmhlnl up the rail

and looked ; thru they craned (heir nwki and looked at the turn-

ini; *uuu 1 1.

“
All right. Skipper,*' uid Bigpig as they stepped down. “ You're

a good fellow wbfii you're neared, lint jn*t tin ml over that gun
tif yours." lie climbed the steps, ami boldly twinlnl llie captain's

I

riatol from lii» nerveless liiiutT*. Handing it to Seldom Hclward,
le indeed. “ Xow, where are Ihone armn you s|»oke of?”
" ttn these wounded writ, anti tin the men in the galley'. Take

them away from them; hut brace the yards first, and you may not

need them.*’

They gave no heed to the last advice; they relieved the stricken
men on the deck of

their arm« and car-

tridges, and. meeting
an anxious second
mate hurrying aft.

they even held him
up. disarmed him.
anti tied hirn hand
and foot in thr scup-
per*. Then, with a

heavy iron windlass
brakes, they liattcrcd

in the galley door
and entered, t'aptnin
Jackson saw this with
failing eyesight: also

he heard a confused
sound of oaths and
protestations from
within the galley
whieli for a moment
dominated the chat
tering yells from
over the side. These
were ominously near,

however, and hq
could see through the

quarter rail that the

two junk* had met.
nnd side by side were
now coming together.

He endeavored to

stand erect nnd look
over the house at the
squall, hut the effort

was too much for his

strength, nnd lie sank
down in a faint.

lie wm roused by
cold rain on his face,

and a stentorian
voice almost in his

ear. roaring: “Bring
her up a little ami
shake her. Moccimry.
The Uqmnil* won't
come down.” Bigpig
had partly rlimlH-d

the poop step*, his

huge head and should-
ers outlined against a

background of gray
sky streaked with
horizontal rain and
spindrift. The ship
was heeled, and her
tautened weather rig

ging Ming a dismal
accompaniment to the
sound of wind and
washing sea. Aloft.

•kysnils. royals, and
one of the topgallant
sails were in rihhonn,
and the upper top
sails, with slackened
halyards. support *!
the weight of their
heavy yards by the
pressure of the wind
alone. This much the captain's mind
“Tlie < 'hinamrn. Monahan?" lie gioqied.

“
I-eft 'em astern. Skipper—dismasted." said Bigpig. cheerily.

“ And the second mute?*'
" In the scuppers, d —n him. We're shortening down without

him.”
It was moderately good news under the circumstances, and

with the formless, wordless calls of sailors at work ringing in

his ears. Captain -laek-oii sank Iwck into unconsciousness. When
next lie revived he was in his lierttl; bis wound was dressed,
and Bigpig, Seldom. Mnecn**cy. Tosser. ami I’nojideck were seated
in the sacred precinct*, calmly watching him. All wore revolvers
and cartridge belts. Standing up before them were Mr. Brown
and Sinful Peek, unrestrained of movement, but evidently pris-

oners.
" Well. Capl'n,” Miid Bigpig. serenely. " You've come to again.

I see. Now. your ship's nil right, and heading her course for

'Frisco. We've talked it over. There's no sense in putting back
to Shanghai, nr in touching at Honolulu, as we thought we'd do,

at first. We'd la' hanged, no doubt, for piracy ; but we'll take our
chance in the lord's country. I’nderstand ? We don't mean to
give up these guns, and we don't mean to let you have any: for

our own safety understand' That'll hr our plea in court, if any
plea is needed. Ami we give you Iwck your second mute, ami
agree to take his orders ami yours as lawfully signed seamen of

this ship. We keep our hands clean of all mutiny and such
things—except, as I said, reluming these guns for self protection,

But we want this little devil 'fore the must with us again, und we
want you to legally disrate him. right here."

" You want him." *aid the captain. '* to maltreat him Us you
did before. Mr. IVek mi veil my life. I cannot deliver him to you.”

" We saved your
life. too. and we saved
your ship. If we
hadn't braced the
yards she’d be a fire

now, and you roasting
with your’ throat cut.”

" But you are under
ns heavy obligations
to him. He remetu-

hrred a well - known
weakness of the Chi-
nese character, ami
frightened them into
their junk with the
megaphone. Had he
not done this, you
would have been kill-

ed. too.”
••l»h. he’s smart

enough—smart enough
to shanghai his friends,

and engineer things
so tliut at no time
ran they quit the ship
and get home. Well,
you formally disrate
him. or we'll head the
ship south.”

There wpre mutiny,
murder, piracy, wreck-
ing, nnd all the
crime* in the nautical
calendar inherent in

this threat ; and Big-
jdg spoke determined-
ly. The set faces of

the others bore out
this interpretation,

and the captain re-

mained silent for a
few moments.

" 1 am laid up." he
said. '*

I cannot he
on deck. I have no
navigator. Will you
allow Mr. Veck to

navigate nnd keep the
log?”

" Most certainly
not ! We'll keep the
fo'rastle clean. Why.
bless your soul,

t'upt'n. Are ynu look-

ing for mates? This
crowd don't need a
boss, und if they did.

Seldom and I have
been shipmasters for

twenty years or so;

and a* for navigation.
I'oopderk, here, took a
ship 'round the Horn
thirty years Iwck.
Forgotten that? I’oop-

deek. old man. can
you fetch ’Frisco?”

“ Ought to.” an-
swered Poopdrrk. con-

fidently. " Once past

the l>¥» Choo Islands, there isn't a rock or shoal this side of the

Fnralloiu-s."

The captain again w-aited. and thought.

“Mr. Peek.” he said at last, to the silent ami sullen-faced little

man. "
I can do no differently. You must go before the mast.

And Mr. Brown." he aibbsl, to tin 1 second mate. “ as you are not

:« navigator, I must promote a man over your head. Mr. I’nop-

declc (Tahiti, you may bring your dunnage aft to the mate's room
and take his place."

•* Thunk you. sir," auid Poopdcek. ” Will you enter this in your
ollleiol log?"

“Of course, of course—anything for peace. i!et out of my cabin.”
" Come, Sinful, my son.'* said Bigpig. gleefully, clapping him

forcefully on llie shoulder. "Come with the friends of your
youth."

And with Sinful hrading them at the end of Bigpig'* long arm,
they tiled out of the cabin.

‘Here they turned . . . firing point-blank into the densely packed mass of

yelling humanity ..."

mid grasp in an instant.
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“She went high and dry on the sand* of a peninsula which separates the ocean from Bakers Bay"

No. 50’s Voyage on Land

L
IGHT SHIP NO. so is a steel vcoael, II2 feet long. and draws

13 feet. SIm* wo* moored off the Columbia River to mark
. the channel. It is u laid place for navigator*, on uccount

«• of the lair and shoal water, where an ordinary gale of wind
raises a heavy sea. Gales abound there ton. and hint year a

worse gale than usual fetched No. 30 haws* from her heavy mmir
ings and set her adrift. She has sails and an engine to fall hack
on in emergencies of thut sort, hut roiild make no headway against

the storm, and the best the eaptuin could do was to choose where
she should go ashore, lie beached her near the mouth of the

river, and she went high and dry on the sands of a peninsula

which separate* the ocean from linker* Hay. Her crew were all

saved, mid it turned out that her hull was very little dam-
aged. The next thing was to get back into the water. It was de-

termines! that because of shoal* and currents she could not bo

launched hack into the ocean, and the engineer* of the Light
house Hoard concluded to attempt to carry her across the neninsula

and put her into linkers Hay. It is a journey of a mile, across
lied* nl loose sand, through a forest, und over several elevations:
a big job, fur which there was hardly a precedent. Hut they
got to work, jacked the vessel up out of the -and. put enormously
heavy trucks under her. rigged windlasses to haul the trucks, and
got stout teams of horse* to turn the windlasses. At the same

time they cut a road through the woods, and built a timlier

roadbed strong, and smooth enough for the trucks to travel on.

Thrn they sturtr-d her. und eventually she went. Cables broke, and
had to lie replaced with stronger one*. Some days she progressed
only a few feet. It look months to cover the distance, but it was
done, and finally No. 50 lay broadside to linkers liny. There they
built an inclined plane of planking down into the water, greased

it as the ways are greased for a launching at a shipyard, stretched

lines from how. stern, and mast* to |miwi rful tugs, steadied her

with guy ropes, and presently a long pull, u strong pull, a null

altogether, und tile luml ship slid down the la-aeh and wu* ullout

in suit water oner more. They took her to Astoria, where repairs

were made, uml now No. 50 is back in the service.

Archimedes -aid he could move the earth if he had a place to

-land on. In Chicago they had. and doubtless still have, a habit
of moving brick houses from one site to another. Major Kads
planned and earnestly advocated u ship railway across the

Ihinaina Isthmus, on which ships should ride from ocean to ocean
with their cargoes in them. Theoretically, anything cun lie moved
to nnv place, und the only questimi is whether it is worth the
trouble und will nay. Hut. ufter all. it is a long step from theory
to practice, and No. 50'* land vovuge was a notable performance,
novel, interesting, and conclusively successful.

“No. 50's land voyage was a notable performance, novel, interesting, and conclusively successful"

4!is
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IJrjfc n by Phillips W«rd

THE BUD
By E. S. Martin

Perplcxol no wore with decimal or dale.

She drops the pencil on lh' abandoned slate.

With Jingers lately inked, the nosegay's stems

Constricts, and waits for 'joy to bring up Pate
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THE CHINESE PAY GERMANY FOR THE MUR
In June, 1900. the German Minister to China was murdered bv the Boxers. Germany demanded reparation in the form of

just been completed. The ceremonies attending its dedication—the presence of the German troops drawn ur

in an article on page 505 bv our correspondent Willard W. Straight, Inspector General ol Cu

memorial of disgrace to China, significant, as Prince Chun, the brother of **
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R OF HER MINISTER, BARON VON KETTELER
ttnorial arch to her Minister to be erected in Peking, the Chinese capital. This monument, as shown in the photograph, has

Wie arch in long lines, through which the representatives of the Chinese government passed—are fully described
t at Peking. In demanding this reparation Germany exacts not payment alone, but a standing

•nese Emperor, said in his address, of apology, of contrition, and of regret
’*
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H OWEVER high or low the Welter 4 Fields sort of enter-

tainment inny rank ns dramatic literature, it is undoubt-
edly in the process of its manufacture mi interest iug
product. As fur as we have been able to observe, the
method eonsists largely in turning; a lot of frisky people

loose upon the stage with instrui-tioiis to go ahead and do pretty

imieli a» they please, mi long as nothing that they do is ipiite

sane. Mr. Edgar Smith's |to*ition of ollieiul librettist to this

Court of Htirlewque is very much like that wliieh would be occupied

by* Professor of the Drama in the land of the liuuyhnhnms. made
funimis by Mr. Culliver of satiric memory. Such u one in the Land
of the Horse would have hud some fifty or sixty unbroken colts

committed to his charge. mid their potentialities would lo» his to

discover and develop. So Mr. Smith, with the slkooting stars of

comedy and farce that his managers gather together every year,
seems to have only the problem of bidding these playful creatures
within the pasture -lot of the title he tins chosen for his farce,

and since these titles ure siillicieiilly vague to cover almost every-

thing that exists in the heavens above, in thr earth Itcm-ath. and
in the waters under the earth, the task is not a dilliailt one.
There are those who sav that the best fun is that which has serious
thinking Is-hind it. and in a sense this is true. Itut tin- ts**t fun is

not always the most uproarious fun. ami it is uproarious fun that
tin- Wela-r- Kieldinns go in for exclusively. We fumy that if Mr.
Smith wen- to put srrioiis thinking back of his work for ju-t a
year, he would find himself doing other thing** than Fiddled v- Decs
and Twirly Whirlie* of past seasons.

Another interesting phase of this Wclicr- Fieldinn style of play
is its eluaivenesa to erlt Irism. A critic who really cared to take
thr 1 work seriously might in good faith publish on a Tuesday morn-
ing a truly significant article on the play a* it was put on on Mon-
day evening, Imt that Tuesday morning criticism would probably
not do at all for publication on Wednesday morning as u review
of Tm -day evening* performance, for tin- t'cason that we have no
guarantee that Tuesday evening’s ja-rformnnee l**ars any resem-
blance to that of Mondav evening. There may Is* certain sim-
ilarities in plot, ami the scenic accessories may Is* the same, and
tin* lyrics and choruses urn-hunging. hut no man knows what lines
the stars will speak or by wlmt devious byway* the complications
to la* mini veiled attain to their (till unrovclment. When the main
piii'|N»sc of each individual star of a constellation of seven is to
Imit the other six. and once having got the centre of the stage
to hung on to it. irrespective of the lights of anvtiodv else, in

definitely |mi*I porting the cue word, there is no <<oiinting on thr
results. Rut it works well in the individual rasp of tin- Welter
A Fields people. Iieeatise they are for the most part past-inasters

in the art of repartee and practical joking. A dull-witted actor
would find more pleasure in an examination in supplementary
proceedings, than in a star position at Weber 4 Field*, however
princely his salary. A man may not mind making a fool of him-
self before u thousand people, but to la* made a fool of— that is

another proposition altogether, lienee it is that many comedian*
of high rank in more legitimate fields of dramatic interpretation
have fallen woefully short of the requirements of the Welter 4
Fields stage. Like the fKiet. the Welter- Fieldinn is Itorn and not
made: lacking the teni|M*ratnental requirement* of the position,

he would lie huppier us u grave-digger than in this Temple of
I rrcH|Min*ib)e Fun.
These comment* do not. apply to the clever series of burlesques

U|miii current plays that have Is-en presented by this aggregation
as the climax to their evening's entertainment for several year*
past. In these is to lie found the ls**t evidence lliut thr librettist

tail and does think when he is minded so to do. fleie the erratic
buinonisity of the stars i* held in some restraint, since, to lie

effective, they must satirize Mime salient feature of the play they

are burlesquing. One extraordinary virtue of these little farcette*

is. that, even to those who have not seen the original*, they are

often very funny and wholly diverting. We have known persons

to Is* inspired by the burlesque subsequently to sri-k the original,

and in some instance* to express the opinion Hint the hurlevquc

was the liclter and more reasonable of the two. However this may
Is*, the best work that is done by the Wels-r-Fieldians is along

these line*. We would not for a moment willingly forego the de-

light* of the preliminary antics of the rt»ii:|Mny in their hodge-

podge of «hrcr nonsense. but the burlesque play* linger longer

and more pleasantly in the memory. It not infrequently happens

that under the mask of fun in the burlewquers, we find criticism

more searching than we get in the monumental columns of sol-

emn dramatic disquisition by our more distinguished critic*. In

this particular we recall the excellent burlesque* of •• The Con-

queror*.” “The Christian.” ami “ Sapho ” of (Mist season*, and
thi* year of “ The Stllbliorniie** of Geraldine ”— Ihc very happy
title of which was "The Stickiness of Celntinc." Mr. Fiteli'*

OmtMinr might Is* discussed in quarto-volume* ami Is* no more
thoroughly revealed than in Mr. Smith's liappv n*c of the word
“ Stick ines-.’" and. after all. the critic who can tell the w hole

story in a single word is quite as much to la* envied a* he who re-

quires three column* of a newspaper for the effort—except, of

course, when lie is paid at space rati**. In the current burlesque,

that rif •• The l.iltle Princess." there is not mi abundant an op-

portunity as was presented hv Mr. Fitch's play, hut it is good
wholesome fun. ami suffice* for Its ostensible purpose.
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HappineBB? Sooth to Bay. it does not ex-

ist. Or rather, destiny serves it out to us

in fraction*, in small done*. hoiiuM>|Mthically.

Happiness is made up of halt*. In the

rough road-stage of life, so long and yet so

short, thrrr are furtive moments when we
sit down hy the wayside ami would gludly

slop there, go no farther, sleep a little on
the good earth which will nnp day emhrarr

u*. And immediately the March ! March!
of Hossuet rings out and urges us on. A
halt? Why? I'p and on: 4jiiiek: we must
hark forward: life continues. We rise ami
take up out burden again. .March! March!

Julca Clare Iif.

Hence nowadays the ruling classes, in-

stead of devoting their time to war and the

state, occupy themselves in putting accumu-
lated capital to gnod use, directing work,
perfecting mid multiplying instruments and
machinery—not from any nohle sentiments

of soaial duty, hut. for the same reasons that

the aristocraeies of the past went to war
so frequently—for the accumulation of great

and superfluous wealth.

flufjticlma Frrrcro.

What we like determines what we are.

and to tench taste is inevituldy to form
character. - Kurkin.

•. Wimu.im's SootHIKoSTHcr
i iilri-n Irvililne. It mnnllis-s the

wind culic. nnil

AN At>APTKt> KM)I)

thm HrM |i ...Cn Humors'* Emiu Hsani" (.u.sktvtui Mils
n the lesdlnif InUiil lisxl of llie world. I’w it I

and cogee.—{ AJv.]

T»i.»eti<»>* Service Is n

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The CLUB
are the original bottled Cocktails.
Years of experience have made them
THE PERFECT COCKTAILS that they
are. Do not he lured into buying some
Imitation. The ORIGINAL of anything
is good enough. When others are of-

fered It is for the purpose of larger
profits. Insist upon having the CLUB
COCKTAILS, and take no other.

tt. F. IIKI'BI.KIN a into.,

eti Broadway, Nkw V

IIamttord. Conn.

Salt Proprietor*

ukr. N. Y.

London

londonderru uthiamter

surely goes straight to the

right spot at a thirsty time.

There is nothing else in the

world so gratifying as this

pure, sparkling and most

healthful of table waters.

Trains to CatCH >IORtS
To OptM

Hu,:
-«

"“W Up bbe^ WITH

CooksfLAKED Rice
A/SSOll/EElY /Vo COOH/NO.

THE REFLECTIONS OF AMBROSINE
By ELINOR GLYN, Author of “The Visits of Elisabeth”

If Elinor Glyn charmed novel readers by her first work, she has certainly added to her pop-
ularity with this newly published story The keenness of observation, the audacity, of " The
Visits of Elizabeth " arc here, but, in addition to this, she has given us a strong love story

and a novel of real dramatic power. It is a love story pure and lender, and inimitably told.

t With frontispiece miniature in colors, SI.50

HARI’ER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK CITY

LEADING HOTELS
Chicago, III.

GRAND PACIFIC HOTEL
Jackson Boulevard and Clark Street. CMcaqo,

EUROPEAN PLAN
Special Facilities for Banquets . Dinners, and After

Theatre Parties.

(ievitlnnvn’v l ate on main Boor. I.vilw.' nml 4 .rnllrirwn*,
lli-.tuurarit arid I 'rivals UIiUuk - tturn-r, no wvi-mil flin.r.

Tw.. liuiMlra-il «iw*l nnsns, tkltir
' fuiatls ol nlilcli have

R&ies. from $2 Upwards.

Boston, Mass.

BERKELEY HOTEL
Berkeley and Bodttoa Slraat*. Batten, Mast.

EUROPEAN and AMERICAN PLANS
Modern in every detail.

Convenient to large Stores, Theatres, and all

places of interest.

Kkab Back Ha* Suiiwiv

JOHN A. SHERLOCK.

white” that if you want to
•have with the greatest <

comfort, convenience and
safety, you need William** *

l Shaving Stick.

ffc* J, B. W1IU*»» C», iilauonbary. C

ASTHMA

B o K E R’S BITTERS
Anli-dy-pcpUc. A tonic, an appetizer, and a drlli-acjr In mixed drink*.

VIOLETTES du CZAR THE EVER FASHIONABLE PERFUME OF

ORIZA-L. LEGRAND i Grand Prlx Paris 1900 i
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A CONSCIENTIOUS APRIL TOOL
THE UNRIGHTING OF RIGHTEOUSNESS

BY ALBERT LEVERING

harrtir " H'Akrt it im April F>x*l. i.’ inimut »"

li'rjmm " Il’Ay, il jfiw ihtmU mi* in to pjpii -inj t/uml ihr bttrn it on fir,

jwi/ il tt’iun'J. 'fi 'ii nviiM fcr ,in I pttl Fivl."

lirttrgir " Httt tlutl it u li,-. itn'l il f"
'' U74i—*r - yrt—tml it's only a takt. yon know.”

•,04.
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China pays her first Debt to

the Powers

By Willard W. Straight

Inspector General of Customs at Peking

See illaitrstlon on doable page

Ari'KR two year* of building >* ml hitmmT-
iug mill nrUnpleHM dt'lav*. thr thim-a- havr
at la*l mail*1 forma) reparation to Hc-rmany
for the imtrdrr of hrr minister, Huron von
Ketteler.in June. I WOO. On Sunday, the iMlh
of January, in the present** of Huron von
der (Jolt*, the Gorman i Itargf- d’Affaire*.

the members of the diplomatic corps. and
the officers of the locution guard*. I’rinre

t'hiln, ynungrr l>rotifer of the Kiii|«eriir of

China, formally dedicated a memorial ureh”
erected to the murdered man. A small nltnr
covered with yellow -ilk had hewn placed
some ten yards to the south of the M

I’ui

iou." n nd on thin altar the Prince offered
his liliation. It wan significant of Apology,
of contrition, nf regret. to appease the spirit

of the dead und the wrath of the “ wur lord.”
After laming In-fore the memorial tuhlet
that crowned the altar, his Highness rend
n speech, which wan then repeated in Her-
man by an interpreter from the " Wai Wu
Pu." lie spoke of the regret of hi* sover-
eign for the lunu-ntnlilr affair, and upoln-
gired on his behalf, promising that in the
future such things should lie avoided, and
trusting that the two nations might lie

friendly hereafter, Haron von der (ioltr.
though a splendid Chinese scholar himself,
read his reply iri Herman, the translation
being given by the Chim-se secretary of the
Herman legation. He thanked the Prince
in the name of the Kai*er. and «aid that
by the erection nf this arch the condition*
of the la-aee protocol had been fulfilled.

He too Imped that the future would bring
the two nations closer together, that they
might understand one another more fully.

This interchange of speeches finished, the
Prince and the Herman rharfff. with the dip-
lomatic corps, walked under the arch to the
north between the lines of Chinese troop*
ranged on either side of the roadway, the
liund* of Isitli detachments playing the Her-
man national air. Returning, the party
passed down the avenue of Herman sol-
diers. who Mood at the " present.” and then
dispersed to the several booths for refresh-
ments. This was the signal for the setting
off of great ropes of firecrackers, and to this
rattling, crackling fusillade, and Hip shrill
war-cry. and ruhaduh of their own fife-ami-
drum corns, the Herman soldier* mnn-hisl
through the archway The Chincae. in the
mean time, were firing petards ami giant
crackers and making a most tremendous up
rn«ir. After a short pause the Kaiser's
“ w*f wolves ” marched lutrk again, thudding
along in their ” goose-step.” and mnking the
archway sway to and fro as they passed nn-
dernenth. With this mareh and counter-
march the ceremony was over, and the im-
mense crowds that had filled the strict* for
hundreds of yard* north and south, and
formed great masse* of humanity on the
shop roof*, began to disperse and go almut
their business.

The arch itself is constructed of grpat
blocks of marble, and is. altogether, some
seventy-five feet high. It is built entirely
of stone, the hits of roof with their tile
form* and I ion-mouthed gargoyles Is-ing all

cunningly hewn from the solid mnrble. The
“ Pai-lou.” as structures of this kind are
called in Chinese, is a great feature in the
imperial palaces and tomb*, in the hunting-
parks, ami in some of the great temples
'I hey are erected, ns a rule, to commemorate
the glory and grandi-nr of an emperor or to
iinmortalire a Hnddhisf saint. It is quite
common also to find wooden one* erected by
the Hoard of Work* to the memory of some
virtuous woman or honest official, though
such people are really not ns rare in China
a* one might Is- led to imagine. Over each
of the side arelie* of the memorial is an in-
scription. one in Herman and one in Latin,
-•ml over the centre arch the same legend
in Chinese. It states briefly that the mon-
ument is erected n« a memorial to Huron
von Ketteler, the Herman minister, foully
murdered hv the Hover* in June, 11WKI. anil
that it shall stand, for all time, as a warn
jng to evil-doers. Above the centre inserip-

(Continued on page SOI.)

Light Electric Runabout

Fastest, handsomest, and most convenient Electric Runabout

on the market. Five sjieedsup to 15 miles per hour Under-
slung battery and motor, leaving body spate entirely free for

Catalog** tUnUrmMnt amJ Jrxrtblag 90 Ji

/

/.***/ < otumbi* ms/Wi wilt b* teat om rnjattt.

Clectric Vehicle Company
HARTFORD. CONN.

New York Salesroom, 13*. tSIi, 138 «’e*t 30th Street.

Uotfuii (3 Columbus Avenue Clilca*<>: lilt Michigan Avenue

inu-ter mol enrrtr to ««•

Turlo-ll, itl Vlre-I'nu.
every state for n

ilnllvra. %|>|>ly l<

Addin'

awp mm
THE

EQUITABLE^ HikiDv n uvnv

JW. ALEXANDER
PRtSIOCNT

J. H. HYDE
VICE PRESIDENT.

AN INCOME
WITHOUT CAPITAL

can be created by means of the New
Continuous Instalment Endowment Bond of the

Equitable.
Ifyou die. it will provide a permanent income

for your beneficiary just when he.or she.may needil

If you live, it will provide an income lor your-

selfjust when you may need it.

The income commences at once , if you die.

It will commence in twenty years . if you live

and will be paid as long as either you or the

beneficiary live

It will be paid for twenty years in any event.

Send coupon below lor particulars.

!»’>•<• MX’d
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I occasionally rehearse my parts alone " Or amuse mvself with the latest popular songs"

A PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERVIEW WITH BLANCHE BATES
Who is now plaving the leading role in tile Darling of the Gods " at the Bctasco Theatre, New York
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(Continued from itayr SOS.)

(inn there It* uImo a small tablet in red and
Idup and gold. such at* onr *«*rs in thr I im-

perial um-ertral hall*, and this bear* the

name, not of an Kin-tern ruler or sage. but

of Von Ketteler.

Spanning as. it dor* one of the buaiest

thoroughfares in Peking, the areh i* a sad

hlnw to the pride of the Chinese, and they

are fond of naying that it was erected by
the foreigner* in memory of the soldier* who
were executed for killing the German min-
ister. This it* merely another way of look-

ing at the matter, and i* most delightfully

characteristic of the Chinese, who will go
to any length to dereive themselves concern-

ing the reul facts of the rase. Hut the

legend, a white inci-ion on a Mack field,

will serve its purpose, and the stream of

humanity that paw* daily to and fro along

the lm*y street cannot but Is* influenced by
the significance of the beautiful white “ l*ai-

lou " that shadows their terming highway.

The New Souih

By Richard H. Edmonds

The new South is hut the old South red-

ivjvu*. The old South did great thing*
for which the world has never given it

credit, and the growth of the new South ia

by urn n v attributed mainly to an infusion

of Northern energy. We lire told that the

industrial development of the South has l»cen

brought about by Northern and Western
men. and the world believes it, just at it be-

lieve* that the old South was purely a non-
progressive agricultural community. The
South itself is largely to blame for this mis-
conception of the business activities of the
present and the past, for too many of its

writers and speakers, accepting this doctrine

without any investigation, have proclaimed
it at home and abroad until it is now accept-
ed as a fart, and thus the very strength of
the South's development—the inherent power
of the people of that section which is forcing

it to the front— is misunderstood, and. there-

fore, not realized. If we would rightly mea-
sure the future we must understand the
South’s past, for men are greater than nat-

ural resourcea. Contrary to general belief,

the ante-bellum South was peopled by men
of broad activities, men who fully realized

the power of industrial life. L'ntll the dis-

covery of the cotton-gin the South was an
industrial region. Its foremost lenders in

polities and in social life were identified

with industrial interest*. Washington. Jef-

frrsofi. Governor Spotswood of Virginia.

Colonel William Byrd, and a host of other
men ranking with them were enguged in

manufacturing. Washington's father was a
miner of iron ore and an iron-maker: Jeffer-

son owned nail-work*; and the history of

their times show* a long list of distinguished
name* connected with manufacturing and
mining enterprise*.

But the cotton-gin opened to the South a
new field fnr energy and capital, which for

fifty year* yielded profits such as probably
no other industry ever returned for so long
a period. By this very fact it fastened
slavery on the South for half a century
longer than it would otherwise have existed.

When in 1842-3 the decline in cotton
brought down the profit* in its production
to a lower basis, the energy and capital of

the South once more turned towards indus-
trial interest*. This is illustrated in the
fnet that between I8.30 and INfiO the South
huilt 7502 mile* of railroad, against 4712
mile* hv the New- Kngland and Middle States
combined. During the same decade the per-

centage of gain in nearly all lines of ninn-

iifarturing was greater in the South than
in the whole country. Hut the war practical-

ly destroyed the entire commercial and in-

dustrial interests of the South, and brought
alsiut a condition of poverty which none
but those who tin»*t-d through it have ever
liei'ii able to uniicr«tund. Following the war
Hirin’ the curse of reconstruction, and about
1 MJMl. when the South *uw the first glimmer
nf daylight, it liiined it* attention vigor
ously to the rebuilding of it.* ruined indus-

trial interest*. In that year the total capi-

tal invested in manufacturing in the South-
ern States wu* #237,244 .id I ; by lfiOU this

Automobiles
PANHARD. C. G. V.

Renault. Mora

Distributers for the Quintby Alum-
inum Automobile body, also parts

and supplies for imported cars at

Wholesale and retail.

SmitH*Mabley
Seventh A ve.. cor. 58th Su. New Yorb

— The U. S.

“ Long Distance ”

Automobile Co.’s
TOURINC CARS

Bail! lor American Itwito

Tvra C. TOKKBAV

Two i'lfliintern Vertical t'.nyi lie

Price $2500.00
Built for service. long runs and hill climbing. Simply
operated, free from vibration. Each part easily

reached, no intricate machinery to get out of order.

Our booh it of unutual mterett to

Automotnhsts Srnt free on m/uvst

, S. Long Distance Automobile Co.
lie-lit West «i»i Street, New York

Factory. 307 Whiton St., Jrnty City

The L0C0SURREY illustrated above Is one o( our 1903 Steam Models. A fine

Family Car for City or Country use.

Itnfmtm.oi .—.Steam, Watci. and Air Lumps; Klinger Gauge; I'ilni Light
. Very large Water and Fuel

1 auk*: Superheated Steam; Enlarged Knilcr; Two Sel» Independent Brakes; many other attractive

improvement*. We are the pioneer builders of steam cars in this country, and have placed 5000 Loco-
mobile* in the hands of customers. One ex|terietice, therefore, b unequalled, and our cars arc the best.

The jCocomobile Company of America, 7 East 42d Street. New York
nit for mr» AwMu. Branches; Boston. Philadelphia. Chicago. Bridgeport. Ct.. London. Parts

KKDITKD 1C ATKB TO NKW OKLIiANA
via Pennsylvania Rnili->ad, account me ting National
Man ufsi t tirer» Association. #37.30 for the round trip
from New York. Tickets on mle April 11, 12, and IS,

good going on date of *alr, and go-xl returning to reach
N- « York not inter I linn April 1®. By depositing lic-k.-t -

with Joint agent at New Orleans between April 12 ami
19, urn! payment nf fee of 00 rents, an extension of filial

return limit may tic obtained to reach New York not
later than April 30. ProjiorUonate rates from other
points.

One taste convinces

K0RNKRISP
Best of all modem foods

THE ONLY SALESROOMS IN GREATER NEW YORK FOR
THE CELEBRATED

PIANOSSOHMER PIANOS

ARE LOCATEO IN THE SOHMER BUILDING
nrTH AVENUE CORNER 22 d STREET

THE SOHMER" HEADS THE LISTS OF THE HIGHEST GRAOE P-ANOS
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MEDICAL OPINIONS OF

BuffaloLithia
Water

*• NOTHING TO COrtPARE WITH IT IN PREVENTINO URIC ACID
DEPOSITS IN THE BODY.’*

Dr. P. B. Barringer, Prof. Physiology and Surgery, University of Virginia:
“After more than twenty years’ of practice, I have no hesitation in stating tnat for

prompt results I have found SmraiA I ITUlf UlMm ^ PREVENT*
nothing to compare with OUFFAMJ LITHIA WATER INO URIC ACID
DEPOSITS IN THE BODY.”
•T1AY BE RELIED UPON TO GIVE MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS."
Dr. Alexander B. Mott, of Mew York, Professor of Surgery, Bellevue

Hospital Medical College, Surgeon Bellevue Hospital : “ I have made sufficient use

of RltErkinliTuiaUfsrrn lo bc lhat il possesses very
the BUFFALO LITHIA WATER valuable therapeutic properties. In the
Oouty Diathesis, Chronic Inflammation of the Bladder, and other diseases affecting
the urinary organs, it may be relied upon to give most satisfactory results."

••THE MOST VALUABLE MINERAL WATER IN USE."
Dr. Graeme M . Hammond, ofNew York, Professor of Diseases ofthe Mind

and Nervous System in the New York Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital:
“In all notes of BRIGHT'S t tTxriM fir, _ __ of the greatest
DISEASE I have found BUFFALO LITHIA WATER service In in-
creasing the quantity of urine and In ELiniNATINQ the ALBUMEN. In certain

cases of Melancholia, accompanied by excessive elimination of URATES and
URIC ACID, it is often the only remedy necessary. In GOUT and RHEUflATISfl
it is highly beneficial, n... , rt _ ni-T . „ as the most valuable
I have long regarded BUFFALO LITHIA WATER mineral water In use."

Buffalo LithiaWater » for sale by Grocers and Druggists generally.

Testimonials which defy all imputation or questions sent to any address.

PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPrIhCS, VA.

One taste convinces

KORNKRISP
best of all modem foods

tv-:. Gro.it English Remedy IHL
BLAIR'S PILLS£3i£l
Sale, Sara, Fffactiva. 60a 4 $1.
DRDQC18T8, at 884 VjUiAan St, V. T.
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lit. Bjrup. l ic.1,-. .. 1 l-
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BREAD MACHINE
> H<h o t’**

ol h*»t bread in 3 «nlnu1«-». SoM
mb|*ct tn trial and a|*|in>vnl. A.
/nr JlontUt. Aa«nl* waiUrd.

Scientific Bread Mach. Co.
(c’vntia CiiAMMaaN J«.)

Mod and Madia Sic. Philadelphia

7 LB I'll* 111 IK STATES
IMP AT THX HEAD

Mora aada-aora acid-
wore pnies eon than
ALL OTHERS contused.

ca«alo(ue-;uat out-fi
tosucil. Monti cm tala |

PRAIRIE STATE tHCVBATOa Co.

UOXIR CUT , Pa., 'J.S.A.

Xm vouVe see*
^•OUR STYLtf
Fano P

W\.Mtr I>- .
• -| .. ,,,r •

fBuhop Furniture Co. Quad Raplda. I

F. P. C. Wax
A specially imported wax, chemically treated, so that

when it is once rubbed over the iron the latter is

cleaned as if by magic. It prevents all odor, giving

the work that beautiful, silky polish sought for by the

laundress.

Not Only the Best, hot

The Most Economical

Why? Because each fine cut stick of F. P. C. Wax
is in an automatic wooden holder, which keeps it from

dripping. It never loses shape, and is good until the last

particle of wax is used. The handle saves your fingers

from burns.

If your grocer tries to substitute the old wax that spoils your ironing and
your tcni|>er. -end to cents for two sticks to the

FLAME PROOF CO., New York City
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hud im-miM'd to 8LI33.202.3fW, or u gain
of 34* per rent., whereas for the Mime |>eriod

the enpital invented in tuunufiuTuring in the
whole country increased only 232 per cent.

The value of the product h of Southern fac-

torir* advanced from 457,4-V4.7 7 7 in 1880
to #l.ltta.tl«:U77 in 11HMI. a gain of ±>2 far
cent., wherna during the ‘•nine period the
value of the produc-t* of manufactories for

the whole enimtry increased only 142 per
cent.

Thus handicapped as the South was
in 1880, starting in the depth of poverty as
contrasted with the great progress and pros-

perity of the North and West, and without
any of the heavy immigration which helped
to enrich the West, the South has made a
percentage of gain greater than that of the
whole country. That this gain i* mainly due
to the energy of Southern people is fully
understood by IhiM1 who huvo studied the
subject, hut the world at large has attrib-

uted it mainly to the incoming of Northern
and Western people. The South has never
received from outside as much as it has
given to other sections. In 18<W then* were
024.236 Southern-horn whites living in other
sections. They had crossed the mountains,
and were leading pioneers in o|M-iiing up the
great empire of the West, and the Pacific
roast. At that time there were living in the
South only 244.071 white people not horn
in that section, scarcely one-fourth as many
as the Southern people living elsewhere. In
11)00 there were living in the South 768.000
white people bora elsewhere, but there were
1.347.000 Southern - born whites living in

other StateB. Thus for every Northern and
Western man living in the South, the South
had two living in other sections. And these

men who went out from the South and set-

tled in the West and on the Pacific coast, in

New York, and elsewhere, wore men of great

virility and activity. Their phenomenal suc-

cess in the financial and industrial centre*

of the country demonstrates tlic stuff of which
they were made.
With all due credit to the 73H.OOO

people from the North and West living

in the South in PMMi for what they have
done, they have not been able to do a*
much for that section ns the 1.347.0*81 South
ern-horn whites living elsewhere have been

able to do for their adopted homes. In IH00,

12 per ii'iit. of the Southern-horn while p***-

f

ile were living outside of the South, whereas

n IIHIO the figure* had dropjieii to II per

cent., showing an increasing tendency of the
(Miiple of the South to remain at home ami
take part in the development of their own
section. In 1880, of the South's white pop
illation 3»/i per ernt. were born elsewhere,

and in ltMin. 6 per cent.

Shifting of population directs the ntirtd to

another phase of Southern life. The incrcn*-

^NATURE^I
REMEDY

FOR.

Constipation
is

The Best Natural Laxative

Mineral Water

It acts speedily, safely and pleas-
antly. Dtink half a glass of
Hunyadi Janos in the morning
in case of indigestion, lack of ap-
petite, foul breath and like forms
of constitutional derangement, in-

h dialling torpidity of the liver. 4

M **"<•' •"«* «*|*Vu* cl-.s*Hl»;
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SHREDDED
WKiAT
BISCUIT

make* the mint delicious toast
because the heat can reach not
only the outer surface of every

- »hrd but through the millions of
pores it penetrates every particle. The
digestive juices can enter just as readily
as the he.it, and thus Shredded Whole
Wheat fUscurt b the most digestible
food known.

OLD POINT (OHPUHT, Hit H.noMD. AND
« A»HIN«T«N.

Rll*Dar Tour via Pennsylvania Railroad.

The second pcramslljr conducted tour to Old
Point st'omfort. Ru linn-md. and Wiivhington via
the Pennsylvania K.iilnxid for the present season
will leave New York and Philadelphia on Satur-
day. March jH.

Tickets, including transportation, meals en nwt*
in both directions, trnn>.f«rs of pawengcr* and
baggage, hotel accommodations at Old Pout Coin-
f*-rt. Kiihmond, and Washington, and carriage
ride atmut Richmond Hn fact, every necessary
exjH'nse fur a period of %ix davs—will lie sold at rate
of $ »r. oo from New York, Brooklyn. and Newark.
*H >o from Trenton: S.tj.oo from Philadelphia, and
proportionate rates from other stations.

Old Point Comfort Only.

Tickets to Old Point Comfort only, including
luncheon on going trip, one and three .fourths
days' hoard ut Chamls-rlin Hotel, and good to re-

turn direct by regular trains within six days, will

be sold in connection with this l- -ur at rale of 817.00
from New York. Sit to from Trenton: $ 14.50 from
Philadelphia, and proportionate rates from other
points.

For itineraries and full information apply to
ticket agents: Tourist Agent. jf»j Fifth Avenue
New York: 4 Court Street. Brooklyn. 7 S»> Itroad
Street. Newark. N. J..or < loo. W. Boyd, Assistant
< Veneral Passenger Agent. Broad Street Station.
Philadelphia.

orn
risp
k aia
Large, clean, crisp

flakes. Malted and
thoroughly cooked

Made from the finest

Southern White Cora.

ing tendency of settlement in the Smith from
the North and West is accompanied hv a
stronger inclination on the part of negroc*
to make their home* outside the South, in

spite of many discouragement*. I p to |SiM»

the great trend of negro migration, practical

Iv involuntary, wn* toward the fresh lands
of the Southwest. This movement, which
was slowly destroying slavery in the older
States in res|Hin*e to the same economic
laws that hud removed the instil rrtion from
the North, was cheeked by the war. It has
been renewed hv the negro's own initiative,

hut alongside of it is another, the results
of whir'll appear in the increase* of the negro
I
m

.

pit la t i<>ri during the past ten years of 4!i

per eent . in Illinois, hi per eent. in New
Jersey, 4.1 per eent. in Pennsylvania. 44 per
rent, in Massachusetts, and 41 per eent. in

New York, the uvrrogr inereuse for the whole
country Is-ing a Unit IK per eent. Here is

diirusion of the negro to become, with the
settlement of Northerner* ill the South, one
of the most e flictmt means of solving the
vexing problem, in that it aci|uaint» the
whole country with the negro and strengt It-

eri» (he conviction that lie may U- In— t guided
for hi* own advantage, and for that of the
country, by those people who have had the
longest acquaintance with him.

In I Htifl the entire enuntry made HK4.474

tons of pig iron: to-day the South alone i»

making over 3,000.4)00 tons, or more than
three time* as much. In 1 S«l4» the total

output of bituminous coal in the United
States was 3.775,077 tons: last year the
South mined over 4S1.4HHI.IMKI tons. Alaliama
alone having an output nearly double the
total bituiiiinnuH coal production of the
whole country forty years ago. To-day the
South has over 3.1.IMMI miles of railroads: the
country hud only 3U..1H2 mile* in I H4SH. and
of this WSOO miles were in the Southern
States. The value of the manufactured cot-

ton goods of the South is now over #1 III.

000.000 a year, while the output in IHHO for

the United State* was only til 13.INNMMMI. The
value of the lumU-r products of the coun-

try in I Slid was )pHS.IM)O.Onn. while to-day

the South is annually marketing over $200.-
4HMI.IHIO worth. The South's mineral and
manufactured product* in llMMl aggregati-d
fll.ri20.000.000, against fl.JHMUMMJ.OOO for flu-

whole country in 1800. Then the country
had 102 mile* of street railways; now the
South has nearly 3000 miles. Then the
petroleum output was only 3on.(Mi0 barrel*:
now the South Is marketing over 20.000.fHHI

linrrrl* a year, the output Itcing limited
only by transportation facilities, and it is.

a* lately expressed liy a Isitidon cxiw-rt, “ the
fiihraltar of the lights and fuels of the
world." Kven in Imtiking cupitul we liuve

nearly one-half as much a* the United States
hud in IHHO. viz.. $20.1.000,000. against $420.
0IKMNMI.

The trend of the world's economic develop-
ment is toward the Smith, for. as Andrew
Carnegie is cnslilcd with liuving rerently

well said, in th«' pa*t capital could ilraw raw
material to it. ami thus industry centml
where capital was most abundant, hut now
raw material draws the capital, and domi-
nates the development of industrial centre*.
Nature has done more than her share for

the South. Site has covered its mountain*
and its valleys with timbers she ha* bur
dent*! its hillside* with mineral wealth Ih-

yuiul the |Miwer of imagination; she ha*
given it coal ami iron and cotton and nil,

marble* and granites and days: *hc has fur
Itishcd it a variety of soil*, which, accord-
ing to their kind, nctsl lint to he *' tickled
with the plough to laugh with the harvest

"

of cotton or grain or sugar or rice or
fruits.

Against the poverty, the inexperience, the
discredit, and ilmiht at home and abroad of
ourselves ami our section of 1880, the South,
thrilli*! with energy and hope, stands to-

day recognized by the world as that section
which of all others in this country or else-

where has tlie greatest nolrntialitics for the
creation of wealth and the profitable em-
ployment of its ]N*»ple.
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Chartreuse
—GREEN AND YELLOW—

/•

Dainty, Delicious, Digestive

THIS PHENOMENAL FRENCH LI-
QUEUR FOR 300 YEARS HAS BEEN
THE PREFERRED AFTER-DINNER
CORDIAL IN THE ROYAL HOUSE-
HOLDS OP EUROPE AND ELITE
OP THE WORLD'S SOCIETY

At IiS*Im Wine Mrfchtnt*. Ois*», Hotel*. Clfk

NORWAY,
Sweden, Russia

The most delightful way to visit these
intervatingcounUtraisuflctw hyou r J u ly
2d Cruise of 42 (lays on the popular
Lloyd express strainer *' KAI8ERLN,”
specially chartered for our party.

RATES, S27G AND UP.
All neceamry expenses Included. Send for

illnsimtol luneminaic I'rugramniM ready tor
various European tours ranging from fJO0

FRANK C. CLARK,
111 Broadway, NEW YORK*

O 8t.n> El.. BOSTON.

^aJui^cc Sauce
.. M. /LHENHY S TABASCO, N.» Iberia. Ul1



BEGINNING OF THE MILLENNIUM
The President says that on this trip west probably not a shot will be fired.

Bicycle
Playing
Cards are
worldwide
favorites.

When you play with “Bicycle"

Playing Cards you hold good

Cards. Sold by dealers. Popular

price. ‘JD backs. Order by name.

Design shown is "Motorcycle."

Copyrighted, 1UJ0, by

The U. S. Playing Card Co.
Cincinnati, U. S. A.

Wr win send ConJenwJ Hoyle
toe 10c. sum |iv if -sJJrvsxNl to Dept.So,

Hunter
Baltimore

Rye
BM fOQfded
iww type, a new
name for what
is a

Pure, Old
Mellow
Product.

A good thing
passes from lip

to lip.

Crabb’s

English Synonymes
A new edition of this standard reference work Is

now ready, $1.25

HARPER & BROTHERS. PUBLISHERS, N. V.

One taste convinces

KORN-KRISP
Best of all modem foods

NIAGARA FAILS

-
9~HOURS FROM NEW YOROfirNEW YORK CENTRAL.

Digitized by Google

GO RIGHT TO CARRIAGE HEADQUARTERS
Write to-day for oar illustrated catalogue (free) which describes oar goods truthfully,

explains our method and our guarantee and makes it safe, simple and easy for you to

get carriages, harness and horse accessories direct from our factory at wholesale prices.

THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE an? HARNESS COMPANY.
Factory and General Office, Columbus. 0. Western Office A Distributing Boose. SL Louis. Ho.

W rile to Dmiru office.

I

i On the Wing.
ffi

* reputation travels like the wind.
* i ° ver ,hr Continent the Ameri*
* gf can Gentleman's Whiskey
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" The booh is Absolutely

different from Anything

rise th*t Has ever sp-

pesred in fiction.'*

—Brooklyn Eagle.

Rose’s

Daughter
By

Mrs. Humphry Ward
Two volumes, in box, uniform with “ Eleanor,” 16 full-

page drawings by Christy. - jtj.oo

One volume, 8 full-page drawings by Christy, - - 1.50

HARPER &c BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, NEW YORK

Harper’s Magazine
for APRIL

novelette BY William Dean Howells
A strong story of deep psychologic.il interest.

NEW LONGFELLOW LETTERS
A number of hitherto unpublished letters written by the

poet between i8?i and i«is. throwing new light on his

ersonality. together with many leiters of the first Mrs.

ongfellow, sketches by the poet, etc.

ENGLISH
Professor Brander Matthews, of Columbia, has written

a most interesting article on “ Briticisms of All Sorts." in

which he contrasts some Hnglish and American usages

of words and discusses some new Briticisms.

TRAVEL
In the few months before his death Julian Ralph wrote
for Harper's Magazine a number of studies of peo-
ple in various parts of our country. One of these,

called •• A I rip with a Tin-Peddler,” appears in the April

Magazine. William Sharp, the well-known Hnglish
critic, writes poetically of “

I he Country ofTheocritus."

PICTURES IN COLOR
There are fifteen pages of pictures in color and tint in

the April Magazine. including paintings bv Louis larch.

W. T. Smedley, and Charles King Wood.

ECONOMIC MORMONISM
Professor Richard T. Ely, of the University of Wis-
consin, who has been making a study of various
communities for Harper's Magazine, writes of the social

and economic side of Mormonism as seen to-iday in Salt

Lake City.

SCIENCE
Carl Snyder, in his article on “Physiological Immunity,”
gives the latest scientific views on how the human body
lights disease—a paper of intense practical Interest to

every one.

HISTORY
Thomas A. Janvier’s story of “The Dutch Hounding
of New York " comes to" a conclusion in the April

number. It is a delightful study of the end of the

Dutch regime.

SHORT STORIES
In addition to Mr. Howells’ story, there are short stories

bv Robert W. Chambers. Alice Caldwell Hegan,
Mrs. Stepney Rawson, Candace Wheeler, Lily A.

Long, and H. C. Troutman in the April number—eight

complete short stories in all.

Digitized by Google



Apennysaved is aperavymader
Yovjr savings will be counted

by dollars if you use

BEN-HUR FLOUR
Buy a sack of Ben-Hur Flour and see how much

LONGER IT LASTS THAN THE FLOUR YOU HAVE BEEN USING THEN

FIGURE OUT HOW MANY SACKS LESS BEN-HUR WOULD BE REQUIRED

TO SUPPLY YOUR FAMILY FOR A-YEAR AND YOU WILL SEE WHAT
BEN-HUR CAN DO FOR YOU AS A MONEY SAVER.

Economy is only one of the good things which
Ben-Hur Flour will bring to your home, light bread
WHICH KEEPS FRESH AND MOIST FOR A LONG PERIOD, DAINTY
ROLLS THAT YOU NEVER SAW THE EQUAL OF BEFORE,AND
THE CHOICEST CAKE AND PIES ARE THE RESULTS OF ITS USE.

A POOR COOK DOES BETTER WITH BEN-HUR THAN WITH ANY OTHER
FLOUR. A GOOD COOK WHO HAS WORKED HARD TO MAKE LIGHT
BREAD AND TEMPTING DAINTIES FROM FLOUR WHICH DID NOT
HAVE THE GOODNESS IN IT.WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH THE

MAGICAL RESULTS OBTAINED BY BEN-HUR.
ALL GROCERS SELL ITMADE BY

-ROYAL MILLING CO.,
Rmneapolis.^vV^ fl'""- I

The *dv*nlur*i 'BEN-tlUi* DOUGH BOYSV
In full bright colors .with rhymes and pictures arranged

to entertain and delight the children, will be aantio
any address upon receipt of Be in stamps,! Co pay cost of
mailing > and the card or bill-head of one grocer who dc

not sell BEN-HUR FLOUR. Address
* ROYAL MILLING CO.. Minna apol is. Minn.

y Google
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COMMENT
No amendment of the Senate’s mode of procedure is expect-

ed at the present extra session, and it is by no means eertain

that any change will be made during the Fifty-eighth Con-
gress. It is, of course, a monstrous state of things which is

disclosed when a single Senator is able, by a resort to filibuster-

ing, to prevent legislation desired by two-thirds of his col-

leagues. On the other hand, it will Ik* difficult to hit upon
any practicable modification of the existing rules which will

not seriously trammel the freedom of debate upon which the

Senate prides itself, and which bus often proved of immense
benefit to the country. Many a foolish or iniquitous measure
has been adopted by the House of Representatives, with
scarcely a pretence of discussion, because it was known to

have no chance of passing the Senate. The ideal reform would
bring about a little less freedom of dettuto in tho Senate, und
a good deal more freedom in the House. Unquestionably, it

is the duty of the Federal legislators in both Chambers to

transact the public business, but this indisputable truth has

been made in the l-ower House a pretext for the creation of a
despotism lodged in the Speaker anti the Committee on Rules,

and for degrading the Chamber from a deliberative hotly into

a mere registration-machine. The power, dignity, and influence

which have been of lute years acquired by tho Senate at the

expense of tho IIouso are largely due, undoubtedly, to the

individual independence possessed by members of tho Upper
Chamber. Nobody denies the desirability of such an alteration

in the rules of the Senate ns would permit a vote to be taken
after ample time had been allowed for debate. The danger is

that a regulation framed to that legitimate end might lx* so
applied in practice as to shackle and stifle the minority. It is

not inconceivable, however, that a via media may be found.

An interesting study in constitutional development is afford-

ed by the fate of the Cuban reciprocity treaty. Since the de-

feat of tho first Hay-Pauncefotc cunal treaty, which was hailed

as a fine expression of civilization by some Senators who sub-

sequently did what they could to cut its throat, it was seen

by Mr. Hay that no treaty could probably ever again be rati-

fied unless the latest claim of tho Senate was accepted—unless
the Executive surrendered to the demand of the ratifying

power to share in the process of negotiation. Since then Sen-
ators have been consulted and treaties have been framed to

meet their views and to command their votes, Tho negotia-

tions between ninety-one powers on the one side and one on
the other must always be up-hill work, but some treaties have
been negotiated under these hard conditions, and among them
is the Cuban reciprocity treaty. It now turns out that con-

sultation with Senators in advance docs not insure the ratifi-

cation of the treaty. The amendment which the Senate Com-
mittee inserted in the treaty, providing that the treaty must
be acted upon by the House of Representatives ub well as by
the Senate, is not only a postponement of the agreement, but
endangers its ultimate adoption. Apparently the increase in

the number of negotiators is not a remedy for treaty-making
incapacity. There is still nothing more uncertain than the

Senate’s attitude toward a treaty, as there is nothing more
humiliating than our attitude toward Cuba since tho island

became a republic.

It is not only for the Bake of securing promptly the approval

of the Cuban reciprocity treaty by the House of Representa-

tives that it may be deemed expedient to convoke the Fifty-

eighth Congress in extra session early in November, or even
in October. The necessity of averting a stringency in the

money-market by financial legislation is recognized all over

the United Staters, and the demand for relief will become ir-

resistible before the beginning of autumn. It will be remem-
bered thnt, just before tho close of the Fifty-sevpnth Con-
gress, the Senate authorized the Committee on Finance to sit

during the summer for the purpose of framing a financial

bill to he presented when the new Congress convenes. It is

said to I* the purpose of the Republican members of the com-
mittee not to insist upon reviving the Aldrich bill, which
failed at the last session, but to incorporate with that measure
eertain features of the Fowler currency bill, so as to make
sure of the assent of the House of Representatives. There
is an encouraging precedent for the method adopted by the

Senate to secure prompt legislation. The present gold-

standurd Inw is based upon a bill constructed by a committee
of the House which sat during a recess of Congress. When
Congress reconvened, the bill was quickly introduced and
reported, and whh adopted without material ameudmeut by

both Chambers.

The cost of our colossal pension list was considerably in-

creased by the Fifty-seventh Congress, and, but for the Senate,

might have been greatly distended. Hitherto the widow of a

soldier or sailor, whoso name had been placed on the pension

roll because of hpr husband’s death as the result of injuries,

wounds, or disease contracted in the service, has lost her pen-

sion irremediably in the event of her marriage to another

person. Under the act approved February 28, 1003, her pen-

sion will be restored if her second husband dies or if she ia

divorced from him, provided she is without means of support

other than her daily labor. By another act, approved March

2, 1903, the pensions allotted for the loss of limbs are ma-
terially augmented. Thus the loss of one hand or one foot,

or the total disability of such members, entitles tho sufferer to

sixty dollars per month ; and the loss of both feet, to one hun-

dred dollars per month. This act, as it stands, is not expected

to add more than $500,000 to the pension roll, but it would

have added at least ten million dollars annually if the pro-

posal of the House Committee on Pensions had been adopted.

Shppltmmt to HARPER'S WEEKLY, March j8. '9<>)
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Tho proposal was to give the Pension Office tho authority to

determine whether, from disease or otherwise, soldiers might
not have suffered a disability equivalent to the lose of limbs.

Fortunately, tho Senate Committee on Pensions stopped this

projected raid on the Treasury- There is, on tho other hand,

no objection to the bestowal of the small pension of eight

dollars per month on the survivors of all Indian wars down to

1881, nor to the provision by which all veterans of tho Mexican
war are to receive twelve dollars a month. It is computed
that the two last-named changes will coat rather less than a

million dollars a year. Wo have no intention of rearguing at

this late date the expediency of our stupendous expenditure

for pensions. It is perfectly true that we devote more money
to this purpose than suffices to maintain the largest of the

European standing armies. On the other hand, there is no
doubt that our pension system would immensely facilitate re-

cruitment in time of war. As for the obligation to discharge

in money the nation’s debt to those who have lost life or limb
in its defence, that, obviously, is no more binding on the

United States than it is on Germany or France, wliere, from
our point of view, it is most inadequately recognized.

It is a combination of infirmities, including partial blind-

ness, which has caused Mr. George Graham Vest, of Mis-
souri, to retire from public life at the ago of seventy-three.

Two of his contemporaries, also Kentuckians by birth, Justice
John M. Ilarlan, of the United States Supreme Court, and
Senator J. C. S. Blackburn, arc believed to have many years
of usefulness before them. Senator Vest has had a more varied

career than either of them, for he moved from Kentucky to

Missouri in early manhood for the purpose of practising law,

and soon became- a member of the Missouri Legislature. By
the secession Legislature of that State he was -made a dele-

gate to the Confederate provisional Congress, and was a mem-
ber of the Confederate House of Representatives from the
autumn of 1861 till tho latter part of 1884, when lie was ap-
pointed to the Confederate Senate. Finding himself destitute

at the close of the civil war, he went to Louisiana, but present-

ly returned to Missouri, where lie formed a law partnership

with Mr. John L. Phillips, who is now a United States judge.

Having been chosen a United States Senator from Missouri,

he took his seat in 1879, and was thrice re-elected, no would
undoubtedly have been returned to the Senate for six years

more had he not refused to serve. Although unflinching in

hi* adherence to Democratic principles, he was good-tempered

and conciliatory in debate, was listened to with deference by
hia political opponents, and made Rome warm private friends

among his Republican colleagues. Next to Senator Morgan
of Alabama, he has been the most zealous and efficient ad-

vocate of an interoceanic canal. He was a sturdy champion
of tariff revision, and he will be missed on the Democratic
side when that subject next commands the attention of the

Senate. How conscientious he was he showed when he op-

posed the Routing of his intimate friend Senator Quay upon
the appointment of the Governor of Pennsylvania while the

Legislature of that State was iu session. It is to be hoped
that he will spend his leisure in dictating his recollections

of the political history of the Confederacy. There is, we be-

lieve, only one other surviving Senator of the Confederacy,
namely, Mr. Augustus Maxwell, of Pensacola, Florida. Sen-
ator Vest with Alexander H. Stephens and Benjamin II. Hill

constituted a remarkable triumvirate of statesmen, who, after

serving the Confederacy to the best of their ability, served

the Union no leas faithfully.

Sir Wilfrid Laurier, defending tho Alaskan boundary
treaty in the Ottawa House of Commons, described it as a

victory for Canada, on tlie ground that Mr. Hay receded from
the position previously maintained by the United States that

territory now in our possession, such as Dyea and Skagway,
must, in any event, be recognized as American. As things are
now, if it should happen that four of the six commissioners
decided in favor of the Canadian claim, Dyea and Skagway
would have to be surrendered. That is true; but we deem it

much more likely that one of the British commissioners will

concur with tho three representatives of the United States in

sustaining our construction of the Anglo-Russian treaty on
which our elaim is based. Sir Wilfrid Laurier admitted that

he had protested to the British government against the com-
missioners selected by Mr. Roosevelt, on the ground that they

would not be impartial. The appointment of Secretary' Root

to a place on the commission was equivalent, ho thought, to a

demand on the part of a party to a suit, that be should try his

own ease. The objection to cx-Sonutor Turner is that ho is

understood to be interested in enterprises the success of

which depends on the validity of the American title to tho

disputed territory. Senator Lodge is also disqualified, ac-

cording to Sir Wilfrid, because he has notoriously expressed an
opinion adverse to tho Canadian claim upon which he will be

called to paw judgment. We do not see how it is possible for

the British government to,heed these objections. The treaty

gives each of tho iwrtiea absolute power to designate three

commissioners, and it would be an inipertinenee for one of

the parties to criticise the choice made by the other.

At the hour when we write, it is still uncertain whether
the Combes cabinet will succeed in persuading tho Chamber
of Deputies to sanction the wholesale rejection of the requests

for authorization made by fifty-four monastic orders. It will

be remembered that the Jesuits and certain other religious

associations, knowing that their requests would be refused,

refrained from making any, and have withdrawn from France.

There is but little doubt that, of the fifty-four requests now
under discussion, some would be granted if they were present-

ed separately. Even zealous Radicals, for instance, might
hesitate to expel from France the order which manufactures
the liqueur of world-wide fame known as chartreuse. The
government insists, however, that the fifty-four requests shall

be submitted in block, or, at all events, in three groups, aiul

it has made the rejection of all the applicants without dis-

crimination a cabinet question. Should Premier Combes
chance to be beaten, there will merely be a reconstruction of

the cabinet; for the Reactionists, avowed or disguised, the

Xatioualist*, and the Moderate* are not strong enough, taken

together, to form a ministry. Should a new cabinet be or-

ganized, M. Waldeck - Rouaaeau could undoubtedly become
Premier if he desired it, but should he persist in declining

the post, there is no lack of good material among the Radicals

—for instance, M. Brisson or >1. Bourgeois. In no event is

M. Delcas*£, the head of tho Foreign Office, likely to bo dis-

turbed. llis only rival in his particular field, M. Ilanotaux,

must await the triumph of the Moderates, which seems likely

to bo long deferred.

Tim Aero controversy is to follow the Venezuelan dispute

to the Hague Court of Arbitration, and one more element of

danger is thus to be removed from the arena of world politics.

In view of our present knowledge, it becomes evident that

Brazil’s objection to the Acre Concession did not rest wholly

on her unwillingness to see conceded areas created on the

continent of South America which would be practically

colonies of European states. Brazil had a further reason for

intervening: She herself claimed a large part of the terri-

tory which Bolivia intended to convey to the Acre1

! Syndicate,

and on this ownership Brazil’s jnoat strenuous objections were

based. A few weeks ago it seemed certain that the matter

would be decided by the clash of arms, with the menace of

international action us a result, Germany and England, and

in a less degree the United States, being involved in the con-

cession dispute. But wiser counsels prevailed, and we cannot

doubt that the Venezuelan situation proved a warning and a

deterrent, Brazil having no wish to see her own coasts block-

aded. This increasing tendency to bring national troubles to

The Hague is one of the most hopeful signs of the times.

Germany and England are once more to be united in a

matter which concerns this continent and this country very

nearly: the reciprocity treaty between the United States and
Cuba. We have already recorded and commented on the pro-

tests made against the treaty iu England, where representa-

tives of the various English chamber* of commerce came in

a body to the Marquis of Lanadowne and asserted that tlieir

interest* in Cuba would be ruinously affected should the

treaty become law. A like agitation has now arisen in Ger-

many. where it is clearly perceived that German traders will

be placed at a disadvantage; and official* in the Berlin Foreign
Office have been sounding the other Continental powers on the

subject of Cuba, to see whether common action may be under-

taken. As it is certain that Cuba cannot afford to recede in

any way from the term* of a treaty on which her commercial
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life depends, and as this country will not consent to any
modification of the reciprocity uKrucineut, it is clear that Ger-

many's action can only take the form of reprisals against the

L’nitcd States under the new German tariff law. Germany is

said to fear that the United States may enter into similar

treaties with Mexico and the South-American republics, thus

monopolizing the trade of the Mew World.

Germany’s apprehensions are by no means confined to the

Latin*American field. They apply, with even greater force,

to the competition of American commodities in the homo
market, within the bounds of the fatherland itself. And to

protect the home market against the American invasion, Ger-

many has already taken the most drastic step*, and contem-
plates others not less decisive. Within a week or two, the new
meat-inspection law comes into force, and it will completely

bar out the canned beef of the Chicago and Kansas City com-
panies. This will he done, not by direct enactment, which

might, provoke diplomatic protest, but by a not leas effective

establishment of conditions with which our packers cannot con-

ceivably comply, since these conditions are necessary to the

successful packing and transport of canned meats. This will

shortly be followed by the dissolution of the only commercial
treaty under the favored-nation clause existing between Ger-

many and the United States. The special amendment to the

tariff bill, which shuts the door of Germany against the

Standard Oil products, is a move in the same direction, and
tho special discrimination against American tobacco, while it

will not absolutely prohibit the importation of our product,

will yet cripple it in a very serious way. We must add to the

list the Equitable Life Insurance Company, which, at this

very moment, is being driven from the German field, and is

liquidating its assets, preparatory to leaving. While those

hostile moves against our trade with Germany have already

hud the gravest effects, and are likely to accomplish even more
harm to our interests in the immediate future, it is ullcgcd

on the part of Germany that they are not in design hostile,

but are rather moans to an end—the arrangement of reciprocal

treaties between the two countries, on a basis of mutual advan-
tage. The struggle over the Cuban reciprocity treaty shows
how difficult it will he to obtain any concessions from this

country*, in the face of the opposition of our home interests;

but the loss of our German trade is a very strong argument,
and we may look forward to a battle of tariffs, not merely be-

tween Germany and ourselves, hut even more between con-
tending sections and contending interests within our own
borders.

It was a wise move on the part of President Castro to raise

the blockade of the Orinoco River whieh he had previously

proclaimed. No doubt the United States would have recog-

nized the blockade, provided the Venezuelan war vessels

should have been able to make it reasonably effective. What
President Castro forgot was that, if a government proclaim a

blockade, on the ground that an insurrection exists against ita

authority, the neutral powers who suffer from the blockade

have the right on their purt to recognize the insurgents aa

belligerents. That was whut happened in our civil war. The
blockade of the Confederate ports which wc proclaimed wus
recognized, but, on tho other hand, the Confederates were ac-

knowledged as belligerents, and thus acquired the right to

issue letters of marque. We succeeded in strangling the Con-
federacy. but meanwhile our sea-borne commerce wus annihil-

ated. There is no doubt that, if the insurgents against the

Caracas government were once acknowledged as belligerents,

they would commission privateers, and the last state of the

Venezuelan seaports and of the customs revenue derivable

therefrom would be worse than the first. It is of the utmost
importance to President Castro that his customs revenue shall

be adequate for the punctual payment of the sums promised

to tho allied powers which took part in the demonstration
against him, for otherwise under the protocol Belgian officials

could bo called upon to take charge of tho custom-houses at

La Guayra and Puerto Cabello. If they once got there, pre-

texts would be found for keeping them there as long as pos-

sible.

Not for many years has the German Empire witnessed a
more interesting or more hotly contested election for the

Reichstag than that is certain to prove which will take place

in June, and for which preparations are now making on the

part of all the political parties. As the Reichstag contains
397 members, it is obvious that 100 arc needed to constitute

a bare majority. By no possibility can any single party ob-

tain such a majority. With the exception of tho first Reichs-
tag that was organized after the North German Confederation
was transformed into the German Empire, there has never
been a homogeneous majority in the popular branch of the

German Parliament. That is why British Parliamentary
precedents are of so little value to German politicians. In
the exceptional Reichstag mentioned—the first after the
coronation of Emperor William I. at Versailles—the National
Liberals possessed a working majority, and, bad Bismarck
assented to their demand that the imperial ministers should

bo responsible to the popular Assembly, Parliamentary govern-
ment in the true sense of the won! would have been established

in Germany. Deprived of the stimulus imparted by the hope
of controlling the Executive, the National Liberals were Boon
disrupted, and the faction that still bears their name is but

an insigniticaut remnant of the once dominant party. Many
of the early secedcre from it coalesced with the Progressists

to form the Freisinnigc party, which itself in the course of

time was split into two factions, one headed by the veteran

Richter, and tho other by Rickcrt.

From the disintegration of the National Liberals up to

the election of tho present Reichstag there have been
but two great parties, to wit, first, the Conservatives

(including the Conservatives proper and the so-called

Free Conservatives), most of whom, from an economic,
as distinguished from a political, view-point, may be

fairly enough described by the popular term Agrarian; and.

secondly, the Catholic party of the Centre, which, having
rendered its aid indispensable to Bismarck, and thus beaten

him in the Kulturkampf, secured the repeal of all the Falk
laws, except the statute excluding tho Jesuits, which is now
on the verge of annulment. In the present Reichstag the
Centrists constitute the largest single party, comprising about
a hundred members. The Conservatives, including both sec-

tions, come next. The National Liberals, and each of the

Radical, or Freisiunige sections, follow at a considerable dis-

tance. The third position in respect of numerical strength

is occupied by the Socialists, who command nearly sixty seats,

and, since their leaders have assumed an opportunist and con-

ciliatory, instead of u dogmatic and uncompromising, attitude,

seem destined to absorb all the genuine Liberals in Germany.
The fundamental question which will be temporarily decided

at the coming election is this. Can the Socialists obtain

about a hundred seats ( If they do, they will form the strong-

est single party in tin.* Reichstag, because their gains will be

made partly at the expense of the Centrists, as well as at the

coot of the Radical factions. It would not be easy to ex-

aggerate the effect of such a Socialist triumph upon German
politics. That is why we soy that the coming election for the

Reichstag will be more interesting and important than any
held since the formation of the German Empire.

Prince Bismarck, in his drastic and epigrammatic way,
declared that the Monroe Doctrine was “ a great piece

of impudence/’ So we ure reminded by that distinguished

soldier General von Boguslawski, who is evidently of the

same opinion. Reminding his Gcnnan readers, in the TUg-

licht Rundschau, that the American continent is divided

into many states, hardly second in varieties of race ami lan-

guage to Europe, he greatly marvels that one of these states

should assert that it has the right of interference and protec-

tion over the entire continent, asserting thut it will only under

certain conditions tolerate any action, however just, of Eu-
ropean nations against an American state. General von

Boguslawski further wonders how it happens that this doc-

trine, set up eighty years ago by an American statesman, has

been able tp justify itself in fact, with absolutely no justifica-

tion in the law* of nations. When the. United States feels

itself threatened through any occupation of territory, of course

she has the right, like any other nation, concedes the general,

to raise a protest, and, if necessary, to employ force. * But
after admitting so much, he goes on to say that there must
be no talk of even an apparent recognition of tin; Monroe

Doctrine, aH an international principle of law, on the part of

European nations. If the latter act otherwise, they will soon
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feel the thumb-screws which they put on thereby. Through the

war against ill-equipped Spain, our critic kindly tells us, our
self-importance has been infinitely increased, often showing
a diseased character. The courtesies shown America by Ger-
many hare naturally not diminished our self-esteem. This
gives the general a text for a sermon on the evils of excessive

courtesy, in turning weak heads, and puffing up natural van-

ity into unnatural conceit. The allies, the general admits,

cannot be blamed for sparing our sensitiveness os far us may
be; the allies even went so far in their policy of concession

as to offer the position of arbitrator to President Roosevelt.

The President declined the responsibility “ for the reuson that

the justice of the case of the allies was so Helf-evident that

his decision could only have been unfavorable to Venezuela,

thereby damaging the popularity of the United States among
the Latin-American nations.” This somewhat strenuous ar-

ticle is a straw in the wind. It shows us what is going on
beneath tho smooth surface of Berlin diplomacy.

Some recently published statistics bear witness to the wide
distribution of American capital in foreign fields. Thus
Americans are said to be interested in the construction of the

proposed electric traction, lighting, and power system of
Johannesburg, the cost of which is computed at eight million
dollars. The electric road projected in connection with this

system will be nearly thirty miles long. Machinery has also

been Bent by the Westinghousc Company to the De Beers
Consolidated Diamond Mines at Kimberley, South Africa.
Machine tools required hy railroad-shops and other large in-

dustrial establishments in British India have been ordered
from the Bullard Machine Tool Company of Bridgeport,
Connecticut. A gas-engine needed for a dynamo which is to

generate current for a plant ubout to be constructed for the
purpose of lighting the imperial post and telegraph offices at

Tokio, Japan, is to be supplied by a New York company.
Car-couplers to be used on the Chinese imperial railways are
being made in Pittsburg. Automobiles of American manu-
facture are to be shipped not only to England, hut also to

France. In Spain an electric plant which will cost about
seven million dollars is to be installed by American capital on
tl»o river Douro for the transmission of electricity to the min-
ing district of Guanajuato, more than one hundred miles
away. Packing plants are to be erected at Uruapan and Cor-
dova, in Mexico, by the North-American Beef Company, and
a Pittsburg concern is about to erect coffee-cleaning, rice-

cleaning, cotton and saw mill plauts on a property comprising
some twenty-five thousand acres in the State of Cuxaca, Mex-
ico. Between tho town of the same name as that State and
Mitln, which is twenty-sis miles distant, an electric traction

railway is to be built by AmericonH. Order* for two hundred
freight-ears and a large number of passengcr-cars have come
from Yucatan to the American Car and Foundry Company.
What is even more significant, three ship-building cranes, of

great capacity, to be operated electrically, are to be mounted
in the Hnrhind and Wolff yards at Belfast, Ireland, by the
Brown Hoisting Machinery Company of Cleveland. Not a

week passes in which wc do not find reported similar proofs

of the estimation in which American manufactures are held
all over tho world. If the products of iron and steel sent

abroad during the last few months have fallen short of the
quantity expected, this is because the manufacturers, owing
to the anthracite strike, have been unablo to keep up with

the home demand.

On February 4. 1901, the centenary of John Marshall’s

appointment to the Chief-Justiceship of the United States

Supreme Court wua commemorated by appropriate addresses

and proceeding* in thirty-seven States and Territories, as well

as in the Federal Congress. It is now proposed that a similar

tribute shall be paid to Chancellor James Kent by the erection

of a statue to his memory, either in Albany, where he lived

and labored for twenty-four years, or in the city of New York,
where hi* famous commentaries were penned. The suggestion

was made hy ex-Judge John F. Dillon in a paper read at

the recent annual meeting of the New York State Bar As-

sociation. It was pointed out that as Marshall’s field was the

exposition of the Constitution of the United States, so Kent's

field was the development and adaptation of an American
system of jurisprudence from English principles and models.

The conditions under which the two men worked were Bimilar

in this respect, that each had but few precedents to aid him.
When Marshall took his scat on the bench of the United States
Supreme Court, fewer than one hundred eases had passed
under the judgment of that tribunul. When James Kent was
appointed Chancellor of New York in 1814, not a single deci-

sion, opinion, or dictum of either of his two predecessors in

that office was cited to him. or even suggested. He took
the court as if it had been a new institution. He had nothing
to guide him, and was left at liberty to nssumc all such Eng-
lish chancery powers and jurisdiction as he thought applicable

under <>ur Constitution. The scope thus given to him was
limited only by the revision of the Senate or Court of Errors
of the State. So it came to pass that, just as Marshall opened
the portals of the Constitution, and began thereon the con-

struction of our constitutional law. Chancellor Kent opened
the portals of chancery, and reared thereon a splendid Bystem
of equity jurisprudence which has been almost universally

adopted throughout the United State*. Kent’s services to

his profession and to hi* country did not cease, however, when
he left the bench. When he retired from the post of Chancellor

in lh23, having reached the constitutional limit of tfixty years,

he gave himself up to the preparation of hi* Commentaries
on American tote, the fourth and concluding volume of which
was published in 1880. Bar and bench in this country and in

Europe have vied with each other in acclaiming the excellence

and influence of thin work. In accuracy and learning, in ele-

gance. purity, and vigor of style, it rivals the achievement of
Sir William Blackstone. In a word, the right of John Mar-
shall to be entitled the Great Chief-Justice is no clearer and
more undisputed than is that of James Kent to be known as the

Great Chancellor and Great Commentator. There is reason

to believe that the American Bar Association will heartily

concur with the New York State Bar Association in sanction-

ing the proposal to erect a monument to Chancellor Kent.

A worthy movement, is on foot for the purpose of raising

funds for the erection of a monument to Thomas Jefferson

at the national capital. Admiral Dewey is president of the

Jefferson Memorial Association, and among the vice-presi-

dents are President Woodrow Wilson, Jefferson M. Levy, ex-

Govemor Pattison, of Pennsylvania, and ex-Govemor Lymle
Harrison, of Connecticut. The appeal of the association for

funds recites the fact that there is no monument to Jefferson

at Washington. It might have added, that aside from a

grotesque effigy of Lincoln, a tribute of soldiers to Garfield,

a statue to Marshall, a statue to Franklin and another to

Webster, the last two a gift of u private citizen, the statues

in Washington are to soldiers, to sailors, to Frenchmen, and
to Hahnemann. No great monuingpt to a great American
statesman, except those whom we have mentioned, is to be

found outside of Statuary Hall. No signer; no father; no

orator has been commemorated by Congress. The statues to

the Frenchmen—Lafayette and Rochambcau—are the willing

tributes of a grateful nation to those who were its friends in

need, but there were Englishmen, too, who were moat potent

allies of our colonies in their struggle for independence.

There ought to be statues at Washington to the elder Pitt,

to Charles James Fox, and to Shelbournc, without whose
friendship our good ally, France, would have cooped us up in

the narrow strip along the Atlantic and cast of the Alle-

ghenies. It was Shelbournc who, against the wishes of

Vergcnnea, drew England north of the Great. Lakes, instead

of down to the Ohio, bs France desired. It was lie, too, who
gave us ground to the east bank of the Mississippi, although

Vofgpnn insisted that Spain should come eastward to the

Alleghenies. There ought to be room for Pitt and Fox and
Shelbournc, and for Jefferson, Hamilton, John and John
Quincy Adam*, Henry Clay, and other statesmen. For a

nation of civilians we have a strange leaning towards uni-

formed men mounted on war horses. Why not celebrate our

intellectual achievements! Why, for example, do we not put

up statues to the men to whom we owe the Monroe Doctrine?

Some recently published statistic* attest the surprising

growth of national banks and savings-banks in the United

States. In 1864 there were fewer than 600 national banking

associations, and their aggregate capital was considerably less

than $100,000,000. At the end of 1865 the aggregate resources

of the national banks, which then numbered 1513. amounted
to less tliun $1,360,000,000. Now let us look at. the return-
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made to the Comptroller of the Currency on October 1, 1902.

At that dal© the national banks numbered 4001; their total

capital stock was over $714,000,000, and tlioir aggregate circu-

lation. $3HO,000,000. Their aggregate resources amounted to

$6,114^)00,000. The face value of the United States bonds

now held by national banka i* about $457,000,000, and the

individual deposits exceed $3,209,000,000. The amount of

money paid in to the Federal Treasury since 1863 by the na-

tional banks as taxes on circulation, capital, deposits, surplus,

etc., reaches $170,000,000. We add that the number of share-

holder* in the national bank* is 330,124, to which total the

New England State* and Middle States, including under the

last-named term. New York. Pennsylvania. New Jersey, Dela-

ware, Maryland, and the District of Columbia, contributed

more than 220,000 individuals. Obviously, the national banka

are organized and supported by the relatively rich. Turning

to the savings hanks, which are intended for the relatively

poor, we observe that the aggregate deposits in these institu-

tion* increased in the five year* preceding October 1, 1902,

from $1,940,000,000 to $2,640,000,000. In the same period the

number of depositor* rose from 5^00,000 to 6,400,000. This is-

an astonishing exhibit when we consider that in many
State* the savings of the poor are invested in the stock of

building association*. It should also be noted that the Federal

government, through the money order* issued by it* postal

department in 1902, did a hanking business of upward* of

$313,550,000.

It is well known that most savings-bunks fix a maximum
sum beyond which they decline to receive deposits. It is also

known that many depositors, having attained the maximum
deposit, leave it in the savings-bank to draw interest for an

indefinite period. The notion that such depositors or their

personal representatives should be deprived by law of the right

to appear at any time and claim their deposit* will strike

most persons as preposterous. Nevertheless, a bill ha* been

introduced in the Pennsylvania legislature which provides

that mutual savings funds, building association*, and every

financial institution under the supervision of the Banking
Commissioner shnll report forthwith to the commissioner the

name* of depositors, with the amount of their deposits, who
have not claimed the payment of said deposit* within twenty

years. The bill proceed* to direct the commissioner to adver-

tise for the depositors in question, and to summon them to

appear and claim the money within a year. If at the expira-

tion of a twelvemonth a deposit remain* unclaimed, it is to

escheat to tho State, and the commissioner • is to be allowed

one per cent, of the amount escheated.

It is incredible that such a barefaced fraud a* this should

be perpetrated by the law-makers of an opulent commonwealth.

Tho present law in Pennsylvania with respect to unclaimed

savings-fund deposits provides that these shall he turned over

to the State Treasurer when thirty years have elapsed since

the last deposit, but the rigid is carefully reserved to tho de-

positor or his personal representatives of proving identity at

any time, and suing the State for the recovery of the money.
Not only would the proposed statute bo an iniquitous viola-

tion of tho rights of property, but the publication of the dor-

mant account* in savings-bank* would be an invasion of the

privacy which many depositor* desire. As no high-class sav-

ings-bank i* known to have objected to remaining the cus-

todian of deposits for more than twenty year*, the inference

seems unavoidable that the bill introduced at Harrisburg ha*

no other purpose but to increase the emoluments of State

officials.

In its decision in the lottery eases, the United States Su-
preme Court took the immorality and hurtfulness for granted.

From thiR point of view we are about a hundred years ahead

of tho governments of Continental Europe. Tho Prussian

Diet lately spent a week in discussing the addition of another
class to the State Lottery, an institution that yields something
like $2,500,000 u year. Of all the speakers, only one advo-

cated the abolition of this mode of gambling. Lotteries play

an important part in the finance systems of most of the Ger-

man states, and the Finance Minister pointed out that if

Prose ia should abandon her scheme, the Prussian* would
spend just a* much money on the lotteries of other countries

belonging to the German Empire. It ha* been computed that

the net sums annually accruing to the various states from

this source amount in the aggregate to wane $12,500,000.

There is a current belief in Germany that it is not only mor-

ally proper for a man to buy a lottery ticket, but that it is

his duty not to mis* any such chance of providing for his

family. Retired urmy officers consider the sale of lottery

tickets a highly respectable business. Not only are there

government lotteries, but private lotteries are authorized for

such edifying purpose* a* building churche* or defraying the

expenses of charitable undertaking*. Exactly tho same view

of lotteries prevailed on this side of the Atlantic during the

Revolutionary war. and for considerably more than a genera-

tion afterwards. The Continental Congress authorized a

lottery for the purpose of procuring supplies for the army.

Many a church now standing in the Atlantic States was

wholly or partly constructed with the proceeds of lottery

ticket*. Neither George Washington nor John Marshall would

have deemed it immoral to invest money in lotteries, and Jef-

ferson in the latter part of his life contemplated the organiz-

ing of a lottery ns a mentis of repairing his dilapidated private

fortune. If John Marshall, a hundred years ago, had written

the decision of the United State* Supreme Court in the lot-

tery cases, his reference to such methods of procuring money
would have been couched in terms very different from those

which wore actually used.

It is well known that. Mr. Andrew Carnegie, and other ac-

cumulators of enormous fortunes have expressed the opinion

that the kind of education normally acquired at universities,

as distinguished from scientific or technical schools, is not

conducive to success in life. When called upon to define their

terms, they generally acknowledge that they have in view the

form of success which they themselves exemplify. Professor

Edwin 0. Dexter, of the University of Illinois, has recently

undertaken to prove in the Popular Scianca Monthly, that,

even from the view-point of pecuniary success, a college educa-

tion is not n handicap. He recognizes that, to prove his point,

he must take the men who have most profited by their college

opportunities according to the academic standard; that iB to

say, the men who, when they graduate, are accepted as the

best exemplars of the outcome of university training. To that

end he 1ms investigated the career* of the members of the Phi

Beta Kappa Society, which at Harvard, and, wo presume, at

aomo other universities, is made up of the sixteen or more
men in each class who have attained the highest academic
distinction. The result of Professor Dexter'* inquiry ia that

tho high-grade man of hia college day remains a high-grade

man still when put to the testa of active life. The statistic*

which he ha* collected indicate that tho Phi Beta Kappa man’s
chances of even pecuniary success aro nearly three times those

of hi* classmates considered a* a whole.

The result reached by Professor Dexter is to some extent

borne out by similar but leas extensive investigation* in Great

Britain with regard to the subsequent career* of Senior
Wranglers—that is to say, the best men of their year in mathe-

matic* at Cambridge, and of Double First* ut Oxford, by

which used to be meant those who took a First CIuab in both

War* humnniorejt and in mathematic*, though the term is

now applied, wo believe, to those who take a First Class in

mathematic-* or Greats, and also one in a second school, such

ns that of physical science, or that of law and modern history.

A large majority of the Senior Wranglers become distin-

guished in after life for achievements in puro or the applied

science*, and the Oxford Double Firsts are almost certain to

attain to eminence in the state or in tho church. Sir Robert
Peel took a Double First, so did Gladstone, so did Lord Car-
narvon, who was Colonial Secretary in tho first Salisbury

cabinet. The roll of Lord High Chancellors and of Arch-
bibhojw of Canterbury during the present century i* thickly

strewn with the names of those who hud taken a First Class
in classics at one or tho other of the universities. Whether
a university education tends, as a matter of fact, to promote
success in manufacturing or commerce is a question which,
bo far as we know, has not been carefully tested in Great
Britain. According to Professor Dexter, it must be answered
in the affirmative so far as the United States are concerned.

The new drink legislation in Englund is immediately di-

rected to the repression of drunkenness. The English
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get drank, and getting drunk has been made unlawful.

Tho new lawn in England, of which mention has been
made in the Weekly, attack excessive drinking by black-

listing the drunken and, if necessary, shutting them up.

Them is also going on in England a gradual and care-

ful restriction of licenses to sell liquor. On tho Con-

tinent, in France and Belgium, tho intervention of gov-

ernment between the drinker and his stimulant takes a dif-

ferent form. In both these countries, observers report, the

trouble is not so much (hat the patrons of alcohol get drunk,

as that they manage to consume such an unconscionable

amount of spirits in the course of the day without losing con-

trol of their faculties. The war in Belgium and in France

is not against drunkenness but against alcoholism. The en-

deavor is to decrease the use of spirits; of Holland gin in

Belgium; of brandy, liqueurs, and fortified wines in France.

Accordingly the Belgian government has lately raised tho

tax on alcohol from 100 to 150 franca a hectolitre, hoping

thereby to drive consumers from gin to beer. Belgium has

undertaken to provide old-age pensions for its deserving poor,

and is having an experience such as this country has had

with pensions for military service. It finds that all the aged

poor are certified as deserving, and that all the old men want
pensions irrespective of poverty. Part of the expected increase

of revenue from raising the tax on alcohol will be used to pay

these new pensions. In France no new temperance legislation

has yet been undertaken, but M. Mesureur. Director of Pub-

lic Assistance, having the drink evil very much on his mind,

has been waging war against it with placards, which set forth

in largo print tho dangerous qualities of John Barleycorn,

and the great damage sustained by Frenchmen who dally

with him overmuch. But the liquor interests in France are

enormously strong, and fight hard, putting out counter-state-

ments and citing witnesses on their side. They have even

placarded tho merits of alcohol as food, sotting forth the

conclusions on that point readied by our Professor Atwater,

endorsed by a notable chemist, M. Duclaux, Director of the

Pasteur Institute. It is hard on ProfeBaor Atwater that his

laborious conclusions should be thus misused, but all that is

merely a passing phase. If alcohol is doing as much harm in

France as is represented the consumption of it is bound to bo

chocked by something more effective than placards.

The ambition that every typical American feels, to do bet-

ter than every one else in everything, i» one of the moat splen-

didly audacious national characteristics to be found in his-

tory. It is very grand to think that, one day or another, wo
must, by nativo right, excel the English in commerce, the

French in taste, the Germans in scholarship, the Italians in

art, the Greeks in wisdom, and the Hebrews in the knowledge

of God. With so much to accomplish, the American spirit

cannot be like Goethe's star, (Vine IIa.it aber ohne Hast—it

must be equally without leisure and without pause. Those
in the front must leap into the trench and die, in order that

those in the rear may pass over. Of this sort of sacrifice

there has been no lack. It begnn when tho first explorers

touched our shores; and it has been ready, at all times Bince,

for every emergency of commerce, religion, or war. It has

made the country. It has built up every State and city and
house of business and seat of learning. Those who have come
after have profited by the unflagging spirit of those who have

gone before-—of those who worked hard and often died too

early. But it may be reasonably asked if tho day has not

now conic for a quieter pace, and a less feverish sense of duty.

The country in eolonsally rich and prosperous, even if it be
not rich and prosperous enough. May not tho individual

begin to put forth his claim? May he not ask for time to

breathe a little, to think a little, to live a little? May ho not

be permitted to remember that in the Pantheon there are

other gods besides the great idol Hustle? While doing his

daily work and treading his common round, has he not a right

to some measure of that tranquillity which now he can look

for only in the tomb?—or in flinging a change of raiment into

a valise and sailing out into that big, unsatisfactory void

which we call Abroad? In these days of co-operating ener-

gies we might venture to suggest

A Society for Enabling Americans,
Who Want to do so,

To Stay Quietly at Home,
Without being Hushed to Death.

A hundred American citizens are to be sent to Siberia to

work in the mines. As every well-informed reader of Russo-

phobe melodrama knows, this is into of tho most appalling

fates that can overtake the most miserable sons of men—in

novels. Yet, not only arc the hundred American citizens

ready to go, but the sole difficulty at present is to choose from
more than a thousand applicants only the very beat men.
The scheme is this: Russia has, in Siberia, a country of great

and varied resources and dome six million square miles in

extent, the population being about one person to the square

mile—by far the smallest in the world for a habitable tract of

like area. Ruseia herself is busy with the southern frontier

of the Siberian territory, and the relations of that frontier to

Mongolia, China, and Manchuria, a large part of which, prob-

ably three million square miles in all. is destined to come
under Russian rule, lienee she has no spare energies to de-
vote to the development of remote parts of Siberia, however
rich or promising these may be. Siberia resembles the north-

ern regions of our own continent, and the northeastern

peninsula of Chukch, which runs up to Bering Strait, and
at one point conies within forty mi lea of American territory,

is in climate anil character not unlike our own Alaska. This
suggests the gold of the Klondike, and it is well known that

Siberia is rich in gold deposits of much tho same nature as

those along the Yukon River and its tributaries; and this is

especially true of the Chukch peninsula, which runs up to

Bering Strait and the western point of Alaska. Not being

able to develop her resources there, for the reasons we have
given. Russia has turned to the United States, confident of

finding hero the help she needs, nnd recognizing our national

gift us pioneers and Bottlers of new lands. She is willing to

open an immense area of about two hundred thousand square
miles—or twice the area of the Philippine Islands—to Amer-
ican miners, whose claims will become their absolute property

in perpetuity, subject to a small land tax. In order to carry

tho scheme into operation, a company of transport and settle-

ment has been formed, which will be paid by a royalty on all

discoveries of gold, but the rights of which are only tem-
porary, lapsing to the Kusaian government after twenty-five

years. This precedent is likely to be greatly extended, to the

benefit of all concerned.

Ellwood Bergoy has written a little book explaining why
soldiers desert from the United States army. He has been a

soldier, he says, and he knows that improper feeding and in-

considerate treatment are the trouble. On the strength of ex-

perience gleaned in tho Spanish war. he accuse* the Com-
missary Department of “ criminal incompetency infinitely

more horrible than physical torture.” and he declares that our
army organization lias not a single redeeming or commend-
able feature. But he has remedies for all the army’s troubles.

His list includes more pay; trained cooks; no rations, but all

a soldier wants to eat; like food and quarters for officers and
men; “recognition of the right of all soldiers of whatever
position to engage in criticism and in free speech at all times
and under all circumstances”; and “abolition of military

salutes nnd all other imbecile nnd servile practices.” These
are interesting suggestions and show a fine democratic spirit,

though it will be questioned whether Ellwood has in him
quite the sort of timber that serviceable soldiers are made of.

Ponderous and pompous treatises have been written to

prove the desirability of so-eallcd compulsory arbitration of

labor troubles out of the experiences of New Zealand with its

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act. The news col-

umns of some of the New Zealand newspapers not infre-

quently contain argument calculated to shako faith in the

scheme, all the more convincing because it is not intended

ns argument, but as every-day statement of the coursp of

current events. Hero is a case reported in the Otago Daily

Times, printed at Dunedin early in February, in which the

carpenters of Wellington applied to the arbitration court to

settle a matter of wages. The court fixed the minimum wage

at la. Ad. per hour, and the carpenters rebelled at once, voting

that the court was unworthy the confidence of the workers,

attacking the president with personal abuse, and going far in

the consideration of a proposition to “ pick up their tools ”

and leave their work rather than accept the award. It appear*,

according to an explanation in the Times, that while the
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employer is bound by the terms of an sward that covers an

industry in which he is engaged, the individual worker is

not personally bound in any sense. He approaches the court

through the union, but the union U not responsible for what
he may do after the award is made. When this condition is

combined with the evident idea of many workers in New Zea-

land that the court should exist only for the purpose of raising

wages and improving the condition* of labor, it is apparent

that the true teat of the whole Hystem is coming when the

court is eom|K*Ued to reduce wages. M
It is clear,” comments

the New Zealand newspaper, “ that there is a section of union-

ists in Wellington, if not also in other parts of the colony,

which, while accepting the principle of arbitration in indus-

trial pursuits for what it is worth, has never ceased to con-

template the possibility of a strike being declared with a view

of asserting demands that cannot otherwise be pressed.” That
is to say, on the spot, where state-managed industrial arbitra-

tion is an actual condition and not a nebulous theory, one
party is disposed to view the whole scheme an a head-l-win-

tail-you-loac operation—a view which tend* to the blurring

of all those beautiful visions which can be made to shine at

the other end of an antipodal telescope.

It has been reported that the colossal Anglo-American com-

bination which, beside* other steamship companies, has taken

over the White Star line, has determined to build no more
ocean greyhounds of the size of the Oceanic until the channel

in the harlior of New York has been «<> deepened and widened
as materially to facilitate access to the docks. Whether the

North German I.loyd and the Hamburg-American Company
will adopt a similar policy is as yet unknown. It is certain

that the latest addition to the fleet of the North German
Lloyd, the new express steamer Kaiser Wilhelm II.. which is

due at New York about April 20, will be the largest passenger-

steamer afloat. Her dimensions are: length over oil. 706 feet,

6 inchi's; beam, 72 feet; height from top of keelson to promen-
ade deck. 52 feet, 6 inches; and draught, when loaded, 20 feet,

0 inches. Her displacement is 26,500 tons. The engines aro

40,000 indicated horse-power, and it is expected that the two
bronco screws will give the vessel a speed of 93*4 knots an
hour. It is possible, if not probable, that she may slightly re-

duce the present record for voyages between New York and
Southampton, hut. the report is now revived in England that a

British company contemplates n change of route by which the

transatlantic voyage would be ent. down by about a day. The
route proposed is from Galway, Ireland, to St. John’s, New-
foundland. a distance of rather more than eighteen hundred
milee. Allowance being made for the time required to cross

from Ireland to Great Britain, and from the island of New-
foundland to the American mainland, it is computed that at
least twenty-four hours could lie saved. Whether the Galway
route would pvor become popular is doubtful.

On March 10 the voters of New Hampshire recorded their

will ob to eight proposed amendments to their 8tate Con-
stitution. They accepted four amendments and rejected six.

They agreed that voters and office-holders in their State must
hereafter know how to read and write, but they rejected woman
suffrage by n heavy majority. Being invited to permit the sub-

stitution of “ Christian ” for “ Protestant " in that portion of
their bill of rights which authorize* towns to appropriate

money for religious societies, they failed to give the proposal
the necessary two-thirds vote, though the majority of the votes

were for it. New Hampshire is progressive, but its progress

is not headlong. The steps it takes, however, are probably
permanent. It shows Eastern conservatism about woman
suffrage. All the Eastern States are ready to talk about wo-

man suffrage, hut they seem to be no nearer its adoption than
they were twenty-five year* ago. It will evidently he tested

in the coeducational West before any Eastern State tries it.

The advocates of woman suffragp are able to record two
recent triumphs, one in the Eastern and the other in the West-
ern Hemisphere. In the next elections for members of both

the Upper and the Lower Chambers of the Parliament of the

Australian commonwealth women will bo allowed to vote;

they will also be eligible for seats in both Houses. They have

had the? full Parliamentary suffrage in New Zealand for ten

years. In South Australia they have voted since 1806, and
in West Australia since 1901. So far as New Zealand is con-

cerned. the admission of women to the franchise had no dis-

tinguishable effect on the relative strength of parties. The
outcome of the exi>eriment in the Australian commonwealth
will nevertheless he watched with interest, because there the
great majority of women are said to he wage-earner*, and it

ia possible that their votes may go en mw to the Labor
party. In four American State?* women are already en-

titled to vote, and it seems probable that within n few
years they will gain the full franchise in three other

States, to wit, Oregon, Washington, and South Dakota. In
Oregon the opposition to woman’s rights has dwindled to a

small fraction of what it was in 1884, and the majority against

a constitutional amendment granting the franchise to women
was diminished in the State of Washington from nearly

19,400 in 1889 to leas than 9900 in 1898. In South Dakota
the majority against woman suffrage, which in 1890 was nearly

24.000, Bank in 1898 to less than 8800. Meanwhile, a partial

suffrage has been conceded to women in many parts of the

world. Thus in England both married and single women
have the parish and district suffrage, and in Ireland women can
vote for nil office-holders except members of Parliament. In

Norway also they hove the municipal suffrage, and in France

they can vote for judges of the tribunals of commerce. In

Kansas women have the municipal franchise; in Iowa, a

limited municipal suffrage; in Ohio, Connecticut, and Dela-

ware, the school suffrage; in Minnesota, the right to vote for

library Invitees; and in Louisiana, the right to vote upon
all questions submitted to taxpayers. On the other hand, it

cannot be said that women are us near to acquiring the Par-

liamentary franchise in the United Kingdom as they seemed

some year* ago.

There was nothing surprising in the fact that Colonel

William J. Bryan attracted very little attention in his recent

visit to cities on the Atlantic seaboard. If that is the experi-

ence of ex-Presidente, what else can ex-candidates expect! At
the same time, it would bo imprudent for Eastern Democrats

to exaggerate the significance of the indifference evinced to Mr.

Bryan in their section of the country. In several Southern

States, and especially in Texas, Mr. Bryan all 11 haa many
friend*, although it is doubtful whether he will be able to con-

trol the whole of any Southern delegation in the next Demo-
cratic national convention. In many of the Northwestern
States, on the other hand, as we have formerly pointed out, Mr.
Bryan and hia followers retain a hold of the party machinery,

and there is no doubt that the delegates willing to accept his

advice will constitute a considerable minority in the conven-

tion, although, in our opinion, they will fall somewhat short

of the one-third needed to veto a candidate. Confronted by
«uoh a state of things, it would be obviously unwise for the

Democratic party to antagonize the Bryan element by insisting

upon a candidate certain to provoke on its part violent resent-

ment, if not secession. It becomes, therefore, a matter of some
interest to loam whnt candidates Colonel Bryan and hi* inti-

mate associates regard as totally unacceptable. So far we
know of only two that have been denounced in unequivocal

terms. Wo refer, of course, to ex-President Cleveland and ex-

Govemor Ilill. The latter seems to be even more obnoxious to

the Bryanites than the former. During the last week Colonel

Bryan has declined to say whether he would or would not re-

gard Chief-Judge Parker of New York as a candidate worthy
of his support or acquiescence in the national convention.

In tho address which he delivered at the Georgetown Law
School, on February 21, he declined to say anything about
the different persons who have been mentioned for the Demo-
cratic nomination, and confined himself to asserting that the

man selected will subscribe to the Kansas City platform in its

every detail. In that assertion Colonel Bryan is unquestiona-
bly mistaken. Whoever may he the candidate, he will have to

stand upon a platform much more acceptable to conservative

Democrats of the Southern and Eastern States than was that

framed at Kansas City.

A new local -option liquor law, which was submitted last

week to the consideration of the New Hampshire Legislature,

provides that licenses shall not be iasued except to persons of
exemplary character, and takes special precautions to prevent
ihe sale of liquor to the unfit. Under this proposed law a
licensee may bo warned not to sell liqnor to «n habitual ex-

ceeder, by notice in writing from the mayor of the exceeder’s
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city, a selectman of his town, or his wife, parent, guardian, or

employer. If after such warning the liquor-seller does sell

him liquor or lets him loiter on his premises, the said pub-

lican becomes liable to pay damages, not less than $100, nor

more than $500. This seems a pretty good provision, and

well devised to make saloon-keepers wary. It is one thing to

refuse to sell a man liquor because it seems not to agree with

him, and another and much easier thing to refuse because it

may cost from one hundred to five hundred dollars to indulge

him. The prospect of a heavy fine is an excellent stiffener to a

saloon-keeper’s backbone.

Professor Edward H. Strobel, of the Harvard Law School,

is going to Siam to be legal adviser to the King. His Majesty

of Siam is to be congratulated, for Mr. Strobel is both an ex-

ceedingly accomplished diplomatist and international lawyer,

and a very agreeable companion. He was bom in Charleston,

South Carolina, and was one of the first Southern men to

graduate at Harvard after the civil war. He studied law, hut

in 1885 went an secretary of legation to Madrid. In 1893

he was Third Assistant Secretary of State under Secretary

Gresham. A year later he went as our minister to Ecuador,

and in 1895 became minister to Chile, where he mHdo so good

an impression that after his resignation in 1897 he acted as

arbitrator in the Freraut claim between Chile uud France, and
later as counsel for Chile before the United States and Chilean
Claims Commission in Washington. As a Democrat Mr.
Strobel went out of office with the Cleveland administration,

but. he is a man wlu> should have been kept in our diplomatic

service, and the fact that he is now going into the sendee of

the King of Siam ia a reflection on our diplomatic system.

It is getting to be worth while for an ambitious man to be

mayor of a city. If the city has been so flagrantly misgoverned

that its need of a competent mayor is pressing and acute, the

opportunity is by so much the greater. Second-rate men don't

answer in these civic emergencies. A man who demonstrates

that he is enough of a man to stand between quarter or half a

million people and civic maladministration is apt to be rec-

ognized as a likely candidate for something better. Melville

E. Ingalls, president of the 44 Rig Four M Railroad, is candi-

date for Mayor of Cincinnati on the Citizens’ municipal ticket.

There are Republican and Socialist candidates in the field

against him, but no Democratic candidate. Senator Foraker,
who is, of course, an experienced observer of Democratic
politics in Ohio, says that if Mr. Ingalls wins, he will be the

Democratic candidate for Governor, and later an aspirant

for the Democratic nomination for President. Well, a suc-

cessful Mayor of Buffalo became Governor of New York, and
did not stop there. In Indianapolis there is a prospect that

Booth Tarkington will be candidate for Mayor on the Republi-

can ticket; another ease of an aspiring citizen who thinks

that preferment should begin at home.

The President is again going West, partly to make tbe

speeches which were interrupted in Indianapolis in the sum-
mer, and partly to enjoy the Yellowstone Park. He is to be

gone two months, beginning April 1. When he returns to

Washington on the 1st of June, he will leave behind him a

train of speeches stretching from Chicago westward through
Madison, Waukesha, Milwaukee, La Crosse, Minneapolis, St.

Paul, and the Dakotas to the Park. Then turning eastward,

the speeches will make their way through Nebraska, echoing

in the streets of Hastings, Lincoln, Fremont, and Omaha;
thence, by way of Iowa, to St. Louis. Then they will turn

again to the west and resound across Missouri, Kansas, Colo-

rado, to southern California. Then they will ring through
California to Portland, Tacoma. Seattle, fly across the plains

of the State of Washington, climb the Rockies, and come back

to Washington city by way of Idaho and Wyoming, pausing
for a reply on Decoration day in Wyoming after rattling

round the temple in Salt Lake City. It is to be hoped that

the President will have a pleasant trip and a good time, and

that his accompanying throat specialist will have little or

nothing to do. It is especially to be hoped that no trolley-car

accident will occur, and that if the President should be slightly

hurt, he will recall the anxiety of the people when his log was
operated upon at Indianapolis, and try to spare the country

any now bulletins. Mr. Roosevelt owes the country a good

deal, and one of the smallest payments he can make on ac-

count is a little consideration of its feelings. It 1ms suffered

of late quite enough from shocks, so that Mr. Roosevelt ought

to be more careful of himself tlmn we all know that he wants

to be.

There is a passage in Lady Rote's Daughter in which Mrs.

Ward Bays of her heroine, M She resembled one of the famous
ainoureuses of tho eighteenth century, who, in writing to the

man she loved but could not marry, advises him to take a

wife to mend his fortunes.” Our neighbor tho Tribune has

discovered that the amoureuse in question was Mile. Julie

do Lespin&MO. whose Life and Letters ia familiar to readers

of French memoirs. It has discovered and disclosed a num-
ber of very interesting analogies between tho characters aud
careers of Julie de Leapmasse and Julie Le Breton, and finding
“ the points of resemblance between fiction and history in

this matter” to be of iuterest, has wondered “ whether or not

they have been noticed by a house with the traditions of the

Harpers.” These expressions came duly to Mrs. Ward’s notice.

She lias written a letter to the editor of the Tribune, express-

ing her pleasure that, the relation between the two Julies has

been detected. u
I have, of course,” she said, 44 made it suffi-

ciently plain, both by calling my heroine Julie and by several

references and passages in the book itself. ... I might have
tried to revitalize the whole story, and if your readers had
been able to trace my sources throughout, that, I submit, should

only have been an additional pleasure to them and no dis-

credit to me.” But tho Tribune is of a different mind. 44 The
debt,” it says, 44

is too great, too comprehensive, to be disposed

of in this summary fashion, and a prefatory note containing

the fullest explanation of the source of her plot and charac-

ters is the least which Mrs. Ward’s readers have a right to

expect.”

This is a sweeping requisition, but one is glad that the

Tribune makes no claim for damages. Tn a later notice of

the book it says that from the title-page of Mrs. Ward’s novel

the assumption is that 44
tsidfi Rose’s Daughter is to be taken

as work proceeding solely from the author’s brain,” and that

this assumption being erroneous, there should be prefixed
“ the explicit acknowledgment which we have indicated as

being in order.” Bluntly stated, our neighbor's position is

that Mrs. Ward, having pilfered a good part of her story, and
having been caught at it, will do well to make full confession.

Neither the Tribune's manners nor its contention will com-
mend itself to intelligent readers. No great novel ever pro-

ceeded solely from the author’s brain. Human experience

is the great treasure-house from which writers draw their

materials, and whether they draw from observation or re-

corded history, or blend the two as Mrs. Ward has done, makes
no ethical difference. If a living woman had suggested Julie

Le Breton to Mm. Ward, she could not with propriety have
acknowledged her debt, nor is she under obligation to advertise

that her heroine’s prototype tras a living woman two hundred
years ago. She has put to a use entirely lawful materials of

rare interest which she had the good fortune and discrimina-

tion to gather, and those materials, with dreign prepense, she

has so used ns to make it inevitable that their source should

sooner or later be discovered. Scott, in the later editions of
the Waverley Novels, was used to tell in preface* and notes

where he found some of his characters, and how far be had
followed history in his use of them. Mrs. Ward may sometime
choose to do the like with her Julie, but if not, it ia no one’s

affair but her own.

Alderman McCall says Mayor Low is a cold man
;

44 so cold

that ho wouldn’t melt in the hottest day in July." Except at

election-time it is as well that a mayor should be cold. Ames,
the runaway Mayor of Minneapolis, was a good fellow for

many years. Nothing cold about him. Butler, the boas of
St. Louis, has been described as a good fellow, by nature at

first, professionally afterwards. There is Scripture for the

assertion that to keep cool is better than to take a city, and
when a man has taken a city, to keep cool—or even cold—is

more important than ever. Taxpayers may like a cold

mayor. So may voters who want just government and no
favors asked.
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The Panama Canal Treaty

Ratified

Them: need Iw no miagivinjia in the pule

lie mind regarding the value of the canal

comvssion Menred by the treaty with Co-

lombia, which waa ratified by our Federal

Senate on Tuesday. March 17, but which

ban h t i 1 1 to be sanctioned by the Colombian

Congress. the election* for which are now

taking place. It is certain that the treaty

would never h> sanctioned at Bogota if it

provided for the perpetual alienation of sov-

ereignty over the canal atrip ceded, for such

alienation is prohibited by the Constitution

of ItitMl; or if it had been bereft of the self-

denying ordinance by which we disclaim

any dcaire of annexing any part of the terri-

tory of Colombia or of any other lattin-

American republic. This being indisputably

the cane, it is evident that the treaty, so
|

far a* these features go, was the beat that ]

we could get. Neither would It have been

judicious to excite the apprehensions of pa-

triotic Colombians by insisting upon the

concession, in so many words, of the privilege

of fortifying tlie isthmus, inasmuch as such

a privilege is implied in the recognized right

to defend the canal.

As we have previously said, the treaty is \

by no means ideally perfect from our point
j

of view, but. had it been, it would have no 1

ehaucc of securing the approval of the Co- I

lonihian Congress. A hundred-year lease,

with the option of renewal, is as near to

perpetuity a* we need to go. especially as

possession is nine point* in the law. When
we are one*1 planted on the isthmus, and
have spent some two hundred millions of

dollars in constructing a canal, we shall not

be ousted by any quibbling of municipal or

international lawyers, J'y )'u rmte

is not a motto coined solely for the benefit

of England in Egypt. It seems to us, then,

that all of the objections arrayed against

the treaty by Senator Morgan, although, no

doubt, put forward in good faith, were ef-

fectually disposed of by Senator Spooner.

From the view-point of international law,

Mr. Spooner was unquestionably right in de-

nying the necessity or propriety of inquiring

at this late date into the credentials of

Sefior Herran. who. aa Colombia's repre-

sentative at Washington, negotiated the

treaty. Having recognized the Marroquin

administration at Bogota as the dr facto

government of Colombia, and having once

recognized Sefior Herran as the authorized

agent of that government, our State De-

partment was estopped from disputing the

qualifications of either to conclude a treaty.

Equally inadmissible is another of Senator

Morgan's assertions that, if Colombian Lib-

erals should one day sneered in overthrow-

ing the present Bogota government, it might
decline to be bound by the canal treaty.

Nothing is more certain than that a re-

pudiation of the treaty would la? an act of

war. from which we should have nothing to

fear, for it would relieve us from the self-

denying ordinance embodied in the treaty,

and would justify us in conquering the

whole of the isthmus. The Colombian Lib-

erals are too sagacious to commit such an
astounding blunder. Equally ill-founded is

another apprehension expressed by Senator
Morgan that, under the treaty, the Colom-
bian authorities might interfere with the

religious observances of Americans in the

canal zone, inasmuch as the existing Bogota
government represent* the Conservative and
Clerical party, and has entered into a con-

cordat with the Pope. How long does Mr.
Morgan imagine that we should brook an
attempt at interference of the sort, and what
evidence of stupidity has ever been dis-

cerned in Leo XIII. that would justify the

imputation to him of a wish to interfere!

France, also, has a concordat with the Pope,

but are not Americans residing in that coun-

try at liberty to worship Cod as they
choose? Why should we assume that the

Vatican or the Colombian civil power would
wantonly provoke a quarrel in which defeat

would be inevitable?

Not content with impeaching the quali-

fications of the Bogota government to con-

clude a treaty. Senator Morgan denied the

validity of the title which the French Pana-
ma Canal Company purpose* to convey to

the United State* for forty million dollars.

Senator Spooner defended the conclusion

reached by Attorney-fJcneral Knox in hi*

report upon the subject, and recited the

whole history of the proceeding* by which
the title formerly vested in the Leasep*

corporation pas-oil to the present company.
There seems to lie no doubt that this com-
pany ha* come legitimately into possession

of the canal eoncession ami of all the other
property belonging to the old corporation,

und has thus acquired an undoubted right

to transfer it to any purchaser. Every link

in the chain of the title has liecn tested

and pronounced sound by the most eminent
French lawyers. Besides, from the view-

point of common sense, it is incredihlr that
the French republic, after permitting the

transfer to lie made without a word of pro-

test. should, after the purchase money has
been paid, confront the imminent risk of

war by impugning the title of the United
States in the interest of pretended creditors

of the old company. Did Senator Morgan
mean to assert that the French government
would connive at an attempt to cheat a
friendly power? The hypothesis is a wild

one.

That the canal treaty ratified by our Sen-
ate will lie sum-tinned by the Colombian
Congres* is practically certain, because it is

well understood at Bogota that any attempt
to amend the document would result in

pontponing indefinitely the conclusion of an
agreement. Moreover, the Marroquin gov-

ernment is in de«perate need of cash, its I

paper currency being almost worthies*, and I

the prospect of touching ten million dollars I

in gold will prove almost irresistible. It is I

also well understood at Panama, und amnng
all intelligent Colombians, that the con-

struction of an interoeeanic canal will im-

measurably conduce to the prosperity of

their country, to say nothing of the large

*um receivable annually by way of rental.

We think that we are justified, therefore,

in regarding the acquisition of the canal

concession by the United State* us a fact.

Closure in the Senate

The fact that Mr. Allison was the mover
of the resolution looking to a change in the

Senate rules involving the adoption of a
method of limiting debate i* suggestive of

a disturbance of the Senatorial mind. Mr.
Allison's service in the Senate antedate*

that of any other Senator with the excep-

tion of Mr. Stewart of Nevada, and is the

longest service, for Mr. Stewart was out
of the Senate for a time. It ia also well

known, too, that Mr. Allison is probably
the moat conventional Senatnr of the body.

He cling* to it* tradition*, believe* in it*

ntlrs and in its methods, and is a* ready

as any other to defend them against the as-

saults and criticisms of outrider*. Indeed.

Mr. Allison has rarely, if ever, shown more
passion than in hi* resentment of the

speech made by Mr. Cannon on the Inst

night of the last session. When Mr. Allison

introduces n resolution contemplating the

adoption of closure, it may be true that

the change, if any, will he moderate, if he
continues to have anything to say about it,

as he will, but it is also true that, before

Mr. Allison moved, the somewhat angry
attitude of the country toward the Senate
must have Iwen recognized by every Senator.

That Mr. Allison was the spokesman indi-

cate* a consciousness on the part of the

Senate that the time has eomc when public

opinion must be respected.

The fact that the Senate doe* sometimes
actually debate, is, at present, it* chief vir-

tue. or it would bo if its debates were al-

ways reasonable and in defence or in aid

of the general welfare. Even with it* abuse

of the right and duty of debating, the Sen-

ate stand* in striking ami honorable con-

trast with the other branch of Congress. In

the House of Representatives, the adoption

of closure has resulted in a tyranny which

ia unknown in any other country in which

parliamentary proceedings exist. The House
is now a silent body registering or voting

down the edicts of a small oligarchy which
refuse* to permit to the representative* of the

people the right to express their reasons for

their votes, or to discuss the questions be-

fore them with the view of reaching intelli-

gent conclusions. No practice can he so had
as that of the House of Representatives,

for it is a denial of freedom of speech, and
of the individual freedom of the member*.
The license of the Senate is Irsa dangerous
than the destruction of liberty in the House;

and this is shown clearly by the rising storm
of popular indignation against the evil* ob-

taining in the Senate, and, by the silence,

indicative that it is not recognized, as to

the more serious evil which has absolutely

destroyed the deliberative character of the

House of Representative*.

It U clear, however, that the Senate

should possess the power to prevent the

parliamentary offence of obstruction. Ihir-

ing the session which has just closed we
have seen some of the most important mea-
sure* before Congress fall before the ob-

structive powers, including the strength of

lung*, of Mr. Morgan, Mr. Quay, and some
of their accomplice*. Freedom of debate

does not imply license to talk to death mea-
sure* which Hie talker* do not like. The
country und the Senate have the right to

a vote on the subject. It ought to lie im-

possible for a single Senator, or for a
minority, to destroy for prartieal purposes

a session of Congres*. As matters stand to-

day, however, a single Senator, with an es-

pecially strong pair of lungs, can prevent

the enactment of legislation. It is this

power to which Mr. Cannon alluded when
he said that legislation in Congres* depend-

ed upon the unanimnus consent, of the Sen-

ate. By reason of the Senate'* lack of power
to curb and prevent merely obstructive

speech, and by reason also of the 14 rule

of courtesy,” which gives to each Senator a

power so great that no man is wise enough
to lie intrusted with it. a single member
of this body of ambassadors ia able to hold

the floor against all comer* ami to defeat

the purposes of the session, to disappoint

the country, and to deny it remedial legis-

lation such as the Aldrich bill of the last

session, fQr example, which may be neces-

sary to avert financial disaster.

In the English House of Commons the

sort of license to which the Senate has just

treated the country is called " the offence

of obstruction.” It l* an offence of very

grave character, and on* which ought not

to be permitted absolutely to destroy all

legislative proceedings. But it is to this

point that the practice has brought the Sen-

ate. and the country is demanding a rem-

edy so loudly that even Mr. Allison bus

lu-ard it. Closure is a method which is not

popular among people bred in the atmos-

phere of free institutions. It ought not to

be neemsary. It is, in fact, never neces-

sary until legislative institutions are break-

ing down. When the Reed rules were adopt-
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ed, for example, the House had become in*

capable of transacting public business, The
minority held It by the throat. It was as

liadly off as the Senate is to-day. The rem-

edy adopted, however, ia as bad na the dis-

ease. Absolute prevention of ull debate, as

is permitted by the rules of the House, is

an evil of the same kind as prevention of

debate by obstructive speech. Mr. Morgan's
performance on the Panama Canal treaty

was not debate!; it was no more debate than
is a rule of the House hierarchy actually

forbidding speech. Senate obstruction is,

as House obstruction formally was, merely

a method of reaching the end now accom-

plished in the popular branch by a special

rule, the difference being that the killing

of debate by obstruction is done by the

minority, or by a single Senator, while the

killing of debate by a rule is done by the

majority. The end is precisely the same up
to n certain point, deliberation and discus-

sion are ended, but in the House business

is done by an irresponsible oligarchy, which,
refusing to make public the reasons for

and the purport of its actions, may under-

mine our institutions without our know-
ledge.

What the Senate ought to do is apparent.
It ought In restore real freedom of debate,

to which, as we have said, it still clings in

a measure, by putting an end to obstruc-

tion. It would do itself and the country a
great wrong if it followed the example of

the House, and it is to lie hoped that them
is one branch of our government which may
be depended on to preserve what the free-

men of our rare have always called “ our
ancient liberties.” Among these ia freedom
of debate, which, with the power to act, ia

at the mercy of the minority in the Senate,

while in the House free speech has been
killed by the majority. The most deplorable

feature of the conduct of the House, and
of the so-called Reed rules, is the evidence

afforded by them of the loss of the instincts

of freedom by the representatives of the
people A body which possesses these in-

stincts can prevent the commission of the
offence of obstruction in such a way that

real debate will be more free. It is true

that every legislative body to which closure

is necessary has lost, to some degree, the

traditions which marked the progress of the

English Commons to the headship of the
English government. Closure, as we have
•aid, is necessary to retard and prevent de-

cadence, but if decadence he a fact. as it

serin* to be, it is a fact which, like others,

must he reckoned with. A high - minded
legislative assembly, as our Congress and
the English Commons were until the pres-

ent generation, will not need closure, will

Is* also i» it: but when closure is needed,

the need is absolute and must be met. That
the need is present in the Senate no well-

informed person not a Senator will deny.

In adopting a rule of closure the Senate
should follow the example of the Commons
and not that of our own House of Repre-
sentatives. The House of Commons adopted
closure in 1862, but its rule differ* material-

ly from that of the House of Representa-
tives. In England, some debate is assumed,
and must actually have taken place before

further delsite is shut off. Even in the ap-

plication of what the Common* calls the
“ guillotine,” which baa been enforced only
three times—in IHH7. in 18N, and in 189-1

—

debate must have been proposed and mere
obstinate opposition must haw been revealed.

Milder methods even than these the Sen-
ate, it is to he hoped, will find effective. It

must put down the offence: in doing so it

ought to preserve the essential spirit of free

detiate. Closure is now essential: if it is

ever again to become non-essential it must
be by a reform in the spirit of our law-

makers. As Leonard Courtney, speaking

of closure in " The Working Constitution of

the United Kingdom.” sayfc: ” It may be

said with some truth that it is an odious
necessity provoked by reiterated discussions

from which the parliamentary spirit had al-

ready vanished. Those who desire to see it

fall into disuse must be zealous to co-operate

in restraining the abuse of opposition on
tbe one side and of impatience on the other.”

In other words, when tbe Senate comes again
to that sweet reasonableness which is the

gracious spirit bred of perfect knowledge
of the sanctity of free speech, and of the

diabolism of disordered talk for opposition’s

sake, it may get along without closure. At
present it cannot perform it* duties except
under a rule of closure, rational and wisely

administered, and the eonntry has the right
to demand that it shall adopt all measures
that will put an end to it* present insolent

inefficiency.

The Cuban Treaty

At the hour when we write It seems to he

settled that the Cuban Reciprocity treaty

will be ratified by the Senate, but that the

ratification will ta» coupled with a provision

that the treaty shall not be operative until

it IB approved bv the House of Representa-
tives. There is no doubt that, hud not the

Republicans consented to this compromise,
the Democratic Senators, under tbe leader-

ship of Mr, Gorman, could by filibustering

have prevented ratification. Neither can it

be denied that, from the view-point of con-

stitutional law. there i* a good deal of

foundation for the claim of the House that

it* approval is required for the validity of

a treaty which affect* the revenue, or the

power of Congress to regulate commerce.
The discussion of the point involved i* *
hundred and seven years old. It is now well

known that certain provisions touching the

regulation of commerce were inserted in

the Jay Treaty concluded with Great Britain
in 1798 by Alexander Hamilton, with the

express design of establishing a precedent
for making law* by the convenient combina-
tion of President and Senate, instead of

President and the whole Congreas. When
the Jay Treaty was proclaimed by Presi-

dent Washington the law of the land, a res-

olution wus offered in the House, and adopt-
ed, calling on the Executive for the papers
relating to the convention. Washington re-

fused to submit the papers, and. after a
time, the Housp receded from it* position

In this particular rase, but, nevertheless,

put on record its claim of a right to de-

liver it upon the expediency of carrying
into effect, any treaty which must, depend
for it* execution on laws to he passed by
Congress, or that deals with subjects given
by the Constitution to the control of Con-
gress. Gallatin made at the time a speech
which Jefferson pronounced the best com-
mentary ever published on the treaty-mak-

ing clauses of the Constitution, and Jeffer-

son himself, in a letter to Monroe, expressed

the opinion that an net of legislation is

needed to confirm treaties that include mat-
ter confided by the Constitution to tbe three

branches of the legislature. Jefferson acted

on this principle in the Louisiana Treaty
of 1803. seeking and obtaining the judg-

ment of the House before the treaty was
made. In 1 80S, although the House receded

from the larger claim which it first put
forth with regard to the Alaska Treaty,

it succeeded in securing the assent of the

Senate substantially to the treaty doctrine

announced by Jefferson. A conference com-
mittee evolved a compromise declaration

that, whereas the President had entered

into a treaty with the Emperor of Russia,

and the Senate had thereafter given its ad-

vice and consent to said treaty, and, where-

as the stipulation* thereof could not la* car-

ried into full force and effect, except hy
legislation to which the consent of both
Houses of Congress would be necessary,

therefore it should be enacted that the sum
required should he appropriated. It is

further to he noted that the Dingley act,

which permitted a reduction of customs du-
ties in the case of countries that should
conclude reciprocity treaties with the United
States, was careful to provide that such
treaties should lie approved by the House of
Representatives. The fact, however, that
the Cuban Reciprocity treaty is not to be-

come operative until it obtains the assent
of the House renders it the more necessary
for the President to convoke Congress in

special session at a date considerably earlier

than that at which it would normally as-

semble. It is a great pity that the Cuban
treaty was not ratified during the last ses-

sion, so that it might then have secured
the approval of the House. The delay may
be detrimental to our Interest*, for, after
the agreement against sugar bounties reach-
ed at the Brussels conference* goes into ef-

fect. as it will early in October, the sugar
industry in Culna may reecive so great a
stimulus from that source that the insular
government, will withdraw some of the large
concessions offered to the United States. It

is an ominous fact that on March 14 some
three thousand ton* of raw sugar were pur-
chased in Havana for the English market.
This was the first transaction of the kind
in a quarter of a century.

Germany’s Mistake

Acoorjujco to the latest news from Berlin,

it is now recognized by intelligent Ger-
mans that the browbeating of Venezuela,
while ostensibly a success, has proved a
blunder from the view-point of Germany's
naval interest*, and has undone all that
had been sagaciously attempted and par-

tially accomplished hy Dr. von Hollchen in

the way of conciliating American good-will.

There is reason to believe that Dr. von Hol-
leben was not personally responsible for the

visit, of Prince Henry of Prussia, much les*

for the offer of a statue of Frederick the
Great. These foolish and futile overtures

are chargeable to the Kaiser alone. The
late German ambassador, who was not only
a highly educated man, but a keen ob-

server. had the advantage of a long ac-

quaintance with the United States, and
almost from the outset he discerned that the

true sovereign of thiH country is public

opinion, to which not only Henators and
Representatives, but. also the wisest Presi-

dents turn ever an attentive ear. He
devoted himself to gaining the respect and
sympathy of the real shaper* of public

opinion, who, we need not say, are not
Federal officials, but the grent jurists, law-
yers, educators, mil tor*, and financier*. How
well he succeeded was attested by the un-
sought bestowal of an LL.D. degree by Har-
vard University, an almost unique honor,

the significance of which seems to have been

totally unappreciated by hU imperial master.

Although a studious attempt has been made
at Washington and by administration or-

gans to suppress the truth, there is not

a shadow of doubt among well-informed

persons that in April, 1898, I)r. von Holle-

ben opposed, while I»rd Pnuncefute favored,

a joint protest on the part of the Euro
pcim governments against our interposi-

tion on behalf of Cuba. Tills we could

eoaily prove by a marshalling of elute* and
facts, but wc have no desire to revive dead
issues or to preach to the converted. It

concern* us. however, to know that Dr. von

Hollchen was too thoroughly in touch with

the deeper currents of American opinion to
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•Uggmt, nr «vm approve, of the armed
deraonst ration against Venezuela. which cul-

minated. and wan intended to culminate, in

the sequestration of a considerable fraction

•if the customs rrvrnur of an American re-

public, From the view-point of German in-

tercut*. it matters little whether the dem-
onstration was first mooted in l»ndon or

in Berlin; the fart remaina that it was
eagerly adopted hr Kaiser William II., and
that in the application of force to Vencxue-

la the German war-vessel*, acting of course

under order*, made themselves particularly

odious.

Now what has been the outcome of the

Venezuela business, mi far as Germany i» con-

cerned? In the first plnce, the German Km-
peror has b*>en politely informed ,by our

State IV|iartment that it would be judicious

to pemtpoue the execution of the silly proj-

ect of presenting us with a statue of

Frederick the Great, who, during our Revo-

lutionary war, repeatedly refused to recog-

nize the independence of the United States.

In the second place. the American 1 ‘ungress,

which, but for the Angles tierman expedi-

tion against Venezuela, would almost cer-

tainly have contented itself with a modest ap-

propriation for the navy, ordered the build-

ing of five hat tie- ship*. besides providing for

a large increase iu the numtier of officers and
mrn. This sudden and notable expansion of

our expenditure njton the navy coincided

with the inflexible refusal of the Reichstag

to carry nut the programme of the German
naval authorities,the appropriations demand-
ed being cut down by several million dollars.

What makes the situation worse in German
eyes is the knowledge that the course taken
by the Reichstag was entirely justified, in

view of the depletion of the fatherland's pe-

cuniary resources, whereas the American
Congress might have ordered the construc-

tion of fifteen battleships instead of five

without subjecting the Federal Treasury to

any excessive strain. Under the circum-

stances. we are not surprised to hear that

undisguised displeasure has lieen provoked in

German naval circles by the new naval pro-

gramme of the United States. The reflec-

tion that the mighty increase of the Ameri-
can fleet is mainly due to the Venezuela

demonstration is not. we can wtdl believe,

a pleasant one. Then* would lie some con-

solation for Germany if the acquisition of

Kngluml's friendship could be act against

the loss of American good-will. This is so

far from being the case that it ia precisely

since Ijord Lansdnwne and Chancellor von
Billow agreed upon a joint roereion of

Venezuela that British public opinion ha*
forced the Admiralty to establish a naval

station on the coast of (Scotland, which, in

the event of war. would lie a serious menace
to the conveyance of food supplies to Ger-
many, inasmuch as a hlnckade could be es-

tablished of the Channel and the North Sen.

Having failed to secure Knglnnd's friend-

ship. and having lost that of the United
Staten, what can Germany be said to ha ve-

ga ined by the Venezuela affair ? She has not

even gained the establishment of a prece-

dent which, applied hereafter to laitin-

American republics, might enable her to

control them through the confiscation of

their customs revenue. She has not estab-

lished a precedent, because a President and
a Secretary of State have no power to bind
the American people. A* wn* shown in the

case of the absurd Clayton- llulwer conven-
tion. the national will cannot tie constrained
even when the folly of the State Department
ia embodied in a treaty sanctioned by the

Senate and perpetual on Ita face. The
American people have never authorized the
interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine which
Mr. Roosevelt gave to It in his second an-

nual message, nor have they authorized Mr.

Hay to countenance the Anglo-German ex*

pedilion against Venezuela which was un-

dertaken for the express purpose of con-

fiscating a part of that republic’s customs
revenue. Until the American people have
maturely considered the question, and an
nnunerd a definite decision thereon, the pre-

cedent which, for a time, the Berlin Foreign
Office supposed itself to have acquired, is ab-

solutely worthless. This truth seems already

to have penetrated the minds of some in-

telligent Germans. Thus the other day an
eminent naval expert. In dose Bruch with

official opinion at Berlin, said in nit inter-

view that the danger to Germany from the

I'nited State* lay not so much in the ex-

pansion of the American tlert as in the popu-

lar sentiment which had compelled the ac-

tion of Congress. He admitted that the ex-

ps union of the A merlean navy was to Ire

contemplated with alarm by Germany, be-

cause popular feeling might at any time
require the fleet to be used. Kspeeially sig-

nificant was his final declaration that recent

history had convinced thr German govern-

ment that, no matter how rordial might be

the relations between our State DepaVtinent

and the Berlin Foreign Office, the real factor

in the situation la now, uud always will la*.

American public opinion. If this funda-

mental fact lias been driven home to the con-

sciousness of German officials, the expedi-

tion against Venezuela will not have been

entirely useless. Otherwise it was a grave

mistake: the sums of monry extorted from
the Sonth-Ameriean debtor will prove but a

meagre compensation for the distrust and
dislike aroused in the people of the United
States.

Hut a few months will rlapse l>cfnre the

divergent interest* of Germany and the

United State* on this side of the Atlantic

will again be sharply emphasized . Accord-

ing to another telegram from Berlin, the

German Foreign Office has decided that, as

anon ns the reciprocity treaty between Cuba
and the I'nited Htatea is ratified, it will ask

both the Cuban and the I'nited States gov-

ernments for Identical privileges, on the

ground that Its treaties with those govern-

ments contain the ** moat-favored-nat Ion
*'

clause. There ia no doubt that the reci-

procity treaty, when it become* operative,

will enable American exporter* *« to under-

sell their German competitor* as practically

to drive them out of the island. There la

not the slightest chance, however, that

American public opinion will permit our
Slate Department to pay any heed to the

protest from Berlin. The threat to deprive

us of the lieneflt of the “ moat-favored*

nation " clause in our treaty with Germany
has no terrors for us. It is Germany’s fault

that we are no longer in a frame of mind to

care what Germany may do or refrain from
doing.

Argentina’s Overtures

Af.ntorait an attempt has been made to

minimize the significance of the communica-
tion addressed to our State Department by
the Argentine Minister for Foreign Affairs,

it is undoubtedly an incident of great in-

ternational importance. Admitting that.

Argentina did not formally propose to con-

clude an offensive and defensive alliance

with the United States, for the support of

the Monroe Doctrine, a* it was originally

pro|imindrd in 1H2-1, we must still recognize

that she indicated a willingness to enter

into such a coalition by signifying a frank
and full acceptance of thnt doctrine. Pow-
ers that heartily desire the same result

can lie relied upon to co-operate in further-

ance thereof whenever co-operation shall be

needed. So far as we know. Argentina is

the third Latin-Anieriran power of any con-

siderable magnitude which has officially ac-

knowledged the Monroe Doctrine to be a
principle binding on the whole of the New
World. There is no doubt that the Juarez
government repeatedly appealed to that doc-

trine when it sought the good office*. If nut.

the active aid. of the United State* for the

purpose of repelling the French invasion of
Mexico. No less undeniable is it that the
same doctrine wn* invoked by Venezuela
when lhal republic requested the I'nited

Htatea to support her demand for the sub-

mission of the boundary dispute lietween

herself and British Guiana to arbitration, a

demand which Great Britain had persistent-

ly rejected. Whether on the same ground
Nicaragua requested our intervention when
Cor into was seized by Great Britain we are

not now able to sny. for, so far as we know,
the fact, if it be one. ha* not been divulged

by our State Department. That Peru dur-

ing her war with Chile would gladly have
recognized the Monroe lh»ctrine, or even

consented to our assumption of a protector-

ate, In return for our interposition on her

behalf, we have no doiilit whatever. Aa yet,

however, none of the three populous and
powerful South -American State*, to wit,

Brazil, Argentina, ami Chile, has officially

adopted the doctrine formulated by Monroe,

much leas expressed a readiness to co-oper-

ate with ua in ita defence. That is why the

position taken by the Buenos Ayres govern-

ment may well hi- rcgardi-d on both sides of

the Atlantic as the beginning of an epoch.

Henceforth, whenever the territorial in-

tegrity of a Latin - American republic ia

threatened by a European power, not only
will it be our own duty to interpose, but we
can have for the asking Argentina’s help in

the intervention. That ia to say, we should
have at our disposal. If we needed them, not

only coaling and repair Htntinns in the south

Atlantic, but also the military, naval, and
fiscal resources of one of the moot prosperous

of tatin-Ameriran commonwealth*.

There ia no doubt that this overture on
the part of Argentina is n death-blow to any
hopes of annexation that may have been

more or less secretly entertained in Italy

and Germany. For every German «ettler In

Brazil, there are ten Italian settlers in the

territory of the Argentine Confederation. An
incomparably stronger rose could bp made by
Italy for interference in Argentina than
could lie pul forward by Germany for inter-

ference with the southern provinces of
Brazil. So long aa the Buenos Ayres gov-

ernment refrained from planting itself

squarely on thp Monroe Doctrine, it was al-

ways conceivable that intimate racial and
commercial relation* between Argentina

and Italy might rventnally lead to a close

political connection. As lately aa the close

of onr war agRinst Spain there were signs

in Bueno* Ayres Itself of a sentiment fa-

vorable to the formation of political ties

between the Latin-Ameriran republic* of the

New World and the Latin powers of Eu-
rope. Strange to say, a great many, if not

the majority, of tatin-Americans sympa-
thized with Spain rather than with the

Unban insurgents and with the United

States. That feeling, if shrewdly encour-

aged. and not extinguished by a premature
exposure of European designs of financial,

if not territorial, conquest, might have
brought about an alienation of South
America from the conqueror of Porto Rico
and the Philippines. That no such result

ha* followed the first outburst of sympathy
with Spain on the part of -Spanlsh-Ameri-

eana is due to two causes,—first, our faith-

ful compliance with the self-denying ordi-

nance by which our Congress pledged itself

to give Cuba political independence, and,

secondly, our refusal to take part, although

we also had unliquidated claims, in the acta

of wnr by which Great Britain. Germany,
•nd Italy undertook to enforce the payment
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of debt* alleged to be due by Venezuela.

The British-German-Itallan demonstration,

coupled with the disapproval of it expressed

in the United .States, proved two things to

Latin-Americans,—first, that they have noth-

ing to fear from us. and, secondly, that they

have everything to fear from Europe- That

is why Argentina, after hesitating for three-

quarters of a century, definitely made up her

mind to throw in her ltd with the United

States, and we may be certain that her ex-

ample will, soon or late, be followed by

Uruguay, by Chile, by Brazil, by Peru, and

by Ecuador. As for Bolivia and Paraguay,

they are protected against foreign aggression

by their interior position, while the prox-

imity of Colombia and Venezuela to the pro-

jected Panama Canal constitutes an in-

violable safeguard.

It is the fault of President Roosevelt and
of his Secretary of State (hat the second sug-

gestion made by Argentina proved unwel-

come and perplexing. That the suggestion,

when its purport and consequences shall be

thoroughly understood, will be approved by

the American people, there is no doubt

whatever. It was pointed out by the Ar-

gentine Minister for Foreign Affairs that

the permanent occupation of the territory

of an American republic was by no mean#
the only way in which the Monroe Doctrine,

as originally defined by its propounder, could

be violated by a European power. For what

said President Monroe? He said that (his

country could not view with approval any

attempt of a European power to oppress or

in any way to rontrol the destiny of a Latin-

American republic. A# the Argentine Min-

ister for Foreign Affairs points out, it would

be absurd to pretend lluit the destiny of an

American republic was in no way controlled

if its customs revenue, on which mainly it

depend* for the support of its civil ami mili-

tary administration, were confiscated for the

benefit of European creditors. Nobody in

his sense# would deny that, under precisely

similar circumstance*, the destiny of Egypt
is controlled absolutely by (treat Britain.

Just now Argentina punctually meets her

obligations to foreign creditors, but, as her

foreign debt exceeds a billion dollars, we
must recognize that, should she default in

the payment of interest and sinking fund,

and should she thereupon be subjected to

the treatment which Venezuela has received,

the whole of her customs revenue might he

sequestrated in the interest of creditor#.

That i# why Argentina proposes that the

Monroe Doctrine shall be defined more ex-

plicitly a# regards the letter, without de-

parting from the spirit, of the principle.

She ask* us to join with her in announcing
that henceforth ordinary debts, arising out

of contract, to which the maxim MKlt
emptor is fairly applicable, shall not la* col-

lectable in the Western Hemisphere by force.

That is to say. the penalty incurred by an
American republic for the failure to pay or-

dinary debts shall simply lie the loss of

credit on the stock-exchanges of the world,

which is n sufficiently grievous punishment.

Or, to put the matter in a nutshell, neither

now or hereafter shall any American com-
monwealth he exposed to the fate of Egypt.

Of course the Argentine Minister for Foreign

Affairs i# careful to draw the obvious dis-

tinction—a distinction only overlooked by

tho*e who desire to confuse the puhlic mind
—between a demand for the redress of

grievances or reparation for wrongs, and a

demand for the payment of loans and ad-

vances which European lender# and investors

have made with their eyes open. As a matter

of fact, at the time of the English-French-

Spanish expedition against Mexico, and,

again, in the Corinto affair, oiir State De-

jmrt tiii-ii t was careful to distinguish between

damages exacted for wrong# or grievances,

and ordinary debt#. Those widely different

classes of claims were confounded, however,

by Mr. Roosevelt in his second annual
message under the vague and elastic term
" just obligations," and the demonstration

against Venezuela was the almost imme-
diate result. It should he remembered that

damages for wrong# constitute but a very

small fraction of the sum for which Vene-

zuela has, with the connivance of our State

Department, been compelled to pledge for

an indefinite period a third of the customs
revenue of lai Guayra and Ibierto Cabcllo.

By far tbc greater part of the sum con-

sists of ordinary debtN, including bond# on
which the Caracas government has failed to

pay the stipulated interest.

We have no doubt that, when the true in-

wardness of the Venezuela business, and of

the precedent sought to be established by
the blockading power#, become* thoroughly
known to the American people, they will

compel their Federal government to adopt
the definition of the Monroe Doctrine sug-
gested by Argentina.

The Czar’s Reforms

Tire favorable impression produced by the

ukase in which Nicholas II. promised re-

ligious toleration and local economical and
political reforms was quickly dulled by the

announcement that the practical methods
of carrying out the Czar’s intention* are to

la* planned by a commission presided over

by Mr. von Plehwe, the Minister of the

Interior, one of the most inflexible reac-

tionists in Russia. He is no more likely to

be credited with any honest desire to im-

prove the civil administration than would
be Mr. PobirdonoHtzeff, lately the Procura-

tor of the Holy Synod, with a wish to re-

lieve dissenters and Jewa from persecu-

tion.

It is true that Mr. von Plehwe may be out-

voted in the commission, and that he may
be only permitted to retain his post on the

understanding that he will make no attempt

to thwart the designs of more progressive

colleagues. There Is no doubt, however,

that, as the Czar evidently want# to eon-

ciliate the Russian Liberals, he would have
done well to assign the framing of the pro-

jected n»ea*ure# to men who enjoy the pub-

lic confidence. Unless the provincial and
district assemblies are to hr allowed to raise

more money for local purposes mid to exer-

cise a larger measure of control over the

money when raised than they have lately

possessed, the proposed political reforms

will prove farcical from the viewpoint of

local autonomy. The representatives of the

Ministry of the Interior have steadily en-

crouched upon the functions originally del-

egated to tlie zemstvos, and nobody ha* been

a worse sinner in this respect than Mr.

von Plehwe. To expect such n man to aid

in a revival of local self-government i# like

employing n wolf to reorganize a sheepfold.

We repent that, iis it is of vital moment to

Nicholas II. that the Russian people shall

Ik- convinced of hi# sincerity, it would

hove lieen expedient to put none but

well - known Liberal* on the reform com-

mission.

By whom the precise extent of the re-

ligious toleration proclaimed is to lie defined

is a# y«t undivulged. It la scarcely credi-

ble that all of the multitudinous sects of

tlie Raskolniks. or disaentera from the or-

thodox Greek Church, will Is* suffered to

propagate their peculiar views and prac-

tices. for some of these, such as the re-

fusal to serve in the army, have Is^en

deemed incompatible with the safety of the

state.

That something will he done for the relief

of the village communities, which comprise

about four-fifth# of the Russian population,

and which are suffering, not only from in-

ordinate taxation, but also from the galling

neemtsity of performing forced labor at the

bidding of government officials, we may un-
questionably assume. Unless measures are
taken to allay the widespread discontent of
the Moujika, who, for the first time, are be-

ginning to doubt the beneficent intentions

of their Little Father, the whole autocratic
system of Russia may collapse. It will be
observed that not a word is aaid in the ukase
about the imperial Parliament, which it

waa once hoped would crown the constitu-
tional edifice, of which the middle and lower
stages were to be provided by the provincial
and district assembles or zemstvoa. Never
has Russia been so near representative gov-
ernment. in something like the Western sense
of the word, as shr was on that fatal day
in IHHI when Alexander II., having just,

signed n proclamation convoking a specie#

of Parliament, was done to death by Nihil-

ist assassin#. It is no secret that his son
and successor, Alexander III., suppressed the
document and emliarked upon a policy of
violent reaction.

Will England Renounce
Free Trade?

The recent reimposition of a registration

duty on importations of grain and flour is

only one of many indications that the United
Kingdom is tending toward an abjuration of
free-trade doctrines. The London National
Review, since it passed into the hands of

the present editor, has been a persistent and
vigorous advocate of a reversion to a pro-

tectionist policy, and it ha# gradually ac-

quired a great deal of support among news-

papers representing Conservative opinions

and Imperialist aspirations. At the rerent

conference of colonial premiers in the Brit-

ish metropolis, the fact was brought out
dearly that for the desired consolidation of

the empire an economic basis waa indis-

pensable—that i# to say, the mother-country
would have to impose no considerable a duty
on food product* Imported from foreign

countries us would enable her to give a

substantial preference to similar commodi-
ties coming from the colonies. It has since

liecn pointed out that, even if Australia
should follow Canada’# example, and grant
a preference of 33 1-3 per cent, to British

manufactures, the eonceHsion would prove
fruitless unless Great Britain should im-
pose u corresponding duty on foreign manu-
facture* of a similar kind, for, otherwise,

it would prove practically impossible to pre-

vent the latter from being shipped to Grent
Britain, and thence transshipped to the

colonial markets. It is also no secret that

the one inflexible upholder of free - trade

principles in the Balfour eahinet, Sir

Michael Hicks - Beach, was virtually forced

to resign the post of Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, and that Mr. Joseph Uhundirrluin.

who now dominates the ministry, is by no
mean* apposed to such moderate measures
of protection as would render it possible

to form closer ties with the great colonial

dependencies. It ia thia combination of

circumstance* which give* great importance

to the volume just published in Izmdon by
John Milne, and entitled The Coming Reac-

tion. by " l/egialator." The author, who
write#, not like a theorist, but like a states-

man. has undertaken a brief survey and
criticism of- what he believe* to 1* the vices

of England’s present economic system. Hr
declines to accept the orthodox economy of

the Manchester school as a deductive acience

the outcome of which la absolute truth, but
pursues the historical method of inquiry,

and arrive# at the conclusion that it is to a

protectionist policy unswervingly applied
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for many generation* that England owes
the supremacy which i*he has enjoyed in the

nineteenth century a* regard* the ocean-

carrying trade and the purvevorship of man-
ufacture* to the world. One of the moat

interesting section* of the work in deroted

to a demonstration that only by the en-

forcement of a protectionist system were

Englishmen enabled to oust the Dutch from

the position of maritime ascendency which

the latter undoubtedly enjoyed throughout

the seventeenth century. Finally, the argu-

ment ia clinched in a section which traces

the extraordinary prosperity of the iron

and cotton industries of the United States

directly to our inflexible acceptance of a
protectionist policy.

It is well known that, for many centuries

after the Norman conquest. Kngland was a
wool-growing ami wool-exporting country.

The raw wool waa aent to the Netherlands,

and part of it eame hack in the shape of

cloth. It was Edward IV. who, in 14fl3. in-

augurated the protection of the woollen

manufactures of his country by forbidding

the importation of woollen cloth* and
woollen caps. With the exception of a very

short period in the days of the common-
wealth, the prohibition of the importation

of foreign woollen cloth waa thenceforth

absolute. On the other hand, the small ex-

port duty on woollen doth was swept away
under William III., after which all British

manufactures of wool tould lie exported duty
free. In a word, the fostering of the native

woollen industry was, for nearly four cen-

turies, the keystone of the trade policy of

Kngland. What was the result ? In the

reign of Elizabeth the export of woollen

goods represented approximately one-half of

the total export trade of the country, and
in the eighteenth century the proportion was
even higher. Not only did the protectionist

policy call into being and perpetuate in Eng-

land an hereditary textile skill as the basis

of the woollen industry, but it fostered in-

vention. All the mechanical invention*

which have revohit ionized the industry were

made before the days of free trade. It ha*
lieen loosely asserted that Kngland wa*
bound to develop a textile trade in wool be-

cause she was a wool-growing country. If

so, why did not the sume result conic about

in Spain? For live renturies Spain lias

been a wool growing country, producing the

finest wools in the world, yet she poseease*

no textile industry.

England's cotton industry owes even more
to a protective policy than doc* her woollen

industry. Cotton is not indigenous in the

United Kingdom, ns wool is. and it is little

short of a marvel that such an industry

should have been built up in a country

which does not grow an ounce of the raw
material, and does not consume more than
a fraction of the total output. Lancashire

manufacture* cotton which is grown In the

United States, and sell* it a* doth to India

and China. In a sense, therefore, the in-

dustry is entirely exotic, nod nothing but
the powerful engine of government support

rtnild have lomlized ami specialized the trade

in England. At the first glance England'*

iron industry may lie thought to owe less

to protective action than do her textile

trades. The author of this book shows, how-
ever, that the protection which it enjoyed

during the eritical period of its early growth
was efficient and sufficient. We should l>ear

in mind that it was not until 17*8 that the

process of smelting iron in a blast furnace

by means of pit coal instead of chnrcoal was
perfected. From the moment this process

wa* invented the obstacles which had been

thrown in the way of the Iron industry by

the laws against destroying timber van-

ished. and the government lent itself zealous-

ly to the support and protection of the

manufacturers of iron and steel products.

Fmm the middle of the eighteenth to the

days of free trade in the nineteenth cen-

tury, the tariff was arrauged with the dou-

ble object of discouraging the import of

manufactured articles of iron and steel,

and. at the same time, of encouraging the

importation of raw iron—that is to say,

iron in the form of pig or bar.

Passing to the effect of protection upon
the American cotton industry, the author
notes that in 1807, when the embargo wa*
imposed on imports from England, the num-
ber of spindles existing in the United State*

was only 8000. By the close of the War
of 1812-15. the number waa 500.000. The
tariff of 1810, with it* 23-per-cent, duty on
cotton goods saved the native trade from
extinction at the hands of its British com-
petitors. In all the subsequent tariff legists

tion of the United States the protection of

the cotton industry ha* been maintained,

with the result that in 1805 the number of

spindles had rrnrhrd the total of 15,831,-

823, and the export* of cotton goods

amounted to 830.000,000. Such an export

would he an utter impossibility, and Amer-
ican competition with Lancashire in the

China market would be entirely impractica-

ble. if the American industry had gone to

sleep and become demoralized under pro-

tection. which, the advocatrs of free trade

assert, is the inevitable effect of a protective

policy.

The American iron industry was protected

to a certain extent by the tariff of 1816. and
the duties on pig iron and rolled bar iron

were considerably raised at various subse-

quent dates, but it was not until after 1840,

when the process of smelting by anthracite

was applied, that the enormous growth of

the industry began. It was not, however,

until very high duties on iron and steel

products were imposed during ami after the

civil wnr that the industry advanced by
leap* and bounds. Between 1870 and 1800

the imports of steel rails from England
sank from between one and two hundred
thousand tons to nothing at all. Within
the same twenty vears the total production

of raw iron in the United States expanded
until it excelled that of Great Britain. In

1870 England produced nearly four times

ns much; in 1800, the United States com-
pletely outdistanced her. No longer, more-

over. do we hear of the demoralizing ami re-

tarding influences of protection in connec-

tion with this industry. On the contrary,

if American Iron and steel manufacturers
are able to beat their British competitors,

not only in foreign, hut in colonial markets,

and even in Great Britain itself, the result

is at least partly attributable to the supe
rinrity of American niethml*. to economy of

labor, the higher specialization of machinery
ami processes, and even the higher individ-

ual intelligence of the workman himself. In

a word, free-trade England is sending depu-

tations to study the industrial method* of

n protectionist country.

Ilis appeal to history has convinced the

author that the free-trade theory has bro-

ken down, ami that common sense and |«-

trintism alike demand that British states-

men should repossess themselves of that val-

uable weapon of a tariff which they flung

away two generation* Binre. He doe* not

hesitate to sav that, were he the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, he would transfer tastily

the aniline industry which Germany has

filched from Kngland hack to the latter

country by a stroke of the pen. He would
do the same with the metal smallware trade,

for the simple reason that he prefer* the

prosperity of Birmingham before that of

Bremen. Evidently he would also put a

duty on food products coming from the

United States, in order that he might give

a substantial preference to colonial com-

modities.

A Tunnel to Staten Island

Wk have the highest respect for the pro-

fessional qualifications of the consulting

engineer employed by the Rapid Transit
Commission of the city of New York. With
a single exception, all his plans for pro-

moting Intercommunication between the five

boroughs that make up the American com-
mercial metropolis seem worthy of hearty
commendation. Especially admirable arc the

methods proposed for connecting by means
of bridges and tunnels the overcrowded Bor-

ough of Manhattan with the Borough of

Brooklyn and the Borough of Queens. We
think, however, that he approaches from a
wrong point of virwone feature of the rapid-

transit problem, that, namely, which contem-
plates the placing of Richmond borough,
or Statrn Island, within ra*y reach under
all weather conditions of the swarming ten-

ement districts of Manhattan. He says that

in devising a programme of interborough

communications, he has postponed the con-

sideration of a tunnel undrr the Narrows
between Brooklyn and Richmond boroughs
because the population of Staten Island is

for the moment relatively small. We hold

that mature reflection should convince him
that it is not the islanders, hut the teem-

ing millions of Manhattan who are mainly
interested in the attainment of rapid transit

to the fields and hills of Richmond borough.

The area of Staten Island is many times
greater than that of the island of Man-
hattan. and the very fact that, for the mo-
ment, it is thinly peopled, nnd that, con-

sequently, land is extraordinarily cheap,

constitutes the strongest reason for render-

ing it quickly and regularly acceasible to

the middle and poorer classes of Manhat-
tan’s vast and growing population. The
present means of eoinmunieation by ferry ia

not only slow and infrequent, but it is liable

to interruption from ice in winter ami from
fog at every season of the year except mid-

summer. Under present conditions work-

ing-men and business men, for whom punct-

ual arrival at their place* of occupation is

indispensable, are practically debarred from
acquiring homes on Staten Island. If, on
the other hand, it tunnel under the Narrows
were used in conjunction with the proposed

tunnel from the Battery to South Brook-

lyn, it would lie entirely feasible to reach

Staten Island from the tenement district

of Manhattan in about fifteen minutes, and
trains could be relied upon to run with ab-

solute regularity. There is good reason to

believe tlmt, within five years after the com-
pletion of such means of intercommunica-

tion, upwards of a million persons who are

now packed together in the flats and tene-

ment* of Manhattan, would Ik* the occu-

pants of home* in Richmond borough. It

is now, and is likely to he for a long time to

come, positively cheaper to own a house and
lot on Staten Island than it is to rent rooms
in a Manhattan tenement. We do not hesi-

tate to say that it la the duty of the Rapid
Transit Commission to relieve the congestion

of the tenement districts of Manhattan, iiml

to give their denizens an opportunity of se-

miring light and air. This could la* dour in

no way so effectually as by a tunnel under

the Narrows, which, from an engineering

point of view, would be neither imprac-

ticable nor costly. It is also manifest that

the emigrants from southern and eastern

Europe would la* transformed into Ameri-

can citizens much more rapidly were they

distributed in sepurate and roomy habita-

tions.

An idea of |ieaee. as well as of intelli-

gence, is associated with study, which makes
uncultivated people respect it. and almost

envy it as a happineas.—t/ouherf.
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Hysterical Criminology

WflATKVUt the error* of the Buffalo

police have hern or Khali be with regard to

the mysterious Burdick murder which they

are still dealing with, they will not be able

to excuse themselves on the ground that

they have failptl of the public co-operation

in their efforts for the public security. Ev-

ery sort of advice, criticism, and suggestion

has been offered them from every sort of

thinker, and the dim realms of emotional in-

sanity have apparently been searched for

their advantage. They have been helped

night and day by amateurs and professionals

in their lurid science, and If It is not their

fault that they have not profiled by the

aid of these volunteers, they an* clearly to

blame for not opening their heart* to the re-

porters. and assuring them that they know
just who the murderer or murderess is, and
that at the right moment—say. at the cli-

max of the third act, when the whole house

has bem wrought, up to an anguish of ex-

pectation — they will produce him or her.

Throughout, wc must say that the whole de-

partment of justice in Buffalo has been act-

uated by motives which seem to us, hen; In

the metropolis, as entirely provincial. If

the murder in question had been done in this

city, we need not tell the reader how the

detriment of justice would have behaved.

Every officer of it would have been hand in

glove with the reporters, and hourly edi-

tions of the public prints would have been

issurd to keep the metropolis au eouranf

with the advance of doom toward the de-

tection and conviction of the secret assassin,

who would not from the first have been a

secret to the authorities, but only the mate-

rial of a magnificent coup de fAcd/re. The
curtain might. Indeed, fall at last upon the

comedy if/nodmenf of a second or third

trial, with the acquittal of the accused, but

in the mean time the popular interest would
have been continually appeased, and the

course of justice would again have revealed

the intimate relntion hetween nature and

art, in which fact would have worn at ev-

ery step the guise of melodramatic fiction.

The Buffalo police, indeed, have thrown

away the most stupendous opportunity for

sensation that was ever wasted upon rustic

incompetence. They have, of course, interro-

gated all the imaginable and unimaginable

accomplice* of the unknown homicide: they

have kept several person* under distressing

surveillance; they have steadfastly contend-

ed thnt they expected to find out the mur-
derer; but they have done all this without
that eye to the audience which metropolitan

justice would have addressed to it. We heg

the render to consider what cries of dramatic
joy would have gone up from justice here if,

after a man had been murdered, the man
who stood first among his enemies should

have met with an accident In his automo-
bile, and lieen killed, with his wife, at a

most crucial instant of the performance.

The Buffalo police have apparently accepted

at once the theory that the arcident. was an
accident, and not a most ingenious and com-
plicated suicide and wife-murder: but met-

ropolitan justice would never have resigned

itself to such a tame conclusion, or it would
only have accepted it after month* of un-
availing belief to the contrary.

Wc are not now accusing the Buffalo com-
munity. at least not the whole of it. of the
provincial inadequacy shown by the Buffalo

police. There are doubtless many men, and
many more women, in Buffalo, who just sim-

ply /.-nme that the victim of the automobile
accident was the murderer, and that the
accident was really a suicide, double or
single, or perhaps both. Such inspired per-

sons are not confined to the city of Buf-
falo; they abound throughout the country,
and we shall owe it to them, if to anybody.

that the memory of an unhappy man. moat
miserably mixed up with the shame of the

affair, shall be handed down to lasting ab-

horrence as the author of the crime. When
we think of the indefinite number of club*

at which condemnation ha* been already pro-

nounced on his memory, and the infinite

number of breakfaal tables at which it has

been devoted to infamy between the coffee

and the griddle - cakes, and then consider

the aupine indifference of the Buffalo (Mjliee

in the matter, we ttre really at a loss what
to say. But it is clear that the case ought
to lie taken out of their hands at once, and
given aver to a national committee hyster-

ically equal to the occasion.

The Observance of Lem
W* certainly do better in our day. The

social critic who judges his generation to

be decadent in religion Is in tbe sad em-
brace of error. Ho is confusing outward
manifestation with inward ami spiritual

grace. He is mistaking outward observ-

ance for spiritual achievement. He can-

not understand spiritual activity without
noise or persecution. He has failed to see

below the surface of modern Bociety, and he

therefore doea not realise that the Chris-

tian* of to-day are better men and women,
men and wuttten of a higher type, than the

persecuted Christians of the second cen-

tury; that they are nobler and nearer to

the divine ideal; while he fails to compre-
hend that the time for symbols and author-

ity long since passed away, to be succeeded

by the willing sacrifice and service which
have been rendered since the time when the

hard old law had at last moulded character

to conform to a new spiritual development.

It is the fanhion to smile at the modern
observance of Lent as if it were non-

observance ; but. say what we will about the

putting on or the putting off of religious

or church practice as a fashionable garment,

our manner of keep church fasts and feasta,

like this fast of Quadragesima, is at least

as wholesome as was the manner of our
ancestors, and denotes the attainment of n

higher range, of a better civilization, and
of a more spiritualised Christianity. In

the Middle Ages, when religion was used as

thr stimulant of hatred, observance of a

church festival or a church fast held tbe

rank of an essential article of faith. Then,
although there were many disputi-a as to

the length of Lent, and ns to the manner
in which the fast should be kept, all who
differed with any one of the many orthodox
views of the matter werr condemned, in each
instance, to an eternity of suffering.

In this mutter of keeping Lent, for ex-

ample. there was a great diversity of prac-

tice. Iremrus says that in hi* day there

were great differences of opinion. Some
thoughL that they ought to flint one day
before Easter, and some two days, and some
had other views. In the early days of

Christianity, the custom in Rome was to

fast three weeks before Easter. Saturdays
and Sundays excepted. In Illyria, (Jreeee,

and Alexandria, the fast used to extend over

six weeks. Some Christian* fasted seven

complete week*, while other*, setting aside

seven weeks, divided the time for fasting

purposes into three period* of five days
each. Leo I. insisted on the traditional

forty days, the forty days of the wilder-

ness. while Gregory the Orrnt fixed the

number at thirty-six. The rule and the

practice also differed ns to observance*. but.

s|M-uking generally, the church has always
required, or at len*t desired, that its com-
municant* shall, during this pleasant sea-

son, abstain from worldly pleasures, from
the combats of the arena, from theatres and

the opera, from dancing and other routs;
that they shall fast on fast-duys, not on
every day, and not all day then, but until
the evening; that they shall attend divine
service, and listen to a sermon every day;
him! that their diligence in almsgiving shall

l»e increased.

Perhaps the modern world does not con-
form strictly even to the modified rules of
the modern church ; but let us pause for a
moment to consider how wicked in these
day* would la- conformity to the rules uf
the ancient church, the rule* of the ehurch
in those bad old days at the birth of Chris-
tianity, when the question of the proper
time for observing Easter, according to Mr.
I.ecky, " involved an issue of salvation or
damnation.” In those days a Christian was
a Christian, in the language of our own
time, for “ what there was in it for him.’*

Why be a Christian at all, it used to be
- argued, if wr are to fail of gaining eternal
bliss by reason of a slight mistake ns to
when Easter should be celebrated? To cite

Bede, tbe first English historian of the
church: “ Eaduier says there was a sharp
controversy about the observing of Easter,
und other rules of life for churchmen;
therefore, this question deservedly excited

the minds ami feelings of many people,

fearing lest, perhaps, after having received

the name of Christians, they should run or
had run in vain.” In other words, if they
were to fail of heaven by a slight mistake
as to Eastertide, why take the trouble to
be a Christian at all? And we must con-
fess that there is something in this view,
und something especially impressive when
we mnsider that a mistake as to date was
heterodoxy, and that too in a time when
heterodoxy meant not only eternal punish-
ment und suffering in the world to come,
but that in this world it meant being beau-n
to death with dubs, blinded by anuintkng
the eyes with lime. Hogged with the prickly
brandies of palm-trees, and other like expe-
riences.

Yes, .we are much tetter in our day. We
do not quarrel about when Easter comes;
and while the church has it* preferences as

to the proper observance of the great Chris-
tian fast, it is not rigid, and is certainly

not cruel or murderous. The fast, on the
whole, is celebrated by a more wholesome
social regimen Quin is the custom of tbe
fashionable world. We speak necessarily of

the world of fashion, because it ia that
world which doubtless, of all the element*
of our social state, needs the most improve-
ment. Besides, it is that world of which we
think when we ask ourselves is Lent kept
in these busy and splendid days? We do
not, of course, refer to the criminal and
other clasMCs who have no religion, nor to

Hie devout, with whom religion is every-

thing, nor to the intellectual people who are
too likely to be indifferent. Those who are
in our mind are the people who maintain
a connection with faahionuble churches,

who. in truth, maintain tbe churches tliein-

aelvm, and who are, therefore, within the
pale of the church. Do these people ob-

serve Lent?
In very truth they do. It may be that

to many of them this observance means very

little, but to some of them it is of great

spiritual importance. Their alower pace,

their partial withdrawal from gayety, the

sanity of the forty days apart frum the

crushing labor of fashionable amusement,

—

all this must make for the health of the

inind and the noul, even if the bettered mind
and soul are unconscious of the reason for

the refreshing peacefulness of the life which
la-ut brings to them. Naturally, people who
usually do not think of religion at all will

not think of it as pertaining to them in

Iwnt or in any other season, hut it ia well

for them as anything cun be if they are
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compelled nn» a year l>y the church mid It*

f*«t tn think nf rrligion (• *tiU existing,

and as something of which, hmd» clay, they

may be glad to take advantage. In their

case the lieneflt of the modern Lent ia the

pain of the church, which demonstrate* it*

growth in grace by it* kindly treatment

not only off heretic* who deny ita ceremonies,

hut alien nf it* careless and it* almost use-

less children.

To thousand* upon thousand* who are not

fashionable, or worldly, or indifferent, and
chiefly to women. Lent ia now a refreshing

Reason, graciously uplifting their heart*,

elevating their mind*, assuaging their

grief*, softening or ennobling their live*.

It in the ever-recurring presence of a divine

reality In the middle of a year given over

mostly to greed and pleasure. It is best ob-

served quietly, and *n. perhaps. mo*t of us

who are too busy to comprehend the subtler

and finer activities of life do not. often real-

ire that there is a time in every year, apart

from Sunday, when religion* life i* quicker

among many of our fellow-being* than it is

at other times: but so it is. and the thought

of thousands cannot he regularly and per-

sistently elevated to loftier planes without,

in Nome measure, at least now and then,

lifting up a cureless, occasionally a re-

bellious, neighbor.

Prof. Delitzsch and the Kaiser

Is justice to the Kaiser it should be un-

derstood that hi* recent incursion into the

field of theology was not quite a voluntary

outbreak, hut was induced by circumstance*

of much eocTrire force. I’rofcssor Fried-

rich Delitzsch, whose lecture on the Hible

was the immediate cause of the Kaiser's

letter. I* the moat learned of German
Aasyriokiglsts, as his father. Professor Franz
Delitzsch, wns before him. Stirred by the

remarkable discoveries made by French,

English, and American searchers in the

mined mound* of the Tigris and Euphrates
region, he issued an appeal about four year*

ago to the German people, begging them to

supply means to German investigators to

take part in the excavations ami discov-

eries that were going on. The Germans re-

sponded. The German Orient Society was
formed, with the Kaiser as an enthusiastic

member and it* large*t subscriber. Thnnks
largely to the Kaiser's zeal, and to his in-

fluence with the Sultan, the German society

ha* had excellent opportunities to search,

and it ha* Improvrd them with the utmost,

xeul. About, a year ago the Kaiser sent

Professor Delitzsch himself to the Orient.

His recent lecture, delivered about Christ-

mas time, was, in a way, a report of the

impressions resulting from his journey.

The Kaiser was one of hi* audirncc, and
having aided the professor very substantial-

ly, and countenanced his discourse by his

presence, hp was tacitly held to some re-

s|s»nsibility for the professor’s views. A
full report of this lecture has been published

in the Sun. The lecturer told how won-
derfully the cuneiform inscriptions found
in the ruins of Nineveh, fiahylon, and other

ancient cities had identified Hible places,

and verified Bible history. Assyriology. lie

said, ha* restored confidence again to the
Old Testament text. But it has also thrown
light on the origin of some Bible stories,

and corrected others. He told of the dis-

covery of the story of Nebuchadnezzar,
written on Babylonian tiles, and of the
origin of the tale that he was turned out
to grass for seven years. The original

documents Iwing discovered, the deviation
of the Jewish writer from the original rec-

ord was disclosed. He found the book of
Jonah a moral tale nf high interest, but.

the form in which it* truths were conveyed

wa* human and full of the fancy of the

Orient. Hardly a greater error of the hu-

man mind can he imagined, he said, than
to have looked for centuries upon the price-

less remnant* of old Hebrew writings col-

lected in the Old Testament as a religious

canon, a revealed hook of religion. When
such hook* a* Job, Solomon's Song, and some
of the Psalms are explained from a the-

ological and Messianic standpoint, the re-

sult, he felt, could only be stupefying. All

scientifically educated theologians, he de-

clared. had now gU'en up the idea of verbal

inspiration. He went on to dincus* at length

the story that God wrote the ten command-
ment* with hi* finger on tahle* of *tone,

pointing out what seemed to him the ob-

jection* to ita acceptance a* literal his-

tory. He Bpoke handnomrly of the Baby-
lonians, their laws, religion, nnd civiliza-

tion, and deprecated the scorn in which
they were held hy the Hebrew prophets.

The great Babylonian law-giver, Hammurabi,
whose code was dug up in HHJI, he held in

the highest estimation. The nense of an ex-

clusive right to God’s care which permeate*
the Old Testament, and which left all other
nation* for thousands of years " without
hope.” and "without God in the world,"
he found it difficult to consider a* “ re-

pealed by the righteous God." But he said
a-e are so hypnotized from childhood, by this
dogma of the sole commonwealth of Israel,

that we look at the whole history of the an-
cient world from a wholly distorted angle.

“ Personally," he »aid. finally, “ iny belief

Is that the ancient Hebrew writings, even
If thpy lose their character of * revealed

’

writings, will always preserve their great
importance.” But he deprecated blind ad-
herence to antiquated dogmas from the fear
that our belief in God. and our real re-

ligion may be harmed. Let us remember, he
said, that everything earthly is in living
motion; that to stand still is equivalent to
death. Let us strive humbly towards the
goal of truth placed in us by God. “joy-
fully holding to the task of the further de-
velopment of religion that has been seen
from the high watch-tower by an eagle
glance, and proudly heralded to the world.”

This last allusion, which ended the lec-

ture, was understood to refer to the Kaiser,
and made him appear more conspicuously
than ever a* the sharer of the learned pro-
fessor’s views. Germany, in consequence,
was so much disturbed that on February IS
the Kaiser addressed to Admiral Hallman
hi* letter declining to stand on the platform
hi* friend, the professor, had constructed.
He did not accept, he said, the professor’s
conclusions and hypotheses. He dissented
from his suggestion that the Old Testament
contains no revelation referring to Christ
as the Messiah, and from his more or low
qualified deninl of revelation. “ I distin-
guish.” said the Kaiser, “between two dif-

ferent kinds of revelation, one continuous,
and to some extent historical; the other
purely religious, a preparation for the later
appearance of the Messiah. The first kind
was experienced hy great sages, such as
Hammurabi, Homer, Charlemagne, Luther,
Shakespeare, Goethe, Kant, and Kaiser Wil-
helm I. Tlie second kind, more strictly re-

ligious “ is that that lend* up to the ap-

pearance of our Lord.” It is sel f-evident,

the Kaiser thinks, that the Old Testament
contains passages that are human history,

and not God’s revealed word*. He sustain*

the view of Delitzsch that “ the act of the

giving of the law on Mount Sinai can only
symbolically Is- regarded iu> inspired by
God,” but he hold* that God prompted
Mo*fa, ami to that extent revealed himself

to the people of Israel. The greatest reve-

lation of God in the world he found to be

that which continued from Abraham’s time

through the centuries " until the Messiah,

foretold and announced by prophet* and
psalmists, at lust appeured. " This.’' he said,
“ was God's greatest revelation, for He ap-
peared in the Son llimself. Christ is God in

human form.”

An Incorporated Family
The scale business being prosperous nnd

leaf-lard in brisk demand, the tribe of Fair-
banks thought itself warranted in holding
a reunion last August at the Fairlmnks
homestead in Dedham, Massachusetts.
Jonathan Fairbanks was the original
Amrrican ancestor, and from him are de-
scended 4000 American famlliea. The re-

union turned out to he interesting and suc-
cessful. and one of its results ia the recent
filing of article* of incorporation of the
Fairbanks Family in America, a* a society
for historical purposes, to hold property,
preserve record* and objects of family inter-

est, and promote the education of it* mem-
bers in subject* relating to their family his-

tory. The society will buy the Dedham
homestead, and make that ita headquarters,
and will doubtless raise a* large a fund
as ia necessary to provide a sufficient an-
nual income to carry on it* work. The
project seems adapted to furnish a good
deal of lawful and innocent entertainment
at small cost, and is likely to commend it-

self to other families that are scattered
over the United Rtatea,

Prosperous people, ns a rule, do not want
too much intimatr knowledge about their
distant relations, but a fair degree of suc-

cess in the world is almost sure to hrget-

some inquisitiveness about genealogy. If a
rnan does no more than make a million dol-

lar* in a stock speculation, or marry the
heiress of a miner or a patent-medicine mill-

ionaire, he is pretty sure to realize, when
he has leisure, that he is a person of more
than ordinary force and sagacity, and to
wonder bow he came by his talent. He
usually knows who his grandparents were,
and he is quite willing to trace his line back
further if it is not too much trouble. If

his family ha* a headquarters somewhere,
where its records and relic* are preserved,
he will be ready to contribute his share tow-
ards its maintenance.

Such an organization as this of the Fair-
banks family form* a tie, slight but appre-
ciable, between families scattered all over
the United State*, It makes, in ita way, for

cohesion, and will do ita modest part, in

welding together the American people. It

will give a good many people the sensation
of having a family home, and that sensa-

tion is valuable, even though it only exists

in a very limited degree. The record of

most of the older American families is a

record of successive migration*, beginning
somewhere on the Atlantic neahoard and
progres*ing westward by jump* of from
fifty to a thousand miles, in successive gen-

erations, leaving some representatives be-

hind at each stopping- place. The rrsult

is a seatteralion of kindred over an extraor-

dinarily wide surface of country, and the

existence of great numbers of families in

the old Middle States, the Middle West, the

trans-Mississippi States, the Northwest, the

Far West, nnd the Pacific slope, who traee

their derivation to New England or New
York. These families like to remember
where they came from, and many of them
need nothing more than a timely suggestion

to makr them join in such an organization

as the Fairbanks families have contrived.

The world will turn round still. Indus-

try Is produced by Want, Wealth i* produced

by Industry, Idleness is produced by Wealth.

Poverty I* produced by Idleness.'—l.andor.
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Lord Rosebery

By Sydney Brooks

Iwokdon, ,1farrk It, 1903 .

It in one of the commonplace* of public

life in England that people who never read

*peer he* rend Lord Rosebery's. And the

commonplace i» a perfectly true one. Two
evening* ago there wan a debate in the

House of Lord* on the Venezuelan affair.

Lord Lansdowne spoke, the Duke of Devon-

shire spoke, the Earl of Srlborne and Earl

Spencer also spoke. Yet the only speech

that made the slighteat impression on the

populace, the only one you even heard men-
tioned in the club smoking-room, at the din-

ner table, or on the Twopenny Tube, was
Lord Rosebery"*. It wax not a particularly

good speech, though there were flushes in

it of which only Lord Rosebery i* capa-

ble.

People read it because it was Lord Ro*e-

bery who delivered it; they talked of it

because Lord Rosebery is one of those men.
President Roosevelt is another, and the

Kaiser is a third, who cannot do or say any-

thing that is not interesting. He has an
abundant share of what Americans are ac-

cused of prizing altogether too highly in

their public men—he has “ personal mag-
netism.'’ If he were to start in at a public

meeting to read the Century Dictionary out
loud, or the Kniaer’s views on the Higher

Criticism, or one of Alfred Austin's poems,

he would do it in such a way that in five

minute* the whole audience would be rap-

turously cheering. I don’t suppose he could

write even a dinner invitation as another

man would write it, and I know from per-

sonal experience that a journalist who ap-

plies to him for an item of information

that has to be withheld, will find consola-

tion for his refusal in the distinctive com-
ments and asides that accompany it. It is

this kind of unexpectedness that makeB up
the chief charm of his oratory. There are

many excellent speakers in England, but
Lord Rosebery alone deserves the adjective

rrfreahing. From Lord Salisbury one may
get. or rather one used to get, the easy,

semi - conversational outpourings of a wide
experience and a comprehensive, rather cyn-

ical, mind; and they were often delightful.

But there was always a gulf lietwren Lord
Salisbury and the average member of any
audience he might 1* addressing (tint nei-

ther cured to bridge over. His heart so

clearly wa* not in his work, and his relief

when the whole nfTair wa* over was so evi-

dent, that the gray masses did not. and in-

deed could not, warm to him. He had the

pride of intellect, and always seemed tn be

in a state of inward revolt against the ne-

cessity of talking “ shop ” to the uninstruct-

ed. Then there is Mr. Balfnur, but Mr. Bal-

four i* altogether a House of Commons
orator. He needs a picked audience thut

will appreciate the most delicate turns and
catch the lightest shades to bring out all

his powers. Then be ia admirable—in his

own way. perhaps unexcelled— but on a

platform, before a popular audience, he
stems to fed himself out of place; he can-

not let himself go; the sense of incongruity

is strong upon him; the horrible conscious-

ness eannot he got rid of that there is

but scant intellectual common ground be-

tween himself and those in front of him;
and so he fails. This embarrassment does
not. at any rate. affect Mr. Chamberlain,
who always feels the pulse of his audiencr,

cannot help Iteing clear, and i* n past master
at scoring the petty point* that count for

so much with the populace. But Cham-
berlain is n man who jars and offends about
a* often ns hr stimulates. No one ever

thought, of reading one of his speeches for

the mere pleasure of the thing. On another

and higher plane of oratory there are the

rush and swing and trenchant liveliness of

Sir William llarcourt; Mr. Morley'a strong

and patient reasonings, admirably express-

ed; and Mr. Asquith's compact lucidity.

Yet of all these speakers, with their vary-

ing styles and gifts, Ixvd Rosebery is easily

and beyond dispute the national favorite.

The truth seems to be that Lord Rose-

bery unites in hiniHelf all the excellencies

of his rivals, and few, if any, of their de-

fects. Being a born lillimteur, he has all

of I xml Salisbury's and Mr. Morley'a in-

stinct for words and expressions, and he

surpasses them both in the terseness of his

phrases. He can he as unambiguous as Mr.
Chamberlain, as graceful as Mr. Balfour,

and more amusing even than Sir Wil-

liam.

Listening to Lord Rosebery, one feels it

would I* difficult for him to have a com-

monplace thought, and impossible for liim

to express it in a commonplace way. It

is an intellectual luxury to follow the aly,

incisive turns, the agility and the sur-

prises of the diction. You are never able

to foresee how one of Lord Rosebery's sen-

tences will end
;
you can only be sure it will

not end in the humdrum, obvious fashion

you expect. And this ia not because the

s|»eaker ia deliberately given to literary

pirouetting; it is that the workings of his

nimble mind make such ambushes inevita-

ble. He is one of the few speaker* who are

just as good to rend as to listen to. Indeed,

the workmanship is olten so fine and tell-

ing that only hy studying it at leisure can

one really gauge its worth. At the same
time, one misses much hy not being actual-

ly in the audience. One misses the round
and resonant voice which, if it has not the

mellowness of John Bright's or the vibrat-

ing spell of (lladstone’s, is at least an organ
of astonishing carrying power and clarity.

Above all. one misses the atmosphere that

IiOrd Rosebery diffuses, the sens# partly of

authority, but chiefly of sympathy, that he
creates. He dominate* an audience, and
yet at the same time give* an impression

of essential comradeship. You feel ut onee,

when he get* up to s|ieaV, that it will be

a pleasure to hear him; his men’ presence

somehow conquers; and the completeness of

his democratic spirit, the many cordial

links that *#rm immediately to hind him
with the audience, put the last touch on the

victory. Pascal gave the secret of his and
every other orator’s success. You expected

to hear a mere speech; yon are astonished

and delighted to find yourself listening to

a man.
And then there is the wonderful record

of the man to serve as a further bait. What
is there that he has not done? He seems
to have touched life at all possible points.

Hr has held the two greatest of English
offices—he has been both Prime Minister

and Foreign Secretary. He was the first

chairman of the Ixnidon County Council.

He has written brilliant book*. He has won
the Derby: he ended the great eon! strike;

he captures prize* by the dozen in all the

leading agricultural shows; he is a con-

spicuous, welcomed, dazzling figure in so-

ciety: and there is hardly a subject, from
street advertisement* up to imperial poli-

tic*. on which he has not spoken. Windsor
knows him no better than Whitechapel, and
Whitechapel no lielter than Windsor — in

both he is equally at home, equally popular,

and equally puzzling. Queen Victoria de-

clared him a heaven born Foreign Minister;

Bismarck was open in hi* admiration for

a man with a will equal to his own. He
i* apparently supreme in everything he cares

to do or to attempt. Praise, honor*, splen-

did triumphs, have <*0100 to him almost, 011c

might think, without his making nn effort

to meet them. Besides this, he is a lord,

and a wealthy one, with three nr four large

estates in England and Scotland, each a
centre of brilliant hospitality. Small won-
der Englishmen flock to listen to him or

prize him a* the most gorgeous and fas-

cinating nobleman of the day, a reincarna-

tion, it would seem, of those glittering be-

ings who sauntered so carelessly and so

magnificently across the stage of eighteenth-

century politics. And then apart from hia

personality and hia achievements and his

superb gift of eloquence, he ha* this extra

attraction that people can hear from him
what they can hear from no one else.

There is never anything querulous or petty

about lx»rd Itcmrbery. It is astonishing to

reflect that in all his speeches he has never

once given away to that passion for small

faultfinding which is the bane of Mr. Cham-
berlain's harangues. He never distorts the

truth of thinga to serve a merely partisan

end; he ia not eternally preoccupied with
praising this faction and running down
that, with attacking an opponent and de-

fending himself. He has won his title of
“ Public Orator ” a* much through his

knack of giving expression to the midway
conviction* that are too sensible to he the

property of either party, as through the in-

imitable style in which he ia able to pre-

sent them.

Is this a merit or a defect? Is there any
firm and lasting place under the party
system for a man of Lord Rosebery's dis-

passionateness. for a man whose intellectual

honesty recoil* from the extremes that a

party demands? Are not politics for the

one-ideaed men, or at least for the men with

one idea at a time, like Joli*i Bright and
McKinley? The great trouble with Lord
Rosebery is that he cannot he a thorough-
going partisan. lie sees both sides too

clearly; all his mental instincts are nt war
with fanaticism, exaggeration, bias of what-
ever kind. Of course there are moments
when a man with these instincts is of the

utmost service to a nation. Many such mo-
menta occurred during the Pashoda crisis

and the first few months of the Boer war,

and Lord Rosebery turned them to memo-
rable use. He alone* seemed able to nelze on
the secret wishes of the nation, to lift him-
self free from parly prejudice, and sprnk
for the people a* a whole. It was a real

public service that he rendered then, just

0* effective and needed in its way as Lord
Roberts's victories. But can a position such
as this be held permanently? I«ord Rose-

bery seems to think it can. He looks for-

ward, apparently, to playing the part of an
intermediary between the two parties, of

a man concerned only with the national

views of the matter, and so voicing the

opinions of the bulk of his countrymen. To
an outsider that looks too much like giv-

ing up to mankind what was meant for one's

party.

After all, there never ha* been, and
there is never likely to be. a great political

leader who was not on occasion a ferocious

parti*aii; and until bird Ro*rbcry is able

to simplify himself, and nail his colors to

sonic inspiring prejudice, instead of per-

petually talking common sense, he must, al-

ways lie in conflict with the root principles

of the party system. Moreover, he has an-

other failing—he lacks imperiousness, the

last, touch of nerve and insistence. He can
only lead when others are ready and even
anxious to follow; he cannot coerce a mu-
tinous or discontented group into accepting

his «;mp rlixtl. His training and tempera-
ment have mnde him a statesman, but not
a politician. To Is- a successful party lender
erne should Is- both; at any rate, one has
to Ik- the latter. That is why so many
Englishmen meet any question a* to Lord
Rosebery's future with a shrug of the
shoulders.
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Correspondence
THE SALARY OF THE PRESIDENT.

C amhiwi, Mrnumuim
To Ike Editor of Horper’a Weakly:

Rie,—In your late issue* of Haepeb’h
Weekly you have on several oecuioni «•
pressed your opinion that the "alary of

the President of the United States should be

rained. In your aeveral article* you have

practically said nothin# more than ex-

press an opinion. I hope in the future you
will give u* some facts in detail from which
we cun form an opinion.

It ia true you huve attempted to support

your opinion: but you certainly will not
contend that the facta and reasons you have
given warrant your conclusion*. You nay.

in the first place, that our President should

receive a larger salary because his salary is

small when compared " with the sums paid

in much poorer countries for minor ser-

vices.”

You mention the fact that the Gov-
ernor (leneral of ('anada, a mere tigurr-ticad

gets $.‘>0,000; and that President Loubet, a

mere dummy, pets $2'»0,000. From these

facts you argue that we should pay our
President more. I need only state the facts

and the conclusion, and let any one judge

whether your conclusion follows. To say

that, since other countries are so foolish as

to pay figure-heads large salaries, we should

pay our President a larger salary, is cer-

tainly not the kind of logic that appeals to

the average American. Secondly, you say,

$50,000 is “ unreasonably small when
compared with the dignity am) impor-

tance of the oilier,'
1 To measure “ dig-

nity and Importance " in terms of money is

adopting a standard which no high-minded
person ran conscientiously accept. We cer-

tainly hope no man will ever la* President

because he feels he is getting his money's
worth.

The greatest people do not work for

pay. They work because they love to work.

—to do their duty. It Is such people we
need ; and let us not make the office of

President an example of that whieh we do
not approve.

What considerations, then, should deter-

mine the salary of the Prraident? Let him
lie so placed that he may serve the nation,

and represent the kind of citizen we are

proud of. The Americans rely on the intel-

ligent middle class. It expects little from
the aristocracy with its sumptuous living,

nor from the extreme poor with Its in-

jurious habits. Let our President, then,

represent the middle class. Let his Btate

dinners be such that all who eat them be-

come stronger in body and mind. Let

everything la* so arranged that he may
better serve the people. To decide this we
must know the facts in detail. We should
know the expenditures he makes, and for

what the money is expended. From these

facts we should preserve those that help

along the good
;
we should destroy those

that tend to the laid. It is these facta we
ask for. And will Hari*eb'n Weekly kind-

ly supply these for its readers; or tell us

where we can find them?
I, am air,

a

“LADY ROHE'S DAUGHTER.”

I.AKtwooi*, New Jrjuiv, Marti 13, 1903,

To the Editor of Harftrr'a Weekly

:

Sre,— I suppose the majority of casual

novel • readers skip through a story quick-

ly; get an hour or two's pleasure or emo-

tional satisfaction out of It; sum up their

impressions of it in some such word or

words as “ delightful." " charming.” “ most
interesting," “ dull,” “ stupid." “ wretched
stuff"; and then forget it. I confess that

this lias often been my own unintelligent

way of reading; and it was in this spirit

that I began to read Mrs. Humphry
Ward's latest Itook, l.*uiy Hoae'n Daughter.

But the narrative took such possession of

me that when 1 had finished it. I could not

put it aside and forget it. I turned the

leaves over again and again, seeking to

analyze the power in the book and dis-

cover the secret of its effect on my mind.
I wonder whether you ami your readers

would lie interested in these smateur ef-

forts at criticism. Here are the notes

I made:
To me, Mrs. Humphry Ward is one of the

greatest of living authors and in the van-

guard of women writers of all time. I

thought I had forgotten other Itooks of hers

whieh I read when I was too young to ap-

preciate them. But I find I still have a
vivid impression of the power and greatness

of Itobrrt Elsmerc and The Hiatory of Da-
rid drier*, linking back at then** and at.

the book before mp. I am struck by the fol-

lowing qualities in the novelist: her wide
range of sympathy and understanding; her

ability* to deal with any rnitirv, high or low;
the richness of her mind ; her profound
knowledge of life and the human soul; her

extraordinary culture and urbanity ; her rare

combination of great intellect, great heart,

and great constructive imagination; hen
unerring artistry; her steadfast sincerity;

her dramatic force, precision, and intensity

(the drama always seems to come directly

and inevitably out of the circumstances) ;

her faculty for character delineation; her

subtlety without obscurity; her frankness,

integrity, courage, and ability to handle del-

icate situations; her firm, strong, supple

style; and. in generul, her masculine power
and femlniue sensibility. What could be

more subtle than her way of showing how
Julie Le Breton's delinquencies were the

outcome of her circumstances, how the false

conditions of her life exacted false little

actions in defence— “the doublings and
ruse* of the persecuted ’’? And what more
satisfying than the manner of the fulfilment

of the hope that “ poor Rose's tragedy would

at last work itself out for good ”? In the

author’s words, “ How strange, romantic,

and providential!” I think I understand

something of the secret of the fascination

of one book, at any rate.

I am. sir,

A. R.

READING FOR CHILDREN.

Mt. Vmsos, Ixosaica, February 14, 1903.

To the Editor of Harper'a Weekly:
Ria.—In regard to the reading of fairy

tales by children, will say the mind grows

by what it feeds upon. Take a bright ima-

ginative child, feed it up on fairy lore, and

you produce an abnormal condition of the

brain. Give the child plain history, prac-

tical facts, geographical studies, the multi-

plication tabic, and you safeguard the young

mind, and open to it possibilities of useful-

ness.

Many children of the present genera-

tion have drifted into useless lives from the

rending of impossible stories. Thirty years

of my life I have been associated with school

and library work. The children who devote

their early years to useful studies are the

men and women who are filling useful and

honored places in life, while those who rend

fairy tales are still expecting the impossible.

The Good Book says, ns the twig is bent the

tree is inclined.

I am. sir.

Mrs. M. Alexander.

THE TRUTH ABOUT ART.

MmorauTAS Mun:a ov Am.
Xxw You a, February 3, 1903.

To the Editor of Harper'a Weekly

:

Rie,—

A

t last something has been said

about art that is worth while. No greater

favor could he bestowed on the American
public than this article, in Harj*eb’h

Monthly for February, by Jean Leon
GfrOme.
The two great words. Truth and Work, are

sadly needed in the life of the New York
artists to-day. who have followed too much
the device# of the labor organizer, and have
banded themselves together to esca|»e both

truth and work. Few have withstood this

unfortunate present tendency, but the few
who have are the great sons of art in

America.

Many painters and sculpLors are consid-

ered great when they are only clever

copyists, who with considerable ability ap-

propriate the ideas of other to their own
advantage, not caring to make the vigorous

personal effort to see truth and to work
honestly.

The art critic is very often a man who
has failed in being recognized as a lit-

erary man. so he enters the new effort with

clouded mind, determined to make himself

felt, because it is so easy to write in a

sarcastic vein about a picture or work of

sculpture when one really knows very lit-

tle about either.

The editors of magazines and great dallies

are men of rare intellectual ability, but

short on knowledge or appreciation of good

art,—too often their measure of an nrt

critic ia whether he can amuse the public.

The idea of instructing or calling atten-

tion to good works of art has not yet reach-

ed the editorial room*.

The public wno arc willing to learn about

art are fed, in the newspaper* ftnd some
times in the magazines, by opinions, not

knowledge, of this important hrnnch of hu-

man effort. The fault-finding critic rarely

points out beautiful, well conceived, well

executed works of art, but calls attention

to trivial faults, and indulges in useless

comments.

Much of the wealth of thia country is

diverted from art because of the constant

foes’ attitude of the modem art critic and
his tool, the press, who degrade art in the

eyes of the public. If some one with a

mind like Pericles would show the robber

politician how he could redeem himself some-

what by spending a part of the public funds

for great art and enrourage individual men
of genius, it would not la* long Itefore

American art would take on it* true

color.

No one who hna not devoted his life to

American art can conceive in the slightest

degree the almost eternal discouragement

set up by the newspaper art critic of to-

day, who. in a most thoughtless manner,

assails without due consideration the sacred

work of men of genius. Without any crea-

tive ability himself, with little or no know-
ledge of art, he proceeds to demolish at one

stroke the work of the artist, who may have

spent years in training to produce art that

finally becomes recognized by the public,

held back too often by the ignorance of men
who write.

The American artist is a great artist.

All he need* is continual encouragement and
public belief in him, and to be let alone to

do his work unhindered by art-reform or-

ganizations and the meddlesome art critic.

Even he cannot prevent the strong rigor-

ous march of our great men of genius: for

.art is greater than men—it U the life

of mnn.
I am, sir,

F. Eowix Klwkli..

igitized by CjOO^Ic
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The CsLrvterbviry Club Tables

Tire Canterbury Club owed it* existence

to a revolt on the part of certain member*
of the Fortnightly .Taunts. It wns all very

well, they mid, to study Chaucer and

Shakespeare and llomer and Dante, hot liow

were they ever going to understand their own
timea or follow the trend of thought to-day

if they neglected the book* of the hour?
“ It’* like burrowing among the fossils and

fungi in the heart of an aneient wood,” said

the Sentimentalist—who had a weakness for

pretty similes.—“ while the sunlight beckons

just beyond where the meadows are sweet

and bright with Nature’s fresh gift of flow-

ers.”
*’ For my part.” quoth the Humorist, “ I

vow never to read another honk that is more
than a year old.”

The Scholar smiled n wise smile, the

Matron frowned, the Cantankerous Critic

growled, and cries of indignant protest

arose from several members. But the allur-

ing metaphor of the Sentimentalist had
done its work. She was a sweet girl grad-

uate, fond of talking of the joy of life, the

light that never was on *ra or land, and
of quoting poetry and Stevenson. It was
she who suggested the name of the new club

as a concession to the old one—they were
then deep in Chaucer. It caught the fancy

of the Humorist. “ Agreed,” mid he, “ and
we shall call our studied the Canterbury
Club Tales.”

It was also agreed that they should meet
once a fortnight, like the daunts, and » list

of the latest books was drawn up for conaid*

rration at their first meeting, ns follows:

The Star Dreamer. By Alice and Kgerton
Castle (Stokes).

The Circle. By Katherine Cecil Thurston
(Dodd. Mead).
Calvert of Stmthore. By Carter floodloe

( Scribner )

.

The Turqvninr Cup. By Arthur Coe*let

t

Smith (Scribner).

The Light Behind. By Mrs. Wilfred Ward
(John tame).

In the Garden of Charity. By Basil King
(Harper).

Lady Row'* Daughter. By Mrs. Hum*
phry Ward (Harper).

Ferofiiee, By Martha W. Austin (Dou-
bleduy. Page).

Youth. By Joseph Conrad (McClure,
Phillips).

Lent and Leaven. By E. W. Townsend
(McClure, Phillip* ).

The eventful night arrived, and the Senti-

mentalist. was cal Ini upon to lead the dis-

cussion with

“The Star Dreamer”
" It Is some year* now,” began the

Sentimentalist. " since Alice and Rgerton
Castle, wedded in genius as in their lives,

made us their debtors by that spirited

romance. The Bride of Jmnieo. Since then

they have added to our Indebtedness by some
half-dozen liook* of thrilling adventure and
romantic Interest. The Pride of Jennico
found it* way inevitably to the stage, and.
if rumor be true. The Rath Comedy will

soon follow with a celebrated actress as the
stellar attraction. The title of the new book
i* characteristic

—

The Star Dreamer. Like
the lightkeeper in The Light of Searthey,
these modern romancers may lie called
• Dreamers of Beautiful Thing*.’ The Star
Dreamer is a tale of well-nigh a century
ago, when George III. lay dying: a strange
tale of star-gazing and alchemy, of sinister

scheme* and evil plotting: and in the midst

By James MoicArtKur

of it. all, there stands the Garden of TTerlts

with its ancient, gateway, locked against all

comers except I<ove and its haunting secret*.

Into the dark shadows of Bindnn ami the

ghostly fancies of its young ma*ter, Sir Da-

vid, enters Mistress Kllinor Marvel, daughter
of Simon Rickart, simpler and alchemist,

who, in his underground chamls-r, lives as

silent and solitary ns the star dreamer in

the tower. * Do yon not see,' cries Kllinor to

Sir David, ns they explore the dim old

house, ‘ that all shadows give way before

my hand?’ And the passage of Kllinor

—

Kupliroaluc, aa David learned to call her,

meaning 4 Star-of-f ’nmfort ’— through these

page* is like unto her passing along the

shrouded corridors ami long desolate rooms
of Bindon. Everywhere light and freshness

break through the darknpss and oppres-

sion; mirth and music, and love at last,

breathe new life and brilliance into the

faded splendor and silent. Weighted atmos-
phere. ‘Ghosts!* repents Kllinor, nnswer-

ing the disordered fancies of David’s trou-

bled mind, * the ghosts of Bindon are rust

and dust and emptiness and silence and neg-

lect, God's light, dear cousin, and the wood
airs, the birds’ songs, soap and water, stout

hearts and true, and good company—give
me but these, and I’ll warrant you I'll lay

your ghosts.' But it was not only the
Tlouse of Bindon that had to be cleared of

ghosts—that was an easy task as compared
with the ghosts in David’s House of Life

which it was Kllinor’* long and sorrowful
task to exorcise. At last the hour struck
when her lord and lover emerged from the

blackness, and she was able to say: ‘The
dream -life is over, David. We stand upon
the threshold of the golden chamber. Shall

we not enter?’”

The Sentimentalist teemed pleased with
herself; not so the Cantankerous Critic.

“Humph!” he growled, ns she finished. “I
am bound to say that The Star Dreamer in-

spired in me no such feelings. That our
young friend is sincere in her enthusiasm
I do not doubt: the secret of it is to he
found, I suppose, in that freshness and sim-

plicity of mind and sentiment characteristic

of her ebullient youth. She is unconscious
of any trick, any charlatanry of letters on
the part of these authors. In point of fact,

the story is unreal and hysterical, a thing
of sentimental shreds and patches. What
respect could a lover of letters have for the

writer of auch a sentence as this, for in-

stance: ‘ Upon her moonless brow this au-

tumnal night wore a coronal of stars that
might have shamed her later glories '! Ami
this is a fair sample of the whole fabric.

Aa for the gruesome ingredients that make
up the story— I could almost believe I was
Irnck in the days of The J/yateriea of

Udolpho."
" In defence of my cloth, you will permit

ine to say,” exclaimed the Young Clergyman,

somewhat h«»ily, “ that it is always in ques-

tionable taste, to say the least, to make a

minister of the gospel a butt of ridicule and
to east discredit on hla mission, unless by so

doing it is intended to stigmatize evil char-

acteristic* unworthy of his railing. The pur-

pose of the authors of The Star Dreamer in

putting forwnrd Parson Tutterville and hi*

canting wife seems to have been a hu-

morous one. but it only succeeds in becom-

ing offensive. No person, however crazy and
eccentric—and the parson’s wife was neither

—would he capable in all seriousness of mak-
ing such a gross travesty of scriptural quo-

tations us * All flcdi is hay,’ or * Him whom
He lovetli, He bladeth.’

’’

“ Fur my pnrt.’* said the Scholar. *• a book
like The star Dreamer causes me to wonder
at the folly that creates a demand for such
literature. Literature, did I say? There (a

no semblance of literature In It.”

‘‘You forget the poetical quotations,”

quoth the Humorist. “ They adorn every

page almost.”
“ Oh, I don't know,” mildly protested the

Merchant. " The Star Dreamer may be
moonshine and melodrama, but it help* to

lighten n humdrum existence—

”

" Make* it harder to hear, you mean,” in-

terrupted the Matron, severely. “ Especially

when a riotous sentimentalism is made to

take the place of pure love, ami girls are
told that 1

the real lover is a genius,’ and in

italics, too! None of my daughters shall

read it.”

The Humorist, smiled tolerantly. “ Sup-
pose we go on to the next book.” quoth he.

“The Circle”
“ The Circle, as a story,” resumed the

Sentimentalist, “ lins the distinctive nov-
elty of being unlike any novel I have
ever read. And yet its interest is not eon-

fined to the working out of its plot; U has,

at least, two characters of striking person-

ality: Anna Solny, the little witchlike

daughter of an exiled Russian .lew living

in a London slum, who becomes a great
actres»: and Mrs. Maxtead. who ha» a ‘ca-

pacity for exploiting clever people, while
never claiming cleverness for herself.' Mra.
Maxtead recognizes Anna's great gift, and
persuades the girl, through fear of ex-

posing a p<x»r hunted Austrian who has
taken shelter in her father’s house, to turn
her bock on ln-r Itome and give herself up
to Mrs. Maxtead'* plans for her education

and training for the stage, from which the

clever woman looks to reap a rich reward
ultimately. Anna becomes famous. She re-

turns to England, and retire* to a sheltered

spot on the Cornish coast with Mrs, Max-
tead for a brief rest before making her debut

in London. Here she meets Maurice Strode,

and a whim seizes her to keep him in igno-

rance of her identity. They Iwcomn lift,

trothed, and she is on the (mint of revealing

her secret, when her lover relate* to her
with withering scorn and contempt the story

of Anna .Solny'* desertion of her father

and the friend who loved her, an he had
heard it by chance. She goes away without
telling him. He recognize* her a few weeks
later on a Tendon singe; she disappears,

but ex-entually he track* her to her old home.
The circle is complete, but love guide* Anna
to a new trial of life.”

“ Anna Solny, in my opinion,” curtly re-

joined the Cantankerous Critic. “ ia an im-

possible character. In fact, she correaponds

with the l*iok itself, which is artifice, not
art, but very clever artifice. Mrs. Maxtead
la more natural ; she is a clever satire on
the woman who soars on others' wings.

Much hits Iwen made of the author’s sage

remark: ’In youth we dream that life is

a straight line; later wc know it to be a
circle in which the present presses on the

future, the future on the past.’ Very pret-

tily put, and somehow there’* a bit of truth

awry in it. But The Circle i*. as the result

of such a proposition, an arbitrary circle.

The book left me cold, chiefly. I think, be-

cause the heroine is unconvincing.”
“ Now, I think Bhe was just, splendid," said

the Matron. “ And Mrs. Maxtead was a heart

le*s. worldly woman, and it wua all her fault

that trouble came to Anna. The only good

thing slie did was to introduce Amu to
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Mitirkt Strode. it fine example of the Mol id,

English gentleman, who is a man of feel-

ing when his heart i» moved. All I have

to say to the Cantankerous Critic is that

if be doesn’t like The Citvle, I’m sorry for

him. It wan quite exciting at times, and
one did feel no sorry for the poor Austrian
Johann, who loved Anna with doglike de-

votion, coward though he was. I shall cer-

tainly tell my daughters to read the book.”

“In the Garden of Charily’*
" I didn’t, care ranch for The f’inrle,” said

the Merchant. ”1 found the heroine rather

trying. I suppose the hook is clever, and
I’m a fool not to see it, but it didn't take

hold of me. Now In the Garden of Charity

affected me «o that I forgot it was only a

novel, and I felt as badly for those two
women as if they had been my own kin.

I think it will always make me more tender

toward women. One sees bow much they suf-

fer in their blundering devotion and mis-

placed affection.”

The Sentimentalist gave him a look of

gratitude, and the Matron blinked.
“ The Merchant i* right,” said the Young

Clergyman. ” In the Garden of Charity is u

book that teaches a grave ami oecr**ary les-

son without obtruding it as a message. To me
it is a matter of gratification that fiction

should be used to such noble ends. Charity
is a word that is often on our lips, but
seldom in our heart*. We do not la-gin to

realize the depth of ita meaning, the beauty

of its virtue, until m story such as this

presses home the reality and beauty of ita

truth. The experience revealed in this book
is ns real an if it had actually happened

;

it has happened, it is always happening,
had we but eyes to see and ears to hear.

I should like to commend the touching eon-

elusion of this moat human story to the

Matron; she will appreciate it, I am sure.

Charity was the wife of William Pennland
years before he deceived Hngar Levant! into

marriage with him. The man iliea. The
two women come together, and for some
time Charity shelters Hagar until her baby
is born. A* the baby grows Hagar becomes
jealous, and steals away. Charity over-

takes her, and completes her conquest of

llagnr by an exchange of wedding rings.
' In the kingdom of Heaven.’ said Charity.
* there’s no more marriage, nor giving In

marriage; but we’ll all lie—yon and me and
William and the haby, and all of us—
we’ll all he as the angels of God.’ * Take
the baby,’ Hagar whispered. ' No,’ said

Charity, ‘ You take him. We’ll carry him
home together.”’

The Matron furtively wiped sway n tear.

“ It i» one of those books,” remarked the

Scholar, after a pause, “like Nila* Mamer,
which make a direct appeal to mind and
heart by their very simplicity and elemental

humanity—books which we read again and
again when the mood they command re-

turns.”
” That is so true,” exclaimed the Senti-

mentalist: “for although the scene of action

is confined to a remote spot on the Nova
Scotia roast, ami the characters are few
and far removed from civilization, yet

the hook makes a lasting impression, and
clings to one’s memory like an actual ex-

perience. Every page is warm with feel-

ing that Btir* the heart, and calls forth

the deepest sympathy. The two women,
Charity and Hngar—symbolic names!—de-

ceived hy the same weak, fickle man—how
they appeal to the old fundamental instinct#

of human nature! Yet how opposite each Is

hy nature and character. One pities Hagar,
but Charity calls for love and admiration.
It is all so human and true; yet so finely

wrought and finished by the unerring art-

istry of a cunning craftsman. In the Gar-
den of Charity ia a book that will live.**

" The Sentimentalist comes nearer the

truth when she praises In the Garden of

Charity," conceded the Cantankerous Critic.
“ It deserve* her (ommendstiun. It is not a
second Nilas Marner, but if it does nut live,

us she says it will, I see no reason why it

should die. I grant that it has that some-
thing in it which keepa a book alive in the

recollection of successive mind*. But what
has she to say to Frroskw, 1 wonder t”

*' Veronica ”

" I found l he story of Vfrosics a little

slow,” replied the Sentimentalist, *’ but

what it lacks in action it possesses

in feeling. There is the feeling for

nature in the beautiful land of Louisiana,

nnd also the feeling for beauty. It is the

sad story of a girl whose pasaUm for per-

fect beauty and lore brings disillusion and
trailing banner# in il# wnkc when she finds

her lover wanting. She is an idealist who
i* brought to earth, broken - winged. The
solitude of her heart as it is laid bare in

these pages will find an echo in many a wo-
man's empty life. The proves* is almost too

intimate and delicate; it hurts with the
pain of a personal revelation. But in the

end * some spirit of nameless beauty and
sadness and fine unfading truth ’ descended
upon her. and her heart lM-caiue strangely

still with a new-found peace.'
”

“ I have no patience with Veronica,”

broke In the Matron, hastily. “ She was
a spoiled darling, and little wonder that
Haven grrw tired of her airs and high-

falutin fancies about the • passion of

beauty.’ Veronica, we read, * was secretly

pained that Haven should not distinguish

between the semblance and the spirit, that

he should not realize that at heart her own
life was deeply and truly religious; that it

should lie the artistic and not the spirit-

ual side which appealed to him.’ Haven
wn* too busy doing an honest man’s work
in the world to split hairs over the artistic

and the spiritual, or to douche hi* common
sense in the va|ior# of a girl's idle dreams of

ideals ami the perfect man. It's the old

story of Sense nnd Sensibility. Anna Solny
wn* a far different type of girl. She did

things, while Veronica sat with folded hands
and dreamt them.”
The Cantankerous Critic smiled grimly.

“ The Matron is quite right,” nuid he.

“ Veronica is not only slow, as the ftenti-

mentalist admit*, but footless. It gets no-

where, accomplishes nothing except to ex-

pose a sentimental feminine egotist. And
the style—well, it ha# none. ‘ Bayou, that

is what you call them down here, isn't It
T*

remark* Haven to Veronica. ‘ It's such a
nice word, byyou.’ * How silly you can be,*

she said. I echo the sentiment.”

“Lady Rote's Daughter"
" When I come to speak of Lady Rose's

Daughter." resumed the Sentimentalist, con-

sulting her notes, " words seem to fail me
with which to express the joy, the delight.the

deep satisfaction It has imparted. There is a
quality in its thought and style whirh at

once uplift* the mind,and raise* appreciation

to an unwonted intellectual level. This is

what, I suppose, the Scholar would call Dis-

tinction. It. is like gel ting away from the

hook# one ha* been reading as they fly from
the press, and taking shelter for a while

with, say, Middle mareh or Daniel Deronda.
Yet. even Lady Rose’s Daughter, despite its

Intellectual elevation, is les* weighted with

ponderous thought than these later novels of

George Eliot. And Julie La Breton— what
woman is there who does not feel she is

alive! Every heart-heat of emotion, every

throb of moral conflict, every thrill of fear,

of courage, of hesitation, of daring, must
find a quick response in the breast of the

woman wbo ha# lived and dreamed and

hoped and loved. All that Julia was, other

women are, if not actually, then potentially.

It i* not the experience that counta, but the

temper of the soul behind the experience.

Julie might stand alone, isolated, so far as
externals go, or aw her career is concerned,

from all other women ; but in heart and soul

she touches universal womankind. It haa
been said that women will condemn her,

men condone her. It ia not so. Men will

admire and condone, perhaps, even when
moved to criticism; but women will under-
stand—and love her.”

“ Mr*. Ward, 1 admit, haa taken my
breath away," observed the Cantankerous
Critic. " Truth to tell, I have never had
any gTeat liking for that lady’s fletion,

though I have admired her earnest nesa of

purpose, for the reason that 1 deprecate
the special pleader in fiction. 1 opine that
the propaganda of theology or social amelio-

ration has as much right in the novel as

preaching has on the stage, or acting in

the pulpit— a by no means rare exploit.

The novel is for pure uses of the imagina-
tion, and thia ia what Mrs. Ward ha* ac-

knowledged at last in Lady Rose's Daugh-
ter. We have been impatient with her, but
thi* wa* worth waiting for. It ia a great
novel, and by that I mean that it has noth-

ing in common with the ragtag and hob-

tail of ephemeral fletion of which some of

you seem so fond: it helnnga to the aris-

tocracy of letters: Julie Le Breton is one
of the great Indies—that is why we all bow
down to her. It is very simple, thi# account-

ing for the unanimous homage paid to her.

A great lady command* the earth. I have
a sneaking regard lor Captain Warkworth.
That may surprise you, but he wasn’t such

a bad fellow, come to think of it. He was
meant to be a smiling, sentimental villain]

Mrs. Ward tried to make everybody tell you
so, but site herself, dear lady, was by tem-
perament incapable of creating the part. I

am not quite certain that Julie didn't fall

when she tripped over the line, but Mrs,
Ward took care she shouldn’t.”
" I must confesa,” said the Matron, “ that

my confidence in Mrs. Ward was shaken for

a moment when I reached that point in

Lady Rose's Daughter (I read It in the Mag-
azine first) where Julie made an appoint-

ment with Captain Warkworth, and was on
the eve of yielding to temptation. I told

my daughters they were not to read the next

instalment until I myself had first exam-
ined it.”

" I’ll bet they read it, juat the same,”

murmured the Humorist.
“ But I need have had no fear; Mrs. Ward

knows what, is due to a self-respecting fam-
ily. Julie is a dear, lovable girl, but there

were times when I'd like to have shaken
her. I think she tried Lady Henry sore-

ly, and I simply don’t understand how
•he could ever tolerate that scamp Wark-
worth. But she suffered for her herowor-
ship, poor thing! and I’d like to believe that

Jacob Delafield made it up to her after

they were married -, but I’m not so aure that

she Wan always happy. Julie had a strong

maternal instinct in her nature, and her

deepest joy in life would come from the

mother • love. Her hope for happiness, I

should say, lav in her having a large fam-

ily of sons and daughters.”
" I don't know what you call a great

novel.” blurted the Merchant, “ or great

literature and all that sort of thing

—

I leave that to the Cantankerous Critic

—

but I tell you Lady Rose’s Daughter is

the greatest story I have read since in

my young days we were all reading George

Eliot’B novels. Julie i* a brick of a woman,
and no mistake. Hhe*» the right sort.

Even if she had gone off to that little

French place with Warkworth, I could find

It In my heart to forgive her, notwitbstand-
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ing our dear Matron’* fear of impropriety.

I don't know much about these things, but

it seem* to me that Julie wouldn't I*1 the

woman she ia to all of us if Mm. Ward
hadn't shown u* that ahe was capable of

supreme sacrifice anil surrender as well as of

superb self-control and self-mastery. You
may talk about woman being the weaker

vessel, but a woman like Julie shows that

her very strength lies in her weakness, and

that it is the woman who has to fight and

struggle, and that the issues of right or

wrong are in her hands. I suppose I am get-

ting a bit serious about this, but I tell you,

when a book takes hold of a well-seasoned

old fellow us if It were a living thing, there

must In? something big and strong and
noble in it.”

“ If it is the function of the critic to sepa-

rate the letter from the spirit,” observed

the Young Clergyman, with fine unction. “ it

is the function of the moral and spiritual

guide to try the spirits, whether they be

good or evil.”

The Humorist took a sip from his long

glass, and winked slyly at the C. C.
“ Our good friend, the Merchant,” con-

tinued the Young Clergyman, " need not

be ashamed of his seriousness. His senti-

ments do him honor. No one could come
under the noble elevation of Mrs. Ward's
thought without being impressed with that

high-minded seriousness which is charac-

teristic of one of the most sincere and
thoughtful writers of nur day and genera-

tion. The influence of Mm. Ward's work is

incalculable for good: there ia always a

lofty purpose, a high ideal, a apiritual

ecstasy in her view of life. That influence

is not less, but greater, because she lias

preached Irss, so to speak, in Lady Rom*'a

Daughter. .She has tieen content to set her

charactcm in motion without commentary
or reflection upon their acts; and by their

conduct of life wc learn life also, its temp-

tations. its struggles, ita purposes, its true

aims and aspirations. In Lady Rose's

Daughter there is no question of creed, no
problem of social amelioration, no special-

ization of mission or purpose; it ia a drama
of the individual, a life history of a wo-
man's soul, u hook of life.”

“The Light Behind”
” Why in it,” inquired the Cantankerous

Critic at thin point, “ that Knglinh nov-

elists always repair to Italy with their

heroes and heroines, when they want
to play to soft music and low lightst

The Light Behind, by Mrs. Wilfred
Ward— another Ward, I see— carries us

to Italy, an does Lady Rote's Daughter,

to help unravel the tangled liven. And in

tmth cases the problem as it would face un

in life is dodged; death is mnde to cut the

knot. Henry Daere limes Lady Chrrilon, the

woman nature chose for him, ami marrie*
the wrong one for sentimental reasons. We
know what happened to Julie. Who will

dare to say that Jacob Dclafleld was the

right man? The Light Behind in a good
novel of the Knglish sort; it has finish and
style and firmmsw of thought and feeling.

It reflects a section of Knglish Roman Cath-
olic life and culture which exists in and
about I-ondnn today, but it la-longs to the
same school of fiction as John fngleaant, and
I have little patience with the cult."
” Nevertheless,” rejoined the Scholar, “ as

n critic you must acknowledge that The
Light Behind has an intellectual ease

and charm which one seldom meets with
in an American novel of manners. The
conversations are so natural, yet distinguish-

ed. so lightly handled with a familiar touch-

and-go. yet pregnant with the utterance of

deep thought and conviction. It rests on a
high level of aspiration and worthy idealism

;

the consciousness of power to uplift and

regenerate resides in the mind that impels

and projects its imaginary characters and
conditions of life and thought. The strong,

rugged figure of Hiddulph suggests, I may
say, the late Mr. R. H. Hutton of the Lon-
don Spectator. The description fits him;
' The unwieldy, bulky form, in untidy, ink-

stained clothes, and collar of uncertain form,

shaggy beard and rough hair, with dim eyes

almost lost under heavy brows.’ And those

who knew his personality will recognize the

truth of this revealing picture;”

The Seholur opened the hook at page 274,

and read: " 4 Mr. Hiddulph hurried down to

the Stanleys at Folkestone, and gave up his

holiday in their Rervice. He had his re-

ward in his admiration for the dying man,
in whom he dlviued a sanctity and a spirit-

uality that others might not have seen. It

was not patience, but joy, that shone from
the ordinary features and dull eyes ol the

suffering old nun of business. And as Mr.
Hiddulph sat by the bedside, with an awk-
ward tenderness in his dim eyes, peering at

the bottles, and the fan, and the fruit with
which lie was unequal to dealing, he felt

that strange glow of triumph which Is in-

fectious in the near neighliorhood of mar-
tyrs. Pursuing his dim and perilous way
amid the unU-liefs, and the foolish beliefs

of his day, and of his society. Biddulph had
passed on undaunted ; but simplicity of faith

had not been possible to him. His feet

were on a rock of confidence in God, and hia

mind was infinitely reverent and patient

of ap|i*reiit mystery. But he had known
few moments of such soul sunshine as
these.’

”

Closing the book, the Scholar continued:
" There you get a spiritual glimpse, as it

were, of the able editor and critic who wrote

Aspects of Religious and Scientific Thought
and Contemporary Thought and Thinkers.

For this one portrnit alone The Light Be-

hind would be a precious lxsik to me.”

“Calvert of Strathore”

There was silence when the speaker con-

cluded, like one who had struck out on n
lonely path where none else walked. As if

seeking to regain his companions, he reach-

ed out his hand for another book, and went
on in bis shy manner.

“ I am delighted to find in the list of books

that have eoine under our consideration even

so many that possess more than passing

charm and power. Now here is one—
Calvert of Strathore, it is called — a

story of the American legation in Paris

when Thomas Jefferson was our ambassador
at. the French court, and the names of many
famous personages occur as well as several

of these memorable persons themselves. The
hook is written with fine restraint and
scholarship, and a sensitive appreciation of

the gay life and momentous issues of that
fateful hour in Franpe's history. The after-

math of the American Revolution reverlier-

ates in the revolt of Paris with an historic

value and sense of proportion that give

distinctive power to the work as history as

well as fietion. One is thankful for the

natural march of events through which the

story is construed without recourse to cheap
liomhast and sensational episodes.”

The Cantankerous Critic nodded approval.
14 No doubt of it.” said he. ” Calvert of
Strathore is an excellent piece of literary

workmanship. The book interested me be-

cause of the period—the France of 1789

—

and the portrait of Mr. Jefferson which it

presents. It is not a novel properly, but
what might be called an historical hiogrnpb.

I say I enjoyed it: the workmanship is fine

and true, amazingly so for a first book

—

I have not encountered Mr. Ooodloe’s name
before—but I wish there was some way of

distinguishing a work of this sort from fic-

tion proper, which it is not. 1 don't like

being taken in, even when compelled to re-

joice in the result.”
“ I am afraid I found Calvert of Strathore

rather dry and unexciting," remarked the

Sentimentalist, apologetically, •* and The
Light Behind seemed a bit tiresome. There
was no love story to speak of in either

book.”

The Matron regarded the Sentimentalist

with a severe eye as she replied in a tone of

reprimand.
44 The Light Behind and Calvert of

Strathore were difficult reading, I ad-

mit, hut I felt it my duty to acquaint

myself with the state of society they
depicted. What I say is that if one
must read history one may as well

get a knowledge of it in the pleasantest

form, and a novel like Calvert of Strathore
does make you feel so well informed after

you have read it. And after reading The
Light Behind I feel as if 1 had mingled in

the best London society, and hobnoblied with
prime ministers, and been behind the scenes

of high life in ecclesiastical and political

circles. I owe the author of Calvert of
Strathorr a grudge for one rash statement ;

4 It is so with all women.' he says;
1 they

hate to be put in the wrong, even when the

doing so means protection to themaelvea.’ ”

“ The Mat ron must concede, however," ob-

served the Merchant, rubbing his hands com-
placently, “that the author proved his point.

I liked it. and Madame de St. Andrf- certainly

deserved it for the way she treated her cava-

lier. It was the frontispiece showing this

same gallant young American's rescue of the

fair lady from the dastardly attack of a
French rou4 that caught my faney and led

me to read the l>ook. I tell you, a good,

strong, picturesque cover and a dashing
frontispiece are the Itest. bait for a tired man
when lie picks up a hook to rend of an cran-

ing. The story in Calvert of Strathore is

all right, and I was pleased to follow the

fine figure of our eminent statesman, Thomas
Jefferson, in its pages. It ia like meeting
an old friend, this rubbing shoulders with
a real personage.”

“ Lee* and Leaven ”

“ By the way, I see that Mr. Kdward W.
Townsend,” the Cantankerous Critic cut in.

“ not content with his failure to realize New
York life in Days Like These, has made an-

other futile attempt in Lees and Leaven. He
hasn't done it, because it won't lie done for a
hundred year* yet. The life of New York
city is far too heterogeneous to inhere in a
novel ; it is a jumbled mosaic of many pat-

terns. and no man living can make a clear

design out of it. But Mr. Townsend is always
vivid in touch when he describes some fa-

miliar bit of metropolitan life, or sketches

in with a touch of caricature the side-

tracked characters of the great city, such as

the 44 sea-food man." He isn’t a novelist, as

he probably' knows, but he can tell a good

fairy-tale which is calculated to make the

shop girl cease from troubling, and to

give the typewriter a rest— for the time
being,”

“ Well,” responded the Merchant. 44
1

liked Mr. Townsend’s Lees and Leaven.

I was interested in the machinations
of the land grab for mining purposes, and
rejoiced when that old skinflint. Bunton,

got his deserts. I was sorry for his wife,

though ; she was a decent sort, and deserved

a better husband and daughter. Mr. Town-
send has a way of making you see things

in New York that you have missed, although
you have been familiar with them for years.

I don’t know7 whether it’s a fairy-tale or a

novel, hut I do know that much of it is

true, and you can’t get away from It. The
story of the lost deed and the runaway
miirringe and the mismated lovers finally

matched in fine style may be more in the

aogle
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Sentimentalist's line. but then* air tilings

more peculiar to New York concerning the

various way* of getting a living that will

interest those who know the life, and those

who don’t, hut want to know.”

The Matron was frowning at the Mer-

chant in evident disapproval. " I’m not i*«

sure of that,” she retorted.

" I read Mr. Townsend's Lee* and Leaven

and finished it, because I lu»d to find out

how the story ended. But I’m not quite

sure that I shall let my daughters read it.

One has to make the acquaintance of such

low people, and Mr. Townsend seems to ac-

cept with equanimity a deplorable state of

irregularity not only among his low char-

acters, but in society. One doesn't want to

know these things nor to believe them, even

if they are true. All I have to say is, if this

is what New York life is like, the less we
know of it the better, and f shall continue

to keep my daughters in the country.”
“ But, my dear Matron,” quoth the Hu-

morist. “did you not say that you felt it

was your duty to rend these novels in order

to acquaint yourself with the state of so-

ciety they depicted?”
“ It depends, sir,” replied the Matron,

tartly. " on the kind of society one is in-

troduced to.”
** Oh.” quoth the Humorist, innocently,

" then you define the * proper study of man-
kind is man’ to mean the bent - regulated

families?”

“Shall we proceed with the next book?”
asked the Matron, ignoring the Humorist.

*• Youth "

“Willingly," replied the Cantankerous

CrIUc. “ And I want to say that the

hook I enjoyed most of all was Mr.
Conrad’s YoufA. ' Youth.’ the first of the

three stories that make up the volume,

ia one of the best short stories in any lan-

guage. 1 would not have one word
omitted. ‘ Heart of htrknnm ’ is a little

tantalizing at times, as the author keeps us
on a still hunt trailing through the analyti-

cal processes of his mind, but the end crowns
the effort.

4 The End of the Tether’ has
more emotion at the heart of it. than Mr.
Conrad’s stories usually have— I recommend
it to the Sentimentalist, who seems to have
skipped this hook, fine thing is certain:

Mr. Conrad is the most vivid realist and the

finest literary artist now writing in the Eng-
lish tongup. ' Tin- august light of abid-

ing memories '—what a spell of haunting
revery the imagery of the phrase easts upon
the mind!”

44 Do you know,” exclaimed the Merchant,
44

I haven't read anything in a long time

that excited me so much as Mr. Conrad's
story, * Youth.’ It was absurd the way it

made me feel young aguin, und I saw nil the

world before me. Listen to this passage:
‘ And there was somewhere in me the

thought: By Jove! this is the deuce of an
adventure—something you read about; anti

it is my first voyage ns second mate -and I

am only twenty—and here 1 am lasting it

out «n well as any of these men. and keeping
my chaps up to the mark. I was pleased.

I would not have given up the experience for

worlds. I had moments of exultation. . . .

Oh. youth! The strength of it, the faith of

it. the imagination of it!' That's the right

stuff, I tell you. I'd like to have Itecn

young again, and in that youth's place at

the pumps—pumping in that old tank of u
boat for dear life."

44 Speaking of Mr. Conrad,” observed
the Matron, 41 there is one thing I have
to say, and that is he doesn't understand
women, and perhaps he ia wise in keep-

ing his hands off the sex. He seems to

have some old-fashioned notion that they

are angels, and nil that sort of tiling, and

altogether too good for human nature's daily

food. In 4 Heart of Darkness’ he observes:
4
It's queer how out of touch with truth

women are. They live in a world of their

own, and there has never been anything like

it, and never can lie. It is too beautiful

altogether, and if they were to set it up it

would go to pieces before the first sunset.

Some confounded fact we men have been
living contentedly with ever since the day of

creation would start up and knock the whole
thing over.’ Now what I say is that if it

wasn't for the practical genius of woman-
kind the men would he nowhere. The first

sunset, indeed! And it's queer, is it, how
nut of touch with truth women are? It’s a
gross libel, that's wbat I nay. Why, it is

her love of truth, lier loyalty to the ideal,

that keeps the world from going to pieces,

us Mr. Conrad demonstrates, to his own
utter confusion, at the end of this very story

when he tells of the 4 inconceivable tri-

umph 4

of the woman's faith in the man
who was unworthy of her belief in him.

That is the tragic note in woman's history.

But as Mr. Conrad remarks, the heavpna do
nut fall for such % trifle.”

44
f concede the point to the Cantankerous

Critic," suavriy remarked the Young Cler-

gyman, ” that Mr. Conrad is a powerful

literary artist, and a wonderful analyst of

human motives and the dim, bewildering

processes of moral deterioration. But I de-

plore the fact that a [mil of pessimism lies

on his work, and leaves a sad depression lie-

hind it In fathoming the human soul, he
has missed the truth recognized by George
Meredith, that

4 Somehow the light of ev-

ery soul burns upward. 4 Browning, too,

grasped this spiritual factor in. lib-, and
thereby breathed into his poetry a sane and
lofty inspiration. 4 Droll thing life is,’ ob-

serves the narrator in
4 Hearts of Dark-

ness *

—

4
tliat mysterious arrangement of

merciless logic for a futile purpose. The
most you can hope from it is mime know-
ledge of yourself—that cornea too late—

a

crop of unextinguishable regrets.
4

It is

this spirit of submission to an inexorable

fate that gives to his writing 4 an impalpa-
ble grayncss.' to quote his own phrase, 4 a
sickly atmosphere of tepid scepticism.’ In

the third tale, ' The End of the Tether,’ it

appeared as if the author were about to

vindicate himself. The portrait of the fear-

less, enduring, loving old Captain Whalley
is a noble one. 4 He trusted his Maker
with a still greater fearlessness—his Maker
who knew his thoughts, his human affec-

tions, and his motives.' But that very sim-

plicity and trust which was like a delicate

refinement of an upright character, and
which in such a nature would have up-
held his faith in the inscrutable ways of

Providence, is traduced in his dark and bitted

hour when all his life seems fallen into the

abyss, and for no purpose except to justify

the theories of the pessimist. 4 God had
not listened to his prayers. The light had
finished ebbing out of the world; not a

glimmer. It was a dark waste.’ A waste I

Not so. as the Apoatic says, have we learned

Christ.”

The Cantankerous Critic miffed sceptical-

ly, hilt the Scholar let his hand rest on the

Young Clergyman’s shoulder. It was a fre-

quent assertion of his, quietly affirmed, that
what the world needed most of all in

its young men was a passion for carncst-

44
It may lie that Mr. Conrad is a pessi-

mist,” the Scholar began, with that win-

ning voice which carried persuasion, "but
I submit that our young friend is in-

elined to take too gloomy and de-

spondent a view of his pessimism. Be-

sides, Mr. Conrad is frankly an artist, and
we have scarcely Hie right to rend into the

life and words of his characters, the au-

thor's own creed. He has been a sailor him-
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self; something qf the sew has entered into

bis soul

—

4 the vastnras, the loneliness sur-

rounding their dark stolid souls.’ This
something—call it what you will, if you
can find a name for so subtle a quality as

soul stuff—he has breathed into his pages

through his sailors, as no one else has ever
done in the literature of the sea. As for

Captain Whalley, he was doomed to believe

that all his spotless life had gone for

naught when faced with the inevitable, but
God knows, the author knows, and wc know
that his life was not a waste. We are

richer for this very record of what he en-

dured and passed through at the dark end,
Itefore the illuminating light of Eternity
shone into liis soul and flashed the truth

upon him.”
44 Perhaps you are right,” murmured the

Voting Clergyman. Be it said to his credit

that his zeal was always tempered with a
spirit of forbearance und tolerance.

“The Turquoise Cup"
44 There is a little book in this list,” con-

tinued the Scholar, “ containing two ex-

quisite stories which seems to have escaped

your notice; I do not rememlier that any-

one mentioned it. The hook itself is a thing
of beauty to handle, but the tales are like

gems, classic in taste and lustre, in their

beautiful setting. The first ttory is called
4 The Turquoise Cup,’ and gives the title

to the volume. The second is called 1 The
Desert’ I could not give you any idea of

their rare charm, the stories must he

read before they give up their fine secret,

so imbedded is the charm in the style of

the writer, like the subtle perfume and del-

icate coloring of R flower. The Clergyman
might not quite approve of the Cardinal

in
4 The Turquoise Cup,’ or of Abdullah

and his Moslem bride in
4 The Desert.’ but

I have faith in his humanity to discern

and, at least, apprehend, if not approve, the

stuff in them of which our creeds are made.”

The Humorist moved that the club ad-

journ. and it was so ordered.

The Age of Display

T* Wc arc a aatloa of shopkeepers, but to art th« other

aaiioaa, and »e hive to pat everythin* Into the shop

windows like ourWrMiru cousin* or we ahall lose our

trade."]—The Taller.

This is the age of display,

Every one turns advertiser;

Posters arc needed to-day

Even by King and by Kaiser.

Do not be frigid ami proud.

Act as your cousins and kin do;

Capture the eye of the crowd

—

Everything into the window.

Have a procession « week

Stopping the workaday traffic;

Victories, won by a squeak.

Give you excuses to maffick.

Get up a gorgeous durbar.

Greatly impressing the Hindu,

Showing how splendid you arc

—

Everything into the window-.

Live in the front of your shop,

That is the aim to arrive at;

Traders will come to the top

When they have nothing that’s private.

Write to the papers, of course.

Put all your history in. do

—

Marriage and death and divorce

—

Everything into the window.
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Books and Bookmen
Oxe never grow* weary of gleaning fres.h

reminiscence* of C’harlo* Dickens. The broad

humanity of the man in hi* hook* bring*

him very close to every one of us, and it is

always with keen interest we alight on some
fresh scrap of information or recollection

that interprets anew his personality or ex-

plains the relationship existing between cer-

tain of hi* characters and their prototypes

in real life. It will astonish many readers

of Little Dorrit, to whom the
“
child of the

Mnrslinlera ” has remained in imagination

as Dickens portrayed her, the sweet and
lovable child of a bygone age, to learn that
" Little Dorrit ” still lives, hearty and well,

at Southgate, in England. Mrs. Mary Ann
Cooper, now in her ninetieth year, was the

original of Dickens's famous character, al-

though there is no correspondence between
the life depicted in the novel and Mrs.
Cooper’s, for she was never inside the dreary
walla of Uie debtors’ prison. Her father «**
a well-to-do farmer tunned Mi t ton. who lived

In Hatton Garden, hut who also had n place
at Runburv, where Dickens in his early youth
was a frequent visitor. Mr*. Cooper point*

with pride, to the bed on which she now
sleeps n* the one that young Dickens slept

on when he used to visit her father in those

days. She remembers him as a youth of

high spirits up to all sorts of mischievous
pranks. On one occasion, when staying

with them at Sunbury. " Charles." a* the

old lady fondly calls him, borrowed some old

clothes, disguised himself as a farm laborer

in search of work, and no clever was his

make-up that he completely deceived her
father, a shrewd, keen man, who. nut hav-

ing employment for him, was persuaded to

allow him n corner and some straw in one
of his barns where he might puna the night 1

A few years later the Mitton* were living

in Johnson Street, Clarendon Square, and
the Dickens family occupied a bouse di-

rectly oppnwile. It. whs there that the ac-

quaintance with “My Charles” ripened into

the closest friendship between the young peo-

ple. Mrs. Cooper's brother had been a school-

fellow pf Dickens, and often assisted him
in later years In law matters and in cor-

recting manuscripts. They were at this

period in the heyday of youth, and the gar-

rulous old lady will tell you with glee

how they used to cull at a little place in

the Hampstead Rond, where the grandfa-

ther of the late Cecil Rhodes. " a grumpy
old man." served them with milk ; how after

church Dickens would take her for a walk
to “ New Kt. Pancra* Church,” for the fun
of staring at and “ taking off ’’ the pompous
beadle who used to stml about it* precincts.

Dickens was a very clever mimic, ami his

imitation of the walk and hrnring of the
Iwadle always sent his companion* into fits

of laughter, much to the great indignation of

this prototype of Huinhtr. “ Once when we
were out walking." she says, “ I remember
we met a proccasion of schoolgirls from a se-

date hoarding-school, headed hy a very prim
and severe-looking principal. Seeing an old

apple woman near hy, Charles bought up
her stock, and slyly slipped two apples into

the hands of each girl, and then stood in-

nocently hy when the horrified principal dis-

covered her very aclret establishment munch-
ing apples in the street I”

Dickens had a habit of giving nickname*
to hi* friends, as lie hud a way of hc*(ow-
ing literary names on his sons. His name
for Miss Mitton was Little Dorrit. She
cannot remember how he came to give her
this name. M

I only recollect that somehow
I was always Dorrit with Charles. How did
I mine to pet into the Marshalaea f” she re-

pents with pleasure. “ Well, I cannot exactly

say, but. as I have told you, Charles and I

were. I think I may say, very fond of each

other, and odc day at home he told me:
1 The next book I write I shall put you in

it, and I shall call it Little Dorrit.' And.
sure enough, he did." Mrs. Coupcr ha*
been a widow for over twenty years, and
now lives alone in a little room full of flow-

er* and knick-knacks and photographs, with
one notable portrait of ** My Charles.” She
is always pleasant to visitors, and delights

in recalling the happy memories which
cluster about her intimate friendship with

the great novelist.

Mr. Henry James la very much with ua

these days. He is a most indefatigable

writer and spinner of talcs. It is only the

other day that we had from him The Sacred

Fount and The lVinga of the Dove. And now
comes a volume of stories. The Brtter Sort,

while in the pages of the North American
Review he continues to weave the web of

Henry Janus as Max Beerbohm sees him

The Ambassador*. “If wlmt your Majesty
command* be possible, your Majesty may
count it as already done. If it lie Impossi-

ble. your Majesty may rest assured that it

shall be done." This historic answer of the

French courtier was quoted one* by Mr.
Henry Harland as symbol i ring, in a way, the

attitude, or at least, one of the attitudes of

Mr. James toward his art. He i* constant-

ly undertaking the impossible, and constant-

ly achieving it. As a critic, Mr. James more
than once has reminded ua that the writer

of stories is. after all, first a paintrr of pic-

ture*. Most painters of pieturrs prudently

confine their efforts to the representation of

the wholly obvious; n few more Intrepid

spirits— CUIde Rolands approaching the
Dark Tower^-dare the half obvious, the
clear obscure. But Mr. .Tame* boldly at-

tacks visions to the common eye Invisible,

and paint* them, and makes them visible

and lovely. A past, master in the art of

shnd©w painting, he has been styled. “The
story that- can he told is not worth telling."

he seems to say. and. ns Mr. Harlnnd de-

clares. ** rigorously, invariably he set* him-

self to tell the story that cannot be told and
tells it.”

One of the most startling things about
Lady Roar's Daughter, which is now enjoy-

ing an enviable popularity, is the complete

metamorphosis of the author. As the work
of a literary artist, it start* a new formula
in the criticism of her art a* a novelist

;

no conclusion reuched from the premises of

her former novel* will fit her latest piece of

fiction. For example, half a dozen years ago.

the following statement was made by an
acute critic, and though at that lime it wn*
stamped with truth, it fails in every respect

to characterize the author of Lady Roue's

Daughter. Of Mrs. Ward, the critic bad this

to say: “ 8hc is pagan rather than positiv-

ist. o rather conventional pagan, studying

in the breakfast-cap of the British matron
the sports of the arena. She could have
taught Marcus Aurelius much that would
have opened hia eves. One is sure, however,

that her head would have lawn eut off early

in the week if die Itad pre-existed a* the

story - telling princes* of The A rabica

Sight*." Whrn this critic comes to read
Lady Rofe'a Daughter we forewee that he
will have to record unother ** corrected ira-

presakm.”

Thp most sensible word on a recent discus-

sion of the topic " The Decay of the Novel,”

hy certain well-known novelists in the C’rilio,

was uttered in conclusion by Mr. Joseph
Conrad, who thus summed up the whole
matter: “No doubt Mr. Swift” (who act

the ball rolling with a denunciatory Arti-

cle! “ i* perfectly right in his survey of the

so-called literary production of to-day. I

dare say it's jolly had. For myself I have
really nothing to say on the subject from
that point of view, being too worried with
my own imperfections to worry about the in-

eptitude of other people, who. after all, may
be—probably are—as conscientious in their

way as I am trying to be in mine.”

It would never occur to the reader of The
Circle that the author was a daughter of

Erin. The scenes of the story arc laid in

Ixradon, and the character* are English

with the exception of the heroine, Anna
Solny and her father, who arc Russian Jew*,

and the Austrian fugitive. Johann. Not only

so, but the restrained and repressed tone of

the work is characteristically English. Yet
Mrs. Katherine Cecil Thurston was born in

the south of Ireland, and spent most of her

life there up to the time of her marriage.
It was only three year# ago that Mrs.
Thurston first thought of literary work, and
then it was at the instigation of her hus-

band. For a year thereafter she plodded
away laboriously, and at last sent out her
first finished story, which hud the good luck

to be accepted. This was in April, 1001,

and since then she bus contributed stories

to a number of English magazine* and peri-

odicals. The Circle was begun in Septem-
ber of 11M1I, and completed in the following

spring, when it wn* at once accepted by the

old-established firm of Blackwood. It is a

rrmnrkable first novel, and is deserving of

the unuBunl attention it in commanding.

Ian Maclarcn recently preached a sermon
to young men on the subject of “ Imagina-
tion.” He warned his hr-arer* that imagina-
tion did not. tm-an merely a taste for poetry,

but insight into event* and characters,

whether real or imaginary. No great prac-

tical enterprise could be achieved in any
domain of the world’s work without ima-

gination. Thin recall* a closing sentence

in Ian Maria ren’s story Afterward*, which
made a deep impression At the time it was
written. “ For we sin oguinst mu dearest,

not lu-runsc we do not love, but because
we do not imagine.” Many years previous
Mr*. Oliphunt embodied the same truth in

h«*r charming story, innocent. “1 believe,”

she observed. “ for ray own part, that ima-
gination is the fir*t faculty wanting in those

that do luinu to their kind, great or small."
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Finance
Tit* course of the speculative market#

during the past few day* ha* reflected

merely the transient change* in technical

condition*- The situation at large ha* re-

mained without new development* «f iin-

(M)rtance. The bear* have discovered that

the public and for that matter, the strung

interest* of the Street evince no desire to

purchase securities, and this obviously en-

courage* the man who would “sell what

i*n't his'n,” But at the same time, liquida-

tion of speculative, account* is over for the

time being, and neither the public nor any

one else is selling stocks, which i* not en-

couraging to the short who must “ buy it

l«ack or go to prison,” according to the rhym-

ing couplet attributed to the late Daniel

Drew. Therefore, the stock-market from

time to time shows weakness, hut it is dis-

tinctly traceable to the operation* of the

professional speculators; and on the next

day it displays strength, because the same
professional* are buying hack stocks sold

on the day previous. And as always Imp-

pens when the trading is of this ** pro-

fessional ” character, “ sentiment " change*

with the fluctuation* in prices, being de-

pressed when stocks are falling, and hopeful

when they are rising. On the whole it

would seem fair to assume that there is a

more hopeful feeling abroad, which, how-

ever, 1* not yet positive enough to mean
greater speculative activity or purchaser

for the rise.

It i# money rate* and possibilities of

flurries whirh ha* acted and continues to

act aa the chief deterrent to stock-market

ventures. The cash rate ha* not indeed

risen above seven per cent., but the very

low surplus reserves held at this writing by

the New York hunk* make it perfectly plain

that there an* disagreeable possibilities in

the way of calling of stock-market loan* and

the liquidation which always follows such

drastic measure*. The last bank statement

showed such slight improvement that the

condition of affairs cannot lie said to have

changed. At this writing the drain on the

banks’ cash holdings from Sub-Treasury

operations is less than last week’s, and be-

fore long the evil# resulting frum the anti-

quated fiscal system of the Federal gov-

ernment should be more than offset by the

return movement of currency from the in-

terior to this centre. Foreign exchange ha#

risen considerably from the low rates of last

week, reflecting the stiffening money-mar-

kets abroad, and possibly the buying of

hills by our bankers at the low and in-

viting figure*. It is quite likely, moreover,

that Iwinker* here have had in mind the

future operations, which the payment of

$40,000,000 by the United State* to the

French owners of the Panama Canal prop-

erty will necessitate.

In connection with the future course of

the foreign-exchange market, great interest

attache# to our foregn-trade statistic# for

February. The most noteworthy feature of

the statement was the increase in the ex-

ports of manufactures. Considering that

prieea of our manufactured products are

high by reason of the great domestic de-

mand reported in all branches of industry,

the volume of our export trade i# significant

in It# hearing upon the time*, yet to coine,

when the domestic consumption shall have

become lighter. The hoge volume of traffic

being piled upon the railroads, taxe# their

capacity to their utmost. The indication*,

based upon the assertion* of people in a
position to know the facts, are that the

net earnings of the United State# Hied Cor-

poration for the current year will be in ex-

cess of $126,000,000; truly, a stupendous

achievement. It will be recalled that Mr.
Schwab predicted they would lie $140,-

000,000; but at that time, the figure# seem-

ed extravagant. And it iB bo in nearly

all lines of industry.

I
N Harper’s Weekly for next 1»eek

there Kt>ill be, among other features, a

complete short story by Hamlin Garland,

author of
44 The Captain of the Gray-

Horse Troop”

Famous Wood Engravings

JNTEREST in the portraits of the great men of America

was never so acute as at present. No private library is

complete without these inspiring faces, and to every public

library, school, and college they are necessities.

During the last fifty years the portraits of nearly all the

men who impressed their personality upon their time and
made the history of their generation and ours were engraved

for Harpers.

The art of engraving portraits on wood in this country was
largely developed in the art department of Harper & Brothers.

The quality of these large portraits has never been equalled.

They are works of art by famous men like Staudenbaur,

Butler, Kruell, Goetre, Johnson, Baude, Wolf, etc.

Weeks and months were spent by the artist on one of

these portraits; and in the direction and the quality of fine

for form, color, and modelling they may be said to fairly equal

the best work ever done. The sympathetic ouality of the

medium used for the portraits lends itself to textures and

delicate tones, and places them absolutely in the front rank

of the art of engraving.

We have printed a very limited edition of eight of these

portraits on the best heavy coated paper, with wide margins

for framing or for a portfolio (sire 12 1-2 x 17 inches).

We have ready now for delivery the portraits of

RALPH WALDO EMERSON
SAMUEL L. CLEMENS (HARK TWAIN)

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL
HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW

WALT WHITMAN
WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS

JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES

These portraits are sold only in sets of four (any four) for

$1.00 a set, or the entire eight portraits will he sent, postpaid,

on receipt of $2.00.

Address

HARPER & BROTHERS, FRANKLIN SQUARE, N. Y.
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National Bank
of the City of New York

financial
I

,.
Bill* ofcxebaiiec bought and i

Letters •old- Cable Tnuinfeni Ui F.u

- rope and South Africa. Cout-

Ol njercial and TraTellera' letter*

,, of Credit. Collection* made.
Crpfllt. International Cheque*. Cer-wi vuiu

oilcatca of Oepo.lt.

(KOl’KMD 1810)

23 WALL STREET
OFFICERS

GRANVILLE W. GARTH. President,
ALEXANDER E ORR. VICE-PRESIDENT.
ANDREW A. KNOWLES. CA8HTKR.
ROBERT U. GRAFF. • • - Assistant cashier.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
(CONDENSED)

Report to the Comptroller of the Currency

APRIL 30th. 1902

RESOURCES

Brown Brothers & Co.,
Bankbhs, No. 69 Wau Stkrst.

HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

NO. 30 BROAD STREET. NEW YORR

financial

THE AUDITCOMPANYofNEW YORK
Auocrr Bm.mont, Tiiomas I. (imrsi,

Acting hcHdenl Vce-Picudrat end Gened Hw(d

Examinations, Appraisals, Audits.
NEW YORK.

Mutual Life Buildings, «} Cedar Street.

Philadelphia, Chicago,
Arcade Building, N. Y- UN adding.

{Ill Hd Mukn Su. Ln SHI* nnd Monroe Six.

per CENT”

Mmbdl.Sdnfltr & Barnes.« Bw^Urw'ttAj

Loans and Discounts

Bonds - - - -

Banking House -

Doc from Banks -

Cash and Checks on other Banks

$12,745,106.66

770,029.74
545,796.92
835,829.80

8,297,120.00

$23,193,883.02

Capital, Surplus, and Profits

$4,496,310.20

ACCOUNTS INVITED

DIRECTORS
ALEXANDER E. ORR. .... David Down A Co.

LowMX Lincoln, ........ CnUin A Co.
Horace E. Garth. - - - EyPtmiAeai.
Hrnrt Hem. ....... Henry Henlt A Co.
CHARLRR M. Pratt, ...... Standard Oil Co.

IfRNRY Talmadgr. - - - Henry Tnlmndge A Co.

WILLIAM B. BOULTON. - • Boulton. Blue A Pallett.

Edoaii L. Marston, Bln«r A Co.

Gramvuxr W. Garth, »*"* <•

©fflcial Ccoai Hoticc

THE CITY OF NEW YORK
DKPAKTHENT OP TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS. MAIN

OFFICE. BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN.
NO. »Bo BROADWAY. STEWART BUILDING.

January it. root

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. AS REOUIRED BY TUP.
Greater New York Charter. rh-xt »be 1*'oli» cnBtd The Ann,,!
Record rf the Aweel Vahutioo ol Real and Pmm.I E.Utr
nl the flncTw«h. c4 Manhattan. The B™i Hnwklvn Qujreni.

and Richmond rnmpnaing The City nf New York, will be
open tor emmmatioei and i-ortretion on the aecond Monday ed

January, and will main ope* until the

1ST DAY OP APRIL. ioo».

During the time that the book, are ope* to pubbe tnepeclvai.

application may be made hr any t*rv« or corporation cairn-

me to hr Smn-irvrd by the umiel valuation ret real or penotul
•aUte to ha\T the Mine corrected

. . _
In the Borough of Manhattan at the main office of tbe De-

rurtirent of Taara ami Awnnrnuli No. 1B0 Bmndwnr
In the Borough nf The Bronx. at the office of the Department.

Munir-,nl Building. One Hundred and Scvrnty-Seyenth Sued
and Third Avenue

In the Borough of Broedtly*, at the office of the DepartTrent.
Municipal Huikliog

In the Borough of Queens, at the office of the Department.
Hackrrt Building. Jackmn Avenue ami Fifth Street. Long
Ii'and Cftr

In the Bmeugh nf Richmond at the office of the Department.,
Muonic Hinkling. Stapleton

Corporations in all the Borough* must make applications

only at the main office in the Borough of Manhattan
Application, in relation U> the aMcaaed valuation nf prnvmal

estate inuat l* made by the peraon wmanl at the office of the

Department in the Borough where aurh prnua resides, and in

the cane of a non-rmident carrying on busmeas in The City nf

New York, at the office of the Department of the Borough
where luch place of tniuneaa ia Waled. Iwt«*rn the hour* of

in A. M and , P. M . racept on Salonlay, when all application,
muat be made between is A M. and 1 1 noon

JAMES L. WELLS. Prrmdml
WILLIAM S COGSWELL.
GEORGE J GILLESPIE.
SAMUEL 8TRASBOURCER.
RUFUS L. SCOTT.
CoramiMiom of Taaea and Anmmieu

Practical Golf
By WALTER J. TRAVIS

Former Amateur Golf Champion of tbe U. 5.

Profusely Illustrated from Photographs.

Crown 8vo. 200 pages. $2.00 net,-

postage extra.

The Elements of International Law
By GEO. B. DA VIS

Lieut.-Cot. and Deputy Judge Adveeate- General, U. S. A.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION

A work sufficiently elementary in character to be within the reach of students, yet comprc-
l

hensive and of wide scope. It gives essential information in regard to the law governing the
relations of nations, duties of diplomatic representatives, rights of citizens, alliances, etc.

$2.50

HARPER dr BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS. FRANKLIN SQUARE, N V

THE
NORTH AMERICAN

REVIEW
EDITED BY GEORGE HARVEY

APRIL, 1903

Mrs. Humphry Ward's Novels . HAMILTON W. MABIE

Shipping and Subsidies . . . BENJAMIN TAYLOR
Mrs. Eddy in Error MARK TWAIN
Is the Monroe Doctrine a Bar to Civilization ?

AN AMERICAN MERCHANT
A Gallery of Portraits .... GOLDWIN SMITH
The Sultan and the Caliphate . . . LLOYD SANDERS
, 1 u (

T. W. DEWING, CHILDE HASSAM,
John H. I wachtman. I EDWARD SIMMONS, ROBERTAn Estimation

( RFTD
, J. ALDEN WEIR

Political Economy and the Labor Question, J. H. HOLLANDER,
Professor of Politital Etomomy in Johns Hopkins University .

The Unsatisfactory Outcome of the Chinese Negotiations,

DR. GILBERT REID
French Side of the Newfoundland Difficulty,

J. CHARLEMAGNE BRACQ
The United States Fish Commission, , G. H. STEVENSON

Canada’s Growing Commercial Independence, ERASTUS WIMAN
Gabridle : A Drama . . . KATHERINE MACKAY

THE AMBASSADORS.—IV.
A Novel by

HENRY JAMES

50 Cents a Copy $5.00 a Tear

HARPER & BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS, N. Y.

THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW, FRANKUN SQUARE, NEW YORK

&34
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